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lib. 1. Ambros. de. Virg. lib. 3. Idem in Mat.

V. Crysostom in Genes, homil. 15. Idem horail.

in Act. Apost. cap. 3. Hieronimus Epistol. lib.

part 3. Ep. 2. Idem in Zech. lib. 2. cap. 8. Idem
in Mat. lib. 1. cap. 5. Augustinus de Serm. Dom.
Berm. 28. Cyrillus in Jer. iv. Theodoretus in Deut.

vi. Isidorus Pelusiota. Ep. lib. 1. Epist. 155.

Chromatins in Mat. v. Johannes Damascenus, lib.

3, cap. 16. Cassiodorus in Psalm xoiv. Isidorus

Hispalensis, cap. 31. Antiochus in Pandect, script.

horn. 62. Beda in Jac. v. Haimo in Apoo.
Ambrosius Ansbertus in Apoc. Theophylactus in

Mat. V. Paschasius Radbertus in Mat. v. Otho
JBrunsfelsius in Mat. v. Druthmarus in Mat. v.

Euthymius Eugubiuus Bibliotheca vet. patr. in

Mat. V. (Eeumenius in Jac. cap. v. ver. 12. An-
selmus in Mat. v. the Waldenses, Wickliff, Eras-

mus, in Mat. V. and in Jac. v. Who can read

these places and doubt of their sense in this mat-
ter ? And who, believing that they were against

all oaths, can bring so great an indignity to the

name of Christ, as to seek to subject again his

followers to so great an indignity ? Is it not rather

time that all good men should labour to remove
this abuse and infamj from Christians?

Lastly, They object, This will bring in fraud

and confusion ; for impostors will counterfeit pro-

bity, and under the benefit of this dispensation will

lie without fear of punishment.

I answer, There are two things which oblige a

man to speak the truth : First, Either the fear of

God in his heart, and love of truth; for where this

is there is no need of oaths to speak the truth; or.

Secondly, The fear of punishment from the judge.

Therefore let there be the same or rather greater

puni.-hment appointed to those who pretend so great

truth in word^, and so great simplicity in heart that

they cannot lie, and so great reverence towards the

law of Christ, that for conscience' sake they deny

to swear in any wise, if they fail ; and so there

shall be the same good order, yea, greater security

against deceivers, as if oaths were continued ; and

also, by that more severe punishment, to which

these false dissemblers shall be liable. Hence

wicked men shall be more terrified, and good men
delivered from all oppression, both in their liberty

and goods: for which respect to tender consciences,

God hath often a regard to magistrates and their

state as a thing most acceptable to him. But if

any can further doubt of this thing, to wit, if with-

out confusion it can be practised in the common-

wealth, let him consider the state of the United

Netherlands, and he shall see the good effect of it

:

for there, because of the great number of merchants

more than in any other place, there is most frequent

occasion for this thing; and though the number

of those that are of this mind be considerable, to

hom the states these hundred years have conde-

scended, and yet daily condescend, yet neverthe-

less there has nothing of prejudice followed there-

upon to the commonwealth, government, or' good

order ; but rather great advantage to trade, and

so to the commonwealth.
§XIII. Sixthly, The last thing to be considered,

is revence and war, an evil as opposite and con-

trary to the Spirit and doctrine of Christ as light

to darkness. For as is manifest by what is said,

through eoutempt of Christ's law the whole world

is filled with various oaths, cursings, blasphemous

profanations, and horrid perjuries ; bo likewise,

through contempt of the same law, the world is

filled will violence, oppression, murders, ravishing

of women and virgins, spoilings, depredations,

burnings, devastations, and all manner of laciv-

iousness and cruelty : so that it is strange that

men, made after the imago of God, should have so

much degenerated, that they rather bear the image

and nature of roaring lions, tearing tigers, devour-

ing wolves, and raging boars, than of rational crea-

tures endued with reason. And is it not yet much

more admirable, that this horrid monster should

find place, and be fomented, among those men that

profess themselves disciples of our peaceable Lord

and master Jesus Christ, who by excellency is cal-

led the Prince of Peace, and hath expressly pro-

hibited his children all violence; and on the con-

trary, commanded them, that, according to his

example, they should follow patience, charity, for

bearanee, and other virtues worthy of a Christian

Hear then what this great prophet saith, whom
every soul is commanded to hear, under the pain

f being cut off. Mat. v. from verse 38, to the end

of the chapter. For thus he saith : Ye have heard

that it hath been Siid, An eye for an eye, and a

tooth for a tooth : But I say unto you. That ye re-

sist not evil; but whosoever shall smite thee on thy

right check, turn to him the other also. And if

any man will sue thee at the law, and take away

thy coat, let him have thy cloak also. And who-

soever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him

twain. Give to him that asketh thee; and from

him that would borrow of thee, turn not thou away.

Ye have heard that it has been said, Thou shalt

love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy : but 1

say unto you. Love your enemies, bless them that

curse you, do good to them that hate you, and

pray for them which despitefully use you, and per-

secute you, that ye may be the children of your

Father which is iu heaven. For he maketh his

sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and send-

eth rain on the just and on the unjust. For if yo

love them which love you, what reward have ye!

Do not even the Publicans the same? And if ye

salute your brethren only, what do ye more than

others? Do not even the Publicins so ? Be ye there-

fore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven

is perfect.

These words, with respect to revenge, as the

former in the case of swearing, do forbid 'some

things, which in time past were lawful to the Jews,

considering their condition and dispensation ; and

command unto such as will be the disciples of Christ,

a more perfect, eminent, and full signification of

charity, as also patience and suffering, than was

required of them in that time, state, and di-pensa-

tiou by the law of Moses. This is not only the

judgment of most, if not all the ancient fathers, so

called, of the first three hundred years after Christ,

but also of many others, and in general of all those

who have rightly understood and propagated the

law of Christ concerning swearing, as appears from

Justin Martyr in Dialog, cum Tryph. ejusdemque

Apolog. 2. Item ad Zenam. Tertul. de Corona

Militis! It. Apolog. cap. 21, and 3T. It. lib. de

Idolol. cap. 17, 18, 19. It. ad Scapulam. cap. 1.

It. adversus Jud. cap. 7, and 9. It. adv. Gnost.

cap. 13. It. ad Marc. cap. 4. It. lib. de Patien-

tia, c. 6, 10. Orig. cont. Celsum, lib. 3, 5, 8. It.

in Josuam hom. 12. cap. 9. It. in Mat. cap. 26.

Tract. 35. Cyp. Epi^t. 56. It. ad Cornel. Lic-

tan. de just. lib. 5. c. 18. lib. 6. c. 20. Ambr. in

Luc. xxii. Chrysost. in Mat. v. hom. 18. It. in

Mat. xxvi. hom. 85. It. lib. 2. de Sacerdotio. It.

in I Cor. xiii. Chromat. in Mat. v. Hierom. ad

Ocean. It. lib. Epist. p. 3. Tom. 1. Ep. 2. Athan.

de Inc. Verb. Dei. Cyrill. Alex. lib. 11. in

Johan. cap. xxv. 26. Yea, Augustine, although

he vary much in this matter, notwithstanding in

these places he did condemn fighting, Epist. 159,

159, 160. It. ad Judices, Epist. 203. It. ad

Darium, & lib. 21. It. ad Faustum. cap. 76. lib.

22. de Civit. ad Marc. cap. 6. as Sylburgius re-

lates. Euthym. in -Mat. xxvi. and many others of

this age. Erasmus in Luc. cap. 3. & 22. Ludov.

Vives in Infroduc. ad Sap. J. Forus, lib. 4. Com-

ment, iu Mat. vii. i" Luc. xxii.

From hence it appears, that there is so great a
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connexion betwixt these two precepts of Christ, that [inferred that the temperature of space may be about

as they were uttered and commanded by him at —220'^; that it cannot possibly exceed —175°.

one and the same time, bo the same way they were
,
Yet small as it is, the earth is indebted to it for as

received by men of all ages, not only in the first I much heat as it receives from the sun. This con-

promulgation by the little number of the disciples, elusion will appear less strange when it is considered

but also after the Christians increased in the first .that the sun occupies only five millionths of the

three hundred years. Even so in the apostaey, celestial vault, and must, therefore, be 200,000
the one was not left and rejected without the other; [times as hot as the same angular part of space to

and now again in the restitution, and renewed produce an ejii^/ effect on the earth. If the sun

preaching of the eternal gospel, they are acknowl- jdid not exist, the mean temperature of the earth's

edged as eternal and unchangeable laws, properly surface would be —128^. As the actual mean
belonging to the evangelical state and perfection temperature of the equator is, with the sun's help,

thereof; from which if any withdraw, he falls short 81'^, the sun produces an augmentation of 209^.

of the perfection of a Christian man.

And truly the words are so clear in themselves,

that, in my judgment, they need no illustration to

explain their sense : for it is as easy to reconcile

the greatest contradicsions, as these laws of our

Lord Jesus Christ with the wicked practices of

wars ; for they are plainly inconsistent. Whoever

The quantity of heat which the earth receives from

the sun Pouillet calculates to be adequate to melt

annually a crust of ice having a thickness of

about one hundred feet. It would be sufiicient

to melt a crust of ice enveloping the sun to the

depth of about forty feet in one minute. If the mass
of the sun possesses a perfect conduclibility, so that

can reconcile this. Resist not evil, with resist vio-[its temperature is the same throughout, and if the

lence by force; again. Give also thy other cheek, specific heat of its materials is supposed to be 113
with strike again; also Love thine enemies, with times that of water, then without any renewal of

spoil them, make a prey of them, pursue them the sources of its heat, from chemical, electrical, or

with fire and sword ; or, Pray for those that per- other action, it would cool down less than 2° in a cen-

secute you, and those that calumniate you, with'tury. This must be taken in connexion with the

persecute them by fines, imprisonments and death fact that the present temperature of the sun must
itself; and not only such as do not persecute you,

! be as high as 2,628°, and may be, if its emissive

but who heartily seek and desire your eternal and [power is equal to that of polished metals, 3,163°.

temporal welfare: whoever, I say, can find a means Now, if the earth, instead of basking in the nearly

to reconcile these things, may be supposed also to

have found a way to reconcile God with the devil,

Christ with Antichrist, light with darkness, and
good with evil. But if this be impossible, as in-

deed it is, so will also the other be impossible;- and
men do but dtceive themselves and others, while

they boldly adventure to establish such absurd

and impossible things.

uniform rays of the sun and the other celestial

radiations, were plunged into a space of absolute

cold, it would cool from 140° to in no less than

13,640 years, and from to —140° in no less than

29,830 years. ' These examples,' says Pouillet,

' may show that there has, perhaps, been some ex-

aggeration in the ideas which have hitherto been
entertained of absolute cold, and the phenomena

cTobecontinofdo . which would be manifested on the surface of the

For " Tho Friend " ^^^th, if the temperature of space were excessively

Heteorolcv
reduced below the zero of our thermometers; they

(CoDclndrf from page 411, vol. xxxiv.) '}°''' ^^ "^^ ,^=?™<^ ,'™<=' '^at the essential laws of

POUILLET's SPECULATION'S. ^^'^\ ""^ established upon such fixed principles that

KT looo T> -11. 11- 1 J • • ,., sudden changes ot temperature are not less impos-
''In 1838, Pouillet published a memoir in which t.ibie in the system of tho world than the sudden

he discusses these large questions; the quantity oi,,i^ resulting from mechanical actions."
solar heat which falls perpendicularly in a given

time on a given surface ; the proportion of this heat

which is absorbed by the atmosphere in the vertical

passage ; the law of absorption for different obliqui-

ties ; the total quantity of heat which the earth re-

ceives from the sun in the course of a year ; the

total quantity of heat which is emitted at each in-

stant by the whole surface of the sun ; the elements

poisson's conjectures.

" The views taken of this subject by the eminent
mathemalician, Poi-son, are, in many points, pecu-
liar. He rejects the theory of Fourier and Laplace,

who attribute the increasing temperature of in-

creasing depths in the earth to a primitive heating.

Poisson refers the fact to the unequal temperature
which must be known in order to ascertain whether of ttie spaces which the solar system has visited
the mass of the sun cools gradually from century

j He considers it highly improbable that the tem-
to century, or whether there is a cause destined tojperature of space is everywhere the same ; the
-eproduce the quantities of heat which escape inces- variations at remote points may be very large, and
sautly from it ; the elements which would allow

temperature to be determined; the absolute quantity
of heat emitted by a body whose surface, tempera-
ture, and radiating powers are known ; the laws of

cooling of a body which loses its heat without re-

ceiving any ; the general conditions of equilibrium
of temperature of a body protected by a diather-

covering analogous to the atmosphere; th.

must produce corresponding variations in the tcm
perature of the earth, to depths depending on their

duration and the magnitude of the variations them-
selves. If a block of stone were transported from
the equator to Paris, the cooling would begin at

the surface and extend into the interior; and if the

time of its transportation was not sufficient to allow

„ ^ , , the cooling to extend through the whole mass, the
cause of the cooling of the high regions of the air ; rock, after it reached the northern climate, would
the law of that cooling; the temperature of space

; I present a temperature increasing with the depth,
the temperature \yhich would be observable every- [The earth is a large block of stone submitted to a
where on the surface of the earth if the sun's action 'similar experiment. It has come from a region of
was not felt; the elevation of temperature which! space where tlie temperature exceeds that in°which
results from the solar heats; the relation of the it now is. It is a stupendous thermometer which
quantities of heat which the earth receives from the

sun, and from space, or all the other celestial bo-
dies.

" By direct experimant on bodies, exposed dur-
ing a serene night to celestial radiation, Pouillet

has not time, on account of its size and its imperfect
conducting power, to assume, throughout its mass
the temperature of the regions which it visits.

To-day the temperature of the earth increases be-

low ; the opposite result may once have occurred

and may occur again. Moreover, the superficial

temperature may once have been, and may be
again, at remote epochs, much greater or much ,

smaller than it is now, so that it is not always fit

for the abode of man and other animals, and has

been subject to the great revulsions which geology

discloses. Poisson regards his cause as a perma-
nent and general one, while that of an intenialkeat

is local and temporary.
" Poisson calculates that, on the theory of Fou- J

rier, the increase of temperature at the depth of

only
, Jij of the radius would be nearly 4,000°,

and in the central portions may amount to 400,000
degrees. The matter in this heated condition would
assume the form of incandescent gases, so condensed,

however, as to have a density five times as great

as that of water. Poisson doubts whether the solid

crust of the earth has a thickness and cohesion suf-

ficient to sustain the enormous pressure from within

to which it must be exposed. Inferring from
the form of the earth that it was once fluid,

if not aeriform, Poisson thinks that the centre

solidified first, the surface cooling and sinking.

This current would equalize thetemperature rapidly

throughout the mass. Besides, tho superincumbent
pressure would force the interior parts to consoli-

date first, in spite of a high temperature. If a co-

lumn of water extended from the surface to tho

centre of the earth, the bottom would be subject

to a pressure of thirty million of atmospheres."
" Poisson thinks it very probable that the stellar

radiation on one hemisphere of the earth may
different from what it is on the opposite hemisphei

and that this difference co-operates with the slight

difference of solar radiation, and the variety in the

absorbing and radiating materials of the surface to

create that difference between the mean tempera-
ture of the northern and southern hemispheres which
has been observed. Neglecting the absorption of

the air, Poisson calculates that the temperature of

space Ciinnot be less than -\-Q'^
. Poisson thinks

it possible that the space traversed by the earth,

millions of years ago, may have been 6,000° or

more, sufiicient to bring the outside crust, studied i

by geology, into a state of fusion, but not its whole<
mass, on account of the velocity of its motion. Ifi

the earth, 100,000 years ago, passed a spot heated'

to 8,000°, and if the successive temperatures of the

places traversed by the earth diminished in rapid

geometrical ratio with the time, so that the excess

of temperature in the earth from this exposure-

would be reduced in 2,000 years to one degree, the^

earth at the surface would have been in a state of

fusion, but at great depths no effect would be felt;

and at the present time the superficial effect would
have been nearly dissipated, but still there would'

be a slight variation, even after the temperature of
space was sensibly constant, increasing with tho'

depth to a certain txtent ; another 100,000 years-

would be required to reduce the effect to one thiri

of its present value, and it would be only after

millions of years that there would remain no tracai

at the surface of the great heat it had suffered.

" Ilerschel has called in question the accuracy
of the reasoning which has led Fourier to place the

temperature of space so high as he has done. The
same objection would apply to the estimates of

Pouillet and of Poisson. Ilerschel thinks that we
can compare the heat derived from the sun with

the heat derived from the multitude of stars, by
contrasting the brightness of the noonday sky with

the brightness of starlight. The latter is fifteen

million times less than the former. Hence Her-
schcl conjectures that the temperature of space may
be 1,000° or 5,000° below zero. He also suggests

that it this is true, and if we depend on the sun to

raise the temperature of the earth from this low
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poiut to wbat it really is, then a change of three

per cent, only in the efficiency of the sun (proceed-

ing from a change in the eccentricity of the earth's

orbit) would not be iuicnsible, but might amount

to 30° or even 15U°."

We have now quoted nearly all the article of

Prof. Lovering as far as yet published. The reader

will perceive that the speculations of scientific men

as regards both the terrestrial and the astronomi-

cal causes of meteorological changes are conflicting

and unsatisfactory ; and that their most careful and

refined calculations on this subject are of but little

Talue, owing to the want of definite and reliable

data, whereon to base their calculations and their

theories. With regard to the temperature of space,

the measure of the absolute quantity of heat re-

ceived from the sun, the rate of cooling of our earth

and other planets, these are subjects in which little

else can be accomplished than vague speculations,

until that other question is answered which lies at

the base of all these inquiries, viz : what degree of

temperature indicates absolute cokl, or the absence

of all heat ?

know not what occupation thou niayst pursue, but

remember that presently thy ukule business will

th God, and he it is who commands, " Bo ye

holy."

But," says a third, " I live in the midst of ir-

religious associations. Everything is against me."

So far from being a valid excuse for neglecting

holiness, it is an urgent reason for cultivating it.

There is all the more need of letting thy light

?hine, if the surrounding atmosphere is as dark as

Egypt. Ahab's court was a most unfavorable place

for the growth of godliness. Yet in that court was

Abridged from " Ilecorder."

Be Holy.

" I would not if I could," says scoffing Indiffer-

ence. " 1 could not if I would," replies downcast

Despondency. They are both in the wrong ; but

our business is not now with the skeptic soul ; it is

only with our sincere but faint-hearted brother

Despondency. He belongs to a large family. He
is brother to Mistrust and Littlefaith, and own

cousin to a whole troup of Doubt', Fears and Un-

beliefs, besides being stepfather to Lackcourage and

Muchafraid. Perhaps he or his may fall in with

this paragraph, and we will have a friendly word

with him and his velvet- footed friends.

What is it to be holy? Holiness is not monkish

asceticism—nor is it Pharisaism—nor is it sour

sanctimoniousness—nor is it the unattainable state

of the glorified before the throne in heaven. It is

simply the habit of' being of one mind with God.

It is the fixed, permanent habit of soul that hates

what God bates, and loves whatsoever God loves,

even though all this costs daily and hourly self-

denial. That this habit of heart and method of

life are not unattainable, is clear from the fact

that God commands us, " Be ye holy." Our Hea-

Tenly Father never enjoins impossibilities upon

children. It is possible for thee, therefore, my
friend, to be holy. The Bible speaks of scores of

men as "holy."
" Well, but those were extraordinary men," say:

one, " who lived in extraordinary times. They pos-

sessed wonderful gifts." So they did. And s

may we. Their God is our God. Their promi

Ees are our promises. Their Heavenly Fathe

never gave their souls a more glorious tonic tha

these -^ovdis—jny grace is sjifficientjor thee. God's

grace is enough. Hast thou ever sought the pos

session of that, sincerely, prayerfully and praeti

cally ? I foar not. 1 fear thou hast never tried to

be holy.

Another says, " I have no time to cultivate

heart-holiness. My business swallows up all my
time." Then there is too much business. The

more business we have, the more holiness we need

to conduct it aright, and to keep from being spirit-

ually engulfed and ruined beneath it. Take time.

If in no other way it be possible, take it from the

eating and sleeping hours. What is far better, take

it in the midst of business, and let God be in thy

thoughts when in the counting-room, or amid the

buzzmg wheels of the manufactory, or behind the

plow upon the hillside. Thou cannot well be a

busier man than Daniel was when the cares of

ye holy in all manner oj conversatwn.

Fur "Tliu Frifud."

ilasings and Siemorics.

RE.MARlCAIiLE PRESEIU'ATION.

At a minuat Kelvinside, near Glasgow, Scotland,

the following occurrence recently took place. In

proceeding with a new shaft, an opening was acci-

dentally made into an old working, which contained

to great an accumulation of water, as flooded the

mine. At the breaking in of the water, two or

three men were instantly drowned. There were

an Elijah who bowed not the knee to Baal. Nero's other workmen in the mine, and in the hope that

palace was a chilling spot for the tender plants of some of them might be alive in the higher parts,

grace. Did they droop and die there? We find every effort was made by those interested above to

n answer in that buoyant heart-message of heroic 'pump the water from the shaft. The accident oc-

Paul, " All the saints salute you, chiejly they that jcurred on a Third-day of the week, just after the

TO of Ccesar's household." This excuse brings up' workmen had commenced their daily operations,

kindred one. "lam driven about from pillar land it took until the following First-day, before

to post, and have no settled home. I am forever the water was so diminished as to allow entrance

journeying, with no quiet home for meditation, into the workings below, where the miners for whom
and no sweet hallowed Penuels or Olivets of sacred they were seeking had been at work. Here they

fe-loniT association." Neither had Paul, he was found three men alive, who had been immured iu

a bird of passage, with no abiding place for the
|

this gloomy prison, for six days and six nights,

sole of his foot. The roof under which he com- These workmen had been in the pit but a few

ghty Babylon rested on him; yet he found time so lowly; never canst thou be environed with an

to kneel down thrice in each day before his God. I array of temptations so dense, or be screened by

He did not serve the king any the less faithfully
|

human authority so weighty, as to protect thee

for serving his Maker all the more faithfully. We from that solemn injunction of Almighty love :
Be

monly tarried longest was the roof of a prison.

And thou, my itinerant brother, whether roaming

the land or sea, whether in the rattling coach or

minutes when the accident occurred, yet it was
several hours before they discovered what had
happened. One of them feeling hungry, went for

steaming rail-car, whether the denizen of hotels oria piece of bread and butter, which he had brought

the lodger in the wayside inn, may realize an 'down with him, and saw the water filling the lower

ever present Saviour who compasseth thy path, !
part of the passage and preventing any possibility

d who can make thy heart to burn within thee! of escape that way. Pieturning to his companions.

he gave them the alarming intelligence, and

mediately they all proceeded to the edge of the

water, which was still forcing itself in from the old

working, and was gradually rising up to the higher

parts of the gallery in which they had been at work.

They then tried the passage in the other direction,

d the same man that he 'but it soon descended, and they met the water

upon him. " It is good ' forcing itself up on that side also. The water that

as thou walkest with him in the way. Never can

thou travel beyond the reach of that Divine injunc-

tion. Be ye holy.

" I am in trouble," says Despondency, " My
mind is overborne by my grief. I shall never be

tlie man again that I was before I met with my
losses." Neither was D
was before affliction cam
for me to be afflicted," was his testimony. Sorrow I

thus threatened to engulf them, was a putrid, stink

left him a better saint than it found him. No ing flood, which had long been gathering and lay-

strains rise sweeter from a Christian's lips than
j

ing stagnant in the old workings. The full extent

his " songs iu the night." Never do the stars of|of the danger which threatened them, now forced

promise gleam so bright as when the sun of worldly

prosperity has gone down. Many a man who for-

got his God at the noonday, has " sung praises at

midnight," hke Paul and Silas in Philippi's dun-

geon.

For it is not only by toil, but by trial, that

Christ ennobles, purifies and sanctifies his people.

He sometimes takes their estates away, and leaves

them nothing but an empty purse and—aconfid:

itself upon their consideration.

Their situation was indeed truly a sad one, and

unless some good degree of christian hope was in

their hearts, it must have been an awfully alarming

one. Forty fathoms below the surface of the earth,

on a small elevation above the general level of the

working in which they were, a flood of water in

every passage leading from it, rising sure!y,steadily,

pidly, and threatening soon to drown them, if

He sends a messenger of love into their they should not have previously been suffocated by

households with a shroud. The cradle over which the air, which must necessarily .soon become uufit

the mother hovers slowly turns into a coffin; the [for respiration. In the expectation that a few hours

little treasure that nestled so warmly in her loving! would close their earthly being, they endeavoured to

bosom, lies cold enough under the grassy turf, commit themselves to the great Controller of all

But out from this tempest of trial comes the tri- [things, praying that he would receive them into his

umphant child of God, wet with the baptism of l kingdom, forgiving, for his dear Son's sake, all

sufl'ering, yet radiant as " Mercy" rising from the their sins. They had oil enough with them to keep

river of death to the pearly gates, and as she their lamps burning for two days, and this enabled

Cometh up she exclaimeth, " Oh 1 my God, thou i

them to compute how time was passing. As long

hast tried me, but when thou didst try me, thou as the oil lasted, they kept a close watch upon the

didst make me to come forth as gold."
j

uprising < f the water. For the most of the time.

The pressure of affliction affords no better ex- [its approach was rapid, but towards the close of

cuse for the neglect of hohness, than does the, their lamp-light, its rate of increase grew sensibly

pressure of business, the adverse array of worldly
[

less and less. At last, it was apparent that it had

associations. These are the very positions for the ceased to rise, and whilst gazing with the first emo-

exercise of holiness. And with the command tion of awakening hope, it began to subside. The

comes the promise of Divine aid to obedience. [diminution went on very slowly for some time, yet

Never, therefore, canst thou reach a point of pros- they now felt assured that efforts were being made

perity sp lofty, or a place in the valo of adversity for their deliverance.



THE F R I E WD.

They Lad with them but three slices of bread

when their captivity commenced, which had been

divided amongst them, and this, with pure water,

of which there was, happily, a little well in the

part of the working, to which they had access,

was all the nourishment they had for those tedi-

ous six days. They felt no fear of starvation

in the early period of their imprisonment ; they

looked for a speedy death by water, or by suffo-

cation. With this last fear prominently before

them, it is somewhat singular, that they should

have kept their lamps burning, which rapidly des-

troyed the vital property of the air. But the light

was doubtless a consolation, and they probably

deemed the bright flame would hasten but a very

little while the expected consummation.

When the lamps went out, they placed a stone

by the edge of the water, to which returning from

time to time, they formed a pretty accurate idea of

the rate at which the surface sank, and from this

formed an estimate of the time it would take to

lower the water so that they might escape by the

shaft. They thought it could not be accomplished

before the first day of the approaching week, and their

calculation proved true. On Seventh day they,

for the first time, heard the operations going on for

their deliverance. The air had become close and

suffocating, but as the water lowered, the undula-

tions occasioned in it by the pumpiug, were com-
municated to the air around them, and seemed to ren-

der it less oppressive. When not examining the

state of the water, they sat much together for the

sake of the heat, alternatively taking the middle

place, which was the warmest and most agreeable.

They reported that they had not felt any severe

cravings of hunger, but an unquenchable thirst op-

pressed them, which up to the latest account (the

evening of the day of their deliverance) had not

left them. They had slept, lying side by side, on
some logs of wood, covered with a piece of oilcloth

found near by. When taken from the mine they

wcrevery weak, and though the weakness continued

through the day, it was the full belief of those who
visited them, that a short period of careful treat-

ment would restore them to their usual strength.

They were beginning to suffer a little pain in the

stomach which, without doubt was occasioned by
their long abstinence from food.

During that day they were visited by large num-
bers of their fellow workmen, who manifested much
joy at their deliverance. Such an accident might
well quicken in the minds of the delivered and the

deliverers, an earnest persuasion of the uncertainty

of life, and the necessity of a constant state of

preparation for the eternal existence which death

will usher all into. Sudden accidental deaths are

far more common amongst the workers in mines
than in other classes of their fellow beings, yet it

behoves us all to examine our spiritual condition,

Portrait of a Christian Judge.

Judge McLean's personal appearance was both

mmanding and attractive. His noble form, his

countenance that betokened at once a mind full of

thought and a heart full of love, and his ncanners,

uniting great dignity, simplicity and kindliness, pre-

disposed every one who met him, even in the most

casual manner, to a high estimate of both his in-

tellectual and moral character. And when you

began to converse with him, you found that the

outer man had borne no false testimony in respect

to the inner—you came in direct contact with that

bright and active intellect, and that genial and

generous spirit, which the external aspect had al-

ready shadowed forth to you. While there was

nothing in his conversation that savoured in the

least, of personal display, there was much to in-

dicate great clearness of perception, a sound, dis-

criminating judgment, large and liberal views of

things, and a rich store of varied and valuabh

formation. You saw, too, at once, that he

one of the most transparent of men ; that he was

truthful and honest. His heart seemed a great

fountain of kindness. While he would not hesitate

to remonstrate frankly and firmly against what he

believed to be evil, even in high places, he was

always predisposed to judge charitably, and some-

times displayed some invention in finding an apol-

ogy for actions of at least, equivocal import. You
could not be with him half an hour, without wit-

nessing manifestations that would leave you in no

doubt that his presence would grace any circle, and

his services honour any station.

It does not become me to speak of him particu-

larly in the relations of Statesman and Judge, ex-

cept as they were identified with a spirit of lofty

patriotism—of inflexible adherence to the true and

right—but to omit all allusion to this were to ig-

nore one of the brightest features in his character.

At every subject, bearing upon the interests of the

country, he looked with a careful and discriminat-

ing eye; and, in forming his judgment, he took

counsel, not of prejudice, not of party, not of per-

sonal advantage, nor yet of the wishes of friends

but of an honest devotion to the public good, under

the guidance of conscience and of God. Th
his mind always welconjed the light, no matter from

what point it came—and though when the light

was so strong as to produce conviction, it seemed

to cost him no sacrifice to surrender even the most

cherished purpose; yet the martyr's stake would

not have had terror enough in it to make him fal-

ter in his adherence to his own honest sense of

duty. I had it from his own lips, that, while he

was holding one of the highest offices under the

government, the politicians gave him no rest, be-

cause he would give them no satisfaction—that is,

he would not bow to party dictation—he would

for whatever our situation may be, in such an hour

as we think not, the Son of Man, by his messenger

Death, may come to our houses.

The Use nf Trials.—It is not in the light and
sunny places of the wilderness that the traveller

most sweetly reposes. It is under the shadow of a

great rock, or in the depth of a sequestered val-

ley ; and it is the same with a Christian. The sun

of prosperity withers our joys, and changes the

green leaves into the sickly colours of autumn.

Adversity is like the winter which prepares the

ground for the reception of the seed, and for the

rich and glowing luxuriance of spring-time.

follower of the Lord Jesus. His religious sympa-

thies were not circumscribed by denominational

lines—his heart bounded forth in grateful recogni-

tion of the image of Christ, wherever he discovered

—and while he was an earnest Methodist, he was i

yet a more earnest Christian. His religion was at \

once intelligent, vital, practical. The graces of the >

pirit were beautifully blended in his character;

but no one shone more brightly than humility—if <

others thought of his wealth, his honours, his in-

"uence, it was plain that he thought not of them,

except as they could be rendered tributary to the

benefit of his fellow men and the honour of his

Master. It was evident that he lived habitually

under the influence of invisible and eternal reali-

ties. His conversation, bis prayers, his daily walk,

showed that he was in constant communion with

the Fountain of all grace and strength.

It pleased a gracious Providence to spare this

admirable man, through a long course of years, to

perform many and varied services of the highest

importance to his country. And yet, when I saw

him a few months ago, his vigorous intellect, his

cheerful and even buoyant spirits, and his elastic

step, seemed to justify his expectation that at least

another decade of years of honourable activity and

usefulness might be added to his life. He had al-

ways been one of the most industrious of men, per-

forming an amount of official labour that seemed

scarcely within the range of human ability: though

it was interesting to see how gracefully he could,

at pleasure, come out from beneath the heavy bur-

den that oppressed him, and give himself up to

the pleasures of social intercourse as freely and as

fully as if he had nothing else to do. But though

nothing to indicate the waning of any of his

Our chief troubles do not arise from our living

in the world, hutfrom thefact of the uorld's living

not displace from any office within his control, ac

knowledged intelligence and integrity, from con

siderations of mere partisanship; and he added
that it was to this circumstance that he owed his

appointment to the Supreme Judiciary, where bis

persistence in following out his convictions, would
occasion less inconvenience to office seekers. I

could not have inferred from any thing he said,

what political party had the best right to claim

him—he seemed to me to be a man by himself

—

towering far above all parties ; earnestly devoted

to, and yet wellnigh despairing of, the perpetuity of

his country's liberties. In one of the last letters

I received from him, he repeated, with great con-

fidence, the remark that our national corruption

had destroyed us.

But the crowning glory of this venerable man,
was that he was an humble, consistent, devoted

faculties, it was not long before disease was at work

to bow that stately frame, to cripple those manly
energies, to close that honoured life. Meanwhile

the political elements were evidently combining

for a tempest ; the spirit of agitation mounting up

to phrenzy, was abroad; the old land-marks which

the fathers had setup had begun to disappear;

and that bond which had united the States in one,

had come to look as if, after all, it were but a rope

of sand. The venerable Christian patriot watched

the approach of the storm with the deepest concern,

and yet with full confidence in the Power that was

directing it—he saw the lightnings play fearfully

on the bosom of the overshadowing cloud, and was
expecting the convulsive shock by which our in-

stitutions would be overturned, when the Master

whom he had served so long, sent his angel, in the

livery of death, to whisper the gracious words,

"Come up hither."

—

Sprague.

Letter of John Bartlaj.

I have had from one season to another, up to

the present time, many teaching intimations and

timely warnings, from within and without, that

there is no trust to be had in length of days, nor

dependence to be placed on health or strength or

youth, no nor yet on any services or sufferings for

Truth's sake; but only upon the Hock, Christ

Jesus, the Lamb slain from the foundation of the

world. To know tJiut renewed in us, which rightly

gives an interest in his blood, and in the salvation

he purchased for us,—to feel the spring of immor-

tal, immaculate life and goodness, bubbling up and

breaking forth in and over us,— to be assured by
hearing, knowing and following the Shepherd of

Israel, that we are his sheep,—to have a sure

and satisfactory evidence, that we are more and

more coming out of the world's spirit, into that of

the weaned child,—becoming more and more sepa-

rated from sin and self,—more and more seasoned

with and leavened into the nature of a child of



THE Fill END.

God ; tbia is sweet, and a safe spot, saith my soul,

for any poor mortal to be found iu, wbcn the sum-

nioDs uiay be sounded forth.

"The time is thort," said the apostle; ar.d it

remains for us all, whatever be our friluatiou in this

life, or our station in the church, or our standing

in u religious sense, to remember, that "the fash-

ions of this world passeth away." These things

that arc mutable must pass away, and shall be as

though they had not been; yet shall the righteous

stand and be established, when the earth is

moved out of its place, and the firmament swept

away as with a flood. Greatly do I desire

he found amongst those, who stay themselves

upon the living, eternal. Almighty Father and Sa

viour; and to be increasingly concerned to pass

the remainder of my time in true filial fear and

faithfulness.

'Ah mo., 1820.

•TheFi

Wanderings orer Bible Lands a

SOLOMONS GARDENS, HEBRON, AND
(Cuutiuu.d frum jiage iU. vol. xxxiJ.)

After luncheon and our midday rest we rode to

iniily Trcaaurj."

nd Seas.

BETHLEnEM

Christian Laconics.—Long afflictions will much

set off the glory of heaven. The longer the storm

the sweeter the calm; the longer the winter nights,

the sweeter the summer days. The new wine of

i Christ's kingdom is most sweet to those who have

long been drinking gall and vinegar. The higher

the mountain, the gladder we shall be when we get

to the top of it. The longer our journey is, the

sweeter will be cur end ; and the longer our pas-

atre is, the more desirable will the haven be.

A murmurer is an ungodly man ; he is an un-

godlike man; no man on earth more unlike to God
than the murmurer; and therefore no wonder if,

vhen Christ comes to execute judgment, he deals

severely and terribly with him. Let him maki

t profession he will of godliness, yet if mur^

inuring keeps the throne in his heart, Christ will

deal with him at last as with ungodly sinners

A lazy Christian will always want four thin

comfort, content, confidence, and assurance. As-

surance and joy are choice donatives that Christ

gives to laborious Christians only. The lazy

Christian has his mouth full of complaints, when

the active Christian has his heart full of comforts.

God loves to smile most upon his people when

the world frowns most. When the world puts its

iron chains upon their legs, then God puts his

golden chains about their necks ; when the world

puts a bitter cup into their hands, then God drops

some of his honey—some of his goodness and

sweetness into it. When the world is ready to

stone them, then God gives them the white stone;

and when the world is tearing their good names,

then he gives them a new name, and none knows

but he that has it—a name that is better than
'

that of sons and daughters.

—

Upta-gcon's Smooili

Stones.

Allfor the Best.—Dr. Johnson used to say that

a habit of looking at the best side of every

is better than a thousand pounds a year. Bishop

Hall quaintly remarks, "for every bad there might

be worse; and when a man breaks his leg, let him

be thankful that it was not his neck." When
Fenelon's library was on fire, " God be praised,"

he exclaimed, " that it is not the dwelling of some

poor man !" This is the true spirit of submission

—one of the most beautiful traits that can possess

the human heart. Resolve to see this world on its

Eunny side, and you have almost half won the

battle of life at the outset.

passed the ravine along the precipitous side of which

the road wound quite unguarded. I walked back

to the tent, and in that way had more lei.-ure to

notice the high vineyard walls, built of rough stones,

and leaving narrow lanes between them, with oc-

Solomon's magnificientTanks or 'poofs.' There are'casionally a rude tower at an angle of the walls

three of these excavated, in the solid rock, and in These are characterI^tlcs of Southern Palestine, and

some places supported or approached by walls or
|

are the lineal descendants of the ancient solitary

steps of massive ancient ma.onry. They were full i" cottage in the vineyard." Ihe proprietors often

on that June afternoon of living water flowing come from their hou-es in Hebron and hve in them

through them. A ruined castle stood near. But during the grape season, at once to enjoy and to

the tanks, which must have been excavated two 'protect their property.

thousand years at least before a stone of the castle I

In the afternoon we rode to Hebron. It was

was raised, were not ruined. Throughout the Holy
,

more like a European town (not one in England,

Land no relics of glorious old times are so perfect certainly, but in some remote part of Italy,) than

and so satisfactory as these tanks. Temples, and any other place we had seen in Palestine, rhcrc

fortresses and palaces, are scattered or defaced,
j

were some faint indications of prosperity and lite

but these 'retain the fresh mark of the workman's
,

about it : numerous and abundant wells, water-

tools, and remain a witness,—not to the pomp of .troughs, gardens, vineyards, walls not in ruins, re-

superstition, or royalty, or war,—but to the useful scrvoirs well-kept, even a road in the valley,

labours of an industrious and prosperous people. We had some slight hope ot being permitted to

and a blessing to the peasants of to-day as to those see the inside of the Harem or Sacred 1 'ace of

of three thousand years ago. Hebron, honoured by Moslems Jews, and Chris-

ThenceweproceededtoHebron,thecityofDavid's tiansas Abraham s lomb. Mohammedan bigotry

early reign, a rough and hilly ride. It was grow- had yielded to bribes at Jerusalem, enforced by

ins dark before we reached it, and our tired horses
^

the echo of our artillery at bebastopol. And why

stumbled frequently over the rocks and roots on: not here? But all our solicitations were in vain.

the hill-sides Before night, however, our tents iThe authorities of Hebron, were either too strictly

were pitched, and our camp-fire was lighted under, bound by Mohammedan law, or too ignorant of

the shade of " Abrahaui's oak." The horses, [European politics to pay any attention to our de-

mules and donkeys, with a foal which belonged to ^mands. A crowd of angry looking idlers and boys

one of our mares, and greatly perplexed the riders evidently not averse to the use of physical force, be-

by its erratic ways, were fastened to stakes near at gan to collect, and we were obliged to content our-

hand. Wc commenced mending, sketching, and selves with inspecting the outside walls. Ihese

chattin- over adventures, and were at home and at were in many parts built of very large stones with

rest as much as pilgrims could wish to be. Vines that groove round them which we had been told

trailed their luxuriant branches along the ground at Jerusalem was characteristic of early Uebrcw

—stakes to support them being expensive luxuries [or Phoenician workmanship, like the stones lettin

in this treeless land. The horses were led to water jthe Temple enclosure. Thus the building carried

at a neisjhbouring spring ; muleteers and servants us back to the days when David dwelt here a king,

were grouped in various picturesque attitudes; our [whilst the cave beneath it is indeed the resting

dinner was slowly but surely in course of prepara- 'place of Sarah and Leah, Jacob, Isaac, and Abra-

tion by the Maltese cook ; the moonlight tell, che- ham, the friend of God.

quering the ground through the interstices of the 1
From Hebron we climbed a steep terraced hill,

black massive branches and the delicate leaves of partly riding, and partly scrambling on foot lead-

the oak, which was large enough to have sheltered [ing our horses. At the top was a grove of fine old

a"wi7n JsordiersV" And" it w°as Abraham's oak. 'fis^trees,remiDding one of the groves which crowned

., '^ ... T>, r- s, .._j.- :.,„» „..„!. „'.!,<> 1" i,;^l, r^Uppe" in ancient days. Iheviewfrom
Here, on this Plain of Mamre, under just such a the " high places

i
• w i, » ,

venerable oak, at the door of a tent (probably more this was rich and beautiful, and might be taken as

like the camel-hair Bedouin tents than ours,) Abra- some faint likeness of what it must have been in

ham had welcomed the three mysterious visitors, David's time, when the industnous Jews had entered

two of whom were angels. Heavenly feet had Ion the olive gardens and vineyards of that earlier

trodden this ground. Had heaven grown distant race, which, with all its crin--

since then, or only invisible, and were such heavenly
I

tries, must have possesse

and savage idola-

lements of material

beincrs indeed encamping round us for His sake, 'civilization lost to'the lawless Arab peasants who

wholn his humiliation needed their ministry once, 'people the land now. The royal cty lay below us,

and commands it always? That God cares for,

and protects the feeblest of those who seek his care,

we cannot doubt, and He works out his merciful

purposes rather with living agents than with uncoU'

not far off, in the luxuriant plain, from a centre in

the valley radiating up three separate hills. Its

white roofs, domes, and airy minarets, and espe-

cially the great mosque over Machpelah, blended

h the olives, vines, and figs which

Around was the lovely, richscious instruments, rather with hands than with jbeautifully n..u

machines. Such thoughts often cheered us in our surrounded the_
fin-„;„,till

ni.ht encampments in the Holy Land, and in re- Plain of Mamre, and beyond, corn-fields were still

mSns far more dangerous than Hebron. Although 'golden on the lower uplands.

C party happened to be entirely unarmed, I can- 1
Again a night under te shelter of Ab aham

not r^emember experiencing a sensation of fear. oak, and lu the morning (Thursday, June 19th

Before breakfast the n!xt morning, June the 'once more across the hiU-country of Judea on our

18th, we took a beautiful ride along the side of a-way back by Bethlehem ° J.",^^^Jf,°>.
,^^^^^ ^^^

very fine ravine to Adoraim, the modern Dura. The especial interest of this day
^
JO^^^J ^^^

From the top of a mosque near the poor cabins that it lay through the ^.^^'^
f.}^Llll^:!^^^

which form tL village, ^e had one of those views 'David's Psalms £':.^^°!'^^^!^'" ^TC'^
Happiness is a perfume which one cannot shed

over another, without a few drops falling on the

giver.

Though sincere repentance is m
late repentance is seldom sincere.

too late, yet

frequent from Tiand in "th7ceD'tr7orPaks:' "Thousand hills," and the quiet valleys, the green

tine, embracing a la'rge range of hilly country east pastures by the still -a'ers the wild caves and rav-

and west, from the Mediterranean to the hills be- jines of the shadow of death, ^'^r'
^j^'^J.Jjf

J^^J^

yond Jordan, from the sea to the desert. neyed this day, ^"f,F«ciselytho.e which ba^^^

^ My horse fell with me at full gallop on some from our ear lestchildhood tee^J^^ri^.i^yt^:''

smooth slippery turf, happily just after we had! to us by the inspired poetry of the shepherd king.



THE miENU.
Our first thoughts, however, in mounting the

heights east of the city, were of Abraham's plead-

ing for Sodom on these verj hills, and afterwards

beholding from the same spot, not the sea of verdure

he had seen there before, or the gleam of sunny
waters which we see now, but the heavy sea of

smoke going up between him and the mountains of

Moab,—no wreathed folds of morning mist, but the

smoke of a burning land.

The first place we reached was Tekoah, after a

wild, rough ride up and down pathless hills. One
valley we had much difficulty in crossing. The side

was very steep, and clothed or rather thickly sprin-

kled with trees, the roots of which perplexed our

horses, whilst their branches perplexed us, and more
than once forcibly recalled the fate of Absalom. At
the bottom of this valley, which was a broad level,

were corn-fields and meadows, beside an abundant,

but still and noiseless stream—"green pastures by
still waters," suflBciently rare in this country to im-

press themselves strongly on the memory. Some
peasants were at work in the fields, who warned us

off their territories with angry gestures.

Tekoah only differs from the ruined towns or

villages which crest almost every hill-top, in its

ruins being, although untenanted, more extensive

and perfect than usual. This does not imply much
j

but since " ruins" in the Holy Land frequently

mean little more than shapeless heaps of stones,

there was a certain interest in exploring the founda-

tions of houses, and the remains of tanks and wells

in the city of the " wise woman" of old. The
walls of a Greek church were still standing, with

large stones of earlier buildings used in its founda-

tion, and a stone font. The chief interest of the

place, however, consists in its being one of the
" fortresses," the fortified places on the rocky
heights of Judea, which suggested to David the

image so frequent in his Psalms :
" Thou" and not

these strongholds of njy country's hills, " art my
refuge and my fortress."

(To bo conanned.J

Be Humble.—Pray much for the spirit of hu-
mility, the spirit of Christ, for that is it; otherwise,

all thy vileness will not humble thee. When men
hear of this or of other graces, and how reason-

able they are, they think presently to have them,
and do not consider the natural enmity and rebel-

lion of their own hearts and the necessity of re-

ceiving them from heaven. And, therefore, in the

use of all other means, be most dependant on that
influence, and most in the use of that means which
opens the heart most to that influence, and draws
it down upon the heart; and that is prayer.

" That spirit of Christ which is all sweetness and
love, so calms and composes the heart, that peace
with God, and that unspeakably blessed correspon-

dence of love with him, do so fill the soul with
lovingness and sweetness, that it can breathe noth-

ing else. It hates nothing but sin, it pities the

sinner, and carries towards the worst, the love of
good-will, desiring their return and salvation

But as for those in whom appears tiie image of

their Father, their heart cleaves to them as breth-
ren indeed.—No natural advantages of birth,

beauty, or of wit, draw a Christian's love so much,
ds the resemblance of Christ; wherever that is

found, it is comely and lovely to a soul that loves

him."

—

Leighton.

The more any renewed heart tastes of the sweet-
ness of communion with God, by so much more it

is disposed for unity and peace with his people.

They that spend their days in faith and prayer,

shall end their days in peace and comfort.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
I say to thee, do thou repeat

To the first maa thou ma^vest meet
In laue, highway, or open street.

That he, and we, and all men move
Under a canopy of love,

As broad as the blue sky above
;

That doubt and trouble, fear and pain,

And anguish, all are shadows vain
;

That death itself shall not remain
;

That weary deserts we may tread,

A dreary labyrinth may thread,

Through dark ways underground be led
;

Yet if we will our Guide obey,

The dreariest path, the darkest way,
Shall issue out in heavenly day.

And we, on divers shores now cast,

Shall meet, our perilous voyage past,

All in our Father's house at last.

And ere thou leave him, say thou this

Yet one word more. They only miss
The winning of that final bliss,

Who will not count it true that love-
Blessing, not cursing—rules above,
And that in we live and move.

And one thing further let him know

—

That to believe these thing are so,

This firm faith never to forego

;

Despite of all which seems at strife

With blessing, all with curses rife

—

That this is blessing, this is life.

NEVER POT OFF.

Whatever duty waits for thee,

With sober judgment view it,

And never idly wisk it done

;

Begin at once, and do it.

For Sloth says falsely, " By and by
Is just as well to do it

;"

'Qni present strength is surest strength
;

Begin at once, and do it.

And find not lions in the way,
Nor faint if thorns bestrew it

;

But bravely try, and strength will come,
For God will help thee do it.

Agricultural Progress nl the Sandwich Is-

lands.—It is exceedingly interesting to watch the

progress of agricultural pursuits, and the introduc-

tion of flowers, plants, vegetables, cereals and ani-

mals. It has been the custom to assert that this

and that tree, plant, and vegetable would not grow,
the climate was too warm, or some other insupera-

ble diSiculty existed. The success which has at-

tended the introduction of certain plants, should
lead us to be very cautious in expressing our opin-

ions before the experiment is made.
A few years ago it was stoutly asserted that

wheat could not be produced, but now more than
enough can be easily raised for home consumption.
Well do we remember when an ear of Indian corn
was a great rarity, but recently on the road to

Ewa, we saw more than twenty acres of as fine

looking Indian corn as ever grew in Massachusetts
or Illinois. Who does not remember when it was
said rcses and flowers could not be raised in Hon-
olulu ? and now the most beautiful boquets are

gathered at all seasons. Strawberries and peaches
even are becoming quite common upon the islands.

Only a few years since it was thought quite im-
possible to produce good butter, but now an article

finds its way to our markets vicing in quality with

butter from Goshen, New York, and we hope that

something in the way of cheese will soon be pro-

duced outdoing Cheshire. Why not? Our beef

and mutton call forth even an Englishman's com-

mendation. This, too, is to become a land of

honey. The old fogy wiseacres asserted that in

our sunny islands the bee would become lazy, and
it would no longer be true,

"How doth the little busy bee

Improve each shining hour," kc.

We now have busy and industrious bees, and ex-

cellent honey. Only a few months since one hive

was imported from California, and now hives are reck-

oned by scores in some parts of the islands. The
honest truth is, we do not know what will thrive

and grow in the Sandwich Islands until a fair trial

has been made. All praise to those who are la-

bouring to introduce plants, vegetables, flowers,

and whatever will adorn our fair islands, rendering

them still more lovely and inviting. Only give us

places of worship in our towns, school-houses in

our villages, a happy and growing population, wav-
ing fields, green pastures, numerous herds and
flocks, a stable government, and where will you
find a more desirable home than upon these sunny
islands ?

—

haXe paper.

Selected for " The Friend."

Lstler of Snsanna Halton, (afterwards Lightfoot.)

Stanton, near Philadelphia, 1st mo. 13th, 1762.

Dear and Tender Friend, Sarah Neale.—Thy
acceptable letter with that of thy dear husband,

was as a cordial to me, a poor pilgrim in a strange

land, only my mind was deeply affected on hearing

of the decease of our friends. What can I say

but this, all that our Master does is for the best.

We being but poor short-sighted mortals can see

a very little way before us. This I know, that

the more like a weaned child I become from all

visible objects, with my mind rightly fixed on du-

rable heavenly riches, the better it is for me. Oh,
the Lord Jesus ! that unalterable sure friend, in

whom my soul delighteth! He never failed me
when I confided in him. It is true I have been

short in some part of my duty before I left home,

—for which I have gone through much sorrow.

But it is over now, and passed by, on condition of

my fidelity in time to come to my beloved Master.

Thy husband makes some remarks concerning

deep baptism,—the Lord only knows what I have

gone through in this land, and what I am still

wading through. Had (thy husband) known my
inward condition, he could not have written more
to the purpose than he has. His letter came in an

acceptable time. I wish to be truly thankful to

the great Remembrancer of his little ones. True
gospel fellowship is really wonderful, reaching over

sea and land, insomuch that the living seed though'

far separated, can greet one another in spirit, feel-

ing pure cementing love, which can even assist in

binding up the broken-hearted, and letting the

prisoner go free. May we know it, dear Sally,

more and more to arise in us into dominion ;

—

then will our duty not be neglected, as that of too

many is.

I wish, my dear friend, thou and thine may be

preserved from letting the unstable enjoyments of

this fading world hinder you, or keep you back

from duty. Truly glad I am, to hear that you get

out to meetings, which I am sure is a duty required

of every well concerned member. Oh, I am trou-

bled within me, and many times am ready to say,

'by whom shall worm' Jacob arise, for he is small?

I have been favoured with dear Susy Brown*
for a companion to the eastward. We went first

to the Indians, where upward of five hundred of

them were in one place, every tribe by themselves.

*A minister, the wife of William Brown who was alsJ
an eminent labourer in the gospel of Christ. I
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There was about one hundred that bear the name

of friendly Indians. There are between four and

five huudred, so called, but only the one hundred

were present. There are others who appear to be

under convincement. We attended the treaty,

above fifty miles from , in the wilderness.

They were told that a Friend was coming to sec

them, who had crossed the great water, which

pleased them much. A number of them came to

our lodging, insomuch that the room was filled

with Friends and Indians. After shaking hands,

in a sweet feeling sense of the Fathers love, we

fell into silence, and I may truly say, my spirit

was clothed with profound silence, as much so as

1 ever witnessed. After a considerable time, the

great Commander and Author of all good, moved

my understanding, and I was concerned in humble

supplication to the Shepherd of Israel, who was

pleased to prepare an oflfering acceptable in his

sight. It was a time never to be forgotten. The
hearts of all appeared melted, and admitted to eat

and to drink in the presence of the Father. I

believe each one had, in a measure, to sit under

their own vino, and under their own fig tree ; where

neither the enemy nor any of his, could make
afraid. The sense of this bows my mind in grati-

tude at this time, and ever will, I believe, when I

remember it. The next day I had it on my mind

to have a meeting with them, and informed Friends,

thy spouse's old companion* being there. Some
Friends applied to the governor, his secretary and

council, reque^ting them to allow the meeting to be

held in the place erected for the treaty. This was

obtained. As we went to the meeting, we saw the

Governor and his council coming, which brought

a dread over my mind, and a cry was begotten in

my heart to the Lord, to this effect: Oh, let not

thy glorious truth sufi'er on my account ! neither

did it. The Indians of whom there were many,
sat all in the middle,-—Friends, the Governor and

council, with other people, sat around. After a time

the fear of man was taken from me, and I stood

on my feet leaning on a Friend's shoulder. ^YheD

I began,—to speak by an interpreter seemed very

hard, but it was made easy to me by Him who only

can make hard things easy and bitter things sweet.'
^'''°'^"^ °'

!? After I closed, dear William Brown concluded the
°=*°<^''- ^^

meeting in thanksgiving to Him that lives forever.

Susanna Hatton.

Icebergs.

extremes—the inner cliflfs of one a glistening white

;

of the other a blue, soft and airy as the July hea-

vens.

In the neighbourhood were numbers of block-like

bergs, which, when thrown together by our per-

petual change of position, resembled the ruins of a

marble city. The play of the light and shadows
among its inequalities was charming in the extreme. I

on the outskirts of this Palmyra of the waves lay aj

berg closely resembling a huge ship-of-war, with

the stern submerged, over which the surf was break-

ing finely, while the stem, sixty or seventy feet]

aloft, with what the fancy easily shaped into a ma-

1

jestic figure-head, looked with fixed serenity over!

the distant waters. As we ran athwart the bow
it changed instantly into the appearance of some

gigantic sculpture, with broad surfaces as smooth

as polished ivory, and with salient points cut with

wonderful perfection. The dashing of the waves

sounded like the dashing at the foot of rocky clifi"s,

indicative of the mass of ice below the surface.

FOUXDEllINQ OF A BERG.

Between making my last dot and now—an in-

terval of ten minutes—Windsor Castle has expe-

rienced the convulsions of an earthquake and gone

to ruin. To use the term common here, it has
" foundered." A magazine of powder fired in its

centre could not more efi'ectually, and not much
more quickly, have blown it up. While in the act

of sketching, C suddenly exclaimed : when

lo ! walls and towers were falling asunder, and

tumbling at various angles with apparent silence

into the ocean, attended with the most prodigious

dashing and commotion of water. Enormous,

sheaves of foam sprung aloft and burst in air

;

high green waves, crested with white caps, rolled

away in circles, mingling with leaping shafts, and,

fragments of ice reappearing from the deep in all

directions. Nearly the whole of this brilliant spec- i

tacle was the performance of a minute, and to us^

as noiseless as the motions of a crowd, for a length!

of time I had not expected. When the uproar

j

reached us, it was thunder doubled and redoubled,

rolling upon the ear like the quick successive
j

m, or volleys of the largest ord-

wfully grand, aind altogether the

most startling exhibition I ever witnessed. At
this moment there is a large field of ruins, some of

them huge masses like towers, prone along the

waters, with a lofty steeple left alone standing in

midst, and rooking slowly to and fro.

—

After

Scloctod.

Life in Jara.

As we approach the bergs they assume a great!
^^^^ ^^^J^ ^ PainUr.

variety of forms. Indeed, their changes are quite
, .

wonderful. In passing around a single one we see j„ the Long iJi/?i.—There is no little of repin-

as good as ten, so protean is its character. I know j^g on the part of many worthy people, which
of no object in all nature so marvellously sensitive must be attributed chiefly to a habit of for^ettin"

to a steady gaze. Sit motionless and look at one,

and, fixl

It marks with unerring faithfulness every condition

of atmosphere, and every amount of light and

shadow. Thus manifold complexions tremble over

it, for which the careless observer may see no rea-

son, and many shapes, heights, and distances swell

and shrink it, move it to and fro, of which the

mind may not readily assign a cause.

The large iceberg for which we bore away this

miming resembled, at one moment, a cluster of

Cliiuese buildings, then a Gothic cathedral, early

style. It was curious to see how all that mimicry

of a grand religious pile was soon transmuted into

something like the Coliseum, its vast interior now
a delicate blue and then a greenish white. It was
only necessary to run on half a mile to find this

icy theatre split asunder. An age of ruin ap-

peared to have passed over it, leaving only the two

some well-known truths. It would be good for all

men ' • • > ., ., , • ,

now fret and annoy will all be seen to be parts of

a plan of infinite benevolence. The evils we la-

ment will be turned into agencies for good, and

the sorrows we experience will eventuate in future

joys. That life is the sweetest which is passed in

extracting honey even from the bitterest adversities;

and he is the wisest man who can most heartily

confide in the rectitude of Providence, and in the

final supremacy of truth and right. In the long

run, that Christian will come out well who works

cheerfully, hopefully, heartily, without wasting his

energies upon vain regrets and passionate murmur-
ings. The bird sings in the storm ; why may not

the child of God rejoice too, even though passing

clouds lower ?

—

Cliiis. Intel.

He that will set the hearts of other men on fire

with the love of Christ, must himself burn with

love.

HOTEL ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD.

A correspondent who went out in the United

States steamer Niagara, in company with the Ja-

panese Embassy, writes as follows of hotel life iu

Batavia, Island of Java:

Now, about Batavia and the hotel at which I

am stopping. How many in New York believe

that, on the opposite side of the globe, ten thou-

sand miles nearer the sun, hotels to coujpare with

the Oriental magnificence of New York hotels

can be found ? But such is the fact.

Every thing we sec here is so entirely different

from what I have seen, or ever imagined before,

it is hard to tell where, or how to begin. In all

the imaginary wilds of speculative fancy, I had
never dreamed of any thing to come up to, or com-

pare with Batavia. The place approaching nearest

to it in the East Indies, or, in fact, in any part of the

world, is Calcutta, and that by many is not consid-

ered equal to Batavia.

The hotel at which I am stopping is the Hotel

des ludes, situated in the new, or upper town, soma
half dozen miles from the water. This is a fair

specimen of five or six others, within half a mile

of each other. My hotel and grounds cover ten

acres. The whole ground, like the rest of the city,

is one immense forest of trees and canals. The
trees remind one very much of the elma of New
Haven.

Houses are placed two or three hundred feet

back from the street. In front, the yard is filled

with trees, literally alive with birds, and every va-

riety of plants and flowers. Every house has a

stoop or piazza in front, on which, mornings and

evenings, sit beautifully dressed ladies and chil-

dren. The houses are white as the driven snow.

In front are bird-cages, elegant lamps, beautiful

pictures and steel engravings, handsome marble-

top tables, rocking-chairs, lounges, k.c. These ar-

ticles are mostly of French manufacture, of the

nicest description.

One can ride here for miles on roads as smooth

as a floor, and see nothing difi'erent from whai I

have described. At night the city is one blaze of

light from lamps— no gas is allowed. The streets

swarm with Malays, Japanese, and Chinamen, but

no negroes. They are very civil and attentive as

waiters, and generally honest. Booms are left open,

and articles of all kinds left exposed, without being

stolen. There are no beggars to be met with in

the streets.

The hotel at which I am stopping—the main

building two stories high, with an immense piazza

in front—is connected on each side by buildings

like rail road depots, three or four hundred feet

long. Each suit of rooms contains room enough

to make two, three, and even half a dozen ordinary

rooms, such as we get at hotels in the United States.

In front and back are bath-houses, fountains, flower-

gardens, and out-houses, tor cooking and for ser-

vants, marble floors, tiled roots, ceilings, from

twenty to twenty-five feet high, no carpets, and

but few curtains.

Meals are served up in about the same style as

at the first-class hotels in New York.

The habits of living are quite different. At
day-light, cott'ee and tea are taken to your room

;

at eight, same, with light refreshments; twelve,

breakfast, and at seven dinner. Cofi"ee and tea

are always ready, day or night, same as baths.

No extra charge ; take them or not, as you please.

No business is done in the street in the middle of

the day, on account of the heat. Nights and morn-

ings are cool and delightful. Birds are singing all

niuht.
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The Fifth Commandmetit.—An old school-

master said one day to a minister who had come to

examine his school:

" I believe the children know the Catechism

word for word."

"But do they understand it 7 that is the ques-

tion," said the minister.

The schoolmaster only bowed respectfully, and

the examination began.

A little boy had repeated the fifth commandment,
"Honour thy father and thy mother," and he was

desired to explain it.

Instead of trying to do so, the little boy, with his

face covered with blushes, said, almost in a whisper :

" Yesterday I showed some strange gentlemen

over the mountain. The sharp stones cut my feet,

and the gentlemen saw they were bleeding, and

they gave me some money to buy me shoes. I

gave it to my mother for she had no shoes either,

and I thought I could go barefoot better than she

could."

Of him that hopes to be forgiven, it is indispen-

sably required that he forgive.

Tranquil pleasures last the longest. We are not

fitted to bear long the burden of great joys.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Ukited States.—Missouri—The calamities of civil war

have fiillen on this unhappy State with peculiar severity.

Beside the large armies of rebels in the southern part of

Missouri, nearly every county in the State is infested by
bands of murderers and marauders, who are the terror

of the peaceable and loyal inhabitants. Gen. Fremont
appears to exert all his authority, and to use all the

means at his command for the preservation of order, but

it remains to be seen whether his ettbrts will be successful.

On the 31st ult. he issued a proclamation, declaring mar-
tial law throughout the entire State. He justifies the
measure by the disorganized condition of the country,
the helplessness of the civil authority, and the total in

security for life and property. The proclamation de
Clares "The lines of the army of occupation in this State
are, for the present, declared to extend from Leavenworth
by way of the posts of Jefferson City, Rolls and Ironton
to Cape Girardeau on the Mississippi river.

All persons who shall be taken up with arms in theii

hands within these lines shall be tried by court-martial

and if found guilty shall be shot.

The property, real and personal, of all persons in the
State of Missouri, who shall take up arms against
United States, or who shall be directly proved to 1

taken active part with the enemies in the field, is de-
clared to be confiscated to the public use, and their

slaves, if they have any, declared/r«e men.
All persons who shall be proven to have destroyed

after the publicatioi. of this order, railroad tracks
bridges or telegraphs, shall suffer the extreme penalty of
the law."

The prisoners taken on both sides at the battle of
Springfield have been released. It is said that M'Cul
lough's army has been increased by reinforcements fron
Missouri and the south, to 40,000 men. He was gradu
ally moving towards the Missouri river. Gen. Pillow';

army at New Madrid bad been reinforced from Tennessee
and was expected soon to move northward. It is esti

mated at more than 20,000 men.
The National Loan.— \X is said that private subscrip

tions to the Treasury loan are coming in with unexpected
freedom and promptness. At New York they have ranged
for several days at $300,000 and upwards, per day
Much of it is taken in small sums.

Affairs at Washington.—The rebels have approached
so near that their troops are plainly visible from th

dome of the Capitol with the aid of a glass. They ar
engaged in fortifying themselves on Munsons Hill. Th
Federal army is understood to be in a more efficient state

than it ever was before.

Arizona.—The whole of the Mesilla valley and Arizona
seems to have fallen into the hands of the rebels. Fort
Fillmore was garrisoned by 750 U. S. troops, under the
command of Major Lynde, who is represented to he a
weak old man. He surrendered his whole force and th

public property under his charge without resistance, to;

company of 2«0 Texan rangers. The Texans relcaset

the U. S. troops on parole after disarming them. For

Stanton has been abandoned by the U. S. garrison, and
destroyed by fire.

'Torth Carolina.—The rebel Government has availed

If of the peculiar conformation of the coast, to make
Pamlico Sound and the waters lying within the heavy
ind barrier extending along the ocean line, its chief

ursery for pirates, and a depot for the prizes taken by
them. In furtherance of this object fortifications have

erected upon the main inlet leading into Pamlico
Sound. Last week a combined naval and military ex-

was despatched from the Chesapeake under the

command of Com. Stringham and Gen. Butler, for the

pture of the rebel forts, named Hatteras and Clark.

The bombardment began on the 28th and was continued

during part of the next day, when the rebel garrison

rrendered. The prisoners, 674 in number, have been

sent to New Y'ork, together with the commander. Com.
Barron, who was formerly an officer of the U. S. navy,

loss, whatever, was sustained by the attacking party.

Eight rebels were killed and twenty-five wounded. The
forts had 31 cannon, 1,000 stand of arms, and a limited

upply of ammunition, &c. Federal troops were left in

them, and it is presumed the forts will be permanently
held, and made the base for further operations on the

coast. The success of this expedition is one of the most
portant advantages yet gained by the Government.

The steamer Harriet Lane, one of the U. S. war vessels,

grounded in attempting to enter the inlet. It was found ne-

cessary to throw her guns overboard to get her off the bar.

rginia.—There do not appear to be any reliable

statements of the movements or recent position of the

hostile forces in Western Virginia, or of their relative

strength. On the 2tith ult., a regiment of Ohio volun-

teers under Col. Tyler was surprised near Summerville,
in the Kanawha valley, by a division of the Confederate

army, commiinded by Gen. Floyd, late Secretary of War.
Fifteen of the Federal troops were killed and forty

wounded. The remainder effected their retreat, except

a few who were taken prisoners. The rebel loss is

stated to have been much greater. There are reports of

other skirmishes attended with loss of life.

The rebel forces near Washington have been pushed
forward into near proximity with the Federal lines. It

is believed that the resources of the region must be
almost exhausted, and that they cannot much longer

subsist their immense army on the Virginia side of the

Potomac. Hence, necessity will compel them either to

cross into Maryland or retire to a greater distance from
Washington.
New York.—Mortality last week, 454.

Brooklyn.—Mortality last week, 178.

PAiVarfe/^/iia.—Mortality last week, 259.

The Graxn Trade of Chicago.—During the week ending
on the 26th ult., the receipts of grain by the rail roads

leading from the west amounted to 2,323,089 bushels.

This is said to be the largest quantity ever received in

one week. It does not include the receipts by the eastern

rail roads.

Seizure of Rebel Property.—Oa the 2nd inst., twenty-
five vessels, owned wholly or in part by rebels, were
seized by the Government in the port of New Y'ork. The
value of the vessels seized is over $2,000,000.

The Grain Markets.—The following were thequotations

on the 2nd inst. J\''ew rori.—White wheat $1.20,aS 1-32
;

western red, $1.12 a $1.15; .Milwaukie club, $1-03

$1.06; Oats, 30 a 32 ; corn 46 a 52. Philadelphia.

white wheat $1.16 a $1.25; red wheat, $1.10 a §1.13
;

corn, 54 a 55
;
oats, 28 a 31.

Southern Items.—The newspapers from the rebel States,

which are still received at Louisville, Ky., throw some
light on afl'airs in that section.

The Confederate Congress has passed a resol

approving of the course of the planters in relation t

cotton crop, and the determination of the insurance
comjianies not to insure cotton except when retained a

the plantations. It is the intention of the leaders of thi

rebellion that the crop shall not leave the country unde
present circumstances. A correspondent of the Charles
ton Courier says, " We are without the sympathy or

friendship of any nation on earth. The only arguments
bv which we can influence them are their necessities'

and their fears."

The Memphis Appeal strongly urges the planters of

West Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi to subsribe

flour and meal for the use of the Confederate army, and
lake the Confederate bonds in payment. It says the

immense quantity stored at Memphis last spring by the

Confederate Government is all gone, and unless there is

prompt action, the troops will soon be without bread.

The Richmond Examiner says that steps are being
taken by the Navy Department to construct suitible

vessels of light draft for purposes of river and hnrbour,
defence.

The rebel Governor of Tennessee baa ordered every

house in the State to be searched by the county consta-
bles for muskets, rifles, bayonets, swords and pistols.

The oSicers are to receive one dollar for every musket
id bayonet they discover, ami fifty cents each for

rords and pistols.

Flour was quoted in New Orleans at $8 a $9 per bar-

1 ; corn, 54 cts. ; mess pork, $27 per bbl ; lard, ICJ cts.

The Congress at Richmond has appointed two more
Commissioners to Europe. President Davis will de-
rmine to what nations they shall be accredited.

The Mobile News gives a brief summary of a new reve-

nue act of the Southern Congress. It says: "The
Secretary of the Treasury, under special conditions, is

authorized to issue not exceeding $100,000,000 inTrea-
ry notes. The act also provides for a tax of fifty cents

on every hundred dollars worth of real estate, slaves,

merchandise, bank and other stock, money at interest,

(except Confederate bonds.) It also taxes at the same
rate cash on hand, cattle, gold watches, gold and silver

plate, pianos, pleasure carriages, &c.

The Savannah Republican says the Confederate au-
thorities, within a week, would complete their defences,

so that no Federal fleet can enter a harbor or inlet, or

land troops on the coast of Georgia.

The Vicksburg Whig advocates the manufacture of

cotton-seed oil for burning, the blockade having deprived
them of material for light.

The Petersburg, (Va.) Express complains of the in-

creasing scarcity of coal and salt. The latter readily

commands $7 a $7.50, per sack.

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 22nd ult.

The Emperor of Austria has issued a decree for the

dissolution of the Hungarian Diet.

The Liverpool cotton market continued to advance.
The following were thequotations. New Orleans, 9};
Mobile, 9J; Upland, Qd. Stock in port 913,000 bales.

The Manchester advices were favourable.

The market for breadsluffs was still declining, and the

sales of the week had been small.

Queen Victoria had proceeded to Ireland on a visit to

that part of her realm.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Wm. S. Kirk, Pa., per N. K., $2, vol.

35; from Ann Kaighn, N. J., $2, vol. 34; from Jos.

Conrow, 0., $2, vol. 34; from D. Coulson, 0., $2, vol.

34 ; from Jesse Hall, Agt., 0., for Wm. Hall, $2, vol.

35, for Lewis Taber, $2, lor T. A.Wharton, $2, vol.34;

from Jehu Fawcett, Agt., 0., for Elizabeth Kirk, and J.

B. Bruff, $2 each, vol. 34, for Jos. Taylor, andR. Wool-
man, $2 each, vol. 35, for Daniel Parry, $2, vol. 33 ; f

Asa Garretson, Agt., 0., for L. Lupton, $2, vol. 34, for

Jos. Stanton, $4 vols. 33 and 34 ; from Stephen Hobson,
Agt., 0., $2, vol. 35, and for Stephen Hodgen, $4, vols. 33'

and 34 ; from J. Huestis, Agt., 0., S4, vols. 34 and 35, for D.
Deweese, $2, vol. 33

; from J. B. Pussy, Pa., for Jane
Ann Passmore, $2, vol. 35

; from Jos. Snell, Agt., Pa.,

§2, vol. 35, for C. Ellwood, A. M'Carty, Geo. Schill, G.
Wilcox, and J. Battin, $2 each, vol. 35. E. Fogg, in 51,

for vols. 33 and 34, read 34 and 35.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL, GERMANTOWN.
Since the opening of this School, in Ninth Month, 1858,

the buildings have been enlarged and improved, for the

accommodation of Friends' children, and others who
conform to the regulations of the School. The situation

is pleasant and healthful, adjoining and communicating
with Friends' Meeting-House premises, on Germantown
avenue. The course of study embraces the usual branch-

es of a good English Education ; also, the French and
Latin Languages.
Terms for Tuition.—From $8 to $20 per Session of fiv

months, according to the ages of the pupils, and th

branches taught,—French and Latin, $8 each per Term.
—Application may be made to Alfked Cope, Ezra
Comfort, John S. Haines, Llotd Mifflin, Samuel Mob-,
Ris, George Jones, Elliston P. Morris, or to Amy and
Sarah H. Albertson, at the School. Eighth mo., 1861.

N. B..—A limited number of scholars can be accommo-
dated with board in the dwelling on the premises.

Access may also be had by the Scholars to a valuable
library, belonging to the Preparative Meeting.

Died, at Burlington, N. J., Eighth mo. 24th, 1861,

Geo. S. Booth, son of our late friend Thomas Booth,

after a lingering illness which he endured w ith patience.

Being mercifully favoured with an evidence of a.cip-

tance he departed in peace.

PILE & M'ELEOY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Robert Barclay's Proposition XV.

(Continued from page 2.)

§ XIV. Nevertheless because some, perhaps

hrough inadvertency, and by the force of custom
md tradition, do transgress this command of Christ,

. shall briefly show how much war doth contradict

his precept, and how much they are inconsistent

fith one another ; and consequently, that war is

10 ways lawful to such as will be the disciples of

'hrist. For,

First, Christ commands, That we should love

inr enemies ; but war, on the contrary, teacheth

to hate and destroy them.

Secondly, The apostle saith. That wo war not

fter the flesh, and that we fight not with flesh and
lood ; but outward war is according to the flesh,

,lld against flesh and blood ; for the shedding of

he one, and destroying of the other.

Thirdly, The apostle saith. That the weapons of

r warfare are not carnal, but spiritual; but the

weapons of outward warfare are carnal, such as

annoD, muskets, spears, swords, &c., of which
dere is no mention in the armour described by
>aul.

Fourthly, Because James testifies, That wars and
trifes come from the lusts, which war in the mem-

of carnal men; but Christians, that is, those

bat are truly saints, have crucified the flesh, with

:s affections and lusts; therefore they cannot in-

ulge them by waging war.

Fifthly, Because the prophets Isaiah and Micah
ave expressly prophesied. That in the mountain
f the house of the Lord, Christ shall judge the

ations, and then they shall beat their swords into

loughshares, &c. And the ancient fathers of the

three hundred years after Christ did afiirm

! prophecies to be fulfilled in the Christians

f their times, who were most averse from war

;

mcerning which Justin Martyr, TertuUian, and
ihers may be seen : which need not seem strange

any, since Philo Juda;us abundantly testifies of

le Essenes, That there was none found among
that would make instruments of war. But
much more did Jesus come, that he might

jep his followers from fighting, and might bring

lem to patience and charity?

Sixthly, Because the prophet foretold. That there

lould none hurt nor kill in all the holy mountain

of the Lord ; but outward war is appointed for

killing and destroying.

Seventhly, Because Christ said. That his kin^^

dom is not of this world, and therefore that his

servants shall not fight; therefore those that fight

are not his disciples nor servants.

Eighthly, Because he reproved Peter for the

use of the sword saying. Put up again thy sword

into his place: for all they that take the sword,

shall perish with the sword. Concerning which

TertuUian speaks well, lib. de Idol. How shall

he fight in peace without a sword, which the Lord
did take away ? For although soldiers came to

John, and received a form of observation; if also

the centurion believed afterwards, he disarmed

every soldier in disarming of Peter. Idem, de

Coron. Mil. asketh. Shall it be lawful to use the

sword, the Lord saying, That he that useth the

sword, shall perish by the sword?

Ninthly, Because the apostle admonisheth Chris-

tians, That they defend not themselves, neither re-

venge by rendering evil for evil ; but give place

unto wrath, because vengeance is the Lord's. Be
not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good.

If thine enemy hunger, feed him; i( he thirst, give

him drink. But war throughout teacheth and en-

joineth the quite contrary.

Tenthly, Because Christ calls bis children to

bear his cross, not to crucify or kill others; to pa-

tience, not to revenge; to truth and simplicity, not

to fraudulent stratagems of war, or to play the

ycophant, which John himself forbids ; to flee the

jlory of this world, not to acquire it by warlike

endeavours ; therefore war is altogether contrary

unto the law and Spirit of Christ.

§ XV. But they object, That it is lawful to war,

because Abraham did war before the giving of the

aw, and the Israelites after the giving of the law.

I answer as before, 1. That Abraham ofi'ored

sacrifices at that time, and circumcised the males;

which nevertheless are not lawful for us under the

;ospel.

2. That neither defensive nor offensive war was

awful to the Israelites of their own will, or by

their own counsel or conduct ; but they were

obliged at all times, if they would be successful,

first to inquire of the oracle of God.

3. That their wars against the wicked nations

were a figure of the inward war of the true Chris-

tians against their spiritual enemies, in which we

overcome the devil, the world, and the flesh.

4. Something is expressly forbidden by Christ,

Mat. v. 38, &c., which was granted to the Jews in

their time, because of their hardness ; and on the

contrary, we are commanded that singular patience

and exercise of love which Moses commanded not

to his disciples. From whence TertuUian saith

well against Marc. Christ truly teacheth a new

patience, even forbidding the revenge of an injury,

which was permitted by the Creator. And lib. de

patien. The law finds more than it lost, by Christ's

saying, Love your enemies. And in the time ot

Clem. Alex. Christians were so far from wars, that

he testified that they had no marks or signs of vio-

lence among them, saying. Neither are the faces of

idols to be painted, to which so much as to regard

is forbidden : neither sword nor bow to them that

follow peace; nor cups to them who are moderate
and temperate, as Sylvius Disc, de Rev. Belg.

Secondly, They object. That defence is of natural

right, and that religion destroys not nature.

I answer, Be it so; but to obey (iod, and com-

mend ourselves to him in faith and patience, is not

to destroy nature, but to exalt and perfect it ; to

wit, to elevate it from the natural to the super-

natural life, by Christ living therein, and comlort-

ing it, that it may do all things, and be rendered

more than conqueror.

Thirdly, They object. That .John did not abro-

gate or condemn war when the soldiers came unto

him.

I answer, What then ? The question is not con-

cerning John's doctrine, but Christ's, whose disci-

ples we are, not John's : for Christ, and not John,

is that prophet whom we ought all to hear. And
although Christ said. That a greater than John the

baptist was not among men born of women, yet he

adds, That the least in the kingdom of Cod is

greater than he. But what was John's answer,

that we may see if it can justify the soldiers of

this time ? For if it be narrowly observed, it will

appear, that what he proposeth to soldiers doth

manifestly forbid them that employment; for ho

commands them not to do violence to any man,

nor to defraud any man; but that they be content

with their wages. Consider then what he dis-

chargeth to soldiers, viz. Not to use violence or

deceit against any ; which being removed, let any

tell how soldiers can war? For are not craft, vio-

lence, and injustice, three properties of war and

the natural consequences of battles?

Fourthly, They object. That Cornelius, and that

centurion of whom there is mention made Mat.

viii. 5, were soldiers, and there is no mention that

they laid down their military employments.

I answer. Neither read we that they continued

in them. Ijut it is most probable that if they con-

tinued in the doctrine of Christ, (and we read not

any where of their falling from the faith,) that they

did not continue in them; especially if we consider

that two or three ages afterwards Christians alto-

gether rejected war, or at least a long while after

that time, if the emperor Marc. Aurel. Anton, be

to be credited, who writes thus :— I prayed to my
country gods; but when I was neglected by them,

and observed myself pressed by the enemy, con-

sidering the fewness of my forces, I called to one,

and entreated those who with us are called Chris-

tians, and I found a great number of them ; and

1 forced them with threats, which ought not to have

been, because afterwards I knew their strength and

force : therefore they betook themselves neither to

the use of darts nor trumpets, for they use not so to

do, for the ciuse and name of their God, which

they bear in their consciences : and this was done

about an hundred and sixty years after Christ.

To this add those words, which in Justin Martyr

the Christians answer, » tioXcfiKuri- ror,- h^p^U, that is.

We fight not with our enemies. And moreover

the answer of Martin to Julian the apostate, related

by Sulpitius Severus, I am a soldier of Christ, there-

fore I cannot fight; which was three hundred years
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after Cbrist. It is not therefore probable that they

continued in warlike employments. How then are

Yincentius Lyriuensis and the Papists consistent

with their maxim, That which always, every where,

and by all was received, kc. And what becomes

of the priests, with their oath, That they neither

ought nor will interpret the scripture but accordint; did fellow of him.

to the universal consent of the fathers, so called

For it is as easy to obscure the sun at mid-day, as Hnelnm ami llo

to deny that the primitive Christians renounced ail

revenge and war.

And although this thing be so much known, yet

it is as well known that almost all the modern

sects live in the neglect and contempt of this law

of Christ, and likewise oppress others, who in thisj vcic anuggico ui unuu, ^ju a^^^uui vi lu.

agree not with them for conscience' sake towards his earlier youth. It is probable that th

boy Alfred who had the largest share in making [with multitudes of helpless women and children, slay-

the change. Only four or five boys held out, and
;

ing some with the sword, burning others in the dwel-

these were finally expelled. Yes,'' said the teacher, linga wherein they had witnessed the pleasures and.

"it is in the power of otie right-minded hoy to dojcomfortsofdomesticlife,hewouldhavefelt, probably^

that. He stuck to his principles like a man, and as Hazael did, when on being told of the enormities^

(hey stuck to him and made a strong and splen- he should commit as a conquering prince, he exclaim-

HUMAN DETERMI.NATIO.NS UNSTABLE.

'U'hen Timour Beg, often called Tamerlane, or

Timour the Tartar, was about eighteen years of

age, it is recorded that he went through some se-

vere struggles of mind, on account of the

God : even as we have suffered much in our coun-

try, because we neither could ourselves bear arms,

nor send others in our place, nor give our money
for the buying of drums, standards, and other mili-

tary attire. And lastly. Because we could not hold

our doors, windows, and shops close, for conscience'

sake, upon such days as fasts and prayers were ap-

pointed, to desire a blessing upon, and success for,

the arms of the kingdom or commonwealth under

which we live; neither give thanks for the victories

acquired by the effusion of much blood. By which

forcing of the conscience, they would have con-

strained our brethren, living in divers kingdoms at

war together, to have implored our God for con-

trary and contradictory things, and consequently

impossible ; for it is impossible that two parties

fighting together, should both obtain the victory.

And because we cannot concur with them in this

confusion, therefore we are subject to persecution.

Yea, and others, who with us do witness that

the use of arms is unlawful to Christians, do look

asquint upon us: but which of us two do most
faithfully observe this testimony against arms ?

Either they, who at certain times, at the magis-

trate's order, do close up their shops and houses,

and meet in their assembly, praying for the pros-

perity of their arms, or giving thanks for some
victory or other, whereby they make themselves

like to those that approve wars and fighting; or

we, who cannot do these things for the same cause

of conscience, lest we should destroy by our works,

what we establish in words, we shall leave to the

judgment of all prudent men,

CTo be continufdO

sms of

convic-

tions which then came upon him, were dispensed by
Infinite Mercy, for his everlasting good, and that

f le had continued obedient to the light then un^

folded, he might have been a benefactor instead of

scourge of the human family. As it was, a great

change for the better came over him. His habits

of thought and of action were altered. He made
profession of repentance for the follies and the

wickedness of his past life, as an act of duty be

bstained from playing at chess, to which he had
been greatly addicted, and in view of the kindness

hich he deemed the due of every living creature

from man, be made a vow that he would never

wilfully injure any one of them. So tender, in-

T/ie Poller of One Good Boy.—" When I took

the school," said a teacher speaking of a certain

school he once taught, " I soon saw there was one

good boy in it. I saw it in his face. I saw it by

many unmistakable marks. If I stepped out and

came suddenly back, that boy was always studying,

just as if I had been there, while a general buzz

and the roguish looks of the rest showed there was

mischief in the wind. I learned he was a religious

boy, and a member of the church. Come what

would, he would be for the right. There were two

Other boys who wanted to behave well, but were

sometimes led astray. These two began to lo >k

up to Alfred, and I saw were much strengthened

by his exaiuple. Alfred was as lovely in disposi

tioii as firm in principle. Those three boys began

now to create a .sort of public opinion on the sid

of good onder and the master. One boy and then

another gradually sided with them. The foolish

pranks of idle and wicked boys began to lose their

popularity. They did not win the laugh which they

used to. A general obedience and attention to

study prevailed. At last the public opinion of tht

school was fairly revolutionized ; from being e

school of ill-name, it became one of the best be-

haved schools any where about, and it was that

d, " is thy servant a dog, that he should do this great

thing." No one knows when he departs from the

convictions of truth, to what degree of wickedness

he may debase himself. No one can tell when he

stifles the pleadings of mercy in his bosom in ever

so small a degree, be it under whatever plea it may,

how far the one act of inhumanity, may open the

way for others. Little by little, does the heart be-

come hardened, little by little do mankind in a

general way, lose the tenderness and innoconcy of

youth. We should turn from sin in every shape
;

nay, the apostle exhorts to avoid even the appear-

ance of evil. Thus only shall we, can we, be pre-

served from participating in wickedness.

Leslie, the noted English artist, would not look

at pictures painted with bad taste, lest inadver-

tently his pencil should, as he expressed it, take a

hint from them, or in other words, lest his own
style of painting should be debased. It is well for

Christians to feel a great jealousy over themselves,

lest dwelling on the evil actions going on around

them, they become more or less leavened into the

prevailing spirit actuating the many to wrong.

[Lest, in other words, they in their actions show
deed, was at that time his feelings for the comfort .that they have " taken a hint" from sin, instead of

of the smallest created object endued with life and keeping to the soul-preserving instructions of grace,

sensation, that he was greatly grieved on finding At thif time, the spirit of war is strongly actuat-

tbat he had inadvertently set his foot upon anting the community around us. If we do not

emmet, extinguishing life, causing, at least, mo- kyatch over our spirits with great care, if we do not

mentary suffering, and preventing whatever future seek for preserving grace from the only fountain

amount of pleasure that insect might otherwise thereof, we shall be almost certain to " take a hint"

have enjoyed. It is recorded that through the from the actions, the conversation, the all-prevailing

shock his mind endured from having been the occa-
1 war- tone of our neighbours, and shall find ourselves

sion of this accidental destruction of life, a nervous I losing ground as respects a faithful support in our
debility affected the foot which had crushed the I thoughts and feelings of the spirit of the gospel,

imal, and he felt for a time as though it had lost [the spirit that breathes and craves nothing but
muscular power. Such was Timour, under the I peace and good will to all men.

influence, without doubt, of some holy influences
;

.-»

yet filled with fanaticism, engendered by a false Declitie of Heuihenism in India.—A Baptist

religious faith, tending to exaggeration in feeling and missionary in Orissa, gives the following statement

hypocrisy in profession. Time past on. This in regard to the great idolatrous festival in tha

man, so deeply affected at the destruction of an part of India: " You may remember my mention

ant, under the teachings of ambition, learned to ing, when at home, that the last time I attende

turn a deaf ear to the cry of suffering humanity, the Juggernath festival the car was abandoned bj

to gaze unmoved at the massacre of thousands, I the people and left on the road. A few days

and in his bloody career as a conqueror, to leave ! I went to the same spot, and expected to see tvi

as famous a name as a destroyer of his fellow crea- 1 cars, and was told that one is too old, and witi

tures as any one with whose career of conquering 'regard to the other, it was said the proprietoB

wickedness, history has made us acquainted. Am- 1 could not afford the usual fee to the Braht

bition prompted him to the destruction of kindred. But this is all a blind. The truth is, that the pe

and led him on to aggressive war; success in- 1 pie have grown too wise to mak
creased his delight in the fierce carnage of the bat- selves by dragging the car;

tie field, whilst he conjured up pretended principles

of justice, to soothe his own conscience, to enable

him to stifle its convictions, and to offer some sort

of a plea by which he hoped to obtain a favourable

verdict from those who should undertake to judge

of his actions. The principles he avowed, and

under which he sought to screen his own course

of rapine and blood, were to this effect. First," from

regard to justice, a prince should assault every

kingdom wherein tyranny, oppression and iniquity

predominated, and extirpate the authors of these

national calamities," and again, " It is the duty of

a victorious king to bring under his authority every

kingdom where the people are oppressed by their

rulers."

Had any one told Timour in the period of his

tender hearted feeling for the lower animals, that

he would one day without hesitation, in cold blood,

order the destruction of myriads of his fellow men

•nth is, that the peoa

ike beasts of theM
id thus I have livei

jj; and Juggernatllto see an end to the swinging and Juggern

feasts in the one and same place; and singulan

enough, there were no images of Juggernath offered

for sale. Formerly there were.

The Daily Struggle.—If we keep not God's

grace that be giveth us,—if we do not coniiuuallj

and daily reform ourselves, and with all diligenct

fashion our lives after His life, it is but right thai

we lose again that which we have received. Bui

if we abide in him through faith, then hard anc

unprofitable things are light and possible to us

for in Him that strengtheneth us, we may do al
I

things.

He that ceases to be useful to others, becomes r

burden to himself.

Religious characters, like the sun when sunk be

low the horizon, still shed a light upon the world
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letter of John Barclay.

The examination of religious tracts proposed to

be printed, is a weighty service. If it were only

to judge of words, the consistency of the sense

and meaning with the principles which we profess,

this would be easy and could be compassed by the

spirit of a man :
" but the things of God knoweth

man, but the Spirit of God ;" so that man's

spirit is unequal to it, but must be in subjection,

with all the vain reasonings which he can muster

up and contrive by the natural powers of his un-

derstanding, or by his acquired learning and eru-

dition
I

and he must wait to feel that raised up in

him, which is able rightly to discern and compre-

hend the precious, and to distinguish it from the vile.

I believe a time may come, when the writings of

many of our early members, who shone bright in

their ceneration, may again rise into repute among

us, aud also among Olivers; notwithstanding the

unfashionable garb in which many of these writings

are clothed, so unsuitable (apparently) for these

times. So that we would like to see the avenues

kept open, and the channel clear, aud the conduits

clean; that whatever is to flow in the ordering of

best Wisdom, may flow freely. As to what thou

sayest of the fear of some, about the style of our

early Friends' writings, I think this fear is a weak

ness, and proceeds from a sort of doubting in the

mind about the writings themselves, and not merely

about the language. I would ask these fearful

ones, whether in reading a peculiarly interesting his

tory on travel, the subject of it does not carry then

above the style, so that almost any style, however

prosy and dull, is overlooked; and this is the case"

tenfold more strongly with the humble seeking

soul in religious matters, by whom the words art

overlooked in the earnest desires after the sub

stance. Those who are admirers of words, whe-

ther they be words printed or words preached, are

very unlikely to be benefited really and truly by

either, having gone from that which is beyond

words, and which alone can make words efi'ectual.

5tli mo. 22d, 1819.

die for him. Years of self-denial, without the

spur of any great occasion, show more Chr.--tian

grace than one great act wrought in the eye of the

world. It has been the habit of men to sneer at

this age and country as being mercenary and cow-

ardly. But when or where did occasion ever call

forth means and men of worth so quickly ? The
sneer is answered, but no better answered than

daily fact replies to the regretful or cynical com-

plainer against the Church of these Christian times.

Metk.

Trials.—Trials are very many and very great

if the thought of our hearts is to be believed. Un
fortunately, we shun trials which are least ruinous

to piety, and seek to be subjects of those most dan-

gerous. Under trials which are little and safe we

complain ; and strange as it may seem, we complain

if not made subjects of trials great and perilous,

For, obviously, there is a great mistake, or perhaps

a willing forgetfulness in regard to the nature and

eflTect of°trials. Contrary to the general opinion,

poverty, having one's name cast out as evil, sick-

ness, and such like afllictions, are the least of this

world's trials.

We are often told that the age of stern Christian

trial has passed, and with it the resulting high type

of Christian life. Not so. The trials of this age

are different from those of fiercer ages, but who

shall say they are less ? " Peace has her victorie,s

greater than war." Martydoms are endured in

garrets as well as at the stake, and display all the

more Christian grace as they are concealed and

protracted, and their subjects more sensitive. Many

a man would rush along the Bridge of Lodi who

would quail before the sneer of his comrades.

The allurements of honour and wealth are more

powerful, the opportunities far more general, than

when the early disciples renounced them for Christ

The allurements and opportunities were almost

nothing then, almost every thing now.

It requires far less affection to leap overboard

for your wife, than it does to anticipate her wants,

relieve her of care, and make joyous her daily life.

,lt requires more grace to live for Christ than to

fioui *• The Family Trfa8ur>."

Wanderings over Bible Lands and Seas.

Solomon's gardens, iiebron, and bethleiiem.
(Coiiclu'ifJ from page Ij.)

Our next expedition was to the Cave of Adullam,

as our guides called it, I suppose incorrectly, since

the refuge of David and his outlawed band is con-

sidered to have been more probably situated in one

of the valleys opening on the rich maritime plains

of the Philistines, on whom they made their forays.

This mattered little to us—it was doubtless skcIi a

cave. During that exiled and outlawed period of

his life, when David, like so many of whom the world

was not worthy, " wandered in deserts and moun-

tains, and in dens aud caves of the earth," he had

recourse to more than one such hiding-place, and

why not to this ?

In itself this cave was remarkable, not indeed

wrought by stalactite and stalagmite into fairy

likenesses of cathedral, palace, or grove, like some

of the caves in our own limestone formations, but

interesting, nevertheless, from its situation and its

size. Its only opening is into a narrow, deep, dry

ravine. Its only approach is down a steep moun-

tain-path to a ledge of rock, over which you have

to creep on hands and knees, one at a time, round

projecting crag into the cavern. This jutting

rock, which effectually screens the entrance, once

passed, the opening is large enough to admit abun

dance of light and air, and introduces you at once

into a wide and lofty hall, with a vaulted or dome

shaped roof, the top of which was only lighted up

at angles here and there by the daylight, or fur^

ther in by our torches. This led into other cham

bers, and into one passage which we did not pene-

trate. A more secure hiding-place could scarcely

be imagined. The entrance even could not be

reached to smoke its tenants out, and except that,

no mode of attack, but blockade, could affect them

The opening was about half-way up the perpendicu-

lar sides of the ravine. Wild birds flow uneasily

about the crags, disturbed by our presence. The

deep, narrow glen lay in shade even in that burn-

ino- mid-day, and suggested forcibly by its lifeless

stillness and darkness, in contrast with the valley

of still waters and green pastures we had just passed,

the other valley mentioned in the same psalm

—

the sunless, waterless ravine of the shadow of

death.

There was something most interesting in thus, as

it were, approaching the Psalms from the other side.

Usually the thoughts are present with us, and we

illustrate them wiih David's images. Spiritual

life and refreshment— the sure guardianship of

our God—his presence lighting us at that hour

when all other lights go out,—these are facts fa

miliar to us, and we clothe them in the imagery of

stream, and meadow, and dark ravine. But with

David, probably, this was often reversed ; he saw

the still waters, the cavern " hiding-place," the

commanding " fortress," the gloomy valley, and he

linked these to the realities of the unseen world

Looking at his flocks peacefully feeding under hi;

shepherd care, he thought with happy confidence

" The Lord is 7ny Shepherd. I would traverse

hill and valley before these trusting flock.s should

lack pasture, and will lie suffer me to want?" Or,

afchfuUy leading them through such a desert ra-

ne as this—one of those •' desert-creeks" through

hich Bedouin marauders might invade the peace-

ful land—without a tuft of herbage or a drop of

water to sustain the wearied sheep, gathering the

bs in his arms, bearing the sickly on his shoul-

der, guarding them and guiding them with his rod

and .staff', he might feel :
" And 1 also, though I

have to pa.ss through a ravine darker and more

olate than this, will fear no evil. These sheep

fearlessly follow me here, and I will fearlessly follow

thee, my Shepherd ; for even there thou shall be

with me. Jly rod and staff lead and protect them

TIaj rod and thy staff, they comfort me." Or,

after years, looking from his mountain stronghold,

or hiding in such a cave as this, he thought, '' Not

these stone walls and this rocky height, or thi^

siblc cavern, are my true security. The

Lord is my rock and my fortress, my high tower,

y refuge, and my hiding-place."

It is difiicult to describe the freshness and beauty

which those precious, familiar psalms acquire by

ng thus visibly approached from the side of the

nery which suggested their imagery.

After leaving "Adullam," or whatever this in-

teresting cave should be called, the next feature of

porlance in our day's journey was the ascent of

the "Frank Mountain." This is a conical hill

with a square, level summit, higher than the hills

around, of a peculiar shape among their usual un-

varied rounded forms, and commanding a fine

view. There are ruins on it, and the mere fact of

its having an outline of some character amidst these

monotonou- heights, is said to have gained it the

honour assigned it of being the last fortress held

by the crusading Franks in the Holy Land.

Our last point was Bethlehem, to which, on ac-

count of the length of the day's journey and the

approaching darkness, our visit was rather hurried.

We lingered a little time by the Well ofBcthle-

hem, waiting for some of our party. But, precious

as the hours were to us, we could hardly call this

time lost, we were so much interested in watching

several of the B..'thlehem maidens who were draw-

ing water. Their manners and appearance were

so different from most of the peasantry of the coun-

try ; their bearing was so modest, and yet so frank

and trustful ; and their movements and figures

were so graceful, as they sat on the edge of the

well, or helped each other to draw up the heavy

pitchers, in their white classical robes, with their

head-dresses of gold coins ; and their unveiled faces

had such a noble beauty, a Greek regularity of

feature, combined with such dignity of expression.

I cannot say the refreshment it was to see wo-

men once more whose ideas of modesty and good

nners consisted in something else than in hiding

their faces, and cowering like frightened animals

when spoken to. These Bethlehem Christian wo-

men are, we were afterwards told, renowned for

their beauty and for their good character. They

are said to be descendants of the crusaders. The

Europeans of Jerusalem engage them, whenever

they can, as upper servants. There was something

indescribably touching to me in finding this little

knot of free, noble-looking women at the birth-

place of Ilira to whom the women of Christendom

owe, in every sense, everything which ennobles and

blesses them for eternity and for time.

The water they so courteously drew for us wa'?

the water of " the well hard by the gate," which

David longed for, but would not drink, as the pur-

chase of "the blood of his faithful soldiers—the

well to which he had doubtless often repaired when

feeding those " few sheep" in the upland pastures
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near. As we left Betlilcbetn one of the women
we Lad met at the well, and given some piastres

to in acknowledgment of a draught of water,

rushed out of a house as we rode hy, and took my
hand and kissed it fervently. I wonder if that little

gift had come at some moment of need, and so

awakened that burst of gratitude. It seemed to

give one a link with a home at Bethlehem.

Our best views of the town were as we left it,

and looked back on it from the hill, the long crest

of which its white walls and houses crown,—

a

brown, bare hill, like the thousand others near, but

terraced into vineyards by the Christian population.

The Solace.

" God is our rcfusre and strength, a very present help

in trouble."—Psalm xlvi. 1.

God is whatever his people needs, and whatever

he is, he is to them. Are they in danger? He is

their refuge. Here they are safe from the avenger

of blood, the justice of God, and the threatenings

of a violated law. Are they weak? He is their

strength. He will strengthen them for conflict

with the foe, strengthen them while in the engage-

ment, and bring them off more than conquerors.

Are they in trouble ? He is a help, a very present

help, in trouble. He will help them to bear trouble,

and looking down on a valley "standing thick
! He will help them to improve trouble. He will

with corn," whil.-t beyond are the pastures of the
! help them out of trouble. He will deliver them in

wilderness where David kept his sheep, and guarded

thcui from the lions and bears which roamed

up from the Jordan Valley, and beyond and

above again, as always here, the purple mountain

wall of Moab. Cornfields where lluth gleaned,

hills where the boy David kept his sheep ; but to

us how infinitely more than this,— hills where shep-

herds once kept watch over their flocks, by night

—where the glory of the Lord shone round them

through the midnight—where the voices of a great

multitude of the heavenly host sang, " Glory to God
in the highest"—where the Lord of angels, higher

than heaven, once lay, a babe wrapped in swad-

dling-clothes, cradled in a manger. " For unto ns

was born that day in the city of David a Saviour,

which is Christ the Lord."

I have often since thought it was unwise, but

then and there our hearts revolted from the beads,

and relics, and even the Church of the Nativity,

with its candles, and silver shrines, and marble

floors. Cannot any one see it any day at a diorama

in London? At all events, we did not visit it. I

know that the subsequent historical interest of

that church is great—that it was one of the ear-

liest sanctuaries of Christendom—that Jerome, the

fervent, stern, rugged father, lived there in a cave

for years. But I cannot, on the whole, regret that

our unmixed associations with Bethlehem were of

frank and noble-looking Christian women drawing

water for us from David's well; of a white town

cresting a hill where shepherds feed the flocks, and

at whose foot rest golden corn-fields, and where all

subsequent historical events are merged in the one

event which began all Christian history—that He
to whom every knee in heaven and earth shall bow
once lay there, a babe, on a poor Galilean wo-

man's breast.

We returned to Jerusalem by the Hill of Evil

Counsel, with its one solitary tree, passing in an

hour or two from the mountain village where we
know the Saviour was born to the desolate fields

where it is said the traitor died.

Once more, and for the last time, we returned

to Jerusalem as our home, and felt how even the

most interesting and sacred minor associations of

this wonderful land are dim and distant compared

with the thoughts which gather round every minutest

touch and incident of that one life and death which

are to us, in the midst of all the darkness of earth

and time, light and life, wisdom and redem

the opening of heaven, and the manifestation of

God.

six troubles, and in seven shall no evil touch them.

Christian, in every danger run to thy God. His

arms are open to receive thee. His heart is a re-

fuge for thee. He will screen thee. He will

shelter thee. He will defend thee. He will be thy

protection in adversity and prosperity, in life and

death. In all thy weakness go to him for strength;

in all thy infirmities, repair to him for grace. He
is the strength of the poor, and the strength of the

needy in his distress. He has strengthened thou-

sands of poor feeble ones, and he will strengthen

thee. In all thy troubles go to him for solace and

succor. He will help thee. Hear his own precious

words, addressed to his people when in deep trouble

and distress :
" Fear thou not, for I am with thee ; be

not dismayed, for I am thy God: I will strengthen

thee
;
yea, I will help thee : yea, I will uphold

thee with the right hand of my righteousness." He
is thy shield in danger, and thy very present help in

trouble. He is always at hand, always ready to

help, always willing to bless thee.

Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of gr.ice

. we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in timt

of need."—Hebrews iv. 1(3.

rresbyteriati.

Every affliction has an errand, and i

complish some special purpose.

Our service to God must not be merely in out

ward works and religious performances, it must be

something by which we become like to God; the

divine prerogative must extend beyond the outward

man; nay, even beyond the mortification of cor-

poreal vices ; the Spirit of God must enter in

and mollify all our secret pride, and create in us

true humility, christian meekness of spirit, and

divine charity.

1 sent 1

STANZAS.
Thought is deeper than all speech.
Feeling deeper than all thought

;

Souls to souls can never teach
What unto themselves was taught.

We are spirits clad in veils
;

Man by man was never seen
;

All our deep communing fails

To remove the shadowy screen.

Heart to heart was never known
;

Mind with mind did never meet;
We are columns left alone

Of a teniple once complete.

Like the stars that gem the sky.
Far apart though seeming near,

In our light we scattered lie;

AH IS thus but starlight here.

What i ocial company
jbling summer stream ?

wise philosophy
;lancing of a dream ?

Only when the sun of love
Melts the scattered stars of thought,
Only when we live above
What the dim-eyed world hath taught.

Only when our souls are fed

By the fount which gave them birth,

And by inspiration led

Which they never drew from earth,

We, like parted drops of rain,

Swelling till they meet and run,

Shall be all absorbed again,

Melting, Uowing into one.

Selected.

THE GUEST.
Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any ma:

r my voice, and open the door, I will come in to hin

I will sup with him, and he with me."—Rev. 3 : 20.

Speechless Sorrow sat with me
;

I was sighing wearily !

Lamp and fire were out; the rain

Wildly beat the window-pane.
In the dark we heard a knock.
And a hand was on the lock

;

One in waiting spake to me,
Saying sweetly

:

" I am come to sup with thee !"

All my room was dark and damp

;

" Sorrow," said I, " trim the lamp

;

|

Light the fire, and cheer thy face
;

Set the guest-chair in its place."

And again I heard the knock :

In the dark I found the lock—
" Enter, I have turned the key I

Enter, stranger,

Who art come to sup with me !"

Opening wide the door, he came
;

But I could not speak his name
;

In the guest-chair took his place,

But I could not see his face

;

When my cheerful fire was beaming,
When my little lamp was gleaming,
And the feast was spread for three,

Lo I my Master,

Was the guest that supped with me

!

Harriet M'Ewen Kimball.

For "The Friend.'

COAL AND DIAMOND.
The coal that warms our home and hearth,

And drives the steam car on its way.
So plain and useful,—rich in worth,

—

So poor and meagre in display.

Is the same substance as the gem.
The diamond,—brightest jewel found,

Of any in the diadem.
Of richest monarch ever crowned.

The same in substance, yet we see.

One formed for use, and one for show

;

Oh I may I like the dull coal be,

A useful worker here below.

Not formed to dazzle or to shine,

I ask no jewel's bright supplies

;

To cheer the hearth and home be mine,

By doing good in humble guise.

N.

Report on the Indians.

To the Yearlij Meeting,—The committee for

the civilization and improvement of the Indians,

report,

—

That during the past year, the Boarding School

at Tunessassah has been well sustained, and ap-

pears to be answering the purpose for which it was
established. The number of scholars is twenty;

of whom fifteen are girls. Their conduct and im-

provement have been generally satisfactory. An
increasing interest on the subject of education is

evinced among the Indians, and our school is

viewed favourably by them ; application being

made for the admission of thirteen more pupils

than can be accommodated.
Meetings for divine worship are regularly held

on First and Fifth days, "in which, say the

Friends, in their report, we may acknowledge that

we have been favouretl with a little renewal of

strength ;" and the family have been preserved in

much harmony.

A young Indian woman, who has had part of

her education at our school, and who has since

been employed in teaching, being desirous of fur-

ther improvement, has returned to the Institution

at Tunessassah, and under date of Third month
8th, 1861, writes thus, to one of the committee,

viz: " I am now at the Friends' Boarding School,

and have been the last two weeks. I am trying

to improve my time in a way that will be a bene-
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I

it to others as well as to myself. My heart is full

jj)f thanks to you, who have granted my desires. I

jsnnot be too thankful for receiving such privileges

IS you are bestowing upon us ; and 1 shall make
t known by improving my time as I should. 1

iiave received those valuable books you sent me

—

;hey are very good books, far beyond my expecta-

,ion. A person would know something to under-
itand all their contents. I have only three studies

;

Arithmetic, Grammar, and Physiology. Our
teacher thought it best for me to take only a few

studies at first, until I should get more used to it

;

then take a few more. I like the school very
much ; I could not have a better place than this.

The children, too, all seem to be very contented."

In our last report it was stated that, owing to

partial failure of the crops of the previous year,

:he natives were likely to be without seed for plant-

Dg and sowing. The committee thought it right

furnish a supply, and two of their number hav-
ng kindly offered to attend to the purchase and
distribution of it, they repaired to the Reservation,

made a personal inspection into the wants of the
Jifferent families, and divided among them 377
bushels of corn and oats j and 435 bushels of po-
tatoes, at a cost of about ^87, which appeared to

afford timely and substantial relief to many, who
would otherwise have suffered greatly.

The Indians are reported to be about as com-
fortably situated, this spring, as is usual for them
to be

;
and there is some improvement manifested

imong them, in avoiding the use of iatoxicating

drink, and in some other respects.

The decibion of the Board of Property, in rela-

ion to part of the land belonging to the heirs of

Joniplanter, not having been appealed from by
;Lo;e who unjustly claimed it; and the time al-

lowed for such appeal having elapsed, we hope the

Indian title to the last remnant of the soil held by
them in Pennsylvania, is now secured.

The treasurer's account shows that he has re-

ceived S1498.60 income, which, with 8793.85,
balance from last year, makes S2292.45 ; and he
has expended, for maintenance of the family, sala-

ries, and wages, books, stationery, &.C., §1887.83
;

leaving a balance. Third month 14th last, of

S404.(J2; all of which will be required to meet
claims not yet presented. The securities bearing
interest, amount to §15,700.

The committee deem the present a suitable op-

portunity to spread the information, that a man
and a woman Friend are wanted, to aid in con-

ducting the Boarding School; and they will be
pleased to receive early application from such as

may feel inclined to engage in this work of chris-

tian benevolence.

Signed on behalf and by direction of the com-
mittee,

Thomas Evans, Ckr/c.
Phila., Fourlh mo. llth, ISal.

The Grace of Silence.—Some invalids find their

chief consolation in relating to others a doleful his-

tory of their sufferings. Their friends are daily

invited to this unwelcome banquet, and grow weary
of the oft-told tale, and lose sympathy even for the

sufferer. How much nobler and more Christian is

silence in regard to our own sufferings, as exempli-

fied in the following sketch, by Dr. Arnold, of his

sister, who for twenty years suffered from a painful

^'lease of the spine.

" I must conclude with a more delightful subject

my most dear, and blessed sister. I never saw
4 more perfect instance of the spirit of power, of

love, and of a sound mind 5 intense love alawst to

the annihilation of selfishness—a daily martyrdom
tor twenty years, during which sie adhered to hex

early-formed resolution of never talking about her-
self ; thoughtful about the very pins and ribbons
of my wife's dress, about the making of a doll's

cap for a child— but of herself, save only as re-

garded her ripening to all goodness, wholly thought-

!

less, enjoying everything lovely, graceful, beauti-

!

ful, high-minded, whether in God's work or man's!
with the keenest relish; inheriting the earth to the I

fulness of the promise, though never leaving her
'

crib, nor changing her posture; and preserved,
through the very valley of the shadow of death,

'

from all fear or impatience, or from every cloud of

impaired reason, which might mar the beauty of
Christ's Spirit's glorious work. May God grant
that I might come within one hundred degrees of

her place in glory !"

Esceilency of True Spiritual Poverty.

The following extract, with the brief letter an-

nexed, appears to have been sent to Susanna Hat-

1

ton, (afterwards Lightfoot,) by Samuel Neale,
whilst she was on a religious visit in England.

|

" Mary Peat-ley, (afterwards Neale,) of Ireland
was favoured with this manifestation as she rode

'

from Asquith to Knaresborough, in Yorkshire. '

"'Having beeu long under deep baptism, and
j

poverty of spirit, as I quietly rode along, the Lord '

in mercy was pleased to break in upon my mind
by his living presence and power, and it became
the language of my soul, speak. Lord, and thy ser-

vant will hear. After this many things were
Divinely opened to me, whereat I greatly rejoiced,

I

and was thankful to the Lord my God. Then
|

found I, a sudden but gentle rebuke, and as it

were, a voice said in the secret of my soul, ' the
j

dispensations thou most delightest in, are least'

pleasing to me, and are not so beneficial to thy
soul, as that pure poverty of spirit, brokenness
of heart, contrition, and humility of mind, that'

have (of late) attended thee. The reason this

[state] is so little desired, and is so unpleasant to the

creature is, because it can have no part in it; being

wholly and entirely excluded and set at naught, 1

it can discover no beauty or excellency in it. The
reason I love the offerings of a broken heart and
a contrite spirit, is, that it is most pure and without

mixture of the creature. Whether there be pro-

phecy, Divine openings, revelations, joying and
rejoicing in the Holy Ghost, gifts of healing, tongues

of utterance, in all these self can rejoice and have

a share, because these are obvious and bring hon-

'

our.' Then said I, ' Lord, dispense to me what
is well pleasing to thee, and be it for me so long as

my weak faith and patience can endure it, but

when I am ready to faint, then give me a little of

the wine well refined on the lees, that my soul

may rejoice in thee, the God of my salvation.'

"Dear friend, the above I extracted sometime
since, intending to send it to thee, which I have been

prevented from doing by one occurrence or other
'

until now. If it contributes to yield thee any satis-
i

faction, my end in sending it will be answered.

Please to remember me to John Haslam, when
opportunity serves, and also to his daughter. I

should be pleased to hear how poor William Long-
mire is, I sympathize with him and his poor wife. 1

My love present to them ; likewise, in thy freedom,

to any other honest traveller, thou thinks it would
be acceptable to.

i

" I am thy well wishing friend in the best friend-

ship, i

" Samuei, XE.\r,E.''
i

The less notice we take of uukindness and inju-

ries that are done us, the more wo consult the quiet

of our minds.

Wesl-town BoardiDg School,

To l/ie Yearly Meeting.—I'he committee who
have charge of the Boarding School at West-town,
report,

—

That during the winter session of 1859-60,
there were 177 pupils, viz: 106 boys and 71 girls;

of this number, 32 boys and 19 girls were new
admissions. During the summer session there were
138, viz: 02 boys and 70 girls, of whom 15 boys
and 23 girls were new scholars. The whole num-
ber admitted for the year was 69, viz: 51 boys
and 38 girls ; and the average number for the
same period was 157, viz: 84 boys and 73 girls,

which is 11 less than the number the preceding
year. The annual average for the past ten years
appears to have been 193. The disbursements for

family expenses for the year ending Tenth month
IGth, 1800, were 88774.94; for salaries and wages,

S0647.34 ; for incidentals, 8303.81 ; for repairs

and improvements, §874.30; making a total of
§19,060.39. The charges for board and tuition

Were §13,515.83; for rents of tenements, saw and
grist-mills, and profits on merchandize, §652.05;
income of fund for general purposes, §3371.51;
income of fund for paying salaries of teachers,

§866.12; and net income from the farm, §841.78;
making together §19,247.29, and showing an ex-

cess of expenditure of §413.10. Adding to this

the excess reported last year, §448.82, makes
§861.92; deducting from this sum the amount an-

nually appropriated by the Yearly Meeting, §800,
there remains a deficiency of §61.92.

The average annual cost of each pupil for the

year 1860, has been over §125, or §35 more than
the charge made for board and tuition.

The usual visits to the school by sub-committees

appointed for the purpose, have been regularly

made. During the past year, the health of the

family has been good, with but little exception
;

and the order of the household satisfactory. The
deportment of the children, both in and out of

school, and their progress in study, has been, for

the most part, commendable.
The number of teachers has been unchanged

since last year; there are six on the male, and five

on the female side of the house. Instruction has

been given in the elementary and higher branches

of English, including Algebra and Mathematics;
also in the Latin and Greek languages. In the

primary school on the boys' side, there have been
20 pupils, and on the giria' side, 17 pupils: 71 boys

and 60 girls have received instruction in Mathe-
matics, and some of the more advanced studies

embraced in the department of English education:

35 boys have pursued the study ot Latin, and six

boys have made creditable progress in Greek.

During the winter, 16 lectures have been deliv-

ered ; they were attended by all the pupils. The
subjects were Chemistry and Natural Philosophy,

illustrated by experiments. The usual attention

has been given to the recitation of portions of the

Holy Scriptures, Barclay's Catechism and Bevan's

View. And frequent opportunities have been em-
braced, when the children have been assembled

together, to read to them selections from the Bible,

and various religious books.

The library is supplied with a considerable col-

lection of agreeable and instructive works, includ-

ing many especially suitable for young people
;

likewise a number of excellent books of reference,

adapted to the purposes of teachers : it is an at-

tractive and useful appendage to the Institution.

Meetings for divine worship, on the first and fifth

days of the week, have been regularly, and we be-

lieve, profitably held.

The committee, after much deliberation. Lave

adopted a systematic course of instruction, which
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they hope may prove advantageous to the pupils

;

Discovery of Basaltic Colamns.

and be a means of inducing some of them to pro-j ^ kew giant's caoseway.
long the period of their studies at the school. This! The Tuolumne (California) Courier thus de-

system is two-fold, embracing a classical course,
: scribes a natural curiosity, lately discovered in its

and an English course; either of which may be| ugio-ijbourhood :

pursued independently of the other. The former

is designed to supply a want long felt by those

Friends who wish their children to receive instruc-

tion in the higher branches, so as to complete their

education at the school; while the Euglish course

will embrace methodical instruction in some de-

A very great excitement among our miners has

been caused by a singular discovery, made by

Messrs. Cochrane, Kussel and Lambert, on their

claim at Dry Arroyo, about a quarter of a mile

from Sonora. These gentlemen, while hydraulic-

stream bank, about 70 feet in height
partments of natural science, combined with the

j

suddenly surprised by the caving down of an im-
usual branches of an English education, for those mense amount of gravel, limestone boulders, and
children whose parents may not wish them to ac- ]ava, which revealed beyond, in the heart of a

quire a knowledge of the ancient languages. In
i^jgij jjij]^ some hundreds of basaltic columns of a

framing this system, the committee have endeav- dull brown colour, pentagonal in shape, and stand-

oured to secure careful and thorough instruction in
j^g perpendicular, from 10 to 21 feet high. The

the more elementary branches of knowledge, and op°u gp^gg between these pillars no where exceeds
to bear in mind the paramount importance of the 4 or 5 inches, and rows of them run into the hill

great object, for which our predecessors founded f^om 30 to 50 feet, closely packed together,

this school, viz., the guarded and religious educa- ju gome places, at certain angles, it is possible

tiou of the youth. They have also made some tg gee beyond this singular colonnade into an open-
change in the mode of conducting the periodical

ijjg formed apparently of quartz rock, which is

examinations, whereby a more frequent attendance certainly exceedingly rich in gold ; for even at that

of the visiting committee will be required. It is distance from the observer, in a kind of dim twi-

designed to conduct these examinations in a morejiigjjt^ strong indications of the metal are distinctly

private manner than heretofore; and to substitute' igibig^ R^ys of light seem to penetrate into this

higher classes, to a certain extent, written,

for oral questions, the answers to which are to be

written from memory only. It is hoped that by

these methods, some of the inconveniences and

disadvantages hitherto experienced from the want

of a regular system of instruction, may be avoided,

and a more accurate test of the proficiency of the

pupils be attained.

Owing to the calendar year not being accurately
gpgj^ ^^j examine°d the place with great attention.

opening through fissures in the roof, sides, or from

the rear, although the most diligent search of hun-

dreds has not as yet led to the discovery of any of

them, or of any other avenue through which light

could enter.

The hill is thickly covered with chapparel, which

makes the search difficult and unsatisfactory. The
well-known geologist of Columbia has been to the

divisible into weeks, an irregularity occasionally! jjg reports that the columns are exceedingly
takes place in the length of the school terms.

jjaj.d^ unusually regular in shape, and closely
Thus, the next winter session will commence on thej p^gijed together ; th°at their igneous origin is very
'" '' ""--" -onth, and the followiog summer, apparent ; and that on examination he found

the 12th of Fitth month; this,,
ij^ feldspar, titanic iron, and olivin, in their c

4th of Eleventh

session of 18(j2, on me i^m 01 nun momn; tnis,;
gij^^ feldspar, titanic iron, ana olivin, in tneir com

deducting four weeks for vacation, will leave 23
1

position. He is certain that this is the only in-

weeks for that winter session: this circumstance gtance that so perfect a basaltic development of
recurs once in about six years; and it has been rock has been found in California—although he has
concluded, that whenever it shall so recur, the ad-

ditional week be thrown into the ensuing vacation,

so that the length of each session shall be uni-

formly 23 weeks.

We desire again to impress upon parents and

others who may send children to this school, the I

seen as good a development in the West Indies,

and he considers it, among all the geological dis-

coveries in this country, as by far the greatest and

the most worthy of scientific observation. These

wonderful natural pillars, interspersed here and

there with immense stalactites, indicatinf; a calcare-
importance of adhering, in the outfit of theirLyg formation also, and the singular ornithological
children, to the testimony of our religious society, Lgeiicen which he had the pleasure to examine re-

in relation to plainness and simplicity of apparel,' ntly on Kemrcbec Hill, he considers, beyond all

as well as to the printed directions, which are fur- dispute, the greatest curiosities ever observed in

nished on this and other subjects. The want of ^'uolumue county.
due attention thereto, adds materially to the labour

y,m\. in the quartzose walls of the grotto-like

of the care-takers, and committee, and is often algpace behind these columns is gold, without a
cause of difficulty and dissatistaction to the pupils, jo^^.^ ^^j ji^^t in no small quantities. It seems a

Herculean task to tear away, even with the aid of

repeated powder blastings, some 40 or 50 feet of thi

Believing that the management of this seminary,

in a manner consistent with our religious profes-

sion, is intimately connected with the best welfare

of the children placed therein, the committee are

desirous that all who participate in its manage-

ment, may more and more be imbued with reli-

gious concern to promote the important objects of

xceedingly hard rock, and the company will pro-

bably sink a shaft from above down about 60 feet,

through solid quartz, and lime rock, and boulders

of gneiss, unless they can discover the fissures

through which the light now finds its way into th.

Its establishment. By the divine blessing upon the juterior of the cavern. It is possible the quartz
faithful persevering labours of these, with the eor-Lj-g^yated in sinking this shalt may begin to pay
dial co-operation of parents and others, we maylgQ^jg few feet below the surface. —Cochrane
hope for its continuing to confer lasting benefits

upon the rising generation.

It being the usual time for making a new ap-

pointment, the subject is mentioned for the consid-

eration of the Yearly Mcetin,

Signed on behalf and by direction of the com-

mittee,

Joel Evans, Clerk.

riiiladfliihi.a, Fourtli inonlli Dtli, 1«01.

who is an old quartz miner, is decidedly of opin-

ion that this will be the case. As might be ex-

pected, the whole hill, and one or two adjoining,

are staked off in claims, and excitement and specu-

lation reigns supreme in Columbia, in Sonora, and

in all the surrounding camps.

Be not fond of thyself, and thou wilt not early

take up an ill-will against others.

For " The rriend."

An Interesting Epistle.

A copy of the following epistle was forwarded t(

us by an esteemed Friend some time since, am
being laid by for future use, was for some timi

overlooked. It was written during the time of thi

American Ilevolutionary war, and it seems appro

priate now to give it publication, as a season

trial is upon the church and upon our land, a:

great perhaps in many respects, as that whict

was upon them when this epistle was written.

The allusion to the "solemn silent service" o

Thomas Gawthrop, when on his last visit to thi:

land, is peculiarly seasonable. Oh, how mucl
good might be effected in the church Militant, i

every minister, whether travelling abroad, or attend

ing meetings at home, would dwell in that whicl

alone can give ability in secret exercise of spirii

before the Lord, to have "solemn silent service" ir

the assemblies of his people.

" From the Yearly Meeting of women Friends

held in London by adjournment, from the 19th tc

the 22nd of the 5th mo. 1777, to the ensuing

Yearly Meeting of women Friends to be held at

Philadelphia, for Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
" Dear Friends, in an especial manner such ac

have been permitted in the unerring counsel of Di-

vine Wisdom, to be renewedly baptized into suffer-

ing, we would in a degree of the fellowship of the gos-

pel, affectionately salute you. We desire you may, bj

the invincible power of the Highest, be enabled tc

gird up the loins of your minds and hope to the end,i

remembering these encouraging expressions of a;

tried minister of the gospel in early times, 'though'

our outward man perish, the inward man is re-!

newed day by day. For our light affliction whichi

is but for a moment, workcth for us a far more ex<t

ceeding and eternal weight of glory.' Keep thi

view, dear Friends, and labour 'to trust in thai

Lord at all times.' Some of you, we believe, havei

known him to be 'as the shadow of a great rocbl

in a weary land.' W^e trust there are among yow
and us, those who having been measurably faithful,'

according to their gifts, can say. He remains the

same yesterday to-day, and forever, to his depend-

ent children.

" Having been engaged in addressing a tried bap-

tized number, we now tenderly entreat such among
you who have been at ease in Zion, to call to mind

the many favours which you have, in time past,

been made partakers of, immediately from the Fa-

ther of mercies, and instruraentally through his fa-

voured faithful servants. Consider how far you

have profited by each dispensation, which, in the

wisdom of Providence may have been permitted.

Time passes swiftly on,—delays are dangerous,

—

neglect not therefore, the gift that is in you. Dea«

pise not the faithful and affectionate labours of those^

who ' for Zion's sake cannot hold their peace,' and

who are, and have been, as watchmen, or faithful

Warners upon your walls, and who have declared

unto you that which they have heard of the Lord

of Hosts, the God of Israel.

'' We are persuaded that it is a time of deep trial,

and some of our spirits have nearly sympathized

with you. If it be the Lord's good pleasure tc

separate the precious from the vile by these proving

dispensations, Oh! frustrate not his glorious pur-

pose. May the aged among you be helped to re-

deem the time;—the middle-aged, who may be

strong for labour, and measurably baptized for ser-

vice, be willing to submit to the will of their great

Master, who in his wisdom requires nothing but

that which he will give ability to perform ;—and

the youth be prevailed upon to give up the prime

of their days to the Lord's requirings. He is evei

worthy of obedience and love, can those say, who
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i.iVL t'aitbfully submitted their necks to the yoke.

L'o -uch ' wisdom's ways are ways of pleasantness,

\ud UvT paths are peace.'

|:
" Wc are favoured with tbe receipt of your ac-

ptible epistle of the 9tb mo. last. May the con-

iuuauce of our Heavenly Father's regard, in af-

brdin" you a renewed participation of Divine

Love*' and uniting the spirits of a remnant in

jarmonious labour," afresh excite you to diligence,

nd to a dependence on llim, who graciously de-

lared to his disciples, Lo ! I am with you alway,

vcn to the eod of the world.

An epistle for your meeting, went from ours last

ear, but we suppose some adverse circumstance

iiidered its arrival in due time. Perhaps you

lavc, before this time, been convinced of the con-

inuance of our aflFectionate remembrance by the

eceipt thereof. V,'e remark your satisfactory ac-

ount of good order and discipline being preserved

mong you, and rejoice to find the hearts of some

vomen Friends have been so opened, as to set at

berty the slaves in their possession. So merciful

in act, we believe, will not fail to meet Divine

pprobation. May the example prevail, and those

)oor creatures become more and more the objects

f compassionate regard, whether under male or

emale government.

.
" We hope our ancient valued friend, Thomas

awthrop's solemn, silent service may tend to his

)wn peace, and the edification of those with whom

lot may be cast ; some of us remember him with

iffectionato regard. We may thankfully acknow-

a good degree of the overshadowing of Di-

rei'ard has attended us in tbe course of our

innual assembly. We have been favoured with

,he company of our esteemed friend, Thomas Car-
"

ton, from your land, also divers valued friends,

ninisters and others, from distant parts. Some of

he most deeply baptised ministers, have been led

'ervently to exhort to a more entire dependence

ipon the inward teaching of Divine grace ;
encour-

agement has been renewedly afforded to our be-

oved youth, fervent and solemn supplications have

been put up on their account, and we trust the

Lord has been near to help all those who reverently

wait upon him.

There appears a concern for the revival of dis-

cipline, and a care for the poor in this city and

the several counties in England, and by an epi^tle

rom Wales we learn, that a like care subsists

among our women Friends in that principality.

Notwithstanding some instances of a manliest de-

parture from the simplicity of truth, we trust a

growth is experienced among some of our youth,

of whom we have a comfortable hope, that in due

time they will be made fruitful in righteousness, to

the praise of him who hath called them.

" May the visited of the Lord among you and us

be enabled gratefully and acceptably to offer the

sacrifices of obedience and praise to Him who is

forever worthy. Amen."

guns were set against the wall behind the bed, and 1 Efccls of Sickness.—Naoy of our greatest

the snake was between me and them. As I stood 'geniu.ses have been persona cf some remarkable

atchiug, and thinking what to do, keeping the physical weakness at some period of their lives,

doorway fairly in the rear for a speedy retreat, I In private life, as in public, the same thing is ob-

noticed that my visitor did not move, and finally servable. Who cannot call to mind some member

I mustered up courage to creep along the floor to of a family always ailing, always sick, and yet the

the bedside, and quickly grasp one gun. Happily, '
most exemplary and influential member of the fa-

it was loaded very heavily with large shot. I mily circle'; In the backwoods such a child will

placed the muzzle fairly against one of the coils grow up with tastes so pure and simple, habits so

of the serpent and fired, and then ran out. At neat and refined, and aflections so elevated, as to

the report there was an instant rush of negroes give all the highest results of a most finished edu-

from all sides, eager to know what was the matter, cation without going through any of the fashioua-

They thought souie one had shot a man, and then
J

ble forms of city instruction. She may be the

run into my house for concealment. Of course,
j

weakest of the whole, and yet her words of lovo

they all rushed in, helter-skelter, and as quick- i
and gentleness light up the whole family circle,

ly rushed out again, on finding a great snake 'and rule, and regulate, and refine the whole. Or

writhing about the^floor. Then 1 went in cautiously in the humble walks of city life, one such weak

to reconnoitre; happily, my torch had kept alight, and sickly child will contrive to establish habits of

and I saw the snake upon the floor. My shot had neatness, and cleanliness, and refiuemeDt in an at-

been so closely fired that it had cut the body fairly tic or a cottage, such as are vainly sought in pa-

in two, and both ends were now loping about the laces and .splendour. If she dies, her memory

floor. I gave the head some blows with a heavy is fragrant; the whole family circle, perhaps the

stick, and°thus killed the animal; and then, to my neighbourhood, are really elevated by the memory

surprise, it disgorged a duck, which it had probably of the plans and habits she first established, and

swallowed that afternoon, and then sought shelter 'of the atmosphere she breathed. But if she re-

in my hut to digest it quietly. This pretty sleep- 1 cover, then she carries up into life and vigour the

in>' companion measured eighteen feet in length, neatness, order, and quiet elevation first conceived

I must confess that I dreamed more than once of, through the refining processes of suffering and of

serpents that night, for they are my horror.

—

£jC-| sorrow.

p/onUions and jhlvenUires in Equatorial Ajrica. Our best writers, our most ingenious inventors,

By I'aul B.du Chaillu. lour most acute metaphysicians, clearest thinkers

_ \ .and ablest discoverers, can generally trace some

Relatienship Proved. isharpening of the intellect and refining of the ner-

vous system to a sickness or enfeeblement at some

period or other of life. And thus it is that the

sickness which weakens and wearies for the time,

and incapacitates for exertion afterward, capaci-

tates for a tenfold and higher excellence and use-

fulness. So long as the depressing effects of sick-

ness lasted, it was wasting and hindering, but these

oon pass away and leave a permanent elevation

'If j-e endure cbas

A Bedfellow.—I wandered about the town the

rest of the day, watching the lazy nejiroes, and did

lot return to my house till after dark. I struck a

match, and set fire to a torch to go to bed by, and,

casting my eyes about to see if any thing had been

disturbed, noticed something glittering and shining

under my akoko or low bamboo bedstead. I did

not pay much attention to the object, which did

not seem important by the dim light of the torch,

till, just as I approached the bed to arrange it, 1

saw that the glitter was produced by the shining

scales of an enormous serpent, which lay quietly

coiled up there within two feet of me. My first

motion was to retreat behind the door; then I be-

thought me to kill it. But, unfortunately, my two

God dealeth with jou as

wbom the father chasteneth

? But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all

partakers, then j-e are bastards, and not sons."—Ileb.

\fllictions are often chastisements. They flow

from a father's love, and are intended to correct

us for our faults. Consequently, when brought into
! ^

trouble, we should ask, "Is there not a cause ''"land improvement on every side,

d say, with the prophet, " Let us search, and try
! Nearly all sorrow has in it the same tendency,

our ways, and turn again to the Lord." All the While it lasts it depresses action, crushes hope, and

Lord's children need correction, and all are cor-
' (ly^troys energy, but it renders the sensitive more

rected. If allowed to sin without stripes, or to acute, the sympathies more genial, and the whole

become conformed to the world without chastise- 'djaracter less selfish and more considerate. It is

ment, our sonship is at best very questionable, g^id that in nature but for the occasional seasons

But when our consciences are made and kept ten-|of drought, the best lauds would soon degenerate,

der, when our follies are followed with trials, but these seasons cause the lands to suck up from

troubles, or painful convictions, our sonship is (jjg currents beneath, with the moisture, also those

proved. God will not allow his children to wan- njjnyral manures that restore and fertilize the soil

der from him far, or to wander from him long, i above. It is thus with sickness and sorrow—once

" The rod and reproof give wisdom," and we shall surmounted, they fertilize the character and devcl-

be smitten and reproved often if we go astray from'opp fj-om the deep fountains of the human heart a

the right ways of the Lord. If I cannot sin with- jgy and fruitfulness not otherwise attainable

—

Jour-

out remorse, if I cannot rest until I confess it to
^
^^Z of Commerce.

tbe Lord, if I cannot be happy until I receive aj -^

renewed sense of his pardoning love, there can be ^ Submarine Fountain.—Betweexi Ruad and

no reasonable doubt of my relationship. God is t},e coast of Syria the Greeks used to water their

my Father, and, however fickle, feeble, wayward j^ijipg at a submarine fountain. Another has been

and unworthy, I am his child. He uses the rod l,]ijcovered recently by Wm. A. Booth off the coast

of a father that he may not use the sword of a|of Florida. It is a boiling fresh water spring,

judge. I will therefore arise and go to my Father; I t^ydye niiles north by east from St. Augustine and

i will plead with him for grace, that I may ap-lgigbt miles off shore. Tbe water boils up with

prove the discipline, kiss the rod, and bless the lj.ych great force that it can be seen at a distance of

hand that strikes me. Oh my Father, let thy child
j

j^yo miles. When first seen it has the appearance

lay his aching head on thy bosom, soothe me with gf a breaker, and is consequently generally avoided,

one of thy sweet words, assure me of thy love, and l^ut there are five fathoms of water between it and

enable me lovingly to accept of thy correction! ' the shore. Ten fathoms of water are found to the

Lord, correct me, but in mercy, not in thine anger, 'jgaward, but no bottom is found at the spring itself

lest thou bring me to nothing. jwith thirty fathoms of line. The water in the

" As many as I love, I rebuke and ch.isten ; be zealous,
j

spring is fresh and by no means unpalatable.

therefore, and repent."—Rev. iii. 19. [When the St. John river is high this spring boils

— ,up from six to eight feet above the level of the sea,

Modesty is to merit, as shades to figures in a and it has been many times reported as a rock with

picture, giving it strength and beauty. I water breakinj
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In reading the epistle from the Yearly Meeting

of women Friends of London, written in 1777, to

which we have this week given place, we were

very pleasantly struck with the passage '' some of

the most deeply baptized ministers have been led

fervently to exhort to a more entire dependence

upon the inward teaching of Divine grace." Ah,
if the nominal professors in London Yearly Meeting,

ministers, elders, overseers, and all those ofinfluence,

had but been brought into an entire dependence

upon the inward teaching of Divine grace, a very

different state of things would be found within its

borders. Instead of seeking to lay waste some

of the old fashioned testimonies, which our fathers

bore so faithfully in their day and generation, as

we sorrowfully behold many of them now doing,

there would have been a united concern amongst

them, to uphold the full spirituality and sim-

plicity of the testimonies committed to this society

to bear, and a fervent desire that not one jot or one

tittle of the spiritual law should be set aside or

lightly esteemed.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Virginia.—No important change has taken place in

the position of the great rebel army near Washington.
A part of their forces have been advanced very near to

the Federal lines and within five miles of the capitol.

The reports of great suffering and mortality from sick-

ness are conhrmed. Thousands of Beauregard's men
are stated to he lying in the hospitals. The latest ac-

counts from the western part of the State, show that the

rebel army under Generals Lee, Floyd and Wise had not

BO far, obtained any important advantages. The Federal
forces commanded by Gen. Rosecranz, number 19,000
men. Of these about 3,000 men guard the line of rail-

road from Cumberland to Wheeling, a division of 11,000
occupies the ground from Beverly to Cheat Mountain
Pass, and about 5,000 were at Gauley's Bridge. The
scattered condition of the troops is said to be necessary
from the character of the district to be defended.
North Carolina.—Much alarm as well as exasperation

has been produced by the capture of the forts on Hat-
teras Inlet. The rebels have abandoned their fortifica-

tions on Ocracoke Inlet and carried off the guns. Since
the Federal forces have taken possession of Hatteras,
multitudes of North Carolinians have repaired thither to

make a formal dechiration of their loyalty to the United
States, and the white flag was everywhere exhibited.

The union feeling is reported to be rapidly spreading in

the interior. Secret leagues of loyalty it is said, exist in

every county, and embrace one-half of the inhabitants.
Since the capture of the forts, the North Carolina troops
have been chiefly withdrawn from Virginia. Many ol

them are dissatisfied with the war, and those who en-

tered the service for the short term refuse to continue in

the Confederate army. There is now no light at Gape
Hatteras, the rebels having removed the lenses. Twenty
five wrecks were recently counted between Capes Hat
teras and Henry.

Kentucky.—This State has hitherto aimed at occupy
ing a neutral position which it will be difficull longer t(

maintain. The towns of Columbus and Hickman, nea
the Tennessee border, have been occupied by the Con
federate forces, and I'aducah at the mouth of the Ten
nessee river, has been occupied by General Grant, with i

liart of the Federal army from Cairo. The hostile armiei

have been thus brought within a few miles of each
other and a collision appeared imminent. The Legisla-

ture now in session at Frankfort, consists in the Senate
of 27 unionists and 11 secessionists and the House of 76
unionists and 24 secessionists. The Senate has a

pointed a committee to visit Western Kentucky and i

quire of the United States and Confederate military a

thoritics, by whose directions, and for what reasons, th

were occupying portions of the State.

Missouri.—The bold and vigorous measures taken by
Gen. Fremont for the restoration of order in Missouri
are said to be attended with good results. Martial lav

has been submitted to without serious opposition, pro
bably from the general conviction of its necessity. The

reports respecting the rebel armies in the southern part

of the State are conflicting. One is that Gen M'Cullough
was at Mount Vernon organizing for a movement north-

1, another that he had separated his forces from the

ourians under Gen. Price, and had withdrawn into

Arkansas. The estimates of the rebel force in the

southeastern part of the State are equally vague, their

umbers being rated at from 9,000 to 30,000. It is

clear, however, that they have not of late made any pro-

gress towards St. Louis. Gen. Prentiss surprised a

camp of 850 rebels at Bloomfield, Stoddard county,
it twenty-five miles from the Arkansas line, and

made them all prisoners without firing a shot. The cap-
ives were taken to Bird's Point opposite Cairo, to work
n the entrenchments at that place. The rebels had
made an unsuccessful attempt to get possession of Lex-
"ngton, on the Missouri river. A passenger train of cars

)n the Hannibal and St. Joseph rail road was thrown
nto the Platte river on the 3rd inst., by some villain

having burned the supports of a bridge. This fiendish

;tion caused the death of twenty persons, and about
xty were maimed and wounded. Gen. Fremont has

been largely reinforced from the adjacent States. Gen.
tiss has been superseded in his command by Gen.

Grant, an officer of more military experience.

New York.— -Mortality last week, 438.

There are increasing signs of a general revival of

isiness after a long period of depression. The grain
ide is very active and exports large. Almost all

nds of domestic dry goods are in fair demand with
prices tending upwards.

Philadelphia.—lXotia.lit,j last week, 254.

Crops in the Northwest.—The Chicago Tribune says
that advices received from all parts of Wisconsin, Iowa,
and Illinois concur in showing that the wheat crop this

season will not be nearly as good as was expected.
Some estimate the crop at two-thirds of an average, but
nearly all agree that it will not exceed half of the crop
of 18G0.

Southern Items.—The New Orleans Picayune says that
the growth of grass in some of the streets of New Or-
leans is so heavy as to be well worth mowing.

Gen. Bragg, with three regiments of troops, has been
ordered to join the army in Virginia. He left an equal
force before Fort Pickens. An attempt has been made
to raise the dry dock, but the workme'u were fired upon
from Fort Pickens and compelled to desist.

A despatch from Richmond says that there arc about
2,000 Federal prisoners confined there. The Confede-
rate Congress had adjourned until the latter part of the
Eleventh month.
The lighthouses at Jupiter Inlet and Cape Florida,

have been blown up by the Confederates. That at

Jupiter Inlet was erected by the Government at great
expense and with much diSiculty.

Major Lynd, who surrendered his command of U. S.

troops in New Mexico to an inferior force of Texans, has
been put under arrest \>y some of his subordinate offi-

cers.

The privateer Jeff. Davis, has been wrecked on the
coast of Florida. The Sumpter has made great ravages
among American shipping. West India advices, (via

England,) state that she had taken and sunk no less

than forty vessels.

The National Loan.—The subscriptions to the 7 3-10
loan are coming in freely in Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia. A large proportion is taken in small sums,
and the aggregate up to the close of last week, reached
nearly five millions of dollars.

Affairs at Washington.—The City is said to be quiet
and orderly, and all the ordinary business of the in-

habitants going on as usual, unmoved by the occupa-
tion of a great army and the close proximity of the rebe
forces. Notwithstanding the threateningdemonstrationi
of the latter, it is not believed they will commence any
general engagement. Everything connected with army
preparations has for the last few weeks been kept as
much as possible from public knowledge. There
however, no doubt that the Federal forces have been
creased largely and are constantly receiving .accessii

of artillery and warlike supplies. '

The Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-
tions on the 9th inst. New York.—Sales of 190,000
bushels wheat; at 97 a $1-01, for Chicago spring

;
$1.12

a Sl.l.'S, for red State; and $1.27 a $1.29, for white
Kentucky. Oats, 33 a 34 ; rye, 66 a 67. Sales of
207,000 bushels corn, at 46 a 47oS for eastern mixed,
and 50 a 51 for western yellow.' Philadelphia.—Red
wheat, $1.10 a $1.15; white, $1.24 a $1.25; old rye, 60,
new, 53 a 56 ; corn, prime, 55 a 56 ; oats, new, 28 a 29

;

old, 31 a 32. Cincinnati.— Prices are depressed in con-
sequence of the enormous quantity of freight accumu-
lated at all the rail road stations, for transmission east-

ward. Superfine flour, $3.60 a $3.65 ; red wheat, 70 a

; white, 83 a 85 ; corn, 27 ; whiskey, 14 ;
lard, i

Foreign.—News from England to the Ist inst.

The London Globeannounces that the army in Canada
about to be reinforced by 22,500 men during the

month.
The Times editorially calls on the Government to

strain every nerve to develope the cultivation of cotton

in India. Elsewhere, it says, that it believes that there

will be no lack of will to assist the enterprise on the

part of the Government, if the merchants and manufa(

ers will point out the way. The Government will

,ive all scruples when the prosperity of the country

d the existence of millions ar^' at stake.

The Daily News in an article on fugitive slaves, con-

cludes that the Federal cause is henceforth to be clearly

identified with the abolition of slavery.

Queen Victoria had left Ireland for Balmoral. The
Queen was enthusiastically received in Ireland.

Four tons of cotton seed are being shipped monthly
to India from Suez. The prospect of an increased pro-

duction of cotton in India was very favourable.

The Bombay mail of Seventh mo. 27th had reached
Malta. The cholera was ravaging the famine districts.

The harvest prospects were good.
The French had claimed protection over Madagascar.

The journals report that five cities of Tartary had been
made over to the Russians by the Emperor of China.

A new insurrection had broken out near Pekin.

The Minister of Public Instruction has acknowledged
the right of Protestants to open Schools in France.

The Independence Beige publishes the substance of an
autograph letter from the Emperor to the Pope, intima-

ting that if the condition of affairs be ameliorated, the

present status quo will be maintained.

The Patrie says that matters look well in Lebanon.
The harvest is excellent throughout Syria.

Wheat and corn are to be admitted into the ports of

France temporarily, free of duty.

The Hungarian Diet was formally dissolved on I

23rd ult. and a new one is to be called.

A resolution passed both Houses declaring the dissolu-

tion of the Diet illegal, and protesting against the

constitutional and arbitrary conduct of the Government.
A collision had taken place between the soldiers and*!

the people, in consequence of the latter singing " Na4i
tional airs." Five persons were wounded.
A new rescript by the Emperor of Russia to the Gov4

ernor of Poland is very conciliatory in its tone.

A deputation from Finland en route to Stockholm, ta*

demand separation from Russia, bad been arrested by
the Russian authorities.

The sales of cotton in the Liverpool market for tb|

week, reached 120,000 bales. Prices had advanced 1-lf
a ^d. per lb. The total stock in port is estimated i

887,000 bales, including 558,000 American. The
Chester advices continued favourable. The market fo:

breadstuBs was quiet and steady.

The Bank rate of discount has been reduced to fou

per cent. Consols, 92J.

RECEIPTS.
Received from L. A. Hendrickson, N. J., $2, vol.

from F.

$2, vo

N. v., $2, vol. 35 ; from Jc , 0.,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 149

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Alarket street;

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No. 26

S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth street,

and No. 321 N. Front street; Horatio C. Wood, No. 612

Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Whit-
all, No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race street;

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street; Nathan llilhs,

Frankford; EUiston P. Morris, Germautown, aud No.

805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Jeremiah Hacker,

John Carter, John C. Allen.

Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua H. Worthing-
ton, M. D.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED PER-
SONS.

A Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted for

the Men's School, and a Principal and Assistants for the

Women's School.

The schools will be opened on the 14th of the Tenth
month at the usual place ; they are held five evenings in

the week. Apply to John C. Allen, No. 321 N. Front,

or 335 S. Fifth Street; William Evans, Ju., 252 S.

Front Street, or Samuel Allen, 524 Pine Street.
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Robert Barclay's Propositiou XV.

(CuucIudL-J from page 10.)

Fifthly, They object, That Christ, Luke xxii.

3, speaking to his disciples, commauds thein,

"hat he that then had not a sword, should sell

lis coat, and buy a sword; therefore, say they,

,rms are lawful.

I answer. Some indeed understand this of the

utward sword, nevertheless regarding only that

ccasion ; otherwise judging, that Christians are

rohibited wars under the gospeL Among which
Ambrose, who upon this place speaks thus :

iord ! why comraandest thou me to buy a sword,

ho forbiddest me to smite with it ? Why com-
landest thou me to have it, whom thou prohibitest

3 draw it? Unless perhaps a defence be prepared,

ot a necessary revenge ; and that I may seem to

ave been able to revenge, but that I would not.

'or the law forbids me to smite again ; and thers-

Dre perhaps he said to Peter, offering two swords,

it is enough] as if it bad been lawful until the

ospel-tiuies, that in the law there might be a learn-

ig of equity, but in the gospel a perfection of

oodness. Others judge Christ to have spoken

ere mystically, and not according to the letter;

s Origen upon Mat. xix. saying, If any looking

the letter and not understanding the will of the

rords, shall sell his bodily garment, and buy a

word, taking the words of Christ contrary to his

n\\, he shall perish; but concerning which sword

i speaks, is not proper here to mention. And
uly when we consider the answer of the disciples,

lastcr, behold here are two swords ; understand-

t of outward swords; and again Christ's an-

wer. It is enough ; it seems that Christ would not

bat the rest, wlio had not swords, (for they had
uly two swords,) should sell their coats, and buy
outward sword. Who can think that, matters

landing thus, he should have said, Two were
nough '! But however, it is sufficient that the use

f arms is unlawful under the gospel.

Sixthly, They object. That the scriptures and

Id fathers, so called, did only prohibit private re-

enge, not the use of arms for the defence of our

ouutry, body, wives, children, and goods, when
he magistrate commands it, seeing the magistrate

ught to be obeyed ; therefore although it be not

awful for private men to do it of themselves, never-

md ofcless they are bound to do it by the

the magistrate.

I answer. If the magistrate be truly a Christian,

desires to be so, he ought himself in the first

place, to obey the command of his master, siiyiug.

Love your eaciuifis, &e., and then he could not

command us to kill them ; but if he be not a true

Christian, then ought we to obey our Lord and

King, Jesus Christ, whom he ought also to obey :

for in the kingdom of Christ all ought to submit to

his laws, from the highest to the lowest, that is,

from the king to the beggar, and from Ciesar to

the clown. 13ut alas! where shall we find such

an obedience? desperate fall I concerning which

Ludov. Viv. writes well, lib. de con. vit. Christ,

sub. Turc. by relation of Fredericus Sylvius, Disc,

de Revol. 13elg. p. 85. The prince entered into

the church, not as a true and plain Christian, which

had indeed been most happy and desirable ; but

he brought in with him his nobility, his honours,

his arms, his ensigns, his triumphs, his haughtiness,

his pride, his superciliousness; that is, he came
into the house of Christ accompanied with the

devil ; and which could no ways be done, he would

have joined two houses and two cities together,

God's and the devil's, which could no more be

done than Home and Coustantinople, which are

distant by so long a tract both of sea and land.

(W'hat communion, sailh Paul, is there betwixt

Christ and Belial?) Their zeal cooled by degrees,

their faith decreased, their whole piety degenerated

;

instead whereof we make now use of shadows and

images, and, as he saith, I would we could but re-

tain these. Thus far ^'ives. But lastly, as to what

relates to this thing, since nothing seems more con

irary to man's nature, and seeing of all things the

defenceofone'sself seems most tolerable, as itis most

hard to men, so it i.s the most perfect part of the

Christian religion, as that wherein the denial of

self and entire confidence in God doth most appear;

and therefore Christ and his apostles left us hereof

a most perfect example. As to what relates to the

present magistrates of the Christian world, albeit

we deny them not altogether the name of Chris-

tians, because of the public profession they make

of Christ's name, yet we may boldly aflnrm, that

they are far from the perfection of the Christian

religion ; because in the state in which they are,

(as in many places before I have largely observed,)

hey have not come to the pure dispensation of the

gospel. And therefore, while they are in that con-

dition, we shall not say, That war, undertaken upon

a just occasion, is altogether unlawful to them.

For even as circumcision and other ceremonies

were for a season permitted to the Jews, not be-

cause they were either necessary of themselves, or

lawful at that time, after the resurrection of Christ,

but because that Spirit was not yet raised up in

them, whereby they could be delivered from such

rudiments ; so the present confessors of the Chris-

tian name, who are yet in the mixture, and not in

the patient suffering spirit, are not yet fitted for

this form of Christianity, and therefore cannot be

undefending themselves until they attain that per-

fection. But for such whom Christ has brought

hither it is not lawful to defend themselves by

arms, but they ought over all to trust to the Lord.

§X\'I. But Lastly, to conclude, If to give and

receive flattering titles, which arc not used because

of the virtues inherent in tlie per.-ons, but are for

the most part bestowed by wicked men upon such

as themselves; if to bow, scrape, and cringe to one

another; if at every time to call thera~elvcs each

other's humble servant, and that most frequently

without any design of real service; if th'w be the

honour that comes from God, and not the honour

that is from below, then indeed our adversaries

may be said to be believers, and we condemned as

proud and stubborn, in denying all the.se things.

But if with Mordecai, to refuse to bow to proud

Ilaman, and with Elihu not to give flattering titles

to men, lest we should be reproved of our maker;

and if, according to Peter's example and the an-

gel's advice, to bow only to God, and not to our fel-

low servants; and if to call no man lord nor mas-

ter, except under particular relation.?, according to

Christ's command; I say if these things are not to

be reproved, then are we not blameworthy in so

doing.

If to be vain and gaudy in apparel; if to paint

the face and plait the hair; if to be clothed with

gold and silver, and precious stones ; and if to be

filled with ribbons and laco be to be clothed in mod-

est spparel ; and if these be the ornaments of Chris-

tians ; and if that be to be humble, meek, and

mortified, then are our adversaries good Christians

indeed, and we proud, singular, and conceited, in

contentingourselves with what need and convcniency

calls for, and condemning what is more as super-

fluous; but not otherwise.

If to use games, sports, plays; if to card, dice,

and dance; if to sing, fiddle, and pipe; if to use

stage-plays and comedies, and to He, counterfeit,

and dissemble, be to fear always; and if that bo

to do all things to the glory of God ;
and if_ that

be to pass our sojourning here in fear; and if that^

be to use this world as if we did not use it ; and if

that be not to fashion ourselves according to our

former lusts ; to be not conformable to the spirit

and vain conver.satioo of this world ;
then are our

dversaries, notwithstanding they use these things,

nd plead for them, very good, sober, mortified,

ud self-denying Christians, and we ju-tly to be

blamed for judging them ; but not otherwise.

If the profanation of the holy name of God; if

to exact oaths one from another upon every light

occasion ; if to call God to witness in things of such

a nature, in which no earthly king would think him-

self lawfully and honourably to be a witness, be the

duties of a Cliristian man, I shall confess that our

adversaries are excellent good Christians, and we

wanting in our duty: but if the coutrary be true,

of necessity our obedience to God in this thing must

be acceptable.

If to revenge ourselve-, or to render injury, evil

for evil, wound for wound, to take eye for eye,_ tooth

for tooth; if to fight for outward and perishing

things, to go a warring one again=t another, whom

we never saw, nor wi^h whom we never had any

contest, nor any thing to do ; being moreover al-

together ignorant of the cause of the war, but only

tlfat the magistrates of the nations foment quar-
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rels one against another, the causes whereof are

for the most part unknown to the soldiers that fight,

as well as upon whose side the right or wrong is
;

and jet to be so furious, and rage one against an-

other, to destroy and i-poil all, that this or the other

worship may be received or abolished ; if to do

this, and much more of this kind, be to fulfil the

law of Christ, then are our adversaries indeed true

Christians, and we miserable heretics, that suffer

ourselves to be spoiled, taken, imprisoned, banished,

beaten, and evilly entreated, without any resistance,

placing our trust only in God, that he may defend

us, and lead us by the way of the Cross unto his

kingdom. But if it bo otherways, we shall cer-

tainly receive the reward which the Lord hath

promised to those that cleave to hin), and, in deny-

ing themselves, confide in him.

And to sum up all, if to use all these things, and

many more that ujight be instanced, be to walk in

the straight way that leads to life, be to take up

the Cross of Christ, be to die with him to the lusts

and perishing vanities of this world, and to arise

with him in newness of life, and sit down with him

in the heavenly places, then our adversaries may
be accounted such, and they need not fear they

are in the broad way that leads to destruction,

and we are greatly mistaken, that have laid

aside all these things for Christ's sake, to the

crucifying of our own lusts, and to the procuring

to ourselves shame, reproach, hatred, and ill-

will from the men of this world : not as if by so

doing we judged to merit heaven, but as knowing

they are contrary to the will of Ilim who redeems

his children from the love of this world, and its

lusts, and leads them in the ways of Truth and holi-

ness, in which they take delight to walk.

The Sickles.—" Let the sickles alone," said a

farmer to his son, who was left in the field while

the reapers went to dinner. James obeyed his

father for a time ; but at length he grew lonesome,

and took up a sickle "just to look at it." He then

felt its edge, and then thought he would cut " one

handful." In so doing he cut his little finger, in-

flicting a wound which rendered the middle joint

useless for the rest of his life. When it was
healed, an ugly scar and a stifi' finger were lasting

mementoes of his disobedience.

Disobedience to his heavenly Father leaves a

scar on the sinner's soul, and lessens his capacity

for virtue. What a frightful appearance would

many a soul present, could its scarred and maimed
condition be made visible. Unseen facts are as

real as those which are seen by the eye. Every
sin leaves its mark on the soul. Every sin in-

creases the soul's tendency to sin, and lessens its

power for virtue. Every sin thus eiftcls a change

for the worse in the condition of the soul. It is

not merely registered in the book of God's remem
brance : it is registered in the very condition of the

soul.

Rhi7ioccros in tloe River.—On the 10th ult., a

collision occurred between the steamers Key City

and Luzerne, on the Mississippi, in the vicinity of

La Crosse. The Luzerne had on board the circui

trained animals, kc, belonging to Dan Rice. Th
cage containing the trained rhinoceros, weighin,

over four thousand pounds, was knocked into th

river. The door of the cage was open, and th

animal fastened with a chain and ring in his nose

Some of the men in the employ of llice watched

a day or two, in hopes the monster would make

his appearance ; but, supposing him to be drowned

they left. Subsequently he was discovered frO'

licking in the Mi.ssissippi, but sank on being aj-

proached. At the last accounts he bad taken to

a slough, and the La Crosse Democrat, of the 27th

ult., thus records one of his land pranks

:

Sunday afternoon, Charles Wrightson, F. W.
Brown and Robert Eggleston, while roasting

green corn on the bank of the slough, five miles

below here, were half scared to death by hearing

a heavy tramp, and in a few moments the rhino-

ceros, as he appeared here on the occasion of his

first visit in July, minus the blanket and chain in

his nose, rushed upon them with a terrible bellow,

catching Eggle.-ton on his snout and throwing him,

as he says, at least fifty feet over and back of him,

breaking an arm and two ribs in the fall. The
monster plunged into the river, and the other two

persons, badly scared, but not hurt, procured a

buggy, took the seat out, filled the bos with grass

and a blanket, and brought Eggleston to his

home in this city, where he is now under the care

of Dr. Cameron. The ribs were evidently broken

by the snout of the animal, as the flesh was badly

torn.''

The " slough" in which the animal bad estab-

lished himself is about five miles below La Crosse,

and is very deep, with muddy bottom. The Demo-
crat says :

" Though it is just such a place as he was cap-

tured from in the East, there is no telling how long

he may remain quiet without taking a notion to

prowl around the country in search of better fare.

This forenoon several of our sportsmen went down
to the spot to make arrangements for his capture,

when, if successful, they can start a show of their

own. He was seen this forenoon swimming in the

waters of the slough, but sunk after sporting, if

we may so call it, a few moments with back and

nose above water. About a hundred persons have

gone down there to help in his capture."

—

Ledger.

Letter of John Barclay.

The following observations were made in the

year 1832.
" Ever since I have attended this Yearly Meeting,

my mind has been deeply exercised, according to

my capacity, for the welfare of this people. As I

proceed in my pilgrimage, I trust my confidence

is increasing, that the great " I am," the King of

Zion, still reigns, and will reign to the overthrow

of all his enemies, and that he alone is equal to

take care of his church, and to overrule all things

for the good of bis little dependent ones. Yet, oh I

how awtul do the times appear in which we live :

and how awfully critical is our standing among the

various professions around us : doubtless, it has

always been so, perhaps more so than tho.se of any
paiticular age may have thought. Every period

has had its dangers, its temptations, its responsi-

bilities. Yet surely ours are, if not new, vcrv

specious snares, and when I look around, I am
ready to think, who, even among the highest in

knowledge, in faith, or in gifts, is not fearfully

liable to fall into some of these snares. Oh I I

have this day seen, as I think, in the light of the

Lord, the enemy endeavouring to deceive, if it he

possible, the very elect. There are baits already

laid, golden baits, which if they are not seen and
shunned, will even devour those who devour thorn.

I see not how some, who now take the lead

amongst us, will or can escape being carried away,
as with a sweeping flood, by that which they are

now swimming in ; unless the Lord prevent, I see

not how this Society can escape being landed, yea
stranded, on a rock. Every day, every fresh oc-

casion of witnessing the spirit and proceedings of

these times, convinces me beyond all hesitation,

that we arc fast verging to a crisis—an alarming
crisis, and a shaking, sifting crisis,—when every
foundation will be discovered,—every covering re-

moved. And though many will say, " Lo, here is

Christ, and lo there 1" is he not with us, and do
we not own him and follow him '\ Yet a clean

separation will take place between the chafl^ and
the wheat ; and nothing will be able to endure the

refining heat of that day, besides the beaten gold.

Oh ! how loose, how crude, how mixed are the views

of many, how accommodating, how shifting is the

ground they stand upon, how lofty and superficial

is their edifice, though beautiful and apparently

solid also. Oh ! for more humiliation, fasting,

waiting ! Oh ! for less activity, less self-conceit,

less taking of the name of Christ in vain. May
such a view of things conduce to drive and keep
me yet nearer to the Source of all safety and of all

succor, that I may abide in Him, and grow up in

Him in all things, who is the Head !''

The conclicdiiig sentence of the foregoing im-

pressive remarks is especially deserving of the most
serious consideration. When the judgment is en-

lightened to perceive the snares into which others

have fallen, and from which the Divine mercy may
have preserved us, so far from any feeling of self

complacency being allowable, it should rather serve

to admonish us of our own frailty and liability to

err on the right hand or on the left. Without
this care, there is great danger of a censorious dis-

position being indulged, which will feed the life of

corrupt self, and thus our own preservation from

some evils, may, in a certain sense, prove a stumb-
ling block, and source of weakness and danger.

Truly in this state of probation we stand as on " a
sea of glass mingled with fire" and it behooves us

to seek in reverent humility to be kept under the

continual influence of that Divine power which can
alone give the victory, keep us from falling, and
enable the soul to ascribe the glory and praise to

Him to whom only they belong.

Birdon and Grace.—"When I first entered the

Christian life," said Wilberforce, shortly before his

death, " my prayer was for pardon and grace. And
now that 1 am near the end of my course, I find

that all my petitions, all the wants of my soul, may
still be comprehended in those two requests—par-

don and grace."

Here are the universal and perpetual desires of

the renewed soul. When David said, "I have
gone astray like a lost sheep, seek thy servant," he

prayed for jxirdon and grace.

When the penitent and returning Church prays,
" Take away all iniquity, and receive us gracious-

ly," Hosea xiv., what is it hut a prayer for pardon
and grace.

When Paul sends us to the throne of grace,"

Heb. iv., to obtain 9nerc7/ and find grace to help us
in time of need, 2Mrdo7i and grace form the whole
burden of the supplications he enjoins upon us.

When God promises, in his last covenant,"!
will be merciful unto their unrighteousness, and
their sins and their iniquities will I remember no
more ;" and " I will put my law in their minds, and
write it in their hearts," -pardon and grace com-
prehend the whole boundless grant of divine com-
passion and goodness.

Pardon and grace! the very intensity with
which the new-born soul longs for them, is a sure

proof of the gracious life within.

Pardon and grace .' The soul that has them
has all things else, either in possession or sure re-

version. Oh! "the mountain of light," and "the
sea of light," those priceless diamonds which glow
on the wrists of the King of Persia, are wortliless

in comparison of those inestimable gems, "pardon
and grace!''

That disposition is opposite to faith, which is

only to be convinced by raterwaZ evidences.
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Wanderings over
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THE CHURCU OF TUE HOLY SEPULCHRE AND

THE LAST VIEW OF JERUSALEM.

We had left our visit to the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre until our last day in Jerusalem, not pur-

posely, but because localities more satisfactorily as-

rtained, aud less desecrated by superstition, had

engrossed our attention.

In visiting this Church, we felt as if we were

leaving the home of Jewish kings and prophets, and

the earthly footprints of the Son of God, to enter

on a region full, indeed, of deep human and his-

torical Tnterest, but altogether on a lower level.

Our thought, as we descended the steps into the

court outside the Church, was not so much of Gol-

gotha, or the tomb hewn in the rock, as of the

countless pilgrim-feet which had trodde

steps for centuries, of the innumerable

which had throbbed with eager joy, or almost

stood still with awe in approaching those sacred

walls.

The front and the arched doors are very mas-

e and elaborately ornamented. You compare

3m mentally, not with anything in th

but with Venice, or Milan, or Cologne.

loft, or the Calvary of any mediwval church, is

what Crusaders died to win. Countless forms have

been prostrated there in passionate adoration. We
saw a man reverently embracing and kissing col-

umn after column.

Ours is a religion of life and light, not of sepul-

chres or relics. Our sanctuaries are not the twi-

light of umbrageous groves, or the night of oracu-

lar caverns or monumental vaults. Precious, in-

deed, is every relic of the work of the hand we

may touch no more, but the hand of Him we adore

is working around us every where. Every star that

shines, and every blossom that opens is not a relic

of His absent work, but a token of His living pre-

sence. The voice which said, "It is finished," is

not silenced for us. We know it. It speaks to us

day by day in ever loving words. Let us treasure

if we will, every relic of the dead we honour. But

Christ is not dead. He is risen. He was dead

and is living again, and behold he liveth for ever-

more.

There is, indeed, a sense in which we on earth

are said to be absent from the Lord, but never is

it said that the Lord is ab.^ent from us. On the

T, .

] I

contrary. He is with us always until the end of the

Ynii'nn'!^°''''^-
^^^^^ removes US to be present with H'

thos-

transported into the middle ages, the middle ages

orientalized. You pass from the burning sacrifice

into the dark church. Y'ou are no longer in the

city where David dwelt—where Nicodemus came

to Jesus by night—by which the Brook Kedron

flowed—to which her King came, lowly and riding^
^ ^^^

on an ass— and which the little children entered, i=- =

singing Hosanna*, in the light of the spring morn

ing-where the blind and lame were touched by
i
^^^^^

-;|;; ^^^^
those heahug hands, aud walked and saw. ^o"

j^^^^j of tf^g ^
are in another world, lighted not by the blaze of^

^^.^^ ^^^^ separatio
the Syrian sun, or the starlight ot the byrian night,

^J^^_^ ^^^ ,^^^ ^.^^^ compares the Ch
but by faint rays stealing through mediajval w.n-,^^

^^^ ^.^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ betrothed bride. The
ows. The air around you is no breeze from tl^ei ^^^.^

'

^,^^ ^^ ^^j.^ p,^^.^^ Xl^, „e„
Great Sea, or the mountains beyond Jordan, but

^^^ g^^^lasting home is being prepared; it has yet

the air of a vault pertumed with incense.
_ !

^^ ^^ entered. The attitude of all healthy Chris-

The group of Moslem so diers sitting on a raised
^

^.^^., .^ ^^^ stooping down and looking into the

Uted stone platform at the left of the entrance .

^^^^^j^^^ ^^ ; ,,.^^ 1^^^.^ ^^^^^^ ^„,y ^^
reminds you for an instant of the scenes enacted i

j^t'^^
„ ^^^^j^^j..^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^.^^^^^ L^rd, and listen-

and answering, Kabboni.

But now to-day, and "all the days," He is with u;

He makes his abode with us. He will never leave

us nor forsake us.

Have not all representations of the Church as a

"widow," or a "widowed bride," a tendency to

sentiraentalism? The Bible never u>es this Ian

The image employed in Epistles and

Apocalypse is one of an entirely different charac-

The widow is desolate, lonely, her gaze is to-

the life finished and closed. The

heart of the betrothed bride is in the future, in the

„ ^ • 1 'injc to his voice
strain Christian worshippers from tearing each =\yg j^ft ji^g ^ijurch and ascended the steps worn
ither in pieces in their eagerness to light their^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^_^^^ ^C ^^ ^^^^. pjignms, and de-

torches at the "sacred fire " a singular collision o.,^^^^^^
^^^ ^.^ Dolorosa with its '^wimlow of the

three religions, Mohammedan, Christian, and i'a-|j,^^^
Homo," and its various Icirendary stations.

gan. But passing on, you forget this strange dis-j
^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ reversal ot^'the parables the

eord, and are back again in the days ot ^"-"^"ard^^^^^^^^
-were—a Filwm's Progress read the

Cceur de Lion, or of Godfrey of Bouillon, and,
^^^^ ^ ^^^ body making a pilgrimage to

then medieval religion seems to rise before you al-
L^_^^^=.^j Jerusalem; the Christian armour, mail

;onzed in stone.
tt , c ,i 1 or steel, instead of faith, and the word of God, and

Surely the pilgrimages to the Holy Sepulchre ^^^^ ^j^^ Christian warfare against the bodies

areascontrary Co the whole spirit of Christianity,;^^
Moslems instead of against fleshly lusts and

as the worship of the glorified A irg.n iMother— j.^^ .^.^^_ jj. ^^^ Crusades had only been an

"Mary the immaculate," which has succeedeal ,, .-."j .,,i <•„, .i.„ k„nofit r,f r,fi-tor;tv

them. To turn from the living Lord to the aban-

doned tomb is as strange a perversion as to turu,
^.^.-^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ conceptions of the t

ward, the glad tidings dawned that the crucified

aud risen Lord could be as near them in Germany

or England as at Jerusalem, and that the Holy

War, °o often a defeat in Palestine, might in his

strength bo always victorious iu works of faith and

labours of love at home.

We returned from the Church of Helena and the

Crusaders to the Turkish city of to-day. Every-

where we were surrounded by tokens which showed

how the great coutiict of the middle ages had ended.

Moslem shopkeepers sat composedly smoking in the

baziars; Moslem women passed us with their veiled

Faces; Moslem domes crowned the heights of Mo-

riah; Moslem muezzins called to prayer from the

galleries of the minarets. The very name of Chris-

dan is a bond. We must lament that the curse of

Moslem rule should fall on any spot on earth. Yet

we cannot but feel that as regards the sacred as-

sociation of the Holy Land, Mos'.eui listlessucss,

and even Moslem fanaticism, have done less to de-

stroy them than monastic superstitions. Two or

three centuries of Crusading rule would have left

little but a mass of mediasval legends to guide us

through Palestine. Turkish rule has, at least, left

it Onental. The language of the peasantry is

still allied to that in which our Lord awoke the

dead maiden to life, aud uttered his own cry of

agony. The names of villages, and fountains, and

towns are still essentially the same as those iu the

Old Testament. The traditions of monks who

would find you the locale of any scriptural narra-

tive (whether parable or history) within convenient

distances of each other, on suflScient notice, are

valueless indeed. But the traditions of peasants

who have never read the Old or New Testament

and yet spake of Shiloh, or Nazareth, or Tyre by

names David could have understood, are absolutely

the new life opening satisfactory. Our wonder in the Holy Land was

- - not that we could trace so little, but that we could

identify so much. Once leave the narrow streets

and Saracenic gates of the city itself, and you are

on the very hills and valleys where Jesus " went

about doing good." Deeply did we feel this, as

on the afternoon of the twentieth of June we at

length collected our muleteers and horses, and set

off°two or three hours before night for Bethel.

The hills which stand round about Jerusalem, the

valleys and the brook, were real and familiar places

to us for evermore.

We had toiled through the stony bottom of the

dark valley of Hinnom. We had sat one sunny

afternoon on the Hill of Evil Counsel, looking

across the valley to the slopes of Zion. We had

f'one round about the walls of Jerusalem, com-

manding from different angles the table-land on

the west, the deep valleys on the east and south.

We had drunk of the clear, cold waters which flow

underneath the temple. We had stood by the an-

cient reservoirs, one of which must have been Be-

thcthesda, and another the Pool of Siloam, for since

llonian times no energetic and enlightened rule has

from the dying Redeemer on the cross to

mournful mother beside it,

—

'Tis life whereof our nervi

Oil life, not death, for wl
More life and fuller that

the Cross. But the Crusaders were men and wo-

men with human hearts and deathless souls. Among

them must have been some who really longed, like

Christian, to get rid of that terrible burden, who

travelled all that weary and perilous journey with

And ours is a Religion of life; our Lord the Prince! the fond hope that at the Holy Sepulchre they

of life the Bread of life, the Life itself, who burst! would in some way be nearer heaven, would obtain

the bands of death, because it was not possible that spiritual deliverance, and receive spiritual olessing.

he should be holden of them. All this presses To such, what hours of agonizing conflict and bit-

the heart in the Church of the Holy ter disappointment must have bee

goric drama enacted for the benefit of posterity,

hev certainly mii'ht be valued as tending to give c -
<•

i ki;„ncy cercamiy m ^ ^ _ _ warfare of 1

continued long enough to commence useful^ public

works of any such extent as these, ^\e had

groped our way through the rifled sepulchres,

whose entrances no one, for centuries, had cared

to " whiten" or adorn. We had carefully guided

our horses over the rough ground outside the gates,

and among the broken cisterns and deserted wells,

which made such dangerous "pits" for them to fall

into. We had rambled over the slopes of Zion,

and gathered the long dagger-like thorns which

spent here, I grow on the prickly bushes there. We had es-

ifhich to you may seem little more than the rood- such, as they turned their steps despondingly 1
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proach and learn, our Lord taught openly, and to take our last view of Jerusalem. The only hu-

j

oven as he spoke words of eternal wisdom, and man feature in the desolate landscape, the city,jests

answered every subtle cavil, was at leisure to watch couched

od mark with his approval the poor widow cast'

ing her mite into the treasury.

We had crossed the brook Kedron, and wan-

dered up the valley, in some quiet nook of which,

among the olives, was Getbsemane. We had

watched from Olivet the sunrise light up the roofs

of Jerusalem, and the sunset glow behind them.

We had seen the city over whicli, when He beheld

it. He wept, burst suddenly on our sight, in that

ascent on the road from Jericho. We had sat on

the Mount of Olives, and gazed across the Ke-

dron valley to where the goodly buildings had stood,

now overthrown. We had gone over and over

again the footpath to Bethany, with the wild fig-

tree beside it here and there, until its rugged way

had grown familiar to us. Seated on those very

slopes under the shade of trees, more abundant no

doubt than now, treading those very paths, shel-

tered in the recesses of that same valley, the voice

of Jesus had been heard in familiar conversation

with the disciples. On that same level summit of

Moriah, His voice, in more powerful tones, had

taught the listening multitudes, and silenced the

cavilling Pharisees and Sadducees, not with the

majesty of thunder, or the voice as of a trumpet,

or as the sound of many waters, but a liunian

voice, whose tones would have been inaudible at a

few hundred yards distance,—a human voice,

thrilling with every emotion of the heart. The
words have gone forth to the ends of the earth, the

voice would have been inaudible across the Ke-

dron valley.

Within sight of those walls near the city, the

three crosses had been raised, with the three ago-

nized sufferers on them, exposed to the uupitying

gaze of the multitudes who came to see the sight,

and the careless mockeries of those that passed by

on the high road from Jerusalem. The mystical

shadow of one of those crosses has since then em-
braced the world, and within it a great multitude,

which no man can number, have found shelter, and

safety, and rest. But then, before the midday
darkness came over the land, there was nothing to

distinguish it from the other two, or from the num-
ber of similar crosses which afterwards terribly ex-

posed the agonies of their victims to the gaze of be-

sieged Jerusalem. There was nothing gigantic about

it, infinite as its results will be. It overshadowed

not the city, but only a few yards of earth be-

neath it, and at a little distance you would not

have distinguished one of those three tortured

forms from another, infinitely different as the suf-

ferers were,—the Saviour, the saved, and the lost.

And on these heights of Olivet, above Bethany,

that human voice had been heard again, in familiar

tones, blessing the disciples. The hands that had

been stretched out and nailed to the cross were

lifted up to bless. And there, in the act of bene-

diction, the well-known form was parted from them
and carried into heaven.

It was with thoughts such as these that we rode

silently away from Jerusalem on the afternoon of

the 20th of June. Our road lay acro.ss Scopas,

and the site of the camp of Titus. On this ground

the armies of Home had encamped, slowly but

surely clasping the infatuated city in their deadly

embrace, and here those who may have been left

to guard the camp in the day of the capture, must

have seen the avenging flames burst forth from the

Temple on Moriah, no more as from a sacrificial

altar, but as from the funeral, pile of the guilty

city, from which every disciple of the Saviour it

Lad crucified had previously been rescued.

Once more on the height to the north, we paused

of the high tableland of J
crown enclasps the brow of the

th.

the mura
the white roofs, and domes, and minarets

gleam from afar, still with something of a queenly

'ty. The brown hills stand round about it,

the b ue mountains of Moab gird the distant hori-

Beautiful for situation it stands, the mountain

city, the city where David dwelt, the holy city, the

city which God chose, the city over which " Jesus

wept," desecrated by man's darkest crime, conse-

1

crated by the most marvellous manifestation of,

God's redeeming love. E. c.

W/iat can be clone icitlt Paper.—A writer in

Blackwood's Magazine says it is wonderful to see

the thousand useful, as well as ornamental pur-

poses to which paper is applicable in the hands of

the Japanese. He states that he sawit made into

materials so closely resembling Russian and Mo
roeco leather and pig skin, that it was very difficult

to detect the difference. With the aid of lacker

h and skilful painting, paper made excellent

tiunks, tobacco bags, cigar cases, saddles, teles-

cope cases, the frames of microscopes ; and he even

' and used excellent water-proof coats, made of

pie paper, which did keep out the rain, and

c as supple as the best Mackintosh. The Ja-

panese use neither silk nor cotton handkerchiefs,

towels, n.:r dusters; paper in their hands serves as

an excellent substitute. It is soft, thin, tough, of

a pale yellowish colour, very plentiful and very

cheap. The inner walls of many Japanese apart-

ments are formed of paper, being nothing more

than painted screens; their windows are covered

with a fine translucent description of the same ma-

terial ; it enters largely into the manufacture of

nearly everything in a Japanese household ; and

he saw what seemed to be balls of twine, but which

were nothing but long shreds of tough paper rolled

up. If a shopkeeper had a parcel to tie, he would

take a strip of paper, roll it quickly between his

hands, and use it for the purpose ; and it was quite

as strong as the ordinary Ltring at home. In short,

without paper all Japan would come to a dead

lock ; and indeed, lest by the arbitrary exercise of

his authority, a tyrannical husband should stop h'

wife's paper, the sage Japanese mothers-in-law ii

variably stipulate that the bride is to have allowed

to her a certain quantity of paper.

Jacob before MeetingEsau.—To-morrow Esau and

Jacob are to meet. There was a quarrel of long-

standing between them, which had all the bitterness

of a domestic feud. Jacob had deceived and deeply

injured his brother. He had not seen Esau for

many years, and dreading his vengeance, he now

heard of his approach, at the head of four hundred

men, with fear and trembling. Greatly alarmed

he cried, "God of my father Abraham, God of my
father Isaac, deliver me, I pray thee, from the

hand of my brother ; for I fear him, lest he will

come and smite me, the mother with the children.'

Pattern to us, when temptation threatens or dark

misfortunes lower. Jacob, having done all that

man's wisdom could devise, or his power could d

in the circumstances, flies for help to God. He
will prepare for to-morrow's trial by a night of

prayer. Sending off his wives and children across

Jahbok's streamj'to place them as far as possible

out of danger, and leave these innocent ones to

forget it in sleep's sweet oblivion, he seeks himself

a solitary spot. With deepest silence all around

him, and the bright stars above his head, he is

alone with God. Suddenly some one grasps him.

Folded in his arms, Jacob cannot cast him off.

Now it becomes a struggle for the mastery. Locked
:

together, they wrestle in the dark; and, in somoi

mysterious spiritual wrestling, the night passes,;

aii^d the conflict lasts till break of day. " Let me

iTO," said the other, " for the day breaketh."

Jacob but held him faster. He had found out the

other wrestler; danger gave him boldness; faith-i

gave him confidence ; and, clinging to God withj

the grasp of a drowning man, he replied, " I willj

not let thee go except thou bless nje.'' And when^

he had prevailed, and got the blessing, " Jacobi

called the name of the place Peniel ; for I have^

seen God face to face, and my life is preserved."
i

For *' The Friend."

Husinss and Memories.

LONG LIFE.

It is the duty of a Christian to be contented fo

reu!ain on earth, toiling in the service allotted

him by his Heavenly Father, just so long as his

merciful and all wise caretaker shall see meet

to continue him in the church militant, yet cer-

tainly, to those who have known the washing of

regeneration, the forgiveness of past sins, and thei

ad'opliou that maketh children of God, and heirs of

ternal life, a long lingering here in probation

cannot be very desirable. To the natural man,

ho hath not known a preparation for participating

in the glories of the kingdom of perfect purity here-

fter, this life embodying all of joy that he can un-

der.-^tand, it is no wonder that he craves its con-

tinuance. Looking at it in this point of view, we

can sec how, wishing our friends long lives, that

common form of blessing in use among certaio

classes, should have had its origin. Yet to the

christian the realization of such a wish might be

far from a 'blessing.

The following remark was made by the late

William Wilberforce to a friend of his in the year

1807, at a time in which he was quite unwell, yefc

was not confined to his dwelling. "A man in the

castle-yard this morning, in the honest ardour of

his heart, seized my hand, and with peculiar em-»

phasis wished me a long life. I was obliged to him

for his kindness, but he forced on me the reflection,

how iihchristian are our common feelings and sen-

timents—that we should be ready to regard a long

life as one of the greatest of blessings. "Did we

really keep christian principles and christian views'

before us, we should assuredly think that ' to de-

part and be with Christ,' was for ourselves at least,

' far better.'

"

I have met with a narrative to this effect ; a

mother was one day taking two of her children, a

boy and a girl, to see a very old woman, one who
had almost reached her hundredth year, when her

son suddenly asked lier if she would not like to

live as long. To this she replied " certainly not."

The boy demanded her reason for what appeared

to him such an unnatural view as his mother had

expressed, but she deferred any answer antil aite»

they had paid their visit.

They found the old woman living with her only

daughter, her mind very much gone, and she,

though poor, yet in a pretty comfortable condition.

When aroused so as to notice the children she said,

"blessings on them! I once had bairas niysel."

On being asked how many child rea she had had,

she could not tell, but referred them %o her daugh-

ter, who said there had been ten of them, and that

she, who was the eldest, was the only one left oi

them all. Her mother, she said, had been nine

years confined to her bed unable tO' wslk. Whilst

the children were sorrowfully wondering over such

a long period of lying in bed, the old women who

had fallen into a momentary doze, aroused up, and

had quite forgotten that she bad wsen them before.
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Sometimes, she acknowledged she did not know
jLer own daugliter, her constant and faithful nurse.

(She remembered, however, many precious religiou^^

i truths, quoting " the Lord is my shepherd I shall not

want,'' and some passages from the catechism learuud

liin her youth respecting the Dear Saviour, and his

I

Divine nature. Her visitor epoke to her of the

•precious truths she had repeated, telling her that

in a world of change and sorrow, it was delightful

that we had a Saviour, who being omnipotent,

never wearied, whose love to his children never

^'grew cold, whose mercy never failed them in the

hour of need. But even as she spoke, the aged

;invalid dropped asleep.

The children began to see, that very long life,

with its increasing weaknesses of flesh and spirit, its

failure of strength of body and of mind, is not to

be coveted. The mother pointed out to them,

that it was a merciful provision of our Heavenly

Father that but few of his children should attain

very old age with its attendant trials, but expressed

her confidence that when he does appoint them

buch a lengthened pilgrimage, it is for some good

and wise reason, and that through the secret influ-

bnces of his Holy Spirit he makes it up to them in-

wardly, by the comfort and peace bestowed.

Many years ago, I was told by a woman friend,

whose benevolent heart often led her into scenes

jf suflering, that she had just visited a very aged

woman, who had forgotten all the events of her

oast life, and even that she had ever been married.

iler friends to her had become as though they were

J30t, and all that was going on around her, the

jove, the care, the turmoil, reached her not. Yet

jpon being asked if she knew Jesus Christ, she

arightencd up as she replied, " yes, he is my Sav-

our." Keligion is the only effectual comfort of

)ld age. Kind friends may minister to the wants

)f the body, and may see that everything is done that

!an be done to alleviate the hours of weariness and

luffering, yet, unless there is a large share of Di-

tine grace afforded, in the decline of the powers ol

nind, fretfulness and impatience are apt to get in.

L'hese often render the closing hours of the aged,

sven of some who have passed reputable and

ipparently religious lives, le^s pleasant to the wit-

lesses at the time, and less comfortable for them

reflect upon, than might have been the case if

.hey had been taken away at an earlier period.

The frailties of flesh and spirit manifested by
me as the mental powers have failed, have been

[sause at times of great trial to their near friends,

tnd have occasioned some stumbling to the evil

udgiog world. We cannot tell in the progress of se-

ond childhood, when mental accountability ceases,

jut we know that God is rich in mercy, and that

10 will judge all things in righteous loving kind-

less, through him who hath ever loved his own,
' lud will love thetu even to the end.

Now and then, as though to exemplify the true

iiLauing of the blessing " with long life will I sat-

i ^fy him and show him my salvation," the Lord

Ijustains some of his servants to a very green old

Ijige. Yea, in the weakness of the earthly taber-

liiaclc, he grants them to retain the mental in great

: 'igour, whilst the spiritual seems even to strengthen,

that with holy alacrity, long after the friends of

heir childhood, the fellow-labourers in the Lord'

ause, through the meridian of their days, have

leou gathered into rest, these continue filling up a

ilessed sphere of usefulness in the church militant,

Juch an one is indeed, a great adorning to the

ruth, an exemplification of the sustaining power
if Divine grace, and of the love and mercy of our

jord Jesus Christ.

^^'ilberforce spoke of our common feelings and

. entiments being it>ichrisUa?i, and although he dwelt

|)ai

particularly on the wishing long life, without doubt,

other tilings had place in his thoughts. The wish-

ing one's friends teiiiporalblfssings is a desire which

real true hearted Christian would foel some
sgivings about uttering. Afflictions are so often

uisters of mercy, and prosperity so often tends

to deaden religious sensibility, and to alienate the

soul from that humility and dependence upon Uod,

hich is the soul's only safety, that if a truly cou-

ientious mind dared to give utterance to such a

desire, it must be coupled with the hope that it

might be granted only so far as it would tend to

the everlasting well being of the beloved one.

The celebrated religious writer, Cecil, called to

see a friend one day, and told him he heard that

he was in a dangerous condition. His friend ex-

ressed his unconsciousness of any cause of alarm,

on which Cecil told him that he supposed such was
he case, and had therefore called on him. The
danger to which he was desirous of awakening the

attention of the earnest listener was, that he was

ining wealth,—prospering in the world,—in-

creasing that which would necessarily require more
and more attention, and which without a special

blessing from above, would be likely seriously to

interfere with his eternal well being.

Original Letters of Abraham ShackletoD.

Duljliri, Fourth M... ^JOtli, 17ca.

Maryarel Skacklct/jn,—My very Dear Gratid-

daa^liter.—Thy welcome and acceptable letter was
received. There arc two worthy living ministers

|of the gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

j

arrived from my native country in this city. They
exhort us to abide in the littleness ; my very soul,

land everything within me that's worth notice, says

amen to it. i think I have been stripped to the

very root since I came to town, but thanks to Him
that hides his face for a moment and will never

totally forget his little flock, He appears in the

needful time and his hand is filled with consolation;

jlet Hiiu be thy chiefest joy, my dear, and then

thou wilt step wisely in thy pilgrimage, little mind-

ing what people think of thee if thou hast but the

ismilea of his countenance. My health is much
better this morning, and if I shall not live to see

thee and the rest of you there, who are near

and dear to me, I trust through mercy to be gath-

ered to the generations of those gone before, wiiosc

robes were happily washed in the blood of the

Lamb.—I am, with endeared affection to thy aunt,

brothers and sisters, and my friends there, thine,

Abrauam Suackleto.v.

Dear Margaret.—My mind is mo=tly centred

among those that are begging their bread, and had

rather be honestly poor than be filled with un-

wholesome food, and lose my appetite for that

which nourishes the soul up to eternal lil'e. At

There is a Boy lean Trust.
—

'We once visited

a public school. At recess a little fellow came up

and spoke to the teacher; as he turned to go down
the platform, the master said :

" Th^t is a boy I

can trust. He never failed me." We followed

him with our eye and looked at him when he took

his seat after recess. He had a fine, open, manly
j

^^^ ;h7nk7ully'acknowledge7to "thcTpraise'of t'he
face. U e thought a good deal about the master s

, ^^^^^^^^^ j^^^d that satiates the hungry babes with
remark. What a character had that boy earned.

sustenance, I have partook with the poor of
He had already got what would be worth more to

[^/g^^.,. ^,. ^j^^^ j^^^ ^^ ,.^^^ f^,;^^; ^„j ^„.
h.mthanafortune._ It would be a passport into the

j^^^^^^^^ ^^ j^^j^ ^^ j^ watchful fear. I
best store in the city, and what is better, into the i,^ -j^^^ ^^_,^^ ^^ watchful and grow in
confidence and respect of the whole community. Ug^^^t ol life. There is true and real comfort to
We wonder if the boys know how soon they '^''^ kg pvn^riencd
rated by other people. Every boy in the neigh-

1

bourhood is known, and opinions arc fornicd of him ;
-

he has a character, either favorable or unfavora- Dublin, Tbird-day morning, Eleventh mo. Cth, 1770.

ble. A boy of whom the master can say ;
" I can J have my dear Margaret's welcome lines, and

trust him— he never failed me," will never want am pleased with the account of your health, and
employment. The fidelity, promptness and in- that 1 am remembered by you. This morning and
dustry which he shows at school, are in demand itije preceding night I found some openness to make
everywhere and prized everywhere. He who is [a return thereto, though indeed at times since I

faithful in little, will bo faithful also in much. came to this town, and on the road leading thereto,

it many other seasons, my best beloved to

Live it down.— If it is a false accusation that

stings your sense of honour and justice, li

it down. If your upright life is stigmatized
'

_ . . .

with the appellation of righteous overmuch, walk i
return who sets all right. This night, though I did

humby and softly the shadowed way. Soon your 'not sleep so much as at some other times, I cannot

name will be gilded with li^^ht, all obscurity di

hath been like a fountain sealed, a well closed and

shut up, and then I find it my plnce to sit like a

fool and to wait diligently and patiently for

pated, and your character vindicated without s

word dropping from your trembling lips. Y'es 1

live it down, if your motives are impugned, and

your life is made a kaleidoscope in the hands of

men, varying in its form and colors, as each

one turns it round and peers curiously in to

well forbear inwardly humbly to return the tribute of

thanksgiving to the God of my life, the heavenly

Comforter having been pretty much my companion,

the savour thereof has not wholly lelt nie, which is

the reason that I sit down in goodwill to salute

thee, else I should not have done it I believe. I

stronaly desire at present, as at other times, for all

detect some new appearance. If the friend who thy lather's children, that you be a generation to

sat by your side when the storm-cloud was riven 'serve the God of my life in this land of my pilgri-

and your quivering form shook beneath the shock, {mage unto which I trust and humbly conceive I

now gazes unmoved upon your conflict with life's'been led as by a Divine hand for this purpose,

stern realities, and he who walked confidingly by
j

And I trust, if you and yours are continued and

your side now seeks some other path, or meets you abide faithful, a blessing will attend you.

in the busy haunts of life with rigid lip and pulse- 1 And, my dear child, my spirit has been and is

less heart, bear on. You will come forth from the 'at this season nearly united to thee with a desire

shadow of distrust into the sunlight of unclouded
J

thou mayst be so happy as, like Mary mentioned

peace. Yes ! live it down ! h. silent, consistent life in sacred record, tositlowin silence, love retirement,

will speak when the slanderer's tongue is silent in 'and choose such a -part and portion as will abide

death, and the "busybody'' stands in awe before 'with thee to endless eternity. Surely those that

Him who said," Judge not that ye be not judged."; pursue such lying vanities, as the generality of

Exchange. [mankind are led away with, forsake their own, or
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wbat might have been their owd mercies. Well,

may thou be preserved in stability through the

heights and depths, and honour Him that hath

given existence ior good purpose, even to serve Him
here and be an example of uprightress to others in

thy day, and to have a happy and blessed mansion

in the heavens to all eternity ; methinks I could

write much, my mind being open, but time doth not

allow.

COME UNTO ME.

I beard the voice of Jesus say,

Come unto me and rest

;

L.ay down, thou weary cue, I.iy down
Tby head upon my breast.

I came to Jesus as I was,

Weary, and worn, and sad
;

I found in him a resting place,

And he has made me glad.

I heard the voice of Jesus say.

Behold, 1 freely give

The living water ; thirsty one,

Stoop down, and drink and live.

I came to Jesus, and I drank
Of that life-giving stream

;

My thirst was quenched, my soul re\

And now I live in him.

I heard the voice of Jesus say,

I am this dark world's light;

Look nnto me, thy morn shall rise

And all Ihy day be bright.

I looked to Jesus, and I found
In him my star, my sun !

And in that light of life I'll walk.
Till travelling days are done.

—

Boi

For " The Friend."

Benjamin Ferris.

Benjamin Ferris, son of David and Mary Fer-
ris, was born at Wilmington, in New Castle county,
on the Delaware, Fifth month 8th, 1740. He was
a child of quick parts, and very early in life was
sent to school, wherein he advanced rapidly in his

studies. It is evident from some manuscripts left

behind him, that he was a Latin and Greek
scholar, and that he had gathered a goodly store of
general knowledge.

He was, even in infancy, favoured with the visi-

tations of Divine Grace reproving him for sin, one
instance of which he narrates in a journal, or col-

lection of memoranda, he left behind him. When
about seven years of age, he, perhaps under the

influence of the company he was in, made use of

the Sacred name, in a rash, irreverent manner.
For this, he says, " I felt great remorse and uneasi-
ness. I mention this circumstance as a testimony
of the early visitations of the Lord, and the efficacy

of his inward appearance: for, though I escaped
reproof from man, yet the inward conviction I felt

was an effectual caution to mo against repeating
the like crime."

His piously concerned parents were anxious to

do their duty towards their offspring, and he has
recorded this instance of liis father's care, about
the period when the above mentioned sin was com-
mitted. " My father took my sister and me into

his counting room, and told us there was a God in

heaven who constantly watched over us, and ob-
served our ways; and that we were accountable to

him. He also informed us there was a heaven,
into which all good men and good children would
enter, with peace unspeakable, and live there for-

ever. He al.so told us there was a place of tor-

ment, where all the wicked and evil-doers, and
such as told lies and said bad words, would have
woe and misery without end. This showed his

tender and early care over his children ; and if

bad some good effect to make me more careful

alterward.s not to tell lies, nor say bad words ;

—

practices which too much prevailed at schools; to

check and prevent which, requires the watchful

care of parents and tutors. 1 am fully persuaded,

their pious endeavours for restraining from such

practices, and their care to inculcate and encour-

age the principles of virtue, would often be aided

by the Spirit of Truth in the tender minds of chil-

dren. 1 have many times thought, that the right

education of children is a subject of much greater

importance than many seem to imagine. It is in

their tender years that the seeds of virtue or vice

usually take root, and it is the duty of those cou-

cerned in this important charge, to use their ut-

most endeavours to nourish the former, and to pre-

vent [the growth,] or to root out the latter."

When about nine years of age, he visited his

father's relations at New Miltbrd, in Oounecticut,

where he remained about six months. It is proba-

ble that whilst there, he bad more fleshly liberties

granted him, thau whilst under the paternal roof,

which afterwards ministered trouble to him and

his pious parents. He soon acquired most of the

learning his Wilmington teacher could impart, and

being anxious to study the Latin language, his

father, who had received a liberal education him-

self, consented that he should go to Philadelphia

as the best place to obtain it. Having the permis-

sion of his father to go, Benjamin then endeav-

oured to obtain liberty to have fashionable attire

to dress in whilst there. But David would not

consent to this, and Benjamin records this as a

grateful testimony to his father's steadfastness iu

the Truth. He adds, "If there was more reli-

gious concern, and greater firmness in parents on

the subject of plainness, it might prevent many
undue liberties, and reform customs that have got

into our Society. Although my father was thus

strict, he was no idolator of forms, but he wisely

adopted Solomon's advice, to train up a child iu

the way he should go, in hope that when he should

be old, he would not depart from it."

The opposition of the father to the desired change
in dress, probably caused some decrease of desire

in the young boy to go to Philadelphia, and a

Latin school being soon after established in Wil-
mington, he entered it as a pupil and continued his

attendance there, he says, " for a considerable
time." It is probable that it was in the same
school that he obtained his knowledge of Greek.
Benjamin mentions his persuasion that his being
prevented from going to the Philadelphia school
was a providential interference for his good. At
home he was almost always, except during school
hours, much under the eye of his watchful parent,
and his preservation in comparative innocence of

conduct, may in good measure be traced to the in

flueuee for good exercised over him in the home cir-

cle.

He snys in his diary " when I was about twelve
years old, my father took me with him to Concord
Meeting, at which was Mary Weston, from Eng-
land. Thence we went to Chester, Mary rode in

the chair with father, and I rode her horse; being
early and frequently in the company of valuable
Friends, was a favour to me. as 1 was induced to
love them and value their society, and they o.''tcn

noticed me."
Great are the advantages which many of the

children of pious Friends have had in the religious

care and oversight exercised for them by godly
parents, and also in the notice of ministers of the
gospel travelling in the service of Truth. Often-
times these last are concerned to have meetings in

the family, and at seasons many a child and weak-
ling of the flock have been strengthened iu right-

eousness
; various instances are on record of a word

dropped on such occasions, having been, through the

grace mercifully accompanying it, made conduciv

to the everlasting well being of the listeners, eve

of some, who, although blessed with pious parent

anointed as ministers of the gospel, and often a

home and at meetings hearing the truth declare

with power, have yet never before been savingl

reached.

In 1755, Benjamin was fifteen years of age, an

making an exemplary appearance, and manifestin

some concern for his own good and that of other.-

and being blessed with fine talents, great hope

were felt by religiously minded Friends that h

would become an eminent instrument of good
the Society of Friends.

He says, " In the year 1755, I attended tbi

Yearly Meeting held in Philadelphia: and in thi

latter end of the Eleventh month, accompanied Conil

fort Hoag,from Hampton, and Elizibeth Dean, froti

Salem, New England, to Centre, Concord am
Springfield. This was tome an instructive season.'

A few weeks before starting on this journey he ad

dressed the following letter to his young friend

Caleb Dean, of Birminghan, son of that emineni

minister Lydia Dean, one of the children of Josepf

Gilpin.

Dear Friend.—I am through Divine Mercy wei

in health at present, as are all our family. Fathe
has gone to Lewistown with Comfort Hoag,
Friend from New England, and therefore I coul

not go to see thee. Do not think I have forgotten

thee! Often thou hast come under my consideral

tion, and indeed thou art near and dear to

Many times we have been comforted together, an(

have measurably witnessed the joy of God's sal

vation to abound, to our great consolation, and a

this time my soul is filled with love for thee, am
in it, I salute thee, desiring that thy eye may b
kept single to Him, that thy body may be full c

light, and that thou mayest be faithful even in lit!

tie things. Then will he bless thee with healtl

and strength, and above all, with the pure peao

of a quiet conscience, and through his blessing

thou mayest be made an instrument in his hand
of good to others.

I desire thee to be resigned to do the will of th

Lord without reserve. Then thou wilt know hiu

to be the Physician of value, and whether life o

death be appointed thee, thou wilt be his. To hio

I commend thee and tenderly bid thee farewell.

I remain thy truly loving Friend,

Benjamin Ferris.
Wilmington, 1 1th mo. 6th, 1755.

For Caleb Dean, in Birmingham.

CTo be continned.J

The Rhinoceros' Fneiid.—The Rhinoceros' bes'

friend, and the Rhinoceros hunter's most tiret

enemy, is a little bird, the Buphaga Africans, vuji

garly known as the Rhinoceros bird. It constantly

attends on the huge beast, feeding on the ticks tha

infest its hide, the bird's long claws and clasti''

tail enabling it to hold fast to whatever portion o;

the animal it fancies. If it rendered the Rhinoo
eros no better service than ridding him of thes

biting pests, it would deserve his gratitude ; but.

in addition, it does him the favour of warning hit

of the approach of the hunter. With its ears a

busy as its beak, the little sentinel detects dangef

afar off, and at once shoots up into the air, utterin,

a sharp and peculiar note, which the Rhinoceros!

not slow to understand and take advantage of, h

dosn't wait to make inquiry, but makes of at once

Gumming asserts that when the Rhinoceros i

asleep, and the Buphaga fails to wake him withit^

voice, it will peck the inside of his ears, and other'

wise exert itself to rouse its thick-headed friend.-

wad Sports of the World.
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2ke Little Girl and the Thorn,—A very little gious Society from that day to this. The Lord

girl was running about in the woods, and gather- was with them and wrought mightily for them;

JDg wild flowers to twine into a garland. But all land uotwitlistanding the purjecutions they suffered

it onee her shouts of glee were changed to f-ohs,
[

at the hands of wicked nn-n, their number greatly

aod her smiles gave place to tears. A thorn had .increased, lu a bhort time many able ministers

run into her finger, and the smarting, pricking were raised up amoug&t them, who went forth with

pain was something new and strange to lu d tidings of the gospel of peace and

liffhoiii do you think she ran forcomtbrt? Ah I youjtiou; and visited souls, who had been waiting for

ihave guessed it. She ran to her mother; and lier the consolation of the Israel of (jod, could under

'tnother took out the thorn, wiped away the little a feeling of divine favour through them adopt the

jne's tears, and soothed her, and talked to her till language, 'IJow beautiiul upon the mountains, are

,iill the bright smiles came back again. the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that

[ A few years rolled away, and that little girl had I publishelh peace, that bringeth good tidings of

ij'jrown older. She had gone further on in the path- good, that publishest salvation, that saith unto

iWay of life. She had found it as full of happiness Zion, thy God reigneth.' These bold, faithful advo-

i IS the wood was full of flowers. But a time of

j
rouble came. It came suddenly. It was a deep

,l;rief that filled her eyes with tears as the stood

I

je.-ide her little sister's coffin. And where was her

nothcr? Far away over the sea, and not likely to

cates and sufferers for the cause of Christ, were fa-

voured with a clear view of this last and lasting

dispensation, and its spiritual nature and design,

and very remarkable it was that in their ministry,

in their disputatious with their opposers, and in their

each home for a month to come ! But that young; writings, they all spoke the same language, and

leart was not without a refuge. She knew that all advocated the same views of the doctrines of

jod was her God. She knew the words, '' As one the gospel. This is a confirming evidence, that

i.hom his mother comforteth, so will I comfort! they were illuminated by the one Spirit, and thus

ou."' She looked up to him, and he put strength in the mercy, wisdom and goodness of the Lord

lid peace into her soul. He will do the same for I our God, they were brought forth under a special

,.s, it we are his. He will do it as often as we are [cjualitication to hold up a pure and perfect stan-

dard of Christian doctrine, agreeably to the Holy
Scriptures."

True gospel ministry is a blessing to the church,

and when a gift is given, it should be occupied to

the praise of the Giver, the growth of the recipient,

and for the feeding of the flock. By some it may be

too lightly valued, which is a hurt to the individual

and to the good cause. A discerning spirit is

needed to discriminate between that which comes

from the living Spring, and that which an unsauc-

tificd spirit would thrust upon the church, and
which ministers death instead of life, and if per-

sisted in, may land in confusion, and final scattering

of the flock. Persons who appear to think that

little or nothing is done, without words are uttered

u sorrow ; till at last he takes us to that better

vorld, where there are no more thorns, no more

rials, but where he will wipe away -every tear

rom every eye.

Twas an unhappy division that has been made
ctwcen faith and works. Though in my intellect

• niiiy divide them, just as in the candle I know
here is both light and heat, but yet put out the

;uh]K', and they are both gone; one remains not

litliout the other; so it is betwixt faith and works.

For " The Friend."

A IcstimoDj ia favonr of the Good Old Paths.

In an epistle written to the members of the R
gious Society of Friends by a member of Ohio to fill up time, would do well to look at the senti-

"c:uly Meeting, and approved by it and Indiana jmeuts which their elders seriously adopted, and

letting for Sufferings, in the year 1841, we fiudjspread among the members at that day, and to ask

and advice which it will be well forjthemse what has led to the almost disregard

nds to recur to, and theiby test their present'by not a few, of the indispensable guidance of the

.Opinions and practice. At a time when great ef- Holy Spirit, to qualify for the difl'erent acts in the

orts are making to change our principles, our performance of divine worship. Are they not in

iri-inal views of worship, ministry and prayer,
i

danger of abandoning that child-like dependence

ii'l to turn back to the ways of the world on upon Christ, in order to know his will, and to teach

iier-e important subjects, even some of the heads'them to forbear to move without his putting forth,

if the tribes have need to compare their sentiments
I

and going before them in their religious service.

lUd acts with what they then approved as sound Will not the original constitution, and the charac-

hriftiuu practice, obligatory upon the society ter for religious weight which has preserved and

lud its members; on page 1, the address says,
]

dignified our Society be destroyed, if this course

, ; when our forefathers, through a powerful visiia- should be followed ? Worldly minded persons may
", ion from on high to their souls, were drawn from destroy themselves, but the ordinations of the Head

'he lifeless forms and ceremonies that had crept, of the churcli, and the foundation on which he

uto the church during a long night of apostacy, I
builds it, cannot be removed.

ud iu a true hunger and thirst'after righteous- j The epistle says: "As Christ comes to live in

less, met together in small assemblies, reverently ! us, and to rule and reign in us, all that is high and

J
wait upon Christ Jesus, the true teacher of the! lifted up will be laid low, and we shall become

', hildren of men, they found to their great comfort,
j

willing to be of no reputation, after the example

;j
hat which they sought after. The Lord gaveilim, who being in the form of God, thought it not

hem to see the unsatisfying nature of a man made, robbery to be equal with God, but made himself

piuistry, and to understand that in this glorious 'of no reputation, and took upon him the form of

.gospel dispensation, it was a prerogative that
[
a servant and was made in the likeness of

'livist had kept in his own hands, who is Head and being found in fashion as a man, he

'Ver all things to his church, to raise up and bled himself, and became obedient unto death,

luality his own ministers, each of whom must ac-,even the death of the cross. Thus only can we

knowledge with the apostle in regard to the gift! answer the design of our heavenly Father con

lestcwed upon him, 'I neither received it of man,|cerning us, steadily to maintain those testimonies

ititlii r was I taught it, but by the revelation of
j

which he has made it our duty to bear to the

Icii, Clirwf ' Throui'li the teachings of the Holy: world for his glorious name and truth's sake

our assemblie.ii, for a qualification to perform ac-

ceptable worship unto <iod, nor of meetings that

are held throughout in silence, when it is the bles-

sed Master's will that it should be so; but let u.i

show that we believe in, and do experience the

truth of his saying, ' without me ye can do nothing.'

He alone has brought us into the blessed lot of our

inheritance, to sit under his teaching, who is indeed

our great prophet, the minister of the sanctuary,

and of the true tabernacle which the Lord hath

pitched and not man. lie hath brought us to feel

the sweet and heavenly harmony experienced by
the true worshippers within the temple, who arc

;athered in his name, out of the world and of it.s

forship and ministry, and out of the activity of

he creature. May we support unsullied this ex-

cellent testimony to the .spiritual nature of gospel

worship, and may the Lord by his divine power

open more and more the understandings of the

children of men, to come to partake of the blessed

fruit thereof. ' For from the rising of the aun to

the going down of the same, my name shall be

great among the Gentiles, and in every place in-

cense shall be offered unto my name and a pure

ng.' As we are faithful, our ever adorable

Head will continue to bless the provision of Zion,

and satisfy all her poor with bread ; and by hi.s

ine presence he will cause our religious assem-

blies still to continue to be holy convocations unto

him, and to the rejoicing of the Israel of God."

The following sentiments, though penned twenty

years ago, are applicable to not a few in the differ-

Yearly Meetings at the present time, some of

whom murmur against the faith and practice of the

iety
, and want to take it back to a man made

worship and preaching, in which the self-denial

and cross of Christ are rejected. Others, under

profession of being supporters of the Truth, cavil

t brethren and encourage division, because the

body cannot conform to all their wishes. The

endency of both parties is to disorganize the

Society, destroy the love and unity which has

heretofore remarkably distinguished it, and made

it, as disciples of the Prince of peace, a shining

example, and a blessing in the world. The ad-

dress further says, " Let us hold fast the profession

of our faith without wavering, and keep out all

murmuring and complaining. Some for want of

duly maintaining the watch, have in great measure

lost that sense and feeling of divine things which

they once had, and are very ready to find fault

with the living, exercised members of the body,

whose eyes are anointed to see the situation and

danger they are in, and who through the constrain-

ing love of the gospel, are at times engaged to la-

bour with them for their restoration, even as such

who must give account of those over whom the

Holy Ghost hath made them overseers. These

complainers will cry out in language similar to

some discontented spirits under the legal dis-

pensation, ' Ye take too much upon you.' But the

power of Truth is over them, and all the living

members who keep their places in the body, by

that living sense which they receive from God, are

over them'and all their murmurings. Oh ! that such

might submit to the teachings of Christ in their

own hearts. This is the only way by which such

can be brought into the unity of the body, into the

fellowship of the gospel, and into a living sense of

divine and heavenly things. As any come upon

this ground of faithful obedience, great reduction

of self will be experienced, and their dependence

will be entirely fixed upon the source of divine

litrht, life, wisdom and intelligence, Christ in them

tlTe hope of t'lory. As you s1;arch diligently with

-liiiit, our forefathers were led into that plain way I this new covenant dispensation.' "Let none be! the Spirit or candle of the Lord, you will find the

.f worship which has distinguished us as a reli-j ashamed of a deep and reverent silent waiting iujroot and cause of your murmurings and di.con-
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tent is within yourselves, and you will feel that in

divine mercy, the healer of breaches and re-

storer of paths to dwell in, is waiting to be gra-

cious to you, to bring you into the enjoyment of the

heavenly life, aud to kuow the flowing of the living

sap from the true Vine, in which all the faithful

members abide, and wherein their unity and fel-

lowship stand, agreeably to the beautiful simile,

used by our blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ;

' I am the vine and my Father is the husbandman.

Every branch in me that beareth not fruit, be t;ik-

eth away ; and every branch that beareth fruit he

purgeth if, that it may bring forth more fruit.

Abide in mo and I in you. As the branch cannot

bear fruit of itself except it abide in the vine, no

more can ye, except ye abide in me.'

CTo be continued.)

SU.MMARY OF EVENTS.

U.vitedStjtes.— The National Loan.—The subsciip-

tiuiis to ibe loan at ihe close of Inst wei-k had already

txccctled Sy,OyO,OaO. Several hundred subscription

a^'cnts have been appointed all over the loyal States.

°X,-w Iwr/i-.—.Mortality last week, 447.

J>hil,idiljj/iia. —i\orUi\ity last week, 24G.

On the niyht of the 14th inst. a sad tragedy occvirred

at the Continental Theatre. The dress of one of the

iictresses took fire, and being of a very light and infiam-

niable charact' r the flames were quickly communicated
to others of the bullet corps similarly appareled. Twelve
young women were terribly burned, si.': of whom soon

died of their injuries.

Kcniuctnj.—The Legislature of this State adopted reso-

lutions directing the Governor to issue his proclama-

tion ordering the rebel troops to withdraw forthwith.

The resolutions were vetoed by the Governor, but being

again passed by a two-thirds vole be complied, and on

the 14th issued the following;:

" lu obedience to the subjoined resolutions adopted
l.y the General Assembly of the Commonwe.ilth of Ken-
tucky, the governments of the Confederate States, the

State of Tennessee and all others concerned, are hereby
informed that Kentucky expects the Confederate or

Tennessee troops to be withdrawn from her soil uncon-
ditionally."

The rebel army at Columbus under Bishop Polk, con-

sists of thirteen regimcnls of infantry and three battal-

ions of cavalry, wiih six field batteries and a siege

battery. The Federal forces at Paducab, at the same
time, consisted of five regiments of infjntry and one
battery of artillery.

Missouri—The President of the Dniled States has
transmitted a letter to Gen. Fremont modifying the

recent proclamation of the latter, in that part which re-

lates to the slaves of the insurgents ; as modified by the

President, slave property will not be forfeited in -Mis-

souri, unless in those cases where the slaves are required
by their masters, either to take up arms or to labour
u|)on some military work to be used against the United
States. On the 10th a rebel battery at Lucas Bend on
the Missouri shore, was attacked by two of the D. S. gun
boats. The battery was silenced and a rebel gun boat
disabled. The loss of the rebels was severe, G8 having
been killed and a large number wounded. On the part

of the attacking force only two men were wounded. A
secession camp at Dick creek, Monroe county, was re-

cently broken up by the Federal troops and 300 rebels
were captured. In an engagement at Bnonville the re-

bels had been repulsed. The main army of the insurgents
under Gen. Price, was approaching Lexington. Gen
Hardee was at Greenville with 800 men. The rebel
army in uorlhcanern Missouri has, it appears, been dis-

ini-'d l.y G.ii. I'npe. The rebel forces under M'Cul-
l..ii;ili win- lu ai- the Arkansas line, ready to act in con-
ciri Willi Ilie Mis.-onri troops as occasion might require.
(In ihc whole it would seem that the rebel cause was
liisin;.' pround in Missouri. In many places the slaves
haie liken advantage of the disturbed condition of af-

lairs lo escape from their masters.
Viri/inia.—A balloon reconnoisance of the rebel en-

campments near Washington, shows that since the re-

cent advance of some parts of the southern forces, the
main body of the army has fallen back to Manassas, and
is now encamped there. The object of the late move-
ments is supposed to have been to draw the Federal
troops into an engagement on ground chosen by the
rebel commanders. On the 10th, a part of the rebel
army in Western Virginia under the commaml of Gen.
Flojd was attacked by Gen. Rosencrans. The rebels

occupied a strongly entrenched position on the west side

of the Gauley Kiver, but on the night succeeding, aban-
doned it, leaving behind a quantity of baggage, camp
equipage, and amnumition. Having destroyed the bridge

across the river, which here flows through a deep gorge,

the rebels were secure from immediate pursuit. Their
loss in killed and wounded was not known. About 20

of the Federal troops were killed and 100 wounded. In

I skirmish near Cheat Mountain Summit two rebel officers

vere killed, one ofwhom proved to be Col. John A. Wash-
ngton, of .Mount Vernon. Several other partial en-

gagements are reported, in all of which the rebels were
obliged to retreat. The rebel batteries at Acquia creek

extend a long distance on the shore. It is feared they

will soon obstruct the navigation of the Potomac. The
Kichmond Examiner of the 9th announces that the Po-
tomac is about to be effectually closed by powerful
batteries.

Southern Items.—The report that the Governor of

North Carolina has recalled ten thousand of the troops

of that State from Gen. Beauregard's command, is con-
firmed.

A letter in the Savannah News assigns the sickness of

the troops as one of the reasons for the inactivity of the

lern army since the victory at Manassas. At the

beginning of this month he estimated that about one-
fifth of the men were unfit for duty.

One hundred and fifty six of the Federal prisoners,

eluding many officers, are confined in Castle Pinckuey,
S. C.

Heavy and very general rains have prevailed in the

cotton region, doing some damage to both rice and cot-

The southern papers complain of the fact that millions

of dollars are sent north by the banks and capitalists of

the south, for the purpose of buying the bonds of the

States in the confederacy at a depreciated value, and
say it is equivalent to giving money to their enemies to

prosecute the war.
The liichmond shoe merchants urge the discharge of

all the shoemakers from the army, and their employment
in the manufacture of shoes, composed principally of

canvas.

The Richmond Whig has a bitter article against specu-
lating contractors for the winter clothing supplies for

the army, and urges the impressment of the cotton and
woollen mills into the public service to avoid speculating
contracts. It states positively that the War Department
has detailed from the army operatives to be employed in

the cloth factories.

A bill has been passed by the Confederate Congress
admitting Missouri into the Southern Confederacy.
Jefferson Davis, the President of the " Confederacy" has
been very ill, but at the latest dates was convalescent.

At New Orleans, John Ross, chief of the Cherokee
Indians, publishes a statement that at a mass meeting on
the 21st ult., his people instructed their authorities to

form an alliance with the Southern Confederacy, and
that a mounted regiment will be raised for the rebel
service.

Charleston papers state that within a month, fourteen
vessels have entered Charleston and thirty-three, Wil-
mington, (N. C.,) harbour, and that in the same time

S1BU,000 has been paid to collectors.

The forts at Hatteras Inlet have been repaired and
strengthened by the U. S. troops, with a view to holding
them permanently. Several valuable prizes have been
taken by the U. S. cruizers in that neighbourhood.

Secession in ilari/land.—The continued mischievous
plotting of influential parties in this State has, it i

alleged, led the U. S. Government to order a considera
ble number of them to be put under arrest for safe

keeping. On the 13th inst., G. W. Brown, the Mayor of

Baltimore, the editors of two obnoxious newspapers,
Ross Winans and seven other members of the Legisla-

ture, were conveyed to Fort M'Henry. The legislature

was about convening at Frederick, and, from its known
character, action of a treasonable kind was anticipated,

On the 16th the police of Ballimore continued to arrest

the secession members as they arrived in the cily

their way to Frederic. So many of thern had been
cured that there would probably be no quorum on the
17lh, the day to which the Legislature had adjourned

The Slave Trade.—Jadge Belts of the U. S. District

Court in New York, has decided that the fact of a vessel
being fitted out unih iiitenlion to embark upon a voyage
for slaves, work< 'li.- fnrl'ciinic i.f l».ili vf.ssel and cargo.
For some moiitli: ;-

.
i iIm i, h , .

i.
, n i.irnased vigilance

at New York in : i;. i
i ,

,.,> ;,il traffic.

Boston.—The ;, ,; \..\., . ,, ,,; ;, nul personal es-

tate for 18GI i= c^^,„,:;o.,:i.iM. lin-i,- is an incrr.ise in

the valuation of real estate of j>3,444,iJ00, and a decrease

in personal estate of $5,024,400.

Cotton from India.—At the latest dates, upwards o ;

twenty ships were at Bombaj', loading with cotton foi

England. From First mo. 1st, to Sixth mo. 1st, the}

shipments were 567,466 bales more than for the samel

five months last year, the whole amount being 837,631
bales. The total export of cotton from Bombay to

England, this year, will be much larger than in any
previous year. The cotton monopoly of our Southera
States seems to be departing.

FoREiG.N.—News from England to the 6th.

The Times, in an editorial, argues that enough has
transpired to show that the subjugation of the South is

next to impossible, and her submission in the highest
degree improbable. All the incidents of the war thus'

r have been favourable to the South. The Times also,

doubts much whether Americans, after the war is ended,)
will return to their old form of Government, and is of

the opinion that there must hereafter be two govern-
nts, and that they will be less democratic thatii

hitherto, although that of the North will bear a resem-
ince to the last republic.

iinother terrible rail road accident occurred near
London by which thirteen persons were killed and fifty

wounded.
It is reported that -Austria and Spain have addressed
collective note expressing their intention, in the event

of the withdraw! of the French troops from Rome, to!

place some regiments at the disposal of the Papa I Gov-,
ernment.
The policy of working short time was making progress:

among the leading manufacturers, as a precaution against],

the contingencies of the cotton supply and the state oil

the foreign markets for manufactured goods.
'

The Liverpool cotton market continued buoyant.
Breadstufl's firm but unchanged.

RECEIPTS.
;

Received from Isaac Price, Pa., $2, vol. 34 ; from R.
Woodward, Alb., N. Y., $6, vols. 30, 31, 35 ; from Hiram
Cope, Pa., per E. W. $2, vol. 34; from Alfred King, N.'

Y., $2, vol. 35 ; from Sarah Roberts, Ind., $2, vol. 34;
from Abm. Cowgill, agt., lo,, §2, vol. 34, for S. 0.

Sharpless, $4, to 27 vol. 34, and for Thos. Crozier, $4,;
vols. 33 and 34.

Died, at Byberry, Pa., Ninth mo. 7th, 1861, Sarah N.
Saunders, a member of Soulhern District Monthly Meet-
ing of Philadelphia, relict of the late James Saunders.
She endured a protracted illness with much patience and
Christian resignation, repeatedly expressing the desire,

that her afflictions might work for " her a far more ex-

ceeding and eternal weight of glory." We humbly be-

lieve, that, through redeeming love and mercy, her

immortal spirit, refined by suffering, has been permitted*

to euter the Kingdom of everlasting rest and peace.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED PER-i

SONS.
A Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted foi'

the Men's School, and a Principal and Assistants for the'

Women's School.

The schools will be opened on the 14th of the Tenth,

month at the usual jdace
; they are held five evenings in,|

the week. Apply to John C. Allen, No. 321 N. Front,

or 335 S. Fifth Street; William Evas.s, Jr., 255

Front Street, or Samcel Allen, 524 Pine Street.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
The Primary Department of these schools, for the

Northern District, has been re-opened under the care

Deborah Brooks, a well qualified and experienced teacher'

In this school young children of both sexes are instructecf

in the elementary branches, so as to prepare them
the higher departments of study, while their moral anci

religious welfare is carefully regarded. The sc

rooms are in Friends Meeting House on Sixth St.

trance on Noble Street.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding School

at West-town, will meet in Philadelphia on Sixth day!
the 4th of next month, at 7 o'clock, p. m. The coniniitteei

on Instruction and Admissions, meet on the same
the former at 4 o'clock, and the latter at 5 o'clock.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex
nation of the Schools, commencing on Third day morn-
ing, and closing on Fifth day afternoon of the same week

Joel Evans, Clerk.

Ninth mo. ISth, ISGl.

PILE &, M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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(Continued from p.ige 22.)

His diary continues :
—" On the 8th of the First

nonth, 1756, Samuel Fotherpill and John Church-

were at our Monthly Meeting, and Samuel
remarkably favoured to speak to the state of

he meeting, there being some unhappy differences

mong Frieudi. He h;.d also au encouraging es-

ortation to the youth, and the visitation of Di-

ine love was renewedly extended to the comfort

f the honest hearted. Praised and magnified be

he name of the Lord for Lis mercies and favours

ouchsafed to his children and people."

The following letter he addressed to his cousin

Abigail Noble, Merryall, New England.

Dear Cousin.—These may inform thee we are all

^ell at present. Father has returned home in

fety. By him I understand that a gracious

[and is reached out to thee in tender love and

)ivine regard. This made my soul rejoice and

raise the Lord in a reverent sense of his goodness

J us, who are but as the dust of Sion. Oh, how
ly heart leaped within me for joy, when I heard

the goodness of the Almighty to thee ! His love

unfathomable, his goodness unchangeable, his

lercy eudureth forever.

Dear cousin, let us forsake all the vain and tran-

tory fading and perishing enjoyments of this life,

hich in the end, create trouble to the mind, and
)rrow to the soul. Let us follow the Lamb, and

arn of Christ Jesus who was meek and lowly,

ain in speech and apparel, wearing a coat without

scam, yet adorned with the robes of righteousness

]d love. He is my beloved, and that he may
thine also is my desire. Oh, how lovely is He !

is the chiefest of ten thousand'. Let us, my
jar cousin, wait before him iu humility, meekness

id fear, for he giveth grace, saving grace, to the

imble, and hebeautifyeth themeek witiisalvation.

et us seek to be made vessels of honour for his

eavenly House, wherein the righteous dwell in

erlasting peace. Joy unutterable and full of

cry. There the redeemed sing songs of eternal

praise to the Lord God, and to the Lamb
amaculate, who reigns in the Holy city, and is

worthy to rule and reign world without end,

nen

!

Now, in a degree of love, which I believe is ex-

nded to thee, I bid thee farewell.

Wilmington, Third Mo. 8lh, U'M.

Towards the close of the Third month, he was
in Philadelphia, attending the public meeting at

the time of the Spring Meeting. He says, " 1 at-

tended the Spring Meeting iu Philadelphia, the

Youth's Meeting at Concord, and a meeting
Hockesson, where was Catharine Payton from

England, and divers other Friends. Dear Samuel
Fothergill came with me to Wilmington. His
kindly noticing mo, had in it something encourag-

ing to my mind. I was at a number of meetings

with him and Catharine Payton, and Mary Picsly,

to my comfort and instruction, and was also in

Philadelphia at the time of their taking leave of

Friends to return to England. It was an affecting,

memorable season, in which many tears were shed.

Dear Samuel Fothergill said we could not part

better than under such a Divine influence as was
then felt. I came in company with them and div-

ers Friends to Chester, where after a comfortable

sitting at Joseph Iloskin's, Samuel Fothergill, Catha-

rine Payton, Mary Piesly, Abraham Farrington,

and Samuel Emlen, Jr., went on board the vessel,

which fell down the river to Now Castle, where the

next day, being First ilay, they had a large meeting
in the court house. They embarked for England
on the 0th of the Sixth month, 17.56.

" During the summer, I attended divers neigh-

bouring meetings, and in the Eleventh month, my
father sent me to New England to transact some
business for him. I went by way of Pilchard Hal-

lets, at Newbern, Long Island, and reached my
uncle's, Benjamin Ferris, on the 1st of the Twelfth

month, where I was received with gladness, and
my heart was humbly thankful to the Lord that I

had been preserved in my journey. I spent about

six weeks among my relations at Oblong, New
Milford, Merryal, and New Preston, to my satis-

faction ; and than having completed my business, I

turned home. On my way, 1 stopped at an inn

to lodge. It was late when I got there, but I

found a company of young men, among whom were
several Friends' children, drinking and making a

noise. This being very disagreeable to me, I

obtained a private room and passed the remaining

sart of the evening alone, to my comfort, the Lord
seing pleased to overshadow me in some degree,

'th his presence. During the most of this journey

I had no company, except the good presence of

the Lord ; for which and his watchful care over

;, I felt thankful, and enjoyed peace."

Copies of a number of letters addressed to his

friends, written in 1756-7, are preserved, interesting

"'iclosing the religious bent of his thoughts at that

period. In the Filth month, 1757, he writes in

his diary, " I was at a meeting in Philadelphia, in

which ' the glorious Lord' was unto me ' as a place

of broad rivers.' ' 2.5th, was at the burial of

Daniel Stanton's daughter, Abigail, who was a vir-

tuous young women.'
Ninth month 17th, I went to the Yearly

Meeting in Philadelphia, the various sittings of

which, according to the sense of many Friends,

were eminently favoured with the Divine presence

and counsel. The affairs of the church v.ere con-

ducted with much concord and harmony, and the

youth were encouraged in the attendance of these

meetings. Five European Friends attended this

meeting, namely, Thomas Gawthrop, John Hunt,

Christopher Wilson, William llechett and Samuel
Spavold.

"In the Tenth month, being in Philadelphin, T

was ata meeting where Thomas Gawthrop attended,

and it was a tendering time to me, under a renewed

visitalion of Divine love. Oh ! that I may walk

worthy of such favours. In the evening I went

to see T. G., who was about departing for England.
" Tenth month 14th, being in company with

Esther White and another Friend, on their way
to attend Cecil and Choptank Yearly Meeting, in

the evening 1 took a walk into the fields alone,

and being humbled under a sense of inward want,

I was enabled to cry unto the Lord for preserva-

tion during this journey. I believe my tender

cries were graciously regarded, and a degree of

holy fear rested on my mind, with a feeling of

thanksgiving and praise to Him from whom cometh

11 good."

In writing about this time to his cousin Zebulon

Ferris, whoso father having attended our Yearly

Meeting, was engaged vi^itingthesubordinatemeet-

ings, thereof he writes, '' 1 have been unwell for

I'eral days past, was taken at Centre Meeting

th a fit of the ague, where was thy father whom 1

left proceeding on his journey towards Choptank.

He was well and cheerful."

The diary of Benjamin Ferris has lost several

leaves about this time, but it appears from scraps

preserved, that he lost ground iu a religious sense.

He left olF the daily waiting on the Lord for wis-

dom and direction, and grew fond of the exercise

of his own faculties on religious subjects, and took

de therein. He says, " I thought to acquire a

knowledge and understanding in the operations of

Providence, and explore the unsearchable mysteries

of the wisdom of God, without the influence of His

own Spirit, and that barely by improvement of my
natural reason." " 1 was careful to keep to morality,

grew wise in my own eyes, and increased in this

carnal wisdom, whereby my company was coveted,

and I was delighted with such who preferred natu-

ral reason to revelation, but I became a stranger

to the truly religious, and my once well beloved

friends, who walked in the narrow way which alone

leads to the paradise of God. I despised their

simple * * behaviour and contemned their''

The parts of the diary which more particularly

relate his sad spiritual downfall, are lost, and the

scraps given above, arc from a leaf, one half of

which is torn off. He appears not to have de-

p:irted from his principles, so as to cause reproach,

and to have been diligent iu attending meetings ; he

say.-, " I was an utter stranger to those refreshing

joys the truly religious feel."

Origin of the IVord Spi?is(cr.— It is said that

women in the olden time were prohibited from

marrying until they had spun a set of bed furni-

ture, and hence they were called spinsters until

they were married. Supposing the same require-

ments were continued in these modern times

—

what regiments of spinsters there would be I
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Tlie Chameleon.—An oflBcer in Africa thus

writes of the habits of this animal:—"As some of

the habits of the chameleon may not be generally

known, I will mention a few which came under my
observation. One morning I saw close to my tent

a very large chameleon, hanging on a bush. I

immediately secured him, and provided a bos for

him. In the course of a few days he became

quite familiar ; and having seen them before, I

knew how to gain his affections, which, in the first

place, was done by feeding him well, and in the

nest place by scratching his back with a feather.

I used to put him on my table at breakfast, and

in the course of a very few minutes I have seen

him devour at least fifty flies, catching them in the

most dexterous manner with his long, slimy tongue

;

nor does he ever move from his position ; but so

sure as an unfortunate fly comes in reach, so sure

he is caught, and with the rapidity of thought.

In the forenoon I always gave him a slice of bread,

which he devoured, and he generally supped on as

many flies as he could manage to entrap. Pro-

mises would not have suited him at all, being at

the end of each day considerably more like a

crammed capon than an air-fed chameleon. It is

not true that this animal will change colour ac-

cording to what he is put on ; he will change shade

according as he is pleased or displeased. His

general hue is a bright green, with small gold

spots over his body; he remains at this shade when
he is highly pleased, by being in the sun, or being

fed, or scratched, which he delights in. When
angry—and he is easily made so—his hue changes

to a dusky green, almost black, and the gold spots

are not to be seen ; but I never could perceive any
other colour on his body but green, in a variety of

shades. The spots enlarge very much when he is

in good humour—so much, indeed, as to give a

yellow tinge to the upper part of the animal : but
in general they are merely little yellow spots here

and there, ou the back and sides."

Selected.

Look on the Bright Side.—Look on the bright

side of things. It is the right side. The times

may be hard, but it will make them no easier by
wearing a gloomy and sad countenance. It is the

sunshine, and not the cloud, that makes the flower.

Full one half our ills are so only in imagination.

There is always that before or around us which
should cheer and fill the heart with warmth.

The sky is blue ten times where it is black once.

We have troubles it may be. So have others.

None are free from them. Perhaps it is as well
that none should be. They give sinew and tone
to life ; fortitude and courage to the man. That
would be a dull sea, and the sailor would never
get skill, where tliere was nothing to disturb the

surface of the ocean.

It is the duty of every one to extract all the hap-
piness and enjoyment he can without and within

him
; and above all he should look on the bright

side of things. What though things do look a

little dark! The lane will turn, and the night end
in broad day. In the long run, and very often in

the short, the great balance rights itself.

What is ill becomes well ; what is wrong, right.

IMeu were not made to hang down either their

heads or their lips, and those who do, only show
that they are departing from the puth of true com-
mon-sense and right. There is more virtue in one
sunbeam than a whole hemisphere of cloud and
gloom. Therefore, we repeat, look on the bright

side of things. Cultivate what is warm and genial

;

not the cold, repulsive, dark, and morose.

It is better to find out one of

than ten of our neighbour's.

For " Tlw Friend."

Mnslngs and Memories.

A KIND PHYSICIAN.

A late female writer relates this anecdote. An
unmarried woman of her acquaintance, afilicted

with an incurable malady, with little society, and

few loving ones to wait on her wants and adminis-

ter kindly words to cheer her drooping spirit, was

sinking through much pain, to a certain death.

Through years of suffering, her outward comforts

were few, consisting principally of the ability to

read, and the caresses of a faithful dog. In the

last summer of her life, she found some relief from

the pain she was suffering under, by watching the

movements of two little house-flies who had made
their home in the curtains of her bed. Often in

the morning after a night of extreme agony, her

first enquiry would be, " are the flies there still ?"

Her physician, a man of high intellect and with

a great pressure of business upon his mind, entered

into her feelings and manifested much sympathy

with her in her fears lest her little favourites should

die, or forsake her. " More than once," says the

writer, " I have known him, amidst the pressure

and hurry of a large, wide-spread practice, when
time was capital and literally every moment had

for him a solid, financial value, come from her

chamber to the parlour with anxiety and pity in

his face, exclaiming— ' she is fretting so, because

she has lost her flies. I must find her two others.

We must not let her know they are gone ; any

irritation so exasperates the pain—and she has

enough to bear, poor thing !' " She adds he would

not give up the search until he had found two flies

and introduced them into the curtains.

The authoress alluded to, after moralizing on the

vanity of man's boasted reason and elevation of

intellect, because here was "one of the highest order

of intelligence reduced to such isolation of feeling

as to value and covet the society of an insect,"

then bestows her warmest eulogium on the physi-

cian. She desires that the blessing of the most

High may be on him' "for this and multiplied in-

stances of the exquisite apprehensive sensibility he

manifested alike for the mind's laceration or the

body's infirmity."

It is not the physician alone who should labour

to appreciate the feelings of others, and to ininisterj

by kindly considerate actions to the comfort ofl

those with whom they associate, this is a debt duel

by each of us to our feilow mortals. How num-!
berless the kindnesses we each one of us have re-j

ceived at the hands of others. Let us then en-

deavour to return, with interest, kindness andi

sympathy to the members of the human family, as

we find occasion, and surely no day can pass over'

our heads, in which opportunity does not occur, to,

those not isolated from the world, for kind thoughts,

kind words, and kind actions.

A kind physician ! There have been many such.

Skilful men, who, whilst employing the utmost of

their knowledge and judgment in ministering to the

bodily wants of theirpatients, havehumansympathy
for them, and willingness as well as tact and ability

to soothe and cheer the depressed or excited mind.

Such are very desirable attendants in the chamber
of sickness and suff'ering, when the mind often par-

ticipates deeply in the weakness of the body. But,

however desirable such may be, there is one, whose
company, all knowing, all sustaining, all sympa-
thizing, is more desirable still. The Physician of

value. He knows our wants and sorrows, and to

the soul thoroughly confiding in him, he conde-

scends oven to their weaknesses, and where it does

not interfere with their soul's welfare, he gives them
to feel the exteudings of his mercy in granting their

requests.

FRUITS OF THE SPIRIT.

On earth we have no abiding,

No certain repose or stay.

On noisele

are evermore gliding

pinions away.

The seasons in bloom and beauty,

lu budding and fruiting fly,

Each fills its allotted duty.

Each tends to the earth's supply.

First buddings in spring hours waken,
Then summer gives fruitage for flowers,

And fiom autumns bent boughs are shaken,

Sweet store for the wintry hours.

Young christian 1 Oh may we labour

To fill as life's seasons move,
Our duty to earthly neighbour,

Our duty to God above.

Within as his Spirit soweth,

May we know a spring bursting of seeds,

Then a summer whose fruitfulness showeth,
Kipe crop of obedient deeds.

Then an autumn of true dedication,

With sheaves of increase richly blest,

Giving winter ripe fruits of salvation,

Rich store for the season of rest.

Then, as closes our life year of duty,

V\'e shall enter where grief coraeth never,

Where peace plants bloom perfect in beauty.

And love fruits are ripening forever.

BE NOT DECEIVED.

Many a trembling, fainting Christian, who in :

awful sense of the purity of the immaculate one,i|

and of the holiness which becometh his worship-

pers, looks fearfully towards the close of their earthly

pilgrimage on their own imperfections, and the

want of thorough dedication through life, shall

doubtless through the mercy of God in Christ

Jesus, and a living faith in him, receive the glo-

rious welcome " come ye blessed of my Fathe

The inward work of sanctification has been going

on in them in the midst of their fears and faintings,

and whilst it may be, acknowledged their salvation

is all of free mercy, yet it is " by the washing

of regeneration and the renewing of the Holy

,

Ghost." Happy will it be for those whose terrors

i

are all witnessed on this side of the grave ; to whom I

death is swallowed up iu victory. For whom the I

pains and sorrows of the parting moment of the
j

earthly struggle, give place to the peace of God,

and those good things which eye hath not seen nor

ear heard, which are iu store for those who love

God.
But how tremendously awful will it be for those

who go down to the grave in a condition of un-

concernedness, a kind of dreamy hoping for heaven, '

if they waken up to a sense of condemnation, and
|

hear the language uttered, depart from me ye

cursed into everlasting fire, prepared for the Devil

and his angels'.

A captain of Holland who was wrecked at sea, I

and with his crew, for eight days tossed about in I

an open boat, gives an interesting account of their I

feelings and condition. Hunger occasioned themj
intense suffering, they felt little sleepiness, he tells 1

us, towards the last part of their voyage, but that i

when it did overtake them, they all had similar

dreams. " Each time it was a well laden table, a
j

substantial dinner, that stood before us, and to

which we set ourselves with lively shouts of joy,

Every one of us dreamed this at least ten times, i)

The waking up to the truth of our situation was I

horrible." I

Far more horrible will it be, to waken up from '

our dream of carnal security, and find that our
j

portion is forever fixed in the unutterable agony ot I

that condition, where the worm dieth not ami the i

fire is not quenched.
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Lett( of John Barclay. we should be tender as the growing vine, and teach

able as the weaned babe,— no fretting, but with

inortifiud wills, even slain and nailed to the cro^s.

Eigbth mo. 22nJ, IS'M.

Too Late.—It is a solilary feeling which is

awakened by being left aloue, and thinking of a

great assembly from which we are bhut out. A
great assembly is now gathering. They come froi

Thy last seemed to convey a low account.

'["Behold we count them happy that endure;''

—

'

the .--pirit of glory and of consolation is specially

provided for these : and however bitter the chas-

teniuL' may be at the time, yet afterward it cannot

but yield peaceable and blessed fruits to those

rightly exercised, and endeavouring to be given

up thereto. The furnace is even made and heated jthe East, and the West, and from theNorth, and

for the gold, and for nothing else but that which is I from the South, and are sitting down with Abra-

worth refining; therefore, what a blessed thing to | ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of

'be Counted worthy to be chastened, as a dear child God. Some of our dearest friends are there, with

of the Lord, and not to be left to one's self. Oh! jwhom we once took sweet counsel, and walked to

thou kuowest not what are the all-wise, all-merci- the house of God in company. Soon the assembly

ful intentions of our Wonderful Counsellor towards , will be complete; and the door will be shut,

thee, and how he would work in, and for, and also Where, then, shall we be ? What if we are shut

through thee. Nothing is too hard for Him; and jout, and spend eternity thinking of that multitude,

all things are possible unto his simply obedient our friends amongst them, and hear the distant

children who believe lie is able to do all things
j

noise of their music, like the sound of many waters,

for them. These he will never leave nor forsake, i and the voice of harpers harping upon their harps I

but keep in the hollow of his hand, and as the ap-
1 We have sometimes been disappointed in our hopes

pie of the eye. Not one trial, not one pang willjof being present on some great and interesting oe-

Buch have to pass through, more than there is a casion, and have been left behind. The feeling at

'need be' for, or more than will be made to work such a disappointment is most painful. We have

for good unto them, both here and forever. jseen members of a travelling party reach the start-

My secret petition is, that you may each discern jiug place too late, while their friends in sight de-

what his good pleasure is concerning you, andcon-jpart from them ; we know what we are capable of

ceruing each other, lest in anywise you mistake it; jsuifering at such disappointments. Christ seems

and thus miss of any thing that did really belong
j

to have had in mind the susceptibility of our hearts

,to you. May you be wholly given up, and give [when he said, "There shall be weeping, and wail-

up each other freely to His ordering and service, ing, and gnashing of teeth, when ye shall see

whose gifts you are to one another; lest if there be
|

Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and al! the pro-

ven the shadow of drawing back, the Lord should phecs in the kingdom of God, and you yourselves

withdraw his hand so full of blessings temporal
j

thrust out."

and spiritual. We may easily reason away the —.^

tender gentle touches of his hand, so as to doubt •'nr Fatlier.

whether they are the requirings of the Lord; and "I will be a Father unto you, and j-e shall be niy

those who are very jealous of his honour or clear I

sons aud daughters, sakh the Lord Almighty.—2 Cof.

their discerning respecting the standing, and |^''

3teppin.'S, and out-goings of others, have the greater
|

Tried Christian, thou art not an orphan ! Thou

accasion to beware of placing so strong a guard tast a Father. God, in all the glory of his na-

against all outgoings, as to cramp or cripple either tur*^ and perfections, is thy Father. He has

themselves, or those with whom they have influence. 1

adopted thee for his own. He has regenerated

days in which the enemy would persuade 'tee by his Spirit. He has called thee out of the

some of us, that we had better do nothing, lest we 'world, and has promised to do a father's part by

should do wrong, or in our attempts to aid the cause tl^ee. He says, " 1 icill be a Father unto thee."

only give pain and trouble to the rightly exercised I^o^t "loii want advice? Consult thy Father. Dost

by our meddlint.. But oh! how otherwise is the:tliO" need supplies? Ask them of thy Father. Art

fact! whatprese°rvation, what help, what direction 'tliou tormented with cares? Cast them on thy

_nd qualification, have the simple hearted received, Father. Art thou alarmed at foes ? Cry unto thy

whose strength is made perfect in a humbling
I

Father. Do thy difiiculties appear insurmjunta-

of their own weakness;—out of weakness "Ic ? Appeal to thy Father. God is not merely a

they are made stronrr. My beloved friend, 1 must
|

Father in name : he has a Father's nature. He

»o further, and urae on thee to weigh well, (but,>iot only calls us his sons and daughters, but

without undue carefulness, discouragement or dis- W'sl^es us to act towards him as such. We should

trust,) whether there is not a call upon you to exercise confidence in his love. We should trust

double diligence in coming up, in a noble, disinter- j'l li'S promises. We should appeal to his paternal

3!.ted, unbendincr, and unblushing way, to thejl^eart. We should look for our supplies from his

help of the Lord^and his church,— to stand in the
|

l^ands. In everything, by prayer and supplication,

breach, and fill up your ranks, as those that are
j

with thanksgiving, we should let our requests be

deeply concerned for the spreading, as well as the '"ade known unto God. He loves to see us confide

apholding of the testimonies of Truth. Ah? it is 'in bis care, rely on his promises, expect his communi-

bigh time that all who have been awakened to a cations, and acquie-ce in his wiU. Believer,

iense of the state of things in our poor church, {whatever trials may befall thee; whatever troubles

were 'up' to retrieve and turn the battle to the | may come upon thee : whatever enemies may rise

rate. The enemy and his willing instruments are "P against thee
;
whatever changes may take place

t)usy indeed; we see the fruits springing forth on|'Q thy circumstances, one thing can never befall

3very hand; and there are few given up to with-, thee: thou canst never be Fatherless, therefore

stand him in a true-hearted, uncompromising plain- jtbou canst never be friendless. Thou art God's

less and boldness. May we then join in an un-Jctdd, however poor thy circumstances or trying

lualified surrender of our all, to the disposing of tby path. What an unspeakable mercy
'

Him, who would work in us and for us, and also

through us mightily, to the subduing of all within

that would choose, or refuse, or chalk out our

Jwn line for ourselves, entrenching ourselves in the

rectitude of our own wills and counsels : whereas,

"We are the children of God ; and, if children, 1

heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Jesus Ghr;

Kom. viii. 16, 17.

The water without the ship may toss it, but it is

the water within the ship that sinks it.

EacoaragcmcDt to the Airakeoed.

" Seek yc the Lord while He may be found, call

ye upon Him while he is near, let the wicked for-

sake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts,

and let him return unto the Lord, and he will have
merey upon him, and to our God, for He will

abundantly pardon." When thatcar is unstopped

that can hear the still small voice, and that eye is

opened that sees the exceeding sinfulness of sin,

and we feel that the weight of our iniquities aud
tran,sgre.ssions are heavier than we can bear, what
an unspeakable mercy is it to be given to believe

there is an High Priest who can be touched with

a feeling of all our infirmities, who, though He was
rich, yet for our sake, he became poor, and who
said of himself, " I came not to call the righteous,

but sinners to repentance, for they that are whole
need not a physician, but they that are sick."'

Let not any .^in-sick soul be too much cast down or

discouraged, but remember for their consolation

that our compassionate Redeemer declared " like-

wise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that

reponteth more than over ninety and nine just

persons which need no repentance." And the

eminent Apostle testified, " that Jesus Christ came
into the world to save sinners, of whom be was
chief." Now, if he who said he was chief among
sinners could by the washing of regeneration and
renewing of the Holy Ghost, adopt the language,
'' For me to live is Christ and to die is gain,'' let

none faint or give out during the dispensation of

condemnation, for it must be endured before we can

experience the fulfilment of his language to the

Corinthians " But ye are washed, but ye are sancti-

fied, but ye are justified iu the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and by the Spirit of our God.

The Groaning.

" For we that are in this tabernacle do groan, being
burdened."—2 Corixthians v. 4.

The body is a poor residence for the soul. It

was at first a noble structure, but it is now like a

poor canvas tent, affording few accommodations,

and letting in all kinds of annoyances. It is the

seat of pain, the medium of temptation, and often

a great hindrance to us in our spiritual course.

We groan in this tent, because of what we feel we
want, as well as from what we positively suffer.

Nor will our groaning cease but with our breathing.

We shall have to groan over our carnality, world-

liness, concupiscence, dulness, deadness, darkness

and unbelief. We shall groan for liberty, holinsss,

and perfect, uninterrupted peace. We do groan

now, as some of us have for years ; and we shall

groan until mortality is swallowed up of life. We
shall go down to the grave groaning, but from

thence the ransomed of the Lord shall return with

singing, and everlasting joy shall be upon their

heads; they shall obtain joy and gladness, and

sorrow and sighing shall flee away. My brother,

is thy poor body the seat of disease, of strong pain?

Dost thou feel fettered by it, and pent up in it T

Art thou groaning as a poor prisoner for freedom ?

Lift up thy head, for thy redemption draweth nigh.

" We groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption,

to wit, the redemption of our body."

—

Romaxs viii. 24.

Members of the Body subject to the Body.—

I

am persuaded it is our place, as members of the

body to be subject to the body. Who ever pros-

pered, in the best sense, by either going out, or

acting in a way to be disunited. Especially, when

did such as have once shown themselves deeply

concerned for the upholding our principles, in their

native character of simplicity and purity ?

—

Sarah

(^Lynes) Grubb.
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Of Ministers and Elders and oilier concerned members
01 the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JOSHUA BROWN.
(Continued from page 326, vol. xxxiv.)

Althoagh now a close prisoner at Ninety Sis,

and not knowing in these days of civil commotion

and excited partisan feeling what the result might

be, he says that they were greatly favoured for the

first two days with calmness, tenderness and holy

quiet. On the third day, however, the quiet of his

mind was somewhat disturbed, and he was brought

closely to scrutinize his actions, to see whether his

visit south was in the ordering of the Divine will,

and if he had that authority for being there which

would bear him out, iu bringing suffering on him-

self and his friends. In this time of deep exercise,

the enemy of all good, who is ever near to take

advantage of our want of faith, suggested that he

might have his liberty for himself and the rest, if

he would only give security that ho would return

home and not come into those parts again without

consent of the legislature. This looked to the eye

of sense, as an easy remedy for existing evils,

—

but Joshua knew he had not gone there in his own
will, and although tried with these fleshly reasonings

and suggestions, he was not willing to close in with

any plan on which he could not see some light, some

evident token of the Master's approval. Ceasing

from reasoning, although in great distress of mind,

he was favoured to experience a fresh tenderness of

spirit, and deep humility, in which fervent desires

were raised in him, that his blessed Master would

favour him once more with true judgment as to his

duty. In this condition of mind he received a

clear sense and a conviction without a doubt, that

whatever suffering might come upon them, they

must give no security to depart from that part of

the country until his work was done, and that they

could not, as followers of Him who had said "swear
not at all" take the test oath. In a sense of the

Lord's mercy in thus favouring him with the inti-

mations of his duty, he was once more clothed with

sweet resignation to the Divine will. In this con-

dition of mind his companions participated, and he
says, " In our being so resigned, we were favoured

with the incomes of Divine love, and had the re-

ward of obedience which is peace." They passed

the time in great quiet, and on First-day, the 3rd
of the oth Uionth, 1778, held two meetings. Two
Friends from Little Iliver, and three from Long
Cane .settlement were present, and the Lord's pre-

sence being with them in these little sittings, they
were satisfactory. On the 4th and 5th of the

month, his mind was brought into deep exercise,

under a concern to hold a meeting with the inhab-
itants of Ninety Six, and he was made sensible

that although many of the people were very wicked,
yet the Lord ever rich in mercy, would willingly

gather them into his fold of purity and peace. He
thought of the Court House as a suitable place for

the meeting to be held in, and wrote to Robert Stark,
the sheriff of the county, in whose keeping they
were, requesting the privilege. His mind then be-

came easy, having done his part. On Fifth-day,

the 7th of the month, they held a meeting at whicb
some Friends who lived about eight miles distant sat

with them. On the same day Joshua had a reli-

gious opportunity in one of the dungeons with some
prisoners who were condemned to death. After
some exhortation he was concerned to pray that

the Lord might if it were consistent with his holy
will, grant them the gift of repentance unto life,

that they might witness reconciliation. On the 8lh
the poor fellows were executed in sight of the win-

dows of tlie room in which Joshua and companions
were confined. On the Oth, they spent the day in

much quietness of mind, reading some ; and being

favoured with near access to the Father of mercy

in secret prayer. They were also visited by Jo-

seph Davenport, a man residing about 17 miles

from their prison, who sympathized with them in

their afilictions though not a Friend. His visit was

very acceptable and comforting to the prisoners.

On First-day they held two meetings, and their

morning meeting also, and several people of the

town came. Joshua felt concerned to open to them

the things concerning their eternal welfare, and to

point out the necessity of their becoming a spiritu-

ally minded people, if they reaped any benefit

from the coming of the dear Saviour. It was

through attention to his law written in the heart,

—

obedience to the teachings of his Holy Spirit there,

that reformation was effected, and that change of

heart, without which no one can enter the kingdom

of Heaven. At the next meeting on Fifth-day,

they had the company of some Friends from Bush

river and Henderson's Meeting, and the landlady

also attended. Joshua's mind was still exercised

under a religious concern for the inhabitants of

the town, but no way opened for obtaining re-

lief. During that week Joshua prepared an ad-

dress to the President and council of South Caro-

lina, requesting that he and his friends might b(

set at liberty, which two Friends who were visitin;

them undertook to convey to Charleston.

At their meeting for worship on First-day, the

seventeenth, in addition to their Friends from Bush

river, many of the inhabitants of Ninety Six at-

tended. Joshua was on this occasion mufh enlarged

in testimony, pointing out the way to the kingdom

of eternal rest and peace. He showed them that

to obtain an entrance therein, they must reeeive

the Lord Jesus Christ in his inward spiritual ap

pearance, and know the effectual operation of the

New Birth unto holiness, the washing of regenera

tion and the renewing of the Holy Ghost. Thus
coming to partake of a true faith, and knowing

that baptism which cleanseth from the pollution of

sin, they would become of the Lord's chosen ones

who through his 'jffering on Calvary, should witness

the salvation of God. Th'is opportunity was very

relieving to Joshua's mind, and a comfortable hope

rested with him, that the day's labour would not

be wholly in vain. On Fifth-day, the twenty-first,

at their meeting were a number of Friends and
some of the people of the town. Joshua pressed

upon them the necessity of coming under the gov-

ernment of the blessed Saviour, and witness.ing hi;

inward baptism to cleanse the heart ; and before

the meeting closed, was favoured with ability to

pray for them, to him who alone can grant spirit

ual blessings.

The exemplary conduct of the prisoners bad S(

operated on the minds of those who had them ii

custody, that they were now treated with great

kindness and allowed much liberty in passing about
their prison-house. This was esteemed a great

favour by the Friends, and whilst acknowledging
the kindness shown them, their hearts rose in grate-

ful aspirations to the God and Father of mercy,
who had opened the hearts of their keepers to

wards them in tenderness and love. On the twen-
ty-first, the First-day of the week, a lieutenant

of the army came to them just before meeting time
and mentioned that he and the keeper of the prisoi

had consulted together and were anxious that they
should that morning hold a meeting in the court

house. Many Friends had come from a distance

to sit with them, and many persons in the town
and the neighbourhood were anxious to attend.
The way seemed clearly to open in Jo.-hua's mind
to accept the offered kindness, and the mcctin
was held. His service was much in the funda

mental doctrines of the gospel, the universality of

the love of God,—salvation by Christ, through his

one offering, and the inward operation of his Holy
Spirit working the regeneration of the soul, with

its consequent deliverance from the thraldom of

'

sin. Joshua says in reference to his labours that

day, that he had cause to be humbly thankful in

that the Great Master favoured him with strength

so to express himself as to clear his mind to the

people.

On the 4th of the Sixth mo., Captain Bougbey, an

officer in the American army, came to see the pris-

oners. He said he had a habeas corpus to re-

move certain of the prisoners for political offences to

Charleston to be tried, and if Friends would like

it, he would insert their names in the list, whicb
|

already numbered more than fifty. Joshua would

gladly have gone to Charleston totrial immediately,

but the warning was short, their horses were thirty

miles off, and his fellow sufferers seemed unwilling

at that time to go, unless they were taken under a
command. Joshua mentioning that be refused-

with reluctance, adds, "we had on this occasion to I

pass through a dipping dispensation, lest we should '.

do wrong. We were favoured at last to sit down ia I

quietude of mind to wait how the Lord would fur-

1

ther dispose of us."
j

C)n First day the 7tb, in the morning, Joshua
was concerned in the meeting, that the prisoners,

as well as others, should through submission to|

the Lord's cleansing power, which was freelyi

offered to each one in the day of their visita-

1

tion, come to witness a preparation to answer
the awful summons of death, come when ib would,

j

At the afternoon meeting he was enlarged in

testimony on the different dispensations, which,
j

in the providence of God had been meted out to

'

his church and people. He showed from Holy
Scripture that this latter house, the dispensation

under which we now live, was to excel those which
went before. They were legal and ceremonious, this

was inward and spiritual. Outward forms now
,

were without saving value. The new birth, the

cleansing baptism of the spirit, these were through

the Lord Jesus and his atoning sacrifice, the only

things needful and of saving efficacy. They now i

held their First day meetings regularly in the court
|

house, some of which were held in silence. Oa :

the 21st of the month, in the morning, there being
'

many persons present, Joshua exhorted tbcm to

seek to know the only true God and Jesus Christ

whom he has sent, which as the blessed Saviour

himself has declared, is life eternal. He opened
j

to them the way in which alone they could attaiaj

this knowledge, which was by receiving Christ in|

his inward appearance and witnessing the baptisms)

of his Spirit working the regeneration of the]

heart. He pointed out the inefiicacy of the bap-
|

tism of water, and the danger of dependence on thatj

rite as of saving use. In the afternoon he was led if

to exhort those present to be in earnest in seekingjj

the salvation of their souls. He pointed out the )

sorrowful consequences which must result fromij

being deceived in a matter of such moment, urged'

the necessity of witnessing a real renovation of heart,i

without which all dependence on an imputed '

righteousnesss would fail. As an encouragement I

to all to endeavour after the salvation of their

souls, he opened and enlarged on the universal love I

of God to mankind, in and through our Lord Jesus '

Christ. He rehearsed in proof thereof the proolama- ,

tionof the angel at the birth of the Saviour, " asglad
j

tidings of great joy which shall be to all people." I

In reference to the day's labour, Joshua writes,"! j

had cause to be humbly thankful to the Great
Master for enabling me to pass through this day's

service."
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On the 28th, at the meeting in the court house,

he exhorted the hearers to seek after a knowledj:e

of the true soul cleansing, saving baptism, which is

of the Holy Ghost and fire, and which is the only

way through which the soul can be prepared for ad-

mission into that kingdom in which nothing that

is unclean can enter. lie exhorted them against

a dependence upon the administration of water to

themselves, and especially against trusting to a

sprinkling of water on young infants, as regenerat-

ing them. He showed them that children, at an

age in which they had no perception of good or

evil, had no need of baptism, and quoted the loving

saying of our dear Saviour, " sufi'er little children

to come unto me and forbid them not, for of such is

the kingdom of Heaven." He exhorted all to

labour to be made partakers of the inward com-
munion of saints, the true participation of the body
and blood of Christ, and not to be depending on the

outward bread and wine, which at the best was but

the sign of the spiritual supper. On Seventh mo.

2nd, their meeting at the court house was held in

silence, except a" few seasonable words" spoken by
Uriah Carson.

(To be continued.)

W. e. Prestoa aVd little Henry.
BY WILLIAM MAIITIN.

On one occasion, while the late W. C. Preston

was an inmate of my family, I had been from
borne several days ; and on my return, ray little

boy Henry (then in his seventh year,) as was his

wont, manifested great joy on the occasion ; sc

much so, as to attract the attention of my friend

who said to the little fellow :

"Henry do you love your father?"
" Yes," said Henry.
" Are you sure you love your father?"

I

" Yes, I am sure I do." And by way of proof

the little fellow kissed me,

! " Henry," he still asked, " do you know that

you love your father ?"

The little fellow was puzzled for a moment, but

recovering himself, replied, with evident feeling.

" Yes, I know it for I feel it"—and again he

threw his arm around my neck, and kissed

My friend was amused ; so were we all; but there

as far as we knew, the matter ended. Colonel P,

;was at that time an earnest seeker after the truth,

I'and two years afterwards, when nearing the eternal

world, having made his peace with God, and real-

ized the power of converting grace, as he lay

calmly waiting and patiently suffering the will of

God, he said to a friend, in speaking of his confi-

dence in God

:

I am like a little child with his father—like

little Henry Martin—I know that I love God, and
1 in his favour, because Ifecl it

—

Ifeel it."

Truly his confidence was simple and child-like,

his humility deep and genuine. He loved God

—

he felt that he loved him ; and in this peaceful

frame of mind he continued most of the time, until

his happy spirit took its flight to the bosom of God.
He had long been an inquirer after truth, and the

simple remark of that little child, furnished him
with an illustration of the spirituality of religion

;

that it is something that may be experienced, that

may be felt. He sought it, and found it, to the

joy of his heart and the ."salvation of his soul.

—

Home Circle.

Godliness is the tendency of the mind towards God,
and is exercised in believing in Him, loving and
fearing him, holding communion with him, and em-
ploying ourselves in his service, and consecrating
all that we do to his honour.

Piety is the brightest ornaiueut of youth.

ble and intelligent citizens of Liberia, in a lateValley of Esdraelon.

Ignorance of the geography of the Bible is a'f ™'!>""-«'''t'°" expressed himself as follows :-I
•midable barrier to understanding its history, orl^^'^ "1 r""" ^"'^.' ^

S"*^'^'""
*'""'' '"'' ^'''^^^'

iiug Its nistory,

the full benefit even of its moral lesso

formid

derivin|_

The land of Palestine is so limited in extent that

few hours faithful study can make one acquainted

ith its chief points of interest, but many teachers

have little more intimate acquaintance with it

than with the interior of Africa. The following

ef sketch shows how much of the sacred narra-

tive often centres round a single locality :

The valley of Esdraelon is a fertile plain in

the southern part of Galilee ; the largest one in

the whole country, it being thirty miles in length,

twenty in breadth, and extending 'from the Medi-

terranean Sea and Mt. Carmel to the southern ex-

tremity of the Sea of Galilee.' It is surrounded

by Mts. Carmel, Gilboa and Tabor, and is watered

by the river called by Deborah, 'that ancient river,

the river Kishon.' This valley is noted for its

even before leaving the coast, come to me froii

other correspondents in the United States—It is

this: "If you tuke further shipments (of Con-
goes) will they not seriously aflect the interests of

the Kepublic, and may they not jeopardize the

very existence of the people and the government? '

To this I must reply to you : First, That the pro-

vidence of God in the recaptures is one of the

greatest blessings which could have been bestowed

upon the Liberians, for the Liberiaus themselves.

For it gives them first of all a labouring popula-

tion, which is their great need in the cultivation of

their great staple, sugar. The neighbouring na-

tions do not supply this need, chiefly because they

are more especially engaged in trade, and so well

acquainted with our colonists and their habits, that

they know well how to inconvenience our planters

batt!rfidds7nT"encampment'g7oundsr" He'r;' o7 1 \\ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^'''^ ''^S'^'' =*°^ ^^ irregularity in

curred the famous contest between Gideon, with his
I

'^^l*""- ^^^ <-'°"g°«-^ ^^'^
apprenticed to our cit.-

zens; are remarkably pliant and industrious, and

of being called

eir arrival on our

.favourite abode of Ahab, where was Xaboth'si^o^'^'^^^^
V'

'''^' ''''''?'^^ ''"°^'1''',°'' ''"^' "^ ^"!'°

vineyard; and where Jezebel was killed, whose I

^l*^"*^^ ^°' sugar farms; and those citizens who

blood Hosea announced that God would avenge on

currea tnelamous contest Detween (jiaeon, witn nis
I

~
i 'i i i-

"
i

three hundred, and the army of Midian. At Me- l^^ns; are remarkably pliant and

giddow, in this valley, Josiah was defeated by P-^f''".'^ P'',?"'^^?'"'^
ambitious

Pharaoh-necho. Here was Esdraelon, or Jezrcel,
"Americans. The result of the

the house of Jehu. In this plain was Shunom,
where the Philistines met to oppose Saul, and from

fear of whom he consulted the witch at Endor,

also in this valley. Here was Nain, where Christ

raised the widow's son. But the most memorable

place in the valley of Esdraelon is Nazareth,

where Mary dwelt at the time of the annunciation,

where our Lord spent his life from the return from

Egypt to the commencement of his ministry; where

one day he entered the synagogue, opened the

Scriptures, and read part of the sixty-first chapter

of Isaiah, and spoke to the people ; and where they

took him to the brow of a hill to cast him down
therefrom. On Carmel, which forms the western

limit of this plain, Elijah ,and Elisha dwelt. On
Gilboa, a mountain on the eastern extremity, Saul's

army was marshaled previous to battle, and here

Saul and three of his sons perished. There also

arose in this plain Mt. Tabor, where Barak and

for years lavc Deen satisfied to live in the midst of

his ten thousand encamped, and whence they is-
; . , ;. /V .i, "Cf r> i „,„,- = „f

- - . - , 1 r . a- •'xi ens in a slave snip. On the St. Pauls, masses ot
to defeat feisera, the , • j ^ •

^
q,,

' them are industrious peasants,
llius nave we been ^

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^_^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ .^ ^j^^^

being placed in juxtaposition with civilization, un-

der an orderly government and Christian influence.

So far then as we are concerned, I am satisfied

that President B.nson does not exaggerate in the

declaration that we can receive 20,000 without any

detriment to our own civilization.

sued forth to encounter

commander of Jabin's army.

that the valley of Esdraelon has been the scene of

numerous conflicts; and even in modern times as

ate as 1799, Xapoleon I., here defeated a body ot

Turks and Mamelukes; and travellers tell us that

almost always at |he present day this valley serves

as the encampment ground of some wandering

tribe of Arabs."

weeds, have been prompted by this auxiliary, to

plant extensively, and are as ambitious of wealth

as any of our citizens. Second, Its influence upon
surrounding tribes is equally manifest. They dis-

like the Congoes, and as a consequence, the Con-

goes are thrown upon us. This leads them to the

adoption of American habits, and prompts all

Americans to adopt measures for the thorough as-

similation of these people to our habits. They go

to our schools. They crowd our churches. They
adopt our dress. They speak English. They are

trained with our militia. Third, So plastic is the

Congo's character, that they are ea-iiy moulded

into Americo-Liberians, and into their habits. In

Palmas we have not seen a single relic of their

heathenism. They are regular attendants at church,

industrious, polite, contented. In Sinon some have

already intermarried with our colonist women, and

in two cases are thrifty men and members of the

church. Two years ago they were naked heath-

id iff Liberia.
Our Eznhhj Life.—'My life is a frail life

; p.

life which, the more it increaseth, the more it

decreaseth ; the further it goes, the nearer it cometh

to death ; a deceitful life, and like a shadow ; full of

the snares of death. Now I rejoice, and now I

lano-uish ; now I flourish, and now I fade; now I

live, and now I die ; now I laugh, and now I weep.

O joy above all joy, without which there is no joy,

when shall I enter into thee, that I may see my
Augustine.

Gecapin

During the past year, or a little longer period,

the living freight of eight American slavers, cap-

tured by the U. S. cruisers, and consisting of four

thuusand five hundred of the natives of the Congo

country, have been landed in Liberia. Most of

these are very young persons, a large number
ranging between the years of eight and fourteen.

There have been fears expressed that the sudden
[

God i

accession of so large a mass of barbarism would '^

have an injurious effect upon the population and An Apostle's Humility.—It has been remarked

prospectsof the rising republic. Late and reliable i that soon after Paul was converted he declared

information on the subject shows that the appre-
1
himself " unworthy to be called an apostle:^ As

hension ^yas not well grounded, and that on theliime rolled on and he grew in grace, he cried out,

contrary the strangers are likely to contribute to." I am le?s than And
ehed

.=t of all saiuts.'

the prosperity of the people in who.>e territory they [just before his martyrdom, when he had i

have found an asylum. jthe stature of a perfect man in Christ, hisesclama'

Alexander Crummel, one of the most rcspecta- 1 tion was, "I am the chief of si««p«."
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PETITION.

Gently, Lord, oh gently lead U3

Through this gloomy vale of tears,

Throuo-h the changes Thou 'st decreed us,

Till our last great change appears.

When temptation's darts assail us.

When in devious paths we stray,

Let thy goodness never fail us.

Lead us in Thy perfect way.

In the hour of pain and anguish,

In the hour when death draws near.

Suffer not our hearts to languish,

Suffer not our souls to fear.

When this mortal life is ended,

Bid us in thine arms to rest,

Till by angel bands attended,

We awake among the blessed.

Then, oh, crown us with thy blessing

Through the triumphs of thy grace,

Then shall praises never ceasing,

Echo through Thy dwelling place.

he only can qualify us rightly to support the dis- Christ, suffering no warmth of the creature to pre-

:

cipliue, let us look daily uuto llim that he may
j

vail, which brings distress in meetings, wounds
!j

clothe us with hi= own Spirit, and strengthen usjthose who give way to it, and grieves the Spirit of
j

for every part of the service assigned, furnishing us the Lord. As there is an abiding in that which i

with that wisdom which is from above, which is gives the dominion, and preserves all the living;,;

first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be i
members in the bond of sweet and heavenly peace,

entreated, lull of mercy and good fruits, without 1 submission one to another will be our blessed ex-

partiality, and without hypocrisy. I have no doubt 'perience, even in honour preferring one another.

that the light and unfeeling manner, in which the In the business of meetings for discipline, after we^

discipline in many instances has been exercised,

has been an inlet to very great weakness in the

church. Individuals have risen up, and obtained

considerable influence, not from religious weight

and feeling, but from good natural parts, and their

quickness of understanding the letter of discipline,

and are even sticklers too in the observance thereof.

Yet such not having experienced the one baptism,

whereby all the living members of the body are

d from dead works to serve the living God

A Test

For " The Friend."

ly in favour ef the Good Old Paths.

(ConcluJeii from page 24.)

The institution of the discipline in the direction

and authority of the Great Head of the church,

has been a blessing to the members of our reli-

gious Society, acting as a hedge about them, and

encouraging them in the performance of their du-

ties, and in the exercise of their respective gifts.

To grow in the truth, every one must submit to the

preparing, sanciifying power of the Lord, and act

faithfully the part which he assigns, under his di-

rection. This will show him his place in the body,

keep him in it, restrain him from acting when he

ought to be still, and make his labours a blessing

to his fellow-members, for which he will receive

the reward of the peace which Christ gives to his

servants and disciples.

The address contains the following instructive

counsel on the support of the discipline, which is

as applicable now to Friends, as when first circu-

lated among them. " And dear friends, it rests

with me to make some remarks on the exercise of

the discipline. The great design thereof is, that

things may be kept decently and in order, that no

reproach may attach to our holy profession, and

that we may watch over one another for good.

^Vhere any, through unwatchfulness, turn abide

from the footsteps of the companions of Christ,

tho;e members who keep their places, will feel it

their duty to seek their restoration, agreeably to

the apootolic exhortation, 'Brethren, if a man be
overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore

such an one in the spirit of meekness, considering

thyself lest thou also be tempted.' Here we find

this great duty and service confided to those that

arc spiritual, that are under the government of the

Spirit of Christ. Such, indeed, will feel the weight

of the language, ' in the spirit of meekness, lest

thou also be tempted.' As delinquents are la-

boured with in this restoring spirit of christian

love, though it may not at the time have the de-

have given our views clearly, it is tlien our duty

to leave it ivith tlue meeting, and cheerfullij sub-

mit to its judgment, whether the subject makes its

way in the minds of those present according to ourj

wishes or not. Thus the bonds of christian fel-

lowship are preserved, and in true dignity main-

tained, to the peace and prosperity of the church,!

and to the praise of her adorable Head."

In transacting the business of Yearly Meetings,

as well as of the inferior meetings for discipline,

a great hindrance to the good and necessary .where^Fnends are kept in the fear of the Lord,

work of exercising gospel order in the church of humbly depending upon Ilim to guide them by

Christ; hence the great necessity of a deep and his counsel, as they act in conformity with it, their

fervent exercise in these meetings. Those only who ;
conclusions will support our christian doctrines and

are spiritual, who are in a good degree under the
]

testimonies, and thereby preserve them in the:

government of Christ, can to advantage be made unity of the Spirit and bond of peace. If theyi

use of, in restoring such as may have been over

taken in a fault.

And dear friends, as our meetings for disci-

pline were first established by divine authority, for

the preservation of good order in the church of

lean to their own understanding, and act in the-;

will and wisdom of man, they forsake the true

ground of sound judgment, and will land them-

selves in perplexity, producing division and con-

fusion in the society. A departure from the im-

Christ, it is only as they are held and maintained
|
mediate guidance of the Holy Spirit, is a funda-

under the same influence, that the blessed end can mental error, and wherever it has crept into our

be realized. Hence the need there is for us in an; religious assemblies, fervent should be our desires,

individual capacity in such meetings as well as

those held especially for divine worship, to feel the

presence of our Holy Head to strengthen us for

his service. I have lamented that in some there

is a disposition, to move and act in their own time,

way and wisdom, whereby the standard is lowered,

meetings are greatly injured, and the living in Is-

rael burdened. When the right authority is main-

tained, each member keeping in his proper place,

looking to and waiting upon our blessed Master,

that the Lord would cause us to see our condition,

that he would enable us to renounce all self-de

pendence, and bring us to a humble reliance upoaj

his will, and grant renewed strength to observe

and adhere to it faithfully in all our proceedings.

Then the ancient love and fellowship which oncej

characterized Friends everywhere, would return,
j

and again make us one another's joy in the God
of our salvation.

The subjoined paragraph will close our selections

who is jealous of his honour, and will be head 'from the Address—"All the branches that abide

over all things to his church, a divine and heavenly 'in the Vine partake of the same life-giving sap,

covering is often felt to overshadow, and to bring 'and the fruit brought forth by them is of the same

into oneness of spirit. Through this, such whose
]

good kind, to the praise of the great Husbandman.

business it is to speak and act publicly, are
j

In this blessed and heavenly unity, all the mem-
strengthened according to the sense and feeling hers of the body are strengthened to go forward

they are favoured with, to discharge their duty,! in their respective services, and they know that

whilst others, by the inward weight and travail of there is no room for complaining, nor for any to

their spirits, bear up their hands, and so the work 'say, because 1 am not the hand, or the eye, or the

is carried on in the unity, and life spreads and {ear, lam not of the body. The different mem'

prevails. Then, dear friends, let us strive together
j

hers feeling a portion of the same virtue, act unit?

that our meetings for discipline may be held in edly and rejoice or suffer together, as may be con^

that authority in which they were first set up, isistent with the will and wisdom of our ever ado-^

where the excellency of the wisdom of our great! able Head. May this sweet and heavenly fellow-"

Head is seen and experienced, enabling eac'

ber of his body to keep its place ; for although

there is a blessed liberty in these meetings, all hav-

ing an equal right to speak, as the renewed sense

which may he afforded shall warrant, yet it docs

not follow that all shall speak on a particular sub-

ject, but only as they may feel inclined by the

sired effect, yet I doubt not it will often prove like! Spirit of Truth, or at least have a freedom in the

bread cast upon the waters, which will return after light so to do. Hereby we shall be preserved on

many days. And such as have been engaged in the one hand from a superabundance of expres-

this christian duty and service, as they have been sion of sentiment, which has a tendency to carry

faithful, receive a reward therefor. But how im- ofl the weight of such meetings, and on the other i beauty which a

portant it is, that those who step aside, should not hand from falling into a dull and protracted pro- forth and spread

ship more and more spread amongst us, that those

branches, which, having ceased to draw the du

portion of sap from the living Vine, are in a dr^;

and withered condition, nigh to being taken awayji

may be restored to life. Then, from living expe^

rience, such may adopt the language, ' Truly, oui^

fellowship is with the Father, and with his Sou

Jesus" Christ.' May the church arise from that,

wilderness state, wherein she has been long clothed

as with a sable garment, because of her backslid-!

ing sons and daughters, and come forth in that*

]ed her in the first breaking

of the day of gospel licht and

suffer any wall of partition to get up between them jsecution of the business, which is also a great dis-
1

power. Blessed, honoured and magnified overall,

and their best friends; those members of the body advantage. As all keep in the life, in that true i be the name of our God, who is waiting to bei

who, under divine intiueuce, arc ongnged to labour authority wherein clear discernment is known, welgraoious uuto us, visiting us again and again by

for their restoration. When hardness and bitter- 1 shall be favoured to see how much is enough, jhis Spirit, that all may come and partake of the

ness are permitted to grow in individuals, they Sometimes a very few voices on a subject leaves! waters of life freely."

place themselves very much out of the way of help, the meeting in a better situation than more. We .,^ i

•'Seeing then that the work is the Lord's, that | should keep in the meekness and gentleness of| High buildings require firm foundations.
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Extracted for "Tlio Fliond."

nnman Care Transferred to God.

Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for

you."— 1 Peter v. 7.

Were we to take the world's estimate of the real

value aud happiness of a life of faith iu God as the

true one. how gloomy, Joyless, and forlorn a life

would it appear ! The world iiuagiues that there

is nothing substantial, bright, or social in the re-

ligion of Christ—no reality, sunshine or compan-

ionship ! But how mistaken! where, in the world's

wilderness, grows the flower of heart's case as it

blooms and blossoms here ? " Casting all your

i
care upon Him ; for he careth for you." How full

of soothing and repose arc these words! What
cares have they lightened—what anxieties have

I

they removed,—what burdens have they unclagped,

t—and what springs of joy, and comfort, and hope

i have they unsealed in many a sad and oppressed

\ heart! ' But do we not, beloved readers, need to be

put iu constant remembrance of this divine secret

of rest amidst toil, of repose amidst disquietude,

: of soothing amidst corroding cares, and of confi-

dence and hope in the midst of change and depres-

sion ? Bewildered and oppressed by the multitude

I
of anxious thoughts within us, is there not a dan-

!ger of being so absorbed by the care as to overlook

the Care-taker? Verily we think so. Hagar pining

with thirst, and blinded by grief, saw not the well of

water flowing at her side. The disciples in the storm,

filled with alarm, and absorbed by fear, recognised

not the Lord Jesus walking to thetn upon the waves

which threatened the foundering of their vessel.

'Thus often is it with us. We look at the want, and

inot at Him who supplies it; at the storm and not

at Him who controls it; at the care and not at Him
'iwho assumes it. Is not the voice of the Lord
imightier than the noise of many waters, yea, than

the mighty waves of the sea? Is not the Care-

taker greater than the care itself? Yet how we
limit the Holy One, and magnify and multiply our

cares and sorrows. But for the immutability of

pur redeeming God, whose unseen hand guides, and

whose power, almost insensible to ourselves, sus-

tains us, our care would consume us. How often

we are upheld, we scarcely know by whom; kept

iu peace, we scarcely know how; preserved iu

safety, we scarcely know why. But, " the secret of
'

the Lord is with them thatjear hint ;^' and sooner

or later, we learn that Jesus has done it all, and

has done it for His own glory.
' The world through which we pass heavenward,

and oh, forget not. Christian pilgrims, it is a passage

soo/i passed—is a world laden with care. Earthly

sare confronts us at every step, and in all whom
ive meet. The knitted brow, the restless eye, the

.'onijircssed lip, the fevered expression, are as true

in iudes of the mind oppressed with care, of the

ilea It shaded by human sorrow, as the dial is of

be suu's altitude. It is true, the great device of

he world is to conceal its care from others. But
ts tiansiont gleam of artificial joy—the forced

;aiil:', the excited laugh, the unnatural levity,

ivhich imparts an air of happiness, but betray to

he penetrating eye of the spiritual observer that

nwiird restlessness of the spirit, that lowering

JDxiety of mind which can ill be concealed.

"If every man's iuternnl care

Were written on liis brow,
How many would our pity sliare

Wlio move our envy now !"

But it is of the care peculiar to the Lord's people

hat we particularly speak. And here we must be

aulioiis to distinguish between the carefulness that

3 proper in a child of God, and the curefulnes,

vLieh is the result of a distrust of God—the off

pring of unbelief. We are to be careful, un-

doubtedly, to maintain good works, or our faith is

vain; to take care of our own hou-es, or we shall

be worse than the infidel; we are to care for the

nterests and prosperity of Christ's Church or we

ignore our individual membership; we are to be

careful to walk holily and circum,<pectly, as fol-

lowers of the Lamb, or we dishonour Christ. Now
this implies a heavy weight of care, vigilance,

and unceasing prayeri'ulness on our part. The^e

are cares which especially appertain to, and are

nseparable from Christianity. But let us consider

that state of anxious carefulness which so much

weighs down the spirits, beclouds our spiritual joy,

d is so corrosive of the best, holieot, and finest

feelings of the soul, but which a simple, childlike

confidence in our heavenly Father's promise, care,

and love should chasten and moderate, yea, en-

tirely remove. It would be impossible to enume-

rate the cares which contribute so much to the men-

tal anxiety and depression of the Christian. The

cares of this life enter deeply into the carefulness

of which the Lord seeks to lighten us. in pro-

poition to the spiritual tone of the mind, and the

loseness of the heart's converse with God and

heavenly things, will be the tenderness of the be-

iever to the chafing and pressure of temporal

cares. The more heavenly we grow, the more

acutely sensitive do we become to the encroach-

ments and influence of earth and earthly things.

* Our temporal cares, to us often so de-

pressing, are objects of God's consideration. If

godliness has the promise of the life that now is,

it follows that no earthly care that saddens the

heart or shades the brow is beneath His notice or

regard. How many a child of God is struggling

with large domestic claims and but small revenues I

Who can tell the troubled thoughts, the anxious

feelings, the painful forebodings that pass through

that mind ! Oue only kliows it. To Him there is

nothing little, nothing insignificant, nothing beneath

his notice and regard. Are there widows, with

owed incomes and heavy demands? Are there

orphans, combatting with loneliness and want?

Are there men of business, sustaining heavy liabili-

ties, involved in perilous investments, and weighed

)wn by ceaseless anxiety and care ? Veiled from

ery eye but God's may be your pressure. These

worldly engagements, these temporal^ cares and

xieties, are not too mean for His notice. " Cast

your care upon Him, for he careth for you.''^ But

there are greater cares than these

—

tiic spiritual

cares of the soul—whieh often press heavily upon

the heart. We are anxious to know that we have

an interest in Christ's redeeming love,—that our

names are written among the living in Jerusalem,

—that our sins are pardoned,—that after death we

may reign with Jesus forever. We are anxious

too, that our Christian walk should be obedient,

preceptive, believing; that we may be more heav-

enly-minded, growing in knowledge and grace, and

divine conformity to the will of God, aud the im-

age of Jesus. Ah ! these are cares before which

all others vanish into insignificance ! There are

no burdens like those whieh touch the present and

future well-being of the soul ! How many a man

would freely and joyfully part with all his worldly

possessions for spiritual peace of mind, aud for an

assured hope of the future ! Oh 1 to have an evi-

dence that we shall be saved ! What is rank,

what is wealth, what is learning, what is fame, in

comparison with this? the dust, the foam, the

dream, the shadow ! Do we think that there is no

wakeful eye to .see us, that no ear is bending to

listen, that no heait is interested to sympathise ?

Ah, yes ! He who travailed in sorrow for our sa"

vation, is tenderly cognisant of the profoundly

anxious desire of our souls. We are not alone in

this exercise. Jesus is with us. The travail of

our hearts after Him, the panting of our spirits for

lis salvation, the longing of our .souls for an as-

ured interest in His love toward us—awaken in

our Saviour the deepest, the tenderest response.

Yes, we have one true Burden-bearer—one

Almighty Care-taker, even Him whom God has

made strong for Himself, and strong for us—the

Jlighty ami the Almighty Saviour.

The limit.

"Now for a season, if need be, ye are in licavinees

through manifold temptations."—! Peter i. i;.

Temptations are trials, and are intended to test

our principles, try our profession, and prove the

strength of our graces. The temptations, or trials,

of the believer, are manifold. They come from
various quarters, they aflect us in various ways;

but they are all limited. They are but for a sea-

son. " In the day of adversity consider." " The
hour of temptation." " Our light affliction, which
is but for a inoincntP " For a snialL mortwnt have

I forsaken thee."' Thus they are limited some-

times to "a day," "an hour," '' a moment," "a
small moment." God fixes the limit of every trial;

and, however long that limit may be, it is con-

fined to the present time. "I reckon that the suf-

ferings of this present time are not worthy to be

compared with the glory that shall be revealed in

us." Beloved, however severe the trial, it cannot

be long; however heavy the burden, you have not

far to carry it. We shall soon lay down our cross,

and ascend to receive our crown. If our Father

frown upon us now, he will smile again soon.

"His anger endureth but for a moment, in his fa-

vour is life ; weeping may endure yii/" a night, but

joy Cometh in the morning." Thy present trouble

is butfor a season, and that season will soon close;

therefore bear it patiently, prayerfully, and hope-

fully. Yield not to despondency, listen not to Sa-

tan; but hope in God, for thou shalt yet praise him,

for the help of his countenance. The darkness of

night will soon be chased away by the ro.sy light

of morning ; the limit of thy trouble will soon be

reached ; and then joy, everlasting joy, will be

pon thy head, aud all sorrow and sighing will flee

away forever.

Now the God of all grace, who hath called us unto

his eternal glory by Jesus Christ, a/ler that ye have suf-

fered a while, make you perfect, establish, strengthen,

ind settle you."— 1 Peter v. 10.

Christ's Family.—T\ic Church is Christ's family.

It ought, therefore, to be a very loving family.

The members ought to have great tenderness for

each other, and to feel a deep interest in each

other's welfare.

How solicitous the members of an affectionate

family are to promote each other's happiness, and

to assist one another in the business of life. How
solicitous should the members of Christ's family be

to promote each other's happiness, and to assist one

another in making progress in the divine life in

laying up trea.sure iu heaven.

If the true idea of the Church were realized by

its members, what a power it would be on earth.

— S. -S. Times.

SC.MM.\RY Ol-' EVENTS.

United Statks.—Mi.tsuiiri.—This State is still the field

of au obstinate and doubtful struggle. On the Itjih

inst., Lexington, on the south bank of the .Missouri

river was attacked by Gen. Price, with a large army of

rebels, estimated to number from 15,000 to 20,000. )i

was defended by Col. Mulligan who occupied a Ibrtificd

position with a force of 3,500 men. The contest was

renewed on the three following days with heavy loss of

life on both sides, and terminated on the 20th in the sur-

render of the Federal forces, who were completely ex-
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hausted with thirst and fatigue, the rebels having cut

off their supply of water. A battle is reported to have

occurred at Blue Mills in the western p;irt of the State

in which the rebels were defeated with a loss of from 200

to 300 killed and wounded. The Federal troops had

about 100 men killed and wounded. Collisions had

occurred at Boonville and JIarrattstown, in both which

the rebels were defeated. There are few armed rebels

in that part of the St;ite which lies norih of the river.

The Union men in North Missouri are organized and de-

termined to preserve the pence if possible. Gen. M'Cul-

lough with a well armed force of 18,000 men was re-

ported to be advancing rapidly from the southwest in

the direction of Jefferson City. He would probably

unite his forces with those of Gen. Price. Gen. Fremont's

administration of affairs does not give general satisfac-

tion. Some of the Western papers complain heavily of

the manner in which he has performed his duties. The

perilous situation of affairs has induced Gov. Gamble to

convene the Swte Convention. The members are in-

vited to meet ir. St. Louis on the 10th proximo.

Kentucky.—Tihe commanders of the rebel forces have

refused to withdraw them from Kentucky until the

Federal troops have left the State and the Union camps

been broken up. The Legislature has called out the

militia for the purpose of expelling the Confederate in-

vaders, and has devolved the chief command upon Gen.

Anderson. More troops from Indiana have entered the

State. Some skirmishes between the rebels and the

Union troops have occurred.

Vtryinia.—The rebel forces at Cheat Mountain have

been attacked by Gen. Reynolds and driven from their

position, with the loss of nearly 100 men killed. The
rebel Generals, Lee, Floyd, and Wise, appear to have

been foiled by the superior strategy of Rosecrans, who
has not permitted them to get at any time far from the

mountain barrier which separates Western Virginia

from the rest of the State.

Southern Items.—The rebel fortifications at Ocracoke

Inlet which were abandoned after the capture of Fort

llatteras, were recently visited by a company of U. S.

troops for the purpose of effecting their destruction.

The Federal troops sunk the cannon and burnt the

It is said that the rebels were assembled in force at

Washington and Isewbern, and that two thousand o

them had landed on Roanoke Island with the intentioi

of destroying the lighthonse and the dwellings of th

Union men. A detachment of seven hundred men, ac

corapanied by a naval force, were about to leave Hattera

Inlet to prevent this inroad.

It is reported that another naval e.'speditionhas sailed

from Fortress Monroe and New York, its destination

being unknown.
Walker, the Secretary of War of the " Southern Con-

federacy," has resigned in consequence of ill health.

The post has been assigned to Gen. Bragg.
The banks of New Orleans have suspended specie

payments. Treasury notes circulate as currency.

From various sources, apparently reliable, it would
seem that the main rebel army now threatening Wash-
ington, numbers not less than 130,000 men. The Charles-
ton Mercury says that 15,000 of the southern troops are

now lying sick at Manassas, and that numbers were
being sent by every train from the camp to the hospitals
at Richmond. It attributes much of the sickness to

bad and insufficient food. The Richmond Whig also

contains a letter, in which a gloomy picture is given of

the stote of the army. The government of Jeff Uavis is

censured for incapacity and inetficiency. The writer
says "somebody must tell the people the plain truth,

or we are ruined. Freezing and starvation stare you
in the face for next winter, and you call on "the

women and children to give up their blankets and bread
for the soldiers. The women have supported the war
so far. Vou couldn't be in the field to day but for their

needles. You've had the Government for seven months,
and you confess your inability by your daily ways, and
Btill you speak of ' confidence.' It is waning hourly, I

assure you, and unless the press speaks out plainly, and
that soon, all is lost

!"

The navigation of the Potomac has not yet been in-

terfered witli by the rebel batteries, but" there is no
doubt that such are being extensively erected along the
river in the neighbourhood of Acquia creek.

Miscellaneous.— In Iowa it has been found necessary
to resort to drafting for the army. The same step will
also probably be soon taken in New York, only 7,500
men having volunteered for the last requisition of 25,000.

Gov. Ciiriin of Pennsylvania, has forbidden all en-
listments in this Stale for regiments forming in other
States. Hereafter all enlistments arc to be sulrjcct to

the control of the Slate authorities.

The corn crop of the United States in 1840, was es-

timated at 377,000,000 bushels ; in 1850, 600,000,000
;

d in 1860, 900,000,000 bushels.

The census of Nova Scotia just completed, shows a

population of 330,099, against 276,117 in 1851.

There were imported into New York in the first eight

months of 1859, dry goods to the amount of $81,512,220,

during the same period, §71,533,210, and in

1861, only S18,9i9,502.
Great advance in Cotton.—" The mills of this city,"

says the Manchester, (N. H.) Mirror, " have a large

quantity of cotton on hand which has advanced in price

since it was bought, about 81,000,000. That owned by

Amoskeag Companv would sell for §480,000 more

1 it cost ; that owne"d bv the Stark Mills, §350,000,

and that owned by the Manchester Mills, §105,000. Sum
total, §905,000. It would be a handsome profit enough
f they would sell it, but they will not sell a single

pound, though the advance ofgoods does not correspond

all with the advance on cotton."

New York.—Mortality last week 374.

Philadelphia.—MortaVny last week 265.

California.-lhe San Francisco dates are to 9th mo.

th. The returns for the State election were still in-

complete, but there was no doubt that the Republican

and Union candidates had been chosen by large major-

Great numbers of emigrants from Texas were
arrivmg in the southern part of the State. They report

a terrible condition of affairs as existing in Texas. All

the Union men were disarmed as soon as the rebellion

broke out, and they are therefore powerless, and their

lives and property at the mercy of lawless men. The
overland immigration from Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, and
other states was large the present season, being estimat-

ed at 25,000 or 30,000. There was also a large overlaHd

emigration to Oregon. At one point there were 2000
wagons travelling in a compact body. The whole re-

gion of country embraced between the Cascade and
Rocky mountains, is, it is asserted, rich in gold.

The San Francisco markets were firm and healthy

The export trade was heavy, consisting of copper ore

quicksilver, wool, wheat, oats, flour, &c. A vessel

which sailed on the 9'h for Hong Kong, had a cargo of

flour and wheat, 1000 flasks of quicksilver, and §592,
000 in gold.

Kaiiroud disaster.—On the night of the 17th instant, a
train on the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad, containing a

portion of a regiment of Illinois troops, while passing
over a bridge near Haron, Ind., fell through, killing and
wounding more than one hundred of the men.

Maryland.—In consequence of the arrest of nearly all

the more active and noisy members with secession ten-

dcBcies, the meeting of the Legislature at the appointed
time was frustrated. It cannot again assemble unless
called together by the Governor.

FouEiG.N-.—News from England to the 15th inst. The
policy of the English government in sending troops to

Canada, having been seriously questioned, the arrange-
ments have been suspended for the present. The Liver-

pool cotton market continued to advance. Broadstuffs
were active at a small advance. It is slated that Spain,
in conjunction with France and England, are about to

intervene in the affairs of Mexico, by sending troops from
Cuba. At a meeting of theologians at Palermo, a reso-

lution was adopted declaring that the temporal power of
the Pope was incompatible with and contrary to the

mission of the Catholic Church. The wheat harvest of

France is believed to be deficient ; importations of grain
will be needed. The monthly returns of the Bank of
France show an increase in specie of nine millious of
francs. It is stated that the American minister at Brus-
sels had visited Garabaldi at Caprea, to offer him a com-
mand in the U. S. army. His acceptance was uncertain.

RECEIPTS.
Received from J E., Pa., §2, vol 34, and for Eliz.

Lowens and J. Lewis, §2 each, vol. 34 ; from M. Al wa-
ter, Agt., N. Y., for Wm. Browncll, §2, vol. 34, for L. H.
Atwater, §4, vols. 34 and 35, for Abm. Deuel, H. Fuller,

1 Josh. Haljiht, C. Haight, and Wm. Brachen, §2 each, vol.

35, and for M. A. Baldwin, Pa., $2, vol. 34.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED PER-
SONS.

A Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted for

the Men's School, and a Principal and Assistants for the
Women's School.
The schools will be opened on the 14th of the Tenth

month at the usual place ; they are held five evenings in

the week. Apply to John C. Allen, No. 321 N. Front,
or 335 S. Fifth Street; William Evans, Jr., 252 S.
Front Street, or Samuel Allen, 524 Pine Street.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The Committee to superintend the Boarding School
|

t West-ton-n, will meet in Philadelphia on Sixth day,

the 4th of next month, at 7 o'clock, p. m. The committees
,

I

Instruction and Admissions, meet on the same day,
j

the former at 4 o'clock, and the latter at 5 o'clock, p. M.
''

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual exami-
|

nation of the Schools, commencing on Third day morn- '

ng, and closing on Fifth day afternoon of the same WL'ek.

For the accommodation of the Visiting Committee,

conveyances will be at the Street Road Station on llie

al of the 2 o'clock train on Second day the 3iith

Joel Evans, Clerk.

Ninth mo. 18th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The winter session of the School will commence t

the 4th of the Eleventh month next. Parents ai

others intending to send children as pupils, will please '

make early application for their admission, to Dubre
Knight, Superintendent, at the School, or Joseph Scat-

tergood. Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., Phila.

Died, at his residence in Ledyard, Cayuga Co., N. Y.,

e 1st of Seventh mo. last, John King, in the 49th
year of his age, a valued elder of Scipio Monthly Meet- '

ing. In early life he chose the Lord for his portion, taking
;

up the cross in his daily walk, whereby he became a

preacher of righteousness to those among whom his lot

was cast. Having " set his affections on things above,"

he held-terrestrial enjoyments in their proper estimation,

possessing them as though he possessed them not
;
yet

viewing them as the gifts of his Heavenly Father, he could
fully appreciate and relish the gifts and blessings of a

beneficent Creator. Attached from heartfelt conviction

to the principles of Friends, it was his desire that they

might be preserved in their ancient purity, and for this

purpose he devoted much of his time for the promotion
of the cause of Truth. Meekness and humility were the

clothing of his s.pirit, his words few and weighty, and
being imbued with that charity which "thinketh no
evil," he viewed the conduct of his fellow-beings in the

favourable light, scrupulously avoiding detraction

himself, and giving no countenance to it in others. In

the discipline ofthe church he endeavoured to act in meek-
ness and lowliness, with a single eye to the hononr of

Truth. During his illness he communicated but little re-

lative to himself, remarking to a friend that he wished not

to express any thing, unless he felt authorized
;
yet the

sweetness of his spirit and the serenity of his counte-

nance afl'orded satisfactory evidence that all was peace
within, replying to the question, " Is it perfect peace ?"

" 1 believe so." At another time he said, " I have noth-
ing to boast of, I have endeavoured to do what I thought i

was right." His day's work having kept pace with the

day, it is believed he was only waiting the summons of

his blessed Master, and to him might justly be applied

that portion of Scripture, " There is therefore now
condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who
walk not after the flesh, but after the spirit." A few

hours before his departure, though his breathing was
difficult, he distinctly expressed these words, " I have
been very much favoured during this sickness, in not

'

having suffered much acute pain, and I am very thank-?
\

ful for all the mercies bestowed upon me. And now li^

am entirely resigned to the will of the Most High, and [

my desire is that those who are left a little longer, may
serve Him with full purpose of heart, thai they may seek

to know iJis will and do it above all other considerations.

My desire is that you should be entirely resigned." His

mind continued clear to the last, and he peacefully de-

parted, leaving to his bereaved relatives and friends, the

consoling assurance that his purified spirit had passed
" to an inheritance incorruptible and undefiled, and
that fadeth not away."

, on ihe 15th of Fourth mo. last, Lydia Englk,
widow of Joseph Engle, in the 81st year of her age.

Also, Susanna B. Haines, widow of Thomas Haines,

on the 14th of Eighth mo. last, in the 75th year of her

age, both members of Evesham Monthly Meeting, N. J.—— , on the 21st ofSeventh mo. last,"after an illness

of three weeks duration, in the 7Pth year of his age,

Calkb Fowler,, a member of Plymonth Monthly and
Particular Meeting, Washington County, Ohio. He was
of an unassuming disposition and attached to the ancient
doctrines of Friends.

, on the 6th of Ninth mo., 1861, at the residence

of her husband, Salkeld Larkin, Chichester, Delaware
County, Penna., Sarah Larkin, an esteemed elder and
member of Concord Monthly Meeting, in the 8:!rd year

of her age.
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Diary continued.—" I continued intLis broad way
until the Ninth month, 1760, in the 20th year of my
age, when it pleased the Lord in infinite mercy, to

visit and awaken me, discovering to me where I

was, and how I had spent my precious time for

that which was not bread. I was brought to la-

ment my being so far behindhand with my day's

work, and I cried to the Lord, who heard me, and

renewed his visitation of love to my soul. I then

gave up all to follow him and became as a weaned
child. I sought him, and he was found of me,

glory to his name ! His mercy enduretU forever;

or 1 had been cut off from the land of the living.

But' he never leaves men until they leave him.

"I now saw the excellency of the glorious prin-

ciple which wc profess, and how far it transcends

human reason, with all its boasted acquirements.

Let the learned world say what they will in the

praise of reason, I testify, it is utterly insufficient,

though never so carefully improved and obeyed, to

(effect any thing toward our redemption; this 1 know
by my own experience. Reason is a favour from

) God, and necessary for the transaction of worldly

aflairs, which is its province. I firmly believe that

Infinite Wisdom hath excluded it from having part

in the work of our soul's salvation, except as it is

IsubJL'Ct
and subordinate to the influence of the

Spirit of Truth,—the grace of God. Then it may
subserve the purposes of the Lord as an external

means, sanctified by him for his immediate use

and service. My soul doth magnify the Lord in

that he hath by the working of his own power,

brought me off from any dependence on human
reason, and that I have received ability to re-

nounce any confidence or trust in any former works
of my own, or moral righteousness.

"It now appears to me, that I must begin agai

do my first works, and not build upon things

have formerly known ; but that I must seek aft

the Lord, being earnestly concerned faithfully to

follow him from day to day. Yea, I find a ne

Bity to seek his face oftener than the morning, from
a sense of my weakness and inability to keep my
place, unless his everlasting arm is underneath

He is the strength of his dependent children, and

blessed bo his ever-glorious name, his arm is often

made bare for my help. As I carefully wait upon

him, he is found of me in every needful time.

Many times hath he overshadowed my soul with

the wing of his love, and renewed a feeling of

thankfulness, which, through the help of his spirit,

hath been offered in reverence and fear, lie is

worthy of all worship, honour and praise, now and

rever, amen."
" I was now fully convinced of the necessity of

conformity to the plainness and simplicity that

our ancient Friends were led into. Although 1

had been trained up in the plain, self-denying way,

yet it required my understanding to be opened to see

the reasonableness and ncces.=ity thereof, by the

same divine principle which opened to our fathers.

As I apprehended that I was favoured with a

mea.sure of this opening, I found a freedom. Eleventh

month 3rd, 1760, to write as follows, as my testi-

mony that amongst us, the present professors of

the Truth, a humble conlbrmity to plainness and

and self denial is still necessary, agreeable to the

practice of our worthy primitive Friends, viz :

—

It appears to me that the law of the Almighty

by which burnt offerings, sacrifices, circumcision

nd other rites were required of the Israelites,

is peculiar people, was intended more to distin-

guish them from other nations, than from any great

benefit they would prove towards furthering the

sanctificatiou of those who made use of them.

Yet as they were of Divine institution, being

faithiuUy performed under a sense of duty to him,

their honest intention therein was accepted, and

they received a recompense for obedience. When
the honesty of intention was lost, these very ob-

servances became unacceptable, yea, an abomina-

tion to the Lord. Israel i. 11-14.
" Many things required of them, seemed to the

view of a carnally minded reasoner, as unsuitable

to be offered to a Holy, All-wise Being, and such

as he could not delight in. Yet being of his appoint

ment, his people were bound carefully to observe

them. It certainly would not have been proper for

finite creatures, with their limited comprehi

instead of rendering obedience, to have entered

into an inquiry as to the reason why Infinite 'iVis-

dom should thus bid them. Their duty plainly

was in honest faith to keep all his commandments,

trusting to his mercy and justice for such a recom-

pense tor obedience, as he should see meet to be-

stow.
" It has pleased Almighty God in the riches of his

love through Christ Jesus our Lord, to introduce

a more glorious dispensation for the children of

men,—even the Gospel, througk which he put an

end to the law, abolishing its rites and ceremo-

nies. He has pointed out under it, with indisput-

able clearness, to those who would be his followers,

that the way to salvation was by and under the

cross. They must deny themselves of many
things pleasant to the flesh, and practice others

contrary to their own natural wills, which requir-

ings to the unenlightened reason of the carnal man,

appeared of as little moment towards the work of

salvation, as the oblations offered under the law.

" The doctrine of our Saviour was so little con-

sonant with the mode of worship and the religious

observances under the law, that the wise and learn-

ed of that day, the self righteous Jews, Pharisees,

and high professors, did not receive his doctrines,

nevertheless there were those who did,—many of

whom were illiterate, and added to these a rem-

nant of the Gentiles also. Their new profession

occasioned them no little reproach, with much per-

secution and suffering, from the then high professors

of religion. Yet under all this the principles of

Truth spread abundantly. About three hundred

years alter the introduction of the Christian reli-

ion, a great declension from its purity and sim-

plicity took place amongst its professed followers,

reat innovations crept in, many outward rites

E introduced, many flesh-pleasing allowances

were made. The discipline of the cross had by

degrees been laid aside, and an almost total apos-

tacy from the spirituality of the truth en>ued.

For twelve hundred years the way of salva-

tion was much hidden and obscured, until God in

unspeakable mercy, began gradually to cnlightcu

the children of men to see the gross darkness and

superstitions prevailing in Christendom, and in the

nominal Christian church. Many testimony bear-

ers he raised up to declare against some of the

grosser evils, of whom numbers sealed their testi-

monies with their blood. Persecution did not quench

the zeal of those whose eyes were anointed to be-

hold the degeneracy of the times and whose hearts

were opened to crave better tbing.s. Through the

faithfulness of such, a reformation was effected. So

long as persecution endured, the reformation seemed

progressive, yet when a time of tranquillity came,

the reformed churches, so called, were contented

to sit down at ease, although still under many of

the shadowy observances which had been patched

up and laid upon the nominal church in the night

of apostacy. Thus the work of reformation was

still incomplete.
" Once more the Almighty Father, in the counsel

of his own will, caused the pure light of the ever-

lasting Gospel to shine more clearly amongst men,

whereby many of our worthy predecessors being

illuminated, they were as faithfulness was abode

in, led to see the incou^istency of the forms and

shadows still retained by the reformed churches

with the spiritual nature of the Gospel dispensa-

tion. Being brought to Christ Jesus, the substance

and antitype, in whom the symbols and types of

the law were fulfilled and ended,— they saw as

to themselves primitive Christianity restored. As
they proclaimed the Gospel of Christ in its ancient

spirituality and beauty, thousands feeling the ef-

fectual working of the grace accompanying the

word preached, were gathered to a saving know-

ledge of the Truth. These were enabled to lift up

a standard for God and his Truth, against all false

worship, unrighteousness of every sort, wars and

oaths, and better still, to bear a constant un-

wavering testimony to the efficacy and preserving

power of the Truth they upheld, by an unspotted

conduct, holy conversation and habits, in unity with

their profession, but differing from that of the world,

whether professors of religion or not. Through

obedience to the unfoldings of Truth, they were

led into a strict, self-denying way, and into peculi-

arities which brought them no small suffering and
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reproach, from the nominally religious as well as j endangers the tender principle ofhfe, and indirectly,

from the children of this world, who are ever ene- perhaps almost imperceptibly, lands us in bondage,

miee to the cross of Chri.t.
I

impedes us in a straight forward, unaffected course

"It was no affectation of singularity which led! of actiug, thinking, and judging. Ihus the mind

them to a conduct and behaviour, repugnant to ^ and character become involved and prejudicially

nature, and so opposed to carnal reason, which affected. The character of George Fox is as good

ever justities us in our inclinations for fleshly ease an illustration as I can give, of what I desire in

and comfort, but it was obedience to the reproof of this respect for myself and for my friends. If I

instruction the discoveries of the light, grace and i might venture to throw in a little counsel, who am

good spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ. The same, sensible that 1 also am not above the need of it,

l)ivine Lifht, as it is regarded and faithfully fol-| most certainly I would say, in a very tender feel-

lowed, stiU leads the humble, dedicated christian,! ing with thee, under whatever occasion of disquie-

intothesameplain, narrow.self-denying way, under tude, " Look not so much at them, as for the poor

the cross. Although this path is foolishness to the! mind to be much taken up therewith
;
endeavour

natural mind, yet many can testify, that they have] to look over them up to Him, who orders all things

had and still continue to feel Divine acceptance in i that concern us, and will not lay out any thing for

the faithful performance of these apparently small us to pass through, but what is really needful f

things.
" The Lord requires of us a testimony for his

truth, in plainness of speech, apparel, address,

furniture, and many other things, and we ought

with all readiness to be obedient thereto, leaving

the reason therefor, to his infinite, unsearchable

wisdom. He hath doubtlessly a purpose therein,

consistent with his attributes, though feeble-minded

mortals, unless enabled through the instruction of

his eternal spirit, cannot be able to comprehend

it."

CTo be contlnned.)

TJie Cmulition of Ireland was the subject of an

address lately delivered before the Social Science

Association at Dublin, by Judge Longfield, the

chairman of the Social Economy Department. It

was shown by reliable statistics that the progress

of Ireland during the last quarter of a century in

material prosperity has been both rapid and steady.

Among other statements made in support of this

opinion, the following are interesting :—The total

area of Ireland is 20,000,000 of acres. Of these,

in 1841, ia,4G4,301 acres were arable, 6,300,000

being waste. In 1860 the amount of arable land

had increased to 15,400,000 acres, two millions or

Iburteen per cent, of the whole having been re-

claimed during the intervening twenty years. In

the same period, moreover, the total value of live

stock in the Island increased in value from £21,-

105,808 to £33,839,899, or upwards of fifty pei

cent. The same progress is eshibited by inve

Do not let us dwell too much upon anything

that happens to us ; but let us simply seek to be

conducted through the circumstances that attend

us, and our allotted conflicts, with filial simplicity

and submission, and in a cheerful surrender of our

all into the hands of our tender Shepherd and

Preserver, our Father, and our constant friend.

When we reflect upon the low condition we are in,

it is seen to be a great mercy that we are not left

to ourselves, but are led about and instructed by

many painful dispensations. And when we look

at the trials of the faithful in all ages, bitter almost

in proportion to their faithfulness, also at the su

ings of the church as well as of the Head of the

Church, what are we, that we should be spared,

or rather what are we that we should be honoured

with them ? How light are our grievances, how

great are our privileges and mercies, how gently

are we dealt with ; we are as wayward children,

that are ready to complain if aught be taken from

us with which we might have injured ourselves.

Ah ! like as a father, or a mother pitieth her babe,

so doth He, who watcheth over us for good!
Second month, 1836.

Ilusings and Memories.

ANIMAL INTELLIGEN'CE.

It is probable that man will never be able clearly

to distinguish in the lower animals, where instinct

""^{ends, and memory, partial reasonin

ments in Government stock of Irish fund-holders,

bich had increased twenty-five per cent, during

tion commence, as guiding and directing influen-

I remember that many years since, a Friend

tlie ten years ending in 1860. Since 1851 eight!
^,,,,,..,., ^ .,

, ,
I

Joss in a quarrel
hundrea additional miles ot railway have been L ;°„„, „„; . ,i

^ , ,
., ^, ~. ,

•'
. , !

his antagonist d
constructed, while the traffic has grown in a much

this city passing along the streets, belield two

the larger dog had throw

gonist aown, and was evidently preparing

to inflict a severe punishment, when in an instant

he relinquished his hold, ran toward a house with

.•If, n,,r. An,. .1 . •,. i-i ,, a doublc door, the Upper half of which was opcu,
£19,000,000, the net receipts on which are equal; .„„„, „ , ,u i i if , ii » „„5 r.' ','... .„. ... ^ leaped over the lower halt into the entry ana dis-

larger proportion than the

amount of capit.il invE

The total
j

ihj-ailways is now

to three and a half per cent. The public revenue

at present derived from Ireland is greater by fifty

cent, than it was a decade ago, and seven-ninth:

of the population are now educated by the State

in national schools.

—

Ledger.

ppeared from sight. The friend was amazed at

such an act of a dog in the moment of his victory,

and he stopped and looked into the house, seeking

for some clew to unravel the mystery. Being ob-

served by one of the inhabitants, he frankly men-
tioned what he had seen, and his curiosity to know

letter of John Barclay.
tl^e " why and the wherefore." On this, he was

I can truly say, that with me often there h.is invited into the back parlour or sitting room, where
been no want of feeling and sympathy, when I he saw the late conqueror busily engaged iu rock-

have been but little drawn forth into expression,! ing a cradle, in which was a sleeping child. The
perhaps checked in myself from it, not that there| person who had invited him in, then briefly ex-

are in the mind unpleasant reserves in such ca.scs,| plained the matter. The child being put to sleep,

but on the contrary, this course naturally leads to

great plainness, undisguised simplicity, and honesty

towards all. It is in my view of much importance,

to endeavour to maintain entire the " uncorrupt-

ness," the genuineness, the unsophisticated artless-

ness, which is of the Truth, livery little habit,

every compliance with custom in things that are

thought indifferent, and which trenches upon these.

it was the dog's business to rock the cradl

keep him so, but he was allowed to intermit the

rocking when the child seemed to be sleeping

soundly. On such occasions he would sometimes
look out into the street for a little recreation, and
on that particular time, he had seen a dog go by,

who, because of some old affront, or some present

dislike, he concluded to quarrel with. He had

accordingly sprang over the door and was in-

flicting the chastisement intended, when the voice
,

of his young charge from the cradle, recalled liim

to his duty. His love of contest, the sweetness of i

revenge, the favourable opportunity offered by
]

his overthrown enemy under his feet, all were for-

gotten. He sprang back to his post.

A more delightful anecdote of a dog is narrated

in the life of Patrick Titler. One of his brothers

who resided at Aldourie, had an Isle of Skye ter-

rier, named Cossack. The dog was very fond of

the children of the family, and seemed to sympa- ji

thize with them in their joys and in their troubles.

One of them playing about one day fell on the

gravel, andbeing hurtby the fall, commenced crying. ,

This induced Cossack to endeavour to comfort the

child by leaping around it and on it, and licking

its face. These old means of giving pleasure to the

littleoncfailing to pacify it, he sought for souie other

source of amusement for it. Running to a Moun- i

tain Ash tree near by, he leaped up, seized a branch

of red Ilowan berries, broke it off, and carried it

to the child.

Towards the close of the past spring, being in

Chester county, where sheep shearing was in pro-

gress, an interesting incident occurred. The Friend >

at whose house I was, had a flock of sheep of which i

ten had carried bells. Two or three weeks before
||

my visit, a ewe who was honoured with carrying i

one of the bells, was accidentally killed, leaving a

couple of orphan lambs, some six or eight weeks

old. These lambs took no notice of the other sheep

whose bells were continually sounding around

them, but on the afternoon of my visit, something

induced the son of my host to take up the bell

which had hung round the neck of their mother.

As soon as they heard its tingle, the lambs were

roused into activity, and they approached where

it was in the bands of the young man, and evidently

expected to find their long lost mother. They
seemed to recognize the peculiar sound of that bell,

and associated it with the guardian of their infancy.

Cows sometimes appear to become attached to.

the sound of the bell placed round their necks, if

they do not feel some degree of pride connected

with it. A recent female traveller of the name of

Best, in her work entitled " Abroad : and How to

Live there : A Narrative of three years' residence

in Germany and Switzerland," mentions this an-

ecdote as having been related to her by a pastor

in Switzerland. " M. Penchaud told us that the',

finest toned bell is placed on the neck of the i

handsomest cow, and that one day a cow, having
;

lostthis ornament, became low.'-pirited and dejectedjj

refused her food, and the ovfner feared she wouldl

die. Day after day passed in this manner, untiljj

it was observed there was one particular part oM
the meadow she never quitted. Struck with thei^

circumstance, the farmer went there, and in a rutl

discovered the treasure. No sooner did he fasten «

it round her neck, than her whole manner changed, ,

her eye was no longer dull, she mingled with the

herd, ate freely, and soon recovered her former

beauty."

Memory in some animals isevidently very strong,

yet how far it extends we probably shall never

know. An anecdote I have recently met with,

would seem to indicate that in the crow at least, it

is not perfect. The dead body of some kind ofan

animal lying near a barn, some crows busily employ-

ed theniselves in devouring it whenever no man was

about that building. If they saw any person ap-

proach the barn they flew away from the carcase,

and would not return to it, until they had seen

that person leave it. Some young men desiring to

shoot the crows, made many unavailing efforts to

get into the barn unperceived, and remained at
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times ii lone period in the place, in hopes the crows let none mistake me in what I have said, as if I

would for.^et they were there, but all was in vain, intended that those who are unruly or disorderly
° ....

jjj ^l^gj^ conversation in other respects, shoulu be

advised to outward conformity in plainness, while

they remain so. No ; these are to be dealt with

another way, and if they cannot bo reclaimed, 1

would rather choose they should go in their flaunt-

g, fashionable dresses, and appear as they really

e, by which they would not bring a greater re-

proach upon Truth and Friends.

—

Jusepk^Fike.

Reporting''the case to their father, he said, " Urows

can remember, but they can't count." lie then ad-

vised that three of them should go to the barn

together, and that after remaining there awhile,

two should go away. They followed the plan, and

on the two leaving, the crows immediately returned

to their banquet, and a nuuiber of them fell victims

, to their inability to distinguish between two and

three.

Gentleness a?id Meekness.—GcntloTiess is deli-

cacy of action. It is a way of ease and tenderness

in one's movements. It is the opposite of all that

is rough, or hard, or coarse. It is a way of acting

that dties not irritate. It has nothing rude in it.

It is not apt to provoke. It is not heedless or

abrupt. It is nicety, thoughtfulness, kindness in

acting. The gentle temper is the one that makes

all its movements in fitness, easily, delicately.

Meekness is the same temper in reception. It

is the quality that admits of being acted upon ap-

propriately, delicately. So it becomes the accompa-

nying complimentary grace of gentleness. One is

active, the other passive. Gentleness is meekness

in exertion ; meekness is gentleness in its rest.

The gentle spirit does not do any thing roughly

;

the meek spirit does not receive any thing so.

Gentleness fits its hand to that which is to be touch-

ed ; meekness fits itself to the hand that touches

it. Gentleness is the smoothly running water

meekness is the green meadow that opens to let it

flow. One does not irritate ; the other is not irrl

tated. One is not harsh in going ; the other is not

refractory in resisting. Gentleness gives but a soft

blow, even at that which is rough ;
meekness takes

the rough blow softly into itself. The dew drop

gathers gently in its falling upon a rock ;
the still

water closes meekly over the stone that drops upon

it. Gentleness kisses the cheek of her enemy ;

meekness turns her own to his second stroke.

Gentleness is tender to do ;
meekness is quiet to

bear. Gentleness goes out softly to act ; meekness

retires silently to endure. Gentleness is like the

morning in its coming, that wakes the earth lightly

to its life with its sweetly shedding rays through

the hours of dawn ; meekness is the evening twi

light, that steals away to hide her shadows in the

lap of night.

They are beautiful alone, each by itself; but

more beautiful together ; when they are joined in

perfect harmony, they make life's " evening and

morning" one Aa^.— Christian Mirror.

• Conformity in Plainness without Co?iviction.-—

But some may object against this conformity, if it

be without.conviction. 1 answer, t/wre is no need of

conviction in this case, it being ?io matter of con-

science to have and wear fine and fashionable

things, instead ofplain ; it then results into matter

of condescension to the advice and counsel of

worthy elders, to which they are absolutely en-

joined by Scripture, or to what purpose do the

Scriptures repeatedly advise thereto? And our

worthy, esteemed friend and brother llobert

Barclay, largely proves by Scripture the conformity

of church government or discipline to the mind of

Christ, as well as the necessity of condescension and

submission to elders, &c., and that the church of

Christ has power to give a positive sentence, &c.,

relating to matters of conscience. To this treatise,

namely, his " Anarchy of the Ranters," I refer my

reader, believin, ' '

-"*- -^
—""

it to be one of the most excellent

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUKS

Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Pliiludelphia.

JOSHUA BROWN.
(Coutiiuicd liiiiii page i'J.)

In the evening of the 4th of the Seventh month

1778, "they were informed by the high sheriff

that they were to be banished," and he wished to

know whether they were willing to go to those in

authority in Charleston. This brought a fresh trial

upon them. Joshua says, " we were favoured to

unite in judgment not to move in it ourselves, but

that if we were commanded, [by those in authority,]

we were willing to go there. We were not easy

to do anything towards furthering our banishment."

The sheriff had received orders to keep them close

prisoners. Joshua says, these more severe

mands " must have proceeded from some evil dis-

posed person, who had complaired to the presideiit

of the State Council against us, envying our privi-

lege of going out. But we have cause to be thank-

ful in that we are favoured with resignation to the

Divine will." They were now prevented from

holding meetings in the Court House, but efforts

nade by some Friends at Charleston, had succeeded

n obtaining a writ of habeas corpus, on which

they were to be taken to that city for a hearing

On the 11th of the month, in custody of Fields

Purdue, one of the under sheriffs, and accompanied

by their friend Benjamin Eaton, they rode to one

of the plantations of the latter, where they were

that night obliged to lie on the floor, there being no

beds th°ere. The next morning they rode to Rob-

ert Stark's, the high sheriff, and started with him

to go into Charleston, but he not being met by a

tile of soldiers who were to be his official escort,

they all returned to his house, where they were

kindly entertained that night. On the 13th, they

started without the sheriff", and lodged in the woods

that nif'ht, during which there was a thunder

storm, which although very severe near by, was

not so where they were encamped. On the 14th,

they rode forty-tive miles to a tavern and lodged

:

— The next day rode to Orangeburg to breakfast

where they were met by William Pearson, a Friend

from Bush river. That night they lodged at the

house of one Johnson, having ridden thirty miles.

I'he next day they rode into Charleston, and went

to the house of Daniel and Thomas Latham, who

received them hospitably, and took charge of them

and their horses. Joshua felt concerned to have

a meeting in Friends Meeting-house there, which

was held at 4 o'clock that afternoon. In this he

was concerned to press on those present the im-

portance of seeking first the kingdom of God and his

righteousness, roiiearsing the promise to those so

exercised, that all things necessary should be ad-

ded. He also treated on baptism, and as usual on

the necessity of a real change of heart. The sheriff,

and Abraham Livingston, continental agent, went

to the judge of the district, in hopes that he would

release them, but he concluded that in their case

he had no authority to interfere. The prisoners

they could not be discharged from imprisonment

without being banished from the state. On the

request, however, of the continental agent, the

President discharged the sherifi' of Ninety Six of

any further care over them, and committed them

to the custody of the agent.

They were brought before the councd on the

following Third-day, and from some of the mem-

bers, suffered much insult for not removing their

lats, which faithfulness of theirs to their Christian

duty gave great offence. After a hearing they

were dismissed, being directed to be at the house

of the President, at 5 o'clock that evening, to hear

the conclusion of the council concerning them,

i'hey went there accordingly, and found that

ilthough the President wished to set them at lib-

erty, the council would not agree, and they were

to be continued as prisoners, but the President was

willing that they should go and remain with their

Friends at Bush River, until discharged from cus-

tody.
.

Leaving Charleston on the 22nd, they finished a

arisome journey by reaching Bush river on the

25th, Joshua being obliged to leave his horse, which

was taken sick by the way. At Bush River Meet-

ing on the 26th, Joshua had to urge his favourite

theme of reformation, and the necessity of witness-

ins the baptism of Christ to cleanse them, before

they could become acceptable in the sight of him

who is pure. He was brought under exercise in a

prospect of a duty devolving upon him towards the

families of the Friends of that meeting, and de-

siring the Friends to remain after the meeting for

worship closed, he spread before them his pros-

pect of visiting at least some of the families.

This was united with, and in company with I'^nos

Elliot, Mary Pearson and some other Friends these

visits were paid to satisfaction, although part of

the time Joshua was in great pain, his body being

uch bruised. His bodily infirmity occasioned

them to move along slowly in the service, and at

times to intermit the work for a day. He at-

tended the meetings of Bush Creek as they came in

course, sometimes setting an example of silence,

and at other times exhorting to reformation, re-

generation, freedom from sin, and exalting the

universality of the love of God. Sometimes tell-

ing them that the stone which the very builders of

an' outside religion rejected, was Christ, the power

of God and the wisdom of God. On the 11th of

the Eighth month, they rode to the Long Cane

settlement of Friends, where Joshua made his

home at the house of his son Samuel Brown, who

was living there. At a public meeting held there

on the lath, many neighbours attended, amongst

whom were some Presbyterians of the most rigid

sort. In this meeting Joshua says, "I had to set

forth the plain path to the kingdom, through the

operations and instructions of the Spirit of Truth

in the inward parts, of the necessity of experienc-

iuT the new birth, through the effectual cleansing

of'' the baptism of Christ, and of a knowing a

deliverance from sin in this life." Some of those

who had been present came to his son's, and dined

with Joshua. One of them, William Gaboon, was

very stiff and rigid in his views, and too full of

talk and disputation to gather much good,—but a

Patrick Gaboon, a member of the legislature of the

state, was moderate, and he and Joshua had much

conversation on religious matters, and their parting

was very friendly. On the 14th, they rode to

Richard Henderson's, thirty miles. Joshua says

that Hannah Smith and Hannah Kelly accompanied

him and companions in the visit to Friends' fami-

lies in that neighbourhood, indeed "we were fa-

voured together, so as to be ^lad we were there.'

£;s±tttr;Tr''C^dr.i-^^^^^^^^^
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paid a friendly visit to their late keepers at the pri-

son, and then went on to the house of William

O'Neal at Little Kiver. After visiting the famii:

of Friends at that settlement and attending

meeting there, they on the 18th rode to Pagors

Creek, twenty-five miles. They were at two meet-

ings at Pagors Creek beside visiting the families,

and then proceeded towards Cane Creek; after at-

tending a meeting in the latter place, and sitting

with the Friends there, they returned to Bush

River on the 26th. On the 29th, was held the

Monthly Meeting at that place, in which ho had

good service, and on the meeting on the 30th,

which was the first day of the week, he was much
enlarged. His concern was that his hearers might

be prepared for a future state of existence, and had

to show them by the example of the rich man and

Lazarus, what the sad end of living in earthly

comforts, without the love of God ruling in the

heart—must be in eternity; and what happiness a

proper submission to our lot, if it be that of suffer-

ing and afHiction, in humble acquiescence to the will

of God, will assuredly bring us when the trials

and sorrows of earth are over. The rich man
died,—riotous feasts cannot retard the advance of

death,—he died, and was buried, and in hell he

awoke. The poor man died, and notwithstanding

his despised earthly condition, he was carried by
angels to his everlasting reward. Joshua then

was led to open the way which under the blessed

Gospel dispensation, our heavenly Father hath

appointed, to restore his fallen creature man to a

state of acceptance, and to prepare him for ever-

lasting enjoyment with the saints in light. He
pointed out the operations of the Holy Spirit in

the heart, preparing for and perfecting the new
birth, which was of absolute necessity for all to

witness before they can enter into the kingdom of

God. This work of the Spirit, being the baptism

of the Holy Ghost, must not be confounded with
water baptism, upon which no dependence for as-

sistance in the work of salvation ought to be placed.

He particularized the sprinkling of infants, called

baptism by many, as a mere relic of the supersti-

tions of the Church of Rome, a man-made in-

vention, which had neither example nor precept to

give force to it, in all the scriptures.

For several days after this Joshua was engaged
writing an address to the assembly of the State,

and letters to Friends and friendly people at

Charleston. After this he was for some weeks
busily engaged visiting families and attending
meetings at Bu.^h River, Cane Creek, Pagors
Creek and Little River. He was informed on the

17th of the Ninth month that the petition he had
sent to the Assembly had been rejected, becau.se of
some plain expressions in it concerning liberty of

conscience. JoAhua had quoted a saying of Oliver
Cromwell in favour of toleration, which seemed to

him pertinent and clear, and expressed the opinion
that the downfall of the cause he espoused might
have been permitted as a punishment, because of
his allowing persecution, and his want of faithfiii-

ne.ss to the good principles he professed. These
remarks, which were intended to apply to those in

authority in Carolina, who were pleading for their

own liberty and rights, and yet were interferinw

with the conscientious scruples of others, gave them
some offence.

Jo.shua still continued his labours of gospel
love, although for some days after hearing of the
rejection of their petition he was under some de-

pression of mind. This continued until the 20th,
when being at a meeting at Little River, he was
much favoured by his Divine iMaster. In this

meeting he had to open the case of Naaman the
Syrian, and the simple means made use of in heal-

ing him of his leprosy. In commenting thereon

he spoke of the simplicity of the appearance of

Christ in the heart, when he works therein to

cleanse us of the leprosy of sin. As in the days

of old, Kaaman could not be healed without obe

dience to the directions of the prophet, so in this day,

man cannot witness the defilement of sin removed

and spiritual health restored, except as he is brought

into a state of obedience to the Lord's requirings

He spoke of the soul cleansing, soul saving cfiicacy

of Christ's baptism, and the insufiiciency of that

of water, to bring about inward purity, the neces

sity of which he strongly urged. In the love of

the gospel he set forth the universality of the love

of God through Christ Jesus, extended toward

every soul whom he hath created during the

days of their visitation, but from which, with the

sufferings, death and perfect righteousness of Christ,

they will derive no benefit, and have no resort to

trust in, unless they have witnessed the Saviour's

baptism which cleanseth the heart.

After a week of laborious service in family visit-

ng, he was at Bush River meeting, on First-day

the 27th, which was attended by many persons

not members with Friends. He spoke of the case

of the young man who came to the Saviour desir-

g to know what good thing he should do that he

might inherit eternal life. This young man had
kept the moral duties from his youth up, and in cem-

enting on his case Joshua opened the necessity of

knowing something more than the mere perform-

ance of these, which nevertheless were also obliga-

tory. This opened the way for preaching the Lord
Jesus Christ, his free gift of grace in the heart, the

baptism of his spirit to regeneration, the univer-

ity of God's love to mankind, and many other

comforting doctrines of the Gospel. At the close

of this meeting, Joshua was favoured with much
peace of mind, and his service in South Carolina

appearing much ended, he received a returning

certificate from the Monthly Meeting of Bush River
to his Friends at home. So now he was ready to

start homeward whenever the term of his open im-

prisonment should be over, yet whilst waiting he

continued diligently to attend to the openings of

duty, visiting the settlements of Friends, and fer-

vently labouring therein. At a meeting at Bush
River on First-day, the 4th of the Tenth month, he

was led to dwell on the loss mankind experienced

through the fall of Adam, and how the image of

God then lost, was to be regained through the pro-

pitiatory sacrifice of Christ opening the way of

restoration, and his spiritual appearance in the

heart perfecting the holy change therein. There,

the New Covenant dispensation, his law is

written, and there are the baptisms of the Lord
Jesus Christ, which cleanseth, regenerates and re-

stores not only that innocence which was lost in

t\dam, but gives spiritual sonship and maketh us
heirs of His blessed kingdom of eternal glory. At
subsequent meetings at the same place, he was much
favoured in opening various branches of gospel
truth. On the 22nd being at Bush River, he was
informed that the Assembly of South Carolina had
passed an act releasing him and companions from
their bonds, but no official notice had been re-

ceived.
(To be continned.J

Shrourls luive no Pockets ; for we brought noth-
ing into this world, and surely wc can carry noth-
ug out. Grasp the gold we gather ever so tightly,

there is no pocket in the grave-clothes we will wear,
'u which we can hide any treasure that will be of
use to us when God takes away the soul. Foolish,

then, it is to lay up treasures on the earth, when
there is no -currency here that is not worthless in

that better country, whither wo ought to be going.

Tlie Ginseng Trade of Minnesota with China '

is much greater in amount and value than might ^

,

be supposed. One shipment was made recently '

from St Paul to China, by the way of New York,

of fifty tons of clarified ginseng, and it is said that ,'

the total annual shipments are not far from one hun-

dred and fifty tons, which, at the present cash ;:

price of the article at the place of shipment, namely,
/

fifty cents per pound, amounts to the round sum of i

one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. The
root, which only costs our backwoodsmen the la-

bour of digging it out of the ground where it grows

wild and in great profusion, is used by the Chinese

as a tonic, and whether it has any such virtue or

not, the export of the article to the Celestial Em-
pire serves to square the account of the people of

Minnesota with China for tea. Thus it is that a

little drug, springing up spontaneously in the deep -

recesses of our western forests, tends to unite, com-
mercially, two antipodal people. Mysterious, in- ,

deed, but most beneficent, are the providences of

nature. What is comparatively worthless on one

side of the globe is an almost indispensable neces-

sity or luxury on the other, and by these opposite

wants and products of various regions mankind are

brought together.

—

Ledger.

Dedication of the Heart in Youth to the Ser-

vice of God.—Though sharp in reproof to those in >

general who trampled upon the testimony of truth,
'

or lived in a carnal security, yet he greatly re-
,

joiced to see the buddings forth of good desires in

any of the youth, and was a tender nursing father

to such. Strong and fervent were his desires that

the youth amongst us, and particularly his own
children and their off>pring, might dedicate their

hearts fully to the service of God, that there might

be a succession of faithful members in the church

whereof Christ is the head, following the ancients

in that self denying path which they had walked
in, at times observing, that when Friends lived

more retired and inward, the revelation of the

spirit and divine help was witnessed in a larger

degree : often desiring in his declining years, when
his natural strength and faculties gradually de-

cayed, that he might never survive the inward
sense and feeling of that which is the life of the

soul, also sorrowfully remarking, that some by
grasping at the present visible enjoyments, had

ft large possessions to their families, but their

ble had become a snare, and to several there

was left neither name nor memorial among us.

—

Memorial of Samuel Watson, 1762.

A Promise to tlw Victor.—" To him that over-

cometh, will I give to eat of the tree of life, which
|

is in the midst of the paradise of God." Refresh-

'ng promise ! The inward and outward life of the

believer is a warfare. There is a contest to be

maintained with indwelling sin, with an opposing

world, and with its malignant prince. We are to

fight the good fight of faith. But how joyful this

surance ! how invigorating the foretaste to a saint,

, weary and wayworn, he approaches his end.

I feed on angels' food," said Rutherford. Was
that the first time he had tasted it ? No ; it had
been his nourishment, as it is every true Christian's.

The children of God do from day to day taste the

hidden manna ot life while on earth, and are

strengthened by it. Through everlasting ages its

freshness will be found gladdening and vivifying.

To him that overcometh, will I give to eat of the

tree of life that is in the midst of the Paradise of

God." There never will the petition be heard,

Give us this day our daily bread," for " they
shall hunger no more, neither thirst any more."

—

A. C. Ihompson.
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GRATITUDE.

I thank thee, ob my God, who made
The earth so bright

;

So full of beauty and of joy,

Splendor and light

;

So many glorious things are here,

Noble and rightl

I thank thee too that Thou hast made
Joy to abound.

So many gentle thoughts and deeds

Cireling us round,

That in the darkest spot on earth

Some love is found.

I thank thee more that all our joy

Is touched with pain
;

That shadows fall on brightest hours
;

That thorns remain
;

So that earth's bliss may be our guide,

And not our chain.

For thou who knowest, Lord, how soon

Our weak heart clings.

Hast given us joys, tender and true.

Yet all with wings.

So that we see, gleaming on high.

Diviner things I

I thank thee, Lord, that thou hast kept

The best in store
;

We have enough, yet not too much
To wish for more

;

A yearning for a deeper peace,

Not known before.

I thank thee, Lord, that here our souls,

Though amply blest.

Can never find, altho' they seek,

A perfect rest

;

Nor ever shall until they lean

On Jesus' breast !

—

Proctor.

Th

EVENING IIYJIN.

I shadows of the evening
Fall from the darkening sky

;

Upon the fragrance of the flowers

The dews of evening lie :

Before thy throne, Lord of heaven.

We kneel at close of day
;

Look on thy children from on high.

And hear us while we pray.

The sorrows of thy servants, Lord,

Oh, do not thou despise
;

But let the incense of our prayers

Before thy mercy rise
;

The brightness of the coming night

Upon the darkness rolls :

With hopes of future glory chase

The shadows on our souls.

Slowly the rays of daylight fade
;

So fade within our heart,

The hopes in earthly love and joy.

That one by one depart:

Slowly the bright stars, one by one.

Within the heavens shine ;

—

G ive us, O Lord, fresh hopes in heaven,

And trust in things divine.

Let peace, Lord, thy peace, God,

Upon our souls descend
;

From midnight fears and perils, thou

Our trembling hearts defend
;

Give us a re-pite from our toil.

Calm and subdue our woes;

Through the long day we sutler. Lord,

Oh, give us now repose I

Coins of the New Testament.

BY JAMES ROSS SNOWUEN.

Director of the U. S. Mint, riuladelphia.

And when he had agreed with the labourers for

penny a day, he sent them into his vineyard."—Matt. X3

22.

A penny a day seems a small compensation for

••"labourer ; but we have, in our previous article,

^own that the coin in question was not the penny
lor ri^ present day, but was a denarius, a silver

coin, the intrinsic value of which was fifteen cents,

rhi.s gives one a bottur idea of the value of labour

at that time. And it shows that the good Samari-

tan was more liberal and generous than the usual

reading of the text would indicate. Luke x. 35.

He gave the poor man that fell among thieves two

.silver coins of the value of thirty cents. We have

reason to believe that silver was at that period ten

times as valuable as it is at present ; in other words,

thirty cents then would buy as much as three dollars

would now. It thus appears that the Samaritan,

besides the other valuable things, wine and oil, which

bestowed upon the injured man, gave the " host"

money enough to pay the boarding of his guest

for some time, perhaps for several weeks, because

this interesting event happened in the hill country

of Judea, between Jerusalem and Jericho, where the

charges at the inn were probably quite moderate

Thus a liberal provision was made for the inter

vening time which would elap,se before the benevo

lent man would return from Jerusalem. And in

case he should be delayed in his return, he said to

the inn-keeper, " Take care of this man, and

whatsoever thou spendest more, when I come again

I will repay thee." This generousand neighbourly

conduct of the good Samaritan our Lord commends,

with the injunction, " Go thou and do likewise."

—V. 37.

The ointment with which Mary anointed our

Saviour, is said to have been " very costly," John

xii. 3, and " very precious," Mark xiv. 3. " Some

had indignation within themselves, and murmured

against her," because her ointment might have

been sold for more than three hundred jxnce and

the money given to the poor, Mark xiv. 4, 5. Thi

propriety of saying that it was very costly, and

very precious, appears very clearly when we as-

certain that the price at which it was said it might

have been sold, was equal to forty-five dollars of

our own money.—Mary's ofifering was therefore a

valuable one intrinsically ; but much more so as

wrought a " good work, which is spoken of

throuirhout the whole world as a memorial" of her

love and devotion to the Saviour—v. 9.

Again, when the five thousand persons we're

iraculously fed, we are told that the disciples

asked, " Shall we go and buy two hundred penny

worth of bread, and give them to eat'?"—Mark vi.

37. The present value of a penny is about two

cents. It would seem to be very unreasonable to

talk of feeding such a multitude with four hundred

cents worth of bread. But when we know that two

hundred pence were equal to thirty dollars of our

money, we can readily understand how, with that

sum, bread enough might have been purchased

not only to enable " every one of them to take £

little"—John vi. 7 ; but if the proportionate value

is considered, the money would have bought a loaf

of bread for each one of the great multitude that

were assembled. The great Master of the feast

however, preferred to feed them by his creative

power, and thus the five barley loaves, and the two

small fishes, were miraculously increased ;
" and

they did all eat and were filled ; and they took up

twelve baskets of the fragments."—Mark vi. 42,

43.

It is difficult to determine with accuracy the re-

lative value of money in different periods of the

world. The pieces of the same denomination,

coined at different times, greatly varied in weight

and in fineness, or in the proportion of pure silver

to the alloy of base metal used in the coinage.

The denarius of Tiberius weighed about sixty

grains, and contained about ninety per cent, of

silver and ten per cent, of alloy, and was worth,

as we have seen, about fifteen cents ; but as the

Roman Empire declined, the denarius was dimiu-

hed in weight and fineness, until at length it fell

to about the value of six cents. It was perhaps on

the model of this reduced denarius that the Kng-

sh penny was established. The pound sterling,

s originally constituted in England, and up to

bout A. D. 1300, was composed of a troy -pound

xi<^ht of silver. As there are 5700 grains in a

troy pound sterling, and as a penny is the two

hundred and fortieth part of a pound sterling, it will

be seen that the penny of our English ancestors

weighed twenty-four grains, from which comes the

term " penny weight." At the present mint value of

of silver, namely 1'21 cents per ounce—twenty-four

grains, or one pennyweight, is worth six cents ; but,

as one pound troy of silver is now in England coined

into three pounds and six shillings sterling, the weight

of the penny would be only about seven grains.

This being too small for a coin, the copper penny

has been substituted for the silver penny. The

Roman term is still preserved in the English ac-

count of pounds, shillings and pence ; thus £ s. d.

From these considerations it would appear that the

translation of the word denarius into jienriy is

let'itimate and proper in one sense, although it gives

an incorrect idea of the value of that ancient coin.

We have thus endeavoured to show that it is

useful as well as interesting to learn something of

the value of the denarius, inasmuch as it serves to

render more clear several passages in the sacred

writings.

It is an excellent thing to be true subjects of

Christ's kingdom, baptized into his nature, and

therein to abide. Great has been his mercy in

visiting our souls with his blessed truth, and it

highly behooves us to watch with all diligence. It

is our duty to look to him daily ; this comprehends

all ; here is our strength and safety, other stays

or temporary help will fail and leave us destitute

and inwardly lean.

That Holy Spirit, which was and is the ground

of truth for ever, is a substantial operative princi-

ple, its directions are not imaginary, nor its doc-

trines loose and indeterminate, but it is life and

light to its possessors, and causes them to inherit

substance. It teaches access in heart to God,

whose attributes cannot bo defined fully, but ex-

perience teaches them, supplying the wants of the

Lord's children, supporting their steps, and open-

ing their understanding into those divine truths

that are higher than human wisdom. Let this

spirit be leaned on above all :—this will help us

to stand upright, and walk steadily in the faith

delivered to the saints. Retirement will be pleas-

ant in meetings, and out of meetings ; the inward

feelings of the divine power to live and act to God's

honour and our own preservation will be dear and

precious to us, and He that delights to hear the

language of his children will not be slack in the

performance of his gracious promis

Mill.

-S. FoUier.

The language of the Spirit to the church of

Ephesus.—Nevertheless, I have somewhat against

thee, heca2ise thou luzst left thy first love. Re-

member therefore from ulmwe thou art fallen ;

and repent, a7id do the first works ; or eke I will

come utUo thee quickly, and will remove thy ca7i-

dlestick out qf his place, except thou repent. He

tliat hath an car, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches; To him that overcomcth

will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the

midst of the paradise of God.—Revelations ii. 4,

5, 7.

The language of humility, true watchfiilness, and

self-distrust, ever is, " I am nothing, Christ is all."
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Mainfactnres of Philadelphia.

The following interesting statement appeared in

a late number of the North American.

The Board of Trade has just published an au-

thentic census of the manufactures of Philadelphia,

the official census of 1860 in substance, since it

was prepared according to the forms of that cen-

sus, and the two have been mutually corrected, and

rendered duplicates of each other on all important

points. Nearly a year has been devoted by the

Secretary of the Board in thoroughly completing

and verifying the results now put forth, and they

should therefore be entirely reliable. The preface

to the publication says that

"The utmost pains have been taken to verify

every return in detail, and to prepare every sum-

mary from accurate original details only. The
summaries were computed with care, and no at-

tempt was made to anticipate any portion of the

aggregates, or to bring them up to any preconceived

standard. They stand just as the final additions

made them, no class having been estimated for

;

and where, as in some cases was necessary, a single

establishment was estimated, care was taken to be

below rather than above the probability."

An accurate statement of the extent of manu-
facturing industry of this city so prepared ought to

develop its actual condition, and though this can-

vass related to the year ending June 1, 1860, and
is therefore in excess of the production now going

on, it is still no more than can be done in average

years in future. We address ourselves to the sta-

tistics, therefore, as to facts finally put in a form on
which the public may rely.

First, there are catalogued no less than four

hundred classes of distinct manufactures conducted
here, numbering, within the city limits, 6314 sepa-

rate establishments, producing more than five hun-
dred dollars worth each in value j'early. The
average production of each establishment is $23,-

550, an average larger than would be supposed
under the fact that all are conducted by individu-

als or firms, and none by incorporated companies.
This number and proportion is stated to be exclu-
sive of some eight hundred establishments of a

kind usually reckoned in manufactures elsewhere,
but only partially taken as such here—bakers,

blacksmiths, butchers, carpenters, rectifiers, milli-

ners, photographers, &c. The summary of this al-

phabetical list gives the following aggregates :

SUMMARY OF THE AGGREGATES.

Establish- Capital. ValueofEaw Males Females Products,
meats. Materials, empl'd. empl'd.

Philadelphia, 6314 $73,087,852 $72,333,805 69,388 29,009 $141,048,f5S
Vicinity ol do.
Cotton and

wo'n goods, 106 6,038,040
Iron, 34 3,044,1)10
Paper, 13 438,009 e

MU7 $81,608,602 $77,473,677 76,655 32,396 152 350,31S
Total nnmber of persona employed, 107,931.
Total uumber of establishnieDts, 6,467.
ATOraRe productioD of each person, $1,411 60.
Avirage production of each establislmient, $23,658 SS.

It is well known that a large circle of country
adjacent to the city is occupied with manufactur-
ing establishments, of which the whole business be-
longs to it as much as if they were actually within
its limits, and for this reason, a part of them have
been put in connection with the return from the
city proper as a natural supplement. The aggre-
gates arc very large without this supplement, h'ow-
ever. The number of workmen is, in fact, fjuite

70,000, and of workwomen, 30,000, within the
city, a total of 100,000. Their labour, with the
capital employed, earns to the city, exclusive of
the value of the raw materials used, about seventy
millions of dollars yearly. The proportion shown
in the figures above is a little over fifty per cent.
paid for raw materials, while the true proportion is

undoubtedly less, and below fifty per cent, of the

value of the goods made. The value reported for

the finished goods, §141,000,000, thus establishes

it that the increase given to values by our manu-
facturing processes exceeds §70,000,000 yearly, a

sum really marvellous in its magnitude.

The exchangeable values of these manufactures

with all other places is of course more than the

sum just named, since probably not more than one-

third of this value of raw material is paid away
from us. A part of it is iron produced in the vi-

cinity, and in many cases in establishments owned
and conducted by residents here. A large part is

yarns and cloths, also originally produced in a way
not to require payment away from the city, and in

many cases natural products are worked, costing

nothing as raw material but the labour required to

bring them to the spot of further manufacture. De-
ducting from these products of partial manufac-

ture everything which can in any manner be twice

counted in passing from one establishment to an-

other, we may take at least thirty millions more
as the commercial value of raw materials not paid

for away from the city, making one hundred mil-

lions annually as the net receipt from all the world

outside in exchange for the manufactures of this

city. In the words of the Secretary's report, it is

reasonable to say that

" The exchange which this export brings to

Philadelphia is the main source of its wealth, the

basis of its prosperity, and the assurance of its

permanent growth."

Things worthforgetting.—It is humiliating to

think how much there is in the common on-going

of domestic and social life, which deserves nothing

but to be for ever forgotten. Yet it is amazing
how large a class repeat and perpetuate these very

things. That is the vocation of gossips,—-an order

of society that perpetuates more mischief than all

the combined plagues of Egypt together. You
may have noticed how many speeches there are

which become mischievous by being heard a second

time ; and what an army of both sexes see to it,

that the repetition shall be had. Blessed is that

man or woman that can let drop all the burrs

and thistles, instead of picking them up, and fast-

ening them to the next passenger! Would we only

let the vexing and malicious sayings die, how fast

the lacerated and scandal-ridden world would get

healed and trauquiUized.

—

Dr. Huntington.

Christian injlicence.—In a life of a Christian

lies the secret of all true Christian influence. It

is the easiest thing in the world to talk about re-

ligion. But mere talk about religion is the poorest

thing in the world. Every true Christian will,

indeed, talk about the Saviour. Out of the abun-
dance of the heart the mouth speaketh. And if

the voice doth not speak of Christ, sure you may be
the soul is not filled with Christ. Nevertheless,

here, as elsewhere, the utterance of the lips is as

nothing to the influence of the life. In the divine

economy all grand forces are comparatively gentle
and silent. The shallow rill, that is dry on the

mountain side halfof the year, brawls more noisily

at times than you mighty river. The boy's spark-
ling rocket makes a louder demonstration in the
night air than all God's starry constellations. And
yet, in the silence of their sublime manifestations,

how eloquently do these great forces of the uni-
verse bear witness for God.
And so it is of moral forces. The gentle move-

ment of the "man out of whom the devils were
departed," amid his wondering countrymen, did

more to convince them of Christ's saving power
than a thousand noisy utterances. And so it is

with the convincing power of Christian life. T
converted man is left in this world a witness 1

Jesus—a living illustration of the power and blcs

edness of a religious life. He is to the theolog;

truth of the Bible what practical experiments a

to scientific truths in nature. As the chemist tal

technically of elements in analysis and synthes

and exhibits, in illustration, free gases and pondei

ous compounds ; and as the botanist discourst

scientifically of the structure of plants, and tl

function of their parts, and shows you his meanii

by producing the petals of a lily, or a spike

lavender—so it is with spiritual science, in tl

hands of the Great Teacher. In the Bible tl

graces of the Christian are described as in the epi

tie—in Christian life they are illustrated as in

" living epistle." And in thissenseare we, mainl -:

witnesses for Christ. As the Gadarenes saw tli!

demoniac was restored, so must the world see th; I

the sinner is converted. He must speak for Chris '

as the flower and the star speak of God, in tl

beauty and glory of their physical manifestation

Without this abiding savour of a holy life, all eh ,

will prove but a mockery.

—

Charles Wadsworth. '

My Feace I give 7into You.—Every believer
j

permitted to feel that his afflictions, equally wit

}

his mercies, come from the hand of a loving Got

'

They form a part of the Divine plan of his hfe, an <

are all designed to draw him into closer union wit

God here, and to minister to his final blessednes,

and glory in heaven. Nothing can happen to hit

contrary to the Divine plan; and if, in time c

trouble, he wait on God, he shall never fail to b

comforted.

"I had before prayed with much uneasiness,

wrote the German poet, Klopstoek, of his feeling

at the time of the decease of his amiable and bt

loved Christian wife; "I could now pray quit

differently. I entreated perfect submission. M
soul hung on God. I was refreshed. I was com
forted and prepared for the stroke that was al

ready near, nearer than I thought. I believei

that she would yet live some hours; that was m;

only hope, and that, according to her wish exi

pressed not long before I left her, I might onc<;

more be permitted to pray with her. But hovi

often are our thoughts not as God's thoughts. '}

said soon after her death, 'She is not far fron

me ; we are both in the hand of the Almighty.'

"After some time I wished to see what I hab

just before called my Meta. They prevented me
" The second night came the blessing of heij

death. Till then 1 had considered it only a triaU

The blessing of such a death in its full power cama
on me. I passed above an hour in silent rapturel

Only once in my life did I ever feel any thina

similar, when in my youth I thought myself dW
ing ; but the moments of my expected departure

were then somewhat different. My soul was raised

with gratitude and joy; but that sweet silence was!

not in it. The highest degree of peace with which

1 am acquainted was in my soul. This state be-<

gan with my recollecting that her Accomplished

and my Advocate said, 'He who loveth father op

mother more than me is not worthy of me.'

" It is impossible to describe all the blessings ol

that hour. I was never before with such certainty

convinced of my salvation."

The experience of Klopstoek affords a beautiful

llustration of the sympathy of God with the be-

iever in affliction. It is a common experience that

the Christian is blessed with his highest spiritua"

joys in the time of trial. It was to the children

of God in the fiery furnace that one like unto i

Son of God appeared. It was to the bereaved sis''

ters of Bethany, and to the sorrowing d^-^^'P'^^

tuak

ireifl
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obout to be bereft of his presence, that the Saviour

spoke the most comforting words ever uttered on

earth. It was when the disciples had gathered to-

gether in sadness and fear, closing the door to hide

them from an adverse world, that the risen Ke-

deemer came, and breathed on them the Holy
Ghost. It was to the exiled evangelist at Patmos,

grown old and feeble with sorrows, that were re-

vealed the glorious vision of the Apocalypse.
" I will not leave you comfortless; I will come
you." Precious words! sweet consolation ! Rea-

der, in this cloudy and dark day, is it thine?

Lavender.—The following account of the culti-

vation of lavender in England will be interesting

to our readers. The writer says :
—"In this little

island no less than about two hundred and seventy

acres of its precious land is devoted to lavender

farming. Each acre yields, say 6200 pounds of

flowers, every one hundred pounds of flowers giv-

ng up by distillation about one pound of the otto

of lavender ; and thus we learn that there is an

average production of 7000 pounds of lavender

Dtto annually. It requires six ounces of this to

make a gallon of lavender water,' so that Britannia

and her children—you know their names, Jamaica,

Canada, Australia—together with a few visitors,

America, Germany, and Russia, use, and take

jomo with them the enormous quantity of 17,000

'aliens of this favourite spirit. These lavender

^arms are situated in Surrey and in Herefordshire.

^The lavender, when in blossom, is resorted to by all

;,he bees for miles around. The sound of their hum
n such vast numbers is quite enchanting; nor do

'he butterflies neglect to visit so luxurious a feast,

(' he ta,ste of which appears to be particularly grate-

' ul to them. The bee's love for the Lavender is so

= xcessive, that at the harvest time they will follow

jt, even at a sacrifice of life, into the still 1"

.1 Tlie Christian's Glory attd Stre7iglh.—During
'
ler last illness she had to endure great bodily

jUfi'ering, and at times depression of spirit, yet was
...t seasons much favoured, through the Jjord's

. 'aercy, with the lifting up of the light of his blessed

ountenance, and uttered many comfortable and
.ydifying expressions. It was a time of great civil

'ommotion in the land, and she one day heard the
' pund of a drum passing, on which she remarked,
'i The Spirit of Christ is the Christian's glory and
trength. It makes us humble, meek and wise, it

li the teacher that cannot be removed, a guide into

aat righteous way, which, if lived in, would have

lept off this impending storm. Oh, that they
" ould even now, humbly seek to learn the Chris-
' an warfare, and be earnestly engaged to fight

nder the banner of Christ, to know their own
eart's lusts totally subdued.''

—

Memoir of Sarah
lorns.

Dcc'p baptisms followed by aboiii/ding con sola-

'ons.—Oh ! the deep bapti.sms the Lord's precious

Qes have to pass through ! Oh ! the bitter cup they

, ave to drink of, as years revolve ! and to be en-

bled to continue with Christ through all tempta-

ou or proving, is indeed that which sorely tries

le fuith, and exercises the patience ; but it is not

, ifi'ering alone, which Infinite Wisdom dispenses

>) his own ; their consolations abound likewise
;

'ud 1 fully believe that the truly dedicated, lowly

llowers of the crucified Iramanuel, would not

arter their privileges, and peace, and rest in the

mi's Eeloved, for all the ea.se, the fleshly indul-

•uec, the transient joy and gratification of such

; .-I ek their " good things" in this life, too regard-

ss cjt pursuing the " one thing needful."

—

Sarah
'Ly,i(.s\ Gridib.

The Poor Shoemaker.—In an upper street of ones, never, no matter what ill success may attend

New York city, there lives a certain poor stioe-

muker whom it would do any one's heart good to

see. The man and his wife have five children, and

not every day in the week are three meals forth-

coming for all these little mouths. Want has

brought these people just next door to wretched-

ness, and yet they are not wretched. A casual

visitor would never suppose that their cupboard

was bare, and oven an old friend, if he did not

ask questions, would not be much wiser about it.

It takes a good deal of love to gild the bitter

pill of poverty, but there is a good deal of love

him, coming home vexed or unhappy,

everybody who is dowuliearted in tl:

Would that

sad times

could have a glimpse of our cheery, hopeful shoe-

maker.

—

Sunday- School Times.

Divine Sympathy.
" In all their afflictions be wasalHicted, and the angel

of his presence suved them ; in hi3 love and in his pity

he redeemed them ; and he bare them and carried them
all the days of old."—IsAun Ixiii. 9.

How sweet is sympathy ! Yet human sympathy
is very often feeble : it may soothe, but cannot

help. The kind visit, the loving word, arc at times

here. There are cheery words in plenty, though I precious ; but they reach not our case, they bring

the loaf be scanty, and merriment may be heard ' us no permanent relief. Love is often without

among the children as they munch their unbuttered
j

power to assist the beloved object. Not so when
crusts. God loveth, for then the loving heart moves an

Now in these hard times, when many people omnipotent arm and opens infinite resources. But
can't buy new shoes, and poor folks wear theirs [there is something astounding in the thought, that

without mending, our good man sometimes leaves his! in the aftlictions of a
^worm— a sinful worm—our

bench and turns pedler. Away he starts of a! dear lledeemer should be afflicted. Yet such is

morning with his little basket of homely wares,
j

the testimony of Holy Scripture. What an ex-

(and often with tears in his eyes, for he leaves his|pression of love is that I "They put away the

children hungry,) and patiently going from house I strange gods from among them, and served the

to house of his poor neighbourhood, endeavours to Lord ; and his soul was grieved for t)ve misery of
entrap a purchaser. In all these commercial ram- i.s?-aeA" What exquisite tenderness is manifested

bles his sharp knife bears him company, and woe
j

when the God of the universe declares, " He lliat

betide the stray boot or shoe he may meet, hvLving' toucheth you toucheth (he apple of his eye/'' Tried

any morsel of wearable upper or sole. A notable fellow-traveller, when thy road is rough, when thy

quick eye has our shoemaker for a bit of good lea-
1 strength is small, when thy heart is pained, when

ther. liip goes his blade round the sole or through
I thy sighs are heavy, God spmpathizes with thee.

the leg, and pop go the good bits into his pocket. Next
rainy day or long evening these come out again, to

be inspected and remustered into service.

With pockets always growing heavier, and bas-

ket not always growing lighter—for the pennies to

spend for matches or shoestrings come slowly in

these days—up and down the stairs he goes of

tenant house and basement, and if in a morning's

climbinn- he effects small trades to the amount of

a "quarter," he counts that doing business on a

princely scale.

If in his walks he lights upon two whole big

shoes, be they never so old he calls these a prize.

Now and then he encounters a couple of these an-

cient wanderers resting by the way-side, thinking

perhaps that their earthly race is run. All in their

age and weakness he captures them, and, like many
a cotemporary, they are impressed into the service

of the rising generation. Down they go into the

great pocket, and so home with him, up his narrow

stairs, and into his little room. And when with

His eye sees, his ear hears, and his heart feels

for " like as a father pitieth his children, so the

Lord pitieth them that fear him ; for he knoweth
our frame, he remombereth that we are dust."

Believe this, and be sad if thou canst. Believe

this, and complain if thou darest. Believe this

rather, and go on thy way rejoicing. What canst

thou desire more? God thy Father! God, as a

father, pitying thee—pitying thee, as his beloved

child I The sympathy of God should be thy solace,

thy comfort, and thy joy.

"For we have not an high-priest which cannot be

touched with the feeling of our infirmities, but ivas in

all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin."

—

Heb. iv. 15.

Commercial value of Insects.—Who thinks of

it? x\nd yet, in the economy of nature, of what

immense importance they are in all seasons, every

naturalist knows, while in commerce the amount

derived from them is astounding. We have no

figures to produce in regard to our own trade, for

the light of next morning they step forth into the our statistics do not yet reachiahat state of per-

world again, uo one could guess that these were

the two old travellers who went up the stairs last

night.

The rejuvenating process has gone on while the

world round them slept. In the light of our

shoemaker's sputtering candle, and by dint of much
hammering, turning, and polishing, he every mo-

ment looking more worn out, and they every mo-

ment looking fresher and newer—at last they are

made ready. To all seeming, they come forth a

couple of sturdy youth, ready for much service.

Hitherto it has been their mission to attend the

footsteps of age and discretion; now, their future

duty will lie in the devious paths of childhood.

To think that they should ever go hop, skip, and

jump ! Off they arc hurried by their sleepless

and breakfastless master. The arm which carries

them is bony and spare, and there are peepholes

in the coat-sleeve; but his heart is light, for he

has the hope of a sale before him. Thirty cents

for the little shoes, and he will come home rich,

and get a big breakfast for his family.

So he goes", half cobbler half pedler, with his

two trades ekinir out a slender living for his dear

feetion which will admit of of it; ; but Great Bri-

tain pays annually 81,000,000 for the dried car-

casses of that tiny insect known as the cochineal

;

while another, also peculiar to India, gum shellac,

or rather its production, is scarcely less valuable.

More than 1,500,000 human beings derive their

sole support from the culture and manufacture of

the fibres spun by the silk-worm, of which the an-

nual circulating medium is said to be-?200,000,000.

In England alone, to say nothing of the other

parts of Europe, §500,000 are spent every year

in the purchase of foreign honey, while the value

of that which is native is not mentioned ; and all

this is the work of the bee ; but this makes uo

mention of 10,000 pounds of wax imported every

year. Besides all this, there are the gall nuts,

used for dyeing and luaking ink ; the cantharides,

or Spanish fly, used in medicine. In fact, many
an insect is contributing in some way, directly or

indirectly, in swelling the amount of our commer-

cial profits. Even those which, in some eases,

prove a plague and become destructive, have their

place in the economy of nature, and prevent worse.

—Ixiie Ptipjtr.
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TImi will all see tlie God icho made tliem.--

The earth can never enjoy her sabbaths again, till

the righteousness of faith is established in it ; and

nothing short thereof can produce peace on earth

and good will to men; this the Lord hath made

us witnesses of in our day. And that the glory

and beauty of true Christianity can never be re-

stored to the nations and kingdoms of the world,

so much now lost and decayed, till they be turned

to, and live the life of righteousness and holiness

;

then they will all see the God who made them.

This was the beauty of the ancient gospel Chris-

tians who were baptized into the death of Christ,

and so were made partakers of his resurrection

This is the baptism that now saves all the true

followers of the Lamb, in the strait way of self-

denial. Here the unclean cannot walk, nor the

defiled enter; it is only open and easy to the re-

deemed, whose garments are washed in the blood

of the Lamb, being come through many and great

tribulations.

—

Ambrose Rigge.

FroJiUible advice to Youth.—She gave good ex-

hortation to her sisters, and left some things as a

charge to be remembered by them, as that they

might be careful what company they kept, and to

avoid all such as are light and airy, which draws

the mind further from God ; but rather to choose

the company of such who are religious ; and also

to avoid the reading of all vain and unprofitable

books, which tend to corrupt the minds of youth.

She charged them to read the holy Scripture, and

such books as promote godliness ; and desired they

would be watchful against sleeping in religious

meetings, and set forth the evil of it, as also of

singing of songs, and warned them against it, and

further added, that she hoped they would remem
ber her words when she was gone. Speaking of

the visitation of God to her very early, she said,

" I heard his call before 1 knew what it was."

—

A Memorial of Saralt Marriott, inker 18th year.

1732. _^^^^
A Character Unspotted.—Money is a good

thing, especially in hard times, but there is some-

thing a thousand fold more valuable. It is char-

acter—the consciousness of a pure and honorable

life. This it should be a man's first aim to pre-

serve at any cost. In such times of commercial

distress, while some are proved and found wanting,

others come forth tried as by fire. Here and

there one comes out of the furnace far more of a

man than before. Amid the wreck of his fortune

he stands erect—a noble specimen of true man-
hood. We have occasionally witnessed an example

of courage in such a crisis, of moral intrepidity,

that deserved all honour. Let it be the aim of

every business man, above all things else, to keep

this purity unstained. This is his best possession

—this is a capital which can never be taken from

him—this is the richest inheritance which he can

leave to his children.

—

Evangelist.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Unitbd States.—Affairs in Viryinia.—The whole

of the rebel array imraediately in front of Washington
has fallen back. Hansen's and Upton's Hills, and Falls .

Church have been abandoned, and are now occupied bjUh

A rebel force of 1400 men having taken possession of

Romney in 'ft'estern Virginia, were attacked on the 24th

by some of the Federal troops, who routed them with

loss of 35 men killed and a number more wounded.
The rebels retreated to the mountains.

ky.—The number of U. S. troops in Paducah is

.lUO. A floating bridge is there thrown across

the Ohio river. More troops from the north were enter-

ng the State and taking possession of such points as it

eemed important to hold. Hoth Houses of the Legisla-

ure have passed a bill calling 40,000 volunteers into

ervice from one to three years. Notwithstanding the

irevailing Union sentiment of the State, thousands of

Kentuckians were taking up arms for the rebel canse.

Gen. Buckner was at Bowling Green with 10,000 rebel

troops, and Columbus is held by a strong force. A
mber of skirmishes between the contending parties

had taken place.

Missouri.—The rebel army at Lexington under Gen.
Price has been reinforced, and is reported to number
40,000 men. The rebels have ravaged the country for

lit of twenty miles around Lexington, stripping

dwellings and barns, in order to provide them-
with provisions and the necessaries of life. A
smbers of the old legislature had assembled in the

lud passed an ordinance of secession. The Fede-
ral troops captured at Lexington have been set at liberty

on the condition that they shall not again take up arms
against the Confederates. An engagement took place

Papinsville on the 21st inst., in which a body of rebels

were defeated and 100 captured. The loss on both sides

was severe. A large number of Feder.nl troops had been
sent up the Missouri towards Jefferson city, at which
point Gen. Fremont was preparing the means for retak-

ing Lexington. Nearly all the Illinois papers support
President Lincoln in his modification of Fremont's pro-
clamation. The troubles in Missouri are understood to

occasion much uneasiness to the Administration, with
serious doubts of Fremont's ability for the very difBcult

and arduous post he occupies. It is, however, supposed
that no change can be safely made in the present criti-

cal state of affairs. In a letter, written on the 26th,

Gen. Fremont complains of the bitter attacks upon him,
and acknowledges some of the great difSculties and dis-

advantages under which the defence of Missouri has to

be carried on. The rebels, he states, have no posts to

garrison and no lines of transportation to guard, and
can therefore turn their whole force at will to any point

lile the whole line from Leavenworth to Paducah has
he protected by Federal troops.

Southern Items.—It is reported that the blockading
squadron have taken Mississippi city, thus cutting ofl'

tion between New Orleans and Jlobile. They
: also taken some iniportunt points on the Texan
t. The privateer Judith lying under the guns ol

Pennsacola Navy Yard, was recently cut out and
destroyed by a boat expedition from the U. S. frigate

Colorado.

Men for the Army.—The government has satisfactory

assurances that there will be as many volunteers ten^

dcred as will be needed, without resorting to draftmg,
and has, therefore, refused to sanction the latter proces;
for tilling the ranks of the army.

The Expenditures.—Ahoni §1,200,000, are now paid

out daily by the Secretary of the Treasm-f.
The /.o»K.—The banks of Boston, New Y'ork and

Philadelphia have agreed to take another §50,000,000 oi

the same terroa as the first. The subscriptions by thi

peojilo 10 the loan, in all partsof the country, amounted
at the close of last week to about §20,000,000.
A difference of opinion has arisen in regard to the in-

tent of the recent act of Congress relating to the Sub-
Treasury. When that act was passed it was believed
that it amounted in fact to the abolition of the Sub-
Treasury for the time being, and that henceforth, or
during the war, the government would keep its account
with such solvent banks as lent it money. In effect,

however, there has been no change in the system. The
Sub-Treasury balance has swelled from §4,000,000 to

000,000 in the course of six weeks, at the expense of

for immediate marching orders. The refusal to obey

his order will be taken as evidence of disloyalty.

The Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-

ions on the 30th ult. Ncio York.—S,a.\cs of 240,OOC

jushels wheat, at §1.18 a $1.20, for Chicago Spring:

51.20 a $1.32, for Red Western, and $1.30 a $1.45, foi

vhite Kentucky. Oats, 34 a 35J ; mixed corn, 51 a I

ellow 54 a SSJ. Fhiladelphia.—R^d wheat,

23 a $1.26; white, $1.31 a $1.38. Oats, 30 a 31.

for new, and 31 a 34 for old, prime yellow corn, 54J a

56.

fndid.—By the overland mail, via London, most dis-

tressing advices from Northern India have been received.'

Ttat terrible scourge, the Asiatic cholera, had again

broken out, and carried off a large number of its victims.

In one place sixteen were attacked in the morning, and

of that number only one was alive in the evening of the

same day. The physicians account for the present ap-

pearance of the cholera in the failure of the summei
crops, having been cut off by the heavy rains, and

famine which had prevailed for some months. The
rains came earlier than usual, and they were so long and

so heavy as to cause a deluge which overflowed the i

tire country, and caused the loss of many lives and a

ast amount of property.

Cuba.—The present government of Cuba appears dis-

osed to enforce the laws against the African slave trade

L recent letter from Cuba says that two cargoes had

just been seized by the Spanish Government, and

same fate will fall to two other cargoes daily expected

Parties engaged in the traffic say it is no longer a pay-

business, and will have to be abandoned on accoun

of the increased expense and heavy risks attending it.

RECEIPTS.
;

Eeceived from Jehu Fawcett, Agt., 0., for S. Hole

R. B. Fawcett, T. Mourlan, and Dl. Parry, $2 each, vol

34 ; for Isaac Bonsall, $2, toI. 33 ; for Jos. Lynch, $4
34 and 35 ; for David Whinery, $5, to 52, vol. 34

from Susannah Marriott, N. Y., §2, vol. 35 ; from H
Exton, N. J., $2, vol. 35; from Henry Knowles, Agt.

N. v., for H. A. Knowles, Abm. A. Knowles, Robt

Knowles, J.J. Peckham and Dl. Peckham, §2 each, vol I

35.
'

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The winter session of the School will commence ot

the 4th of the Eleventh month next. Parents am
others intending to send children as pupils, will pie.asi

make early application for their admission, to Dubr>

Knight, Superintendent, at the School, or Joseph Scat

tergood, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., Phila.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOE ADULT COLORED PER
|

SONS. '

A Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted fo

the Men's School, and a Principal and Assistants forth
|

Women's School. ,

The schools will be opened on the 14th of the Tent!

month at the usual place ; they are held five evenings ii

the week. Apply to John C. Allen, No. 321 N. Front

or 336 S. Fifth Street; William Evan.s, Jr., 252 Sl

Front Street, or Samuel Allen, 524 Pine Street.
|

WEST GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,

Near West Grove station, on the Philadelphia and Biil

timore Central Rail Road. The winter session will

open on 2nd day the 4lh of next month. For inforraa
j

tion or circulars apply to,

Thomas Conard, Principal. I

Tenth mo., 1861. West Grove P. O., Pa.
\

the Federal troops. The advance of Gen. Smith's force

from the Chain Bridge to Falls Church was attended with

» serious disaster. During the darkness of the night, a

Philadelphia regiment, mistaking three other regiments
for a body of the rebels opened fire upon them, killing

and wounding a considerable number. A large rebel

force has been concentrated at the mouth of the Acco-
quan river, twenty miles below .Alexandria. Incursions

have been made some distance into Virginia, from the

Federal army on the Potomac, to obtain forage, and ob-

serve the position of tlie rebels. Such of them as were
discovered retreated on the approach of the Union troops.

A'cw rori.—Mortality last week, 347.
rhiiadclphia.—Mon;i]\ty last week, 219.

The Political Prisoners.—Ross Winans, of Baltimore,
and several other prominent individuals, have made
formal declarations of their loyalty to the United States
and been released from confinement. A large number
remain at Fort Lafayette.

Kansas.—The acting Governor and Commander-in-
Chief has issued an order, requiring every man in the State
between the ages of 18 and 45 capable of bearing arms,
to immediately enrol himself in some military comjiany,
and eucli company is ordered to hold itself m readiness

Ma ;iED, on the 25th ultimo, at Friends Meetinij

house, Sadsbury, Lancaster Co., Pa., Joseph J. Hqal

KINS, of Baltimore, Md., to Mary Bri.nton, daughter cI

William Brinton of the former place.

Died, in this city, on the 16th inst., at the reside

of her son-in-law, Isaac C. Stokes, Puebe Percivai

relict of the late Benjamin Percival, and member of th(

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for tbi

Northern District, in the T5th year of her age. Of tM:

dear Friend, it may perhaps be safely said, she

without malice, and without guile. Having learne

early ir. life in whom to trust, she experienced

Saviour a refuge from the Iribulalions of life, a suppoil

in protracted suffering, and the foundation of hope »j

an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast nnto th,

end.

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Benjamiii Ferris.

Diary.—" 12th month 13th, 1760. Often of late

have been ready to doubt whether I was in the

right way, feeling such great poverty and leanness

of spirit. Being earnestly solicitous that the Lord
ight give me an evidence of his favour, I seemed

thus answered, 'Follow on to know the Lord, and
' appointed time, thou shalt witness his favour

and approbation.' I was thus encouraged, and en-

deavouring to be still and possess my soul in watchful

Tear. As 1 was sitting by the fireside, with my mind
retired and waiting upon Him, he was graciously

pleased to overshadow me with the wing of his

love, and to cause me reverently to worship and to

praise him, who is worthy forever. I was then en-

bled to covenant that 1 would make a sacrifice

jf the residue of my days to his service, submit-

ing myself to his all wise disposal. He is ever-

.astingly worthy of the service of men and angels !

Bis life-giving presence is more precious than all

sublunary joys. His love is better than wine."

On the day of the above entry in his diary, he

wrote thus to his friend, H. Bunting.

Dear Friend.— Since I saw thee last at Bur-

ington, I have often thought of thee, and not

without warmly well-wisliiug thy progress in the

way to peace. I hope the freedom 1 now use will

wt be taken amiss, since I have no motive therein,

)ut sincere love to thee, and desire for thy present

md future welfare. Mayest thou go forward, keep-

ng thy rank in righteousness in the little army
t)ur God is raising, devoted to his service, engaged

contend for the honour of his great name and
or the good of his church. Yes, he is at work in

hearts of many, persuading them to enlist in

us service. Blessed be his name! he hath pre-

d on sons and daughters, and as they are

aithful and ob dient to him, he will make them as

ns to hi- [.raise. Dear friend, I believe the

iierciful call of the Lord has been extended to

hee, and that through the powerful operation of

lis Holy Spirit, a willingness was wrought in thee

run the way of his commandments. Thou hast

aeasurably known, I believe, a redemption from at-

achments to terrestrial things, and hast found the

fays of the Lord to be pleasantness and his paths

leace. Thou hast likewise been taught that there

an be no advancement therein, without partaking

'f that Divine Bread which can alone nourish, sat-

isfy and strength.en our souls, enabling us to go

forward rejoicing in his fear. Notwithstanding

these happy attainments, I fear thou hast set

down, too much contenting thyself with the re-

membrance of former experience of good, and
art not enough in earnest to follow on to know the

Lord, and to experience the renewings of his life-

giving presence from day to day. Without this

constant care and engagement of soul, there can

be no growth nor progress in the truth. Tie re-

membrance of former spiritual enjoyments, can no

more nourish or support the inward man, than the

remembrance of partaking food formerly can sati-

ate our present appetites. 4
" My heart is engaged that thou mayest no longer

content thyself with that which is not bread, but

seeking to the Lord for substantial food, thou

mayest be strengthened thereby rightly to grow
up before him. i believe he is yet near thee,—

I

think I feel his good will is yet toward thee, and

that his precious arm, heretofore extended for thy

help, is now ready to be revealed for thee, if thou

turnest to him with full purpose of heart to serve

him faithfully.

"Dear friend, I need not multiply words, yet 1

could not well omit writing this much. I desire thou

mayest accept it as a testimony of love, which de-

sires the welfare of every branch of our heavenly

Father's family. The united endeavours of all

which, seem as needful now for the maintainance

of the cause and testimony of Truth, as ever.

That cause I believe will yet spread, if the visited

of the Lord come up in faithfulness unto him.

Then many will be made standard bearers thereof,

and that thou mayest be one, is the desire of thy

well-wishing friend, Benjamin Ferris, who hath in

measure witnessed the sorrowful disadvantage of

neglecting to renew acquaintance with the Lord

from day to day."

Diary—" 12th month, 22nd. I have for several

days past been exceedingly poor and empty. Al-

though ready to conclude at times I am not yet in

the way to peace, yet there has been a living cry

raised in me to the Lord, that I may be enabled

to follow him, in that way and after that manner,

he, in his infinite Wisdom, may point out for me.

I may now say, that though often destitute, I feel

his regard is yet to his little ones, who have no

strength of their own, nor any comfort, or resting

place but in him. Oh ! that I may be preserved in

a daily concern to follow him and obey all his re-

quirings. For I feel that he is worthy of all ser-

vice, obedience and reverent worship for ever!

"1 desire I may stand in his counsel and move in

his awtul fear. Then if in his wisdom, he should put

me forth in any service in his family, it may be per-

formed to his honour. It is my cry that be may
lay his hand on every bud, that is not of his own
engrafting, and nip it before it bringeth forth its

unsavory fruit. That restrained by his power I

may neither say nor do anything, even though it

appear to be for his name and Truth, which is not

by the immediate dictates and puttings forth of

his own spirit. Thus alone can our actions and

sayings be sanctified and made of use in his church

and family.

" Twelfth month, 23rd. My father and I went to

Marcus Hook to see our Friend George Mason, re-

embark for England, together with Ann Moor who

is going on a religious visit to Europe.
" 24th. We had a sitting with them in an inn, and

we were comforted in the Lord. About the elev-

enth hour, they went on board [the ship], and wc

took leave of them and returned.

" 1761, 2nd month 12th. I have of late had

deeply proving exercises to wade through. My
poverty was great; I have often felt destitute of

comfort, and ready to conclude I was not in the

right path, or I should have had more refreshing

seasons than had fallen to my lot. Although thus

fed with the bread of adversity and oftentimes with

little hope that I should ever attain to rest, yet at

seasons a degree of faith has been given me, that

through all these trials di-^penscd I should be sup-

ported. I have been almost afraid to rest on this

assurance, lest it should not be rightly given me
from above, for the engagement of my mind is, that

I may never build on any thing, but Christ Jesus,

the liock of ages, the foundation of the righteous

in all generations.

." In the feeling of my weakness, I have often been

afraid to go from home, even about my necessary

business, lest I should not keep my proper place,

but by unguarded words, or improper conduct, hurt

the cause of Truth, and injure my own si.-.te. The

precious testimony of Truth ought to be maintained

by us in all our conduct and conversation amongst

men,—this should be written as it were on the lintels

and door posts of our houses; they should be ex-

emplified in all our words and actions, so that in

every thing we may demonstrate to observers whose

followers we are. If this was truly our care, I

believe we should experience our goings out and

our comings in, to be ordered and established by

unerrinfr wisdom."

ForAish Tltouglils.—We arc apt to believe iu

Providence, so long as we have our own way
;
but

if tbings go awry, then we think, if there is a God,

he is in heaven and not on earth. The cricket iu

the spring builds his little house in the meadow,

and chirps for joy, because all is going so well with

him. But when he hears the sound of the plow,

a few furrows off, and the thunder of the oxen's

tread, the skies begin to look dark, and his heart

fails him.—The plow comes crunching along, and

turns his dwelling bottom side up, and as he is

rolling over and over, without a home, his heart

says, " Oh, the foundations of the world are des-

troyed, and everything is going to ruin I' But

the husbandman, who walks behind his plow,

singing and whistling as he goes, does he think

the° foundations of the world are breaking up?

Why, he does not so much as know there was any

house or cricket there. He thinks of the harvest

that is to follow the track of the plow
;
and the

cricket, too, if he will but wait, will find many

blades' of grass where there was but one be-

fore. We are like the crickets. If anything hap-

pens to overthrow our plans, we think all gone to
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RICH IN FAITH.

It often happens that the poor in this world's

goods, are rich in faith, and those without earthly

inheritance, are heirs of the kingdom of grace and
of glory. The illiterate as to human knowledge,

are sometimes learned in the school of Chri.-t, and

those very poorly clad as to outward attire, are

found inwardly adorned with spiritual graces,

whose jewels are ftir more precious than ever shone
iu earthly diadem.

Ileber tells us that on a certain occasion, he,

with a friend, paid a visit to the inmates of a

country almshouse. Among the tenants they
found an aged man, very deaf, and one of whose
legs was so shaken with the palsy that the wooden
shoe on its foot kept a constant pattering on the

brick floor. Although rendered nearly helpless by
his various infirmities of the body, they found him
sound in mind, cheerful in disposition, and in the

present feeling of the Saviour's love, and heartfelt

faith in its eternal endurance, he was very happy,
under all his privaticns. His name was Wisby
When the visitors enquired of him what he was
doing, he sweetly answered, "Waiting." To the

question, what he waited for? He replied, " For
the appearing of my Lord," adding, " I expect
great things. He has promised a crown of right-

eousness to all that love his appearing." When
asked the foundation of his hope, he pointed to the

test, " Therefore, being justified by faith, we have
peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, by
whom, also, we have access by faith into this grace
wherein we stand, and rejoice in the hope of the
glory of God.''

Heber, in moralizing on the condition of mind in

which they found this poor invalid, says, " although
we may pos.sess untold wealth, yet if we are not
the possessors of the faith which made Wisby
happy, we are poor. With that faith, being rich
toward God, we would count it all joy, even thouo-h
we were as poor as Lazarus or Wisby, in worldly
po.ssessions. Our heavenly inheritance is as sure as
the promise of Him who cannot lie, yea, as tran-
sceudently glorious as a throne, a crown, and eternal
happiness can make it." He concludes, "better
have Wisby's hope, than Victoria's sceptre, Laz-
urus' rags than Dives' purple, Better is poverty
with piety, than riches with perdition."

Another religious writer relates, that he on one
occasion, more than twenty years since, received a
lesson from a poor man, a suffering invalid, yet one
rich in faith and patience, and abundantly supportid
by the love of God, which had been a lesson to him
ever since. The man had been a common labourer,
and now in his age, was so afflicted with peculiar
infirmities, that he was confined to his chair, beinn-
unable to lie down night or day. He had, through
the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, in the days ""of

his health, been favoured to witness the washinij
of regeneration and the renewing of the Holy Ghost"
and being thereby made a child of God and an
lieir of his kingdom, he now felt him as a lovin'r
Father, dealing with him as with a beloved child°
and administering to him the consolations of his
grace. On i'il- occasion referred to, to the en-
quiry as to 1 ow he was, he replied, with a cheerful
smile, and a strong provincial pronunciation, giving
greater emphasi.s to the christian pleasantr/ with
which he spoke, " I am promoted noo," "

I was
laug the Lord's ivorkin .servant, and noo he has
pron)oted me to be his u-aitiii servant."

Th(; writer who gives the anecdote, says that at
times when he has ftlt weary on his heavenly jour-
ney, and been di.sposed to complain at his lot, he has

recalled this old suffering christian's words of cheer,

and has thereby silenced his murmuring thoughts.

He tells us he has found it far easier to do the

Lord's will in active service, than to bear it in

silent, submissive, quiet endurance. Greater grace

is requisite cheerfully to tcaii the Lord's time in

suffering long continued, with few to sympathise in

our affliction, than to icork hard in what appears

to be active benevolence and public labour, when
we feel that the hearts of our Christian brethren

and sisters are with us in our work, and bidding

us heartily God speed. " The silent, secret bear-

ing of his will, in faith and hope, is as pleasing to

God, as the most faithful public witnessing.'' The
true Christian, who has been enabled through the

strengthening influence of Divine grace, to icork

according to the Lord's will, should be, if he has

been made conformable to the example of his Divine

Saviour, he will be as ready to serve him by tvait-

itig. This condition is hard for flesh and blood to

attain, yet it 7na7j be, it nittst be, known by the

perfected Christian. He cannot reach it through

his own exertions, but the message to Paul " tmj

grace is sufficient for thee;" is intended for the

support of all the true hearted children of our

Lord Jesus Christ, in every exigency and close

trial.

An English woman who spent some time in a

small village in Germany, gives the following in-

teresting account of an old peasant she met with

there. The old man was named Gottlieb, quite

a common name in that country, and among the

German inhabitants of this. It means" God's love,"

or as it would be translated, " the love of God.
Although the name gave no heavenly help to the

peasant, yet he had, through the Lord's assisting

power, witnessed a being created anew in Christ

Jesus, and a being richly adorned with the grace
of the spirit. Love to God was the pre-eminent
feeling of his soul, love to his fellow creatures

mainspring of his actions.

During the winter season he was confined to a

little room in his small tenement, being unable to

bear the cold winds, but when the warm days of

summer came, he spent much of his time in the

fresh air, moving about with a kind word of com
fort, or it may be of exhortation, to those he met

Although poor, he had just out of the vil-

lage a small spot of ground, on which grew two or

three large apple and pear trees. There was a

little shed near the trees, and in that he sometimes
lay and rested after having beenemploying himself in
gathering the fruit which had fallen. Once whiUt
wTlking, the English visitor came up to him as he

stooping to pick up an apple, she asked him
if he did not weary of the work of stooping so often

after the fruit, and also of lying there so much
alone. He smiled kindly and offering her a hand-
ful of fine ripe pears, he said, "No, no, I dou't
weary, I am just waiting—waiting. I think I am
about ripe now and I must soon fall : and then, just

hink, the Lord will pick me up ! Oh ! thou art

young yet, and perhaps just in blossom; turn well

round to the sun of righteousness, that he may
ripen thee for his service." On another occasion
he addressed her, pointing along the public road,
" That seems a straight road, but I can't see the

d of it, but the road to heaven is a straighter

road than that, and blessed be God I can see the
end of it clearly. Perhaps God is letting thoe see

little bit of the way at a time, (Dh ! then, walk
straight in that little bit with his help, and as thou
oest along, thou wilt see it better and better, till

he bright end comes iu view."'

Sh( says, that not long after this last conversa-
tion, the end to him came. In lioly confidence and
most loving faith, be entered cheerfully into that

blessed country, on which he had for so long i

period fixed the earnest and desiring gaze of hii

spiritual eye. His season of waiting was overi

and now the fulness of perfect peace was his for*

ever.

Benjamin Trotter, a beloved minister of the goa<

pel in this city, having retired from money making

business with but a small amount of property, hii

friends, as he grew aged, felt many fears as to hii

having a sufficiency to make him comfortable, ano

various proffers of pecuniary assistance were mad<
him ; all these he quietly, yet gratefully refused

because his Master had promised to the effect thai

his little store, the meal in his barrel, and the oil in

his cruse should last him to the end of his life. H«i

lived very frugally, from day to day waiting foi

the coming of his Lord, yet day by day perform'

ing the duties laid upon him by his Divine Master

with cheerful alacrity. At last the end came. As

a shock of corn fully ripe, he was gathered to th(

heavenly garner; as a waiting pilgrim, thankful foi

the preservation vouchsafed through a long life, and

for the holy comfort and heavenly enjoyment

granted him whilst waiting for his admittance intc

the Heavenly Jerusalem, he gladly laid down with

this feeble frame, the staff of faith, which had sup-

ported him, passing into the certainty of his eternal

rest and peace. Just enough of his property was

left to pay all funeral expenses, and thus he real-

d, and his anxious friends with him, the faith-

fulness of the promise of his Lord and Saviour,

Poor in earthly treasure, yet rich in faith, he waited

in love, in hope, in assurance, until death led him
into his inheritance of glory, to spiritual riches fai

transcending in value, aught which this world

possesseth, or than any thing that man can con-

ceive.

Often in looking back to our friend, John Letch-

worth,! can see him, as he appeared in the closino

hours of his life, when, though poor as to this

world's goods, he was rich in faith, and lookit

sweetly forward to the mansion prepared for hi

in Heaven, and to the treasures there laid up foi

him :
" I am poor," he said, " but I serve a rich

Master, who loves his own."

telkct and Morality.—The older I grow the
|

clearly I see that intellect is not the highest

Ihtelkct

more
faculty in man, although the most brilliant. K
edge, after all, is not the greatest thing in iife; it

is not the "be-all and the end-all" here! Life is

not science. The light of intellect is truly a pre-

cious light, but its aim and end is simply to shine.

The moral nature of man is more sacred in mj
eyes than his iutellectual nature. I know they

cannot be divorced—that without intelligence

should be brutes—that it is the tendency of our

gaping, wondering dispositions to give pre-eminence

to those faculties which most astonish us. Strength,

of character seldom, if ever, astonishes us; good-

ss, lovingness and quiet self-sacrifice, are worth
all the talents in the world.

How every one maij Freach.—All cannot preach

from the pulpit ; but there is a kind of preaching

at is permitted to all men, and sometimes thisi

kind is the most effectual. Offices of kindness to f

bodies and souls of those around us; words of (

couragement to the weak, instruction of the ignO'^

rant, of brotherly kindness to all ; in a word, eariW

est, active, self-denying love to our fel!ow-being8|j

nging from our love to God : this will foreil

a most impressive sermon—a most convincing pro

to the world around us that we have been wi'

Jesus. All Christians are called on in this way
to preach the gospel and woe to them if they ne'!

lect the call.
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BIOORAPUICAL SKKiaES

Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Pliiltidelpliia.

JOSHUA BROWN.
(Coutinui-a from r'"ge 3C.)

Joshua Brown now prepared to go to Charleston

in search of the discharge granted by the asseujbly,'

and Benjamin Heaton agreed to bear him company

thither. His companions agreeing to meet him on^

his return at Camden or Waterree. On the S-lthJ

they rode to the house of Kobert Stark, the high

sheriff, who had had them in custody, and there

J

were furnished with the discharge of the Governor

:;of the State, setting Joshua and companions at

liberty to return to their several places of abode.

This obviated the necessity of going to Charleston,

and he returned to Bush river. On the 2Gth,

th Achilles Douglas and Mary Kelly, he rode to

the house of John Gibson, a Baptist teacher. There
j

being lodged mostly on the floor they had little rest.|

On the 27th, they rode towards Camden, and spent

^

the night at a public house. Here Achilles was^

taken with a fit of ague, which disease he had been

jriug under for some time. Mary Kelly stay-

ing to nurse him, Joshua rode on to Camden alone.

Although entirely unacquainted with the way, ho

was favoured to reach the place late that evening,

and found entertainment at the house of his friend i

Zebulon Gant. The 28th, he attended the Monthly'

Meeting held there, and on the 2S)th, a public,

meeting, in both of which he had service. After

a sitting with the family of Zebulon Gaut, whose

wife was sick, he rode to the house of William

Tomlinson, where he met his companion. On the

30th, they set out for the settlement of Friends on

the Peedee, taking Samuel Tomlinson as a pilot.

The ride was very trying to Achilles, whose ague

still hung heavily upon him. They stayed at a

tavern one night, and at a private house the se-

1

cond, reaching Peedee on the morning of the third

day, having ridden seventy-five miles. It beingi

the First day of the week, Joshua attended the

meeting, in which he had to set forth the utter:

helplessness of man in the fall, and the necesjity!

of Divine help to prepare him for fulfilling his{

duty on earth, and bringing him into a condition

to be happy forever hereafter. He set forth the

great favour God had shown to his fallen children,;

in sending his Son to redeem them, through the!

offering upon Calvary, and the inward operation of

his spirit, whereby he effectually cleanseth and re-j

generates them. He pressed upon his hearers the^

necessity of believing in the spiritual appearances

of the Lord Jesus, through submission to which

they would know a redemption from sin, and ob-

tain the benefit designed for them, by their heav-

enly Father, in sending his Son. Having a public

meeting the next day, he was largely opened in'

many of the most important Christian doctrines.

Achilles Douglas beingunable to travel as Joshua

felt best for him, he concluded to go by the near-

way to his home in Virginia, whilst Joshua,

with Thomas Moreman and Joseph Crew, started

for the settlement of Friends on Neuse river, in

North Carolina. On the 3rd of Eleventh mouth,

they rode fifty miles into a Scotch settlement,

where they were refused lodgings, or indeed ad-

mittance into the houses. They obtained, however,

some fire, and having bought a few sheaves of corn

ves, to feed their horses with, they laid down,

and passed a night of some suffering from the cold.

It being an unusually frosty night for that part of

Ihe country. In the morning the ground was fro-

ren, and as they had no blankets to cover them.

it is not to be wondered at, that they had obtained

little rest or sleep. On the 4th, they crossed Cape

Fear river, and near night .--toppiiig at a poor

man's, he told them they might pass the night

there, but he had no bed for them. At hearing

this, a young woman who was weaving, said if

Joshua would go with her to her place of abode

she could find him a bed. He accepted her kind

offer, whilst his companions abode at the poor

man's house. Joshua had a good night's rest,

which much refreshed him. On the 5th, they

reached Neuse river settlement, and found that it

was the day on which their meeting was held, and

that although the meeting had broken up, the

Friends had not all gone away. This enabled

Joshua to appoint a meeting to be held the next

day. At the house of Richard Cox, they met with

John Unthank and Hezekiak Sanders, two Friends

from New Garden, North Carolina, on a religious

visit. These Friends having been at the meetinj

held that day at the Neuse, went forward toward:

Trent, a place fifty miles distant, where they were

to appoint a meeting to be held on the 8ih, at

which time Joshua hoped to join theui. He had ;

comfortable meeting at Neuse river, and reached thi

appointed meeting at Trent, which was held in the

house of Joseph Dews, a newly convinced Friend.

The meeting was satisfactory, and on the 9th, in

company with his fellow labourers in the gospel,

John Unthank and Hezekiah Sanders, he rode to-

wards Core Sound. They went forty miles that

day and lodged at a tavern. The nest day they

reached Core Sound. On the 11th, they attended

meeting there, visited Friends, and on the 12th,

attended two meetings, one of which was the

Monthly Meeting. On the 1 3th, they left for Con-

tentney, rode forty miles that day, crossing the

Trent river at Newbern, and lodging at the house

of Frandeford Green, whom Joshua styles, " a

very civil, friendly man, who used us kindly, and

would not take any pay of us." On the 14tb,

past years our religious society had been highly

esteemed by many of those who held the first place

in civil society, but that now we were every where

evilly spoken of. He exhorted them seriously to

consider the change which had taken place, and

see whether they had not contributed thereto. He
thought one cause of the blessing of peace and

prosperity being withdrawn from the land was the

slavery of the African race tolerated and encouraged

therein. And he earnestly pressed those there

assembled, to dear themselves of any participation

in that great sin, as well as calamity, and seek to

witness for themselves the work of reformation to

be bcguu and carried forward. The meeting

seemed favoured.

After attending some other meetings, they were

at the Quarterly Meeting near Perquimons, on the

27th and 28th. In the meeting for business, after

quoting our Lord's saying, " This is life eternal to

know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ

whom thou hast sent," he opened the way in which

this knowledge was to be obtained, even by giving

heed to the openings of the spirit of the Lord Jesus

in the secret of the soul. He then quoted various

passages of Scripture, to prove that upon Christ

Jesus, and this spiritual revelation within, fitting

and preparing each one for the work of their day

upon earth, and for an eternity of happiness, the

church was built. He also pressed on them the

necessity of bearing a faithful, consistent testimony

to the peaceable principles of the Gospel, in their

life and conversation, so that those around them

might have no cause of saying anything against

them, except for their humble obedience to the law

of their God. In encouraging them in endeavouring

to exalt the peaceable doctrines of the Gospel of

Christ, he expressed his firm conviction, that hav-

ing broken forth in the view of the world, it would

never again be totally eclipsed. After another

fter riding forty ruile"s,'they stopped in a heavy
|

meeting held at Wells, near Perquimons' lliver, in

rain at the° house of a poor man named Harper,: which he was largely opened on " True Christian

who gave them the best entertainment he had.
|

Worship, Baptism, and immediate Revelation," and

On th°e loth they reached Contentney, and attended which ended " in prayer to the Author of all good,"

the Monthly Meeting there, at which they had he took leave of Friends of that Quarterly Meeting,

some service. On the 16th, an appointed meeting! and rode northward towards Virginia. On the

was held there, in which Joshua was largely opened ' 1st day of the Twelfth mouth, he attended a meet-

on universal grace,—the one offuring of Jesus' ing at Sommerton, wherein he was led to mention

Christ, for all men—of baptism, the supper, and of
^

the passage " Every tree is known by its fruit,"

the necessity of freedom from sin. The meet- and in commenting on it to siy, that

in<^' was very relieviof to his mind, but one of the bear spiritually good fruit, without abid _

helirers after meetin^°made some objections, askincri vine, Jesus Christ. By abiding in him, they would

hmi how freedom from sin could be obtained. | know the life of Christianity within them, and a

Joshua replied, "by attending to the inward niani-: change from the corrupt, fallen nature, through the

festation of grace, and living in obedience thereto.'" !
new birth unto holiness. On the 2nd ot the month

He then asked the inquirer in return whether he
[

he and Elisha Copeland, rode down to Robert Jor-

believed in purc^atory, or a place in which the soul i dan's, and attended a little meeting at Bennetscreek,

mit'htbe purified after death. He promptly re- 1 after which they had a meeting on the 4th at ^anse-

plicd in the negative, and Joshua then desired tojmond. In this last he was concerned to inform

know when we°were to be made free from sin, for the hearers that the

one could

in the true

we were clearly told that no unclean thing could

enter the kingdom. The man was not prepared to

answer, and so left the matter.

Still in company with John Unthank and Heze-

kiah Sanders, he went on to Rich Square, where

on the 18th, they attended an appointed meeting,

and a Meeting of Ministers and Elders. In this

last meeting the strangers were exercised in en-

deavouring to stir the members up to give their
,-.

, , ,

ne.n-oes an education suitably to prepare them for on the foundation which those worth

fre'edom. Proceeding on their way, they had on, to know through the eftectual work of rcgenera-

meetiuTS at Piney Woods, Old Nech, Little river,! tion a state of acceptance with the Lord Jesus, the

and beside various family sittings. On the 24th,j Great High Priest, in this Gospel dispensation,

at a meeting at Simon's Creek, Joshua was led to On the oth at Black creek Meeting, he commented

draw the attention of those pre>ent to the long on the healing waters of Bethesda, when stirred by

lucement of our forefathers

in becoming a separate society of people, was, that

they might witness life in their meetings. Their

zeal in attending these meetings caused them to

suffer much, but the great comfort they derived in

them, and the conviction that it was a duty re-

quired of them, enabled them to bear the con-

tradiction of sinners, which their faithfulness herein

brought on them, with patience and resignation.

He exhorted those present to endeavour to build

'had built

period of peace and tranquillity with which the

country had been favoured, and that now many

parts of it had become scenes of bloodshed. In

the ansel under the old dispensation, and of the

inward^all-healing water under the new, when the

Lord Jesus by his living, stirring influence, causes
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the hidden yirtue to spring up in the heart. On
First day, the 6th, at a meeting at the house of

Jacob Vicks, he had to open the only inducement

which a true minister of the Gospel had to labour

for the benefit of others. This -was not filthy

lucre, but a sense of religious duty, and the out-

flowing of the love of God, which made them long

for the ingathering of souls unto Christ.

Saving for old Age.—No one denies that it is

wise to make a provision for old age, but we are

not all agreed as to the kind of provision it is best

to lay in. Certainly, we shall want a little money,

for a destitute old man is indeed a sorry sight, and

suggests to every one the suspicion that his life has

been foolishly, if not wickedly spent. Yes, save

money, by all means. But an old man needs just

that particular kind of strength which young men
arc most apt to waste. Many a foolish young

fellow will throw away on a holiday a certain

amount of nervous energy, which he will never feel

the want of until he is seventy ; and then, how
much he will want it ! It is curious, but true, that

a bottle of champagne at twenty may intensify the

rheumatism of three-score. It is a fact, that

overtasking the eyes at fourteen may necessitate

the aid of spectacles at forty, instead of eighty

We advise our young readers to be saving of health

for their old age, for the maxim holds good with

regard to health as to money—waste not, want not.

It is the greatest mistake to suppose that any vio-

lation of the laws of health can escape its penalty.

Nature forgives no sin, no error. She lets oil'

the offender for fifty years, sometimes, but she

catches him at last; and inflicts the punishment
just when, just where, just how he feels it most,

Save up for old age, but save more than money

;

save health, save honour, save knowledge, save the

recollection of good deeds and innocent pleasures,

save pure thoughts, save friends, save love. Save
rich stores of that kind of wealth which time can-

not diminish nor death take away.

Faper madefrom Corn Leaves.—The London
Mechanics Magazine states that exeelleut paper
is now made in Europe from the leaves of Indian
corn. There is one paper mill in operation in

Switzerland, and another in Austria, in which
paper is made from such leaves exclusively. The
husks, which envelope the ears of corn, make the

best quality. As we are dependent upon Europe,
in a great measure, for our supply of rags to make
our paper, if we can obtain as good qualities from
Indian corn leaves, we may yet become the manu-
facturers of paper for the whole worid, as the

greatest supply of cheap raw material is found in

America. This is a subject worthy of deep atten-

tion, as wc import rags to the value of about
81,000,000 annually, and paper manufactures to

the value of about one million of dollars.

The same paper says that a man in England has
made the discovery that paper pulp can be manu-
ficturcd at less cost, by using green, instead of
dry grasses, for its production. He has taken out
a patent for the improvement, and he states that
when grass becomes dry its silica becomes hard
and difiicult of solution, whereas, when it is taken
green, the silica and other unfibrous substances in

it are more easily separated. He takes any green
plants, such as sea grasses, which are abundant
and cheap, and first mashes, then steeps them in

warm water, and after this he boils them in weak
alkaline solution. They are now easily reduced to

pulp by passing them between crushing rollers, or
through the common beating engines used in paper
mills. The pulp is bleached in the usual manner
with chlorine.

hold

shall

bolh

THE DAT-LABOURER,
iiornino; sow thy seed, .nnd in the evening with

not thine hand
j

for thou knoivest not whether

prosper, cither this or that, or whether the

shall be alike good. Ecclesiastes xi. (3.

Sow ye beside all waters

Where the dew of Heaven may fall

;

Ye shall reap if ye be not weary,

For the Spirit breathes o'er all.

Sow, though the thorns may wound thee,

One wore the thorns for thee
;

And though the cold world scorn thee,

Patient and hopeful he.

Sow ye beside all waters,

AVith a blessing and a prayer
;

Name Him whose hand upholds us,

And sow thou every where.

Sow, though the rock rcpcl thee,

In its cold and sterile pride;

Some cleft there m.ay be riven

Where the little seed may hide.

Fear not, for some may flourish,

And, though the tares abound,
Like the willows by the waters

Will the scattered grain be found.

Work while the daylight lasteth,

Ere the shades of night come on
;

Ere llie Lord of the vineyard comethj'

And the labourer's work is done.

Work ! in the wild waste places,

Though none thy love may own,
God guides the down of thistle

The wandering breezes sown.
Will Jesus chide thy weakness,

Or call thy labour vain ?

The word for him thou bearest

Returns to him again.

On I with thine heart in heaven.
Thy strength in Jesus' might,

Till the wild waste places blossom
In the Saviour's warming light.

Watch not the clouds above thee
;

Let the whirlwind round them sweep
;

God may the seed-time give thee,

Though another's hand may reap.

JJave faith, though ne'er beholding
The seed burst from its tomb

;

Thou knowest not which may perish.

Or what be spared to bloom.
Room on the narrowest ridges

The ripened grain will find,

That the Lord of the harvest coming,
In the harvest sheaves may bind.

— Church Gleaner.

BEARING THE CROSS.
FKOM THE GERMAN OF SCHMOLE.

The heavier cross, the nearer heaven
;

No cross without, no God within.

Death, judgment, from the heart are drivei

Amidst the world's false glare and din.

Oh I happy he, with all his loss,

Whom God has set beneath the cross I

The heavier cross, the belter Christian

—

This is the touchstone God applies :

How many a garden would lie wasting,
Unwet by showers from weeping eyes I

The gold by fire is purified,

The Christian is by trouble tried.

The heavier cross, the stronger faith
;

The loaded palm strikes deepest root

;

The vine juice sweetly issueth.

When men have pressed the clustered fi

And courage grows where dangers come.
Like pearls beneath the salt-sea foam.

The heavier cross, the heartier prayer

;

The bruised herbs most fragrant are.

If wind and sky were always fair,

The sailor would not watch the star
;

And David's psalms had ne'er been sung.
If grief his heart had never wrung.

The heavier cross, the more aspiring

;

From vales we climb to mountain crest

;

The pilgrim, of the deseit tiring.

Longs for the Canaan of liis rest.

'I'lic dov(^ has liere no rest in siglit,

And to the ark she wings her (light.

The heavier cross, the easier dying;

Death is a friendlier face to see
;

To life's decay, one bids defying

—

From life's distress one then is free.

The cross sublimely lifts our faith

To him who triumphed over death.

Thou Crucified, the cross I carry

—

The longer may it dearer be
;

And, lest I faint whilst here I tarry,

Implant thou such a heart in me.
That faith, hope, love, may flourish the

Till for my cross the crown I wear.

Letter of John Barclay.

Whilst writing, I cannot well forbear expressing

something of the sense I often have, of thy deep

unremitted interest in the welfare of our Society,

and the sympathy which I believe, very many be-

sides myself, feel towards and with thee under the

many exercises and engagements which are thy

portion, and which may be said nearly to absorb

the whole man. I trust it will not prove unwel-

come, if I venture to say how I have longed that

thy hands may be strengthened according to all

thy need. No doubt thou hast at times occasions

of dismay and discouragement on various accounts;

but it is consoling and animating, to have the truth

of the declared decree sealed afresh to our wearied

spirits,
—"yet have I set my king upon my holy

hill of Zion;" and again,—"the enemies of the

Lord shall be as the fat of lambs, into smoke shall

they consume away." Be assured there are many
with thee, (and with others that desire to be true

hearted labourers) when and wherein thou little

thinkest this to be the case: and though the fathers

and mothers in our Israel be removed, without any
doubt, it is the same Almighty, All-wise hand, who
removes these, that is able of the stones to raise up

,

children. It is often remarkable, how from time

to time the Head of the church, possibly after

time of treading down and humiliation, rai.ses up
instruments and aids in all the different ofiices, one
here and another there; even so, that we cannot
find any cause to murmur against " the good man
of the house," although it be according to his own
purposes, grace, and good will, and not according

|

to our mere human apprehensions of what would]
behest. Thus he renews the face of his earth,]

spiritually, and brings forth a song in the hearts of I

his children, somewhat similar to those beautiful I

words in P.-alm 89,—" who in the heaven can be
compared unto the Lord," ic.

Vexatious Forgctfulness.—One of the expedi-
tion to North Spain, organized by Professor Airy,
Ibr the sake of carefully observing the late solar

eclipse, confesses, in an interesting account he has
published, that although a practised hand, his fault

was in not noting the moment of totality of eclipse—making another of the curious instances of sud-
den absence of mind at the critical moments of'

observation, which are apt to take place.

He .states that an eminent photographer went
overland with immense paraphernalia, at a great
expense, on purpose to photograph the eclipse.

Every thing was prepared, the day was splendid,
the totality came on, and the slide of the camera
was carefully inserted. When all had pas,sed, and
the dark chamber was opened, it was ibund that
the operator had forgotten to put his -plate into
the slide.

That only can with propriety be styled refine-

ment, which, by strengthening the intellect, purifies

the manners.

lin thoughts defile the heart as well as evil

;hts.
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The Common Lot.

"Many arc the atllictioiis of the rigbteous ; but

Lord delivereth Uim uutof tbem all."—Psalm .xxxiv.

( The Lord's people are all righteous. In th

;he work of the Holy Spirit is wrought. By th

the righteous precepts of God are observed. The»

work of the Iloly Spirit prepares them for glory.

Their practical conformity to the moral require-

ments of the gospel proves them to be justified be-

fore God, and sanctified by his grace. All the

[righteous are afflicted, some more, some lets, but

Done are exempt. Nor have they merely one

source of afliiction ; for "tna?nj are the afflictions

rf the righteous." There has been more than one

Job, or one Lazarus, in God's family ; though all

suffer not so severely as they did. Every son is

scourged. But however numerous, however great,

their afflictions may be, they are more than a

match for them. As their day, so is their strength
;

%nd they ever find that the grace of Jesus is suf-

icient for them. " The Lord delivereth him out

)f them all." God has undertaken to sustain us

to bring us through, and deliver us out of, all

3ur troubles. God's deliverances are always per-

fect. He delivers every one of his children, and

3 delivers every one completely and forever.

Israel shall be saved in the Lord, with an evcr-

.asting salvation : they shall not be ashamed nor

3onfounded, world without end." No believer

ver perished in his affliction. No Christian ever

Found his burden greater than his strength. We
lave often doubted, often feared, often questioned

jur safety ; but we, even we, can testify that God
s faithful, that his promise is true, aud therefore

ive have persevered until now.

Thou, which hast showed me great and sore troubles

halt quicken me .igain, and shall bring me up again

:be depths of the earth."—Psalm Ixxi. 20.

Ocean. It is to this large and navigable river, in In the exercise of its tender supervisory caro

the most central point of Africa, that I look for- 1 for the best welfare and preservation of its youth-

ward to establish the fir.-,t fruits of geographical iful members, the Yearly Meeting sub.scqucntly en-

discovery in connection with British commerce. Ifijoincd the daily reading of the Holy Scriptures in

a channel, such as described, should be proved to! all these schools, and that, where it was practica-

lead from the seaboard into the very heart of Cen- jble, the scholars should regularly attend a meeting

tral Africa, the whole produce of the country, in for Divine worship near the middle of the week,

addition to ivory, such as oils, seeds, hides, indigo, The advice thus given, was followed by strenu-

cotton, gums, and India-rubber, may be obtained 'ous efforts on the part of concerned Friends to

in exchange for our manufactures. In addition
:

procure for their offspring the benefits of the

to India-rubber I have also discovered cochineal, i guarded religious education, consistent with our

Col. Jour. i Christian principles aud testimonies, thus contem-

plated by the Yearly Meeting. Large sums of
Address.

At a Stated Meeting of the Committee to Superin-

tend the Boarding School at West-Town, held

in Philadelphia, Tenth month 4th, 1861, the

following Address was read and considered, and

being united with, it was directed to be signed

on behalf of the Committee, and circulated among

our Members, viz:

Sources of the Nile.—The British Consul, —
Petherick, in Soudan, who is about to proceed to

Africa to explore the sources of the Nile, delivered

m address to the merchants of Liverpool. Consul

Petherick has been fifteen years a re=ident in the

nterior of Africa ; and, under the auspices of the

Royal Geographical Society, he is about to com

mence an expedition from his residence at Khar-

tum, in the hope of meeting and assisting Captain

Speke, who is starting from Lake Nyanza to ex

plore the yet unknown district lying between there

d Kondokoro, and where he hopes to be able tc

trace the sources of the Nile. — Petherick said ;

" Unbiased by theory myself, I propose what ap

pears to me the most practical way of solvinr

the mystery as to the source of the Nile, namely

ply to follow the course of the stream. Cap-

tain Speke, in examining the northern confines of

Lake Nyanza, might probably discover awater-

}hed, dipping westward, and be enabled to throw

additional light upon a stream of considerable mag-

[litude, the existence of which I learned from the

}Jeam-Neam during my last tradiug expedition in

ihe year 1858. \Vhcn, according to my crude

jalculations, unassisted with instruments, 1 believed

[ had landed near the equator, I learned that the

iouthern extremity of the Neam-Neam territory

s defined by a large river, the course of which

was distinctly described as flowing from the east

»ward the setting sun. Taking into consideration

bhat our knowledge extends but a very inconsid-

erable distance from the west coast into the inte-

Tior, and that, with the exception of the Niger, our

knowledge of the course of other streams is but

soDJocture, I am induced to believe that this re

porttd river might be either a large tributary to

the Congo, or some one or other of the large streams

that discharge themselves into the South Atlantic

money were subscribed : liberal donations and be-

quests made ; school-houses were erected ; suitable

teachers employed ; and in many places permanent

funds created, the interest of which was devoted to

the support of those schools, or to paying for tho

education, in them, of the children of Friends in

indigent circumstances.

These schools continued in operation for many
To FRIENDS OF PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEET- years. Conferring important„benefits on the Society,

T)ear Friends.—The religious training and and a few are still sustained. But the separation

literary education of the children of Friends has of 1827 took many of them out of the control of
" een a subject of much concern and lively in- '. Friends ; and the effect of the present Public

terest in our Yearly Meeting. j School system has closed others; so that the So-

Many of its members early saw and lamented jciety in most parts of our Yearly Meeting, is pro-

the injurious consequences which often result to the ibably now more destitute of such schools, than at

youth from exposure to the indiscriminate associa- lany time since the year 1790 ;
and its children ex-

tion of mixed public schools—presided over by
j

posed to the temptations and injurious influences,

teachers indifferent, or inimical, to our Christian from which the Yearly Meeting was so zealously

principles and testimonies; where children attend, engaged in endeavouring to shelter them,

over whose moral and religious education, little or
j

In the year 1792, the establishment of a Board-

no care has been exercised at home, and whose ing school for the children of Friends, to be under

conduct and language have a corrupting tendency; the care of the Yearly Meeting, was proposed to

and Friends felt it to be a religious duty, to en- [that meeting by Philadelphia Quarter, as a fur-

deavour to provide means of literary instruction, ither important means of promoting the right train-

where these disadvantages should, as far as possi-jing and education of the Youth,

ble, be obviated. After mature and solid deliberation the proposal

One of the first objects which called forth the was adopted in 1794, and a committee appointed

advice of the Yearly Meeting was, the establish- !to receive subscriptions, and digest and submit

ment and support of schools, to be taught by mem- ! a plan, rules, &c. In alluding to this important

hers, and under the care of Monthly or Prepara- conclusion, the Yearly Mecticg states, that "it

live Meetings. j
originated in a concern on account of the exposure

In recommending this important subject to the 'of the rising generation, in the common modes of

attention of the subordinate meetings and mem- leducation, to vitiating examples, corruplmg cus-

bers, the following language is used, viz : .toms, and opinions ; which was an occasion otsolici-

"The educatio'n of our^youth in piety and vir- tude, and excited earnest desires in many minds

tue, and giving them useful learning, under the that the benefits accruing to society, both religious

tuition of'religTous prudent persons, having for a and civil, from well-ordered establishments for the

great number of years engaged the sohd attention more select and guarded tuilion and instruction in

of this meeting; advices thereon have been, from ^ piety and virtue of our offspring," should, under its

time to time, issued to the several subordinate
j

watchful care, be extended to us members,

meetings. It is renewedly desired that Quarterly,
{

Our predecessors entered with lively zeal and

Monthly and Preparative Meetings may bo incited mdustry, upon the prosecution of this work, and

to proper exertions for the institution and support subscriptions were made with a liberality which

of such schools;—there being but little doubt that, showed that they viewed the right educatioii of

as Friends are united, and cherish a disposition of their oflVpring as of more value^han any pecuniary

liberality for the assistance of each other in this consideration.

portaut work, they will be enabled to make such 1
In 1796 the amount of funds raised, to that time,

3vision for the accommodation and residence of was reported to be i;i2,000 (^32,000,) which wasported

eacher with a family, as would be an encourage- 'afterwards largely inc^ea^ed. The farm was pur-

....nt to well qualified persons to engage in this chased in 1796; the buildings soon alter begun,

arduous employment: for want of which, it has and in Fifth mo., 1799; the school was opened,

been observed, that children have been committed From that time it has been sustained; some-

to the care of transient persons, of doubtful char- times with a small number ol pupils, at other tinies

acter, and sometimes of very corrupt minds; by full, but generally with an average number sufli-

whose bad example and influence they have been cient to defray its current expenses,

betrayed into principles and habits which have had I Extensive additions have since been made to the

an injurious effect on them in more advanced life, buildings ; many valuable improvements, promoting

It is, therefore, indispensably incumbent on us, to 'the health and comfort of the family, introduced
;

' - ' - r.. , , , , ^. ,:__ L^g |_^ggjj enlarged and
cuard them afainst this danger; and to procure

i

the course of. __
" •

-^ '• • •

are I systematized, and the number of teachers increased;

much enhanced, while a

concern is maintained to endeavour to shield them

„^., .„ ,. -- -
truction

such tutors of our own religious persuasion, as are I systematized, and

not only capable of instructing tbem in useful by all which, its advantages as a seminary of use-

learning, to fit them for the business of this life, iful learning, and the opportunities of '"iF°;»;e'?;«°_'

but to "train them in the knowledge of their duty offered to the pupils, are

to God, and one towards another."
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from injurious influences, and to promote thi

moral and religious culture, in accordance with

the principles and testimonies of Friends.

The large and valuable library, comprising a

variety of works in the different departments of

History, Biography, Science, and general literature;

the extensive philosophical and chemical apparatus,

adding greatly to the interest and instruction of

the lectures ; the regular course of studies, judici

ously selected and arranged, so as to confer the

greatest amount of benetit on the students, and

carried on by competent and conscientious teach-

ers ; all combine to render West-Town School a

very efficient and desirable place for the thorough

education of Friends' children in the various

branches of useful and valuable knowledge.

In contemplating the great benefits it has already

conferred on many of our members, and which it

still oflers, the comparatively small charge, much
below the actual cost; the long-continued religious

concern of the Yearly Meeting in which it origi-

nated, and under which it has been sustained to

the present time, the noble generosity which has

furnished abuudant means for the very large out-

lay incurred ; and also the serious objections which
exist to educating the children of Friends at the

mixed Public Schools ; it is a cause of regret to the

committee that more children do not partake of

the advantages West-Town confers.

They have, therefore, deemed it due from them,

to bring the matter to the serious notice of Friends

throughout the Yearly Meeting, and to invite them
to unite more generally in sustaining an Institution

which originated, and has been continued, under a

feeling of religious concern for the welfare of the

rising generation ; and to encourage such as have
children to educate, to use every reasonable effort,

and to make every proper sacrifice, in order to

give them the benefits of an education at this valua-
ble seminary.

Signed on behalf, and by direction of the Com-
mittee.

Joel Evans, Clerk.
Pbila., Tenth mo. 4th, ISUl.

Promptness in Duties.—There is always a joy
in duties performed, and promptness in the execu-
tion heightens that joy. To wait and look on a
business we ought to do at once, enervates and dis-

heartens
;
to arise and do it immediately, strenoth-

ens and enlarges the heart. Delay begets hesi-
tancy and timidity

; direct performance brings zeal
and courage. They that wait upon the Lord renew
their strength

; but they that postpone till to-mor-
row present duties, are weaker for them then than
to day. Promptness in duties, then, gives greater
strength for new duties. Enduring liardness as a

good soldier in otjjtcampaign, qualifies the Chris-
tian for more manly* feats in the next. We grow
on food and exerci.«e morally, the same as we do
physically. Christian promptitude helps to develop
that noble, full stature of character and life which
the Gospel enjoins—gives grace to discipleship, and
energy and efficiency to the churches.

—

JMornin"
Star.

TJi£ hdcrnal Trade of the United Statis—
Uallefs European Circular of Oth mo., 17th, fur-

nishes the following statement.—The fiist effect of
an intestine or civil war is the destruction of the
internal trade of a country, for the reason that
production ceases, and merchandize cannot be
safely sent over its highways. No rebel soldier
has set his foot upon the free states, and their in-

dustries arc pursued without any more apprehen-
sion of being interfered with on account of the
war than those of Birmingham or Manchester. In

proof of this, we give the following table of the

earnings of all the railroad companies of the

Northern States that report regularly their earn

ings with those of the Erie Canal, for 1861, com
pared with corresponding periods for 1860. It

will be borne in mind that the table embraces al

the roads that are accustomed to report their earn

ings monthly, and are those that bear the most

intimate relations to the internal trade of the

country

:

Roads.
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By the spinners' frames,

thread of sufficient fiuc-

to one hundred spindles

afterwards introduced,

ness was produced to answer for the longitudinal

threads for warp. Since seventeen hundred and

eighty-five, (1785,) the progress of improvement

in every department for the manufacture of cot-

(ton has been nio=t rapid. The estimated amount

lof the cotton crop of the United States, after and

including 1832, are

—

Potmds.

:1821, .... 110,940,000

1822 121,485,000

1823, .... 130,125,000

1824, .... 152,880,000

1825, .... 169,860,000

1826, .... 211,680,000

1827 285,120,000

1828, .... 213,840,000

1829, .... 255,780,000

1830, .... 292,040,000

1831, .... 311,655,000

1832, .... 296,245,000

i The lowest average price in England during

ihis period was in 1831, 5| pence, and the highest

n 1825, 11 J pence. Previous to 1790 the United

States did not supply the English market with

I single pound of cotton ; so says McCullough,

Vhose authority there is no reason to question in so

Var as Upland cotton is concerned, but there ap-

»ears to have been shipments of a superior quality

•f Sea Island cotton prior to this date. This will

ccount for what appears to be a discrepancy be-

,ween McCullough and the Congressional reports

. auud at the American Institute. According to

hoe last, the first arrival of cotton at Liverpool

rem the United States was

—

January 20th, 1765, . .

.^lay 4th, 1786, . .

Total during the year, .

Total during the year 1787,

and eight bags.

Total import from 1785 to 1

3ur liundred and forty-one bags.

After the termination of the American war the

one bag.

two bags.
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very pertinent remarks on this subject. He telU

of an enquiry made of a relative, liow she felt

when the horses were running away with the car-

riage in which she was, down a hill. Her answer

was, "I trusted in Providence till the breeching

gave way; then I shut my eyes and gave up all

for lost." He says, " the good woman in question

was not the only Christian whose faith held only

by a strap. We are all more or less weak on this

very point. It is the easiest thing in the world for

us to exercise/aiV weather faith. In times of civil

quiet, of mercantile prosperity, of health and

happiness, it is easy to trust God. When the

wind blows favourably into my swelling canvass,

and my well rigged bark flies like the sea-gull

over the azure waters, why should I distrust the

great Disposer of winds and waves? When my
business thrives, why should I tremble for my
daily bread? When the health of my household

b perfect ; when we can gather around our table,

a happy, hungry group, and do justice to the steam-

ing cakes, redolent of the buckwheat field and
bee-hive, we think not of the need of the great

Physician. We are all believers then if ever, and
our confidence in Grod as a kind, loving, and af-

fectionate Father, is complete. A prosperous

Christian, who walks in the sunshine of favour,

and feels the warmth of assurance beaming in

through every window of the soul, is not often

afflicted with distrust. His danger lies in the op-

posite quarter. He is in peril of presumption and
self-complacency. We can all trust in fair weather.

But if the tempest begins to marshall its cloud-

squadrons;—if the sun and stars appear not;—if

the sea lash into foam; and its great, green, greedy
caverns open to swallow up our trembling bark,

can we trust God then? Will the cheap confi-

dence of the calm, liukl through the hurricane ?

There is the question; there is the true test of

faith.

" What is that trust good for that only abides
with us in the bright hours of life? It is just as

good as a lantern that shines when the sun is up
but goes out in the darkness. The trust we need
is a trust in integrity, though every bank fail—

a

trust in God though desolation darkens our fireside

and death dig a grave beneath our couch or our
cradle. The faith we need is a lantern that will

gleam the brighter as the night of trouble grows
darker,—a light unto our timid feet,—a lamp unto
our broken, up-hill pathway. The trust that hon-
ours God is a trust through all ; through noon and
midnight, through poverty and reproach, through
prosperity and adversity, through hard words and
hard blows."

This is the kind of faith wc need,—this is the
very faith which our dear Saviour requires of us,

which he is ready to give us, if we will truly open
our hearts to him.

SU.MMAKY OF EVENTS.
United Statss.—/l/tiiVs in Virffvun.—Tbe strongest

ed to he behind Manassas
nted tlic entire available
oneentrated. Mure than

12,000 rebel sohliers were recently in the hospitals at
Kichraoi.d. The Richmond papers say that a favoura-
ble change was taking place in the character of the camp
diseases. The typhoid lever was less virulent than it h.id
been, and measles and ordinary fevers, were also abat-
ing. Partial engagements between the Federal forces
and the rebels had occurred at Chapraansville and Cheat
Mountain, in Western Virginia, in both which the in-
surgents sustained cnnsiflorablc loss.

position of the rebel:

Junction, where it is repres

of the South are

Demo

by the rebels in Pamlico Sound. She was sent with

supplies to a detachment of U. S. troops, who held a

position at an inlet further up the coast. The crew es-

caped in their boats, but thirty soldiers were made pri-

soners.

Much alarm is felt at New Orleans lest the city should

be attacked by a naval expedition. The Governor ofLou-
isiana has ordered all the stores in the city to be closed

at 2 o'clock each day, and all persons capable of bearing

arms have been ordered to drill during the remainder of

the day. Cannon have been planted on the river, both

aboveand below New Orleans. The United States forces

have taken possession of Ship Island and theChaudeleur
islands near the mouth of the Mississippi. Two hundred
and fifty of the tJ. S. prisoners have been sent from
Richmond to New Orleans.

The U. S. Mint.—The operations for the Ninth month
were quite large. The deposits amounted to S3, 2 ia,939.

The coinage consisted of 2,533,282 pieces, of the value

of $5,170,524.

Kentucky.—Gen. Anderson's military department has

been divided and part of it assigned to the command of

Gen. Sherman. The rebel army under Gen. Buckner
was stationed at Bowling Green, that of Pillow at the

latest dates remained at Columbus. No serious colli-

sion had yet taken place between the hostile forces.

Missouri.—The rebels under Gen. Price have mostly

evacuated Lexington. The main body is said to have
moved towards Independence, on the western border of

the State. Many of the citizens of the Southwestern
part of Missouri are removing witn their families and
effects to the South. There are no clear accounts of the

movements or positions of the Federal troops, nor are

those of the rebels stated with any thing like certainty.

According to some reports, Gen. Price with a large part

of the army, was again moving to the southward, and
would probably avoid a battle with Gen. Fremont, but
the apprehension was felt by others that he iuteuded a

surprise of some unprotected point.

New York.—Mortality last week, 398.

An indication of the revival of business is afforded by
the auction sales of real estate, which have of late been
well attended, the prices showing but little tailing off

from previous rates. The last week closed with marked
activity in the stock market and with an upward ten-

dency in prices. The export of grain to France and
England continues on a large scale.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 216.

The anthracite coal trade at the close of last week had
amounted to 5,888,866 tons, against 6,164,633 tons to

corresponding dates last year.
The mean temperature of the Ninth month, according

to the record kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital was
68.33°, the highest during the month was 82°, and the
lowest 48°. The amount of rain 4.40 inches.

Average of the mean temperature of the Ninth mo.,
for the past seventy-two years, 65.93 deg.

Highestdo. during same period, 1793, 1804, 70 deg.
Lowest do. do. do. 1840, 6(1 deg.
The Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-

tions on the 7th inst.

—

Kew lorA.—The market for

wheat less active. Sales of 300,000 bushels, at §1.19 a

$1.23, for Chicago spring
; §1.30 a $1.35, for red winter

western, and $1.38 a $1.45, for white western. Oats
34 a 35. Sales of 200,000 bushels corn, a 54 a 57 for

mixed.

—

Philadelphia.—Red wheat, $1.30, white $1.40.
Rye 65. Corn scarce and in demand, sales of yellow at
6U cts. Oats 34 a 35.

FouEiG.v.—News from England to the 25th ult. The
LiveVnool cotton market was excited and prices were
still advancing. The advices from Manchester report a
slight advance in all descriptions of goods, but the sales
are small. Breadstuffs were lower. Red wheat lOa.

tid. a lis. \i>d. per 100 pounds; white, X2s. a 13«.

American Hour, 28s. a 305. per barrel.
An immense breakwater has just been completed at

Portland, on the southern coast of England. The whole
work was done by convict labour. It is described as a
mole of loose stones, three hundred feet in breadth at
the base, one hundred feet in height, and a mile and a
half in length. It has cost, in round numbers, £900,000,

'

twice the estimated expense. At the end of the mole a
first-class fortress will be built.

The passport system has been abolished for British
travellers in the Netherlands.
The Secretary of India has delivered an address to

the -Manchester Cotton Association, andothermerchants,
relative to the natural advantages of India, for the culti-
vation of cotton, and advocated the necessity of advanc-
ing capital to groweis.
A liiier from Paris says several superior and subal-

tern ullicers of the French artillerv were offered "ii-aL

a.|v,uil..g,,s tur their services in the' United States army
;

but the French government, which did not appear ac

verse to their acceptance of the offer at its first mentio!
decided on the 14th against granting them the necessai

permission.

It is reported that a Spanish expedition against Mexi<
is now in progress of organization at Havana, and th;

a corps of 5,000 infantry will disembark at an early da

cuy .t Vera Cruz, and thence march direct to the

Mexico.
Six screw frigates, two steamers, and numerous tran:

ports, will be employed in this expedition.

An important decision of .Marshal O'Donnell, directe

to the Captain General of Porto Rico, has been pul'

lished, which declares that when a slave touches tt

soil of Spain he must be emancipated, even without tl

consent of his former master.

An attempt was made at Kanagawa, Japan, on tl

5th of Seventh mo. to murder the imates of the Britis

Legation. Tvn'o persons were wounded, but all the re

escaped.

Received from Ezekiel Bundy, A ;t., , $2, vol. 35
for U. Plummsr, Geo. Tatum, Jr., B. i.Uendenon, $2 eaci
vol 34; for H. Stanton, J. Bundy, Eli Hodgin, $2 eacl
vol. 35 ; for Wra. Green, $3, to 52, vol. 36 ; for N. Ha;

$4, to 14, vol. 37; for N. Hartley, $2, to 16, vol. 3t

from M. Mickel, R. Jones, and S. 0. Paul, N. J., $2 eac
vol. 34

;
from J. Huestis, Agt., O., for David Smith, $

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The winter session of the school will commence o

Second-day the 4th of the Eleventh month next. Pupi
who have been regularly entered and who go by th'

cars from Philadelphia, will be furnished with ticke!

by the ticket agent at the depot, N. E. corner of 181,

and M.irket streets. Conveyances will be at the Strei.

Road Station on the arrival of the 8, 10-30 and 2 o'clot

trains on Second and Third days. Small packages f(

the pupils if left at Friends' bookstore, No. 304 Arch s

on Sixth days before 12 o'clock, will be forwarded. Tl

stage as hertofore will meet the first train of cars on i

arrival at the Street Road Station every day excej
First days.

West-Town, Tenth month, 1861.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The winter session of the School will commence <

the 4th of the El. venlh month next. Parents ai

others intending to send children as pupils, will jilea

make early application for their admission, to Dub
Knight, Superintendent, at the School, or Joseph Sea
tergood. Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., Phila.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED PEI
SONS.

A Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted f

the Men's School, and a Principal and Assistants forti

Women's School.

The schools will be opened on the 14th of the Ten
month at the usual jilace ; they are held five evenings
the week. Apply to Joii.\ C. Allen, No. 321 N. Froi

or 335 S. Fifth Street; William Evans, Jk., 252 ,

Front Street, or Samuel Alle.\, 524 Pine Street.

WEST GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLEfl

Near West Grove station, on the Philadelphia and Bal
timore Central Rail Road. The winter session wl
open on 2ud day the 4th of next month. For iiiformi ^

IIOMAS Co
Tenth mo., 1861

[ID, r,

WANTED.
>ist the subscriber in bis school

:

icuLirs addre-s,

RiClIAUD J. Allkn,
Uaddoiifield, N. J.

Died, at the res

Morgan Co., Ohic

Smith, (daughtei
year of her age.

ice of her mother, near Chesti

1 the 17th of Ninth mo., 1^61, Lvd
the laic William Sniith,f in the 26:

"ingeriug illness with p;

tience and resignation, and her friends ha
ing hope that her spirit is admitted into i

rest and peace.

PILE A M'ELKOT, PRINTERS,
.idge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Diary, 1761, Second month 12th.—" My mind
las often of late been aifected with sorrow, at the

resent state of our meeting in Wilmington. Al-
lough there is a little remnant in it concerned for

he maintenance of the cause of Truth, in its seve-

iil branches, yet it may with grief in truth be
kid, there are too many unconcerned for their own
yerlasting well being, and for the good of the

hurch. These are really laying waste the prc-

ious testimonies which the Lord gave our fore-

ithers to bear, and which he still lays on his

lithful children tomaintuin, and without the sup-

Drt of which, he has abundantly shown them they

annot have true peace.

" One thing which has proved a great exercise to

le, and which I think has caused many inconve-

3 to arise, is the too great familiarity and
SBOciation of many under our name with those of

ther religious societie.-i, particularly with some of

Dsettled principles and di.-solute lives. These
'ten get together at the door:- of their houses, the

)rners of the streets and other places, whilst the

irincipal subject of their eonvcr.sation, is the latest

3WS of the war, a subject, which by Epistle from
Yearly Meeting, we are advised not to make

le subject of our conversation. Of this matter

ley talk, and such other worldly things, as indi-

ite too plainly, that their minds are taken up
the afifairs of this life, and that they are not

igaged to seek after the chief and only durable

)od, the Divine favour. For as out of the abun-

iDce of the heart the mouth speaketb, the con-

irsation of the true christian must have some
.vouT of truth and righteousness with it. I have
times been at such street conferences, and have

It my mind thereby stripped of good, whilst con-

1 has attended me, that they are not well

ngin the Lord's sight, iind that it does not be-

u», a people, making a high and holy profes-

)n, to spend our precious time, either amongst

, or our own members, in trifling, impertinent

scourse, intended to provoke merriment and iu-

ease levity ; to waste time, which should be dc-

ted to answering the great end of our being,

lich is to prepare for another state of existence,

id in provoking one another to love and to good

wks. With such as are thus engaged to prepare

r eternity, our heavenly Father is well pleased,

and he hath promised, that in the day when he
maketh up his jewels, he will spare those who fear

him aud think upon his name, as a man spareth

his only son that serveth him.
" Another cause of sorrow to mc, is one of the

consequences of a too great familiarity and free-

dom with those of other societies. Some who arc

active even in putting the discipline in practice, are

so nearly attached to men of the world, they d

not keep up the testimonies against the formal

worship and ways, which the Lord required our

forefathers to bear, and which he still requires at

our hands. These under a pretence of universal

love or charity, for fear of offending those without,

are for lettiug fall the testimony, seeking to gain

their favour, and to recommend the way of Truth
by familiarity and freedom, and by going halfway
to meet them. * My mind is affected with grief

under the consideration of these things, seeing that

the work of reformation is retarded, the precious

testimony balked, and our strength consumed. We
are encouraging others in that which the Lord
hath a controversy with, and are seeking to obtain

the favourable opinion of the world by unwarrant-

ble means. We were once despised, and the

Lord's people to this day, are rejected for his

name's sake. There was never more need than
at this time for those concerned for Siou's welfare,

to unite in a fervent travail and engagement of spirit

maintain the cause and testimony of the ever

blessed Truth againstall false liberty, and unlimited

charity, which seems as a torrent to threaten to

sweep all zeal for the support of sound principles

d practices away ; Oh ! may the Lord arise for

Sion's sake, and Jor the help of his faithful labour-

er.-, and give them wisdom and power to move
forward and rebuild the waste places, notwith-

standing the rebukes and discouragements of

the deceitful Shemaiahs, who would now attempt, as

heir pattern of old sought to do, persuade the

faithful Nehemiah's to hide themselves from their

enemies, aud let the broken down wall alone.

With the Lord's assistance, the faithfulness of his

children may yet conduce to cause our Sion to

become once more a quiet habitation, her ancient

beauty restored, and a shout of a king be heard

n her. Then the name of the Lord, who alone

s able to make his church triumphant, shall be

honoured and adored in her, and her children shall

,'e him glory and worship for ever and ever.

nen.

On the 4th of the Third month that year, Ben-

jamin addressed the following epistle to one of his

friends.

" Dear Friend.—In love, with which my mind is

often affected towards thee, I would in great tender-

ness, signify a few things to thee. Every testimony,

be it ever so small an one, which the Lord our God
h:ith given to his people to bear, ought to be ex-

ceedingly precious to them, yea, regarded as a

choice jewel. It pleased Infinite Wisdom in the

first rise of this society, to lay a necessity on our

predecessors in the Truth, to bear a testimony for

him, against all pride, vanity, the world's ways and

fashions, and whatever had a tendency to support

them, and this testimony ought to be precious to

us in this day. Our forefathers maintained it at

the expense of outward substance, and with the loss

of liberty in hard and tedious impri.sonmcnts, yea,

many scaled this testimony with their blood. The

Lord was graciously pleased to favour them with

Divine refreshment, supporting them iu all their

sufferings, enabling them to triumph over death

itself. The testimony so dear to them, to support

which they so cheerfully underwent grievous .suf-

ferings, should be no less dear to us iu this time of

outward ease and quiet, for we profess to be fellow

believers with them. My dear friend ! there is a

remnant in this day, so engaged at heart, who find

the same necessity as our forefathers did to main-

tain the testimony of truth in all its branches,

against pride, vanity, the world's ways aud fash-

ions, superfluities in dress, address, aud the furni-

ture-of houses, yet weakness iu these points greatly

prevails among us as a society to the grict of the

honest-hearted in Israel, who mourn for the de-

clension of the daughter of Sion. This tcstiuiony

was once so universal amongst us, it was, as it

were written generally, as on the lintels and door

posts of our dwellings, as among a remnant it is at

this day. May the Lord multiply the number of

these, so that Sion may yet again shine, and be-

come the beauty of nations, and Jerusalem the

praise of the whole earth. It is often my desire

that we of the younger class, whom the Lord iu

mercy hath visited with the knowledge of his Truth,

engaging us to love and serve him, may be exceed-

ingly careful not to lay waste his precious testi-

mony in any of its branches. May we, being con-

cerned to do nothing against the truth, join heartily

in holding up the hands of the faithful, who are

bearing as it were, the ark of the testimony of the

Lord, on their shoulders. I know not that there

was ever more need of a united engagement, than

at this time; I fully believe that the very hindmost

of us in the camp, have a share of the work and

burden to bear. Oh! that we may be. faithful

burden bearers, standing valiantly for the cause

and testimony of the ever blessed truth. Thus the

worthy name of the Lord our God may be glorified.

He gathered our forefathers who were no people, to

be a people to his praise, and in unmerited mercy

he visits us in this day, and gathers near to him-

self those who were in the broad way, and unac-

quainted with his saving power. May the consid-

eration hereof, bow our souls in reverence and

awful'fear before him, who is worthy to be wor-

shipped, served and obeyed by men and angels.

We praise him, not only because he is our salva-

tion, but for his undeclarabic loving kindness aud

mercy to the children of men."

This letter concludes with referring to some con-

duct of his correspondent, through which he feared

the testimony of Truth would suffer.

Diary continued.—Fifth month, 1st. "Often of
_

late I have had low times. It has been through

hard exercise I have kept in exercise true living

Faith, aud have feared I had not been rightly set-

tled on the true foundation. Oh I the inexpressi-

ble anxiety and distress of soul I have at times

felt. It seemed the very hour and power of dark-

, in which I had no strength to lift up my eyes
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towards heaven, and not a tear to shed. Yet the

Lord in his infinite mercy, had regard to my deso-

late and afflicted ftate, and renewed a degree of

hope, that if I kept steadily looking unto and

waitinw upon him, he would _vet lead me for-

ward. Glorified be his name forever." " Al-

though he has bce"'n pleased to withhold seasons of

rejoicing from nie, such as I have known in time

pa.-^t, yet as he has mercifully engaged my heart

under the sense of want to cry unto Him, I have

been enabled to trust, and have felt a degree of

peace, which the world knows not of."

(To be continued.)

Mnsings and Memories.

I.NFLUE.NTE OF THE OUTWARD UPOJJ TUE INWARD.

It is recorded that an officer in one of the late

Englishexpeditions in search of John Franklin, was

of a frank and open disposition, fond of gayety,

and very thoughtless as respected his future state.

During his journey as leader of one of the sledge

parties, his mind was awakened to serious consid-

erations. He saw the utter worthlessness of many
things highly prized and eagerly sought after in

the world of civilized life. He thought what would

all the wealth of Europe avail him, if he should

lose the judgment and self possession which alone

would enable him to conduct his party back to the

ships ? Then camethe thought how would it be with

him, if they should be stricken down by disease

amid the the snowy wastes ?

The difficulty of directing their course, from the

variation of the compass, was great, and much care

was required to keep the chronometer from stop-

ping; and feeling the responsibility heavy upon
him, he walked much alone. After a time one of

the party was struck with the snow-blindness, as

soon afterwards was another. These events added
much to the weight of his care and anxiety. The
next day, after the malady attacked them, before

starting in the morning, the twenty-third Psalm
was read, beginning, " The Lord is my shepherd."
As they journeyed on that day, amidst all the fears

which beset his mind, relative to the safety of his

party, this passage from that Psalm kept soundinf
through his mind, " yea, though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil." At night as he lay, kept awake by hisanx-
iely; through the merciful visitations of the grace
of God, he was brought to look back with contrition

on his past life of folly, and to covenant in secret,

that if spared to return to his native country, he
would never forget how the Psalmist had been en-
abled to rejoice in communion with God. Lessons
of instruction he had received in childhood, came
back to his memory, and a comfort he had not felt

for years, stole into his mind. Greater trials came
upon them than they had yet experienced ; at one
time they encountered a violent ^now storm, and
were buried in the drift so deeply, that it was
thirty-six hours buforc they could proceed. Pro-
virions were growing scarce, and the weather was
so thick that it was doubtful if they could find the
ship. During this time of distress, his mind wai
consoled as the text, " The Lord is my shepherd
I shall not want," was again and again presentee

to it.

The company reached their vessel in safety, afld

theofficer,.it is icstitied, became " through the grace
ul God, a wiser and better man." The visitations

of mercy to his soul, in the hours of his lonely,
anxious, Arctic travel, and in the sleepless watches
whilst his worn out men wore sleeping sountlly
around him, were savin:;ly blessed to jiiin.

Many of tl.os,. who hnvo b.-cn fiithCul labour-

ers in the Lord's vineyard, have received sensible

visitations, and precious awakenings, apparently

springing from outward things. Some, during seasons

of quiet retirement, and when walking in solitary

places; some whilst musing amid rural scenery,

others whilst feeling the fury of a storm, threatening

to destroy them. When the Lord has prepared the

heart for his service, there lacketh not outward

events through which the sensible operations of his

Holy Spirit, taketh hold of the awakened mind.

In a list of worthies in our own Keligious Society now

before me, in which is given the outward circum-

stances, apparently tending to their conversion, or

at least the means through which the Divine quick-

ing virtue of Grace awakened them from the

im'bers of sin, I find noted, " walking in the

woods," " woods," " solitary walks." One, pressed

in a crowd so that his bodily life was in great dan-

ger, was thereby driven to seek and find life eter-

al. Sickness and the fear of death drove many
of them with strong cries and earnestness of spirit,

to seek to the great Physician of value, who in

his own time, as they continued depending upon

,
healed all their maladies. Some have been

en by the terrible, some drawn by the gentle,

into the paths of peace. Daniel Wheeler could

trace deep and abiding effects on his mind from a
' urricane at sea, whilst Mary Haggar could re-

member visitations of Divine Love granted lier

amid the flowers of a garden.

PRAY IN FAIR WEATHER.

In a recent number of a religious paper, an an-

ecdote to this import is told. A number of years

go, a ship bound to New York, suddenly encoun-

tered a dreadful storm, whilst far out in the ocean.

All hands were called to take in sails and put the

in the best trim to stand such a hurricane,

and all seemed too few. At this moment one of

the men, the most hardened, wicked person in the

hip, was missing, the captain, himself an irreli-

gious man, looked round for him and found him
below, on his knees, repeating the Lord's prayer

over and over again, seizing him by the collar, the

captain jerked him on his feet, and shouted with

1 voice heard even amid the roaring of the storm,
' Say your prayers in fair weather."

The ship, through the good management of the

ikilful mariners, and the blessing of a merciful

God, was saved, and in a few days reached her

port. The man who prayed in the storm was at

once discharged, having been through his wicked-

ness, a perfect pest in the ship for the preceding

fifteen months. But Divine grace had touched him.

The blunt speech of the captain, " say your pray-

ers in fair weather," seemed ever sounding in his

ears, and deep distress for his past sins and present

state, came upon him. Through the mercy of God,
and the cleansing baptisms of his spirit, the work of

regeneration went on, until the late hardened sin-

ner became a child of the kingdom, an heir of

God and joint heir with Christ.

Years after this event, this man being engaged
on a certain occasion in preaching, was startled at

perceiving the captain, who had been made the iu-

sti'ument of so much good to him, sitting among his

hearers. At onco, the scene ofthe storm came vividly

before him, and with a voice so loud as to startle

all present, he exclaimed, " Say your prayers in

fair weather." When ho had recovered in mea-
sure his composure, he proceeded to narrate the cir-

cumstance we have given above. The captain, on
finding who the preacher was, and how it had
pleased the Lord God of mercy and loving kind-

ness, to make use of him and of his scornful excla-

mation, in turning a hardened sinner into a labour-

ing saint, was much atfected. Mow the influence

for good he had unwittingly exercised, was brought

home to himself. His mind was awakened, and

Divine grace operating through the saving changei

he saw effected in another, led him also forward)

in the path of purity and peace, until through the

baptisms of repentance and the renewings of the

Holy Ghost, he also was made a partaker of the'

blessed hope of the gospel of life and salvation.

These words " pray in fair weather," so emi-

nently blessed in these two instances, may well

claim the serious consideration of each one of us.

The paper in which the narrative is given, puts the

enquiry to each of its readers if they say their

prayers in fair weather, or whether they wait until

some storm, fraught with sorrow and danger, comeS'

upon them, to drive them in anguish and terror to

seek comfort and security in God. We have need

to be doubly watchful and prayerful in times oi

prosperity. When God gives us most outward

blessings we are most likely to forget Him. Rea-
der, whether it be fair weather, or foul weather

with thee, seek ever for the spirit of prayer

then, through a full surrender of thy own will

to the Lord Jesus, his redeeming and sanctifying

mercy will prepare thee to bear the afflictions oi

time without terror, and the blessings of prosperity;

without injury to thy immortal soul.

For "The Friend."
i

BIOCKAPlllCAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned memberB
of the Yearly Meeling of Philadelphia.

JOSHUA BROWN.
(Coiitiuucd from page U.)

At a meeting at Black Water, held Twelfth

month 8th, 1778, Joshua was led closely to warn
those present who were making excuses for not

fulfilling their religious duty in setting their slaves

free. To him it seemed evident that the wrath ol

God was gathering against the people for the crime

of keeping their fellow men iu bondage, and that it

would be poured forth. He attended Burleigh

meeting on the 9th, went home from thence with

Edward Stabler, who with his wife accompanied
him to Gravelly Bun meeting on the 10th. In this

meeting he quoted the passage, " If a man's ways I

please the Lord, he maketh his enemies to be at

peace with him ;" he earnestly entreated those pre-

1

sent to know their ways to be acceptable to the i

Lord, and showed them that this could only be
|

through the washing of regeneration and the re-

1

newing of the Holy Ghost. On the 12th, he had I

a meeting at Curies, iu which he said that all the
[

professors of Christianity agreed in this, that it is'

by Jesus Christ we must be redeemed from out I

state of separation from God. Some believe thai'

the outward use of water L-i necessary to make ui

children of God, and i-ome deem that if we bclievf

in Christ, even without purity of heart, his right*

eousness will be imputed to us, and that through ri

they are safe. Joshua then found the opportunitj

of enforcing his frequent doctrine. Ye must bd

born again. If the inward work of the spirir

had cleansed and regenerated the heart, the out*

ward type of washing of water could not be necesi

sary,—but without the inward cleansing, the bapti

tism of Christ, salvation could not be obtained

He had excellent service at Wainoak, Black Creefa

and Beaver dam, in which the fundamental doctrine*

of the gospel were much opened, and at the last odd

especially, the nature of the true ministry and itil

call and necessary qualifications. A Presbyterian

minister who was present dined with him, but madil

no objection to the doctrine preached, and war

quite friendly. .|

On the 16th, at Cedar Creek meeting, he com
niented on the care exercised in the construction o|

an outward building. The workmen had to squaii)
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their work and make it all plumb, and if thoy were Many were the labours of love, Friends of tl

always careful iu these respects and the louuda- day were called on to perform ou behalf of the

lion they built on was good, the building would poor children of Africa. At the Second month
stand. He told them that in a religious sense, the Western Quarterly Meeting, iu 1781, Joshua Brown,

building must have Christ Jesus for a foundation, Joseph Husbands and Abraham Uibbons, were

and must be squared and properly constructed by appointed to visit the sheriff of Aecomac county,

; Lis Holy Spirit, or it would fall. He showed howj Virginia, who had taken a negro lad, who had

in the building of the tabernacle of old, every thing! previously been manumitted by Daniel Mifflin, and

was made according to the pattern God showed to, had sold him to John Cropper, for a war tax,

' Moses; man's invention and contrivance must have] which Daniel was not easy to pay. They per-

. nothing to do with it; and so in the spiritual, all| formed this visit, and at the same time Joshua

I must be of God, and of the operation of his grace
|

says his wife was appointed to accompany Mary
and spirit. Joshua now proceeded more directly

i Husbands and Hannah Harlan ou a religious visit

homeward, taking on his way, Caroline Meeting,! to the free negroes in the lower counties on the

Goi-e Creek meeting, Fairfax, and Warrington, Delaware and the eastern shore of Maryland and

tju.irterly Meetings, and Deer Creek meeting. On \'irginia.

til. J ?th, crossing the Susquehanna river, with diffi-| On the 8th day of the Fifth month he left his

eultv, he reached his own residence. He says "I habitation to attend Virginia Yearly Meceting. Ou
found my wife and children well, which is cause of

great thankfulness to the great Preserver of men.

My mind is filled with that peace which the world

can neither give nor take away, and I am greatly

thankful to the Master who hath enabled me
through many tribulations to fulfil my journey and

return safely to my own house aud family again."

After this laborious and deeply exercising visit,

Joshua remained at and near his own ho;ue for

some time, labouring with many others at that

time for the reformation of many of their friends

and neighbours, who had departed from the sim-

plicity of the Truth and from under the cross of

Christ. In the Twefth month, 1779, having been

HIS way down he was at many meetings and had
much labour in some places on behalf of the slaves.

He mentions iu one place having the satisfaction o

seeing one Friend manumit forty-three. He visited

his friend Joseph Cowman, mentioned befon

one who by taking the test oath, had lost his right

of membership amongst Friends. He found him

now under exercise ou account of that misstep.

Joshua felt a word of encouragement to him and

his wife, and endeavoured to stir them up to faith-

fulness in filling up their proper places and duties

Joshua then crossed Chesapeake bay in a smal:

boat, and attended Choptank Yearly Meeting

where he met his wife. The several sittings of

that meetinir were larjie and favoured. Happointed by the Quarterly meeting with others,

to go to Lancaster aud examine the condition of
j

pauion on this journey was Joseph Reynolds of

the meeting house there, he went, and was engaged I Nottingham, whoso company he says was of use to

to visit each of the five families of Friends whoihim, aud satisfactory. "When I reached h.

lived in that town. The visit although a short oce, my mind was very thankful to the great Master,

afforded him satisfaction in the retrospect. who I apprehend had been pleased to be with me
With a minute of the concurrence of his Monthly, in this journey, enabling me to perform some

Meeting, he left his home Fifth month 31st, 1780, ercising services,—and who had brought me safely

back to my home."to attend the Yearly Meeting for Maryland, held

West River. With George Churchman and

Joseph England, he rode to Baltimore, Sixth

month 1st, and the next day went to West River

to the meeting of Ministers, •' which was in a good

Segree favoured with the Great Master's presence."

Be had some service in the meetings for business,

but during the sittings his mind was under exer-

jise on account of many iu the neighbourhood

saving been disowned for taking the test oath, which public attention h

ind he felt constrained to visit them in their fami-
! directed by the transpiri

CTo be continued.!

I Magaziuc,

Hemp.Sea anil Upland Cotton ts. Flax

(Concluded from [.age 47.)

This much has been said in reference to cotton,

as preparatory to the consideration of the articles

of flax and hemp, more particularly the former, to

been more particularly

events of the day.

When the Yearly Meeting closed, Sixth! "Flax, {Ger. Flachs ; Da., Vasch ; Ft., Lin ;

month, 7th, with Evan Thomas, Benjamin Hough,
j Ita. and Sp., Lino ; Rus., Len, Loii ; Pol., L

ind John Elliot of Philadelphia, he commenct

;he visit. The first visit was to Joseph Pembe

He received the Friends kindly, and expr

Lat., Linum,) an important plant, (Linuin usita-

tissimiim,) was at one time an article of consider

able export from the United States, and may be

led a willingness to liberate his slaves, which i again profitably raised for its seed without further

says, "I hope will be complied with in a! reference to the use of the stalk.

ittle time. All those I was concerned to visit,

ere in the practice of holding slaves." On the

Jth, they visited Philip aud John Thomas, and

Foseph and Richard Richardson. On the 9th,

In 1790 the quantity of the seed exported

amounted to 312,000 bushels. For twenty years

previous to 1816 the average annual exports were

250,000 bushels. The smooth, rich prairie lands of

says, '"we visited Joseph Cowman's family,! the west aiford an excellent opportunity for raising

,0 much sati^f:iaion, he appearing free to set hisiflax to any extent; and since linseed is an article

laves at liberty. I much desire he may be pre-lthat bears exportation so well, many thousands of

erved in the mind we left him in." They then! acres might be cultivated to advantage, especially

ode up South River and visited some Friends as the crop might be pulled by machinery, or, if the

lamed Hopkins, who were not clear of holding' seed is the only object, it might be cut with like f-

laves, and lodged that night at one named Joh

riopkius. Johns had set his slaves free, when

hey were twenty-five years of age, and the Friends

alt concerned to have a sitting with him, in which

hey intimated that something more than merely

heir liberty was due them. After attending Lit-

le Falls meeting on the 11th, Joshua lodged at

Villiani Cox's, and the next day rode home, he

ays, " well satisfied with the journey."

cility." {U.S. Doc.) The estimated hemp crop

of the United States in 1844 was 22,800 tons.

Flax is an important plant, aud has been culti-

vated from the earliest ages in Great Britain and

many other countries, its fibres being manufactured

into thread and its seed crushed for oil. The

principal sorts of flax imported into Great Britain

are Petersburg, Narva, Riga, Rivel, Liebau, Me-

mel, Oberland and Dutch flax. It comes in bun-

dles of twelve, nine and six heads. 'J'he Riga
flax seems to deserve the preference, and is im-

ported from the Baltic. It is the growth of the

provinces of Maninberg, Druania, Thusenhauseu,

and Lutherama. Flanders or Dutch flax is well

dres.scd, aud of the finest quality. Flax is exten-

sively cultivated in Egypt of late years; some of

the Italian ports, which u-^ed to be supplied from

Russia, have beeu supplied ou lower terms from

Alexandria. New-Zealand flax is said to exceed

every other species iu strength of fibre and white-

ness, qualities which, if it really po.sses.ses them iu

the degree stated, must make it particularly fitted

to be made into cauva*) and cordage. It has been

obtained, within these fyw years, at second hand,

from Sidney and Van Dieman's Laud, the imports

from tliem amounting, iu 1831, to l.'3,72.'j cwt.

Attempts are now being made, but with what suc-

cess remains to be seen, to raise it in Great Britain.

When flax is brought to the principal Russian

ports where it is shipped, it is classified according

to its qualities, and made up by sworn inspectors,

appointed by the government for the assortment of

that and all other merchandize. These function-

aries are said to perform their task with laudable

impartiality and exactness. A ticket is attached

to every bundle of assorted flax, containing the

names of the inspector and owner, the sort of flix

and the period when it was selected and inspected.

Good flax should be of a fine^ bright color, well

separated from tow codilla or coarser part of the

plant, and of a long, fine and strong fibre. In

purchasing flax it is usual to employ an agent

wholly devoted to this particular business.

Of 936,411 cwt. of flax and tow imported into

Great Britain in 1831, 623,231 cwt. was from

Russia, 128,231 cwt. from the Netherlands, 101,-

721 cwt. from Prussia, 55,324 cwt. from France,

1,415 cwt. from Italy, 15,276 cwt. from New
South Wales, &.O. Almost the whole of the quan-

tity was retained for home consumption.

Flax seed contains a great deal of oil, which it

yields by expression, and is cultivated either that

it may be used in sowing, or sent to crushing mills

to be CQBverted into oil. The quantity of the crop

depends much on the seed employed ; a good deal

of care is requisite in selecting the best
;
generally

speaking, it should be chosen of a bright brownish

colour, oily to the feel, heavy and quite fresh.

Dutch seed is in the highest estimation for sowing;

it not only ripens sooner than any other that is

imported, but produces larger crops, and of the

quality that best suits the principal British manu-
factories. American seed produces fine flax, but

the produce is not as large as from the Dutch seed.

British seed is sometimes used instead of Dutch,

but the risk of the crop misgiving is so much
greater that those only who are ignorant of the

consequences, or who are compelled from necessity,

are chargeable with this act of ill-judged parsi-

mony. Crushing seed is principally imported from

Ruasia, but considerable quantities are also brought

from Italy aud Egypt. Of the 758,128 bushels

of linseed imported into Great Britain in 1831,

221,702 were brought from Russia, 172,099 from

Prussia, 106,244 from the United States, 105,448

from Italy, 98,847 from Egypt, 53,738 from the

Netherlands, &c.

Hemp is supposed to be a native of India, but

long since naturalized and extensively cultivated in

Italy and many other countries in Europe, particu-

arly Russia and Poland, where it forms an article

of primary importance. It is stronger aud coarser

in the fibre than flax, but its uses, culture and

management are pretty much the same. When
grown for seed it is a very exhausting crop, but

when pulled green, it is considered a clearer of
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the ground. In England its cuUivation is not
deemed profitable, so that, notwithstanding the

encouragement it has received from government
and the excellent quality of English hemp, it is

but little grown, except in some few districts of

Suffolk and Lincolnshire. The Cjuantitj raised

Ireland is also inconsiderable.

From what precedes, the great expansion of the

cotton product of the United States appears to

have been after the year 18^9. Prior to 1820,

if not to a still later period, the flax product was
deemed of more importance than cotton. Fl

was manufactured by the families that produced
the plant, in their own houses, and it furnisLed

them with table-cloths, bed-linen, and under gar-

ments and outer clothing in summer. Prior to

1810, if not later, the raw cotton furnished th

country merchants in the towns on the North Rive
and back, was the East India, by way of England
to New York. It was very imperfectly cleaned of

its seed, and packed in large bags without being
pressed. The common retail price of this cotton

was 2s. GcL, or 31 } cents per pound. It was used
for bats for quilts and dresses, and spun into yarn
for mops. At that period a coarse muslin was
also imported from the East Indies, and sold in

the country towns above referred to, at the lik

price of 3U cents per yard. The same article might
to-day command some 4 or 5 cents per yard for

book covers or like purposes. At that period there
was but a single store for the sale of domestic cot-

ton goods in the city of New York, and, as far as

known but one manufacturer in the United States;
this was — Slater, of Rhode Island, who produced
a superior fabric of this description of goods.
They were sold by William F. .Alott, who is still

living, then doing business in Pearl street, near
Peck slip. Public attention for the last few years
has been again directed to the article of flax, and,
from present indications, it would seem that it

is again to occupy an important place in the pro-
ductions of the country, and equal, if not exceed
in value and importance, the cotton product of the
United States. By the simple application of steam,
at a pressure of some two hundred pounds to the
square inch, the gummy or resinous matter is sepa-
rated, and afterwards removed from the fibre of the
plant together with the woody substance, and a
product as soft and delicate as cotton is the result,
better adapted than it to a vast variety of uses for
which cotton is now used. The invention is cal-
culated to work a revolution in flax as great in

gnitude, if not greater, than has been cfl'ected

letlcr of Jolin Barclay. and our whole caravan clattered out of the court-

As the tidings reach me in my chamber, of dif- fZ^J^.t.Tll
''"' '"°"°'' "°°^ *^''*'^'''

"^''' ^^^

ferent movements and circumstances that transpire

my mind .seems permitted to travel on into the fu

ture, and to see what some are contrivinc; and
concerting to strengthen their cause, and to

themselves as it were of the strongholds and the

passages. Oh ! the deceit and the workings of

that spirit, in those that despise and forsake the
light of Christ in their own consciences ! Yet
through all, though I have sorrowful caase to be-

lieve some of understanding must and will fall

yea, many tall and beautiful cedars,— I never felt

more strongly confirmed in the ground taken by
our early Friends, and in the belief (as thou ex-
pressest it,) that all will be made to work together
for the good of the poor little remnant wbo are
concerned through all suflTerings to keep to this

ground. Oh ! I often fell inwardly cheered and
animated, in the midst of the most gloomy pros-
pects, for tbe power of Truth is the same thatever
it was, and the Lord can confound, even by feeble

instruments and unlikely means. It matters not
through whom help comes, so that it comes from
Him that made heaven and earth, and has set a
bound to tbe roaring waves. Ah ! I often think
of the language of one of our ancients on his death
bed, " the spirit that now lives and reigns in me,
shall yet break forth in thousands:" and this is

my full belief, even if the number of active and in-

fluential members in our Yearly Meeting were
greatly diminished or even swept away. Oh ! the
Lord can turn the fruitful field into barrenness,
and make the desert to blossom as tbe rose.

by gm in cotton, and eventually to
clothe the world in linen, clean and white, for there
is evidently no limit to the production of the plant
in almcst any part of the world. The prairie
lands of the great west are more particularly
adapted to it, and to these the public attention is

particularly directed, where almost the entire la-
bour can be performed by the use of machinery.

Cotijlicls of Life.—There are victories won by
men over themselves, more truly honourable to the
conqueror than any that can be achieved in war.
These silent successes we may never hear of. The
battles in which they are obtained are fought in
solitude, and without help, save from above.'' The
conflict n sometinuv- waged in the still watches of
the night, and the struggle is often fearfuj. Honour
to every conqueror in such a warfare ! Honour to
the man or woman who fights temptation, hatred,
revenge, envy, selfishness, back to its last covert
in the heart, and then expels it forever. Althouirh
no outward show of honour accrues to the victors
of these good fights, they have their reward—

a

higher one than fame can bestow.

OSS of time in this debate had left us only one
hour's daylight for the four hours' journey to Beth-
el, where our tents were to be pitched for the night.

After we turned from our last lingering gaze at

Jerusalem the sun sank behind the western hills

and almost before we had begun to think of the

decline of day the brief twilight was over, and
it was dark.

|

The guide, who rode before us, was deaf to all|

our entreaties to relax his pace. We scrambled^
on after him in the dark over the rough roads. Th«
darkness deepened ; no moon rose, and the starsi

which glittered so brilliantly above us, and the fire^i

flies which darted to and fro on each side

across our path, only made the blackness of th^
night more apparent. To attempt to guide tb^
horses was in vain ; nothing was visible but the
ghostly apparition of a white horse before me, oi

which I must on no account lose sight. Up andi

down the stony paths we scrambled, but might havq
been quite tranquil if we could have trusted ouf
safe agile little Syrian horses as they deserved^
They never made a false step ; but we were do^
sorry to find our tents pitched at Bireh (Beeroth,)i

when we reached it, instead of having to ride apt
hour further to Bethel, our original destination.

We had to rise very early on the following morn-
ing. A long day's journey was before us to Nab-
lous (Shechem,) and the lost hour of the preceding
day had to be made up.

The way between Beeroth and Bethel lay over
craggy hills, reminding us again of Dartmoor, only
brown and grassless, and of limestone instead of
granite. On the height of Bethel are the ruins of
a Greek church and several old foundations of
houses with large stones. Beyond these was a
rocky hill strewn with many rough stones, of which
Jacob might have made a pillow, or afterwards
Jeroboam altar-stones for his rival temple.
And this is Bethel, "the house of God," where

in vision the angel's ladder rested, linking Jacob's
pillow to the throne of God. What made it

"dreadful'' and sublime? Certainly not any in-

trinsic beauty or sublimity in the scenery. When
Jacob lighted on it it was " a certain place." No
more characteristic word is found to describe it. He
rested there, not because it was a place of streams
or groves, or shady rocks, or in any way a tempt-
ing shelter, but just for the same reason we had
tarried at Beeroth, "because the sun was set." It

was no snowy Alpine summit, forming naturally
a flight of spotless altar-steps from earth to heaven ,—a pedestal on which one could well imagine the

|

angelic ladder might have rested. It was an or-
|

dinary brown hill-side strewn with rough stones,

:

over which pas-cd the high road. Nor was it

fenced off from common ground, like Moriah, by.
precipitous ravines. You could not define the mo-
ment when yon arrived at it or left it. There i

nothing to distinguish it from any of the undula-
tions or hills around.

When Jacob laid down to sleep, it was to him
bare featureless hillside strewn with stones, which,
he could not have recognized when he returned from
Haran among the many similar places around.
When he awoke out of sleep he said, " Surely the ;

Lord is in this place, and I knew it not." There
was no terror, or mnjesty, or beauty inherent in

the place, especially to reveal or symbolize the di- ,

ine presence. But God was there. This was its i

consecrationanditsglory. Heaven had beenopened
to Jacob's vision there. The vo'ce of the Lord

, 1 ,. , , ,
''^'^ spoken to his spirit there in human words, and

horses we doclmcd were led away, therefore the place was full of solemnity and ma-
nted were brought ,n their stead, Ijcsty to him. It was the house of God. And then

Wanderings over Jiible lands and Seas.

BETHEL, SHILOH, AND THE WELL A^' SYCHAR.

_
The dajlight which had served us for our last

view of Jerusalem began to decline soon after we
turned northward from that point, and descended
the hills which hid from us the holy city and the
hill country of Judea.

It is seldom possible to start on a long expedi-
tion in the East early in the day. Our departure
had been delayed by a stormy debate in the court-
yard of Simeon's hotel, between the dragoman and
the muleteers. The Arab muleteers had end.
oured to persuade us to take two or three inferior
horses, and on a journey which was to last a month
this was a point which could not be yielded, and
the English consul for Caiapha and the French eon
sul kindly came to our aid.

Wo felt sure the contest would end as we wished
and meantime could do nothing but watch the pro
gre^softhe debate, and regret the loss oftime. Voices
were raised to angry shrieks and lowered to fierce
menacing murmurs ; (he faces of the disputants ex-
pressed the most violent passions. The dark eyes
glared and flashed, and the lips of .some foamed with
rage, and hands were raised in deprecatory or threat-
ening gesticulation. The muleteers began to detach
the trunks, and seemed on the point of leadinir
away their animals and abandoning the bar.Tain°
Our dragoman helplessly stormed and pleaded ;'

the English consul stood calm amidst the tempest,
occasionally throwing in a few strong quiet words
which at first increased the clamor" but finally
calmed it. The whole was to us like a most vivid
drama or pantomine, the gestures and expression
of the disputants rendering the knowledge of the
nguage scarcely necessary to the comprehension

of their meaning.
At length th.

tlie horses we \
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when he returned, a patriarch and a prosperous

nan from his long exile, he built an altar and called

he place El Bethel, becau.^e there God appeared

mto him,—an altar of the religion whose highest

nanifestation is not in nature, or sun or stars, or

nountains, but in the Son of man.

The subsequent history of Bethel has little more

•eligious interest for us than that of any heathen

ihrine—a scene of idolatrous worship, with the old

3gjtian animal symbols recalled by Jeroboam
rem Egypt, of feasts and sacrifices mocking and

)arodying God's ordinances at Jerusalem, of pro-

)hetic denunciation, and at last of judgment, when
he bones of false priests and prophets were ex-

mmed from the tombs among these hills, and burnt

md strewn to the winds on an altar formed of these

ic'attered stones.

Temple, city, altar, shady grove, all the relics

if that idolatrous ritual have perished without a

race, and the bare hill-sides lie again ordinary and

tony, and solitary and dreary, as when sunset

urprised Jacob upon it, and the heavenly vision

ransformed the place in his eyes from a sweep of

larren moorland into a gate of heaven.

From Bethel we rode along a rough watercourse,

hrough a richly wooded valley among figs, olives,

nd vines, to a dell where was an ancient well.

horn this we crossed a plain to the foot of a steep

lill crowned by a village, called by our guides

>injel. Its situation was more picturesque than

isual. The height on which it stood was rocky

.nd precipitous, with an abundant ice-cold spring

B the centre of the poor rough cabins, rising under

he shadow of an arch, rudely hewn in the rock.

^s we dismounted, some of the women at the well

iUed their pitchers from the deep spring, and

lOured water into the stone troughs for our horses,

,nd then gave us to drink, woujen and children

locking round us, and curiously examining our

i"rank dresses and faces while we rested. This

ine spring is probably the cause why this village

5 still inhabited, among the numbers of deserted

owns and villages which are dotted over the hills

,nd valleys of this old inheritance of Benjamin.

'Ve led our horses down the precipitous rocky path

rem Sinjel to the plain, and after a short gallop

cross the level, reached another village on the

Jain, which the dragoman called Turmus Ayeh.

Phe scriptural names I do not know, and yet, pro-

lably there is not a village we pass but dates back

early Hebrew times, if not beyond these to the

lays of the Hittite and the Perizzite, with their

ligantic stones, and cities wailed up to heaven.

Sverywhere when you come amongst human dwel-

ings in this country, you find traces of more ener-

;etic and prosperous races, large regularly squared

tones, tanks hewn in the rocks ibr rain-water
;

iroken cisterns once cemented and lined with

tone, now holding no water; threshing floors lev-

Ued on the rocky hill-sides, where the wind would

fit as a natural " fan," sweeping the chaff from the

;rain ; wells with stone seats on their edge ; fine

'Id terraces for vines and olives, broken in many
laces and bared by the winter torrents. Every-

rhere traces of industrious and skilful men, yet no

uins, only heaps of stones, squared and chiselled

arefully, it may be, but scattered, except here and

here the remains of a church built, by the Crusa-

lers, patched and twisted into a mosque. The
fheels of time, and conquest, and misgovernment

lave ground too heavily over the land, to leave

.nything of value above the surface. It is only

• 'he Intaglio relics that are left perfect ; the traces

'f labour graven in on the solid rock in tanks, and

threshing-floors, and terraces cut out of the hill-

ides.

WAITI.NG IN llOl'K.

A little longer still—patience, beloved I

A little longer still, ere heaven unroll
The glory, and the brightness, and the wonder

Eternal and divine, that wait thy soul.

A little longer, ere life, true, immortal
(Not this our shadowy life) will be thine own,

And thou shalt stand where winged archangels worship,
And trembling bow before the great white throne.

A little longer still, and heaven awaits thee,

And fills thy spirit with a.great delight,

Then our pale joys will seem a dream forgotlcn.

Our sun a darkness, and our day a night.

A little longer, and thy heart, beloved,
Shall beat forever with a love divine.

And joy so pure, so mighty, so eternal,

No mortal knows and lives, shall then be thine.

A litte longer yet, and angel voices.

Shall sing in heavenly chant upon thine ear
;

Angels and saints await thee, and God needs thee
;

Beloved, can we bid thee linger here ?

HASTE, TRAVELLER, HASTE!
Haste, traveller, haste ! the night comes on.

And many a shining hour is gone;
The storm is gathering in the west,

And thou art far from home and rest

;

Haste, traveller, haste!

Oh, far from home thy footsteps stray,

Christ is the life, and Christ the way.
And Christ the light. Yon setting sun
Sinks ere the moon has scarce begun

;

Haste, traveller, haste!

Tlie rising tempest sweeps the sky.

The rain descends, the winds are high.

The waters swell, and death ami fear

Beset thy path, no refuge near
;

Haste, traveller, haste I

Oh yes, a shelter thou mayst gain,

A cover from the wind and rain—

•

A hiding-place, a rest, a home

—

A refuge from the wrath to come
;

Haste, traveller, haste I

Then linger not in all the plain

;

Flee for thy life, the mountain gain
;

Look not behind, make no delay;

Oh speed thee, speed thee on thy way
;

Haste, traveller, haste !

Poor, lost, benighted soul, art thou
Willing to find salvation now ?

There yet is hope, hear mercy's call

—

Truth, life, light, way, in Christ is all

;

Haste, traveller, haste

;

Faithful JVatcJunan.—When Pompeii was de-

stroyed, there were many buried in the ruins of it,

'who were afterward found in different situations.

There were some found in deep vaults, as if they

had gone thither for security. There were some
found who were in the streets as if they had been

attempting to make their escape. There were some
.found in lofty chambers. But where did they find

the Roman sentinel? They found him standing at

'the city gate, where he had been placed by his

captain; and there when the heavens threatened

him, there when the earth shook beneath- him,

there when the lava-stream rolled, he stood at his

post, and there, after a thousand years had passed

I

away, he was found. So let Christians learn to

stand to their duty, willing to stand at the post on

iwhich their Captain has placed them, and they will

'find that grace will support and sustain them.

War.—I know not whether anjj war ever suc-

ceeded so fortunately in all its events, but that the

! conqueror, if he had a heart to feel or an under-

standing to judge as he ought to do, repented that

jhe had ever engaged in it at all.— Erasmns.

For "ThuPrLnd."

Letler to Uildrd Kadcliff.

The following letter from a late valuable cider
of Philadelphia, speaks so plainly her attachment
to the ancient principles of Truth, that it seems
appropriate to give it publicity at this time.

Philadelphia, 5th mo. 2«th, I«;jO.

My beloved Friend.—Thy letter was truly ac-

ceptable, I may say my love unfeignedly flow.s to-

wards thee. It remains the same as when our ac-

quaintance commenced. I at that time felt much
.sympathy with thee, out of meeting, and in meet-
tings both for worship and discipline, lest through
difiidence the church and thou also might sustain

loss,—what if I should say, partly from the fear

of man, or of taking up the time that others
might occupy. Far be it from me to hold out an
idea that proper care should not be exercised by
the true ministers of the gospel, that there should
be no premature offering. But bear in remem-
brance, my dear friend, that the fear of man bring-

eth a snare. May the hands of thy arms be ma<Jo
strong through the power of the mighty God of

Jacob. He has covered thy head in the day of
battle, and will, I confidently believe, continue to

do so, to the end. Thanks be unto him, his wea-
pons are spiritual, and mighty even to the pulling
down the strongholds that Satan is striving to

erect, the world over. Happy ! thrice happy is it

for poor man that the adversary's power is limited.

1 believe that some of my dear friends in your
Yearly Meeting have been deeply tried by his

subtle working in the minds of certain members*
of it, who have thought fit to offer sentiments, not
in accordance with those held by those who have
kept their first love. The members of the Church
of Cbrist, should all speak the same language;

—

no confusion of tongues ought to be heard amongst
us. Our_ worthy predecessors suffered great per-

secution in their day, when the command was,
'come out from among them,'—Episcopalians, kc.

The sentiments above alluded to, are calculated

to mislead the minds of our young Friends, find-

ing those of elder brethren and sisters clouded,

yet I know some of the dear young people,!

several years ago, clearly discovered the snare,

[of such sentiments] and avoided it,—and were
strengthened to speak plainly on the subject to

those who were endeavouring, evidently, to my
mind, to make proselytes to their views. Sorrowful
reflection! after our society had passed through

a sore couflict in endeavouring to support inviolable

the principles and doctrines of our Religious So-

ciety, [such a defection as this should occur.]

Oh I may we, my beloved friend, endeavour to

hold fast the profession of our faith without wa-
vering. I know it is not in man that walketh to

direct his steps aright;—a good man's steps are

ordered of the Lord. Yet feeble and helpless as

we feel ourselves, the heavenly Shepherd, wl o

watcheth over his flock by day and by nitrlii,

would keep all in perfect safety, by the crook of

his love. Why should any be us those who have

turned aside from following the footsteps of Christ's

companions?— It is because man doth not attend

to the injunction formerly given, 'watch and pray,

that ye enter not into temptation.'

Thy sisterly salutation I felt whilst reading it,

was offered in that love which the spirit of the gos-

* Elisha Bates, and some others.

t RtfsrriQg amongst others, to one of her children,

whose spiritual eye having been anuinled to pi-i. e.if li.c

snare in modern modified Quakerism, was faithful in

opposing its progress, and in warning its advoontes.

His course of consistent usefulness in the chnrc'i was
early finished, and he gathered to his heave^i.y home,
ere the storm he saw app-oaching, had burst with deso-

lating effect on the r Marions ."society he loved.
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Thy wishes in regard to our

The Sugar Pines of the Sierras.
Bd iDspires. Xby wishes in regard to our having on Jesus. Submit to his will, nay, prefer his wi
rgood Yearly Meeting have been realized, as thou to thy own. Let the word of Jesus be thv rule I w .• j u
wUt no doubt .see published in " The Friend." I and eUbrt, let the gWof14 be^^y Sirand n,?l!J^ 17 f ''^'° we dismounted

therefore need say no more on the subiect than'obiect and let the Ipo-.^; nf tI^mc k i ?
''°'^ Uarke's log hut and canvass dining tent in th

that I am, 1 hope, ttaukful therefor. ^ i th o,e of i: ace that^ i^mL bpn. H tf k' p'""°"' ^°^''^^' '^'''^ """^^ f^^"" Mariposa-tire,

Thy message-f love were given to our mutual teavenly Sr'. Pay pra'y for L traolu^lity
'

!" '°^ T^'l
'''^'''\ 1"'^ °"^ '''''\ '"'''' '

and justly valued Friend J. E. and children, with of mind amidst all the s omnTtime^ and Ixp { 'L?fK .
'°^^ ""^ ^^'^' P'^P-^"'

^''t'thy request that some of them should indulge thee an inward r-ilm f>f snirif Wt. in i f a ,
P., |°orai beauty and sugar-piue magmhcence whiol

wiih a\.w lines. This I doubt not has been com! lE^lleve and 1 leX s n 'g^^f^
^^^

J"

bad delighted eye and heart. But it did not re

plied with. Their love to thee has not diminished.
\

and the legacy wilf be paid thee Thv Savw'
"1""' ' '°°S '"^^ _'° .'•^^'^e "^- Half an hour'

Thou hast many friends in this city and elsewhere, who left thee this legacy on earth" lives in h
1 may now give thee, my dear friend, a brief! to

'

account of my own situation. [1 am] still couliued it in confidence,
to my chamber, with the exception ot being abl
get into some rooms nearly ou a level with it. My
complicated infirmities have varied but little for
many months past. I often have had to admire
that my stay in mutability has been thus length-
ened out, yet it is not for me to say " what d°dst
thou in removing from works to reward, those who
were in the prime of life and useful members of
society.' His ways are inscrutable and past find-
ing out by us poor short sighted beings. Although
I thus speak, I may say, I have frequently been
brought secretly to utter this language, " not my
my will, but thine, O Lord ! be done. Thou hast
an undoubted right to do with me according to
thy good pleasure."

We have had the company of J. T. from Nine
Partners, at our Yearly Meeting. He made us t

visit, and read to my husband and self, all his wife';

letters, forming a kind of diary whilst crossing
the mighty ocean, and ou her arrival at Liverpool"
* * * Uh that all who go forth as ministers
to the people, may minister in that ability which
God gives. What will preaching avail without the
holy unction accompanies it.

1 have often remembered the kind reception our
mutual friends E. K., b. L., and I, met with at
your house. It was a comfortable resting place to
us. Dear E. has often expressed, in her letters,
a strong attachment to her American friends. It
is now a very long time since 1 have written to her
or to any of my friends. Leaning over to write ,,o Dusine.s i
IS di&cult in my situation, and is always attended f -i ^

"'^^^ '

with more ord pain. The little iLro^mZ ! . 'l^.t/n
"

""""f °^'^^
I^T'. ,

''^'
"'s"^'^

mornings are cool and dehghtful ; birds are
ingiug all night. The thermometer stands at"

_ . ,
eaveu

it paid to all applicants. Therefore, present
)nfidence, expect to receive it, and thou shalt

soon enjoy it. We that believe, do enter into rest.

"Be careful for nothing; but in everything, by pray-
er and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests
be made known unto God. And the peace of God,
which passelh all understanding, shall keep your hearts
and minds through Christ Jesus."—Phillipiass iv. 6, 7.

T/ie Island of Java.—Batstvia., the capital city,
is a brilliant specimen of Oriental splendor. The
houses, which are white as snow, are placed two
or three hundred feet back from the street, the in-
tervening space being filled with trees, literally
alive with birds, and every variety of plants and
flowers. Every house has a piazza in front de
corated with beautiful pictures, elegant lamps
bird-cages, &c., furnishing accommodations for the
family, who sit here mornings and evenings. At
night the city is one blaze of light from the lamps.
The hotels have grounds of eight or ten acres in
extent around them, covered with fine shade-trees
with fountains, flower-gardens, &c. Indeed, so nu-
merous are the trees, the city almost resembles a
lorest. The rooms are very high and spacious,
without carpets and but few curtains. Meals are
served up in about the same style as at first-class
hotels in the United States, although the habits of
livmg are quite different. At daylight coffee and
tea are taken to the guest's room, and again at
eight o'clock, with light refreshments. At^twelve
breakfast is served, and at seven dinner. Coffee
and tea are always ready day and night.
No business is done in the street in the middle

P'""- The little notes or memo-
1 andrauda 1 make, are generally done sitting erect in

my chair, holding in one hand a light book
which I place my paper. My dear friends, 1
think, will excuse my not writing as often as could
be desirable. 1 hope this will not discourage them
Irom writing when they feel an inclination to do so.
It IS truly grateful to receive a line trom them. My
husband unites in love to thee. I now bid thee
tarewell. From thy affectionate friend.

The Legaey.

1, my pe
" Peace I leave with

not as the world giveih,

Jesus knows from
need. Jlis life on earth was

id grief. He was the " M

lyou.'-Jou.v

experience what his people

about 82 degrees throughout the year. The island
ot Java contains a population of 10,000 000 • the
city of Batavia, 1 80,000. The island abounds with
tigers, leopards, anacondas, and poisonous insects
ot all kinds. The finest fruits in the world arc
produced in great profusion.

BIy

life of trial, trouble court

Obedience of Children to their rarefits
mother lived to the year 1688, and made a good
end. I loved her very tenderly and carried my-
self towards her with dutifulne^s; this she fully ex-
pressed on her death-bed, and of her dear love for
uie. I can say in truth, that I h
looked back

very often
d seriously reflected upon the whole

„f« n ^T \. ,
°' "^>' behaviour towards her, and have

i„ ! -1 . . ,, ,

of borrows." Yet, lound great neace and " " '

.u the midst o( all, he enjoyed peace. His faith was
• ^

in lively exercise, and his repose on his Father's lovewas perfect When all was confusion and strife with-
ou

,
he had peace within. And when he departed

out of this world, to go unto bis Father, he left us
this as a legacy

: "Peace I leave with you, my
peace I give unto you." Our souls may be peace^
tul, letour outward circumstances be what theymay By the exercise of faith in Jesus, by sta/
ing the mind ou Jesus, and by acquiescing in the
will ol Jesus, we shall have peace. So it is writ-
ten. Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whosennnd IS stayed on thee, because he trusteth in
'bee. My Houl, I charge thoo t^ cast ev-ry care

tisfaction of mind
; my

conscience on the nicest scrutiny has not reproached
me; had it been otherwise, 1 am sure it would
have lain very heavy upon me. I write this as a
memorial to all children in general into whose
hands this may come, but more directly and par-
ticularly for my own children and their children's
children. lor, indeed, it is the incumbent duty
both natural and divine, of children towards their
parents, to obey them >n all their just and lawful^ommands; without which, they are not to expect
the blessing, but instead thereof, the displeasure ifrnf ,.,„ curse of the Almighty, which, I cou'ld

rest under one of the stately firs that towerec
above the cabin, and a cup of tea with our nooi
meal, fit for a mandarin, put us in good workiu'
trim for the afternoon's excursion. We were onli
five miles from the mammoth trees. An easy up'
land ride of an hour would lead us to the grove
where the vegetable Titans we had so often read
about, with a wonder tinged with unbelief, held
their solemn court.

And I confess that I began to doubt, as the
time for mounting again approached, as to the ex-
tistence of the marvels. Was it possible that be-
fore sunset I was to stand by a living tree more
than ninety feet in circuit, and over three hundred
feet high ? Think what these figures mean, my
hasty reader, when transformed into solid bark
and fibre. Take a ball of cord, measure off a
hundred feet from it, cut it and tie the ends, and
then, by the aid of four or five of your companions,
stretch it into a circle, (if you have a parlour
spacious enough to permit the experiment,) and
imagine that space filled with a column of a vigorous
cedar. Now conceive this tree rooted on the com-,
mon near the entrance. What do you say to thei
idea of looking up its smooth trunk to a point
higher than the topmost leaf of any elm on thei
Tremont-strect mall, and of seeing there a bou^h
thicker than the largest of those elms shooting
out from it ? What do you say to the fact that it°f
plumes would nod a hundred feet above the vane
t Park street spire? What say you to the pos-

sibility, if it lay hollow on the ground, of driving
a barouche and four through it without their being
able to touch the highest point of its curved ceil-

'

ing " with a ten-foot pole V Then think of it cut
up into six thousand cords of wood.
The Mariposa grove stands as the Creator has

fashioned it, unprofanod, except by fire, which,
long before the advent of Saxon white men, had
charred the base of the larger portion of the stal-
wart trees. We rode on for an hour, climbing all
the time, till we reached a forest plateau, five I

thousand feet above the sea. This in New Eng- I

and, IS the height of Mount Washington, where I

not a scrub can grow. Riding on a few rods, I

through ordinary evergreens with dark stems, we 1

at last catch a glimpse of a strange colour in the
forest. It is a tree in the distance, of a light cin-
namon hue. We ride nearer and nearer, seeing
others of the same complexion starting out in the
most impressive contrast with the sombre columns
of the wilderness. We are now in the grove of
the Titans. We single out one of them for a first
acquaintance, and soon dismount at its roots. I
must confess that my own feelings as I first scanned
It, and let them roam up its tawny pillar, was of
intense disappointment. But then I said to my-
self, this IS doubtless one of the striplings of the liii

Anak blood—only a small affair of some forty
feet in girth. I took out the measuring line
fastened it to the trunk with a knife, and walked
around, unwinding as I went. The line was
seventy feet long. I came to the end of the line
before completing the circuit. Nine feet more
were needed. I had dismounted before a structure

abundantly prove, by numcrou;-';exts';f 'the Holv l^.'^'-^^"'";/'''
^'^^' ''''^ '''°"''^ """^ ^^^^ g"««^ed

Scriptures.— .fee;;/, Pil.e ^
t ^-j

measuremore than fifteenfeet through.
I
It did not look to me twice as large as the Big Elm
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Dn the Comnjon, although that is odIj eighteen

feet in circumference, and this was twenty-eight

feet in diameter. During the day I had seen a

Sozen sugar pines which appeared to be far more

lofty. The next one we measured was eighty-nine

Feet and two inches in girth; the third was ninety

feet. There are nearly three times as many of the

iriant species in this grove as in the Calaveras clus-

ter. Divided into two groups there are six hun-

dred and fifty of them within a space of one mile

and three quarters. Colonel Warren, the faithful

and self-sacrificing friend of agricultural interests

in this state, proprietor and editor of the Califor-

nia Fanner, measured the principal trees of one

group on this ridge, some three years ago, and

found one of 102 feet, two of 100 feet, one of 97 feet,

one of 92 feet, one of 82 feet, one of 80 feet, two

of 77 feet, three of 76 feet and thus gradually di-

minishing, till more than a hundred trees were on

his list that measured fifty feet and upwards in

Bircuiulerence. This crowd of majestic forms ex-

plains the disappointment in first entering the grove,

rhe general scale is too immense. Half a dozen of

the largest trees spread half a mile apart, and

iproperly set off by trees of six or eight feet in

lirth, would shake the most volatile mind with

Four days afterwards, on the homeward path by

another trail, I struck off the track with one of

3ur party to see some "big trees'' that were re-

ported to us a mile from the path, near Crane's Flat.

We found them. The first one we approached

was the only one of the species in the range of vi-

sion, and reared its snuff-coloured columns among
some ordinary firs. How majestic it swelled and

towered ! My companion and I both exclaimed :

This is the largest tree we have yet seen ; this

will measure more than a hundred feet." We
TQzed for a long time at its soarinff stem, frnm

which, a hundred feet above us, the branches that

shot out bent suddenly upwards, like pictures of

golden candlesticks in the Hebrew temple. It

kerned profane to put a measuring tape upon such

a piece of organized sublimity. But we wanted

to know how much more than a hundred feet could

be claimed for it, and I made the trial. It was

just fifty six feet in circmt, but little more than

half the size of the mouarchs in Mariposa, which

it seemed to excel so much in majesty. There

were a hundred trees in the Mariposa grove larger

than this, and all of them together did not make

halt the impression on me that this one stamped

into the brain at first sight.— F/-o/ft a CuUjornia

Letter i?i the Boston Transcript.

Humility, with the groKtk of tlie better seed qf^

the kingdom.—I think 1 have seen the danger of

young men or women dwelling anywhere else than

in the valley of humility. Human learning, human

attainments and excellencies,—I mean all tho^e

things that are obtained by the memory, judgment,

reasoning powers, and mental abilities, separate

from any immediate influe

many matters, in which,* though they seem well

informed, yet not keeping in the littleness and

lowliness, they have acquitted themselves but ill,

through letting in a forward, prating spirit. Now
the best light in which we can view true talents

d virtues, and in which they are set off to the

best advantage, is the sombre shade of humility.

For the more the frame- work is clouded, or gilt, or

carved, or ornamented, the more there is to take

the attention of the eye from the picture itself.

So that it seems to me best for each of us to dwell

the littleness, in the lowliness; always bearing in

mind whence we are, even from the dust, and

whither we shall return, even to the dust; and

that we should not forget from whence all that is

good, cither immediately or mediately comes, even

from the source of all good. This would make

us backward and timid at giving our judgment; it

would render us ready and willing to esteem others

better than ourselves; quick to hear, slow to speak,

slow to wrath; because we should be patient, hum-

ble, forgiving one another, loving one another,

pitying one another; for we should then know how

frail man is.

—

John Barclay.

How to Disarm an Emmy.—It is said that

bees and wasps will not sting a person whose skin

is imbued with honey. Hence those who arc

much exposed to the venom of these little creatures,

when they have occasion to hive bees, or to take

a nest of wasps, smear their face and hands with

honey, which is found to be the best preservative.

When we are annoyed with insult, persecution and

opposition, from perverse and malignant men, the

defence against their venom is to have our spirit

bathed in honey. Let every part be saturated

with meekness, gentleness, forbearance and pa-

tience; and the most spiteful en^giy will be dis-

s^a^lfrrm^arn^lSSJute^^rwtlle-hrs'^e^nSt^'V-eturn^^S

corrode his own malignant bosom ; or what is far

better, the honey with which he comes into con-

tact will neutralize his gall ; the coals of forgiving

love will dissolve his hatred, and the good returned

for evil will overcome evil with good.—GoWew

Rule.

to tnc

Talebearing and Detraction.—Talebtarinj^

detraction are great evils, often destructive Ui

peace and comfort of civil, social and religious

society. In order to be quite clear of them, we
must avoid repeating circumstances injurious to

the reputation of another, unless we are clear in

our minds that we have some good end in view by

so doing. If we know them to be true, it is still a

violation of the golden rule of " doing unto others

as we would they should do unto us," and if

we are not quite certain of their truth, it is a

manifest injustice. " Thou shall not go up and

down as a talebearer aniong my people." " A
whi.>perer separateth chief friends."

The more we help others to bear their burdens

the lighter our own will be.

THE FRIUND.
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Schemes of trade and unprofitabk worldly care.

—Though absent in body, my heart yearns for mj

brethren at home, with desires for their preserva-

tion and advancement. in the Truth. I am very

sensible that a field of labour will open, to guard

Friends and keep them from stepping into sciiemes

of trade and unprofitable worldly cares. It will

indeed be sorrowful, if any who have been brought

to sec the vanity of the world and its friendships,

and had their prospects towards enduring good,

should lose the sense thereof, and run with a giddy

multitude into the pursuit of earthly treasure. In

There is no way in which we can promote the

well-being of the coloured people in this country

so effectually as by giving them an education which

may prepare them for filling higher positions in the

community, than those which generally are occu-

pied by them. Thij consideration induces us to

look with a favourable eye upon the re-opening of

the evening School for them in Camden for the

winter, and we hope that the requisite funds

for its support will be promptly and cheerfully fur-

shed by Friends. Instances have come to our

knowledge of great good having arisen to some

from the education received at the kindred school

lis city, and we hope that the Association hav-

charge of the schools may be encouraged in

than by their liberal pecuniary aid.

CAMDEN EVENING SCHOOL.

Application having been made by the coloured

people in the vicinity of South Camden, N. J., to

the Philadelphia Association of Friends for the

Free Instruction of Adult Coloured Persons, to

have the Evening School held there last winter,

re-opened this season; the Association has con-

cluded to again take charge of it, if sufficient funds

can be obuined to defray the expenses of the

school: to conduct which from 8200 to S300 will

be required, depending upon the length of the

session. ,

One hundred and forty persons entered at the

school last winter, and there was an average at-

tendance of forty for each evening during the

whole session. The school is believed to have

been of much advantage to those who partook of

d the Association hope that Friends

_ tauce de-

rived trom the source of all true wisdom, natural

aci.uisitious and talents, are well in their places

and are serviceable to us, when kept in subjection

to the pure teachings of Him, "who teaches ' by

His Spirit "as never man taught." But when

any natural faculty or talent of the mind, or ac-

quisition by virtue of that talent or faculty, usurps

and domineers over the little seed oj the kingdom

sown in tlie heart, it had been better that such an

enemy were cast as it were into the sea, than that

such mischief should be done. I have been in

company with some young persons of our Society,

who have been not a little injured by giving way

to pride and foolish talkativeness, in respect to

obtaining this they may be greatly ;^'^-''PP°'°*^'^' ,'^ if ,,^1 dUpoVed to contribute the funds neces.sary

and may lose the enjoyment of that favour which
]

will teel
^p ^ ^^.^

is better than Yde.-John Pembcrton, u-lale u, |to

^^^^J^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ „f .j,, ,,tool may be

England.
, , left with,

Haw tlve lije of Truth groweth m dominion.— ]

I have found myself much stripped as to a sense

of good, and tried with poverty many days. 1
^

suppose I have been accounted by some, as one ot

the better sort of people, but have seen great oc-

casion to beware of a disposition that would teed

upon the praise or commendations ot others; a

carnal selfish spirit is very apt to present and creep

in here if possible, and I have seen it hurt many

who have had right beginnings ; it always intro-

duced dimness and oppression, to the pure, precious,

innocent life of truth, which only groweth up into

dominion, through deep abasement ot soul and the^? appears, n

entire death of Idl—John Churchman.
\

place .u the p.

John C. Allen, Treas., No. 335 S. Fifth St.

George J. Scattergood, N. W. cor. Fifth

and Callowhill Sts.

Wm. Evans, Jr., No. 252 S. Front St.

B4.RTH. W. Beesley, No. 32 N. Eleventh St.

J. WisTAR Evans, No. 410 Race St.

Philadelphia.

Or Jno. M. Kaign, and

William Cooper, near Camden, N. J.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Tf.._rAe j.rO!/r(ss of the Slru^ffle-—SoJar

o iuiportant change has receotly takea

jsilions of the hostile armies near ^Vash-
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iwRjern pon
being made in several of the

for jiuttiug a large naval expedition at
sea shortly. The formidable eflbrts of the rebels to get
possession of Kentuckj and Missouri will, it is asserted,
make it necessary to send many thousands of men
westward, that otherwise would have swelled Uen.
M-Clellan's command in Virginia. The contiicl has as-
sumed gigantic proportions, the lines of the Federal
army now extending, at intervals, from Kansas in the
West, to the Atlantic Ocean, and requiring hundreds of
thousands of troops for only a partial filling up. Al-
though the movement is very slow, the northern jour-
nals contend that the progress of events points clearly
to the final suppression of the rebellion. A few mouths
ago there was no navy at home or capable of being
called home speedily. Now the whole southern c

is blockaded, and nearly all the rebel privateers have
been swept from the sea. Then there was absolutely
no money in the U. S. Treasury, and none could be bor
rowed except at enormous rates of interest. Now funds
are freely provided to meet a daily expenditure of r

than $1,000,0(10. It is, however, admitted, that the
a great want of able military commanders, and thi

this respect the rebels have an important advantage
over the Government.

Virginia.—The rebel forces under Floyd having been
largely reinforced so as to make au aggregate of aO,000
men, Gen. Kosecrans has found it necessary make
retrograde movement from his position near Hewalls
Mountain. On the 10th hisarmy was at Mountain Cave,
twenty-five miles beyond Gauley. The Federal forces
under Gen. Reynolds were posted at Elk Mountain and
Green Briar Bridge. They have driven the rebels under
Gen. Lee from tiig Springs, and they have united their
forces with Floyd's army. The rebels altribule their
want of success in the campaign to the incapacity of
Gen. Wise. The advanced lines of the Uuiou troops
below Washington now extend into Virginia for a dis-
tance of fifteen miles, the rebels withdrawing from time
to time so as to keep at a safe distance. But little can
be learned as to their numbers or condition. That por-
tion of Eastern Virginia into which the Federal troops
have penetrated is found to be completely deserted by
the inhabitants. The farms and dwellings, where the
buildings have not been burned have usually been left
in charge of a few old negroes. The Union men have
mostly beei. stripped of their possessions by the rebels.
nave been despoiled would amount to an 'aggre-'ate o'fmore than ^30,000,000. At lUchmond, Va.,!fm:kinds

coubr^'.-MiriVi""^
''^"'".^ extremely scarce. Baconcould scarcely be procured at any price, and articles ofluxury were be.,ond the reach of all, except the wea tinAl the coftee in the city had been purchased by thUontederaicgovpiiiiiio-in'i;" ...J."- -

*
1 50

11 ud 60 cents per pound, a
ake use of roasted rye, carrots, Ac,

residents

substitute

Kenluchj.-T\ic news fiom this State is said to beJore encouraging. The enlisting for the U B s<

r..u„fv''°fr'"^ "''i*^'^:
"'^ ""i°" 'orces'were

Fhiladelphia.—Mortality last week, 217.
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.—Effective measures are

to be immediately taken to repair and open this import
ant work along its entire length.

Missouri.—General Cameron, Secretary of War, anc
Adjutant-General Thomas, wereat St. Lonis on the 12th
inst, having been despatched to Missouri for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the actual condition of things by
personal observation and enquiry. On the 13th,°lhey
proceeded to Jefferson City and had a conference with
General Fremont. The latter appears to have many
warm friends especially among the German volunteers,
who earnestly deprecate his removal. Gen. Fremont's
army has been increased to 35,000 men, and will, it is

said, soon be raised to a much larger number by rein
forcements from the eastern states.

The rebel forces under Gen. Price, were very large a
Lexington, but a considerable portion were irregular
troops, assembled for the occasion, who dispersed to
their homes when the retrograde movement southward
commenced. When the rebel army left Lexington it

was estimated at 15,000 to 18,000 men. It was believed
Price would unite his forces with those of M'CuUoch,

ug on a general engHgement.before

A Leavenworth paper says it has information to the
effect that about 100 slaves leave Missouri every day
for Kansas. A widely spread slave insurrection hail
broken out in Jasper county, but was suppressed
promptly and a number of the insurgents executed.

Southern Items.—There is great rejoicing throughout
the South over the capture of Lexington and the diffi-
culty on account of Gen. Fremont's management of
affairs In Missouri.

A statement in the Galveston News makes the num-
ber of Texan troops now in the field 20,000, of which
3,000 are in Virginia, 4,000 in Missouri and Arkansas
and 4,000 in Arizona and New Mexico.
The Governor of Louisiana has issued his proclama-

tion postively prohibiting planters and others from
sending cotton in either large or small quantities to the
city of New Orleans. The blockade of all the mouths
of the iVississippi is said to be complete.

Thirteen h undred Indian warriors crossed the Arkansas
river near Fort Smith recently, on their way to join the
rebel army in Missouri.
The New Orleans Delta boasts that the rebel com-

manders are as fullyjnformed_o£all northern movements
ments at Kichmond"

'"" """""' "' '"'= "epari-

Ou the night of the 8th lust., the U. S. forces encamped on Santa Rosa Island, n'ear Fort P.ckens wer^
Id attacked by detachments from several
,imcnts. ihe contest was a .sicvi^rp r%„<.

"tYp --.-'"-'''^ and wounded on both sides
'

ppea

Advices from Chiia state that the American squadron
had left for home, with the exception of one small vessel,
which remained at the earnest solicitations of the Ameri-
can merchants, and had gone suddenly to Shanghae,
where a schooner was reported to be fitting out for a
privateer.

A Russian line-of-battle ship, the Swellana, of one
hundred guns and eight hundred men, had been lost on
the coast of Japan. All the crew are reported to have
perished.

Details of the night attack on the residence of the
British Legation in Japan, are published. It is believed
that the ruffians were suborned by some of the power-
ful opposition nobles who lately retired from power upoa
the foreign question. The Japanese Government affected
great anxiety on the subject.

The London Times calls fora strong naval demonstra-
tion against Japan, in preference to a simple remon-
strance.

Spain still refuses to acknowledge any Sovereign of
Naples but Francis the second. It is expected thikt the
Italian Minister will soon leave Madrid.
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RECEIPTS.
T. Crozier, lo., for vols. 33 and 34, read 34

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Settle, Jr., No. 149

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street;
William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No. 26
S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth street,
and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. 612
Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Whit-,
all. No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race street:;
Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Ililles,'-
Frankford; Elliston P. Morris, Germantown, and No.
805 .Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—John C,
William Bettle, John M. Whitall.
Physician and Superintendent.—Joshu

ton, M. u.
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WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

<^.J''/']"^^\
^^^'7°° °' ""^ =^''°"' «''" commence onSecond-day the 4th of the Eleventh mouth next Pupilswho have been regularly entered and who go by the

TJllT
P^"adelphia, will be furnished with ti^ckets

anii r
'''^"'^g^'" "^t 'he depot, N. E. corner of 18thand Market streets. Conveyances will be at the StreetRoad Station on the arrival .of the 8, 10-30 and 2 o'clock

tiains on Second and Third days. Small packages for
the pupils It lelt at Friends' bookstore, No. 304 A°ch ston Sixth days before 12 o'clock, will be forwarded. The

arrival at the Street Road atatiou
I' irst days.

West-Town, Tenth month, 18G1.

every cept

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

the^''4'th' ot'Tl ''l-i"" °*i
""^ ^'''°°' ^^'" commence ontue 4th of the EKventh mouth next Parents and

others intending to send children as pupils! wUrp,ea°semake early application for their admission to Dubre

teigood. Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., Phila.

WEST GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Near West Grove station, on the Philadelphia and Bal-more Central Rail Road. The winter session w i Ipen on 2nd day the 4tli of next mouth For infbni

rs apjdy

Ih mo., 1S61

that quarter.
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Thomas Co.vard, Principal.
'Vest Grove P. u., Pa

ciiARD J. Allen,
Haddonfield, N. J.

Mcct1n""'i;'n,°''
""^'Ij^.''^. Tenth mo. 8th, 18G1, at Friends.Ucet.ng house on Sixth street, Samuel L Fox andHarriet BiioWN, both of this city.

PILE & M'ELKOY, PRINTERS
Ludge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Ba
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Diary continued, 1761.—" In the Sixth and

SevcBth mouths I was at many meetings abroad, as

Haddoufield, Philadelphia, Concord, Kennett, New
Castle, &c. It was still a low time with me, aud fear

sometimes prevailed that I had not entered in at

the right door. What to do, 1 knew not. There

is nothing iu the world I desire, riches, wisdom,

honour, pleasure or anything else iu comparison of

the love and favour of God. I am ready with

Peter to say, '^Behold, I have left all, to follow

thee,' and am a fool among men for thy sake.
" Seventh month, 2-lth. It has long been my

desire to accompany some public Friend, on a

journey, being weary of business, aud the hurries

of the world, and hoping it would be a better time

with me, if 1 was from home, and free from cum-

ber. Such an opportunity uow ofiered. It was

to accompany Auu Newliu to Sassafras, where we

were to join Jane Crossfield, [from England,] in

er visit to the meetings on tbe eastern shore in

ryland, and to those in the lower counties in

Delaware.

"I went the journey proposed; was with Jane at

all these meetings, [being absent] about three

weeks. Eighth month 10th, after returning home,

I attended our Quarterly Meetiug at Concord.

Before 1 went this journey I had been very desir-

ous to get a little from home, expecting I should

not have such heavy, distressing seasons, but it

proved a Lw time with me throughout the journey,

which I think has afforded me instruction. 1

have been taught that I was mistaken in conclud-

ing, that either the company of good Friends, or

a total deliverance from secular aflairs could pro-

cure me peace. I am seusible that with the Lord

are the issues of life aud peace, which are ouly to

be obtained when he is pleased to open and hand

them forth, aud no engagements in business or

want of instrumental help, will hinder those from

obtaining peace, who diligently seek for it.

"Ninth month 4th. All the Lord's merciful

visitations are worthy to be had in remembrance.

This eveniug I walked solitarily out to our pasture

and there sitting down on the ground and turning

my mind inwardly towards the Lord, he was gra-

ciously pleased to be near me. Under a sense

thereof, my spirit was bent in reverent worship,

and I was sweetly comforted in him, who is still

mindful of those whose desire is to him for strength

and preservation. These, praised be his holy name,

he mercifully vouchsafes in the needful time, well

knowing that his children cannot live without him.

1 was afresh encouraged to hold on my way Zion-

ward, and to ofler to him the remainder of my
days, to be what he would have me to be.

" Ninth month 26th. I went to Philadelphia to

our Yearly Meeting. My mind for a considerable

time before leaving home, had been bowed with

reverent desire that I might be prepared to attend

this, our yearly solemnity. As I turned my mind

to the Lord, who never fails to regard those who
depend upon him, he was pleased in good degree

to grant me a consolatory season. His love dwelt

in my mind, and fervent desires, and earnest cries

were raised to him in secret, that he might grant

me preservation from evil iu all my conduct.

"During the several meetings for worship and

discipline, in the main I had pretty good satis-

faction. I staid over the week-day meetiug in

Philadelphia, and many country Friends were there.

It was a very large meeting, and a very memorable
time. The Lord's merciful regard was vouchsafed

to us, greatly confirming Friends in that holy fel-

lowship and union, into which all the Lord's chil-

dren, according to their measures, are gathered.

" fenth month, 13th. I went to the Monthly

Meeting at Centre, having no prospect of anything

but to suffer, which I was made willing to bear.

After meeting, I came home without coujpany but

not without renewed cause of thankfulness and

praise to the Lord, the great and good shepherd

of his flock. His regard greatly increased my
love to him, and my desire that I might be pre-

served from falling, aud be conducted in the way

that is acceptable to him, receiving him on his own

terms.
" 17th. Joseph White being on his return from

England, where he has been on a religious visit, I

accompanied him to Philadelphia. On the way we

had conversation upon divers matters, some to sat-

isfaction, and others sorrowful, such as that there

was a great declension amongst Frieuds in many

parts of England aud Ireland from primitive zeal

and concern for the maintainance of the discipline

of the church. There is some hope of a revival,

through the labour of a committee of about sixty

Friends, who gave in their names at the last

Yearly Meeting iu London, to visit all the Meet-

ings for Discipline throughout the nation.

" We went to see our Friends John Stephenson,

Robert Proud, Hannah Harris, Elizabeth Wilkin-

son and Alice Hall, who came over in the ship

with Joseph White, and were just landed at Phila-

delphia, as we arrived there.

"Eleventh month, 9th. I was at our Quarterly

Meeting at Concord, where were three of the above

mentioned Friends, viz., J. S., R. P. aud A H.

They had good service.

"11th. I accompanied them to Wilmington,

aud they were at our Monthly Meeting. The next

day I went with them to Kennett Monthly Meet-

iug^— the day following to Bradford, aud from

thence to London Grove.
" 16th. In the morning, before I arose, after a

painful travail and exercise, I thought I was in some
degree made sensible of Divine regard extended,

which renewed a strong desire in me, that I might

be preserved in the way of Truth. I have at

times di-tressed myself when iu company with

good Friends, considering how valuable, eminent

and serviceable they were, aud favoured with the

enjoyment of heavenly goodne.-s, whilst I seemed

good for nothing, miserable and never likely to be

otherwise. Through these thoughts I have been

discouraged and ready to give out,—but 1 am now
sensible that it is not right to make such use of the

example of the good aud worthy. I ought to be

content under the present dispensation of Divine

Providence, patiently awaiting his time for moving

forward, not being discouraged, or giving up tie

struggle because 1 cannot go so fast as 1 wish, nor

be of as much service as 1 desire to be ; for this

very desire may have something of self in it."

On the 2.5lh of the same month, writing to one

of his cousins, who was a communicant among the

Presbyterians he says, " I have often remembered

thee with strong desire for thy advancement in the

Truth, and iucreaseinanexperimental knowledge of

the riches and efficacy of Divine grace, which would,

if given way to, have redeemed thee from all

shadows, and directed thee to the substance. The

secret operations of this grace, I believe thou hast

felt in time past. Oh! may thou diligently wait

for it, attend to it, for the work of thy salvation

must be effected by it. It is an eternal truth, that

' by grace are ye saved through faith, aud not of

ourselves, it is the gift of God.' To this grace I

commend thee; observe its directions, faithfully

and honestly obey its requirings, then thou wilt

have peace here and a happy resting place here-

after."

In a letter of the same date to his cousin. Reed

Ferris, of Oblong, after informing him of the ar-

rival of the five Frieuds from England on a visit to

the churches of America, he says " they are at this

time to the southward. I spent about a week with

John Stevenson and Robert Proud, whose com-

pany and conversation were both agreeable aud

edifying. I believe they will be of good service in

this country. Joseph White of Bucks county, came

in the same vessel, having visited the meetings in

England and Ireland to good satisfaction. By him

I learn that Ann Moore is well received, and likely

to have acceptable service in that nation, which I

was glad to hear of."

In a letter to his cousin Gaius Talcott, dated

Eleventh month 26th, he says, " In answer to thy

desire of knowing how it fares with me, I cau just

say, that I find it safe for me at present to keep

pretty still and quiet, saying very little concerning

my.self; as on the one hand I have nothing to boast

of. so on the other I ought not to murmur or com-

plain at the Lord's dealings, who best knows how

to prepare us for his use and service. I was truly

clad to hear so good an account of my cousins

Mercy and Sarah, and much desire their preserva-

tion from all hurtful things. I doubt but as thou

suggests, they may be in danger of hurting them-

sefves by too much talking about religion. Tui- is

an error people too frequently fall into It tends
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to the wasting of the life and virtue of religion. Wiiat tiie Cross Atiiieses.

Our friend, Jane Crossfield, embarked forEugland When Paul declared his purpose to glory in the

about the 22nd of last month, after having visited cross of Christ exclusively, because through Christ

most of the meetings in the several provinces in
i the world was crucified unto him, and he to the

about thirteen months. This is less time than any j^^orld, he represents in the nwasure of it, a con

Friend of late hath done it in. The visit was dition of spiritual attainment which few have

to reputation of Truth, and the satisfaction of

Friends. I was with her two weeks in Marylauc

and found her company agreeable and instructive.

(.To be coulinnedj

For "The Friend."

EJatation. No. 1.

A LITTLE ARITHMETIC FOR TEACHERS AND
PARENTS.

24 hours make one day.

7 days " " week.

52 weeks " " year.

Add 3 hours of morning school, 2 of afternoon

i'cbool, and 1 of evening school, for the sum of the

time of actual school exercises : then add one hour

of morning study, 1 of noon, and 1 of evening,

and you have the sum of the time which may be

safely taken for a healthy pupil out of the 24,

for school routine, viz. 9 hours. You then have

left 15 hours for sleeping, eating, exercise, private

reading and other reading, and social converse or

other mental recreation. Allow 8 hours for sleep,

and 7 are left for the other purposes. Subtract 3

for the table, cleaning teeth and purposes of clean-

liness, and another for reading, there are still left

3 hours which in many boarding schools and col-

leges are thrown back irrevocably to the wings of

time, and borne away with their fearful records

—

three hours, daily, which, even with all the induce-

ments for wholesome exercise, many scholars (un-

der the common regimen, out of school,) hardly

know what to do with. Take out again, 3 parts,

of half an hour each, for play; there still remain
1 1 hours each day, which every teacher thoroughly

in earnest for the uiiole welfare of his charge,

might turn to incalculable gain to them, and to

himself also, in improved health and moral vigour.

I have allowed larger shares of time than are

common to the other claims, in most schools;*
and now will give to the teacher all of 7th day,
and all of 1st day; supposing that his place shall

be supplied by some suitable arrangement of of

ficers, so that he shall owe to his pupils 2 of the

week, to be divided as above.

Thus by a fair apportionment of time, to the „. ^,„ „..„ ,„., ..,^„

several duties, and demands properly falling upon flueuce, has so taken
teachers and scholars, both separately and together,

there are three half hours which they might spend
daily together expressly for mutual improvement,
in health, in virtue, in benefioenee, in cheerfulness,

and in all the proper enjoyments of rational, im-
mortal and accountable beings. This would be
not only one means of rendering government easy,

and all their mutual intercourse pleasant and har-
monious, but it would infuse a high degree of ani-

mation and industry throughout the varied exer-
cises of the school room. Some may think this

costs them too much;—it costs truly, some self-

control, some resolution, some self-denial, some
little sacrifice of time, i. e., about ,^„ of i = .}.^\= t'^ of the week. Ans., " nearly."

Y. W.
West Whiteland, Utli of Tenth mo., 1801.

Let the mantle of worldly enjoyment hang loose

about you, that it may be easily dropped when
death comes to carry you into another world.
When a christian's heart is truly weaned from the
world, he is prepared for death.

* And perbajis more tlmn is riglit.

reached. Yet, in his own measure, what Paul as-

serted of himself, is true of every real believer.

Through the cross of Christ he is dead, or at least

in process of dying, to the world, and the world to

him. This statement might be verified of the

world in many of its aspects. Take at present, a

single one— its aspect of frivolity, gaiety and folly

As such, it spreads every where its scenes of

extravagance and display. It decks its votaries

in brilliant costume, and invites them to its surfeit

ing, intoxicating board. It leads them through its

airy dance, and bids them forget care in those ed

dying circles from which God is exc uded by com
mon consent, and the name of Jesus cannot be

spoken without producing a sneer or a scowl. It

drowns in its merry music the sense of mortality

and the deeper forebodings of conscience. Who
can estimate the influence of the world in this as-

pect of it over the majority of mankind. Many
of those even who know it to be evil are under its

bewitching tpell. The world is alive to them and

they to it. The bond of sympathy between them

is not accidental, mechanical, and easily broken,

It is organic, like the ligatures and tendons that

connect one part of the body with another. They
are of the world, and the world of them ; the gay
follies of the world are met by a spirit in them
that coalesces with the impulse of a native affinity

But a christian dies to the world 's follies. He
through the Spirit, breaks its snare. The bond of

sympathy is dissolved. He is crucified with Christ

and rises with him to a higher life, in which the

love of sinful pleasure vanishes. Not that he
ceases to be happy; it is as a believer that his

happiness begins, when he lays down his burden
at the cross. Not that he ceases to enjoy all that

the world offers him that is innocent and pure; the

innocent joys of this life are made more joyful in

many respects, because they come to him as God's
gifts, with the impress of his approving smile upon
them. Not that he is sour and scrupulous, afraid

of cheerfulness and pleasantry; these though they

are chastened, and in a measure spiritualized, are

not severely repressed by the gospel. But the love

of Christ, with its serene, ennobling, hallowing in-

ion of his heart, as to

render unhallowed joys altogether distasteful to

him. Why should this be deemed strange'? If

holy loves and joys enter in, their opposiles must
go out, for every one knows that strongly antago-
nistic afi"eetions cannot co-exist with influential

power in the same mind. It is reasonable, it is

necessary, that the believer and the world should
die to each other. Readers, is the experience
yours ?—Frot. Churchman.

An admonitionfor some of our Youth.—I am
now under great exercise of spirit, together with
some other Friends, on account of a loose, libertine

spirit, which has got up, particularly in some of

our youth, who in a stifl' spirit, would introduce
some things that the spirit of Truth led us out of,

and which, I know from most assured experience,
was the Lord's doing. So I, with other concerned
Friends, have laboured exceedingly to stand in the

gap, and oppose that unruly spirit. May the
Lord, if it be His blessed will, interpose and briu"
it down by His mighty power, and humble them in

mercy, that so they may not stand in opposition,
which would lead to their own destruction forever.—Joseph Pike.

Wanderings over Bible lands and Seas.

BETHEL, SHILOH, AND THE WELL AT SYCHAR.
tCoutimifJ fium page 53.)

Our next point of interest was Shiloh. Its name

on the lips of the ignorant peasantry, unperplexed

by any monastic tradition, identifies it. It is

called Seilun. An ancient well marks the place

where Shiloh was, and the hill-side is thickly strewn

with stones, interspersed with tufts of parched

vegetation. It is, indeed, a desolation, a dusola-^

tion of many generations. Nowhere do Bibleworda(

come more vividly to the mind than here.

Here the ark found its first resting-place after

the wanderings in the wilderness were over. Here

the yearly feast was held to the Lord, when the

daughters of Shiloh came out to dance in the

dances. To this dreary, solitary spot, untenanted

even by Arab peasants, with its dry well on the

stony hill, the tribes of Israel came up of old to

worship from the maritime plains and the west,

through the eastern passes, from the first settle-

ments in wooded Gilead and the Jordan valley,

from the hills of Judsea on the south.

Here, too, is the undoubted locality of that

touching story, which, almost earlier than any

other, is listened to by little children in Christianj

lands. On this very spot the infant Samuel heard!

God speak. The scene of the dear old nursery]

picture we all know, is actually here. Here Han-
nah came year after year to the sacrifice in bit-

terness of soul. Here one year, rising from the

feast where none but Elkanah would miss h^i
presence, she knelt outside the curtained Taberna-|

cle, on this hill-side, beneath this clear azure sky.j

And on one of these stones, scattered around us,j

then a seat, Eli sat and watched the speechles.s,

quivering lips, and marked that woman of a sor-

rowful spirit in the agony of her voiceless prayers,

and unlike the High Priest in the holiest now for

evermore, misunderstood the broken-hearted sup-

pliant, and reproached her as if the cup which so

overflowed for her had been a cup of intoxication

instead of one of reproach and grief. And up this

hill she came again with her little son, and dedi-

cated him to God, no more speechless and sad, her

gratitude overflowing in a song whose prophetiC'

words blend with that other song, also from a

woman's lips ; that magnificat in which all Chris-

tendom shares, singing evermore, " To us a child

is born, to us a Si- n is given."

And to this sanctuary, year after year, she

came up again. The feet of her children tripping

up this hill-side beside her, their prattling voices

in her ears and blending them with hers in thanks-

ving, as she brought that annual gift to her first-

born, and clothed him in the little coat her hands
had been busy with before she came.

And here, not on the open hill, but in the tented

temple, the child Samuel ministered to the Lord,

and one night, in the dim lamplight, as he lay

down to sleep near the ark, heard that mysterious

voice, three times repeated, and at last understood,

and answered by the childish voice in the words
we know so well, " Speak Lord, for thy servant

heareth."

Then came the doom of the house of Eli, and the

old man, once more sitting on a seat by the way-
ide (as wheu before he had marked Hannah,) re-

ceived the terrible tidings of the ruin of his house,

d of his people, when he heard of the capture ot

the sacred ark, fell backward from his seat and

died—on this bill-side.

Thus the ark and the divine presence passed

from Shiloh, and the name of Shiloh passes from

the Bible. The dominion of Benjamin, Ephraim,:

and Manasseh is transferred to Judah. The sanc-

tuary is transferred to Zion. Then, after tho
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lapse of centuries, tbe name of Sbiloli is beard

agaiii from the lips of tbe prophet of lumeutatioii

(Jer. vii. 12-14; sxvi. 8.) It bad passed into a

bj-word of desolation aud ruin. ' But p^o ye now
UDto my place which was ia Shiloh, where I set

my name at tbe first, and see what I did to it for

the wickedness of my people Israel. And now,

because ye have done all these works, saitb tbe

Lord, and I spake unto you, rising up early and
speaking, but ye heard not ; and I called you, bu

ye answered not; therefore will 1 do unto thi^

hou^e, which is called by my name, wherein ye

trust, and unto tbe place which 1 gave to you and

to your lathers, as 1 have done to Shilob."

The prophecy evidently made a deep impression,

for "Now it came to pass, when Jeremiah bad
made an end of speaking all that the Lord com-

ided him to speak unto all tbe people, that tbe

>ts, and the prophets, and all the people, took

him, saying, Thou shalt surely die. Why hast

thou prophesied in tbe name of tbe Lord, saying.

This house shall be like Shiloh, and this city shall

be desolate without an inhabitant ? And all the

people were gathered against Jeremiah in the bouse

of the Lord."

Through the crimes of tbe later monarchy this

desolate hill stood a warning to Jerusalem. To
us who had stood so lately on the site ot tbe le-

velled temple of Jerusalem, and had thus seen both

olations accomplished, the ruin which the Jews
of Jeremiah's time knew so well, and the ruin

which they thought so impossible, this dreary hill

of Seilum bad indeed a solemn interest, rare even

in this land of promise and of doom.

We turned away from tbe scene of so many ten-

der and terrible memories, where human hearts

had throbbed with such varied passions of grief,

and joy, and despair, and resumed our journey.

On the side of a bill near Shiloh we saw the

cavities of many tombs. On another height near

it we explored two considerable, but not very an-

cient ruins, of an Egyptian-looking church, sup-

ported by pyramidal buttresses, with a few olives

near it, and three broken Corinthian columns pos-

trate inside,—aud oi' a mosque, shaded by a beau-

tiful evergreen oak.

Our visit to Shiloh bad taken us out of the main
route ; for Shiloh (Judges xxi. 19) is on the north

side ot Bethel, on the east side of tbe highway that

goeth up from Bethel to Sheehem, and on the south

of Lebonah.

From Bethel we came ; we bad turned to the

east out of the highway to see Shiloh, and now we
resumed the caravan route at Lebonah (El Lub-
ban,) on our way to Sheehem (Nablous.)

Near El Lubban we made our mid-day halt, in

a valley under the shade of olives, and refreshed

ourselves with oranges and hard eggs—the con-

tents of our saddle-bags. Here a disappointment

befell us, which certainly gave us a strong practi-

cal illustration of the value of water in these lands.

We bad sent the German servant, Wilhelm, to a

well a mile oflF for water, and after waiting for

some time, had the satisfaction of seeing him gal-

lopping up to us with the water-skin trickling at

every step, so that, when he reached us, it only

contained a wine-glass full. In a small way we
could understand what the Israelites felt at Marah.

But there was no resource. We had too long a

journey before us to risk fatiguing tbe horses with

any further expeditions, and the precious drops

were generously declined by all, and at last consci-

entiously divided among all, and mixed with wine,

—at that moment by far the least valued beverage

of the two. That, however, and oranges consoled

us ; and in an hour or two we remounted and went

pn our way, over one rocky hill after another, with

occasionally a white village cresting some height
in the distance, or a grove of olives dottiuf: the

hillsides, until on tbe summit of one of the bills wc-

caught a glimpse, far ofl', of a tower which we wire
told was ou a height above Nablous. Between us
and it rose other lower hills, and a plain or broad
valley, in which tbe brown earth was chequered
by a mosaic of that greenest green of young corn.

In this valley was " tbe parcel of ground which
Jacob gave to bis sou Jo.sepb."

In descending from tbe brow of this hill

again lost sight of our landmark and of tbe plain.

In the side of the bill tbe path wound by a wel
deep in the shade of a rocky arch. We were too

thirsty to consider what tbe character of the water
might be, and eagerly filled our water-bottles tc

drink. But the water was green aud very objec-

tionable. A little further ou, at the commence-
ment of the plain near Nablous, we met a shepherd
boy with a flock of sheep and goats. We asked
him for some of the milk of the flock, and h-

milked some of tbe goats for us and gave us i

draught. 1 would recommend no one to try this

remedy. Tbe new milk certainly increased our
thirst, and in a very short time, made our throats

and lips feel more parched and dry than ever.

But while we were waiting for our beverage we
had leisure to consider tbe scene. We were pro-

bably just in the district where Joseph, tbe shep-

herd boy, went to see if it was well with the shep-
herds, his brethren, and well with their flocks.
" Jacob sent him out of the vale of Hebron, and
he came to Sheehem, and a certain man found him
wandering in tbe field."

These fields, just such flocks as these, and Jo-
seph a shepherd boy, with probably just such a

dress as the lad who gave us the milk to drink,

—

a short tunic, with a wrap like a plaid, over bis

shoulders, and a crook,— a boy with a clear, brown
skin, and a lithe agile figure. He recalled vividly

to us tbe shepherd prince's son, except that Joseph
was clothed in the coat of many colours, the coat

which was afterwards dipped in tbe blood of a kid,

aud taken to bear its false tale of death to the

father who gave it.

We turned away with some reluctance from our

suggestive shepherd lad, with his quiet white sheep

and black goats browsing around him, and rode

along tbe hillside towards tbe entrance of the valley

of Sheehem. The valley became very rich, in

some places, green with young corn, which we be-

lieved to be maize, and in others golden with

wheat-fields ripe already to the harvest.

Two bandit-like Basbi-Bazouks joined us here,

and gave us a specimeu of their ingenuity as horse-

men, and their regard for the property of the peo-

ple they profess to protect, by galloping their

swift Arab horses through the corn-fields, wheeling

round and round among the ripe grain, and ruth-

lessly trampling it down. ^\ e remonstrated in

vain through our dragoman. They evidently stood

as much in need as any of their predecessors in

this oppressed land of the lessons of John the

Baptist.

Towards evening we reached the entrance of the

valley of Nablous, one of the few places in Pales-

tine which has preserved the intrusive Greek name
(Neapolis) instead of the earlier scriptural one,

Sheehem or Sychar. The narrower valley of

Sheehem branches ofl' from the broad valley we
had been skirting, to tbe left, between the moun-

3 Ebal and Gerizim.

Letter

When the will is ;

f John Barclay.

clot

Christ comes with a ble.ssing in each hand

—

forgiveness in one, and holiness in the other

;

and never gives cither to any who will not take both.

lain,—when we can say, " It

is no more I," then bow easy is the task of dedi-

cation, and how clear are the pointings, how light

the burden of the cross of Christ. Then self is of

no reputation indeed, and all crowns are laid down
;

nor does any snare of tbe enemy prevail.

The most unanswerable arguments, we of this

day can give to the gain-sayers, is, to live down
their misrepresentations : aud the best argument,
perhaps, for the early Friends, a.s was the case
with tbe primitive Cliri.stians, is their life and con-
versation. At times, the low standing and feeble

state of those that have a love for the cause of
Truth, and tbe short comings of most of us, de-
presses me. Those who live within the hearing of
the shouts of tbe Philistines, are taken, and per-

haps disturbed by them. * * We must keep
low, keep quiet, minding our particular calling,

our inward condition, and ftui the Lord in-

wardly as the Rock aud Sanctuary, where none
can make afraid.

Undoubtedly it is a trying day, a sifting time,

and I think it must be yet more so, for though a
few leaders of faction and of error have left us,

and have swept away a number of followers, whom
they have deluded, and who were not settled in the

faith, and some of these hardly knowing why they
belong to us, yet of those who remain. Oh I what a
remnant really are one uitk us ! Unless wonder-
ful mercy, wisdom and strength, be manifested

towards the unstable, as towards all of us, what
can hinder their being scattered and driven away.
Though the society seems somewhat relieved, yet

grievous exercises remain to be borne, and a great

deal to be worked through and worked out, before

this once self-denying and redeemed people, can

be reinstated to their former brightness and an-

cient purity. The Lord waits to be gracious, and
I believe will hasten this work in his time. And
oh ! that we may be so preserved and strengthened

as to be made willing, through all baptisms, to be

instrumental in our day, in ever so little a way or

degree, to bring about that period, when the sal-

vation of Zion shall go forth, as a lamp that burn-

eth.

.Second mo. 6th, 1837.

Irx) great anxieUj after u-orldly possessions.—
First-day. The morning meeting was large, and

I thought favoured with the overshadowing of that

invisible Power which would gather the mind from

the lo heres, and lo theres, and stay the thoughts

lud wandering imaginations, bringing all into eap-

ivity. I was thankful to feel this, but a fear pos-

essed my mind, in respect of some, that there was

00 great an anxiety after worldly possessions. It

s possible to pursue lawful things too eagerly; so

IS to be unfitted for higher and more noble at-

tainments. It is a good thing, and becoming our

Christian profession, to be content with such out-

d gain as may enable us to procure things con-

venient for us, without the appearance of grandeur

or superfluity.

—

Mary Capper.

Blistered Fett.—I had for several years two

sons at school at Geneva, Switzerland. In their

vacations they, in company with their tutor, made
excursions through Switzerland, Italy, Germany,

kc, on loot, bearing their knapsacks, containing

their necessary wants for a month. They were

provided with a small bar of common brown soap,

and before putting on their stockings, turned them

inside out, and rubbed the soap well into tbe

threads of them, consequently, they never became

foot-sore, or had blistered feet.
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The way true Rell'Aon affects vs ivith regaidto ^'"' "T"'' friend."

Dress.-l am sensibk that silks, ribbons and lacej BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

are not anywhere in Scripture directly forbidden, I

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
, ^Ti c .!_ .1 . -J 1 11 of the Yearlv Meeting ot Philadelphsa.
but 1 learn from thence, that pride, and all man- . a

.

ner of superfluity is. And if by wearing this rich JOSHUA BROWN,

eilk, or adorning ourselves with the other superflu-
(Coodudej from page si

)

ous ornaments, we feed and nourish a proud, vain
i

Having a concern to attend West River Yearly

desire, it becomes by this circumstance as unlaw- 1

fleeting, Joshua Brown left his home on the 3rd

ful as pride itself, and that they do so, I have of the Sixth month, 1783, for that purpose. He

greatly experienced. For though religion stands found Benjamin Swett of New Jersey at the

not simply in clothes, yet true religion stands in Yearly Meeting, and after the several sittings of

that which sets bounds and limits to the mind with tbat body were over, these two with Barnard Tay-

respect to clothes as well as other things. And to !

lor and Mary Cox, appointed meetings at the Cliffs

strengthen this assertion, or rather, to prove it, I [and at Herring creek. The number of members

shall otfer an instance of my own experience, j of these two meetings was very small, but there

When it pleased the Lord to visit my soul, and topere a few bopj^ful young persons.^ Joshua^not

jppear to me in his glory, the view of which d '" "
'

'
'

""'

covered to me my own unworthiness, and caused

me not only to despise and abhor myself, but my
splendid apparel also. I bad now no delight in

dress and ornament, nor other things I had usually

taken much pleasure in ; true Christianity, which

1 began to be acquainted with, set a bound to my

feeling, clear of West River appointed a nieetin:

there. He says that it appeared to him the abom
nation of desolation was there, in the keeping of

slaves. This he deemed a great means of making
their meeting houses desolate of members. He was
also at meetings at Indian Spring, Sandy Spring,

Elk Ridge, Baltimore, Gunpowder, Little Falls and

desires, and directed me to plainness, before I had Deer Creek. His labours appear to have been

any intention of joining the society of the people '
abundant, and well calculated to build his hearers

called Quakers, and indeed, all earthly and tran-j"P '° our most Holy Faith, in the simplicity and

sitory objects were and are in my view and esti- |*P'r>tuality of the Gospel dispensation. He reached

mation as loss and dross, in comparison of the ex-j^i'* '^oiue on the 22nd, thankful for the favours

cellency, glory, and beauty I beheld in God, and 'eceived in his journey, and for the blessing of

find in the enjoyment of his Divine favour, and at P''P^^''"^at'on bestowed on his family in his absence,

times I am ready to cry out, " Oh ! how great is
*^° '^'e 15th day of the Fourth month, 1787,

his glory, and transcendeully great his beauty."— accompanied by his step-son, Jacob Maule, Joshua

Sophia Hiane.
'

Brown with the concurrence of his Monthly Meet-

ling, left his home to pay a visit in gospel love to

the meetin
^

-Children, where do theA icord to Children,

birds sleep?

" In the trees," answers a little voice.

Do they sleep in the nests ?

" Yes, they do when they are little baby-birds
but when they grow up to be men-birds and wo-
men-birds, they sleep on the branches of the trees.'

" I wonder they don't fall off," says litttle Molly
Well it is a wonder. But see that bird sitting on

|
and Manallen, Joshua was brought into a strait.

a hmb, and the wind blowing, and the branch [these being the meetings he himself had thou<rht
swinging in the air, and even the peaches or ap-,of taking first; after a time of some exercise°of
pies shaken off, whilst it holds fast in its sleep, and Ispirit, he thought it best to go to Pipe Creek. Th
wonder more still. God has been very good tothe|visit to all the meetings he had in pro.peet ap-
little birds, and has made them on purpo.se to hold pears to have been accomplished to the peace of

-.
jjjg ^^^ mind, although he sat many of them

stituting W^arrington and Fairfax

Quarterly Meeting. Lodging that night at the

house of Joseph Updegraff, they next day, the

15th, attended a morning and afternoon meetin^
at Little Britain. At this meeting they met with
John Townsend from old England, and Thomas
Scattergood from Philadelphia. Finding these

Friends were about proceeding to attend the uppe
eetings, as Newberry, Warrington, Huntingdon

on to the branch while they sleep. Little strings
run down their legs under the skin to their toes,

and when they rest down on a branch, these strings
draw their toes tight round the branch, so that the
more soundly they sleep the more tightly they cling
to the twig. But Tommy, there, has been trying to
speak for some time ; let us hear what he has to
say. AVell, Tommy, what is it?

" Why, I wonder the birds are not afraid in the
dark night, when the wind blows so."

Oh, God takes care of the birds. Read what
Jesus says in Matthew vi. 26.

" Why is a child better than a bird ?"

Why, when a bird dies tl

through in silence. As usual, the fundamental
truths of Christianity were at times largely opened
by him.

Having a concern to visit the meetings of Friends
in New York and New England, Joshua Brown
was set at liberty by his Monthly and Quarterly
Meetings to fulfil it. Leaving his own dwelling,
Fifth month 13th, 1790, he attended London Grove
Quarterly Meeting. On the 19th he attended
Radnor Meeting, and on the 21st rode to Phila-
delphia, Jacob Maule bearing bim con)pany. Pas-
sing through Trenton, Stony Brook and Wood-

After attend-
etings in New York, he passed into New

lere is no more of him. Ibridge, they went into New York
His body wastes away, and he has no soul. Now, ling the meetings in New Yor
what IS It that looks out through our eyes? Does [England, throughout which ho had abundant' ,a-

leV^ W r;I VT ™°'? "^'^ "?° window^ hour, and many precious opportunities of urging
sees W e look through the window, and our soul

|

the necessity of clean hearts and clean bauds. Afterboks through our eyes, and hears through our
,

a diligent service of nearly five months, he bec-n.

If, then, a child, is so much

!'nid'i°n^''''t'"f''T'°.^''!°^'';'^%,"'f'y''>°"''^''''™
""' ^^^'^""^ ^'i"' his own carriage, and with

dark night he wind ,s blowing, think ot the hun- conveying him home. He reached his residencedreds of htle birds rocking in the wind on the, he says, "thankful in my mind to the allwiso d's-'branches of the trees while God takes care of poser of events, that I was favoured to see myhem, and then hlnk bow foolish U is for a good
,
wife and family again. After this, I mended verjchild to be alfaid.

—

rresbytcrian.
fa.st, and -- ^ ' > <

ucu vci_>

state of bodily health, for which I was humbly
thankful, being also favoured with a quiet and
peaceable mind for having endeavoured to comply
with what 1 believed to be my duty."

Of the many notes made on this last journey,

we may quote one. '' The 2Uth attended meeting
at Long Plain. In it I had to tell them to build

on the right Foundation, that they might not be
easily moved by seducing spirits, as many had
been at that place. I earnestly exhorted those who
had gone out from Friends, to return to the right

fold of rest and peace. Timothy Davis bad led

them to hold a separate meeting, and had much
afflicted the faithful members in that place."

This appears to have been the last journey out
of his own Yearly Meeting made by Joshua Brown,
He was now aged, and as his strength of body
decayed, the powers of his mind sensibly weakened.
It has been said of him, " he maintained a faithful

testimony against slavery, and in younger life was
the means of setting free a number of coloured
persons, attached to an estate in which his first

wife had an interest. Some of his acquaintance
considered this conduct an act of injustice to his
posterity, but others viewed it as a christian duty.
Some of these last would often, in advanced life,

refer to Joshua Brown's faithfulness in this respect,

and contrast his course, favoured with the bless-

ings of Divine Providence, with that of some of
his cotemporaries, who had preferred their outward
interest, and kept their slaves, and whose inward
and outward prosperity seemed blighted. Joshua
was early concerned to discourage the use of
spirituous liquors, and often desired his friends to
set their faces against a practice so fraught with
awful consequences to both soul and body. He
pointed out the gradual depravity of mind which
overspreads the drinker, and the loss of that com-
posure and quietness, wherein alone true obedience
to the Divine will can be known. He at times
was concerned gratefully to commemorate the kind-
ness of Providence, in that he had been enabled to
get his harvest work done more to his satisfaction
without, than he had formerly done with, such
liquor."

When towards the close of his life, through weak-
ness, he was deprived of the ability of attending re-
ligious meetings, he continued sensible of the Divine
presence, in his quiet sittings at home, and he felt

the reward of peace, in that he had been diligent
in meetingwith his brethren and sisters for worsliip,
when his strength enabled him. In childlike in-
nocence, he lay peacefully resigned to his condi-
tion, and throughout the period of his great weak-
ness he gave no evidence of a fretful temper. Al-
though his mind was weakened, yet his conduct
was very instructive, and plainly manifested that
Divine grace was sustaining and comforting him^
and that in health he had dwelt under the influence
of pure religion, which reduceth the selfish will, and
prepares for a putting off the shackles of mortality
with joy. His death took place on the 15th of the
Tenth month, 1798, he being in the 82nd year of
his age.

P/a7«!o;Vte«a«f/5hjwte.—Iwaswalkingthrough
jthe streets of a great town on a warm Aututnn
evening. A high wind was driving huge masses

better than a bird I^V^^"- '
l^^-bliged to be conveyed to Fhila- of clou^d^ acrosi the sky, a sight whi hfby son^

b'lt whjild'hm at iLT,
.,f'^^'f''='"'J«°'=•J°^^l^V.".-tc^^ious association, always awakens tb^ deepestD.ras, «t.y should him at Radnor with l„s own n...r,.„„ „,., „;...

j^^^,,,,^^ -^ ^^^ ^^.^^ g^^ .^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^.^ ^^J^^^
I think I never bad such a profound feeling of the
emptiness and worthle&sness of human life. How
futile, and vile, and God-forgotten we seem ! What
shadows we are, and what shadows we pursue !

So thinking I turned into a literary institute which
stood near, A man was speaking there, and he

las ((uiekiy restored to a pretty good
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was no mere babbler. He spoke eloquently and

well of science, and literature, and art; and tbc

more be spoke my he'irt sunk witbin mo the more.

I looked round upon all those half-iuterested faces,

of nien immortal and sinful, and went out from

among them in deep dejection. The wind was
still roaring overbeud, and the sky gray and
troubled, as I turned to go home. But on my
way, .seeing another door open, and bearing a

noise inside, I went in. It was a poor, uncomfort-

able room, not like the ball I had left, and the men
and women there were simple and uneducated

people, and many of them with faces filled with

care, yet not without a grave gladness. The rich

and refined people had been talking of art and

science. The poor people were praising the Lord.

My despair vanished, as a cloud dissolves into

rain. I went out once more, and the wind roared

overhead ; but seemed now filled with the voice of

the Etern;il One— that voice which calls sinful

worms to the present possession of eternal life.

Irue courage.—A company of boys in

street, Boston, one day after school were engaged

in snowballing. William had made a good hard

snowball. In throwing it he "put in too much
powder," as the boys say—be threw it too hard

—

and it went farther than be intended, right through

a parlour window. All the boys shouted :
" There,

you'll catch it now. Run, Bill, run!" They then

took to their heels. But the brave William

straightened up and looked sober, as he said, " I

shall not run." He then started directly for the

house where the window had been broken. He
rang at the door, acknowledged what he had done

and expressed bis regret. He then gave his

name, and the name of bis father, and bis father's

place of business, and said the injury should

paired.

Was not that noble? That was true courage.

It is cowardice that would lead a boy, when he

has done an injury like that to sneak away and

run to conceal it. How noble and brave it is to

see a boy confess a fault, and not be afraid to face

the consequences ! Give us William whenever

any real bravery is called for, rather than all those

boys together who cried out, '' Kun, Bill, run

Hell face the danger while they will sneak.

Wellspring.

A true Christian, who feels the power of the

grace of God, and is in the continual exercise of

true faith, is like a watchman or sentinel, that hath

his armour on and bis shield ready ; he knows he

is on the borders of bis enemies quarters, and he

keeps himself in perpetual watchfulness; in daily

expectation of the devil's fiery darts, he keeps his

shield in readiness; I see a temptation lies in such

a thing, but I see the Lord's power is able to keep

me out of it.

I see there is profit or pleasure in the snare; it

is a hook that is baited, but I see the hook through

the bait, blessed be God, and confidence I have

in his power, that he is able to keep me from that

thing, from all the baits of profit, pleasure or the

friendships of the world.

—

Stephen Crisp.

Teaching Children.—Do all in your power to

teach your children self-government. If a child

is passionate teach him by gentle and patient

means, to curb his temper. If be is greedy, cul-

tivate liberality in him. If he is sulky, charm him

out of it by encouraging frank, good humor. If

he is indolent, accustom him to exertion. If pride

makes his obedience reluctant, subdue bini by

counsel or discipline. In short, give your children

a habit of overcoming their besetting sin.

A LITTLE LON'GKR YET.
A littl ongcT yet, a little lun;;n',

mil violets blorim for thee, and sweet birds sing,

And the lime branches where soft winds iiro blowing,
Shall murmur the sweet promise of the spring.

tile longer yet, a little longer.
Thou shall behold the quiet of the morn,

e tender grasses and awakening flowers

Send up a golden tint to greet the dawn.

yet, a little longer,
The tenderness of twilight shall be thine

—

The rosy clouds that float o'er dying daylight,

Xor fade till trembling stars begin to shine.

A little longer yet, a little longer.

Shall starry night be beautiful for thee.

And the cold moon shall look through the blue silence,

Flooding her silver path upon the sea.

A little longer yet, a little longer.

Life shall be thine—life with its power to will-
Life with its strength to bear, to love, to conquer,

Bringing its thousand joys thy heart to fill.

A little longer yet, a littli

oices thou hast loved
nd thj true heart that m
ttle longer yet shall hold them dear.

. little longer yet, joy while thou mayst
e and rejoice, for time has naught iu st

nd soon the darkness of the grave shali

e and rejoice, and feel and know no mc

The
onger,

liiU charm thine ear,

' beats quick to hear them.

of his honour, his conscience, and the ri.>k of bis

I soul. It is justly said that the ''fear of man
|bringeth a snare," and, perhaps, one of the greatest

'

;3 in our way to the kingdom of heaven.

Let all those, therefore, who are in any danger of

yielding to this temptation, and who would wish to

be spared the bitter tears that ita indulgence must
cause, keep these words continually in mind :

" Whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I

also deny before my Father which is in heaven."

Just as much good.—\ young friend of mine,

walking through one of the pleasantest streets in

New York, was accosted by a little girl with a bas-

ket on her arm.
" Will you buy something from my basket?" she

id, as she di.-played a variety of book-marks,

watch-cases, needle-books, and other things made
of worsted.

I am sorry I cannot buy anything to day,"

replied my young friend kindly ;
" the things

are very pretty." She manifested her sympathy
for the little pedler by talking with her for a min-

ute or two, and as she passed on again said, " I

am sorry I cannot buy any thing to day."
" You have done me ju^t as much good as if you

had
;
you have spoken kindly to me. Most per-

sons I meet say, ' Go along off.'
"

The trials and sorrows of life are not sent to

shroud us in mourning, but for our instruction, and
spiritual growth and usefulness. The temper and
dispositions of the heart, as well as the expansion

and capacity of the faculties, depend much upon
the trials and disappointments of life. These are

forces developing the race. Hence the christian

should not murmur and repine at his lot, but with

confident trust in God's goodness and wisdom, re-

gard every trial, however severe, as a stepping-

stone to useftilness here, and brighter joys above.

The christian warfare mu^t be uniformly main-

tained, and waged according to God's will, to be

successful. The skilful general plans his battles

according to military science, and not according to

impulses, feelings, and whims of the moment. So

the consistent soldier of the cross, to ensure suc-

cess, must seek diligently on the Lord, in a living

faith in Jesu^. Difficulties will then seem light.

—

S. S. Times. ^^^^^
The true learning of Christ the Groundwork

of all true Religion.—How few there are who can

say to the great, the learned, the wise, the noble

amon" men, " We have not so learned Christ," for

it is common, ah ! too common, to try to learn Him,

without learning of Him, for He saith, " I am
meek and lowly in heart." Now, as this meek-

ness and lowliness is the groundwork of all true

religion, does it not behoove us to submit to the

experience of " the axe'' being " laid to the root of

the tree ?" that as in the fallen nature we cherish

The Fear of Man.—The inspired writers com- pride, and are repugnant to that which annihilates

mend themselves by their faithfulness in recording W/', the heart being prepared for the growth of the

Selected for "TLe Friend."

HE CARETH FOR YOD.

sting all yourcare upon Him. for He c.ireth for you,

, v. 7.

What is it to cast the care on God ?

Is it to keep the heaviest load.

And lay some trifling weight aside,

Still taking thought for every hour,

As if the Lord's sustaining power
Were still unknown—at least untried?

Is it to shrink at future things.

To start at what the present brings,

To groan, when we but fear the rod.

Not to rejoice lill we receive.

And only when we see, believe.

Is this to cast the care on God ?

No, the believer doth not so

—

As Shiloh's waters softly go,

He keeps his smooth and even way
;

No eviljiidings doth he fear;

His heart is fixed, his help is near,

His strength is equal to his day.

Before he started for his crown,

He laid a heavy burden down,

A weight the pilgrim could not bear.

His foes without, his fears within,

His griefs, his weakness and his sin,

And everything that caused his care.

Should doubts arise, should ills betide,

God will protect, God will provide

He saith—and pondering iu his breast

The promise of his faithful Lord,

He duth believe his jdighted word.

And so, he enters into rest.

fruit" may be "unto holi

;ting life." This likewise
their own faults. If Mark wrote bis gospel under true seed or " root,' our '

the direction of Peter, as many suppose, we are ness, and the end everla

constrained to admire the humility of Peter, be- produces peace to all those who seek peace, and

cause his own fall is related more strongly, and, pursue it in a way to find it, even in humble ac-

his repentance dwelt on more lightly, by this than quiescence with the Divine vsWl.— Sarah [£y««]

by any other of the sacred historians. But while! 6^ /-"ii.
___^______

his conduct shows us the folly of promising any-

thin.i- in our own strength, it also forcibly points
j

Christ h'mself is the Christian's armor. Are

out To us the danger of yielding to the tear of man. \

his loins girt about with truth : Christ is the truth.

Peter was naturally of a bold, intrepid spirit, but Has he on the breastplate of righteousness ? Christ

the dread of scorn and suffering caused his courage! is our righteousness. Are his feet shod with the

to fail and except Judas, the traitor, none of his gospel of peace ? Christ is our peace. Does he take

brethren fell so low as he. ithe shield of faith and the helmet of salvation ?

He purchased a temporary peace at the expense
j

Christ is that shield and all our salvation.
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Mdlerialsjor Pajjer.—Flax holds the first place

amoDg fibres which, from their ttreugth, flexibility,

and other practical qualities, are fittest for the

maDulacture of paper. Flax has hitherto been

grown in India in large quantities, but almost en-

tirely for the sake of the seed. Various means

have from time to time been used to extend the

cultivation of this useful plaut in India, and it has

bten produced in the Puujaub of a quality tqual

to that of the best kinds received from Russia.

The plaut which stands next to flax ibr the quality

of its fibre is the rheca, of Assam and other parts

of ludia. This plant grows to a height of from

three to four feet, and being a perennial, the ex-

pense of cultivation is less than that of most plants.

It will bear cutting down three times in a season
;

the first crop yielding coarse, the second and third

fine fibres. Probably about ten per cent, of useful

fibre may be extracted from the stems of this plant.

The Neilgherry nettle, the mudar, the well-known

jute of commerce, the safet bariala, the ambaree,

the hemp, the sunn, the jetee, the pine-apple, the

Moorva, the agave Americana, the forcuya gigan-

tca, the plantain, the yuaca gloriosa, the phorni-

uui tenax, or New Zealand flax, kc, lic, may also

be employed for the same purpose. All of these,

except the last enumerated, are indigenous to In-

dia, and contain fibres which may be more or les^

usefully applied to the manufacture of paper, and
to textile fabrics.

—

CossiU's Paper.

Fall through a Glacier in the Pyrenees.—
Charles Packe, Jr., writing from Bagneres de Lu-
chon, describes an ascent of the Maladetter, in the

course of which one of the guides suddenly fell

through a crevasse in a glacier :—There was no
sound, either cry or cracking of the ice, but the
glacier quietly swallowed up its victim. It was
horrible to witness ; but, of course, there was only
one thing to be done. We speedily disengaged
the rope from our bodies, and carefully holding it

in our hands, approached the hole, which was not
a large one. \\'e let down the rope through the
hole, and anxiously expected a reply to our shout;
for some seconds, however, we could get none. At
last it came, but the voice sounded fearfully indis-

tinct and distant. The man, the guide said, fell

eighteen metres, but the rope let down, 1 should
say, about thirty feet. Thanks, however, to the
bed of snow that fell with him, and in which he
was partly buried, he was not hurt, and he was
able to fasten the rope around his body, so that in
abort five minutes we drew him up, none the worse,
but fearfully cold. He described his position as
having been very perilous." The party continued
their ascent, and reached the top.

How tlie White Bear goes a Sealing.—T\ic
white bear, as is well known, subsists principally
ou^8eals,and he kills many of them on these sheets
of' fast" ice; but how be manages to set within
arm's length of them, that is beyond what I can
understand. When the seals are floating about on
loose drift ice, IJruin's little game is obvious enough.
lie " first finds his seal," by eyes or nose, in the

of both of which organs he is not surpassed by

when the bear is close to him, he does the best he

can for his life, ior, if he does not jump actually

into the arms of his foe, and gets into the water, he

is very likely to escape, the bear having no chance

whatever when the seal is once fairly afloat. It

cannot be very easy, even for an animal of such

prodigious strengih as the Polar bear, to keep hold

of a six-hundred weight seal during the first con-

tortions of the hitter, and a furious struggle must

oi'ten take place. That the seals often escape from

the grasp of the bear is certain, for we ourselves

shot at least half a dozen of large seals which were

deeply gashed and scored by the claws of bears.

It is evidently fear of the bear which makes the

seals so uneasy and restless when they are on thi

ice, as very many of those seals, in all probability

never saw a man or a boat in all their lives.—

Lamo7it's Northern Seas.

Mosings anil Memories,

OUR LITTLE TREASURES.

We almost all of us possess some little th

other to which we attach a value far above their

intrinsic worth. Or perhaps it would be more cor-

rect to say, which have a value for us far beyond

the value they would possess for others. Some lit-

tle legacy of love, some little memento of a de-

parted friend, something closely connected with

important events in our own lives, or in that of

those we have loved. I have many such. Among
those which occasionally awaken pleasant thoughts,

is a small book, of a very unattractive exterior

given to me forty-eight years ago as a kind token

of remembrance, by my school-teacher. I was
then but nine years of age, and all trace of hi:

personal appearance has long since faded from my
memory, yet the book is valued for his sake, and
because it was his gift. On the fly leaf he has
written " 's book, a present, 1813." 'J'he

next year he was struck down with paralysis, and
in a tew months was released from the troubles of

time. I look back with interest to the scliool-day

of my childhood, although few are the incidents

remembered with distinctness. 1 well know tha

the giver of this book, my first instructor in learn

ing, except the dear ones, who for love's sak(

taught me under the paternal roof, had a sad cha-

racter for severity amongst the little boys and in-

deed, among all his tcholars, and I have a vague
impression that the rattan was often in his hands,
even in school hours. Yet he never struck me;
and memory furnishes me with other instances of

bis special kindness beside this gift. The book
has another charm in my eyes. It is the only vol

ume owned by me before 1 had entered my teens

which has been preserved. My school-books were
thumbed to pieces,—my little reading books all

perished in my hands, or in those of other children
after I was done with them; but this is in nearly
as good a condition as it ever was.

Among my other relics, there is a pincushion of

green morocco, heart shaped, made for me more than
thirty years ago, by a beloved young female friend,

who was then on a bed of sickness, from which it

ed doubtful if she would ever recover. Shi•11 11 <=""- ">- •" ""' i=uipaooeu uy seemeu uountiul it she would ever recover. She
any wild animal whose acquaintance I have ever'did, however, regain her health, and being a true
made, and then, .shpping into the water half a mile hearted lover of the Lord Jesus Christ, she la-

boured for years as she could, to promote the ever-
lasting well-being of her fellow creatures. At
last her day's work being accomplished, in com-
paratively early life, she was released from her
often infirm and afllicted tabernacle of clay, and
graciously received into the rest and peace pre

d for those who have endeavoured to serve th(

or .so to leeward of his prey, he swims slowly _..„
silently towards him, keeping very liitle of bis
head above water. On approaching the ice on
which the seal is lying, the bear slips along unseen
underthe edge of it until he is close under the hap-
less seal, when one jump up and one blow of his tre-
mendous paw generally settle the business. The
seal cannot go fast enough to escape by crossin-
to the other side of the iceberg; if he jumps down

Lord Je "!
her affectionate interest I

The little memento of

ive carefully preserved.

and although fully convinced that there is no vir-

tue in the relics of the best of saints to administer

spiritual or temporal good to the possessor, I some-

times feel glad that this pincushion is yet in my
keeping.

1 have no thought of making out a list of my
treasures of this sort, but these recollections arose

whilst pondering an anecdote which recently met
my eye. An authoress mentions that beiug in the

house of a skilful physician, she saw a poor, with-

ered, shrivelled apple, which from the care taken

to preserve it, she felt couvinced had some his-

tory connected with it making it precious to the

owner. On enquiring respecting it, the physician

replied, "that poor apple I shall never part with

while it is possible to keep it. It is one of the few

ofleringa of gratitude, through a great many years

of practice, 1 have ever received. I was attending

the death-bed of a dear child, and just as his

little life was about to close, when his last kiss had I

been given to all around, he turned to me, and iii,i

faltering accents, in the sweet lisping tones of in-

fancy, said, ' Doctor, you have been very kind toi

me, when 1 was naughty, and would not take my^

medicine, and I have nothing to give you but thisi

beautiful apple dear grandmother sent me,—will]

you take it?' I did take it, and I am not ashamed]

to say, shed tears as I did so. There are fewj

things in this house that I set such a value on as J

that dear child's little apple."

The apple, which to the child seemed so beauti-

ful in its fresh condition, when as a loving token of

gratitude he presented it to his physician, had lost

all its outward fulness and fairness to the eye,

—

yet never did it lose its moral beauty,—the sweet-

ness and loveliness which the dear child's affec-

tionate feelings imparted to it, in the view of thei

physician. To him it still spoke of the dear, patienti

sufferer, just about to part with all things earthly,

and to enter on the joys of that blessed state,,

where the spirits of the redeemed children, thei

lambs of our Lord Jesus Christ's fold, do alwayaj

behold the face of their heavenly Father, yet grate--j

fully remembering and acknowledging by that apple

the kindness shown him by his medical attendant

and friend.

FRIENDSniP, TRUE AND FALSE.

Samuel Neale gives us in his life, the evil efi

of a false friendship,—a friendship which induced!

those who felt it, to use their influence in dissipat-

ing the religious feelings he was favoured with,

to lead him into the scenes of vanity and dissipa-

tion in which they themselves indulged. When
through the visitations of the love of God, he wii

brought into contrition for past sins, and they

could see from the sober seriousness of his counte-

nance that he was under condemnation, they would
say " this is a religious fit," and forthwith they.,

would carry him off to some scene of amusement
to dissipate it. Through the mercy of his God he

was at last effectually reached, and forsaking his

gay associates, he found sweet friendship and fel-

lowship with some who being lovers of the Lord
Jesus Christ, were anxious to promote his furthe

ance and growth in grace.

An incident recently took place at Belfast, of

great interest. Two young men,—thoughtless, ir-

religious,— met together. One invited the other to

go with him that night to the theatre. The i:

tation was declined, not from a want of inclination,

but because he had promised his parents to go with)

ihem that evening to a religious meeting. They!
parted, the one to the scene of vicious dissipation, the
other to a place where through the mercy of God,
word spoken in season, was blessed to the awakenr
lUg of his thoughtless soul. A time of sore coa-
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Tbeic in Tackerman's Ravineflict camo on him, and having been brought to see

that through the Lord Jesus Christ, a way was| a man who recently visited the Snow Cave in

opened for his salvation, he felt his mind impressed Tuckerman's Ravine, in the White Mountains, thus

with desire that his friend, his companion in many (Jeggribes it :

a wrong deed, might also bo favoured to seek and! c w^ [,^,j j^q^ ascended some five thousand feet,

find that mercy, which he thankfully believed was' and catching a glimpse of a small snow-bank, 1

offered to him. On the second morning he called: pushed on in advance of my companion, and he

at the residence of his friend, and when the door| „ag soon dodging behind the rocks to avoid my
was opened he passed in and was going quickly up snow-balls. What a grand tiling it is to have u

to the chamber of his friend as he was accu.stomed snow-ball fight in August'. And that within a

to do, when a female with a very serious counte-' hundred miles of Boston ! A'crily, limes are chang-
nance inquired where he was going. He replied ;„„. jjp^ up^ ^q go^ and ^ \^^i what a sight

"to see John.'' ''Stop, stop," she suid, "he isj greets our vision 1 There, far away, hii;h up the

dead." He had been taken ill during the night, steep precipice, lay the snow in one broad, vast

and before the morning he was no more. fit-Id. The dimensions must have been, at the
*~*—

,

I

least, one thousand feet by five hundred, in width
The N(bulce.—lt is probable that not even, ^^j [,^.i„l^j ^^1^;,^;^^ ^^^^^y p,^^^3 j^^ jgpj,^^^^^^^,^^

William Herschel, uor Maedler, nor any others ^^^^^y ^^ gUy ^^^^_ j, p,l^j together at a depth of

ten feet, it, without doubt, would have made
field of a square form five hundred feet on a side.

Thus there must have been twenty-five thousand

cubic feet of snow in Tuckerman's liavine, on the

man ever formed an adequate idea of the distance;

of the nebulaj from us; still, the mere effort to do

this, however imperfectly successful, has a power-

ful influence in enlarging our ideas. ^^^.^ .^,, .,.

We have frequently thought that but one manl2j
of Auo-u-t 1861

ever fully realized the size of the United States
;j

u g^^ '"wonders never cease,' and as we turned
and that was the man who, in 1850 and 18ol,

^^ ascend, the mouth of the famous ice-cave met
went from Maine to Califorma with an ox tcam.gj^^

^.^^^_ Picture to yourself the ribs and bows
If It requires so much exertion to understand the

^f ^^ unfinished ship, who.se gigantic depth is more
meaning of 3000 miles, how utterly impossible:

(jj^n a thousand feet, and you have before you the
must it be to form any conception of 1 9^,000 !

j

^i^^p^ ^^4,^;^ ^^f^Uj^g ^^^^^^^5^ gg,.„p_ Huge land-
And yet this is the distance through which a rayigij^jg^ ^^^ detached masses of rocks lie around on
of light moves in a single second of time.

jg^g^^ gjjg^ ^l^iglj^ together with the awful stillness

Directly in hne, between us and the great ne-i^f
jj^g pj^^^^ ,^11 j^^^ ^^.^^ ^ p^,,^ creature he is,

bula in Orion, arc four stars, entirely invisible to compared with the works of nature. The mouth
the naked eye, and called from the geometric figure

1 ^f ^^^ ^^^^ measures about forty feet. Its dircc-
which they-form, the Trapezium. Now, since the|

(jou is up the almost perpendicular precipice, and
ray of light which entered our eye from those h^s length is three hundred feet. From the highest
stars started forth into space, chddren have been I

^jj^jf gj- ^^^ gjjg-^ jg^n to the bed of the stream,
born, have slowly grown in manhood, have moved

, ,,,^^g ^^^.^^ ^ thousand feet, innumerable runs of
through the varied scenes of life, have lived to old: ^^j^j. gpring forth, which, glistening in the sunlight,

ase, and died ; they have been succeeded by their ^^^^^ ^ natural waterfall, to which art can never
children, their grand-children, their great grand-' g^^jj

children, through many generations; and still thisj « Most aptly are these called the Thousand
ray of light was speeding ever onward in itSigt^gams. Especially noticeable is a stream formed
straight track, till at last, at 20 minutes past 9^^ ^^ny of these minor runs, which plunges into

o'clock, in the evening of March 1, 1861, it darted'
^^ [j^jg jn j|^g highest part of the snow-bank, and

through the great lenses of the telescope, and its
j-Q^ging jj^ ^^.^^ through, forms the cave so re-

long journey was ended. The more the |i-ind
; nowned, and seen by °so few. The roof of the

dwells upon the subject, the larger will be our ideas ^.^^^ jg arched, and in the centre about eight feet

of the distance required for the passage of light;
jn height. The whole span the entire diitauce is

through such length of time, and with such velo-|. wrought iuto beautiful scollops and chasings by

I

city. And yet, this distance is inconsiderable in,
^jjg n,elting and dropping of the snow within ;' the

.comparison with that which separates us from the: ^j^^jg i-gy^ndiug one of Henry the Eighth's chapel,

inebulw. When the light by which we saw the .^nd the architecture of the feudal ages. From
i great nebula in Orion had arrived at the Trape-^

gj^g(j p^jm a continual stream of water falls, so

jzium, or the outermost stars of our stellar system,
^[,^j jj seemingly rains in the cave. The appear-

its course was nearly completed. Its swift flight! ance of the r°oof inside is like highly polished

had continued through the growth and decay of „hite marble, though the lines are beyond the skill

empires. It started on its journey in ancient times' ^f^ human sculptor. Such is the Ice Cave in Tuck-
—before the pyramids were built— probably long ermun's liavine, and a more beautiful and wonde
before the human race was created. William

Herschel estimated that some of the nebulae which

were faintly visible by the aid of his great reflector,

were so remote, that light in coming from them to

us, would occupy two millions of years.

The number of the stars in the system to which

our sun belongs, are beyond the power of compu-

tation, and those in some of the nebulre are proba-

bly more numerous still. The numbers of the ne-

bulaj themselves, which we can see, increases regu-

larly with the power of our telescopes, and how

many of these vast groups of stars there may be; chloride of i

in the whole universe, no astronomer presumes to our larger d

conjecture.
'' When I consider the heavens, the work of thy

'.fingers, the moon and the stars which thou hast or-

'idained; what is man, that thou art mindful of

fhim?"

—

Scientific Atner.

ful sight cannot be found on this continent.''

Faith.—" I am sure of home," said a little child

on the street. " I am sure of home, father, for I

have thy hand, and thou wilt lead me there."

Yes, yes, thought I, little one, thou art right.

Father will lead thee home. Now, if my readers

will seek an interest in the Saviour, they too will

be " sure of a home'' in heaven. Jesus will lead

them there.

A medical friend, begs us to suggest that the per-

n, an article to be obtained from all

ggists, will check hemorrhage even

from large blood vessels promptly and effectually.

Four or five drops are sufficient to check com-

pletely the flow of blood from any thing except the

largest arteries, and half a teaspoonful will arrest

bleeding even from these.

—

Late paper.

An Jntel/ipent Elrpha7it.—"Tell my grand-
children," said the late Daniel Wilson, writ-

ing homo from India, " that an elephcut here

had a disease in his eyes. For three days he had
been completely blind. His owner, an engineer

officer, asked my dear Dr. Webb if he could do
any thing to relieve the poor animal. The doctor

said he would try nitrate of silver, which was a

remedy commonly applied to similar diseases in

the human eye. The huge animal was ordered to

lie down, and at fir:^t, on the application of the

remedy, raised a most oxtraordinary roar at the

acute pain which it occasioned. The effect, how-
ever, was wonderful. The eye was, in a manner,
restored, and the animal could partially see. The
next day, when he was brought, and heard the

doctor's voice, he laid down ol himself, placed his

enormous head to one side, curled up his trunk,

drew in his breath ju-t like a man about to en-

dure an operation, gave a sigh of relief when it

was over, and then, by trunk anil gestures, evi-

dently wished to express his gratitude." What
sagacity ! What a lesson to us of patience

!

A magnificent piece oj masonnj.—The Union
Arch, which spans a gorge over one hundred feet

above the bed of the Potomac, at Cabin John
llun. seven miles west of Washington, was planned

by Captain Montgomery C. Meigs, and is a triumph

of engineering skill. It is a single arch thrown
from the natural abutment of solid rock at the

base of one hill to the corresponding one on the

other side. It is a most beautifully proportioned

stone arch, of greater span than any other in this

country or Europe. That which approaches it

nearest in magnificence is the famed bridge of

sandstone, acro.ss the river Dee, at Chester, in

England—a circular arch of two hundred feet

span and forty feet rise. The Union arch is cir-

cular (a segment,) with a span of two hundred and

twenty feet, and fifty-seven feet three inches rise.

2he Lord will Imve a lowly People.—I was led

on, with tender expostulation, and with a call to

come home to the heavenly gift, the loicbj life, to

follow Him who took not upon Him the nature of

angels, nor the splendor of princes, but who ap-

peared in this world in "the form of a servant;''

who said, " The foxes have holes, and the birds of

the air have nests, but the Son of man hath not

where to lay his head."

—

Surah [Xy/(e.s] Grahb.

The Mont Cenis Tia^wf/.—The Paris P(Urie

publishes the following letter from one of its wri-

ters, who lately visited the works going on at Mont
Cenis, the tunnel through which is to form a speedy

means of communication between France and

Piedmont :

" The cutting of the tunnel advances day and

night, with a regularity which excites the admira-

tion of engineers. At the commencement of this

great enterprise, only the pickaxe and blasting

were employed ; but since the machines invented

by M. M. Grattone and Somraelier were brought

iuto use, the cutting of the rock has been carried on

with remarkable celerity. The machines, which are

worked by compressed air, are very ingenious; they

are each of 250 horse power, and act simultane-

ously on both sidis of the mountain. They set in

motion different instruments of great power, which

operate in any direction that may be required.

The section of the tunnel is about 60 metres, and

when the cutting was commenced, only twelve men
could, from the limited space, be occupied at each

end, the work they did being only 40 centimetres

(about 16 inches) per day; but the machines em-

ploy a force equal to 2500 men, and cut out daily

two metres, that is, one at each end. In a few
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months arrangements will be made for making the

men employed relieve each other every eight hours,

and an electric light will be established, and then

the extraction of rook will be three metres per day.

The tunnel will be 12 kilometres (7i miles) in

length. It is 1330 metres above the level of the sea,

and 1060 below the summit of Mont Ceuis. It

will gradually rise i per lOUO to the centre, de-

scending from that point towards Savoy on the one

side, and towards Piedmont on the other. In the

centre of the way a small canal has been formed

for carrying off the waters which filter through the

rock. Every fortnight an examination is made,

for the purpose of ascertainiug the direction of the

tunnel, and level of the roadway, instruments of

great precision being employed in the operation.

Thus far, the cuttings on both ?ides of the mountain

have been found to coincide exactly. The rock is

easily penetrated by the machines. When holes of

from 40 to 60 centimetres (16 to 23 inches) have

been bored, they are filled with gunpowder; the

workmen retire to a distance of about 100 metres,

and strong doors of iron are closed to prevent

fragments of the rock from ilying out. Then the

mine is fired, and masses of rock are heard to strike

against the doors, afterwards a currentof compressed

air is driven into the tunnel to expel the smoke, so

as to allow the workmen to enter. The removing
of the fragments of roek is effected in the way em-
ployed on cuttings of railways, and the machines
are again set in motion."'

Sn.MMARY UK EVENTS.
United States.—Funds for the War.—It is stated that

certain toreigQ capitalists have offered the Secretary of
the Treasury to take §100,000,000 of the Government
loan at 6h per cent, interest. Subscriptions to the 7.30
loan, coutinne to come in freely.

Sickness in the Army.—The main army in the vicinity

of Washington, has escaped with less than the expected
amount of sickness. There are only about 1200 sick
soldiers in the different hospitals at Washington and
Alexandria. Gen. Rosecrau's army in Western Virginia
has sufl'ered severely from disease, not less than one
fifth of his force having been disabled from that cause.

Defences of the Sea Coast.—Congress having neglected
to provide for the fortification and defence of our sea-
coast and lake harbors, the government asks the Gov-
ernors of the Slates to tall the ntteniiuu of their legisla-
tures to the subject, and have measures taken for de-
fence in concert with the general government, the latter
promising to refund the cost.

New Mexico.—From New Mexico we learn that a depu-
tation ofKavajoe Indians had arrived at Santa Fe and
made a treaty of peace with the government. The U.
S. force in the territory is 1500 regulars and three full

regiments of volunteers.

The Pacific Telegraph.—The Pacific Telegraph line has
been completed to Salt Lake city, and in a few days will
be finished to San Francisco, so that the distant shores
of the Pacific will be in direct communication with us
by telegraph in a few days.

Pennsylvania Troops.—Governor Curtin says that
Pennsylvania has already a suflicient number of regi-
ments to meet all requisitions made by the national
government, and that, therefore, he has no power to
accept proffers of new regiments at present.

Southern Items.—The prevalent idea in the north that
the rebel army is badly equipped and armed, deficient
in food, and inferior in numbers to that of the govern-
ment, is probably erroneous. The southern papers, cer-
tainly convey no such idea, and the prices of the more
important articles of food, prove that there must be an
abundant supply of most of them.

Despatches from New Orleans state that the U. S.
vessels engaged in the blockade of that port, were
attacked on the night of the lllh inst., by an expedi-
tion from New Urleans, and that the sloop of war Preble
was sunk, one vessel captured, and the others driven
ashore. It is, however, believed that the account is

much ejtaggeraled, and that the injury inflicted on the
U. S. squadron is not so great as renortcd.
A Savannah paper says the likeiiliood of the rebel

troops going into winter quarters south of the Potomac
has a very depressing effect upon the minds of the i)eo-
ple in that quarter. They had been |iroinised and ex-

pected that the rebels should winter in Washington and
lialtimore, and possibly in Philadelphia.

The Richmond Enquirer states that returns were being

made to the Department of the Interior, of debts due to

alien enemies with the utmost promptitude, and that

from the city of Petersburg there would be realized a

sum not less than $600,000, and from Richmond at least

$2,000,000.
New York.—Mortality last week, 386.

Philadelphia.—Uorta-lhy last week, 233.

Viryima.—The threats which the rebels have been
long making, th.it they would close the navigation of

the Potomac, appear now to be accomplished. They
have powerful batteries at Shipping Point, AcquiaCreek,
Evansport, and various other points upon the river,

which enable them effectually to command the channel
and prevent the passage of large vessels. Some small

craft are able to pass by keeping close to the Maryland
side of the river. At the close of last week a large fleet

with supplies for the array, was detained below the

batteries, unable to pass them. Unless some means can
be found to remove these batteries and open the river,

an invasion of southern Maryland by the rebels would
seem not improbable. The rebel forces which had re-

treated into the Shenandoah valley, on the approach of

the sickly season have again appeared on the Upper
Potomac in large numbers. Un the 16th, Col. Geary,
with a regiment of Pennsylvania troops, crossed the

river and attacked a greatly superior rebel force of

cavalry and infantry, routing them with a loss of 150 or

200 killed and wounded. The Pennsylvania troops lost

only four killed and seven wounded. On the 21st inst.

a part of Gen Stone's command crossed the Potomac,
and advanced to within a short distance of Leesburg,
when they were attacked by a superior force of rebels

and repulsed with considerable loss. Col. Baker, Senator
from Uregan, was killed in the engagement. No change
is reported in the positions of the hostile armies near
Washington. The opinion seems to be gaining ground
that the operations of the Federal army will be restricted

to the defence of the capital, leaving more troops at

liberty for service in Kentucky, Missouri and Western
Virginia, where the rebels armies are large and aggres-
sive in their movements.

Kentucky.—The rebel forces in this States are reported
to number at least 45,000, of whom 30,000 are near the
Mississippi in the western border of the State, and the
remainder at Bowling Green, Cumberland Gap and other
points. The Kentucky Union forces number 20,000 and
were rapidly increasing. The northern Federal troops
were being reinforced, and there seemed to be no doubt
of their ability to hold the State with the aid of the
Kentuckians w ho remained loyal. No collision beyond
unimportant skirmishes has yet taken place.

Missouri.—At the latest dates, Fremont's army was at
Warsaw, on the Osage river. The great rebel army
under Price had united with M'CuUough's forces, and
it was reported, would make a stand against Fremont
at Osceola in south-western Missouri. Lexington is

again occupied by the Federal forces. The country in
various places, is still harassed by predatory inroads,
and in the frequent skirmishes many lives have been
sacrificed. In one near Lebanon on the 12th, 63 persons
on both sides were killed, and a number wounded. In
another at Lynn creek, a large body of rebels was dis-
persed, a number of them were killed and over 200
taken prisoners. The irregular troops disbanded by
Gen. Price, after the capture of Lexington, have formed
themselves into bands in various parts of the State, for
bridge burning and marauding purposes. Big River
Bridge, on the Iron Mountain rail road, which was in
charge of a detachment of Federal troops, has been des-
troyed by the rebels, and the detachment captured.

Chthiny for the Army.—All the woolen factories in
the country are now working as hard as they can, but
it is alleged they cannot furnish a sufficient quantity of
cloth and blankets, nor is there a proper supply of
wool for the immediate demand. The statement that
the U. S. government has sent large orders lor army
woolens to Europe, has caused great dissatisfitction
among the domestic manufacturers.

Immigration to Uuyli.—Tlneti hundred and ninety
coloured persons recently sailed from New York for
the American colony in ilayti, under the auspices of
the Haytien Bureau of Emigration. These emigrants
are said to belong to the better class of coloured people.
In the course of next month, another party of about
500, was expected to leave for the same destination.
The Government of Ilayti, promises to provide food and
shclicr for the emigrants until they can support them-
selves.

FouEiGN.—Liverpool dates to the 10th inst. It was re-
ported that the Prince Napoleon had sent to the Emperor

of France, an important state paper on affairs in America.
Lindsay, the member of Parliament from Sunderland,
has been addressing his constituents upon the American
question. He contends that it is the duty of the British

Government to endeavour to induce the United States

to remove the blockade of the Southern ports, for the

cause of humanity. He also strongly urges the expedi-
ency of England and France, using their influence to

effect a peaceful separation between the northern and
southern states.

The King of Prussia visited the French Emperor at

Compiegne on the 6th, and left on the 8th inst. The
meeting was friendly and cordial. The Kingof Holland
was expected to visit France on the 12th inst. The
high price of bread continued to claim attention at

Paris, and the Government bad issued an assurance
that the price would not be further advanced. The
Bank of France was endeavouring to relieve the prevail-

ing financial pressure. It is stated that 30,000 work-
men were out of employment at Lyons, but the authori-
ties had got up workshops for them.
The harvests in Europe are understood to be even

more deficient than was at first supposed. The London
Times, says that France will be compelled to spend
about §200,000,000 to make up the deficiency. Large
importations of grain will also be required by England,
This scarcity of food will, it is supposed, aggravate tht

embarrassments arising from an insufficient supply o:

cotton.

At a recent Consistory, the Pope is said to have de-'

nounced all compromise in the strongest terms, calling

on his supporters to be firm, and to have no communi-
cation with impious men.

China news, via Russia, report the death of the
peror of China.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jehu Fawcett, Agt., 0., for E. Dean

SI. Smith and Stacy Cook, $2 each, vol. 35; for Johi
Crew, $8.50, to 8, vol. 35 ; for Israel Heald, $4, vols

32 and 33 ; for Josiah Fawcett, $4, voU. 33 and 34;

from Abm. Cowgill, Agt., lo., for John Thomas, $10
to 52 vol. 34; from S. Upton, Agt., Rough., N. Y., $2j
vol. 35, and tor P. Upton, A. M. Uuderhill, Mary WinJ
and Esther Griffin, $2 each, vol. 35 ; for Phebe Griffin, $2
to 27, vol. 36 ; from James Bell, Jr., Pa., $2, vol. 34
from W. C. Taber, N. B., $2, vol. 34; from Amos Battej
Agt., lo., for Nath'l M'Donald, $2, vol. 34 ; from Saml
Chadbourn, N. Y., $2, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The winter session of the school will commence oi

Second-day the 4th of the Eleventh month next. Pupil
who have been regularly entered and who go by th<

cars from Philadelphia, will he furnished with li

by the ticket agent at the depot, N. E. corner of 18t;

and JIarket streets. Conveyances will be at the Stn
Road Station on the arrival of the 8, 10-30 and 2 o'cloc

trains on Second and Third days. Small packages 1*0

the pupils if left at Friends' bookstore, No. 304 Arch st

on Sixth days before 12 o'clock, will be forwarded. Th
stage as heretofore will meet the lirst train of cars on
arrival at the Street Road Station every day excep
First days.

West-Town, Tenth month, 1861.

WEST GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,
Near West Grove station, on the Philadelphia and Bal
tiinore Central Rail Road. The winter session

open on 2nd day the 4th of next month. For infor
lion or circulars apply to,

Thomas Conabd, Principal.
Tenth mo., 1861. West Grove P. O., P

WANTED.
A young man to assist the subscriber in bis school r

Haddoulield
; for particulars address,

Richard J. Allex,
HaddonUeld, N. J.

Died, at the residence of her brother-in-law, Thoma
Y. Hutton, Waterville, Delaware Co., Pa., on the 27th <

last month, after a short illness, which she bore w
christian resignation, Rutu Wkbstek, a member
Chester Monthly Meeting, in the 43rd year of her age

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Diary continued.—"First month 24th, 1762.

First day. In the early part of our afternoon

aeetiug, whilst in silence, I thought I never before

liad had such a prospect of the excellency of that

'ellowship and uuiou, which those who are born

igain, are gathered into. This union being purely

piriiual, and requiring no corporeal medium, or

jxternal means to increase or continue it, seemed

o mc plainly to point out that such, though in an

nconceivably greater and more exalted degree of

lory and perfection, will be tiie harmony and union

jf the righteous in heaven. I want words to ex-

Dress the sense I then had of it ; and 1 found it

iuch more comfortable to feel, than it is easy now

describe or communicate to another, the sense I

iiad of it at that time."

Ou the 27th of this njonth he addressed an im-

portant letter on negro slavery to a Friend, which,

has already been publii-hod in this paper, and is

herefore now omitted, as is also (for the same

reason) one of considerable extent describing the

Christian Indians.

Diary " Second month 8th. I attended our

Quarterly Meeting, as I have done for th.

part since I was fifteen years old. This has not

been altogether out of curiosity or custo.n,

rather from a principle of duty, which I k

not that I ever was more sensible than at this

tiuje ; returned home with the evidence of peace.

"Third month 10th. John Stephenson and

William Brown were at our Monthly Meeting, and

now I may observe, that my father being afflicted

with sore eyes, the meeting desired that I might

officiate as clerk for that time, as I had once before.

With some reluctance, 1 yielded to the request. I .

.felt extremely poor and destitute of good, and y

ness, and was ready to wish I had not been there,

supposing from my distress that I had done wrong

in submitting to the appointment. As I was silting

silent and retired, a way of acce,-s unexpectedly

opened to me to lay my condition before the Lord,

to whom I could appeal as knowing that I had no

evil design in giving up to the requc-t of the meet-

Although I had consented with great reluc-

tance, yet it was not from an unwillingness to serve

tlim or his people, but from a sense of inability to

ct to the advantage of his cause. The Lord who

i rich in mercy, and accepts a man according to

what he hath, was pleased to regard my fervent

pplication, and to hold forth to me the sceptre of

is love. I thought it a token of his gracious ac-

ceptance of my honest although weak endeavours.

It laid me under a fresh obligation, and wrought a

willingness to follow and serve him in any way he

ht require of me. As this favourable visitation

gradually passed ofiF, a sense of nothingness again

prevailed, and seeing the proper qualifications of a

clerk to be great, and myself little acquainted

therewith, I was low and dejected.

These thoughts so prevailed, that I was afraid

to speak to John Stephenson, although I much de-

sired it, for I felt for him much affection. I there-

fore stayed at home all that evening and let these

distressing thoughts have their course. In the morn-

Third month 11th, I concluded that I would go

and see him, let.the event be what it might, remem-

bering that sayiijg, 'Let the righteous smite me, it

shall be a kindne?s, and let him reprove me, it shall

be an excellent oil, which shall not break my head.'

So I went to his lodgings, and after I sat down,

John spoke very kindly and encouragingly to me,

expressing his satisfaction with my acting as clerk,

and that it settled and remained with him that I

ought to be kept to it. He said for my encourage-

ment that Friends put him into that service when

ho was very young, and that he could say in rev

erent thankfulness, it had a very edifying effcc

upon him, greatly improving him in a careful feel

ing after the mind of Truth, in the exoculion

that important charge. This, with some tender

advice upon the occasion, made such a deep and

humbling impression on my mind, as I hope I shall

not soon forget.

" Fourth month Sad. Robert Proud and Sus-

anna Hatton coming to Wilmington to be at our

General Meeting, Susanna lodged at our house ; I

was glad of her company, she having been made

formerly a messenger of good to me.

"Fourth month 3rd. In the evening we had a

religious sitting in our family, wherein we that are

dvised to be true to ihe trust com-

Isaac Starr's. A
coursing about dis

h were pa

blamed myself for having consented to serve, for

I thought I made such a poor hand of it. that

John and William would blame the meeting for

proposing, and me for consenting to undertake it.

I had been apprehensive that it would be my lot

sometime to act in that station, if I continued

faithful, but was willing to think the time had not

yet come. Having no selfish design in submitting,

1 secretly breathed for help to the source of all

strength, and endeavoured to do the best I could.

After'meeting I was left in much poverty and weak-

oung, were a-

mitted to us.

" 4th. This evening a Friend gave me some

tender counsel, respecting a faithful improvement

of the earnest penny, advising me not to sink un-

der discouragement, which he believed I was very

subject to. but faithfully to mind my guide, the

Spirit of Truth, which will ever give to the hum-

ble followers of the Lamb, the victory.

•' 23rd. I set out with some other Friends for

Duck Creek General Meeting. Alter attendinj

George's Creek Meeting, some of us lodged a

Friend from Maryland, di.--

ipliuc, advanced some views

nful to me. I said little to it then,

but it stuck'with me, and 1 thought it ."afest to jtt

him know it. The next morning I signified to him

that I bad thought of the proposition he had made

yesterday, nearly to this effect 'that an order of

a Yearly Meeting, was as imperfect a rule for U8

square our conduct by, as the scriptures were

for a rule of faith ; and therefore we ought not to

pay such an implicit regard to an order of a Yearly

Meeting ; nor should it be obligatory upon us, but

tg'reed with the dictates of Truth in our own

hearts; which was the principal discipline that

ought to be regarded, and that for him, or^ any-

body else to comply with the directions of a Yearly

Meeting, without being convinced of the ju-tice of

it in himself, was no way meritorious, but really

hurtful, and that he thought ought not to be en-

joined by any Yearly Meeting, which he looked

upon to be far from infallible.'

"I then observed that although I did not be-

lieve a bare outward conformity to forms or rules

of the church, however, well adapted, would entitle

us to salvation, yet a conformity was necessary

in those who profess themselves members of that

church over which Christ is the head and law-

giver. Her institutions are in wisdom and ought

to be obligatory upon her members, whether every

individual is clearly convinced of the necessity and

justice thereof or not. I believed that an implicit

compliance for order's sake, with such institutions

of the church, would be my indisputable duty,

whilst I professed myself a member thereof; and

that it would be unwarrantable and unsafe for me

to resist and oppose such rules and conclusions,

under any pretence of nonconvincement, for that

might proceed from my own unfaithfulness, and it

would open a direct door for libertinism. As to.

the view, that because of danger of becoming too for-

mal and like other societies, depending on external

moans and ceremonies, we ought to regard the dis-

of cipline of Truth in the heart, rather than any rules

orders of a Yearly Meeting, I answered that

experience had confirmed the proposition, that

the nearer people kept to the Spirit of T'ruth in

themselves, the more and better use they made of

the scriptures, so also was it with the discipline of

the church. That theretbre the keeping near to

tiie Spirit of Truth was so far from taking away

the use of the scriptures, and the solemn conclusi

of the church, that they were rendered mojre i

ful thereby. The conclusions of the meetl

should be cautiously contradicted, for such ooi
^

dictions seem to strike at the very foundatioft-'lll

discipline, and tend to introduce the same spirit

that opposed the first settling and establishing

meetings for that purpose, which alleged that peo-

ple should be left to the spirit in themselves as the

only rule, and there was need of no other. This

was the very foundation of anarchy and ranterism.

I made some other close observations, and a Friend

from Chester county being present, also united with

me and was very helpful.* The Friend from

Ligbtfo
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Maryland seemed rather displeased, got up and

went away somewhat abruptly, nevertheless I felt

the answer of peace herein, which was my only

support, for although I engaged in it from a sense

of duty, it was in much poverty, fear, and weak-

ness, be being a man of parts, and of some ac-

count.

"We were at Duck Creek Monthly Meeting the

same day, in managing the business whereof, 1

thou'^ht great weakness appeared, and the want of

truly concerned, clean-handed men. Many of the

members were defiled by slave keeping, and seve-

ral of the preparative meetings deficient in answer-

ing the queries. This was remarked to them,

though little notice seemed taken.

" After meeting I was so low in my mind, I

concluded that I was not worthy to go with th(

Friends whom I came in company with, and there-

tore proposed going to another place. When I

went to take leave of one of them, a ministering

Friend, she asked uie what she had done, that

intended to turn her oiF, and so directly concluded

to go where I was going. This may appea

small matter to some, but to poor me, at that time

it proved reviving and humbly encouraging. Th
peaceful quiet of mind, and solid satisfaction I

was favoured with this evening, was worthy of

grateful remembrance ; and notwithstanding the

low times that fall to my lot, I am enabled to de-

sire I may still follow the Lord in the way of hi;

own appointment.
" 2.3th, First-day. After meeting I had had

a desire for an opportunity with a certain active

Friend of that meeting, and two Friends agreed

to accompany me. I imparted something that

was on my mind to him, and took leave, but was
still not quite easy. The Friend though perhap;

well meaning, yet I thought he was too full of

other things, to let a proper care and concern
for the welfare of the church, and the maintc

nance of the discipline have sufficient place in

his mind I wrote to him on the 26th, and
after hinting something that was on my mind to

another Friend,* I parted with my company
came home, attended with poverty and fear; my
fervent desires were, that the Lord might not

spare, until every thing was done away, which in-

terrupted my union and cou)munion with him
An increa^e in which blessed experience, is more
desirable than riches, honour or length of days.

" Friend, Fenwiek Fisher,— Being brought, in

some degree, under a sense of the low and suf-

fering state of Friends within the compass of your
meeting, and that divers branches of Truth's" tes-

timony seem likely to fall to the ground for want
of faithfulness, and a right eonc^^i n in those of the

foremost rank among you, we feel de^re that

increase of care, and a renewed fervent concern
under a feeling of the afflicting condition of things

might rest upon thee. We de-ire that above every
other consideration this might engage thy altentiou

and that a fervent travail of soul might be thine^

to know ability to do the Lord's work and service

daily renewed, that so, through his power thou
might he enabled according to lljy measure to bear
up and support the suffering cause of Truth and
righteousness, within your borders. We think it

loudly calls for the help of all who wish it well

not only by a spiritual exerci>e for their own growtl
which will strengthen the church, but also by an
earnest endeavour to support the discipline, and to

stretch and enforce its rules impartially upon
transgressors, as in the wisdom of 'J'ruth they may
be led, which wisdom we firmly believe, will

never be wanting to the rightly concerned in t!

work. From thy real friends,

Benjamin Ferris,

Thos. Lightfoot, Jr.

ick Creek, 26th of Fourili mo., ITG'i.

Selected.

Atrican Ants.

We take the following account of these curious

creatures from Delany's Official Report of the re-

cent Niger Valley Exploxing Party:—
Drivers, as every person already knows, are

black ants, whose reputation is as bad for attacking

livinc animals, and even human beings, as the ter-

mites for attacking clothing. This creature, like

its white cousin, is also an instrument in the hands

of Providence as a sanitary means, and to the re-

verse of the other is carnivorous, feeding upon all

flesh, whether fresh or putrified. Like the white,

for the purpose of destroying the superabundance

of vegetable, certainly these black ants were de

signed by Providence to destroy the excess of ani

mal life which, in the nature of things, would be

brought forth, with little or no destruction without

them; and although much is said about their at-

tacking persons, 1 will venture the opinion that

there is not one of these attacks a person to every

ten thousand mosquitoes in America, as it is only

by chance, and not by search after it, that drivers

attack persona.

How tliey travel.—They usually go in search of

food in narrow rows, say from half an inch to a

hand's breadth, as swiftly as a running stream

of water, and may, in their search, enter a house

in their course—if nothing attract them around il

—when, in such cases, they spread over the floor,

walls, and ceiling; and finding no insect or creep-

ing thing to destroy, they gather again on the

floor, and leave the premises in the regular order

in which they entered. Should they encounter a

person when on those excursions, though in bed

does he but lie still and not disturb them, the

good-hearted negro insects will even pass over the

person without harm ,or molestation ; but if dis-

turbed, they will retaliate by a sting as readily as

a bee when the hive is disturbed, though theii

sting, so far from being either dangerous or severe

is simply like the severe sting of a mosquito. Ac
aged missionary gentlen)an, of twenty-five years'

experience, informed me that an entire myriad

(this term is given to a multitude of drivers, as

their number can never be less than ten thousand

—and I am sure that I have seen as many mil-

lions together) passed over him one night in bed,

without one stinging him. Indeed, both the black

and white ants are quite harmless as to persona!

injury, and very beneficial in a sanitary point.

How to drive tkeni out of the houses.—There is

much more in the imagination than the reality

about these things; and one important fact I must
not omit, that, however great the number of dri-

vers, a simple light set in the middle of thefloor

will clear the room of them in ten minutes. In
this case they do not form in column, but go out

in hasty confusion, each effecting as quick retreat

and safe escape for himself as possible, forming
their line of march outside of the house, where they

meet froiu all quarters of their points of escape.

Hoiv to destroy them.— Chloride of sodiiaii or

common salt (fine), slightly damped, will entirely

destroy the termites; and ucetuin or vinegar, or

acetic acid either, will destroy or chase off the

drivers.

Tlieir pugnacious and vmrtial character.—

I

cannot indorse the statement from personal know-
ledge of the desperate hostility which the drivers

manifest towards the termites, as giveu by Dr.

Livingstone, who, calling them "black rascals,"

says " they stand deliberately and watch for the

whites, which, on coming out of their holes, they

instantly seize, putting them to death." Perhaps

the whites were kidtiappers, in which case they

served the white rascals right. Though I have

never seen an encounter, it is, nevertheless, true

that the blacks do subdue the whites whenever

they meet. In fact they go, as do no other crea-

tures known to natural science, in immense, incal-

culable numbers—and I do not think that I exagger-

if I say that I have more than once seen more

than six hogsheads of them travelling together,

had they been measured—and along the entire

line of march, stationed on each side of the col-

umns, there are warriors or soldiers to guard them,

who stand sentry, closely packed side by side

with their heads towards the column, which passes-

on as rapidly as a flowing stream of water. li

have traced a column for more than a mile, whose

greatest breadth was not more than a yard, and

the least not less than a foot.

Wanderings over Bible Lands and Seas,

BETHEL, SHILOH, AND THE WELL AT SYCHAB.
tConcIuiled from page 69.;

It is said that no place in Palestine is more ab-

solutely identified as connected with an event in

the hi.story of our Lord than this spot. And thist

spot at the meeting of the valleys, links together^

the sacred history of more than three thousandl

years.

Here is Jacob's well, dug by the prudent patri-

arch, (whose father, Isaac, had had so many dis-

putes about wells,) in the parcel of ground he

bought of Hamor, and, perhaps, at once given :

Joseph, then the only son of Kachel. Here the

children of Israel laid the body of Joseph, which)

they had brought embalmtd from Egypt. Here
one of the most dramatic scenes in Jewish history

was enacted, when the whole multitude of victor-

ious Israel, with the strangers among them, the

women and the children, stood in two great com-

panies, covering these two hills, and probably the

valley between and around them, whilst Joshua
read the blessings and the curses of the law succ

sively from Ebal and Uerizim, and, from time to

time, the deep Amen of the nation echoed from

height to height, and swept through the plain.

And here Jesus, with all these recollections speak-

ing to him from hill and valley, " being wearied

with the journey, sate thus on the well." And to

us all the other memories of the plain shine through

the light of the last.

We turned off a little to the right to see thii

sacred spot,but a verygreatdisappointment awaited

us. Until last January, they told us, the well had
been preserved—a relic of three thousand years,

and ofone hour worth them all ! Until last January
you could sit on the edge of the well, and look down
into the depths too deep for Him to draw from.

But this year the Arabs had broken and scattered

the stones, and filled the well with rubbish. The
Christians and Turks had been at war in Nablous,

a Turk had been accidently killed by a Christian;

and they told us the filling up of this well was an

act of revenge on the part of the Mo.sleras, knowing
how sacred it was to Christians. It made us feel

very bitterly, as we stood among the scattered

stones and heaps of rubbish where the well had
been.

Near this melancholy ruin is the tomb called

Joseph's. It is a holy place of the Moslems, plas-

tered and domed like the tombs of Mohammedan
saints. But there is one interesting feature about
it in connection with Jacob's blessing to Joseph,

comparing him to the " fruitful bough by a well
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whose branches run over the wall." A fiue old

viuo springs out of the tomb throwing its greeu

leaves and fruitful branches over the wall.

As we rode. to and from this tomb some peas-

ants, working in the fields, warned us away from

the place with furious gestures, but whether they

thought our own infidel leet would desecrate Jo-

seph's Tomb, or our horses' feet injure tlieir fields,

we could not make out. Perhaps they were venting

on our innocent heads some of the wrongs inflicted

on them by our late companions, the liashi-

Bazouks.

We paused once more before entering the valley

of Syehar, by the sacred ruined well. Except that

sacred relic itself, all was unchanged. Down that

narrow valley the woman came with her pitclier

whilst Jesus was resting on this well. The Sav-

iour and the sinner met alone, and to her at first

he was nothing more than a stranger and aa alien

from her race. Then followed that rapidly vary-

ing dialogue with its vivid imagery, taken, as so

constantly in our Lord's conversations or sermons,

from the things in sight at the time ; the imagery
so suddenly abandoned to flash the unexpected

light on her conscience. Then the answer of the

woman, betraying how, in hearts where no human
€ye would suspect a serious tLought, deep religious

perplexities may be dimly stirring, apd how theo-

logical uncertainty and moral laxity accompany
each other. Probably not a person in Syehar sus-

pected that Samaritan woman of having a con-

science, still less of weighing the merits of various

religions, and expecting a Christ wlio would solve

all diifieulties. Was there, sh<5 seems to have
thought, indeed, after all, a true faith to be found?
The Jews believed one thing and her people ano-

ther, and there might, perhaps, be much to be said

on both sides j the balance of probabilities was

lowed him faithfully; they had gone to buy hin

food while he rested. Ijut when we turn from thi

Samaritan woman to them, it is like turning from

earnest, intelligent eyes which read our every

glance, to a dull prosaic countenance, beaming,

indeed, with the best intentions, but understanding

neither glance nor illu-tration, but exactly the

literal words we say and no more. Jesus said,

"I have meat to eat that ye know not of;" and

the disciples, who had walked with him from Jeru-

salem, and listened for montljs to his teaching, of

which almost every sentence was an illustration,

had no idea that he could mean anything by
" meat" but something to eat

!

Women and the Pharisees often understood our

Lord best. The Pharisees, because their under-

standings were sharpened by dislike and fear, and

"they knew bespoke those parables again=t them ;"

and women, because their hearts were warm,

—

they felt what he meant, felt that sinners might

bathe his feet with tears ; that He must help a

mother whose young daughter was possessed, whe-

ther Phoenican or Hebrew : that He would welcome
the love which broke the alabaster vase, and poured

out the precious ointment

I wonder if the disciples understood the next

parable which our Saviour spoke, or perplexed

themselves as to what he could mean by there be

ing "four months to harvest," and yet the fields,

so obviously green with the young corn, bein;

"white already to harvest?"

Probably the eye of the Master directed them
to the explanation, as turning from the broad

valley behind him, green with the young corn. Hi

said, " Lijt up your eyes and look on the field

white for harvest," and as he said so, glanced up
the valley of Syehar, and watched the Samaritans

coming to him,— the golden first-fruits of the har-

vest of the Gentilpretty even, but might there, indeed, be One wh
would tell her absolutely which was right 1 There

]

They came down that deep valley, probably

certainly was one before her, no empty disputant guided by the woman, no doubt conversing in

on her own level, speaking without authority, but eager groups as they came, and questioning and

"a prophet," who knew all her life, yet did not ; re-questioning her on account of whose saying they

speak to her. To Him the secret per- i had come. And when they reached the wellTo Him the

plexities of the doubting, sin-burdened heart came
out.

Words, altogether new to her, came in reply.

The controversy was carried to a higher level than

her thoughts had reached. It was to be no more

Jew or Samaritan ; but God and adoring men and jing and heart. The people of Syehar had seen

women. No more6erizim,orSion; but the Father no miracle, they had heard none of those unequalled

and the human spirit. discourses. They had only heard that One sat on

One more secret 1

that life of sin and d .._^._^

had lived on. The Christ was coming, the expec- heart and the past life, a Jew who did not scorn

tation of Jew and Samaritan alike. One who to have dealings with S;imaritans. They came all

could answer all the heart's questions was coming. ! that way in the evening from their city, simply

One who could read all the heart's secrets was becau.se they had some dim hope of finding the

ihad

where the Saviour and the disciples were sti!

gering, they besought him that he would tarry with

them.

It was a new incident in that life spent among
bitter enemies, and disciples so slaw in understand-

lay in her heart Through all ithe well, at the opening of their valley, a stranger

loubt a dim desire and longing who saw with prophetic insight into the ium(X-t

before her. In words, at least, she made no in-

ference, but all the secret aspirations of her soul

were poured forth.

And she found the answer to which, perhaps, her

heart had already almost sprung, " 1 that speak

unto thee am He." Then, also down this valley,

unless they had bought bread in that village on

the hillside nearer, came back the disciples.

The woman had placed her pitcher by the

It was not in her hands. She had not drawn any jand his arm not shortened, he has been content,

water for herself or for Jesus. But she had under-
j

whilst healing souls, to let bodily sickness fulfil its

stood Him, as so few did. Water-pot, water, all
j

work of discipline. Perhaps he could trust these

were forgotten. There were men in Syehar who Samaritans enough to treat them in the same way

Messiah there.

And when they found Him they recogniied him.

We do not read that he wrought any wonders

among them. We might think it was impossible

for him to come to any place without being troubled

with compassion by its sorrows as well as by its

sins, and healing bodies as well as souls. But we

are told nothing of the kind. And for eighteen

.. hundred years since then, his heart being the same.

Here, in the bosom of the hill.^, amongst the

figs, pomegranates, and mulberries festooned with

vines, on the fresh grass under the shade of tlie

grey olives, and among the delicious sound of ujany

waters, our Lord abode and taught for two days,

and the Samaritans understood him as, perhaps,

neither Pharisee nor apostle had yet done, to be

not only indeed the Christ, but " the Saviour of the

world."

It was Saturday evening as we rode up that

lovely valley. Our tents were pitched outside the

town under the thick shade of trees, among^t a

chorus of streams flowing on every side. And here

we were to remain for nearly two days, from Sat-

urday until Monday.

The Uigliest (alar'act ii He World.

Starr King writes to the Boston Tiaiisuript

from California, the following interesting descrip-

tion of one of the most remarkable of the natural

phenomena of that State :

—

The Yosemite Cataract is the highest in the

world yet known. The portion of the granite

wall of the valley which rises opposite the hotel,

is more than three thou=aud feet high. In a su-

perbly arranged nook or bend, in the precipitous

rampart, the cataract is framed. Grecly, in the

account of a very hurried visit to. the valley, a

year ago, calls it " a tape-line of water dropped

from the sky." Perhaps it is so toward the close

of the dry season ; but as we saw it the blended

lUtj of it, apart from the general

ite gorge, would repay

majesty and

sublimities of the Yosen

journey of a thousand miles. There was no de-

ficiency of water. It was a powerful stream

thirty-five feet broad, fresh from the Nevada, that

made the plunge from the brow of the awful pre-

cipice ; and as the valley is only a mile in width,

our delightful resting place on the southerly bank
of the Merced, in the pass, afforded us the iMost

favourable angle forenjoying its exhaustless charms.

Like sheet lightning,

Ever brigbt'uing,

With a low melodious thunder,

All d.«<}' and all night it is ever drawn.
Prom the brain of the purple mountain.
Which stands in the distance yonder.

The thunder, however, though certainly melodi-

is by ow, as I lers may ima-

wanted the Christ as she had ; there were hearis

there who looked for him. She had good news to

take. And up that valley, to the city out of sight

behind the folding of those hills, sped her eager

steps.

The disciples loved their Master, they had fol-

He abode there two days.

Up this valley, which we were, entering, He
walked with that listening company and the won-

dering disciples. Beside this stream they went to

that white cluster of flat-roofed houses, nestling

among the thick trees.

gine, when the measure of the fall is reported to

them. At the first leap it clears 1,497 feet; then

it tumbles down a series of steep stairways 402
feet, and then makes a jump to the meadows, 518
feet more. The three pitches are in fuH viev;,

making a fall of more than 2,-100 feet.

But it is the upper and highest cataract that is

the most wonderful to the eye, as well as most
iim.-ical. The cliff is so sheer, that there is no

break in the body of the water during the whole

of its descent of more than a quarter of a mile.

It pours in a curve from the summit, fifteen hun-

dred feet (height of six Park Street spires, remem-
ber), to the basin that hoards it but a moment for

cascades that follow. And what endless com-

plexities and opulence of beauty in the forms and mo-
tions of the cataract I It is comparatively nar-

ow at the top of the precipice, although, as we said,

the tide that pours over is thirty-five feet broad.

But it widens as it descends, and curves a little on
one side as it widens, so that it shapes itself, be.

fare it reaches its first bowl of granite, into tbo

figure of the comet that glowed on our sky two
years ago. More beautiful than the comet, how-

ever, we can see the substance of this watery lover

liness ever renew itselt', apd ever pour itself ^^wa^y•.

Our readers have seen the splendid rockets, that

burst into serpents of fire. This cataract seems to

shoot o'At a thousau'li ser^Atinc hpa,d.s or knots of
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•water, which wriggle down deliberately through! As he continued faithful to the manifestations ! would he short, and fervently exhorted his hearers
the air, and expend themselves in mist before half 'of Divine Grace, he was more and more instructed

j

to watchfulness and care, that they might have
the descent is over Then a new set bursts from in the things appertaining to the kingdom of God, itheir lamps trimmed and their lights burning, and
the body and sides of the fall, with the same, and a gift in the ministry of the Gospel was com- [be prepared to meet the Bridegroom of souls at
fortune on the remaining distance

;
and thus the|mitted to him in the 2Uth year of his age. His

j

his coming, which would be at an hour of which they
most charming fretwork of watery nodules, each communications in this line being delivered in

'
'

trailing its vapoury chain for a hundred feet or
j

much plainness and godly sincerity, and his life

more, is woven all over the cascade, wLich swings, and conversation adorning thedoctrinehepreached,
now and then, thirty-feet each way on the moun-jhis ministry was very acceptable to the church.
tain side, as if it were a pendulum of watery lace,

i

His humility was great, his faith was fervent and
Once in a while, too, the wind manages to get [strong, and the divine graces of the spirit were
back of the fall between it and the cliffs, and then sweetly manifested by him in harmonious union.

On the 4th day of the Fourth month, 1734, he
was married to Mary Corker. He was a joiner
by trade, and although feeble in body, he was very
esamplary in buisnejs, by diligence and industry
striving to earn an honest livelihood, being very
desirous of owing
innocent openness

it will whirl it round and round for two or three
hundred feet, as if it were deters' ined to try the
experiment of twisting it to wring it dry. W
could lie for hours, never tired of gazing on thi

cataract, but ever hungry for more of the witch
eries of motion and grace that refine and soften its

grandeur

Ff.r "The frifnil."

BIOCRAPllICU SKETCHES
Of Ministers and Klders ami other concerned members

of the yearly .Meeting of Philadelphia.

ROBERT ROBERTS.

Robert Roberts was born in Merion, in the
provinceotPennsylvaaia, Twelfth month 15ih, 1685.
His parents were members of the religious society

of Friends, concerned to educate their children in

the fear of the Lord. Their labours in regard to

this, their son, appear to have been blessed to him.
From a memorial issued by the Monthly Meeting
of Haverfbrd, it appears that Robert, " by his re"^

ligious advancement in the Truth, was a true pat-
tern of piety, and in his several stations as an elder,
overseer and clerk of this meeting, was very service-
able." •' His life and conversation tended to

uprightness and true moderation." His walk be-
ing in sincerity and according " to the Truth he
made profession of, he attained a good esteem, not
only among Friends but 'others, verifying that
passage ot Scripture, " a good name is bette°r than
precious ointment, and the day of our death better
than the day of our birth."

His death took place Third month 17th, 1768.
after a tedious illness, which he
and christian resignation.

ght not be aware.

Throughout his life, he had many afflictions and
those of various kinds, which he had been through
supporting grace enabled to bear with exemplary
patience and resignation. During his last illness,

which was of six weeks duration, his bodily pain
was great, and he suffered much from oppression
of breathing, being afflicted both with asthma and
dropsy. During all his sufferings he was never heard
to murmur or complain, but on the contrary he often

expressed his thankfulness that he was so merci-
fully dealt with. His prayers were often fervently

man anything but love. The [put up to the Lord God of mercy and strength
nd christian affability which jthat he might be supported in patience to the end

thpa

characterized his intercourse with others, led many
j

His petitions were g'raciously' granted, and as he
of other religious denominations to converse with [lay, drawing towards his close, he was enabled to
him, and opened the way for him to uphold the | speak to the edification and comfort of those who
truth, to administer counsel and caution when it

,
visited him. A fervent love of the brethren, which

seemed needed. Indeed, amongst those drawn to
j

had been one of his most striking characteristics
him, by his courtesy and kindness, were even evil- 1 through Kfe, was conspicuously in dominion in the
doers, and evil speakers, to whom he administered

I

hour of death. His life of dedication being
rebukes, which he did, we are told, " in the plain-

1
crowned with a close of grace and peace, his^

ness of an upright zeal for the promotion of piety {friends felt a blessed assurance, that to him all
and virtue, tempered with true brotherly kind ness

j

sorrow was ended, and that from the church mili-,
harity." He respected "not the person of tant in its mingled conflicts and rejoicing, he had

" passed to the church triumphant, wherein all isi

glory and endless rejoicing.

The promise of bis God to him was fulfilled ; of
his small estate, enough remained at his death toi

pay his funeral expences. His death took place
Third month 26th, 1768, and his funeral was at-

tended by great numbers of his fellow citizens ofi

various denominations, to whom his christian con-
j

duet and examplary, cheerful disposition, had en-

;

deared

in public a preacher of righteous-

the proud, nor [esteemed] the rich man because of
his riches, but with christian freedom, declaring
the truth to his neighbours, and he was thus in

private as we!

ness."

In his public ministry he was zealous in con-
demning errors in christian principle and departures
in christian practice. He was constantly and fer-

vently concerned to press upon his hearers the
necessity of obedience to the teachings of Divine
tjrace, a measure or manifestation of which is

given to every man, to profit withal. He knew
from experience that this grace of God bringcth
salvation to such as obey it. He was frequently
enabled in Gospel energy and power to bear tcs
tunony to the outward coming of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Chii>t, to his miraculous birth, to
his holy example in life, his Divine doctrine and
precepts, to his death and sufferings at Jerusalem,
when, through his one offering he opened the
way for salvation of all tho.-e who believed in them
H

ItENJAMI.N TROTTER.

Benjamin Trotter, the son of William Trotter and
Rebecca his wife, whose maiden name was Theach,
was born in Philadelphia in the Ninth month|
1699. Although he was very early in life visited We was frequently from home on short journeys
by the Lords Holy Spirit, which tendered him, to attend neighbouring Yearly Meetings and the
and reproved him for sin, yet he was at times general meetings then held once a year in many
ltd astray by youthful vanities, and the corrupt iP'^^es, yet he paid no extensive religious visits,
conversation of those around him. This conduct [His memorial, after mentioning his visits to most
of his is recorded to have been " to the grief uf hisjof 'be meetings in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
pious mother, who was religiously concerned to re- -some in the adjacent provinces, adds, he " was not
strain him."

j

much from home, being upwards of forty years a
As the Lord Jesus continued to visit him injdiligent attender of our religious meetings in this

love, with his light and grace, he, whilst still a
j

city, zealously concerned for the maintai°nin<T our
youth, yielded up his heart in obedience to the ehiistian discipline in meekness, and true charity
Divine rtquirings, and witnessing the baptism of careful in the exercise of that part of pure reli<iiou'
repentance, the work of regeneration was meicifully

I

visiting the widow and fatherless in their alflic-
effected in him. F rst he was led to cease from ti<>"s, and often qualified to administer relief and
all the evil things to which he had heretofore consolation to their dejected minds,
yielded, and then ho was concerned to fulfil every " -

duty, and practice every good thing, which his
'-evenly Father required at his hands. He soon

-n example to others, by his plainness, his
^ the patient firmness with which he

-d scornful mocking of those

companions in folly and

He accumulated but little of this world's goods
yet in obedience to what he deemed a Divine iuti.

mation, he gave up his trade sometime before his

decease, devoting himself wholly to what appeared
his religious duty. His friends, fearing he might ''*'

suffer, offered him free access to their superabun- ''cc'^i ^l*^ nowhere else is it

dance, but he declined, saying his master had pro- cffuivooally demonstrated—

'

h suffering on this,"''-ed him that he should have enough. As hej'^°''' '^"'' ^^^*' ^°'^ 'o^ed us,

er of Jesus drew towards the close he had a convi'ction that it
''^^ the propitiation for our sin

was to, was near at hand, and at one of the last uieeti '

God's love to Man.—Where shall we go for
manifestations of the tenderness, the sympath}',
the benignity of God ? The philosopher leads ns
to nature, its benevolent final causes and kind con-
trivances to increase the sum of animal happiness,
and there he stops, with half his demon:,tration !

But the apostle leads us to the gift bestowed by
the Father for the recovery of man's intellectual
and moral nature, and to the cross endured by the
Son on this high behalf Go to the heavens, which
canopy man with grandeur, cheer his steps with
succe.-sive light, and mark his festivals with their
chronology

;
go to the atmosphere, which invigo-

rates his spirits, and is to him the breath of life;

go to the smiling fields, decked with verdure for
his eye, and covered with fruits for his sustenance;
go to every scene which spreads beauty before hi.s

gaze, which is made harmoniously vocal to his ear,
which fills and delights the imagination by its glow
or its greatness. We travel with you, we admire,
we feel and enjoy with you, we adore with you,
but «e stay not with you. We hasten onward in
search of a demonstration more convincing that
"God is love," and we rest not till we press into
he strange, the mournful, the joyful scenes of Cal-
ary, and amid the throng of weeping disciples
nd the mocking multitude, under the arch of the

darkened heaven, and with earth trembling beneath
our feet, we eaze upon the meek, the resigned, but;

r, and exclaim, " Heroin is love"

—

50 affectingly, so un-
not that we loved

ind sent his Son to
."

—

R. Wutson.

he attended, he spoke of his belief that i.^' Vim;|J; l^J^ll°X' '^^Jt^HftKlt'
'^^'^
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Gold under Philadelphia.

Jacob R. Eckfeldt, the principal assaycr of the

U. S. Mint at Philadelphia, has lately made some

intere--ting esaininatious

advantage or enjoyment that is within easy reach

and is obtainable at little cobt, or perhaps some
new plan of operating, that promises rich result-s,

but how often in such cks the

Letter of Juhn Barclay.

I am on the eve of leaving home for Brighton,

f able; for I am very poorly, "feeble and Kore

gold is much more widely distributed, than is gene-

rally supposed. In a paper published in the pro-

Beediugs of the American Philosophical Society,

he gives the results of these examinations, showing

the presence of this metal in various galenas, in

metallic lead, copper, silver, antimony, kc. But

the most curious result of all is perhaps the fol-

lowing, which seems to show that the clay under-

lying our city and the very walls of our houses

contains an appreciably quantity of this valuable

metal.
" Underneath the paved city of Philadelphia,

there lies a deposit of clay, whose area, by a proba-

ble estimate, would measure over three miles square,

enabling us to figure out the convenient sum often

square miles. The average depth is believed to

be not less than fifteen feet. The inquiry was

started whether gold was diffused in this earthy

bed. From a central locality which aiight afford

a fair assay for the whole, the cellar of the new

market house in Market street near Eleventh street,

we dug out some of the clay at a depth of fourteen

feet, where it could not have been an artificial de-

posit. The weight of 130 grammes was dried and

duly treated, and yielded one-eighth of a milli-

gramme of gold, a very decided quantity, on a fine

assay balance. It was afterwards ascertained

that the clay in its natural moisture loses about

fifteen per cent by drying. So that, as it lies in

the ground, the clay contains one part gold in

1,224,000.
'' This experiment was repeated upon clay taken

from a brick-yard in the suburbs of the city, with

nearly the same result.

" Iii order to calculate with some accuracy the

value of this body of wealth, we cut out blocks of

the clay, and found that on an average, a cubic foot

it lies in the ground, weighs 120 pounds, as

near as may be, making the specific gravity 1.92.

The assay gives seven tenths of a grain, say thre

cents worth of gold to the cubic foot. Assumin

the data already given, we get 4180 millions of

cubic feet of clay under our streets and houses,

hich securely lies 126 millions of dollars. And
if, as is pretty certain, the corporate limits of t!i

city would afford eight times this bulk of clay, we

have more gold than has yet been brought, accord-

to the statistics, from California and Australia.

It is also apparent that every time a cart-load

of clay is hauled out of a cellar, enough gold goes

th it to pay for the carting. And it the bricks

which front our houses could have brought to their

surface in the form of gold-leaf, the amount of

d which they contain, wo should have the glit-

tering show of two square inches on every brick."

It is scarcely necessary to add that the expense

of separating the gold from the clay is many times

as great as the value of it alter it is obtained, and

yet, if a person owning one hundred acres of land

underlaid wilh clay as auriferous as that under

this city, were told that under his farm and within

a few feet of the surface there was to be found

quantity of gold amounting in value to two million

of dollars, his first thought would probably be to

dig down and obtain it : but upon counting the cost

he would find that there would be scarcely enough

of the precious metal in any giveu quantity of

the clay to pay for digging it out and hauling

it away, to say nothing of the espensive processes

it would have to be submitted to in order to sepa-

rate the gold. Thus is it often in the afl;'airs of

life. We sometimes fancy that wc see some great

lich tend to show that realize our expectations bring disappointment, and
attempt to|broken" outwardly; though I trust alivein my cpirit

low that to obtain what wc aim at involves

greater expenditure than it is worth, and frequently,

the object sought for, when at last obtained,

proves to be little else than a glittering show.

THE WAY BV WHICH HE LED TIIKE

When we reiich a quiet dwelling

Un the strong, eternal hills,

And our praise to Him is swellinf;

Who the vast ereiilion tills

;

When the paths of prayer and duty.

And affliction, all are Irod,

And we wake and see the beauty,

Ut our Saviour and our God :
—

While we have the palms of glory

Through the long eternal years,

Sh.iU we e're forget the story

Of our mortiU griefs and fears 7

Shall we e'er forget the sadness
And the clouds thKt hung so dim,

When our hearts are filled with gladness,

And our tears are dried by Him ?

Shall Ihe memory be banished
or his kindness and his care,

When the wants and woes are vanished
Which he loved to soothe and share ?

All the way by which he led us,

All the grievings which he bore
;

All the patient love he taught us,

Shall we think of them no more?

Yes! we surely shall remember
How he quickened us from death —

How lie funned the dying ember
With his Spirit's glowing breath :

We shall read the teoder meaning
Of the SOI rows and alarms,

As we trod the desert, leaning
On his ererlasting arms.

And His rest will be the dearer
When we think of weary ways.

And His light will seem the clearer

As we muse on cloudy days.

Oh, 'twill be a glorious morrow
To a dark and stormy day 1

We shall recollect our sorrow.

As the dreams that pass away.

THE BEAUTIFUL.

BY WILH.tM MAJOR, OF TRINITY COLLEi

The flowers that skirt the mountii

The summer cloud that dims tl

The starry heavens, with brilliant

I'rocUiim a tale of mystery :

U is the Beautiful.

Tlip dew-drops bright that li

Tlie streamlet's voice that

The cascade's fall, the murn^

The tuneful bird, on airy \

ves, how Be:

fe distil,

sweetly sings,

luring rill.

The green 1

Tlie vello

LoveiiMnsi
The occa

;\fs bloom, in Bei

r, too, though nut

afant's smile, the laughing eys,

? sighs thiit mourn, the tears that I

ill on man their charms hes

And they are Beautif

ever and resigned to all that may be

for me. * *

Though unable to mingle with my Friends in per-

1, when they come together for the sake of this

blessed cause to endeavour to strengthen one an-

other's hands in (Jod, and to build up one another in

that holy faith once and .-till delivered to the saints,

my poor mind is as deeply, as strongly concerned

as ever, that every part and parcel thereof, wilh

all its genuine accompaniments and fruits in prac-

tice may be maintained iunolate ; and that noth-

ing may be forborne, or let fall, or slighted through

cur degeneracy, and dimsightedness of that which

our worthy ancients upheld through suffering.

What has our refinement, religious or civil, done

for us ? and what has an approach or a conde-

scending affinity thereto done for us? Weakness

has inevitably followed, and even the strongest

and the wisest have been utterly laid wa.ste. Some
are not sufficiently warned and humbled by these

things ; and if they are they should openly ac-

knowledge their error, and forsake the very ap-

pearance of this track.

I am cheerfully confident, that if those to whom
we somewhat look as watchers, as seers, as stand-

ard bearers, as counsellors, are removed (and they

are removing) to their rest,—or, if any of these

that remain, should not keep their habitations

firm and undeviating, but turn aside in any re-

spect from the ancii-nt testimony,—that He who

raised up such a people as we were at the first, will

never cea.se to raise up others, and put forth some

into the foreground—into the very seats of tte un-

faithful. I have seen it wonderfully in my short

day,— I have read it of those who have gone be-

fore : and therefore, let none ever throw away their

shield, and weakly compromise the trust devolving

on them.

Farewell my beloved friend; may the Lord pre-

serve us purely to his praise.

Fourth mo. luth, 1838.

An apparent singularity accounted for.— \i is

generally well known that birds are very active

agents in the extension of vegetation, and that fruit

nd flowers arc, to a great extent, rendered pro-

ific by the insects which visit their blos.soms. But

few people are aware of the means through which

fish are formed in lakes and ponds which are not

connected with other waters. Here, also, an in-

sect is the principal agent. The large water-

leetle, which is in the habit of feeding upon the

pawn of fish, occasionally in the evening climbs

up the stems of bushes, &c., out of the water,

.--ufficiently high to enable it to take wing. In

these circumstances if has been caught, and on

^ put into the water, has been found to give

out the spawn with which it had gorged itself pre-

ious to taking flight, both in a digested and undi-

gested state; so that on trial it has been found

hat it produced fish of various kinds.

Who, then, so void of Christian love,

'.Wid scenes sublime, and Beauty's grace,

As not to |ir;iise our God above,

When all the earth reflects his fare

—

And so is Beaiitilql?

The times may look dark to sense, but faith say:

shall be well with the righteous.

No two things differ more than hurry and dis-

patch. Hurry is the mark of a weak miud, dis-

patch of a strong one. A weak man in ofiBce,

like a squirrel in a cage, is labouring to little pur-

pose, and in constant motion without getting a job;

hence like a turnstile, he is in every body's way;

talks a great deal, but says very little ; looks into

every thing, but sees into nothing: and has a

hundred irons iu the fire but very few of them are

hot, and with those few that are he only burns his

finirers.
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)rie8.Hasings and

PKEACHING BY EXAMPLE.

Many conscientious christians who are not called

to the work of vocally upholding and advocating

the gospel of Christ Je;us, are yet efficient preach-

ers thereof in life and conversation. Some by

their humble, self-denying example, when sur-

rounded by the votaries of pride, of fashion and

of self-indulgence ;—some by their honest, upright

dealings in the walks of trade and business, when

most around them seem grasping after all they can

gather of the world's goods, without respect to the

law of doing to others as they would others should

do to them;—some by cheerful content in poverty;

Bome by holy resignation in sickness and sorrow.

These all are teaching the great lessons of christian

principle,—these all are preachers of righteous-

ness, in a greater or lesser degree to those around

them.

I was recently struck with a remark made by a

religious man, to one who complained to him of,

the distance which he lived from the place of wor-j

ship. The complainer was deemed a pious man,

one who was diligent in his attendance at religious

meetings, although he lived six miles from the

house in which they were held. On this occasion,

however, he spoke of the distance he had to travel,!

whilst some of the members had but a few steps

to walk. His religious friend to whom he com-

plained, told him to remember that he had weekly

the privilege of lireacldtig a sermon six iniks

lo)ig. To all the residents by the roadside,—to all

those he met or passed ou his way,—he upheld by
example the duty of as.sembling for the worship of

Almighty (iod. These silent sermons may have

been blessed to many. We have it on record that

a meeting of the Society of Friends in one of the

southern slates, which had by the moving away to

the western states of many members, and the re-

mi-sness in spiritual zeal of some who remained,

been entirely dropt, was resu.-ciated through the

faithfulness of one young woman, who regularly

ou the old meeting days went and sat in the old

house. Her diligence preached with prevailing

power. Some who beheld her going, were stirred up
thereby, and others who heard of it, led to consider

their own responsibility, as dependent creatures,

and the duty they owed to to their Almighty Care-

taker, to ofi'cr him worship and praise for the un-

numbered blessings received at his hands, were
drawn by a heartfelt sense of duty to meet with

her.

Of prevailing preaching through pious and ex-

emplary conduct, we have many instances recorded,

some of which have been already noted in these

Musings and JNIemories. We have also authentic

accouiits, in which the actions of the irrational

portions of animated nature, have been through
the divine blessing, made subservient to the great

work of the soul's salvation. Barbara Hoyland,
who in after life was a valuable minister of the

gospel in our religious society, received an awaken-
ing visitation iu early life, a visitation, which
through the Lord's grace saved her, as she sup-

posed, from utter ruin, fcihe was brought up in the

observance of the rites and ceremonies of the

Cliuich of England by her parents, and being early

iu life favoured with the visitations of Divine Grace,
she manifested some seriousness, and religious ten-

derness of spirit. When twelve years ol age, she
was sent by her parents to a dancing school, through
the influence of which, and the young persons she was
introduced to there, a very serious change for the

worse took place in her character. Her father too

late, discovered it, and sought earnestly to break
up all her intercourse with those who had there

been her associites. Her father died, and th(

daughter when about sixteen, was exposed to a temp

tation, which if yielded to, would have been her

ruin. The temptation was no doubt attractive to

her in her weak and unregenerate condition, and

whilst hesitating and unsettled, the following in-

i

cident occured. She was sitting with her mother

I one evening, when they observed a moth fluttering

and playing round the candle, until at last

flame caught it, and burned its wings, so, that it

' soon expired iu apparent agony. Whilst musing

on this, her mother said, " How like incautious

youth! playing round the flame till drawn within

its power, caught and consumed." The incident

and the remark of her mother, were efi'ectual,

through the accompanying visitations of the Lord's

Holy Spirit, for her spiritual awakening. She

I

turned from the seductive attractions, sought com-

fort and strength in the Lord Jesus, became his

faithful follower, and in life and conversation, as

I

well as by the ministry of the gospel, preached

powerfully through her day.

Rees Prichard, a Welsh clergyman, a man of

an ancient family and considerable estate, was for

many years disgracefully addicted to drunken-

ness. Over this debasing weakness, he was at last

victorious, and attributed his restoration to the ex-

ample of his pet goat. This animal was extremely

attached to him and followed him wherever he

went, until on a certain occasion in a tavern, Reei

poured a quantity of ale down its throat. Th(

poor creature sufiered much from this intoxicatinj

beverage, and never afterwards could its master

induce it to enter the inu door. It would fol

him in his daily visits of degradation to the very

entrance, and wait without, until he was ready to

return. This rational action of the goat, awakened
the master to reflection. If the beast could thus

resist all the entreaties and even commands of its

master to enter the place where he had been made
to partake of the intoxicating cup, how degraded

must the man be, who endowed with reason and

with a soul to be saved or lost, willingly day after

day suff'ercd himself to enter, though he knew it

would be to debase his manhood and stupefy

that reason which raised him above the beasts that

perish. This reflection awakened him to consider

his condition. Reformation in respect to 'tempe

ranee soon followed, and by the grace of God, the

work of regeneration seemed to spring from that

same incident, and through the baptisms of repen

tance and the renewings oi the Holy Ghost, he wit

nessed the new birth under holiness, the end where
of is everlasting lite.

Dr. Hayes' Espluriiis ExpedilioD.

OKFICIAI. ACCOUNT OF 'rilK VDVACiK.

Henry Grinnell, furnishes the New York Com-
mercial with the subjoined letter from Dr. Isaac

L Hayes, giving an account of his Exploring Ex-
pedition :

LETTER FUO.M DR HAYES..
E.Xl'LORIXG SCHOO.XHR UNITED StATES,

\

Harbor ot llalifn.x, Ui-t. 1, IbUl./

My Dear Sir.— I have the pleasure to send you
the lollowiug account of the proceedings of the ex-

pedition to the Arctic seas, under my command
;

subsequent to the 14lh of August, 1S60. iMy let-

ter from Upernavik to the contributors to the Ex-
pedition bearing the above dale, will have in-

structed you of my movements up to that time.

We sailed from Upernavik on the 16th of Au-
gust, 1860 ; but calms detained us on our way to

Tessui.-'sak, and we did not reach the latter place
until the ~'lst. Having there increased the num-
ber of our dogs by the addition of the interpre-

ter's team, making a complement of twenty-five

animals; and having further increased my crew b^

the addition of two Danes and oue Esquimau:

hunter, we put to sea on the 22nd, and stooi

Northward with a fair wind. On the morning o

the 23rd, we entered Melville Bay. On the fol

lowing day at three o'clock P. M., we passed th.

Sabine Islands; thence we made a direct coursi

for Cape York, which was reached at five o'clocl

p. M., of the 25th.

Our passage through Melville Bay was remarka
ble. No field ice was seen until we reached withi

a few miles of Cape York, when we encountered

narrov/ stream, which under a full press of sai

was bored without diificulty. We were only fifty-

five hours in efi'ecting the passage of the bay.

Standing close in under Cape York, I kept £

careful watch from aloft for Esquimaux, and soot

had the gratification to discover a group of then:

moving down toward the beach. The sehoonei

being hove to I went ashore, and was met by Hans
Dr. Kane's runaway boy, and other natives. Hans
quickly recognized Sonntag and myself, and hav-

ing expressed a wish to go with us, I took him,

together with his wife and child, his hunting equip-

ment and two dogs, on board and again stood

northward.

At 7 o'clock of the morning of the 26th we
were brought up by a heavy ice pack, twenty miles

South of Smith's Strait. There being a high i

directly upon the ice, and the air being

thick with falling snow, we lost no time in plying

to windward, and having obtained a good offi

hove to, to await better weather.

The wind soon fell to calm: the clouds broke^

during the night, and on the morning of the 27th|

we rounded the ice, in shore, and, under a light:

N. E. wind, stood out toward the centre of the

strait, which we entered at 9 o'clock, P. M. Here
we met a heavy pack through which no practica-

ble lead could be distinguished.

Our examination of its margin with the view of
finding an opening was cut short by a heavy
gale, which broke suddenly upon us from the N.

~

The bergs being very thick about us we could not;

heave to; and we run great risk of losing every;
exposed sail. The gale lasted, with very itttle

abatement in its volume, during the 28th and 29th.
On the morning of the 30th, having carried away
the foresail, we were giad to reach a small cove
twelve miles South of Cape Alexander, and there
dropped anchor in four fathoms water. Here I

obtained an excellent view from an elevation of

1200 feet. The pack appeared to be impenetrable,
and very little water was to be seen along the
West shore. I determined, however, to attempt:
the passage.

1 had scarcely returned from my journey to the
mountain when the gale again set in from the
same quarter, and with a violence which I had
scarcely seen equalled. On the morning of the'

31st we were driven from our moorings and in the

effort to save our anchor we were forced upon a
group of ice-bergs which had drifted in with the
current, and carried away our jib boom. The
wind moderated soon afterward, and we once more
entered the strait, but the gale .setting in again,
the fore gaff was broken in wearing, and being
now obliged to heave to, we were a third time
driven out of the strait, to seek shelter behind Cape
Alexander.

Damages having been repaired, we again en-
tered the strait on the evening of September 1st.

Discovering no lead through the ice to the west-
ward, we bore up for Littleton Island, with the
hope of finding near the more solid ice higher up the
strait a more practicable opening. The gale still

continuing to blow with great force, and being
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under reduced canvas, we made but little head-

way.

Littleton Island was reached September 2nd.

Being unable to penetrate the ice to the westward,

I determined to work up the coast to Cape Hather-

ton, with the hope cf there finding the ice more
open.

The undertaking was necessarily attended with

considerable risk to the vessel, on account of the

heavy fields of ice lying off Littleton Island. The
schooner frequently came in collision of ice field

particularly do I regret that we could not reach

the West coast. That coast was wlioUy unap-

proachable with a sailing vessel.

The weather continued boisterous throughout

the Autumn ; and indeed during the greater part of

the Winter. In consequence of the repeated gales

the water off the harbour was not frozen over un-

til March, so that sledge travelling to the north-

ward was impracticable during the month of Oc-

tober, at which time I had expected to carry out

provision depots lor use in the Spring. Sonntag

from fifteen to twenty feet in thickness. The made an attempt to reach Rensselaer Harbour in

quarter-inch iron plate on the cutwater was torn

off, and the false stern was carried away. Soon
afterward we encountered a severe " nip," and be-

fore the rudder could be shipped, the two lower

pintels were broken oft".

In this crippled condition it was impossible to

November, and although the darkness of the winter

had then set in, he was baffled by the open waters.

While the daylight lasted we were profitably

employed. A survey of the harbour and adjacent

coasts were made by the joint labours of Jiessrs.

Sonntaff, McCormick, Dodge and Radcliff. In

make further headway, and, after extricating September, Sonntag put up in the observatory,

ourselves from the ice, we ran down into Hartstein the fine pendulum apparatus, constructed expressly

bay and anchored. During the 3rd, 4th and 5th
j

for the expedition by Messrs. Bond, of Boston, and

of September the wind blew with great force from a full set of satisfactory experiments were obtained,

the same quarter as before. On the 4th, I reached,
j
The magnetic instruments were subsequently placed

with much difficulty, Littleton Island in a whale in the same building, and observations were there

boat, and obtained a view to the Westward from .made from time to time. A meteorologic observa-

an elevation of some four hundred feet. The ice tory was erected on shore, and observations were

was very heavy to the West and Southwest— a there recorded three times daily, with several in-

thick impenetrable pack—but to the Northward, strumenls. A bi-hourly record was kept near the

along the land, it was loose, and the prospect of vessel, with a single instrument.

I may mention that all the instruments have

been well compared. A survey of John's glacier

was made by Sonntag and myself in October.

This glacier which was discovered and named by

Dr. Kane, approaches the sea through a deep val-

ley, and its face is two miles from the sea. The

angles, not yet reduced, obtained in October were

repeated by myself last June, and they show a

considerable movement of the glacier. The sur-

vey of this glacier was further continued by me
late in October, with a party of five persons ; I

ascended to the mcr de glace, and travelled eastward

fifty miles. Our greatest elevation was 4,500 feet,

the temperature at which elevation was 15 deg.

lower than at the level of the sea.

The winter was passed in health and comfort.

We were fortunate in capturing upward of 200

reindeer, which kept both ourselves and the dogs

constantly supplied with fresh food.

The winter brought, however, some serious mis-

fortunes. A disease which had been prevailing in

North Greenland during the last few years, broke

out among the dogs, and of the fine pack which

I had taken from the Danish settlement, only

eleven animals remained alive on the 20th of De-

working Westward from Cape Hatherton was en-

couraging.

On the 6th the wind fell to calm. The boats

were got out and we pulled up to Littleton Island
;

but two days had completely changed the position

of the ice. Between Littleton Island and Cape
Hatherton there was no open water, nor v\^as there

any visible from the top of that island to the North-

west, West, or Southwest. Unable to advance,

and fearful of being frozen in, we again extricated

the vessel from the ice and ran back into Uurtstein

bay.

Everything about us now began to wear a wintry

aspect. The temperature had fallen to eighteen

degrees below freezing. Thick snow had been

falling at intervals since August 25th. Our decks

were covered with ice, the sails and rigging were

80 stiff with it that they could barely be worked,

Ithe schooner's sides were lined with a thick crust,

land large masses of ice had accumulated on the

cutwater and forward rigging. The navigable

season was clearly drawing to a close.

Northeast gales detained us during the 7th and

a, and the temperature continuing to fall I

deemed it imprudent again to enter the ice, and ac-

cordingly we went into winter quarters on the 9th, [cember. You are well aware that my plans of ex-

bight, at the head of Hartstein bay. The plorations were wholly based upon dogs as a mean;

of transport across the ice, and situated as I was-hooner was moored by four hawsers, forty yards

from shore, in seven fathoms water. The sails

were unbent and the topmasts housed, and after

giving the crew a holiday, our winter preparations

were commenced. The .stores were deposited in a

house built for the purpose on shore. The hold

was converted into a comfortable room fur the men,

and the upper deck was housed over with board .

Owing to bad weather, three weeks elapsed before

these arrangements were completed.

Our winter harbour, which 1 named Port Foulke,

in honour of Wm. Parker Foulke, of Philadelphia,

was well sheltered, except to the Southwest. Ob-

servations made by Sonntag, at the observatory jcond in command. H
erected od shore near the vessel, gave its position, i south to endeavour to

latitude 78° 17' 41" N., longitude 72° 30' 57" W.,

twenty miles further South than Dr. Kane's winter

quarters, and distant from it by the coast ninety

miles.

I need hardly say that I deeply regret that we

could not attain a higher latitude with the vessel,

on the east side of the strait and ninety miles fur-

ther south than I had anticipated, I became seri-

ously apprehensive for the success of the approach-

ing effort.

My party being necessarily small, I could not

send into the field more than a boat's crew of able-

bodied men, and these I had always considered as

merely auxiliary to the dogs, and without the dogs

altogether unavailable for the service to be per-

formed.

, My anxiety was fully shared by A. Sonntag,

the astronomer to the expedition, and my able se-

; early volunteered to go

ipcn communication with

the Esquimaux of Northumberland Island, with

the hope of obtaining dogs. His former experi-

ence when with Dr. Kane, had familiarised him

with all the phases of Arctic travel, and no one

could have been better fitted for the task. Be-

sides the usefulness of the proposed journey, it

was peculiarly in harmony with his active and en-

terprising spirit. Ilis ofier was accepted, and ho

left the ve.-sd on the 22d of December, with a
sledge and nine dogs, accompanied by the Esqui-

maux Hans, intending to make the journey and
return during the moonlight period then setting

in. It is my gad duty to inform you that he died

while absent.

It appears that from Ilans's report, that tho

immediate cause of Sountag's death was cold.

Hans upon his return stated that they travelled

the first day to Sutherland Island, where they en-

camped in a snow hut, and were there detained

two days. Their next camp was at Sorfalik, a de-

serted Esquimaux station on the coast, fifteea

miles below Cape xVlexander where they built an-

other snow hut. They set off next day directly

for Northumberland Island. The ice, although

covered with light snow, appeared to be sufficiently

strong. A. Sonntag walked in advance of the

sledge, and when about five miles from the land

he come upon thin ice and broke through. Hans
assisted Liin out of the water, and they immedi-

ately put hack for Sorfalik. Before that place

was reached Sonutag was insensible, and be died

soon afterward. His remains were subsequently

brought to the vessel, and were interred near the

?ervatory.

Hans succeeded in reaching Esquimaux; but

by over-driving and injudicious management, five

of the dogs Were killed, and the remaining four

3 permanently injured. I had now only six

animals. The Esquimaux came to the vessel some

weeks later, and from them I obtained by purchase,

a sufficient number to make two teams of seven

each. .

It was not until late in March that the ice

formed around Cape Ohlsen, and the land being

too mountainous for sledge travelling, 1 was not,

until that time, able to set out northward. At

that period I made a preliminary journey to Fog

Harbour, and there established a provision depot.

I availed myself of this opportunity to visit

Rensselaer Harbour, Dr. Kane's winter quarters.

No vestige of the Advance was discovered. She

had probably drifted out to sea with the ice. Du-

ring this journey the coldest temperatures of the

cruise were recorded. On one day the thermo-

meter sank to 662 degrees, and on another to 68

decrees below zero. We camped at night on this,

as well as on all subsequent jouruey.«, in the snow

hut of the Esquimaux.

Active preparations had been making since

January, for the spring campaign, and we were

ready for the final start on the 4th of April. The

chief equipment consisted of a metallic life-boat,

twenty feet in length, mounted upon runners, pro-

visions for a boat's crew of six persons for five

months, provisions for seven persons and fourteen

dogs for six weeks, together with a careful a low-

ance stock of fuel for' the above named period.

We started from the vessel on the above men-

tioned date, with our entire equipment, the boat

and its cargo being drawn by the whole available

ship's company and fourteen dogs. Radcliff with

two men was left in charge of the vessel.

iTo be coucluded.J

For "The Friend."

Afew conmkrationsfor tJie humble followers

of Christ, on the present slate of our religious so-

cktij.

It hath often appeared to me, when solemnly pon-

dering on the original and present state of our so-

ciety," that it is with us as it was with Israel for-

merly. They were delivered out of Egypt by a

micrhty arm, yet they turned away from the Lord,

and desired in their hearts to be assimilated with.
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and likened to the nations they were to be cleaclj-

separated from. Then the Lord, after they had

fulfilled the desire of their hearts, by various ways

brought them into great tribulation, (a natural con-

sequence of their having forsaken the Lord their

God,) and humbling them,—even as Manasseh

was humbled,—they were glad to return, and seek

the God of their fathers. Thus, although they

were often brought low, and reduced in numbers

and strength, yet he did not utterly forsake them,

for David's sake, and for the sake of their fathers,

but corrected them in measure, until they renewed

their covenant with him, and cleaved closely unto him.

No doubt there were then many who were much

grieved with their many departures, as Jeremiah

was, when he lamented and bemoaned them, al-

though lie separated 7iot himselffram them. Even

60 now, and in this day, the exercised servants of

the Lord, deeply deplore the many departures from

the Truth, in members of our society. Yet I be-

lieve if thete mourners keep their places, they will

often see the hand of power with them fpr th;ir

strength and help, although they may not, as the

faithful could not formerly, be enabled to save son

or daughter. Oh ! Friends, let us cleave closer and

closer to the Lord, and as ability is afforded, in-

tercede with him, that after he has executed his

righteous judgment in the earth, he may bring forth

a people lo his praise.

S. C.

East Shelby, Orleans Co., X. Y., Tenth mo. 18th, 1861

.

Sonyfor Hint.—A rich man, in a costly car-

riage, by careless driving, brought his carriage

against the wagon of a labourer. It was the rich

man's fault that the two vehicles came in collision

The labourer's wagon was heavily loaded, but h(

gave more than half the road. The man in the

carriage abused him sadly, while they were extri-

cating the vehicle. When he had driven on, the

companion of the labourer said, " I should not

have taken his abuse so patiently."

" Poor fellow, I am sorry for him,'' said the

bourer.

" Poor I he is worth nearly half a million, and

is laying up more every day."

"He is not laying up anything in heaven, and

I am afraid he never will. He is to be pitied!"

If you would not be foiled by temptation, do not

enter into a di.spute with Satan. He is too subtle a

sophist to hold an argument with. Di.-pute not,

but fight. If you enter into a parley with Satan,

you half give him the victory.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
VsiTED States.—ne Progress of the Struc;gh.—\n

Missouri, at the latest dates. Gen. Fremont's army was
slill in pursuit of ihe rebels under Gen. Price, who lon-
tinued their retreat towards Arkansas. Ou the 24th
ult., Gen. Freraonl's advanced guard of 300 men, com
manded by Major Zagoni, made a charge upon 2,000
rebels in their camp at Springfield, routing and driv

them from the town. The loss of the Federal troops

was not great. The rebel army at Fredrickton, Madi
.son County, had been surprised and routed by a de
tachment of the Federal troops. About 200 of Ih

rebels were killed. The Federal troojis had forty

six men killed and wonnded. The rebels retreated to

wards the souihern border of the state. There appear to

be now no large bodies of rebels under arms, except the
armies of Price, M'CuIIough and Thompson, in the

southern portion of the State. It is confidently asserted,

that Gen. Fremont's nnioval has been finally determined
upon, and that h<> will be succeeded by Gen. Hunter
It is said that the Administration have come to this

conclusion with great reluctance, and not until full

proofs had been obtained, of Gen. Fremont's incompe-
tence for so important and responsible a command. Hi;
patriotism and integrity are not doubted.

rebels have fortified Columbus on the Mississippi

River. They number auout 10,000 at that poini. Gen.

Zollicoirer's army of 6,000 men, was falling back to

Cumberland. There were large bodies of rebels at

Bowling Green, and other points, and it is reported they

were suffering greatly from sickness. John C. Brecken-

idge publishes a card in the Louisville Courier, avow-

ng his intention to resign his seat in the 0. S. Senate.

The engagement near Leesburg," Va., on the 21st

nst., proves to have been a most sanguinary and disas-

rous affair. The number of Federal troops engaged was

•bout 1700, and their loss in killed, wounded and mis-

sing, was 680. The rebel loss was smaller, and is esti-

mated at from 300 to 500 men. A large part of Gen.

Bank's forces crossed into Virginia after the battle, but

were subsequently withdrawn to the Maryland side

of the Potomac.
The rebels have retreated to a greater distance from

e army lines near Washington. All their troops have

been withdrawn from Fairfax Court House, except jiicket

aids, and there seems to be no considerable body of

athern troops nearer than Centreville.

The blockade of the Potomac, by the rebels, being

now complete, the rail road from Baltimore is the only

route open, by which supplies for the army can reach

Washington. To remedy this inconvenience it is pro-

posed to construct a rail road to Nottingham, on the

Patuxent, this being a place which propellers and

schooners from the North can reach in safety.

Ou the 26th a large fleet of war vessels and steam

transports, was at anchor in Hampton Roads, destined

for an attack on some part of the souihern coast. There

are in the expedition thirty-one large transport vessels,

conveying over 12,000 troops, with their arms, provi-

sions, &c., sixteen steam war vessels, with ten other

ships of war, carrying in all about 400 guns.

Southern Items'—The injury sustained by the United

States blockading squadron at New Orleans, in the

night attack on the 11th ult., was not very serious.

Tne battering ram sent down by the rebels struck the

U. S. steamer Richmond, and forced a hole in the^hip's

side, but did not sink her. To avoid the fire ships, all

the squadron got under weigh and drifted down the

river, in doing which they grounded on the bar. The
Richmond, Preble and Vincennes, were towed off the

next day by the steamer M'Clellan, which arrived oppor-

tunely. The Nightingale was still aground, but it was
supposed, would be got off. It was necessary to throw

oti st!me of the guns of the Vincennes in order to make
her float. Not one person was killed or wounded in the

squadron. One of the large cutters was sunk by the

ram.

The rebels appear to have been the greater sufferers

in the night attack upon the Federal forces on Santa

Rosa Island. They lost by their own statement 1 00 men.

large body of Indian allies had go educe the to

sion.

Sebel Communications with Europe.—Mexico is now the

annel through which the rebels communicate with

Europe. It is said they have established regular monthly
mails, and British mail steamers carry their letters

across to England. The rebel commissioners, Mason and
Slidell, it is now understood, sailed from a Mexican port,

their way to Europe. A letter from Key
West, states that they were at Cardenas, Cuba, on the

6th ult.

The Grain Mcirlceli.—The following were the qiiota-

ons on the 28th ult. Jfeic York.—Sales of 475,000

ushels of wheat, a $1.18 a SI. 22, for Chicago spring;

§1.30 a §1.33, for red slate, and $1.42 a $1.46, for white

Michigan. Rye, 75 cts. a 80 cts. ; Oats, 40 cts. a 41
j

yellow corn, 61 cts. a 62. Philadelphia.—Red wheat,
§1.31 a $1.33; white, $1.45 a $1.50 ; rye, 73 cts. ; oats,

38 cts. a 40 ; corn, prime, 62.

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to ihe 16th ult. The Earl

Russell, in a speech at Newcastle on American affairs,

said be could not see that harmony could be restored

either by the surrender or subjugation of the South,
rhe English Government, he says, has no immediate
power or interest in the matter, but must watch closely

what happens, and if the occasion offers, use its influence

in the cause of freedom and humanity.
The last steamer took out the news that the French

Chambers of Commerce w. re memorializing the Em-
peror to recognize the Southern Confederacy and to

raise the blockade. The D^iily News says that the ac-

counts are from trustwor'hy sources in Paris, who ex-
press confidence that the Emperor contemplates the re-

cognition, the want of cotton being severely felt.

The London Shipping Gazette, speaking on the same
subject, says that France and England must act strictly

together, and argues that their recognition would carry
with it an amount of weight and moral influeace which
would set up the Southern Confederacy.
The Queen of Madagascar is dead. Her son has been

proclaimed King, and formally demanded a French pro-
tectorate.

The Liverpool markets for cotton and breadstuffs
were active and prices advancing. The stock of Ameri-

n cotton was reduced to 380,000 bales.

The potato crop in England this year, is said to be
e finest that has been produced for several years past.
A proclamation was published in Warsaw on the 14th,

declaring Poland in a state of siege. The military oc-
d the public squ.arcs of Warsaw. The cotton fac-
of Spain were closed on account of the scarcity

of the raw material.

The Census of Canada.—The revised returns of the
ensus of Canada, for 1861, give the following result.

That of the Federal

A southe

killed,

troops was 69 men.
imercial Convention, recently in ses-

it Macon, Georgia, adopted unanimously, a rcsolu-

recommending the Confederate Congress to sus-

pend ihe collection of import duties, and to throw the

ports of the Confederacy open for free trade with all

friendly nations. A resolution was also adopted, re-

questing Congress to alter and adjust coins, weights and

measures, to a decimal ratio.

Western Virginia.—Oa the 24th, the election was held

for a division of the State, as directed by the last Con-
vention. The vote was not a full one, owing to the pre-

valent dislurbances, but so far as cast was strongly in

favour of the division. Thirty-nine counties are in-

cluded in Ihe proposed new Stale of Kanawha. A con-

siderable rebel force which had collected at Romuey
was attacked and dispersed on the night of the 26th,

the rebels losing their cannon, wagons and camp equip-

age. It is believed the campaign in this region is nearly

over, and that the main body of the rebel forces is re-

moved to the upper Potomac or into Kentucky.
Aew IWt.—Mortality last week, 401.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 225.

Telegraph to the Pactfic.—This important line of com

Canada West, .

Canada East,

Total,

he population of the prii:

ureal, 9o,4y8
;
Quebec,

nillon, 19,086: Ottawa, 14,069;

ipal

1,395,222

ties is as follows:

Toronto, 44,743 ;i

Kingston, 13,743;-

No serious conflict has yet taken pla

has now been opened from New York to I

Tenth mo. 28th, 1

San Francisco. The first message sent over the wires

was from Chief Justice Shippen, of California, to Presi-

dent Lincoln. There is now a continuous line from Cape
Race to San Francisco, which will probably at no dislaut

day be extended, via Behring's Straits, to the mouth of
the Amoor River, to which point the Russian government
is already constructing a line, commencing at Moscow.

The Creek Indians.—It appears by Arkansas papers
that a portion of the Creek Indians have refused to join

the rebels, and have raised the Uniteil Slates flag at

North Fork. They are said to be assembled to the uum-

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jesse Hall, Agt., 0.. $2, vol. 34

; for

James Steer, $2, vol. 34 ; for John M. Smith and Jos.
Walton, $2 each, vol. 35 ; from Wm. Plackburu, Pa.,
$2.50, vol. 35

; from J. M. Albertson, Pa., $2, vol. 34
;

from G. M. Eddy, Agt., Mass., $2, vol. 35 ; for Chns. W.
Howland, $1 to 52, vol. 34; for Saml. Tucker and Benj.
Tucker, $1 each, to 26 vol. 35

; from C. P. Dilworth, Pa.,
33 cents.

A stated meeting of Ihe Female Socielv of Philadel-
phia for the Relief and Employment of ihe Poor, will be
held at the House of Industry, No. 112 North Seventh
Street, at 3J o'clock, Seventh day. Eleventh mo. 2nd.

Jui.iANjiA Raxdolfh, Clerk.

Kentucky.
I
ber of 1700. A regiment of Confedeiate troops, and

Mapried, at Friend's Meeting House, Chester, Dela-
ware Co., Pa., on the 7lh of Eleventh mo., 1860, Isaac
H. Thompson, of Harford Co., Md.,and Annie W., daugh-
ter of Thomas Y. Hutton, of the former place.

, at Attleborough, Bucks Co., on the ITth
nltimo, Charles Albertson, of Philadelphia, IoMercie,
daughter of Aaron and Sarah C. Eastburn of Newtowu
Township, Bucks Co., Pa.

PILE k M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Diary, Fourth moDth 29th, I7C2.—"This has

been a distressing day to me; for what cause the

aiBiction was sent, or for what end intended, I

know not. Ilell seemed to open her mouth, and the

old lion roared upon me. In my distress I could

scarcely forbear crying aloud for the help which

seemed withheld. It is hard to describe,—indeed

inoue but such as have had the same path to tread,

understand the distress and anxiety I felt. I

could come at no degree of stillness, such was the

roaring of the wicked one, yet he charged me with

nothing in particular, save that I was altogether

deceived, taking light for darkness, and that which

I thought to be peace, was but imaginary, and a

usion. When I thought of the unity of my
Friends, he told me they were deceived by my fair

shows, pretences and speeches. So I lay, as it

, on the brink of despair until evening, when

a blessed evidence of regard from on High bein

vouchsafed, it silenced the roaring lion, and gav

to see that he was a false accuser, and a liai

he had been from the beginning. Blessed be the

name of the Shepherd of Israel who is still watch-

ing over his flock, and is a rock of refuge, and a

safe hiding place to all the persecuted and suffer-

_ ones. Such, he graciously became to my dis-

tressed soul, and I had peace unspeakable in

holy silence. An inward fear, however, attended

me, lest the devourer was not wholly removed from

me, which kept me from undue rt-joicing, as

though a complete victory over him had been ob-

d. Notwithstanding this, secret praise and

thanksgiving were raised in my heart to Him, who is

the Deliverer and Saviour of all those, who through

faith, look to him for help, and trust in his merci^

ful regard. He is ever worthy of praise, for his

speakable loving kindness and tender regard

The sense of this lays me under such obligations,

that from duty and gratitude I can do no less than

freely offer an evening sacrifice, even the residue

of my days to Him, whose mercy endureth forever.

" Fifth month 1st.—I have bad an exercising

time, but this evening a quietude of mind covered

and therein access to the Koek of Ages, who

gave rest to my weary soul. These painful dis-

pensations are, undoubtedly, necessary for perfect-

ing that righteousness, which is the saints' clothing,

and in which attire only can they see the King in

his beauty.

Fifth month 2nd.—I was at Philadelphia

Quarterly Meeting, and was grieved to find so few

attending it, particularly of the youth. I was al.-^o

at the youths' meeting, and that held quarterly

for negroes, which were to some satisfaction.

I may remark, that on this, as well as other

visits to the city, I have had but little satisfaction,

there being such an evident declension among=t

Friends from the simplicity and plainness the

Truth led our forefathers into. It has grieved me
many times, but never more sensibly than at pre-

u apprehension that there are some branches

of our testimonies much trampled on. Experience

hath proved that weakness and loss of the virtue

nd power which is the preservation of individuals

nd the church itself, will follow a leaning to the

orld, and deviations from the pure, holy, simple

requirings of the Truth.

The following occurrence has often been the

subject of my thoughts. There is a portion ol

"and in Wilmington, originally belonging to the

Swede's congregation. Part of it they sold, and

part they let out on ground rent, of which last,

several Friends have taken lots. The rent they

pay to trustees is appropriated for the maintenance

of their priests, and the repair of the meeting house.

This I thought rather weakens our testimony

against a hireling ministry. It is alleged (inexcuse,)

that the renter has a valuable consideration for

what he pays, yet 1 leave it to be con^^idercd

whether our testimony is firmly maintained by

them against an anti-ehristian ministry.

" In the Sixth month and the beginning of the

Seventh month, I attended the Monthly Meetings

of New Garden, Goshen, Bradford and Darby

At some of them I was in heaviness, under a sens(

of the want of living, faithful elders and workmen

n Truth's cause.
" Seventh month 27th. The prospect of things

imong Friends in this place is distressing.

elderly friends, are many of them fixed in an

earthly mind, and manifest little concern for the

and prosperity of the Truth ; some not

the important charge of the education of

their children. Our middle aged ones give up their

time and minds, exceedingly like the Athenians,

to hear and tell new things. They spend many

precious hours in this manner, to the benumbing

of their spiritual senses, if they do not entirely

lose them. Even those on whom should rest the

oversight of the flock, let their interest and care

run in diflerent channels. Is it to be wondered at,

if wrong things increase and spread amongst us,

and the youth take undue liberties. This is sorrow-

fully the case at this time, and calls for the help

and labour of the watchmen. Alas! when I look

towards them for help, I am discouraged. Some

of them seem to live where they cannot see the

approaches of the enemy, in any shape, except as

a roaring lion. When anyof the flock are wounded,

a disposition prevails for healing the wound slight-

ly, by covering it with a piece of paper. 'Thui

those who have gone out, are brought in again an

other way than by Christ, who is the only door or

entrance into the true fold. These seem not col-

cerned any further for the health and reputation

of the church, though .-^hc is really the Lamb's

fe, than this, they'make a prote.-.sion of being

members, and think it would reflect .some dishonour

to themselves, if any notorious off^euce within the

of the church should go uncoudemned by them.

Many testimonies were given to our predeces-

sors to bear, which they could not consistently

with their peace decline to uphold. These have

been transmitted to us to support,—and they have

been in an abundant manm-r coulirmed in the ex-

perience of many, to be the Lord's nquiring still.

The declining and letting them tall through disobe-

dience and unfaithfulness will assuredly separate

from his favour. In this day of light^ and

knowledge, perfect obedience to the cross of Christ

is as necessary, and as strictly required as it ever

has been in any age of the world. As this is the

case, where any see a manifest declension from

material branches of our testimony, with so much

ndifl'erence and unconcern as to take no notice,

f it do not touch their temporal honour or reput-

ation, it is to me a manifestation that their con-

cern extends no further than self interest."'

(To be contiDUed.)

Railways in India.—The progress making in

the construction of railways in India is interesting,

as esfcntially connected with the efforts of the

British Government to derive from that country a

supply of cotton. A late report on the subject

states that since tbe first of January last, two hun-

dred and eleven miles of road have been opened,

which, added to what had been already laid and

in operation, makes a total length of ten hundred

and sixty-three miles. Work is to be resumed on

certain lines on which it had been entirely .sus-

pended for want of funds, and it is expected that

out of 2932 J miles of road now in course of

construction, there will be an aggregate of 13o3i

finished and put in use during the present year,

nd that the remainder will be completed in 1862.

With a view to feeding these lines of railway, the

government is said to be engaged in constructing

'nd improving a great number of common roads,

f which forty-three, having a total length of ten

hundred and eighty-three miles, are already de-

crned, in Madras, to communicate with the rail

th°at crosses the peninsula. The report adds :

"The lines seem wisely planned. The long-

est the ' East Indian,' runs northwesterly through

the whole breadth of our dominions from Calcutta,

connecting it with Lahore, and uniting both with

ihe Indus. The 'Great Indian" runs northeasterly

from Bomb.ay into the centre of India, and con-

nects that shipping port with the other line at Jub-

belpore, to which a branch from the East Indian

runs southwesterly. Kunning from Bombay north-

westerly to Ahmed abad is the 'Bombay and Ba-

roda," which brings a large cotton district into

close connection with English shipping. From

Bombay, too, the ' Indian Peninsula" runs south-

easterly and joining the ' Madras' at Moodgul,

which runs thither from Madras, is intended to

connect these two provincial capilabi. Again, from
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Madras a line runs southwesterly across the Pe-

ninsula, and terminates at Bejpore on the Mala-

bar coast. From this lust line, also, the 'Great

Southern of India' starts, and runs to the coast

opposite to Ceylon. Finally the 'Scinde' connects

the port of Kurrachee with Hjderabad and the

Indus. In time, India will be better supplied with

railroads than ever it has been with common roads.

—Ledger.

Piles of Ecclesiastical Splendor not for this

Century.—The noble sentiment of the following

passage from Jlotley's "Rise of the Dutch Eepub-
lic," will strike a chord in every heart true to hu-

manity :
—"The age for building and decorating

great cathedrals is past. Certainly our own age,

practical and benevolent, if less poetical, should

occupy itself with the present, and project itself

into the future. It should render glory to God,

rather by causing wealth to fertilize the lowest

valleys of humanity, than by rearing gorgeous

temples where paupers arc to kneel. To clothe

the naked, redeem the criminal, feed the hungry,

less by alms and homilies than by preventive in

stitutions and beneficent legislation; above all

by the diffusion of national education, to lift a race

upon a level of culture hardly attained by a class

in earlier times, is as lofty a task as to accumulate
piles of ecclesiastical splendor."

Br. Hayes' Ixploritg Expedition.

OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF TIIK V(JVi(:f.

(Concluded from page 71.)

Upon reaching Fog Harbor we made nearly a
due North course, intending to reach the West
coast and travel thence upon the land and ice. We
soon encountered hummocked ice of extraordinary
thickness, through which it was often necessary to

break a passage with axes and shovels. It finally

became evident, from the slowness of our progress,

that the entire summer would be consumed in

reaching the West land, even if the boat could be
transported to it at all. Being well assured that
nothing could be accomplished with the boat ex-
pedition, 1 sent the main party back on the 28th
of April, and continued Northward with three
companions, and two sledges.

The ice grew worse as we advanced, and
we were fourteen days in reaching the West
coast, a distance in a direct line of only forty miles.

From this fact you can form some estimate of the
character of the ice over which we travelled. The
severity of the labour broke down the dogs, and I

was compelled to feed to them a double ration,

thus consuming rapidly the provisions, and pro-
portionally shortening my northward journey.
Keaching the west coast at Cape Hayes, we tra-

velled along the land through Kennedy Channel
until the 18th of May, when our provisions being
exhausted, we were compelled to turn our faces
southward.

The latitude attained upon that day was 81 deg.
3.5 miu., a degree of Northing which I believe not
to have been exceeded or equalled by any ex-
plorers except Edward Parry. The land was
taken possession of in the name of the United
Slates, with the usual forms, and the flag which
was used upon the occasion has covered the mo^t
Northern known land upon the globe.

Although thus early in the season, the ice in

Kennedy channel was everywhere much decayed
and unsafe, and in some places was entirely gone.
In one extensive pool a flock of water fowl was
discovered. I entertain no doubt that the ice of
Kennedy channel was broken up and dissolved at
a very early period of the summer. It was in thisjto justify the labour and expense which they have
channel that Dr. Kane discovered an open sea at

|
cost. The unfortunate accident which occasioned

a period six weeks later, in the summer of 1854.

Before reaching the vessel I lost all but seven of

the remaining dogs, and the ice having broken up
around Cape Ohien, further exploration to the

Northward was impossible during the present sea

son.
^

The six weeks subsequent to my return to Port
Foulke were occupied in preparing the vessel for

sea, in completing some unfinished surveys, in

making magnetic and other observations, in collect-

ing specimens of natural history, and in photograph-

ing the scenery and objects of interest in the vi-

cinity. The schooner had been much damaged by
the ice encounters of the previous summer, and it

wasfouud impossible to restore heroriginal strength.

Being without a carpenter, a large share of the

labour of repairs fell upon M'Cormick, the sailing

master of the expedition, of whose ready ingenuity

and practical skill I cannot too warmly express

my acknowledgments. The ice broke up around
the vessel on the 10th of July, and we put to sea

the 14th.

After much difficulty and two trials we reached
the West coast, twelve miles South of Cape Isabella,

and being unable to pass the cape we dropped
anchor, and on the 28tli I made a journey to the

North side of the cape in a whale boat, and from
an elevation of six hundred feet obtained a view to

the Northward. In that direction, fifteen miles

above Cape Isabella, the ice was solid and un-

broken as far as the eye could reach.

To the eastward, the pack ice was heavy and
impenetrable. To penetrate the strait under these

circumstances, with the view of reaching a practi-

cable point for future sledge operations with my
reduced force (for I had now only five dogs) was
clearly impracticable, and believing that I was not
justified in incurring the heavy expense of another
year's absence, without a prospect of corresponding
results, I reluctantly abandoned the field and
turned southward.

Taking Whale Sound on the way, I completed
the survey of that remarkable inlet, and obtained
there au excellent set of magnetic determinations
and some photographs of the natives, the glaciers,

nd other objects of interest.

After boring through the ice of Melville Bay for

150 miles, we reached the Southern water, and
entered the harbor of Upernavik on the 14th of

August. There we remained ten days, engaged
'ng that time in various scientific explorations.

On the 1st of September we reached Gorham or
Lievely, and were there similarly occupied. We
were ready for sea again on the Otli, but a suc-
cession of S. W. gales detained us until the 17th,
when we again put to sea, and having a fair wind,
we were, on the 22nd, 200 miles to the southward
of Cape Farewell. From that time until the 9th
of October, we encountered constantly southerly
weather, with frequent gales. When off Halifax,
we sustained serious damage, and were obliged to
put into that port for repairs. We are now a^ain
ready for .sea and expect to leave this port" to-

morrow.

I have to regret that we could not accomplish
a, greater Northing, but situated as we were with
Smith's Strait to cross, and with a small force at

command, I cannot but regard the summer ex-
ploration as fortunate and successful. The field of

earch, although more limited than I had an-
ticipated, was however new, and my observations

different departments of physical and natural
science will, I feel assured, meet the approbation of
the patrons of the expedition.

I am well satisfied that they will be found fully

the untimely death of A. Sonntag, caused a serious

loss to the expedition. The system of observations

and experiments which we had planned in concert

had already accomplished important additions to

Arctic science, when death deprived me of his in-

valuable assistance ; aud with the duties incident

to Arctic exploration in the field pressing con-,

stantly upon me, I was not always able to execute

the plans which we had devised. My officers,

however, on all occasions, contributed their best

assistance, and I was by them relieved of many
onerous duties.

I am especially indebted to— Radcliff, assistant

astronomer, for his zealous assistance in the work
at the observatory, and for assistance in taking

photographic views; and to Messrs. Knorr and
Starr I owe obligations for valuable aid in collect-

specimens of natural history, and other scien-

tific duty.

I will mention, in conclusion, that I am still of

opinion that Smith Strait can be navigated with

steam. Under sails alone I am satisfied that it

cannot. It is my hope to be able to renew the

attempt with a small steamer. With this view I

have left some stores at Port Foulke and at Uper-
navik.

With the hope that this will find you in the en-

joyment of health and happiness,

I remain, very sincerely.

Your friend and servant,

1. 1. Hayes.

Lett )f John Barclay.

Unless we have forfeited our privileges as chris-

tians, and are utterly lost to all right feeling of

Divine help, is it not natural and likely, and con-

sistent with the provisions of Divine wisdom, that

as our day is so should our strength be? and oh!

the invincible, the unutterable strength of the true

faith, even but a grain; it is calculated to over-

come the world and the transient things of it ; as

embraced and laid hold of, and cleaved unto, it

makes us heirs of life, and gives victory over death.

Oh I then, what cause, and also what ability may
we find, even to " rejoice evermore, and in every

thing to give thanks," as John Woolman told his

attendant,—for this is indeed the will and purpose

of God in Christ Jesus concerning us,—that we
should "glorify him in the fires." Our business

is to stay ourselves upon the Lord, and fully to

realize the truth, that all things will be found to

work together, aud to have happened for the very
best, to those that above all things desire to love and
serve him. May we more aud more exercise our-

selves in these views, that we may in nowise be
moved by these or any afflictions; but that the far-

ther we go, the more we may witness of the Lord's
wonders in the deeps, and be confirmed in the experi-

ence of his mercy, faithfulness and strength; though
it should be continually made manifest and made
perfect in our abundant weakness. Oh, the times
and the seasons are well left in his hand, who or-

dereth or overruleth all things well. And in the

present low and trying state of things, it is not to

be wondered at that oppression aud obstruction

are permitted to be felt, to the bowing down of the
very souls of some.

ell'lh month lUtb, 1834.

As Dr. Dwight once passed through a region of
very poor land, he said to a farmer, " I perceive
the land here is not very productive." " No," said

the honest farmer; " our land here is just like self-

righteousness." "Ah! and how is that?" said the

Doctor. ' Why," said he, '' the more a man has
of it, the poorer he is."
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For '*Tho Frieud."

SIOGRAPQICAL SKETCUES
01- MiQisters and Elders and otl,«r concerned "'^"l-ers

j
iufo„^_^ji^„

belouging to Abington Monthly Electing, who dc
ceased Seveuth mouth 9th, 17C8, we have little

the Yearly Meeting of Pbiludelphia

MARY BUNTING. J.UOI! IKIWKLL.

Mary WoolstOD, the daughter of Johu and Han-
' Jacob Howell, an aucicat mau, and for many

nah WooUton, Friends of good esteem, in the first years a very valuable and industrious minister of
settlement of Burlington, was born there Sixth mo.

I

the gospel, deceased Third month 17th, 1708.
1st, 1685. She was an honest-hearted lover of the I Wo have various particulars of his extensive servi-

ces, but in some expectation of obtaining more, weTruth as it is in Jesus, and about the year 1713,
was married to Samuel Bunting, a valuable min-

ister of the Gospel, of whose life we have already

given a sketch. Her memorial says, she "proved
an excellent wife to him, not only in his family

concerns, but in a religious sen?e." She occupied

the station of elder and overseer for many 3 ears,

and was very serviceable in both. Her care was
to walk worthy of the professions she made in the

world, to fulfil her duty to all around her, and to

educate her family with Christian care and circum-

spection.

shall po.stpone any further notice.

MARY KNianT.

Mary Carver the daugliter ofJohn and Mary Car-
ver, was born in the limits of what is now the City
of Philadelphia, in the year 1682. Her parents
had just arrived from England to settle in Penn-
sylvania, and JIary is noted in her memorial, as
being one of the first children of English parentage
born in the province. Her parents settled at

to the comfort of the well minded. Her friends
add, ".-he carried the mark of a disciple,—Love.
Her last days were Lcr best days. A good end
crowns all."

She departed this life Third month 4th, 1709,
being eighty-seven years old. In the endorsement
on the memorial by Philadelphia Quarterly Mect-
"~~

' " ' called " ancient and worthy."she

We never can rub it out.—One pleasant after-

noon a woman was sitting with her little sou, a
white-haired boy, five years of age. Tiie mother
was sick, and the child had left bis play to stay
with her, and was amusing himself with printing
his name with a pencil on paper.

Suddenly his busy finger stopped. He had made
a mistake, and, wetting his finger, he tried again and
again to rub out the mark, as he had been accu.s-

tomed to do on his slate.

My son," said his mother, " God writes down
By berry, were she was brought up in the principles all we do in a book. He writes every naughty

After the death of her beloved husband, the care of the Society of Friends, her parents beiuf con- "'ord, every disobedient act, every time we indulge
of their children devolved upon her, and she per- sistent members thereof. Through the visitatTons of' 'n temper and shake our shoulders, or pout our
formed faithfully her duty towards them. She
survived him many years, beloved and respected

by all who knew her. Her death took place Fourth

month 17th, 1768, she beingalmost80 years of age.

EDWARD ROBERTS.

Edward Roberts was born in Merionethshire,

Wales, in the Third month, 1637. His parents
,

were honest, sober persons, who endeavoured to!
l^^^'ig an honest hearted Friend, and zealously; Dear c

"
" 'r children, and to i

^°°*=^'^'"^^ for ^"^^ %^°^ of others, her dear Saviour evil you liperform their duty towards tl

Divine Grace and her submission thereto, she wasllip"^; and, my boy, we can never rub it out 1

brought to an experimental knowledge of the Truth, I'be little boy's face grew very red, and in a mo-
and was enabled to manifest her faith by her works. I™cut tears ran down his cheeks. His mother's eye
When about eighteen years of age she was mar-^^s on him earnestly, but she said nothing more,

ricd to Isaac Knight, of Abington, of which Par- '

^^ length he came softly to her side, threw his

ticular meeting she became a member, and re-;*''™' round her neck, and whispered, " Can the
mained such to the close of life. [blood of Jesus rub it out?"

hildren, Christ's blood can rub out the

lave done, and it is the only thing in the

the proper youth.

not members of the Religious Society of Friend

In the twelfth year of his age he was brought over

into Pennsylvania, and whilst still young he was
couvinced of the truth of the doctrines of the Gos-

pel as held by the Society of Friends, and was re-

ceived into membership amongst them. By his

godly life and conversation, he walked in near

union with those who had a saving knowledge of

the truth as it is in Christ Jesus, and he was a

good example to all, preaching by his conduct, of

They were committed a gift of Gospel ministry to her, which 'universe that can do it. "The blood of Jesus
was but in a few words. The gift appeared small, jt^trist, his Son, clean^eth us from all sin."

yet being exercised in simplicity, innocency and ' . „ .

*"*

humbleness of heart, and having the divine unction '

^ Rumed Character.—^oi long smce, in a cer-

accompanying it, her meetin^i- in the year 1730 i

'am neighbourhood, a man was wandering in search

acknowledged her as an approved minister In °^ employment. He called at a respectable far-

the exercise of her gift she sometimes travelled i

""''''?, ''°"'6' ='°'^ 'ol'^ his errand.

leetin^s of Friends in the
'^^I^at is your name?" asked the—ibroad, visiting the meetin

adjacent provinces, and also those nearer home.
Her services were acceptable to those amonest
whom she was led to labour, as appears by the re-

the blessed 'restraining, directing, purifying opera- '"™'°g««''^'fi'^^''3'^ she frequently brought with her.

tions of Divine Grace. Faithful in the occupancy of the talent which had

He was early appointed on important services in
:_lbeen committed to he

Jonathan Gilman'" was the reply.

"Jonathan Gilmau, the same that lived near

re when a boy?''
" The same, sir."

" I will not employ you, then."

friends found it in- i

1'°°'' Jo°atli^°. surprised at such a reply, passed

the Church, and in the .8th year of his agej—--'^^-^ ^- The zeal which h^
he received a gift in the ministry of the Gospel. I'^a her in youth to espouse the Lords cause,

\
°

This gift, his friends say, was " attended with di- ^femed to brighten, even to extreme old age. Often ,.»
'

,„ „ „._„,„. , „._ t ^^3
vine sweetness and energy, in which he faithfully h*^ ^f K '" """''^ tenderness and love to P^ess

'
, ^J ' ^^ J J^ J^ ""Jf^'^^^^^^^ ^^^^

laboured to the comfort and edification of the liv^ "P0° ^er hearers a faithful and l^onest improve-
^;°^ool-b°3 t^ere onc^^^^^^^^

ing, whilst health and ability of body continued,
pe^t of tlje talents the Lord had in merey favoured ^°^- .Jl^'^^J^^ r^med hev'^ th^k methe

He was a lovely example of humilitv, plainness, |"^em with. She urged on them the need there
""^^^^Z'^y^^Zlu'^^^^^ Oh' Zltl

temperance, meekness, charity, and ofjusdco and up-' h?^ to maintain a daily watch against the enemy
'^.J ^'f^ L d^-^^len at schoo'l-^ten a'ain

righ'tness in his dealings aLngst 'men," whic'h "-S-^o- f often said, had followed her

f J;^,/°-Jf ^^'^J,^-^ ,VS^^
made him he psfpemed hv nennle of .nil dpnomini per lite long, and was yet as busy as ever, to . , , , ^ , , , 1 ,

"'
v

t^tthok:rh^n!'H?::fa^:Ltarx.h>r.^ 'r 'r
^^^^-^^^-^^-^ -'^e of,,f,^ ^-^Xorm^attlti-iStoLTupt^

tionate husband and father, earnestly concerned toi-"'!
- -^^-^ '^^ere was safety. She frequently ^^^ .J^-^^J-^^/--^^^^^^^^^^ hey did'"

Jriin iin his fhildren indfimilvin flip tpnrnfanrl was concerned to express the thankfuness she fe t '
, ,„, . , ,j "^

cirain up nis cnuaren anuiamuy in tue learoi ijoa,
,, ,, , j v .T .• 11 • u 1 I'vouth. Then in vour schoo -days, prepare for no-

and to lead them on in the paths of virtue. Hel'° "^e God and lather ot all our mercies, who had >°"^,";„ __, ^^^,^ ._ _^;i y^^J
ever manifested a true zeal for the promotion and '^"PP°'^ted her through the many besetments which,

preservation of peace and good order in our reli-
"^d attended her path, and who had given her at

ble men and noble women.— T/ie Gen

gious society, wherein he was often of singular ser

vice.

He was first a member of Gwynned Monthly

Meeting, but on the establishment of a Jlonthly

Meeting at Richland, his right of membership was

removed there. He lived to a good old age.

Towards bis close, his bodily strength gradually

diminished, so that at last he became as feeble as

a little child. So, without much sickness or suf-

fering, he quietly departed this life on tho 2.5th

day of the Eleventh month, 1768, in the eighty-

second year of his age.

SARAU TYSON.

Of Sarah, the wife of John Tyson, a minister

gracious promise, that if she continued faithful, i
Long Afflictions will much set off the glory of

accordiuir to the measure of grace bestowed on|beaven. The longer the storm the sweeter the

her, he would be with her, supportin<r and consohntr; calm; the longer the winter nights, the sweeter

of Christ's king-to the end. |i
.

Although weak in body, she was remarkably
I

dom is most sweet to those who have long been

diligent in the attendance of religious meetings, ;
drinking gall and vinegar. The higher the moun-

even until near the close, and often in a few words 'ain, the gladder we shall be when we get to the

would, with ardency, exhort all to come, taste and top of it. The longer our journey is, the sweeter

see for themselves, that the Lord was good. He will be our end ;
and the longer our passage is, the

had been indeed good to her soul, and so he would
j

more desirable will the haven be.

be to them. Her heart seemed filled with love to *"•

God, love to her fellow members in religious so- Creeds and forms and a literal faith, will do

ciety, and love to the whole human family, and so 'nothing for us. We must give up our own wills

her friends could but believe that God was with her entirely, and become like little children : it is the

in truth. Her testimonies tended toedification and] only way we can enter the kingdom.
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GONE AWAY.
I see the rirm-honse, red and old,

Above tbe roof its maples sway
;

The hills behind are bleak and cold,

The wind comes up and dies away.

I gaze into each empty room,

And as I gaze a gnawing pain

Is at my heart, at thought of those

Whone'er will pass the doors again.

And, strolling down the orchard slope,

(So wide a likeness grief will crave,)

Each dead leaf seems a wither'd hope,

Each mossy hillock looks a grave.

They will not hear me if I call
;

They will not see these tears that start;

'lis autumn—autumn with it all—
And worse than autumn in my heart.

Oh leaves, so dry, and dead, and sere

!

1 can recall some happier hours.

When summer's glory linger'd here.

And summer's beauty touch'd the flowers.

.\down the slope a slender shape
Danced lightly, with her flying curlis.

And manhood's deeper tones were blent

With the gay laugh of happy girls.

Oh stolen meetings at the gate I

Oh lingerings in the open door!
Oh moonlight rambles long and late I

My heart can scarce believe them o'er.

And yet the silence strange and still,

The air of sadness and decay,
The moss that grows upon the sill

—

Yes, love and hope haee gone away 1

So like, so like a worn-out heart.

Which the last tenant finds too cold.
And leaves foreverraore, as they
Have left this homestead, red and old.

Poor cmptv house ! poor lonely heart I

'Twere well if bravely, side by side,

You waited, till the hand of time
Each ruin's mossy wreath supplied.

I lean upon the gate and sigh
;

Some bitter tears will force their way,
And then I bid the place good-bye

For many a long and weary day.

I cross the little ice-bound brook
;

(In summer 'tis a noisy stream
;)

Turn round, to take a last fond look.
And all has faded like a dream I

Selected.

THE GOLDE.V SU.XSET.
The golden sea its mirror spreads

Beueath the golden skies.

And but a narrow strip between,
Of land and shadow lies.

The cloud-like rock, the rock-like clouds.
Dissolved in glory, float

;

And midway of the radiant flood
Hangs silently the boat.

The sea but seems another sky.
The sky a sea as well

;

And which is earth, and which the hc'xvcns
The eye can scarcely tell.

''

So when from us life's evening hour
Soft fading shall descend.

May glory, born of earth and heaven,
The earth and heaven blend.

Flooded with peace the parting soul.
With silent raptures glow.

Till where earth ends, and heaven bcgin.o
The spirit scarce can know.

'

Lonijfdlou

Wanderings OTer Bible Lands and Seas.

STCHAR, SAMARIA, AND THE PLAIN OF JEZREEL.

Our tents were pitclicd close to Nablou^, in a

quiet place under tbe shade of trees, aniid.st tbe

sound of many streams, fountains, and brooks that

sprang out of vallejs and hills.

Our slumbers were often broken that night by

the dreary cries of the jackals, shrieking as they

hunted over the hills, like children in pain.

The delight of remembering when we awoke the

next morning that it was Sunday, and that we had

nothing to do but to be quiet, and feel ourselves in

the city of the woman of Samaria, was great.

The clergyman in our party read the En^
service. Js'ever did the lessons and the old com-

prehensive prayers seem more touching and appro

priate than on those Sunday halts on our journey

through Palestine.

A few peasants and towns'-people collected

near us, and seated themselves on the ground

at some little distance, during the service. Wi
knew the feeling of the mob of Nablous was very

excited just then against the Christians, but as we
stood or knelt, and listened or responded, they of

fered us no interruption in any way, but quietly

and contemplatively watched our proceedings.

In the afternoon we started for a walk, intend-

ing to reach the summit of Mount Gerizim, but our

dragoman involved us in an unintentional call

the Keimakan, or governor of the town, which
cupied us otherwise.

He led us first through the town of Nablous into

the Samaritan quarter, where we saw the Samari-

tan synagogue. An ancient worn copy of the

Pentateuch was taken out of its recess in the

and shown us, but probably it was not the precious

copy which the Samaritans of Nablous so jealously

guard. This ancient Samaritan colony is, how-
ever a commentary on New and Old Testament
history, more interesting to unlearned eyes than
any manuscript.

From this we were guided to the Keimakan's
house, from the flat roof which we were to have a
good view of the valley. There, unfortunately for

our walk to the top of Gerizim, the Keimakan's
nephew met us, and invited nie to pay a visit to

the hareem. It would have been a discourtesy to

decline, and accordingly, I had to leave our party
and descend a flight of steps from the roof to the

women's appartments.

These steps kd to an open court with a reser-
voir of pure water in the centre. Three ladies
were sitting and standing in the court when the
Keimakan's nephew took me there. One, who
seemed to be the principal, invited me to sit down
on some cushions which lay in the corner of a
room opening on this court. Then they brought a
Persian rug and spread it for me, and oa"ered me
a glass of Sherbet. My largo brown hat, with its

folds of muslin coiled into a turban round it,

amused them apparently as much as it would have
our friends in England. They took it oflf, and
stroked my hair, as one would a cat one wished to
make friends with, and felt my dress. I showed
them my eye-glass, which entertained them greatly.
Then I took a httle child on my knee, which
made a means of communication. So, with my
few Arabic words we became very friendly. They
offered me a chiboque, but I could not pretend to
undertake an unmitigated long pipe ; and not to
offend them by declining their hospitality, I said,
" Nargilleh." They then brought me a pipe twined
like a snake round a glass jar full of rose-water,
in which the bowl is placed, and I managed to cre-
ate a few bubbles.

Silence is one of the first and foremost lessons
we have to learn, and to cease from our own rin-ht- ' wi ;i„ .1 • , , ,

retired into the back ground and left me to my new
hostess. She was quite caressing and affectionate,

howed me into several bedrooms, unfastened the

attices which opened into the garden for me to look

out, although she would not approach them her-

;elf, and finally placed me beside her on a divan

m a room more furnished than any of the others,

and had a nargilleh and a cup of coffee brought

for me.

The rooms were very scantily furnished. Chairs

and tables, of course, you would not expect ; but

there were no luxuries—no signs of women's work
or taste, no flowers, sewing materials, or books, or

traces of any kind of occupation or amusement

—

only four dreary white-washed walls, with a few
cushions, and a recess in the walls closed with

carved doors, for a wardrobe. The cushions were
covered with chintz. Only in the room where I

had coffee was a small Turkish table of ebony, in-

laid with mother-of-pearl. The dress of the ladies

was not rich as I had expected, with the exception

of rows of gold coins and pearls strung and fes-

tooned round their heads, as also round their

children's. The loose veil and mantle which forms
the out door costume of the women, and enfolds

them into a shapeless bundle of clothes, were, of

course, laid aside. The whole visit made me very
sad. The position of those women, with their

handsome expressive faces, and kindly lively ca-

ressing ways, weighed most painfully on my heart.

And they were fellow-townswomen of the woman of
Samaria ! It was difficult to get away from them.
At length, however, I made them understand that

I must not keep my party waiting, and succeeded
in rejoining them on the roof of the house. There
the Keimakan joined us, and was most polite. He
was a grand-looking old luan with a long white
beard. His arrival involved a second edition of
sherbet, pipes, and coffee, so that our walk up
Gerizim was much abridged.

We climbed some way up, however, after takin"

leave of the hospitable governor, and were attended
by a kawass, whom he insisted on our having, as
a guide and escort. It was a pleasant path beside

streams, occasionally crossing them, and always
accompanied by their refreshing music, and amon"
the luxuriant gardens and orchards which thev
water. The opposite hill, Ebal, looked compara'-
tivcly bare and stony, only sprinkled with a little

vegetation of a dull green. They told us the
springs all rose on Gerizim, the bill of blessing.

If so it is a remarkably vivid type, the hill of curs- •

ing, barren, brown, and voiceless,—whilst the hill

of blessing is clothed with evergreen herbage, luxu-
riant trees, and vines nourished by the living

waters in its heart.
'.

The remainder of the day we re-ted in or near -

our tents, and had time to think what those two
days must have been which our Lord once actually
spent in this very place, listened to, welcomed, un- '

derstood.

From this valley had gone up, eighteen hundred
years ago, the first recognition of the Son of God,
as not only the Jewish Messiah, the Christ, but the
Desire of all nations, the Saviour of the world.
One could fancy that the powers of life in nature
had been unfettered here ever since, in virtue of
that acknowledgment ; and that the valley of
Sychar was ever after to be a fragment and fore-
taste of paradise,—a place of streams and rest,

full of all manner of trees pleasant to the eyes,
and good for food, a little spot of earth visibly
-ubject to the life giving sceptre of the " second

the Lord from heaven. No place to beM
compared with this in fertility and beauty exists,

they say, in Palestine. We had, certainly, seen
none.
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It was pleasant, too, to think that this town and themselves in by day, " and the birds of the airl I -Die/ as tJit Rest Did.—This tame yielding
valley may also have been the one alluded to injhave nests, but the Son of man hath not where to; spirit—this doing " as the rest did"—has ruined
the eighth of Acts,—the words translated in John
iv., " a city of Samaria," and in Acts viii., " the

city of Samaria," being the same. If so, this

place was the first scene of a Samaritan Church,

admitted by Peter and John, on the same level as

the Church at Jerusalem. In this city there was
then " great joy." And here again, no doubt

(Acts XV.,) as in the other Churches of Samaria,

the tidings of the conversion of the Gentiles in

Asia Minor, " caused great joy to the brethren,"

rejoicing that the Saviour of the world had at

length been welcomed by the heathen world as

once and for the first time in their own Samaritan

city.

Thus the valley was full of happy and living

associations varied and refreshing as the sound of

its own many waters.

On Monday morning some of our party walked

again through the town, and saw a potter sitting

at his wheel moulding the red clay into the simple,

but picturesque bowls and pitchers used by the

peasantry.

I longed to be able to speak to a few poor peas

ant women and children who came and sat by me
under the shade of a mulberry-tree after our tents

were struck. Fellow-townswomen of the woman
in Samaria, surely the void and thirst in her heart

existed also in theirs. If they could only have

learned about the living water'

At three o'clock in the afternoon (Monday, June
30th,) we set off again, under the guard of two

Basbi Bazouks sent by the Keimakan. Reluct

antly we ascended the hill out of that lovely val-

ley, with its cool dewy atmosphere, its abundant

streams, its fig-trees and mulberries, covered with

vines, and its holy and happy memories.

^Alter a pleasant ride of three hours over breezy

ills we reached the place where our tents were

pitched by a spring in a green valley just under

the hill of Samaria

Our route had now broken off, for an interval,

from all definite incidents in the narratives of the

Gospels, and in the history of the apostles. From
bar to Nain, on the northern side of the PI

of Esdraelon, we are met by no name which

calls any especial deed or word of our Lord. Yet

the impress of his footsteps was with us everywhere

Again and again he had mounted these hills, and

descended into these valleys, and crossed these hot

and weary plains. There was one association

which could never leave us, and on which it was

almost a relief at times to fall back, after having

our attention fixed intensely on some especial scene.

The mere distances we traversed enabled us to re-

alize in a way I had never doue before, what the

ivity and fatigue of those three years of his

ministry must have been.

He had traversed these paths on foot. It is evi-

dent that his journeys were not made in silence.

The apostles were with him, and as they walked

he taught them. Parable and proverb, and im-

mortal sayings, and words of tender warning and

sympathy, were always falling from his lips, as

they went through vineyard, corn-field, or solitary

path among the flickering shadows of copsewood,

or under the olive groves. And therefore, perhaps

it was only Jesus who was weary when they reached

the well at Sychar

It would be interesting to trace how many of

our Lord's parables or instructions were

they went in the way. " As they icent in the way
a Certain man said unto him. Lord, I will follow

thee whithersoever thou goest. And Jesus said

unto him, Foxes have holes," the jackals which

lay his head." ' thou-ands.

Again, "Jesus going up to Jerusalem, took the A young man is invited by vicious companions
disciples apart in the way, and said unto them, to visit the theatre, or the gambling room, or
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem, and the Son of other haunts of licentiousness. He becomes dis-

man shall be betrayed unto the chief priests and sipated, spends his time, loses his credit, squanders
scribes; and they shall condemn him to death." |

his property, and at last sinks into an untimely

Again, " As /<c ticwi through the corn-fields on'grave. What ruined him'/ Simply, "doing as the

the Sabbath-day," the Pharisees found fault with, rest did."

the disciples for plucking the ears of corn; and! A father has a family of son.s. He U wealthy,

he said unto them, "The Sabbath was made fori Other children in the same situation of life do so

man, and not man for the Sabbath." and so; are indulged in this thing and that. He
Instances might be multiplied of this wayside! indulges his own in the same way. They grow up

teaching. Indeed, the number of the lessons ofi idlers, triflers and fops. The father wonders why
eternal truth called out by casual words or acts, or his children do not succeed better, lie has spent

by the scenes he was passing through at the time, much money on their education, has given them
would probably far exceed our Saviour's more de-

1

great advantages; but, alas! they are only a
liberate and formal instructions. It is this which source of vexation and trouble. Poor man, he is

gives the variety and vividness to his teachino-s. just paying the penalty of "doing as the rest did."

They were conversations, not " discourses." They 1'his poor mother is striving hard to bring up
were not put together as human words and works her children genteelly. They learn what others

are; they lirew as divine works do, and they live. I 'earn—to paint, to sing, to play, to dance, and
Of two incidents in the gospels we do, how-! several other useless matters. In time they marry;

ever, know that they happened airong these Sa-j their husbands are unable to support their extrava-

maritan hills. gance ; and they are soon reduced to poverty and
To one village in the country through which we

I

wretchedness. The good woman is astonished.

journeying, the Saviour of the world sent " Truly, says she, I did as the rest did."

forward messengers to secure him a ni.'ht's loib-iiir'.

The name of that village is not given, any more
than the name of the woman " who was a sinner."

Sectarian bigotry prevailed over the common hos-

pitality of the East. " They would not receive"

One who was going up to the rival altar at Jeru-
salem. They did not know what that passovcr
was to prove, nor who was to be its paschal lamb.
The fervent natures of the sons of thunder

flashed into revengeful indignation. There must
have been more fire in the eye of the beloved dis-

ciple, even in his chastened old age, than the me-
diajval painters have given him in youth. But
the Lord turned and rebuked, not the inhospitable

villagers, but the disciple whom he loved. He
said to the brothers, " Ye know not what manner
of spirit ye are of. For the Son of man is not
come to destroy men's lives, hue to save them."
And quietly, uncomplainingly, without another
word of comment. He for whom and by whom all

things were created " passed on to another vil-

lage."

This is the only incident recorded in the New
Testament to the dishonour of the despised Sama-
ritans. Perhaps the simple and touching story

hich we usually call the parable of the good Sa-

maritan was actually a true narrative of a deed of

kindness, marked by Him who observed the widow

The sinner following the example of others,

puts off repentance and neglects to prepare for

death. He passes along through life, till, un-

awares, death strikes the fatal blow. He has no

time left now to prepare. And he goes down to

destruction, because he was so foolish as to " do as

the rest did."

littleness of Creat Men.

GUIZOT AND LAMARTINE.

Ileal greatness consists not alone in extraordi-

nary faculties of mind. Gifts of genius may
make a brilliant man, but something more is

wanted to make one truly great. Perhaps the

chief element of this solid greatness is the mastery

of the soul over itself—a self-poised mind, that ac-

cepts honours with dignity, and bears reverses

with fortitude. It is the absence of this self-pos-

session which betrays the weakness of many cele-

brated men. Excessive vanity makes them osten-

tatious when in the possession of wealth or power,

and irritable in adversity. Perhaps the world

does not contain a more striking example of this

than the French poet Lamartine—a mau who has

been on the highest pinnacle of earthly ambition,

and who now, finding himself of less importance

than he was before, frets away his noble mind in

mourning the loss of his former position. It

put her mite into the treasury, and saw Nathanaelj sad spectacle to see him wandering gloomily in the

under the fig-tree. But however that may be, its' streets of Paris, pining with discontent, and corn-

scene was not in this immediate neighbourhood.

The second incident of gospel narrative which
may probably have occurred in Samaria, "as our

Lord passed through Samaria and Galilee, on his

way to Jerusalem," is the healing of the ten le-

pers. If this was so, somewhere on the rocky

paths among those Samaritan hills our Lord's

plaining of the world which neglects him. Not

even his literary fame consoles him for the loss of

political power. Thus he seems to be going down

to the grave ill at ease with himself and with man-

kind.

How different is the conduct of another French-

man, the former minister of Louis Philippe, Gui-

hunt among these hills by night have holes to hide [sink in our own esteem.

heart was gladdened by the sight of one grateful] zot. Here, too, is a man who once was a power

human being; and he, like the grateful woman of in the cabinets of Europe, but who to-day holds

Syehar, was a Samaritan. One would like to in- no office, and aspires to no political influence. And
dentify, as much as any spot in Palestine, the yet he does not let disappointed ambition eat his

place where the healed Samaritan leper, no more heart out, but sits down calmly to write those

constrained, as an unclean person, to keep " afar great historical works which will be the glory of

off," fell down at the feet of Jesus, giving him French literature, and which will, pe_rhaps,_ secure

thanks. him a more enduring fame even than his administra-

CTo becontiauedo
1 (-jgy of the government. Lately he has been oceu-

"*
jpied in writing " Memoirs to Illustrate the History

In the measure we advance in grace, so shall we of his Times';" and in the fourth volume which

I

has just appeared, he speaks honorably but sadly
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of Lia brilliaDt couDtryman. It is ioteresting to

gee the portrait of one distinguished man thus

drawn by another. Says Guizot:

" 1 cannot encounter the name of M. de Lamar-

tine in my reminiscences, or himself in our streets,

without an impression of profound melancholy,

^'o man ever received from God more valuable

gifts—gifts of person or position ;
of intellectual

power and social elevation. Neither have favoura-

ble circumstances been withheld from him, in ad-

dition to those original advantages; every chance,

as well as every means of success, have attended gloomy forcbod

his steps. He grappled them with ardour; for a'

moment he played a lofty part in a lofty drama
;

he reached the end of the highest ambition, and

enjoyed its mo-t consummate glories. V>'here is he

now? I speak not of the reverses of his public

career, nor of the trials of his private life. In our

days who has not fallen ? Who has not experi-

enced the blows of fate, the angui^h of the soul,

the inflictions of fortune? Labour, disappointment,

sacrihce and suffering have held in all times, atid

will continue to hold, their place and portion in

the destiny of man— with the exalttd more than

with the humble. What surprises and saddens me

is, that Lamartine should be astonished or irri-

tated at this. It is not alone the pain of his po-

sition, but the state of his feelings, such as he has

revealed them to us, which I cannot contemplate

without melancholy. How can a spectator, who

looks on events from such a height, be so intensely

moved by the accidents which affect himself? How
can such a sagacious appreciator of other men be

possessed of so little self-knowledge? How does he

abandon himself to such bitteruess, after such ex-

tensive enjoyment of the favours of heaven and of

the world ? In that richly endowed nature there

must be great blanks and a want of controlling

harmony, to cause his fall into such an internal

trouble, and its manifestation with so much ve-

hemence. I have seen too little of JM. de La-

martine to know and understand him thoroughly
;

he seemed to me like a beautiful tree covered with

flowers, wilhout fruit that ripens or roots that

hold ; a brilliant meteor without marked place,

and with no assigned course in the general system

of the firmament; a great spirit incessantly pass-

ing and repassing from the regions of light to

those of clouds, and catching at every step a

glimpse of truth, without being arrested by it; a

noble heart, open to all generous sympathies, but

still governed by personal prepossessions."

—

Evan-
gdiit.

Every religiously concerned parent, on placing

his children from home for education, would desire

that they should be cared for and instructed—and

feel themselves cared for and instrucicd— (so far

as practicable) under such influences as prevail in

a well-ordered family. And as the golden rule is

ever applicable, let the teacher consider himself

either in the pupil's or the parent's stead, and see

how that rule will work upon him. Let him re-

member the longings, the yearnings, the shrinking,

the discouragements, the aching void, and the

ings attending his first introduction,

ud first week's experience in a boarding school.

Let him remember, also, the parents' hopes, the

mother's fears, lest the fruits of her watchfulness,

her labours, and her prayers for her child, up to

that crisis, may by some unsuitable association or

attachment, some ill-timed indulgence or repulse,

be blighted, and her cherished one come back to her

bosom, tainted, changed and alienated from the

paths of religion and quiet virtue. These are con-

siderations which parents know how to weigh, and

teachers cannot fully acquit themselves unless they

sympathize with both children and parents in these

respects. He hath made but little progress in the

philosophy of life, who hath not learned the appli-

cation of the leverage of sympathy to the varied

machinery of education.

Y. W.
Eleventh mo. 2nd, 1861.

For " The Frum'."

EJucatioD.— No. 2.

Though some may judge that the fractional

result, at the close of No. 1, which is intended to

indicate the portion of time to be spent by teachers

of lioarding .'cLools, in association with the pupils,

is a reasonable portion, yet apprehending it may
be otherwise judged by many, let us propose J of

that result for the beginning of a practical aim to

combine moral, intellectual, and physical triiiniug

in schools where children are separated from the

Focial influence of the parental abode. Could this

be fairly tried, i. e. were every teacher in such

schools in earne^t, for i an hour each day, to

throw a home feeling around his group, and to in-

fuse a right .'pirit lor the several objects which

ought to engage their attention out of school, I

believe, (from an experience of thirty-years as a

teacher,) that the improvement and satisfaction

arising therefrom would be so marked, that he

would feel bound, not by duty only, but by interest,

to increase the proportion of Lis time thus em-

ployed.

For "TlieFrien

JIasings and Hemories.

LITTLE WONTS.

How often do we meet in our social intercourse,

individuals with whom we find great difficulty in

getting on harmoniously. They seem constitu-

tionally, or at least, habitually, to act in a manner
contrary to the wishes and desires of those they

mingle with. Such are very serious obstacles to

the comfort of their friends. They seem to see so

many causes of fault finding with the actions and

remarks of those around them, and are so deter-

minedly bent on having their own way, that it is

often quite a relief to a company when such retir.

from it. This disposition is often met with in

children, and a simple narrative I recently read,

fully exhibits it, as acting in a little boy.

A little girl, named Jesse, who expected two of

her young friends to pay her a visit, had put her

baby house in nice order ibr their entertainment

and had swept the barn floor clean, where a swing

had been put up, and in short, had exerted herself

to prepare every thing, so that they might have

very pleasant time together. She had a little bn
ther, Henry, whom they usually called Harry,

who sometimes was very pleasant, but at other

times was hard to manage. The two visitors came
at last, and when the kissing and taking off of

bonnets and shawls were over, Jesse asked them

which they would see first, her baby house or the

barn. " The baby house," said the strangers,

which was a very na;ural choice, as they were

little girls, but that did not please Harry, who
shouted out " barn." His sister told him they

must do as the company wished. They went out

together, and probably the good natured visitors

submitted to Harry. After a time, however, Jesi

came dragging Harry in to their mother, and r

questing she would keep him, saying they ^could

not have a good time where he was.

The mother, of course, was sorry, but Jesse said

she could not help it, and added, " I tried to love

him, and coax him, and please him, and we al

did, but it is of no use, he does not (all in with us,

and he spoils all our comfort." To the mother's

enquiry as to the difficulty he made, Jesse said.

' He is so full of //«/e wonts. He wont swing, or

et us swing. He wont play school. Then we

play horse to please him, but he wont let us be

three horses, and he wont drive us on the gravel,

but into the thorn bushes, and is so all the time.

We are pleased with him, but he will not be with

y thing we do."

Of course mother had to keep troublesome Harry,

with his little iconts, by her side, for she could nut

let him spoil all the pleasure of the visitors. But

grown up people, with as crooked, perverse ways

as Harry had, cannot always be managed so easily.

Many people have little uonts about them, who do

not know how uncomfortable some disagreable way
of theirs render them to those amongst whom they

In our intercourse with others, christian

politeness does not by any means constrain us to

unite with all the sentiments expressed, but we
hould offer our dissent with a mild tone and a

courteous manner. Let there be nothing manifest

of the disposition which prompts little uonts, in

t we say in opposition to the sentiments of

others.

There are men and women to be met with, in

civil, social, nay, I may say in religious society, in

whom too much of this contrary disposition is per-

ceptible. Sometimes they manifest it in respect to

the opinions and acts of people in general, some-

times their opposition seems confined to a few, or

to one. We have known many in our time who
could not see any propriety in propositions made,

or sentiments exercised by certain individuals, who
would have given their immediate approbation, had
they been uttered by others. If a person, against

whom they feel a prejudice, advocate any measure,

however good it may appear to others, they are

sure to feel the spirit of the little iconts immed
ately called into exercise, and they strive to defeat

it, even when they are too cautious to come out

openly in condemnation.

Men and women who feel themselves disposed

to act and to speak crossly and contrary to the

judgment of those amongst whom they move,

they have not suSicient^self-control to enable them
to restrain the public exhibition of i\\c\T little icontSj

had better retire. The universal fault finders,

—

the persons determined to have their own way in

every thing, have no right to mingle in social so-

ciety, the ,comfort and enjoyment of which they'

seriously disturb, even when they do not wholly

destroy it. The disposition they manifest is con-

trary to Christianity, and however loud their pro-

fession may be, they are not living in the spirit it

'

inculcates.

Those who only manifest the little iconts dispo-

sition towards particular individuals, are far from

having attained Christian perfection. I have

known cases where, between two persons, a mutual

feeling of this kind existed. Some slight cause ol

alienation having occurred, it led to public re

bukes from either side in respect to matters not ii

themselves of much consequence, which increased '

mutual jealousy and dislike, until as respected the

sentiments or actions of each other, the disposition

of the little IC07US was very strongly exhibited.

Ah I I have seen such a feeling increase until it

seemed to spread to the destroying of the christian

usefulness of individuals. Some have let it g
far as to cause them to condemn all who felt and
expressed a friendly interest in those against whom
they have let in this dislike. Some have nouris

it until it is to be feared, that their own spiritual

condition has been sadly injured, until they could

hardly, from the great growth of prejudice,
j

'

an impartial judgment in regard to any one. The
opinions and actions of every one being weighed,

not according to their merits, but according as the
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jther deemed them more or less favourably inclined

towards the object of their suspicion and dislike.

Sealing his own Fate.— It is a well know law

)f the human constituticn, that while practical hab-

ts grow stronger by repeated acts, passive iui-

Dressions, by the same process, are weakened,

rhus, the sight of suffering is, at first, exceedingly

gainful, and this sympathetic pain prompts us to

!xert ourselves in order to relieve the sufferer. Now,
,0 allow these impressions to be repeated, and thus

gradually weakened, without acquiring the practi-

!al habits which they were meant to produce, is

atal to the character. It is, as another has well

ixpressed it, " to burn up the kindling without

tarting the fire." This explains the injurious

fleets of theatre-going and novel-reading, where

)assive impressions are repeatedly awakened by

maginary scenes of distress, hut no opportunity is

ifforded to act as these impressions would dictate.

!n this we have a satisfactory explanation of the

ihenomenon so puzzling to philanthropists, viz :

hat delicate and refined men and women will fare

uniptuously every day, eating " whatever is good,"

md recline nightly upon couches of down, while

iDtirety undisturbed by a knowledge of the fact

hat many pale forms, weary and hungry, are

ainting almost at their very doors. They have

ost the susceptibility of receiving impressions from

he sight of suffering, without having acquired

he habit of practical bencvo lence.

The same law prevails with reference to reli-

;ious impressions. The oftener these are repeated,

he oftener the sinner feels moved to act in view

lither of the love or justice of God, and if he allows

hese impressions to pass away without acting in

iccordance with them, the less and less becomes

he probability that he will ever do so. On each

•epetition the impression becomes fainter, and the

ndisposilion to act stronger. The glorious gospel

>f Jesus Christ thus becomes to thousands, in

vhose hearing it is proclaimed, a savor of death

into death. It is possible to wear out these im-

)ressions. Sinners, rouse from this sleep. You
lave often felt these impressions, and as often have

efused to act in obedience to them. You know
rom experience that they are daily growing weaker

—take heed lest they disappear, and leave you

!onfirmed in your sins.

Religion, the denial of self.—Religion is a de-

lial of self; yea, of self-religion too. It is a firm

ie or bond upon the soul to holiness, whose end is

lappiness ; for by it men come to see the Lord.

'The pure in heart," says Jesus, "see God ;" he

,hat once comes to bear Christ's yoke, is not car-

;ied away by the devil's allurements; he finds ex-

selling joys in his watchfulness and obedience. If

pen loved the cross of Christ, his precepts and

loctrine, they would cross their own wills, which

ead them to break Christ's holy will, and losi

.heir own souls, in doing the devil's. Had Adam
jiinded that holy light in Paradise more than the

lerpent's bait, and stayed his mind upon his Ci

or, the rewarder of fidelity, he had seen the

snare of the enemy, and resisted him. Oh,

lot delight in that which is forbidden ! look not

ipon it if thou wouldst not be captivated by it.

Bring not the guilt of the sins of knowledge upon

.hy soul. Did Christ submit his will to hi:

Father's, and, for the joy that was set before him

jndure the cross, and despise the shame of a new

ind untrodden way to glory ? Thou also must sub-

mit thy will to Christ's holy law and light in thy heart,

and for the reward he sets before thee, to wit, eter-

Qal life, endure his cross and despise the shame of it.

A.11 desire to rejoice with him, but few will suffer

with him, or for him. Many are the companions of

bistable; not many of his abstinence. The loaves

they follow, but the cup of his agony tliey leave.

It is too bitter: they like not to drink thereof And
many will magnify his miracles, who are ofl'ended

at the ignominy of his cross. But, O man ! as

he for thy salvation, so thou for the love of him,

must humblo thyself, and be contented to be of no

reputation, that thou mayest follow him; not in a

carnal, formal way, of vain man's tradition and

prescription, but a.s the Holy Ghost by the apostle

doth express it, '' In the now and Jiving way."

which Jesus hath consecrated, that brings all who
walk in it to the eternal rest of God ; whereinto

he himself is entered, who is the holy and only

blessed Kedeemer.— William Pom's iVb Cross

No Crown.

Stubbornness and stiffness in childrc7i who are

grown lip.—Much of the stubbornness and stiff-

ness in children who are grown up, is owing to

fond and indulgent parents, some of whom de.-ire

well for their children, and as Eli did, advise and

counsel them, hut still they have nut restrained

them according to their power; and this was his

sin, and the cause of the destruction of his sons.

These suffer them, through their foolish and evil

fondness to get ahead, and to grow up in disobe-

dience, and when dealt with by concerned Friends,

they will tell them, "we must not be too harsh

nd severe upon our children ; we must bear with

them, and draw them by love, lest we drive them

out from amongst Friends; we hope they will

grow wiser and better in time." These and the

fond arguments, we have met with; but by

means of this forbearance, such a strong spirit of

bellion has grown up in them, that at last they

have become so unruly and stubborn, as to he

above advice, rule, or government.

And here I would warn all such indulgent pa-

rents to repent thereof; otherwise, I verily believe

the blood of their children will be required at their

hands. I have compared a child to a young twig

that is easily bent, but when grown to a sturdy

tree is past bending. Children when young being

prone by nature to evil, are to he kept in subjec-

tion ; and as soon as anything of pride, wanton-

ness, or other evil appears in them, that is the time

for bending and restraining them, so far as it is in

the power of parents to do, and uldck is most cer-

tainly their duty, as may be plainly proved from

scripture.

—

Joiepk Pike.

Our Mission.—Our mission is to labour and

faint not. Wherever the voice of duty calls, it is

ours to attend. Temptations, trials and dangers

may beset the way, but if the light of God's re-

conciled countenance illumes our path, we have

nothing to fear. In the darkest hours of our

Saviour's sojourn below, when his disciples stood

afar off, he never swerved from the fulfilment of

the God-assigned mission. No, the great work of

love went on ! Do we profess to bear the name

of Christ? If so, we have pledged ourselves to la-

bour in his cause. The solemn covenant of allegi-

ance is registered on high. Are we faithful to

those vows; Let the influence we exert, on those

with whom we hold intercourse, answer for us.

Each hour, as it wings its way from us, bears with

it the consequences of that hour's thoughts and

deeds. Nothing is lost I However humble or ob-

scure our position may be, still we are not exempt

from this weight of responsibility. How very

precious is the thought, that, if we labour faithfully

in the Master's name, we shall know the fuUess of

that blessing, -which " maketh rich and addeth

sorrow."

We are all travelling eternity-ward. The pil-

grimage will soon be accomplished. Let us try

e faithful to our njis.-ion— to our vows—to our
God. "He giveth power to the •faint; and to

them that have no might he increaseth strength.

But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength ; they shall mount up with wings as eagles;

they shall run, and not be weary, and they shall

walk, and noljaint.'^— SuTuIay- School Times.

That Christ's immediate revelation of the na-
ture of his Father is to his baUs.—Not to the

wise, not to the zealous, not to the studiou.s, not to

the devout, not to the rich in the knowledge of the

scriptures without; but to the weak, the foolish,

the poor, the lowly in heart. And man receives

not these revelations by study, by reading, by wil-

ling, by running, but by being formed in the will

of life, by being begotten of the will of the Father,

nd by couiing forth in the will, and lying still in

the will, and growing up in the will, here the child

receives ihe wisdom which is from above, and daily

learns that cross which crucifies the other wisdom,
which joins with and pleases the other will, which
ioves to be feeding on the shadowy and husky part

of knowledge, without life. Therefore, il ever thou
desire to receive this knowledge from Christ, know
that eye in thyself that is to be blinded, which
Christ will never reveal the Father to ; read at

home, know the wi^e and prudent there, whom
Christ excludes from the living knowledge. And
f thou canst bear it, that eye that can read the

•criptures with the light of its own understanding;

;hat can consider and debate, and take up senses

ind meanings of it, without the immediate life and
power; that is the eye that may gather what it can

from the letter, but shall never see into the life, nor

taste of the true knowledge; for Christ, who alone

opens and gives the knowledge, hides the pearl

from that eye.

—

Isaac Pennington.

Controversy.—" I like controversy when it is

thoroughly honest. I do admire to see two large

d generous minds approach a subject from op-

posite quarters, and then to watch the new lights

that flash over it and show it in a thousand rela-

tions that were not obvious before. It lifts us out

of the ruts of our sects and party, in whose tread-

mill we had been grinding all our lives, and mis-

taking it lor the universe. But controversy with

v\\ minds is the smallest business that is done

this world. It slides inevitably into word-

catching, and ends in personalities. The moment
I saw a man consciously trying to put my language

to a different use from what I had put it myself, I

would stop short with him and say :
' I am glad

to compare ideas, but I have no time for word-

catching.' To say, as Dr. Johnson did, 'I can't

furnish meaning and brains too,' is not courteous.

The only controversy that ever convinces the contro-

vertists, is a friendly comparison of beliefs, each

turning the other's round, and viewing it under all

the angles of reflection.'"

—

E. H. Sears.

An cxaniple u-orthy of imitation.—She was

born in Philadelphia, about the year 1704. Her
parents, Anthony and Elizabeth Morris, being

worthy Friends, were concerned to educate her in

the fear of the Lord, in the diligent attendance of

religious meetings, and in an early acquaintance

with the Holy Scriptures; and she often in after

life acknowledged the benefit of their pious care in

these respects. Through the Lord's blessing on

these means, and the preserving power of Divine

grace, she was kept from many of the follies to

which youth is incident; and her father, when near

his end, remarked respecting her, that she liaJ,
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twver disobeyed him, but been a comfort to him ;

an example worthy of imitation.

—

Bkmoir of Sarah

Morns.
^ ^

Eftcacij of Prayer.—VrayeT renders affliction

less' sorrowful, and joy more pure. It mingles

with the one an unspeakable strength and sweet-

ness, and adds to the other a celestial perfume.

In what pursuit of earth can you be engaged that

you have nothing to ask of him who placed you

here ? You are a traveller seeking an abiding place.

Do not walk with the head bowed down ; but lift

your eyes to make sure of the route. Your coun-

try is heaven : and when you look toward it, is

not your soul stirred within you ? Do you not

hasten onward with strong desire 'i Or has this

desire no life?

Sometimes there passes over the fields a wind

which parches the plants, and then their withered

stems droop toward the earth, but watered by the

dew they regain their freshness, and lift up their

languishing heads. So there are always burning

winds, which pass over the soul and wither it.

Prayer is the dew which refreshes it again.

—

From the French of La Mennais.

Training anil preservation of Children.—

W

educated them in the Truth, in their younge

years, and watched over them in love, till they

knew the power of God in themselves, uuto which

we recommended them, by which they have been

preserved to this day, to my great comfort. Many
days and years have 1, with bended knees, in se-

cret prayed to God, before the throne of his grace,

to guard them with his power from the evil of this

world, and to direct their steps in the way of

righteousness, which in a great measure I have

hitherto enjoyed; blessed and praised be the name

of the Lord forever. I am not a little comforted

therein; the Lord preserve them to the end ot their

days, in faith and well doing. Amen.— Ambrose

Rigge.
. .

Tlie Golden Elixir.— In former times, tliere

was a vain search for a substance which should

turn into gold all metals to which it should be ap-

plied.

The christian has that which may turn every

event into joy. God commands us to rejoice ever-

more : and furnijhes the means of rejoicing.

Our plans on which we set our heart may have

failed, and we are di.^posed to mourn over our

failure, llcjoice rather that God's will is done in-

stead of ours. Are we not sure that it is better

for us to have his will done than our own. Is not

he wiser and holier than we?

has assumed the chief command of the armies of the

United States, Gen. Scott having voluntarily retired

from active service, in consequence of his advanced age

and bodily iiitirmities. Affairs along the national lines,

n the vicinity of Washington, still continue unchanged,

ind there is no intimation of any movement in any di-

ection. The rebels make no demonstrations of any

kind. The movement of troops towards Washington

las again commenced. Eight regiments are ordered

rom Pennsylvania, thirteen from New York, and from

ill ihe Eastern States the troops ready for service are

u movement. No further operations ou the upper Po-

tomac appear to be in progress. The brigades com-

posing Gen. Bank's divisiou, have withdrawn from

Kdwurd's Ferry, and they now occupy their former

positions around Darnestown, a sufficient force having

been left at the river to prevent any attempt at crossing

on the pan of the rebels. It is understood that all the

iipproaches to Leeshurg have been strongly fortilied by

the rebels.

The great naval expedition sailed from the Chesapeake

on the 29th ult. It was subsequently seen ofi' Hattcras,

proceeding southward. It is slated that no written

orders were issued to the commanders, who are left to

the exercise of their diseietion within certain limits.

The eight sloops-of-war, and the twenty-three gun-

boats ordered by the Navy Department about four

[uonths ago are nearly all finished. Four of the sloop:

liave been launched, and two more will be ready for

launching in about two weeks. Of the twenly-three

gunboats only six remain to be launched, and they will

probably be afloat in the course of next week. The
Government continues to purchase vessels to be turned

into guuboats, or to be used as store and supply ships.

The number already purchased cannot be less than one

hundred and forty.

The rebels continue to strengthen their batteries on

the lower Potomac, but have not yet been able, etfectu-

ally to close the navigation. Small vessels, in seve-

ral instances have passed the batteries at night without

We are yet afavoured peoj^le.—It is gratefully

to be acknowledged, that notwithstanding many in

our society have adopted the customs of the world,

and drunk of its beguiling spirit, we are yet a fa-

voured people. In our religious assemblies may
be felt a gathering Power, that would help us in

our christian pilgrimage, and increase our know
ledge in divine truths, settle, stablish our christian

faith, and sanctify our hearts, with all our affec

tions.

—

Mary Cupper.

True religion is not a routine of ceremonies, nor

yet the essence of any special creed. The religious

sentiment is inherent in every nation of the human
race. It gives a beauty of its own to all the ex-

ternal forms of creation, and everything that i:

true and noble in man's soul, springs from its

source.

SUMMARY Ul-' EVENTS.
Unitkd Stit£8.—TAe Progress of the Strui/gle.

obedience to the order of the Prcsideut, Gen. M'Clellan

injury.

Private advices from Kentucky, represent that the

Union forces were steadily gaining ground, and the

rebels falling back discouraged.

Geu. Fremontandstaffarrived at Springfield, Missouri,

on the 28lh ult., and would remain until the various

divisions of the army arrived. The rebel army under

Gen. Price, was still making its way southward. He was
reported to have 18,000 men, including 5,000 Indians.

It is stated that Gen. Lane, who has advanced further

south than Price, has sent to Gen. Fremont for rein-

forcements, and that a mounted force has gone to his

aid. The loss ot Gen. Fremont's body guard, on their

y into Springfield on the 24lh ult., was 6-i men, and

that of the rebels 127 men.

Advices from Gen. Rosecran's army, represent that on

e 2nd lost., the rebels under Floyd had advanced very

ar the American lines, and a partial engagement had

taken place.

New Tori.—Mortality last week, 391.

Philadelphia.— 'i.\oris\.\\ly last week, 227.

The Coinage, during the Tenth month, at the U
Mint, in Philadelphia, consisted of 2,351,000 pieces, of

lue of !63,479,969. The gold deposits at the U
ay office in New York, for the same period, wer(

$2,626,000.

The Rebel Finances.—The Richmond Advertiser state

that the expenses of the " Confederacy" for the current

year, are estimated at $300,000,000. In the ed'
'

opinion, the utmost that can he realized from loans,

treasury notes, and the direct tax, will be $125,000,000,

leaving a deficiency of $175,000,000 to be provided for.

The Rebel Prisoners, have been transferred from New
York, to Fort Warren, Boston. They numbered about

800, and sixty of them were invalids.

Oregon Gold.—Oregon dates to the 24th ult., give

glowing accounts from the mines. Foui hundred thou-

sand dollars in gold had reached Victoria within ten

days.

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 24ih ult. The cot- ,

ton market was excited, with a continued advance in i

prices. Middling Orleans is quoted at 12(/. Breadstuff's

were rather lower, and the markets quiet. Consols, 92|.

There is a great abundance of money in the Bank of

England, and on 'Change, with indications of a continu-

ance. The Manchester advices were favourable, and

prices were still advancing.

The Shipping Gazette continues to denounce the

blockade of the southern ports of the United States,

and the wrongs done to British ships. It says that

some action on the part of the British Government is

becfiming indispensable.

The London Time.';, in an editorial on the efforts of

class in Lancashire to induce the British Government

I interfere in America, and break the blockade, says

that England would rather undergo much suffering than

k the plain rules of iuternational law. She has

recognized the blockade and must abide by it. To
break it would disgrace and stain the reputation of

England. England will not commit such an act, even

save her greatest manufactures. The Times, however,

ays that the blockade is not everywhere effectual, and

t reminds the Washington government that it is only

real blockade that can call for recognition. The arti-

le concludes by saying that it would ill become England

be the tool of southern machinations, the leaders in

ifhich, by withholding cotton, count on compelling

foreign nations to take their side in the quarrel.

A company has been formed for restoring the tele-

graph to India.

The Bombay mail, of Ninth month 27th, brings Cal-

cutta telegrams to the 25tb. The weather was good for

the crops. A medium yield of cotton was anticipated

in the northwest. The Bombay Gazette, asserts that in

another year England need only look to India far cotton.

There is no apparent mitigation of the financial crisis

at Paris. It is rumored that the bullion in the Bank
of Francehas decreased £1,200,000 since the last return,

and an immediate rise in the rate of discount was iu

contemplation.

It is asserted that the panic relative to the French

wheat crop is premature and exaggerated. The Credit

Mobilier of Paris was to be wound up.

The political ferment in Russia and Poland appeared

to be increasing. The university of St. Petersburg has

nly been shut, but dissolved. The universities of

ow and Kazaro have likewise been closed. The
agitation in Warsaw was unabated, and the authorities

;re employing rigorous measures to maintain order.

Approaching re-aclionary movements in Italy are re-

ported. Several of the conspirators had been arrested

Naples. The re-actiouists have chartered a number
of Maltese vessels.

The English papers contain distressing accounts of

the damage by the inundation of Egypt, caused by the

extraordinary rise of the waters of the Nile. Many
llages have been overwhelmed, with great loss of cat-

e, and even of human life. The greater part of the

standmg crop of Indian corn is stated to be lost.

Granaries, both government and private, have been
flooded, and already it is said, there is an intention to

prohibit tne further exportation of grain from Alexan-
dria. One account states that the loss of cotton will

reach at least one third of the entire amount. It will

take months to repair the railroads.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Geo. Harrison, Agt., Manchester, Eng.,

per Chas. Evans, £10 an account of subscriptions ; from
Israel Steer and James M'Grail, 0., per D.G. Lovett, $2
each, vol.35; from Jordan Ballard, 0., $2, vol. 34 ; from
Thos. Lee, Pa., per W. L. B., $2, voL 35; from Eliz.

Perry, R. I., $6 to 15, vol. 36
;
from D. Heston, N. Y.,

$2 to 10, vol. 36 ; from J. Hall, 0., Agt„ for N. Smith,

$2, vol. 35 ; from Phebe Parker, Pa., $4, vols. 34 and
35

; from J. Huestis, Agt., 0., for Jesse John, $2, vol. 34.

Died, at his residence in Washington Co., Pa., the

15th of Seventh mo., 1861, George Smith, an elder and
member of Westland Particular and Monthly Meeting,
iu the eighty-seventh year of his age. He was firmly at-

tached to the ancient doctrines and testimonies of

Friends, and was deeply grieved at departures there-

from. He was several years confined, during which
time he passed through great bodily affliction, which he
bore with christian patience and resignation to the
Divine will; often saying he did not desire exemption,
from a single pain that was permitted to attend, in

order for his purification. After many expressions of
supplication, made at different times though the course
of his illness, to be preserved in the faith and patience

of the saints, on the day previous to his dissolution,

amongst the last audible sentences uttered, he suppli-

cated as follows, " Oh, Almighty Father, be pleased to

thyjable me to blelook down on me with pity

Holy name."
, on the 31st of the Tenth mo., Charles D. Hunt,

son of Uriah and Elizabeth Hunt, in the 29th year of
his age, a member of the Northern District Monthly
Meeting.

PILE &. M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Penusylvania Bank.
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Diary. Ninth mo. 9th, 1762.—"It has of late

been revived in my mind, to make a few remarks
respecting the path in which I have been led, in

relation to speaking a little in our meetings for

discipline. Although it may not be like the ex-

perience of any other person, I hope it will do no

hurt.

" I have been so tossed in fearfulness and doubt,

that I have sought after the footsteps of others in

their beginnings [in speaking to the discipline,] but

could not come at any satisfaction therein. This

often reduced me to deep distress, and made me
conclude that I had been deceived in my appre-

hended duty. Yet at times I was favoured with

humble resignation and patience, to bear all my
inward conflicts until the day should declare the

right,—findingpeace at some seasons in my attempt

at discharging what lay on my mind, which I am
ready to thing error is not entitled to.

"When favoured with the Divine presence, I have

resigned myself to His allwise disposal, saying, ' Let

me be thine, Lord ! and 1 will follow thee

whithersoever thou leadest me.' Notwithstanding

this, at times when little private duties were pre-

sented to me, such as admonishing a Friend for

sleeping in meeting, showing my dislike to some

vain fashion, and other things of the like kind, I

was afraid, and was ready to wish I had not en-

tered into covenant to be obedient. I found, how-

ever, that faithfulness was due in these small mat-

ters, and that the discharge of duty afforded peace,

and the omission thereof brought trouble of mind.

After many seasons ofdistress and trial, I became

at length made willing to yield to the yoke in this

respect, and found it grow more ea.sy. H
desired to rest. At times in meetings for bi

I was brought under concern that the proceeding

might be rightly conducted and every thing bi

done well and for the promotion of the cause of

Truth. This cause was then in a good degree pre

eious to me, and I had at times a sense of what

ought to be done, which judgment sometimes in

my mind was clothed with words. I then felt no

commission to utter them, and yet often some

other Friend has spoken the very words, and I

could say in secret, amen 1 This seemed for a time

to confirm me, that this quiet and easy way of

getting along was to be my portion. Yet this

spot I could not long have peace in. The terms
of peace to me, was in obedience to apprehended
duty, and that pointed to my uttering in meetings
for business, now and then, my sense of things be-

fore them. This was to me a very hard dispensa-

tion to pass through, and I could not, for a long

time, come at resignation and obedience. For
relief I frequently njcntioned privately to a Friend

hat was on my mind, and so it was communi-
cated to the meeting, which sometimes seemed to

answer my end. I received but little satisfaction

in this, yet I thought I did not regard that, if I

might be permitted thus hiddenly to perform my
duty. I was willing to bear my own poverty, and
I thought it was with a good intent that I desired

this secret way of living, for if I should miscarry,

t would bring less reproach upon the good cause,

than if I had more openly advocated it.

" This contrivance of mine, became less and less

fruitful ofgood. My poverty and leanness increased,

and an apprehension of duty to give up more faith-

fully, very closely attended my mind. I strongly

reasoned against submission thereto,—I was young,

the work was so weighty, and I lacked a suffi-

ciently satisfactory evidence of being in the right

way. This I thought essentially necessary to know,

before so open an espousal of the cause of Truth.

I also excused myself, in pleading that I was igno-

rant and unlearned in the discipline, and knew not

how it ought to be managed.
" Notwithstanding the apparent reasonableness

of my excuses, I found they but added to my dis-

tress and poverty. Great were the struggles and

tossings that attended me, and I concluded that I

never could give up in obedience, but must die on

the spot I was then in. But I have cause of

thankfulness to the Lord, who being touched with

a feeling of our infirmities, saw and pitied me. By
his fatherly care ho so overcame my spirit at times,

that I could but dedicate myself anew to Him, who
I knew was worthy of all service and obedience

from me, in a particular manner. I was thus

brought into some degree of willingness to give up

to the requiring of du'y. Whilst sitting in meet-

ings for business, something appearing necessary to

be said, 1 was willing to obey, but my duty to

speak not appearing so clear as I desired, at times

whilst I was waiting in fear, some one else hath

spoken what was before me. I then saw that the

concern was right, but did not feel satisfaction in

myself after the meeting. The uneasiness appeared

to me the fruit ofmy disobedience. So it happened

time after time. Whilst concluding that if assured

that it was the Lord's requiring, 1 would be obe-

dient, I was exceeding afraid of being deluded,

and drawn to say something from some other mo-

tive, than the pure motion of life. This last I was

sensible was that which only could preserve life,

bear me up and carry me through. 1 was atraid

of an untimely bringing forth, for the Lord is jea-

lous of his honour, and will not give his glory to

another, nor his praise to graven images. Under

theseconsiderationsmy heart was humbled in rever-

ent supplication to him for preservation in his

counsel and fear, that I might never dishonour him,

nor hurt myself. I think I may safely eay, that

were it not from clear and undoubted conviction,

that my peace with the Lord depended on my obe-

dience to Him, I had surely never opened my
mouth publicly in his cause. I remembered the

case of Uzzah, who put his hand witli a good in-

tent to support the Ark, when it was likely to fall,

yet he lost his life. I am of the mind that who-

soever presumes to act in the cause of God, without

garding the influence of His spirit, will endanger

their spiritual life.

" Under these considerations, I often trembled

when 1 felt any thing required of me to express, yet,

blessed forever be the name of the Shepherd of

the Flock and the Head of the Church, as I gave

up and endeavoured to answer what IbeliLved to

be ray duty. He mercifully vouchsafed a degree of

sweet peace and consolation, which encouraged to

more faithfulness. It was not always that a re-

ward immediately followed a discharge of duty.

Sometimes I experienced great stripping and lean-

ness. This excited a deep inward search lest

there might be something wrong, and increased a

circumspect watehlulness and carefulness, to look

to the Lord alone. Sometimes, in impatience,

seeing little or no good done, I seemed ready to say

I would never again open my mouth in his cause.

Again, I desired th-at I might sit in silence for

years, that I might be so instructed, as when I did

speak, to speak to some purpose. But all my
reasonings and conclusions afforded no peace. I

did sometimes keep silence, partly wilfully, partly

through distressing uncertainty. Yet at length I

grew weary with forbearing, and could no longer

gainsay, but felt constrained to give up at times to

speak a little. It was greatly in the cross, and

was the harder in that it was mo.stly on the con-

clusion of cases and in the way of judgment. This

brought me very low, and my soul was bowed be-

fore 'the Lord in petitions for preservation, and

that he might rule and reign in me, subjecting all

unqualified zeal, and clothing me with his own

spirit, under the influence of which alone, I was

fully convinced, there could be right discerning.

(To be continned.)

Confessing and Forsaking.—^q have had a

national fast, but a national fast is not synony-

mous with national repentance. Kepentance sup-

poses not only a confession, but also a forsaking

of sin. Whoever has confessed any individual

offence or negligence, from which he is not

heartily disposed, and earnestly endeavouring to

free himself—whoever has acknowledged himself

a partaker, by voice, vote, or silence, in any public

wrong, for which he does not seek in every just

way to rid himself of further respon-ibility—may,

indeed, have felt a transient regret, and, in that

low sense of the word, have been sincere ;
but has

truly drawn nigh to God with his lips, while the

heart was far from him. A truly spiritual mind

will impart its quality to all the habits and actions

of life. Our lives cannot be cut up into compart-

ments, in one of which we may walk after the

Spirit, while in another we are walking afier the

fle^h.' It would be as reasonable to think that

we may work religiously with one hand, and irre-
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ligiously with the other. We caonot be in an emi-

nently spiritual frame with respect to our country,

while cold and foriual with respect to the church

and the interests of religion immediately about us.

—iV. Y. Examiner.

Wanderings oyer Bible lanJs and Seas.

STCHAK, SAIIARIA, AND THE PLAIN OF JEZKEEL,

(CoDciuded from p-ige 77.)

The more definite associations of the district

around Samaria, interestingas they are, are scarcely

sacred at all; and yet the situation of the city of

Samaria is beautiful, and its ruins are more ex-

tensive than those of any other place in Palestine

When we reached the stream at the foot of the

bill of Samaria, beside which our tents were

pitched, it was nearly sunset.

Flocks of sheep and goats were collected around

the abundant, clear spring, to be watered from its

large, rocky basin ; and the women of the village

of Samaria (Sebastiyeh) were fUling their large

earthen pitchers, to carry them up the wind'

road to their homes. As we rode up the hill, to

see the ruins before the light was gone, we passed

other women toiling under the weight of their heavy

water jars.

Samaria, like Nablous, and unlike most of the

remaining cities in Palestine, retains the Greek
name Herod gave it (Sebaste, Sebastiyeh,) instead

of its Hebrew appellation. Its situation is indeed

royal and beautiful, on the levelled summit of a

rounded, isolated hill, separated by broad, fertile

valleys from the higher hills around, through the

openings of which it commands a very extensive

range of distance. Its aspect must have been most
queenly when the temples and palaces of the kings

of Israel, and afterwards of Herod, crowned the

platform at its summit, rearing their white columns
and gilded roofs on the height to which the whole
terraced hill must have seemed a magnificent

flight of steps, tier above tier of terraces, green
with vines, silvery with olives, or golden willi corn,

leading the eye to the royal city at the summit.
Sixty or seventy columns are standing on the

top of the hill, winding round in a double colonnade
from near the remains of a massive, ancient gate,

flanked with ruined towers. These columns were,
we thought, monoliths, and some of them of gran-
ite.

On the site of the city is an Arab village and
many cultivated fields. The peasants were not
very civil ; but perhaps they were afraid we might
prove tax-gatherers, deservedly their greatest ter-

ror next to the Bedouins.

A mosque, formerly a church, rises among these
cabins. It is called the Church of John the B:ip-

tist ; and this tradition (naturally connecting the
memory of the murdered prophet and the murder-
ous king) points it out as the scene of John the
Baptist's death. Into the wall of this church is

built a Corinthian column, probably from Herod's
temple.

In the crypt underneath the church, shown to

us as the prison and the tomb of John the son of
Zachariah, is an ancient stone door, like some of
those in the tombs of the kings at Jerusalem.

Before de.-eending the hill we lingered to look
at the maguifictnt panoramic view of mountains,
rich plains, and wooded valleys, embracing a range
east and we^t from the Mediterranean to the hills

beyond Jordan which were burning that evening
with all the glory of sunset. This was the view
which was seen from the flat roofs of the palaces of
Ahab and Herod. Some of our party saw jackals
and a wolf within a hundred yards of them, on the
site of Herod's city.

Such was the beauty of the place, and such its

desolation. But what were its memories ? They

are almo.st entirely of the things that perish, not

only disconnected with what is sacred, but with

what is noblest to profane history. Samaria was

the metropolis, not of a nation dimly feeling its

way to the light, but of one deliberately turning

its back on a light not dimly revealed, and there-

fore the best human as well as all divine elements

are absent from its records. Not only has it no

David or Daniel or Hannah, but no Leonidas or

Socrates.

No deed of true heroism or generous humanity

consecrates its site any more than any life of true

godliness. Its two conspicuous names are Ahab
and Herod, the murderer of the blameless Naboth
and the murderer of John the Baptist, the slaves

of Jezebel and of Herodias. Its two most re-

markable buildings were Ahab's temple of Baal,

which Jehu destroyed, and Herod's temple to Au-
gustus, whose columns are probably those among
which we rode.

The connection of Elijah and Elisha with

j

Samaria is scarcely an exception. They came to

it, not as residents, but as prophetic visitants from

the wilderness or the schools of the prophets, and
usually with messages of doom. One signal de-

liverance, indeed, characterizes Samaria—the panic

which seized the besieging army of Benhadad, and

laid open the richly furnished and provisioned tents

of the Syrians to the four famishing lepers. A
massive ancient gateway was, as has been said

the only ruin of importance which we remarked
besides the colonnade, and we uatually fixed on it

as the scene of that adventure, one of the most
romantic (if the exprestion may be used) in the

sacred narrative. We could imagine the hungry
and so lately hopeless citizens passing through that

rocky portal, at first in small groups, with slow

and watchful movements, looking around on every

side in fear of an ambu?h, and then, as party after

party reached the camp, and not an enemy ap-

peared, the sudden rise of confidence and the ru;h

of the famished multitude through the narrow
gateway, trampling down in their eager haste the

sceptical official who tried to keep order amono
them. A feast ready spread for the famished,

free range over their deserted hills for those who
had been so long cooped up in hopeless inaction

;

yesterday a mother who had murdered her own
child for hunger, and came to complain about it

to the king, not as of a crime, but as of a bargain

unfulfilled, all womanly feeling and all moral
sense absorbed in the mad craving of hunger

—

and to-day, rescue, freedom, and plenty of every
kind ! History presents us with few more sudden
and joyous contrasts, and yet we hear of no thank-
oflering, no song of praise. The godless spirit

which displayed itself in scepticism in the noble-

man, when- Elisha prophesied deliverance, was
manifested after the deliverance in the selfish,

reckless haste of the people who trod him to death.

Hopelessness in danger, selfish thanklessnessin de-

liverance, the whole incident is a striking illustra-

tion how the alienation of men from God involves

their alienation from one another.

The memories of Samaria are memories of crime,

and idolatry, and of a splendor, all of "the earth,

earthy," illumined by no true light of divine truth

or of human love. We descended the beautiful

terraced hill without regret, and were very glad
to find shelter in our little encampment in the
valley, where a clear, abundant stream gurgled
through the brushwood close to our tent-doors,

tinkling over its pebbles, and eddying round its

little shingly beaches, and giving us an unlimited
supply ot good water for all domestic purposes.

Through the night at times we heard thejaokals

wailing and screaming from the neighbouring hills,

and early in the morning the goats from a village

near came to drink at the rocky basin which had

just formed the bath for some of our party.

On the next morning (Tuesday, June 24th) wo
started at four o'clock. It was a beautiful ride.

In many places the hills were cultivated ; in almost

all they might be clothed with luxuriant vegetation.

We skirted the Valley of Sebastiyeh, and as we
climbed the opposite hills, and were winding

through a pass leading into the Plain of Jezreel,

we caught a last and most impressive view of the

royal hill of Samaria. How often the city must

have burst from this point on the sight of the kings

of Israel as they were returning from Jezreel 1

For beauty few sites can equal it, and we could

not help lingering to gaze and imagine huw the

royal city must have looked through this ravine,

on its symmetrical isolated hill, with its crown of

temples and palaces, and its queenly robe of ter-

raced vineyards, corn fields, and olive gardens,

sweeping majestically into the valley. But its

temples were to Baal or to Csesar, and its palaces

were scenes of riot and crime. There was nothing

to regret.

Soon afterwards we descended on the Plain of

Jezreel, the great battle-field of Palestine, the in-

heritance of Asher. It was beautiful then, al-

though the coru had been reaped. But in spring,

after the rainy season, it must be delightful when
the fields of young corn, their delicate green

—

shot'

here and there with the tints of countless wild-

flowers, especially of the scarlet anemones, undu-
lates like a sea as far as the eye can reach on each

side, running up among the hills and headlands in

long creeks and spreading bays of living verdure.

Unfortunately for the inhabitants, this rich plain

has many an outlet tlirough the Jordan valley into

the Desert, and the Bedouins, with their camels
and black tents, make inroads on it now as easily

as their ancestors, the Midianites of old. There
are few places on this side of the Jordan so peri-

lous to travellers as Esdraelon. About mid-day
we reached Jenin (Engannim, the well of gardens,)

a place of springs and gardens still. Our thirsty

horses soon scented the water, and quickened their

steps to reach the extensive troughs, where large

flocks of pretty, long-eared goats and sheep, with

herds of cattle such as we had not seen for a long

time, were being watered. From these abundant
and well-kept wells, we were directed to a garden,

where they spread mats for us, under the shade of

a magnificent mulberry-tree, the fruit of which
dropped around us. We were regaled on mulber-
ries, figs, cucumbers, and tomatas. Soon after

this an American and a Dutchman came, with

mules and horses, and pitched their tent under the

same mulberry. Then we discovered that Jezreel,

where we had intended spending the night, was
not a safe place of encampment, on account of

the Bedouins, and as no other halting-place was
within reach, provided with springs, and unin-

ffisted with these desert marauders, we had to find

another garden, and encamp for the day and night
at Jenin.

Although we regretted at the time the " annexa-
tion" of our mulberry by the strangers, we after-

wards much preferred our second resting-place,

because it was under the shade of a garden at the

edge of the plain, and gave us a fine uninterrupted

view over the whole broad level, with its occasional

islands of hill, and its reaches offertile land stretch-

ing past headland after headland of its mountain
coasts.

Hither, from the height of Tabor, unseen on the
north, Deborah and Barak's patriotic band had
swept down on the hosts of Sisera, encamped with
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chariots and horseman on the western reaches of

Esdraelon, and routed them in the battle of Me-
giddo.

Hither, from their deserts in the East, the Midi-

anites and the Amalekites, and the children of the

East, had come up and pitched in this valley or

plain of Jezreel, with their cattle and their tents.

This broad level, where now we ouly saw the

waving of thin vegetation springing up after the

harvest, was alive with their camels and their cat-

tle, and the movements of their horsemen scouring

the plains for plunder, " like the sand by the sea-

side for multitude."' The whole land was astir

with them, as the fields at evening with the hum
of countless cicadas or " grasshoppers." And
through those passes on the east their chieftains

and all the scattered host fled after Gideon's

victory.

On the '' high places" of Gilboa, on the north-

east, Saul and Jonathan fell by the hands of the

Philistines, and were lamented by David in the

pathetic dirge we know so well.

From the range of Carmel on the west, Ahab
drove into Jezree , the girded prophet Elijah run-

ning with supernatural swiftness before him. And
before they reached the city, the little cloud rising

from the Mediterranean not larger than a man's

hand, had covered the whole sky with blackness,

and was pouring down its torrents of blessiug on

these mountains and this plain. What a miracu-

lous change the few days after that rain mu;,t have

made in the scenery around us ! Long-buried and

forgotten seeds of life, flowers, and corn, and

grasses, springing up on hill-^ide, valley, and level,

till all the land was one tide of exuberant life.

We were in the region of chariots. Here the

Syrian hosts of Beuhadad, with chariots and ca-

valry, had filled the country, and across this level

sweep they had fled before the Israelites, who had

been pitched before them " like two little flocks of

kids," because the blaspheming of the Sy

letter of John Barclay.

It is little we can do for one another; yet let

us.be willing to do that little which oflurs. i often

think how short may be the season, wherein we
may be peruiiited, or may have occasion for, the

comfort, aid, and support, one of another. Many
opportunities for giving a hand of help or a cup of

cold water, we do not embrace; but we sufler them

to go by unimproved, or fritter them away iu our

intercourse one with another, even with those

nearest and dearest to us in an outward or inward

sense. Everything indeed proves what poor crea-

tures we are, and what a low, mixed, imperfect

state the present is;—at times favoured with a few

drops of comfort, of strength,—a little grain oi

faith, of hope, of qialifieatiou to struggle on, ad-

ministered in the hour of need, and iu such a way,

as utterly to hide pride, and take away all occa-

jion of boasting on the one hand, or repining on

the other. Oh 1 if we did enough cultivate our

intercourse with heaven and heavenly ones and

heavenly things, and avail ourselves of our privi-

leges, remember our heirship and calling! Why
need we tarry here—why should we grovel below'

instead of lilting up the soul and resting iu the

Beloved !

Farewell 1 onward—onward ; the time is short,

my brother and my sister ; and in due season we

shall reap, if we iaint not.

Seco

" the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes and the

pride of life." Faith's holy mission is to bind the

heart to liim " who gave himself for us, that he

mii'ht ddimr iisjroiu the presviit, evil world." It

purifies the heart, and we are so delivered: sancti-

fies and exalts tiie moral aflfectious, and we there-

by enter upon a new and higher spiritual being.

Regenerated and redeemed by faith, life has new

aims, nobler objects of desire, and inexhaustible

sources of happiness. A life of faith is of neces-

sity a life of happiness. Paul was happy. Why?
Let him answer: "Christ liveth in me; and the

life which I now live in the flesh, I live by faith of

the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself

for me."
Faith overcomes the world by investing its suh-

jeet with a spirit superior to i:s adversities and

misfortunes. Here the philosophy of earth has

ever failed ! Here that of the skies has ever

triumphed! Faith conquer.-, and faith only, the

leat human lot—brightens and blesses the

darkest hour of adverse life? Where would be its

divine power if it did not? Where could the

good man, in the season of temporal distress, look

for relief and for ascendancy over trouble, if faith

could not uplift the soul to mysterious, glorious

communion with divinity? Man would, indeed

be wretched if there was no power to rescue him

from the fate of external circumstances. He must

have a faith, under the divine influence of which,

he can realize the impotency of any outward con-

dition to reach the source of his inward blessed-

ness—must realize, in his heartfelt experience, that

"Xo chriDgc-s of season or place,

Uould make any change ia his mind."

Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego in the burn-

ing fiery furnace ; Daniel in the lion's den ; and

Paul and Silas in prison and fetters—all, despite

The World's Conquest by Faith.

The mightiest of conquerors is faith ! The con-

quests of the great chieftains of history pale into

insignificance before its splendid moral triumphs

Alexander conquered the world, and yet the world

conquered him ! He, whose mighty legions bore

him over ail opposition to the liighest of all hu-

man ambition and glory—even the proud Mace-
j the temporal discomforts by which they were sur-

donian monarch—fell a co«5«em/ victim to his own] rounded, were safe and happy ! Their faith^con-

appetites and lusts. Truly, " he that ruleth hislquered the world—even the ' '

'

mitrht not pass unanswered, that°the God oi'lsrael !own spirit is greater than he that taketh a city."
j

were vanquished
"

wa° a local deity, such as they believed their own i

A noble and more glorious conquest by tar was moral energy. A\ ell might the a

to be,
" a god of the hills, but not of the plains." that of Paul the Apostle, who -'kept his body! over the vast army of the world s conquerors.

Across this plain, not long afterwards, Jehu was under subjection," and who aro=e from the cruei- in grasping the mighty principle by which they

seen driving his chariot furiously from the border fi^on of self, the sublime, spiritual conqueror of triumphed, exclaim iii reference to them Who

land of Giie° d, to execute vengeance on the doomed the world

!

throv^hjadh ^..Mu^A kingdoms, wrought right-

Faith is, indeed, a grand moral power—a vast eousuess, obtained promises, stopped the mouths ot

and mighty force in the spiritual world. "Verily lions, quenched the violence of fire, escaped the

I say unto you, if ye have faith as a grain of i

- - . . ...
. . .

g^

bitterest trials of life

and overcome by its sublime,

stle, in looking

and

house of Ahab.

And from that time to this, the corn fields of

Esdraelon have been trampled down by Bedouin

tribes and invading armies, " children of the East,"

,edge of the sword, out of weakness were made

tard-seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, iie- ^strong, waxed valiant in fight, turned to flight the

and children of the West. The villages and io^^i^move hence to yonder place; and it ^kall remove;
\

armies of the aliens." It was by the power of the

which lie (like the villages on the coasts of Genoa) and nothing shall be imp.^ssible unto you." Faith
^

unseen over the seen, of the eternal over the tem-

on the sides of the headknds which bound the pLiin, conquers the world : for " this is the victory that iporal, that they conquered ;
and it is by this self-

or crown the little hills which rise here and there overcometh the world, even our faith." That; same power ot iaith that we are to overcome and

likeislandsfromit, have looked down from asie to which is man's highest natural desire, as well as his ^vanquish the world.
,. ,

, K ..n
age on scene after scene of war and slaughter. ^The strongest spiritual enemy, is " the lust of the flesh,

}
But faith overcomes the world, not only by con-

recordsof its battles range from the book of Judges
I

tlie lust of_ the eyes and — . r--- -- -----
- ^-.-. ^^

, t,_ ^... _,,: .--.- .t.'.. natural anpr

e on scene alter scene 01 war anu siauguter. me =^'""6>:."' ^t"'"""" ^"'-"Vi " ...^ .— -..-.—--,
,

--
, -,.^„ i.- • .u fi

;ords of its battles range from the book of Judges 'the lust of the eyes and the pride ot hfe." On^quenng the difficulties m the way of ht

the Eevclation ; from the rout of the armies of' the altar of this natural desire, and by the power, piness, but by triumphing over the natui

stern branch of this plain I of this spiritual foe, countless hecatombs of human ' hensions and fears ot the human heart in the pro=-

^t day of God AlmiUty! I

beings have been hopelessly sacrificed. Here ielljpect of life-s close. Whatever triumphs merely
•'

- - - - ° !' '
'
•' ' ' " —1 1 — 1 „ *-«ii,,.. ..r, '!,...,,„., g[jgj.gy lias aceomplisned over tne mislor-

Sisera at Megiddo, the

to the battle of the great ..^ o-..,; - -,,,* ,i m
when the kiu^s of the earth and the whole world ! Alexander and Cse.ar: and here have talen un-

1
huma

, ,.f r .i f -f l ,. c,

are fathered logether into a place " called in the'uumbered thousands of the race! The history ot tunes and trials of life, here, at lea=t, it has sig-

Heb'^rew tongue Armageddon.'- Whatever may be
j

humanity is scarcely aught eke than the sad re- nally failed Human
V^'^'^'°^\'°^^'i^'l^^°'l

the meaning of that l^st mentioned announcenient cital of the splendid moral wrecks, which have>t quails before he repul.n-e te rible dea of

ever followed on in the wake of human passion death. Lpou hte s last battle-field, on the de-

and pride, appetite and lust. Men learn but little'eision of which hang all the fortunes of eternity,

from the history of others, or even from their own

follies in life, but madly rush on iu the course

which leads ever to disappointment and ruin.

They have not faith, strong and unwavering faith

in God ; and since, without it, they cannot conquer

the world, the world conquers them.

But Iaith in the crucified One—faith in Him who

nearer to the Saviour says now, as he did to his disciples in the days of

' Be of good cheer, I have

•conquers because it destroys

iu the Apocalyptic vision, this final allusion can-

not but give a deep and mysterious interest to the

great battle-field, beneath whose sod such countless

numbers of warriors already lie, and which iur-

nishes the tide for the last great conflict, which,

we are promised, shall be a victory for the Prince

of peace.^
E.G.

By coming nearer

ourselves, we will in the most effectual manner, his earthly ministry,

extend His kingdom. ^overcome tlie icorW-

faith alone has majesty and triumph

the last enemy, is a conquered dism

Here., death,

tied foe! "It

._ there," says Matthew Henry, " that the eternal

blessed world is most clearly revealed and proposed

to our afi'eotion and pursuit. It is there we are

encouraged by a whole army and cloud of holy

soldiers, who have in their several ages, posts and

stations,- overcome the world and won the crown.

It is the real christian that is the proper hero
;

who vanquishes the world and rejoices in a univer-
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sal Tictory. Nor does he (for he ia far superior

to the Grecian mouarch) mourn that there is not

another world to be subdued, but lays hold on the

eternal world of life, and in a sacred sense takes

the kingdom of heaven by violence, too ! Who in

all the world but the believer in Jesus can thus

overcome the world?''

" Faith builds a bridge across the gulf of de»tb,

To break the shock blind nature cannot shnn,

And lands thought smoothly on the other shore.

Death's terror is the mountain faith removes
;

That mountain—barrier between man and peace.

'Tis faith disarms destruction; and absolves.

From every clamorous charge, the guiltless tomb."

Readers you are either to overcome or be over-

come in the great moral conflict now going on in

the world. Either victory or defeat is before you.

You will either conquer the world or it will conquer

you. A'ictory will make you bles.sed, as defeat will

ruin jou, Jorever ! Such, then, is the nature of the

great spiritual conflict in which you are engaged.

You are to win or lose everi/thing ! See to it, then,

that you have faith : for " this is the victory that

overcometh the world, even our faith." That you

have motive enough to bestow your best powers

and summon your noblest activities for the con-

test, recollect it is said, " Him that overcometh will

I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and be

shall go no more out: and I will write upon him

the name of my God, and the name of the city of

my God, which is New Jerusalem, which coiueth

down out of heaven from my God : and I will

write upon him my new name."

—

Frolestatit 3Ie-

thodisl.

For Friend.'

BlOCRAPllICAl SKETCHES
Of Ministers and Elders and otiier concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THO.MAS WOOD.

Thomas Wood was born in England, in or about

the year 167 5. His parents, who were not mem-
bers of the religious Society of Friends, removed
when he was a small child into the province of New
Jersey, where they educated him in conformity';

to their own religious tenets. But his mind being

early visited by divine Grace, he was led seriously

to consider religious subjects, and whilst still quite
I

young, he became convinced of the truth of the

doctrines held by Friends. His faithfulness to the
[

convictions of his mind therein, brought on him i

some personal severity and much displeasure from
his father. But as he remained steady to his prin-

ciples, and prudent and exemplary in his conduct,

the father was at last reconciled to him, and
treated him with the love and affection of a pa-

rent.

He removed to Abington about the year 1705,
and in the year 1713 he was there married to

Martha Lloyd, daughter of John Lloyd, of Desart,

in Radnorshire, an exemplary young woman, who
became in after life his fellow labourer in the gos-

pel of Christ. Thomas Wood had received little

or no literary instruction, and it appears though
not able to read the Holy Scriptures, yet he was
very fond of hearing them read, and promoted the

frequent reading of them in his family. Havinrr a

good memory, he was well acquainted with their

contents, and could quote them correctly, when
afterwards called into the ministry of the gospel.

Although lesiding some distance from meeting he
was a very diligent attender thereof, and was zeal-

ously concerned to be found faithful in the perfor-

mance of his religious duties. About the year

1723, a dispensation of gospel ministry was com-
mitted to him, as it was very soon after to his wife.

His ministry, through divine Grace, was to the

comfort of the afflicted, for whom he felt true sym-

pathy, and although not in the enticing words of

man's wisdom, it was in the demonstration of th

Spirit, which made it acceptable to the church.

In fulfilling the ministry committed to him, h

was led to travel at times, and his Friends say,

" visited most of the distant meetings of his Friends

on this continent." He was careful always to

have the unity and approbation of his brethren

with his travels, and brought home with him cer-

tificates giving satisfactory evidence that his la-

bours of love in the ministry of the gospel, had

been acceptable to those to whom he had been

sent.

He was very much esteemed and respected

amongst his neighbours of other religious societies,

to whom he often was led to communicate good

and wholesome advice. This was well received by
them, for his consistent life and conversation

amongst them, had stamped him in their eyes a

honest, inoffensive man, as well as a true lover of

christian principle.

Although a diligent attender of all Meetings
for Discipline, ho seldom vocally took part in the

proceedings. His memorial says, ho was " a dili

gent waiter therein. There was a language in

Uliigihle in his silent, solid sitting, which commu
nicated instruction to his Friends, who were always
well pleased with his company."
He lost his beloved wife Martha* in the year

1735, which was no doubt a great trial to him.

He was afterwards married to Ann Hunter.
He was very often engaged by the appointment

of the Monthly Meeting in the weighty work of

visiting the families of Friends, and the memorial
of his meetings referring to this says, " One of his

last labours of love amongst us, was of this kind,

when, according to human probability, through old

age and weakness of his body, it appeared too

arduous an undertaking for him to engage
Discovering a willingness to make trial, he was
supported through the assistance of Divine Provi-
dence beyond expectation, with inward and out-

ward strength, so that he got through to his own
and his Friends' great satisfaction."

After this he was mostly confined to his own
residence, and sensibly declined in strength of body
and of mind. When his friends visited him they
found him in great innocency, and a child-like

state, retaining his ancient and wonted mark of

discipleship,—the love of the brethren. In this he
continued until his close, which took place Third
month 7th, 1760, being about ninety four years of
age.

PHEBE MORRIS.

Phebe Guest a daughter of George and Alice
Guest, was born about the year 1686 or 1687. She
was religiously brought up, and soon became a

valuable member of society. In the year 1704
she was married to Anthony Morris, to whom she
was a faithful helpmate for nearly sixty-five years.

She was for many years an elder "well esteemed"
in Philadelphia, and one of the most useful in her
day, in Meetings for Discipline. Her decease
took place Third month 18th, 1769, she being then
82 years old.

ISAAC CHILD.

Isaac Child was born at Buckingham, Bucks
County, Pennsylvania, in the year 1734. He
was early subjected to the cross of Cbrist, and
through the powerful influences of the Holy Spirit,

he was brought into great circumspection in his
conduct and conversation, and became well in-

structed in righteousness. When about twenty-
four years of age, a gift of gospel ministry was

*A memorial of her has been already published.

committed to him. He had been well instructed

in his secret exercises by the Lord's illuminating

grace, and when he came forth in the ministry, he

was as one richly furnished with matter suitable

for the states and conditions of his hearers. Ue
seemed to have passed through the child state before

his mouth was opened to preach the Gospel, and
it was as a strong man, nay, as a father in the

Truth that he first spake.

Not only was he qualified to preach the Gospel

with power and authority, he was also eminently

useful in meetings for business. Zealous for the

prosperity of the Truth, he was earnestly concerned

to support in the church, christian discipline in

its various branches. Yet, in meetings tor busi-

ness, he was not forward in speaking to matters in

which his friends were sitting in judgment. When
be did speak on a subject, he was wont to wait

and deliberate until he felt a proper qualification

given him for judgment, and then his remarks were
generally close and very pertinent. He was led

to advocate a strict exercise of the discipline, in

all its parts, without partiality, and was anxious

that true judgment should be placed on the head
of all offenders. He saw that it was only through
faithfulness in this respect, that the church could

be secure from defilement, and preserved from re-

proach. His desire was, that the circumspect

walkers might be distinguished from the libertine

professors. Although zealous against wrong things,

he was often led into tender sympathy with, and
a travail and exercije of soul for the restoration of
wrong doers, especially for such in whom he felt

there was yet remaining a spirit, sensible of the

errors into which they had fallen. Then, by pri-

vate admonition and counsel, all sweetened by a
sensible flow of love to their souls, he was often

concerned to labour availingly for their good.

He was a man having a large share of natural

understanding, and his mental powers being sancti-

fied by Divine Grace, he was highly qualified for

usefulness in the church militant. He was richly

gifted in the ministry ; his friends say, " he had ex-

perienced a growth, from a good beginning to a
large advancement, in which he was at times

greatly enabled, by Divine aid, to deliver much
excellent doctrine, under which, such whose minds
were gathered into a true inward worship of God
in spirit, were much comforted and satisfied, and
such as were negligent worshippers, were closely

exhorted to more attention to their duty in the
great work of religion, and the soul's salvation.

Many times he sounded an alarm to the rebellious

and gainsaying, warning them to repent and amend
their ways, that their souls might be saved in the
day of trouble."

In his communications in the ministry he had a
clear delivery, and a ready utterance. His style

was familiar and easily understood by even the
simple and illiterate, whilst his matter was well
connected, his doctrine sound, well adapted to his

auditory, and having through the divine unction
attending it, a great and happy eflect upon the
hearers.

He was frequent in the attendance of burials,

saying " it was better to go to the house of mourn-
ing than the house of mirth." On such occasions,
there were often great gatherings of different pro-
fessors, and he was frequently led therein very
eminently to labour in the Gospel ministry. A
clear sight and sense of the condition of those
gathered appeared to be given him, and his close
and searching doctrine was delivered without af-

fectation, in that love which wisheth well to all

men.

During his short period of labour he visited some
neighbouring Yearly Meetings, as well as many
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if the meetings in his own, and his services were

ery acceptable to Friends. As a man, he was
xemplary in life ; his deportment was meek and
lumblc, Lis conversation was iunoceutlj cheerful,

ret without lightness, his words being pleasant

et savoury. In plainness he was also consistent.

ie was a tender and affectionate husband, a kind

ather and neighbour. In affliction and disappoiut-

nent he did not murmur, but cheerfully submitted

the dispensations of providence.

In his last public testimony, he spoke of those

vho were rai.sed up by the Lord in the ministry,

fho, when the service was accomplished, and they

tripped of the jewels with which he had adorned

hem for his service, were reduced to a low, hum-
)le state of mind, in which they felt themselves

be among the least in the flock.

After an illness of nine days, during which he

nanifested a very patient, resigned disposition,

leing favoured with a clear understanding and

lonscious that death was near, he was enlarged in

ervent supplication, and then he quietly departed

ike a lamb, without sigh or groan.'' He deceased

<'ourth mo. 5th, 1769, being thirty-five years old.

About five years before his death he removed

rom Buckingham to Abiugton, where he resided

o his close.

For "The Friend."

There is true poetry in the following piece by

he late John Pierpont, and though it does not set

brth, as fully as we could wish, the christian's

ground of hope in death, yet it may perhaps sug-

gest profitable thoughts in some of the readers of
' The Friend," if allowed a corner in that journal,

IS well as gratify a correct taste. X.

" To fall on the hattle-edd, fighting for ray dear
;ountry—th.it would not be hard.''

—

The Neighbours.

Oh no, no—let me lie

Not on a field of a battle, when I die !

Let not the iron tread

Of the mad war-horse crush my helmed head
\

Nor let the reeking knife,

That I have drawn against a brother's life,

Be in my hand when death
Thunilers along, and tramples me beneath

His heavy squadron's hiels,

Or gory felloes of his cannon's wheels.

From such a dying bed,

Though o'er it float the stripes of white and red.

And the bald eagle crings

To sparkle in ray sight,

Oh, never let my spirit take her flight 1

I know that beauty's eye
Is all the brighter where the gay pennants fly,

And brazen helmets dance,

And sunshine flashes on the lifted lance;

I know that bards have sung,

And people shouted till the welkin rung
In honour of the brave

Who on the battle-field have found a grave :

1 know that o'er their bones
Have grateful bauds piled monumental stones.

Some of those piles I've seen :

The one at Lexington, upon the green,

Where the first blood was shed,

And to my country's independence led;

And others, on our shore.

The •' Battle Jlonument' at Baltimore,

And that on Bunker's Hill.

Ay, and tibroad, a few more famous still

;

Thy " tomb," Themistocles,

That looks out yet upon the Grecian seas.

And which the waters kiss

That issue from the gulf of Salamis.

And thine, too, have I seen,

Thv mound of earth, Patroclus, robed in green,
" That like a natural knoll,

Sheep climb and nibble over as they stroll,

Watched by some turbaned boy,

Upon the margin of the plaia of Troy.

jr's shout.

"t'ly,

Such honours grace the bed,
I know, whereon the warrior hiys his he

And hears, as life ebbs out,

The conquered flying and the

But, as his eye grows dim,
What is a column or a mound to him ?

What, to the parting soul,

The mellow note of bugles ? What the roll

Uf drums? No ! let me die

Where the blue heaven bends o'er me
And the soft summer air.

As it goes by me, stirs my thin, white hair.

And from my forehead dries

The death damp as it gathers, and the skies

Seem waiting to receive

My soul to their clear depths ! Or let me leave
The world, when round my bed

Wife, children, weeping friends are gathered.
And the calm voice of prayer

And holy hymning shall my soul prepare.

To go and be at rest

With kimlred spirits—spirits who have blessed

The human brotherhood
By labours, cares, and counsels for their good.

In my dying hour.

When riches, fame and honour have no power
To bear the spirit up.

Or from my lips to turn aside the cup
That all must drink at last,

Oh, let me draw refreshment from the past

!

Then let my soul run back,

With peace and joy, along my earthly track.

And see that all the seeds

That I have scattered there, in virtuous deeds.
Have sprung up, and have given.

Already, fruits of which to taste in heaven !

And though no gr.assy mound
Or granite pile says 'tis heroic ground

Where my remains repose.

Still will I hope—vain hope perhaps—that those
Whom I have striven to bless.

The wanderer reclaimed, the tiHiierleis

May stand around my grave,

With the poor prisoner, and the poorest slave,

And breathe an humble prayer,

That they may die like him whose bones are moulde
ing there.

although labour has been and is deficient, it has
tiut been the deficiency of labour, but tho-e otiicr

causes that for a time wrought such ruin. And
further, they tell us that the ground having been

cleared by those calamities, as in Ireland by the

famine, the West Indies are now making astonish-

ing progress in wealth and prosperity, while the

negro under freedom is " rising infinitely above his

condition when a slave."

Such are the conclusions at which these gentle-

men have independently arrived, and for which,

we must say, they furnish a large mass of evidence.

But although Scwell declares that he " came to

the ^Ve^t Indies imbued with the American idea

that African freedom had been a curse to every

branch of agricultural and commercial industry,"

we still might doubt whether some anti-slavery

bias had not caused him to "leave them over-

whelmed with the very opposite conviction," were
it not that the official statistics in our Parliamentary
Blue-books give irrefragable demonstration that

his picture is not over-colored. Those, for exam-
ple, who imagine that our West Indies are in a

state of ruin, inhabited by a horde of half-savage

Quashees, " up to the ears in pumpkin," as —
Carlyle was pleased to describe them, will be sur-

prised to learn that in the four years ending with

1857, the exports and imports of these small is-

lands were valued at £37,000,000, and have
greatly increased since ; while in that year their

total trade was worth nearly eleven millions, the

value of their sugar alone amounting to no less

than £5,613,000. This fact might <i priori, have
seemed incredible considering the powerful compe-
tition of Cuba, which enjoys a still better climate,

and a boundless supply of slaves, fed by the slave

trade, to the amount of between thirty and forty

thousand labourers. Nor yet could it have been

supposed beforehand that, under that powerful

competition, and with slavery and monopoly swept

away, the fourteen West Indian Islands—leaving

out Jamacia, where exceptional causes have been

at work—would actually export more sugar now
than in those good old days. Such, however, is

the fact. And if we add the two exceptional

islands, Jamaica and Mauritius, we find the still

more amazing result, that all our sugar islands to-

East, so far from producing less

than in the days of slavery, actually pro-

duce upwards of 4,000,000 cwt. now, against but

Frum The Saturday Re

Free Laboor in the West Indies,

The experiment, unique of its kind, of stripping

our West Indian colonies, first of slavery, then of

monopoly, and substituting free labour and free
j

'"ore amazm,

trade, might have been expected still to excite deep gether, \\ est

interest in England, and to be watched with se

lous care. As men of business, we ought to h

I to the effect of our expenditure of twenty 3,000,000 ewt. in the days of forced labour and

millions. As friends of freedom and of the Af
can race, we ought to have asked whether what w

differential duties.

No doubt the immigrants from India and else-

had done was turning out ill or well. But the>'liere have helped to bring about this result. In

factis, that for many years no British traveller—fori Mauritius, ^^°^'^ ""' ^^'^ '" 'i'^imdad and Guiana

— Trollope is scarcely an exception, considering among the West Indies, the immigration has been

the shortness of his stay—has thought it worth Wglilv beneficial. In Jamaica it has been so

while to visit those islands, and tell his country- i scandalously mismanaged (everything always is

men, from actual inquiry on the spot, what hasUud was scandalously mismanaged in Jamaica),

come of that great experiment. Meanwhile, how- that a quarter of a million was laid out, and the

ever, the x\mi;ricans have paid this matter some of| island oppressed with taxation, with scarcely any

the attention it so well deserves. T\ result. But the present prodt of sujrar has

highly intelligent travellers from that country | been mainly due to the native negroes; and —
visited the Briti-h West Indies for the purpose of

j

Jewell demonstrates that, but for the folly of the

thoroughly investigating how things really stand, agents by whom most of the estates have been

And it°must be satisfactory to us to find that both lui'-n^anaged, a far larger supply of such labour

— Bigelow in 1850, and — Sewell ten years later, would have been at hand. The system pursued

after a diligent and candid examination, came to' l^as almost universally been th.it of seeking to force

the same conclusion; namely, that the calamities tl^e negro to work below market rate of wages, by

which befell the islands in 1847 and the next few threatenini to turn him out of his cottage and

years, were mainly produced by causes indepen-

dent of emancipation ; especially by the lack of

capital, by ab.-enteeism, " which more than aught

else has cursed these islands,"' by the frightful

abuses engendered during centuries of slavery and

monopoly conjbined, and by the sudden loss of that

monopoly. They both come to the conclusion that,

lotment if he refused. In many thousands of cases

these threats were at la.-t executed, with the obvi-

ous and inevitable consequence, that the negro,

driven from his home on the plantation, to which

he generally had an almost catlike affection, set-

tled elsewhere, and, having built his cottage, and

brought waste land into tillage, was not only lost
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to the estate himself, but acted aa a pioneer for

others. All writers on the We:^t Indies deplore

this insane system, to which the lack of labourers

has in a great degree been owing ; but the tact is

that the planters had some excuse for it in their

utter want of capital for the payment of wages in

cash. With all this, however, the labour force, at

least in Jamacia, is strangely frittered away.

Three men will be set to watch one herd of cattle.

And the hoe being still in use inste id of the horse-

plough, fifteen men are wasted where one would

suffice with the aid of the latter imploment. But,

after all, — Sewell states "most unequivocally,"

that, " after diligent enquiry, I have been unable

to discover a single property abandoned from want

of labour alone.'' Where a great difficulty in

procuring it has arisen, it has almost invariably

been owing to the want of capital for the regular

payment of wages. On the roads and in the

copper mines, where five men are needed fifteen

will apply, and they will work eight hours a day

for six days in the week through the year. The
question whether labour is deficient or not is vehe-

mently debated even in Jamacia itself; but the

clue to the mystery was given in a few words by

one of the mining negroes, who was asked by —
Sewell why he liked such severe toil underground

better than the easy work on the estates. "iNlassa,"

was his reply, " Buckra don't pa7j."

The most interesting part of Sewell's book is

that iu whicb, passing from island to island, he

describes the state of the negro peasantry. His

accounts are fully borne out by the reports of the

governors and other authorities; and they are the

more striking when we compare them with the

parallel picture, drawn with such a master hand
by— Olmsted, of the condition of the slaves in the

Southern States. Touching first at Barbadoes, —
Sewell is struck by the neatness and tidiness of

the cottages thickly scattered over the island, and

by the orderly and industrious habits of their occu-

piers. On Sundays he found them " as respect-

ably dressed as any people iu the world, and
thronging their churches—intelligent. God-fearing

citizens, loyal to tbeir faith, loyal to themselves,

loyal to the Government of England : and their

diligence was proved by the almost garden cultiva-

tion of every square yard of available land, while,

despite its high price, the peasant proprietors have
increased in fa'fteen years from 1100 to 3537. In

St. Lucia, more than two thousand negroes had
purchased land, while at the same time the export

of sugar has doubled since emancipation. Tobago
is a mere speck in the ocean, but it contains 2500
negro freeholders paying direct taxes to the Gov-
ernaicnt. Some complaints, however, were made
during — Sewell's vi.^it, by the newspapers, of the

"perverse selfishness" of these negroes. But it

turned out that this perverse selfishness con?i>ted

in their hireing labour to help them in the tillage

of their freeholds "at higher wages thau the es-

tates could aflord to pay." Passing on to Gra-
nada, wc read: "If the houses of the ancient

nrislocracy have fallen into ruin because capital

has left the island, there is some compensation in

the fact that the humble dwellings of the peas-

antry have exceedingly nmltiplied and improved,
and that villages have risen into existence with
marvellous rapidity." Nearly 7000 persons are

living in villages built since emancipation, of whom
over 2000 are owners of laud ; and in the wholi

island but sixty paupers are dependent on public

charity. In St. \'incent, 8209 persons were liv-

ing, in 1857, iu houses built by themselves since

emancipation; and in the last twelve years from
ten to twelve thousand acres have been brought
into cultivation by small proprietors, who "are

enjoying unexampled prosperity." No paupers

are to be found.

— Sewell took pains to trace the labourers of

Trinidad, from the time of emancipation, " And
the great majority of them can, I think, be fol-

lowed step by step, not downward in the path of

idleness and poverty, but upwards in the scale of

civilization to positions of greater independence."

In no colony did the planters go to greater lengths

in the folly of ejecting labourers who would not

work for reduced wages ; but these men bought

land and built villages, and have made more sapid

progress in intelligence aud prosperity thau their

brethren who have remained on the estates. Land
in Antigua fetches fifty dollars per acre, yet the

negroes contrive to save capital, and become, as

elsewhere, thriving and industrious proprietors.

Nor does this discourage trade. Since emancipa-

tion the export of sugar has increased by six mil-

lion pounds per annum upon twenty million. The

imports are doubled. Instead of an average of

three hundred and forty thips, the ports are now
entered by nearly seven hundred ships in the year.

In fact, taking all the leeward group together, the

export of sugar has largely increased ; while the

imports are nearly doubled. And "in all these

colonies the condition of the free peasant rises in-

finitely above the condition of the slave.''

It is from Jamacia that the complaints against

the negroes have come which rung through the

vorld. Yet — Sewell confirms the assertion of

nany other high authorities, that the Creoles dis-

play no sloth and no degeneracy when their labour

brings them its duo return. He found the settlers in

the mountains " as independent and well oif as one

could wish to see any people in the world." In

the plain, " all the settlers own a horse and

stock of some kind. Their cottages are neat and

tidy, aud are shrouded with cocoas and plantains.

Most of the inferior ones have but a single room.

The pitch-pine floor is carefully polished—a bed

stands in one corner— a table, bearing all the

crockery of the establishment, occupies another

corner; there are no glass windows, but blinds

placed cunningly for purposes of ventilation."

"These people," he adds, "who live comfortably

and independently, own houses and stock, pay

taxes, poll votes, and build churches, are the same
people whom we have heard represented as idle,

worthless fellows, obstinately opposed to work,

and ready to live on an orange or banana rather

than earn their daily bread; * * but any un-

prejudiced resident of Jamaica will endorse the

statement here made, that the peasantry are as

orderly and industrious a people as may be found

in the same latitude throughout the world. The
present generation of Jamaica Creoles are no more
to be likened to their slave ancestors than the in-

telligent English labourer of the nineteenth cen-

tury can be likened to the seris of Athelstane or

Atheliug." — Sewell again cannot forbear ex-

pressing bow "charmed" he was with "the happy,
contented, and independent inhabitants." "I never

lived among a more cheerful or a more civil people.

Each man, woman, or child that you meet along

the road gives a hearty ' Good-mornin', massa,'

and a respectful salutation." Finally, be declares

that remembering the disadvantages, under which
they have laboured, "the position of the Jamaica
peasants in 1800 is a standing rebuke to those who
encourage the vulgar lie that the African cannot
be elevated. * * I am utterly amazed at the

progress they have made."

The applause and honours of a vain world sink

into nothing before the honour that comes from
God only.

Tie Spirit (Jnickening.

" It is the Spirit that quickeaeth j
the flesh profitetr

nothing."

—

John vi. 63.

All real religion begins with the quickening o:

the spirit. When we experience this, we begin to

breatlie after spiritual things; we open our eyes m
a new world ; we hunger and thirst after right-

eousness ; and at length taste that the Lord ia

gracious. We have new thoughts, new desires,

new hopes, new fears, new joys and new sorrows

The eye fixes on Christ, the heart goes out to

Christ, and the chief desire of the soul is to be like

Christ. The spirit not ojily quickens us at first,

so that we pass from death unto life, but all through

life we need and are dependent on the spirit's

quickening. He quickens us to pray and he

quickens us in prayer. Ilis quickening it is that

puts life into our graces, energy into our prayer

confidence into our expectations, and enables us to

resist Satan, steadfast in the faith. If his quick-

ening power is withheld, we soon grow dull, cold,,

lifeless and inactive. Every duty becomes a task,

every privilege a burden, aud every cross appears

insupportable. While under the quickening opera-

tion of the Spirit, we can do all things; but with-

out his quickening we can do nothing. Often,

very often, have we to cry out, from bitter experi-

ence, " My soul cleaveth unto the dust : quicken

thou me according unto thy word."

"The letter killeth, but the Spirit" quickeneth, or

"giveih life."—2 Cob. iii. B.

THE FRIEND.

ELEVENTH MONTH 16, 1861.

Within the past week we have received a printed

copy of the minutes of Ohio Yearly Meeting, from

which we take the following extracts :

At Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Mt.
Pleasant by adjournments, from the Itli to the I

imh of' the 10th mo. inclusive, 1861.

Reports have been received from all the Quar-

terly Meetings, by which it appears their represen-

tatives are, ***** All of whom were

present except three, for the absence of whom
satisfactory reasons were given.

A committee was appointed to examine the

Treasurers' account, report to a future sitting the

state thereof, what sum, if any, may be necessary

to raise for the use of this meeting the present year,

and the name of a Friend for treasurer.

The representatives are desired to confer to-

gether, and if way opens, propose to next sitting,

the name of a Friend to serve this meeting as

clerk the present year, and one to assist him, and
also, the names of two Friends for messengers to

the women's meeting.

Then adjourned to eleven o'clock to-morrow.

'Lhird of the ueel:, aiid eighth of the month.—
The meeting gathered according to the adjourn-

ment.

Nathan P. Hall on behalf of the representatives

reported they had conferred together, but were
unable to agree on any names to oflfer to the meet-

ing for clerk and assistant, therefore, according to

the usual practice of this meeting, the present clerks

are continued in their respective stations.

He also reported that they were united in pro-

posing the names of Elisha HoUingsworth and
Joseph Wilson, for messengers to the women's
meeting, which being satisfactory, they were ap-

pointed to that service.

The roeeting entered upon the consideration of
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he state of society, and progressed therein to the meekness and love before judgment is placed upon

aurth query, the remaining queries are referred to ; them ; except some of the (Quarters report that

lest sitting.
j

those who stparatcd from us in 1804, are not unlcr

Stillwater Quarterly Meeting informs that Plain- care.

ield Blonthly Meeting is without a correspondent,! Anxual Aiisuc/s.— 1st. No new meeting sct-

ly the removal of Samuel Stanley beyond the tied

Imits of this meeting; the representatives from

Jtillwater are desired to confer together and pro-

)ose to a future sitting the name of a Friend to

ill the vacancy.

The meeting is also informed that Westland

yionthly Meeting is without a correspondent, the

•epresentatives from Rodstono arc desired to con-

'er together and offer the name of a Friend for

hat service.

Then adjourned to ten o'clock to-morrow.

Fourth of the iceik, ami ninlli, of the month.—
rhe meeting gathered about the time adjourned

2d. Soa)e encouragement has been given to

schools for the education of our youth, under the

tuition of teachers in membership with u.s.

3d. The queries addressed to the Quarterly,

Monthly, and Preparative Meeting.s, are read and

answered therein, as directed.

George Smith, an elder and member of West-

land Particular and Monthly Meeting, departed

this life the ITjih of 7th mo. last, in the 87th year

of his age.

Hannah Vail, an elder and member of Plain-

field Particular and Monthly Meeting, departed

this life the 28th of 9th mo., 1660, in the 82d

The remaining queries were now read with an- year of her age.

iwers thereto from the Quarterly Meetings, a sum- Mary Doudna, an elder and member of Ridge

mary thereof being as follows, viz : Particular and Sumerset Monthly Meeting, dc-

Suiinnanj.— 1st. All our meetings for worship 'parted this life the 8th of the 10th mo., 1860, in

ind di^cipliue have been attended, and generally
j

the 86th year of her age.

ay the greater part of Friends, though some are I Sarah Mott, a minister and member of South-

remissinthisimportant duty; unbecomingbehaviourjland Particular and Plymouth Monthly Meeting,

therein generally guarded against, except a few
i departed this life the 28ih of 2d mo. last, in the

nstances of sleeping; the hour of meeting pretty 00th year of her age.

ivell observed. By reports received from the Quarterly Meet-

ings, on primary schools, it appears that there are,

1032 children of suitable age to attend school ; 27

schools, including five family schools, have been

taught, generally for the term of three or si:

months each, at which, and at our boarding school,

338 children have been receiving education ;
509

have been attending District schools; 72 have at-

tended District and Subscription schools; 111

have not been going to school the past year, nearly

all of whom are reported to have been receiving

instruction at home.

The subject is again referred to the attention of

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings, and they arc

directed to send up to this meeting explicit account:

next year, as heretofore.

Women's meeting forwarded to this, a concern

which had been revived and united with by th^

meeting, that our discipline should be put in prac

2d. Most Friends appear to maintain love

;owards each other in a good degree as becomes

)ur christian profession. Tale-bearing and detrac-

;ion are mostly discouraged, and when difierenees

irise endeavours are used to end them.

3d. Many Friends endeavour, by example and

precept, to educate their children, and those under

iheir care, in plainness of speech, deportment, and

ipparel, to guard them against reading pernicious

Dooks, and from the corrupt conversation of the

world, and they are encouraged to read the Holy

iScriptures.

I 4th. As far as appears. Friends are clear of im-

porting, vending, distilling, and with few excep-

ions the unnecessary use of spirituous liquors, of

Frequenting taverns, but not quite clear of attend-

ng places of diversion : some care is extended in

he above deficiencies : moderation and temperance

,n a good degree observed. tice in reference to treating with all oflenders ;
whicli

5th. The necessities of the poor, and the circum-j claiming the solid consideration of this meeting,

stances of those who appear likely to require aid was united with and the subject recommended to

have been inspected and relieved, they are advised the notice of Monthly Meetings, and concerned

md assisted in such employment as they are capa-
j
Friends, and they are desired to carry out the pro-

ble of, and some care is taken to promote the
j

visions of the discipline in the spirit thereof.

hool education of their children. The representatives from Stillwater, reported

6th. We believe Friends bear a faithful testi-
! the name of John Vail for correspondent for Plain-

ony against a hireling ministry, oaths, military
]

field Monthly Meeting, which being satisfactory

services, clandestine trade, prize goods, and lot- 1 he is appointed to that service ;
address Lloydsville,

teries ; except that some of our members sometimes; Belmont county, Ohio.

attend meetings where a hireling ministry is sup-] The representatives from Redstone, reported the

ported ; and a few in all the Quarters have given
,

name of Wm. Hancock for correspondent for West-

encouragement to military services; in some
I

laud Monthly Meeting, which being satisfactory,

of which cases of deficiency, some care has been [he is appointed to that service; address East Beth-

taken, lehem, Washington county. Pa.

th. As far as appears, Friends are careful to The committee to settle the Treasurer's account,

live within the bounds of their circumstances, and produced the following report, which is satisfactory,

to avoid involving themselves in business beyond] and the Friend therein named for Treasurer, is

their ability to manage; generally just in their
j
appointed to the service.

dealings, and mostly punctual in complying with
j

Report.—The committee to settle the Treas^urer's

their engagements, and when any give reasonable
|

account, find a balance in his hands of S173.10,

groundslor fear in these respects, care is extended] and think it not necessary to raise any more tor

to them.
}

the use of the meeting this year ;
and we are united

ft'l< Friends bear a testimony against slavery; 'in proposing that SVm. Hall, Jr., be continued

Fiftli day afternoon.—The meeting again as-

sembled.

The committee having charge of our Bonrdin;;

School produced the following report; which being

on-idered, the propositions therein made are adopt-

ed ; and the meeting taking into consideration the

ndcbtedness of the Institution, concluded to re-

commend the raising of six hundred dollars the

present year, by free subscriptions in the several

Quarterly Meetings, which are desired to report

thereon to this meeting next year.

Report.—From tlic minutes of the acting com-

mittee, it appears that the amount charged for

board and tuition for session ending 3d month

19th, 1861, for an average of about seventy-four

pupils was 82974 55

Articles sold and entertainment . 175 15

Live stock and provisions on hand . 457 25

Amounting to ... . ?3(;06 95

Expenses .... 3973 61

Leaving a deficiency for the session of §366 06

Amount charged for board and tuition

for session ending Xinth mo. 12th,

1861, for an average of about nine

pupils .....
Articles sold and entertainment

Provisions on hand .

Live stock ....
Produce of farm

Amounting to

Expenses

Leaving a deficiency for the session of SI 10 80

And a deficiency for the year . . 477 46

From an examination of the financial

condition of the school, it appears

there are balances

Institution eonside

the amount of . . . . -SI 193 36

Cash on hand 202 51

Provisions on hand . . . . 81 37

Live stock 315 00

Produce of farm .... 424 00

. 8302
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tion for board and tuition when the same becomes

due, according to the terms of admission.

From a settlement witii the Treasurer it appears

that there is interest on the Benevolent Fund in

his hands unexpended, due to :

Redstone Quarter, ... 813 22

Short Creek, " ... 8 09

Salem, " ... 7 13

Stillwater, " ... 26 66

Springtield, " ... 10 86

Pennsville, " ... 27 29

The committee suggested to the Yearly Meeting,

that in future, an addition of 3 dollars be charged

for the winter, and 2 dollars ior the summer ses-

sion, making the price of board and tuition per

jear eighty dollars. This addition of 5 dollars

per scholar per year, we hope with proper economy

in the management of the Institution, will be suffi-

cient to place it in a condition to meet all expenses

incurred.

The committee also think best to ask the Yearly

Meeting to give the acting committee the liberty

of suspending the school in case the number ol

scholars should be so small that its continuance

would be the means of materially increasing its

indebtedness.

Signed on behalf of the committee. Tenth mo.

9th, 1861. * * Clerk.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings since

last year were read, and its proceedings approved.

* » » * ^fe appointed to have three hun-

dred copies of the Minutes of this meeting printed,

divide them among the Quarters, and call on the

Treasurer for the amount of expense.

Having now brought the business to a close, and

feeling, we trust, a good degree of thankfulness for

the favours received while being thus together, the

meeting solemnly concludes, to meet again at the

appointed time next year, if so permitted.

George Gilbert, Clerk.

SCJIMARY OF EVENTS.
United STAXts.

—

The two Armies—Tlie following es-

timate of tbe number of men csilled into the field on
both sides is Siiid to be reliable. Tbe rebel force in the

department of the Potomac, 150,0U0, other parts ofVir
ginia, 90,000, Kentucky and Tennessee, 117,000 ; Jlis

souri, 60,000 ; on the line of the Mississippi, 39,000 ; at

Charleston, Savannah, Mobile and Galveston, 40,000
;

total, 496,000. Tbe aggregate of the Federal forces is

stated to be 512,000.

The Feeling Abroad,—The news from Europe at the
State Department is understood to be satisfaelory, there

being no longer any apprehension thai France or Great
Britain will soon recognize or in any way aid the
" Southern Confederacy."

Affairs in Missouri.—AA\\ces from the Federal army
at .ipriiigficld, to the 6tb inst. The removal of Gen.
Fremont from his position as Commander-in-Chief had
created great dissatisfaction, especially in tbe German
portion of the army. Un being superseded by Geii.

Hunter, Fremont immediately returned with 400 men to

St. Louis, where he was received by a large portion ol

the inhabitants with much enthusiasm. Later inli-lli-

(ience denies the previuujly received statenunt ii .li -

BatiBfactJon with Freiuonl's removal. JImjdi I n i
>

who left .Springfield with Gen. Fremont, ili,^ .-i.u.i.

carried off the army chest containing S300,oou, iiiiuii"

failed to pay the troops. Finny was, however, arrested,

the money secured and returned to Springtield. Gen.
Price's army occupied a strong posiiiou on Crain Creek,
about forty miles south of .Springlielil. Gen. M'Cul-
lough's army was still nearer the Arkan.sas line. .Accord-
ing to information received by Gen. llunler, it aippenr-

probable that Price will not venture to atiiick the Fede-
ral forces, and that he will retreat into Arkansas.
On the 7th inst., a large body of rebels entrenched

at Helmoiit, Mo., nearly opposite Columbus, Ky., was
attacked by an expedition of several thousand' U. S.
troops from Cairo, under Generals Grant and M'Cler-
nand. A fearful engagement took place, attended with
severe losses on both sides. That of the Federal troops
in killed, wounded and missing, is said to be about aso,
men, and that of the rebels still heavier. After the en-
gagement they abandoned Belmont and joined the rebel

army at Columbus. The C S. troops returned to Cairo

th a considerable number of prisoners.

The St. Louis Evening News says that slavery is rap-

idly vanishing from Missouri. Fugitive slaves are

oustantly departing for the free stales, and secession-

fts are leaving the Stale for the south with their slaves,

escape the evils and dangers they themselves have

brought upon the community.
A^aval Expedition.—Two transports attending the

expedition were wrecked during tbe gale on the coast

of iNorth Carolina, and the crew, 73 in number, were

>ki-n prisoners to Raleigh, N. C. At the latest dates,

tie Ueet was bombarding Port Royal, the eutrance to

tbe harbor of Beaufort, South Carolina. The entrance

ppears to have been strongly fortified and to have made
stubborn resistance. Reports received at Fortress Mon-

roe from Norfolk on the 10th inst., state that the Con-
ederate forts had been taken and Beaufort occupied by

he U. S. forces. Tbe Savannah and Charleston rail

:oad was also said to be in their possession. These re-

ports are confirmed by a despatch from Savannah to

.Memphis, and published there in the papers of the 11th.

It is stated that the three forts at Port Royal, Hilton

Head, and Bay Point, had been captured, and Beaufort

taken by the Government troops. The " Confederate"

loss is said to be very heavy. Port Royal Inlet, where
the United States fleet is now lying is one of the most
capacious and finest harbors along the entire coast.

The J'ublic Debt and finances.—The New York Times,
publishes an authorised statement correcting the gene-

ral impression that the daily increase of the Government
debt is at least equal to ^51,000,000 per day. Notwith-
standing the heavy expenditures for the army and navy,

the figures show that since the 1st of Ninth month,
increase of the public debt has averaged but $700,000
a day. The daily expenditures it is true average

$1,000,000 a day, but this includes the redemption o

maturing treasury notes and other liabilities. The popu
lar subscriptions to the 7.30 per cent loan, had las

week reached the sum of $42,000,000.
The entire debt on the lllh inst. was $172,082,000
A'eiu Iot A-.—Mortality last week, 417.

Captain Gordon, master of the slave ship Erie, has
been convicted of participatiou in the slave trade. Th
is said to be the first conviction in New York since 182)

Mlthough it is notorious thai hundreds of slave ships

have been fitted out and have sailed from that port.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 198.

Maryland.—The election last week showed a very
large Union majority in the State. Bradford, the Union
candidate for Governor, was elected by a majority of

about 30,000. Only one secession Senator and six dele

gates were elected, giving the Unionists the control of

the Legislature. ,\ special session will be soon held ir

order to annul the rebel legislation of last spring.

Western Virginia.—The attack of Floyd upon Gen
Rosecrans was unsuccessful. The latest despatch frou
the latter stales that his array was in good condition and
prepared to repel the rebel forces from any quarter they
might approach.

The town of Guayandotte, on the Ohio river, has been
the scene of occurrences characteristic of civil war. On
the night of the 10th inst. about 800 mounted rebel:

made an attack upon 150 Federal troops stationed there
Only about fifty of them escaped, eight were killed anc
the remainder taken prisoners. The rebels evacuatec
the town on tbe next day, and soon after their departure
a regiment of U. S. troojjs arrived, fired the town
laid the principal part of it in ashes. Many of the
habitants were secessionists and had encouraged the
attack of the rebels.

Furt Iladeras. —The position of this point has not
I'liji'd .-o irii|MiH;,iii to the government as was antici-

I' '
I'-i ii I'l'' 'iiiii' 'il Its capture. Tbe locati'jn is very

'"'"•'•ii'.' 1 ixj.n ,d to inundation during violent
-1..1I1I- ,M. il- I,, 1m almost untenable. It has been found
thai -.be rebels cannot be driven from Pamlico anc
Albemarle Sounds, without the emi)loynient of a ,num-
ber of armed vessels of lightdrad. The Iwenlieth'ludi-

regiment, which has been doing garrison duly at
eras has returned to Fortress Monroe, but it is said

its place will be immediately supplied, the inlet beluga
place of too much imporlanee to be abandoned. The
New Y'ork regiment at Hatteras has sufl'ered severely
from sickness. It was about to be withdrawn.

Ijoss of a French Frigate.—Tbe French war vessel
Cantilabria was wrecked iu the lale storm near Beaufort,
N. C. She was a ship of about 2,500 tons, and after
vainly endeavouring to ride the gale, got aground upon
a shifting sand bar. The crew were compelled to
abandon the vessel and seek shelter on shore. The
ship was subsequently blown up by order of the com-
manding ofiicer.

I Ha

Southern Items.—Intelligence from Charleston, S. C,
epresenls that the people there were in expectation of
an immediate attack from the naval expedition which
recently sailed from the Chesapeake. All the exposed
points of the coast had been put In a state of defence,
and several batteries erected. It is believed that Gen.

regard has left the army in Virginia for the pur-
pose of superintending the defence of Charleston.
~ e rebel steamer Theodora has arrived safely at

nnah, with a cargo of coffee, sulphur, saltpetre,

ammunition and arms
;
and among her passengers are

Meade, ex U. S. Minister to Brazil, and Capt. S.J. Short,
of the British Navy, who has offered his services to the
rebels.

Ex-Senator Benjamin has been appointed Secretary of
War at Richmond.
Richmond papers say that 516 vessels have run the

blockade since the 15th of Fifth month last.

An armed Confederate steamer had brought into

Charleston the brig Betsy Ann Wells of Maine, and
eight other vessels as prizes.

The privateer Sumter is said to have been captured
near Barbadoes.
The Vicksburg Whig exhorts the planters of the south

to prepare for the coming year by raising pork, beef,
mutton, etc., such things as will sell, and enable planters
to pay taxes. It says it can see no prospect that the
blockade will be opened, and thinks there will be no
peace until the south shall invade the north, which
must be done next year.

The Richmond Enquirer complains that the banking
and other stock institutions of that region do not make
known the amounts of stock owned by Union men in

those institutions, and calls for a rigid investigation, in

order that all northern investments there may be
promptly confiscated.

The Norfork Day Book is printed on brown wrapping]
paper. It is the only paper published in Norfolk, and
says, as bad as the paper is, it has not enough of it to,

print more than one-fourth of its edition on. It has
hopes, however, of being able to get a supply of white
paper in a few weeks.
The Richmond papers also complain of the great

scarcity of printing paper.

A letter to the New Orleans Crescent from Columbus,
Kentucky, states that the place was being strongly forti-

fied, with a view to its being permanently held for the
South.

Dates from St. Thomas, W. I., to the 25th ult., say
that six rebel commissioners for Europe from Cuba had
passed through there. Four U. S. steamers are cruising
in the Caribbean Sea.

Il is asserted that agents of English houses are now
in the South buying up all the cotton that can be ob-
tained in the various cities, and paying for the same
either in gold or Bank of England notes. <>a account
of the blockade the cotton is sold at very low rates.

The U. S. Steamer, South Carolina, has captured fiv

schooners off New Orleans, two of which were freighted
with munitions of war, including a large quantity oE
powder and 10,000 staud of arms.

Illinois Cotton.—A Toledo (Ohio) paper acknowledges
the receipt of a pod of cotton, grown on the pr.iirie

near Pana, Illinois, a station of the Illinois Centrafi
road. It is a sample of aboutone thousand acres rai;

by a Louisiana man, whose crop is said to have beea||

very good. It is understood that some ten thousand
acres will be grown in that State by Southern men next)

AGENTS. 'jj

oseph Armfield, No. 1, South Place, Finsbury Pave.^
It, Loudon, and John G. Sargent, Cockermouth^
iiberland, England, have been appointed Agents fOB
le Friend."

RECEIPTS.
Received from S. Dirkin, Eng., per J. S., 20 shillingsj

for T. W. and I. 0. ; from John G. Sargent, Agt., Eng.„
£3, 12s., for sundry subscriptions for vol. 35; from Jos.'
W. Satterthwaite, 0., $5, to 38 vol. 35 ; from Johni
Tyler, N. J., $2, vol. 34 ; from Thomas Twining, N. Y.
$5, to 26 vol. 35 ; from W. Wright, C. W., $5, vols. 34
and 35 and postage.

Died, on the 6lh of Ninth mo., 1860, Zebedee Haines,.
in the fifty-lhird year of his age, a worthy member and
overseer of Upper Evesham .Monthly Meeting.

PILE i M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Diary. "On Ninth month 26th, 1762, I went

to our Yearly Meeting in Philadelphia, and attended

several meetings for worship and discipline. I felt

very poor and distressed, but was relieved, when
on the 1st of the Tenth month three women
jFriends* from Europe, in attendance at the Yearly

Meeting paid us a visit in the men's meeting.

They expressed a concern that, if possible, a stop

might be put to mixed and clopdestine marriagei?.

They expressed their belief, that if no papers of

acknowledgment were received from any of such

who had so transgressed, unless a godly sorrow was

manifest, which worketh true repentance, it would

be for the health of our Society. They also thought

that a speedy disownment of such as ran out in

that manner, might deter young people from it.

The concern was attended with weight, and the

meeting minuted the substance of it, and sent it

down to the Monthly Meetings as advice. The

matter being thus resulted, gave me much satisfac-

tion, and seemed to be a sufficient reward for all

my previous sufferings."

The minute of the Yearly Meeting says that

concern had attended the meeting on account of

the frequent transgressions uf the rule of our disci

pline in respect to marriage. It states that a simi'

ar concern was expressed by our Friends from

Europe now engaged in a religious visit to the

rovinces, who had observed in the course of their

travels the difficulties to which meetings were sub-

jected by such marriages. They also had seen

that the too ready acceptance of papers of acknow-

ledgment from such who had married thus disor-

derly, had been matter of trouble to Friends and
" introductive of many inconveniences, tending

to promote libertinism and a manifest deviation

from the purity of our profession." The minute

concludes thus, " It is therefore now earnestly re-

commended to Friends in their respective Monthly

Meetings, that they be careful speedily to proceed

to put the rules of our discipline in practice against

such transgressors, without waiting upon or so-

liciting for papers of acknowledgment from them
;

and that when such papers are offered for this

Uatteu, : uuaU Harris and Elizabeth ft'il

breach of our discipline, they be well assured that

they proceed from a true ground of conviction in

he transgressors, accompanied by due circumspec-

tion of conduct and conversation."

Diary. Tenth month 1 2th.—" I have had for many
weeks past a secret desire to attend Third Haven

and Little Creek Yearly Meetings, but kucw not

of any company. Whilst I was anxiously thought-

ful about it, Hannah Harris and Elizabeth Wil-

kinson, came to Wilmington, desiring company to

those very places. At the sight of them I was

filled with joy and fear. Joy that there was an

opportunity of such companions thither, and fear

that I was not worthy [to go with them.] I was

fraid to let them know I had thought of taking

the journey, but others proposed that I should go,

and though it was a humbling to me, I was willing.

"We had a meeting at Queen Ann's, in Maryland,

and then went forward to the Yearly Meeting at

Third Haven, attending all their meetings for wor-

ship and discipline. I was mostly very low in

spirit, being burthened under a sense of that

Egyptian darkness and hardness of heart, which

covers people where the unrighteous practice of

slave keeping so much prevails as it did amongst

those there assembled. I had little comfort, and

at times seemed as if I could hardly breathe. In

this I believe we, [himself and companions,] were

all in a degree fellow sufferers. The Y'early Meet-

ing came to a conclusion to disown such persons

as go out in marriage.

"21st. From Third Haven we went to Little

Creek, and during the most of the time of the sit-

tings of the General Meeting there, I was low and

distressed, yet at seasons some light appeared. On
the 26th we were at Motherkill Meeting, on the

2Tth at Duck Creek, on the 29th at Chester River,

on the 30th at Cecil, and from thence to Sassafras

Meeting on the 31st. On that morning in bed, I

was favoured to feel something of the renewings

of Heavenly love overspreading my mind with

inexpressible sweetness, increasing and strengthen-

ing my attachment in love to the Lord, and rais-

ing desires that I might ever live to praise and

glorify him, who for his abundant mercy is worthy

forevermore.

First month 1st.—We came to George's Creek

Meeting, and on the next day returned to Wil

ton. 1 rode along in much emptiness, yet came

ome in a good degree of quiet resignation and

stillness of mind."

Benjamin Ferris felt his mind much drawn to

his late companions, particularly to one of tliem,

who was at that time much exercised with inward

conflicts. To her he addressed the following letter.

'" 3rd ol Eleventh month, 1762.

"
' My Dear Friend.—As our life and progress in

the Truth consist in a reverent care, daily to look

to, and experience access in heart to the Lord, so

I am easy just to say that I seem so much inter-

ested in thy preservation and advancement, that I

cannot help desiring the continuance of thy deep

inward seeking to Him, and perseverance in the

pure path of his holy requirings. I do believe he

is the author of, and will be with thee to enable thee

"g

to carry on the work thou art engaged in, to the

perfecting thy holiness and Ilis praise.'
"

igain he wrote to her thus. " ' The few lines

I rec'eived this day by my cousin were very ac-

ceptable, and engage my mind in sympathy with

thee in thy low situation. Such is often my allot-

ment, and I believe it requires patient resignation,

to make such a state prodtable to us.

For some hours before parting with you, be-

pprebensive how it would fare with me when

separated from you, I endeavoured to get my mind

stayed upon something that would endure, when

every thing visible should fail, notwithstanding

this, when you were gone, I felt exceedingly poor

and destitute. I could not easily become reconciled

to it, but at length reached a degree of submission,

however, and still am in a barren frame of

mind. Having nothing of mine own, I dare net

steal anything to entertain my poor friend, how-

ever willing I might be to admiuister relief to her.

I have sent the few things thou mentioned, which

with my love, desire thou wilt accept. Farewell,

from thy poor, yet I hope true friend,

Besjamin Feuris.'"

These letters were sent to the Friend at Concord,

where she and companions were waiting for the

Quarterly Jleeting there. On the 8th, Benjamin

was with them there at that meeting, and from

lence he accompanied them to a meeting at

Chester, before returning to Wilmington.

(To be coutinued.)

Hatching Young Oslric/ics.—Since the French

occupation of Algeria, ostriches have been conveyed

thence to France^in great numbers; but, until the

instance now to be recorded, a brood had never

been produced in France. It is very difficult un-

der the necessary restraint of a zoological garden,

to supply the necessary conditions for bringing

about this result. The attempt had been fre-

quently made to do so in the Zoological Gardens

of Marseilles, but as frequently failed. Even last

year, notwithstanding the care devoted to the os-

triches in that establishment, and though eggs

were laid in plenty, no young ostriches could be

hatched. The director, M. Suquet, however, was

uotto be foiled. Failing to accomplish what he

desired in the gardens, he bethought himself of

trying what could be done out of them. In the

territory of Montredon he selected a sandy plain,

situated between the sea and the mountains which

form the south-east of the Gulf of Marseilles. The

spot belongs to M. Pastre, who kindly gave the

necessary co-operation. There a large secluded

valley was fixed upon, sufficiently wooded to afford

shelter without intercepting the sunshine necessary

for quickening the eggs. After having enclosed a

space six hundred m^etres long by five hundred

wide, the birds were conveyed to their hatching-

ground on March 2d of this year. For a few days

the birds seemed to regard their new quarters

with suspicion, and ran anxiously about. Soon,

however, they settled themselves and began laying.

Their nest was at first a simple excavation in the

sand, in the form of a truncated cone. Gradually

the borders of this hole were heightened by ac-
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^^^ii^^^i:;^^^'^^;;^^^^^cumulations of more sand

male and

hours aft

began, and was coatinuua every

ULtil by the 20th of April tifteen eggs had... -- . -

been deposited. Up to this time the hen guarded reared that costly edifice upon it, and had

few hours before and after incub."

female bird worked alternately. A few up, the religious principles received irom educat on

ter the completion of the nest, laying were dissipated, the tendering visitations of the

ud was continued every alternate day, love of God once known, were no longer cxpe-

uced He then purchased that large estate,

" • ' ttl
'

the nest _

tion sometimes for a whole day. After April

20th, however, the male bird commenced taking

his spell of watching, the lady only seeing to

the household during periods when her lord and

master was temporarily absent from home. All

seemed to go on satisfactorily. According to ob-

servations made by M. Hardy, at Algiers,
_

the

time of incubation should be from fifty-six to sixty

days. Knowing this, M. Suquet was surprised

when, on June 3d, intelligence came that the first

young ostrich had opened its eyes to sunshine on

French soil. By the evening eleven had been

hatched. On the day following the young birds

left the nest and began to wander over their enclo-

sure, guided alternately by papa and mamma, who

spared no trouble in this their fir=t walking les-

son. During these excursions one bird always

lin'^ered a little behind. It was weak, and soon

died, thus reducing the number of the young

family to ten. They went on growing rapidly, so

that by the 8th of last month (August) theywere

as big as young turkeys, giving every promise of

arriving in due time at years of discretion, and

contributing for many a season to \he graiide temie

of many a fair Parisienne.

—

London Revieiv.
*"*^

For '•TlioFrieod."

Mttsioss anil Memories.

IT COSTS TOO MUGII.

Our blessed Saviour has said, " What shall it

profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose

his owu soul?" This whole world, with all its

riches, its honours, its comforts, its enjoyments,

would be a bad bargain to him who should give

his immortal soul in exchange for it. Yet all

around us we see instances in which this soul, in

comparison with which in real value all earthly

possessions are as nothing, bartered away for a

mere trifle

" What is the value of this estate," said a man

to a friend of his as they passed by a fertile plan^

tatiou with its noble mansion house. The reply

was, " I do not know what it is valued at, but 1

know what it cost its late possessor." To the ques

tion of •' how much," the brief answer was, " his

soul!"

An awful price, the very enunciation of which

is calculated to awaken solemn thoughts. For a

plantation, out of which he could only derive com

fort for a brief period of an earthly existence

whilst subject to the cares, afiiictions and sufferings

to which mortality is ever incident, to part with

eternal happiness, with peace and joy which knows

no diminution. The individual who had paid

such a ruinous price for this estate, had been piously

educated and brought up to industrious habits.

Whil.-t in a humble condition in a mercantile es-

tablishment into which he was introduced after his

maturity, he was a professor of religion, and his

sputation was good In time his faithful atten

tion to business occasioned him to be taken as ;

partner into the firm. After this his mind was

taken up more entirely with his worldly concerns,

whilst religion, even in the outward form of it, had

less and less time and attention given to it. Whilst

yet in the meridian of his days he became very

wealthy, and with his increasing store, his love of

riches increased. He grew covetous, miserly,

from his conduct and conversation, no one would

have dreamed that he had ever been even a p

himself down to enjoy himself, as far as one in his

situation could know enjoyment, and then came the

summons of death. Now, in the prospect of an

opening eternity, the folly of his career inlife pressed

upon him. No doubt the days of his innocent

childhood came before him, when with poverty,

some portion of religious peace was his portion.

The sad change which had taken place since in his

feelings and in his hopes, wrung from him the ex-

clamadon, just before his death, " my prosperity

has been my ruin."

His wealth cost too much. His grand house, and

immense riches, all remained this side of the grave,

and without spiritual hope or inheritance, he entered

o the everlastingstate. Thousands in our country

have bartered away their souls, for still meaner

things than an earthly estate ; for the intoxicating

cup, which reduced them even on earth to the con

dition of beasts, for the gratification of sensual in

dulgonce, tending to the same state ; for pride,

vanity, the love of glory, the applause of men, and

the fear of their reproach, countless multitudes have

ven away their souls with all well grounded hope

of an heavenly inheritance in unfading, unendin

blessedness.

THE PLANK BEARS.

Many years ago a vessel was wrecked on the

coast of Cornwall, the crew of which, after much

suffering and distress were all, through the good

providence of God, safely brought on shore. On
the next First-day of the week most of the sailors

attended the nearest public place of worship, and

the minister alluded to the circumstance of the

wreck, and thanksgiving was offered on their be-

half. At the close of his service, the minister

feeling his mind unusually moved, spoke of the

sinners' danger, comparing them to shipwrecked

mariners. He said " imagine the situation of a

drowning man, who feels that all his own efforts

are unavailing, and that he is fast sinking beneath

the overwhelming waters. Imagine what would

be his feelings, if suddenly a plank floated within

his reach, and if, taking hold of it, he found it

would bear his weight. Fellow-sinners, this is your

case and mine ! We are like the drowning mariner.

Christ is the plank of safety. This plank will

bear
;
yes, tins lAavk will bear /"

The minister felt such a flow of christian love,

and such animation in this sudden address, that he

looked for the result, but none appeared to him for

fifteen years. At the close of that period he was

sent for to the bed-side of a dying man. The

power of speech was almost gone, and although

conscious, he for a time said nothing. At last being

asked if he had hope in Christ to give some sign,

he spoke out with his last energies " The plank

bears!'" Ah! that is a plank which will bear all

who lean on it for salvation. ''He that cometh

to me, I will in no wise cast out."

The true christian always depends upon his Sa-

viour, and in that dependence finds strength to en-

able him to bear every trial, every calamity, which

may be apportioned him in his earthly pilgrimage.

Yet he sometimes finds it hard to realize the pre-

sence of his Divine Master,—to feel the plank,

which is to support him in safety over the threat-

ening billows. It is narrated of one of the pro-

tcslant martyrs that whilst being led to the stake,

finding the sensible presence of his Saviour with-

drawn from him, he exclaimed in anguish, "I can-

to recant, approached him to witness his j|

confession. They mistook their man. His confi

dence in the truth of the principles he was to
Ik

suffer for, was unchanged, but he wished to feel the

consoling presence of his dear Saviour with him
,1

to enable him to witness a good confession to his

glory, in the flames. In great earnestness of

spirit he sought the Lord, and being favoured to

feel the manifestation of the love of God sweetly

strengthening his soul, he clapped his hands and

with a loud voice he exclaimed, " Noiv I can burn 1

710W I can burn !"

He felt by faith his hold firm on that plank

which would bear, and he little heeded the fiery

waves of bodily suffering he had to pass through,

before entering the haven of eternal rest and

glory.

Agricnitnre.

EUUOPEAS SHEPHERDS.

In Spain where the celebrated Merino flocks are

bred, there are ten millions of sheep to be led

twice in the year to a great distance in search of

pasture, or of a warmer climate. Forty or fifty

thousand shepherds guide these sheep in their

wanderings, and travel with them many hundred

miles. These shepherds have a very hard life;

but they are so much attached to their flocks that

they would not leave them, even if they could get

better pay and less work elsewhere. As many aa

thirty thousand dogs accompany the flocks in their

wanderings, and put up with hard fare like their

masters. The Spanish shepherds live cbiefly on

bread seasoned with oil or grease; and though

they sometimes procure mutton from their old or

diseased sheep, it is not their favourite food. Their

dress is a jacket and breeches of black sheep-skin,

a red silken sash tied round the waist, long leather

gaiters, a slouched hat, a staff with an iron point

and a mania or brown blanket slung over the left

shoulder. When they have reached their journey's

end, they build themselves rude huts, living gene-^

rally a single life. Large flocks are managed by

several shepherds, and that everything may be

done with regularity, one of the most experienced

is set over the rest. The times of their wanderings

are in May and September, and the whole journey

is the same which has been taken for ages. The

sheep know the way as well as their masters; and

a free passage is granted to them through pastureSj

villages, etc., where the inhabitants are obliged to

leave an opening for them, at least ninety paces

wide. The shepherds on their part have to leacl

them as quickly as possible, that they may reactf

certain resting-places where they find an open space
'

and good pasture.

In some parts of France the shepherds live a

similar life. More than a hundred thousand sheep

graze on the plains of Aries in winter ; but as the

spring approaches they show the greatest eager-

ness to set off toward the mountains bordering on

Italy ; and if not watched, they will escape and

be lost. The shepherds set out in M.ay for these

mountains, driving their sheep in troops of from

ten to forty thousand. To every thousand sheep

three shepherds are allowed; each of which has

his dog, and in the middle of the flock a troop of

asses carrying baggage. A chief shepherd is

chosen, by the general consent of his companions,

to direct the march, to deal out the daily share of

provisions, and to listen to the complaints of far-

mers, when damage is done upon the road. The

shepherd's dogs are assisted in a remarkable way
in keeping these large flocks in order. The goats

are especially trained for the purpose, and have
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)ells around their necks. They are kept in pcr-

ect discipline by the shepherds, and show great

ntelligeuce in the perlbniiance of their task. They
lalt or proceed at the word of command, and at

close of each day's march, they come to the

sentre of the flock, and wait there until the morning,

hen having received their proper orders, they re-

urn to their station at the head of the flock with

he greatest regularity. On coming to a stream

hey halt until the word of command is given,

pfhen they plunge into the water, and are followed

jy the rest of the flock. When the flocks reach

he mountains, each shepherd has his proper

boundary marked out, and the proprietors of the

d are paid about twenty pence per sheep for

heir feed during the summer. The shepherds

lecp with their flocks in the open air, and live al-

most entirely on bread and goats' milk.

In the south-west of France, on those wide

plains called Les Lobules, the shepherds lead a

very singular life. The country consists of large

tracts of deep sand, or of marshy ground, with

scanty herbage and prickly shrubs. That they

may cross these sands without difliculty, the shep-

herds fasten stilts or wooden poles five feet long, to

their legs, putting them on and ofl' as re;^ularly as

any other part of their dress. When their flocks

:are grazing, they do not take off these stilts, but

remain elevated upon them that they may the bet-

ter watch their sheep. The top of the long stafl'

which they use in walking, is made broad and
round, so that they can sit upon it. Thus seated

they knit stockings all day, and clad in their

rough sheep-skin coats and caps, they have a most
singular appearance, looking like so many little

watch-towers scattered over the country. The
rate at which they can travel on these tall stilts is

said to equal that of a trotting-horse.

Some of the sheep owners in Australia possess

fifteen or twenty thousand sheep, and these are led

out to graze before sunrise, and folded or brought

back to the sheep-yard at night. The wild dogs

of that country are great enemies to the sheep, and

will sometimes fall upon them in open day. The
shepherd is, therefore, always on the watch ; and

in setting up his fold, he uses hurdles made of

Blender rods of iron or oak, seven feet long, and so

close together that the lambs cannot escape, nor

dogs enter. By the side of this fold he places a

movable, weather-tight hut, in which with his dogs

he passes the night, keeping a fire burning near the

hut to scare away the wild dogs. He has also to

watch against a more crafty foe in the escaped con-

vict, whose retreat in the interior of the country

is said to be usually well stored with mutton, sto-

len from the diflFerent folds.

letter of John Barclay.

May the blessing of heaven above and of the

earth beneath attend jou and yours,—the blessing

which makes most truly rich, and adds thereto no
sting of sorrow ! This has been my secret petition

in some of my best moments, when thinking of you,

and surely 1 shall be excused for telling you so.

There is that, which crowns all other blessings, as

jou well know :—there is that, (let the thoughtless,

the unfeeling heartsay what it may,) without which,

our very blessings are of no benefit to us, and every

gift of ijivine providence and grace is liable to be

perverted and abused ; instead of being faithfully

held in trust, and duly appreciated and applied to

the enduring good of ourselves and of all with whom
we have to do. This is nothing less than a sense

of the presence, counsel and aid of Him who giveth

Us all things richly to enjoy, and will graciously

condescend to show us how we may use these

things as not abusing them,—how we may no longer

live to ourselves, but whether we eat or drink, or
whatever we do, may do all to His glory. IMay
this, my dear friend^ be the first object in our eye,
the very business of our lives, in all we undertake,
in all we have to pass through. Then shall we
not fail of that inheritance, which our dear Lord
and Saviour purchased for us by his coming and by
his death

; then shall we be christians indeed, and
when our little moment of probation is over, then
the eternal weight of unmingled joy and glory shall

follow.

BIOCKAPUICAL SKETCHES
Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned mem

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JOHN SCARBOKOUGQ.

John Scarborough was born within the limits of

Buckingham Monthly Meeting in Bucks county
Pennsylvania, in 1703 or 1704. His parents
were honest hearted Friends who educated him a;

a member of the religious society, endeavouring tc

bring him up in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord. In his youth, vanities of this world were
attractive in his eyes, and he gave way to levity

and folly, yet the Lord by the influences of his grace
and good spirit following him from year to year,

he at length gave up in obedience thereto, took up
the cross of Christ and became an obedient fol

lower of his blessed Saviour.

As he continued faithful to the unfoldings of

Truth, a gift in the ministry was about the year
1740 committed unto him. In this his memoria"
says " he soon grew very eminent." He visited at

different times, most of the meetings of Friends in

the northern colonies, in which he bad the unity of

his friends at home, and the unity of the living ii

Christ, attended him wherever he was led to la

hour. His friends testify their belief that the re

membrance of this unity "yet lives in the mind;

!of numbers and exceeds all other memorials."

j

When not abroad on religious service '' he con
stantly attended our meetings, in which he generally

,bore large testimonies, earnestly labouring for the

I

salvation and good of all. Although not learned
he spoke with great propriety, his doctrine bein^
[sound, lively and edifying, familiar and easy to be
[understood. A spirit of universal charity appeared
throughout, and his ministry being adorned by a

pious life and innocent conversation, was justly ad-

mired by people of all denominations. His steady

concern to promote good order and discipline, and
therein to act uprightly for the cause of Truth,

without partiality or party spirit, was truly re-

markable, and with groat cheerfulness he gave up
much of his time, and bestowed much labour for

the restoration of those who had missed their way.
Although he used great plainness in admonishing
oflenders, he seldom gave ofience, being endued
with much mildness, and a remarkable degree of

self-denial. These made him greatly servicable in

the management of the affairs of the church in

general and tended to support its real authority.

As he grew in years, bodily weakness attended

him, yet his interest in the afi'airs of the church
continued unabated, and his zeal for her prosperity

seemed to know do ebb. The life and power at-

tending his ministry as he drew near the confines

of eternity seemed to increase. In the last public

testimony he delivered, he was highly favoured, the

power of Truth rising greatly into domioion.
Many of his hearers were thereby tendered and
edified. Yv'ith much good counsel and fatherly

advice he seemed to take a final farewell of his

brethren, praying fervently for their preservation.

As the time of his departure drew near, he fre-

qucnlly expressed his willingness to leave this

lorld, saying, " he did not know any thine re.

jaining undone to complete his days' work. No
loud appeared in the way." His decease took
place Filth month oth, 1709, he being in the OGth
year of his age.

MAllY EVANS.

Mary Nicholls, the daughter of Samuel and
Margaret Nicho'.ls [or Nicholas,] was born in the
lity of Philadelphia in or about the year lG9o.
Her father deceased whilst she was still young,
but with the bie.-sing of the Most High on the pi-

ous labours of her religiously minded mother, si.e

was educated in the principles of Truth, and re-
strained from participating in the many evils which
abound in the world. Submitting to the ero.ss of
Christ in early life, she manifested much sobriety
and steadiness in her conduct, which bore testi-

mony to all around her, that the grace and good
spirit of the Lord Jesus had the rule and govern-
ment within her.

As she grew in religious experience, a gift in the
ministry of the go-pel was committed to her, which
she exercised much to the comfort and satisfaction

of her friends. She often spoke in after life of
the close trials and deep conflicts of mind she ex-
perienced whilst preparing for this work, and the
merciful extension of Divine help which supported
her through all the flery baptisms. Her coming
forth in the ministry was about the 30th year ol
her age. She was oue well fjualified for u.seful-

ness in the church, and her labours in meetings
both for worship and discipline were much esteemed
in Philadelphia, whilst she continued to reside in

that city. She also through her travels in the
work of the ministry was well known in the neigh-
bouring parts, and wherever she was called, her
gift made way for her; and she was acknowledrrcd
a sister beloved in the Truth.

On the 1736, she was married to Owen
Evans, a valuable member of Gwynned Monthly
Meeting, of whose life and labours in the church
we have already given a sketch. She was now
placed in a new position, and as a wife was affec-

tionate and loving, as a mother, tender yet judi-

cious, as a neighbour kind and helpful. Her ap-
pearances in the ministry at Gwynned where she
now resided, were not frequent, yet when she did
speak " her testimony was fervent, sound and edi-

fying.'' She was several times in the love of the
Gospel drawn forth to visit Friends in the different

provinces of this continent, and once those on the
Island of Tortola. Her visits abroad were all

entered into with the full unity of her Friends at

home, and proved very acceptable to those visited

.

" She was a lover of, and a promoter of peace and
good order in the church, and amongst her neigh-

bours, and was frequently engaged in that weiglity

service of visiting Friend's families to good satis-

faction."

In the year 1757, her beloved husband was re-

moved from her by death, which proved a close

trial to her. She however bore her great loss with

christian resignation. In 1700 she removed to

reside with her daughter who was married and
settled in Philadelpiiia. Although it was return-

g to the meeting of her youth, where there were
many dearly beloved ones in the truth, and although
her labours were well accepted there, yet her mind
was drawn to return to Gwynned, and spend the

remnant of her days there. So in the year 1767,
she removed thither, and during the remainder of

the time allotted her on earth, laboured there

faithfully, being assured that her time was short.

Her last illness she bore with cheerful resignation,

and a few days before her death, was drawn forth
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in fervent labour to some gathered in her chamber.

She departed this life, Fifth month 20th, 1767.

Tke Voice in Prayer.—Stephen on his knees

" cried with a loud voice."' That is, he prayed

with a loud voice. There is no more importance

to be attached to the loudness of the voice than

there is to the attitude of the body; for our God is

not deaf. It is the voice of the heart he hears,

whether it is uttered with a loud voice, or is in-

audible to human ears. When Hannah so prayed

that Eli could only perceive the moving of her

lips, God as really heard her as he did Stephen,

^yhen he cried with a loud voice. It can never be

said of our God, as Elijah said of Eaal to his

prophet: "Cry uloud ; for he is a god; either

lie is talking or he is pursuing, or ho is on a jour

ney, or peradventure he sleepeth, and must be

awaked." Yet I confess that 1 have heard pray

ers which reminded me of Baal's prophets. The
faintest utterance of the heart will bo heard by

God, while the loudest of the more lips will be un
heard.

The loudness of our voices in prayer should de

pend altogether upon the time, place, and circum

stances. There are times when, like Stephen, we
should pray with a loud voice. Indeed, there may
be times when it may be proper to pray with

very loud voice. There are also times when we
should pray in a very low and subdued tone of

voice. And there are times when the heart should

whisper its wants into the ears of Jehovah. A
very large proportion of our prayers should be of

the silent kind, or what is called ejaculatory

prayers; that is, the heart holding converse with
its God. Very frequent ejaculatory prayer is es-

sential to our growth in grace, and to our walking
with God as Enoch walked with him. It is thus

that the heart holds almost all its communion with

its God. It is thus the heart prays without ceas-

ing. It is thus that we may, through faith, obtaic

the "testimony that we please God." It is thus

while hanging on Jesus, that we continually over-

come.

Amid that enraged, boisterous and noisy mob,
there was a peculiar appropriateness in Stephen'^
praying with a loud voice. Had he not prayed
with a loud voice, they would not have heard him;
and it was proper that even in his death he should
make a public acknowledgment of the divinity of
Jesus—that he really regarded Jesus as the God
who hears and answers prayer. It was also proper
that they should know that he freely and heartily
forgave them.

What an example of forgiveness he gave them
in that prayer with a loud voice !

—" Lord, lay
not this sin to their charge.''

—

Christian Observer.

apparatus are two valves, so adjusted that they

can be opened or shut by the sacker at pleasure,

and above it a rack for empty sacks within his

h. The machine can fill two sacks at the

same time, and enable the sacker to sew them and

throw them off while the succeeding sacks are fill-

It is claimed that this machine will dig

and sack from 1500 to 2000 bushels of potatoes,

and from 3000 to 4000 bushels of onions, without

cutting or bruising.

For " The Fricn

Shi

Education.— Ko. 3.

society is like a flower

n its native bed : 'tis tliere .ilone,

iltics, expanded in full bloom,
ut; there only, reach their proper ;

The reply of Albert Barnes to James Robert

Boyd, in regard to the claim of the " Task" for

illustrations, similar to those in Boyd's edition of

Paradise Lost, &c, is worthy the notice of teachers

and others desirous of infusing a correct literary

taste: viz. "A man who spreads that" (The
Task) "over the world is always doing good.'"

will add that the common parlor or sitting room is

unfurnished without the Bible and The Task. A
little self-denial in other furniture or in superflui-

ties of the table would bring in the reach of all

heads of families not only those two books in good
type, but Boyd's edition of the latter, and stand

ard works of good old English authors, instead of

piles of newspapers, and various mushroom litera

ture, which must wilt into merited obscurity undei

the sunlight of prevailing truth.

The sentiments quoted at the head of this ar

ticle are as true to experience as they are beautiful

in expression. Who has not ob.served the contor

tions and sickliness, of a potato- vine in the cellar?

As a plant seeks light and air, so does youth seek

companionship and sympathy. And without them
the growing frame and the growing character will

be deformed ; the faculties will not " reach theit

proper use," but sink permaturely into disease,

decay, and death.
" Solitude, seeming a sanctuary, proves a

frrave^'—
'Aseimlcli ving liiwhich the

i all good qualities grow sick and die.

raises the remark of Bruyere—"how
passing sweet is solitude;"—yet he

Our poet

sweet, ho

follows it with this of his own

A Patent Potato Digger.—Th& Sacramento
News gives the following description of a patent
potato digger, intended for digging potatoes in dry,
sandy ground, and invented by Thomas Lake, of
Sacnimeuto :

" The working machine will be twelve
feet in length. In form it is similar to a truck
wagon, has a seat in front for tlie driver, within
reach of whom is a crank by which he can readily
raise or lower the plow at pleasure, according to
the nature of the surface or soil. The plow, which
is scoop-shaped, introduces the earth and potatoes
to an elevating wheel furnished with a series of
perforated buckets, the inner rim of the wheel also
being perforated for sifting the dirt. From the
wheel the residue is conducted to a shaking sieve,
and thence into the sacking apparatus at the back
part of the machine, below which is a platform on
which a man qan stand and sack. In tjje sacking

" But grant me still, a friend in my retreat,

(to) Whom I may whisper 'solitude is sweet.'"

This healthy craving for companionship is founded
not on equality of talents, or attainments, but on
congeniality, and reciprocal benevolence. Neither
is it dependent on equality in age, or similarity of
taste

; for the sage of three score and ten may
share it with childhood, and the poet with thi

peasant. The teacher will share it with his pupil:
when he seeks for virtue in the child, and finds it,

he will feel an animating impulse to closer com-
munion, as his heart responds in a consciousness
tliat it is congenial with his own : he will share it

when he looks for good- will or benevolence, in the
child, and finding it, reciprocates benevolence of
his own. If he find neither, it will be because he
seeks not aright. It is the province of the teacher
to arouse this desire of mutual-good will. He can
do it, by uubending, so as to lose none of his au-
thority and none of his strength. The bow of
good material is not impaired by being unstrung.
And it is not out of the school room, only, that
advantage is gained, by a good understanding
tween pupils and teachers: because it is the motive
that makes people work; efficiency in action

proportioned to the intensity of the motive. A
horse always travels best towards home ; two
horses mated, will accomplish more than twice as

much, as each singly ; and for the common-sense
reason, that under such circumstances they are in

better spirits. This solution is also sufficiently

losophical for the application of sympathy, in

the school room. Most persons can call to mind
some instances of surprising exertion, of which
they were made capable by the intensity of the

motive prompting thereto. Some are recorded,

which would be incredible, had there not been re-'

liable witnesses. Particularly of females whose
courage united with bravery under the stimulating

;

motive of strong affection, has been the means of

rescuing beloved objects from impending death.

Great obstacles have been overcome by this silent,

but potent influence. I remember well and most
affectionately the teacher whose aptitude in touch-

ing the right chords* first wakened mo out of the

doleful dreamy listlessness of the mere go in and
go out of school, with very little more progress

than the door makes by being opened and shut.

He was a man of as much talent, but of more
benevolence, than my former masters. One day,

by two common-place questions I was suddenly
made conscious that there was really something

secretly attractive in the school-master. He asked

me if I had read a certain book— he asked

again if I was fond of a certain pursuit—and fol-

lowed these questions by some elucidations, and
concluded with a kind invitation to tarry with

him, to spend a little time after the close of school i

one long summer afternoon. I gladly embraced i

such an opportunity, by which I saw that there

was something in common between us. These op-

portunities were again and again repeated ; and
often 1 walked all the way home with him, to pro-

long them. Sometimes we were joined by others

of the scholars or by all. A new era dawned on
my school life; and thenceforward it was as cheer-

ing as it had been hopeless. I soon saw, through

the medium of the interested motives now thrown
around me, that there was the attractiveness of

vast treasure lying behind the relation of cause and
effect. The new glasses made things look so clear

and bright that the horrors of figures quite van-

ished ; and soon I could go home to my father,

and not only be glad to hear him ask me questions

as he was wont, to test my acquirements, but I

;

could answer them with a feeling of conquest.

Such a question, as, how much cost 18| pecks of I

beans at 18^ cents a peck was no longer alarming.

For this change, something was due to age, but i

more to kindness and a commingling of social with i

intellectual exercise. Yet no teacher of mine was i

more uniform in maintaining good order, which he '

would have ; for he thought it better to lose

!

scholars, than authority; but he lost neitlier, which i

is always the best. Whilst expulsion is excellent I

as a last resort, it should not be looked upon ;

one, ready at hand ; lest we become slack in the

use of that availing remedy, faithful and frequent
private labor. But let it not be forgotten by pa-
rents, that the success of the teacher depends
greatly—it is not too much to say mainly—on the

* Another incident is in point. Whilst taking exer-
cise with the axe, one morning before taking charge of
my school, the '' chunk" was knotty, and often received
an ineffectual stroke on the side. A friend who had s

many summers, and much of human nature, came by,
and quietly taking the axe, set the chunk on mrf, and by
a gctitle tap in t/ie rig/U place, split it down. On handing
me the tool, he said, thee sees, " there is eometlting in

knowing hoiv to take 'em." The bint was very timely i

appropriate, for I had some knotty ones to deal with at
that time

;
and I have since endeavoured to take special

care " to know how to take 'em."
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faithful discharge of their duties ; which perhaps

may form the subject of another article. Y. W.
Eleventh mo. 9th, ISGI.

The African Ant.— It is their habit to march

through the forests in a long and regular line,

about two inches broad and often ten miles in

length. All along this liue are larger ants, who
act as officers, stand outside the ranks, and keep

this singular army in order. If they come to a

place where there are no trees to shelter them from

the sun, whose heat they cannot bear, they imme-

diately build underground tunnels, through which

the whole army passes in columns to the forest be^

yond. Those tunnels are four or five feet under

ground, and are used only in the heat of the day

or during a storm.

^Yhcu they get hungry, the long file spread

itself through the forest in a front line, and devours

all it comes to with a fury which is quite irresisti

ble. The elephant and gorilla fly before this

attack. The black men run for their lives. Every
animal that lives in their line of march is chased.

They seem to understand and act upon the tactics

of Napoleon, and concentrate with great speed

their heaviest forces upon the point of attack. In

an incredibly fhoi;t space of time the mouse, or

dog, or leopard, or deer is overwhelmed, killed,

oaten, and the bare skeleton only remains.

They seem to travel night and day. Many a

time have I been awakened out of a sleep, and

obliged to rush from the hut and into the water to

save my life, and after all sufi'ered intolerable

agony from the bites of the advance-guard, who
Lad got into my clothes. When they enter a house

they clear it of all living things. Roaches are de-

voured in an instant. Rats and mice spring round

the room in vain. An overwhelming force of ants

kills a strong rat in less than a minute, in spite of

the most frantic struggles, and in less than anoth

minute its bones are stripped. Every living thing

1 in the house is devoured. They will not touch

vegetable matter. Thus they are in reality very

useful (as well as dangerous) to the negroes, who
have their huts cleaned of all the abounding ver-

min, such as immense roaches and centipedes, at

least several times a year.

When on their march, the insect world

before them, and I have often had the approach

of a bashikouay army heralded to me by this

means. Wherever they go they make a clean

sweep, even ascending to the tops of the highest

trees in pursuit of their prey. Their manner of

attack is an impetuous ka'p. Instantly the strong

pincers are fastened, and they only let go when the

piece gives way. At such times this little animal

seems animated by a kind of fury, which causes it

to disregard entirely its own safety, and to seek

only the conquest of its prey. The bite is very

painful.

The negroes relate that criminals were in former

times exposed in the path of the bashikouay ants,

as the most cruel manner of putting to death.

Two very remarkable practices of theirs remain

to be related. When, on their line of march, they

must cross a stream, they throw themselves across

and form a tunnel—a living tunnel—connecting two

trees or high bushes on opposite sides of the little

stream. This is done with great speed, and is ef-

fected by a great number of ants, each of which

clings with its fore-claws to its next neighbour's

body or hind-claws. Thus they form a high, saft

tubular bridge, though which the whole vast regi-

ment marches in regular order. If disturbed, or

if the arch is broken by the violence of some

mal, they instantly attack the offender with the

greatest animosity.

—

Du, Cluullu,.

Bclcctod.

THE STORM.
The gatlioiing clouds ohscure the sky.
The trembling birds to covert Uy,

The awe-struck herds I'orbcar lo rove,

And stillness reigns throughout the grove.

Do we Suffer Well?

The sufferers in this world are of various cla-^scs

and characters, and iiave each their own cup, the

bitterness of which tiie heart kuoweth right well.

In places where tlie exterior is all pleasant and joy-

The mower drops his scythe, lo dec
To friendly cot, or sheltering tree

;

While nature, in each varied form,
In silent dread awaits the storm.

Now flash to flash, with lurid glare.

Succeeds, and lights the murky air
;

And hark ! above, from pole to pole.

The loud terrific thunders roll.

Why shrinks my friend? Why pale with fear?

Say, dost thou feel that God is near?
And thinkestthou not, when warblers fill

Thy bowei,that lie's nigh thee still?

In every flower that ronnd thee blows

—

In every blade of grass which grows—
In every glade which cheers thine eye

—

In every stream which ripples by

—

On every mount—in every dale

—

In every wave— in every gale
A thousand tongues, through nature's frame,
A God, a present God, proclaim 1

And Oh, if terror dim thine eye,

When summer storms pronounce nim
How wilt thou meet that dreadful day
When heaven and earth shall melt awa

Go to that blood whose cleansing flow

Shall make thy bosom pure as snow I

That blood to him its aid who seeks.

Far better things than Abel's speaks.

Then, then, thy soul, redeemed, forgiven,

Released from sin, at peace with heaven.
Shall mark, unmoved, e'en that dread fire,

In which ten thousand orbs expire.

Sell

THE INNER CALM.
BY HOEATICS BO.VAIt.

Calm me, my God, and keep me calm
;

While these hot breezes blow
;

Be like the night dews' cooling balm
Upon earth's fevered brow.

Calm me, my God, and keep me calm.

Soft resting on thy breast

;

Soothe me with holy hymn and psalm,

And bid my spirit rest.

Calm me, my God, and keep me calm
;

Let thine outstretching wing
Be like the shade of Elim's palm,

Beside her desert spring.

Yes, keep me calm, though loud and rude
The sounds my ear that greet

—

Calm in the closet's solitude.

Calm in the bustling street

;

Calm in the hour of buoyant health,

Calm in my hour of pain,

Calm in my poverty or wealth,

. Calm in my loss or gain
;

ful, and where the eye of the observer can detect

no trace of sorrow, as well as in the abodes where

it greets us at once, there is to be found constant,

wearisome, at times, keen and uncontrollable suf-

fering. Men and women go about the streets, or

perform their daily tasks, or lie in lonely cham-

bers, with pains in their bodies, or burdens on their

hearts, from which they cry in vain for deliverance.

A wide difference, however, is perceptible in the

manner in which these sufferings are borne by tiic

various individuals upon whom they are imposed.
" I am a ^^oor sufferer," said a dying servant of

God, to one who stood by his bedside ;
" I mean

that I little know what it is to suffer iicUy The
good man may have depreciated himself in this say-

ing, but it will serve to open to us a distinction to be

observed everywiierc in the great clas.4 of sufferers.

It must be that they will suffer ill or well. Just

as truly as the man of action must act well or ill,

so those unto whom " it is given to suffer," must

show a spirit kindred to that which does evil, or

does good. And influences for good or ill, proceed

as distinctly from the manner in which our suffer-

ings are endured, as from the most energetic and

conspicuous of our actions.

Let us, therefore, put the question, with the ut-

most directness, to the children of sorrow—" Do
you suffer wellV Ana if not, ought you not for

the sake of the Master, who was so much a man
of sorrows, and bore them all so meekly, to strive

to reach unto this grace'; Let it be remembered

that it requires an effort to attain it—that it is not

to be gained at a bound—that days and years

may be well expended in assiduous cultivation, if

at last we reap the ripe fruit of sufferings well and

quietly borne. And if, in our admiration of some

great and worthy deed of Christian zeal, we are

moved to repine that God has not permitted us

to display such zeal and earnestness, let us check

the murmur, by the thought that God appoints unto

all theplace and the means by which they shall glorify

him, and that if at last we shall be found to have

suffered " well," it will be fully acknowledged, and

graciously rewarded.

What is it to suSar irell ? The answer to this

question would lead us out into a treatise upon all

the uses and benefits of affliction. Bat we may
briefly say that it consists not in indifference to

pain, or in that stoicism which is the frigid effect

of an unchristian philosophy. It is not perceptible

in those weak complainings, with which some

weary the ears of friends and neighbours, or in the

petulant utterances, or peevish scoldings of the

confirmed valetudinarian. Least of all is it visi-

ble in the defiant questionings of the goodness, or

the justice of God, which his judgments force from

unsubdued and unholy hearts. What is meant by

suffering well, is precisely that which is meant by

the apostle James when he speaks of suffering as

"a Christian.'' It is to suffer with Christian

meekness, quietness and patience. It is to re-

ceive the rod as from the hand of our Heavenly

Father, and to show submission thereunto. It is

to watch the heart, lest murmurings arise, and

watch the tongue, lest they be expressed. It is

to wait until the Lord is pleased to remove the

pain, and ever to seek for grace to bear it while it

The tendency of all communications from God, is present. And it is to cultivate the unquestion-

is to make the soul die to self; but the illumina- ing spirit of a child, confident that all is right, and

tions from the angels of darkness, are often more that in kindness the Father in heaven has sent the

pleasing, more entertaining, than those that come affliction, or removed the idol. Above all, it is

I
from God. 1

habitually to remember that we may " glorify God

ifferance of wrong,
ho bore my shame

;

Calm ii

Like

Calm 'i

Who hate thy holy name
;

Calm when the great world's news with power
.My listening spirit stir;

Let not the tidings of the hour

E'er find fond an

Calm as the ray of sun or star.

Which storms assail in vain,

Moving unruffled through earth's war.

The eternal calm to gain.
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in the fires," and to nourish the desire, that by no|

word or act we may hinder that glory from being

made maiiitest to those who look upon our suffer-

ings, and who might see in us how mighty is the

grace which upholds and comforts the people of

God.
To " suffer well," is a great attainment. It is

given of God to those who seek it earnestly and

constantly ; and such may comfort their hearts

with the assurance, that it they receive this gift,

they have received a blessing from God, ot which

they cannot reckon the value, and by which they

will be able abundantly to illustrate the grace of

God, and minister to his most excellent glory.

A letter Suitable to the Times.

Near SmithlielU, Twelflb mo. 22Qd, 1837.

Beloved Friend^—I received thy two letters

sent by , they were acceptable to myself, and

such as have had the opportunity of seeing them.

Many of us hereaway can feelingly respond to the

discouraging prospects which seem at seasons to

attend thy mind, in regard to our once highly fa-

voured society. Xever I believe has there been so

great an apostacy, since we have been a people.

And never was the adversary permitted to make a

more bold, and I fear a more successful attempt to

bring the society, and the worthy founders of it,

into discredit, than is now making, and of late has

been made, by poor E. Bates. Thou perhaps hast

seen, or will see his late book of between three or

four hundred pages, entitled, "Bates" Examination

of Quakerism." In this work the author has put

forth his strength, and written to render George

Fox and other early Friends odious in the eyes of

other religious societies, labouring hard to fix upon

them, particularly dear George Fox, the character

of a blasphemer, an idolater, a heretic, &c., &c.

And worse than all, contemning and ridiculing

that blessed and divine principle of light and life

in the soul, by which earbj^ and indeed all gemi-

ine Friends profess to be guided. In this particu-

lar, how awfully is verified that scripture declara-

tion, " If therefore the light that is in thee be

darkness, how great is that darkness." Poor Eli-

sha! I never see him but I mourn at his awful

downfall. He must have been once highly en-

lightened, but leaning to his own understanding,

the root of Divine life was dried up. For the

High and Holy One will not give his glory to an-

other, nor his praise to graven images.

I have from my youth firmly believed in the

Bufiieieucy and certainty of the guidance of the

Holy Spirit to those who in singleness wait for

and upon the influence and leadings thereof In

this faith 1 hope to end my pilgrimage, however
small a measure of this blessi;d principle may be
vouchsafed to me.

I think I have seen with indubitable clearness,

and have been confirmed more and more of late in

the sentiment, that in proportion as the Lord's
nics.sengers mini.--ter in the ability which he alone

gives, the Truth rises into dominion, and the peo-

ple partake of the baptizing power. WhiUt that

teaching or preaching which is in the words of

man's wisdom, brings death to the living. My spirit

is ollen of late clothed with mourning under an ap-

prehension thattoomany under our name, in various

parts of the world, are seeking to accommodate our
doctrines and practices to those of other religious

denominations, rather than maintain with integrity

the principles and testimonies into which our wor-
thy predecessors were led by the inshinings and
unfoldings of the light ol (he glorious go.-pel of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. These prin-

ciples being too pure for the aceeptaucc of the

high professors, were to them, like the gospel of

old was to the wise Greeks, foolishness. But to the strong for strength, and to the wise for wis-

amid all these discouragements, I trust there will dom, and then as thy day is, thy strength shall

be those preserved, who, while they we.p as be-, be.

tween the porch and the altar, will be concerned
j

What is thy choice ? Is it the applause of the

to put up their petition, ''Spare thy people, world? pomp? ambition? fame? Why, these are

Lord, and give not thine heritage to reproach."
;

playthings which are soon broken
;

glittering bub-

And I trust that the grand adversary with all hisjbles that soon burst. Is it wise to choose food that

devices and all his agents, will never be permitted 'will not keep, garments that will not wear, and

utterly to lay us waste as a Christian Society.

I conclude with feelings of christian sympathy.

Thy attached friend, B. W. L.

Tlte tools great men ivork with.—It is not tools

that make the workman, but the trained skill and

perseverance of the man himself. Indeed it is

proverbial that the bad workman never yet had a

good tool. Some one asked Opie by what won-

derful process he mixed his colors. " I mix them

with my brains," was his reply. It is the

same with every workman who would excel. Fer-

guson made marvellous things—such as his wooden

clock, that accurately measured the hours—by
means of a common penknife, a tool in everybody's

hand, but then everybody is not a Ferguson. A
pan of water and two thermometers were the tools

possessions which are here to-day

morrow? Choose something better. Make a bet-

ter choice, for thou canst hardly make a worse.

Choose the one thing needful ! the pearl of great

price, the hope of eternal glory.

AVhat is thy zeal? Is it for trifles, or for things

of value ? for thine own weal or for others good 'I

for time or eternity? for earth or heaven? Is thy

zeal foolish, or according to knowledge ? Does it

bind thee to the world, or wean thee from it? Is

it hot, hasty, and fitful, or calm, enduring, and

persevering? Saul had a zeal, but he was a per-

secutor. Peter had a zeal, but for all that he de-

nied his master. Be zealous in love ; be zealous

in faith ; be zealous in good works ; and be zeal-

ous in promoting the kingdom of the Redeemer.

Who are thy friends? Are they rich, powerful,
by which Dr. Black discovered latent heat; and a ^nd devoted to thee? Have they indulged in large
prism, a lens, and a sheet of pasteboard,

Newton to unfold the composition of light and the

origin of color. An eminent foreign savant once

called upon Dr. WoUaston and requested to be

shown over his laboratories, in which science had

been enriched by so many important discoveries,

when the doctor took him. into a study, and, point-

ing to an old tea-tray on the table, containing a

few watch glasses, test-papers, a small balance, and

a blow-pipe, said :
" There is all the laboratory I

have !" Stothart learnt the art of combining col-

ors by closely studying butterflies' wings; he would

often say that no one knew what he owed to these

tiny insects. A burnt stick and a barn-door serv-

ed Wilkie in lieu of pencil and canvas. Bewick
first practised drawing on the cottage-walls of his

native village, which he covered with his sketches

in chalk; and Benjamin West made his fir^t

brushes out of the cat's tail. Ferguson laid him-

self down in the fields at night in a blanket and

made a map of the heavenly bodies, by means of

a thread with small beads on it, stretched between

his eye and the stars. Franklin first robbed the

thunder-cloud of its lightning by means of a kite

made with two cross-sticks and a silk handker-

chief. Watt made his first model of the condens-

ing steam engine out of an old anatomist's syringe,

used to inject the arteries previous to dissection.

Gifford worked his first problem in mathematics,

when a cobbler's apprentice, upon small scraps of

leather, which he beat smooth for the purpose,

while Ilitteuhouse, the astronomer, first calculated

eclipses on bis plough-handle.

—

Siuiks Sclf-Ilclp.

What IS thy Foitionl—What is thy wealth,

reader? is it money, or houses, or lands? Hast
thou gold, and bills, and bonds? Dost thou heap

up riches in the coffer, or dost thou make the bank
thy treasury ? Surely thou has heard that riches

have wingb, and that many who are rich for this

world are poor indeed for that which is to come.

Ask, then, of God, that he may show thee the

riches of his grace, and make thee a partaker of

the riches of his glory.

What IS thy strength ? If it be that of a vig-

orous frame, a broad chest, and a sinewy arm, the

ague may shake thee, the fever burn thee, and con-

sumption may waste thee till thju art weaker than

other men. Dost thou ever think of this? Art
thou ready for the throes of pain and the languor

of sickness? Be assured thou wilt have them. Go

professions and made large promises ? Still have

a care. Hast thou tried them in trouble ? Hast
thou sought favour of them in the day of calamity?
" Confidence in an unfaithful man in time of trouble

is like a broken tooth, and a foot out of joint."

Prov. XXV. 19. Choose for thine earthly friends

lovers of peace, and remember there is a heavenly

friend "that slicketh closer than a brother."

What is thy heritage? Is it an estate? the cast

off property of those who have gone before thee ?

A mere life interest that may be but for an hour?

Oh, there are better things than these! Give up the

chaff for good grain; thy husks for the fatted calf;

thy passing shadow for a permanent reality. Look
higher than earth, and trust in thy Redeemer, so

shalt thou have a heritage of peace and joy, and

be an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven.

Oh seek from God, with all thine heart,

Riches which ne'er decay
;

And be thy choice the better part

Which none c.in take away;
Tby zeal for Christ a quenchless fire.

Thy friends the men of peace;

Thy heritage an angel's lyre

When earthly changes cease.

Tlie Adulteration of Tea.—In the London
Lancet we find the result of a microscopic and I

chemical analysis of forty-eight samples ol tea.

Of the twenty-four specimens of black tea ana-
j

lyzed every one was found to be genuine. Of a

like number of green teas all were adulterated.

The adulterations are mainly a coloring matter

with which the tea-leaf is faced, painted or glazed.

Ferro-cyanid of iron or Prussian blue is the arti-

cle most commonly used for this purpose. Some-
times, however, indigo, kaolin or china clay, and

turmeric powder were found in addition. That
species of tea which is denominated gunpowder is

adulterated in other ways by admixture with

leaves not those of tea, with paddy husk, and par-

ticularly with "lie tea," so called, a leaf which re-

sembles the tea-leaf closely, and is sent to this

country from China in vast quantities, to be em-

ployed in adulterations here. The coloring of the

tea is almost entirely done in China, and probably

because it improves its appearance, and perhaps

renders its sale more sure and rapid.

Such is the result of a thorough analyzation of

this article by eminent scientific men in England,

and it is certainly not very flattering to the taste

of those who drink green tea for the love of it.
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There is no such article as an unadulterated green

tea. Let the lovers of the herb remcuiber that

fact, and as they sip the delicious beverage, and

fancy they find in it a solvent tor their aches and

pains, let them also remember that they are sipping

with it a solution of Prussian blue and indigo, as

well as sundry other little peccadilloes, that nei-

ther add to its exhilarating properties nor yet are

entirely harmless to the system. On the other

hand the black teas are not adulterated, and are

the only ones used by the Chinese. Knowing the

impurities that are in the best green teas, they

send them to foreign ports to tickle the delicate

palates of the English, the French and the Ameri-

can, who in their view fancy the bright lively ap-

pearance imparted by the coloring compositions

they use.

Scaallcbnry's Ancient Testimony.

Testitnonies of Ancient Friends revived, respecting

the changeable modes of tlie ivorld, address e d
those in the station of•parents.

The apprehension of an increasing departure

from simplicity in apparel into an imitation of the

world's unstable fashions, particularly amongst the

Youth, and even amongst many of those whose

parents retain a consistent appearance, has given

rise to the following brief selection of Testimonies

of Ancient Friends, with some additional remarks

tending to excite a serious examination into the

ground and effects of such departure from the self-

denying way of our predecessors.

The advices of the Yearly Meeting on this sub-

ject have been large, and often repeated both in

the printed epistles and written minutes, and as

jthese are easily referred to, a few short extracts

may be sufficient here, viz.

Yearly Meeting, 1683.

Parents are advised to educate their children

and servants in modesty, sobriety, and the fear of

God—they are accountable for that power com-

mitted to them, and are exhorted to discharge their

trust when they see a libertine spirit in their chil-

dren or servants, that lusteth after the vain cus-

toms and fashions of the world."

Yearly Meeting, IGOO.

" Friends are advised not to suffer their substance

to be bestowed on children, to furnish them with

such things as tend to pride and vanity, or affect

them with the vain fashions of the world."

1692.

That all parents amongst Friends take all

godly and Christian care in the education of their

children, and be good examples to them, and not

allow them in any thing that may gratify a vain

mind in immodest apparel, but train them up in

sobriety, modesty, and plainness.''

1G31.

We are sensible that the miscarriages of youth

e very much proceeded from their being im-

prudently indulged."

Yearly Meeting, ITGO.

Parents are advised to restrain and esan)ple

those under them for their help— (for whom an

account must be rendered) bringing them up in the

fear of the Lord, and in that sobriety, moderation,

and plainness, of speech, apparel, and deportment,

hich becomes a people professing to be followers

of our Lord Jesus Christ, the perfect pattern of

humility and self-denial."

York Quarterly Meeting, 1690,

"That Friends be watchful that the enemy dark

not their minds, and bring tlicm back into vanity

and folly, and turn again into the practice of those

things which they were sensible the Lord, by his

Spirit, testilied aj,'aiust. And it is possible they

ujay indulge such things auiong>t their children

and families, which in the time of their first con-

viucement they durst not aUow of, nor are they to

be allowed in our Christian Society.—Train up
children in the fear of God, restraining them from
folly and vanity—that none go into the vain and
gaudy habits, dress, nor foolish modes and fash-

ions," &c.

Epistle of Ann Gidloway.
" Dear Sisters,—It lies upon me to entreat you,

to whom God has given childnu, that you bring

them up as becomes Truth, and do not dress tiiem

or yourselves to imitate the world's fashions

though it be in plainness, for if you do, it is with

me in the love of God to forewarn you of it :
—

and if you do look back again and take liberties,

we shall suffer loss which one day will be greater

than if we were stripped of all that can be enjoyed

in this life."

Jaj}ies Parnel, by whose effectual ministry, it is

recorded, thousands were convinced of the Truth,

notieeth the new fashions as one of the fruits otthe

corrupt tree—inventions of the world, to make the

creature seem something in its own eyes, and in

the eyes of others ; are not these, says he, '' the

outward signs of pride which lodges in the heart;

has not the Lord pronounced a woe against the

crown of pride, and shall any professing as we do,

by any act of ours, spare, nourish, and keep it

alive, in any one ?"

Charles Marshall, in his aooount of the first

gathering of Friends in the city of Bristol says,

" We received the gospel with a ready mind, with

broken hearts and affected spirits, and gave up to

follow the Lord fully, casting off the weights and
burdens, and the sin that easily besets, and from

the evil ways and vanities of the world, departed.

Oh ! the strippings of all needless apparel, and
the forsaking superfluities in meats and drinks

—

and in the plain self-denyiug path we walked, our

apparel and houses plain."

George Fax.

" The enemy of mankind goeth about seeking

whom he may devour and entangle again with the

glory and beauty of this world, setting before men
and women the comeliness and decency of the

several fashions of this world; by which we see

many are ensnared. That in all men's and wo-

men s meetings, faithful men and women be chosen,

that have not entered into any of these things; or

such as now with a ready mind, in the dread

and fear of the Lord God Almighty, will come
out of them all, to the intent that they without

delay, and in much tenderness may vi?it all those

that have entered into or keep in tljc world's fash-

ions, in their apparel, household stuff, or other-

'• And as every one hath received Christ, walk

in him who is not of the world, so that you may
be preserved out of the vain fashions and customs

of tbe world, which satisfy the lust of the eye, &c.,

which is not of the Father. And who joins with

that which is not of the Father, or encourages it,

draws tlie m-indfroni God."

1G85.

" Friends that see the world so often, alter fash-

ions and follow them, they cannot judge the world,

but the world will judge them. Keep all in plain-

ness and simplicity."

" To all that profess the Truth my desires are,

that you may walk in humility, for when the Lord
first called me forth, he let me see that young peo-

ple grew up together in vanity and the fashions of
the world, and old people went downwarils into

the earth raking it together, and to both these I

was to be a stranger. And now, friends, 1 do see

too many young people that profess the Truth,

grow up into the fashi ms of the world, and too

many parents indulge them, and among the elder

some are growing downwards and raking after the

earth. If you have not power over the earthly

.-pirit, and that whicii leadeth into a vain mind and
the fashions of the world, though you have often

had the rain fall upon your fields, you will hut

bring forth briars and thorns, which are for the

tire."

—

G. Fax's Journal, page C02.

A Just Retort.—" Well, you have made quite

an array of science against the truth of revela-

tion. You say it is opposed to astronomic, geolo-

gic, and metaphysic science, and express your won-
der at my credulity in receiving it. It is true, my
faith is a very simple one, and really is indepen-
dent of material science ; and especially a science

founded on an imperfect knowledge of the struc-

ture of the earth, the visible heavens, or the hu-
man mind. Had not man fallen from his primitive

nobility, and limited the exercise of his faculties,

he might perhaps have attained to a true and ex-
alted science, far different from the smattering of
modern theorists, who pretend to construct worlds
without God, and account for every thing without
a recognition of his government. 'I'he irreverence
of such a course is the more ttriking, when it is

remembered that God alone thoroughly compre-
hends geology, astronomy, mathcmatic-, and meta-
physics, while man can only understand them in the

most superficial manner. Scraping the outer crust

of the earth, piercing a very small distance into

the visible heavens with his telescope, and tracing

confusedly some of the phenomena of mind, phi-

losophers, so called, presume to pronounce with
dogmatism on the secret laws of mind and matter;

and not only so, but exclusively of the maker of

both mind and matter. Revelation satisfies my
mind, for it conveys to me the worthiest ideas of

God, and just in proportion to the strength of my
belief in him thus revealed, I am conscious of an
exaltation of my own nature. With a conviction

that God is harmonious with himseltj and there

can be no contradiction between his revelations,

I distrust all pretended discordancies between them,

especially when the discovery is founded on the

most limited knowledge, both of God and his

works. God is all science, and his science is per-

fect; and if any thing under this name leads one

to view him as a cold abstraction or nonentity,

there is 2}ri»>a facie evidence that it is nothing

more than developed ignorance. It is a strange

hallucination which induces any one to make sci-

ence and religion antagonistic. The more verity

in our knowledge, the nearer our approach to God,
and the more profound our veneration ; flippancy

in regard to the latter, is a sure sign of shallow-

ness in regard to the other."

Interesting Circumstance.—Among the Sikh

nobles who, at the outset of the nmtioy, staked

their heads on the British side, was the llajah of

Kupoorthulla. He was not a very great man,
but he had influence, and no Englishman could

have risked his status, purse, and persron, with

more hearty and unquestioning loyalty. He helped

to guard the Northern Delhi Road, then the key

of our position ; and when order had been re-

stored, the Governor-General, casting aside the old

policy of meagre rewards, raised him, by a single

gift of land, to the wealth of a great English noble.
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The Rajah married an East Indian girl, became

under her influL-nce, a christian, and established

a mission ou his own estates. Sweeping awaj

at a stroke the prejudices of a thousand years,

he introduced his wife into society, and allowed

her to appear iii public, and the officials, for once

heartily cordial to a native, threw aside prejudices

as rooted as his own, and recommended that the

llajah should receive, officially, precedence in Oude.

The Governor-General consented ; and at the apex

of the new social system of Oude stands a native

christian noble ; and the only woman in India for

whom the guards turn out in the British provinces

is the Christian " Lady Kupoorthulla."

—

London
Sjxctator.

Religion and morality.—We sometimes hear

persons speak disparagingly of morality as though

it were of little value. They exalt religion at the

expense of morality. Morality cannot be sepa-

rated from religion. No one who is faithful in the

performance of his duties toward God, will neglect

his duties towards his fellow men. Whenever one

is awakened to a sense of religious obligation, you
will find him careful in regard to the duties of mo-
rality.

The man who makes great professions in re-

gard to religion, and and is not strict in his mo-
rality, is a self-deceiver or a hypocrite.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Unitsd States.—Funds for the War.—The Secret»rj

of the Treasury has negotUied another loan of $50, 000,-

000, with the .associKlcd banks of Boston, New York,
ana Philadelphia. It is understood that S-'iO.OOO.OOO

will be at once placed to the credit of the United States

in exchange for six per cent stock, to run twenty j-ears,

at a rate equal to seven per cent, at par. This rate is

about 90| lor the hundred dollars. The ability of the

Government to put doivn the rebellion, is, it is otated

now, not doubted by capitalists.

Capture of Rebel Ministers.—Ex-Senators Mason, of

Virginia, and Slidell, of Louisiana, who were going
abroad as ministers of the Southern Confederacy to

France and Great Britain, have been captured and sent

to Fort Warren, Boslon. They were taken from an Eng-
lish Mail Steamer in the channel of the Bahamas. The
families of the prisoners were allowed to proceed on
their voyage. This important arrest was made by Cap-
tain Wilkes, in command of the Uniteii States steamer
San Jacinto. The captain of the British vessel delivered
up bis passengers under protest.

Maryland.—GovernorHicks has issued aproclamation,
calling a special session of the Legislature at Annapolis,
on the 27th inst., the object being to re-establish Mary-
land in her old position in the Union, and to annul the
traitorous legislation of the last session.

The Expedition to South Carolina.—The fleet encoun-
tered a violent gale on the passage, which damngcd a
number of the transport vessels, and caused the total

loss of the steamers Union and Osceola. The crews
were all saved except a very few persons. The fleet ar-

rived at Port Royal on the 4th, and on the fth inst.

attacked Forts Walker and Beauregard. The,bombard-
ment lasted fonr hours, at the end of which time the
rebels were compelled to retreat and abandon the works.
After the capture of the Forts, the whole army, about
15,000 in number, were safely landed. Beaufort was
abandoned by alllhe inhabitants except the negroes. The
forts were found to be but little injured, they contained
forty-three pieces of cannon, most of thciu of heavy
calibre and of the most improved description. None of
the U. S. vessels were seriously injured, eight of Iheir
men were killed and twenty-three wounded. No rebels
were taken prisoners, the"nuraber of their killed and
wounded is uncertain, but it probably exceeded 100.
A large supply of ammunition was found in the forts.

There was but a small supply of cotton at Beaufort. Gen.
Sherman has decided to entrench his forces on Hilton
Island in an impregnable position, where they will await
the expected reinforcements. The planters inthe vicinity

have lied, some havinp previously fired all the buildings
on their premises, and destroyed their crops, leaving
only a mass of ruins behind them.

Soulhtrn ftems.—A large English steamer, laden with

war munitions for the southern rebels has been captured

by a U. S. frigate and taken into Key West.

The reported capture of the privateer Sumter proves

to have beeu incorrect. When last heard from she was

t Barbadoes.
An intercepted letter from the rebel commissioner, W.

L. Yancey, now in England, speaks discouragingly of the

prospect of a recognition of the Southern Confederacy

by the European powers.

The Norfolk Day Book says that the ship Fingal has

rrived at Savannah, with a cargo of war munitions, &c.

The Savannah Kebublican of the 9th, says:—"Our
ity was in a state of intense excitement throughout the

whole of yesterday. The news of the cajiture of the
'"

Iker battery, at" Hilton Head, and the arrival of our

eating troops, many of whom were wounded, aroused

intensest feeling. Everybody was in the street.

Large crowds collected around the news and telegraph

ss throughout the day and until late at nignt.

Families commenced packing up. Largo numbers of

females and children were sent from the city by the

ight train to the up country.

The same paper complains that the men were also

seeking safety in flight, and insists that every able-

bodied man under sixty years of age should be com-
lled to remain and aid in the defence of the city.

The Virginia papers make heavy complaints of the

Union men of East Tennessee, who it is alleged, have

ed several bridges upon the Virginia and Tennessee

rail road, thus cutting oil' at a most critical moment, the

means of despatching troops rapidly to New Orleans,

hich it is feared is in danger of attack.

KnoxviUe, Tennessee, has been placed under martial

w. The Union men were taking up arms, and threaten

take possession of the rail road.

The Memphis, (Tenn.,) Argus of the 16th,. has a

Charleston, S. C., despatch of the 14th, which says

the Federal forces have possession of Piuckney Island,

nd have seized all the able bodied men on the planta-

iona and taken them aboard the fleet. They prevent

the others from fleeing by use of force. They have
made no attempt yet to cffecl a lodjiment on the main
ind."

The Memphis papers express great alarm at the Fede-
ral preparations for an expedition down the .Mississippi.

Virginia.—The rebel forces under Floyd, which lately

dvanced upon Gen. Rosecran's command in the Kanawha
alley, appear to have retreated into their mountain

fastnesses. The portion of the State on the eastern

de of the Chesapeake has recently been occupied by
4,000 U. S. troops. Many of the inhabitants are be-

lieved to be loyal to the Union. Gen. Dix has issued a
proclamation to the people of Accomac and Northamp-
ton counties, assuring them that the militrtry forces of

the United Stales would come among them as friends,

with no purpose of invading their rights. A con-

siderable number of rebels were under arms in North-

ipton county.

Kentucky.—The rebel General ZoUicofTer has fallen

back to Cumberland Gap, and sent to Knoxville for re-

inforcements. In an engagement at Piketowu, in the

southeastern part of the State, a rebel force of 1000 men
was routed and dispersed by Gen. Nelson. No other

hostile collisions are reported. The rebels seem to be

losing ground.
Missouri.—Gen. M'Kinstry,late quartermaster-general

under Fremoni, has been arrested and placed in con-

finement in St. Louis. His cashier has also been ar-

rested. The government has agreed to arm, pay, clothe,

transport and subsist the Missouri volunteers for serv

in the State during the war. The rebel armies under
Generals Price and M'CuUough, have retreated into Ar-
kansas. It is understood that they have gone to Fort

Smith, where supplies for the winter have been collected.

Before leaving Missouri they ravaged the country

their vicinity, burning all the hay stacks, corn cribs, &c.,

to prevent the U. S. forces from obtaining forage ifthey

kept up the pursuit. A large part of tho Federal army
has left Springfield for the North. The chief command
has been devolved upon Gen. Ilallcck. Gen. Hunter has
been ordered to take charge of the army in Kansas.

The rebel outrages appear to have ceased in great meas-
ure in nearly all parts of Missouri, At the sanguinary
battle at Belmont, the rebel loss was 200 men killed,

427 wounded, and 278 missing. It is stated that the

main portion of the Federal forces will be concentrated
at St. Louis, in readiness for movements in Kentucky,
or southeast Missouri.

Miscellaneous.—There seems to bono doubt that many
rebel incendiaries are scattered over the free States.
Already no fewer than seventeen woolen factories en-
gaged in filling contracts with the governnieut have
been destroyed by fire.

The Blockade of the Potomac is complete so far as the

passage of large vessels is concerned. Smaller craft

occasionally pass unharmed at night.

Arrest of Senator Gywn.—Senator Gywn, of California,

has been arrested on his passage to New York, via

Panama. It is alleged that he was in treasonable cor-

respondence with the rebels. He was subsequently re-

leased on parole.

The Grain Crop of OA/o.-—The State Auditor of Ohio
has made up the statistics of the grain crop of the State

—wheat and corn—for 18G0, and the following totals

are presented

:

Bushels.

Total wheat crop in 1860, . . . 23,640,356

Total wheat crop in 1859, . . . 13,345,844

Increase in 1860,

Total corn crop in 1860,

Total corn crop in 1859,

10,294,512

91,588,704

69,372,343

Increase in I860, .... 22,216,361

Eighteen counties in 18G0 produced over 1,500,000

bushels of corn each, the highest being a crop of 3,2 10,-

717 bushels in Ross county. Eleven counties each pro-

duced over half a million bushels of wheat, the largest

amount being 690,769 bushels in Stark county.

New JVA.—Mortality last week, 392.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 254.

FouEiGN.—Liverpool dates to the 8lh inst. Many of

the Lancashire cotton mills had reduced their time to

three days a week, and in some an entire suspension

had taken place. The stock of cotton at Liverpool '

amounted to 633,000 bales, including about 300,000,

'

American. The breadstutfs market was quiet but steady,
j

Consols, 93J. The bank rate of interest had been re-
'

duced to three per cent. In the open market money
was plenty at 2J a 2|- per cent.

The London Times treats, in an editorial, on the ill

feeling of the north towards England, and its groundless-

ness. It says " We shall nevertheless continue to ex-

press our conviction that secession has destroyed the

Federal Union, and that to whichever side victory in-

clines, its reconstruction on the old basis is impossi-

ble."

Several heavy commercial failures had occurred in

Paris.

The bank of France has succeeded in obtaining six
million of francs from the Bank of Prussia.

It was reiterated that France has opened negociationa (

with Austria, for a cession of Venetia.

It is reported that the Duke of Magenta had been en-
trusted with the mission to Vienna on the same subject.

The French troops had occupied the valley of the
Dappen, and the Swiss Government had sent commis-
sioners to the spot and had resolved to protect and de-
mand satisfaction for the violation of Swiss territory.

Revolutionary movements are taking place among the

students throughout Russia. The disturbances at Mos-
cow were quelled by a military force, and a petition is

being signed for a constitution. Monster meetings of

the people were expected on the return of the Emperor
at Moscow.
The Prussischc Zeitung publishes news from Moscow,

without a date, announcing that the students in that

city had created violent disturbances, which had been
quelled by the military force. A petition requesting the
release of the students lately arrested, and that a con-
stitution should be granted to Russia, had been signed
by 17,000 persons.

The Emperor of Austria has addressed an autograph
letter to the Chanceller of Hungary, declaring that the
disloyalty of the Hungarian Principalities menaces pub-
lic order in such a dangerous manner, that duty required
the raising of strong barriers against such excesses

;

that, as the convocation of the Hungarian Diet in a c

stitutional manner appears to be impracticable ii

order is re-established, all of the existing authorilic

the districts and Commons are abolished, and the Ch
cellor is ordered to elect persons to replace them and to

take care that the administrator of public affairs suffer

no interruption. All persons charged with crimei
against the public safety shall be tried by the military
tribunals.

RECEIPTS.
Received from C. E. Woodward, Pa., $4, vols. 33 and

34
;
from Soloman Hull, lo., $3, to 52, vol. 35 ; from Sarah
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20, vol. 35 ; for Henry Cope, lo., 50 cts., to 13, vol. ;
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Benjamin Ferris.

(Continued from piige 89.)

During the Eleventh mouth, 1762, Benjamin
Ferria addressed an epistle of affectionate counsel

to two of the children of Elizabeth Wilkinson,

which he forwarded open to the mother for her in-

spection. In the beginning of the Twelfth month,

ithe Friends he had lately travelled with so har-

moniously, desired his company to Exeter and some
other places, but information did not reach him in

time to enable him to join them, until after their

return from that place.

Diary. Twelfth mo. 12, 1762.—" I went to New-
town meeting in order to meet the same Friends

again, and kept them company for the most part

until the 30th of the same month. We were at

Middletown, Birmingham, Springfield, Haverford,

Merion, Raduor, The Valley, New Providence,

Plymouth, and other meetings. I was mostly ex-

ceedingly poor, which is frequently my portion.

None can tell the barrenness 1 feel, which may be

owing to causes in myself. However, if i had any

sense of the state of things in these meetings, re-

ligion is at a very low ebb among their members,

and a supine, careless disposition, with the love of

and pursuit after the riches of this world, have

taken place of better concerns. On account ot

these things, at times, my heart was heavy.

On the 30th, I parted with my dear friends,

Hannah and Elizabeth, in much nearness and

unity, and from Plymouth came to Daiby Monthly

Meeting. From thence I went to Philadelphia,

was at their Monthly Meeting, and then went

home.
"1763. The First month of this year I spent

in writing in my chamber, having to transcribe for

our Monthly Meeting a copy of the Discipline and

advices of our Yearly Meeting. This afforded me
much solitude and retirement, and I humbly hope

the opportunity was not wholly unimproved, but

tended to some advantage in the best sense.

Though I had not to boast of any extraordinary

visitations, which I believe are less my experience

than some others, yet a degree of thankfulness

possesseth my mind, in that I was favoured, I hope,

with daily bread, as sensibly as at any time ofmy
life. Aitbough it was administered in a seemingly

scarce measure, yet it was, I doubt not, wi.sely

proportioned to my need, and often sweetly refreshed

me, in an increase of love to the Truth, which I

desired I might ever be preserved near to.

" Second month Sth. I went to our Quarterly

Meeting at Concord, which was large, and I hope
to some profit. We had the assistance of part of

the committee from our Yearly Meeting, appointed

to visit the Quarterly and Monthly Meeting, who
had good service. They were, the next Fourth

day, at our Monthly Meeting at Wilmington, and

it was a satisfactory time. The prevalence of the

power and virtue of Truth chained down the con-

trary spirit.

"Second month 11th. I went with divers

Friends to the Monthly Meeting held at Center,

and lodging at the house of a Friend, I had some
conversation with him,reialivc to Negroes, and fur-

nishing wagons for the king, which rather made
my return home easy.

" 19th. I went to the Western Quarterly Meet-

ing, where were my dear friends Hannah Harris

and Elizabeth Wilkinson, who had each of them
acceptable service. I thought it was a good time,

and the savour of it continued through the meet-

g for business. I was glad I was tbere.

" After this I had many distressing thoughts,

and was afraid I should some way or other, bring

dishonour upon the holy name and cause of Truth.

I could take no comfort in any thing; the heavens

were like brass
;
yea, all hope of help from thence

eemed cut off, and earth appeared like iron; noth-

ng pleasant therein.

" Third month 14th. I received aletterof coun-

el and encouragement from a nearly sympathizing

Friend, on the very subject of my then exercise,

which, together with some secret stirrings of hope

that I was not forsaken, brought my mind into a

good degree of stillness and submission to the

ordering of Divine wisdom in everything respecting

In that which had been the cause of so much
thoughtfulness and concern to me, [the prospect of

being appointed clerk,] there seemed no will left

to gainsay it. This dispensation, however, passed

off, and on the day of our Monthly Meeting my
former anxiety returned."

He had a sore struggle of mind, concluding he

could not yet go to meeting, but was not easy to

stay away. He thought if he could feel in himself

a sense of duty in it, he would bear the cross and

accept the appointment, but concluded, that when
named, if he could not feel it right, he would object.

So in fear and trembling he went into the meeting,

d was appointed clerk, feeling no strength to

oppose the report of the committee. He says, " I

passively submitted to the appointment in as much
weakness and poverty I think, as I ever was sensi-

ble of. But I endeavoured to breathe for ability

so to conduct as that the cause might not sufferer

the faithful be grieved.
" The next day in moving some boards I gave

my back a wrench, which so hurt me that I could

scarcely walk or breathe, without pain. It then

came into my mind how I had wished for some ac-

cident to prevent my attending meeting the day

before. I was disappointed then, but now had met
with that which prevented my attendance of our

week day meeting. It seemed like a gentle, yet

awful memento to me, which I believe I shall not

suddenly forget.

" Third month 2 1th. I went to Philadelphia to

the Spring Meeting, and was at the several meet-
ings to some comfort and satisfaction."

Ihe Arabs of the Deserl.

The following letter, from Her Britannic Majesty's
Consul at Aleppo, appears in the Wcski/an Mc-
thodist Magazine. It will doubtless be of interest

to our readers.

I accept with great pleasure the proposal con-
tained in your letter of the 29th ult. It is the
first ray of real encouragement which has reached
me, and I hail it accordingly with thankfulness.
In order that you may be able to form your own
judgment of my plans in favour of the Bedouin
Arabs, I shall state exactly how the matter stands.

My attention was called to the subject on my
arrival at Aleppo, as British consul, about four
years ago. I had served during the Crimean war
as civil commissioner with the Turkish contio<»ent

English pay; and nearly fifteen hundred men
having been raised for the irregular cavalry of
that force from among the Syrian Bedouins, I was
received by them here as an old friend. The good
pay and rations, the justice, and even generosity
with which they had been treated by our govern-
ment, had established a great degree of confidence
in the British name, and laid a foundation for the

utercourse which it became my duty to cultivate,

n the hope of being able to extend our trade.

I therefore made frequent vints to the Arab
tribes. This nomadic population of the desert

possesses no small amount of wealth, produced by
tbeir countless herds of camels and flocks of sheep.

The cotton stuffs, hardware, and colonial produce
which they require in considerable quantities, and
purchase with the proceeds of the sale of their

young stock, wool, and butter, had hitherto reached
them through many hands, with a consequent

'ncrease of price, while the importers from En-'land

receive only a small portion of the profit. The
competition, moreover, between our merchants and
the dealers in Swiss cloths and sugar, from Mar-
seilles, is so keen, that the wants of the Arabs
lave been in some degree supplied by the latter,

s-ho undersold us in that market. By encourag-
ug the Bedouins, however, to come to the towns
and make their purchases directly from our trad-

ers, by enabling the latter to forward merchandize
to the desert for sale, without incurring the risks

hich had previously deterred them from doing so;

and by inducing speculators to dye English cotton

cloths with the indigo received here from Bombay

;

eplace the more expensive and less durable
blue cloths of native manufacture which are worn
by the Arab women ; I hoped that great advanta-
ges would accrue to our trade ; and my most san-

guine expectations have been surpassed by the

results.

The policy adopted by the Turkish authorities

toward the Bedouins had always been fickle in the

extreme. One year they were attacked, and the

next subsidized. Bribes were giveu by governors
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to keep them quiet, and taken by subordinates to

conceal their misdeeds. Attempts were made to

check their inroads by military espeditions ;
peace

was concluded al'tcr a few fruitless marches aud

mana-uvres; then tribute was handed to them,

under the form of pay for irregulars. When beaten,

the Arabs devastated villages, and retired to the

heart of the desert; when unmolested, they turned

their animals into the crops of the peasantry, levied

black mail from them, and drove off the flocks and

herds. Caravans were, under all circumstances, a

fair prey to the Bedouins. The agricultural popu-

lation thus suffered without redress, and receded

before the roving and pastoral tribes. I have seen

twenty-five villages plundered and deserted, and I

have often passed through a very fertile district

which possessed a hundred prosperous villages

twenty years ago, now occupied by only a few linger-

ing peasants, about to follow their kindred to the

mountains on the sea-board.

The most greedy of rapine among the Bedouins

are the Anczi, who first appeared in the Syrian

desert some seventy years since, having migrated

from Central Arabia during a famine and failure of

pasture. They are divided into many tribes, the

most warlike of which are the Ftdaan and Ajajara,

the most numerous and wealthy are the Seboa and

Jelas, and the least esteemed are the Weled Ali

and Bcni Sochor. These wandering hordes have

driven the original Syrian tribes, the Shammar
and Mowali, northward and westward, into Jleso-

potamia, and to the foot of the range of hils run-

ning parallel to the coast ; and they continue thus

to radiate from the Xejd, their last reinforcement,

consisting of five hundred tents of the tribe of

Amarat, having joined them in 1858. The enor-

mous number of animals following each camp,

obliges them to rove in detachments of from fifty

to two hundred families, and to describe a vast

circle every year from the neighbourhood of Aleppo
along the right bank of the Euphrates, where they

lay in their stock of dates ; thence to the southern

region of the desert, to pass tbe winter with their

young camels in its warm and dry pastures; and
northward again in spring, to sell their produce

near the towns of Syria, purchase grain and manu-
factures, plunder what they can, and have their

annual fight with the Mowali and Shammar suc-

cessively. The rapid increase of their flocks and
herds induces them to impede cultivation, in every

possible way, with the view of securing pasture.

T'he desert thus overlaps the tillage of Syria, and
its advance has been pushed tbis year as far

west as the banks of the Orontes.

The best remedy for the evil seemed to me to

be the formation of a cordon of located tribes, a

sort of military colony, to which every possible

assistance should be given by the Turkish govern-

ment to enable them to defend themselves and
act as a bulwark toothers, again.-t the more unruly

tribes. Troops alone are incapable, without great
Buperiorityiuiiumbcrs,ofcopingwith Bedouins, who
are so much better mounted ; but, by pitting Arabs
against Arabs, aud adding the advantage of

arms, it appeared to me that a successful stand

might be made, while the increased prosperity ot

the settlers would ofifer a salutary example for tbi

roving tribes to follow, and the belt of cultivatioi

might thus be progressively widened. This was
the only expedient I could recommend as offor

a prospect of success. It was approved, and 1

availed myself of a ri.se in the price of grain, and
a simultaneous fall in that of live stock, to imprcs:

on the minds of the Bedouin Sheikhs the greater

beni'tits whicli they would derive from agricultural

than from pastoral pursuits. 'J'hc invariable reply

I received was that tbey placed no reliauce ou th

Turkish authorities, and were adverse to falling

into their power. One Sheikh came to me after-

ward, however, and said that if I would promise

to use my influence in his favour he would trust to

y word, and at once locate his tribe. I

I obtained the desired conditions from the Gov-

ernor-General of Aleppo: the tribe soon sold their

i

camels aud sheep ; bought oxen, plows, and seed ;'

frequenting for the first time the bazaars of this city i

to eft'eet their sales and purchases ; and cultivation

commenced. They always came to the English 1

consulate to announce their arrival, and were then

sure of not being molested at Aleppo. So novel a

feeling of security spread to other tribes, and anj

unusual activity in the sale of British goods ensued,
j

bringing, in addition to the mercantile houses

already trading with Manchester, three new es-

tablishments to share the advantages of importa-

tion from the United Kingdom. Another tribe

applied to me for similar protection, which I gave

them, within due limits, and they also settled. Two
more are now treating with me on the same terms,

which I hope soon to conclude with them.

I cannot better reply to your question on the

nature of the influence which I have been able to

acquire over the Bedouins, than by relating, be-

sides the manner in which -several tribes of them

have been induced to settle, one or two little inci-

dents, personal though they be, trusting that you

will not attribute any motive to my thus talking of

myself but the real one ; namely, to give you data

for the formation of a just estimate of the facts

connected with this movement in the desert. On
one occasion when 1 was in the tent of Ahmed
Bey, the notorious robber Sheikh of the Mowali,

some of his horsemen arrived with thirty laden

camels, which they had taken from a caravan. I

fused to stay another moment iu his camp unless

they were restored to their owners ; and seeing

that I was in earnest, he gave them up to me, and

I sent them to the governor of the nearest town.

On my way back to Aleppo I came upon some of

he Mowali who had ju?t robbed the government

post from Damascus; aud they at once delivered

to me the letters, which I brought to Aleppo, and

the specie, which was remitted to the authorities of

Hama. On another occasion Jedaan, the much-

dreaded Anezi chief, plundered a caravan coming

from Diarbekir. I followed him for several days

the desert; and, although he avoided me, he

sent back the caravan, which was consigned to the

government ofiicers. These are not things to boast

of, as the respect of marauders is not always cred-

itable; but 1 mention them as tending to show the

possibility of their moral improvement. There is

something achieved when crime becomes known to

be crime, which was not heretofore the case in the

desert. A feeling of shame when detected is ano-

ther point gained ; it now exists, as I saw lately,

when I suddenly overtook some Bedouins stripping

a peasant. They made off without their booty on

my approach, hiding their faces and keeping si-

lence that I might not recognize them.

I have remarked a singular facility of tran^ition

in the Bedouin, from long-indulged habits of

thought to others which are new to them. Thus,

robbery bore no stigma in the desert a few years

ago ; and now the located tribes have not only

given up the practice of it entirely, but also talk of

it in other tribes with reprobation. I do not go so

far as to imagine that this is owing to the birth of

better principles ; but I believe fhat they tied com-
parative honesty to be accompanied by protection

trom Turkish misrule. They follow the policy

which is n)ost profitable to them. Tbis is but a

low standard of morality ; it is, however, a step in

the right directiou to improve its practice ; and its

principles may be raised afterward more easily. Id
will, I fear, be a work of time to bring this wilij

people to a better moral state; but I feel conviuceOT

that it will be accomplished under God's providence.

The present opening for an attempt to christianize

the desert is, beyond a doubt, favourable ; and

though I am not prepared to say that any speedy

results of the kind will appear, srill I conceive that

a great change is actually taking place in the habits

of life and thought of its nomadic population, which

may thus be led to the truth and purity of religion

also. I should not augur well of an abrupt com-

mencement of preaching the Gospel to them ; but

many among them have expressed to me an earn-

est wish to have the means of teaching their child-

ren to read ; and this, I think, should be the first

object aimed at.

I am not of opinion that foreign artisans would
do so well at first as native teachers. I inclose a

list of persons at Aleppo, whom I should consider

capable of acting in that capacity. Their services

might be obtained at from £25 to £50 per annum,
according to their circumstances and respective

efiieiency. One cannot expect much from them in
j

the way of conversion; but their efforts will tend

to humanize those half-savages, while they wilU

also keep the field free for the reception of a higherJ

class of influence, more gradually brought to bear

on it. In two tribes which had asked me fori

teachers, I found, to my great grief and shameJ
that, having despaired of obtaining them from me,

they had engaged young Imams Trom the town
;j

and that the children, and even adults of the tribes,']

while learning to read and write, were imbibing »(

false religion, almost as much unknown in the^

Syrian desert as the true faith. In the days ofj

Mohammed and his immediate successors, the

Bedouin was a fanatical Mussulman ; which is far^

from being the case now in this country, where no!

practical worship or distinct creed exists among the!

nomads. I do not apprehend that these Imams^
can have done much harm as yet ; for the Bedouia'

has such a hatred for the Turk, and contempt for"*

the Arab townsman, that no religious sympathy
can be established. It will not be difficult for i

moreover, to have Protestant teachers substituted

for them.

T/ie Seven Old Wonders and the Sevan New.
—The seven wonders of the world were: 1st, the

Egyptian Pyramids. The largest of these is 693'

feet square and 469 feet high, and its base covers

II5 acres of ground; 2d, the Mausoleum, erected'

to Mausolus, a king of Caria, by his widow, Arte-

misia. It was 63 feet long and 35 feet high; 3d,

the Temple of Diana at Ephesus. This was 42.5

feet in length and 220 feet in breadth ; 4th, the

Walls aud Hanging Gardens of Babylon. These

walls are stated by Herodotus, to have been 87

feet thick, 350 feet Ligh, and 60 miles in length

;

and the statement is deemed credible by moderi:

antiquarians; 5th, the Colossus of llhodes. This

was a brazen statue of Apollo, 105 feet in height,

standing at the mouth of the harbor of lUiodcs
;

6th, the statue of Jupiter Olympus, at Athens,

which was made of ivory and gold, and was v

derful for its beauty ratber than for its size; 7th,

the Pharos of Ptolemy Pbiladelphus. This was a

lighthouse 500 feet high, on the island of Pharos at

Alexandria, in Egypt. A fire of wood was kept

burning on its summit during the night, to guide

ships to the harbor.

The seven wonders of the world are: the Art

of Printing; Optical Instruments, such as the

Telescope and Microscope; Gunpowder; tbe Steam-

Engine; Labour-saving Machinery; the Electric

Telegraph; and the Photograph.
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Habits of tlie Beaver.—The law of industry

among the working beavers is well attested by
LuutLTS. Their dams or houses are built anew or

rcujijJelled every fall, and in a way to suit the

gbt of the water during the succeeding winter

or spring. The object of the dam seems to be to

regulate the height of the water at their liouses,

where they have two or three berths at different ....^.„„, „^,^^ „,^^^ uuu uunc-i iuib.= uuu
heights, where they sleep dry, but with their tails jit very hard to rub away. " Will my father be
in the water, thus being warned of any change in there?" said a little Seoteh boy to some one who

posite of what wc wish and expect; who won't go
to the excur.-ion wc have arranged on his account,

ke of the dish which has been cooked for

ial eating. There is urisouudness in the
deluded and unamiablc person who, by a grim, re-

pellanf, Pharisaic demeanor and address, excites in

the minds of young pL-rsous gloomy and repulsive
ideas of reli;;ion, which wiser and better folks find

the rise or fall of the water. Some houses stand

ix feet at least above the surface of the meadow,

30vered with mud, and in the form of a round

oal-pit, but so intersected with sticks of wood
IS to be strong, and the weight of three or four

nen makes no impression upon it.

A " full family," as hunters call them, consists of

! parental pair and the males of the next gene-

ation, with their mates. When the tribe gets

argc they colonize. Some time in the fall, all the

igle ones of both sexes congregate from consider-

ble distances, at the deepest lake in the vicinity,

here they choose their mates; then they all go
lome, the female following her mate, and all go

o work, first putting the house and dam in orde

winter, then laying in their stock of wood, the

ark of which is their winter food. They go up
he streams for their wood, and float it down to

heir houses, and then in some mysterious way
nake it lie in a pile at the bottom of the pond,

utside of the house, where they may take it at

ny time in the winter for use.

The fall of the year is a busy time with them,

nd it is interesting to see their new dams in pro-

of building, as we sometimes find them across

arge boating streams; and not uufrequently boat-

ioen and river-drivers tear away their dams and
:;et a good head of water for their own use. They
isually build at the outlet of natural ponds, and

ometimes they flow large lakes and long pieces of

;ead water, but are always moving and recon-

tructing. How they keep their teeth in order for

much eating, when the best steel would wear
'Ut, is a mystery. They cut logs sometimes a foot

hrougb, and every stroke of the tooth tells toward

he job, and never does a tooth get dull, as we can

boy
lad been telling him of heaven and recountin

joys. " Yes," was the reply. Said the little man
with precision, " Then 1 11 no gang." He must
have been a wretched screw of a christian who left

that impression on his young child's heart. There
is unsoundness in the man who cannot listen to the
praises of another man's merit without feeling as
thouch somLthing were taken from himself.

Two winters ago, some lumbermen encamped
lear one of their ponds. One afternoon they felled

. tree across a lumber road, and before morning it

pas cut up by the beavers, and handsomely piled

ut of the road.

—

Aroostook Pioneer.

TJnsoiaidness.—Some men and women cannot

et slip an opportunity of saying disagreeable

bings. There is something unsound about the

Jan whom we have never heard say a good word
Dr any mortal, but whom we have heard say a

reat many bad words of many. There is un-

Dundness verging on insanity, in the man who is

Iways fancying that those about him are con-

tantly plotting to thwart his plans and damage
is character. There is unsoundness in the man
'ho is constantly getting into altercations with his

illow passengers in steamers and railways, or

etting into angry and lengthy correspondence

ith anybody in the newspapers or otherwise,

'here is unsound nes.s in the mortal whose memory
i full to repletion of contemptible little stories,

oing to prove that his neighbours are rogues or

lols. There is unsoundness in the mental organi-

Scanliebnry's Ancient Testimony,

Testimonies of Ancient Friends revived, respecting
the changeable modes of tlie world, addressed to
those in the station ofparenls.

(ContiuucJ from pago 05.)

William Blmuruhon, in the last meeting he at-

tended, exhorted the youth to beware of prfde and
height; and in his last illness expressed to Friend
who visited him, his concern and trouble of mind,
because of the height that young people were goni
into, far and wide from the humility and plainness
that Truth led Friends into in the beginning, and
said, "o/ifi examj^ks another tliereia."—Journal,
page 305 and 307.

A. Riggers Life, page 348.

Let young women be careful how they look
out at the glory of the world, where the lust of the
eye and the pride of life is ; and fathers and moth-
ers to be examples of gravity and modesty, and to

be watchful over their children, and beware of let-

ing them alone."

Christian Barclay's Epistle.

There was no less called for at our hands in

our first visitation of God's love and light, than to

come out of all superfluity, so in the same pure
way we must hold on, and have weighty care to

train up our youth therein. I charge yon in the
sight of that Power that searches the depths of
our hearts, that you neither teach, allow, nor suf-

fer the superfluous or vain thing amongst you."

Joseph Featherston, on his death-bed, desired his

wife "to bring up his children in the fear of the

Lord and in plainness, and to avoid superfluity,

for that, said he, will bring dishonour to the blessed

Truth, burden the single hearted, and draw the

minds of youth after vanity."

WiUia?n Ptnn.

"The minds of youth are allured to visible

things that perish, and instead of rememberinc
their Creator, are taken up with toys and foppe-

ries." To his wife, he says, "I had rather have
my children homely than finely bred; be plain in

clothes, furniture, and food; be clean, and then
the coarser the better; the rest is but folly and a
snare."

William Caton's Abridgment of the Lives of

Primitive Christians.

" Nothing about them was pompous, either in

clothes, diet, habitation, or household stuff; such
ition of the sneaky person who stays a few weeks as were noble or learned, or of gentee'

la family, and sets each member of it against laid aside all their pride and all their s'

le rest by secretly repeat'
'

' "

Qd malicious accounts of

im or her by the others.

I the perverse person who resolutely docs the op- 1 for religion]^ they shunned, as they did' houses in-Igressors

fccted by the plague; they minded no such things
as modes and fashions, nor did any new habit that
came up cnlicc them to imitation. Jjecency was
their rule, and modesty the standard of their habit
and conversation."

Sophia Hume, from whose collection mo.-t of
the foregoing extracts arc taken, concludes with
two striking instances, viz. A young woman and a
young man on their death-beds; one expressing a
grateful bense of having had a faithful parent who
had restrained her from youthful vanities; the
other lamenting the neglect of his parents in that
re.<pect.

The Tc.-timonies following arc taken from the Col-
lection of Dying Sayings.

Priscilla CoUon, of Plymouth.—" That which
plcaseth self is above the cross; and that which
pleaseth men is above the cross ; and that which
shuns the cross, yields to the carnal part. Though
the cross seems foolishness, stand in it." And wht'n

her departure was nigh, she desired several Friends
to be called, and among other exhortations, advised
them to keep out of the fashions and customs of
the world, both in words and apparel.

Susaniia, Garton, of Sussex was a pattern of
great plainness, and grieved to see and hear of su-

perfluity among the professors of Truth, saying,
" It was not so in the beginning." Speaking to

her grand-children, she said, " I was once young,
and delighted in the vanities and pleasures of this

world
; but the Lord in his love and mercy met

with me, yea he laid the axe to the very root of
the tree, and made me willing to part with all

my lovers, my pride and vanities, and become a

fool and a gazing stock to the world ; but all was
as nothing in comparison of the love and favour of
God to my poor soul ; and I did not look out or
take example by those that were for most liberty;"'

and then added, " Oh ! it was a good day, a blessed

day, a day never to be forgotten."

William Bevan, of Swansea, advised his child-

ren and grand-children against the fashions of the

world, saying, " Fashion not yourselves after this

world, but transform yourselves to the image of
the dear Son of God."

The foregoing ample testimonies (though but a
small part of what might be given on the same
subject) sufficiently show the concern of those who
were most eminent instruments in gathering the

people whose name we bear, and whose principles

we profess; and by an impartial view of the pre-

sent state of the society, iu regard to the subject

under consideration, it must be admitted, that a re-

lapse from primitive simplicity is very general.

And now, duar Friends, let us who have children

entrusted to our care, be willing to consider seri-

ously how it is that such an alteration has taken

place in many families. Can the Truth allow a
larger latitude now than formerly? Is not the

cross the same, and the narrow way the same; and
is not the world's spirit the same; and doth not

its liberties gender bondage?
If then some of us have had parents who, from

a sense of religious duty, were careful to bring up
their children in plain and modest apparel, and to

support a testimony in their families against that

changeable spirit with which the world is carried

to and fro, how do we manifest a regard to their

memory, and to that cause which was precious to

extract, them, if we any way contribute to the laying waste

swelling ti- in our own children, what our parents endeavoured

^ to each exaggerated
I

ties. They were jealous of their serious fram'e of
j

to build up in us; or on the other hand, "If
vhat has been said of .''pirit, and therefore all such dresses as served to j we build again those things which we profess to

There is unsoundness
j

infuse vanity into their minds, or damp their zealj have destroyed, shall we not make ourselves trans-

Yet it is not uncommon to hear it
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pleaded for children when gone half way to meet ling baptism of Divine grace, she became a child of

the world's modes, "that they are in moderation,
]

the kingdom, prepared to exemplify the doctrines

that a little allowance must be made for young 'of the gospel iu life and conversation.

people, and that religion is a work of the Leart/'i On the 6th day of the Eighth
_
month, 1720,

But w'ill not the lamentable departure of many; when not quite seventeen years of age,

from our society, through this common road to the married to Jeremiah Croasdale,

world, sufficiently refute this pleading? How
great is the proportion of those who have con-

tracted hurtful acquaintance, and been entangled

in unsuitable connections, or been robbed and spoil-

ed divers ways, whose first outgoings may be traced

to some small conformity to the world in habit or

manners. Our predecessors were not ignorant that

religion (in their time as well as now) was a work

of the heart ; they al.-o knew that " that which

cometh out of the man dotileth the man.''

When the eye, not being kept .single, looks out

at the world, then the heart desires to follow it;

first a little, and then a little more, and thus pro-

ceedeth out of the heart, and thus possesseth the

will and affections, the lust of the eye and the

pride of life, with other propensities, " which are

not of the Father, but of this world ;" and conse-

quently, the mind thus drawn out, becomes

leavened more and more into the world's spirit.

Letter of John Barclay.

I may truly and sincerely say, that we partici-

pated in a sense of the loss, which many (doubtless)

even among the more distant connectious and

friends of the deceased, feel they have sustained.

Do I say lost, do I speak of deprivation, when

those who have humbly endeavoured to love and

follow their dear Redeemer on earth, are taken

from suffering and probation,as we trust, to their

resting place in glory. Ah ! we have them still,

if the apostle's language applies to us, if we are

indeed come to Mount Zion, the heavenly Jerusa-

lem, to the innumerable company, to the spirits of

the just made perfect, to Jesus our mediator. May
we then not sorrow as those, who have no such sub-

stantial enjoyment of things hoped for, and evi-

dence of things not seen. May we be quickened

on our way, and animated by the cloud of wit-

nesses with which we are encompassed, still to per-

severe and run with patience ; looking unto Jesus,

learning of him, leaning on him in pure dependence

and child-like simplicity,—loving no one or any

one thing better than him. Being thus made wil-

ling to lose all, in and for him, we may be assured

of the fulfilment of his gracious promise of the

hundred fold even in this life, besides the heavenly

inheritance.

Eleventh mouth 29th, mil.

sne was
member of

Middletown Meeting. Her memorial says of her,

she early entered into the cares and cumber of

a family, and being religiously inclined, and of a

cheerful, active disposition, approved herself well

lified for such a charge. She instructed her

children and family both by precept and example

in piety and plainness." She brought them up,

Iso, in habits of industry, prepared to fill their

espective places in society.

As she advanced in years, she grew in religious

experience, and became qualified for extensive

usefulnesss in the church, in which she had abun-

dant service in various respects. About the year

1745, a gift in the ministry of the. Gospel was

committed to her, in which she laboured with the

unity of her Friends, and to the edification of

aany. Her concern was to exhort all to seek for

, qualification to love and fear God, and to give

lo.se attention and humble obedience to the prin-

ciple of Divine grace and Truth, the spirit of the

Lord Jesus Christ in its manifestations in their

hearts. Her life and conversation adorned the doc-

trine she preached to others, and her zeal for the

cause of Truth continued to increase with age. She

laboured more abundantly at home and abroad as

her necoessary domestic cares were lightened by the

increasing age of her children. Beside visiting the

meetings of her own Yearly Meetings, she several

times, visited those in some of the neighbouring

provinces.

She was a peaceable and kind neighbour, visit-

l and sympathyzing with the sick and afflicted,

whether their sufferings were of the body or mind.

She was eminently qualified for the important ser

ing, being very cautious lest she should utter

words without proper authority.

She was a careful, judicious mother, much con-

cerned for the proper education of her children. In

the year 1762, with her husband and family, she

removed to Little Britain, of the meeting in which

place she became a very useful member.

During her last illness she was cheerful and re-

signed, and near her close expressed in a lively

manner her firm belief of eternal happiness through

the Lord's mercy. Her decease took place Elev-

enth month 20th, 1769, being in the fortieth year

of her age.

Take Hold of my Hand.—" Take hold of my
hand," says the little one, when she reaches a slip-

pery place, or when something frightens her.

With the fingers clasped tightly around the pa-

rent's hand, she steps cheerfully and bravely along,

clinging a little closer when the way is crowded or

difficult, and happy in the beautiful strength of

childish faith.

" Take hold of my hand," says the young con-

vert, trembling with the eagerness of his love. Full

well he knows that, if he rely on any strength of

his own, he will stumble and fall; but, if the Mas-

ter reach forth his hand, he may walk with un-

wearied foot, even on the crested wave. The waters

of strife or of sorrow shall not overwhelm him, if

he but keep fast hold of the Saviour.

''Take hold of my hand,'' falters the mother,

feeling that she is all too weak for the great respon-

sibilities that throng in her path. Where shall she

learn the greatness of the mission—the importance

of the field that has been assigned to her? And
learning it, how shall she fulfil it, if she have not

the sustaining, constant presence of One who lovea

his people ?

" Take hold of my hand," whi pers the aged(one, .

tottering on through the shadows and snows of

vice of^famiry^'isitrngVand 'was"'often "employed [many years. As the lights of earth grow dimmer

therein, at home and abroad. She lived in much I'"
f^e distance, and the darkening eye looks for-

ove and unity with her fellow-labourers in the! ward '° ^^^^ ''' " ^'^'^ ^'~'''''''° ""^ ^'''' glimmer of

church militant throughout her life, and the re- ^^^ heavenly home, the weary pilgrim cries out,

even as the child beside its mother, for the Saviour'i

hand.

Jesus! Friend and elder Brother, when thei

For "Tlic Fiiond.'

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

M.A.RY MARSHALL.

For an account of Mary Hunt, afterwards Mar-

shall, a minister of Bradford Monthly Meeting,

who deceased Third month 1769, aged 87 years,

sec the sketch already given of her husband Abra-

ham Marshall.

QRACE CBOASDALE.

Grace Heaton, a daughter of Robert and Grace

Hcaton, was born within the limits of Middletown

Meeting, Bucks county. Eighth month 0th, 1703.

Her parents were reputable members of the re-

ligious Society of Friends, who brought her up

in habits of industry and sobriety, and in plain-

ness of speech, dress, and deportment. Their la-

bour for her spiritual good was blessed, and through

her submission to the visitations and heart-clcans-

membrance of this on her dying bed was a source

of satisfaction to her mind. She was mercifully

favoured during her last illness with the sweetness of

divine love and heavenly consolation, so that in

the aboundings thereof she was frequently drawn
forth in thank.sgiviug and praise to the Lord, her

comforter and Saviour. Her decease took place

Tenth month 23rd, 1769.

ANN WEBSTER.

Ann Smith, daughter of John and Dorothy
Smith, was born in East Marlborough, Chester

night cometh, when the feet are weary, when the'

eyes are dim, "take hold of our hand."

—

Christian

Treasury.

Antanio.
' The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the

year,

Of naked woods and wailing winds, and meadows
brown and bare."

A dear christian friend, who has for some time
county, in the year 1730. Under the watchful

j been kept from active duties, writes very sweetly
care of her godly parents, she was educated with on this theme,

d through the visitation;great circumspection

of Divine grace, was brought into a religious exer-

cise and concern on her own account, which con-

tinued to press on her mind until a good degree of

conformity to the Divine will was wrought in her.

Being married to William Webster, they settled

at Sadsbury, Lancaster county, where her exem-
plary conduct, and spiritual gifts caused her to be

chosen an Elder. She was a very serviceable

member of religious society, bringing forth the

fruits of a meek and quiet spirit. In the year

1757, she first appeared in the ministry. Her
communications in this line were well received by
her friends, tending to raise life in meetings, and
showing that a gift had been entrusted to her by
the great Head of the Church. She was not fre-

quent in her public appearances, nor very extensive

in words, when she did speak. She was often an
example in weighty, awful, silent sittings in meet-

" The melancholy days indeed ? Why I woke
this morning in the softest air and sweetest light,

that ever blest an autumn day, and I have now seen

its sun go down in mellow beauty. How the katy-

dids and crickets have revelled in the few green
boughs loft by the early frosts! Has not each
day, despite its great or little cares and disquietudes,

j

a poetry and beauty of its own, and a deep mean-
ing to the attentive soul ? Some writer speaks of

a summer day that was ' a poem,' to him. The
poetry of each day whether of cloud or sunshine,

is in the soul of one who is in harmonv with na-

ture. It seems to me that the poet's melancholy
days will have but little sorrow, for a healthful,

happy being, who is doing the day's duties, nobly
and well—that such an one will not find time to;

mourn with the wailing winds, or shiver with a
sudden chill, because the summer woods are bare,!

and the meadows brown." 1

1
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She closes this train of thought with the prayer
if the Psalmist, " Lord, so teach us to number our
Jaj's, thut we may apply our hearts unto wisdo
Sunday- ScfLooL Times.

COME UNTO ME.
" Come up.to me all ye that are weary aud heavy lajen

ind I will give you rest."

Come, said Jesus' sacred voice

—

Corae and make my paths your choice I

I will guide you to your houie—
Weary pilgrim, hither cornel

Thou who, houseless, sole, forlorn,

Long hast borne the proud world's scorn,
Long hast roamed the barren waste,
Weary pilgrim, hither haste I

Ye who, tossed on beds of pain.

Seek for ease, but seek in vain—
Ye whose swollen, sleepless eyi-g

Watch to see the morning rise

—

Ye, by fiercer anguish torn,

In strong remorse for guilt who mourn,
Here repose your heavy care—

-

A wounded spirit who can bear I

iSinner, come I for here is found
lialm that flows for every wound-
Peace that ever shall endure

—

Rest eternal, sacred, sure.

Hail, the King! Let all the loyal

Worshippers of greatness bow
Unto him who wears the royal

Crown of goodness on his brow I

Not in earthly song or story

Is he famed, but angels sing.

While they count his deeds of glory,

"Guy, the King!"

Mighty in the power of schooling
The strong passions of his breast.

Powerful in the might of ruling

Every action for the best,

Kingly state he doth inherit.

Princely honours round him cling,

For he ruleth his own spirit,

Guy, the King!

He opposeth Truth to Error,

And the dastard foes of Right
Flee in hasty, white-lipped terror

From bis stern, rebuking sight.

He would scorn to wrong another;
Not for empires would he wring

Vantage from his weaker brother,

Guy, the King!

Wealth and fame he hath not any,

Worldly honors he hath few,

For on earth, alas I are many
Scorners of the good and true;

But he goeth on unfearing
Slander's bite and envy's fling,

Smiling at the world's cold sneering,
Guy, the King!

He is patient in affliction,

He IS calm when storms arise,

For he knows Heaven's benediction
Falleth often in disguise.

He is happy in the station

Fate or fortune please to bring.

If he hath God's approbation,

Guy, the King !

Sceptered power is fearful ever,

Thrones and empires topple down,
But usurping hands can never

Snatch away this sovereign's crowi

Loyal hearts ! oh, rally round him.

Let his praises bravely ring,

For the God of Glory crowned him
Guy, the King I

The gem cannot be polished without friction,

nor man perfected without adversity.

For •• The Friend." ijo tijg difficulty of obtaining employment in the.
The Standard Bearers. present unsettled state of our country, might have

One by one the labourers are called iiomc. ltit-'«'='i reduced to great de-titution.

appertains to those who remain, to "dwell in that I

'^"''^ House of Industry was open from the 17th
which gives ability to labour successfully in the|o'' 'i'welllh mouth, 1»^G0, to the ii^th of the Third
church of Christ.'' That which gives ability to '"outh, IbGl. Eniploymout was given to i:i6

labour in the church of Christ is "the anointing '^"O""^") "'="1^ of whom it was evident from their

which we have received of Ilim;" This " abideth j"*^^^' ^'"^ respectable appearance, belonged to a

in" us, "and is truth and no lie." Aud as it
[class rather above those who usually apply for our

"teaeheth of all things," let us abide in IIim,M''''*'='''^''ce. 47 children were admitted; those un-

"even as it Au//t to«i,'/<r' us. " Abide in me, and H"^""
'^'^ 3"-'^rs of age reiuaining all day in the

I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself,
\

"ursery under the care of our kind and efficient

except it abide in the vine, no more can ye, except j^'"''*^— the older ones attend schools, returning at

ye abide in me. 1 am the vine, ye are the branch- 1

"^ooj^ 'o dinner.

es: He that abideth in me, aud I in him, the|. The daily reading of the Holy Scriptures and of

same bringeth forth much fruit: for without me ye i

instructive tracts has been continued, and we trust

can do nothing." Again, said our Holy Redeemer ^"S ^^'^ interest manifested by many of the women,
on a memorable occasion, when "among the chief I

'^"^ °PP<"''"i''y °f '^'-'^'"'"g '''^se truths has not been

rulers many believed ou him ;" " but dfd not con- altogether unimproved,

fess Him lest they should be put out of the syn
gogue :" " for they loved the praise of men more
than the praise of God ;" " 1 am come a light

into the world, that whosoever believeth ou me
should not abide in darkness." Adding also as

his testimony of the Father—" And 1 know that
his commandment is life everlasting." " Now the

end of the commandment is charity, out of

The visits of the standing committee have been
continued, and we believe that the care extended by
them over the women is very beneficial, inducing
more attention to cleanliness and order at their

homes. They are also enabled to judge more cor-

rectly of their wants, and where cases of sickness
have occurred, by their timely assistance in pro-
ding groceries and other comforts, have alleviated

pure heart, aud of a good conscience, and of faith 1'''° condition of many a poor person, whose lot,

unfeigned; from which some having swerved, have|^^"'"ys \ia.TA, is aggravated by being for the time

turned aside unto vain jangling ;''
^^

Desiring to be ]

rendered helpless. Shoes were distributed by them
teachers of the law; understanding neither" what j'° ^^^ women and 50 children—groceries to 17

they say, nor whereof they affirm."" These things —also a. number of warm garments,

were written for our learning: they are both old '^^^ Sewing society met during the winter, and
and new. The whole of 1 Tim. 1, is preciously tliough 'lie demand for fancy articles has been less

and deeply instructive. If we know these things '1^^" usual, yet some profit has been received from

from Him whose life is the light of men, happy are ''>'-'''' labours, besides which, the effect of bringing

we if we do them. " Not every one that saith
°"'' members together in this social manner is

unto me Lord, Lord, but he that docth the will of !'^.*^°*^fi'=''il| ^J increasing their interest in the Institu-

my father," &c. Not every one that saith he has |''°^-

faith, but he that hath the true charity, which is |

*^ '^ gratefully acknowledge the following accep-

the end of the commandment, and which cometh I

'^^'^^ donations,—2 pieces of canton-flannel to be

out of unfeigned faith, he shall live by his faith.
I

'^'s""'b'i'<^'^ ^^<^^& t'le women. 20 Testaments

Live like the apostle, "I am crucified with Christ,
I

''"o"' ^'^'^ "Philadelphia Auxiliary Bible Associa-

nevertheless I live, yet not I but Christ liveth in,t'°°-" * ^^^ ^'^^^^'^ "'^"^"^ ^^^ presented for use in

me." And seeing now that it hath pleased thei''"^
work-room, by J. Evans aud B. Hacker. 10

Head of the church to remove many of his faithful
rag-dolls trjm interested friends, for the children in

standard-bearers— to take them out of great tribu-!"^'^
nursery. Some woolen articles for children,

lation, leaving us in the same, may we remember ^*"''°'" ^- I'^^^^on. 2 pieces of canton-flannel, 2 of

the rapturous vision which John saw when he |«^1"=°'
^
"^ ^'°'^''^° P'''"'' ''"^ ^ °''S'°Slia"' ''°o°J'-

heard the answer, "These are they which came ™°"'*'3^-
, ,. . • , tt

out of great tribulation, and have wa.-,hed their i ,
1° assembling to prepare for opening the House

robes and made them white in the blood of the
°f Industry lor the coming season, we find our

Lamb. Therefore are they before the throne ofif"^'^,^ ^"^"^l
^adequate for our necessities; being

God, and serve him day and night in bis temple :
l'''^'"ely sufficient to meet the debts already con-

andHethatsittethonthethroneshalldwellauiongi'"i-.''-''J- As our yearly income is always very

them. They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any 1.^'^'°?' ^"^ ""l^ly mainly on our sales and donations,

more ; neither shall the sun light ou them, nor any
j

heat. For the Lamb which is 1

"

throne shall feed them and shall lead them unto

!

'iving fountains of waters; and God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes."

ArinualRepoitqf" Tlie Female Socicttj of Pkila-

delpkia^ for the Relief and Employmeitt of the

Foor."

The former being much diminished the past year,

"tbe""rnidst'o'f "the
'^'^'^ ''^'^ donations not more than half the usual

amount, we are now under the necessity of asking

immediate and generous aid from our friends, to en-

able us to give employment to half our accustomed

number. Donations of provisions from our friends

in the country, or orders for work, will be thank-

fully received, at No. 112 N. Seventh St.

JuLiAX.NA Randolph, Clerk,

No. 1734 Chesnut St.

Mary Ann Baco.n, Jr., Treasurer,

No. 923 Green St.

Y. W.

As the usual period returns for calling the at

tention of our subscribers to the results of our la.

hours during the past winter, we fee

thankfulness, that although our eflFort

sarily been instrumental

small number of our su:

Every spring God works countless wonders.
it cause for Out of a little bud he brings a branch with leaves

haveneces- jand flowers and fruits. From a tiny seed he de-

lieving only a very velops a whole plant, with its system of roots and
fellow-citizens, yet branches. And more wonderful still, we see

by affording employment and shelter to them and springins; into life a new generation of insects and
their children, many poor women have been en- " ' "

^' ' " '
'

'

ablcd to maintain themselves, who otherwise, owino
birds and beasts,

them all."

" In wisdom Thou hast made
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For "Tlio Friend."

Xisings and Memories.

THE MYSTERIES OF PROVIDENCE.

God in his attributes, in his creating power in na-

ture, in the sanctifying and justifjing operations of

his grace, can never be understood and compre-

hended by the weak, circumscribed faculties of man.

His dealings with the children of grace, the pecu-

liar tribulations meted out to some, the compara-

tively sunny paths through which he leads others,

are, doubtless in true wisdom, and tend to the per-

fecting his glorious purposes. We may not be able

to perceive any fitness in the dispensations of his

providence, through which we or our friends are,

through his assistance, slowly working our way to

the kingdom of purity and peace, whither he calls

us;—yet through faith in Ilim, and in his un-

bounded wisdom and mercy, v:e knoic, that for the

good purposes of his grace, for the furtherance of

our own soul's salvation, and for the eternal good

of others, the path in which He leads all his spirit-

ual children, is the very path most conducive to

individual holiness and the good of the church

militant.

It is useless to perplex ourselves by an at-

tempt to sound unfathomable depths with the short

line of our limited understanding. A fable in point

is told relative to Augustine, that goodly old father,

whose canonization by the church of Home, has

not cx'inguished his claim to the character of a

convicted and converted sinner, a ransomed and

perfected saint. Augustine, so says the story, had

been perplexing himself respecting the nature of

the Deity, the mysteries of the God-head. The
more he mused, the more difficult did the subject

appear to him. With his mind agitated by the

failure of his intellect to grasp the subject, he

walked out on the sea shore, that at least his body

might be invigorated by the cool, bracing wind. As
he paced along, still straining his intellect to com-

pass things beyond human comprehension, he per-

ceived, as he thought, a child, busily engaged bring-

ing water from the sea iu the hollow of his hands

and pouring it into a small hole he had scraped in

the sand. Augustine felt an interest in the little

labourer, and ceasing from the vain and fruitless

exertion of thought he had been engaged in, he

paused to consider and question. " My child

what art thou doing?" he asked. "Mine is ai

easy task" said the boy, " it is only to sweep the

wide ocean into this narrow hole." " Foolish boy !

to expect those vast waters could be held in that

small pit," said the learned priest, astonished,

doubt, that even a child should have bein so i

reasonable as to deem it a possibility. As he

spake, the little child appeared to change into the

form of an angel of light, and with answering re-

proof thus addrcs-sed him, " Child of du-t, thy

object is still more hopeless. Dost thou conceive

that thou art able to comprehend the nature of

the most High, within the compass of thy own
sh.allow understanding? Far sooner, Augustine,
far sooner could I accon p ish this work, than any
finite mind understand His nature who is infinite."

Whether Augustine narrated this as a vision, or
as a parable, we know not, neither is it material.

In either case the moral is so plain that we may
profit by it.

We cannot comprehend God, neither can we
always sec the reasonableness or design of the
operations of his providence. Yet it often happens
that in this latter respect apparent mysteries are

made plain to us, even on this earth. If he leads
Bome of his children through bloody or fiery mar-
tyrdoms, into his kingdom of glory, it has often

been his good pleasure thereby to awaken har-
dened spectators to turn to, and embrace the truth,

and to quicken lukewarm believers to seek for a

creator portion of that grace which had enabled

the brother or sister to thank God whilst exulting

in the fires, or to rejoice in the fangs of wild beasts,

or whilst yielding their lives under the gallows.

Some children of grace have had lifelong conflicts

ith pain, and afflictions of various kinds, and al-

though very mysterious the workings of providence

may at times appear to them, yet we have evidence

that from the holy, heavenly example of meek, unre-

piuing patience manifested by these, there have at

seasons been merciful extendings of saving visita-

i to others. Yea, others seeing their good

works of cheerful submission, have through Divine

grace bringing the lesson home to them, been en-

abled to glorify God in this, their day of visitation.

The removal ofvaluable labourers from the church

litant in the maturity and vigor of their days,

before the spiritual eye has become dim, or the

strength and alacrity of spirit for doing the Lord's

work has abated, is often a mystery, as well as an

affliction to the flock and family. Yet there may be,

at times, perceived a benefit to others springing out

of such afflictive dispensations. Some twenty years

since, I met within the limits of a neighbouring

Yearly Meeting a minister of the gospel of Christ

from within our own borders, one who has since

been called suddenly from her work on earth to her

everlasting reward, and for whose unlocked for re-

moval, the church militant has not yet recovered

the shock. A circumstance similar to that of her

own removal from us now, had then recently taken

place within the limits of the meeting where we

were. A mother in Israel had been removed, the

church was in mourning,—the faithful ones could

not see who was to fill the station which the gath-

ered one had occupied. Some remaining might have

as good gifts in the ministry, but lacked as good a

spirit of discernment,—some had good discern-

ment, but were not naturally nor spiritually en-

dowed with as muchenergy, promptness and willing-

ness to withstand error openly in high places,

Well, it was in such a time of mourning amongst

those who really could feel at that place, that we

attended a large Quarterly Meeting there. The
Friend was largely engaged in the ministry, where-

in she was led to comfort those who were mourn-

ing for the loss of their departed mother in the

Truth. She showed them that the blessed Head
of the church was watching over it for good,

this day as much as he ever had been, and was as

ready to bless all the faithful who looked unto hi

for strength. She told them there were those who
had lived under the shadow of this faithful one

removed,—depending on her for leading in reli

gious concerns and in labours for the church, who
would have now, if honest to their Divine Master,

to come out and take a more active part, and it

would be for their growth. She then said sh

had noticed that when large full grown trees, which

cast a goodly shadow, had been removed, it often

happened that plants which hud been sheltered by
it, but shaded also, and thereby stunted in growth,

became more thrifty and vigorous. The spiritual

application was beautifully made. May it be re

alized in the experience of some in the present re

moval, that in the various stations of usefulness shi

occupied, a renewed growth iu the younger sisters

may be apparent, so that the work of the Lord
may not be hindered amongst them, but that whilst

true charity and love are manifested as becometh

saints, the testimony of Truth against wrong action

unsound doctrines, spurious charity, and harsh d

nunciations, may be unflinchingly given forth.

All that is true comes from God ; what is not

true, from the creature.

For "Tho Friend."

We have recently perused a little tract, pub-

bed at Boston, entitled " A plea for the Horse,

a few remarks on his treatment and manage-

ment,'' and were pleased with the humane and

mon sense views inculcated in it. We do not

suppose that many of the readers of " The Friend"

are unmindful of the kindness they owe to so use-

ful an animal as tho horse, but it can do them no

harm to throw before them the sentiments con-

tained in the following extracts. X.

Eleventh month, 1861.

" The inflamed tempers of men, called forth in

the government of this best of creatures, have been

the cause of much of their unruly obstinacy ; the

llest deviation from the course they may be

desired to take being generally sure to incur their

anger, and too often their abuse. A more gentle

means of kindnoi-s, like persuasion with their own
species, is much more sure and effective in sub-

duing their wayward spirits—too often caused by

reckless force and violence. It was not intended

that they who were created in the image of their

Maker, and clothed with ' dominion over every

living thing that moveth upon the earth,' should

act as cruel tyrants in subjecting the animal species

to their wills, and ' if there be any one,' as an

eminent author has said, ' who hardens himself in

oppression, and justifies the wrong because he has

done it, his insensibility can make small part of

his praise or his happiness.' Had man been made
the creature of instinct instead of the being so

' noble in reason,' as he is, we fear he would bear

but a sad comparison with the poor beast who now
bleeds and suffers from his iron rule. ' There are

some brutes,' says Locke, ' that seem to have as

much knowledge and reason as some that are call-

ed men.' It is true, that a great regard for ani-

mals is very often expressed, but it too seldom ex-

tends beyond the tongue. Our sympathy should

urge us to a more practical performance of our

duty, if it does not incite us to acts of generosity.

The being who is deficient in benevolence for the

helpless and dependent brute, has not much claim

to be considered above him. It would seem, that

the beneficent ordinance of one day in a week as

a day of rest for the ever-toiling beast, would lead

and teach men to imitate the watchful care of their

own benignant Master."
" Almost every one has probably often seen ex-

hibitions of tho remarkable docility and playful-

ness of the horse, when under the gentle discipline

of those who have a proper regard for him; and

we think, by a continually kind usage, there would

be seldom any difficulty in his easy and perfect

management, his stubborn and fractious disposition

arising principally from the ill-treatment of those

who misgovern him. Horses, comparatively, are

less irritable than men, but are ever more timid,

from the constant fear of a kick or a blow from

those who have the charge of them. The love of

the horse is truly an ennobling trait in the char-

acter of any one ; and we believe we are not often

miftaken in estimating the general dispositions of

such persons, as composed of the kindest humanity.

It may be supposed that we entertain an opposite

opinion where the reverse of such a feeling is mani-

fested towards him."
" It is a common usage for most persons entrusted

with the driving of teams, to be supplied with a

whip, tho handle of which being large and heavy,

some of them of a sufficient size and weight to des-

troy a hor.se at a single blow. There are few

persons who have not been the frequent and in-

dignant witnesses to the exercise of this bludgeon

over many a ho4se's head, too often for the most

trivial cause ;—Drivers are likewise frequently
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seen beating the knees of their horses with the
same torturinfr instrument, and often u.sing it upon
their backs in driving, in like base maniit-r. It~-

use should not be tolerated in a Christian couiuui-

nitj; and the owners of vehicles who allow this

villauous weapon to remain in tlie hands of their

, who are too apt to use it if lliey have it,

should receive no employ from any humane citi-

zen.

"Numberless horses are ruined yearly by the un-
bridled tempers of men."

The whippiug and other abuse of horses have
become very Ircqucnt and disagreeable occurren-
ces in our streets, especially in thorougiifaresluad-

to the various depots. Very often, and we
may say, generally overloaded, more particularly
hen our streets are in bad coudition, they are

frequently maimed and goaded to au unfeeling

extent, as residents and others can testify. In the

transportation of stone, lumber, kc, it olten hap-
pens that too few horses are employed for the ex-

cessive weight borne upon the teams which convey
it; and we are contiuually called to see them
urged and forced to a shameful violation of their

strength, sometimes to an extent which seems
almost sufficient to separate their limbs from their

bodies; and this too, in the presence of persons
bearing the external appearance of men, who gene-
rally look carelessly on with a most disinterested

indifference. These things should not exist, and
we want to see a spirit enkindled in the community
hich decrees that they shall not exist. Let us

3 what we claim to be, hu.maxe; or no longer
assume to ourselves a superiority over an instinc-

tive race in many respects transcending our own.
" Horses are likewise too often subjected to an-

other species of cruelty. During the most intense

cold nights, they are permitted and compelled to

IBtand mercilessly expo.se<l, and without the least

protection, in our public streets, hour after hour,

chilled, and lingering, in the most extreme cases,

for the thoughtless votaries of pleasure and amuse-
ment. Fast driving is too often permitted ; and
the practice of leaving horses, attached to vehicles,

unattended by any one in our most thronged streets,

where they are continually liable to be frightened

by various causes, frequently running away, and
endangering the lives of many persons, is a viola-

tion of an ordinance of the city, and should be dis-

continued. A criminal neglect too often probably
exists, after they have been worn down by severe

daily labour; but a common humanity should not

permit them to suffer from a want of necessary

food or care, though, it is feared, that many are

sparingly supplied and negligently attended to.

Though required to ' work while the day lasts,'

men would greatly subserve their own interests,

should they, unfortunately, have no other induce-

ment to extend their lenity or pity towards their

horses, if, instead of employing them almost every
hour from sunrise to sunset, in extreme heat, they
would allow them to remain in their stables for a

few hours in the middle of the day ; the incessant

and immoderate labour imposed upon them during

the late excessively hot weather, being a melan-
choly expression of the inhumanity of some of their

owners."
" The preceding remarks are not intended to

apply to persons indiscriminately, having the man-
agement of horses, who, as a class, are among the

most useful and deserving in our city, not a few of

whom, as we often have occasion to observe, fur-

nish frequent evidence of their good tempers, in

the very commendable kindness they manifest in

regard to them; but to those who are continually

admiration than the exhibition of a kind regard When in a foreign land, we soon learn that with-
and a charitable sympathy towards the animal|out lo.siug the ordinary signification of the word,

are actuated only by a common the term home buuomes so enlarged and extended
creation

; aiid

desire to induce men to become more considerate
and temperate in their feelings, that we may be
the less frequent witnesses of their anger, and per-
haps make them truly .sensible of the great obli-

gation they have to exercise a more christian for-

bearance towards so necessary and so noble an
animal as the Horse."

A Cornel and a Panic.—In the year 1712,
Whiston predicted that the comet would appear
on Wednesday, the 14th of October, at five min-
utes after five in the morning, and that the world
would be destroyed by fire on the Friday following.

His reputation was high, and the comet appeared.
A number of persons got into boats and barges on
the Thames, thinking the water the safest place
South tjea and India stock fell. A captain of

a Dutch ship threw all his powder into the river,

that the ship might not be endangered. At noon
after the comet had appeared, it is said that more
than one hundred clergymen were ferried over to

Lau.beth, to request that proper prayers might be
prepared, there being none in the church service

People believed that the day of judgment was at

hand, and some acted on this belief, more as if

some temporal evil was to be expected. There
was a prodigious run on the bank, and Gilbert
Heathcote, at that time the head director, issued

orders to all the fire ofiieers in London, requiring
them to keep a good look-out, and have a particu-

ar eye upon the I3ank of England. iSueh is the
:ffect of a panic.
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Home, with the affections and duties that clus-

ter around it, is specially the place where are con-
joined our severest trials and our sweetest, most

tisfying pleasures: there the heart may learn its

ost humbling lessons, and practise the most enno-

bling virtues, while it draws from its congenial fel-

'ows, to which it is joined by the tenderest ties of

iflinity, a flow of mental enjoyment and unaffected

love which combine to fill it with the oil of glad-

ness. If it is within the circle of home that the

most efficient portion of education is begun and
carried on, so also it is there, that we are most

commonly called upon to set an example of, and
prove our aptitude for " whatsoever things are

honest, what.-oever things are just, whatsoever

things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely,

whatsoever things arc of good report;" and that

our example produces its sure effects for good or

for evil.

But the duties of life are not always confined

within this narrow circle, and the Allwise Author
of our being, has so constituted the common na-

ture of man, that he demands a wider sphere for

observation and action, and feels his interests to

be allied with those of the community of which he

is a member, or his affections to expand so as to

brace the whole human family. It is not there-

fore obligatory to be always engaged in business or
" ousewifery. The counting-house, professional

ngagements and domestic cares, may sometimes

be laid aside with advantage, and a wider field of

observation and action profitably substituted, pro-

vided, however situated, a watch is maintained so

to enjoy and estimate men and things, as that they

and grossly violating the common feelings of hu-imay contribute iu loading us to apply our hearts

tnauity. There is nothing which more excites our i unto wisdom.

in Us) sense, as to embrace our country; aud that
almost instinctively we invest each fact and sen-
timeut that bears upon the character or the wel-
fare of our native land, with a personal interest
that may claim no slight affinity to those feelin"8
which are usually a.ssociated with the spot that
comes within the peculi ir sense of tiie term. This
does not always ari.se from indulging iu the pride
and selfishness that would exclude from regard, all

but that portion of the human race to which we
belong, engendering a narrow and uuehrislian
feeling towards other nations, or exciting jealou.sy
of their progress, and leading to national enmity

;

but it is an offshoot of the same virtuous motive
which prompts to the special care for " tlwse of
our own house," and causes us to bluish for the er-
rors, or to take delight in the good deeds of all

who are nearly connected with us. Uut while
justified in giving due scope to this feeling of love
for our country, true ingenuousness will prevent us
from allowing the ties which bind ua by a common
interest to a particular social circle or to our own
nation, to deter from recognizing and fully estimat-
ing, whatever superiority we observe in the attain-
ments, the institutions aud the manners of the peo-
ple among whom we are moving. It is only by
this means that we can derive benefit from what
we see and hear, or contribute to the improvement
of others where our influence may extend; and if

we are properly alive to this, there is little danger
of our being betrayed by a false shame into sub-
serviency to the opinions or supposed wishes of

others, though contrary to our own convictions of
what is right.

There is certainly a new impulse given to the
mind by visiting foreign countries, observing their
physical and social peculiarities, and noting the
new ideas called forth by the varied aspects of na-
ture and the different phases of civilizatiou pre-
euted in different communities. The habitual
;urrents of thought are thus broken aud cham'ed,
and the' mind stimulated to higher or more ex-
panded appreciation of the principles which im-
press or govern man and society. IJut in whatever
part of the world, or under whatever government
e may be, we will find that man is essentially the

same, subject to the same passions and stimulated
by the same self-interest. Social and moral de-

velopments vary and present themselves in higher
and lower grades, and the manners and customs of
different nations have peculiarities which distinguish

one from another, but there is nevertheless a great

community of feeling in the world at large, ana the

same elements are at work in the various races and
classes of men, developing more or less rapidly the

advancing stages of civilization, of which, practi-

cal Christianity is the perfect type, or rather the
perfected reality. Governments differ in theory,

d are executed by dissimilar agencies, but under
them all, it is evident that the multitudes have

n from the dust into which, for ages, they have
been pressed by the heel of a privileged class, aud
arc demanding their inalienable rights at the -es-

sense of the assumed prerogatives of crowned
aeads, and a titled aristocracy. Light has gained
some access into the dark places of the earth, the

ms of cruelty, and there is an almost uni-

versal, though faint consciousnesss in the general
mind of professing Christendom, of the rank which
man was intended by his Creator to hold in the

scale of existence, his consequent worth as an in-

tellectual being, and that the main and original de-

sign of government is to repress evil, to afford the

means of culture and the pur.-uit of happiness to
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every one, while it spreads its shield equally over

the rights of all. Closer observation by means of

personal intercourse and the commingling of na-

tives of different countries, can hardly fail to re-

move many unfounded prejudices, and to seal the

conviction that no one nation can or ought to stand

isolated and alone ; whatever its situation or pecu-

liar advantages, its interests must suffer by an ex-

clusive selfishness. It is the duty, as well as the

true good of each country, to contribute its fair

proportion towards the prosperity of others, and to

exercise whatever influence it may possess to es-

tablish the good government and safety of all, and

thus secure the peace and progress of the world.

The American abroad at the present time, finds

that his country, and the calamity under which it

is now suffering, are topics of general concern and

enquiry, and while it sometime must excite his sur-

prise to notice, even within cultivated and intelli-

gent circles, the lack of correct knowledge respect-

ing the geography, the government, and the social

and material progress of his native land, he will

be gratified with the evidence of a deep feeling in

the final result of its free institutions, and the re-

cognized power it exerts on the aspirations of the

people of Europe, and the policy of their rulers.

It is greatly to he regretted that there appears to

be a disposition among some of those here who
influence public opinion, to create or foment a

feeling of enmity towards other nations,—especially

towards Great Britain,—under a supposed intention

or desire on their part to give countenance and aid

to the so-called "Southern Confederacy;" and it

behooves all who value peace on earth and good-

will to man, to be upon their guard, not to be

drawn into a participation in it. It is wrong to

suspect evil designs or motives, where there is not

positive evidence of their existence, and we think

whatever may be the supposed dictates of party

policy among those nations, in regard to the course

to be pursued towards the parties arrayed against

each other in our deplorable strife, there is unmis-
takably a sincere sympathy in the heart of the

people themselves, with the success of the efforts to

maintain an undivided government, and the remo
val of the stain of slavery from its future existence

and conduct.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

U.MTED States.— 1 lie Proffress of the ICar.—No
of marked impon;ince biive been reported during the
past week. According to last accounts from Kcnluciiv,
tliat Suue is nearly clear of the rebels. Zollicotfer has
been driven back to Cumberland Gap, and Buckner,
with about 20,000 men, is still at Bonling Green. Co-
lumbus and Hickman, on the Jlissl8sippi, are the only
two other places held by the rebels. There are live dis-
tinct columns of Government troops noH- operating in
that State. Gen. I'uell, west of the Tennessee rivei
Gen. Nelson, on the Big Sandy; Gen. Thomas, at Cam
Dick Uobinson and beyond

;
Gen. M'Cook, at Nolln,aii

Gen. Crittenden in the Lower Green River Valley. Bow
ing Green is the only place where there is a prospect of
any serious action.

The expedition to the eastern shore of Virginia me
with no resistance. There were aliout 1 8tiO armed rebel
in Northampton county, lint they laid down their arms
and dispersed on the ajiproach of the Government lroo|]S
Some rebel oDicers and a number of jiieces of artillery
were captured. County meetings are to be held to re
new allegiance to the U. S. Government. The peoni
will first adopt the State Government lor Western Vir
ginia as a temporary measure, and then look to legisla
tion by that State and Maryland for annexation to th
latter.

The Secretary of the Treasury has ordered the resto-
ration of the light on Ca|ic Charles, and the I'o

General will send a special agent to renew the postal
connections with both counties.

A despatch from Charleston says: "The unexpected
'

at Bay I'oint anfailure of our shor

Head, to demolish at I ECls,

has sadly shaken the popular confidence in the efficacy

of our guns against the monster frigates and iron-clad

nboats which they may have again to encounter
;
and

w so alarmed are many of the sordid souls that infest

Southern cities, that the effect may already be seen

the lengthening of the freight trains which leave al-

most hourly for the interior." In Savannah, the panic

even more general and more decided, whole neigh-

bourhoods having been suddenly left deserted.

Since the withdrawal of the chief portion of the Fede-

al troops from Springfield, Missouri, the rebels have

gain entered the State. A despatch of the 23rd, states

that Gen. M'Cullough, with a large force was encamped
between Springfield and Lebanon. A train of 200 men,

hich left Sedalia for Leavenworth, was attacked near

Knob Nester, by a force of from 500 to 600 rebels, and

he train captured. A rebel army of 4,000 men, chiefly

cavalry and Indians, were on the Kansas line directly

est of Carthage, with the evident intention of entering

that Sta;e and ravaging its southern counties. The
ebel State Legislature in sessional Neosho, had passed

n ordinance of secession and united the State with the

Southern Confediracy. A later despatch says that

ice was rapidly advancing on Sedalia.

The news from Port Royal is unimportant. The forts

were being repaired and strengthened ar.d the troops

•ere engaged in entrenching themselves securely on the

iland. Some of the white residents in the vicinity

liege in the most emphatic terms that the mass of the

eople of South Carolina are heartily sick of the war,

and but for the control of tbeir leaders would be glad to

turn to their allegiance to the United States.

Soulhern Items.—The Blockade.—The statement that

vessels had run the blockade since the Itith of the

Fifth month last, is discredited by the New Orleans Cres-

It says "this is a very wild estimate, even if it is

supported by returns of statements in the departments
Richmond. So far as New Orleans is to be consid-

d, the las', arrivals via the Balize, were on the 29th

of .May last. There have been some arrivals and depar-
ts of schooners from the bayous on the Gulf. There
e been some coasting vessels on the coast of Caro-
evading the blockade

; but all these will not count
516. On the other hand, the U. S. steamer South

Carolina has captured seventeen schooners in attempt-
un the gauntlet between New Orleans and Texas

ports. There have been only three or four vessels from
Europe—one the Bermuda—that have successfully run

blockade. Some few West India traders have met
1 success on the Carolina coast. It is misleading

foreign governments to make assertions of this charac-
that the blockade is easily avoided, when not a ves-

sel has entered the port of New Orleans via the river for

er five months, and only one from a foreign port."

The rebel Congress have ordered their seatof govern-
EDt to be removed from Richmond to Nashville, Ten-

nessee.

J'riccs in New Orleans.—The Crescent gives the follow-

ing quotations
; rice, 7 J cents per pound

;
potatoes, $2.50

a bushel ; corn, $1.25 a §1.35 ; common soap, 30 a 35
cents

;
starch, 40 cents

;
breadstulfs of all kinds scarce

and steadily advancing in price.

Kcw York.—Mortality last week, 397.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 218.

Message of Jefferson i»am3.—The Congress of the
Southern Confederacy is now in session. A message
was sent to the congress by the President, on the 19th
inst., in which he presents hopeful views of the rebel
cause. The retrospect of the past seven months is, he
says, such as should fill the hearts of the people with
gratitude to Providence for his kind interposition in

their behalf Abundant yields have rewarded the la-

bour of the agriculturist, whilst the manufacturing in-

dustry of the Confederate States was never so prosper-
ous as now. A reconstruction of the Union is, he
alleges, utterly impossible; the southern people now
look with contemptuous astonishment on those with
whom they were recently associated, and shrink with
aversion from the bare idea of renewing such a connec-
tion. The barbarous manner in which the war has been
conducted by the United States is condemned, and es-
pecially the fitting out of naval expeditions with "the
confessed purpose not only to pillage, but to incite a
servile war in our midst." He argues that the south is

able to prolong the contest indehnitely and with con-
stantly increasing means of resistance, and that its

freedom and independence of the north will ultimatelv
be established. He ends with these words: "While
the war which is waged to take from ns the right of
self government can never attain that end, it remains to
be seen how far it may work a revolution in the indus-
trial system of the world, which may carry suHc'ring to
other lands as well as to our own. In the meantime,

we shall continue this struggle in humble dependence
upon Providence, from whose searching scrutiny we
cannot conceal the secrets of our hearts, and to whose

e we conBdently submit our destinies. For the rest,

shall depend upon ourselves—Liberty is always won
ere there exists the unconquerable will to be free,

i we have reason to know the strength that is given

by a conscious sense, not only of the magnitude, but of

the righteousness of our cause."

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 13th inst. The cot-

ton market active, with constantly advancing prices,

readstulfs quiet and steady. Flour, 285. a 32s. ; red
heat, lis. 9rf. a 12s. \Qd. per 100 pounds; white, 13s.

14«.

Three British vessels of war were ready to sail for

Mexico, but had been detained, owing to stormy weather.
The French ships were to sail immediately. It is re-

ported that it was at the instigation of England that the

United States is to be invited to join the expedition.

The Spanish journals talk of a probable Spanish pro-
tectorate as the result of the expedition.

The convention respecting the Mexican expedition is,

that the invading powers shall not seek territorial ad-
antages for themselves, nor use their influence to iu-

srfere with the rights of the people to choose their own
Government. It also contains an article providing that

ivitation be given to the United States to accede to

the Convention in behalf of their own subjects.

The London Times declares that while steam naviga-
tion has been a scientific s.uccess, it has been a pecuni-
ary failure, inasmuch as all the lines of ocean steamers
require enormous appropriations from the government

keep them afloat.

The speech of Adams, the American Minister, at the
Lord Mayor's banquet, has attracted considerable at-^

tention. He was silent as to the war, but very pacifiol

towards England. The London Daily News, says it wasJ
frank, manly, sensible and seasonable, and must be cor-

1

dially welcomed by England at large, especially as a|
mall but active faction is doing its ntmost to misrepre-

j

ent American diplomacy and create ill feeling. i

Lord Palmerston made a speech on the same occasion,
j

n which he remarked, "although circumstances beyonrlj
lur control may threaten for a time to interfere witUi
the full supply of cotton, so necessary for the productive
industry of the country, yet no doubt that temporary

'

evil will be productive of permanent good, and we shall

find in various quarters of the globe, sure and certain

and ample supplies, which will render us no longer de-
pendent upon one source of production for that which is

,

so necessary for the industry and welfare of the country.
The Times seeks to calm the dismay at the short sup-^

ply of cotton, and says there is no ground for national
alarm.

The French Government has given assurances to

Switzerland which will have a tendency to quiet her
apprehensions, arising from the act of the French troops
in occupying the Valley of the Deppes. It is probable
that this difhculty will be adjusted without any unpleas-
ant consequences.

It is reported that Garibaldi has annonnced to the
Central Italian Committee through Gen. Turr, his firm
intention not to provoke any movement in favour of*

Rome or Venice. At the same time, he wished lh»
Italian armaments and the popular sympathy for tbft

union of Italy to be encouraged to the utmost.
,^

In an autograph letter, the Emperor of Austria sets
forth the measures recently announced to be taken ia
ihe management of Hungary. It evinces a determina-t
tion to carry out the policy of the government in Ilun-i

gary.
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The Sloth.

Let us DOW turn our attention to the Sloth,

whose native haunts have hitherto been so little

known, and probably little looked into. Those
Hfho have written on this singular animal have re-

marked that he is in a perpetual state of pain
;

;hat he is proverbially slow in his movements; that

he is a prisoner in space ; and that, as soon as he

is consumed all the leaves of the tree upon which
h;id mounted, he rolls himself up in the form of

ball, and then falls to the ground. This is not

he case.

If the naturalists who have written the history

af the Sloth had gone into the wilds, in order to

xamine his haunts and economy, they would not

ave drawn the foregoing conclusions ; they would

bave learned, that though all other quadrupeds

may be described while resting upon the ground,

the Sloth is an exception to this rule, and that his

bistory must be written while he is in the tree.

This singular animal is destined by nature to be

produced, to live, and to die in the trees ; and, to

o justice to him, naturalists must examine him in

this upper element. He is a scarce and solitary

mimal, and being good food he is never allowed to

3scape. He inhabits remote and gloomy forests,

where snakes take up their abode, and where

sruelly stinging ants and scorpions, and swamps,

and innumerable thorny shrubs and bushes, ob-

struct the steps of civilized man. Were you to

iraw your own conclusions from the descriptions

which have been given of the Sloth, you would

probably suspect that no naturalist has actually

gone into the wilds with the fixed determinatio

find him out, and examine his haunts, and see

whether nature has committed any blunder in tbe

formation of this extraordinary creature, which ap-

pears to us so forlorn and miserable, so ill put to-

gether, and so totally unfit to enjoy the blessings

bich have been so bountifully given to the rest of

animated nature ; for he has no soles to his feet,

and he is evidently ill at ease when he tries to

move on the ground, and it is then that he looks

up in your face with a countenance that says.

Have pity on me, for I am in pain and sorrow."

It mostly happens, that Indians and Negroes

Me the people who catch the sloth, and bring it to

the white man: hence it may be conjectured, that

the erroneous accounts wc have hitherto had of

Ihe Sloth, have not been penned down with the

slightest intention to mislead the reader, or give

him an exaggerated history, but that these errors
" ave naturally arisen by examining the Sloth, in

those places where nature never intended that he

should be exhibited.

However, we are now in his own domain. Man
but little frequents these thick and noble forests,

bich extend far and wide on every side of us.

This, then, is the proper place to go in quest of the

Sloth. We will first take a near view of him.

By obtaining a knowledge of his anatomy, we

shall be enabled to account for his movements

hereafter, when we see him in bis proper haunts.

His fore-legs, or, more correctly speaking, hi.^

arms, are apparently much too long, while bis

hind-legs are very short, and look as if they could

be bent almost to the shape of a corkscrew. Both

the fore and hind-legs, by their form, and by the

manner in which they are joined to the body, are

quite incapacitated from acting in a perpendicular

direction, or' in supporting it on the earth, as the

bodies of other quadrupeds are supported by their

'

^ .

" Hence when you place him on the floor

his belly touches the ground.'' Now, granted that

he supported himself on his legs like other ani-

mals, nevertheless he would be in pain, for he has

no soles to bis feet, and his claws are very sharp,

d long, and curved ; so that, were his body sup-

ported by his feet, it would be by their extremities,

just as your body would be, were you to throw

yourself on all-fours, and try to support it on the

ends of your toes and fingers—a trying position.

Were the floor of glass, or of a polished surface,

the Sloth would actually be quite stationary ; but

as the ground is generally rough, with little pro-

tuberances upon it, such as stones, or roots of

grass, &c., this just suits the Sloth, and he moves

his fore-legs in all directions, in order to find some-

thing to lay hold of; and when he has succeeded,

be pulls himself forward, and is thus enabled to

travel onwards, but at the same time in so tardy

manner, as to acquire theand awkward
name of Sloth

Indeed his looks and his gestures evidently be

tray his uncomfortable situation ; and, as a sigl

every now and then escapes him, we may be en

titled to conclude that he is actually in pain.

Some years ago I kept a Sloth in my room for

several months. I often took him out of the house

and placed him upon the ground, in order to have

an opportunity of observing his motions. If thr

ground were rough, he would pull himself forward

by means of his fore-legs, at a pretty good pace

and he invariably immediately shaped hi:

earth, the eagle to soar in the expanse of the skies,

and the monkey and squirrel to inhabit the trees;

still these may change their relative situations

without feeling much inconvenience : but the Sloth

is doomed to spend his whole life in the trees; and

what is more extraordinary, Dot upon the branches

like the squirrel and the monkey, but u?i(Ier them.

He moves suspended from the branch, he rests sus-

pended from it, and he sleeps suspended from it.

To enable him to do this, he must have a very dif-

ferent formation from that of any other known

quadruped.

Hence his seemingly bungled conformation is at

ce accounted for ; and in lieu of the Sloth lead-

r a painful life, and entailing a melancholy

and mi.serable existence on its progeny, it is but

fair to surmise that it just enj >ys life as much as

any other animal, and that its extraordinary forma-

tion and singular habits are but farther proofs to

engage us to admire the wonderful works of Om-

nipotence.

It must be observed that the Sloth does not

hang head downwards like the vampire. When

asleep, he supports himself from a branch parallel

to the earth. He first seizes the branch with one

arm, and then with the other; and, after that,

brings up both his legs, one by one, to the same

branch; so that all four are in a line; he seems

perfectly at rest in this position. Now, had he a

tail, he would be at a loss to know what to do

with it in this position ;
were he to draw it up

within his legs, it would interfere with them
;
and,

were he to let it hang down, it would become

the sport of the winds. Thus his deficiency of

tail is a benefit to him; it is merely an apology

for a tail, scarcely exceedmg an inch and a half

in length.

I observed, when he was climbing, he never used

his arms both together, but first one, and then the

other, and so on alternately. There is a singu-

larity in his hair, different from that of all other

animals, and, I believe, hitherto unnoticed by natu-

ralists; his hair is thick and coarse at the extremity,

and gradually tapers to the root, where it becomes

fine as a spider's web. His fur has so much the

phich grows the branches of

very difficult to make him out
hue of the moss

the trees, that it i

when he is at rest. „ , , , •

The male of the three-toed Sloth has a longi-

tudinal bar of very fine black hair on his back,

rather lower than the shoulder blades ;
on each

side of this black bar there is a space of yellow

hair, equally tine ; it has the appearance of being

pre.-sed into the body, and looks exactly as if it

;.-;.;i;;.r.;.-,:..v../ Biif ip.,uio,„p.. ..au..™s.^d^ _.r.«^e„^^^^^^^^^^^

a smooth and well-trodden part of the road, he

appeared to be in trouble and distress: his favourite

abode was tie back of a chair; and after getting

all his legs in a line upon the topmost part of it,

he would hang there for hours together, and often

with a low and inward cry would seem to invite

me to take notice of him.

The Sloth, in its wild state, spends its whole

life in trees, and never leaves them but through

force, or by accident. An all-ruling Providence

has ordered man to tread on the surface of the

their firm and muscular texture, how very capable

they are of supporting the pendant weight of his

body, both in climbing and at rest; and, instead

of pronouncing them a bungled composition, as a

celebrated naturalist has done, we shall consider

them as remarkably well calculated to perform

their extraordinary functions.
.

As the Sloth is an inhabitant of forests within

the tropics, where the trees touch each other

in the greatest profusion, there seems to be no rea-
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son why he should confine himself to one tree alone

for food, and entirely strip it of its leaves. During

the many years I have ranged the forests, 1 have

never seen a tree in such a state of nudity ; indeed

I would hazard a conjecture that, hy the time the

animal had finished the last of the old leaves, there

would be a new crop on the part of the tree he had

stripped first, ready for him to begin again, so

quick is the progress of vegetation in these coun-

tries.

There is a saying amongst the Indians, that

when the wind blows the Sloth begins to travel.

In calm weather he remains tranquil, probably not

liking to cling to the brittle extremity of the

branches, lest they should break with him in pass-

ing from one tree to another ; but as soon as the

wind rises, the branches of the neighbouring trees

become interwoven, and then the Sloth seizes hold

of them and pursues his journey in safety. There

is seldom an entire day of calm in these forests.

The trade-wind generally sets in about ten o'clock

in the morning, and thus the sloth may set out

after breakfast, and get a considerable way be-

fore dinner. He travels at a good round pace

;

and were you to see him travel from tree to tree,

as I have done, you would never think of calling

him a Sloth.

Thus it would appear that the different histories

we have of this quadruped are crroDeous on two

accounts : first, that the writers of them, deterred

by difficulties and local annoyances, have not paid

sufficient attention to him in his native haunts

;

and secondly, they have described him in a situa-

tion in which he never was intended to cut a figure,

—I mean on the ground. The Sloth is as much
at a loss to proceed on his journey upon a smooth

and level floor, as a man would be who had to

walk a mile in stilts on a line of feather-beds.

One day, as we were crossing the Esscquibo, 1

saw a large two-toed Sloth on the ground upon
the bank; how he had got there, nobody could

tell : the Indian said he had never surprised a

Sloth in such a situation before ; he would hardly

have come there to drink, for loth above and be-

low the place, the branches of the trees touched

the water, and afibrdcd him an easy and safe ac-

cess to it. Be this as it may, though the trees

were not above twenty yards from him, he could

not make his way through the sand time enough
to escape before we lauded. As soon as we got up
to him he threw himself upon his back, and de-

fended himself in gallant style with his fore-legs.

"Come, poor fellow," said I to him, '" if thou hast

got into a hobble to-day, thou shalt not sufi'iT for

it : I'll take no advantage of thee in misfortune
;

the forest is large em.ugh for both thee and me to

rove in : go thy ways up above, and enjoy thysel

in these endless wilds; it is more than probable

thou wilt never have another iuterview with man,
so fare thee well." On saying this, I took a long

stick which was lying there, held it for him to hook
on, and then conveyed him to a high and stately

mora. He ascended with wonderful rapidity, and
in about a minute he was almost at the top of the

tree. He now went off in a side direction, and
caught hold of the branch of a neighbouring, tree;

he then proceeded towards the heart of tlie forest.

I stood looking on, lost in amazement at his singu-

lar mode of progress. I followed him with my
eye till the intervening branches closed in betwixt

us ; and then I lost sight forever of the two-toed

Sloth. I was going to add, that I never saw a

Sloth take to his heels in such earne.st ; but the

expression will not do, for the Sloth has no heels.

That wiiich naturalists have advanced, of his

being so tenacious of life, is perfectly true. I ,s;iw

the heart of one beat for half an hour after it was

taken out of the body. The wourali poison seems said, the Lord " would punish such as were clothed

to be the only thing that will kill it quickly. On in strange apparel." And why punished for

reference to a former part of these wanderings, it strange apparel, if it had nothing to do with reli-

willbe seen that a poisoned arrow killed the Sloth
j

gion 'f Doth our mercilul Creator afflict willingly

in about ten minutes. the children of men ? Did not he who seeth us

So much for this harmless, unoffending animal. [both within and without, know that they were gone

He holds a conspicuous place in the catalogue of in the way of the heathen, whereby their hearts

i

the animals of the New World. Though natural- j were alienated from him ? The prophet Isaiah, also,,

ists have made no mention of what follows, still it, in testifying against the degenerate daughters ofl

is not less true on that account. The Sloth is thejZion, enumerated various articles of attire then in\

only quadruped known, which spends its whole \\ie\ttse. And if such imitation doth not spring fromi

from the branch of a tree, suspended by his feet. I pride of the heart and the lust of the eye, why did I

I have paid uncommon attention to him in his the same prophet connect the attire and change--

native haunts. The monkey and squirrel will
|

able suits of apparel with haughtiness of mien, ai

seize a branch with their fore-feet, and pull mincing walk, and stretched out necks. But more--

themselves up and rest or run upon it; but the 'over, Christ, whom we above all the people pro-,'

Sloth, after seizing it, still remains suspended,
^

fess to be our Leader, said of his disciples, " Theyi
and suspended moves along under the branch,

I

are not of the world, even as I am not of thei

till he can lay hold of another. Wh.
I have seen him in his native woods, whether
asleep, or on his travels, I have always observed

that he was suspended from the branch ol a tree

When his form and anatomy are attentively con-

world." Are we then also not of the world, while:

we so drink of the world's spirit as to follow it,

and change with its changes. Christ further says

to his disciples, " Because ye are not of the world
therefore the world hatetb you." But doth the

ease in any situation, where his body is higher or

above his feet. We will now take our leave of

him.— Travels in South America.

Scanliebnry's ADcient Testimony.

Testi7no?iies of Ancient Friends revived, respecting

the changeable modes of the world, addressed to

those i>i the station ofparents.

(CoDtinued from page 100.3

If then " religion is a work of the heart," man-
ifesting its fruits and eflTects in conversation and
deportment, is it not equally clear that the change-

able modes or iuiitatious in dress could not take

idered, it will appear that the Sloth cannot be at; world hate its own ? Doth it hate those who adopt
its changes, and conform to its manners 1 " The
world loveth its own," but its friendship is enmity
to the Divine life ; and therefore, said the apostle

John, " Love not the world, neither the things

which are in the world ; if any man love the world,

the love of the Father is not in him." And in the

following verse he tells us plainly, that " the lust

of the eye and the pride of life are not of the Fa-
ther, but of the world.''* And upon this passage,

George Fox has this remark, " Who joins with that

which is not of the Father, or encourages it, draws
the mind from God." The same author says,
" Those that follow the things the world's spirit

place or appear on the superficies of our bodies,' invents, they cannot be solid; and they that rui»;»

but as the effect of a priijciple or disposition in the] into them are near tinto the world's spirit—thei

mind which desires to assimilate with the world ? lust of the eye and the pride of life." Howweighty^_
And may we not discover, that as the first is the comprehensive, and conclusive is this short sen-r

work of the spirit through the cross, even so the tence of him who has been justly styled the apostl^
latter is the work of the flesh through the will ? of our Society.

And these, the apostle tells us, are contrary the But should either the testimonies of ancient)!

one to the other. Yet have imitations of the vain! Friends, or other arguments on the subject, be:

and changeable spirit of the world so prevailed needful to us who still make the same profession^

amongst the descendants of a self-denying people, of the cross, and to bring up our children in plain-,

that vestiges of the Babylonish garment do con- ness of speech, behaviour, and apparel, and who
spicuously appear in our camp; and can it hurt also may plainly see before our eyes the natural
any of us seriously to consider to whom we or our tendency, yea, the certain effect, of a contrary con-
children do indeed belong ; whether to the world,! duct, proving the need of that care in which our
or to a people redeemed from the world's spirit and! predecessors were exercised

;
yet shall any of us

lusts? Our predecessors were burning and shining still say that we see no harm iu this or the other
lights, and many were made to rejoice in their couformity to the world, until the paiuful proof be
li^ht, which not only discovered but also burnt upj brought to our own houses; and when too late it

the chaff: and had we kept in the same spirit, itlmay be seen that "cords of vafuity will draw ini-

would have remained an unquenchable fire upon
j

quity," which has been already esemphfied in

the lust of the eye and the pride of life. But thei many once hopeful youths ; some of whose parents,

present state of things amongst us too generally, it may be feared, had not used the means in their

power to guard them from the contagion of the

world's spirit, when a timely care might at least

have been effectual to have prevented their child-

ren from being examples of liberty to others. By
such an indulgence, some parents have been dis-

appointed even in the worldly prospects they have
formed for their children. But what will be the

ay well suggest a query similar to that once pro-

posed to the natural descendants of Abraham, viz :

" The baptism of John, whence was it, from hea-
ven or of man ?" Can we now satisfactorily an-

swer a similar question iu respect to the subject

before us ? Would it not bring us into a strait ?

Perhaps many who have given way, so as to in-

dulge their children in imitations of the world,' reflection of such parents when the mind losetli

would yet find it difficult to bring their minds to! relish for all visible objects; " when the days d
censure the contrary conduct and care of our pre- nigh in which we can have no pleasure;" and with
decessors. But how can we reconcile their circum-
spection and our declension ?

But the testimony of Truth against the world's

modes and changeableness in apparel is much
older than our Society. The faith and practice of
our predecessors was built upon the fouudation of

prophets and apostles. Amongst many other of

Israel's deviations, mentioned by the prophet, it is * See also 1 Tim. ii. 9, and 1 Peter, 3.

las di

squiring

.legatedan account from those to whom he
an important trust.

Great is the propensity to imitation, and the

few young people amongs,t us, whom either the love

of Truth, or the care of their parents, has kept in
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simplicity, claim much sympathy, surrounded as
j

a good non-conductor, and prevents the heat pass- |clock3 of that city, about three hours and fifteen

they are by numbers in the same profession who ing rapidly from the hand. Now the warmest
|

minutes before the time at which it left New York,
imitate the world ; so that those who do not in fabric for clothing is that which is the best non- 1

according to the clocks here. Thus a despatch

some degree conform, seem " as signs and wonders conductor; and Count llumford made a great num- 1 sent off from this city at the high business hour of

in Israel." Should we not then look well to our^ber of experiments with different materials in order lOj a. .m, would arrive at San Francisco before the

own houses, lest by any indulgence or neglect, we 'to fiad out the best. According to hisobservations,' man to whom it was addressed, wasoutof bed ; when
not only put our own children more in the way of|tho down of the eider duck, which the Esquimaux

|

a despatch started fromthis city in theedge of even-

temptation, but also increase the dif&culties of i use in their clothing, is unrivalled in this respect
; |

ing would find the same man up to his neck in

other parents, and administer cause of stumbling and the finer the fabric of woolen cloth used, the business. Though these things are theoretically

to the youth, especially if we retain an outward more imperfectly did it conduct the heat from the possible, yet practically it takes an appreciable

consistency, or are concerned in the discipline of
|

human body. As fine woolen cloth is superior to space of time to get a despatch from New York to

the society. The clothing of the children of these that of coarse wool as a non-conductor, it is there- j the Pacific. The weather is rarely favourable for

are noticed by others of the youth : example en- [fore the best clothing in keeping the body warm ! the telegraphic feat of working so long a distance

courages practice in others, and thus (may it not, during cold weather. We are po-)itive that cloth
|

without repeating; and even if it were, the various

be said) the leaven of the world spreads from fa- made of fine wool equal in thickuess to that raanu- divisions of the line would be scarcely ever un-

mily to family. But by an imitation of the world Ifactured from the coarser material, will wear much occupied with business which could be suspended

is not here to be understood the extravagance of longer. The finest woolen cloth, although dearest i
to let a despatch straight through. Under the

gaiety, but that half-way imitation and cbangea-at first, is cheapest in the end, because it is most
l

present arrangement, the New i'^ork telegram is

ble spirit, which, even under an appearance of durable and warmer; aud, according to Liebig, i
copied four or five times before it reaches San

plainness, seeks to borrow something from the so much heat saved is so much meat gained, it Francisco, and has to take its turn with other des-

various modes that spring up in the world. So must not be overlooked, however, that there may 'patches at every repetition. Messages may be sent

that a fashion somewhat different from the world,
|

be a very great difference between what is called land answers received in the same day; but if the

and not agreeing with simplicity, seems established," firm cloth" aud cloth made of flue wool. Fine
i

wires are crowded with business, communications

our Society, until the world makes another
^

wool is our theme ; it feels pleasant and soft to the back and forth will probably take part of two days,

shange, and then many among us change with it, touch, and it has a rich velvety appearance. For all practical purposes this is almost as- ood,

who perhaps had pleaded much convenience or [There has been a great demand recently lor coarse though not near so amazing, as the instant tele-

rovement in the modes which they now arelwool to be used in the manufacture of common 'graphic flash. On specially important occasions,

ready to abandon, and to adopt others as soon as
^

army and other cbtli, but every effort should jlike the arrivals of European steamers, when the

the world leads the way. How can this consist , rather be made to obtain plenty of cheap fine atmosphere along the whole line is ju=t right, the

with the example of our predecessors, with our
j

wool, because it is the warmest and best for cloth- wires will be worked from New i^ork, aud even

own profession of the cross, or with the apostolic ing.

—

Scientific American.
injunction " Be not conformed to this world."

Fashion and example of numbers seem to re-

concile things, which, if singular, would even dis-

gust some of those who adopt them : for though

the present mode is not the most extravagant in

gaiety that has appeared : yet it is in some respects

more unseemly, if not more immodest, than some

past fashions, which exhibited a more striking con-

trast to plainni

Manufacture of Artificial 7eclh.—It is stated

that at least three millions of teeth are annually
made in this country alone. The first operation,

according to the method of manufacture pursued
at one of the most extensive establishments in this

city, is the choosing of the materials. These are

feldspar, silica, and clay. To these are added
various metallic oxides to produce any shade ofjmanifesti

from Halifax, to San Francisco, without interrup-

tion.

—

Journal of Commerce.

lasinss and

For "Tlio Friend.'

Hemories.

DONT BE ASHAMED OF THE CROSS.

How many who desire to be true lovers and
faithful followers of the Lord Jesus Christ, are yet

by their actions in some things that

These" remarks though designed to encase the |''°lo"'" desired. The feldspar, clay, &c., are ground ; they are ashamed of the cross, or unwilling to en-

attention, are not' intended to "wound the°fe°elings to an impalpable powder under water, dried, aud
!
dure the odium which a consistent bearing of it

of any parents; and if Friends will make their own ™ade into a paste. That composing the body of brings upon them. Sometimes these feeble minded

ections, it may not be needful particularly to ''"^ tooth is of different materials from that com- christians receive rebukes for their weakness and

point out those habits of the present times which 'posing the base or enamel. The teeth are made I
inconsistencies, from quarters where they least ex-

are inconsistent with modesty and sobriety, yet a m brass moulds, and this is quite a delicate pro- jpected it. We have an anecdote narrated ofJohn

part of that description (and of which we are noticess. The enamel is first put in place with alBerridge, one of the indefatigable labourers for the

quite clear) is whatever has a tendency in any degree
I

small steel spatula; the platinum rivets, by which 'good of others, during the last century in England,

to lay waste or to encroach upon ihe distinction .the teeth are fastened to tbe plate, are placed in posi-
!
which is in point. His honest zeal, and open re-

of sexes. iwa, and then the body is pressed into the mould, proofs of evil, brought upon him many scoffs and

If effeminacy de<Trades a man^ even so every 'i'hey are then submitted to powerful pressure and|tauuts from the ungodly and profane, in his tra-

attempt in females t°o imitate or assume a mascu- dried. After being dried, they are submitted to vels to promulgate christian principles and christian

line habit or deportment, is rather disgusting than [a process called biscuiting, in which they can be practices. One day in approaching a town, in

engacrin^- and the divine prohibition of such imi-'cut like chalk. They are then sent to the trim- which, on former occasions, he had received much

tations,°even if it has a typical allusion, may also mers, who scrape off all projections, and fill up
,

abuse, he felt a spirit of weakness come over him,

be considered as a perpetual moral precept, viz. 1
all depressions which may have been left in the [and instead of passing along the main street he

the woman 5/ia«wiitea/- that which appertain- '.operation of moulding, and then wash them with turned into a bye way to escape the obloquy

eth unto a man, neither shall the man put on " "' * - -'
-

" " "'-""'what is technically termed enamel. This is com- which, if he were observed by the inhabitauts

pused of various substances, more fusible than the
j

would, without fail, come upon him. As he passed

tooth itself, and answers the glaze in common por- along the less frequented way in which he hoped

celain making. It is ground to a fine powder, and to escape detection, he met a pig driver, who im-

suspended in water, and is laid on with a camel's mediately recognized him, and fathoming the rea-

hairbrush. Tbey are now sent to the gummers,
|

son of his being in such an unusual place, cried out,

who apply the gum. This is chiefly composed ofi" you cowardly John B^rridge, you are ashamed

oxide of gold, and is applied in the same manner 'of your Master, and therefore you skulk along

as the enamel. After being dried they are burned,
j

here to avoid the cross." The pig driver's rebuke,

This operation is carried on in a mutSe. The teeth did him, as he often afterwards said, incalculable

ness deceive persons respecting thei"r qualities for are placed on a bed of crushed quartz, which is [benefit, being stirred up and incited thereby to a

warmth and wear. There is no heat in the wool placed on a slab of refractory clay. After being
,
willingness more faithfully under all circumstances,

woman's garment," &e.

CTo be conUnnedJ

The uarmeU and best clothing.—Most persons

suppose that fabrics made of coarse wool are the

warmest and most durable. This is a mistaken

idea. Owing to the lower prices of coarse wool,

fabrics of this material are usually made heavier

than those of fine wool, hence their greater thick

itself; its property of what is called " warmth"

due to its non-conducting qualities,

a bar of iron on a frosty morning,

disagreeable cold sensation because it is a good

conductor of heat, and the warmth of the hand
'

If we grasp

produces a

exposed to an intense heat tor some hours, they

are taken out, cooled aud sorted.

The Pacific Telegraph.—There is a difference

of about 48 i degrees of longitude between New

rapidly carried off by the metal. On the other [York City and San Francisco. If a telegram were flocked to hear him, the_ bishop of '''e fiocesc

hand a piece of woolen cloth, especially if it has sent instantaneously over the whole line, it would i threatened to send him to jail. John boldly told

8 long nap upon it, does not feel cold because it is reach San Francisco at a time, according to the him that he had no more liking for jails than other

to stand boldly as a confessor of Christ, and which

,

through the grace of God, he never afterwards

flinched from.

On one occasion, irritated by the abundance of

John's public ministrations, and the crowds who
-

the bis- " ' ''-

to jail.
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folks, "but," he said, "I would rather go i^we circular arches into compartments; of these, two

with a good conscience, than he at liberty without will he 325 feet long, a third 150 feet, a fourth and

it." Being abundant in charity and good works, ! fifth 75 feet, and four smaller ones, 50 feet long,

he sometimes spent his income too liberally, so that I The nave of the building, which terminates at

he was at times pinched with temporary want in either end in the colossal dome, is 85 feet wide:

his own household. On one occasion, having been

for a long time ill, he was in actual distress from

the absence of sufficient food, and knew not where

to look for relief One morning his money having

been all expended, the postman brought him a let-

ter, on which the postage was a shilling. He frankly

told the man he had no means of paying him, and

requested bim to take it back to the office, as he

did not wish anything in his house not paid for.

The man, however, refused to take it, but saying he

would call another day for the postage, he went
away. On opening the letter, Berridge found in it a

bank note for thirty pounds, from that celebrated

philanthropist, John Thornton. Having, during life,

borne a faithful testimony to his Divine Master, and
having been taught and strengthened unflinchingly

to bear his cross, he was enabled in a good old age to

put off the shackles of mortality, blessing the Holy
One in that he had been enabled to " fight the

good fight," and in finishing his course to have the

blessed assurance that he was called to go up
" higher, higher, higher."

Our late Friend, Christopher Healy, narrated

the following incident. Shortly after he had been
received into membership amongst Friends, his

brother requested that he would introduce him to

Elias Potter, with whom he had some business to

transact, connected with a public station Elias

held. Elias Potter was a man standing high in

the political world, and from the civil position he
occupied, was frequently addressed with titles of

honour, even by profes.-ing members of the Society

ofFriends. As I he two brothers rode to the dwelling
of the man of authority, a deep concern came upon
Christopher, that he might not in the interview

about to take place shrink in anywise from hearing
a faithful testimony for the Truth. This language
was powerfully in.pressed on his mind," whosoever
shall deny me before men, him will I also deny
before njy Father who is in heaven." He had
been convinced of the impropriety of hat-honour,
as offered to men, of all titles of mere compliment,
and he had seen the necessity of plainness of speech,
and hone.-t truthfulness in all his intercourse
with others. When he entered the presence
of this great man, he approached him with the
salutation, " Elias, how art thou ?" The broth-
ers were courteously, nay kindly received, and
the businesswhich occasioned theircalling promptly
attended to. " ' " ... ^. ... i

it is formed of double columns, coupled together.

One of these columns is circular, the other square

;

the former faces the nave, and they are each 12

inches in diameter. On the right and left of the

nave are two side aisles, formed of iron columns

eight inches in diameter, and placed 25 feet apart,

and these will carry the galleries 50 feet in width.

On the right of the nave, and beyond the 25 feet

aisles, are two others, formed of a fourth row of

columns and th'e party wall, which separates the

building from the grounds of the Horticultural

Society. These side aisles are 50 feet wide. On
the left, entering from the Exhibition road, and
beyond the two side aisles, there is a third avenue,

which fills up the space to the walls of the picture

gallery. The domes will be supported on eight

pairs of columns, one pair being placed at each

angle of the octagonal area, which the domes will

cover.

For " Tho Friend."

Education.— No. 4.

Where are the Children?

Were this query running through the minds of

parents very frequently, as a habit, not only during
infancy and childhood, but long afterward, it might
be the means of checking our ardor in worldly

pursuits. For if we must know where they are,

we are likely to know also what they are doing:
and thus some thoughtfulness would be awakened
concerning them ; and perhaps also some time
taken from the cares that are wearing us down too

soon, and devoted to starting, or helping them, in

an early and effective industry. Though we can-
not give grace to our children, we can do much
towards keeping them out of harm's way: and from
those evil communications which corrupt good
manners. And if companionship and sympathy
are helpful in the teacher's government and instruc-

tion, how much more so in the parents. It there-

fore behooves us very often to query Where are the

children'; We cannot always have them around

that we may have "all things in their places."

Children that go out to school from a family in

which these aims are sought earnestly by the heads
of it, will go out generally, prepared to the teach-

er's hand.

But, on the contrary, as a general course^ it will

be observed, that, where the father anxiously

mounts the business horse in the morning, and rides

him hard all day, with the mind so occupied in the

earth and the things of it either about home or

away from it, that he almost forgets he has children;

or where the mother, striving to compass inordinate

aims, is careful and troubled about many things—

•

to have so many, and such niceties—or perhaps
striving to have just a little more of the common
things than she can comfortably provide, with the

help she has ; and if she do not, like the father,

almost forget she has children, yet finds them con-

tinually in her way, even when they innocently ask
some simple question about this great place that
men call the world, of which they have to learn a
very little at a time, every now and then as they
can wedge themselves in between us and the vari-

ous strange things that affect their unsophisticated

senses—where this state of social and domestic
affairs exists, and where children run almost from
morning till night, and parents take not the time,

if they have the inclination often to query. Where
are the children, except to hunt them up for meals
or to pack them off to school, as a general course

of things it will be observed that they have picked
up, or contracted some bad habits, or ill disposi-

tions which not only make hard work for teachers,

but taint and inoculate many other children, who,
coming from very different home training, are

brought into association with them.

Then what follows? the poor parents are shocked,

to learn from the teacher, or to see by the conduct
papers, and recitation record, that their darling is'

not doing well. They noiv want to know all aboutll

him

—

where he is, what company he keeps, and ask';

many anxious questions to solve the problem why '

he dont get along any better. Perhaps they evea*!

begin to suspect that he must have found some bad'
city-boy, or some bad-country-boy, who has con-'

taminated him, and thus dashed the high hopes'

ntertained on introducing him to school. Alas

!

that were not even desirable—they must be 'how much of this sorrow and disappointment may
weaned from us and properly introduced into thatlbe attributed to the want of asking at home, Where
world where the great battle of life is to be fought, «''e the children ? There was a time to know all

under the banner of faith and of the cross. But
if our minds are clothed with a right concern for

tliem, as we query where are the children, effectual,

. , fervent prayer may be begotten, on their account
Some time after this, Christopher's

j

that temptation may not prevail over them, where-
brother being with Elias, he said to him,
of the Quakers baulk their testimonies respecting
giving titles of honour, but your brother is not one
of these."

Years afVerwards, Christopher being on a reli-

gious visit in the neighbourhood where Elias lived,

appointed a meeting for worship to be held there.
The great man was active in furthering the meet-
ing, attended it himself, and whilst iu it, behaved
with great solidity.

;ver_they are. But let us keep near them, bodily
when we can properly, and when we cannot, near
them in spirit. When the father goes to the plough— the seeding, or the harvesting;—to the countiuf
room, the machine-shop or other place of employ-
ment, should he not carry with him the recollection
of the precious charge at home ; and in the many
opportunities of introversion which occur in the
various avocations of industrial life, maintain or
revive a lively exercise for the preservation of his

r . T> ;, . , „r ,, ^ children. Doubtless on his return to them, he will
Largest Buihhn.;^ in the W^rhl.^The largest; be the more cordially welcomed, and perhaps have

em had

ab-

... ^ -,
• — •— uv.. .v,vw v^^, press of home

aggregate weight of winch iron work will be 4000 duties, and with the esertiveness of maternal so-
tons. The picture galleries alone will be 1200 licitude, lays to her daily task, to provide, clothe,
feet in length, and more than 60 feet in height. land cleanse, let her not forget that there are souls
In these enormous walls more than 6,000,000 of to be provided for, clothed, and cleansed also- and
bricks have abeady been swallowed up, and more I that in our varied engagements to provide thin-^s

nore have yet to be laid. Tl,(-hnnp«t in .!,„.;„' '"'•' ^- " <=

gallery, when com

Largest Buihhng m the World.^The largest be the more cordially welcomed, and perhap
building in the world will be that intended for the 'signal evidence that his aspirations for thei
Industrial Exhibition in I^ondon, in 1863. There be^n regarded 'oy our great Care-taker in h
are upwards of 1200 columns and 800 girders, the sence. When the mother feels the press of

uore I'^ive yet to be laid. The ' honest in the sight of all men, our* liyes ought To
pletcd, will be divided by .semi- 1 witness that "best things are uppermost" ij, order

about where he was, what he was doing, and what
company he kept—whether some ill-principled

bound boy—man servant or maid servant, had been
his chief companion and informant. But the pa-

rents being so busy, or so lazy and fashionable as

not to find time to associate with him, as much as

possible, to develope his enquiries, and give them
a proper direction in order to elevate his mind,
and prepare it for the seeds of virtue, this respon-

sible post was con.-igned over to hirelings. Some
teachers I think, and some parents I know can thus

solve the problem of their disappointment in the
new scholrir. Unskilful and unclean hands have
" moulded his passions till they made bis will."

How much better then to ask often, Where are

the children? and if we find wants growing so
thick upon us, that our children are robbed of that

nourishment which ought to flow to them from us,

why, cut those wants down! cut them down to

bread and water and linsey woolscy if need be, so

that we may get time to know where our children
are, and train them aright.

Y. W.
Eleventh month 24lh, 1861.

ApDENDA.— It is intended by the foregoing io

intimate, that although good children sometimes
disappoint their parepts' expectations because the
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teacher has not in his school closely enough imi
tated the parents' part, jet that parents often dis

appoint themselves by not faithfully acting their

own part at home. " Uonour to whom honour is

due."

Flat Roofs Id Palestine,

The flat roofs of the houses give rise to various
customs to which we have nothing analogous. At
sunset, when the heat of the day is past, people
promenade there for the sake of fresh air and ex-
ercise. Calling on an acquaintance at Jerusalem,
Bear the close of the day, I was informed that the
family were on the top of the house, and I was
invited to join them there, where they were taking
their evening walk. In the larger towns it is no
uncommon spectacle, at particular seasons, to look

up and see almost every house-top thronged more
or less with persons moving to and fro, or reclin-

ing at their ease. Allusions to tlii;

concealed the two men" sent as spies from the
Hebrew camp, shows the observance of the prac
tice at that early age and among the aboriginal iu

habitants. " Slie brought them up," it is said,
" to the roof of the house, and hid them with the
stalks of the flax which she had laid in order
upon the roof," (Jos. ii. (i.) She had placed the
flax there to dry, and in tljc emergency of the mo-
ment, took advantage of its being there, as the
readiest way of concealing the men from their
pursuers.

The roofs of the larger houses have usually a
wall or balustrade around them, three or four feet

high
; so that a person there, while he has a view

of surrounding objects, does not expose himself
necessarily to the observation of others. Without
considering this fact, it might strike one that the
postle Peter hardly acted in the spirit of the

Saviour's precept (Mat. vi. 6.), in repairing to the

practice oc-
^^ouse-top for tbe performance of his devotions,

cur in the Old Testament. In 2 Sa. xi. 2, it is|^'^''
^'^'^ ^- ^' ^^q. The roof in this instance,

said that " David arose from his bed and walked 1'^.°"''^^^''' "">' ''*^*'* l^ad a protection like that men-

on the roof of the king's house." In Dan. iv.
agj'ioned above, and the apostle may have cho.sen

--, we read that Nebuchadnezzar " walked on thei""'^
retreat because he could be secure there both

palace of the kingdom of Babylon;" and that as K'"°" '"terruption and from public notice. Indeed,

he stood there surveying the magniticenee of the
capital, he uttered the impious boast: " Is not this

great Babylon that I have built by the mii^ht of

my power, and for the honour of my majesty?"

He had gone to the roof probably for a different

at Jaffa, the ancient Joppa, where Peter
siding at the time of his vision on the house top, I

observed houses furnished with a wall around the
roof, within which a person could sit or kneel, wiih-

out any exposure to the view of others, whether on

object; and it was the accidental sight of The"c^ry |['''^ adjacent houses or on the streets. At Jerusa

spread around him in its splendour which filled hisl?*^™' ^ entered the house of a Jew early one morn

heart with pride, and led him to deny his depen-
j

'"S', ^°'^
'°"°<J

^ member of the family sitting

on God, instead of acknowledging him as

the author of his prosperity. An inaccuracy of

the English version conceals from the reader th'

eluded and alone on one of the lower roofs^

gaged in reading the scriptures and offering hi

prayers,

connection between the outward and the inward;
'^'^^ Maliommedans, it is true, make no scruple

the place suggested the temptation while the heart \''°"' performmg their religious duties in public

gave to the temptation its power. The margin of ', ^ ''°"'"' ""^ observation of others rather than

our Bible suggests correctly, that instead of " in,"
^""^ "• ^^® ^°°^< *'^°' ^^'^^ *'^^ ^"'"^ °^ °''^ '^*^'"«

we should read " on" the palace, in this account of
""^"^ P'""^ '° ^^^ ^^"'^ ostentation. But our Lord

"
: monarch's boast and humiliation.

enjoined a different rule. His direction was

The roof was used, also, as a place for conver-
'' ^^'^eu thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and

sation, and at night, in the warm season, was often
^'''''° ^^""^ ^/'' '''"^ ^'"^ •^°°'"' P^J' ^° ^-^^ ^^'-"^^

converted into a substitute for a sleeping room, it I'" secret, 'ind thy Father which seeth in secret shall

lated that Samuel, when on a certain occasion i'''-*Tf,P'"i^"," , , ,t ,

he wished a private interview with Saul, "com-L "° """ '°°' of the house in which I lodged at

ned with him on the top of the house." Jt
jDaniascus, were chambers and rooms along the side

would appear that Saul, at least, slept there dur-'*'!'? f ^^'^ corners of the open space or terrace,

ing the following night; for early the next morn-
'!''"'' constitutes often a sort of upper story. 1

ing, "Samuel called to Saul on the top of the

house,* saying. Up, that I may send thee away."

(1 Sa. is. 25, 26.) At the present day, when the

nights are warm, the roof is regarded as the best

place for sleeping which the house affords. It is

assigned often to travellers who seek hospitality at

the hands of the native inhabitants.

Another use to which tbe open space on the roof

is applied is that of storing corn, figs, grapes, and
other fruit, placed there to ripen more fully, or to

be dried. It is very convenient for that purpose,

because the products in such a situation are ex-

observed the same thing in connection with oth

houses. At Deburieh, a little village at the foot

of JMount Tabor, probably the Daberath of the

Old Testament (Jos. xix. 12,) I noticed small

booths, made of the branches and leaves of trees,

on some of the roofs. Peter exclaimed at the

time of transfiguration: "It is good for us to be
here; and let us make three tabernacles" or booths,
" one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for

Ellas," (Mat. xvii. 4.) It was certainly striking as

a coincidence at least with thesubject of my thoughts
at the moment, that I should meet with those

booths just as I was approaching Tabor, the reposed to the full glare of the sun ; and when safety
"""^"^ J"^-' ut

is the object, they are more secure from pillage P""'*^. .("^°"g'>
J

^''1'?°'% °°' '
T'^ti^ "T"'

°

there than in any other part of the house. " At 1','^'; ^''"7 ''^'^^ '^^^"'^'^ '^""^ ^^^ bewildered apo.

Deburieh, at the base of Tabor," says - Bartlett,
\

"''
l
exclamation.

- -
' " rococke, who spent a night at libenas, says

We supped on the top of the house for coolnes;
we established our bivouac at nigLtfall upon the

roof of a house, amidst heaps of corn just gathered

from the surrounding plain."

This custom reaches back to the very begin-

nings of the Bible history. The Canaauites who
occupied the country before the Hebrews, made
u-e of the same facility for ripening their harvest.

The case of Rahab who dwelt in Jericho, and who

* A slight change in the English version is required

according to their custom, and lodged there like-

wise, in a sort of closet about eight feet square

of wicker-work, plastered round toward the bottom,

but without any door." Such places, though very

agreeable as a retreat from the sun in summer,
and cooler than the interior of the house, would
be very undesirable as a constant abode, es-

pecially in the rainy season and during the winter.

Any rooms so exposed as those on the roof, and

comparatively so narrow and confined, would be
inferior to the lower and ordinary apartments of
the house. To such places of retreat on the roof
we may suppose the proverb to refer which says

:

" Better to dwell in the corner of the house-top,
than with a brawling woman in a wide house."
(Prov. xxi. '3.)— nucktU.

For *' The Frleod."

Benjamin Ferris,

(Ooutiuucafrouj jtafoOT.)

Diary continued. Fourth mo. 2nd, 1763.—" We
were favoured with the company of our Friends,
Hannah Harris and Elizabeth Wilkinson at our
lieneral Meeting at Wilmington. The sittings,

according to my sense of them, were favoured with
a degree of the ownings of Truth, that seasoning
virtue, which is the crown of our meetings. The
two Friends, as well as others, had good and ac-
ceptable service, and I think upon the whole there
was cause of humble thankfulness because of the
extendings of Divine regard therein.

" 2yth.— I went to Chester to see Hannah Har-
ris, Elizabeth Wilkinson, William Home and
Thomas Uoodwin, embark for England. After a
meeting at that place, they went on board the
Pennsylvania packet, Richard Budden master,
which fell down to New Castle that night. The
vessel laying there next day and the day following,
1 went thither, and we wore mutually glad to see
each other. I spent about three hours with them
very agreeably, and then took a solemn farewell,
in true unity and tender affection. We sincerely
committed one another to the Lord, as a sole and
suflicient support, in and through all the various
exercises, difliculties and trials that may be per-
mitted to attend us in our passage through this

troublesome world. I returned home feeling desti-

tute and empty, but in some degree comforted in
the renewed sense that the Lord remains unchange-
ably the same, to supply and make up the wants
and losses of his people of every kind, as they look
to and depend upon him.

" Fifth month 15th.—I was at a meeting and a
burial at New Castle. As we returned, we met a
priest, who asked me whether we had a sermon par-
ticularly on occasion of a burial. I told him nay;
we did not approve of studying sermons upon any
occasion. I afterwards thought of my answer
several times, and wished it had been more true,

for there had been preaching that very day, which
me in saying Nay to the priest's question.straitened

Sixth month I5th.^OurMouthly Meeting day.
Oh the cry which is raised in nie to the Lord of

all strength, that I may this day be preserved from
njuring his cause, or wounding myself by any for-

vardness or mistaken apprehension of duly. I

feel filled with weakness, fear and distress. The
work is not mine, nor any qualification for it at my
command. I cannot but say, help, Lord, for

thy name and cause sake, or make way for another
vho may more rightfully act in the station of clerk.

r\. release from it is very desirable to me. Oh that

the cause of Truth may not suffer through me,
hether 1 find peace in my labour or not. After

I had written the above, I went to meeting in great

erty, which continued with anxious wrestlings

of spirit during the greater part of the first sitting.

I had, however, with humble joy to acknowledge
the Lord was pleased, in the needful time, merci-

fully to draw near and molify my spirit before

him, clothing it in degree with Divine sweetness,

hich continued through the meeting for business

to my encouragement, patiently to trust in him for

the supply of help and strength in every service.

Eighth month 3rd.—Having a desire to be at

a neighbouring Preparative Meeting, I went in a

deep sense of emptiness, not expecting that I should
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have anything to say, feeling in such a weak state.

After a very heavy and aiSicting meeting, it seemed

to be my business to make several remarks, which

I indeavoured to do honestly. This relieved me,

—

yet, after meeting, I came home in a lean situation

of mind, though not sensible of any condemnation.
" 8th.—I attended our Quarterly Meeting, which

was remarkably small on account of a heavy rain.

" 15th.—I went to the Western Quarterly Meet-

ing, which was very large, and in the first part a

pretty good time. I may here remark, that as I

sat in meeting this day, some matter and judgment

in cases would come before me, though it seemed

as if I had no business to mention them. This

brought a fear over me lest I had been mistaken,

heretofore, in speaking to business. Many fears

and distresses attend me, but if all may work for

good, I am willing to bear them. Nevertheless

for the present they are not joyous but grievous.

" Ninth month 24th.—I set out for our Yearly

Meeting. I attended Darby Meeting on First day,

which to me was a poor, dry time. I then went

into Philadelphia and attended the several sittings

of that Yearly Meeting. I may say, that in the

course of the business there were remarkable times

of deep travail and wading, there being strong

opposition against the progress of our testimouy in

some of its branches. This opposition seemed at

times as if it would prevail, which caused close

exercise of faith and patience, to the humbly con-

cerned ones. Yet 1 could not but remark the way

and wisdom of Truth, which, after all the strivings

agaiust it, resulted some matters on its own fouu

dation, to pretty general satisfaction. The meet

ing concluded on the 30th, in the evening, under i

seuse of the seasoning virtue of Truth.

" Tenth month 16th.—First day. The evening

was a time worthy of grateful and humble remem-

brance by me, for the merciful renewings of Divine

favour. It was to my soul as a morning without

clouds, serene and awfully affecting ; although not

attended with that coiitriting virtue which I su

pose accompanies a greater degree of it. Yet my
spirit rejoiced in the prevalence of peace and sweet-

ness which measurably clothed my mind this night

and most of the next day, wherein I enjoyef

a near manner, communion in spirit witli some
dear Friends. This gradually passed off, yet I

have since spent some time very satisfactorily nith

a ntar friend in the truth, whose welfare and pre

servation I desire as my own."
CTo be cuutiDUed.J

'Tlic Britiab Frien

llaaker

No. 1.—

Analo

IE SOLDIER.

To the E'litor of The British Friend.—TIk
spiritual viiws of Friends are, many of them, pe-

culiarly capable of illustration from the ordinary

avocations of life. The New Testament is replete

with instructive and forcible lessons by parables,

similies, and analogies, drawn from earthly things

and duties, and it may be said that every outward
condition of man has its spiritual antitype or coun-

terpart. Confirmatory of this view, tbe accom-
panying paper is forwurded, and if agreeable, it

may be succeeded by similar illustrations of other

social relationships. It does not pretend to em-
brace more than one pliase of the Christian's duty.

—Tl.ine Re.-pectfully, * » *

" Endure hardness as a good soldier of Jesus

Christ," was the stern injunction of the apostle,

because the life of a Christian is essentially one of

warfare. Each disciple must fight the good fight

of faith outwardly amongst the world, as wull as

inwardly in his own soul. So thoroughly was this

fact recognized by the early Friends, that despite

heir testimony against all wars and fightings, their

lublished works are full of warlike expres.sious,

and the only terms in which they could adequately

describe the lives and acts of their brethren were

borrowed from military life. They were indeed

rave men and true, undaunted before the enemy,

and turned not back in the day of battle. George

Fox describes Edward Burroughs as " a valiant

soldier of Christ, a warrior, and more than con-

queror;" and the analogies between the soldier's

life and the Quaker's duty are both important and

triking.

1. Enlistment.—Nothing can be accomplished

rithout this first step. Not only must there be a

clear recognition of the banner under which the

man enlists, but he must voluntarily enrol himself,

and in so doing forego all future assumption of his

own will or desires. Henceforth his time and ser-

vices are the property of his King. He is fed,

clothed, and cared for by the master he has cho-

sen ; and if he thinks for himself, acts for himself,

or refuses implicit obedience to any command, he

must be expelled as mutinous or cut off as a rebel.

T\\e^ first step in the life of an early Quaker was en-

listment on the Lord's side. The very profession of

Quakerism involves and includes this. What, thei

can the modern member anticipate will be his cond

tion, if he shrinks from his duty as a soldier, falters

in obedience, or asserts his own will as law ? The
great Captain of our salvation wills no half en

listiuents, uo hesitating archers, nor lukewarm
trumpeters.

2. Drilli7ig.—Has not this a beautiful spiritual

analogy in the life of the christian? Before the

enrolled volunteer can be depended on for end

anco in the fight, he must undergo a severe course

of discipline. The raw recruit may be equally

loyal, equally earnest and brave, but he requires

constant teaching and training before he is qualified

for active service. He must pass through many
ordeals and postures, which appear meaningless, or

even foolish, to the uninitiated; but the experienced

commander knows them to be all essential to the

perfect development of the soldier, and that he who
evades any part, or despises their littleness, can

never become efficient in the ranks. Drilling not

only enforces a minute obedience in little things,

and an unreserved submission to the orders of an-

other; but it brings the whole frame under control,

and prepares the soldier to do any required service,

without questioning its value or reasoning on its

necessity.

3. Arming.—I need not repeat the allegorical

language of the apostle, wherein he shows that

every carnal weapon has its spiritual equivalent.

It is, however, worth noting that in every case the

weapons are provided for, and given to, those who
serve. They may not use arms of their own manu-
facture. Faith is given to the christian for his

shield, salvation as his plumed helmet, tbe Spirit

is his sword, and righteousness the breastplate,

wherewith he goes forth fully equipped by \\i^Jree

gijts of his Captain. Neither is the common sol-

dier trusted with arms at all, until by systematic

drill and long di>cipline he has proved himself

capable of iising them. Whether fighting or not,

his daily rations are provided for hiui, and his

clothing is made to one pattern, that he may al-

ways be recognized from tbe enemy. The spiritual

analogies of these two things are not peculiarities

of outward food or of bodily costume, but the daily

manna whereon he subsists, and the robe of right-

eousness wherewith his soul is clothed" upon of

Christ, and by which he shall be ever recognized.

4. Fighting.—After enlisting, and being dis-

ciplined and armed for the fight, lie may not select

his own field of action nor choose out tbe enemy
for attacking. How entirely are his movements

dependent on his Chief! Marching and counter-

marching, fighting or retreating, not as he think*

best, but according as he is commanded. But so

long as the enemy is before him and unsubdued,

he never lays down his arms, or forgets the one

object of his life; he longs to go forth to battle, and

is ever willing to sacrifice himself, so that the King's'

enemies are destroyed. So was it with the early

Friends, their swords never rusted in the scabbard.

How, then, can the christian Quaker of this day

suppose that he has no open fighting to perform, or

that a truce has been proclaimed for him, when
the enemies of Christ are mighty as ever, vaunting

themselves in wickedness, and carrying his fellow-

men captive by tens of thousands? if always on

the watch, and praying to be sent forth to battle,

his arms will assuredly never lie idle or unused,

until that day when he is called away from the

church militant to the church triumphant, from

the earthly banner to the heavenly crown 1

5. Promotion.—No man can promote himself.

He who has watched the self-sacrifice and faithful

zeal of the obscure private, bestows his reward

upon him—promotion, not in sudden jumps, but

step by step. Faithful service in the lowest is the

only qualification for advancement, and they who
survive are ever anxious to step into the more ardu-

ous responsibilities of those above them who die

off. " Fill up the ranks" is the universal cry, all-

longing to be commissioned to the vacant posts of.

toil and danger, and to gather in fresh recruits to

supply their own places. " Fill up the ranks"

must be our cry also. The least must be willing

and ready to accept a commission to rise higher,

and with something of the ardent zeal of the earthly •

warrior pray of their own great Chieftain, that he

would grant unto them higher services and greater

conquests ; but each fighting bravely and earnestly, -

iM his own sphere, until his prayer is granted.

"He that is faithful in little shall become ruler

t

over much," is a promise Divine and sure ; but the

lukewarm warrior, who slumbers on the field, or is*

content with never advancing higher, is a sad and

pernicious example to the christian army.

This subject bears a much more minute analysis

than can be here given, but these brief outlines

may induce some readers to follow them out for

themselves, and also to test the Society of tbe pre-

sent day by the military language of our predeces-

sors. How is it that the numerous warhke terms,,

with which our early biographies and epistles,

abound, have so died away from amongst us now?
We often hear of the steward, servant, child, &c.,,

(and on these states we may hereafter offer a few

thoughts,) but we seldom read of the Quaker sol-:

dier. Is it because the enemy has disappeared

from amongst mankind, or because we have got:

into a sort of earthly Canaan of our own, that we
are not waging a more active war against the ad-'

versary whose lands we once so successfully in-

vaded ? There is no neutral ground, there can be

no truce on earth bitween the kingdom of God and

the kingdom of Satan. If we do not invade and
attack him, he assuredly will invade and destroy

us. It is only by our members awakening to their

military duties that the battle can be turned from

the gate, and our Jerusalem be saved from the be-

siegers. We must not sit placidly at ease behind

the ramparts erected by our ancestors, fancying;

them impregnable or perfect, waiting until our very

walls are thrown down before we arouse from our

torpor; but we must sally forth again, as of old,

under the all-conquering banner of that Prince and

Saviour, who "giveth power to the faint, and to

them that have no might he increaseth strength."'
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For "The Friend."

H Passing Glaice at the Inland Sea of Japan.

The great island of NipboD, in Japan, is sepa-

rated from the smaller islands of Kiusiu and Sikok

at its south-western end, bj a broad passage ex-

tending east and west for about three hundred

miles, with a breadth of from ten to sixty miles.

This strait bears the name of the Suwonada or Suwo
sea, and furnishes a safe inland passage for vessels

to the great cities of Ohosaka and Wijako.

In the summer of 1660, a British steamer and a

sailing vessel obtained permission from the Ja-

panese authorities to pass from Nagasaki through

this inland sea to procure horses and fodder tor

the Chinese expedition then lying in the gulf of

Petchelee. The following article is made up from

an accouut that has been published of this voyage,

;h gives us an interesting sketch of a portion oi

that country, hitherto unseen by modern Euro-
peans at least. The western entrance to the in-

land sea is a narrow strait, not a quarter of a mile

wide, between Nipbon and Kiusiu, and the abun-

dance of the population began to show itself. There
were numbers of large junks, perfectly clean, ela-

borately carved, each carrying a large, beautiful

white sail on a mast composed of various pieces of

wood, bound together with rings of iron, as is the

case with the best class of English and American
ships. The cottages of the smaller villages were

ped somewhat like the huts of the islands of

the Pacific ; but in the other villages there were
good large houses, some of them double storied,

others with verandahs round, and steps leading up
to them. Every turn of our ship gave some new
effect of scenery, and the chief impression conveyed

the beauty, the quietness, the peacefulness of

this entrance to the inland sea.

The town upon the right, on entering the chan-

nel, is called Kokurua, and after passing it, the

sunken rocks in the way are pointed out by tall,

erect stones, hat shaped at the top. Indeed, all

through the inland sea, sunken rocks are marked
by stone shafts ; and other means, such as light-

houses, are employed to render navigation safe.

We next came to another large town on the left,

called Simonasaki, with fine temples behind it em-
bosomed in wood. In front of it, there was an ex-

cellent stone sea wall, with convenient piers and

large juuks lying alongside of them. The whole

town seemed to have turned out to gaze at us, and

the wonder-struck crews of the native vessels raised

their arms to us by way of salutation.

Proceeding down the inland sea, the south shore

was about ten miles distant, and the north about

fifteen. The white puckered sails of junks were
plentifully scattered over the blue water, and their

seamen examined us through rather dim telescopes

of native manufacture. On the south side, the

mountains were very high, rising up occasionally

into volcanic like peaks. There was a good deal

of wood and pasture upon them, and also many
barren peaks, especially near the shore. Still

everywhere, in Japan, the amount of wood excites

attention. The fields are surrounded by thick

belts of tangled trees and brush- wood, and the

growth is preserved by a Japanese law that every

person who cuts down a tree, must plant another

instead. After passing on the right the channel

ween Slukiu and Sikok, the Suwo nada appeared

to close up altogether, owing to the immense num-
bers of islands and islets. Many of these were

almost pyramidal shaped, and yet terraced for

purposes of cultivation in au almost impossible

manner. Every little bay had a village in it, and

the bright verdure came close down to the water's

edge ; but here and there a red barren hill looked

as if it had been peeled of its vegetation. A sky

so bright and blue, and an air so dry and pure as advancing into the river, showing that the trade

we there enjoyed, are rarely to be found anywhere, of the place must be enormous ; and as they fol-

As the fourth day of our voyage drew on, the hills lowed the windings of the stream, their sails ap-

became very barren, being of hard rounded sand- peared to be moving among the trees ou laud. The
stone, only very imperfectly sprinkled over with fields to the left of the river, as we faced the town,

bushes and trees. On some of the more richly were very low, and protected by large substantial

wooded hills, there was table-land at the top, with sea walls. Numerous junks were lying at anchor

green cultivated fields and tracts of warm, sunny beside similar walls, raised for their protection,

pasture spotted with little black cattle. Passing and lines of stakes pointed out the way of entrance,

into a picturesque loch, with high dark wooded I Many of the junks were lying beside a large build-

hills around, and a mile or two in breadth, we ing, probably the customhouse, and near it there

noticed many fields interspersed among the trees
j

was a strong fortification armed with cannon. The
and jungle. In a small bay just beyond, there river appeared to be run off into numerous canals,

was a large dock, substantially walled in, and a which traversed the town in all directions, and
gently shelving sandy shore, affording good an- were frequently crossed by elegant bridges, over

chorage. In a larger sea on which we soon entered,
\

which streams of passengers were passing. Though
bounded on the south by the high mountains ofi foreigners have not been at Ohosaka for along time,

Sikok, and on the north by innumerable inlands, it was visited by Jesuit missionaries in the sii-

and with no visible outlet to it, the barren redness tecnth and seventeenth centuries; and it was in

of some of the hills rather augmented the brilliancy 1
1614 that the Eujperor Xogunsama drove away

of the scene by adding another colour to the deep
:
all Christians from it. We steamed within two

blue of the water, the bright blue of the sky, the miles of the shore, and found there a depth of

forests' dark green hue, and the white shining i about five fathoms. In the distance the mountains

clouds lying along the mountain tops. As we got :
converge, forming the valley of the Eugawa, on

on, however, not even the coast of southern China !
which, forty miles off, is Miyako, the capital, where

could have presented a more sterile appearance ; the Mikado—"the Lord of the World"— resides
" '" ' iolation. The Siogoun ornd from one of the mountains on the south, there

arose the yellow snjoke of a volcano. Suddenly,

another change ; we were among small islands,

lying close together, of soft rock worn by the sea

into fretted caves, and covered thickly with green

ferns. There were little bays with sandy beaches,

and little cottages where one would gladly have

made selection for a summer residence. The larger

villages had breakwaters and piers before them,

indicating no small amount of enterprise and trade.

The morning of our fifth day, as the anchor was

being raised, presented a most wonderful dawn.

First, a pale translucent green light filled the

whole heavens, gradually changing into a deep

ruddy brown, which seemed not so much to coh

in a state of deified

Temporal Emperor resides at Yedo—" lliv

door '—where the temporal business of the coun-

try is chiefly transacted ; but Miyako is the greatest

manufacturing place and commercial emporium of

the whole empire. None of the other ports can for

a moment compare in size or importance with

Ohosaka, which has been rightly described by Dr.

Williams as one of the largest cities in the empire,

but not yet visited by any foreign ships. Its great

extent was not less striking than its appearance,

so far as our glasses could determine, of prosperity

and wealth.

As the expedition had received orders not to

allow any person to land from it, we steamed for

as to permeate water, islands and sky, and from about ten miles along the north side of the bay to

that softening into a celestial rosy red. Beside thellliogo, the place which is to be opened for foreign

pot where we had anchored, there was the tree
|

trade in 1863. The shore, as we went along, was

fringed Tocaido— the great road which runs the almost a continuous stretch of villages, but toon

entire length of the three large islands of Japan, rose up behind into mountainous cliffs, on one of

Here, as elsewhere, it is a fine broad road, in ex- which were two white houses that might have been

cellent repair, with side walks for foot passengers, I the abode of hermits. Through the Kiuo channel,

lines of trees on either side, and teahouses at con- j
on the east side of the island of Sikok, we passed

venient distances for the refreshment of travellers,
j

into the open sea on the soutii side of Japan, and

Those houses have no furniture beyond the beau- : on the second day, we saw the snow streaked peak

tifully clean matting of their floors ; but when re- |of the volcano Fu^iama, the holy mountain of Ja-

quired, the weary wayfarer will be provided nith a pan, rising above high distant clouds. The white

stool of some kind, and with a quilt and a small I palaces which we saw from the inland sea, may

bamboo pillow. Tea, rice, fish and sweet cakes 1
have had their traditions and dread memories, the

are served by young female attendants, who take ' villages their simple but affecting tales, and the

pleasure in making themselves as agreeable as pos- ! mountains their ancient legend, ; but to us these

sible, and whose appearance is often very charm-
j

things were a sealed book. All that was open to

ing, if not strictly beautiful in western eyes, from us on which to report, was the beautiful scenery

their ruddy complexions, finely developed forms,
j

of a succession of sea lochs unparalleled in any

desire to please and everbeaming cheerfulness, other part of the world, and the indications of the

xistence of a large, industrious, comfortable and

almost wealthy population, such as mountains and

islands no where else present.
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Indeed, there was nothing struck me so much

erywhere. as the unmistakable and unvarying

happiness of the people of all classes in Japan.

Towards the east end of the Suwo nada, that

sea opened out widely, and we found ourselves in

a vast bay, the shores of which were crowded with

towns, villages and white palaces, and the water

all dotted over with innumerable juuks, making
j

;

their way to or from the great port, Ohosaka. The
|

In our last week's number was published the An-

end of this bay forms a large semicircle, across nual Report of " The Female Society ot Pliiladel-

which ran a ripple line, marking the influence of phia for the Relief and Employment of the Poor,''

the fresh water from the river Engawa, which falls which contains the following announcement :
" In

into it. On shore the semicircle was occupied by
j

assembling to prepare for opening the House of

the town of Oho.-aka, extending apparently about
|

Industry for the coming season, we find our funds

ten miles, and diversficd by large white palaces totally inadequate for our necessities, being barelj

surrounded by trees. A thick line of junks keptjsuffieient to meet the debts already contracted.
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As our yearly income is always very trifling, we

rely mainly on our sales and donations. The for-

mer being much diminished the past year, and the

donations not more than half the usual amount, we
are now under the necessity of asking immediate

and generous aid from our friends, to enable us to

give employment to half our accustomed number."

We bring this appeal again before our readers,

in the hope of securing their attention to the press-

ing wants of this valuable institution, and inducing

those of them who have the means at command, to

give it the aid it requires. We think a more un-

exceptionable mode of extending relief to the poor

who are willing to help themselves, could not be

provided and executed than that which is pursued

by this unostentatious society.

Respectable but poor women, who are struggling

to procure the daily bread necessary to keep them-

selves and their children alive,—having first been

visited by some of the members, and their charac-

ters and true condition ascertained—are allowed

to come to the House of Industry, where they are

provided with needle-work, which they perform in

a large comfortable room, furnished for their exclu-

sive accommodation; they partake of a good whole-

some dinner ready cooked for them, and are paid

on an average fifteen cents per day for their labour.

At the same time their infants and young children

are efficiently cared for and fed in another apart-

ment in the house by a person specially employed
for that service ; and care is taken to have the

children old enough to learn, introduced into suit-

able schools. The garments, bed clothing, &c.,

thus manufactured, if not made to order, are kept

for sale in the store. Two members of the Society

are in attendance throughout the day, and while

having a general oversight of the Cbtablishmeut,

often beguile the labours of the poor women by
reading from the Bible to them, and other enter-

taining and instructive matter, suited to their capa-

cities and education.

The Society has been in existence for a long

time, and by its means hundreds of deserving

females, with nothing of their own to depend on
but the labour of their hands, year after year, have
been enabled to get through the cold, pinching

months of winter with comparative comfort to

themselves and their children ; and while striving

to bear up at other seasons amid want and distress

that often sunk them almost below hope, they

looked forward with eager expectation to the open-

ing of the House of Industry, as a blessed means,

whereby they could obtain dally employment, bring-

ing a certain though very moderate remuneration.

In how Hiany cases this expectation must give place

to bitter disappointment at the opening this year,

must depend upon the means placed at the d

posal of the Society. They say they must have
immer/idte and generous aid to enable them to

give employment to halj the accustomed number
We understand they have generally opened the

house with from one hundred to one hundred and
fifty in attendance, but that they have not the

pecuniary means to commence this year with more
than thirty.

We trust their appeal will be promptly and liber-

ally responded to, and that the members will be
encouraged in their disinterested labour by the

pecuniary support their institution so fully deserves

SDM.MARV OF EVENTS.
Great Uritain.—}iKv/^ from Engl.iud to Eleventh mo

21st. It is reported that a lurge steamer had left Lon
don loaded with munitions of war for the rebel states

The rebel steamer Nashville, whiih lun the bloekad.
at Charleston, had arrived at Southampton. On tin

lyihult., the Nashville boarded the American ship, Harve'
liirch, bound fiom Havre lor New York, in ballast"

took off Gapt. Nelson and the crew, and then burned

the ship to the water's edge. The Nashville landed

Capt. Nelson and the crew of the Harvey Birch at

.South.imjjton. and remained there herself with the rebel

flag fl3-ing.

It 13 reported that several steamers have been insured

London for a run from England to New Orleans and
back.

By a late Parliamentary enactment, imprisonment for

debt is practically abolished in England and Wales. A
debtor, even though he should wish it, will not be

llowed to remain in prison beyond fourteen days.

The Times attributes the inactivity in the demand for

cotton in India to lingering hesitation as to the Ameri-
n supply, but says that other circumstances have also

operated "forcibly to such a result. The real cause of

the present stagnation is not scarcity of cotton, but the

absence of a demand for calico, the markets of the

world being glutted with Lancashire goods. Manufac-

ers, in curtailing operations, are doing what they

st have done sooner or later, irrespective of the stop-

page of the American supply.

The weather had been very stormy around the Eng-
lish coast, and numerous disasters were reported.

The exports of specie from Great Britain during the

rst nine monhs of the present year amounted to §85,-

50,402, the imports of specie during the same period,

ere $73,297,205.
The Manchester markets were firm with but a small

usiiiess doing.

The Liverpool market for cotton and breadstuffs was
earlv unchanged.
France.—The deficit in the budget is about $200,000,-

00, and a new loan is necessary. To bring the expen-

ditures within the measure of the receipts of the Gov-
lent, it is said there will have to be a considerable

reduction of the army and navy.

Russia.—Navigation was closed at St. Petersburg.

The last ships of the season were leaving Cronstadt. A
dan army of 15,000 men, had sustained a disastrous

defeat in the mountains of Circassia, no less than 6,000
of them being killed and wounded.

U.siTED States.— 7he Exjiort Trade which has been
heavy throughout this year, is likely to continue so for

some time to come. Private letters, as well as agri-

cultural authorities, in Western Europe, concur in say-

ing, that from the United States large supplies of bread-
stuffs must be bad until the next European harvest.

The partial failure of the potato crop in Ireland is not

to show itself fully upon the market just now. The de-

ficiency to be supplied will, however, soon show itself

upon the price of Indian corn with which the West is

loaded, but which will not be marketable until the

spring of 18G2, when a water navigation is resumed.
T/ie Stare Trade.—Capl. Gordon of the slaver Erie,

who was lately convicted at New York of participation

in this nefarious traffic, has been sentenced to death.

His execution is fixed for the 7th of Second mo. next.

S. P. Skinner, who was convicted at Boston of fitting

out a vessel for the slave trade, has been sentenced to

five years imprisonment, and fined $5,000.
New iVi.—.Mortality last week, 332.

The exports of domestic produce last week from this

port amounted to nearly $4,000,000. The import entries

of foreign merchandize were nearly $1,600,000. The
money market is well supplied and rates easy. The
total receipts from customs during the last month were
$1,741,940.

Philadeljihia.—'SfortnWlj last week, 237.

The total funded debt of the ciiy is said to be §18,-
532,400.

Western Viryinia.—lu accordance with the almost
unanimous vote of the people at the election on the 24lh
of Tenth month, the convention to form a new State out
of Western Virginia assembled al Wheeling on the 26th
ult. The attendance was large, thirty-seven counties
lieing represented. There was no division of sentiment
in relation to the jiropriely of organizing a new State.

The work of forming a state constitution has been as-
signed to con:mittees. It is supposed that a gradual
emancipation clause will be adopted in the constitution.

Washington.—Real estate in and around Washington
was greatly depressed in value a few months ago in

consequence of the war; but the "Star' of that city

s.iys that it is rapidly recovering from the temporary
shuck which reduced the prices of all kinds of property.
Land in the vicinity has been lately sold at double the
price it would have brought six months since. The
rebel blockade of the Potomac does not interfere much
with the passage of small vessels laden with wood, coal
ami provisions.

Tlie Congress of the United States assembled in Wash-
ington on the 2ud inst., thirty-seven senators and one

hundred and fourteen representatives being present at

the opening of the session. The States of Delaware,
Maryland, Kentucky and Missouri, are fully represented,

and Virginia has two Senators and three repreaentativea

from the western part of the State. Arkansas, Ala-
bama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina and Texas are wholly un-
represented, and Tennessee also, except a single sena-

tor, who was chosen before the State seceded.

Tlie Coinage at the U. S. mint during the past month
consisted of 1,875,670 pieces, of the value of $3,015,225.

The Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-
tions on the 2nd inst. New York.—Wheat active, sales

of 350,000 bushels a $1.21 a §1.25, for Chicago spring
;

§1.29 a $1.30, for Iowa and Wisconsin, and §1.32 a.

$1.34, for red state and western; $1.43 a $1.45, for

bite Michigan. Corn, sales of 260,000 bushels a 67'

cts., for western yellow, and 63 cts., for inferior mix
Philadelphia.— Prime red wheat, $1.35 a $1.39; whit*i
$1.45 a $1.48; old yellow corn, 63 cts.; new, 47 cts. a.
55 cts. Oats, 40 cts. a 41 cts. '

The War Aews.—The Summary, which for some years
'j

past has been furnished to the readers of " The Friend,"
has aimed at presenting a condensed statement of the
more important events transpiring in this and other
countries, as gleaned from the daily press. The object
has been to give a simple, and as far as possible, correct
outline of facts within the narrow limits assigned, with-
out comment or expression of opinion upon them. When
the insanely wicked and unnatural rebellion in the
South broke out, and the United States government re-

sorted to war for its suppression, there was of necessity,

a marked change in the character of the Summary.
The leading events since, have been mainly those con-
nected with the disturbed condition of the country, but
such as they were, the compiler has endeavoured to

give them without undue colouring or false bias. It

was hoped such a brief weekly record was acceptable
to our readers generally, but from several intimations
received lately, it is believed a portion of them would
prefer obtaining their intbrmation respecting the war,
from other sources, thinking it out of place in "The
Friend;" it is therefore omitted the present week.
Nothing could be further from the mind of the writer

than a wish to encourage in any way the fell spirit of
war—a spirit which he deems wholly irreconcilable

with the pure, peaceable kingdom of Christ, and he is

not aware that he has ever written a single line having
such a tendency
The testimony of our religious Society upon tjie sub-f

ject of war is very dear to ever true Friend, and mustJ
be faithfully maintained if we are really alive in the''

Truth. I

RECEIPTS. i

Received from A. Garrelson, Agt., 0., for Piirkerl

Askew, $7, to 27, vol. 35 ; from Jesse Hall, Agt., O., $IM
to 27, vol. 35, for Eli.-ha Sidwell and Jos. Lupton, $M
each, vol. 34 ; from Henry Knowles, Agt., N. Y., for Josl
Collins and Alonzo Knowles, $2 each, vol. 34, for BenjJ

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee to superintend the|

Boarding School at West-Town, will be held there on^
Fourth day, the 18th of Twelfth month, al 10 o'clock, \.,

M. The Committee on Admissions will meet at 8 o'clock
the same morning, and the Committee on Instruction at

7J o'clock on the preceding evening. The Visiting

Committee attend at the school on Seventh day, the
i4th of the month.

Joel Evans, Clerk.

Twelfth month 4th, 1861.

The twentieth volume of The British Friend will

commence with the year 1862. Friends desiring to
subscribe for this valuable and ably conducted monthly,,
will please make early application to

J. S. LiPPINCOTT,

Haddonfield, N. J.

Terms, two dollars per annum strictly in advance.

Married, at Friends meeting, Adrian, Michigan, oi

the 14th of Eleventh month, 1861, Moses, son of Aarofft
and Ann Comfort, and Sarah .M. daughter of Thoma^
and Lucy Mosher, both of the same Monthly Meeting.

Died, on the 30th of Ninth month, Joshua Whitall,,
M. D., in the sixty-second year of his age. A member
of Northern District Monthly Meeting.
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From " Tbo Leisure Hour."

The Miners of Cornwall.

For the larger proportion of the copper and
tin, and much of the lead and various other metals,

used in our manufactures, we are indebted to the

labours of about thirty thousand of the industrial

classes in the county of Cornwall. These thirty

thousand of our compatriots are in some respects a

peculiar race, of whom the world knows little, and
have a substantial claim to more considera-

tion and regard than is generally awarded them.

As we are convinced that the reader will tind it

worth his while to make their acquaintance, we
shall endeavour, as briefly as may be, to present

him with such a sketch of the workers in and
around the mines of Cornwall, and their circum-

stances, as will perhaps effect that object.

The habitat of the Cornish miners is invariably

at DO great distance from the mine in which they

and their families find employment, wherever that

may be, and that for a reason which will presently

appear. We may divide them into three classes :

the tut-workers, the tributers, and the surface-

workers. The tut workers, (or task-workers,) are

those who sink the shafts, excavate the lateral

galleries, fix the supporting wood-work, and per-

form various other dulies in preparing the mine for

the excavation of the metals, and in maintaining

it in working condition. All their work is done

by task or by contract, which in their case is the

game thing ; and when employed they know per-

fectly well what their earnings will be.

Such is not the case with the tributers, how-
ever: these cannot be talked, for obvious reasons,

one of which is, that they would have small in-

ducement to energy if they were so employed.

The tributers work the mineral vein, or lode, as it

is called among miners, and, by the system on

which they work, it is made their interest to get

out as much of the ore from the vein as they pos-

sibly can. Instead of fixed wages, they receive a

" tribute" or per-centage upon the value of all

they dig out—an arrangement which, if it exposes

them to loss of labour when the mine becomes sud-

denly unproductive, may chance to enrich them of

a sudden by a stroke of fortune. Of course the

amount of the tribute varies with the good or bad

character of the mine—its productiveness or non-

productiveness. In fact, this variation is so great

that the tribute may be as low as two and a half

per cent, or as high as fifty or sixty per cent, upon
the value of the ore obtained ; and this may happen

without affecting the receipts of the workmen, who
may earn just as good wages in the one case as the

other, because the tribute will rise or fall in pro-

portion to the amount of labour involved in the ex-

cavating processes in relation to the result pro-

duced. This system of labour has been in opera-

tion in the Cornish mines for many generations, and

is found to work well ; and though it is open to

the objection that it makes a speculation of the la-

bourer's toil, yet that objection is really to a great

extent obviated by other arrangements, and it is

not easy to see how the plan is to be superseded

with advantage either to the employer or the em-
ployed.

The third class, or the surface-workers, are those

who do not enter the mine at all, but who are em-
ployed in rough sheds and workshops at the pit's

mouth, in washing, sorting, stamping, and prepar-

ing the ore for the use of the smelter. These

amount to above one-third of the mining industrials

in Cornwall, and consistfor the most part of women,

young girls, and children of both sexes.

The tut-workers and the tributers work in the

mine eight hours out of the twenty-four ; and, con-

idering that they they have to breathe an atmos-

phere seldom as low as 80^, and often much higher,

and one that is invariably moist as well as hot,

and that their exertions are most laborious, eight

urs is long enough. But there is another draw-

back besides the heat and moisture ; in most mines,

the depth the worker has to descend is something

ppalling, and the mode of descent most weari-

some, and not a little perilous. Thousands of

miners have to dive daily to their labour to a depth

exceeding five or six times the height of the monu-

ment, and to make the descent by a ladder placed

almost perpendicularly in the shaft. It has been

calculated that one-fourth of a miner's muscular

force is exhausted daily in thus going to and re-

turning from his work—the return journey, or the

coming to grass," as the miners call it, where

the depth is so great as that above mentioned, oc-

cupying about an hour, and landing the miners at

the top in a state approaching to utter prostration.

It is satisfactory, however, to be able to state that

this tax on the toiler's energies is in the course of

abatement, through the substitution of " man-ma-

chines," by the use of which the workers in many
nes are already lifted up and down as so much

dead weight.

Let us now follow the miners to their work.

Yonder is the mine; you cannot see the shafts,

but you see the tall chimney of the monster steam-

engine that pumps the mine dry, you see a group

of rough sheds partly roofed and partly open to

the sky, and here and there around and in front a

number of lofty scaffoldings and platforms, sur-

mounted with iron chains, blocks, and pulleys.

Besides (fcese things, there are the grim outlines of

vast wheels and machinery. Towards these things

as a centre, a number of tram-roads, laid in the

soil, converge from all directions ; and as the dawn

begins to glimmer over the barren waste, the chim-

ney belches forth its black smoke, the ponderous

wheels commence theirdcliberate revolution ; chains

clank, Cyclopean hammers bang, and a grinding

groaning .sound rises in the tranquil air, which all

day long shall boom across the moor, and give note

to the quiet heavens of the toil and turmoil of mau
in the bowels of the earth.

The undulating wa->te around the mine is dotted

in various directions with the low-roofed cottages

of the miners, and from these, aS the eun's level

rays- penetrate the morning mist, the ininers and

their families are seen emerging and plodding

towards the scene of their daily avocations. The
women, girls, and children, whose work is upon
the surface, disappear in the sheds, where we may
leave them for a while, while we follow the hus-

bands and fathers to their labours below.

The first thing the miner does is to step into a

house allotted for the purpose, where he strips off

his clothes, and puts on an underground suit of

coarse flannel. Thus equipped, he hastens to des-

cend the shaft, which, by a series of ladders, leads

him through the darkness, lighted only by the

candle stuck in his cap, to a depth of perhaps fif-

teen hundred feet. Arrived at his level, he tra-

verses the gallery to reach his peculiar " pitch," or

place of work, and there, in company with his com-

rade, or, if the lode is roomy enough, with his three

or five comrades, or even more, passes the day in

violent bodily exertion, in a temperatnre almost

tropical, by the glimmerof the tallow candles. His

work is often of the severest kind ; it is not the

friable coal that he has to dig through, but the

hard granite or the slate rock, and, were it not for

the use of gunpowder, with which he blasts the

stubborn masses, he would sometimes labour in

vain. He is urged to do his utmost by the system

of payment, which proportions his reward to his

success, and in consequence allows himself no re-

axation in working hours. Not indulging in idle

moments, ho is almost as little given to idle words
;

as a rule, if you listen for an oath, you are likely

to listen in vain. The miner will be heard at

times humming the verse of a Methodist hymn;

and his speech, when he talks, is apt to be to the

purpose in hand. In the course of the day, the

miner is visited at intervals by the captain of the

ine, who sees that all is going right, who directs

his operations, and whose frequent presence pre-

vents the fraudulent transfer of ore from one "pitch"

another, by which dishonest workers are tempted

to increase their amount of tribute. For his per-

sonal comfort while at work, the miner is dependent

upon the freedom of ventilation in the mine. When
his " pitch" is situated at a great distance from the

baft, and at a great depth, his situation is all but

intolerable. In such places the temperature is near

ety degrees, and men have been known to lose

r half a stone in weight by very short labour

under such circumstances.

This picture is not very attractive ; but, on the

other hand, it is wanting in the dark shadows

hich chequer the prospects of the mining collier.

The underground worker of Cornwall is happily

not subject°to be stifled by poisonous gases, or

blown to atoms by explosions of fire-damp; he

carries no Davy's lamp; he docs not need any
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safeguard of the kind ; and his wife and children

have no fear, when he descends to his work in the

morning, lest he should be hauled from the pit a

hlackened corpse, or the fallen mice should prove

his grave.

But, to return now to the surface-workers. The

ore, when it is lifted from the mine and brought

on the tramway to the rough sheds to be dressed,

is mixed with a large quantity of extraneous mat-

ter, such as slate, granite, quartz, and various

earths. To free it as far as possible from this use-

less waste, and to prepare it for the furnaces of

the smelters, is the function of the surface-workers,

who do what is termed the " grass-work" of the

mine. The first thing to be done is to break the

whole of the produce of the pit into small gravelly

pieces. In mines yielding pure ore, the pieces,

when thus broken, are ready for the smelter ; and

in most mines yielding a profit, parts of the lode

or lodes will be found thus productive; but these

are exceptional cases, and the major part of the

mass brought "to grass" has to undergo a regular

course of dressing before the smelter will offer a

price for it. The process of dressing varies in dif-

ferent places, though some of the details are the

same. Our limits will not allow us to enter min-

utely on this part of the subject, nor would the

general reader thank us for so doing. Enough to

say, that the true ore is separated from the waste

matter with which it is solidly incorporated, by

repeated wa.shiugs and crushings, effected partly

by hand and partly by appropriate machinery.

The young girls and children sort the mass, ac-

cording to a plan which experience has shown to

be profitable ; and a powerful machine, similar in

principle to that used in the Staffordshire Potteries

for crushing the flint, and by which a number of

ponderous hammers are worked by steam power,

is used for crushing it to small fragments and to

powder. The crushed mass is subsequently sub-

jected to various washings, in a series of apparatus

differing somewhat in different mines, but all effect-

ing the same object— the separation of the ore

from the waste. Without an abundant supply of

water, the thing could not be done at all ; but the

drainage of the mine supplies the water, which
thus, from an enemy underground, is transformed

to a valuable ally above. The ore being much
heavier than the waste, it is clear that, if the whole
mass be thoroughly crushed and comminuted, and
then carefully washed, tiie latter may be all carried I

off by the water and the former lelt in a state of

purity. An approximation to this result is, how-
ever, all that in practice is obtained, for the very

obvious reason that it would not pay to prosecute

endless washings. Much of this labour, which
goes by the technical names of spalling, huddling,

jigging, trunking. etc., is performed by the miner's

family, his wife, his sons, and his daughters, who
work on the whole about ten hours a day in sum-
mer, and something less in winter. Their avoca-
tion, though specially grimy and sloppy, is not un-

healthy, and the sounds of cheerfulness and mirth
are as sure a concomitant of the grass-work of a

mine, as are the turbid streams of water and the

red ochrey hue of the laughing chattering work-
ers. The surface-workers have an hour's interval

each day for dinner, which they take in summer
on the slope of the nearest hill, which they are

willing to exchange for the blacksmith's shop or

the drying-room in the frosts of winter.

The underground worker is the first to finish his

day's work. One by one, as sunset is nearing,

they may be observed rising up out of the several

shafts, fagged, weary, and dirty, into the light of

day—the remainders of their bunches of candles

dangling at the skirts of tlitir jackets. Their

flannel suits arc sodden with the steam and reek

of the mine, and they make at once for the engine-

house, where they wash themselves clean in the

warm water of the engine-pool, hang up their

underground clothes to dry, and put on once more

their decent garments. By this time the surface-

workers have also finished their daily task ; wives

and mothers, girls and boys, have laid aside their

implements of labour, and have washed their faces,

and the several families are now seen re-uniting,

and retracing their way to their cottage homes.

But the evening is yet young, and, if it is summer
time, there are yet a few hours of light remaining,

during which the miner employs himself with his

boys in cultivating a small patch of land which

he has inclosed from the waste, and which fur-

nishes him with many a humble meal for his

family. By the hour of curfew, the worn miner

is generally bound for bed : he has enough of

candlelight and darkness in the mine, and (after

the first flush of youth has flown) is seldom

night- watcher.

But what does the Cornish miner get by sucl

life as this?—what are his wages? We cannot give

a definite reply to these questions. The tut-worker,

as he undertakes a certain contract, may be pretty

sure of his earnings; but if he makes a bad bar-

gain, he must abide by it, and, in that case, will

be but scantily paid. It is found, however, on th

average, that the tut-worker's income is about

fifty shillings a month. The tribute-worker is dif-

ferently situated ; he agrees to dig out ore at so

much per-centage on its value, and not till the ore

he has dug is bought by the smelter does he know
exactly what he will receive. If he is in want of

money, however, he can draw on account, and money
thus drawn is emphatically called subsist ; but, as

the sales take place every week, he is not likely to

be long in ignorance of the state of his finances.

The sales of copper ore are held at Redruth, Truro,

and Poole, and the ores are sold by sample, the

samples having been first assayed by assay masters.

It is said that at these sales thousands of tons of

copper ore are sometimes sold without the utter-

ance of a single word. The agents for the copper

companies, seated round a table, hand up a ticket

stating what they will give per ton for the several

samples. These written tenders are afterwards

printed in a tabular form ; the highest sum offered

for each lot is underlined in the printed table, and
he who has made the offer is the purchaser. It

happens not uufrequently, when the result becomes
known, that the tributers have drawn nearly all

that is due to them in the shape of subsist, and
have but a small balance to receive. On the aver-

age, the tributer gains but a trifle more than the

tut-worker.

The Cornish miner is generally a civil, thought-

ful, and rather taciturn individual. He is habitu-

ally provident, and out of his weekly wages of

twelve or fourteen shillings will insure in a sick

club, and save a trifle for old age, or a rainy day.

He is subject to a disease called the miner's con-

sumption, of which it is said that nearly half the

miners die ; and, as a rule, he is past work before

the age of threescore, an age at which the agri-

cultural labourer is often in his full vigour. This I

prospect of life is, perhaps, above the average of
j

that of the industrial classes in the mass, and the

Cornish miner, therefore, need not complain. There
is a fatal exception, however, to be made in the

case of the lead miners; tbese men are invariably

the victims of slow but sure disease, which, termi-

nating in consumption, generally consigns tltem to

death before their fiftieth year.

In intellect the Cornish miner is far superior to

the field-labourer, or the rough miners of the north.
|

His necessities generate a shrewdness which grows

with his years. He has to exercise his judgment

in contracting for work, whether by task or by tri-

bute, and in a sense may be called his own em-
ployer. His wages are dependent on his skill and

his capability of forethought, as well as his indus-

try, and a blunder in his contract may subject him

to a long period of poverty. On the other hand,

there is always the hope, or the chance, at least,

of good fortune occurring, and he is not without

his bright visions of ease and competence, though
these are very seldom realized. All this sharpens

his faculties and affords them healthy exercise, and;

the result is evidenced in the long-run by thej

growth of a rather superior intelligence upon com^
mon subjects. This may account in part for his

susceptibility to religious impressions ; for it is thei

densest ignorance that is most impervious to reli-

gious teachings. In reference to this subject wei

may record that, throughout the whole of the min-i

ing districts, the Sabbath is observed and honoured
in a way that nffords a remarkable contrast to

the practice which sbtains in too many of ouj

industrial localities. Everywhere the pitmen are

seen on the Sunday, as the hour of service apo

proaches, wending, with their families, towards theis

several places of worship. All are decently clad

and scrupulously clean, and they mark, by the so<

briety of their demeanor, their reverence for the

day of sacred rest.
,

The Main thing in Religion.—The main thing

in religion is to keep the conscience pure to the

Lord, to know the guide, to follow the guide, to

receive from him the light whereby I am to walk;

but to wait till the Spirit make them manifest to

me; not to run into worships, duties, performances^

or practices, because others are led thither, but to

wait till the Spirit lead me thither. He that

makes haste to be rich, (even in religion, running

into knowledge, and into worships and performan*

ces, before he feels a true and clear guidance,)

shall not be innocent; nor the Lord will not hold
him guiltless, when he comes to visit for spiritual

adultery and idolatry. The apostles were exceed-^

ing tender in this point : for though they certainly^

jaud infallibly knew what was to be believed
;

yet(

ithey were not lords over men's faith, but waited!

I

till He who is Lord of the faith, would open the

I way into men's consciences. They did not take-

I

upon them to be able to turn the key, to let ioi

truth and conviction into men's spirits, (as men in

these days have been too apt to undertake;) but

directed them to Him who had the key, there to

wait for the conviction and illumination of their

minds, and so to receive in, as they found him give

forth to them.

—

Isaac Fenington.

A Rmnati Tou-ii in France.—The French
Archaeological Commission has recently been mak-
ing excavations on the site of the buried Gallo-

Roman town of Port, [Forliis Abunieus.) At only

a few inches below the surface of the soil aie the

ruins of a vast Gallo-Roman habitation. Between
the remains of the walls, which are about three

feet in height, are fragments of pavements in con-

crete, mosaic, marble, and brick, all lor the ground
floor apartments,

earthenware,

frescoes

articles (

and caref

distiince i

yards, have led to the ruins of other buildinj

Resign and deny thyself wholly ; for though-

true self-denial is harsh at the beginning, it is easy;

in the middle, and becomes most sweet in the end.
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Scaotlebury'i ADcient Testimoo;.

Testimo7iies of Ancient Friends revived, respecting

the changeable modes of tlie world, addressed to

those in the stution ofparents.
(CoDtinued from page 107.)

How many are the complaints of Israel's de-

generacy vfhich may but too aptly apply to us

as a people, also greatly favoured and widely
departed from the way cast up :

—" he was
found in a desert land;" then bis inscription was
holiness to the Lord; he was compared to " grapes

i

In the wilderness; to the first ripe in the fig-tree,
|

but they went to Baal Peor;" &c., then, " the glory

jf Ephraim departed like a bird from the birth,

]d Ephraim was bereaved of his childreo," even
hen he had brought them up. When Israeli

joined in affinity with the nations, he went out of

that divine inclosure allotted hiiu, and thereby be-
j

ame a prey to his enemies : and it is also as we
|

lave been drawn out, that the enchantments havej

prevailed, and the beauty and goodness of our!

lents have been spoiled.

Let many desolate houses now bear testimony.!

Where are the children or descendents ? Can it,

said that instead of the parents there are the'

shildren in the Truth. Where are many, who,
but a few years since appeared innocent children :

i

how are they robbed and spoiled, and led captive'

into a strange land. And if our children take the

same liberties that have carried many into the

world, and others to ruin every way, what solid
[

ground have we even to hope their preservation in

the Truth ? I

If we put our children in the way to shun the

cross, or furnish the means thereunto, how can we
j

seek for them divine protection? Shall the un-

faithful or divided heart draw nigh to offer an ac-

ceptable sacrifice to Him who knoweth what is in

man, and hath declared that "every man of the

house of Israel, who setteth up his idols in his

heart, and cometh to the prophet, such be will

answer according to the multitude of their idols?"

It appears that Eli did not let his sons pass with-

out admonition; and had he used his power of re-

1

Btraint, their iniquity would not have been laid

upon him, nor is it likely the ark of the covenant
|

would have fallen into the hands of the Philis- '.

tines.

Seeing then that we have a power and a trust

committed to us over our children, iildle tliey are

n a state of dependancc, shall our indulgence or

neglect, any more than Eli's, be purged by sacri-

fice or by offering : nay, rather have we not seen
j

degree the sentence fulfilled on many who have

suffered the wills of their children to rise above

testimony of Truth. Some have been cut off

in the flower of their age, and some that remain,

instead of adding comfort to their parents in the

decline of life, have been instruments of bitterness,

even "to consume the eyes and to grieve the heart."!

Eli was al-o admonished, by being reminded of thei

divine visitation to his fathers, when "they were

in Egypt in Pharoah's hou.se;" and did not the|

same power also plainly appear even unto our,

fathers, and delivered them from grievous servi-

tude to the prince of this world (the prince of|

the power of the air and airy spirits), who still

ruleth in the children of disobedience ? " What
then have we to do to go again in the way of

Egypt," or even to put upon our children any of

the badges of the house of bondage from which we

have been redeemed ; or what can it avail to gar-

nish the sepulchres of our fathers, or to claim a

descent from the faithful, if we let fall their testi-

mony and example; and in such defect, if we had

sprung from Noah, Daniel or Job, could they re-

deem either son or daughter? Could even the

daughter of the patriarch Jacob be preserved

when she went out to see the inhabitants of the

land ? She was taken in a snare which troubled

Israel, and brought even him (who was called a

prince that had power with the Most High) to

scrutinize more closely into the state of his

household, before he buiit an altar to renew his

covenant in Bethel : where in the day of his dis-

tress, he had been favoured with an heavenly vi-

sion when he anointed the pillar, and vowed a vow
to the Lord.

Seeing then that many of our children have not

only gone out to see the people of the land, but

have introduced their habits and manners among
us, have we not also need to cleanse our families

from the vanities of the world, before we can with

clean hands offer sacrifice, or availingly call upon
the name of the God of Jacob?

Our ancient Friends compared the marks of the

world's spirit in clothing to the signs of leprosy,

which sometimes appeared not only on the bodies,

but also on the garments, and on the walls of the

houses of the children of Israel. And if we can-

not consistently gratify our children in their de-

sires after those things which our forefathers con-

sidered as the plague of leprosy ; much less if pa-

rent's kept their places, would the spots of the

world appear upon innocent babes, before they

know their right hand from their left; yet in whom
the propensities of the world might too soon appear

without the aid of such early cultivation by the

hands of the parents, to whom, in such instances, a

double portion of blame must attach : who, in-

stead of dedicating them to divine disposal for

Nazarites or for prophets, seem to dedicate them
to the world by fixing its badges upon them, which

are snares likely to entangle their unfolding facul-

ties, and also to promote a desire for liberty in

those who are more prown; and is not this like

giving the Nazarites wine to drink and saying unto

the prophets, " Prophesy not?"

The effect of a worldly spirit is doubtless ap-

parent in many things amongst us besides dress.

Even deviations from simplicity and conformity to

the world may be observed in the houses and

equipages of some who appear plain in their ap-

parel, which cannot fail to be an occasion of stum-

bling to the youth amongst us, and also to the se-

rious of other societies; and we have each need to

look well to our respective propensities, and con-

sider whose mark or standard we bear. But an

imitation of the world in dress is the object and

subject of these remarks ; and perhaps there is no

deviation amongst us that is so gerieral, that so

immediately attaches to our persons, and seems to

affect sobriety and modesty, so much as dress,

though considered by some of the professors of

Truth as a thing of little consequence. In sup-

port of this opinion, so oppo.>ed to the testimonies

of our predecessors, it is alleged that some, who
appear in modish habits, are evidently under seri-

ous impressions, and discover much religious sensi-

bility ; whilst other.-', in a plain dress, but too

plainly evince that an earthly spirit hath absorbed

the dew of their youth ; but it would be a super-

ficial conclusion to infer from hence that dress is of

no importance.
(To be continued.)

For '• The Friend."

A Word of Encouragement.

It seems the part of faith to recognize in the

dispensations of Divine Providence the hand of

mercy and wisdom, believing that He who created

all things by the word of his power is yet able and

disposed to work for the good of his creatures, and

the glory of his own ever-blessed and worthy name.

Unto all things he hath appointed their season, and

these we are bound to believe shall work together

for good to those that love and fear him ; so that

the Lamb and his followers shall have the victory,

even though trial.; and temptations, and manifold

sufferings be their allotment—though the enemy
may be permitted to magnify himself and roar

against them.

To the tribulated followers of a suffering Re-

deemer, there seems a word of encouragement, from

Him who "maketh darkness his secret place," and
" the clouds are the dust of his feet." The wing

of his goodness is still over his church and people,

whom he will deliver from the pride of man, and
hide from the strife of tongues; scattering and
.>ubduiug their enemies by his own holy power,

even as in former days when the persecutor and
defier was laid low. The spirit of self-exaltation,

from whose vaunting we have suffered, being

brought thereby into captivity, the Lord will lift

up his standard against, so that it shall not con-

tinue to prevail against the cause of our espousal,

as we continue to wre.-tle for the blessing of deliv-

erance and preservation.

To the wrestling seed, the Lord will continue to

manifest himself, causing them in due season to

behold of the travail of their souls and be satis-

fied; and "the watchmen shall see eye to eye when
the Lord bringeth again Zion," she " shall be re-

deemed with judgment, and her converts with

righteousness," to the praise of his name and the

joy and rejoicing of all his children.

In sufferings and deliverances, it seems not de-

signed or meet that we should have respect to our-

selves alone, but also to the good of others, and

the glory of God ; and that the cry of the church

should be, " God be merciful to us, and bless us,

and cause his face to shine upon us :" and for this

end, "That thy way may be known upon earth, and
thy saving health among all nations^;'' and again,
" Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation, and

uphold me by thy free spirit ; then will I teach

transgressors thy ways, and sinners shall be con-

verted unto thee;" so that when she who hath been

tossed upon the waves of affliction and temptation

shall be brought out of the furnace, there may
come out with her abundance of blessings. " Oh
Judah, he hath set a harvest for thee, when I re-

turned the captivity of my people."

A time of deep suffering and proving seems to

have ever been the allotment of the church, before

it hath been redeemed from accumulated corrup-

tions, and brought again into the obedience of

faith, and the enjoyment of harmony and peace.

And may we not now believe that the darkness

and cloudiness through which we have been pass-

sing—and in which we seem still to be groping,

even till the night is at hand—is but the prelude

to a brighter day, when the dispersed of Judah,

and the outcasts of Israel, may again be gathered,

by the same divine Power which raised us up iu

the beginning to be a people. Let this be our

faith—knowing that the greatest darkness some-

times precedes the brightest day, and this near the

time of its dawning— that we may witness a cor-

responding experience. " As thou hast believed,

so be it done unto thee." Let us seek thus to be-

lieve, humbling ourselves under the migl^ty hand

of God, which is upon us for good, even that He
may bring down the hills and exalt the valleys.

Eleventh momb, ISGl.

Where the river is the deepest the water glides

the smoothest. Empty casks sound most, whereas

the well-fraught vessel silences its own sound ;
and

as the shadow of the sun is largest when his beams

are lowest, so we are always least when we make

ourselves the greatest.
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For "The Friend."

BlflCRAPHlCAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members'

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.
j

JOHN SIIAUPLESS.

John Sharpless, son of John and Hannah Sharp-

less, of Ridley, near Chester, was born sometime in

the year 1699. He was married on the 1 8th of

Ninth month, 1725, to Mary Key, who soon de-|

ceased, and on the 3lst of First month, 1729, he

was united to Elizabeth Ashbridge. He appears

to have been a sound, judicious Friend, and stood

for a considerable time in the station of an elder.

He deceased Eighth month 17th, 1769, aged

seventy years. His widow survived him but a few

months, dying Twelfth month 18lh, 1769, aged

fifty-eight years.

Phebe Hadly, a njinister, deceased Third

month 4th, of the year 1769.

Sarah Beaumont, an elder of Wrightstowa,

deceased Third month 18th, of the year 1769.

Esther Atkinson, an elder of Burlington, de-

ceased Ninth month 9th of the year 1769.

And during the same year, the particular date

not reported, the following elders deceased, viz ;

—

MARGARET ROSE and MARGARET BUNTING, both

of Germantown ; Margaret bacon, of Salem,

New Jersey, mary shotwell, of Kahway, and
JOHN WILLIAMS of Shrewsbury.

NICHOLAS AUSTIN.

Nicholas Austin was born about the Tenth mo.)

1695, in New England. His residence after man-
hood was at Abington, near Philadelphia, where he

was pretty early in life brought under the power of

Truth, and wasqualified for usefulness in the church.

On the 27th of Fifth month, 1721, ho was married
at Abington to Jane Fletcher. About the same time

he came ibrth in the miui.-try, in which he laboured

to the satisfaction of his Friends, and for the fur-

therance of the blessed cause of Truth, for nearly

or quite fifty years. His first certificate for tra-

velling abroad was granted him Sixth mouth 6th,

1723, to visit New England, and Thomas Fletcher,

a valuable Friend, of whom we have already given

an account, was his companion. In the year 1788,
he a^jain visited New England, bringing returning

certificates that his " visit was acceptable," his

"testimony edifying" and " his conversation agree-

able." In 1733, he visited Long Island and New
England, as he did again in 1740, with a valuable

fellow labourer in the Gospel, Thomas Wood. In
1744, he received a certificate to visit the northern
colonies, and in 1747 he was again generally

through New England. In all these visits he
brought back with him testimonials of the unity

of Friends with his Gospel labours. Being left

a widower, he, in the summer of the year 1753,
married Sarah Field, a fellow helper in the Gospel,

of Middletown, Bucks county, who after minister-
ing to his comfort for eleven years, was taken to

receive the reward of well doing, leaving him yet
toiling in the church militant. Beside his various
travels abroad, he wa.s industrious in his Master's
service near^ home, and having finished the work
allotted him below, he was gathered homeiu peace,
Firtt month 15th, 1770, being seveuty-four years
and four months old.

MARY NICHOLS.

Mary, the wife of Thoraa.s Nichols, was born in

England, about the year 1680. The time of their

marriage is unknown, but they obtained a certifi-

cate for themselves and children from a meeting
at Eugby, in Staffordshire, dated Seventh month
21stjl711. This certifinato was accepted by Phila-

delphia Monthly Meeting, Sixth month 9th, 1712

These Friends did not tarry long in the city, but re-

moved with their family first to Concord in 1714,

and from thence to within the limits of Newark
Monthly Meeting, about the close of 1715, the certi-

ficate from Concord bearing date First month 12th,

1716, being received at Newark for them in the

following month.

Although no mention is made on the minutes of

the Monthly Meeting at Newark of the fact, yet it

appears that Mary stood in the station of an ac-

knowledged minister. At least she did a few

years afterwards, and no notice of her recommen-

dation can be found. She was one of the most

useful members of that monthly meeting, abund-

antly employed in the discipline and in religious

visits to the families of Friends. Her services in

the ministry of the Gospel were acceptable to the

church, and she long laboured in the unity ofthe one

spirit, and died in near fellowship with the faith-

ful in Christ Jesus. Her death took place Third

month 14th, 1770, being very aged, probably

about ninety years old.

JOSIAH FOSTER.

Josiah Foster was born in Rhode Island about

the year 1682, of honest parents, professors of the

Truth, as held by the members of the Society of

Friends. From his own account it appears that

in his youthful days he was fond of the vanities of

the world, and lived muchln its spirit. Soon after

arriving at manhood he removea to the province

of We;t Jersey, where he settled at Evesham,
marrying Anne, a daughter of Benjamin Burden.

He was then, as far as we can understand, a sober

orderly citizen, but he had not known a thorough

change of heart, and reconciliation unto God
through Jesus Christ our Lord. He was first ef-

fcctua.ly reached through the powerful ministry

of our Friend, Thomas Wilson, and remaining

faithful to the visitations of Divine Grace then

granted him, he grew in the saving knowledge of

the Truth. Though abiding under the cross of

Christ, and watching -unto prayer, he witnessed his

own strong will to be brought down and subdued.

In after life, he could not but with fervent grati-

tude at seasons, pour forth his acknowledgment to

the Father of mercies for the blessed visitations

and assisting baptisms of his Holy Spirit. He
knew from heart-felt experience, that it was not

by works of righteousness, but by his own mercy
that the Lord saveth us, even by the washing of

regeneration and the renewing of the Holy Ghost.

Yea, he had witnessed the.se shed on him abund-
antly through Jesus Christ our Saviour.

He grew in grace, became a father and an elder

in the church, anxiously concerned for the promo-
tion of the cause of Truth and righteousness in the

earth. His heart longed that that blessed spirit

of grace and Truth, which had in measure set him
free from the body of sin and death, might reach

unto others, and that many, yea, all the human
family might be gathered thereunto. He was a

judicious father in the Truth, giving tender advice

and counsel to such as were seeking to act under
holy influence, yet he was a sharp reprover of ob-

stinate sinners. His honest, unflinching support

of right in conduct and conversation, gave great

force to his advice and his reproofs. In con-

versation he was free, and was easy of access. In
meetings for worship and discipline, his deportment
was awfully reverent and unaffectedly grave, as in

solemn waiting he laboured for the arisings of life.

This qualified him in many ways to serve the church
and his brethren.

He was of a benevolent spirit; his house and his

heart were open for the cordial entertainment of

.strangers, especially those who were travelling ini

the service of the ministry of the Gospel of Christ;

Yet his benevolence was not confined to the members
I

of his own Religious Society. His heart expanded!

in love towards all, and being blessed with asuffi-'

ciency of this world's goods, he was enabled by

kindly distribution at times, to make the hearts of

many widows and fatherless children rejoice. Ha
was a pillar in the church, and in his own family

an affectionate husband, a tender and judiciouai

father, and a good master. In society he was aa

kind and peaceable neighbour, having the love on
most or all of those acquainted with him. Hias

conversation and conduct demonstrated to those(j

around him, that he had learned the christian lea
'

son of doing unto others as he would wish other

to do to him. His example herein was well worthj

the following of all, especially of those who make
profession of the same blessed Truth unto whichil

he had mercifully been led.

Having by the Divine blessing on his care ana

industry realized a good estate, he desired to be)l

released from the cares and cumbers of muchji

business, and to attain this end he removed

to Mount Holly a few years before his death

Here retaining his integrity, love for the truth, liv-

ing in good esteem with all, his faculties little im-j

paired by age, he quietly and peacefully lived until

|

an apoplectic stroke came upon him. Being thereby

rendered unable to assist himself he returned to»

Evesham, where, in the dwelling of his son, hei

awaited the call of his Lord to come up higher. A.
lively sense of divine mercy and goodness accom--

panied him to the last, of which he frequently gave»

evidence. His departure took place Fifth month,i

9th, 1770, he being in the eighty-eighth year ofl

his age.

For " TUe Friend." :

The Mannractnres of Philadeipliia.

I have often heard it said by well-informed men,

,

that Philadelphia, including a circle of ten miles*

radius—was one of the greatest manufacturing dis-

tricts in the world, if regard be had to the variety

as well as the amount of its products. A recent.;

report of the Philadelphia Board of Trade givesi

much curious information on this subject, some ex-'

!

tracts from which, will no doubt, interest many ofl

the readers of " The Friend." The report em.a

braces a complete and authentic census of the!

manufactures of the city, which it is said, exceed*

in the aggregate of establishments, persons em-iy

ployed, and value of production, the like returnsj

from mo?t single States in the Union. The valuoij

of textile fabrics made, is greater than that for tbel

entire city and state of New York in 1855; than

of iron and its manufacture is nearly equal, and!

the aggregate of all clases for this city alone, ial

half that of the aggregate manufactures of Newi
York city and state in 1855. In this last namedi
account, also, the flour- mills, tanneries, saw-mills,*

salt works, lime and other large country products,.,

amount to more than a hundred million dollars,"^

leaving a little over two hundred million for alll

others. " Taking from the total production of the i

city, every article of local consumption, there re-

mains a sum of a hundred million dollars in value^i

of goods made here, and distributed to all partati

of the United States, and almost of the world.;,

The exchange which this export brings to Phila-'-

delphia is the main source of its wealth, the basis.i

of its prosperity and the assurance of its perma-T'

nent growth. The population of the city is now
fully 600,000, with additions to its built up area

taking place during the present year, sufficient to

accommodate at least 15,000 persons. One hun-

dred thousand adults are engaged strictly in manu-
factures and in establishments producing at least
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five hundred dollars yearly ; while probably 5000
should be added to this number, for manufactures

of a grade producing less than five hundred dol-

lars worth, and occupying but a part of the time of

one or :iJore persons. These minor occupations

may probably be placed at half a million of dollars

in value." "The utmost pains" says the intelli-

gent and laborious secretary of the Board of

Trade, Lorin Blodget, to whom the duty of mak-
ing this investigation was intrusted—" have been
taken to verify every return in detail, and to

prepare every summary from accurate original de-

tails only. The summaries were computed with

care, and stand just as the hual additions made
them, no class having been estimated for."

The whole amount of manufactured goods is

summed up as being 152,355,318 dollars; being

the product of 6407 establishments, employing

75,535 males and 32,396 females, the capital in-

vested in them being 8^1,608,502, and the value

of raw materials employed §77,473,677. If we
deduct twelve per cent, for interest and wear and
tear of capital, these figures will leave a gross sum
for wages and profit on capital, of about six hundred
dollars per hand employed.

This aggregate is distributed as follows

—

Textile fabrics, including cotton, woolen, mixed

cotton and woolen goods, silk and hair-cloth, 30,-

338,917 dollars, produced in 641 establishments,

employing 13,234 males and 13,040 females, and

813,833,266 of capital, with a cost of raw mate-

rials of §15,811,309.

Manufactures of iron and steel in whole or

part, 2 1 ,594,097 dollars, produced in 87 3 establish-

ments, employing 15,876 males and 56 females,

the capital invested being 15,295,785 dollars, and

the value of raw materials 9,053,201 dollars.

The manufactures of gold and silver amount to

4,030,380 dollars, and employ 1,671 males and

278 females. To this must be added the amount

of the coinage at the mint, 5,687,032 dollars, which

includes §354,000 of copper and nickel coinage,

or nearly 35^ million cents.

The manufactures of wood amount to 6,153,715

dollars, being produced at 592 establishments, em-

ploying 4,855 males and 15 females, the capital

invested being §3,278,652, and the value of the

raw materials, §2,457,954.

Of glass, potteries and bricks, the amount is esti-

mated at 3,665,106 dollars, produced in 96 estab-

lishments, and employing 2,892 hands. This es-

timate includes 20 glass works, producing 1,200,-

000 dollars, owned and the glass sold here, but

located in Kew Jersey.

In and near the city are 19 paper mills, produc-

ing annually, 6,160 tons of paper, valued at 1,-

323,160 dollars, and employing 299 males, and

165 females.

Newspaper publishers, printers, book-binders

aii4 book-sellers produce annually, 6,441,403 dol-

lars, and employ 2,933 males aud 943 females.

The manulacture of clothing and apparel is

carried on in 1,523 establishments, employs 14,-

142 males and 16,389 females, and the grand to-

tal of all objects of clothing and articles of per-

sonal wear is 23,758,546 dollars.

The manufactures of leather, exclusive of boots

and shoes, amount to 5,028,552 dollars, those of

soaps, candles and oils, to 4,261,916 dollars, anc

of chemicals and of associated articles, to 6,014,

458 dollars.

The details of these enormous aggregates are

curious and interesting. The baker s bread, shi]

bread and crackers mount up to 2,214,856 dol

lars, and employ 878 males and 34 females.

The willow basket and cedar ware sura u]

123,518 dollars,—the ink and shoe blacking to

265,000, the boots and shoes to 5,330,000, the

malt liquors to 2,223,000 dollars.

Twelve hundred thousand dollars worth of bricks

are made—eighteen hundred thousand dollars

worth of cabinet ware and two million dollars

worth of candles aud soap.

The carpets show three millions—chandeliers

one million, men's clothing ten millions, roasted

and ground coffee half a million, stoves and hol-

low ware of iron 1,300,000, envelopes 48,000

dollars, glue and curled hair 560,000, bats 1,-

164,000, maps 118,000, ladies' cloaks 700,000,

laces, straw goods and other millinery, a million,

morocco leather, and newspapers, each 1,700,-

000, paper hangings nearly half a million, photo-

graphs 167,000, artificial limbs 53,000, artificial

flowers 56,000 and artificial teeth 324,000 dol-

lars. The marble cutters produce a million of

dollars, the meat curers four and a half million,

the calico printers, four million. Razor straps

amount to 17,500 dollars, saddle aud harness to a

million, segars to a million and a quarter, the sew-

ing machines to a quarter of a million, the spun

silk to half a million, the silk fringes and trimmings

to a million and a quarter, starch to 210,000, re-

fined sugar to 6,356,000, tallow to half a million,

trunks and carpet-bags to 200,000, type and

stereotype plates to 420,000, umbrellas to 1,-

200,000, and vinegar to 183,000 dollars.

The population dependant on these artizans for

support is probably not less than four hundred thous-

sand ina community of at leastseveu hundred thous-

and, that being the probable population of the

area represented in these reports. When we re-

flect that each family of this vast labouring hive

around us, occupies in the majority of cases a

separate brick house, built with due attention to

convenience and ventilation, provided amply with

pure water, gas and cooking ranges, when we

see that all the means of living are cheap and

abundant, when we glance in passing into the

neatly furnished apartments, and see the appear-

ance of comfort aud plenty everywhere apparent,

when we know that the means of good instruction

are within the reach of the children of all, and

survey the quiet decorum and contented industry

generally prevalent, we have great occasion to

rejoice over the solid, and we may hope enduring

prosperity of the great city founded by William

Penn.

Tlie Pin of Scandal.—Wilberforce relates that

at one time he found himself chronicled as " St.

Wilberforce" in an opposing journal, and the fol-

lowing given as an instance of his Pharisaism :

" He was lately seen," says the journal, " walk-

ing up and down in the Bath pump-room, reading

his prayers like his predecessors of old, who

prayed in the corners of the streets to be seen of

men."
" As there is generally," said Wilberforce, "some

slight circumstance which perverseness turns into

reproach, I began to reflect, and 1 soon found the

occasion of the calumny. It was this : I was walk-

in" in the pump-room, in conversation with a

fri°nd ; a passage was quoted from Horace, the

accuracy of which was questioned, and as I had a

Horace in my pocket, 1 took it out and read the

words. This was the plain 'bit of wire' which

factious malignity sharpened into a pin to pierce

my reputation."

How many ugly pins have been manufactured

out of smaller bits of wire than even that

!

There is no other way than wholehearted and

honest-hearted Christianity to attain the heavenly

kingdom.

LINES ON A SKELETON.
Exactly forty years ago, the London Morning Chroni-

c/e published a poem, cutitlcJ "Lines un a Skeleton,"

which excited much attention. Every effort, even to

the olTcring ol a reward of fifty guineas, was vainly

made to discover the author. AH ihut ever trunipired

was, that the poem, in a fair, clerkly hand, was found
ueur a skeleton of remarkable beauty of form and colour

in the .Museum of the Koyal College of Surgeons, Lin-

coln's Inn, London, and that the Curator of the Museum
had sent them to Terry, editor and proprietor of ibo

London Morning Chronicle

:

ISchold this ruin I 'twas a skull,

Unce of ethereal spirit full
j

This narrow cell was life's retreat;

This space was thought's mysterious scat

;

What beauteous visions filled this spoil
What dreams of pleasure—long forgot I

Nor Hope, nor Love, nor Joy, nor fear.

Have left one trace of record here.

Beneath this mouldering canopy
Once shone the bright and busy eye

;

But start not at the dismal void

—

If social love that eye employed.
If with no lawless lire it gleamed.
But through the dew of kindness beamed,
That eye shall be forever bright,

When stars and sun are sunk in night.

Within this hollow cavern hung
The ready, swift and tuneful tongue;
If falsehood's honey it disdained.

And where it could not praise, was chained

—

If bold in virtue's cause it spoke.

Yet gentle concord never broke

—

This silent tongue shall plead for thee

When lime unveils eternity.

Say, did these fingers delve the mine !

Or wilh its envied rubies shine?
To hew the rock or wear the gem
Can little now avail to ibcm I

But if the page of truth they sought,

(Jr comfort for the mourner brought,

These bands a richer meed shall claim
Thau all that wait on wealth or fame.

Avails it whether bare or shod
These feet the path of duty trod 7

If from the bowers Of ease they tied.

To seek affliction's humble shed

—

If grandeur's guihy bride they spurned.

And home to virtue's cot returned

—

These feel with angel's wings shall vie,

Aud tread the palace of the sky.

Fur "Tho Friend."

;s and Memor

LOVE TO MAN.

Our blessed Saviour came in the fulness of Di-

vine love, to save those who were ready to perish.

He laid down his life for sinners, that they, through

faith in him, might witness their sins forgiven them,

and those cleansing baptisms which prepare for an

inheritance in the kingdom of purity and peace.

Such love for the souls of men sunk in sin and

wretchedness, has in measure actuated many of the

followers of the Lord Jesus since his day. Some

ministers of the Gospel have so longed for the

everlasting happiness of all their fellow beings, that

nothing seemed too near or too dear for them to part

wilh if the sacrifice might only tend to promote the

{spiritual good of one poor sinner 'The love of

others in greater or less perfection is a fruit which

the heart of every true christian must bring forth.

I

We must, if we have witnessed the love of the Sav-

iour richly blessed to us, earnestly long that others

may partake of the like happiness. Our longings

[for their spiritual good will tend also to quicken

our desire for their earthly comforts. We shall

feel for their trials, we shall endeavour to mitigate

1 their sufferings, aud if we can, by any exertion of

our own, we shall turn away calamities from them.

Many instances might be given of ministers of the

I

Gospel, and of earnest hearted lovers of the Truth,
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not called to labour in word and doctrine, devoting

themselves, and all that they have had, for the pro

motion of the lledeenier's Kingdom in the heart

of the children of men. Love for the Lord Jesus

has given birth to love for all those for whom he

died.

I have had brought to my remembrance thi

afternoon a case in which a poor christian woman
and her young children, were the means, under

Providence, of saving many lives. I had been

musing on that love which prompts to earnest en-

deavours to benefit man's spiritual condition, when
this incident, showing the earnestness ofhuman love

and sympathy for their bodily comfort and preserva-

tion, came into mind. At fir^t I did not see how
the anecdote illustrated the subject of my previous

thoughts, but the more I mused the more harmony
appeared between them. Let us give a brief ver-

sion of the story, which was narrated by an indi-

vidual named yherbourn. He was a conductor on

a railroad through Western Virginia. In that

part of the country, the population being small, the

number of stations were few and of course far be-

tween. In one place the road passed on the hill

side above a valley lying amid the peaks of the

Blue llidge. In this valley three miles from the
nearest station, resided a widow of the name of
Graff, with her three daughters, the oldest of whom
was not over twelve years. A few acres around
their small cottage were well cultivated, and in

summer time the children always looking nice and
clean, were in the habit of walking to the station,

three miles off, with berries to sell to the passen-
gers. The conductor, who had children of his own,
became very much interested in the little girls, who
seemed to have been well disciplined, and brought
up in the love and fear of their Heavenly Father,
and often when their berries were sold he would
invite them to lide in the cars, stopping it near
their home to allow them to get out. They were
thankful, and a strong feeling of love grew up
between them. In the early part of the winter of

1854, the weather was very cold, and the snow lay
nearly three feet deep on the mountains surrounding
their litile valley. On the night of the 26th of
the Twelfth mouth, there was suddenly a change
in the temperature, it became warm and rained
heavily. Much of the snow was swept from the
mountains, laying the vallies under water. That
night the train with Sherbourn in it, was pas-
sing along the road. It was intensely dark, when
about midnight a sharp whistle from the engine
started him to his feet. He knew there was dan-
ger, and sprung towards the nearest brake, but the
brakesmen were all at their posts and the train
soon was brought to a stand. With his lantern
in hand the conductor passed out. There was a
great fire of pine logs, and a small distance before
the train was a deep gulf, which the snow and
rain from the mountain in rushing down into the val-
ley, had torn away. One minute more of onward
progress, and the whole train had been precipitated
into a chasm, and at the speed in which they
were going, it had been morally impossible for any
individual in those cars to have escaped with life.

The widow Graff and her children had found
out that a slide from the mountain had carried
away the rail road, and in that chilling storm
they had dragged logs, and brought ligh't brush
7rom their house in the valley below, had built
a fire, and kept it up as a beacon, which speakinc
vividly of danger, en.sured the safety of the train"!

For two hours they had stood beside it, drenched
with rain and sleet. As Sherbourn came to tlicm
the widow grasped his arm, and ejaculating thanks
to her Heavenly Father that they ha°d given
warning in time, she said she would have lost

her life rather than the train should not have

been stopped. " Oh ! I prayed that we might

stop the train, and my God, 1 thank thee !" The
children were crying for joy, and near by stood

the engineer, firemen and brakesmen, with tears

streaming down their cheeks.

The conductor returned to the cars, and on in-

forming the passengers of the wonderful escape

they had made, the men and many of the women
turned out in the storm to see. When they

returned, their pale faces gave evidence that they

felt from what a death they had been saved, through

the christian heroism of the widow and her children,

and they raised in the cars a purse containing

8460, which they presented to her. She declined

for a long time to receive any reward for the per-

formance of her duty, but it being suggested that

it should go towards enabling her to educate her

children, she at last received it on that ground.

The railroad company built her a neat house, gave

her and her children a free pass to ride on their

road, and orders were given that all the trains

should let her off at her own house. The conduc-

tors needed not such an order, they fully appreci-

^ep.—The first sensation of drowsiness is na-

ture's call for sleep. Waking shows the body is

rested. After the degree of strength of which the

state of the system is capable, is restored by sleep,

longer stay in bed only relaxes. He perverts rea-

son who, by a habit of artificial excitement, keeps

awake so late that he is not ready to rise by day-

break—nature's undoubted signal for quitting re-

pose, obedience to which secures a desire to rest at

the fit hour. Some people close their shutters

against it. George III. consulted his household

physicians separately, as to the modes of life con-

ducive to health and longevity; as to the impor-

tance of early rising, there was full coincidence.

Old people, examined as to the cause of their lon-

gevity, all agree that they have been in the habit

of going to bed early, and rising early. In debili-

tated people, a degree of fever, or something re-

sembling it, comes on toward evening; going very
early to bed is of great consequence to them.

Rising an hour or two earlier than usual often gives

a vigour which nothing else can produce. Many
people, at waking, feel a disposition to rise ; they

lose it by indulging a lethargic state, or lolling

ated the kindness which she had shown them, and! awhile. We lose vigour by lying in bed in health

were prepared to return it, whenever an opportu-

nity offered.

Such is an outline of the incident brought to my
memory, and as I mused, it seemed to me, that

longer than for sleep ; the mind is less tranquil

;

the body is less disposed for refreshing sleep; ap-

petite and digestion are lessened. After long or

ate mental exertion, sleep is a watch; the thoughts
something like the feeling which prompted that continue themselves, effecting useless fatigue. Some
noble widow and her girls in that stormy night to people cannot go to sleep; they hope to find re-

work and watch, actuates many of the disciples of

the Lord Jesus in their labours for the good of

others. Ah! they see, that many of their fellow

men in their sinful courses, are hastening as rapidly

into the jaws of eternal destruction, as surely as

that night train was hurrying onward in darkness
to be dashed to pieces in that awful gulf. In va-
rious ways they endeavour to stop the headlong
career of such, before it is too late. Some raise a

beacon fire of awful warning; as with language of
energy imbued with a holy love of souls they ex-
claim—" Why will ye die?" Some follow the un-
awakened, or it may be the despairing sinner into

the chamber of pestilence, that if it may be, they
may be enabled even from the very jaws of death,
to lead the poor sinner to the arms of the Saviour,
who can save to the very uttermost those who
come unto him. Yes, some through intense love
for the brotherhood, have laboured even in the
midst of pestilence to arouse, to alarm, to lead the
unawakened to Jesus Christ for salvation, to

stir up the faithful yet desponding ones, to turn
to him for consolation, and have joyfully taken
all the risk which the polluted atmosphere they
breathed in ministering to the sick, could bring
upon them, yea, have with gladness toiled on, when
they felt assured death would soon be their portion.
As I have mused on the love for the souls of

others which has been manifested by the saints,

many events of history have crowded on my mind.
I have thought of John the Evangelist, following
the backsliding youth into the haunts of robbers
to reclaim him; of Paul's vehement outburst of
love towards his lost brethren of the house of Israel:

freshment in an additional nap; another, and an-

other leaves them more languid ; they fancy them-
selves unfit for exertion until they have taken a
breakfast, which they make no effort to merit.

Nothing breaks up the strength sooner than want
of sleep at the hour nature obviously designed for

repose, marked as well by the regular return of

day and night, as by our own feelings, if not pre-

vented by artificial habits. Labour, which is light

in the day, is burthensome in the night. The ac-

cumulated stimuli of the day are sufficient for the

temporary exhaustion of the system ; the rest of

the night is requisite to recruit us for each succes-

sive day.

Large springs should send forth their waters

without pumping. Your benevolence should seek

the poor, before the poor seek your benevolence.

Hospitality is seed, and the husbandman does not

become wealthy by saving his seed, but by sowing

THE FRIEND.
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The discipline of the religious Society of Friends

was instituted under the authority of Christ, and
framed for the building up and preservation of the

church in the faith, and for keeping the members
in the observance of "all things whatsoever He
bad commanded them." If Christ is the author

of that faith and the obligations connected with it,
nd of Itoger Gill's pressure of spirit to come to then any change which modifies the one or lays
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give a list of those in whose actions this un
selfish love has been in dominion. This wc may
be assured of, that every true christian feels it stirr-

ing within him
; the brighter and heavenlier, the

more he resembles his Divine Master, who died
that we might live, who gave his life, the just for
the unjust, that he might bring us to God.

Be not proud of riches, but afraid of them, lest
they be as silver bars to cross the way to heaven.

hurtful to the best interests of the society.

It is one of the natural results of the want of a
clear comprehension of the faith of Friends, or a
departure in heart trom it, to seek for a change in

the discipline of the society, as it was established

under Divine Wisdom, by faithful members in

times gone by ; when there were few if any within

its borders who called the truth of its doctrines

and testimonies in question ; when their obligation

was practically exemplified in the consistent lives
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of those who promulgated them and conducted its

affairs, and when even those who fell short in the

intenance of its testimonies admitted, at least

theoretically, their accordance with the requisitions

of the gospel. The followers of Elias Hicks, while

they remained within the society, strove to do

away with those portions of the discipline which

they felt to be barriers to the acceptance and dilTu-

sion of their unsound sentiments, and when they

went out from it, they carried their wishes into

execution. The history of the society shows it

has been thus in every instance where any portion

of the members, larger or smaller, has swerved

from the acknowledged faith, and sought to intro-

duce into it, modifications and novelties, which are

incompatible with the simple spiritual religion ever

niaintaiued by Friends.

This should make all doubly cautious about

tampering with the long established rules of the

society, or attempting to discard or weaken those

restrictions which are designed to assist the mem-
isrs in walking within the straight and narrow

fay, and which under the Divine blessing have

been more or less instrumental in so doing for

thousands.

So intimately are the testimonies of Truth held

by the society connected together, so dependent is

the harmonious working of the whole system of

church government upon a faithful maintenance

of each and every part, that we may be assured,

wherever there is a voluntary surrender of any por-

tion of the discipline in order to allow of greater

latitude in doctrine, or to sanction the conduct of

those who are unconvinced of or unwilling to up-

hold all the testimonies Friends are called to bear,

it will be but the beginning of eontiuucd and wider

departures,— the first false step into a broad way,

'hieh unless retraced, will lead further and further

from the place of peace and safety. It is the or-

dinary course of declension. Unfaithfulness brings

weakness and dimness, and increases the tendency

lower the! standard still more, until meetings

may find themselves yielding progressively to an

luence at first hardly recognized, and btcoming

advocates for things they would once have unhesi-

tatingly condemned as totally irreconcilable with

our religious profession.

We have been led into these reflections by a com-

munication in last month's number of The British

Friend, which we think strikingly illustrates the

continuous series of changes from "the good old

way" of our religious Society, which mu=t legiti-

mately follow from the alterations made in the

discipline of London Yearly Meeting,

When the proposition was made to that meeting

alteration was made, we fear the prediction is fast

being fulfilled. Already many who take an active

part in transacting the most important affairs re-

lating to the welfare of the society, neither wear
the plain dress nor adhere to the form of speech,

which have so long marked the consistent Friend,

and several have been recorded as ministers, who
are in the same category. The opinion is freely

expressed that all outward distinguishing marks of

a Friend ought to be done away, and in many
places it is sorrowfully apparent that it will require

but comparatively little more time to attain to this

desired end.

In our allusion to individuals, we disclaim any
wish to set in judgment upon them as christian

professors; they may be sincere in their avowal of

acting in accordance with their views of what is

right, and fairly represent the religious standing of

those who approve of their course ; but they and

their coadjutors have introduced strange and hurtful

novelties within our pale, and arc seeking to change
many of the characteristics of the Society of

Friends, and those members of it who are unpre-

pared and unwilling to give up those characteris-

tics, and are conscientiously opposed to the prin-

ciples from which they believe this anomalous state

of things arises, are called upon by the strongest

and purest motives that can influence the religious

mind, to examine and consider the facts as they

really exist, to watch for and test the fruits of the

system of religion which has newly sprung up

among us, while they seek for a qualification to

distinguish rightly between thing and thing, and

strength to hold fast to the faith and practices

essential to the existence of true Quakerism.

Our readers are aware that maay other altera-

tions in the discipline have followed the first modi-

fication deemed necessary by the party alluded to,

in order to adapt the society and its profession to

the increased light of the nineteenth century, and

we need not now recite them. The following ar-

ticle in The British Friend to which we have refer-

red, is another among the continued developments

of this same spirit, which, we apprehend, will not

rest satisfied until it has assimilated the bodies of

professors where it bears rule, with most of the

forms and practicesof other religious denominations.
" On the occasion of recording a minister at

Ilardshaw East Monthly Meeting, held at Man-

chester on the 10th ult., a very unexpected, yet in-

teresting discussion arose on the inexpediency of

recording ministers at all. Six or eight Friends

expressed themselves very strongly on the subject,

which evidently took considerable hold of the

meeting. They urged that the present system had

to strike out of the fourth query the part which many disadvantages—the 'setting apart' of any

related to plainness of speech, behaviour and ap- particular individuals savoured much of ' hji

parel, the idea was studiously inculcated by those

who advocated it both there and in this coun-

try, that no intention was entertained of lower-

ing the standard of the society's testimony to

plainness, or to introduce any new practice in

dress among its members : it was merely to

take the words out of the query, and place

them in the advices. Many Friends in that

meeting, warned it that the desire for the change

proposed, indicated a departure from the principles

of the society, and that whatever might be the ob-

ject professed to be aimed at, the efl'ect of altering

the discipline must be not only to confirm and en-

courage that departure, so that the members would

become assimilated with the world in dress and

address, but it would open the way for other testi-

monies and practices of the society being brought

into disesteem, and the discipline being altered to

admit of other innovations. The warning was dis-

regarded, and short as has been the time since the

rchy,' and was very apt to make men thus placed

liable to act and feel as 'lords over God's heritage,'

instead of being all as brethren, and calling no man
master. Anotber serious evil thus pointed out was,

that though the ministry and services might, at the

time of his acknowledgment, be acceptable and

edifying, yet the time might come—and occasion-

ally dill come—when there was not the same life

and power manifested, and yet there could be no

recall! Again, it was a serious thing to acknow-

ledge the services of those from whom many might

diStr on very essential points of faith and doctrine
;

and on all these grounds it was urged to be inex-

pedient, unwise, and unquakerly, thus, to elevate

iuto the gallery those who might far better minis-

ter among us as brethren."

Comment upon the weakness of the reasons as-

signed for the proposed change is unnecessary, but

we would call the attention of our readers to the

deplorable laxity that must exist iu reference to

the holding of sound doctrine, wherever the last

reason given is a valid one, for the difference " on
very esaetitUd points offaith a>id doctrine" im-

plies, that either the person recommended as a

minister is known to be unsound in the faith, or if

he is sound, that many of those recommending him
do not hold the doctrines of Friends.

Connected with the movements respecting the

ministry, is another proposed change that has ob-

tained no little advocacy, and which, from the ob-

servations given in the account of the Yearly Meet-

ing of Ministers and Elders, it would appear has

already been carried out in some places. It is, that

the practice should be abolished, of ministers lay-

ing their religious concerns before the meetings to

which they belong, or being obliged to obtain a

certificate before going abroad. In alluding to

the observations of a Friend in the last Yearly

Meeting of Ministers and Flldcrs, the British

Friend says he spoke of " the omission that had
taken place in reference to the inquiry as to

F'ricnds in the ministry travelling uUliout certifi-

cates, cj-c, which was held to be a lowering of the

wholesome disciplinary care of the church over its

members. Another Friend followed in pretty

much of a similar view on the matter. This

brought out some remarks of an explanatory char-

acter, which however, all did not consider quite

relieving;" and another warned Friends, " to get

to the watch-tower and see that [they] were not

deserting or lowering the standard of Truth."

The account states there were not less than forty

persons recorded as ministers last year, or four

times the number of former years, and while dress

and address in imitation of the world

thought of sufficient importo an obstruc-

tion to oeoupyiug the most important stations in

the society, we need not be surprised at so rapid

an increase of those recorded as ministers.

It is in sorrow, and in no spirit of party hos-

tility that we lay these things before our readers.

We feel that the events of the day and the signs

of the times call loudly on Friends everywhere, to

rally to the original and only ground of peace and

safety. Never was there more need for them to

present an unbroken front to the world, and labour

harmoniously for the support and spread of those

pure, spiritual views of the Gospel, and the prac-

tices growing out of them; which have characterized

the Society from the beginning; but this unity, and

its accompanying strength can never be known by

it, while so radical a diflerence exists between those

who fee! bound to the support of all our doctrines

and testimonies, and a party which is breaking down

the old landmarks, and urging the Society into

conformity with the spirit and manners of the world.

It is hazardous to attempt alterations in the

discipline in times of commotion and defection

in the Society. There is then greater danger of

being misled by other motives than the requirings

of Divine wisdom. Within the last few years .seve-

ral Yearly Meetings, from causes too patent to

require exposition, have thrown open their whole

codes for emendation. The consequences of the

alterations made are but partially developed; lime

will make them more apparent. In the meantime

it will be well for us all to give heed to the advice

already quoted, " to get to the watch-tower and

see that we are not deserting or lowering the stand-

ard of Truth."

SC.MV.\r.V UF EVE.VTS.

Great Britain'.—News from England to tbe 24lb ult.

The rebel sieami-r X:\5bTille was still at Southampton.

The captain slates that she had been brought there to

have her top deck t.nken off and to be (ilted out as a

vessel of war. It was not certain that Ibis could be
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done without a violation of the Queen's proclamation of

neutrality.

Deputations from the governments of Canada, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, had arrived in London for

the purpose of urging the British Government to aid in

the construction of the projected rail road from Halifax

to Quebec.
Lajard. under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

in a speech before his constituents, alluded at some

length to the American question, and defended the

policy of the British Government. He regretted that

policy had been misinterpreted in America, and broadly

asserted that the English people sympathized deeply

with the American people. He believed the time would

come when the policy of England would be justly ap-

preciated. He denied that events in America are any

proof of the breaking down of democratic institutions.

The Liverpool cotton market had declined id. The

quotations were, fair Orleans, 12f ;
Mobile, 12^. The

stock in port was 587,000 bales, including 273,000

American. Breadstutfs unchanged.

J'rance. The Bank of France has reduced the rate of

discount to five per cent.

A reduction of from 80,000 to 100,000 men, was

spoken of in the army, the men to return home on a

furlough of one year. The Minister of Marine objects

to any reduction whatever in his department. The gov-

ernment will not raise a loan at present.

Jlaly.—The Italian Parliament was re-opened at

Turin on the 21st. In the Chamber of Deputies the

President of the Council explained the present state of

the Roman question. He said he had drawn up a plan

of reconciliation between religion and liberty, and be-

tween the State and the Church. He had requested the

Emperor Napoleon to become mediator, but owing to

the little disposition to conciliation on the part of the

Roman Court, the mediation had not been attended with

any result.

Portugal.—The funeral of the late King took place at

Lisbon on the 16th.

China.—A. telegraphic despatch from Hong Kong to

Tpnth month 13th, states that Canton bas been evacu-
ated by lUe British.

Cuba.—k letter from Havana, dated Eleventh month
30th, mentions the landing of a cargo of fi25 African
slaves at Mangauanilla, a point on the southeast coast

of the island. It was reported that several other cargoes
were on their way. The present Captain General is be-

lieved to be sincerely opposed to the traffic, and yet it

is continued through the connivance of the local au-

thorities.

Bolivia.—Deplorable accounts are received from Boli-

via. The commanding general at La Paz has ordered the

execution of over two hundred persons engaged recently

in revolutionary movements. Among those to be exe-

cuted, were ex-President Cordera, Gen. Hermosa, a num-
ber of priests and four colonels.

United States.—-The President's Message which was
sent in to Congress on the 3rd inst., is a plain, practical,

unpretending paper, its chief uim being to give informa-

tion clearly and satisfactorily in the briefest manner.
Its contents relate principally to the rebellion in the

Southern Stales and the means employed for its sup-
pression. He recommends tbat the loyal regions of

East Tennessee and Western North Carolina should be

connected with Kentucky and other faithful pans of the

Union by railroad, and advises ihat Congress provide
for the construction of such a road as speedily as possi-

ble. The operations of ihe Treasury since the adjourn-

ment of Congress have, he states, been attended with sig-

nal success, the patriotism of the people having placed
at the disposal of the Government the large means di

manded by the public exigencies. The expenditures
during the three months ending Ninth month 30th last,

amounted to $98,239,733, and there was at that period
a balance in the treasury of $4,292,776. The revenue
from all sources, including loans, for the year ending
Sixth month 30th last, was $86,885,900, and the expen-
ditures foi tbe same period were $84,578,834.
The expenditures of the Post (JUice Department dur-

ing the last fiscal year were $13,600,759, showing a de-
crease of about eight per cent, as compared with those
of the previous year. The revenue from nllsources was
$9,047,296, being about two per cent, less than in the
previous year.

Tbe cash receipts from the sales of public land dur-
ing the past year have exceeded the expenses of the sys-

tem only $200,500. The sales have been eutircly sus-

pended in the southern states, while settlements in tbe

new states and territories of tbe northeast have been re-

stricted by the diversion of large numbers of men from
agriculture to military service. The receipts of the Pat-

ent Olfice have largely declined.

The efforts for the suppression of the slave trade have

recently been attended with unusual success, live ves-

sels which were being fitted out for the trade, having

been seized and condemned.
The Territories of Colorado, Dakotah and Nevada,

created by the last Congress, have been organized, and
civil administration has been inagurated therein.

The President's message in full was transmitted by
telegraph to California and published in the San Fran-

cisco papers of the next morning.

The Property and Slaves of the Rebels.—The United

States Secretary of the Treasury has issued regulations

relating to securing and disposing of the property found

or brought within the territory now or hereafter occu-

pied by the forces of the United States in the revolted

states. The chief features of the order are these. The
Secretary of the Treasury is to appoint agents, whose
duty it shall be to gather and prepare for market the

crops grown in the regions under their supervision. All

slaves found within the limit of the agent's authority

may be and are to be by him employed in gathering
and preparing for market the cotton and other crops.

The slaves are to be enrolled and set to work in a syste-

matic manner, and a strict account of their labour kept,

for which a fair compensation is to be paid. When
the cotton and other articles are prepared for market
they are to be shipped to New York, consigned to the U.

S. agent at that port.

Despatches from Charleston, S. C, via Memphis, state

that many of the planters on the sea board have des-

troyed their crops of cotton and rice, to prevent their

falling into the hands of the U. S agents.
Senator Trumbull of Illinois, bas introduced into the

Senatea bill confiscatingthe property and givingfreedom
to the slaves of rebels. The bill was ordered to be
printed and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.

It provides for the absolute and complete forfeiture to

the United States of every species of property belonging
to persons, who, during the existence of the present re-

bellion, shall take up arms against the United States.

Tbe bill also forfeits the claims of all rebels and those
who give them aid and comfort, to the persons they

hold in slavery, declares the slaves thus forfeited free,

and makes it the duty of the President to provide for

the colonization of such of them as may be « illing to go,

in some tropical country, where they may have the pro-
tection of the Governmeut, and be secured in all the
rights and privileges of freemen.

Exchange of Prisoners.—Eleven officers and 240 pri-
vates of the North Carolina regiment captn.ed at Hat
teras, have been sent from Fort Warren to Fortress Mon-
roe, to be exchanged for an equal number of the Federal
troops now confined at Richmond.

Trade of Chicago.—The following is a statement of

some of the leading articles received at Chicago during
the present year; flour, 1,338,481 barrels; wneat, 17,-

581,521 bushels; corn, 26,154,425 bushels ; oats, 1,390,-
125 bushels; rye, 482,495 bushels; barley, 704,971
bushels; wool, 912,518 bales; lard, 6,345,398 pounds;
butter, 2,265,148 pounds; lead, 12,

hogs, 265,484; dressed hogs, 149,3
425

; beef, 41,360 bbls.
;
pork, 44

213,775,000 feet. Most of the itei

crcHse upon last year's business.
The Southern Indians.—A delegation from the Creeks,

Cheroktes and Seminoles, has arrived at Washington.
They were sent to examine and report to their people
the true condition of political aflairs, which has been
much misrepresented to them.

A'cu) Orleans.—The New Orleans Crescent of the 25th
ult. gives ihe following quotations; flour, $11.50 a $12
per barrel; corn, $1.00; rye, $2.25, per bushel; whis-
key, $1.10 ; lard, 29 cts. a 30 cts. ; bacon, 22 cts. a 25
cts.

;
sugar, 3 cts. a 3J cts.; molasses, 14 cts. a 21 cts.

;

no sales of cotton or tobacco. Exchange on England,
$1.25 a $1.26. The high rate of exchange is attributed
10 the anxiety of some parties to place their funds in Eu-
rope. A conspiracy among the Union men has been
frustrated.

Anthracite Coal.—The quantity sent to market this
year from tbe Pennsylvania mines, is 7,620,585 tons,
the quantity shipped last season, was 7,912,898 tons,
showing a falling off of only about 283,000 tons.

A'eto lorA-.—Mortality last week, 385.
7'AiYurff//)/lm.—Mortality last week, 240.
Congress.—A prominent subject of discussion has

been the manner in which the war has been conducted,
and the cause of the several disasters which have be-
fallen the Federal arms. The Senate, by a vote of 33
to 3, passed a resolution providing for the appointment
of a Joint Committee of three members of the Senate
and four members of the House, to investigate the con-
duct of the war. John C. Breckcnridgc, senator from

,434 pounds
beef cattle,

1 bbls. ; lumber
show a large iu-

148,-

Kentucky, having fully identified himself with the rebel

cause, has been expelled by a unanimous vote of the
Senate.

The Public Finances and Revenue.—The Secretary of
the Treasury estimates the revenue from customs for

the year ending Sixth month 30th, 1862, at $32,198,602,
about $22,000,000, more may, he thinks, be realized

from the direct tax, public lands and other sources,

making a total revenue of $54,000,000. He recommends
that the duties on tea, coffee and sugar should be in-

creased, and that no further alterations of the tariff '

should be made during the present session of Congress.

The sum of $90,000,000, at least, will, in his opinion,

be required to meet unavoidable disbursements, and pay
the interest on the public debt. He recommends an
increase of the direct tax, and the levy of duties on dis-

tilled liquors, tobacco, bank notes, carriages, on lega-

cies, evidences of debt, instruments for the conveyanca
of property, &c., to make up the required sum. The
amount to be derived from taxation forms but a small
portion of the sums required for the expenses of the

war, these will have to be obtained mainly from loans.

The amount of loans effected, and of Treasury notes
issued within the last five months, is stated to amount
to $197,242,588. The total actual and estimated ex-
penditures for the year ending Sixth month 30th next,

amouuts to the enormous aggregate of $543,400,422,
making further loans to the extent of at least $250,000,-
000, necessary to meet the wants of the year. The
fiscal year, ending Sixth month 30th, 1863, will, he sup-

poses, require an expenditure of $653,000,000.

RECEIPTS.
1

Received from John Aikins, Pa., $2, vol. 34 ; from P.
P. Dunn, N. J., $2, vol. 35, for Thos. S. Wright, N. J.,

$2, vol. 35 ; from Elisha Hoilingsworth, 0., $1 to 52,
vol. 34, and for H. M. Penrose, $2, vol. 34 ; from F.
Taber, Mass. $2, vol. 34.

FRIENDS' ASVLUM.
Committee on Admissions.^Sa.myiel Bettle, Jr., No. 149

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street;
William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No. 26
S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth street,

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. 612
Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Whit-
all, No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race street;
Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street; Nathan Hilk-s,"

Frankford; Elliston P. Morris, Germantown, and No.
805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Mark Balderston,
Benjamin J. Crew and James Thorp. '

Physician a/id Superintendent.—Joshua H. Worthing-

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of Ihe Committee to superintend the i

Boarding School at West-Town, will be held there on ;

Fourth day, the 18th of Twelfth month, at 10 o'clock, a.

M. The Committee on Admissions will meet at 8 o'clock
the same morning, and the Committee on Instruction at

7J o'clock on the preceding evening. The Visiting
Committee attend at the school on Seventh day, the
14th of the month.

Joel Evans, Clerk.

Twelfth month 4th, 1861.

For the accommodation of the Committee, a convey-
ance will be at the Street Road Station on Seventh day
afternoon, the 14ih inst., to meet the train that leaves i

Philadelphia at 2 o'clock ; and on Third day afternoon,
the 17th, to meet tbe trains that leave the city at 2 and

An adjourned meeting of the Institute for Colored
Youth will be held at the Institution on Lombard St.
above Seventh St , on Second day, the 16th inst., at 3
o'clock, p. M., to consider the propriety of changing tbe
time for holding the Annual Meeting of the Corporation.

The twentieth volume of The British Friend will
commence with the year 1862. Friends desiring to
subscribe for this valuable and ably conducted monthly,
will please make early application to

J. S. LiPPINCOTT,

Haddonfield, N. J.

Terms, two dollars per annum strictly in advance.

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the PennBylvania Bank,
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The Widow's Mite.

In all the varied collection of coins and metals

which the munificence of the government has se-

cured for this cabinet, commemorating as they d

nationalities and dynasties long since swept from

the earth, as well as principalities and powers that

still have a living fame and active existence ; and

recalling, as they do, so much of history and

biography as to bewilder the mind of the beholder,

there is, one object which, above all others, in-

terests the visitor.

At a small case near the entrance, which con-

tains, among other curiosities, the ancient Jewish

coins, the stranger has his curiosity awakened by

observing the earnest and eager, but suppressed

inquiries of some, and the contemplative sadness

of others whilst directing their attention to a very

ancient looking and diminutive object labelled

" The Widow's Mite."

It is the smallest of copper coins, its metalic

value being scarcely one-tenth of our cent, yet,

from the associations and reflections to which its

name gives rise, as well as from its rareness.

valued beyond price; or, to use the words of the

official in attendance, " No money would buy it.''

The printed slip attached, which gives its name,

states that it was found in the ruins of Jerusalem,

but does not inform us whether there were any

other specimens of the coin extant, or whether this

is the only remaining evidence of the existenco of

a description of money, two pieces of which once

constituted the whole wealth of a pious hut desti-

tute daughter of Israel.

Whilst viewing this precious relic, the mind

readily but insensibly reverts to the period and

circumstance where alone its existence is recorded,

and from which our impressions concerning it are

drawn. We forget, for the time, that we are in a

modern temple containing more of the products of

a new Ophir than the edifice which the wise, yet

foolish King of Israel erected, could exhibit of gold

and silver treasures.

The- mite before us, serves to transport us at

once to the Holy City, and introduces us into the

i
temple dedicated to the worship of Jehovah. It

carries us back in chronology more than eighteen

'. hundred years, and places us amongst a people to

I

whom our hemisphere, which now conduces so

largely to the weal or woe of myriads of mankind

was utterly unknown. We see around us, iu im-

agination, multitudes who have come up to the

temple to ofifer sacrifices and to make intercession

for forgiveness of their sins j or to return thanks

for being better and holier than other men.

Among them, seated " over agaiust the treasury,''

we behold the great Teacher, ob.-ervant of those

ho entered the sacred edifice, ostensibly to wor-

ship, but, too frequently, only to " have honour of

men." from the amount of their alms gifts, as well

the length and frequency of their prayers.

As their several contributions to the treasury are

deposited, we hear Him say to His disciples, when

there came a poor widow and she threw in two

t7iites, which make a farthing,'' " this poor widow

hath cast more in than all they which have cast

nto the treasury, for all they did cast iu of their

abundance, but she, of her want, did cast iu all

that she had, even all her living."

His life is thus brought into review before us,

surrounded by his disciples listening with surprise

to his words of wisdom and instruction, or ques-

tioning him as to the meaning of his parables, and

inquiring uhen his predictions are to be fulfilled.

We observe the sternness with which he rebukes

the bigotry, hypocrisy, and intolerance of the

Scribes and Pharisees—the priest and the Levite
;

or the unbelief, venality, and crimes of the Sad-

ducees. But with what mildness does he address

the poor, the lowly, and the sorrow stricken ! IIow

forgivingly does he remind them of their sins, sup-

ply their wants, heal their diseases, and relieve

their sufferings; making his gospel, indeed, "glad

tidings to the poor I"

We see the temple, too, in all its grandeur— its

extensive courts and colonnaded porticoes—its

gilded portals and goreous adornments—its '' goodly

stones," not one of which was to be left standing

upon another.

We see the throng of worshippers departing,

after having made their sacrificial offerings and

paid their vows, or delivered up their accustomed

amount of prayer. Among all these, none interest

us so much, nor excite our sympathies so strongly

as the " poor widow." We are anxious to pene

trate into her history. How long has she been a

widow, and by what circumstance did she become

? Is she still in the spring-time of life, like Ruth

has she, like Naomi, " no longer any hope T

Have length of days and many sorrows made her

weary of the world, and anxious to " flee away and

be at rest?" How came she to be so poor that her

whole wealth consisted of the pittance with which

she had just parted; and how will she sustain life

in the future 1

In answer to the latter suggestion we can only

surmise that she has heard from the great Master

the injunction, " Take no heed for the morrow,"

and has entire faith that He who provides the

young ravens with food, and does not suffer a spar-

row to fall unnoticed, will not let her want. We
admire such reliance upon the Eternal Providence,

and her gift is magnified in our estimation thereby,

beyond any which kings or potentates e'er gave.

We are anxious to trace her course thereafter.

Did she have a home to return to and kind friends

to welcome her, or was she without shelter or re-

fuge—alone in the world ? Perhaps her life is de-

oted to the exercise of pious duties until death

hall afford a pro-pect of deliverance from her sor-

rows ; but, of all these inquiries, each must re-

main unanswered, for none remains to tell us aught

concerning her.

It were vain to look for her retiring figure in

the market place, or in the marts of trade where

Jews and Gentiles congregate to traflSc and to

barter, that they may cunningly convert their

shekels into talents, and be " clothed in purple and

fine linen, and fare sumptuously every day. '

Nor yet need we search for her whertf learned

rabbis are expounding the law, and the traditions

of the fathers, or unravelling the mysteries of the

prophecies of Ezekiel and Daniel, and debating

the propriety of paying tribute to CaJ^ar. She had

vanished for ever, but of her existence we have

full assurance, since the gospel a.sseris the fact,

and this silent wituess, the //ate, corroboraUs it.

Here our reverie is disturbed, and we are re-

called to the recollection of surrounding objects, by

the inquiry, " Have you seen the Japanese coins,

d other presents made by the embassy to the

director of the mint?" The spell is dissolved
;
and

. J lift oureyes, not to behold Mount Dlivct, but the

peaks and precipices of the Sierra Xavada, dis-

played upon the walls of the cabinet, to furnish a

view of the auriferous regions of California and

the labours of the " gold hunter." We step across

the chasm of eighteen hundred years, and, instead

of dreaming of the past, we realize the present, iu

these evidences of its daring enterprise and great

results. Jerusalem and Judea fade away in the

distance, but their remembrance can never be ob-

literated ; nor can all the rich treasures of the Pa-

cific coast, or the gaudy frippery of Japan, make

us ever forget that little copper coin, i/ic icukiu's

mit£.—From Musings in the Cabinet oj the United

States Mint, by M. J. T-

Humming- Birds.—\lo^ wonderful must be the

mechanism which sets in motion and sustains for

so lengthened a time the vibratory movements of a

humming-bird's wings'. To me their action ap-

pears unlike any thing of the kind I have ever

seen before, and strongly reminds me of a piece of

machinery acted upon by a powerful .spring. I

have been particularly struck by this peculiarity m
the flight, as it was exactly the opposite of what I

expect" d. The bird does not usually glide through

the air with the quick darting flight of a swallow

or swift, but continues tremulously moving its

wings while passing from flower to flower, or when

taking a more distant flight over a high tree, or

across" a river. When poised before any object,

this action is so rapidly performed that it is im-

possible for the eye to follow each stroke, and a

hazy semi-circle of indistinctness on each side of

the bird is all that is perceptible. The wind pro-

duced by the wings of these little birds appears to

be very considerable ; for I noticed that while r<"

example of Cyanomijia cijanocephaJu, which had

flown into the room, was hovering over a large

piece of wool, the entire surface of the wool was
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violently agitated. Although many short intermis-

sions of rest are taken during tbe day, the bird

may be said to live in air—an element in which it

performs every kind of evolution with the utmost

ease, frequently rising perpendicularly, flying back-

ward, pirouetting or dancing off, as it were, from

place to place, or from one part of a tree to an-

other, sometimes de.-cending, at others ascending;

it often mounts up above the towering trees, and

then shoots off like a little meteor at a right angle;

at other times it quietly buzzes away among the

little flowers near tbe ground ; at one moment it is

poisod over a diminutive weed, at the next it is

seen at a distance of forty yards, whither, it has

vanished with the quickness of thought. During

the heat of the day tbe shady retreats beneath the

trees are very frequently visited ; ip tbe morning

and evening tlie sunny banks, the verandahs, and

other exposed situations are more frequently re-

sorted to.

—

From a recent English Fitblicotion on

tlammin ''-Birds.

Musings and Memories.

EVIL AND IT.S REMEDIES.

In the good providence of the Almighty, it

generally happens that in whatever region of the

earth a deadly poison is found, an antidote may
be discovered there also. When sin entered into

the world through tbe disobedience of man, the

remedy was then and there made manifest, even the

Lamb of God who takotb away the sin of the

world. Since that day, when for the lost in sin and

for those condemned to sit in the region and sha-

dow of death, light and immortality were revealed

through the promise of the comingandofferingof the

Lord Jesus Christ, it has at times pleased God, in

his Omniscient mind, and Omnipotent power, seeing

the end from tbe beginning, when one of the chil-

dren of men tlirougb submiss on to the power of

evil, proves a curse in his human creation, to

raise up and qualify another, who should be in-

slrutnental to remedy the evil or close its career.

Ignatius Loyola, who-e fanat'c devotion to the

papal cause, led him to establish a religious order,

which did much to strengthen the declining pomp
and power of Rome throughout nominal Chris-

tendom, had for a contemporary, Luther, the

the greatest enemy that papacy in its spiritual

wickedness had ever known. The year which saw
Napoleon Bonaparte a babe in Corsica, saw Arthur

Wellesly, afterward Lord Wellington, a babe in

his mother's arras in Ireland. The child, who
after he arrived to manhood, in his career of am-

bition, devastated the fairest portions of Europe
and placed the crown of France, one of its fairest

kingdoms, on his own brow, was gladdening the

hearts of his parents by his infant smiles, at the

same time that other babe who lived to tear

the crown from bis grasp, and effectually check

him in the career of victory, was by his birth shed-

ding the light of joy through another dwelling.

In all history, the chri.stian philosopher can see

the good hand of bis God working the counsels

of his own will and wisdom, even amid the

free will actions of wicked men, tbe contests of

ambition, the misdirected operation of benevo-

lence, and the workings of religious light, virtue

and truth. In the old testament history, wherein

we are as it were, made acquainted with the secret

springs of national movements and individual ac-

j

tions, wo find many instances recorded to show

how the Most High brings forward, at the right

time and place, the riMnedies for the evils which I

bjset his people. When Goliath comes forth I

to defy Israel, and through them their God, the!

stripling David is provideutially brought there!

with a shepherd's sling, ready to put his hand to

the smooth stones which lie in the brook, and

'in the strength of a present Omnipotent helper,

'to meet and slay the formidable foe. If Achi-

tophel is in the court of Absalom seeking with

cunning coun-el to support him in his rebellion,

and to establish an unrighteous reign, God has a

Hu-hai at hand, in his overruling providence, to

turn Absalom from following the advice of worldly

wisdom, and to cause the great master of reason

and artifice, in the chagrin of disappointment, to

eave the court he could not govern, and to hang

viction, that she must be abandoned indeed to think

so. She felt a terrible feeling of despair. Human
help she knew could not avail her, and of heavenly

help, in the feeling of her own wickedness and
temptation to unbelief, she thought there was no

hope. In this time, in the contradiction of her

temptations and doubts, she became anxiously de-

sirous that the Lord might manifest himself to her

in wrath,—in a way so terrible that she might be

left without any doubt as to His existence, in the

very spirit in which she thus wrestled for an evi-

ence, there was, if her bewildered mind could

himself at home. Sisera flees from the sword of! have grasped if, tbe as-urance that ."^be did believe

arak and the armed hosts of Israel, to find hi:

death from the nail of Jael in the tent of Hebor the

Kenite.

Hut we need not follow the Jewish history, where
every event is plainly working to bring about God's
purposes of grace, where providential ordering is

visible at every step. In considering these things,

it is needless to inquire how far the individuals who
are raised up by almighty power to st.iy some
great evil, to punish some great oppression, to

bring forth some new discovery, which shall m

in him. He heard her, he answered her, but not in

ihe whirlwind, the storm, or the earthquake, which
she prayed for, it was rather in the still small voice

of love and everlasting mercy.

Her father had been brought up in the country,

and having always retained a great love for flow-

ers, he, in his afBuence, surrounded himself with

many beautiful ones. At this tiu)e of Elizabeth's

sorest anguish, she often sought amid these flowers

some comfort. Gazing on aChalcedon Iris, whose.

gorgeous flower bespoke the wonderful working ofi

ter to the present and future well-being of men, are
j

the God of grace and glory, her heart was suddenlyi

themselves aware of the high control exercised

over their apparent free will, reasonings, feelings,

and actions; we can well understand that Omnipo-
tence can overrule all, that he can stimulate the

mind to unusual strength of discernment, give it

new powers to investigate, and can cause even ac-

tions, which in tbe motives of the doers are far

from pure, yet to work out good purposes of his

grace.

I have been recently reading an interesting ac-

count of Elizabeth Walker, of E.jgland, and have
been much struck with the means employed by
Divine providence, in enlightening her whilst in a

state of unbelief and of midnight darkness, of de-

pression and despair. Her maiden name was Sad-
ler, and she was l

child she was gravi

to be useful, and when very young in life, entrusted ful career of a Goliath, and which enabled a blind

by her mother with keeping the family accounts, {Samson to shake down the pillars of the house oi

so as to receive the title of her mother's little house Dagon, at Gatb, manifested in mercy whilst caus-

keeper. She had suffered in bodily health through !
ing one of his inanimate created beauties to dissi-

the criminal carelessness of a nurse, who had half! pate the beleaguering hosts of despair, which the'

starved her, and much feebleness from this cause [grand adversary of good had gathered to destroyi

fted up in adoring gratitude to Him who had

clothed it with beauty. In the feeling of love

which sprung up in her comforted heart, all doubt,

all distrust disappeared.

Of her after course we may briefly say, she

married Dr. Walker. Her married life was a life

of labour to promote the happiness of others, and
it was one of great happiness, mixed with a due
proportion of trial to herself She was married in

1650, and deceased, 'L'welfth month 27tb, 1690.

The gloom of her early years was followed by a

maturity of sunny brightness, and a close ofradiance,

which though not unattended with clouds, spoke of i

a glorious morrow in a world of unalloyed joy.

The narrative of Elizabeth Walker shows usi

in the year 1623. As a'God's providential power, the same which broug
d thouHhtful, always aiming; a David with his shepherd's sling to slay the boast]

attended her through life. Her conscience was
remarkably tendt-r, and on one occasion, having
been tempted to take an apple, it was long a cause

of great mental disquietude to her, although she

iniraediately returned it to the place from which
she had lifted it. On another occasion she told a
falsehood. This is believed to have been the last

the present peace and everlasting well being of onei

of his sin hating children. Faint hearted christian,i

never despair! God will not forget his church or peo-

ple. Has he permitted a captivity to come upon them 1

then he has a Moses in the wilderness preparing

to lead them forth in triumph, or an Ezra and
Nchemiah are beiujj nourished in affliction, who

The of tbe

which, knowingly, she ever uttered, yet it was for! with weeping and supplication, will be enabled to'

many years an occasion of sore anguish and dis- [bring them back to the desolate house of their fath-

tress to her. She was of a sensitive nature, which lers, to rebu Id the walls, to set up the gates and to

from bodily indisposition, was morbidly acute, and confirm and support the good laws which the Lord
no doubt but tbe enemy of all good took occasion, their God hath given to their father

from her infirmities of tbe flesh, to drive the poor
bin hating soul to the borders of despair. Trials

of various kinds attended her, she became very
low spirited and desponding, and at last seemed to

give up to tlie complicated difficulties, which real

sorrows luagiiiHed by a morbid tendency to afflict

herself, the offspring of disease, seemed to spread

before her. At last the enemy of souls, working in

the mystery of mental weakness, endeavoured to

persuade her to believe that this world of sorrow
was but a creature of chance, a creature without [more real or more inischevious than he. N,. ._ ..

design, that in short, there was no God. It is against the fiend of tbe wine cup that I would
doubtful whether, even for one moment, such a

j
warn you now. He has lonj; been under the ban.

monstrous idea was really believed by her, but the
I
Your ancestral wine-classes "stand unused behind

temptation to believe it was pressed upon her by
|

the china. The decanters are banished from side-
Satan, wbo would have made herthink she believed 'board and closet. Your name has stood these ten
it, and further torture her tried mind with the con-

1 years past on the Total Abstinence pledge, and

Dinner Table.

" I've studied Glanville and James ihe Wise,
And wizard bUick-letter tomes thut treat

Of demons of every shape and size,

A christian m.in is presumed to meet
;

I?ut I lind no hint in truth or tHhle,

Uf the demon of the dinner t;ible."

Yet never was elf, nor brownie, grave-yard
ghost, nor spectre that walks in the moon-light,
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men pronounce jou a " coesistcnt teiuperance

I," while in jour heart you silently echo their

verdict.

With a self-complacent smile you sit down at your

well spread board and are thankful that you have

d the courage lo banish the tempter from your

table and your household. All honour to you,

Bnd to all who have done so much ! But did you

ever dream that a fellow-liend came in, uuchal-

leuged, hiding in the dainty folds of the napkin,

playing at bo-peep among the silver? You
never catch him swimming in the rich gravy,

laughing at you out of the quivering jelly, or

floundering on the platter in his impish merriment.

You never dream how he has been playing his

pranks all the morning, at the kitchen fire-side,

peeping from the cookery-book, lurking from the

spice-boxes, whispering in good Margery's ear, and

skilfully setting a snare for your feet into which

you shall walk with wide open eye.<<, unwarned and

inpitied. For will not that witching Nelly coax

you to " take a little more of this nice pudding,"

'just a little of this delicious jelly?" How the

aucy eyes of the dinner-imp twinkle with delight

IS the pudding and the jelly go down, where the

oast beef, the chicken, the gravy, the pickels, and

he preserves have gone before! and you stand up.

It last, in the sorry fix of the little boy who cried

Decause he " felt as if his jacket was buttoned up

—and it wasn't."

But soon the retribution comes, in leaden limbs

d apoplectic brains; in heart-burn and head-

iche, and the thous.ind shapes of after-dinner dis-

tort. The poor overloaded stomach is taking

evenge : muscle and nerve, feeling and thought,

uust wait upon digestion.

What care you now for the bunch of violets a

iny hand has gathered for " dear papa," or the

itile gem of poetry that Nelly has been saving to

•ead to you? There was an hour this morning

hen the breath of those sweet blos.soms would

lave conjured up from the past a fair picture of an

Id brown farm-house and a sunny bank behind ir,

vhere the violets grew larger, and bluer than vio-

ets ever grew elsewhere ; of a bright little fairy

a a blue frock and a dainty pink buu-bonnet shad-

ng her golden hair, and two hands crowded full of

he wonderful blue violets, a perfect type in face'

md figure of the little fairy beside you ; and you

Tould have clasped the little one in your arms, with

blessing on your lips, and an overflowing love in

Vovli heart. Now, with a mighty effort, you suin-

uon resolution enough to utter a stupid " thank

^ou," and stretch yourself ou the sofa for an after

linner nap. There was an hour this n.orning,

vhen on the wing of thought your spirit would

lave soared upward, "singing like the lark at

jeaven's gate." Then, you recognized your kiu-

iLip to all things good, loving and beautiful. Then

!0\i were a man, with a strong arm and a clear

lead, doing a man's work and thinking a man's

houghts. Y^ou sold yourself for a half hour's

jratification, to the hands of the demon, and he

las made you a dolt for the pest of the day.

Are you a victim of the fiend of the wine-cup ?

3onie friendly hand may be outstretched to save,

lome honest voice may be raised in warning, before

t is too late. The tears and patient love of a suf-

'ering wife, or the innocent reproach of the up-

ifted eyes of a little child may exorcise the fiend.

But are you possessed with the demon of the din-

jer table ? Heaven help you ! Wife, servants,

riends, all the usages of society are in league

igainst you. Nothing short of a miracle may
urn you from the royal road you are travelling

award a premature grave, or a gouty old age.

—

F. Malvin.

Scaullcbury's Aociegt Testimonjf.

2'eslimonics of Aiicienl FiicKils rt-vivot, irs/MClin^

the chatigeuble modes of tim world, uddi csucd lo

tlioie in ihe xlatlon ofpantdi.
CCoucluUea fiuiii i.ttuo 116.)

The Apostle tells us, (and which we uiay esteem

a great mercy to poor fallen man) that tlie gifts

and calling of (jod are withont repentance; agree-

ing also with that of the prophet Isaiah, " 1 am
found of them that sought me not:"' Thus many,

even dwelling in Babylon, have heard the call to

come out of her; which heavenly visitation, as the

' voice crying in the wilderness, prepare the way
of the Lord," doth beget a degree of tenderness,

hich may long attend a mind wherein is great

mtxture ; but triie submission to the yoke ot

Christ, or faithfulness to the mea,>-ure of grace re-

ceived, is another thing. Therefore this plea for

liberty has only a sandy foundation which will not

abide the storm. The testimonies and example of

our predecessors are against it ; the example of

the faithful, in the present day, is against it. Did
ver any come in a'nongst us at the right door,

grow in the Truth, and btcome useful members, and

yet retain these badges of the world ? Did ever

any who had a birth-right in the society advance

religious growth, while they either retained

these imitations of the world, or encouraged others

therein ? Or was it ever known that any amongst

went from simplicity, though but a liitle way, to

meet the world's modes, without suffering loss in

he better part? Therefore "take us the little

foxes that spoil the vines, for our vines have teti-

grapcs." The measure of grace received,

teacheth and giveth power to deny the world's

lusts; and if we do not, by failhlulness to the

gift, subdue these things, the .--prrit that upholds

them will assuredly destroy that greenness which
may for a time appear, and this the dear-bought

xperieuce of many witnesses will confirm.

If, ou the other hand, any who have been edu-

cated in a plain habit, or have taken it up from

principle, should suffer the world to gain the as-

.lendency in their minds, and yet retain the form of

dress which either education or principle had put

upon them ; such instances prove the need of

atchfulness, but are no plea for those liberties in

question. He that journeyed from Jeru-alem to

Jericho, fell among thieves, and we being a people

professing that the substance and end of shadows

and types is come, may believe and see that "He
who builded Jericho, loseth his firstborn, and

setteth up the gates thereof, in the loss of his

youngest son."

Some parents who have given way in what

seemed very small things, have found their hands

enfeebled when they wished to make a stand on

seeing their children go greater lengths than they

expected. Such, and all parents who feel their

difficulties, claim the sympathy of their friends,

and are not unknown to Him who hath all power

in his hand, and who heard the petition of faithful

Abraham, even that Ishmael might live before Him,

whose blessing on faithful labours is still effectual,

to " turn many of the children of Israel to the

Lord their God." ^^^^^
/s it worth uhilc to Hate 7—At best, life is not

very long. A few mor e smiles, a few more tears,

some pleasure, much pain, sunshine and song,

clouds and darkness, hasty greetings, abrupt fare-

wells—then our little play will close, and injured

and injurer will pass away. Is it worth while to

hate each other ?

If every individual member of a church would

do his or her duty, the church would do right as a

whole.

Give Your Horses Light and Air.— Uiatorjr

informs us that a certain emperor loved a favourite

hor.-o so ujueh that he had a golden manger made
for him. This extravagance appears unpardon-

able in the ealimalion of many uow-a-days, and

yet it is more pardonable than the opposite ex-

treme—meauiieaa in the treatment of the horse.

In looking at ihe construction of a very large pro-

portion of our iiorse-btables, I am sometimes led

to think that the object of the builder must have

been to .see how widely he could depart from every

principle of humanity and expediency—humanity

in compelling a patient and faithful animal to re-

main penned up in a clo.se, dark, and filthy apart-

ment—expediency, in thus sacrificing not only the

comfort, but the iiualth, and, consequently, the use-

fulness and value of the animal. Light is iudis-

pen-ablo to the plant, and to man— is it less so to

the horse? If it is, why? When the tyrants of

the old countries sought to inflict their most fear-

ful punishments, next to death, confinement in a

dark cell was considered the most severe. Is it

reasonable that the horse—whose native home is

in the desert and wilderness, where there is nothing

to obstruct the free light of heaven— is it reasona-

ble, I ask, that he should not suff;r from coufiue-

lueut in our generally dark and gloomy btables!

Is it not a shame, in a land like ours, where glass

enough for a moderate-.sized window can be had

for fifty cents, that a valuable horse should be shut

up, day after day, in a dark stall or stable? Let

every horse owner's heart, if he has one, answer!

is foul air whoKsome for plants ? Certainly not.

Is it wholesome for men? Most emphatically, no!

If not wholesome for plants or men, can it be for

horses? The answer is as emphatically, no! Why
then, are the iRajority of our stables constructed

without regard to that most important feature, ven-

tilation ? Xu thousands of cases aa animal, thaa

which none other loves the fresh air better, is

doomed to confinement for days and nights at a

time in a stable, the atmosphere of which is so foul

that a man would almost die in it. How many of

the diseases to which our horses are subject, may
be traced to this unpardonable error ? I say unpar-

donable, for no man pos.sessed of either common-
sense or common humanity, would thus punish one

of his best and most faithful friends—the horse.

A word in conclusion. Farmers, if you would

ave healthy, lively, serviceable horses, give them

plenty of light. God will supply it, if you will

only turnish the means whereby it may be made to

reach your stables. L)ok to the ventilation of

your stables if you would not have prematurely

old and worn out horses. Depend upon it, plenty

of light, and plenty of fresh air in your stable.-,

will save you many a dollar in the course of a life-

time.

—

Farmer and Gardener,

P.ir '• Tlic Friend."

For our Yoing Frieadi.

The subjoined niemorandura concerning our

dear deceased Friend, Daniel Wheeler, is recom-

mended to the serious perusal and solid considera-

tion of our beloved younger members.

There cannot be a surer axiom, than that

" Truth no years impair." That high and holy

way to the kingdom, which ever remaineth un-

changed and unchangeable, consisting in submission

and obedience of the heart to Christ Jesus, the

ay, the truth, and the life, must ever lead its

faithful followers into creaturely abasement, self-

denial, and the daily cross. But as in the case of

D. W. the blessing of sweet peace will ever make

up as the hundred fold reward in this life, for all

the flesh-dreaded sacrifices we may be called to

make, and what is infinitely more to be de.Vired,
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this world can only give, are desirous of becoming going to the meeting at Woodhouse, he generally

Brccious plants of the Lord's right hand planting, met a number of hisformer gay acquaintances, whom

but are ni-h beiocr stumbled either at the discour- he crossed on the way to their place of worship,

amn- pro^'iects around, or at the humiliation and which he had himself previously been in the prac-

Belf abasement which the truth as it is in Jesus tice of atteoding. In this instance, it was hard to

ever did and ever must lead into, may you be ani-} appear openly as a fool beiore men, he ^thought U

ted and strengthened to diligence in the good\ his natural life might have been accepted as a sub-

uav of mortification and self-renuuciation, bylstitute, he would gladly have laid it down:—but

srcat cloud of witnesses who have gone before this was not the thing required He diligently

ma
old

the great cloud of witnesses who have gone

you, by the way-marks, worthy of much honour, examined h:

who still remain, and by the consoling, incorrupti-

ble assurance, " the foundation of God standetb

Bure, having this seal, the Lord knoweth them that

are his." . .

In setting out on the heavenly journey, it is

very important to remember Who is the way ; and

that while there are many tmooth and easy roads

that seem to lead to peace, there is but one safe

one. The continued sacrifice of animal life under

the law, followed by the precept, " without the

shedding of klood there is no remission," together

with the great propitiary offering, in the fulness

of time, of the dear Sou and sent of God, th

settin.* us an example that we should follow His

gtep3,''clearly point out the necessary ofl'ering up

of the fleshly life and will of man, as the sacrifice

which alone can be acceptable to our Father who

is in Heaven : being the way in which the right

eous in all ages have overcome the world, thi

flesh, and the Devil, and have trod the tribulated

path to blessedness. Hence stirringly applicable to

each of us is the language of a great disciple of

Jesus :
" I beseech you therefore brethren bij th

mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a liv-

ing sacnJice,ho\y, and acceptable unto God, which

is jour reasonable service."

That precious and only saving Light and Spirit

of your dear Iledcemer, which hath shown some

of you especially the vanity and vexation of pur-

suing the idols of this world—the lust of the fiesh,

the lust of the eye, and the pride of life, and also

that you have no continuing city here, but are

fast passing from a world of probation, is alike

able and greatly disposed to carry on the work of

redemption and salvation even to the end, as you

are willing to give yourselves up to His yoke and

government, and to walk in the straight and nar-

row way, which alone Icadeth unto everlasting life.

His savin.' hand is not shortened. His tender com-

passions fail not those who seek Him with the

whole heart ; and crowns of rejoicing and joy, end

leas and soul satisfying, will richly and unspeakably

repay for all the trials, temptations, and tribula-

tions which can assail the heaven-bound pilgrim,

through the few and fleeting years of this short

and uusatisfying state of buiuan existence.

The extract from Daniel Wheeler's Journal, to

which the youhful reader's attention is particu-

larly directed, is:

heart, and believed he clearly saw

his Master's will in the requisition, and that it was

discipline designed to bring him into a state of

child like obedience and dependence. In great

distress he cried unto the Lord for help, and a

passage of Scripture was powerfully applied to his

mind, " whosoever shall confess me before men,

him will I confess also before my Father which is

in heaven, but whosoever shall deny me before

men, him will I also deny before my Father which

is in heaven." His resolution was immediately

taken ; he put on the hat, and with his mind staid

upon the Lord, set out to join his Friends at meet-

iuCTS. His difficulties vanished, sweet peace was

his covering; and he was enabled experimentally

to know the fulfilment of that declaration, "greater

is He that is in you, than he that is in the world."
—Friend's Library, vol. 1th, page 'i'i.

Singular Tiger Anecdote.—A curious anecdote

is related in the Paris papers, of a tiger domiciled

in the menagerie of the Jardin des Plantes. One

of the peculiar features of this specimen of the fe-

line tribe is, that he was never yet known to be in

a gentle mood unless on the occasion about to be

cited. To be in a perpetual passion seems to ha

been his normal state. Each day his keepers were

in the habit of giving him, for the good of

health, several living cooks and rabbits, besides

the usual rations of meat ; otherwise the doctors of

the menagerie were of opinion that he would Ian

guish and die. But the terrible animal has been

tamed in a most unexpected manner. Last week

a pretty little bantam pullet was thrown into the

cage to sharpen the tiger's appetite for some blocks

of meat which he had declined to eat. Not in the

least alarmed by his terrible roars, she advanced

with the most unsuspecting confidence to peck the

food that was lying untasted before him, and,

when the had satisfied her hunger, began to ex-

amine closely the claws of the monster. Ear

from being affronted at this familiar treatment,

he appeared to be delighted with the new inmate

of his cage, and when the keepers managed to take

her away, he obstinately refused to taste any food,

either living or dead, till she was put back again.

war ! Yet, how it wins upon and hardens one when

in command.

The Constellation of tlie Southern Cross.—The

two great stars which mark the summit and the

foot of the cross have nearly the same right as-

cension, it follows that the constellation is nearly

vertical at the moment when it passes the mere-

dian. This circumstance is known to every nation

that lives beyond the tropics, or in the southern

hemisphere. It is known at what hour of the

night in different seasons the southern cross is erect

or inclined, It is a time-piece that advances,

very regularly nearly four minutes a-day, and no

.

other group of stars exhibits to the naked eye aoi

observation so easily made. How often have we

heard our guides exclaim, in the savannahs ofl

Venezuela, or in the desert extending from Lima,

to Truxillo, "Midnight is past; the cross beging^i

to bend!"

—

Humboldt.

Sir Charles Napier's Estimate of Militiry

Glory.—Nineteen long letters from Lord Ellen-

borough ! He has made me Governor of Scinde,

being made a partaker of the great privilege en-
j with additional pay; and he has ordered the cap-

joyed by those who are of the flock of Christ, in tured guns to be cast into a triumphal column with

being enabled to distinguish between the voice of
i our name. I wish he would let me go back to my

the good Shepherd and that of the straugcr, he' wife and girls, it would be more to me than pay,

was earnestly desirous that obedience should keep' glory, and honours. This is glory! is it? Yes.

pace with knowledge. Ho waited patiently upon Nine princes have surrendered their swords to me
the Lord for instruction in his various steppings; on the field of battle, and their kindgoms have

and being brought into a state of deep humility
j

been conquered by me and attached to my o

and prostration of spirit, he was made sensible thatj country. Well, all the glory that can be desire-

the only path in which he could walk with safety mine, and I care so little for it, that, the moment
that of self-denial. Much mental conflict was

at this season his portion, but peace was only to

be obtained by an entire surrender of the will : and

I can, all shall be resigned to live quietly with my
wife and girls ; no honour or riches repays me for

absence from them. Otherwise, this sort of life is

in conformity with what he believed to be required | life to me; is agreeable, as it may enable me to do

For " The Friend.'

The following testimony to the value of some o\

the principles held by our religious Society was writ-»

ten about two hundred years ago by one who w
educated and who died a member of the Papi

church, but who was favoured to place no reliani

whatever in formalities of religion, independent

a state of constant waiting for a knowledge of the".

Divine will in the soul ; and who recognized in a-

remarkable degree, " not ouly intellectually, but

what is far more important, she recognized practi-

cally, that God orders and pervades our allotment

in life ; that God is in life, not in the mitigated

and merely speculative sense of the term, but really

and fully ; not merely as a passive spectator, but

as the inspiring impulse and soul of all that is not

sin ; in life, in (dl life, in all the situations and

modifications of life, for joy or for sorrow, for good

or for evil. The practical as well as speculative

recognition of this principle, may be regarded as a

sort of first step towards a thorough walking with

God. A heart unsubdued, a heart in which

worldly principles predominate, does not like to see

God in all things, and tries unceasingly to shake

the yoke of divine Providence. To the sub-

d heart, on the contrary,—to the heart in which

christian principles predominate,—that yoke al-

ways is, and of necessity always inust be, just in

liropartion as such principles predominate, the

yoke which is easy and the burden which is light I"

'• There was a lady of rank," she relates among

some other incidents, " whom I sometimes visited."

* * * " This lady began to be touched with

the sense of God. The circumstances were these.

At a certain time she proposed to me to go with

her to the theatre. I refused to go, as, iudepen-

dently of my religious principles and feelings, ]

had never been in the habit of going to such

places. The reason, which I first gave to her foi

not acceding to her proposition, was of a domestic

nature, namely, that my husband's contiuual in-

disposition rendered it inconvenient and impropei

for me. Not satisfied with this, she continued tf

press me very earnestly to go with her. She said

that I ought not to be prevented by my husband's

indispositions from taking some amusement; thai

the business of nursing the sick was more appro-

priate to older persons, and that I was too young

to be thus contiued to them. This led to more

particular conversation. I gave her my reasons foi

being particularly attentive to my husband in his

seasons of ill health. But this was not all, I toU

her that I entirely disapproved of theatrical amus^
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merits ; and that I regarded theiu as especially

consistent with the duties of a christi.

The lady was far more advanced in years than 1

was; but whether it was owing in part to this cir-

cumstance or not, my remarks made such an im-

pression on her, that she never visited such places

afterwards."
" But our intercourse with each other did not end

here. I was once iu company with her and another

lady who was fond of talking, and had read the

writings of the christian Fathers. They had

uiueh conversation with each other in relation to

God. The learned lady, as might be expected,

talked very learnedly of him. 1 must confess

that this sort of merely intellectual and specula-

tive conversation in relation to the Supreme Be-

ing, was not much to my taste. I scarcely said

any thing; my mind being drawn inwardly to si-

lent and inward communion with the great and
good Being, about whom my friends were specu-

lating. They at length left me. The next day
the lady, with whom 1 had previously had some
conversation, came to see me. The Lord had
touched her heart ; she came as a penitent, as a

seeker after religion ; she could hold out in her

opposition no longer. But I at once attributed

this remarkable and sudden change, as I did not

converse with her on the day previous, to the con-

versation of our learned and speculative acquaint

ance. But she assured me it was otherwise. She
said it was not the other's conversation which af-

fected her, but my silence ; adding the remark,

that my silence had something in it which pene-

trated to the bottom of her soul, and that she

could not relish the other's discourse. After that

time we spoke to each other with open hearts on

the great subject.''

It was then that God left indelible impressions

of grace on her soul ; and she continued so athirstj

for Him, that she could scarcely endure to converse

on any other subject. That she might be wholly his,

God deprived her of a most affectionate husband.

Ue also visited her with other severe crosses. At
the same time he poured his grace so abundantly

into her heart, that he soon conquered it, and be-

came its sole master. After the death of her hus-

band and the loss of most of her fortune, she went

to reside on a small estate which yet remained to

her, situated at the distance of about twelve miles

from our bouse. She obtained my husband's con-

sent to my going to pass a week with her, for the

purpose of consoling her under her afflictions.

The visit was attended with beneficial results.]

God was pleased to make me an instrument of

spiritual good to her. I conversed much with her

on religious subjects. She possessed knowledge,

and was a woman of uncommon intellectual power;

but being introduced into a world of new thought

as well us new feeling, she was surprised at my
expressing things to her so much above what is

considered the ordinary range of woman's capa-

city. I should have been surprised at it myself,

had I reflected on it. But it was God, who gave

me the gift of perception and utterance, for her

sake^ he made me the instrument, diffusing the

flood of grace into her soul, without regarding the

unworthiuoss of the channel he was pleased to

make use of. Since that time her soul has

been the temple of the Holy Ghost, and our hearts

have been iudissolubly united."

The narrator was about twenty years of age at

the time of the above occurrence.— Upluutis Life

of Guymt.

Believers should neither be " proud flesh, nor

dead flesh," fellow-members should have fellow-

feelings.

Srl.-.|.-rtf..r-Thrl

O.V THE DEATH OF A FUIK.SD.

Another harp Is nddc-d

To the angel chuir above.
Another voice is joining

In the choral hymn of lore.

Another barque is «nchor'd
By that far distant shore.

Where time's rude tempest shakcth
The fragile skiff no more.

Another soul hath parted

From its poor house of clay.

And on its wings exulting

llath swiftly passed away.

Another gem is sparkling

In the Redeemer's crown.
Another watching spirit

Sends her fond bles:!ing down.

In tones of sweetest music
The silent greeting falls,

Hush ye the voic-.e of sorrow.

For 'tis an angel calls ;

" Joy ! for my conflict ended,

And the dark river passed,

Joy I that my soul hath entered

Its happy home at last

!

" Joy 1 for the chain is broken
That long to earth hath bound I

Joy! that your weary sister

Her perfect rest hath found 1

" Joy I that my soul beholdeth
Long worshiped and adored,

And iu bis love rejoiceth,

My Saviour, and my Lord I"

doubled by reducing

of ice.

L-r to the tempi raturo

TIdrtittk Annual Report of tlue lionrd of Mun-i-

gers of the Association of Frienrls for the free

inslruclioH of Adult Colored Persons.

Kepout.—To the Association of Friends for the

free instruction of Adult Colored Persons, the

Managers lleport :
—

The schools were regularly opened on Second-

day evening, the 3rd of Tenth mouth, 1800, with

Thom:is Waring as principal of the men's school,

and three assistants, and Sarah M. Alexander as

principal of the women's school, with four assis-

tants. Some of the Managers were present at the

opening; and 21 men and CO women were entered

as pupils.

The schools were continued as usual, five even-

ings iu the week, till the close of Second mouth.

The whole number of men entered has been 06,

and the average attendance for the whole time, 27.

This number is small, and the Managers very

much regret that so few have partaken of the ad-

vantages offered. A number of these have, how-

ever, been remarkably regular in their attcudaucc;

one man having been absent but four evenings

during the session, and several others were nearly

as regular.

The whole number of women entered was 232,

and the average attendance 04, which is the larg-

est average of which we have any record, and

which has not been equalled, at least since the

.-chool came under the care of this association in

18-15. On one evening, there being a lecture, 130

women were present, and on an ordinary school

evening IIC attended; the average for Eleventh

month was 83. The number was ofteti greater

during this mouth than could be comfortably ac-

commodated, and it was found necessary to cm-

ploy another teacher, that all might be properly
• J ,j ._

Fur " Tho Friend

A certain Scotchman being solicited to enter the

army, and fight for his country, said to the officer

who was desirous to enlist him, " I will ask y
two questions, sir, which, if you answer to my i

tisfaction, I shall have no hesitation to take up I attended to.

arms. The first is. Can you tell mo if 1 kill al Reading, writing, spelling a

man that he will go to heaven 'l or can you say the study of geography on thi

whether, if I am killed myself, I shall go there ?" the principal exercises, and alt

To these two solemn and important questions the

officer could give no reply. " Well, then," said

the Scotchman, " I dare not send a fellow creature

unprepared into eternity, neither dare I rush thi-

ther myself unbidden." A brave and noble reso-

lution
'

d arithmetic, with

outline maps, are

Ithough the course is

necessarily somewhat monotonous, yet the Mana-
gers have been gratified with the increased interest

evinced, and attention paid by the scholars to

their studies, and to the instruction given by their

teachers, and, we believe, this greater degree of

industrious application has been owing, in no small

measure, to the industry and cheerful devotion of

the teachers to the important duties devolving

upon them, and to the introduction, as circumstan-

ces would permit, of occasional interesting exer-

cises, out of the usual routine of studies.

This interest has also probably been promoted

by the lectures which have been delivered occa-

sionally by the friends of the school. A number

of subjects have thus been brought to the notice of

the scholars, and explained iu a familiar way, and

they have evinced by their careful attention and

interested countenances, that they were both grati-

fied and instructed. Among the subjects thus

treated of, were the following, viz : On the advan-

tages of learning to read, ancient and modern his-

tory connected with geography, the compound

blowpipe and nature of flame, letter writing, physi-

ology, &c., &c.

Impure Water.—Set a pitcher of water in a We believe there has been an improvement of

room, and in a few hours it will have absorbed latter time in the general appearance and deport-

nearly all the respired and perspired gasses in thejment of the scholars, and they have been verj
' " ' become purer, satisfactory in these respects during the session

The colderjjust closed.

The schools have been frequently visited by the

Managers, and the Committees have reported their

condition to the Board from time to time.

The Christian's Strait.—In the Apostle Paul's

Epistle to the Philippians, he speaks of being in a

remarkable " strait betwixt two'—between his de-

sire to live and his desire to die. Yet life here

and life hereafter had each the same charm, and

from the same cause, according to his apprehen-

sion. To live was Christ, and to depart was to be

with Christ. The sweet and fervent Toplady has

well expressed this in four simple lines

—

" Thee to praise, and thee to know,
Constitute my bliss beiuw

;

Thee to see, and thee to love,

Constitute my bliss afcove."

No earthly gratification can counterbalance the

loss of that peace given as the reward of obedience.

room, the air of which will ha

I

but the water will be utterly filthy.

the water is, the greater its capacity to contain

I these gases. At ordinary temperatures, it will ab-

sorb a pint of carbonic acid gas and a large

I quantity of ammonia. This capacity is nearly The number of interested friends who have
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visited the schools, bas been uDiisually large, aucl,

we believe, tiieir presence Las bad an aniuiating

effect on both teaclieis and scbolars. It is still a

cause of regret that so few members of the Associa-

tion avail themselves of this pleasure, as, we be-

lieve, they would in this way become much more

interested iu the concern, and would feel themselves

amply repaid for the time occupied in the visit.

The practice of reading a portion of the Holy

Scriptures each evening belbre closing the schools,

bas been coutiuued, and the Moral Almanac and

a considerable number of Friends' Tracts have

been distributed among the scholars and were

gladly received.

On the closing evening, all the Managers, and

a large number of other Friends were present ; and

it was very pleasant to observe the gratitude

which was evidently felt by a large number of

those who had partaken of the benefits conferred

by the schools, and were now present to express

their feelings of thankfulness to their teachers, and

to the Association which had thus benefitted them.

Many creditable and interesting letters were writ-

ten by the pupils of the women's school, and ad-

dressed to the teachers, &c., expressive of their

appreciation of favours received. (A few of which

are appended to this Report.)

In the men's school, many of the pupils present

spoke feelingly of the advantages they had received

from the limited education already obtained, and

encouraged us to persevere in the work. They re-

gretted that »o few of their brethren seemed pro-

perly to appreciate the opportunities afforded, and

exhorted each other to more diligence, that they

might make more earnest exertions in luture in the

good work of acquiring an education.

Although the disadvantages that many of the

colored people have laboured under, and are still

subjected to, even in our city, prevent them as a

class from making that rapid progress iu learning

which we woubi look for under more encouraging

auspices, yet there have been many instances ol

remarkable advancement among them, and their

general progress has been quite satisfactory.

When we con^idcr the great injustice and op-

pression which are now being heaped upon this

unfortunate class in many places, it behoves us to

do what we can to promote their interest and well-

being ; and we believe that even the limited educa-

tion which they acquire in our schools, tends

greatly to promote their welfare, and adds much to

their respectability and usefulness as citizens, by
qualifying them to fulfil iu a better manner the

duties of parents, and to conduct the business

operations iu which they may be engaged both
for themselves and their employers more success-

fully.

The Managers remarked, on the occasion of clos

ing the schools, as at other times, that many who
iiad been brought up iu the Southern States, and
had been denied the opportunity of getting an
education, seemed most to value the facilities here
afforded for acquiring knowledge. The accounts
which some of these gave of their former lives and
experience in a land of bondage, were very touch-

ing, and we feel it to be our pleasure, as well as

our duty, to extend in this manner a helping hand
to those who are calling to us to aid them in throw-

ing off the shackles of ignorance and degradation.

Iu looking back, we believe there is abundant
cause for encouragement to press forward with re-

newed zeal, iu what we feel to be a good work,
and to endeavour, as lar as lies in our power, to

help those who stand so much in need of our sym-
pathy and aid.

Signed on behalf of tbe Board of Managers,
George J. Scatterqood, Clerk.

Fur • The Fiiond."

Speclrum Analysis.

For about a year past, scientific men both in

this country and iu Europe have been actively en-

gaged in investigating some extremely curious pro-

perties of light brought prominently to the notice

of the scientific world, after years of careful study,

by two German professors, living at Heidelberg,

named Bunsen and Kirchhoff; and as some of the

results of their experiments are truly wonderful,

it hiis been thought that a brief account of some
of the facts connected with the " Spectrum Analy-

sis," for so the investigation is styled, might be

interesting to the readers of " Tbe Friend."

Chemistry teaches us that most of the various

sub.-tunces around us, such as wood, earth, or stones

are not simple bodies, but are composed of two or

more simple bodies combined together in such

manner that the original properties of both the

elements are disgui.-^cd or lost, and a new body
with new properties is produced. Thus water is

forujed by the union of two gases very much like

air in many respects, but which when they comb
together, shrink down to something less than the

one thousandth part of their former bulk, and form
tbe liquid, water, so entirely different from either of

its components. The very air we breathe is not a

simple body but a mixture of two gases, both en^

tirely unfit in their separate state to support life

and which when combined in a different propor-

tion form the highly poisonous and corrosive nitric

acid. There are about sixty simple bodies or ele-

ments, known to chemists, who have long made il

one of their chief pursuits to discover the compo-
sition of terrestrial bodies;—to find out what ele-

ments tbey contain and in what proportion. Of
atter time, the restless, active minds of the scien-

tific Germans have taken a bolder flight, iu at-

tempting not only to analyze substances on the

•arth, but to tell us the Cumpositiou of the sun,

ind even, to a certain extent, of the fixed stars

The method adopted in this new branch of study,

s to inspect the light of a flame in which some of

the substance to be examined is burning. When
ight is made to pass through a prism it is de-

composed, and a series of the most beautiful colors

produced, arranged in regular order, and similar

in all respects to those of tbe rainbow, which
bright collection of colors is called the solar spec-

rum. Now if instead of using sunlight to make
lur spectrum we employ some artificial light, we
hall find that the spectrum has altered, and that

it changes with every change in the substance pro-
" 'ng tbe light. When common salt is placed in

iwe, and the light decomposed by u prism,
there is no red, no blue, and no violet color shown,
but only a band of bright yellow ; and if lime is

placed in the flame, a red .spectrum only is pro-

duced. Every known substance appears to pro-

duce its own peculiar appearance when its light is

decomposed, and no two substances produce the
same appearance. Here then is the foundation upon
which this new science rests;—that as every element
has its characteristic and unmistakable marks when
it is burning, and as these marks are constant, it is

reasonable that whenever we find these tuarks in

any flame, we should suppose the substance to be
present, of which they are the certain indication.

The apparatus employed is quite simple, con-
sisting of a gas flame, in which is placed the sub-
stance to be examined, a prism for decomposing
the light, aud a microscope for magnifying the
spectrum which is produced. But with these simple
nd apparently unpromising instruments, Bunsen
nd Kirchhoff have been able to ascertain tbe

composition of bodies in a surprisingly accurate
manner, and to detect the presence of some sub-

stances with a degree of delicacy almost infinitely

beyond that of any of the old methods of testing.

A quantity of soda amounting to the millionth

part of a grain, gives a strongly characteristic ap-

pearance in the tlame, and even the one hundredth
part of this small quantity may be distinctly re-

cognized. All other substances which can be made
to burn, may, in a similar manner, be detected in

almost incredibly small quantities. A very curi-

ous experiment may be tried by using tbe simple

gas flame and observing its spectrum, then throw-

ing into tbe air in a distant part of the room, a
little finely powdered table salt, not more in bulk
than a small pins-head, and again observing the

spectrum ; almost immediately the peculiar effect

ot tbe salt will be seen, and will continue visible

for many minutes.

Bunsen and Kirchhoff having satisfied them-
selves, after a long course of experiments, that

every substance had its own peculiar spectrum, and
having made themselves faujiliar with the spectra

of all known substances, boldly announced the ex-

istence of a new and hitherto undiscovered metal,

because tbey had found in examining the flame
produced by tbe solid residue of a certain mineral

water, colored bands which they could not refer to

any substance known to chemists. Proof was of
course demanded of the truth of this startling an-

nouncement, and tbey set themselves earnestly to

work to produce a specimen of this new element. By
the evaporation of upwards o( forli/ tons of the Durk-
heim mineral water, they obtained about an ounce
of tbe new metal in a state of combination, and
were able to show conclusively that it was some-
thing quite diS'erent from any previously known
element. Since the discovery of this new metal,

which has been called Ca3sium, they have an-

nounced the existence of still another metal : aud
a resident of London has discovered a third new
body, similar in some respects to sulphur.

But how are we to apply this method of analysis,

delicate though it be, to ascertaining the composi-

tion of the sun and stars? Though we are unable
to take our instruments to the sun, yet if the sun's

light reaches us, we can examine it with complete
accuracy, and it would appear from the experiments

which have been made, that nearly all the substan-

ces which compose the earth's surface may be re-

cognized iu the light of the sun. As the process

becomes more refined, and as the operators become
more expert in their observation.-*, it is highly pro-

bable that it can be shown that the earth and the

un are identical in composition.

It seems almost presumptuous to attempt to ex-

•miue the composition of the stars, and to say

vhether or not they contain the common elements
of the earth, but the Heidelberg professors have
not hesitated to apply their method to some of the

brightest of the fixed stars, and they state that they
find material difl'erences between the light of the

stars and of the sun, and between that of the stars

themselves, rendering it highly probable that they
are composed of very different materials from those

of the solar system. There are, however, practical

difficulties in the way of analyzing starlight, owing
to the immense distance intervening between the
stars and tbe earth, and the small amount of light

hich can be collected from any one star, which
must preclude any thing like thorough investiga-

tion of the stellar worlds.

The whole subject of spectrum analysis is now
being diligently examined by a large number of

intifie men, and some of the greatest intellects

of the day are devoting themselves earnestly to

the further prosecution of the research, and when
their results are made public we may look for cu-

rious and startling developments.
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TWELFTH MONTH 21,

Meditations and Ilytnns, bij " JC." Protestant

Episcopal Book Society, Philadelphia, 1224
Chestnut street.

A small duodecimo volume with the above title

and imprint, has been sort to us by the unknown
author. It is neatly got up, and there is more
originality of tl ought in several of the pieces than

is often met with in similar publications. There

is some true poetry in the collection, though the

ver.sidcalion too often lacks smoothness. The views

of christian doctrine inculcated are generally those

we approve, but to some of the sentiments we de-

cidedly object, believing them to be unscriptural

;

ind as we not uufrequently see the same set forth

in similar eoinposilions, which find their way to

the centre tables of Friends, we will give two or

three quotations of objectiona

few remarks upon the subject.

passaj id a

"Are any pure? Hatli love a law,

B_v whicti unmingled, spotless wortli.

Alone may claim regarfi from her?
Tliea may slie turn to-day from ciirth." Page IG.

Speaking of the graves of christians,

" May it be mine to know their safe repose,

Wlicre'er I fall, whate'er my mortal state
;

Sin shall cease here—here all pni-suing foes.

As heavenward, I enter death's dark gate." Page 43

" The righteous praise Him, even when they fall—
And miss the path, in that true penitence

Which weeping doth retrace each erring step."

Page 112

In allusion to thoughts of the dying boar,

" All my toils,

Those finished, those yet shaping in my hands
Then rose and stood as stern accusers forth.

Urging my guilt

—

yea, even my holy things

Did threaten me wilh /lell." Page 130.

" Infirmity is loss, and yet hy it

The christian hath his gain. Cure tiiy disease,

And my Physician u-ill return no more."

Speaking of the evil in the heart,

" Xo strength of mine
Can cast it out ; and He on whom I call

Permitting still its presence, only saith.

My grace sulficeth fortliee. Give me. Lord,

Tnat grace, and while thy purpose holds me here,

leach me hoto with corruption to abide,

Nor loving it, nor murmuring—but with hope
So much more ardent, longing to be free."

Page ICl.

If we understand these passages aright, their

import is, that we are not to expect to be entirely

free from sin in this life; that none are pure; siu

ceases only at the grave ; and that even our most

righteous works— our "holy things"— are polluted,

and would bring destruction upon us. That if we

were entirely free from disease (sin), our great

Physician would not be required, or return to us;

and that lie permits its presence, teaching us how

to abide with our inate corruption, longing to be

free.

The natural man so revolts from the crucifying

operations of the Holy Spirit, by which alone the

heart can bo thoroughly purged or cieansed, that

he is very willing to be cheated into the belief he

may commit a cert^jin portion of sin daily, and yet

be acceptable in the Divine sight, and sure of sal-

vation through what Christ has done for him with-

out him.

All men have sinned and come short of the glory

of God. No man can of himself resist temptation
to sin, or deliver himself from i's power and guilt.

Christ is the alone llodeenicr and Saviour of man.
He came to destroy the works of the devil ; to otter

himself a propitiation for the sins of the world ; to

give power to as many as would receive him, to

become the sons of God and joint heirs with hira
;

to save man front, their sins ; to give himself for us

that he might redeem us Jrorn all i7iiijHily, and
purify unto himself a peculiar people; that he

night sanctify and cleanse the church, and present

t to himself a glorious church, 7iot luiving sjnit or

ivrinkle, but being holy and inlhoul hlcniish. He
commanded those who would be members of this

church, to be perfect, even as their Father in hea-

i-en is perfect ; to abide in Him ; to seek for the

gift of the Holy Spirit which should bo given them,

and guide them into all truth
;
protnisiug to be

with them unto the end of the world.

Now it is evident that if men cannot become so

completely under Christ's goverumcrt as to cease

)m all siu—which is the service of the devil

—

d have their hearts made pure, redeemed from

all iniquity ; if they cannot live in perfect iiccord-

nce with the will of God, and hence free from
impurity, then the object and efficacy of his com-
ing and ministry are unaccomplished and unat
tainable. Then we are comujanded by an in-

finitely wise and merciful Creator to do that which

3 has withheld from us the power to perform.

According to the apostle, we are his servants

horn we obey, " whether of sin unto death or of

obedience unto righteousness." If then men can
never become so established in the service of Christ

ut that they must sin, and thus continue to be

more or less the servants of Satan, it follows that

notwithstanding all that Christ has done and con-

tinues to do for his disciples, yet he must share his

dominion in their hearts with his and their adver-

ry, who is too powerful to permit all his works

to be destroyed there, even though Christ came
expressly for that purpose. Were this true, it

ould be great injustice to make death the wages

of sin, seeing that without Christ, according to his

own testimony, man can do nothing, and jet lie

would have withheld the grace needful to keep

him in a state of purity.

Christ commands his disciples to abide in him,

and the apostle says that " whosoever abideth iu

Him sinneth not;" and again " he that saitli he

abideth in him, ought himself also to walk even as

He walked,'' which was holy, hartuless, undefiled.

and which is therefore the duty of all who profess

to be Christ's followers. This proves there is a

possibility of living free from sin, of becoming

members of that glorious church which Paul de-

clared the true believers had come unto in his day,

even the general assembly and church of the first

born, which are written in heaven ; for which

Christ gave himself that he might sanctify and
cleanse it with the washing of water by the Word:
that he might present it to himself a glorious

church, not having sjmt or uriiikle or any such

thing, but that it s/widd be hohj, and without

blemish.''

The members of this church having been created

anew in Christ Jesus, old things are passed away,

and all things are become new and all things of

God; which necessarily excludes sin; and the

works of righteousness or " holy things'' of such

as have experienced this new birth, are the pro-

duct of the Holy Spirit operating in the heart and

prompting thereto, and therefore are free from pol-

lution and can bring no condemnation ;
according

to the scripture ''for we are his workmanship,

created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which

God hath before ordained that we should walk in

them;" and these works which God hath ordained
that we should walk in, must be free from sin, and
arc a proof that we have the faith which purifies

the heart and brings into the condition iu which,

and in which only, we can see God.
There is reason to fear, that in the anxiety to

inculcate the doctrine of the atonement, and an
imputative righteousness, this of perfection is too

much lost sight of, or doubted in the present day.

There is none more clearly set forth and insisted

on in the scriptures, and our curly Friends con-

tended for it in opposition to the carnal professors,

who pleaded for sin during the term of life; and
we trust that those who now dcs're to walk like

good old Zacharias and his wife, in all the com-
mandments of the Lord blameless, will not permit

the gospel standard to be lowered, but keep in

view the mark for the prize of their high calliug

iu Christ Jesus, even to be set free, by obcdicncti

to the law of the Spirit of life in Him, from the

law of sin and death. ''Shall wc continue iu sin

that grace may abound? God forbid. How shall

we that are dead to siu live auy longer therein."

It is doubtless a great attainment, to be kept day
by day, through the power of the Holy Ghost,

from sinning in thought, word, or deed ; but it is

nevertheless attainable. " Whosoever is born of

God dotli not commit sin; for his seeil remuineth

in him, and he cannot sin becau-^e he is born of God."

SUMMARY OK EVE.VTS.

Great Britain.— 'Hewi UomT.i\g\anA to the 5lh inst.

On the 1 jth, the maii steamer Europa, arrived at llali-

t'ax with important intelligence. The aniioiuiceineut

that the IJrili-h mail steamer Trent, had been comp.lleJ
uy tlie Luiteil Cjtiites steamer San jaciiilo to deliver up
.M.isu[i and Slidell, the rebel Commissioners to France
and Great Ijritain, had aroused a general feeling of re-

port, a Council of .Ministers had decided to deniiind the

return of tlie Commissioners, and an apology fur their

arrest, and h..d iusirucled the Uritish Mini^t rat Wash-
ington to make these demands. The Kiirojia brought
out a special messenger with desjiatches for Lord
Lyons. The tone .if the Prilish press is for the most
part, ini;;i' ;.n. jhii- i, ;lv. The Times does not expect
ih.it tip I ,

n.nt will comply with the de-
mand u! i. iiiipales an immediate rupture

with tlir I :,ii. :
-

, ..ueut the e.irliest cITeeU of

which wuuia bi- 11:- !^ M,,ii_' '.ii -il il.^ 1.1... kade of the

Suulhern por

hire through the u n,:. :, , ,ii. - .:n. ;
,

n n l- .-ball open
our trade to 8,U00,ULiU in the rebel .-tales, who desire

nothing better than to be our customers.' At ii privy

council held by the Queen, nn order was issued, pro-

hibiting the export from the United Kingdom or carry-

ing coastwise, of all gunpowder, saltpetre, nitrate of

soda and brimstone.

A large number of naval vessels are ordered to be
ready fur immediate commission.
The transport .Melbourne was to leave Woolwich

.\rsenal on the 5th for Halila.v, with 30,000 stand of

arms,largequantitiesof aiumunition, and six Armstrong
pieces. She will be convoyed by ihe Orplieus, ol 21

guns.

The iron plated steamer Warrior is to be ready for

foreign service immediately, and her destination will

depend on the answer from Washington.
The London Times predicts three things to immedi-

ately follow an outbreak with the United States, namely,

the destruction of the doiitheru blockade ; the complete

blockade of the Northern ports, and the recoguition of

the Southern Confederacy iiy France and England.
The Daily News rejoices that liie American Congress

meets before the English demands can get out, and
h )pes that it will act with honour and dignity, nud that

the golden opportunity will not be lost.

The general belief iu the United Slates seems lo be that

the .let compl.iined of as an outrage on llic l!iili;h Hag,

was only the exercise of a lawful belligerent right.

The Liverpool coitou market was inactive ut former

quotations. Stock in port, 591,000 bales, including

204,000 American. Breadstulfs were higher, flour had

improved 6d. a 1j , and is quoted at VM. a 34». ;
wheat

had advanced, 2</. a id. Consols, 92J.
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France.—The rebel steamer Bermuda, had arrived at

Havre from Savannah, with 2000 bales of cotton.

The accounts from the manufacturing districts of

France are not favourable. Trade was grievously de-

pressed, and serious commercial difficulties are spoken

of. The Emperor decidedly objects to any important

reduction of the land or sea forces. The French papers

for the most part, write in an anti-American tone. The
I'atrie argues pretty clearly that France will side with

England, and recognize the Southern Confederacy. The
Moniteur considers a peaceful solution of the di65culties

between England and the United States not impossible,

the Journal des DebaU, take a similar view, and adds

that the French Government is in no hurry to recognize

the South.
U.siTED States.— Congress.—Senator Wilson of .Massa-

chusetts, has introduced a bill for the immediate abolition

of slavery in the District of Columbia. The bill provides

for compensation to the holders of slaves, from the tJ.

S. Treasury, the entire sum ajipropriated not to exceed

in the aggregate, an amount equal to $300 for each

person libernted. Garretl Davis of Kentucky, has been

elected V. S. Senator, in place of John C. Breckenridge,

expelled. The President has declined to communicate
to Congress any communication addressed to him by the

Governments of England, France and Spain

to the armed intervention proposed by th

affairs of Mexico. He deems it inexpedient i

gency to do so. The House concurred in the resolution

from the Senate for a Joint Committee to inqi

the conduct of the present war, with power to send for

persons and papers. Various propositions in relation ti

the property and slaves of the rebels, have been lai(

before both Houses. As might be supposed from thi

prevailing excitement on the subject of the war, some
of these are of a sweeping character, contemplating lh<

seizure of all property, real and personal, of those con

cerued in the rebellion. The more conservative mem
hers oppose these schemes, as unconstitutional, mis

chievous and impracticable. The tendency of such en

actmenls, it is contended, would be greatly to strengthen

the rebel cause.

The Blockade.—.Although great efforts have been made
to prevent the escape of vessels at all the Southern
ports, steamers and sailing vessels still leave them and
arrive in safety at Havana and other West India ports.

In London and Paris, letters from the " Southern Con-
federacy," are published, only three or four weeks old,

and those from New Orleans and Mobile, in some way,
it is said, reach New York in about a week after being
written.

Charleston, S. C.—A large pari of the city has been
destroyed by a fire, which broke out on the 10th inst.,

and continued its ravages on the following day. A
space about half a mile in length and one fourth of a

mile in width was burned over, including the principal

hotels and public buildings, the edifices of the banks,
insurance companies, &e. The fire was attributed to

incendiarism, and an insurrection of the colored popu-
lation was greatly feared.

The Finances of Pennsylcania.—The payments at the
State Treasury during the year ending Eleventh month
30th, 1861, amounted in the aggregate to §5,873,352.
The principal items were the following; military expen-
ses, $2,356,839 ; interest on loans, $1,917,668; expen-
ses ofgovernment, $-449,028 ; common schools, $3 1 6,020;
charitable institntions, §123,490; penitentiaries and
houses of refuge, $115,393. The total receipts at the
Treasury amounted to $7,465,990, including war loan,

$3,087,150, and $006,000, received from the United
States government on the same account. The unex-
pended balance remaining in the Treasurv, was $1,592,-
637.

California.—K San Francisco despatch of the 15tb
ult., states that very heavy rains had fallen, causing
disastrous inundations. At Sacramento, the river had
broken through the levee and overflowed the town to the
depth of from one to (our feet. The freshet extended
through the valleys of the State, canning great loss cl

cattle, bridges, &C. On the 11th, the steamer, Golden
Age sailed for Panama, with 200 passengers, 400 sol-
diers, and $860,000 in gold, for New York.
New lorA.—Mortality last week, 401.

On the 14th inst., sales of cotton, (middling uplands,)
were made, a 38 els. a 40 cts. per pound.

y'/iiV«(W/.Aiu.—Mortality last week, 260.

The U. S. ifinl.—ThK operations of the Mint during
TI.e am,.

;278,006 ; making

Southern Items.—Governor Harris of Tennessee, re-

cently directed that all the able bodied men of the State

should be drafted into the army. The attempt to en-

force the order in Nashville, produced a riot attended

with bloodshed. In middle, as well as in Eastern Ten-
nessee, many of the inhabitants are, it is believed dis-

affected to the rebel government, and information re-

ceived at Washington from the western portions of

North Carolina, leaves no doubt of the prevalence of a

similar feeling in that region.

The southern troops in Kentucky and Tennessee suffer

greatly from sickness, the prevaling diseases being small

pox and pneumonia. All the hospitals at Nashville

were filled with the sick.

Tennessee money is quoted at 35 per cent discount in

exchange for gold.

A southern paper states that about 1800 negroes were
employed by the U. S. agents near Beaufort, S. C, in

collecting the cotton which had been left in the fields.

A large portion of it had been destroyed by the planters,

but it was supposed at least a miliion of dollars worth
at the present high price of the article, would be secured

California Quicksilver.—A San Francisco paper esti-

mates the quantity of quicksilver raised the past year
to date, at 29,864 flasks, valued at $952,519. This is

an increase on the produce of 1857, the largest export
year previously, of 2,586 flasks. The aggregate product
of nine years has amounted to 184,410 flasks, worth
$5,309,838.

T/u Markets.—The following were the quotations on
the 16th insL New York.—Superior flour. State and
Western, $5.40 a $5.50; Baltimore, $5.50 a $5.75;
Chicago spring wheat, $1.24 a $1.28; redwinter,Sl 37
a $1.40; while Michigan, $1.46 a $1.50. Rye, 83 cts.

a 85 cts. 0.tt5, 44 cts. a 43 cts. In consequence of

the threatening aspect of the foreign news, saltpi-tre ad-

vanced from 1 1 cts. to 15 cents a pound, a large advance
was demanded also for sugar, coffee, brimstone and
other articles.

Philadelphia Cattle Market.—Ihere has been a decided
advance in the price of cattle over last quotations.

1379 head were yarded last week at Phillips' Avenue
Drove Yard. These were principally disposed of at

from 7 to 8} cents [ler pound. A few inferior lots sold

for 6 and 6i cents. 72 cows brought from $25 to $40
each, according to quality. 2800 sheep realized from
$7 to $8 per cwt. net. 3,000 hogs found buyers at from
$4.50 to $5 per cwt., net. At ImhoS's Union Hog Yard,
6356 head of hogs were quoted as having been sold at

from $4.50 to $5 per cwt., net.

The Banks.—the statements of the hanks of the three

principal cities of the Union for the last week were as

follows:

Loans. Deposits. Specie. Circul'n.

N. Y-k
Boston
Phila'

159,793,853

66,169,153

31,160,502

136,618,787142,318,610

27,738,0071 8,457,228
22,991,035 7,266,912

8,826,730

6,324,616

2,237,499

RECEIPTS.
Received from W. Hancock, Pa. $4, vols. 34 and 35

;

Jehu Fawcett, Agt., 0., for Jehu L. Kite, $2, vol.

34
;
for Saml. Carr and Jos. Painter, $2 each, vol. 35

;

for Robt. Elyson, $4, vols 34 and ao, for Ruth Stanley,
§2 to 19, vol. 35, for J. C. Ratcliff, $2.26, vol. 35 and
postage.

Died on the morning of the 14thof the Eleventh month,
ELiziBETir, wife of William Evans, in the sixty-eighth
year of her age, a minister of the gospel, and a member
of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for
the Sojthern District. She had long sufl'ered from dis-
ease, at times seriously implicating the action of the
heart, yet she did mt allow it to interfere with a cheer-
ful performance of her domestic and social duties when-
ever able, nor to abate her deep interest in the welfare
of our religious Society, and a careful attention to be
found faithfully performing the work assigned her in the
church of Christ. , „ ,

With her husband she had gone on a visit to a friend hand are pleasures forevgone
near Salem, N. J., and to attend Salem Quarterly Meet
ing. In the Meeiing for Ministers and Elders, after mak-
ing a few remarks in relation to a subject which was
under consideration, she said that during the time they
had been silling together, she had dwelt much on the lan-
guage "men ought always to pray and not to faint ;" that
while she had no unity with the spirit of activity which
was so much afloat in the present day, and which would
lead to I he repetition of mere words, she believed the

of the church called for deep indwelling and Ira-
if spirit bclorc Ibc Lord. To this she encouraged
id e.\pu',-=ed Ihe belief that there were some slruc-

gling ones who were silently pleading as at the Master's

feet for preservation, begging for themselves and for the

church. That the Lord regards such as these, and
would regard them ; they wear their sackcloth under-
neath, and this is right; and that such were the salt of

the earth. And although discouragement might so
abound, that some who were thus exercised might con-
clude they were among the hindermost of the flock, or

might even doubt whether they were of the flock of
Christ, yet as they struggled to maintain the warfare,

preservation would be experienced ; that it was in the

night season, Jacob wrestled with the angel, and it

was declared of him, " As a prince hast thou power with
God, and hast prevailed." She mentioned what a mercy
it was that we have an High Priest who is touched with
a feeling of our infirmities, and that she wished to en-
courage all to persevere in this deep, inward, fervent

prayer, believing that as such an exercise was main-
tained by those who mourned for the desolations of
Zion, "Judges would be raised up as at the first, and
counsellors as at the beginning," adding, " it is my firm

belief and faith that it will be so, though I may not live

to see il."

Early on the following morning she was taken ill at

the house of the Friend where she was staying, and
quietly passed away about an hour after the commence-
ment of the attack. Although thus suddenly called,

her sorrowing relatives and friends have the consoling
belief tliat having oil in her vessel, with her lamp
trimmed, she was prepared to go forth and meet the
Bridegroom of souls, and through His mercy has entered
into His everlasiing kingdom of joy and peace.
—— , on Sixth day, the 27th of Ninth month last, at

the residence of his son, in Burlington, N. J., Seth Smith,
aged seventy-six years, formerly of West-Town, but)
more recently of this city.

, at Nyack, in Rockland county, N. Y., on the 5th.l

of First month, 1861, aged about eighty-six years, Ja-j

COB Smith ; a member of Coeymans .Monthly Meeting
, at her residence in the town of New Baltimor^

N. Y., on the 5th of Fifth month, 1861, Eunice Willsos
aged seventy-nine years ; a member of Coeymans MouthJ
ly Meeting.

, on the 2d of Sixth month, 1861, in the town of
New Baltimore, N. Y., Ann C. Bedell, daughter of Lewis
and Bersina Bedell, aged twenty-lwo years, three months*
and thirteen days; a member of Coeymans Monthly
.Meeting. Her friends have the consoling belief that shei.

has entered into rest through faith in Him, who died for/

her, and rose again. She frequently expressed her will-

ingness to go. At times when her surtering was great,

she would pleasantly say it will soon be over; that her
stay here would not be long. On the morning of the
day of her death, she wished Ihe family collected, and
a chapter read in the Bible, which was done. She
dually failed until about 5 o'clock, p. m., when her
somed spirit took its flight.

, at her residence in the town of New Baltimore,

N. Y., on the 19th of Seventh month last, Ha.nsab C.

Powell, widow of Jesse Powell, aged seventy-;

years; a member and elder of Coeymans Monthly Meet-
ing. Through infirmity of body, she was depriv
the privilege of attending meetings; she would often

say, although absent in body, yet present in spirit.

think it may be said of her she was made perfect through
faith and suffering.

, on the 1st instant, in Stanford, Dutchess Co.,

N. Y., Esther Upton, daughter of Samuel and Comfort
Dpton, deceased, in the eighty-eighth year of her age;
a member of Stanford Monthly Meeting of Friends.
Although not called npon to fill a conspicuous station

in the church, yet having been trained up in the nurturo
and admonition of the Lord, she was much attached to

octriues and principles of our religions Society
;

and especially that exalted plan of redemption which
comes through Jesus Christ our Saviour; and her sor-
rowing relatives .and friends are comforted in the belief
that, through His merits, "who died for us and rose
again," her ransomed spirit has entered into His pre-
sence, "where there is fullness of joy and at His right

She was confined I

the house with a paralytic affection for nearly four
years, and during this long seclusion from the world,
there was an evident increase of preparation and meet-
ness for another and better inheritance, and we believe
she has exchanged a life of unusual anxiety and suffer-

ing for one of perfect rest and felicity, where " there
shall be no more sorrow nor sighing for Ihe former
things are passed away."

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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For " Tlie Friend."

Having in my possession a manuscript account

of the last sickness and death of Helen Brick, a

dear young woman of Pliilatlelpbia, (not a rjiem-

ber of the Society of Friends,) who died the 12th
of 2nd month, 1847, in the 21st year of her age;

—

1 have often felt, and particularly of latter times,

a desire to see it published in " The Friend," if

approved of by the Editor. The account was
preserved by her family and a dear friend who
visited her several times in her sickness.

On the 20th of Sixth month, 1846, Helen Brick

was attacked with hemorrhage of the lungs: her

disease at first did not appear to others to be

alarnjing, but she seemed impressed with the be-

lief .she should not recover. From the first of her

confinement to the house, there was a marked
change in her manners and conversation ; and her

mind was fully awakened to the awfulne.-^s of her

situation. Her reading was confined entirely to

serious works, and the Bible was perused with the

greatest attention. Although it was apparent her

mind was much exercised, she never mentioned it

to any one until about two months before her

death. It was observed one day she was very

much agitated, but did not say any thing until all

had left the room but her mother and sister,—her

mother then desired her to tell her the cause of her

distress, and perhaps she could do something to

relieve her :—She replied, " that no one could

help her, she felt herself a great sinner, and had

lived too much without God in the world." Her
mother spoke of His mercy and kindness to his

erring creatures, and asked her if she did not

know where to apply for aid ? She said she did,

but that she had lived so long without God, she

was afraid He would not now listen to her, &c., kc.

On the 2nd of Second month she expressed a de-

sire to see our late dear friend, Elizabeth Evans,

who was accordingly sent for. Soon after she

came and sat down by her, Helen remarked : "I

know thee cannot do the work for me, as I once

heard thee say to a young friend of mine who w
near his end, that the work of salvation must be

l| wrought out between God and our own souls; that

no man can save his brother, or give unto God a

ransom for him !—but, I felt a desire to see thee,

that I might converse a little with thee.

" I am aware that I have not long to live,—but

I feel no evidence of acceptance with my Heavenly

Father;—Oh, I feel such a load upon me? I

ometimes feel awful, and am afraid I can never

be accepted of God."
It was remarked to her, " Thou believest in a fu-

re state of rewards and punishments, then, dost

thou?" " Yes," she replied, "most fully; I believe in

11 the truths of the gospel ; but oh, I have not lived

up to them ; can my soul be made fit for the purity

of Heaven?" She was asked whether there was

any particular sin or burden which oppressed her;

Iter pausing a little while, she said :
" I cannot

particularize ; all my life seems to have been spent

in vanity,—yes, vanity! I have done nothing for

my Heavenly Father; nothing to glorify him ; and

now I am afraid it is too late:—think He will cast

me oflF?"

One of her connections remarked :
—" Helen

has always been very upright and innocent, per-

haps no one of her family more so." She quickly

replied, "that is not deep enough for salvation;

there is nothing but the power of God and his grace

and forgiveness, that can give me an entrance into

the kingdom of rest: Oh, if I had only begun

earlier!" After considerable more conversation,

her friend encouraged her to make use diligently

of all her time, in striving and praying, to be made

fit for the great change; saying that it was a sure

evidence her Saviour had not cast her off, or she

would not have such a sense of her state, nor feel

so desirous to be made fit to meet Him.

After a season of solemnity, the friend knelt and

prayed fervently for the poor dear suffering in-

alid, and also that this di-^pensation might be sanc-

tified to those round about her. It was a solemn

opportunity,—she became much more calm and

quiet, and expressed much gratitude for the visit.

The friend took leave of her under the full persua-

sion that this dear child was not suffering altogether

on her own account, but for some of her near con-

nections, believing assuredly that the Lord was

king use of this means, as another offer in mercy

them. Oh, that it may not be withstood, until

the day of visitation be overpast ! How true is

the scripture declaration, "such as ye sow, such

ye shall reap;" " if ye sow to the flesh, ye shall of

he flesh reap corruption, but, if ye sow to the

Spirit, ye shall of the Spirit reap life everlast-

About ten days after this she sent for the same

friend again, continuing much distressed in her

mind, and told her, she had prayed earnestly day

and nicht, but could obtain no answer, nor evi-

dence of acceptance :—her friend asked her if she

could not look back and remember when her lle-

deemer had knocked at the door of her heart for

admission, when she was unwilling to let Him in

to take possession, and when he had also checked

her by his Spirit, when she was about engaging in

the vanities and follies of the world ? " Yes," she

replied, with great solemnity, " many, many times!"

The friend then remarked, thou must not think it

hard if thy requests are not granted at once, but

continue to plead, for I believe He will yet lift up

the light of his countenance upon thee.

After considerable pause she said :
" I told thee

the other day that I could not particularize any of

jy sins, but I must now tell thee, that I feel con-

emnation for having spent so much time in learn-

ing and indulging in music;—Oh, if I had only

been as earnestly engaged in prijiaring and tuning

y soul for the heavenly harmony." She then

begged those around her, not to put off the great

work of salvation to a death bed, &c.

It was her fervent prayer that she might be

made fit to die, and that if she was not too unwor-

thy, an evidence of acceptance might be granted

before her departure, for the consolation of herep;

family; and also craved that patience and humility

might be given her to wait the Lord's time for

granting her request. She would often say, she

was afraid that if her suffering increased, she

would not be able to bear it patiently : but from

the first, she was most mercifully enabled to en-

dure; we never once during her illness heard licr

murmur, or express a wi.'*h to be restored to health.

(Jne night after she had been coughing a long

tiiHC, and was much exhauscd, her mother said,

she wished it was in her power to suffer for her
;

That would not do, mother; I know 1 must suffer;

and when I remember what my Saviour suffered

for me, I am willing to bear it all." We remarked

one day that she was unusually depressed; she

told us the next day that she had suffered more

he day before than she could express, but that

>he had been consoled, for she seemed to hear a

loice saying to her, "bear up, bear up,"—her mind

was then relieved, and she recovered her usual

calmness.

t was cause of thankfulness to her, she said,

that she had never taken her Maker's name in

vain, nor ridiculed religion nor religious person.s,

but had always felt a respect for them.

She several times spoke of the wonderful mercy

which God had shown to her in preserving her life,

which had twice been in imminent danger, and

said that at the time, she did not appreciate it, but

that now she felt how merciful He bad been in riot

permitting her to die unprepared :—now, she said,

she dared not ask for life, only for salvation.

Her father once remarked to her she was sur-

rounded by comforts and kind friends, who were

desirous to do every thing in their power for her.

" I know it," she said, " and feel grateful for it
;"

and then added, with great solemnity, " but that

will not save my soul." One day after having

laid quietly for some time, she looked up and said,

" how wonderful is the plan of redemption !" One

evening, about two weeks before her death, she

said to her sister, " I felt so strangely yesterday

just at twilight, every thing looked so bright, and

I felt so perfectly happy for one hour or more, that

I seemed as if I wire already in Heaven :"—

a

week after, she told her mother that the night she

had just passed, had paid her for all the sufferings

she had undergone. She told us that " she now

believed, that if she should be raised up again, it

would be her duty to dress plain, as she now saw

that pure relision led into great simplicity in all

things ;" and'also asked her mother if she thought

she would be stren2thened to do it ;
and was an-

swered, she believed she would. A few nights

afterward, she dreamed that she had been per-
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luitted to live just long enough to have her strenwtb '<" "i'''« Frisnd."

tested, that she bad appeared in a plain simple Keraarkabic Ancient Mannscripls,

garb, and was very ha] py wliilst wearing it. It i> now nearly twenty years ago that Dr. Tat-

Sbe seemed mucb to tear sbe would not bear her fani, who has since been made archdeacon of Bed-
increased suiferings, and tbe c!o>ing scene, as she ford, was commissioned by the English government
ought, but she was mercifully favored in this re- to purchase in Egypt certain Syriac manuscripts,

spect, for tbe morning previous to her death, she which were known to exist in the monastery of S.

told us that she could now pass through tbe valley Maria Deipara, in the valley of Nitria, or of the

and shadow of death, and " fear no evil ;" that she Natroa Lakes, situated about sixty miles W.N.W.
had had something like a vision or sense of heaven; of Cairo. This scholar returned to England, with

that she found herself walking clo^e by the side of! a large collection of most valuable manuscripts
her Saviour, that she was permitted to know Him,

j

more or less imperfect. His bargain with the

and that he looked upon her in a most benign man- monks had been that he should purchase the whole
ner, and that she felt entirely calm. She looked

;
collection ; but it was afterwards ascertained that

upon her father and said, "I have had a hard they had concealed and withheld a large part of

struggle to find my Saviour." He said " bat thou their library. This fact was brought to lioht by
hast found Him, I trust,

determined not to cease

life."

She was now so entirely released from all agi-

tation or anxiety, and so free from suffering of

body, that she could not realize that the hand of

death was then upon her, though the family were all

collected round watching for the parting moment.
She continued in this stale for seven hours.

—

About five hours before her departure, seeing her

family weeping, she asked the cause of it; her

mother told her we were weeping on her account.

She then said, "I do not suffer; 1 am released

from all pain; why do you weep?" After lying

still for some time, she turned to her eldest sister

and said :
" Caroline, am I going V She 'old her

we believed so. She then said, " do not weep for

me, pray for me." She then spoke to her father

and mother, sisters and brother, separately ; warned
them not to leave repentance, and the soul's sal-

vation, to a death-bed;—took a final leave of her

grandmother and aunts;—to her eldest sister, who
clung to her, she said :

" Caroline, we have spent a

great deal of time together on earth, let us spend

Eternity together in Heaven."*
About two hours before her close, her friends

scripts to the British Museum, the missing frag-

ment was found among them ; and on the last

page Pr. Cureton had the delight of reading the

autographic and dated Jinis of the original scribe.

The history of tbe book is summed up, as follows,

by Dr. Cureton :

" Among all tbe curiosities of literature, I know
of none more remarkable than the late of this

matchless volume. Written in tbe country which
was the birth-place of Abraham, the father of the

Faithful, and the city (Edessa or Orl'a), whose
king was the first sovereign that embraced Chris-

tianity, in the year of our Lord 411, it was at a
subsequent period transported to the valley of the

Ascetics in Egypt, probably in A. D. 931, when
2.50 volumes were collected by Closes of Nii

Yes," she said, " 1
1
Pacho, a native of Alexandria, who had been au-jduring a visit to Bagdad, and presented by h

the struggle but with thorized to make a further search for similar lite- on his return to the monastery of S. Maria Deipara
rary treasures in other Egyptian convents. It was
in 1647, that this gentleman discovered and pro-

cured nearly two hundred volumes from the same
house of S. Maria Deipara, whence the first instal-

ment had been obtained. It seems that the monks
of this convent, who bad contrived tv deceive and
defraud Dr. Tattam, required very delicate han-
dling before Paeho could be sure that he had re-

ceived all the remaining Syriac manuscripts in

their possession. However, he was as astute as

they were, and the second moiety of the collection

added to tbe first moiety in the British Mu-

over which he presided. In a. d. 1086, some per-

son, with careful foresight, fearing lest tbe memo-
rial of the transcription of so valuable, beautiful

and even at that remote period, so ancient a book
should be lost, in order to secure its preservation,

took the precaution to copy it into the body of the

volume. At what period the fears which he had
anticipated, became realized, I have no means of

ascertaining; but in a. D. 1837, " the end of the

volume had been torn oft";" and in that state, in

A. D. 1839, it was transferred from the solitude of

the African desert to the most frequented city in

scum, which has become the richest library in the ;
'be world. Three years later, two of its fragments

world in Syriac manuscripts.
j

followed the voluuie to England ; and in 1847, I

One of these manuscripts is marked Add. MS. I

bad the gratification of recovering almost all that

No. 12150, on the catalogue of the Museum. It

contains four treatises in the Syriac language,
namely, the long lost book of Eusebius on the

Theophania, or Divine manifestation of our Lord,
Syriac verjions of the rccognitiones of Clement of
Rome, and of the controversial work of Titus, an
Arabian bishop, against tbe Manichseans, and also

another lost work of Eusebius, his contemporary
history of certain martyrs in Palestine dt the

informed their friend B. E., that Helen was sirk- persecution of Dioclctia'n, in the beginning ol' the
very fast

;
she accordingly went at once to see fourth century. Translations of tbe first three have

her for the last time. As she approached the bed,

the dear lamb looked up with a sweet composure
on her countenance, and said :

" 1 am going ! I

am going ! but there is hope ahead now ! hope
ahead! like a little star guiding me onward :—

I

feel very calm,"

A few minutes before the vital spark fled, she

seemed to be engaged in prayer, and from the ex-

pression of her countenance, it seemed to those

around her, as if the glories of Heaven were al-

ready revealed. She then rai.sed one of her hands
over her face for a minute, then gently laid it down
again, and sweetly sank to her everlasting rest, as

wc have good reason to believe, tbrouj;h the ever-

lasting and adorable mercy of her crucified but
risen Lord, who testified, " Whosoever cometh to

me, I will in no wise cast off." But let none pre
surae, remembering that we cannot turn, or come
to Ilim when we please ; it is only as wc co-operate
with his grace, and the offers of mercy, at the time

we feel Ilim to be near, calling and warning and
wooing us; we must not dare to choose our own
lime and way, but be willing to be accounted fools

for His blessed name's sake, and de.spi.sing the
shame for the hope that is set before us.

Oh, what is there is this world worthy to be put
in competition with a well-grounded hope in a dy-
ing hour, that our peace is made with God ? or

wliat will not a man give in exchange for his soul's

peace at such an hour .'

This sis Wc under

previously been printed, and Dr. Cureton has
published a translation of the latter. Dr. L
who edited the Theophania, expressed an opinion ^^^

that the manuscript must be at least a thousand
years old, and he afterwards discovered on the
margin of one of the leaves in the body of the vo
lurae, a transcript of a note of the date of the writ
ing, which added nearly five centuries to the age
of the manuscript. This note was as follows
" Behold, my brethren, if it should happen that the
end of this ancient book should be torn off' and
lo,>t, together with the writer's subscription and
termination, it was written at the end of it thus,

viz: that this book was written at Orrhoa, a city

of Mesopotamia, by the hands of a man named
Jacob, in the year seven hundred and twenty-
throe, in the month Tishria the latter it was com-
pleted. And agreeably to what was written there,

[ have also written here without addition. And
what is here, I wrote in the year one thousand and
three hundred and ninety-eight of the era of the
Urccks." These dates answer to A. li. 41 1 and A. d.
1086 of our era, so that before the clo.sc of the
eleventh century, this manuscript was already re-

garded as an ancient volume, and the library of
this Egyptian monastery was even then, wc may
suppose, falling into a state of neglect. That which
the aunotator feared actually came to pass. The
end of the volume was torn oft', and the book was
brought to England by Dr. Tattam, and used by
Profe.-sor Lee, in this imperfect state, with its dated
subscription lost. ^Vhen Pacho, several years af-

terwards, brought the remaining Nitrian manu-

had been lost, and of restoring to its place in this

ancient book, the transcriber's own record at the

termination of his labours, which, after various

fortunes in Asia, Africa and Europe, has already

survived a period of 1436 years."

T/ie Danger of Sinning as at tlie Waters of
Strife.—Are there not some in this day, who, with

sorrow of heart, have observed the heat and bitter-

ness of spirit which exist, and how diff'erenoes and
controversy concerning religion have eaten out the

life of love and tenderness that was in many ? and
those who have hurt the green thing in themselves

another, have brought on death, darkness,

dryness, and sensible withering,—and cannot fail

to do so; seeing bitterness of spirit and prejudice,

with similar frames of mind, in man or woman,
separate from God. For " God is love, and he

that dwellethin love, dwelleth in God, and God in

him." And Christ hath said, " He that abideth

in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much
fruit ; for without me, ye can do nothing. If a

man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch,

and is withered." So, not abiding in this pure
love to God and his image in his children, hath

caused many to fall short, and hath hindered their

progress, and made them lose sight of their way,
and the "Guide of their youth :" thus, they have
not fully followed the Lord in the regeneration,

who renews according to the increase of light, and
the measure of his manifestation ; whereby they
might know, even in this life, a being "changed
into the same image, from glory to glory, even as

by the Spirit of the Lord."

—

Lilicis Skene.

The journey we have all to take is so great and
wonderful, that I marvel it is not always in our
thoughts.

No earthly posscs.nions—no mental endowments,
can supply the place of religion—because that

alone brings salvation to man.

Do not discsteem good people on account of theitr

foibles or deficiencies in matters of little importance.
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"Trnst in the Lord at all Times."

-Paul Gerhardt, a Gcrmau poet aud divi

born in Saxouj, in 1600. Ilo entered tlie minis-

try, and for ten years poiformed the duties of his

sacred office in tlie Nieolai Cliurch at Berlin. " But

his religious sentiments," writes his biographer,

"did not wholly coincide with those of the king,

and Gerhardt, too conscientious and too decided

to affect opinions which ho did not entertain, was

deprived of his appointment, and ordered to quit

the country. Utterly destitute, not knowing where

to lay his head, or how to provide for his helpless

family, he left the homo where he had spent so

njiuiy happy years. But no affliction, however ter-

rible, could shake his confidence in Divine wisdom
and mercy. After some consideration he deter-

mined on directing his steps to his native laud.

Saxony, where he yet hoped to find friends. The
journey, performed on foot, was long and weary.

Gerhardt bore up manfully; his heart failed him

only when he gazed on his wife and his little ones.

When night arrived, the travellers sought repose

in a little village inn by the roadside, where Ger-

hardt's wife, unable to restrain her anguish, gave

way to a burst of natural emotion. Her husband,

concealing his anxious cares, reminded her of that

beautiful verse of Scripture, " Trust in the Lord
with all thine heart and lean not to thine own un-

derstanding ; in all thy ways acknowledge him,

and he shall direct thy paths."

" The words uttered to comfort his afflicted part-

ner impressed his own mind so deeply that, seat-

ing himself in a little arbour in the garden, he com-
posed a hymn," of which Madame de Pontes gives

us the following translation :

—

" Commend thy ways, mortal

!

And Iiumbly raise thy sighs

To Him, who in His wisdom.
Rules earth, and sea, and skies.

He who for all has found a spot.

Wind, wave, and ocean dread,

Will find a place, oh I doubt it uot,

Thy foot can likewise tread !

In Him alone confide thou must.
Ere He will bless thy deed

;

Tn His word must thou put thy trust,

If thy work shall succeed.

Murmur, and vain repining,

And effort,—all will fail

;

God will not listen unto these,—
Prayer can alone prevail.

All means and ways possessing,

Whate'er He does is right;

His every deed a blessing.

His sleiis one path of light!

To thee it is not given

The tempest's rage to quell

;

God reigns supreme in heaven.

And all he does is well.

True, it may seem a moment
As though thou werl forgot,

As though He svere unmindful
Of thine unhappy lot;

As though thy grief and anguish
Reached not the eternal throne.

And thou wert left to languish

In sorrow and alone.

But if, though much should grieve tlieo.

Thy faith shall ne'er have ceased,

Be sure He will relieve thee,

When thou expect'st it least.

Then hail to thee victorious !

Thou hast, and thou alone.

The honour bright and glorious.

The conquest and the throne."

Not many hours after Gerhardt had thus ex

pressed his unshaken faith in the Blost High, hi

lound by experience that God indeed had not for

gotten him. " Evening had now deepened, and the

pastor and his wife were about to retire to rest, when

two gentlemen entered the little parlour in which

they were seated. They began to converse with

the poet, and told him that tliey were on llicir way
to Berlin to seek the deposed clergynian, P.iul

(ierhardt, by order of their lord, DuUc Christian

of Merscburg. At these words Madame Gerhardt

turned pale, dreading some further calamity ; but

her husband, calm in his (rust in an overruling

Providence, at once declared that he was ihc indi-

vidual they were in search of, and inquired iheir

errand. Great were the astonishment and delight

of both wife and husband when one of the stran-

gers presented Gerhardt with an autograph letter

from tlie duke himself, informing him that he had

settled a considerable pension upon him to atone

for the injustice of which he had been the victim.

Then the pious and gifted preacher turned towards

his wife, and gave her the hyiun which he had

composed during his brief absence, with the words,

how God provides ! Did I not bid you con-

fide in him, and all would be well ?"

Let us all take this lesson to our own hearts,

—

ose hearts so prone to sink under the burden of

anxieties, forgetful of Him who has commanded us

to cast our carea upon him.

any, faint in prayer though praying still,

3d can help, inistrustful if he will .'

Whidi to a]

To doubt hi.

, most unkind would pri

A. L. O. E.

The Potato Uot.

The prevalence of the potato rot in Europe

the present year, has caused both practical and

scientific men to give increased attention to the

subject, to ascertain, if possible, the cause and cure

;

and although the results of past researches in this

field have not been such as to raise very exalted

anticipations of the present, the subject is one of

such vast importance as to give it great interest,

and cause us to hope, even against hope, that a

remedy may be at last discovered, that will banish

the malady from the earth, or bring it under easy

control.

Professor De Bary, a celebrated botanist of

Leipsic, has published a pamphlet on the subject,

in which he reviews what has been written on the

subject worthy of notice, and gives the rc-ults of

a series of experiments to ai^certain the habits of a

peculiar parasite which always precedes, and which

he believes is the immediate cause of the malady.

It is a fungus growth, or mildew, of a peculiar

character, propagating and spreading with mar-

ellous rapidity, in moist weather, or even in wa-

er, appearing on the leaves, and destroying the

issue of them, and producing brown spots. It

dry weather it cannot flourish, hut dies. This fun

gus matter is washed down among the tubers by jh

rains

possible for the growth of healthy tubers. This is

to be planted with tubers which show no outward

trace of disea.se. The crop is then to be watched

carefully, and the moment a diseased leaf appears,

it is to be removed and destroyed, the cultivator

himself underlakiug the task, and going carefully

over the plot, which must, of course, be of man-

ageable dimciisioDs, two or three times a day.

—

The stems arc aUo to be washed, and, if necessary,

they, as well as the leaves, must be removed. The

zoospores, under such circumstances, unless brought

from a distance, cannot be washed down to the

tubers, anil a very few only will be diseased. A
repetition of the process would, in all probability,

banish the malady, in a great measure, from tho

farm. It is obvious, however, that the cultivator

must have a distinct knowledge of his enemy be-

fore he sets to work, and not mi>take merely

withered or curled leaves for the ravages of tho

mold."

Having giveu so much as the results of scien-

tific experiments, we now call attention to the plan

of growing potatoes free from rot, which also has

the advantage of accelerating their maturity—

a

very important matter for those who grow potatoes

for market near large cities. At the late exhibi-

tion of the Imperial Horticultural Society at Paris,

M. Gauthier exhibited specimens in illu.itration of

a method he has adopted for giving additional

vigour, and accelerating the maturity of potatoes,

so as in a great measure to save them from the

disease. He takes up his potatoes as soou as ripe,

and selects the best tubers among the largest or

medium size, and puts them into flat square crates,

ibout twenty-eight inches long, fourteen inches

broad, and five or six inches deep, open at the top

and bottom, and between the bars, and with two

thick cross-bars underneath, so that when packed

one upon another, there may be a free circulation

of air between each.

They are then exposed for a month at least in

the open air and rain, and are kept during the

winter in a shed or garret, where they will tot

freeze ; but not in a dark cellar, and always where

there is as free a circulation of air as possible.

With this treatment they soon become green, and

the eyes push, but not with weak and sickly shoots,

as in the cellar, but short, thick, green shoots,

which must be kept with the greatest care, from

being rubbed off or injured. The roots, therefore,

are never disturbed in the crates, but are carried

in them to the planting ground. This is done a.s

early in the season as the ground can be got ready,

and these shoots are found to form stems, much

more healthy, vigorous, and productive, aud more

canable of resisting the disease than those which

_ c lain dormant through the winter until the

moment of planting; besides, they may be take

up, bei

extent.

ipc, before the disease appears to any

'M. Gauthier says that when tubers are

where it propagates with the same rapidity

as upon the leaves, those near the surface suffering

the most, while tubers deeper in the soil often escape.

Tho Professor arrives at the following conclu-

sion :—" It is quite useless to attempt to destroy,

by any external remedies, a parasite which so

completely undermines the tissue of the plant, as

in tho case of the vine mildew, where the thread-i

of the parasite creep over the surface. Early

planting, removal of the haulm when diseased,

drying of the tubers, and other remedies which

have been recommended, must be considered rather

as palliatives than as preventives. De Bary, how-

ever, suggests one mode which may, in all proba-

bility, prove useful in careful, intelligent hands.

A plot of ground, of sufiBcient size only for the

production of the seed tubers which may be re-

quisite, and as distant as may be in the farm fromldays, Io,.57:^; tour aays, ooo^<
;

Lxi.ee uaj.^,

' - •

be selected, and that 28,832; stopped, 8,063; total number ot work-

d have to be cut for planting, it increas

very much their vigour aud productiveness, if they

are cut in autumn, three or four vveeks after they

are taken up, instead of performing the operation

at the time of planting.

T/w Cotton Trailc in Lancashire.—The Man-

chester Examiner gives, as the results of the in-

quiries by its correspondents into the rate of em-

ployment' in the cotton trade in Lancashire, the

following :—Number of mills working full time,

292; diuo five day.s, 76; four d.iys, aoo ; three

days, 119; stopped, 49; total number, 836. Num-

ber of people working full time, 04.393 ;
ditto iive

days 15,.572; four days, 5.5,397; three days

the general potato crop, is to

perfectly well drained, and much adapted asipeople enumerated, 1"
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For "The Friend." Uq reward, which took place Seventh month li!th,j uiectiugs, when

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES 1770, his loss was very sensibly felt io bis Monthly

Of MiLiiters and Elders and otl.er concerned members
i

Meeting. He was aged 58 years nearly.

ELIZABETH MIDDLETON.

Elizabeth, the wife of Amos Middleton of Ches-

terfield Monthly Meeting, New Jersey, was one

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

GEOROE MIDDLETON.

George Middleton was engrossed with the •

ties of the world, and was one amongst those who] who in her younger days, ran in the way of vanity,

run the broad way to destruction, when be was! whose broad and greatly thronged path, was much

arrested in his downward career by the awakening' to her natural taste. But being again and again

grace and spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ. As
j

visited by Divine grace, she gave up thereto, and

the Lord made known to him his blessed Truth, be
j

abiding under the cross, she witnessed the purity-

bowed in submission thereto, and came to abide, iiig baptisms of the Holy Spirit to work out that

under the cross. Being convinced of the prin-i change of heart, through which she became a child

ciples of Truth, as held by Friends, he became dili- of the kingdom. She now became a diligent at-

gentin his attendance of Meetings for Worship and tender of religious meetings, and waiting therein

Discipline, and there was enabled to wait in rev- on the Lord iu great humility of mind, she was

erent humility and holy watchfulness unto prayer, often instructed iu heavenly things. Her duty to-

for the arising and circulation of Divine life, wards her children and family being clearly un-

Being thus favoured to witness his inner man
to be strengthened, his spiritual faculties were

quickened thereby, and he was enabled to see,

and helped to perform his duty to his family,

and to bring them up in the fear of the Lord,

and in that plainness of speech, that sobriety of

behaviour, and that consi.steucy of apparel, as

made them good examples to others. The friends

of his meeting, seeing the proof of his care and

love for the cause of Truth, and judging that he

who ruled his own household well, might be fitted

for usefulness as a ruler in the church militant,

appointed him an elder. His day's work however,

was nearly completed, bodily weakness came upon

him, and he but rarely was able to attend any sit-

tings of the Meetings of Ministers and Elders.

His release came to him on the 26th day of the

Sixth month, 1770, he being aged about 48 years.

He had been a member of Crosswicks meeting.

For an account of damel stanton who i

ceased Sixth month 28th, 1770, aged 62 years, it

is sufficient to refer our readers to his journal.

CORNELIUS CONRAD.

This Friend, a grandson of Dennis Conrad, whc
came from Crefelt, in Germany, was born in Ab'
ingtoD, Philadelphia county, about the year 1712
His father died when he was quite young, and in

the liberty which this event gave him, he ran out

from the simplicity of the Truth. Yet, under the

visitations of divine Grace, he was preserved froui

grossevils, and with advancing years, his conduct be
came more steady, and his conversation more se-

date. The good influences of his Heavenly Father's

love were evidently at work in him, although he
had not as yet given up to bear the cross of
Christ.

After bis marriage, he grew more religiously

thoughtful, and manifested that it was becoming
more and more his chief concern, to walk as be-

cometh the gospel of Christ. Ho was a careful

father, endeavouring to bring up his children in

the fear of God, and in the diligent attendance of
religious meetings. As he was a good example in

these respects himself, his admonitions had weight,
and his restraints were more cheerfully submitted
to. Being faithful to the instructions of grace, he
grew in religious experience, and became a useful

member of the church. His talents were improved
by u.se and though of a very meek and quiet spirit,

yet giving up with cheerfulness to the appoint-
ments placed upon him by his friends, he was en-
abled to perform them in a proper manner, and to

the benefit of the body.

For several years he was an elder of Horsham
Particular Meeting, not in name only, but being
through the Divine assistance a qualified labourer
in that station, when he was removed from works

folded to her, she endeavoured to briug them up

in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, in

plainness of speech, behaviour and apparel.

Being brought under exercise on account of the

church and strengthened to labour therein, her

Friends deemed that a gift of eldership had been

committed to her, and appointed her to that station.

Her decease took place Eighth month 18th, 1770,

she being about 47 years of age.

MARGARET CilURl'UMAN.

Margaret Brown, a daughter of William and

Esther Brown, was born at Chichester, then in

Chester county, Pennsylvania, First month 13th

1707. Her parents were honest, consistent mem
bers of the society of J'riends, who laboured as

qualified by Divine Grace, to educate their chil

dren in obedience to the Truth. Whilst she was
quite young, her parents removed to Nottingh

in Maryland, where her father died before she

was ten years of age. The care of Margaret after

this devolved on the widow, who was enabled to

exercise the authority of a rightly anointed chris-

tian mother over all the flock left to her oversight

and guidance. Her daughter Margaret was early

awakened to the necessity of seeking after a knowl-
edge of the Truth, and grow in experience and re-

ligious weightiness of spirit. In her 23rd year she
was married to our valued friend John Churchman,
and as she had been an exemplary and dutiful

daughter, so she proved a loving and faithful wife,

a tender and concerned mother. She continued
to be a diligent seeker after Truth, and re-

ceiving divine instruction, she grew in spiritual

knowledge, and iu her 34th year, the Lord Jesus
committed a gift in the ministry of his blessed gos-

pel to her. She was often exercised in this line to

the comfort and edification of the churches at home
and abroad, her communications being attended
with divine life and gospel sweetness, and being de-

livered in pertinent language, free from unbecom-
ing gestures. She at diflerent times visited meet-
ings in Pennsylvania and the Southern provinces.
She was a good example in plainness, dilii'cnt in

the attendance of meetings, and waiting therein
in humble watchfulness for the arising of life.

She was a servicable member in meetings for

business, having a good clear sense of discipline,

and a faithful becoming zeal that the testimony of
Truth in all its branches might be maintained.
She was well qualified for the important service of
visiting families, in which she was frequently en-
gaged.

During the latter part of her life she was af-

flicted with a cancer on the head. The conse-
quent suifering she bore with remarkable patience
and resignation, whilst the innocent cheerfulness
which had characterized her in health, remained
unimpaired. She continued to attend religious

;r doing so was matter of marvel

to those who knew her afliiction, but at last her weak-

ness became so great as wholly to confiue her. Her
love to the Truth, and to the friends of it, con-

tinued warm to the last, when her spirit escaped

from its worn out tabernacle. Her ileath took

place Seventh mouth 28lh, 1770, she being in her

64th year.

Spiders Foretell tlie Weather.—Quatremar Dis-

jouval, a Frenchman by birth, was adjutant gen-

eral in Holland, and took an active part on the

side of the Dutch patriots who revolted against

the Stadtholder. On the arrival of the Prus^an
army under the Duke of Brunswick, he was im-

mediately taken, tried and having beeu condemned
to twenty-five years imprisonment, was incarcerated

in a dungeon at Utrecht, where he remained eight

Spiders, which are the constant and fre-

quently the only companions of the unhappy in-

mates of such places, were almost the sole living

objects which Disjouval saw in the prison of

Utrecht. Partly to beguile the tedious monotony of

his life aud partly from a taste for natural history

which he had imbibed, he began to seek employ-

ment, and eventually found amusement in watching

the habits and movements of his tiny fellow-priso-

ners. He soon remarked that certain actions of

the spiders were immediately connected with ap-

proaching changes in the weather. A violent pain

on one side of his head to which he was subject at

such times, had first drawn his attention to the

connection between such changes and corresponding

movements among the spiders. For instance, he

remarked that those spiders, which spun a large

web in a wheel-like form, invariably withdrew from

his cell when he had his bad head ache, and that

those two signs, namely, the pain in his head and
the disappearance of the spiders were as invariably

followed by very severe weather. So often as his

head ache attacked him, so regularly did the spi-

ders disappear, and then rain and north-east winds

prevailed for several days. As the spiders began

again to show themselves in their webs, and dis-

play their usual activity, so did his pain gradually

leave him until he got well, and the fine weather

returned.

Further observations confirmed him in believing

these spiders to be in the highest degree sensitive

of approaching changes in the atmosphere, and that i

their retirement and reappearance, their weaving and
general habits, were so intimately connected with

changes in the weather that he concluded they were

of all things best fitted to give accurate intimation

when severe weather might be expected. In short

Disjouval pursued these inquiries and observations

with so much industry and intelligence, that by re-

marking the habits of his spiders, he was at length

enabled to prognosticate the approach of severe

weather from ten to fifteen days before it set

which is proved by the following fact, which led to

his release.

When the troops of the French Republic over-

ran Holland in the winter of 1794, and kepf
pushing forward over the ice, a sudden and unex-

pected thaw in the early part of the month of

December, threatened the destruction of the whole
army, unless it was instantly withdrawn. The
French generals were thinking seriously of accept-

ing a sum offered by the Dutch and withdrawing

their troops, when Disjouval, who hoped that the

success of the Republican army might lead to his

release, used every exertion and at length succeeded

in getting a letter conveyed to the French general

in January 1795, in which he pledged himself,

from the peculiar actions of the spiders, of whoso
movements he was now enabled to judge with
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Dcrfect accuracy, that within fourteen days there

would coaimcnce a most severe frost, which would

make the French masters of all the rivers, and af-

ford them sufficient time to complete and make
uru of the conquest they had commenced, before it

should be followed by a thaw.

The commander of the French forces believed

his prognostications and persevered. The cold

weather which Disjouval had announced, made its

appearance in twelve days, and with such intensity,

that the ice over the rivers and canals became ca-

e of bearing the heaviest artillery. On the

28th of January, 1795, the French army entered

Utrecht in triumph, aud Quartrcuiar Disjouval,

who had watched the habits of his spiders with so

h intelligence and success, was, as a reward for

his ingenuity, released from prision.

For "Thu Frieud."

DARK HOURS,
ecping may endure for a night, but joy cometli iu

Dark hours of night

!

Your gathering gloom, comes o'er my spirit closing out

the light,

My soul but feebly lifts itself in prayer—
et Hope is stifled with the deadly air

That folds her round in this her living tomb,

But Patience waits the dawning of the day
Which follows in night's track, for those who watch and

pray.

Dark hours of night,

Ye have your ministry, if the chastened heart,

Receive the lesson ye would leach, aright

;

On earth we know all good hath iis alloy,

Sorrow and gloom endure but for a night,

And with the morning light cometh our joy.

Philad., Tenth mouth, 1S61. M. 11. W.

For "Tlie Frii^nd."

To the Editor.—By in.serting the accompanying
lines in " The Friend," it will oblige a constant

reader of " The Friend."

Twelfth month, 1801.

Reflections occasioned by the removal of Tabii

Middleton, wife of lienjamin lliddleton, of Wellii

borough, Northamptonshire, Great Britain, who died

the ISth of Tenth month, 1809, by Ann (Tuke) Alex:

der.

Ah ! sorrow spreads her sable vest.

Affliction's billows roll

The rising stream invades my breast,

And overwhelms my soul.

For I behold from Israel's coast,

Another warrior gone,
A faithful way- mark— firm support,
The appointed work has done.

Now gathered to that glorious rest.

Which mercy has prepared,
Receives the promise to the just.

An hundred fold reward.

In all the holy mandate heard,
She faithfully obeyed,

Whether in publishing the word,
Ur sull'cring with the seed.

But ah ! in virtue's sacred cause,
tSbe now no more appears.

No more to advocate her laws,

The gospel trumpet bears.

Oh, Zion ! well may I review,

Thy desolated walls,

Well may I mourn the very few,

Oil whom thy weight devolves.

How many valiants thou hast lost

Thy vacant seats make known,
How many champions of thy ho.st

Are from the battle gone I

But cease my soul! nor thus dei.lu

The losses we sustain,

To ZioH is the promise sure,

Her peace will still remain.

And doubtless all redeeming grace

Fresh watchers can appoint,

On them the warrioi's armour pla^

Coldness of Meteoric Stories.—A fall of meteoric

stones took place at 'i h. 14 m., P. M., on July 1-lth,

1860. at Dhurmsola, in the Fuujaub, and was ac-

companied by a tremendous noise and a greal

number of detonations, similar to the discharge of

heavy artillery. Three witnesses saw a flame, two

feet broad and nine feet long, passing obliquely

over the station alter the explosion had already

occurred. The direction is stated as being from

the N.N.W. to the S. S. E., and stones were found

at five different places in this locality. They pene

trated the ground to the depth of Irotn twelve to

eighteen inches, and it is reported that persons

who picked up some fragments, before they held

them in their hands half a minute, dropped the

auain, owing to the intensity of the cold, which quite

cause I thought it not of sufficient weight, or not

Itcnded with the certainty I desired. I was fear-

ful of acting from any other movement than that

only niakes fruitful and [irotitablc lo the

laborer. My forbearing being through innocent

fear, I hope I am excused.

First month 27th, 1764. In company with

John I'erry I went to Nottingham, and next day
IS at their Monthly Meeting there. 1 found no

fficieut motive to meddle amongst them, though

1 did not apprehend things so well, that there was
no need of help.

31.st. I came home, and had the company of

our ancient Friend, Johti riiiiith, to Newport.
" Sjecond mouth 13th. 1 attended our (Juar-

terly Meeting. It was a very wet time. Excecd-

canness and poverty attended me, which is

olten my lot."

In the Second month, Benjamin Ferris attended

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, and in the Fourth

month he aecoii:pauied Benjamin Trotter, who had
been at the General Meeting at ^VilmiDgton, to

Center. From thence he went to attend a neigh-

bouring Preparative Meeting, whither he felt his

mind drawn, aud iu it was led into fervent exer-

cise, that he might be preserved from all decep-

tion. In nmch weakness, he felt best salistied to

drop a few hints to those assembled, for their neg-

lect in brin.;iug their children aud youug people to

meetings with them.

On the 12th, he was at Center Monthly Meet-

ing, which was to his satisfaction and peace of

uiind. On the 23d, with his sister Deborah, he

left home to visit their relations iu New England,

and at Oblong. Of this journey, an account of

their setting out is only preserved, this part of his

Diary being very much worn away, and many
leaves entirely lo^t. The secoud part of his Diary,

commencing Seventh month, 1764, was printed

many years since, and will be found priucipally iu

an account of Benjamin Ferris, in " Thomas Scat-

beuumbtd their fingers. The largest piece found (grgood and his Times." We shall not therefore

weighed 320 lbs. The observation of the intensity incorporate any part of it here. Benjamin contin-

ued to grow iu experience, and became a usefulof the cold of the fragments is a matter of great in

terest aud importance. The little meteorite passed

in its cosmieal path during an incalculable period,

through an excessively cold space (—100° C.) By
the resistance of the atmosphere, light and heat are

leveloped, which latter might even produce a melt-

ng on the surface of bad conductors while the in-

side of it remains quite cold.

—

Stlltman's Journal.

Arrayed in robes of pu white,

And numbered with the saints in light,

The palm of victory bears.

But long will memory revive.

The labours of her love,

Long will her bright example live.

And animating prove.

Her spirit with the gathered few
In the great Master's name.

To pure devotion's altar drew.

And spread the sacred flame.

Or when commissioned to declare

Glad messages of peace.

The feeble drooping mind to cheer,

And fainting hope increase.

Or with authoritative power,

To spread the alarm of war,

Proclaim the awful midnight hour,

And caution to prepare.

B enjam in Ferris.

(CuikIu.IhJ from page 110.)

Diary continued.—"Twelfth mo. 28th, 1763

Now this year draws near its close, I may say it

has been one wherein I have witnessed many trying

dispensations inwardly, which I have not written,

and which are known to the Lord alone. He has,

I humbly hope, measurably been near me at times,

to sanctify the trials to me, confirming my devo-

tion to hitu, and my desire to follow wheresoever

he may lead me.
" Although I am ready to conclude my path i

different from that of most others, which thought

frequently occasions fear that I am not under the afflicted

Lord's notice for good, yet I cannot but acknowl-

edge ho has in his great love and condescension,

at tin.cs, been pleased to manifest himself to my
soul, as a morning without clouds, and in such a

way as be saw best, renewed my strength, and

given me encouragement to persevere, I hope in a

good degree of faithfulness, to this day. There

has been something on my mind for some time

ued to grot

member of the church militant. On the 34th of

the Tenth month, 1765,lhe was married at Uwch-
lan, to Hannah Browu. He was happy in this

connection, having a companion who feared the

Lord, and was of a meek and rjuiet spirit. After

his marriage he engaged in the businei^s of school

keeping, which allowed him considerable leisure

to be at home with his beloved wife. He says :

" Thus happily we passed our time, though not ex-

euipt froiil a share of the exercise and tribulation

arising from the world and its spirit ; but as we

Were one in faith, practice aud judgment, we could

sympathize toijether, and were made to each other

true help-mates."

They had one child, who was a healthy babe,

but who was removed from ihem by death, when
little more than a year old. The death of the

child was followed towards the close of the year

1767, by that of its mother, and Benjamin was

left mournful and desolate. Yet his God, the God
of his father, did not forsake him, and at seasous

much spiritual consolation was administered to his

'afflicted mind.

His own health soon became delicate; .symptoms

of a pulmonary affection appeared and increased,

until in the spring of 1771, in the 31st year of his

age, he was removed from all the trials aud temp-

tations of time.

Thjre is nothing of any value, but the love of

..„.,>„. „j, „- ...J
--- God, and the accomplishment o( his will; which is

private way, which I have reasonedipure substantial happincs-s ; a joy that no man

againat until it has passed from me, either be-jtaketh from as.
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Life among tlie Africans.—The following is an
extract irom a recent letter from Dr. Livingstone,

in wiiich Le speaks of the natives of the Upper
Zambesi river: "Many of these tribes are go-

verned by a female chief! If you demand any-

thing of a man, he replies, ' I will talk with my
wife about it!' If the woman consents, your de-

mand is granted. If she refuses, you will receive

a negative reply. Women vote iu all the public

assemblies. Amoug the Bechuans and Kaifirs the

men swear by their father ; but among the verita-

ble Africans, occupying the centre of the continent,

they always swear by their mother. If a young
man falls iu love with a maiden of another village,

he leaves his own, and takes up his dwelling in

hers. He is obliged to provide iu part for the

maintenance of his mother-in-law, and to assume a

respectful attitude, a sort of semi-kneeliug, in her

presence. I was so much astonished at all these

marks of respect for women, that I inquired of the

Portuguese if such had always been the habit of

the country. They assured me that such had al-

ways been the case."

Nicotine.—It is stated that the tobacco crop of

the world is 550,250,000 lbs. It is found that the

poisonous alkaline principle—nicotine—to which
tobacco owes its deleterious properties, forms on an
average about 5 per cent, of the tobacco of commerce,
so that about 27,562,500 lbs. of this poison are

annually produced. The pure nicotine is a colour-

less acrid liquid soluble in and heavier than water.

The quantity above stated would fill nearly 100,000
wine barrels, and would give 293 grains, or rather

more than a table-poonful to every man, woman
and child in the world. As nicotine is an ener-

getic poison, a few drops of which are fatal, it is

probably not too much to say that the annual crop
of tobacco would furnish nicotine enough to destroy

at a single dose every living creature on the face

of the globe.

For " The Friend."

On Celigioo and Worship.
Let us all strive to gather to the place of silent

worship, unmolested as we are by the people of

the world, as those were in ancient days, who
were often driven from place to place, and distressed

in many ways, to which we are strangers. They
were faithful in the discharge of the duty to God
resting upon them. Is tiiere not iu this evil day,

as much necessity for us to gather together for the

spiritual worship of the Almighty, who is the same
yesterday, to-day and forever; whose unlimited

power is as able to sustain us as a people, to the

admiration of surrounding beholders, as he was in

days past? Let us then be faithful in this duty,

for it is required of man to humble himself before

his Maker, and return thanks for his blessings,

which arc unceasing. Yet we are often thought-
less, easy and indiflerent about these things, espe-

cially the younger people among us. But we are

still cared for by a compassionate Saviour, who
knows our weakness, and is still graciously wait-

ing on us, poor siimers as we are, but we stand
aloof and obey not the call that is going forth,
" Come unto me all ye that are weary and heavy
laden, and I will give you rest." Uh ! let us all

be aroused to a just consideration of our condition,

and not venture to sleep as upon the brink of a

precipice, but apply ourselves in earnest to the great
work of salvation, before that awful sentence is

proclaimed,—" he that is filthy, let him be filthy

still." The only means of becoming clean and
happy here and hereafter, is by earnestly endea-
vouring to know and perform the will of God, and
this we cannot do of ourselves, but lie, in Lis

a consistent course on our part. Though there

are in the present day, troubles without and trials

within, yet let us " press towards the mark for thei

prize of the high calling of God," leaving the things

the mind with joy and Ithat are behind, that we may be found in a state'

of readiness to receive the call when the conflicts:

of time are done,—" steward give up thy steward-

ship." If we obey his commands, the glorious

Lord will be unto us as a place of broad rivers

and streams, and will be our Judge and our law-

precious experiences may be<

ours, we must be faithful in what is committed toi

our trust, by him who has called us to glory and!

to virtue. Lot us all then, be willing to gather^

with flowers, and instructing every warbler of theUogether and worship God, who created the hea-

grove in its song. He has endowed us with

son, to understand a portion of his wondrous
works, and has given us a capacity to acquaint

ourselves with Him, the author of them all. Yet
our minds are turned from him, unto the fading

things of this delusive world, and our hearts set

upon them ; our desires and thoughts are not enough
set upon that endless eternity to which we are

hastening. Were our Creator and Preserver to

withdraw his holy presence, and the many bless-

ings he dispenses, we would find we were indeed

poor miserable creatures, able to do nothing of, or

for ourselves. " It is in him we live, and move,
and have our being;" and if we pursue not the

course which
'

matchless mercy, has given every one of us a por-

tion of his Holy Spirit, which, if allowed to ope-

rate on our souls, will perform the work for us. It

is this unspeakable gift which makes us uneasy

when we do wrong, and
comfort when we do right ; and can we think we
are doing right, when we will not abstract one

hour in the week from our temporal affairs, to de-

vote it to meeting with our friends for engaging in

the worship of God, who has condescended to cre-

ate us, and bestow upon us all that we have ;—

a

Being kind, benevolent and unlimited in power?
How bountifully has He provided for our comfort

and accommodation while here, furuishing us with

suitable food and raiment, and enameling the fields

vens above and the earth beneath, and all that in

them is ; and put up our prayers and earnest sup-

plications unto him, to be pleased to bless us with

his holy presence, and to preserve us from sleeping

the sleep of spiritual death. May the fathers and.

mothers in the church be more inwardly gathered I

to the one Shepherd, and into the one sheep-fold,

that as a people, we may continue to be one in dis-

cipline, one in faith and doctrine. The strife and

contentions, with an abundance of self-righteous-

ness, which so much exist at this time, are not ac-

companied with the presence of Life and Truth.

No indeed, dear Friends ! His life-giving power

leadeth into peace with all men. May the aged I

is consistent with his will, from day be found labouring more harmoniously together,

to day, but settle down at ease, pursuing our own and encouraging the youth, that the pure testi'""-^

delights, and conclude there is no profit derived
"'" -"^'f-'i- — -:-.-:--~j l >i j^

from attending meeting, and striving to worship in

spirit and in truth, what can we expect or hope when
our time is closed here ? Then we will be brought
to our feelings, and find we were not placed in

this transitory scene merely to eat, drink, sleep

mes of Truth maintained by our worthy predeces-

sors, may be handed down to posterity unsullied;

that so from generation to generation, there may be

more and more building on that same sure founda-

tion, Christ Jesus, the eternal Rock of ages. If(

this be our happy experience, though all outward i

ndulge in pleasures, and after a few years 'things may be tossed to and fro, yet when our so-

vanish away like a dream or vision of the night. Ijouru here shall cease, we will be ready, like the

Though our frames shall decay, when it mayjfaithful who have gone before us, to joiu the justi

please Him who created them, to call for the spirit [of all generations in singing praises, saying, "great

which animates them, yet our spirits shall exist and marvellous are thy works, Lord God
;
just

forever. When this life ceases, we must enter and true are thy ways, thou King of saints."

i
upon eternity, which will be either miserable be- A. D.

yond description, or unspeakably happy ; and the 12th mo., 1

I

kvi uncertain moments of our present state are *^

allowed us to prep'ire for it. Let us then be Working Cows.—We find a communication in

I

awakened, and make the best use of our time, and the Ohio Cultivator as to the mistaken exemption
'not bo treading the ways to Babylon, and seeking of cows from labour, from which the following

ana Co., Ohio.

to please the carnal will, which must be sacrificed

in walking iu the strait and narrow way. Oh,
how wrong it is then, we are not willing to love and
follow Him who has borne our griefs and carried

our sorrows; who was wounded for our transgres-

sions and bruised for our iniquities, and who has
chosen us as a people, to serve and obey him. But
all we, like sheep, have gone astray. May it

tract is taken :
—"1 do not think cows are much

better than women, or than mares; and so I am
of the opinion they might work as well as the fe-

male man and the female horse. In Germany
they have to do it, and the owner is greatly the

gainer, while the cow is none the worse off for hav-i

iug to work. Many a small farmer could make)
money did he work his cows, while, when he does"

consistent with his holy will, who is long-suffering his work with oxen or horses, he expends all his*

and of tender mercy, to arrest us in our course, aslprofits upon those animals and their feed, which
he did Balaam, and turn us back once more, intojkeeps hiui poor. Let him have four cows, and to

that path which our worthy ancestors suffered so 'plough, use two half of the forenoon, and then;
much to walk iu. Were the young and rising [change, and so in the afternoon, milking them
generation encouraged by the example and help ofithrce times a day. In resting time they should be
the older ones, I trust there would be judges raised grazing, or eating mown grass. A little grain
up as at the first, and counsellers as at the begin- must be fed, but this would repay in the greater
ning, and the waste places in our borders would [abundance of milk and butter. How proud I

be repaired. May the Almighty yet be pleased to [should feet, were I a farmer, to drive my team of
turn the captivity of the church as the streams of four fat cows to market witli a load of grain, pro-

the South, and enable Zion to put on strength in duced with the aid of cow labour. My neighbours
his name, and Jerusalem her beautiful garments, I might laugh at me while usiug my cows upon the
that the offerings of Judah may be pleasant 'farm, but when I should have realized the fruits

to him, as in days of old, and as in former [of their labour, and the saving of oxen and horse)

years. Our principles are the principles of Truth : flesh, my turn would come to laugh."
they have long stood the test of investigation. Our[ . .

worship and discipline are evidently not the con- Salvation is in no part of scripture represented
trivance of man, and there is nothing wanting but 'as attainable by the indolent christian.
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The Stoyie upon t/ie Grave's Mouth.—The nar-

ow doorway, uot more than three feet high, had a

ponderous stoue door, which turned on stoue hin^'cs

pivots at top aud bottom, like that of the duu-

5COU of the JMauierliue prisou bcueath the Capitol

It llotiie. This door had been evidently placed

it such an inclination as to cause it to shut by its

)wn weight. In addition to this, and outside of

t, the door was shut by a contrivance that deeply

nterested us. In the Scripture narrative of the

Durial of our Lord, we read tiiat they " laid Him
n a sepulchre which was hewn out of a rock, and

oiled a stone unto the door of the sepulchre,"

Mark XV. 46.) Here we had before us the very

hinj which these words dcjcribe—tlic only case,

r as I know in Judea, in which that ancient

ipparatus for closing the grave's mouth remains

o the present time. It is a large circular stone,

haped like a mill-ftone, and set on edge. A deep

jiche or recess is cut into the solid rock to the lelt

)f the door, into which the stone might be rolled

iside when the tomb was to be opened. When the

b was to be closed up, the stone would be again

oiled back into its proper place ; its disk being

arge enough to make it not only cover up the en-

doorway, but to enter and fit into another

liche on the right side of the door, and thus com-

jletely to shut it in. In other words, the circu-

ar stoue was large enough to overlap the door

)n both sides, and being caught by the niches

vithiii which its opposite edges rested, it would be

:epl firm in its position ; and this the rather that the

3r groove cut into the solid rock in front of

he doorway, and in which the stoue travelled,

d such an inclination as to prevent the stone

rota rolling back, or even from being pushed aside

without the application of a pov;erful lorce.

Looking at this stone, as it stood withiu the deep

groove or niche to the left of the doorway into

h it had been rolled, we realized, as we had

lever done before, the dilEculty to which the pious

vomen of Galilee referred when, on their way to

,he C^aviour's tomb, " they said among themselves,

iVho shall roll us away the stone from the door of

he sepulchre?" (Mark xvi. 3.) The stone too,

»hen rolled aside, as we saw it, into its niche or

ecess, would form precisely such a seat as one

night sit on by the grave's mouth; thereby sug-

gesting to us the position that was most probably

)ccupied by the angel beside the en)pty tomb of

Lord, when the women of Galilee drew near.

The lowness also of the door was in perfect har-

nony with what we are told of Mary Magdalene,

hat she " stooped down" in order to look into the

lepulchrc. Few will be at any loss to understand

ifhat an amount of additional interest circumstuu-

ike these gave to this ancient Hebrew tomb.

They helped to place more vividly before us the

jvhole scene of the burial and resurrection of

jhrist. It is the testimony thus borne at every

!tep, so incidentally and yet so irresistibly, to the

.ruth of Scripture history, and to the reality of

,he grand events which it records, that makes

ourney through Judea so indescribably affecting

.0 every Chri.->tiau mind.—Buchanan's Clerical

Furlough.

Rig/its of Gleaners in France.—What could

DC more beautiful aud kind than such legislation

his: "The court of highest jurisdiction in

France has recently decided that in that country

ii farmer has no right to turn sheep into his own

fields until two days after crops have been taken

Dff, so that the poor may enter and glean the scat-

terings. Neither has a farmer a right to let out

the privilege of gleaning for payment. This law

ipplies to vineyards as well as grain fields."

Florence Nightingale on Crinolive.—It is, I

liink, alarming, peculiarly at this time, when the

emale ink-bottles are perpetually pre.'^sing upon us
' woman's particular v.orth and general uiissiona-

-iness,'' to see that the dress of woman is daily

more and more unfitting them for any " mission"

sefulness at all. It is equally unfitted for all

poetic and all domestic purpo.-es. A man is now
more handy and far less objectionable being in a

sick room than a woman. (Jouipcllcd by her dress,

every woman now either shuffles or waddles; only

man can cross the floor of a sick room without

baking it. \Vhat is become of womau's ligiit step

—the firm, light, quick step we have beei. asking

for? A nurse wlio rustles (I am speaking of

nur.-es professional aud unprofessional) is the hor-

ror of a patient, though he perhaps does not know
'

y. The fidget of silk and crinoline, the rattling

of keys, the creaking of stays and of shoes, will do

atieut more harm than all the medicines in the

rid will do him good. The noiseless step of wo-

n, the noiseless drapery of woman, are mere figures

of speech iu this day. Her skirts (and well if they

do not throw down some piece of furniture) will

t least brush against every article in the room as

he moves. Fortunate it is if her skirts do not

catch fire, and if the nurse does not give herself up

sacrifice, together with her patient, to be burned

her own petticoats. I wish the liegistrar-Gene-

ral would tell us the exact number of deaths by

burning occasioned by this absurd aud hideous

ustom. I wish, too, that persons who wear crino-

ne could see the indecency of their own dress as

other people see it.

—

Notes on Nursing.

The Late Ann Jones.—The following was ex-

issed by Ann Jones in Stockport Meeting, the

:i8th of First Month, 1841 :—A salutation of en-

couragement springs in my heart this morning to

the mourners present, the tried, the proved ones
;

to some who may be said to be the Lord's poor

and afflicted children, for such there are in this

company I do believe; aud although it is a day of

discouragement and treading down in our poor,

scattered, backsliding and worldly-minded society,

yet 1 would say to these, Cast not away your con-

fidence, cast not away the shield as though it had

not been anointed with oil, for I have seen a

brighter day that is about to dawn; and though 1

may not see it with the natural eye, yet I have seen

it in this meetiug in that which cannot deceive,

and never has deceived me. And I do believe a

brighter day is approaching; for the Almighty will

have a people professing as we do, that will show

forth His praise to the nation*, and He will yet

overturn the wisdom of the wise, and will bring to

uoui'ht the counsel of the prudent, and show him-

self to be God over all, blessed for ever. He will

work, and who shall hinder? bringing forth as he

did our early predecessors and forefathers in the

Truth, from all the lo here's and lo there's, out

from amongst the world's people, from the will and

wisdom of man, living in the faith of the gospel,

not in their own righteousness, but in the righteous-

ness of the saints. And if some present who love

the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity and are afraid

to offend him, are but willing to abide in the pa-

tience and the faith, this language will assuredly

be fulfilled in their experience, 1 have refined thee,

but not with silver; 1 have chosen thee in the fur-

nace—and if willing to abide therein, they will

come forth as fine gold, bearing the in-criptiou of

holiness lo the Lord, as prepared and qualified

vessels sanctified and fitted for the Master's use,

sent to preach among the nations the unsearchable

riches of Christ. These will be permitted at times

;to sit under his shadow with great delight, and his

fruit will le pleasant to their taste; you who aro
hungry and lliir.sty will have to come to the waters,

i he that hath no money may come and eat

that which is good ; and let your souls delight io

fatues.s, for Ilia hand is lull of bles-iing.-*, and iu

the Lord Jehovah is everlasting Htrength, for the

Lord God Omnipotent, Omni.soient, <jmnipreacut,

reigneth over all !

—

lirilish Friend.

Strange Sight— Siventy Sicanns of Bees <il

War.—Kzra Dibble, a well known citizen of thJH

town, and for many years engaged extensively iu

the management of bees, counuunicales to us the

following interesting particulars of a battle among
his bees :—He had seventy swarms of bees, about
equally divided on the east and west sides of his

house. One Sunday afternoon, about three o'clock,

the weather being warm, and the windows open,
his house was suddenly filled with bees, which
forced the family to flee at once to the neighbours.— Dibble, alter getting well protected against his

assailants, proceeded to take a survey, aud, if pos-

sible, learn the cause which had disturbed theui.

The seventy swarms appeared to be out, and those

on one side of the house were arrayed in battle

agaiust those on the other side, and such a battle

was perhaps never before witnessed. They tilled

the ;;ir, covering a spnce of luore than one acre of
ground, and fought desperately for some three

hours—notfor "spoils," but for conquest; and, while

at war, no living thing could exist in the vicinity.

They stung a large flock of Shanghai chickens,

nearly all of which died, and persons passing along

the roadside were obliged to make haste to avoid

their stings. A little after six o'clock, quiet was
restored, and the living bees returned to their

hives, leaving the slaiu almost literally covering

the ground, since which but tew appeared arounU
the hives, and those apparently stationed as sen-

tinels to watch the enemy. But two young swarms
were entirely destroyed ; and aside from the terri-

ble slaughter of bees, no other injury was done.

Neither party was victorious, and they only ceased

on the approach of night, and from utter prostration.

The occasion of this strange warring among the

'oeesisnot easily accounted lor, and those most con-

versant with their management never before heard
of or witnessed such a spectacle as here narrated.

— Loceea/U [Ohio) Reporter.

Never be ashamed of confessing your ignorance,

for the wisest man upon earth is ignorant of many
things, insomuch that what he knows is mere no-

thing, iu comparison with what he does not know.

There cannot be a greater folly iu the world than

to suppose that we know everything.

The curious man goes about to gratify his curio-

sity, but he will never travel far enough to find

anything more curious thau himself.

THE FRIEND.

'WKLFTU MUNTH 28,

The conductors of a journal like "The Friend,"'

occasionally find themselves embarrassed by the ex-

pression from differentclassesofreaders, of approval

and disapproval of the same thing, arising from the

diversity of taste and feeling, and making it difficult

to decide how to act in relation to the matter tilling

their columns, so as to give as little cause for com-

plaint as practicable. Supposing all to be equally

alive to impressions of right and wrong, yet the
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Kensibilities of all are not alike affected by the

same cause ; mental constitution and culture, as

well as the stand point from which a subject is

viewed, exercise a strong influence on the judg-

ment respecting it, so that the same exhibit of a

subject, or the subject itself, which may awaken
uneasiness or disapprobation in some, will be dwelt

on by others as being particularly proper and de-

sirable. With those having the oversight of " The
Friend," where the principle of Truth, including

the doctrines and testimooies of our religious So-

ciety and its church government, are involved, of

course there can be neither doubt nor hesitancy
;

but it is not always that all our readers see exactly

alike as to where and how these arc iuiplicated.

We have been led iuto these reflections by the

very opposite opinions expressed to us relative to

the appearance in our columns of any notice of the

prominent events of tlie war now unhappily waged

in our country. Some Friends having communi-
cated to us their doubts of the propriety of spread-

ing before the readers of " The Friend" informa-

tion of any of the military events transpiring, as our

readers are aware, we concluded to discontinue

—

at least for a time—that portion of our " Summary
of Event.s." Since doing so, we have had trans-

mitted to us abundant complaint of the omission.

Friends, of equal religious standing with those who
suggested the discontinuance, say it is information

of transactions affecting the welfare, not only of the

country at large, but of every citizen within it,

which should be given in the least objectionable

manner, and they earnestly request the resumption

of our former condensed statement. Many take

no newspaper, being unwilling to admit within

their family circle, the contaminating literature they

so frequently contain, and have therefore relied

upon the brief accounts published in our Journal,

for their knowledge of the progress of this fratrici-

dal contest, with which accounts their families

have heretofore been satisfied ; and this knowledgp,

unless thus furnished, they say they must look

for in other publications, whore it is mixed with a

great deal calculated to excite unchristian feelings,

and weaken our testimony against war, let it occur

under what circumstances it may. Some may feel

themselves conscientiously re-trained from reading

any thing which draws their attention to the evil

actions going on in the world ; others, equally sen-

sitive and sincere, may feel no requisition to remain

in ignorance of events which must mark the history

of the age in which we live, inconsistent as they

may be with the Christianity so loudly professed.

Our desire is to make "The Friend" a mean for

promoting the feelings of christian love and self-

denial, which, as they are yielded to, root out

those lusts and passions from which war always

has its origin ; and to encourage our members to

maintain inviolate all the testimonies of Truth,

among which there is none more precious than

that of peace and good will among men, invaria-

ble fruits of vital Christianity; and we think a

knowledge of some ot the dreadful horrors of war,

may sometimes impress the mind with the value of

these fruits, as forcibly as delineations of the bless-

ings which they confer.

On this subject, then, as in some other cases,

we must exercise our own discretion, as to what
items of intelligence respecting the war we shall

lay before our readers, entreating them to put on

charity in judging of each other, and of our efforts

to instruct and entertain them ; at the same time

assuring them that we will endeavour to give place

to nothing that will promote a martial spirit, and

will be glad to avail ourselves of whatever contri-

butions they may favour us with, to promote the

objects to which ''The Friend" is devoted.

SDMMARY OF EVENTS.
FnnKiGX.—News from England to the 12th inst.

Tbe angry escitetnent occasioned by the capture of

.Mason Bud .SlidcU, had not subsided, and there ap|)eare('

to be no abatement in the warlike preparations. It i

slated that the British ministers consider the act com
plained of to be wholly indefensible. The Times of the

loth says, that tbe latest advices from America encou
age the hope of a disavowal by the Cabinet at Washin;
ton of tbe San Jacinto outrage, and a surrender of tbe

Souihern Commissioners.
The Liverpool markets were without material chang(

It is asserted that the British government, in answer t

petitions from the manufacturing districts, had give

assurances that the cotton ports would be opened wilhi

two months. The Constitutionel, Patrie, Debats an
several other French journals say that France will re

main neutral in the event of war between England and
America. The Deb its editorially state that France h

no interest to weaken the power of tbe United States,

and that French commerce would gain enormously by a

maintenance of neutrality.

Gen. Scott, who recently went to France on account
of infirm health, has returned in the Arago. Previous
to embarking, he had a long interview with Prince

"

poleon. It is reported that the General was charged
with the expression of the French Emperor's desire to

bring about a pacific solution of the question lately

arisen between the governments of the United States

and Great Britain. Immediately on the announcement
of the affair which has caused the difficulty. Gen,
Scott, who was then in Paris, published an able and
conciliatory communication on the subject, which wa;
calculated to allay the prevailing irritation in Eug
land.

The Bank of Amsterdam and the Bank of Holland
have raised their rate of discount to four [ler cent. Th
rate of discount at Hamburg had fallen to three per

L-h disturbed feeli at Wat 7, Po

A number of vessels are named as having sailed, oi

being about to sail from the British ports, with troops,

arms and ammunition, for Canada.
It is quite probable the danger of a rupture with Great

Britain, on account of the arrest of the rebel ministers,

has been much exaggerated; but at best it is to be

feared it may leave a rankling feeling of irritation, which
will be uufjvourable to continued peace.

U.siTKD States.— rAe Trouble icilh England.—^X. i-

understood that the government admits that in tbe af
fair of the British steamer Trent, there was a non-com-
pliance on the part of Capt. Wilkes with certain lega

technicalities, and it is reported that the despatches sent

to London on the subject, are of a dignified but r

conciliatory nature. It is believed the administration
will do all in its power to preserve peaceful relations

with Great Britain.

Congress.—The Senate has passed a resolution offered

by Sumner, of Massachusetts, that the army shall not be
used to surrender fugitive slaves.

The House of Representatives has passed, by a vote of
78 to 39, a resolution otTered by Julian, of Indiana, ii

structing the Committee on the Judiciary to report
bill so amending the fugitive slave law of 1850, as

forbid the recapture or return of any fugitive from li

hour, without satisf.ictory proof being first made that

the claimant of such fugitive is loyal to the government.
The Homestead bill has been under discussion in the
House, and postponed by a vote of 88 to 50. Various
bills have been passed, making appropriations for mili-

tary purposes.

The Etporls and Imparls.—The exports of domestic
produce continue on a large scale, while the imports are
very light, the whole amount entered at New York last

week being only about half a million of dollars. There
has, notwithstanding, been an advance in the rate of
exchange, from the fear of a war with England, inducing
some of the agents of foreign capital to be anxious to
return it to Europe. Some exports of specie were made
from .Vew York last week ; but if the course of trade
continues as heretofore, they will probably not be heavy

I'hiladdphia.— .Mortality last week, 245.

Washington.— .According to the census of last year,
the number of slaves in the district was 11,185; of free
coloured persons, 11,131. The total population num-
bered Ul,122.

A'fw Orleans.— .V letter from a rebel source addressed
to a relative in Frankfort, Ky., after stating their deter-
mination to resist as long as possible, says, "Candor
compels me to add, that more than a majority of our
peo(de, and those, too, of the best classes, arc Union

men, and will aid the Lincoln inTasi(
1 op-

portunity offers." The writer, it is stated, occupies
high social position in New Orleans, and has a good op-
portunity of knowing the popular sentiment.

Charleston, S. C.—Nearly 600 buildings were destroy-
ed by the terrible conflagration on the 11th and 12th
inst., and the loss of property is estimated at more than
five millions of dollars. The Charleston Courier says,
the city has received a terrible blow, which it will take
the work of years to repair.

The Rebel Forces.—The late messages of Southern Go-
vernors and other oflScial documents put forth by the
State authorities, enable us to form a pretty correct es-
timate of the number of their soldiers, now in the field.

The total in round numbers is 350,000 men. Of these,
Virginia furnishes 83,000; North Carolina and Ten-
nessee each 35,000; Texas, 30,000; Georgia, 27,000;
Louisiana, 25,000; Arkansas, 24,000, and the other
seceding States, smaller quotas. The army is composed
almost entirely of men who enlisted for twelve months,
and whose term of service will expire within the next
three months. The Richmond papers, in anticipation of
the return of these men to their homes, and the difficulty f

of supplying their places, urge a resort to conscriptioaii
to keep up the army.

,

Kentucky.—A few days since, the main body of the.
rebel forces, under Gen. Buckner, remained at Bowling
Green, where they were strongly fortified and entrench-

i

ed. The several divisions of the Feder.al army, under*
Gen. Biiel, were steadily advancing in that direction,'
and a decisive conflict was expected to take place ere
long. In the event of Gen. Buckner's defeat, the Fede-
ral army, it is supposed, will proceed toward Nashville,
Tenn.

Missouri.—The military operations in this State have
of late been disastrous to the rebel cause. Many de-
tached bands of rebels have been captured or dispersed
in the western portion of the State, and on the 18th, one
of their camps near Warrensburg was surprised by a
part of Pope's army, and about 1300 prisoners were
taken. In all about 1800 rebels bad been captured.
Gen. Price was at Osceola, with the remnant of his
array, which, according to report, had been greatly re-
duced by desertion.

Southern Items.—The Memphis Avalanche of the 17th
states, that Galveston, Texas, has been evacuated by
the rebels. They were strongly fortifying New .Madrid,
.Missouri. Centrcville, in front of the strong position of

the great rebel army, in Virginia, has, it is stated, been
fortified in the most formidable manner. The Tennes-
see Legislature have adopted a series of resolutions re-
lative to the opening of the Southern ports, and recom-
mending that no crop of cotton be planted for the en-
suing year. Silver is selling in Richmond at 25, and
gold at 35 per cent, premium. The U. S. troops at Port
Royal have been reinforced, and now number more than
20,000. Beaufort has been occupied by a portion ol

them. A reconnoitering party of four hundred men had
penetrated some distance into the interior, without meet-
ing with any opposition. A body of 1500 rebels which
were on the route, fled on the approach of the U. S.

troops. A considerable quantity of fine sea island cot-
ton had been gathered by the negroes, under the direc-
tion of the U. S. agent, and some of it had been shippec
to New York, where it will sell at 50 cents per pound
A large number of old vessels loaded with
arrived at Port Royal, and were about being used tt

close up some of the passages to Charleston, Savannah
&c., by which the rebel privateers and other vessels hav<
hitherto contrived to elude the blockade. Tybee islam
is occupied by 1000 U. S. troops. An expedition hai.

sailed from Port Royal, for Fernandina.Fla. Considerabh
sickness prevailed among the troops at Port Royal, lead
ing to the conclusion that the salubrity of the positioi
has been over-estimated. Sudden and" great changes o
temperature frequently occur. Universal depression
reported throughout the South. The state of affairs a
New Orleans is especially gloomy. An insurrectio!
among the negroes is said to have broken out in Missis
sippi, by which much property has been destroyed.
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[We have received from a Friend in the West a

small pamphlet, with a request that some portions

of its contents should be republished in our columns.

We take from it " a brief and serious warning to

such as are concerned in commerce, &c.," by Am-
brose Rigge, which, although it has been in " The
Friend" before, will bear to be read again, and its

important matter renewedlj pondered.]

A Brief and Serinirs Warning to such as are con-

cerned in Commtrce, tj-o.

Many days and months, yea, some years, hath

my life been oppressed, and my spirit grieved, to

see and hear of the uneven walking of many, who
have a name to live, and profess the knowledge of

God in words; yea, and also of some who have

tasted the good word of God, and have been made
partakers of the power of the world to come, and

have received the heavenly gift and grace of God,

which teacheth all, who walk in it, to deny all un-

godliness and worldly lusts, and to live soberly,

honestly and righteously in this present world
;

whose faithfulness, with great reason, hath been

expected to God in things of the highest concern,

and to have walked as lights in the world, and in

all faithfulness both to God and man, to have stood

as living monuments of the mercies of the Lord,

letting their lights so shine before men, that they

might see their good works, both in spiritual and
temporal concerns; and so might have honoured

and glorified God in their day and generation, and

have convinced, or confounded, gainsayers, putting

to silence the ignorance of foolish men, whereby

the worthy name of the Lord, by which they have

been called, might have been renowned through

the earth, and his precious truth and glory spread

to the ends of it; that many, through beholding

their good and exemplary conversation in Christ,

coupled with the holy fear of God, might have de-

sired to lay hold of the skirt of a christian indeed,

whose praise is not of men, but of God.

These are the fruits which we have laboured and

travailed for through many and great tribulations,

that many might be turned to righteousness, and

that the knowledge of the power and glory of the

Lord might cover the earth, even as the waters do

the sea. This was, and is, our only end and de-

ad comfort ; but there are some amongst us who
ave not walked humbly with the Lord, as he hath

required, nor kept in that low estate, neither in-

ardly nor outwardly, which becometh such, who
are travelling up to Zion, with their faces thither-

ward, but have gone from that Rock, which is firm

and sure, into the great sea of troubles and uncer-

tainty, where some have been drowned, others

hardly escaping, and many yet labouring for the

shore, with little hope of coming at it; who -have

not only brought themselves in danger of suifering

shipwreck, but have drawn in others, and have en-

dangered them also ; which hath opened the mouth

of the enemies of Sion's welfare, to blaspheme His

great and glorious name, and hath eclipsed the

lustre of the glorious Sun of Righteousness, both

in city and in country : this is a crying evil, and

ought not to go unreproved, and that with a severe

countenance, for God is angry with it, and will as-

suredly punish it.

Many have got credit upon the account of Truth,

because at the beginning it did, and doth still lead

all who were and are faithful to it, to faithfulness

and truth even in the unrighteous mammon, and to

let their yea be yea, and their nay be nay, even

between man and man in outward things; so that

many would have credited one that was called a

Quaker with much, and many, I believe, did merely

on that account, some whereof, I doubt, have just

cause to repent of it already : but if truth and

righteousness had been lived in by all who profess

it, there had been no such occasion given ; for they

who still retain their integrity, to the truth and
"'

of righteousness manifested, can live with a cup of

water, and a morsel of bread in a cottage, before

they can hazard other men's estates to advance

their own ; such arc not forward to borrow, nor to

complain for want, for their eye and trust is to the

Lord their preserver and upholder ; and he hatl;

continued the little meal in the barrel, and tht

oil in the cruise hath not failed to such, till God
hath sent further help: this is certainly known to

a remnant at this day, who have coveted no

silver, gold nor apparel, but have and do labour

with their hands night and day, that the gospel

may be without charge.

It is so far below the nobility of Christianity,

that it is short of common civility and honest society

amongst men, to twist into men's estates, and bor-

row upon the Truth's credit, gained by the just and

upright dealings of the faithful, more than they

certainly know their own estates are likely to pay
;

and with what they borrow reach after great things

in the world, appearing to men to be what in the

sight of God and Truth they are not, seeking to

compass great gain to themselves, whereby to make
themselves or children rich or great in the world :

this I testify for the Lord God, is deceit and hy-

pocrisy, and will be blasted with the breath of his

mouth, and we have seen it blasted already.

And that estate that is got either with the rend-

ing, or with the hazard of rending another man's,

is neither honestly got, nor can be blessed in the

possession; for he that borrows money of another,

if the money lent be either the lender's propersign, which, blesged be the Lord, many are wit

nesses of, and established in, to our abundant joy estate, or part of it, or orphans' money that is en-
1
drown

trusted withal, or widow's, or some such, who would

not let it go but upon certain good security, and to

have the valuable con>ideration of its improve-

ment; and the borrower, though he hath little or

real or personal estate of his own, but hath got

some credit, either as he is a professor of the Truth

or otherwise; and hath, it may be, a little house,

and a small trade, it may be enough to a low and
contented mind ; but then the enemy gets in, and
works in his mind, and he begins to think of an

higher trade, and a finer house, and to live more
at ease and pleasure in the world, and then con-

trives how he may borrow of this and the other;

and when accomplished according to his desire,

then he begins to undertake great things, and gets

into a fine house, and gathers rich furniture and
goods together, launching presently into the strong

torrent of a great trade, and tljen makes a great

show beyond what really he is, which is dislionesty,

and if he accomplishes his intended purpose, to

raise himself in the world, it is with the hazard, at

least, of other men's ruin, which is unjust : but if

he falls short of his expectation, as commonly such

do, then he doth not only ruin others but him.self

also, and brings a great reproach upon the blessed

Truth he professetli, which is worse than al! ; and

this hath already been manifested in a great mea-
sure, and by sad experience witnessed. But the

honest upright heart and mind knows how to want,

as well as how to abound, having learned content

in all slates and conditions; a small cottage and a

little trade is sufficient to that mind, and it never

wants what is sufficient : for He that clothes the

lilies, and feeds the ravens, cares for all who trust

in him, as it is at this day witnessed, praises to

God on high : and that man hath no glory in, nor

mind out after, superfluous or needless rich hang-

ings, costly furniture, fine tables, great treats, cu-

rious beds, vessels of silver, or vessels of gold, the

very possession of which creates envy.

The way to be rich and happy
'

first to learn righteousness ; for such were never

forsaken in any age, nor their seed begging bread :

d charge all parents of children, that they keep

their children low and plain in meat, drink, appa-

and everything else, and in due subjection to

all just and reasonable commands, and let them

not appear above the real estates of their parents,

nor get up in pride and high things, though their

parents have plentiful estates, for that is of dan-

;erous consequence to their future happiness : and

Fet all who profess the Truth, both young and old,

eh and poor, sec that they walk according to the

rule and discipline of the gospel, in all godly con-

versation and honesty, that none may suffer wrong

by them in any matter or thing whatever; that as

the apostle exhorted, " they may owe nothing to

any man, but to love one another; for love out of

a pure heart, is the fulfilling of the law;'' which

law commands to do justly to all men. And he

that hath but little, let him live according to that

little, and appear to be what in truth he is; for

above all God abhors the hypocrite ;
and he that

makes haste to be rich falls into snares, tempta-

tions, and many foolish and hurtful lusts, which

y in perdition ; for the love of money

this world,
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is tbe root of all evil, which, while some have
coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and

pierced themselves through with many sorrows.

For preventing this growing evil for the time to

come, let such by faithful Friends be exhorted,

who either live without due care, spending above

what they are able to pay for, or run into great

trades, beyond what they can in honesty and truth

manage; and let them be tenderly admonished of

such their undertakings : this will not oifcnd the

lowly upright mind ; neither will the honct^t-mind-

ed, who, through a temptation, maybe drawn into

such a snare and danger, take occasion to stumble,

because his deeds are brought to light. And it

after mature deliberation, any are manifested to

be run into any danger of falling, or pulling others

down with them, let them be faithfully dealt withal

in time, before hope of recovery be lost, by honest

faithful Friends, who are clear of such things them-

selves, and be admonished to pay what they have
borrowed faithfully, and in due time, and be con-

tent with their own, and to labour with their own
hands in the thing that is honest, that they may
have wherewith to give to him that needeth, know-
ing that it is more blessed to give than to receive.

And if they hear, and arc thereby recovered, you
will not count your labour lost ; but if they be high,

and refuse admonition, it is a manifest sign all is

not well. Let such be admonished again by more
Friends, and warned of the danger before them

;

and if they still refuse and reject counsel and ad-

monition, then lay it before the meeting concerned,

about Truth's aftairs, to which they do belon"
and if they refuse to hear them, then let a testi

mony go forth against such their proceedings and
undertakings, as not being agreeable to the Truth
nor the testimony of a good conscience, neither in

the sight of God nor man. This will be a terror

to evil doers of this kind, and a praise, encourage-
ment, and refreshment to them who do well, and
nothing will be lost that is worth saving by this

care ; for he that doth truth, whether in spiritual

or temporal matters, will willingly bring his deeds
to light, that they may be made manifest to all,

that they are wrought in God.
These things lay weightily upon me, and I may

truly say, in the sight of God, I writ them in a
great cross to my own will, for I delight not, nay,
my soul is bowed down at the occasion of writiun-

such things ; but there is no remedy, the name of
the Lord has been, and is likely to be greatly dis-

honoured, if things of this nature be not stopped,
or prevented for time to come : therefore 1 beseech
you all, who have the weight and sense of tbese
things upon you, let some tpecdy and effectual

course be taken to prevent, what possibly we may,
both in this and all other things, that may any
way cloud the glory of that sun which is risen
among us. And make this public, and send it

abroad to be read in true fear and reverence ; and
let all concerned be faithfully and plainly warned,
without respect of persons, by faithful Friends,
who have a concern for God's glory, and his

church's peace and prosperity upon them : so will

the majesty and glory of God shine upon your
heads

;
and you shall be a good savour of life, both

in them that are saved, and iu them that are lost.

Written by one who longs to .see righteousness
exalted, and all deceit coulouuded.

Ambrosk Rigge.

Custom can never alter the immutable nature of
right; neither can fashion ever justify any prac-

Beiizole—lU Nature, Properties and Uses.—
Robert Nichol, in hi#^ beautiful poem "Do not

Scorn," has taught us a moral lesson iu regard to

the wrong of despising the meanest of God's crea-

tures ; and a far higher teacher of morals— the

Saviour—has rebuked the pride of man by placing
" the glory of Solomon," in his kingly robes, be-

neath that of the flower which blooms in the val-

ley. As it is with moral lessons drawn from na-

tural objects, so is it in regard to useful lessons

derived from art and science. Perhaps there is

not a more foetid and offensive substance to be found

than coal tar, and yet from it we derive some of

the most useful, pleasant and beautiful subi

adapted to the wants, the pleasures and tastes of

refined and common life.

Who would have imagined that this foetid sub-

stance could be made to yield a product which
" the fair and the gay" would use as a perfume for

the toilet? but it is even so. And from that dirty,

black substance, who could ever have imagined tbat

dyes rivaling the Tyrian purple, the cochineal crim-

son, and orchillo lilac could be obtained ? and yet

it is even so. At the present day rich perfumes
and brilliant colours are manufactured very exten-

sively, as profitable branches of the arts, from coal

tar. But beside these, there are other useful pro-

ducts obtained from the same source, and none
more so than the liquid benzole. Many persons

have heard of it, and have wo "

which is improper in itself.

Gaiety proceeds from pride, and pride is the

root of all evil.

— whether solid, liquid or gas; or whether itgre

upon a tree, or came up out of the caves of the

earth like petroleum oil.

Benzole was first discovered by Prof. Faraday,
many years ago, when experimenting with the con-

densed vapours of oil ; but it derived its name
afterward by having been obtained in distilling

benzoic acid with lime. Benzoic acid is a product

denses in cold weather, and chokes up the pipes, it

would be the most convenient known substance for

making gas to illuminate large houses, schools,

colleges, &c., iu the rural districts.

Benzole dissolves resins and fatty substances,

and is used for removing tar, resin and grease

spots from hght kid gloves and silks. It has been
imported from Europe, and sold in small bottles at

extravagant prices for such purposes. Since the

war commenced, and turpentine has become so

high in price, petroleum benzole has been used, to

a large extent, as a substitute for mixing with

paints, and in the making of varnishes. In Eng-
land, it is used for scouring greasy wool in carpet

manufactories. As it is a powerful solvent of In-

dia rubber and gutta percha, it makes with them
a very adhesive cement.

By adding benzole cautiously to strong nitric

acid, assisted by a gentle heat, a compound is

formed in the form of a yellow oil, which, when the

mixture is diluted with water, sinks to the bottom
of the vessel. This oil has a sweet taste and the

odor of bitter almonds, is used in perfumery, and
is sold under the name of the oil of bitter almonds.

By combining nitro-beuzole with hydrogen, ani-

line is formed, which is the basis of the beautiful

purple and red colours that have lately been in-

troduced into the arts of dyeing and printing. As
heretofore manufactured, such colours have been

what it wasjsubject to deterioration by fading when exposed to

light, but this defect, we have reason to believe,

has been surmounted. Several samples of fabricsi

coloured with aniline products manufactured in

France, have lately been furnished us for trial bj|

exposure to solar light, and thus far the test has

been favourable.

Benzole is a carbide of hydrogen. It consists of

twelve atoms of carbon and six of hydrogen. As
of the odorous gum-resin obtained from the styra,x\3. solvent, it is nearly similar to ether and alcohol,,

benzoin of Sumatra and Borneo. Benzole is a clear and it may be used as a substitute for these fluids,

colourless liquid of a peculiar ethereal, ag-reeable Many of the most beneficial improvements that

odor; it boils at 168° Fab.; its specific gravity is have been made
'

0.85 and it freezes at 32° Fah., and becomes

m recent years, have been in re-

claiming and applying to useful purposes things,

which wore formerly held to be positively useless.

This has been the case pre-eminently with such

products as benzole.

—

Scietitific Anurican.

white crystalline mass.

When solely obtained from benzoin, it was very
expensive; but, in experimenting with coal tar

about the year 1847, C. B. Mansfield, of Manches-
ter, England, found, among several of the oils ob- Undue Discouragement ; Unavailing Lamen-
tained at different degrees of temperature in distil- tation.—I know that there is much discouragement

lation, benzole, as the second of six—all of differ-
!

presented to the difiideut mind in this time, but

ent specific gravities. This discovery led to its

becoming comparatively cheap, and from that day
to this, its application has been extending. It is

now manufactured from the naphtha obtained from
coal tar, in large quantities, in London, Manches-
ter, Glasgow and nearly all the large cities in Great
Britain. A few years since its manufacture was
introduced from London into this section of our
country, and is now conducted in North Second
street, in the Eastern District of Brooklyn. Crude
naphtha is distilled in an iron still, at a tempera-
ture varying from 176° to 194° Fah.; benzole
passes over, and is condensed. It, however, con-

mpurities which are removed by re-dis-

tillation and washing with dilute sulphuric acid,

water and weak alkali, in succession. A fluid called
" benzole" is obtained as one of the products of

petroleum oils.

When atmospheric air slightly warmed, is passed
through benzole, it takes up a portion of it, and
becomes a vapour of great illuminating power. In
1836, a patent was taken out in England by M.
Ijeel for forcing common air into a reservoir con-
taining benzole, and burning the vapour thus ob- j of cotton. The cloth

tained in the same manner as common coal gas. Iriorto cotton fabric,

hings are like the " clouds," which are not

to be observed ; and those " winds," which are to

be disregarded, with respect to our individual en-

gagements, in true dedication to the Most High.

In low times, and when we see our own defi-

ciencies, it behooves us to cleave to our Almighty
Helper, iu humble desire after ability to " leave

the things that are behind, and, reaching to them
that are before, to press towards the mark for the

prize of our high calling of God in Chri.st Jesus."

We are sometimes prone to waste our precious time

in sitting under an unavailing lamentation as to

the past : this weakens us still more, and we begin

to fear that now it can be no use to hope for the

future. What a pity this would be ! Come then,

let us now and henceforth, " give all diligence to

make our calling and election silre." I speak

to our places in the church on earth, and the glory

of the world above.— Sarak [Lynes] Griibb.

Flax Cotton.—Excellent prints are now man-
ufactured from the newly-invented Fibrilia, or flax

otton, with an admixture of twenty-five per cent,

tated to be decidedly supe-

le the raw m:iterial can be
Since that period several apparatuses have been

j

afl'orded for seven cents per pound.

I

devised for using it. Were it not that it con-^ Providence Journal.

So says the
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Carbon-Oil. Lamps and Explosions.

A poor dependence i», sometimes at least, worse

ban none. A- gate or fence-panel were better

ilowu, than propped with a rotten stake; for if

lown it would bo watched; but if poorly propped,

ttle additional breeze might break the poor de-

leudeuce, and expose the crop to devastation, whilst

farmer rests in his false security. It is thus

!ven with many other props. If we take a man's

ndorsement, whether of a note or a sentiment, wc

hould be sure that we have good backing before

¥e lean upon it, and especially before we let the

uind rest in a feeling of security.

As life is too valuable to be jeopardized need-

ossly, it may be worth while to iniiuire what we

.ffi' resting on as a proof of the safety of our carbon-

lil-lamps. Alcohol, burning-fluid, and ether, will

iflame in a saucer by the touch of a lighted taper

;

ut, few of the many oils sold as carbon-oil and

?;erosone will do so. One extensive dealer in

'hiladelphia assured me that certain oil which he

new to be unsafe in lamps, would not inflame by

taper in a saucer, even when spead out quite

Lin. The best test is the weight, as shown by an

ydrouieter—the heavy oils being the safest, other

ircumstances alike. * Few families have hydrom-

ters, to denote specific gravity. It may therefore

ssist some to inquire, first, into the Causes of Ex-

losions; secondly, into the Quality of the Oil;

hirdly, the Structure of Lamps; and lastly, Pre-

autions.

1. Frohabk Causes of Explosions.—Bad oil;

:eeping the cans or lamps in very warm places
;

ufferiug the wick to remain too high or become

rusted, so as to heat the burners and upper part

f the lamp and also the oil ; filling the lamps while

hey are warm, or in a very warm room, or near a

ight or a fire ; most of which circumstances pro-

note the formation of the gas, uhich, by mixing

ith air and taking fire, is always tlw iimnediate

luse of the explosions, no matter what other cir-

jumstances may attend. A storekeeper may pull

mt the bung of his oil-barrel, and throw in a flam-

taper, or coals of fire; and though the act

uight put his customers to flight, for a monjent, it

s hardly likely that the oil would fire. Yet if it

should not, has he proved that that very oil when

leated to a certain moderate degree, would not

row off a gas which when mixed with atmo.s-

sheric air would be explosive ? He has not ; it

s proper therefore, we should look to other causes

ban the mere inflammability of the oil. Beside

;hose causes above enumerated, there is one which

amp-dealers particularly should be aware of, viz.

:

allowing the hole between the burner and the in-

side of the fount, (which hole is solely for the over-

Dozing oil to run back into the fount,) to be made,

3r to become too large ; i. e., large enough to carry

3own flame to the inside of the lamp where gas may
be present. When a lamp is exposed to consid-

jrable or sudden variations of temperature, by

3arrying it in and out doors, or by suddenly open-

ing a door or window admitting cold air on the

lamp, a circulation of air in and out this hole goes

OD, to an extent proportioned to the difterenoe of

temperature between the inside and the outside of

the lamp. Now if the oil in the lamp is such, or

heated, as to have thrown oft' gas, and the air

thus mixed with it, the lamp may be said to be

charged ; and we need only the right sort of a ioi/ch-

' ' to be ready to fife. The same aperture which

tended to take in the over-oozing oil, and thus

also allow circulation of air, may, by being too

Pittsburgh dealers say that some heavi/ oiU ate not

ife, so that although specific gravity is a general rule,

it 1ms sonae exceptions.

large for those purposes, serve the end wiiicli

do not want, viz., that of a touch-liole : more ol

this in another place. It may be remarked how-

ever, that if this hole, or the several holes or open-

ings between the floor of the burner and the inside

of the lamp, and the space along the wick between

the wick and the wick-holder, and all other spaces

or openings communicating between the inside of

the lamp and the place where the flame is, if all

these be small enough to agree with the principle

of the Sjjity lamp, then the oils which would be

exceedingly dangerous under other ciroumstaucos,

ght, under these, be burned with safety. If

upon inquiry of the dealers and manufacturers of

oil-burners, we find they do not make much ac-

ount of this precaution, it may in some instances

perhaps be because they either have not much ac-

|uaintancc with the principle of Sir H. Davy's dis-

;overy, or because the great demand for their

wares has pressed their philosophy out of memory
for a time.

Another cause may be, too small a icicle ; which

would, if very much smaller than the tube, leave the

non-required touch-hole along tide of it. A fact

was communicated to me in the course of an hour's

inquiry (of several proprietors,) on these points,

bowing the importance of being not very negligent

of this particular.

2. Quality of tite Oil.—It would not be proper,

perhaps, if practicable, in the infancy of the coal-

oil business, to denote particular preferences

longst manufacturers.

Those oils which are the clearest, with a slight

olive or amber tinge—a specific gravity of from 41

to 43—which burn away slowest, giving the most

ght and least smoke, are most to be relied on.

To test by its inflammability, the oil should be

poured into something (a pound weight with a low

rim) shallow and about uniform in depth, and just

enough of the oil to cover the bottom. Then touch

the surface with a lighted taper. This is by no

means a sure test ; for it is the gas from the oil

which explodes, and not the oil itself. If it in-

flames, doubtless it will be by reason of the decom-

position of the oil as thus exposed in the vessel, first,

in the form of gas : but though it should not (so

exposed) be inflamed, we do not know that it would

not, under a little more heat in a lamp, throw ofl'

gas of such kind and quantity as to be dangerous.

3. Structure of Lavqjs.—The points to be aimed

at for safety are, 1st, to prevent too much commu-

nication between the inside of the fount and the

flame ; or, in other words, too large openings

through the bottom of the burner. The purchaser

has only to unscrew the burner, and turn it upside

down, to satisfy himself about this. The hole

should not be much larger than that of an ordinary

knitting-needle. If it should be, he can reduce it

by a wooden plug. The safest and neatest open-

ing is one on eacli side the wick-tube, which will

admit a slip of a visiting card cut so as to be about

one-hiilf or three-fourths as wide as the wick.

Safety depends not on the length of this slip, but

on the width—the narrower the better, if paper

will pass through it. Neither does safety depend

on the number of holes, but on the average diame-

ter of each, which should not be much larger than

the size before stated. These openings should be

kept clear of fallen fragments of wick, and dust.

The second point in the structure of lamps is such

an arrangement of the burner and wick, as will

allow the greatest increase of light, with the least

communication of boat downward. So many styles

of burners abound, that, by keeping in view the

principle of conduction so as to avoid heating the

oil below, we may look to the shop-men for partic-

ular information.

4. Precautions.—Fill the lamps always by day-

light, and not near a Qre ! ! For, though 'J.O'Jii

persons ujight do otherwise wUhuut accident, yet

who would'want to be the 10,0UUth icith an acci-

dent';

Keep the oil cans and lamps cool, when set away.

Tiie wicks must fill the tubes.

If oil is spilled, clean it up at once ;—" do it and

it will be done" " for good"—perhaps to save life^

if not, for a good habit. Grease unites with this

oil, and will greatly as.sist in the cleansing opera-

tion.

After all, it must be conceded that the loss of

life in consequence of the use of these oils, has been

small, considering the number of persons every

way concerned in them, and the quantity of oil

handled and consumed. Y. W.
21th of Twelfth mo. 18GI.

Tim true Gosj)el Faith tiuit overcomes tlie World.

Truly, there is great profession of religion in the

present day ;
and amongst the various professors,

scarcely any but who recognize the name of our

blessed Lord ; but how few the number of those

that are his followers upon the terms He prescribed,

in a life of self-denial, and the daily cross ; or

that can believe in that faith, which works by love,

to the purifying of the heart. ^Ve often hear of

declensions in the church, which are said to have

occurred in the long dark night of apostacy ; as if

that night had passedaway,andthe true gospel light

now shone, and that day had dawned, which hath

restored all things to their primitive beauty. But,

alas! I cannot help fearing, that the apostacy still

continues; only the shade of darkness is a little

varied from what it was, and things rendered more

plausible by this variation. I verily believe, that

the light of the glorious gospel would shine forth

abundantly in the present day, if man would but

look where it is to be seen ; but instead of this

how many, by not keeping their spiritual eye

turned towards it, behold nothing but the shadow,

and yet think they are in possession of the sub-

stance.

—

Darnel Wheeler.

Louis Najjoleon has issued an edict, in which

he announces that in future no attempts are to be

made to supply the colonies of France with negro

laborers from the coast of Africa. He admits that

the practice, which had beeu so loudly denounced

by the friends of freedom, in which French agents

had been engaged on the Mozambique coast, were

calculated to warrant the belief that the French

government desired to patronize a modified system

of slave labour. So ahso, he admits that there were

equally strong, if not greater objections to the

system pursued on the Western coast of the African

continent; and it is now ruled that the policy of

the Government must be changed.

Words ill Use.—Professer Max Muller, in his

admirable lecture on the Science of Language, (call

it if you will. Glossology or Logology,) tells us that

out of the 50,000 words or so in the English tongue,

it has been found that a rustic labourer only uses

300, Anordinarily educated man is supposed to use

3,000 or 4,000, while a great orator reaches 10,-

000. The Old Testament contains 5,642 different

words, and the works of Shakspeare about 15,000;

those of Milton about 8,000.

Life through Death.—This know for certain,

no man or woman can be quickened and raised up

into the life of the second Adam, till the life of the

first Adam be taken away from them.

—

William

Dewsherry.
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BIOGRAPUICAL SKETCHES

Of Miniiters and Elders and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JOHN ROBERTS.

John Roberts, of Evesham, N. Jersey, was born

about the close of the year 1712. Having yielded

in younger life to the cleansing, illuminating visi-

tations of Divine Grace, he was prepared for use-

fulness in the church both by example and precept.

He was appointed an elder, and his life and con-

versation were consistent with the Truth he had

been convinced of, and the profession which he

made in the world. In the various social and re-

ligious engagements to which he was called in life,

he was a good example, kind as a husband, helpful

as a neighbour, cheerfully hospitable to all, and

lovingly active in serving the widow and fatherless.

His death, which was a sudden one, was much la-

mented. He departed this life, Ninth mo. 15th,

1770, being in the fifty-eighth year of his age.

MARGARET ANDERSON.

Margaret Anderson, the wife of William Ander-

son, of Haverford, was for many years an accept-

able minister of the gospel of Christ, as was aisc

her beloved husband. She deceased Eighth mo,

aOth, 1770.

THAMER THO.MAS.

Thamer Thomas, who, for about forty years,

had been a valuable elder of Haverford Meeting,

deceased some time during the year 1770. aaed

eighty-three years.

RICHARD JONES.

Richard Jones, an elder of Goshen Monthly

Meetinc, deceased Seventh month 14th, 1770, aged

ninety-three years. He had been in that station

for nearly fifty years. In early life he appears to

have been an active and useful member of th

church militant, but to have been much confined

for a long period prior to his close, by infirmity

of body.

Elizabeth Jannev, of Duck Creek ; Eliza-

beth MoTT, of Burlington, and Mary Simpkln

of Kingwood, all ministers of the gospel, deceased

during the year 1770. Beside these Friends, Jo
seph Wardell, of Shrewsbury,and James Bart
RAM, of Chester, both elders in good standing,

were called from works to rewards.

MARY LIPPINCOTT.

Mary Burr, the daughter of Henry and Eliza-

beth Burr, of Burlington, New Jersey, was born

in the year 1638.. She was favoured to have re-

ligiously minded parents, who sought to restrain

her from evil, and to bring her up in conformity

with the Truth. The pious instruction and chris-

tian discipline of her parents were greatly blessed

to her, and she was enabled to close in with the

merciful visitations of Divine Grace, when very

young in life. Being led into bumble, careful

walking before the Lord, she found no inclination

to follow after the vanities, the follies, the fashions

of the world, which are so attractive in the eyes of

many of the inexperienced among the children of

men.
Whilst still quite young, she was married to

Jacob Lippincott, and soon afterwards removed

with her husband within the limits of Salem

Monthly Meeting, where she resided during the

remainder of her life. She was exemplary in her

domestic relationships, in her social obligations,

and in her religious duties. A good wife, faithful

and loving until death removed her dear husband

from her; a tender mother, watchful and careful

over the little flock committed to her care ;
a good

neighbour, ready to render aid and assistance to

all^ one given to hospitality, and very charitable

to the poor.

She was blessed with a large share of under-

standing, which she exercised under the cross, and

seemed in no wise exalted thereby. Iler conduct

was solid and weighty, and whilst remarkably af-

fable in conversation, she was also very instructive.

Receiving instruction from the Fountain of life and

truth, she was enabled to give good and seasona-

ble advice and admonition to her children and

others, whilst travailing earnestly in spirit for the

increase and spread of the cause of pure spiritual

religion through the earth.

Her spiritual gifts, religious faithfulriess and na-

tural parts, fitted her for extensive usefulness in

the church, and much labour therein came upon

her. She was for a long time in the station of an

elder, and was diligent in the attendance of all

her religious meetings, whilst ability of body was

afforded her. She was subject, particularly in the

decline of her life, to bodily infirmities, which often-

times kept her at home. But when able to sit

with her Friends, she was of those who were dili-

gently concerned to wait for and wrestle after the

arising of the pure Truth into dominion. She was,

indeed, one well qualified to labour as it were in

very deeps for the exaltation of that Truth.

She was a true mourner in Zion, and often ex-

pressed her grief to see how far the corruptions,

vain fashions and customs of the world were find-

ing entrance amongst Friends, and how tawdrily

dressed some were who came to our places of

worship.

She had many close exercises and sore trials to

endure both through afflictions of body and mind,

yet she bore all with great resignation, and was

full of sympathy with others in their troubles, often

visiting and comforting such. Before the cl

she told her friends she thought her day's work

was nearly ended, and on the 9th day of the

First month, 1771, she departed without si,

'

groan.

She seemed to be gathered as a shock of corn

in due season, into the heavenly garner, and her

friends felt that for her there was no cause to

mourn, having no doubt of her having entered into

the everlasting rest prepared for the people of God.

She was in the seventy-third year of her age

Effect of Commerce.—It can be proved that

wherever legitimate trade has been fostered and

protected on the African coast, and native industry

encouraged, the slave-trade has gradually dis-

appeared.

A few years ago, slaves were almost the only

commodity exported from the Bight of Benin. In

1857 the total declared value of exports of palm-

oil, cotton, ivory and cotton cloths, amounted to

£1,062,800. From Lagos alone there was in 1857,

as compared with 1856, an increase of 1,050 tons

of palm-oil, 8061 Ib.s. of ivory, and 81,353 lbs. of

cotton. In 1853 the total quantity ot palm-oil ex-

ported from the same place was only 100 tons.

This development of native industry has materially

increased the value of labour and of the labourer.

In 1853, three strings of cowries, equivalent to three-

pence sterling, were the price ol common labour

per day. In 1857 it had risen to fifteen strings of

cowries, equivalent to scvenpence halfpenny, or 150
per cent. In the former year the value of an able-

bodied slave from the interior was from four to five

bags of cowries. In 1857 it was from ten to twelve

bags, or from £4 \Qs., the lowest price, to £13 \2s.

6rf., while the price of a domestic slave at Lagos
has reached to fifteen bags of cowries, or £16 17s.

Qd. As a consequence of this increased value of la-

bour, the slaves are enabled, by frugality ar
"

dustry, soon to purchase their freedom, and thus

the system of domestic slavery is undermined

tirely by the operation of legitimate trade and

dustry.

An enormous development of trade in native raw
cotton has likewise taken place at Abbeokuta alone,

stimulated by Mr. Thomas Clegg, of Manchester.

In 1851-2 nine bags, weighing 1,810 lbs. were ex-

ported from that place as an experiment. In 1858

the quantity had reached 1 819 bags, weighing

220,000 lbs., and in 1859, 3447 bags, or 416,341

lbs. The great importance of the development of the

culture of raw cotton in Africa may be estimated

from the calculation namely, that if the production

of this valuable staple increase during the next

n years in the same ratio as it has done during

only the last two, Africa will be able of herself, to

supply this country with as much cotton as she

requires.

In the Sherbro, also, legitimate trade ha

creased to a most encouraging extent simultaneously

with the diminution of the slave-trade. The latest

ofiieial returns show exports to the amount of £61,-

000, including ten packages of raw cotton, andi

300 tons of native packages of raw cotton. The
palm-oil exported was of the declared value of

£51,000, and this from a locality which, scarcely

six years ago, exported only slaves.

Loando, in the Portuguese territory, south of the

line, from which port nine-tenths of the slaves

formerly exported u-;ed to be taken, and which an-

nually furnished the Brazilian market with from

39,000 to 40,000 negroes, exported in 1857 goods

to the value of £239,781 14s. 6(/. while the
'

ports amounted to £293,384, on which £23,590

duty was paid. The imports thus exceeded the

ports by the sum of £53,603. Amongst the latter

was a small quantity of raw cotton, viz., 10,267
"

valued at £149 14s. Qd., or 3id per lb.

—

Paiier of

English Slave- Trade Conference.

The Right Sort ofReligion.—Vie want a reli-

gion that goes into the family, and keeps the hus-

band from being spiteful when the dinner is late,

and keeps the dinner from being late—keeps the

wife from fretting when the husband tracks the

newly washed floor with his muddy boots, and

makes the husband mindful of the scraper and the

door mat—keeps the mother patient when the baby

is cross, and keeps the baby pleasant—amuses the

children as well as instructs them—wins as well

governs—projects the honeymoon into the harvest

moon, and makes the happy hours like the eastern

,
tig-tree, bearing in its bosom at once the beauty of

'the tender blossom, and the glory of the ripened

fruit. We want a religion that bears heavily, not

only on the " exceeding sinfulness of sin," but on

the exceeding rascality of lying and stealing—

a

religion that banishes small measures from the

counters, small baskets from the stalls, pebbles

from the cotton bags, clay from paper, sand from
sugar, chicory from cofiee, arnotto from butter, beet

juice from vinegar, alum from bread, strychnine,

from wine, water from milk-cans, and buttons from

the contribution box. The religion that is to save

the world, will not put all the big strawberries at

the top, and all the bad ones at the bottom. It

will not offer more baskets of foreign wines, tha

the vineyards ever produced bottles, and more
barrels of Genesee flour than all the wheat fields

of New York grow, and all her mills grind. It

will not make one half a pair of shoes of good lea-

ther, and the other of poor leather, so that the

first shall redound to the maker's credit, and the;

second to his cash. It will not put Gonvin's;
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stamp OQ Jeukin"s kid gloves, nor make Paris

bounets in the back room of a Boston milliDer's

lop, uor let a piece of velvet that professes to

measure twelve yards, come to au untimely end in

the tenth, or a spool of sewing silk that vouches for

twenty yards, be nipped in the bud at fourteen

a half, nor the cotton thread spool break to

the yard-stick fifty of the two hundred yards of

promise that was given to the eye, nor yard wide

cloth measure less than thirty-sis inches from sel-

vedge to selvedge, nor all-wool delaines and all-

linen handkerchiefs be amalgamized with clandes-

tine cotton, nor coats made of woolen rags pressed

together, be sold to the nnsuspectin:; public for

il broad-cloth. It does not put bricks at five

dollars per thousand into chimneys it contracted

to build of seven dollar materials, nor smuggle

white pine floors that have paid for hard pine, uor

leave yawning cracks in closets where boards ought

to join, nor daub ceilings that ought to be smoothly

plastered, nor make window blinds of slats that can-

not stand the wind, and paint that cannot stand the

sun, and fastenings that may be looked at but are

JO account to be touched. The religion that is

to sanctify the world, pays its debts. It does not

consider that forty cents returned for one hundred

cents given, is according to gospel, though it may
be according to law. It looks upon a man who,

having failed in trade, continues to live in luxury,

I thief. It looks upon a man who promises to

pay fifty dollars on demand with interest, and who
neglects to pay it on demand, with or without in-

terest, as a liar.— CongregutlonaUst.

Facts from the Census.

As the exact and official returns of the Census

are being made public, we behold more clearly the

precise march and direction of the population

which has been filling, during the last ten years,

the unoccupied territory of the Union. Its grand

and main course is Westward, with some currents

to the North-west and some to the South-west.

The flood of population over some of our new
States in the far west, has probably never been

equalled in the history of emigration, both in the

character of the emigrants and in the number placed

upon new soil, where before were the animals of

the prairie and the forest, and the roving Indian.

Minnesota, for instance, increases from 6,077 in-

habitants in 1850, to 162,022, in 1860, or at a

rate of increase of over twenUj-five hundred jicr

cent.; Oregon from 13,294 to 52,464, or at the

rate of two hundred and ninety-four per cent.

;

Iowa from 192,214 to 674,948, or 251.22 per

cent.; Texas from 212,592 to 602,432, or 183.37

per cent.; Wisconsin from 305,391 to 775,873, or

154.06 per cent.

Arkansas increases one hundred and seven per

cent., and Illinois over one hundred per cent. The
average rate of the growth of population in all the

States the last decade, is 35.02 per cent. There

are nineteen States below this average, the lowest

in order being Vermont, 0.32 per cent.; then New
Hampshire, 2.55 percent.; and the next South

Carolina, 5.28 ; Maine following with 7.73, and

Tennessee with 11.68, and once powerful Virginia,

with only 12.27, while North Carolina .shows only

14.23. There are eleven States counting 19,523,-

555 inhabitants, or an average of more than one

and a half millions each, namely : Illinois, Indiana,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New York,

Tennessee, Missouri, Virginia, Kentucky and Geor

gia.

The hlack current must always be the important

one to the statistician of this continent. The cen-

sus reveals a steady stream of negroes from the

sea-board toward the South-west. The average in-

crease of the slaves is moderately large, or 23.42 per

cent. There is a loss iu but two States, Delaware

(of 21.48 per cent.,) and Maryland (3.52.) The
increase in Virginia is 3.86 percent., and in South

Carolina 5.28—this small advance evidently, re-

Iting from exportation. Kentucky, too, shows

an increase of but 4.87 per cent., the last decade,

"t is believed no very important numbers have been

xported during the last ten years from that State.

North Carolina exhibits an advance of 14.74, and

Tennessee of 15.17 per cent. Missouri presents a

arger increase than was expected—namely, 31.51.

The great increase is in Texas, where it reaches

over two hundred and ten per cent.^ (210.66 ;) in

Arkansas it is 135.89, and in Florida, 57.09; in

Mississippi, 40.93.

In two States only are the slaves more numerous

than the whites: in South Carolina, where they

number 402,541, against 291,623 of the white in-

habitants, and in Mississippi, being 436,696 to

353,969 whites. Their largest number in any one

State is in Virginia, (490,887,) and the next is

Georgia, (462,232.)

In the Territories there are ten slaves enumer-

ated in Nebraska, twenty-four in New Mexico, and

twenty-nine in Utah. The District of Columbia

shows a loss of slaves of 13.72 per cent.

Anion<T the free coloured population the increase

is very small through the Union—only 10.68 per

cent. Their largest numbers are to be found, as

usual, in Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania.

Little valuable, in a statistical point of view, is to

be extracted from the tables of this population, as

the diminution from banishment or emigration can-

not be distinguished from that arising from natural

and regular causes. The theory sustained recently

by au able statistician in Washington—Weston

—

that the free negro inevitably diminishes on this

continent, is not yet sufficiently confirmed by facts

to be admitted as a satisfactory scientific hypoth-

esis. The race undoubtedly dies out in climates

not adapted to it— as, for instance, iu the Northern

States; but whether it decays in freedom, in the

Middle or Southern latitudes, does not yet fully

appear. In many of the Southern and Western

States there are laws expelling the free negro, and

their decrease, observed in those States, during the

last decade, may be due to these extraneous causes.

Their largest increase in a slave State, is in Geor-

gia, (18.01 per cent.;) in Alabama, 16.11; in

Maryland, 12.04. The greatest decrease in Ar-

kansas, 77.47. The greatest increase in a free

State, in Minnesota, 437.18 per cent. In New
York, they lose 2.18 percent.

—

New York Times.

P/«i««eM.—Advised, that all Friends, both old

and young, keep out of the world's corrupt language,

manners, vain and needless things and fashions, in

apparel, buildings, and furniture of houses; some

of which are immode.st, indecent, and unbecoming
;

and that they avoid immoderation in the use of

lawful things, which, however innocent in them-

selves, may thereby become hurtful ; also all such

kinds of stuffs, colours and dress, as are calculated

more to please a vain and wanton mind, than for

real usefulness; and let tradesmen and others,

members ot our religious Society, be admonished,

that they be not accessary to these evils ; for we

ought to take up our daily cross, minding the grace

of God, which brings salvation, and teaches to

deny all ungodliness and worldly lusts, and to live

soberly, righteously, and godly in this present

world, that we may adorn the gospel of our Lord

Jesus Christ in all things; so may we feel his

I

blessing, and be instrumental in his hand for the

I good oT others.

—

Philadelphia DiscijMne.

For " TUe Ifriood."

" To yield in trifles is the art of life,

-•VuJ liuly conquer by Jetliniiig strife."

This was doubtless the view of him who coun-

sels them that would be wise and live iu peace, that

"if the ruler rise up against thee, leave not thy place,

for yielding," said he, "pacifieth great oSet^ces,

and a soft answer turneth away wrath. A whole-

some tongue is a tree of life, and the words of a wise

men are gracious. Whoso keepeth his mouth and
his tongue, keepeth his soul from troubles, and he

that fulloweth after righteousness and mercy fiudeth

life, righteousness, and honor; for it is an honor for

a man to cease from strife, and he that ruleth his

spirit is greater than he that taketh a city. The
beginning of strife is as when one letteth out water,

therefore, said he, leave oft' contention before it bo

meddled with ; for wisdom is a defeuce, and better

than strength or weapons of war."

How often have the flood-gates of temptation

been opened by the indulgence of a captious, con-

tentious spirit, whereby the mind, losing its true

balance, hath become involved in unhappy and
fearful delusion, so as to mistake good for evil,

and evil for good, being betrayed into that way
which .seemeth right to a man, the end whereof are

the ways of death 1 Such we may believe, is no

very rare experience; and if the many suflferers

whose sorrows may be traced to something like

this, could only be brought to perceive the true

spring of all their perplexities and troubles, and
to an honest acknowledgment of their discovery,

we should doubtless find less of the disposition

which seems now to prevail, whereby we are in-

duced to cast the blame of our afllictions upon
something foreign from ourselves.

It seems to be the work of our common foe to

magnify the evils without and around us, in order

to divert our attention from the enemies of our own
households, and lead us into contention and strife,

that having broken our ranks and thrown us into

confusion, he may reign in undisputed dominion.

How specious are the devices by which he is seek-

ing to draw us off the watch, and array one against

another in secret or open hostility, in order that

we may be scattered from our Captain and Leader;

and being thus disbanded, lose the ground and
strength whereunto we may have attained, so that

his kingdom may be more efi'ectually established,

even as that of Saul the enemy of Israel.

But blessed bo the God of David and of our

forefathers, who hath not left himself without a

witness, nor his people without a deliverer, who
shall cause the house of Saul to become weaker

and weaker, and the house of David to wax
stronger and stronger, until the mountain of the

house of our God shall be exalted above all the

mountains, and the people shall flow thereunto as

doves to our windows. The arm of the enemy
shall be broken and the power of Truth established,

for the Lord will turn again our captivity, and re-

store the house of Israel to their promised inheri-

tance. When the accuser of the brethren shall

have been cast out, peace shall be restored, and

unity and harmony again prevail, as in the days

of our forefathers, when a standard was lifted up

against him.

Old telegraphers say that the heavy snow

storms that occur in the desolate western regions

through which the new Pacific telegraph line runs,

will render it impossible to keep the wires in work-

ing order during the winter. These storms some-

times fall six and eight feet thick, and the im-

mense weight of snow would not only break the

wires, but they could not be repaired until the

snow had disappeared, which sometimes is not for

several months together.

—

Lite Paper.
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Seasonable Hints about Personal Comforts.— \ng\y gti\t, and wLen left oflF in any weather, the ! favour, and only one a^rainst him, as to an honor

-

A thiu shawl may be made warm by folding a| wearer is liable to "catch cold." Crispin is the j able life thereafter.
newspaper inside of It. The paper is impervious best friend of the human foot, when his leather

|
Thus is it in the physical world. Half of all who

and stitches are honest.
j

are born, die under twenty years of age, while
Although the body can take in a greater num- ' four-fifths of all who reach that age, and die before

ber of degrees of heat than it gets from its own 'another score, owe their death to° causes of disease
furnace, the stomach, yet its capacity is limited in which were originated in their "teens." On a
this respect. For example, when the hand is warm, ! careful inquiry it will be ascertained that in nearly
you cannot hold it in the air of a hot oven for aj all cases the cause of moral and premature physical
second; but when it is cold, and especially when

i
death are pretty much one and the same, and are

damp also, you may hold it there for some time laid between the ages of " eight and sixteen years."
without feeling the heat very sensibly, and for '" ' " •

to the wind and cold air from outside, and pre
vents the rapid escape of the warm air from beneath
it. Every one knows that the heat of the body is

carried ofl' much more rapidly in a high wind than
in a calm. The wind blows away the heat evolved

Irom the body ; but iu a perfectly still air this

heat remains and constitutes an atmospheric en-

velope so nearly of the same temperature with the
body itself, that the latter is not so quickly robbed
of its natural heat.

There are some very interesting facts about the

body in its power to make and contain the heat,

which are familiar to all when told, but which
are seldom thought of in daily experience. I'

example, the body will hold a great deal mc
heat than it gets from its own furnace. The
stomach is a furnace, and our food is the fuel. It

keeps up a uniform temperature in the blood equal
to about 98 degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer.
]f the stou'ach could consume food fast enough to

maintain the heat, the body could not be frozen

by any extreme cold. But iu proportion to the

severity of cold to which the body is exposed, is

the rapidity with which it loses heat. Some sub-

stances taken into the stomach make a hot blaze
much sooner than others, as brandy. To put
brandy in the stomach is like putting pitch under
a steam boiler, it soon burns out, and the greater
heat injures the furnace.

We say that the body will hold more heat than
it gets from its own furnace. Heat is measured
by degrees. On going out from a warm room th

body will immediately begin to lose its heat, and
it must part with a certain number of degrees be-
fore it can get to feel cool. The direction h;

sometimes been given—" Don't hug the stove,

you are going to set out on a cold journey." But
experience says—do hug it. Get in as many de-

grees of heat as you can carry, if it is 500. Then
wrap yourself up well, and you can economize
these 500 degrees through a long ride. But if you
had taken only 100 degrees at the start, they
would have been exhausted mid-way of the jour
ney, and then you would have begun to feel cold
Nevertheless, it is an unhealthy habit to accustom
one's self on ordinary occasions, to more heat th
is usually needed. This is a very common fault

and bears on the pocket as well as on the health
One may easily get the habit of requiring two or
three more blankets on a bed than are necessary
Some families will burn twice the fuel that others
do, and enjoy less comfort.

The estreuiities of the body get cold first, often
to a painful degree, while the trunk is warm. But
so long as the trunk keeps warm, in a person ofcom-
nion vigorous health, there is little fear of "catch-
ing cold" by aching toes or fingers. In rail-ear

riding, it is much safer for the health to let the
toes ache, than to allow the lungs to Iced on the
foul air around the stove.

When you set out on a winter journey, if you
are liable to suffer from cold toes, which many
people do in spite of "rubbers," fold a piece ol

newspaper over your stocking, which you can readi-

ly do, if your boots or shoes are not irrationally

tight. This is better than " rubbers," which are,

iu fact, very cold comforters in extreme, while they
make the feet sweat in moderate weather. The
main u.se of India-rubber over-shoes is to keep out
water, and for that they are second only to a stout,

waterproof, first-rate calf-skin boot. There is

not a more unwholesome article of wear made,
tiian the high-topped rubber boot. It makes
the foot tender, especially of children, gives an

long time without being obliged to withdra
And so of the whole body. It appears, then, that the
body may carry less, as well as more heat, than the
quantity supplied by its own furnace. Its extremi-
ties ard its surface often become painfully cold.

In winter, a traveller occasionally finds in a hotel
a deficiency of bed covering, or in the sensitiveness
of disease, he may require more than in health.
The newspaper for which he paid two cents on the
car, spread under the upper cover, will be equal
to an additiooal blanket.

A piece of silk oil-cloth, stretched in the folds
of a shawl, is more flexible than the paper, and will

last a whole winter. It has the advantage of se-
curing inward warmth without the additional weight
of a thicker garment.

The constitutional vivacity and temper of a per-
son has much to do with his endurance of cold.
For this vivacity is a sort of nervous fire that les-

sens the sensibility to outward impressions. An

This is a fact of startling import to fathers and
mothers, and shows a fearful responsibility. Cer-
tainly a parent should secure and retain, and ex-
ercise absolute control over the child until sixteen

;

it cannot be a difficult matter to do this, except in

very rare cases, and if that control is not wisely
and efficiently exercised, it must be the parents'
fault

; it is owing to parental neglect or remissness.
Hence the real source of ninety-eight per cent, of
the crime of a country such as England or the United
States, lies at the door of the parents. It is a fearful
reflection, we throw it before the minds of the
fathers and mothers of our land, and there leave
it, to be thought of iu wisdom, remarking only
as to the early seeds of bodily disease, that they
are nearly in every case sown between sundown
and bed time, in absence from the family circle, in
the supply of spending money never earned by the
spender, opening the doors of the confeetionaries
and soda fountains, of beer and tobacco and wine,
of the circus, the negro minstrel, the restaurant and

ndifferent, milk-and-water person, without energy
I
the dance: then follow the Sunday excursion, the

and force of will, is at the mercy of every cold! Sunday drive, with easy transition to the company
blast that sweeps around the corner. He, and es- of those whose ways lead down to the <rates of
pecially she, has no defence but to wear a dozen

!

social, physical and moral ruin. From,"" eicrht
shawls during the day, and sleep under a pile of, to sixteen !" in these few years are the destinies' of
blankets at night. One without any mental pur- children fixed ; iu forty-nine cases out of fifty fixed
pose, (unfortunately there are such,) though in] by the parent ! Let every father and every mother
vigorous health, is much more liable to catch cold solemnly vow ;—" By God's help, I'll fix my dar-

ling's destiny for good by making home more
attractive than the street !"—iia//s Journal of
Health.

'

than a spirited, delicate body bent on some
tive pursuit.

A Ministry flowing from the Diviiie Spring.—Although there have sometimes been words In
my heart, and, as it were, in my mouth, which I
do not know but they might have been of ease to
myself, and of service to others, had I delivered
them

;
and I have been spoken to by some Friends,

- private and public capacity, or stationboth

Progress of the West Indies.~We lately read
a little work of about ninety pages, published by
the Messrs. Longman, London, from the peu of
Charles Buxton, xM. P., son of Sir Thomas Fowell
Buxton. This work contains an amount of evi-
dence from official documents, and the statements

thereon; but I was always forbearing and backward °'^,^'^® governors of the islands, of their extra-

that way, and have been afraid of too much for-i'''^'"^''^ P''°S'''-'^^ '° *<**''''' civilization, and general

wardness in some, who, I have been and still am Prosperity, which is delightful. At the end of his

afraid, have not edified thereby. I had always a ^'"^f'^'e,
Buxton sums up the following paragraphs,

fcar of, and a dislike to, the noise of the tool the
'^° ^'^^ °' business one fact will show the sound

working of self and the creature, in our meetimrs
commercial state of the British West Indies, namely,

as it wa»not to be heard in the building of tlie
''^'^^ '? l^^^'tl^e Colonial Bank received bills from

Lord's house or temple of old. But that uiinistry 1

'^'^'^ ^^"'^*'' ^^^^^^ 'o the amount of more than £1,-

which comes with a true flow from the Divine I

'^'^*^'"''^' '^^^ ^^^^ *'''*° £8,000 were returned.flow from the Divine
spring, having its evidence and authority with it,

I still loved, and greatly do love, and the vessel it

flows through, for its sake, whether it be in re-
bukes or consolation, as the Almighty is pleased to
give, and the case may require. Whether it may
"-more or less, it is beautiful ; and if rightly re-
ceived, it is comfortable and edifying.— 'lhomns\
lioylance. 1774.

I

Virtue and Health from Eight to Sixteen.—
Lord Shaftesbury recently stated in a public meet-
ing in Loudon, that from personal observation he
has ascertained that of the adult male criminals of
that city nearly all had fallen into a course of crime

tween the ages of eight aud sixteen years, and
that if a man lived au honest life up to twenty
years of age, there were forty-nine chances in his

Nor was there a single failure iu the West fndia
trade during the frightful commercial crisis in the
autumn of that year. And as a demonstration that
the West Indies are advancing with great rapidity,
we may give a few statistics, which simply show
that trade and agriculture are expanding year by
year. The total exports from Great Britain to the
West Indies in 1857, were valued at half a milliou
more than the average of the preceding ten years,
and actually in that year exceeded her exports to
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Greece, the Azores,
Madeira, and Morocco all combined. The exports
and imports together of the West Indies amounted,
in the four years ending with 1852, to just £32,-
500,000; in the four years ending with 1857 to
just £37,000,000, an increase of £4,500,000 in
four years. In the year 1857, the total trade to
and fro of these islands was valued at £10,735,-
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000, and the value of the sugar imported from

them into the United Kingdom, in that year, was
no less than £5,018,000.

These official statistics and reports absolutely

demonstrate the fact that the West Indies are ra-

pidly advanciDg in wealth and prosperity ; nor must

it be supposed that they are merely " putting mo-
ney in their purse," without a corresponding ad-

vance in the general character of the people.

The change from the old state of things is de-

scribed on all hands as being mo^t gratifying, and

especially in those thousand.s of cases where the

negroes have built altogether new villages for them-

selves. The cottages are either neatly thatched,

or shingled with pieces of hard wood. Some are

built of stone or wood; but generally are plastered

also on the outside, and whitewashed. Many are

ornamented with a portico in front, to screen the

sitting-apartment from sun or rain; while for the

admission of light and air, as to add to their appear-

ance, they exhibit either shutters or jalousies,

painted green, or small glass windows.

The number of such settlements that have been

established since emancipation is almost incredible.

Within eight years of that event, nearly two hun-

dred villages of the kind we have been describing

had been built, and full 100,000 acres of land pur-

chased by the negroes of Jamaica alone.

Hoiv we are Justified.—Then, according to the

Scriptures, Christ died for all, that they which live,

should not henceforth live unto themselves, but

unto him which died for them and rose again, 2

Cor. v. 15,—that without faith it is impossible to

please God, Heb. xi. 6,—that without repentance

the sinner shall perish, see Luke xiii. 3, 5,—and

without holiness no man shall see the Lord, Heb.
sii. 14. And, (in the words of Archbishop Tillot-

son, in his Sermon 4th, Concernino; the Incarna-

tion of our blessed Saviour, on John i. 14,) we
add, that "The salvation which the Son of God hath

purchased for us, and which he offers to us by the

gospel, is not to be accomplished and brought about

any other way, than by forsaking our sins and re-

forming our lives. The grace of God, which hath

appeared to all men, and brings salvation, will not

make us partakers of it in any other way, or by any
other means, than by teaching us to deny ungod-

liness and worldly lusts, and to live soberly, and

righteously, and godly, in this present world.

God sent his Son to ble>s us, by turning us away
every one from bis iniquities ; and unless this

change be effectually wrought in us, we are utterly

incapable of all the blessings of the gospel of Christ.

All that he hath done for us, without us, will avail

us nothing, unless we be inwardly transformed, and
renewed in the spirit of our minds, unless we be-

come new creatures, unless we make it the con-

tinual and sincere endeavour of our lives to keep

the commandments of God."
" The obedience and sufferings of our blessed

Saviour," continues the Archbishop, " are indeed

accounted to us for righteousness, and will most

certainly redound to our unspeakable benefit upon
the performance of the condition which the gospel

doth require on our part, namely, that every man
that names the name of Christ depart from iniquity.

And the grace of Gods Holy Spirit, is ready to

enable us to perform this condition, if we earnestly

ask it, and do sincerely co-operate with it
;

pro-

vided we do what we can on our part, God will not

be wanting on his. But if we receive the grace ot

God in vain, and take no care to perform the con

dition, and neglect to implore the grace and assist

anee of God's Holy Spirit to that purpose, we have

none to blame but ourselves; because it is then

our own fault, if we fall short of that happincs

which Christ hath purchased and promised to us,
|

upon such easy and reasonable conditions as the

gospel proposeth."

—

Ricliard C'luriil^e.

Progress of American InveiUions in Eurojie—
Boot and Shoe Macldnery.—Some few weeks ago,

we noticed a new and greatly improved sewing
machine, the invention of — Salisbury, an Ameri-
can gentleman, and we intimated at the same time

that a company was about being formed in Coven-
try for the manufacture and sale of these machines.

Within the last few days our attention has been

called to another patent sewing machine, and from
what wc could see of its action, and the work it is

pable of performing, there is little doubt but
that it will eifect as great a revolution in one de-

partment of the boot and shoe trade, as the ordi-

nary sewing machine has done in the other. The
machine is known as "Blake's patent sole-sewing

machine," and is, we under:^taud, the invention of

a young man from the United States. It is large

nd impo.-ing in appearance ; standing beside the

little modest-looking ordinary sewing machines
like a Triton among the njinnows. The machine is

ade upon an entirely distinct principle to that of

any other sewing machine yet invented, inasmuch
"t sews with one thread only, and of course the

action is obtained in an entirely diflferent manner.

When seen at work, one feels no doubt as to the

quality and strength of the .sewing. With each

revolution of the wheel a formidable looking

needle, holding a good thick waxed thread, descends

with a sharp thud into the substance to be sewed,

and by some legerdemain that we failed to perceive,

loops itself underneath and comes up again with a

atch that tightens the stitch much more effectu-

ally, and altogether puts into the shade the old

scieutifio turning out of the elbows, leaning for-

ward of the chest, and desperate final jerk with

which the knight of the stall was in the habit of

forcing home the soling stitch, and clenching an ar-

ment with any friend who might happen to be

present during the process. The material being

1 at the time of our visit was two pieces of sole

leather just cut from a dry hide ; the two measured

three-eighths of an inch in thickness, and from the

: with which the needle went backward and

forward through this substance, there was not the

ightest doubt but that it might be made to go

rough double the thickness if required. The
am is along a channel that is afterward closed

up so effectually that it is difficult to see the stitches,

d the old channel-sewn sole is again produced

as perfect and even much more perfect than it used

to be by hand.

In the making of boots and shoes by this machine
the sole is arranged for the "upper" to come be-

tween the inner sole and the outer one ; the boot is ,

then placed under the machine, and without the'

necessity of a welt, the whole is fastened together

by stitches that go through the entire thickness of

soles and upper, yet so neatly as to leave no ridge

to irritate a tender foot on the inside, or expose the

sewing to the wear of the pavement ou the outside.

When it is added that a pair of soles can be sewn on

and completed in three minutes, it will be seen how
completely impossible it is for human labour to

compete with this machine. When the machine was

first invented, only the sides were sewn up, and

the toes and heels were left to be pegged or nailed,-

now, however, by a very beautiful contrivance, the

machine can be made to sew round the toe and heel

of the boot with the same ease as any other part.

It is calculated that a woman could superintend

one of these machines, and turn out 100 pairs of

boots per day on an average. We were shown a

I
pair of ladies' boots made by a machine of this

kind, and for neatness and finish they excelled any
hand-made boots we have ever seen. Some shoes
of a stronger description were also.'-howu, and the.se

were equally excellent. If arrangements can be
made for securing the machiue for Coventry, there
seems no earthly reason why Coventry should not

become as celebrated for the manufacture of ma-
chine-made bootsand shoes, as it has hitherto been
for ribbons and watches. The machine patented
by Salisbury is acknowledged to be a superior

machine for light .sewing to any at present in the

market; this can be employed for preparing the
tops, while Blake's sole-sewing machine would com-
plete the boot; and under these circumstances, the
home trade would in all probability be the least

part of the demand that would spring up.— Coven-
try Herald.

Tlie Biisluncn of South Africa.—On the flanks

and in the valleys of the Snowberg, or Snowy
Mountains, which form the Northern boundary of
the Cape, humanity is found in the very lowest
state of degradation in which it has ever been ex-

hibited. The Bosjesmans, or Bushmen, two or
three specimens of which race were brought to this

country a few years ago, present an exaggeration
even of the hideous form which characterizes the
Hottentot. Hunger, and cold, and nakedness, and
every description of privation and distress, have
so dwarfed their forms, and depraved their minds,
that they present a spectacle painful to look upon.
The stature of these pigmy inhabitants of the de-

sert rarely exceeds four feet, or four teet two inches.

Thieves by profession, cruel and treacherous, with-

out a fixed habitation, without society, without any
sort of common interest or government, and living

only from day to day, and from hand to mouth,
they were objects of loathing to neighbouring
tribes, even before Europeans had approached their

country. The more civilized of the Hottentots

and Kaffirs waged a deadly war against them;
and the sight of one of these diminutive savages is

said to rouse the passions of that race to an uncon-
trollable fury. Many years since, a Kaffir saw in the

Government House at Cape Town, among other
domestics, a Bushman eleven years of age. With
the impulse of a beast of prey he darted upon him,
and transfixed him with his aggessai.

The little intelligence which the Bushmen pos-

sess, is displayed chiefly in robbery and the chase.

Rivaling the antelope in fleetness, and the mon-
key in agility, they accompany their wild, half-

famished, savage dogs until they come within bow-
shot of their game, or run down the objects of their

pursuit. Arrayed generally with a bow, a quiver

full of arrows, a hat and a belt, leather sandals, a

sheep's fleece, a gourd, or the shell of an ostrich's

egg, to carry water, these puny creatures wander
over their parched and desolate plains, supported
by a food which, unless when occasionally varied

by the luxuries of the chase, consists entirely of
roots, berries, ant-eggs, grasshoppers, mice, toads,

lizards, and snakes. They smear the arrows which
they use for hunting, and in war, with a poison

which, extracted from a bulb, and mingled with a
venom drawn from the jaws of the yellow serpent,

forms a compound of the most noxious character,

for no creature was ever pierced by a dart pre-

pared with the deadly virus, and lived. They
have another poison uiore fearful in its effects,

which is extracted from a caterpillar. The agony
produced by it. Dr. Livingstone says, is so intense,

that the person wounded cuts himjelf with knives,

and flies from human habitations a raving maniac.
The effect upon the lion is equally terrible. He
is heard moaning in distress, becomes furious, and
bites trees and the ground in his Ti''x..
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They are said to be totally void of natural af-

fection ;
" and there are instances," adds a mission-

ary, (— Kicherer,) wbo lived for some time in

their neighbourhood, " of parents throwing their ten-

der offspring to the hungry lion, who stood roaring

before their cavern, refusing to depart until some

peace-offering was made to him." They shun the

face of strangers, concealing themselves amongst

rocks and bushes, and even throwing themselves

over precipices, rather than fall into the hands of

their enemies. But they have been kno\vn, when

escape has been cut off, to fight with the most de-

termined resolution. Religion they have none.

They regard the thunder as the voice of an angry

demon, and they reply to it with curses and im-

precations. Their language is inarticulate to all

but themselves ; and there appears to be scarcely

even a possibility of either civilizing or converting

them. In the north-east of Natal, where the Bush-

men appear in their lowest type, they reside in

holes of the earth scraped out with their nails, or

rather with their claws. " They will not receive

kindness," says a close observer of their character;

" or if they do, they only make a return of treach-

ery, robbery, and murder. No presents of cattle

or corn, no inducements to locate and settle, can

prevail upon them to relinquish their wild life, or

to make any approach towards civilizntion." The
only satisfactory thought connected with them is

the belief of their gradual extinction. They exist,

in the meantime, an awful proof of the degrada-

tion, to which humanity, in its gradual deteriora-

tion, can fall, and an instance of physical and moral

degeneracy probably unparalleled in the world.

—

London Quarterly.
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SUMMAltY OF EVENTS.
United States.— 7 he Difficulty with England Settled.

—Earl Russell, the British Minister for Foreign AITairs,

in a despatch to Lord Lyons, diited Eleventh mo. 30th,
re':ites the circumstances of the arrest of the rebel Com-
missioners as reported by the mail agent, Comraandei
Williams of the steamer Trent, and expresses the hope
that the jrovernment of the United States will of its

accord offer "such redress as alone could satisfy the
British nation, namely, the liberation of the four genii
men and their delivery to your lordship, in order thi

they may again be placed under British protection,
and a suitable apology for the aggression which hai

been committed. William H. Seward, the U. S. Secre-
tary of State, in his answer to this communication, ad
raits that the proceeding objected to cannot be justified

upon the construction of maritime law heretofore m
tained by the United States; thtit the claim of the
tish government is just, and only in accordance with
what the United States have always insisted upon in

similar cases. Lord Lyons is informed that iMason
Slidell and their two secretaries, now in confinement a
Fort Warren, will be cheerfully liberated, and he is ask
ed to indicate a time and place to receive them. It is

stated that the President and Cabinet were unanin
in their decision that the rebel agents ought to be g
up. The U. S. Secretary of Stale discusses the whole
subject in detail, and with great ability, and expresses
his satisfaction that a great principle of international
law for which the United States has always contended,
but which has been denied by Great Britain, has now
been finally estalilishcd by the action of the latter.

Henceforth the "right of search" of neutral vessels by
belligerents must be considered at an end.

The Oreal Rebellion.— Khhowgh no military move-
ments of great importance have occurred for several
weeks past, the impression seems to be gaining ground
that the chief vigor of the insurrection has been ex-
hausted, and that its strength is gradually on the wane.
The great armies in Virginia, near Washington, remain
nearly in the same positions. The only serious collision
which has recently occurred, took place at Drainesville,
a village, seventeen miles west of Washington, between
2,j00 rebels and some of the Federal troops ; the rebels

were defeated with a loss, according to their own ac-

count, of 230 men. Another naval expedition is nearly

»dy to sail from the Chesapeake. The accounts from

ssouri represent that Gen. Price with the rebel army

greatly reduced in numbers, was on its retreat south-

ward. Various small parties of armed rebels, in the

western part of the State, had been captured or dis-

persed, mostly without much bloodshed. In all, upwards

of 2500 of the insurgents bad been taken prisoners. The
North Missouri railroad has been greatly damaged by

rebels, many of the bridges having been burnt, and
portions of the track destroyed. Western Virginia ap-

pears to be clear of the rebel forces, most of those who
threatened that region having been transferred to the

outheru army in Kentucky. The expected battle at

owling Grsen, Ky., has not yet taken place. A Nash-

ille despatch says, that about 60,000 Federal troops

were moving against the Confederate forces at that place.

Great preparations had been made for its defence.

Southern Items.—All the Charleston insurance com-
panies, with one exception, have gone into liquidation,

consequence of the losses by the great fire. Sixteen

old ships laden with stone, have been sunk off Charles-

harbour, about two and a half miles from the shore.

They are expected to close the channel effectually for

all, except quite small vessels.

The U. S. fleet off Port Royal have captured a number
of vessels, which were attempting to run the blockade.

The south-e.ast channel has been buoyed out, not less

thirty feet of water were found in any place. Large

quantities of cotton had been gathered and stored in the

governinent warehouses.
At Tybee island, the U. S. troops were still engaged in

making intrenchments. Reinforcements continued to

arrive for Gen. Sherman's array, and it was supposed it

would soon be strong enough to occupy Savannah.
The rebel Congress at Richmond have resolved that

no peace ought to be concluded with the United States,

which does not secure to Maryland an opportunity of

forming a part of the Southern Confederacy.
The Fort Smith (Ark) News of the 12th says, that the

Creeks, Cherokees and Seminoles are deserting the cause

of the South. About 4000 Indians, it is stated, had
taken up arms for the Union.
The Mississippi Legislature has a plan under consid-

eration to advance planters twenty-five dollars per bale

on cotton. It is also purposed to charter banks based
on cotton.

Bank Suspension.—Onflie 30th ult., the banks of Bos-
ton, New York and Philadelphia suspended specie pay-
ments. The New York banks had lost about §16,000,-
000 of gold in the two previous weeks, only about one
million of which has gone abroad, the rest having been
sent into the interior, or remaining in private hands.
The specie of the New York banks had been reduced to

$25,500,000 at the time of suspension.
New Mexico.—Forts Craig and Stanton on the Mesilla

border, which had fallen into the hands of the rebels,

have been retaken by the Federal forces. A movement
was about to be made against the rebels in Arizona

Bigh Duties.—A bill has been passed by Congress,
and approved by the President, increasing the d

tea, coffee, sugar and molasses. The duty on tea of all

kinds is twenty cents a pound ; on coffee, five cents ; on
sugar, 2J, 3, and 5 cents according to quality, and on
molasses, 6 cents per gallon.

New I'or/c—Mortality last week, 359. On the 30th,

sales of exchange on London were made at $1.12.^,

Gold was not in much demand at J premium. Stocks
all higher.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 286 ; of consump
tion, 46 ; scarlet fever, 16 ; small-pox, 15 : diptheria, 13

South Carolina and.Georgia.—Letters from Port Royal
give a melancholy account of the condition of affairs on
the seaboard of these two States, especially of the first

named. The entire coast, from Warsaw Sound, forty

miles below Port Royal, to North Edisto Inlet, forty

miles above the same place, is deserted by its white
inhabitants, and the slaves are practically free. This
state of affairs exists inwards for a distance of at le.ast

ten miles, and in places for as much as fiom twenty to

thirty miles. About half the cotton houses in this dis-

trict have been burned, in some instances, by the own-
ers, but mostly by the rebel troops. In Beaufort dis-

trict alone, there are about 16,000 slaves whose masters
have fled, leaving the negroes to roam about .and do as
they please. Many of these poor creatures are in a des-
titute condition, being in want of both food and cloth-
ing. They generally regard the Northern troops as
their friends, and are eager to serve them in any way

1.27 a .$1.30 ; red winter, $1.36 a $1.39 ; white, $1.47
'

$1.52; oats, 40 cts. a43 cts. ; mixed corn, 63 cts. a 65 i

cts.
;
yellow, 65 cts. a 66 cts. Philadelphia—Red wheat,

$1.32 a $1.35 ; Southern white, $1.38 a $1.45 ;
rye, 70

I 73 cts. ; new yellow corn, 60 cts.—old, 63 cts.

;

oats, 38 cts. a 40 cts. ; barley, 76 cts. ; clover seed, $4.25

a $4.35; Timothy, $2.20; flax-seed, $2.10.

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to Twelfth mo. 15th.

Prince Albert died on that day, after a short illness.

.

He was forty-two years of age, and was generally re-

spected for his benevolence and uprightness of charac--

The war feeling still raged fiercely in England, and I

litary preparations were being hurried forward. A
imbe'r of soldiers had been shipped for Canada, and!

e government had chartered various steamers for the i

transport of others.

Not much change in the Liverpool markets. The i

London money market was well supplied; the rate for'

the best bills, 2-| per cent.

The monthly statement of the Bank of France shows i

1 increase of cash on hand of nearly forty millions of (

francs.

During a late visit of the Emperor of Austria to Venice,

e ordered all political prisoners to be set at liberty.

The eruption of Mount Vesuvius continued. Earth-

quakes were frequent in the vicinity. The houses werei

ig in Torre de Greco, and the village was in imm
ent danger of destruction by lava. In the bay of Naple

the sea had receded a considerable distance.

Canton, China, was finally evacuated by the English

i

n the 21st of Tenth month. Shanghai was in a state I

f alarm, in consequence of the proximity of the rebell

rmy. The English and French troops assisted the

!hinese to hold Ghe-Foo against the insurgents, who
ultimately retreated.

RECEIPTS.

s, N. Y., $2, vol. 12, read $2,For Jos. Collii

vol. 35.

Received from Asa Garretson, agt., 0., $1, to 52, vol.

35, for Benj. Hoyle, $4, vols. 34 and 35 ; from Danl.

Nichols, N. Y., $2, vol. 35 ; from Amos Battey, agt., lo.,

for Russel faber, $2, vol. 34; from I. Churchill, 111.,

for Edwd. Prichard, $4, vols. 34 and 35.

PHILADELPHIA ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS FOR
THE INSTRUCTION OF POOR CHILDREN.

A Stated Meeting of the Association will be held on
Second-day evening. First month 6th, 1862, at half past

seven o'clock. Edwd. Richie, Clerk.

The Or follov were the quota-
:igo sjiriug wheat.

Died, on the 7th of Twelfth month, 1861, at the resi-

dence of her parents, in Westmoreland county, Penna.,

Charlotte D.. daughter of Frederick and Enielie Maerk,
a member of Providence Monthly Meeting, in the twenty-

third year of her age. Her illness was of eight days' dura-

tion, during which time she frequently spoke of the
prospect of death, saying, " If I go now, I believe my
end will be peace; I feel nothing in my way;" and
again, " if I go, I hope it will be a profit to all of us."

Some hours before her death, she said to her mother,
"Give my love to .all my friends and acquaintances; I

love them all." Calling her sisters to her bedside, she
said to them, " I want you to be good children, and
obey your parents." Her close was peaceful and calmi

—leaving to her afflicted family the consoling belief that,;

through Divine mercy, her spirit has been received into

the mansions of eternal happiness.

, on the I7th of Twelfth month, 1861, at the re-

sidence of her parents, in Westnnoreland county, Penna.,
Louisa, daughter of Frederick and Emelie Maerk, in the

seventeenth year of her age. Her illness lasted seven;
days, and during the greater part of that time, she mani-
fested no dosire to recover ; but frequently asked her'

parents to pray for her, that she might be relieved from
her sufferings, and be with her dear sister; saying,
" There is a better home prepared for me than you can
have here." Her sufifering was much greater than that
of her deceased sister; she bore it, however, with for-

titude not very common in one of her age.
In this day of degeneracy, while so many of our young

members turn their backs lipon the Truth and its testimo-
nies, it may be a satisfaction to many Friends to learn
that these dear children were received into membership
at the request of their parents, about nine years ago,
and although surrounded by nianj- snares and tempta-
tions, they were preserved in a good degree in that plain-

ness and simplicity which the Truth leads into, and their

conduct gave evidence that they loved our religious So-!

ciety and its principles.
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in Epistle in True Love^ containing a Farewell

Exhortation to Friends' iamilies.

Dear Friends,—Who have retained your integ-

ity, love, and life in the precious Truth, and are

naking it your chiefest inlere^t to exalt the same
n the earth : To all such is my endeared love, in

he blessed fellowship of life and peace, beseeching

Almighty God on your behalf, that you may stand

ast in that liberty wherewith Christ hath set you

; taking good heed that you be not again en-

angled with the surfeiting cares of this uncertain

forld, lest your understandings be darkened, and
thereby be incapable of answering the end for

fhich the Lord rai?ed you up : For although you,

whom I am at this time drawn forth in exhor-

ation, may not be concerned in a Doctrinal Tes-

imony, yet, my dear Friends, you have known
n overcoming by the blood of the Lamb and his

lower, and to you it is given, not only to believe, but

be as pillars in God's House. And I must say,

hat there is a great work for you to do in this day
f outward ease ; and were I not pressed in spirit,

a a sight and sense I have had of the state of the

hurches, I should at this time have been silent

:

Jut now for the Lord's sake, and the churches re-

brmation, I entreat the faithful to come up to the

lelp of the Lord against the mighty.

If any enquire, what I have seen in the light of

he Lord, so mightily to obstruct the prosperity of

Truth in the earth, I do with sorrow answer, It is

spirit of the world, pride, covetousness, fleshly

ase, with self-interest.

Now, that there may be a regulation, whilst the

jord's love and mercy is aflbrded, is the real cause

if this epistle.

And the way to promote, and I hope, in the

liord's time, to effect it to God's honour, and th(

)enefit and enlargement of the churches, is,

First, For the faithful (who are as pillars) fathers

ind mothers in the church, carefully to observe

he operation of God's Holy Spirit, and thereby you
vill be enabled to set up an holy discipline in your
iwn families; being often inward, attending upoi

he Wonderful, Counsellor. So shall you be en

arged, in due time, to gain upon each church

vhich you belong unto: For, dear Friends, if ever

here was need for the Seers to be inward with the

jord, in deep mourning, the husbands apart, and
beir faithful wives apart, it looks to me to be in our

lay. For oh ! how is the care and counsel of the

Lord, which was conveyed to us through our faithful

elders, with respect to gospel order, slighted ;
and

hereby a libertine spirit got up, both in habit and

conversation: And it is to be feared, that those

orldly spirited ones rather serve themselves, than

the true and liviDg God.
And that such may be provoked to return to

he Lord with unfeigned repentance, I am at this

time concerned, to recommend the excellent me-

thod which Joshua, that brave captain under the

eat King of kings took, when he had led the

children of Israel into the promised land, and di-

vided unto them their lots, after he had powerfully

nd wisely gone in and out before them, until, by

the strength of the Lord, they had fought their

battles, and subdued their enemies, taking cities

from them, till they were grown a rich and numer-

ous people, and po-sessed of vine-yards and olive-

yards ready pbinted to their hands: then this

blessed servant of the Lord, who no doubt had a

clear sight of the danger they were in, of forgetting

the Lord, the true and living God, by whose pow-

ful arm their fathers were brought out of the

house of bondage, according to his promise made
to his fjiithful servant Abraham ; I say, this wise

leader in Israel commemorates the mercies, victo-

ries, and wonderful deliverances of God to them,

vithout the least ostentation, or desire of honour,

lame or fame in the world, or amongst them; but

n a lively, powerful exhortation, expressetti himself

n these words :

'• Now therefore fear the Lord, and serve him

n sincerity and truth, and put away the gods which

your fathers served on the other side of the flood,

ind in Egypt, and serve ye the Lord. And if it

seem evil unto you to serve the Lord, choose you

this day whom you will serve, whether the gods

ich your fathers served, that were on the other

side of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in

hose land ve dwell : but as for me, and my house,

e will serve the Lord." Josh. -24: ver. 14, 16.

But verses 21, 22 :
" If ye forsake the Lord, and

serve strange gods, then will He turn and do you

hurt, and consume you, after that he hath done

you good. And the people said unto Joshua, Nay
but we will serve the Lord."

Dear Friends, observe what influence this lively

zeal, and godly resolution, had upon the people

so that there appeared a willingness in them to put

away those things which grieved the Lord, and

hindered them from serving him fully and freely,

saying, " God forbid, that we should forsake the

Lord, to serve other gods."

And now my dear Friends, whom God hath

blessed with a large talent of grace, by which you

have been enabled to make a good confession to

his name and Truth, in holiness of life in this land

where my lot is now fallen, to travel up and down

in the love of God, for no other end than that an

increase of love and faithfulness may be knowu
'

the gathered churches of Christ. In order thei

unto, I beseech you look into the true state of the

churches, and see if you, with me, cannot behold

a great declension from the primitive plainness,

simplicity, and sincerity which Truth led our faith-

ful Elders into. Oh ! the testimonies they have

ft us, of the care they had to order their conver-

tion in words, habit, and deportment, so as to

jswer the witness of God in all men with whom
they had to do.

And now witli sorrow I lay before you, that in

y late travels I saw too many taking up a fleshly

case, by letting an earthly carnal mind prevail,

even to the neglecting the assembling themselves

together, to wait upon the Lord, and worship him

n spirit and in truth.

This I know is the cause of grief to you faithful

•Iders; but that you may be blessed with peace

lere, and leave a sweet memorial to after ages, let

t be your care in each church, to stir up the neg-

igent to a lively commemoration of the mercies of

God ; and with due care to use your christian au-

thority, in the management and settlement of your

own families in that decent order we, through the

mercy and wisdom of God, have been established

And for vour encouragement ther the

Lord will be unto you a sun and a shield ; and grace

and glory, and no good thing will he withhold from

such, who in the love of God diligently labor, hope,

patiently wait, to see Sion's righti;ousness go

forth as brightness, and her salvation as a lamp that

burneth ; that the Gentiles may sue her light, and

all kings her glory.

Uh ! I have to say, such sound pillars keeping

faithful to the end, shall be crowned wiih glory,

our, immortality, and eternal happiness, for

ever and ever. And if I may yield you a little

hand of help, it is farther in my heart to leave

this ""farewell exhortation, to all fathers and mo-

thers, masters and mistresses, especially of the

younger sort; those who have in any measure

tasted' of the good Word of life, and of the powers

of the world to come ; that all such be very care-

ful, to walk worthy of the vocation whereunto they

have been called, in honesty, sobriety, and true

humility, having your minds girdtd with the girdle

of Truth. So shall your conversation answer the

witness of God in the hearts of your children and

servants ; and also to such who do not profess with

us, with whom you may be concerned. For, Dear

Friends, your candles have nut been lighted by

the Lord, to be put out again, or 3'ou to hide the

light thereof from your families or neighbourhood,

under a bed, or uuder a bushel. Therefore I de-

sire you may arise, and trim your lamps, and be

watchful that your lights may be kept shining, and

lamps burning : For it is not enough carelessly to

retain a knowledge of what the Lord hath done in

times past; but that there be a daily waiting upon,

and supplicating the Lord, for the renewing of his

love and life, that thereby you may be kept alive

to him, and may be a sweet savour of life unto life,

in your families and neighbourhood : So will the

Lord be glorified ; and your souls, that are thus

renewed, keeping under the power of the holy cross

of Christ, in the whole management of your con-

versation; you, I say, shall then enjoy a serene

quiet, when the Lord is pleading with backslider.-,

and the wicked among the children of men.

And Friends, this know, that the day of the

Lord's sifting the churches hastens on apace :
and

my fervent "labour is, that all those who make
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mention of the name of the Lord in this holy way,
I

dustry has free course. Great mineral wealth,
|

Those who have the Care of Ymmg Females.—
may so demean themselves in true self-denial, as especially of silver, in which it is richer than anyi How valuable is the power entrusted to those who

that, when proved by Divine Wisdom, they may other part of the world, and unlimited capacity for! superintend the employments, and direct the habits

be found of that sound wheat, not one grain of the raising of agricultural products, will combine
|

of yount; females, of leading them, by the force of

which may be lost. And in order that it may be ! at an early day to transform this region into a, personal example, away from the common snares

so, I entreat all, whom the Lord hath blessed with: rich and populous State. ,
,

into which the vanity of their hearts is so conti-

families, that they carefully observe the appear- In general terms, Dakotah lies between latitude! nually entangling them. I allude, more particu-

ance of the grace of God, in every of its operations 42 deg. 30 miu. and 49 rain, north, and longitude larly, to the subject of dress; the study and love

and drawings. And whatsoever the Lord thereby |9l) deg. 30 min. and 103 deg. west. It is bounded
!

of which is so prominent a weakness in the female

concerneth any one to do, let it be done with the on the north by British America, east by the States
j

mind. If placed in authority over them, are you

utmost diligence. So will parents be good exam-

ples to their children, and masters to their ser-

vants. For the heads of families are, or ought to

be, the Lord's ministers under him, ruling their

families in the power of love, by which they have

known a being turned from darkness, to the true

Light, Christ Jesus: For surely, it is by this power

of love, that we arc enabled to order our families

rightly, both in life and manners. Therefore I would

desire, that all may see to the ditcbarging of their

duty aright, as in the sight of an all-seeing God.
{Concluded ucst week.)

of ^Minnesota and Iowa, south and west by Ne-j conscientiously careful to watch over yourselves,

braska. Its length from north to south is 450 1 lest any exhibition of " broidered hair, or gold, or

miles, its average breadth is about 200 miles, and I pearls, or costly array," (1 Tim. ii. 9, 10,) on your

it has an area of 70,000 square miles. It was! part, should be the means of exciting vain thoughts

formerly a part of the Territory of Minnesota, but, and desires on theirs; but "as becometh women
was detached when that became a State. The, professing godliness," do you rather seek to show
Indians belonging to the Yankton, Sissiton and ' 'hem, that you prefer the being arrayed with good
Sioux tribes are numerous, and live chiefly by thej works, and with that which "is not corruptible, even

The Three New Territories— Colorado, Nevada,

Dacotah.—The organizing of the new Territo-

ries has increased the number of Territories in the

United States to seven, including the previously

existing ones of Washington, Nebraska, Utah and value for its furs,

New Mexico.

The first of these Territories, Colorado, includes

parts of Kansas, Nebraska, and Eastern Utah.

Its boundaries run as follows:—Beginning at a

point where the 102d degree cf West longitude from

Greenwich crosses the 37th parallel of North lati-

the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, wl
in the sight of God of great price," (1 Pet. iii. 4.)—Mary Ann Kelty.

chase. The Territory includes open, grassy plains

high-rolling prairies, a great number of lakes and

ponds, and very numerous valuable rivers. The
climate of the south is mild ; that of the north se-

vere, though less so than might be expected from what a Vohano can Jo.—Cotopaxi, in 1738,
its high latitude. The land is well timbered, and' threw its fiery rockets 3000 feet above its crater,
the valleys are highly productive. Coal abounds

^^.^Hg in 1774 the blazing mass, struggling for an
in some parts, and other minerals add wealth toL^let, roared so that its awful voice^was heard a

the region. The game is plentiful, and of great distance of more than six hundred miles. In 1797
ledger. the crater of Tunguragua, one of the peaks of the

*-* Andes, flung out torrents of mud which dammed
We must Reap what ue Sow.—"As the tree'p rivers, opened new lakes, and in valleys of

tude, thence north along said 102d parallel to 1 just when their souls take leave

falls, so it lies." Let none deceive themselves, nor thousand feet wide made deposits of six hundred
mock their immortal souls, with a pleasant, but feet deep. The stream from Vesuvius, which in

most false, pernicious dream, that they shall be 1737 parsed through Torre del Greco, contained
changed, by a constraining and irresistible - - _ . _

where it intersects the 41st degree of north latitude

thence west along said line to the 109th degree of

W^est longitude, thence south along said line to the

37th degree of North latitude, thence east along the

37th degree of North latitude to the place of be-

ginning. The Territory contains about 100,000

square miles, and at this time a population of some

25,000 persons. The Rocky Mountains divide

the Territory into two parts, westward from them

flowing a large number of rivers, tributary to the

Colorado, and eastward others, equally numerous

No, no, my friends. If you sow vanity, folly,

ith a pleasant, but feet deep. The strea
that they shall be 1737 parsed through
-resistible power, 33^600,000 cubic feet of solid matter; and in 1794^

of their bodies. Lrjjen Torre del Greco was destroyed a second time

-
ol'y- ^'^1- the mass of lava amounted to 45,000,000 cubid

ble delights, fading pleasures
;
no better shall you

feet. In 1679 Etna poured forth a flood which
ever reap than corruption, sorrow, and the woful Lowered eighty- four square miles of surface, whick
anguish of eternal disappointment. Faithful is that, measured 100,000,000 cubic feet. On this occa.
mo.t Holy One, who hath determined, that every jgio^ the scoriee formed the Monte Rossi, nearNico-
man and woman shall reap what they sow. And

[^^i^ ^ cone two miles in circumference and 400(-

will not trouble, anguish and disappointment, be a
j-ggt high. The stream thrown out by Etna in 181(

sad and dreadful harvest for you to reap, for all
.^^g j^ motion at the rate of a yard per day for nil

your mis-spent time and substance about superflui-
1 ^^^j^ths after the eruption; and it is on record tha

ties and vain recreations ? Retire then
;
quench jhe lava of the same mountain after a terrible erup

not the Holy Spirit in yourselves
;
redeem your 1

ion, was not thoroughly cooled and consolidate,
and large, tributary to the Arkansas and,houtb precious, abused time; frequent such conversation ten years after the event. In the eruption of Vesu
Fork Platte Rivers. It includes the famous min- as may help you against your evil inclinations; so

^.i^g^ j^ j)_ 70^ the scorise and ashes vomited fortl

ing region. Pike's Peak, rich in gold and other shall you follow the examples, and keep the pre-jf^r exceeded the entire bulk of the mountain; whil
metals, cut ofi' by deserts from the more fertile jcepts of Jesus Christ, and all his followers. For|iQ ^gfiu Etna dis.-orged more than twenty time
Western States, but destined to be the home of ad- hitherto we have plainly demonstrated, that no,

it^ q.^q ^ass. Ve.'^uvius has thrown its ashes a
vancing civilization, and to give up its treasures atjsuch way of living, as is in request among you of

f.^^ as Constantinople, Syria, and Eijypt; it hurle.
the summons of enlightened toil. the land, ever was, or can be truly christian.—

j atones eight pounds in weight to Pompeii, a dis
Nevada is taken from Western Utah and Call- WiUiam Penn. tance of six miles, while simTlar masses were tosse

fornia. Its boundaries are as follows
:
— Beginning ' '

, ,, . „^ ^ . . 2000 feet above its summit. Cotopaxi has pre
at the point of intersection of the 42d degree ol The Cast of Fences.-The Maine State Agri-,

^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^O^^^j^;^ ^^^^ ^^\o\^me a di.-

North latitude with the 39th degree of longitude cultural Report presents some striking statistics
j

-[^^^g ^^ j^j^^^ ^^jj^^. ^^j^^j g,^jjjl[j^^,i in 1815 durin
West from Washington; thence running south on in relation to the cost of: fencing. The fences of the ^ ^^^^ ^^^,.g^ eVuption'on rec'o^d, sent i'ts ash.
the line ofthis 116th degree West longitude until State, cost S2o 000^^ the repairs require S3 -

^^ ^^^ ^^ j^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ 300 '^i,^^ ^^^,.^^,

it intersects thenorthernboundaryofthelerritoryj500,000 annually; 6 per cent, interest is S,500,-
^nd out of a population of 12,000 souls only 2

west to the dividing 000; and a renewal m 20 years would beSl,2oO,- . _ i' ^ . _ . > j

000 ; making the total yearly expense 85,250,000
—or two-thirds the original cost of the Erie Canal.

A strong argument in favour of soiling. Estimated

cost of road fences, supposed to be at least one-sixth

part of the whole, 83,125,000. The interest and

cost of annual repairs and renewing would be S531,-[ of arms ; the warfare is continual, and must I

1

000—the tax paid annually by the farmers of continually mairtained. But to such as endcavou

fornia, is not to "be included within Nevada until Maine to make the highway a public pasture. To

the State of California shall assent to the same by [this sum is to be added §150,000, the yearly cost

an act irrevocable without the consent of the United |of breaking through snow drifts caused by such

States. The Territory includes the lovely Carson 1 fence.?, and opening roads. These estimates will

Valley, the memory of whoso beauty lingers with 1 do to apply to other places besides Maine. The

the traveller in his journey through arid plains 'custom now is that every man shall fence out all

and over rugged mountains, and whose wondr.^us
j

intruders ; the time may come when this will be

fertility, even under the rudest cultivation, shows among the things of the past.

of New Mexico; thence di

ridi'e separating the waters of Carson Valley from

those that flow into the Pacific ; thence on this di-

viding ridge northwardly to the 41st degree North

latitude; thence due north to the southern bounda-

ry line of the State of Oregon ; thence due east to

the place of beginning. That portion of the Ter-

ritory within the present limits of the State of Cal
/. • _-t *- u„ :„„i.,j„j ^:*i,:„ x' ,i„ ..„*

escaped,

—

Recreative Science.

The only Safe T>welling-place.—The older

grow, the more needful I find the watch : there

no other safe dwelling-place there :

what may be expected there when intelligent in-|walliDg towns to shut out human marauders.

through watchfulness and prayer, to quit themselv>

like men, strength will be administered in due tim

not only to stand fast in the faith, but to becon

strong
;
yea, they will be " strong in the Lord, ar

in the power of his might." So that I very mu(

desire, that the minds of all may be clothed wi

the invincible armour, wherewith they will be " ab

much as that ofi to stand in the evil day, and, having done all,

stand."

—

Daniel Wlieelrr.
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Copy of a Memorial of the Religious Society o/[whicb must necessarily elapse between the trans-
Frieiuh on tlve impending difficulties if/'it'ce?;

: mission of the views of the British Cabinet to Wash-
Great Britaina9ultli£ United StaUs ofAmerica iw^ion and the arrival of the reply, in preparing

m -.' T-. »T T 1 „ .
so to meet that reply, fwhiitcvcr it mav be.) that

To Discount Palmersto.v, First Lord of theL),,„„^. -, „ „ ^,
i j i

'\r'^y
""'>

T J f „r T> T> •
1 o tue next step may not be a declaration ot war, but

Ireasury, and Larl RussELL, Principal bee- Ui,„ „„..,„ *• ! ... .. , .'
Vc}L i J- T' • A rr the puttmi' or the remaiuinL' issue, if any, between

retary ot btate lor Foreign AfiFairs. fi,„ ;„.„ „° .• • . . -c i
• •

' " the two countries in train tor a pacific decision.

The undersigned, acting on behalf of the Society
[

A\'e rejoice to see the principle of Arbitration

of Friends throughout Great Eritain, request the ; strongly recommended by the Plenipotentiaries of

considerate attention of the First Lord of the Trea- j
the European Powers who were parties to thi

sury and the Foreign Secretary, to a few observa- 1
Treaty of Paris. Where a prospective provision

tioiis on the present critical aspect of affairs be-iof this kind exists in international Treaties, any
tween this country and the United States of North difficulty which may arise would naturally take

America, offered as they are under a strong sense the course thus prescribed for its settlement before

of religious duty. the question of right becomes merged in the storm
We have, ou former occasions, so fully stated 'of passion. And though there may he no such

our conviction that all War is unlawful lor the Chris- prospective provision applicable to the present dif-

tian, that it is needless now to repeatit. But there [ticulty, we would respectfully submit that it may
are circumstances connected with the present diffi- not be too late for our Government, strong in the

ulties between the two countries, of so marked iconsciousness of right, to propose such a reference,

md peculiar a character as, in our apprehension, should the reply from Washiujiton not effect the

:o justify this special appeal to the Government,
There are, perhaps, no two independent nations

an the face of the earth so closely united together

England and America by the combined ties of

blood, of language, of religion, of constitutional

freedom, and of commercial interest; and no two
nations between whom a war would be a more
5pen scandal to our common Christianity, or

happy and peaceful termination of the dispute.

There are many circumstances in the present

position of England, which enable her to maintain
a perfectly temperate and conciliatory attitude

:

and would it not seem ungenerous to drive matters

to extremities with the United States at the time

when they are engaged in a struggle for their na-

tional integrity, if not for their national existence

serious injury to the welfare and progress of
I

May we then at Christians appeal to the enlight-

the human race. .ened rulers of this highly professing Christian coun-

The hatred of a brother when once offended isitry; imploring them, whilst commendably vigilant

proverb. Nor were the feelings which existed |for the interests and the character of England, to

between England and America alter the War of
j

endeavour to follow out the Gospel rule of doing

Independence and the War respecting the Rights
I

as they would be done by,— a rule not less biud-

of Neutrals, by any means an exception to this pro-
j

ing on nations than on individuals,

erbial truth. By degrees, however, animosity! But though we thus address those whose coun-

nd mutual suspicion subsided. The reciprocal jsels direct the State, and with whom may rest the

isits of enlightened travellers, the vast increase ofifinal decision for Peace or for War, we are well

commercial relations, and the healthy emulation in aware that much depends upon the avoidance ot

Christian philanthropy, in science and in literature jail exasperated feeling on the part of the public at

were, under the Divine blessing, producing an im- jlarge, often too ready to encourage a war at

proved tone of both per.sonal and national feeling, [the first outbreak of difficulties; and we greatly

when at length, in 1860, the visit of the Heir-ap- ;
desire that a thoroughly pacific temper may be

parent of the British throne to the United States maintained and increase amongst us as a nation,

seemed to complete the entente cordicde between the ]and especially that it may be promoted by all those

two countries. It is little more than twelve months
I
who profess to preach the Gospel of Peace. There

since English subjects and American citizens were 'may have been words as well as deeds on the part

alike rejoicing in this healthy condition of the re- 'of the Government or the people of the United

lations between these two great divisions of the States, which have tried the temper and the pa-

Anglo-Saxon race. tience both of our statesmen and of our fellow coun-

Now, however, with sadness of heart we see all trymen generally, but it is surely more truly dig-

this sorrowfully changed, and a question of inter- nified, as well as more truly Christian, to meet

tioual law. which if it could be submitted to a provocation with a calm reference to law than to

petent tribunal of able jurists, whether Euro- exhibit a retaliatory spirit.

We would further suggest that after the vast

sacrifices which England has made for the aboli-

tion of the Slave Trade and Slavery in our own
possessions and by other countries, which has been

an object so consistently promoted through life by
the Statesmen whom we are now addressing, it

would be deeply humiliating if, by being involved

in this War, our country should ultimately find

itself in active co-operation with the South and

pean or American, or to the mediation or arbitra.

ment of any independent State, might probably in

a few hours be settled to the satisfaction of all par-

ties, appears to be in imminent danger of occasion-

ing a vast destruction of human life, a prodigious

waste of treasure, a total interruption of trade and
social intercourse, and an incalculable amount of

moral evil ; whilst it is just as impossible, in the

nature of things, for the question of right or wrong
to be really cleared up by such an appeal to the

j

Slavery against the North and Freedom; though

sword, as it was for the guilt or innocence of the, in saying this we do not intend to express our ap-

accused, in media2val times, to be settled by the proval, in all respects, of tlie course pursued by

wager of battle or the passage over burning plough- 1 the North in reference to Slavery,

shares. We may perhaps be permitted to mention, as an

Under these circumstances, we look with confi- additional reason for our strong advocacy of the

denee to the Government and legal advisers of our
|

preservation of Peace with America, that as the

beloved Queen, fully believing that it is their principal Founders of two of its States, and many
honest desire that so awful and so unnecessary a of the original settlers of other States, were our

calamity—we might say so great a national sin— .brethren in religious profession, between whom and

as a war with America should be averted. In ourselves a cordial correspondence has been main-

this confidence we are emboldened respectfully totained for nearly two centuries, we have a special

ask, whether it is not possible to use the interval |
religious as well as national interest in the ques-

tion. And though the Government of those States

has long pa.sscd into less pacific hands, yet our
brethren there still have a considerable influence

on their State Legislatures, and their voice has

often been heard with effect at Washington. We
shall therefore at once apprize our American Friends

of the step which we have now taken, and shall

urge them also to u.se their influence in further-

ance of the cause of Peace.

May He who still ruleth in the Earth, by his

providence as well as by his grace, grant that the

Wisdom which is from above, and which is pure,

peaceable, gentle and easy to be entreated, may
so prevail in the councils of the two Governments
and in the hearts of the people, that the impend-
ing scourge of War may be averted from the kin-

dred nations ou each side of the Atlantic, and
from the waters of that ocean which should unite

rather than divide them !

Lundon, tlie inli of i:ith Month, 18G1.

(Here follow the Signatures.)

Diversion of Red River~It Proposes toflaw
to tlie Gulf by the New Channel.— It has for some
years been evident that, by a sure and rapid pro-

cess, the connection between Red river and the Slis-

sippi is being cut off. The effect of the complete

consummation of this process, now going on with

extraordinary and alarming rapidity, will be to

divert Red river into the Atchafalaya, which affords

channel for its waters, and compel it to flow to

the Gulf at Berwick's bay. Thus the whole of the

immense and productive regions lying in the valley

of the Red river will suffer the embarrassment of

being shut off' from communication with its natural

market, while New Orleans will lose the rich trade

hich the river country annually pours into her

lap. These contingencies are not remote. They
will surely happen within a few years if something

be not done to obviate them. For some years past

the connection between Red river and the Missis-

ppi has been growing more and more precarious,

till, in low water, it is almost entirely lost. In the

high water season the volume of water, which pours

down the Atchafalaya exceeds the flow of Red
river, as the Jlississippi actually backs up through

Old river, so that the current sets from instead of

into the main stream.

—

New Orleans Delia.

Bad English Punctuation.—One capital fault

which pervades and vitiates many people's com-

positions is ignorance of the principles of punctua-

tion. Sometimes nothing of this sort is attempted,

and sometimes dashes are made to do duty indis-

criminately. From this follows, as a necessary

consequence, a general looseness of construction in

the sentences. They are sure to be more or less

deformed and ill-conditioned ; with participial

clauses running loose, or relatives whose references

are uncertain. Short sentences and short words

are generally best, inasmuch as they are less likely

to be misunderstood, and do not require to be read

twice. Sometimes the meaning expressed is en-

tirely different from the one intended, or at all events

is susceptible of various interpretations. Some sen-

tences are so clumsily put together, that, if printed

as written, they would be almost unintelligible;

just because the writers have, through laziness or

ignorance, accustomed themselves to scribble on

without inserting the proper stops as they go.

They " stand not upon points." They forget how

they began the scntecec, and how it ought to end,

and thus it comes out imperfectly articulated.

—

Leisure Hour,

Nothing else than watchfulness and prayer, can

sustain the life of faith.
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King William the Third and Principal Carstairs.

The following account of a courageous act, which

perhaps averted from Scotland the horrors of a

civil war, will be read with interest.

" The Presbyterian establishment set up by the

Parliament of 1690, was not launched upon its

course without difficulty. There were many points

to settle; the country remained in an excited, and

in many parts, in a disaffected state ; (he Govern-

ment was anxious to consolidate itself by every

security in its power, and to the oath of allegiance

was added accordingly the oath of assurance, in

which the swearer declared that William was

Kino de jure as well as defacto. It was believed

that the Presbyterian Clergy would have no scru-

ple to such an oath, and their great patron, the

Earl of Crawford, gave his word for them. He
was found however to be mistaken. The General

Assembly of 1694 firmly refused to subscribe the

oath. His Majesty's Commissioner, Lord Carmi-

chael, had instructions to dissolve the Assembly if

it continued obitinate in its refusal. Eeluciant to

proceed to this extremity, and perplexed what to

do, he had despatched a messenger to London to

receive final instructions. The King had drawn

up a peremptory answer to the Comuiissiouer, to

maintain bis alternative in the face of what he con-

sidered little else than rebellion, and despatched

a messenger with the answer, when one appeared

on the field, to whom not only on this business of

the Scottish Church, but in many other grave

State matters, William owed perhaps as much as

to any other of his friends and counsellors—Prin-

cipal Carstairs. Carstairs was a man of great ad-

dress, and of infinite tact, of strong intellect and

kindly feelings. He had known the torture of the

thumb screw in the days of Lauderdale, and yet

was no fanatic. He had gone into exile, and had
earned and enjoyed the confidence of William at

the Hague, and yet he was no mere politician. At
the Revolution he had been made Principal of

Edinburgh College, and to him more than to any

other man, the church of the Revolution owes the

terms of its establishment and the nature of its

constitution. He knew his countrymen, and he

knew his Royal master; and he now ventured on

a step that showed the bravery of his devotion to

both, and averted a collision that might have been

disastrous. He was in London when the messenger

came from Scotland, and learned nothing of the

matter till the messengpr was despatched un his

return. Un reaching home, reading his letters,

and learning the nature of the business and the

answer the King had sent off, he saw the crisis

was urgent, and hesitated not what to do. Car-
stairs managed to get hold of the messenger just

as he was ready to start, and required him in the

King's name to deliver his despatches to him. In

possession of these, he went directly to the King's
apartment. The Lord in waiting told him that his

Majesty was gone to bed ; but Carstairs told him
that he had come on business of the greatest mo-
ment and must get admittance. On entering the

room he found his Majesty asleep. He drew aside

the curtain, went down on his knees by the bed
side, and then awakened the King. Amazed to

see his chaplain at such an hour and in such a poj'

ture, he asked what was the matter. ' I am come,

said Carstairs, 'to beg my life.' 'Is it possible,

said William, ' that you have done any thing de-

serving of death.' Carstairs told him that he had
detained the lloyal mesienger, and produced the

despatches he had taken from him. William was
not a man easily to brook such interference, and
sharply asked Carstairs how he had dared to coun

tormand his orders. Carstairs begged to be heard

in his defence. William listened attentively, while

urged that the Episcopalians were already his

enemies, that this oath would make the Presbyte-

rians his enemies too ; that oaths were of little avail

to a prince if he lost the hearts of his subjects; but

that if he yielded this to them he would bind them

forever to his throne. The frown gradually left

William's countenance as Carstairs proceeded ; and

in the end he told him to throw the despatches into

the fire, and write such instructions as he thought

best. It was done; and the messenger was soon

upon the road travelling post haste to Edinburgh.
'• Meantime both the Commissioner and the Min-

isters were in the utmost perplexity. On the very

next day the Assembly was to meet, and still the

messenger had not returned. Lord Carmichael,

by the instructions he had, was bound to dissolve

the Assembly. The ministers were determined to

assert their authority, and to meet notwithstand-

ing. Both alike dreaded the result. Happily the

messenger arrived on the morning of the eventful

day, and when his packet was opened, it was found

to the joy of all, that it was his Majesty's pleasure

to dispense with the oaths. When the Assembly
met, every minister was more heaity than another

in praise of the King. From that day to this

there has been no collision between the Church
and the Sovereign, in regard to the calling of As-

semblies. The Commissioner dissolves the Assem-
bly as if all the power were with him, the Mode-
rator dissolves it as if all the power were with him.

Either in like manner, nominates a day for a new
one. Thus the old question is still kept alive, but

the perfect understanding and inviolate faith ot

both the parties, has prevented it from assuming
a troublesome shape."

For "The Friend."

On War.

Who are they that go to war? It is declared

by the Lord's Prophet, " And he shall judge among
many people, and rebuke strong nations afar oif

;

and they shall beat their swords into ploughshares,

and their spears into pruning hooks : Nation shall

not lift up sword against nation ; neither shall they

learn war any more." The christian dispensation

was ushered in with the most gracious language,

"Glory to God in the highest ; on earth peace, good
will to man." The whole life of our gracious

Lord, and all his precepts, were contrary to war.

He declared, " My kingdom is not of this world
;

if my kingdom were of this world, then would my
servants fight 1" Whose servants then are they that

fight? are they not the servants of the spirit of this

world which rules the nations of the earth, who,

were they truly the christians they profess to be,

would learn war no more ? When shall we look

for Him to judge among many people, and rebuke

strong nations afar ofi', if it is not in this last, and
lasting dispensation ? We have all felt his rebukes

in our hearts when we have wronged our neigh-

bour, " for God hath shewed thee, O man I what
is right; He hath rebuked many people, his judg-
ments are in the laud, yet who taketh it to heart?''

The most important thing for us is to become
subjects of the King of kings, in order that we may
wear a crown of righteousness in the world to

come. Can those who go to war fulfil the divine

injunction, " bless them that curse you, do good
to them that persecute, and despitefuUy use you?"
" If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst,

give him water to drink : thereby thou shalt heap
coals of fire on his head." Our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ has left us one of the most striking

examples ofmeekness, forbearance, and forgiveness,

that could be. He suffered himself to be crucified,

although he was Lord of heaven and earth. When

the high priest came to take him with swords and
staves," '• Peter drew his sword, and struck a

vant of the high priest, and smote off his ear, Je-

sus said unto him. Put up again thy sword into

his place, for all they that take the sword, shall

perish with the sword." Then shall any pool

mortal presume to take the sword to fight about

worldly matters, that are comparatively of so little

consequence, when our glorious Lord patientlj

submitted to cruel wrong and sufferings, although

He could have commanded " more than twelve

legion of angels" to defend himself and his righte^

ous cause ? From that day down to the pres

time, it hath been those that take the sword, v

persecute the servants of the Most High. Th(

apostles and martyrs were put to death by the

power of the sword ; and it is the same spirit now,

that prompts tho.se who would compel, by fines and

imprisonments, to learn the art of war, and to give

war their support, those who are conscientiously^

opposed to it, because Christ has forbidden it. j.

The Most High declared by his prophet, " Aa l|

live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to mei
and every tongue shall confess before God." YesJ
it is with him we have to do, either in mercy, oH
in judgment, and as we bow unto him in perfectrl

sincerity of heart. He will teach us of his ways,

and bring us into his own peaceable lamb-like

spirit, which always breathes peace on earth, and

good-will to man. When in this state, we are en-

abled to " do uuto others as we would have others

do unto us." Did this spirit prevail, there would,

be no more wars and fightings; because ChrisB

would purge the heart from all the lust for honourJ

for riches and grandeur, the lust I'or superiority

one over another, all which are contrary to his

spirit. As we obey bis teaching in the hearty

giving heed when his witness reproves us, or makesi

us uneasy, when we are doing, or are going to do
wrong, leading us to strive to do that which is well

pleasing in his sight, and showing us what particu-

lar thing he requires us to do ; then we will bo

brought into a willingness to lose all for his sake,

rather than to gain the whole world, with all its

honours, and lose our own souls. Oh, remember
our Saviour said, ' If any man smite thee on the one

cheek, turn to him the other also ; and if any man
take thy coat, let him have thy cloak also ; and it

he compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain.'

Now, He does not teach his disciples to demand
these things, but only to suffer in meekness and

forbearance, what the avarice and covetousness ol

ungodly men may demand ; and although He may
suffer these " to stretch forth their hands against

certain of his disciples," yet we may remembei

He said, "Even the very hairs of your heads are all

numbered." Yes, He has carried all those victo-

riously over their enemies, who have put their trust

in him ; as witness the prophets, apostles and

martyrs, and no one of those, according to the

New Testament and history, ever had any thin^

to do with war after they were converted to tht

christian religion. J. B.

Stark Co., Ohio, Twelfth moath 26ih, 1861.

Range of Sound.—Herschel gives three hun-

dred and forty-five miles as the greatest knowi
distance to which sound has been carried in tht

air. This was when the awful explosion of a vol

cano at St. ^'inccnt's was heard at Demerara
The cannonading of the battle of Jena was jus

heard in the open fields near Dresden, a distanci

of ninety-two miles, and in the casemates of the fort

ress it was very distinct. The bombardment o

Antwerp is said to have been heard in the m'

of Saxony, three hundred and seventy miles dis

tant.
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THE OLD HOUSE FAR AWAY.
The wild birds warble, the silvery rills

Sing cheerily rouad the spot,

And the peucelul shade of the purple hills

KiiUs dim on my mother's cot;

Its windows are small, and its thatch is low,

And its ancient walls are gray
;

0, I see il 1 1 love itl where'er I go

—

That old house far away !

The little clock licks on the parlour wall,

Kecording the passing hours
;

And the pet geranium grows rank and tall.

With its brilliant scarlet flowers
;

And the old straw i hair, so cozy and low.

Where mother sal knitting all day
;

0, I see itl 1 love itl where'er I go

—

That old house far away 1

Dear mother! how plainly I see her now
Reclining in that old chair.

With the sunset resting upon her brow.

That was once so smooth and fair;

With her crimped border white as snow.

And her once dark hair now gray,

O I my heart is with her where'er 1 go—
In that old house far away I

Xot all the treasure the world affords.

The riches of land and sea.

Not all the wealth of earth's proud lords,

Can blot from my memory
The roof that sheltered each dear, dear head,

And the humble floor of clay,

Where the feet I loved were wont to tread,

In the old house far away I Dublin Joui

and midnight caves, which have never echoed any 'per of the lava with my hand, and finding it gra-

ouud but the thunders of heuveu, aud the groau- |duully grow warm as 1 proceeded, though not suf-

ings aud convulsions of earth. So wild aud ter- j tieieutly so to excite any alarm, lu a .short time

rible was the scene, that I felt a strange thrill
I
[ reached the bottom, aud stood on the verge of

rush through my shivering frame, and quiver about one of the seams or chasms, which opened far, far

my dizzy brain, and 1 shouted, to break the still- down into the heart of the mountain. It was about

For "The Friend,

Terrible Adtenture oa a Volcano.

[The following account given by Carl Steinmi

who visited Mount Hecla, in Iceland, just before

its terrible eruption in 1845, shows the foolhardi-

ness with which men of sense will sometimes rust

into danger, and jeopard their lives for no good,

It is also a fearful instance of marvellous preserva-

tion.]

Having secured a guide, I set out at an early

hour, on the morning following my arrival in

SalsuD, (at the foot of the extinct volcano,) pray-

in<T for fair weather and a safe return.

The scenery, even from the first, was so differ-

ent from any i had ever seen outside of Iceland,

as to be worthy of a better description than 1 am
able to give. Suffice it to say that, as you pu=h

ou, ascending summit after summit on your way to

the great and awful centre of all, you tiud the dan-

ger, dreariness, and desolation increase to the most

terrible sublimity, till at last, when you do finally

stand on the highest point in this unliving world

of chaos, you instinctively pray, with an icy shud-

der shivering through your miserable frame, to be

restored to the lite you seem to have left forever

behind you.

how shall I attempt to convey to any mind

the awful scene of desolation that surrounded me,

when at last I stood more than four thousand feet

above the level of the sea, on the highest peak of

ij
barren Hecla ! Six mortal hours—three on horse

back, and three on foot—had 1 been clambering

upwards from the world below ; and now amon

the very clouds that rolled aud swept round uu

I stood in a world of lava mountains, ice, aud

snow— the lava black as midnight, the snow of

blinding whiteness—and not in all that region a

tree, a bush, a shrub, a blade, or even a solitary

I living thing, excepting myself and guide. Far as

jjl the eye could reach, when the moving clouds per-

» mitted me to see, was a succession of black, rugged

(t. hills, snow-crowned peaks, glistening glaciers, and

ji ice-bound streams, into whose inanimate solitude

no human foot bad ever penetrated—a world with-

iif
put plant or life—the very desolation of desola-

tion—filled with yawning chasms, dreadful abysses,

ness of death, aud heard my voice come dismally

back in a hundred echoes, till it seemed to be lost

in the bowels of the unproductive earth.

Wrapping one of the blankets about mc, to pro-

tect me from the freezing cold, and cautiously using

my pointed stick to try every foot of ground before

me, 1 now began to move about, over blocks and

heaps, aud hills of lava, and across narrow chasms,

and pitfalls, and patches of snow and ice, my faith-

ful guide keeping near, and often warning me to

be careful of my steps. lu this manner I at length

ascended a ridge of considerable elevation, stum^

bling my way to the top, and now and then dis

placing fragments of lava, that rolled crashiuj

down behind me. As yet I had seen no signs o

the mouth of the crater, which eighty years before

had vomited forth its terrific and desolating streams

of melted black sand : but on reaching the summit

of this ridge, I looked down into a sort of basin,

open at the lower side, and having some threi

or tour deep seams or chasms in its centre, into

which the melting snow and ice on its sides were

running in small streams. A peculiar and not

very agreeable odour came up with a thin smoky
vapour, and I fancied I could "hear a distant

something between a gurgle and a rumble.
" I suppose this is the original crater," I said,

turning to the guide.

The fellow was as pale as death, and every fea

ture expressed surprise allied to fear.

" What is the matter?" I quickly demanded
" have you never seen this spot before V

" I have seen this place before, master," he re

plied, " but never anything like this. When I was

here last, there was no hollow here, but only a

level plain of snow and ice."

Indeed !" exclaimed I, feeling strangely inte^

d ;
" what, then, do you infer ? that there is

about to be a fresh eruption !''

'' I fear so, master : what else can have caused

this change ? You see there is heat below, which

has melted the thick glacier, and only a few streaks

of ice now remain upon parts of the sides, while the

centre is gone."
" And the ground here has a slight feeling of

warmth, too !" I rejoined, as I bent down and

laid my hand upon it.

" Let us leave, master 1" returned the fellow

hurriedly, looking around with an expression of

alarm. " I do not like to remain here ; we may
be destroyed at any moment. Let us hasten down,

and report what we have seen."

" Nay," said I, feeling strangely interested and

fascinated by the perilous novelty, "' I do not think

there is any immediate danger, for the snow and

ice, it is plain to be seen, have melted slowly, and

before I go away, never to return, I should like to

venture into this basin, and look down into one of

those chasm
" O no, master!" replied the guide, with nervous

anxiety;

life T'
•' At least I will risk it, if you will agree to wait

for me," said I, fully determined on the venture,

even though I were to go without his consent.

"I will wait," he answered, " but remember,

master, you go down against my advice."

The crater, or hollow was about fifty feet in

four feet in width, zig-zag in shape, and emitted

strongly the peculiar odour before mentioned. A
small trickling stream from a melting layer of ice

above, was running into it; but I could only see

that it was lost in the deep darkness below, from

which came up a kind of his-iug, boiling, surging

sound, with something like a ruuibling shock at

intervals, aud gentle puBs of heated air.

The place, the scene, and withal the sense of

danger connected with it, held me there with a

sort of magnetic fascination, and 1 soon found my-
self strongly tempted to make a fatal plunge into

the awful abyss. Knowing by experience that

reason is not always able to govern and control

the actions in such cases, I forced myself back a

lew feet, but still remained near the opening, deaf

to the entreaties of my frightened guide, who now
began to implore we to return before it should be

too late. As the dreaded volcano had not been

in action for more than thirty years before his

birth, I believed that he could know no more of

the danger than myself, and, therefore, preferred

to act from the dictates of my own feelings, rather

than his fears ; and as I was to pay him well for

his services, felt but little disposed to be hurried

from a place which had cost me so much time,

money, and trouble to visit.

Giving no heed, therefore, to his earnest solici-

tations, 1 now resolved to sound, if possible, the

depth of the chasm before me, and then proceed

to inspect the others ; and for thi^ purpose I pried

off from a larger one a small block of lava, and
advancing to the very edge of the chasm, dropped

It down, and listened to the hollow reverberations,

as it went bounding from side to side, long after

it was lost to the eye. The depth was so immense

that I heard it for more than a minute, and then

the sound seemed rather to die out from distance,

than to cease because the block had reached its

destination. It was an awlul depth, aud fearfully

impressed me with the terrible ; and as I drew

back with a shudder, a gust of hot sulphurous air

ushed and roared upward, followed by a steam

ke vapour, and a heavy, hollow sound, as if a

annon had been discharged far down in the bowels

ot the earth.

This new manifestation of the powers of nature

fairly startled me into a desire for flight, and I

had already turned for the purpose, when suddenly

there came a sort of rumbling crash, and the

I'round, shaking, heaving, aud rolling under me,

began to crumble off into the dread abyss. I was

thrown down, and, on my hands and knees, pray-

ing for mercy, was scrambling over it and upward,

to save myself from a most horrible fate, when two

blocks, rolling together, caught my feet and legs

between them, and without actually crushing, held

them as if in a vice. Then came another crash

and crumble; the lava slid away from behind me.

aud I was left upon the very verge of the awful

do not do it! it might cost you your 'gulf, now widened to some fifteen or twenty feet,

down into which Hooked with horror-strained eyes,

only to see darkness and death below, and breathe

the almost suffocating vapours that rushed up from

that seemingly bottomless pit.

the horrors of that awful realization ! what

pen or tongue can portray them l There, a help-

less but conscious prisoner, suspended over the

depth, with gently sloping sides—and using my I mouth of a black and heated abys-, to be hurled

pointed stick with the greatest care, I forthwith , downward by the next great throe of trembling

began the descent, often slopping to try the tern- 1 nature.
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" Help ! help ! help ! for the love of God, help!"

I screamed, in the very agony of a wild despair.

I looked up and around to catcli a glimpse of

my guide ; but he was gone, and I had nothing to

rely on but the mercy of heaven ! and I prayed as

I never prayed before, for a forgiveness of my sins,

that they might not follow me to judgment. I

might be a secoud, it might be a minute, it might

be an hour, that I should have thus to undergo

living death, but be the time long or short, 1 felt

there was no escape from a doom that even .

makes me grow pule and shudder when 1 think of

it. Above me was a clear blue sky—beneath

a black and horrible abyss—around me sickening

vapours, that made my brain grow dizzy. Eum-
bling and hissing sounds warned me that another

convulsion might occur at any moment, and an-

other v/ould be the last of me. Home and friends

I should never see again, and my tomb would be

the volcanic Hecla 1 I strove with the madness of

desperation to disengage my imprisoned limbs, but

I might as well have attempted to move a moun-
tain. There I was fixed and fastened for the ter-

rible death I was awaiting.

Suddenly I heard a shout; and looking around,

I beheld, with feelings that I cannot describe, my
faithful guide, hastening down the rugged sides of

tLe crater to my relief. He had fled in terror at

the first alarming demonstration, but had nobly re-

turned to save me, if possible, by risking his life

for mine. May God reward him as he deserves ?

" I warned you, master," he said, as he came
up panting, his eyes half starting from his head,

and his whole countenance expressing commingled
terror and pity.

" You did ! you did I" cried I, " but forgive

and save me !"

"You are already forgiven, master; and I will

save you if I can—save you, or perish with you.''

i, Instantly he set to work, with his iron-pointed

stick, to break the lava around my limbs, but

scarcely had made any progress when again the

earth trembled, and the blocks parted, one of them
rolling down into the yawning chasm with a dull,

hollow sound. I sprang forward— I seized a hand
of the guide—we both struggled hard, and the

next moment we had both fallen, locked in each
other's arms, upon the solid earth above. I was
free, but still upon the verge of the pit, and any
moment we might both be hurled to destruction.

" Quick, master !" cried the guide; "up! up!
and run for your life !"

I staggered to my feet with a wild cry of hope

and fear, and half supported by njy faithful com-
panion, hurried up the sloping sides of the crater.

As we reached the ridge above, the ground sbook

with a heavy explosion ; and looking back, I be-

held, with horror, a dark smoking pit, where we
had so lately stood.

And then, without waiting to see more, I turned

and fled over tbe rough ground as fast as my bruised

limbs would let me. We reached our horses in

safety, and hurrying down the mountain, gave the

alarm to the villagers, who joined us in our flight

across the country, till a safe distance was gained.

Here I bade adieu to my faithful guide, reward-

ing him as a man grateful for the preservation of

his life might be supposed to do.

A few days later, when the long extinct Hecla
was again convulsing the island, and sending forth

its mighty tongues of fire and streams of melted

lava, 1 was far away from the sublime and awful

scene, thanking God I was alive to tell the story

of my wonderful escape from a burning tomb.

God had rather see Lis children humble for

than proud of grace.

The Plainmss and Simplicity ultich the Gos-

pd enjoins, icith the Exmipk of ChrhA Jesus, and
of holy Men in all Ages.—We tenderly exhort all

seriously to consider the plainness and simplicity

which the gospel enjoins, and to manifest an ad-

herence to this testimony, in their speech, apparel,

furniture, business, salutations and conversation

;

into which our forefathers were led by the Spirit

of Christ, and in conformity with whose precepts

and example, they patiently suffered long impri-

sonments, and great persecutions ; being convinced

that it was their duty thus to bear a testimony

against the vain, corrupt spirit of the world. 1746.

The Spirit of Truth, which led our ancients to

lay aside everything unbecoming the followers of

Christ, still leads in the same path, all who submit

to its guidance ; we, therefore, earnestly entreat

all Friends to watch over themselves in this respect.

The example of our blessed Saviour, his immediate
followers, and of virtuous and holy men in all age:

ought to make a due impression on every considt

rate mind ; and especially on such as have had the

advantage of a guarded education.

—

Fhiladelplda

Discijiline.

Moscow a Fire Doomed City.—Of all cities of

the modern epoch, and perhaps of ancient times

Moscow has suffered the most fearfully from fires

In 1536, it was nearly consumed, and two thou-

sand persons perished. But this calamity was
trifling to the dismal catastrophe of 1571, whe:

beleaguered by the Tartars. They fired th

suburbs, and a furious wind carried the flames into

the heart of the capital, which the inhabitants could

not quit except to die by the sword. A Dutch
merchant, who was present at the scene, and whose
account is preserved in the Harleian MSS., speaks

of the event as like a storm of fire, owing not only

to the wind, but to the streets being " paved with

great fir trees set close together, oily and resinous,

while the houses were of the same material. Thou-
sands of the country people had taken refuge in the

city from the public enemy. The poor creatures

ran into the market-place, and were "all roasted

there, in such sort that the tallest man seemed but

a child, so much had the fire contracted their limbs
—a thing more hideous and frightful than any can
imagine. "The persons," he adds, "that were
burnt in this fire were above two hundred thousand
—an exaggeration, doubtless, but an indication of

a horrible incident.

A still more stupendous conflagration was the

burning of Moscow in 1812, owing to its increased

extent. If attended with fewer horrors, they were
sufiiciently rife, for all who could not fly—the sick,

infirm, and wounded—inevitably perished. Upon
the approach of the French invaders, and the loss

of the great battle of Borodino, it was determined
to abandon the old capital of the czars; and on
Sunday, Sept. 15th, its three hundred thousand
inhabitants were suddenly aroused from a sense of
security by a peremptory order to quit their houses,
while the Russian army of defence filed through
the midst of them in full retreat. On the morrow,
the oflicers of the government and the police with-

drew; the prisons were thrown open; and none
were left but the incapable, and those who remained
to execute the secret orders of the authorities.

Toward evening the advanced guard of the ene-

my arrived, and before midnight Napoleon was
in the Kremlin. The city, with its churches and
palaces of semi-Asiatic architecture, rising above
an immense mass of private dwellings, must have
presented a strange, solemn, and even awful spec-

tacle to the new comers. N'ot a Moscovite was to

be seen ; not a chimney smoked ; not a sound was
heard. An unclouded moon illuminated those de-

serted streets, vacant hotels, and empty palaces.

" How doth the city sit solitary that was full of

people."

Scarcely were the French established in their

new quarters, when smoke and flames were ob-

served issuing from houses closely shut up in dif-

ferent districts. By Tuesday evening, the 15th,

the fires had assumed a menacing aspect, distract-

ing by their number the efforts made to quench
them, while a high wind rapidly connected them
with each other, and wrapped Moscow in a vast

sheet of flame. Midnight was rendered as bright

as day, for at that hour, at the distance of nearly

a league, Dumas could read the despatches for-

warded to him by the light of the burning metro-

polis. Thirty thousand houses, seven thousand

principal edifices, and fourteen thousand inferior

structures, were reduced to ashes. The private

loss is supposed to have exceeded thirty millions

sterling. " Palaces and temples," writes Karamsin,

the Russian historian, " monuments of art and

miracles of luxury ; the remaining of past ages,

and those which had been the creation of yester-

day ; the tombs of ancestors and the nursery-

cradles of the present generation, were indiscri-

minately destroyed." Napoleon shuddered at the

sight as ominous of a series of disasters, and was

compelled to decamp precipitately. Much mystery

has been affected with reference to this transaction.

But there can be little doubt that, as it was in-

tended to dislodge the French, it was the work of

Rosfophschin, the governor, carefully prepared for,

with the full consent of the cabinet of St. Peters-

burgh. He was observed to bring along with him,

on joining the army, a number of fire-engines. On
being asked why he had brought such things, he

replied that he had "good reasons for doing so.

Nevertheless," he added, " as regards myself, I

have only brought the horse I ride and the clothes

I wear."

By tlie hands their much-loved homes were
red,

By iheir owq hands their thousand fanes expired;

Fierce burn the flames, that waft to yonder skies

The incense of the patriot sacrifice.

Tbe wide bazaar, within whose stately walls,

A kingdom's ransom filled the golden halls.

Rich as the fabled Phcenix's funeral bed,

In one full blaze of perfumed flame has fled
;

Tower kindles tower, and fires on fires arise

;

To aid the dreadful death the tempest flies,

Speeds with the swiftness of the mountain storm.

To where the Kremlin rears his iron form
;

With wreathed flames his regal towers are crowned.

While hollow whirlwinds dance and moan around."

It is a curious fact that, the year after the fire,

seedling aspen plants .sprang up everywhere among
the ruins of the city. That tree is very abundant

in Russia, particularly in the woods around Mos-

cow. The seeds had been wafted by the winds

;

if the inhabitants had not returned to the site

it would speedily have become one immense forest,

—Leisure Hour.

Consistency in Small Things.— Custom cam
never alter the immutable nature of right; fashiom

can never justify any practice which is improper inr

tself; and to dress indecently is as great an of-

fence against purity and modesty, when it is the

fashion, as when it is obsolete. There should be a
ine of demarcation somewhere. In the article of

dress and appearance, christian mothers should

make a stand. They should not be so unrea-

sonable as to expect that a young girl will of her-

self have courage to oppose the united temptations

of fashion without, and the secret prevalence of

corruption within ; and authority should be called

in where admonition fails.

—

Hannah More.
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Farts Zoned with Flowers.—A curious project

has just been submitted to the municipality of

Paris. The plan is to gird Paris with a zone of

flowers. The gentleman who proposes this plan of

a '• Jardin de Ceinture" is said to be a celebrated

botanist and agriculturist. He proposes to the State

to transform the fortifications and the earthworks

facing the city, both of which are now so much un-

productive waste ground, into a great ^Jt'^jj/jjtre

W acclimation, or nursery for exotics of every possi-

ble kind, whether from hot or cold countries, accord-

ing to the aspect of the ditch, wall, and earthworks.

The administrators of this garden, which he gua-

rantees to form with a given capital for a commence-
ment of operations, would pay to the State a cer-

tain rent per hectare; undertake to cultivate no

species of parasitical fruit or fiower that would be

injurious to the wall or difficult to remove in case

an enemy was expected ; to .sell at a low market

price the produce of the fortifications; and, in the

space of two years and a half, to clear all the ex-

penses that the society may incur in carrying out

the project. Nothing can be more brilliant than

the results which are promised.

with regard to its more refined appearances and
workings. Thus, she was reduced to sit down as

at the feet of Jesus, and learn of him in all things,

who is "meek and lowly in heart;' herein
" proving what is acceptable unto the Lord,"

through a deep searching of soul, and a continued

subjection of her own spirit to his.

—

From a me-
morial of Lilias Sketie. 1 67 8.

A Professor of the Berlin University has been

making curious researches respecting the popula-

tion of the globe. The following is the result:

—

"Population of Europe, 272,000,000; of Asia,720-

000,000; of America, 200,000,0(10; of Africa, 89,-

000,000 ; of Australia, 2,000,000. Total popu-

lation of the globe, 1,283,000,000.

There is in truth scarcely a more efficacious

means of honouring the Deity, than by observing

a constant christian manner of conducting our in-

tercourse with men.—Jonathan Dymond.

The True Adorning, not in Dress.—I warn
and exhort all Friends to return to that which first

convinced you; to that keep close, in that abide,

that therein ye may know, as at the first, not only

a bridle to the tongue, but a curb to the roving

mind, a restraint to the wandering desire. For
assuredly. Friends, if Truth be kept to, none will

need to learn of the world what to wear, what to

put on, or how to shape and fashion their garments.

But Truth will teach all how best to answer the

end of clothing, both for useful service and modest
decency. And the cross of Christ will be a yoke
to the unruly will, and a restraint upon the wanton
mind ;

and will crucify that nature that delights in

finery and bravery of apparel, in which the true

adorning doth not stand, but which true adorning

stands in the hidden man of the heart, in that

which is not corruptible, even a meek and quiet

spirit.

—

Job Scott.

Tlie Foot of a Horse.—The human hand has

often been taken to illustrate Divine wisdom—and
very well. But have you ever examined your
horse's hoof?— It is hardly less curious in its way.

Its parts are somewhat complicated, yet their de-

sign is simple and obvious. The hoot is not, as it

appears to the careless eye, a mere lump of insen-

sible bone fastened to the leg by a joint. It is

made up of a series of thin layers, or leaves, of

horn, about five hundred in number, nicely fitted

to each other, and forming a lining to the loot itself

Then there are as many more layers, belonging to

what is called the "coffin bone,'' and fitted into

this. These are elastic. Take a quire of paper

and insert the leaves one by one into those of another

quire, and you will get some idea of the arrange-

ment of the several layers. Now the weight of the

horse rests on as many elastic springs as there are

layers in his four feet—-about 4000 ; and all this is

contrived not only for the easy conveyance of the

horse's own body, but for whatever burdens may
be laid on him.-

—

Stock Journal.

Learning at the Feet of Jesus.—Lilias Skene
had been held in very unusual estimation among
the worthiest, as well as the highest in profession,

of the citizens of Aberdeen. She, however, found

the peace of her enlightened and enlarged mind,

to consist in joining the Society of Friends ; by this

jict, more completely taking up the cross to self,

than she had hitherto seen the need of, especially
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Our present issue contains the Memorial pre-

sented to Lords Palmerston and Russell, by the

Meeting for Sufferings in London, urging a pacific

solution of the difficulty arising from the seizure

of the emissaries of the " Southern Confederacy" on

board the British mail Packet " Trent." We are

rejoiced that a voice has been thus raised on be-

half of equity and peace, amid the blinding excite-

ment of wounded national pride and the unchristian

clamor for war and revenge. It is deplorable to

witness the exhibit made by the English newspa-

pers of a cherished hostility to the government and
people of these United States, and the avidity with

which they seize upon whatever can serve as a pre-

text, for embroiling the two countries in deadly

strife ; under the hope of opening the way to the

coveted cotton of the South, and securing the per-

manent weakening of this vast republic. But we
know there are thousands of christian men and

women there, who harbour no such degrading

feelings, and we think there is reason to believe,

that a large part of the people are at heart op-

posed to giving aid and support to slavery in this

country, and would protest against their govern-

ment adopting such an unjust and inconsistent

policy. But be that as it may, it becomes every

Friend carefully to guard against imbibing the

feelings of distrust and animosity towards that na-

tion, which are, we fear, so generally awakened in

the minds of our fellow countrymen in the free

States, and to do what we can, consistently, to

counteract the sorrowful effects they must sooner

or Inter produce, if they are permitted to rankle in

the bosom and stimulate to a course of speech or

action consonant with the law of retaliation, which
the world still persists in affixing to the code ol

Christianity.

The present generation in this country has ne-

ver before had the evils of war brought so closely

home to them, and the nearer it is seen, and the

more immediately it is felt, the more stupendous

are the calamities, the more complicated the mise-

ries found to be inseparable from it. It seems al-

most incredible that within one year, such a flood

of wickedness, such a scene of rapine and murder
could hav^ spread over so large a portion of our

late prosperous and happy country. We need seek

no stronger proof than is now daily forced upon
our attention, that under whatever circumstances

it may arise, war always has its origin from

I

source of evil, and cannot be carried on without,

not merely inflicting death and physical sufl'ering,

I

but corrupting and debasing more or less the great

body of those actively engaged in its prosecution,

while the community at large, is inured to feelings

of viudictiveuess and eager longing for the destruc-

tion or sufiering of their fellow beings.

How dreadful to the truly christian beholder arc

the enormous military forces now prepared on both

sides, to carry out, by the largest amount of blood-

shed which each can perpetrate, the arbitrament

of questions, which, at last, when the carnage is

stayed, must be settled by negotiation and the

forms of civil government. Six hundred thousand

mena rrayed against each other, training to acquire

the art of using their murderous enginery with the

most fatal efl'ect upon their fellow countrymen, but

whom they have recently learned to consider as

their enemies. Families torn asunder by the vio-

lence of party feeling, and brother meeting brother

on the battle field and sometimes staining their

hands with each other's blood. Neighbours and
friends rushing into deadly strife, and seeking by
every means in their power to reduce each other's

families to penury and want; vice and immorality

holding carnival within the camp, while pestilence

fills the hospitals, and consigns thousands to un-

timely graves. And all this in our enlightened

country, in the latter half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, and among a people who have long made
a high profession of the christian religion ; of being

the disciples of Him who said he came to save

men's lives, who commanded his followers not only

that they should do no evil, but that they should

not resist evil : that they should love their veiy

enemies, do good to those who haled them, and

pray for those who despitefully used them and
persecuted them ; and who enforced this ever-

peaceful, non-resistant doctrine, by permitting him-

self,—the Son of the Most High,—to be betrayed

into the hands of sinful men, restraining the ardor of

his loving disciples, who were ready to smite with

the sword in what they thought so good a cause,

saying, my kingdom is not of this world, else would
my servants fight. It is into this heavenly king-

dom that all must labour and pray to enter, if they

would become loyal subjects of the Prince of Peace,

the redeemed and sanctified companions of the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world. This

kingdom is to be set up in the heart, and nothing

can hurt or destroy within its holy limits; its ban-

ner is undefi'ied love, and its weapons are always

spiritual, and rendered mighty through the power

of love unfeigned.

While the nations of the earth are subject to

the spirit that rules in the hearts of the children

of disobedience, wars and fightings will spring- out

of the evil passions which actuate the unregenerate

man, and they who take the sword will continue

to perish by the sword ; but the great aim of Chris-

tianity and the noble cause in which every true

christian is to be enlisted, is to win over the human
family from the dominion of this murderous spirit,

and draw thum into the kingdom of Christ, where

all is harmony and peace. We cannot be engaged

in this blessed work while indulging in hatred or re-

venge, and wherever any give countenance or aid

to support or promote the spirit that delights in or

wages war, they so far oppose the extension of the

reign of the Messiah, and put ofi' the full consumma-

tion of that glorious day when nations shall not learn

war any more and tho kingdoms of this world shall

become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ.

We are bound to submit to the powers that be,

and to render a cheerful obedience to every ordi-

nance of the government under which we live,

where it does not contravene our duty to God.
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Where we believe the two are in opposition, if we

are truly his servants, we can no more rail or re-

sent than we can fight, but must patiently suffer, and

joyfully take the spoiling of our goods, or impri-

sonment, rather than betray the high and holy

cause which we have espoused, and violate the ex-

presicommandsof the Captain ofoursoul'ssalvation.

Every Friend must deeply feel the deplorable

condition into which he sees our beloved country

plunged by the base passions of wicked men ; and

while he cannot but acknowledge that the awful

scourge of civil war is a just judgment of the Al-

mighty for our individual and national sins, his

prayer must be that evil may be restrained, the

inhabitants learn righteousness from the punish-

ment they are suffering, and the cause of justice

and truth triumph in the end. But he cannot con-

sistently participate in the spirit from which the

war originated and is carried ou, nor voluntarily

and knowingly contribute to its prosecution. His

profession calls him to stand aloof from the deadly

strifes and combats by which men of the world

seek to establish, or pull down authority and rule
;

and if he is alive to the responsibilities resting upon

him, he will feel the call with peculiar force, to

seek to be effectually endued with that spirit

" which delights to do no evil, nor to revenge any

wrong, but delights to endure all things in hope to

enjoy its own in the end. Its hope is to outlive

all wrath and contention, and to weary out all ex-

altation and cruelty, or whatever is of a nature

contrary to itself.'' "Its crown is meekness, its

life is everlasting love unfeigned, it takes its king-

dom with entreaty, and not with contention, and

kjjeps it by lowiioess of mind."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Congress.—This body has not been

much in session of late, and many of the members have
been absent. The roost serious business devolving upon
Congress, is the supply of the means to support the

enormous expenditure, on account of the army and navy.

The subject is under the charge of the Committee on
Ways and Means, and it is supposed they will recom-
mend a free use of the taxing power, including heavy
excise duties on many articles, in addition to a further

issue of treasury notes as a circulating medium.
The Rebel Commissioners, whose capture gave so much

offence to England, were conveyed in a small steamer by
a governmeut agent, from Fort Warren to Province-
town, N. B., and there placed on board the British gun-
boat Rinaido to be conveyed to London.
The Halifax Express of Twelfth month 13th says, that

J. C. Breckenridge arrived in that place about a week
before, and that he sailed on the 13th in the steamer
Canada for England. Breckenridge and Hunter, of Vir-

ginia, have, it is believed, been appointed by the rebel

government ministers to France and Great Britain.

Progress of IIosnlilies.—The lapse of a week has ap-
parently made but little change in tlie .aspect of affairs.

Various skirmishes, in .Missouri and Kentucky, are re-

ported. At Cairo, preparations were going forward for

a movement down the Mississippi, with a powerful fleet

of strongly built gun-boats. The rebels were understood
to be much alarmed, and had made great efforts to

place the river in a state of defence. They had placed

sub-marine batteries between Columbus, Ky., and Mem-
phis, Tenn. The Federal forces hold Ship island near
the mouth of the Mississippi, and have recently taken
]iossession of Biloxi, about ninety miles from New Or-
leans. A part of Gen. Sherman's forces at Port Royal
have been landed on the North Edisto, and seized the
railroad station. No. 4, on the Charleston and Savannah
railroad, twenty-three miles south of Charleston. A
large rebel force was stationed between Savannah and
Charleston for the defence of those cities.

Soulh Carolina.— Gen. Lee, the rebel commander in

the Port Royal district, has informed Jeff. Davis that he
is confident in his ability to prevent the U. S. troops

from advancing on Charleston and Savannah. He is

understood to have about 20,000 men in his command.
A late arrival from Port Royal states, that the negroes

were busily engaged in securing the cotton in the

uity; about $2,000,000 worth had already been
lecled and delivered to the U. S. agent. Several in

diary fires had broken out at Charleston, but they were
extinguished before much property was destroyed.

T/ie Exports and Tmporls.—Tbe exports from New York
during the year 1861, amounted to $137,963,268; in

I860; to $103,200,567, and in 1859, to $68,303,794.

The imports of the past year have amounted to $125,-

000,000. This is the first instance in which the exports

have exceeded the imports, and this notwithstanding
very little cotton has been shipped. The cause of the

increase of exports is found in the short harvests abroad
and the surplus of breadstutfs in the United Slates.

The Commerce of New York.—lbe whole number of

arrivals at this port, in the year 1861, was 5122, which
is 671 vessels more than in the previous year. Three
thousand and ninety-two of these were American, 1449

British, and nearly all the balance were from other Eu-
ropean ports. The number of passengers landed from
foreign ports, was 80-,790, and from California, 9117.

Loss of Life at Sea.—The whole number of lives lost

last year by casualties on board of American vessels, is

returned at 968; but as all have probably not been re-

ported, the total doubtless exceeds 1000.

Failures of the Year.—According to a statement pre-

pared by the New York mercantile agency, 5935 failures

occurred in the Northern States during the past year,

with an aggregate indebtedness of $178,682,170. A
large portion of these failures has resulted from the

heavy indebtedness of the Southern States, most of

which is now considered as lost. The amount due by
Southern debtors to the principal Northern cities, is es-

timated as follows—New York, about $159,000,000;
Philadelphia, $24,000,000; Baltimore, $19,000,000; Bos-
ton, $7,600,000_total, $210,000,000. The total liabi-

lities of citizens of the seceded States to those of the

North, IS estimated at nearly $300,000,000.
Philadelphia.— },\.0Tla.\\iy last week, 285. The total num-

ber of deaths in this city during 1861, was 14,240, of which
number 3738 were mfants under one year of age. The
deaths from consumption of the lungs numbered 1805.

The amount of rain last year, according to the record

kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital, was 46.44 inches,

which is about two inches above the average for the

last twenty-four years. The mean temperitture of the

year was 54.7 degrees, which is one degree and a half

higher than the average of the preceding thirty-five

years.

California.—1h^ exports of merchandise during the
past year, amounted to $8,706,298, and of gold, to $36,-

' 105,639—total, $44,811,937, which is about one million

more than in 1860. The arrivals of vessels from At-
lantic and foreign ports, was nearly the same as in 1860
—total, 331.

Utah.—Measures are about being taken in this terri-

tory to draft and adopt a State Constitution. Congress
will be memorialized for the admission of Utah into the

Union, during the present session.

New York.—Mortality last week, 382. Specie in the
banks, on the 4th instant, $23,983,878. Gold, 2J a 3

per cent, premium
;
foreign exchange, 1.14 a 1.15. The

money market comparatively easy. The demand for

gold and foreign exchange proceeds from the agents of
foreign capital, who are anxious to return it to Europe.
Cotton, 35 a 36.

Southern Items.—Leesburg, Va., has been strongly
fortified by the rebels. A disastrous fire has occurred
at Richmond, by which the theatre and many other
buildings were destroyed. A fire at Nashville, Tenn.,
on the 22d ult., destroyed a great quantity of supplies

for the army. The loss was estimated at nearly a mil-
lion of dollars. The U. S. fleet near New Orleans have
captured several rebel steamers. The premium for gold
in New Orleans has advanced to 35 per cent. The in-

habitants are reported to be in a slate of great perplexity

and gloom. The firing between Fort Pickens and the
batteries near Pensacola has been renewed without much
injury on either side. At Norfolk and Richmond, salt

commands such high prices as to be beyond the reach
of the middle and lower classes of the people. The re-

bel Congress having passed an act authorizing the seiz-

ure of salt in the hands of speculators, the parties hold-
ing it mostly disposed of their stocks to private pur-
chasers before they were visited by the government
agents. This scarcity is felt all over the seceded States.
The rebel army is stated by a late Richmond paper to be
utterly demoralized

; regimental drills have ceased en-
tirely, and the men spend their time in gambling. The
editor urges the government to do something to remedy
the evil, as in the present condition of the army, enlist-

ments cannot go on. Many men were offering large
sums for substitutes—in one instance SI500 had been
offered.

IMtish Troops for Canada.— .\s the nnvigalion of the
St. Lawrence is closed, and the transjiort of troops, in-

land from Halifax to Canada in midwinter, is difficult

and expensive, the U. S. government has given permis-
sion to pass the British troops through Maine into

Canada.
Cotton in the West.—An agent appointed by the Hll-

nois Central Railroad Company to Investigate the fitness

of that State for the growth of cotton, reports, after ex-

tensive travel and careful Investigation, that there are
in Illinois from eight to tea millions of acres of land,

which are well adapted to its culture, and that might
be profitably employed for that purpose.

Peruvian Cotton.—-A quantity of cotton has been ship-

ped from Peru for England, by way of Pauama, and a
larger amount has been sent around Cape Horn. Efforts

will be made to raise a much larger crop next year. It

is of superior quality.

FoHEKJN.

—

Mexico.—Intelligence has been received ot

the occupation of Vera Cruz by the Spaniards. The
.Mexican troops retired without offering any resistance.

India.—-At the latest dates, cholera was making great
ravages in India, the natives being the principal suffer-

ers. At Kandahar, eight thousand people died in eigh-

teen days.

Great Britain.—Dates to Twelfth month 22d. There
was no abatement in the warlike preparations.

T^ie Adriatic, with nearly 1400 troops of the Grena-
dier Guards, and the Parana, with about 1000 of the

Scots' Fuiileer Guards, left Southampton, on the 20th,

for North America.
The steamer Cleopatra would leave Liverpool on the

21st, for Queenstown, there to embark over 500 men of

the Seventeenth regiment. The Magdalena would em-
bark about 1000 men, at Southampton, on the 21st.

The mail steamers of the Peninsula and Oriental Com-
pany, numbering about fifty, were to be armed and made
capable of resisting privateers, in case of war.

The gun-boats In the second class reserve at Ports-

mouth have been ordered to fit out lmn~.ediately.

The Observer (ministerial organ) says that England
wishes for peace, but that she will gain by a war, as it

will enable her to rectify her American frontiers, open
the ports of the South, and give a lesson to the United
States.

The death of Prince Albert has caused a most pro-

found sensation in England. There Is great sympathy
for the Queen, who bore the bereavement with much
fortitude. It is hinted that she may probably nominate
the Prince of Wales as Regent, and retire to private life.

The London Critic says, " We have reason to believe

that, up to the time of his death, the Prince Consort
raised his voice energetically against the haste with
which England Is rushing into a war with the United
States—an event which he denounced as subversive of

her Interests, dangerous to the real sources of her pow-
er, and certain to be advantageous only to the despotic

powers of Europe."
The Liverpool markets for cotton and breadstuffs were

without material change. The bullion in the Bank of

England continued increasing. Consols, 90J.
The French government has addressed a circular to

the European Powers, declaring that the arrest of Mason
and Slidell was contrary to the principles which are

regarded as essential to the security of neutral flags.

The circular also states that "the French government
had deemed It necessary to submit this opinion to the

Cabinet at Washington, In order to determine It to make
concessions which the French goveruraent considered

|

Indispensable."

Four Days Later.—-The Liverpool cotton market buoy-
ant, with an advance of Jrf. a id. New Orleans fair,*

12frf. ; Uplands, IZjt^. Stock in port, 558,000 bales,

including 216,000 of American. The English papers-

were discussing the Trent affair in a more hopeful as-

pect, and express the belief that the demands of Eng-
land will be yielded to by the U. S. government, and
war be thus averted.

RECEIPTS.
Received from .lesse Cope, Pa., $2, vol. .'.6; from

Sarah Ann Co|ie, $2, vol. 35 ; from Barton Dean, 0., $1^
to 27, vol. 26, and for Amelia Garretson, $4, vols. 3;

34; from Elisha Ilollingsworth, 0., $2, vol. 36, in full.

Died, on the 20th of Fifth month, 1861, at Westfield,

N. Jersey, He.nry Leeds, in the fifty-fiflh year of his age.

•, on the 31st of Seventh month, 1861, near Moores-
town, Sar.ih D., wife of Isaac Leeds, aged forty-four
years ; a beloved member of Chester Monthly .Meeting^

N. Jersey.

, In London-Grove township, Chester Co., Va,.-

on the 23d ult., Sakah A.\n, daughter of Joshua B. aaj

Maria Pusey, in the twenty-fourth year of her age.
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An Epistle in True Love, containing a Farewell

ExJiortalioti to Friends'' families.

(Concluil.-J from page 140.)

And for the eDCouragement of the Lord's people

in this practice, in the power and wisdom of God,

I see clearly, and am constrained to leave it be-

hind me, that the Lord requires a godly care in

families to be observed amongst his people ; and I

have seen it to be the only expedient for a right

reformation, and regulation in the churches : for

let me tell the backslider, with the covetous earthly

minded, and those who are lovers cf pleasure

more than God, it is high time for such to repent,

and do their first works, taking blame to them-

selves for their unfaithfulness, and the evil exam-

ple they have been unto their families ; either in

trampling upon the testimonies of our faithful suf-

fering elders, by paying of tythe counivingly or

willingly : or any other evil that the testimony of

truth is against; and for the future, redeem the

time, by doubling their diligence, lest they should

have cause to repent when it is too late, and then

horror will be their portion in a dying hour.

And this farther 1 have to leave to the unfaith-

ful, for the clearing of my conscience in the sight

of God ; that if his love will not prevail, neither

immediately, nor iostrumentally, the Lord will be

clear when lie judgeth, a? he was in the destruction

of the old world, together with the cities of Sodom
and Gomorrah ; it having been the way of the Lord,

to let those who are afar off hear what he hath

done, in order that they may be warned, that hear-

ing and fearing, they may be saved whilst mercy

otfered.

And that this may be the choice of all, is the

sincere desire of one, who is made willing to spend

and be spent for the peace and prosperity of the

church ; and that all, who profess to be members

thereof, may be so taught of the Lord, that they

may come to be established in righteousness; and,

by holding out to the end, may receive an immor-

tal crown of glory, which will never fade away.

Oh! children of believing parents, in whom is

innocency, and upon whom tbe spots of this world

have not yet prevailed : my love in Christ is great

to you; believing assuredly, that the call of the

Lord is unto you, that you may be of his heritage

and sanctuary, in order to place bis name in the

midst of you : for you hath he chosen, above all

the families of the earth, to show forth his praise,

and declare his wonderful works to the children of

men: therefore my desire is, that none may frus-

trate the Lord in his gracious intention ; but that

his glorious work may be carried on, both in par-

ticular, and in the general, to his praise and the

churches comfort. That it may be so, I desire

you to take the following exhortation.

First, As you giow up to years of understand-

inf, so as to know good from evil, be sure you

choose the good, and refuse the evil : and if at any

time you should transgress your parents, masters

or mistresses' commands, be sure you cover it not

with a quibble, or a lie ; for although you ought

not by any means to disobey your parents, yet if

any, for want of due care, at any time, should ; it

may be the fault committed may be no great sin

in the sight of God ; but if covered with a wilful

lie, a grievous sin is committed, for which you

must know sorrow, if favour with God you come

to witness.

Therefore, dear hearts, fear God in doing and

speaking truth in all things ; for if once way be

given to lying, and an habit of it got into, such lose

the favour o1 God, and forfeit their credit with

men.
The next evil I have to warn the youth of is, to

beware of an high proud mind, from whence de-

sires after the glory of this world do proceed, which

bring in a train of unnecessary cares and troubles;

so that it may easily be seen, the proud man and

woman never want misery, because they seldom

have a settled quiet content; and tbe chief reason

is, they go far from God, the alone author of true

content : for, as saith the scripture, " the Lord be-

holdeth the proud afar off:'' and that man or wo-

man, who grows big with conceit of tliemselves,

can scarcely satisfy their eyes with seeing, nor their

appetites with craving. Hence it follows. What

shall I eat? what shall I drink? wherewithal shall

I deck and adorn myself? Nay, saith the inces-

sant seeker after the fashions of this world, Wbieh

is the newest fashion, cut or dress? Ail this is

but vanity and vexation of spirit. I take these to

be like those the prophet spoke of, when he speaks

complaining of Israel, saying, "Israel is an empty

vine ; he bringeth forth fruit unto himself." Oh
you children of believers! that you may not be

of this number, neither seek to come up in imita-

tion of those who follow the foolish fashions of this

world, lest you grieve God and your parents,

whose love and zeal for the Truth cannot admit

of any such sinful liberty : therefore I beseech you,

let your conversation be without coveting those

things ; and do not seek to prove the patience of

your° tender parent-, by your murmuring and rea-

soning, by bringing examples on this wise, such

Friemis' children have their clothes made after

this fashion or the other; urging your parents by

your reasoning, for that which hath no reason in

it, to wit, jyride, giving them no rest until you

have obtained your ends. Oh ! let such fear in

time, for such things border near upon wilful diso-

bedience; and it is to be feared, the nest step

those take, will be into the wide world of wicked-

ness. Therefore I entreat young people, who have

been guilty of the above-mentioned evils, be hum-

bled before the Lord, strip yourselves of all your

I attire; repent that ever you gave way to the

reins of your vain minds, to be drawn out after

the glorv of this world.

There is also another dangerous snare, which

the enemy seeks to catch young people in, that is,

the fellowship and friendship of those, who do not

profess with us ; by which some of our youth, in

giving way to frequent walking and conversation

with ''them, have been captivated into unequal

marriages.
,

Now dear Friends, be warned, take the apostle s

advice, be not unequally yoked, a believer with an

unbeliever. 2 Cor. vi. 14. Such doings, though

they may be sweet in the taste, yet wo have seen

it bitter in the going down, viz.: That those who

for want of watchfulness, have been prevailed upon

to an unequal yoking, afterwards coming to a sight

of their youthful folly, and having children, how

bitter hath it been to such parents, when they

could not have them brought up in that faith where

they believe salvation is most surely to be obtained :

the strife that hath thereupon followed, hath many

times caused great distraction between husband

and wife, betwixt whom nothing should be but love.

And that all young people may be preserved,

out of this and all other evils, shun bad company

as infectious both to soul and body, and let your

spare hours be spent in religious company, or re-

tirement, readinrr or meditating on heavenly sub-

jects; of which you are blessed with variety. So

shall you come up in favour with God, and all re-

ligious people, which that you may, is the sincere

desire of my soul.

And now a few words to those young men and

women, who like brave, noble Joseph, from your

childhood have feared God, and obeyed your pa-

rents, resisting temptations, both inwardly and

outwardly : to you is God's love large ;
upon your

heads is the blessing of Joseph. Oh ! you blossom-

ing boughs, whose ripe fruits will be hohuess unto

the Lord
;
you who have been aflaicted to see your

brethren and sisters miss their way in the afore-

mentioned evils, praying for their return; and

when any of them do return, meet them with joy.

It is you whose branches shall spread over

the wall of all opposition, and, in the power of

the Lord, shall be enabled to tread upon scor-

pions, and overcome evil spirits ; for the Lord is

callintr to the sons and daughters of Sion, to arise

and work; yea, thresh the world of wickedness,

and he will make their horns iron, and their hoofs

as brass; they will go forth in his name, as silver

trumpets to the nations, which yet lie in idolatroi-s

darkness; and their wisdom shall confound the

wisdom of the carnally wise men of this world, and

bring to nought the understanding of the prudent

;

for it" is the Lord's will, the earth should be filled

with his livincr knowledge : Therefore you faithful

sons and daughters, keep in humility, out of all

self-conceit, and the Lord will be with you, as he

was with your faithful Elders ; and you shall be a

royal diadem in the hand of our God
;

to whose

powerful protection I leave you, sincerely suppii-

catin^r the Lord, that the prodigal may be brought

home, and the faithful may be preserved to the
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end of time, that in the end we may all rest in

those glorious mansions, where the wicked cannot

trouble ; but our weary souls shall be at rest, prais-

ing the Lord God and the Lamb, world without

end. Amen.
So, in an earnest of this future bliss, I rest at this

time, in my small measure, your faithful friend

and well-wishing sister,

Elizabeth Jacob.

^yorcester, the 5th of the Pth month, ITlli.

EllocalioD.

The first thing to be considered with respect to

education, is the object of it. This appears to me
to have been generally misunderstood. Educa
tion, in its largest sense, is a thing of great scope

and extent. It includes the whole process by which

a human being is formed to be what he is, in habits,

principles, and cultivation of every kind. But ot

this, a very small part is in the power even of the

parent himself; a smaller still can be directed by

purchased tuition of any kind. You engage for

your child masters and tutors at large salaries

and you do well, for they are competent to instruct

him-, they will give him the means, at least, of ac-

quiring science and accomplishments ; but in the

business of education, properly so called, they can

do little for you. Do you ask then what will edu-

cate your son? Your example will educate him,

your conversation with your friends, the business

ho sees you transact, the likings and dislikings you

express ; these will educate him
; the society you

live in will educate him, your domestics will edu-

cate him; above all, your rank and situation in

life, your house, your table, your pleasure-grounds,

your hounds, and your stables will educate him.

it is not in your power to withdraw him from the

continual influence of these things, except you were

to withdraw yourself from them also. Y^ou speak

of beginning the education of your son. The mo-
ment he was able to form an idea, his education

was already begun ; the education of circumstances

—insensible education— which, like insensible per-

spiration, is of more constant and powerful efleot,

and of infinitely more consequence to the habit

than that which is more direct and apparent. This

education goes on at every instant of tune ; it goes

on like time
;
you can neither stop it, nor change

its course. What these have a tendency to make
your child that he will be. Maxims and docu-

ments are good precisely till they arc tried, and
no longer; they will teach him to talk, and no-

thing more. The circumstances in which your son

is placed will be even more prevalent than your
example, and you have no right to expect him to

become what you yourself are but by the same
means. You, that have toiled during youth, to set

your sou upou higher ground, and to enable him
to begin where you left ofl', do not expect that son

to be what you were— diligent, modest, active,

simple in his tastes, fertile in resources. You have
put him under quite a different master. Poverty

educated you; wealth will educate him. You can-

not suppose the result will be the same. You must

not even expect that he will be what you now are

;

for, though relaxed perhaps from the severity of

your frugal habits, you still derive advantage from

having formed them; and in your heart, you like

plain dinners, and early hours, and old friends,

whenever your fortune will permit you to enjoy

them. But it will not be so with your son ; his

tastes will be formed by your present situation,

and in no degree by your former one. But I take

great care, you will say, to counteract these ten-

dencies, and to bring him up in haidy and simple

manners; I know their value, and am resolved

that he shall acquire no other. Yes, you make
him hardy; that is to say, you take a country-

house in a good air, and make him run well clothed

and carefully attended, for, it may be, an hour in

a clear, frosty winter's day upon your gravelled

terrace ; or perhaps you take the puny, shivering

infant from his warm bed, and dip him in an icy-

cold bath, and you think you have done great mat-

ters. And so you have, you have done all you
can. But you were suffered to run abroad half

the day on a bleak heath in weather fit and un

wading barefoot through dirty ponds, sometimes

losing your way benighted, scrambling over bed

climbing trees, in perils every hour both of life and
limb. Your life was of very little consequence to

any one ; even your parents, encumbered with :

numerous family, had little time to indulge the soft

nesses of affection, or the solicitude of anxiety, ant

to every one else it was of no consequence at all.

It is not possible for you, it would not even be

right for you in your present situation to pay no

more attention to your child than was paid to you
In these mimic experiments of education, there is

always something which distinguishes them from
reality ; some weak part left unfortified, for thi

rows of misfortune to find their way into.

Y'ou are sensible of the advantages of simplicity

of diet, and you make a point of restricting that of

your child to the plainest food, for you are re.solved

that he shall not be nice. But this plain food is

of the choicest quality, prepared by your own cook
his fruit is ripeued from your walls; his cloth, hi

glasses, all the accompaniments of the table, are

such as are only met with in families of opulence
;

the very servants who attend him, are neat, well-

dressed, and have a certain air of fashion. You
may call this simplicity; but I say he will be nice

— for it is a kind of simplicity which only wealth
can attain to, and which will subject him to be
disgusted at all common tables. Besides, he will

from time to time partake of those delicacies which
your table abounds with

;
you yourself will give

him of them occasionally
; you would be unkind if

you did not; your servants, if good-natured, will

do the same. Do you think you can keep the full

stream of luxury running by his lips, and he not
taste of it ? Vain imagination !

I would not be understood to inveigh against

wealth, or against the enjoyments of it; they are

real enjoyments, and allied to many elegancies in

manners and in taste; I only wish to prevent un-
profitable pains and inconsistent expectations.

You are sensible of the beuefit of early rising

;

and you may, if you please, make it a point that
your daughter shall retire with her governess, and
your son with his tutor, at the hour when you are
preparing to see company. But their sleep, in the
first place, will not be so sweet and undisturbed
amidst the rattle of carriages, and the glare of

tapers glancing through the rooms, as that of the
'Uage child in his quiet cottage, protected by
lence and darkness; and moreover, you may de-

pend upon it, that as the coercive power of educa-
tion is laid aside, they will, in a few months, slide

into the habitudes of the rest of the family, whose
hours are determined by their company and situ-

iition in life. You have, how
far ;

•

government. " Tell me, my dear child, when you

have broken anything, and I will not be angry

with you." " Thank you for nothing," says the

child ;
" if I prevent you from finding it out, I am

sure you will not be angry," and nine times out

of ten he can prevent it. He knows that, in the

common intercourses of life, you tell a thousand

falsehoods. But these are necessary lies on im-

portant occasions.

Your child is the best judge how much occasion

he has to tell a lie; he may have as great occa-

sion for it, as you have to conceal a bad piece of

news from a sick friend, or to hide your vexation

from an unwelcoine visitor. That authority which

extends its claims over every action, and even

every thought, which insists upon an answer to

every interrogation, however indiscreet or oppres-

sive to the feelings, will in young or old produce

falsehood ; or, if in some few instances the deeply

imbibed fear of future and unknown punishment

should restrain from direct falsehood, it will pro-

duce a habit of dissimulation, which is still worse.

The child, the slave, or the subject, who, on pro-

per occasions, may not say, "I do not choose to

tell," will certainly, by the circumstances in which

you place him, be driven to have recourse to de-

ceit, even should he not be countenanced by your

example.

I do not mean to assert that sentiments incul-

cated in education have no influence ; they have

much, though not the most ; but it is the sentiments

we let drop occasionally, the conversation they

overhear when playing unnoticed in a corner of

the room, which has an effect upon children; and

not what is addressed directly to them in the tone

of exhortation. If you would know precisely the

effect these set discourses have upon your child,

be pleased to reflect upon that which a discourse

from the pulpit, which you have reason to think

merely professional, has upon you. Children have

almost an intuitive discernment between the max-
ims you bring forward for their use, and those

by which you direct your own conduct. Be as

cunning as you will, they are always more cunning

than you. Every child knows whom his father and

mother love and see with pleasure, and whom they

dislike; for whom they think themselves obliged

to set out their best plate and china; whom they

think it an honour to visit, and upon whom they

confer honour by admitting them to their company.

Respect nothing so much as virtue," says Eu-

ene to his son; "virtue and talents arc the only

rounds of distinction." The child presently has

ccasion to inquire why his father pulls off his hat

) some people and not to others ; he is told that

outward respect must be proportioned to different

tations in life. This is a little difficult of compre-

hension ; however, by dint of explanation, he gets

over it tolerably well. But he sees his father's

house in the bustle and hurry of preparation

;

common business laid aside, every body in movo-

meut, an unusual anxiety to please and to shine.

Nobody is at leisure to receive his caresses, or at-

tend to his questions ; his lessons are interrupted
;

his hours deranged. At length a guest arrives;

it is my Lord , whom he has heard you speak

goes ; it is something gained to defer
^

uioious habits, if we cannot prevent them.
There is nothing which has so little share iu

education as direct precept. To be convinced of
this, we need only reflect that there is no one poin
we labour more to establish with children, than
that of their speaking truth; and there is not any
'n which we succeed worse. And why ? Because
children readily see we have an interest in it.

Their speaking truth is used by us as an engine of

lone good, as 'of twenty times as one of the mo>t worthless cha

ters upon earth. Your child, Eugene, has re-

ceived a lesson of education, llesume, if you will,

your systems of morality on the morrow
;
you will

in vain attempt to eradicate it. " You expect com-

pany, mamma ; must I be dressed to-day '!" " No,

it is only good, iNIrs. Such a one." Your child

has received a lesson of education, one which he

well understands, and will long remember. You
have sent your child to a public school; but to

secure his morals against the vice which you too
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justly apprebend abounds there, you have given

him a private tutor, a man of strict morals and re-

ligion. He may help him to prepare his tasks;

but do you imagine it will be in his power to form

his mind ? His school-fellows, the allowance you

give him, the manners of the age, and of the place,

will do that; and not the lectures he is obliged to

hoar. If these are different from what you your-

self experienced, you must not be surprised to see

him gradually recede from the principles, civil and

religious, which you hold, and break off from your

connections, and adopt manners different from your

own. This is remarkably exemplified araong.^t those

of the dissenters, who have risen to wealth and

consequence. I believe it would be difficult to find

an instance of families, who, for three generations,

have kept their carriage and continued dissenters

(To be coiuluaeJ.)

For '• The Friend."

k Word to ZioD.

The Lord's hand is not shortened that he can-

not save, neither is his ear grown heavy that he

cannot hear, but his power is the same that it ever

has been, and his mercy also is as great towards

his humble dependent children and servants, as in

any day or age of the world. Why then should

any of the tribulated ones say, or why should Zion

say, " The Lord hath forsaken me, my God hath

forgotten me." His all-penetrating eye sees the

condition of the workmanship of his holy hand at

one view, and He can at his pleasure speak the

all-effective word, however storm-beaten our poor

barks may be, " Peace, be still." How instruc-

tive is the circumstance recorded in Holy Writ,

when there arose a great tempest on the sea, inso-

much that the ship was covered with the waves, and

Christ was asleep; and his disciples came to him,

and awoke him, saying, " Master, carest thou not

that we perish !" Ah yes ! the mental language of

many a poor storm-beaten disciple of the present

day, in the gnat tempest which has for some time

been beating upon the vessel, is, Lord, save us, we

perish. It may be that the confidence of these is

at times so much shaken, that they merit the pa-

thetic rebuke, " Why are ye fearful, ye of little

faith ?" but let them remember that though their

Lord and Master may linger, as if He were asleep

in the hinder part of the ship, as if unmindful of

their perilous condition, yet in his glorified estate,

he sleepeth not by day nor slumbcreth by night,

and he will in his own time, say to the contending

elements, •' Peace, be still."

Let all Zion's children take a little comfort in

believing that they are always under the immedi-

ate notice of their Lord and Master, who is touched

with a feeling of their iufirmiiies, who was tempted

in all points as we are, yet without sin, that he

might be a faithful high Priest, in bringing many
sons unto glory. As we are individually striving

to be kept humble, watchful, and faithful to his

light and grace in our hearts, whatever overturn-

ings may be permitted to come upon us, we shall

be favoured with a safe abiding place, where no

evil can befall us, nor plague come nigh our dwell-

ings. Our confidence being in Him, who is both

wonderful in counsel, and excellent in working to

bring about his own divine purposes, we shall not

be over-much troubled, either at the shattered and

peeled condition of Church or State ; even though

the great Ruler of Heaven and earth may speak

terrible things in righteousness, because of the sins

and transgressions of the people ; but our great

aim and labour will be, to be living protests against

all evil ;
" The sons of God without rebuke, in the

midst of a crooked and perverse nation."

For this my spirit travails, that Zion's children

on every part of the Lord's footstool, might come
to witness more thoroughly the resurrection power
of the Lord Jesus Chri>t, which alone can raise

them into newue.-s of life, that in this day of great

trial and treading down, of war and bloodshed,
and the increase of sin and wickedne.-s attendant

thereon, a band of living witnesses may still be
preserved, "The sons of God without rebuke, in

the midst of a crooked and perverse nation ;" such

as arc settled and grounded in the living eternal

Truth, as held and maintained by our worthy fore-

fathers. Then should we be as lights in the world,

and others seeing our good works, our self-denying

life and conversation, would glorify our heavenly

Father in the day of visitation.

There is an imperious necessity for these to keep
their ranks in righteousness, both on account of

their own preservation and safety, the prosperity

of the church, and the advancement of the king-

dom of our dear Redeemer ; not giving heed to the

reasonings of those who are unwilling to submit

to the cross of Christ, endeavouring to invalidate

the doctrines and testimonies of the gospel, which
have ever been dear to every faithful Friend, and
which it is our duty to uphold in their primitive

purity. These principles and practices have long

stood the test of investigation, and they must, in

the ordering of divine Providence, finally prevail;

as the benign influence of the gospel of Christ

comes to be witnessed, more and more, throughout

the nations of the earth. W^e may almost conclude

at times, that the efforts made by some, to depre-

ciate and get rid of our distinguishing testimonies

are so great, that, in a short time, there will be

in many places, but little left but the name of

Friends; but let the true mourners in Zion take

comfort in believing, that our holy Head, who
gathered us to be a people, and laid upon us the

obligation to bear these testimonies before the

world, showing thereby the efficacy of pure religion

upon our hearts, has been in an eminent manner
round about his faithful servants, blessed the pro-

vision of Zion, and satisfied her poor with bread
;

and He will continue to keep all those, who in

bonesty and godly sincerity, walk by the same rule

and mind the same thing.

The truly devoted children of Zion, have, auiidtt

all their trials and discouragements, much to stimu-

late them to stand with their loins girded and their

lights burning; for there is a goodly number with-

out our pale, whoso souls are seeking the living
|

substance ; having wearied themselves seeking for

it in the way of lifeless performances, and who

have their attention more turned within, where

alone the treasure is to be found. Were we thus

preserved, practically protesting against all that is

wrong, showing in life and conversation that we

are the self-denying followers of a crucified and

risen Lord, a powerful invitation, in our example,

would be held forth, "Look upon Zion the city of

our solemnities, thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a

quiet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not be ta-

ken down ; not one of the stakes thereof ^hall ever

be removed, neither shall any of the cords thereof

be broken, but there the glorious Lord will be unto

us as a place of broad rivers and streams, wherein

shall go no galley with oars, neither shall gallant

ship pass thereby. For the Lord is our judge, the

Lord is our lawgiver, the Lord is our King, he will

save us." Thus we would be in our measure ful-

filling the divine will, in gathering others to Christ,

according to his declaration, " other sheep have

I, which are not of this fold, them also I must

bring, that there may be one fold and one Shep-

herd." May all the faithful testimony bearers be

afresh animated to observe the Scripture exhorta-

tion, " W^alk about Zion and go round about her

;

tell the towers thereof. Mark ye well her bul-

warks, consider her palaces, that ye may tell it to

the generation following : For this God is our God
for ever and ever ; he will be our guide even unto

death." J. E.

For " The Fricud."

The Alpaca in Australia.

The use of Alpaca wool in European manufac-

tures, h of quite recent date. A quantity was

imported into JJvcrpool about the year lb34, which

found no purchaser till it attracted the notice of

Titus Salt, a poor but ingenious spinner. He took

jome home for trial, and being sati.-!ficd with the

result, purchased the lot and worked it up into a

new fabric, which was much liked by the trade.

'J'he demand produced a supply ; a trade in Al-

paca wool grew up, and Titus Salt became one of

the richest manufacturers in England. In 1834

the import into Liverpool was oTOO pounds, and it

now reaches nearly to three million pounds. The
Peruvian Government, jealous of so wealth-pro-

ducing an animal being possessed by other coun-

tries, in 1848 issued a decree prohibiting their

exportation, and imposing a penalty of forfeiture

of the flock and of ten years' labour in chains in

the Chincha islands, on the owner and driver of

any flock of these animals found within a certain

distance of the coast. After overcoming innu-

merable difficulties, and encountering great hard-

ships durin^' a period of nearly seven years, Charles

Ledger succeeded in the Eleventh month, 1858,

in landing at Sydney 276 Llamas and Alpacas,

out of nearly 1500 he had at various times taken

into his fl ck. It is impossible too highly to esti-

mate the importance of this to the future of Aus-

tralia. All, or nearly all the introduced animals

have flourished there. In 1788 Australia had no

sheep, and but one bull, three cows, one horse,

three mares and three colts. In 1859 New South

Wales alone had upwards of 200,000 horses—

of two million of cattle, and seven and a half mil-

lion sheep, while the wool imported into England

from all the Australian colonies in 1860, amounted

to nearly sixty million pounds. The owner of the

Alpacas introduced in 1858, thinks that in 50

years the Alpaca flock of Australia will reach five

and a half million animals, which at a low average

of seven pounds, will yield nearly forty million

pounds of Alpaca wool, worth at 2s. per lb., about

four million pounds sterling. The number of ani-

mals at last accounts was 358, and the lambing

time was close at hand, after which the shearing,

the second in the colony, was to take place, and

was anticipated to be encouraging in the highest

decree. The animals possess fleeces such as Peru

has never seen, and the fat obtained from each

animal exceeds any ever seen in South America,

.-bowing in the most convincing manner, both the

perfect" acclimatisation of the Alpaca in South

America and the complete success of the cross

breeding which has been conducted.

The Chinese have from time immemorial practis-

ed the boring of artesian wells, and according to

missionaries there are several of them in the pro-

vince of Ou-Tong-Kiao of the depth of 1093 yards.

Some of these wells, however, instead of water, give

inflammable gas.

It is a sicn of sincerity when a man's profession

is joined wfth meekness, and he dares not boast of

himself, or censure others ; when the glory of God

is preferred above all. Such a man is not a hypo-

crite.
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For "The Friend." |

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JOHN SMITH.

John Smith was born in or near Burlington,

New Jersey, about the year 1722. He was a re-

ligious character from his youth up, and was

brought into services in the church in early life.

He was long an elder, and was very useful iu that

station. He was married to Hannah Lloyd, in

, to whose meuiory, when she died, he

gave forth a loving testimony. They resided for

some time in Pliiladelphia ; but before his death,

he returned to Burlington. His friends of that last

Monthly Meeting gave forth the following brief

testimony to his memory :

"He was, when in health, a diligent attender of

our meetings both for worship and discipline, care-

ful in keeping to the hour appointed to meet, and

weightily attended to the importance of the services.

He was long a useful member of our meetings for

business, and an elder who ruled well among us,

being favoured with a sound judgment, and emi-

nent abilities as a man, with a meek and quiet

spirit as a christian. His endeavours to promote

good order and peace in religious society, and in

neighbourhoods, we believe, were attended with

happy consequences. Our esteem for him is not

easily measured by words, but we give this short

testimony in love to his memory, desiring it may
be attended with improvement to us who survive.

He died of a lingering disorder, but was preserved

in resignation of spirit. Not long before his con-

clusion, perceiving it approach, he said, with a

seeming satisfaction, '' I believe I am going now

!

The Divine mercy is great!"

His death took place, Third mo. 26th, 1771, he

being in the forty-ninth year of his age.

JOHN THOMAS.

John Thomas was born in the year 1716, in

Chester county, Pennsylvania. Under the restrain-

ing care of his religious parents, and through sub-

mission to the enlightening, directing influences of

the Holy Spirit, he was led in early life into a

godly self-denying life. As he grew in years, he

witnessed the necessary baptisms, qualifying him
for usefulness in the church, and after a time it

pleased the Lord Jesus to confer upon him a gift

of gospel ministry. IJe was not large in expres-

sion ; but being faithful, his labours were seasona-

ble and serviceable. In the year 1766, he removed
to York county, and settled there, by which he be-

came a member of Warrington Monthly Meeting.

His time of residence there was short, yet his mi-

nistry sweetened by gospel love, and enforced by
Lis exemplary conduct, was very acceptable, yea,

comforting and instructive to Friends.

The illness which released him after a long pe-

riod of suffering from the pr-obations of time, was
a pulmonary one. At its commencement, to some
of his intimate friends he spoke of the great poverty

of spirit, which was his portion. Under this feel-

ing of spiritual weakness, he was engaged earnestly

to seek for patience to bear the proving dispensa-

tion allotted him. As he abode uncomplainingly

in this condition of sorrow and leanness, the Lord,

the alone Comforter of his depending children, saw
meet to change the dispensation, and to grant him
light, liberty, and peace. A while before his close,

in a religious opportunity with some Friends in liis

chamber, he was greatly favoured with the over-

shadowing sense of the Lord's merciful regard. In

this state he was drawn forth to speak of the ten-

der dealings and sustaining grace of the Lord

manifested to him, from his childhood to that veryl

hour. He earnestly exhorted those present to the.

faithful occupancy of the various gilts committed!

to them, especially such as were called to the mi-

nistry. He said he had loved the Lord from his

youth ; that he bad been concerned to be faithful

n the exercise of the small gift committed to him,

and he now experienced comfort from this faithful-

ness, feeling the sensible owniugs of the Master's

loving presence. This enabled him to bear with

patience his sufferings of body, feeling the assur-

ance of immortal rest. He said that, in the begin-

ning of his illness, his great poverty of spirit, made
him ready to conclude that the Lord had forsaken

him, but that now God had answered him to the joy

of his heart, and caused him to magnify his good-

ness. He could now see the wisdom of that proving

dispensation, which tended to wean him more

thoroughly from all temporal enjoyments, and to

animate to look for his joys and consolation above.

He exhorted all to humility, telling them the time

was drawing near wherein his body must go down
into the grave,—a place where there was no exalta-

tion. He added, '* I have this testimony to bear

for the Lord, that as I have been engaged to love

him, and walk humbly before him, seeking to him

for strength, with no dependence upon my own
wisdom, 1 have found him to strengthen me ; and

now in this pinching time, be is near me, to com-

fort mc with the joys of his presence." Although

he was so weak in body as to be scarcely able to

speak so as to be distinctly heard, yet he was

trong and lively in the inner man, and in great

sweetness of spirit, ho departed this life, Fifth mo.

9th, 1771.

MARY SIMCOCK.

Mary Walln, a daughter of that worthy minis-

ter of the gospel of Christ, Nicholas Walln, and
Jane his wife, was born in Middletown, Bucks
county, in the year 1686 or 1687. Her parents,

soon after her birth, removed into the limits of

Philadelphia Meeting, and there she was brought

up. Being tenderly visited in early life by the

Spirit of the Lord Jesus, and giving up thereto,

the pious precepts and example of her parents were
blessed to her, and she was enabled to manifest

by conduct and conversation that her soul was
enamoured with the beauty of holiness, and the

blessed consistency of the Truth. Early in the

year 1706, when about nineteen years of age, she

married to John Simcock, the son of that emi-

nent minister of that name, who resided near Cbes-

The newly married couple resided near Ab-
ington for many years, where Mary received a gift

in the ministry which she exercised to the comfort

of Friends. After passing many years of use-

fulness in that neighbourhood, both in the church
and in the world, they, about the year 1740, re-

moved to Kingwood, New Jersey.

Her husband, after her death, gave forth this

brief memorial concerning her. " She was a daugh-
ter of Nicholas and Jane Walln, of the Northern
Liberties of the city of Philadelphia, honest
Friends, to whom she was obedient in her youth.
As she grew in years, she was concerned to be a

sensible witness of the operation of Truth iu her
own heart, and keeping carefully under this con-

cern, she jvas many times sweetly comforted in

spirit, which favour she prized above the enjoyment
of any earthly treasure. She was likewise en-

gaged in concern for the good of her fellow-crea-

tures, and after some reasonings in her own mind,
she gave up to declare in a public manner what
the Lord had done for her soul. After which she
frequently appeared in public, while she was of
ability to attend meetings. Her testimony was
well received, and when her natural strength

and faculties were much impaired, it was evident
j;

she still retained that good ] art, which had been
j;

her early choice. Several Friends of Kingwood
Meeting coming to visit us a few montLs before ji

her departure, after a time of silent waiting she
jj]

appeared both in testimony and supplication, in a
j|

solid, sensible manner, which plainly demonstrated
|

that the Lord still favoured her with his living)

presence, giving ability to her, who had no strength ;

of her own. She was a loving, faithful wife, an'

exemplary mother, and a true helpmate, in things

pertaining to our everlasting well-beins, patient in

affliction of body and mind, and departed quietly

without any apparent illness, the 19th of the Fifth

month, 1771, in the eighty-fifth year of her age;

a minister upwards of fifty years."

The Monthly Meeting at Kingwood, expressingj

unity with her husband's testimony, say that her

ministry, although not large in word, " was edifying

to those whose hearts were prepared of the Lord."
" Though, through age and infirmity of body, she

was incapable of attending meetings, for some years

before she died, yet as she retained her love to

Truth and Friends to the last, we doubt not she has

made a nappy change, and is now enjoying the

reward of the righteous in the mansions of ever-

lasting rest."

Female Einploym''nt.— About sis years ago,

— Kicardo, M. P., the then chairman of the Electrioi

and International Telegraph Company, heard of ai

young girl, the daughter of one of the railway sta-.

tion-masters, who had for three years carried on,|

day by day, the whole of the electric telegraph i

business for her father, and that, too, with great i

telligence and correctness. The idea of training;

and employing women as clerks for the Telegraph i

Company then suggested itself; it was proposed to i

the committee, and the proposition was warmly
seconded by tJeneral Wylde, who has proved

most untiring friend to the cause. Opposition was-i

at first shown ; but the experiment was permitted I

to proceed, and — Craig, the present intelligent!

matron, was appointed to instruct, in her own room,
eight pupils on two instruments. With what tact,

perseverance, and success — Craig and her pupils i

worked, may be gathered from the fact that at

Founder's Court alone upwards of ninety young;

women are now in active employment, the whole i

of the actual working of the instruments having

;

fallen into their hands. The committee are now
perfectly satisfied that the girls are not only more i

teachable, more attentive, and quicker-eyed than

the men clerks formerly employed, but have also

pronounced them to be more trustworthy, more
easily managed, and, we may add, satisfied with i

lower wages.

The result of the experiment has been so satis-

factory, that about thirty more women are now
employed at the branch oflices, namely, eight at

'

Charing Cross, two at Fleet Street, two at Knights-

bridge, etc.; and doubtless they will soon fill posts

in all the branch offices of England.
The instrumental clerks earn from eight to eigh-

teen shillings per week, and the superintending:

clerics fpui twenty to thirty shillings. Now, if we
place one pound per week against noiking, these

wages are good. Six weeks is considered the aver-

age time for learning the fluctuations of the needle,

after which period payment for service commences,
nor is any tee required for instructions. If at the

end of two months the pupil cannot conquer the

movement of the hands, she is dismissed as incom-

petent to master the art. The young girls now
working at Lo'hbury are chiefly the daughters of

small tradesmen ; but several are the children of

Government clerks—gorflefset House or Treasury
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men—while three or four are the daughters of

CJergyoien.

Otlicr coMpr.nies, the Magnetic, and the London

Distrift Tele ;r:.ph companies (the offices of which

are iij Tlirea.'.nt-'jdle Street), are following the steps

of the luteriiational, and have already engaged a

number of Lands, who are now being instructed
;

but the honour and the credit of the movement
due to the Electric and International Company.

The success which has followed this practical and

liberal attempt to afford employment for women,

may induce others who have it in their power, ma-

terially to assist this praiseworthy object.

The eniploymeut of women as clerks in tele-

graph offices being au accomplished fact, there

just cause why they should not become

clerlis elsewhere. As, in too many instances, we

take offence at names rather than things, should

ladies have a distaste for the appellation of clerks,

let those thus officiating be called assistants, if they

like that term better. In positions where intel-

ligence is wanted rather than strength, numberless

avenues might be opened up, so that women could

acain become workers as they once were, before

the absurd and pernicious ideas about "gentility''

took possession of their minds, to the exclusion of

common sense. In the progress of civilization,

every day opens up new departments of employ-

meot for educated men, and the world of labour

surely wide enough to admit women likewise to

some of these occupations.

—

Leisure Hour.

For " The Friend.

uf the SpiritThe Baptiim of Water mil that

Discussed.

Although the following poetical correspondence

s already appeared in ''The Friend," in one of

the early volumes, yet it is not doubted that it would

be interesting to many of its present readers, espe

cially of the younger class—if admitted again to

its columns. It is stated in elucidation of the mat-

ter, that the parties are said to have felt a mutual

attachment to each other, and that the only ob-

stacle to a union was a conscientious objection, on

each side, on account of religious sentiments. One

of the parties was a clergyman of the church of

England, and the other was a member of our So-

ciety, well known afterwards, not only among her

fellow members, but in the literary circles of the

day, as Mary Knowles. D.

CLERGYMAN'.

Hark! how the sacred thumier rends the skies!

" Repent and be baptised," Christ's herald cries;

"'Tlepeat and be baptised," consentiug Heaven replies.

And can Laoinia unaffected hear

This awful message echoing in her ear?

Will my Laviiiia unaffected prove

Rebel to God, and faithless unto love?

Say, shall a parent's absolute command
The mighty voice of God himself withstand ?

Shall heavenly calls to earthly tics give place,

And filial fondness frustrate christian grace?

Shall human wit Omniscience engage,

Shall Barclay endless war with Jesus wage?
Must each apostle waive his claim to merii.

That Fox may sbiue first martyr of the spirit?

Must common sense be banished from the soul.

Ere gospel salve can make the sinner whole?

Must each adept in Calvary's great school

Be not in meekness but in fact a fool?

Must Paul at Coriiilh be a babbler too,

And Peter when a Baptist be a Jew?

THE ANSWER.

Hark I how the sacred thunder rends the skies,

Uepcnt and be baptised," Christ's herald cries!

Repent and be baptised," consenting Heaven replic

The christian's heart reveres the solemn sound ;

—

And deeply humbled treads the sacred ground
;

Owns the injunction's undisputed claim.

Its awful import and its glorious aim I

lere a difference mutual zeal excites,

plead for outward, we for inward rites,

hink the gospel's hallowed page inspires

Superior efforts, nor one type requires
;

Since no lavation can effectual prove.

The innate stain of nature to remove.

No mode of words can heavenly grace impart

To an infantile and unconscious heart;

ience we, as vain and useless, disallow

The faithless siireli/, and unbinding vow,

pty shadows, which men may observe.

Yet from the substance in their conduct swerve

;

While superstitious rites their time divide,

cease to follow their internal guide
;

Enslaved by canons, and the various rules

Of councils, synods, colleges and schools,

Thus might mankind, (for priests an ample field,)

To circumcision's ancient custom yield;

d thus by like authority 'tis meet.

These holy fathers kneel to wash our feet,

'Tis thus that holiness to form gives place,

-•Vnd solemn triflings " frustrate christian grace."

In Jordan's pool well pleased the Almighty saw.

His Son beloved submitting to the law.*

But his apostles through the world he sent.

With a baptising power beyond the element.

This power does all true ministry attend
;

'Twas promised, and will never have an end
;

This mighty power his herald did proclaim,

" He shall baptise you with an holy Hame,"t
Yet water was in use an ancient rite.

Of old the common way to proselyte

;

But no dependence placed thereon you '11 see.

And Paul and Peter in this point agree, j
The real christians with illumined thougnt.

View truth unbiassed as its nuthor taught,

No typic observations are revered,

Since their immortal antitype appeared,

/oz preached this doctrine to a seeking age.

It shines in Barclay s unrefuted page.

Simple their schemes, no mean-self-love they knew.

But freely preached without a sordid view
;

With hearts devoted, gospel truths displayed,

And scorned to make divinity a trade
;

No juggling arts e'er used, no low disguise

O'er obvious texts, and sense to tyrannise.

Discerning truth by its own native light.

And by its guidance practised what was right,

This state attained, external rites no more

Demand observance as in days of yore

—

Tis grace alone, we by experience find.

Imparts instruction to the attentive mind

;

Convicts of error, and restrains from sin
;

For what these are it manifests within

Each wayward passion by its aid subdued.

The soul's enthroned in native rectitude;

Cleansed of its stains, and sprinkled from above,

With pure descendings of atoning love,

A baptism this, essential you will find.

Or, " Christ in figure only saves mankind."

'Tis this alone my suppliant spirit craves.

Since but one Lord, one Faith, one Baptism saves.

Some Unexpected House FlanU.— 1 do not mean

that stand of green and llourishiug geraniums and

rose.", which hasju.it been stationed in your south

window, the pet of your anxious thoughts, which

you li.oi>e to be able to keep though the winter,

though, if you do, it will be the first time. 1 ask

you to look at some humble, unnoticed plants,

hich are found iu and about every house, the world

over. Uo you know that plants grow and spread

by thousands, all over the sides of your house and

stone steps, and from garret to cellar, continually

multiply, and die out agaiu. Well, there is a sly

insinuating family, that goes creeping in all by-

plaees, and lives where you never dreatued flowers

would live. One of these plants is found in old

warm garrets, and dark, damp closets and corners.

It takes root in old books and papers, and in clothes

that have been long laid away. Here it .spreads

in green, brown, and dirty patches, which your

mother calls rml/Jjew. And that is the right name,

though I doubt if she told you it was a blossoming

vegetable, as truly as your hyacinths. Another of

this family, so wide-spread, is always at home in

the pantries and buttery, is in the cellar, or even

in your desk at school. In.-tead of growing in the

ground as a plant should, it takes root in bread

aud cjke—is particulary fond of cheese. In a

single night, the thousand little plants will grow, and

^read like a soft blue cloud throughout a loaf, and

iu the morning the cook declares the " bread's

mouldy. " The little plant is mould. But how

did it get into my desk, and grow upon that piece

of apple? The air is full of its invisible seeds,

floatioiJ everywhere; but they will come into life,

and decay in a few minutes. Yet that tiny mould

is a vegetable, with roots, stem, and blossom. On
the south side of the street, in the city, on the

north side of every building, bricks and stones turn

green. Most likely, you thought it was only turn-

1710 green, and never asked the reason. The micro-

cope shows it to be a minute plant, whose name

is lichen, and it has a near relative in the woods,

Must Philip's process be ; erflu us thought,

had taught?cause he washed the eunuch

Must feudal rites be metaphored away,

And actual homage construed disobey?

Such juggling arts may change each part of speech.

Make water spirit, and baptise, to teach
;

But if such jargon Jesus represents,

/The light, indeed, is only lent to saints.

Then in the letter, double death we find;

j^nd Christ in figure only saved mankind.

Value of Hay, as Coniparetl with oilier MUh
ProrJticing Substances.—Several French and Ger-

man chemists estimate the relative value of several

kinds of food for inileh cows, according to the fol-

lowing table :—That 100 pounds of good hay are

worth"200 pounds of potatoes ;
460 pounds of beet-

root with the leaves ;
3.i0 pounds of Siberian cab-

bage ; 250 pounJs of beet-root without the leave:

250 pounds of carrot

ish trefoil, or vetches ; 50 pounds of oil

growing upou the old bark, on stones and fence

This last is larger, and prettier to the naked

eye. In the field, these small vegetables are the

dread of farmers. For if it. is wet, rot, mildew, smut,

rust, and blight, all species of fungus, (that is the

family name,) run riot over the fields, planting

themselves uponthe grain, destroying its life. Have

you never picked ancar of corn that was all swollen,

aud spotted blue and black. That was blight.

Farmers call it a disease, but it is a vegetable.

It is certain, however, if the sun shines, and the

grain is strong and healthy, that these plants will

not srrow upon it. One name is given to all these

—

the Fungi. Some of them grow in ink, in milk,

aud vinegar, and, more curious still, some on living

animals. In Italy, the silk worm is destroyed by

thousands, by a fungus growing all over its body.

Every child has picked off the window in some old,

close garret, flies that lay dead, glued to the glass,

and covered with a thin blue film. The fly became

sick in the confined air, and then the seeds of the

funi'us sprouted upon it, and killed it. Even men

are sometimes attacked by these plants. I grant

you this is not a very pleasant family, creeping into

life in the damp and dark, fixing on the sickly or

80 pounds of clover, Spau- decaying substance, and mantling it with death, and

ke or! of'en flourishing in poisoned soil. >i'or do I expect

id vetche 300 1

you will give a place to milder

the window, but let us allow

among your plants

them a right in the
colza; 250 pounds of pea-stian auu vcicuca, oi/^/j

pounds of barley or oat-straw; 400 pounds of rye lu
,, ,. , , , ,

-,
,

'^
• . . .-.= j,.4'_.,., !,.,„.., or vetch- 'great vegetable kingdom, aud acknowledge the

kindred to our roses.

—

Arthur's Home Monthly.
or wheat-straw ; 25 pounds of pe

seed ; 50 pounds of oats ; and 500 pounds of

trefoil, Spanish trefoil, or vetches.

reen

* Matt, i

J 1 Cor.

Good men have the fewest fears. lie has but

one who fears to do wrong. He has a thousand

who has overcome that one.
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For "The i'riend."

The Rule of the Chnrcli,

The great Ageut by which the soul is to experi-

ence the washing of regeneration, and be renewed

into the divine image which was lost by transgres-

for the charge was great. Prove it, said I, or con-

fess thy error.

" So he asked what we must be tried by ; it was

answered, By the rurle of the church. He acqui-

esced with that, and so did I. Then I a-ked him

sion, is the grace ol God which has appeared unto j what that rule was; but he seemed to evade, and

all men, teaching us that denying ungodliness and would not answer ; but one that sat by said it was

worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously 'the Scriptures. He said, no; then I asked him

and godly in this present world, looking for that again, what he said the rule was; to which he made
"

'

.... .

" ' no answer. Is it the pope ? said I ; ' No,' said he.

Is it the church? said I; he answered, no; and

so did I too ; for the church was to be ruled by

the rule, therefore could not be the rule. But said

I, What dost thou say is the true church's rule?

But he seemed loath to answer ; but being urged,

he said tradition was the rule. ' Tradition,' said

I, but what was the rule before there was tradi-

tion '! for there must needs be the elders, before

there was the tradition of the elders. And said I,

the rule is a firm, stable, standing rule, from the

beginning of the world to the end, that alters not

or changes, which cannot be added to, nor taken

from. All this be seemed to have but little or no-

thing to say against.

'" The company desired me to tell them what I

believed this rule was. And in answer to their

quest, I told them; It was the Holy Ghost, the

Spirit of Truth, wiaioh was in the beginning, and

was God, and is God, and changes not; and since

our Lord Jesus Christ suffered death for us, and

rose again, this Spirit is poured forth upon all flesh

:

see Acts 2. This is that which guided Enoch, so

I hat he obtained testimony that he pleased God
This hath been the guide, rule and leader of all

the patriarchs, prophets, and holy men of God,

who spoke as they were moved by the Holy Ghost,

or Spirit of Truth, which leads and guides the true

truth, and all true worship is in it.

And as many as are led and guided by the Spirit

of God, they are the sons and daughters of God
This was and is the true church's rule ; and if any
man have not the Spirit of Chri>t, he is none of

his; so this that is the guide of the church, must

ofibe the rule; he that works by a rule is guided by

it and ruled by it. This is that which baptized

men into the church or body of Christ; of which

the children of God are born, and are nourished

by, so that it gives them life, and inspires them,

and gives them understanding, manifesting to

every man that which is for his profit and welfare,

and is freely given. The apostles were ministers

or servants of it; this brings men into the adop-

tion, and enables them to call God Father, and to

say truly, that Jesus is the Lord. It directs men
to obey, and enables them to do the will of God

;

this is grace and a free gift to all, and if they will,

they may come and drink abundantly of it, for it

is a fountain of living water. Since men have

turned from it, and run after blind guides, they

oppose it and one another, and are confounded.

Having lost the rule, the true guide, they cry, Lo !

here, and lo ! there, and are out of love and chari-

ty one with another, and one is for one head and

ruler, and another for another head ; so every head

would rule, and there being many heads and horns,

even to admiration, they are pushing at one an-

other, and in Babylon is found all the blood of

the saints and martyrs of Jesus; but the true

church is full of love and good will to all mankind :

with much more to that purpose. Upon this dis-

course the company believed that the Spirit of

Truth was the rule and guide ; whereupon the

popish priest desired that he and I might be at

peace, and would have no more di.^course."

Is not our religious Society becoming divided

under different heads which are at enmity, and are

pushing at one another to promote their own will

blessed hope and the glorious appearing of the

great God, and our Saviour Jesus Christ. None

can look with faith and comfort for this blessed

hope and appearance, unless they are in measure

restored to the divine image, and made members of

his livingchurch, which is built upon Christ the foun-

dation, against which the gates of hell cannot pre-

vail. As it is only by this grace that we can be deli-

vered from all evil, and be grafted into Christ, we
must abide under his government and refining

power, to be qualified to take part in the duties

of his church, and to act as judges in its decisions.

The natural understanding and will of man, with

all his literary knowledge even of the doctrines of

Truth, or any party combination whatever, cannot

constitute him a living member of the body of Christ,

and consequently cannot make him a judge and

counsellor in it. He only who gives gifts unto men,

can appoint for the work and service which he as-

signs to each member, and give ability to occupy

the gift for his honour, the true welfare of the

church, and the growth of the member who is call-

ed and anointed for the work of the Lord. All

decisions affecting our testimonies, which have not

the divine authority of the adorable Head, will

avail nothing for the welfare of the body, but must

tend to scatter and alienate from Him. Had our

religious Society kept under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit, our doctrines and testimonies would church into

not have been departed from, and changes inade

in the discipline as has been done in some places.

What desolation and distress have followed I Many
have thrown ofl' all appearance and the language

of Friends, and the faithful standard-bearers are

mourning over the desolations which the wisd

the world, and the unsanctified will of man have

introduced among us.

We have the following conversation, which took

place between John Gratton and his fellow-prison-

ers, on the rule which governs the church of Christ,

and has been owned from the rise of our Society,

by the spiritual, fuithful members to this day.
" While I remained in prison, I had some dis-

course with the papists who were in prison with

me about several things. The first time the popish

priest began with me thus; the jailer being ill, I

went down to see him, and when the priest heard

I was with the jailer, he came also with about eight

debtors, who were civil men, being well brought

up, and they came to see the jailer; and beingpretty

cheerful with the old man, the popish priest broke

out and said, ' Well may I be cheerful, who suffer

for the Truth, when I see how cheerfully son)e men
suffer for error.'

" There were none but he and another papist,

and I, who suffered for our profession of reliiiion,

so that 1 saw he struck at me, and told him there

were none at that time who suffered for their reli-

gion, but him and another of his own n)ind and me,

therefore said I, it must needs be me thou meanest,

that suffers for error; either prove thy charge or

own thy fault, for I am not willing to sit down with

it ; felling him, that if he could make it appear

that I suffered for an error, I would take him for

my friend, for I was not willing either to live or die

in error if,l knew if.

'" Then he would have heard no more of it, but

I was not willing to pass it by and let him go so;

and way, which is not the Divine will, instead of'

cherishing the love of God in their own hearts and

seeking the salvation of all men. A great cha;

has been made within a few years. We did

think fifty years ago of calling in question the

christian faith of the Society as laid down by Fox,

Barclay and Penn, but since different attempts

have been made to modify it, unsettlement ha

spread therefrom, which has broken up the love

and harmony that bound us together and made ua

one people; and to restore which, is out of the

power of man by any contrivance of his own. The
Spirit and power of Christ, which gathered ua

from the lo ! heres and Iq ! theres, only is able

to bring us together again; and this must be

yielded to in denying self, faking up the cross an

following Him in humility, so as to be made new
creatures and prepared to receive the inscription

of " Holiness unto the Lord," as sanctified vessels

fit for the Master's use. This is an individual!

work. Let every one look to his own standing, that

he may be favoured to see his condition, as h&

values the peace of the Church and his own peacei

and acceptance in the day of account.

Jelly.

Many of us can perhaps remember the timei

when extreme notions prevailed relative to the life-

supporting power of jelly. No sooner was an in-

valid discharged from the doctor's hands, than thei

nurse began to ply the patient with her jellies.

Calves' feet had a sort of historical reputation ast

being the stock jelly-maker. Next in esteem came

isinglass, perhaps, in one of its many varieties.

Hartshorn shavings, were used upon certain oc-

casions, under the false impression that jelly from

this source was endowed with special properties.

In the history of medical delusions, the doctrine of

signaiiires, as it is called, holds a conspicuous

place. A tenet of this doctrine was, that articles

of medicine presented an external aspect, or char-

acter, of their medicinal virtues. Inasnmch asi

hartshorn shavings yielded, on distillation, the vo-

latile fluid even now popularly termed hartshorn,

but chemically am/uoMca, therefore it was imagined!

that the jelly from hartshorn shavings would

stronger and more restorative than other jelly.

All true jelly has for its foundation the chemicall

principal of gelatine; and, the doctrine of signa-'

tures notwithstanding, it little matters from what(

source the gelatine is obtained. The modern con--

fectioner obtains jelly from a great variety ofl

sources; all innocent enough, though some of them

would, if known or remembered, do a little vio-

lence to one's prejudices. Parchment shavings,

boiled down, make very excellent jelly ; but ai

person eating such would do well to forget the ori-

gin and manufacture of parchment. White kidi

glove leather can be transmuted into jelly ;
and T

am told that jelly is actually obtained by London
confectioners from this source. Well, kid-skin is

not repulsive to think about; but one may as well

forget that many of the smaller sized ladies' kid

gloves (so called) are manufactured from rat-

skins ! Ivory turnings and ivory dust are a source

of jelly, both convenient and delicate, notwith-

standing a certain violence done to one's sentiments

on learning that a delicate jelly, trembling under

the spoon, was made from the dust and cuttings ofl

a small tooth-comb! A very large proportion oP

all bones is gelatine. It is hardened in bone by/

mixture with a white powder, technically called

"bone earth," the latter being a mixture chemi-

cally speaking, of carbonate and phosphate of lime.

If a bone be soaked for a considerable time in or-

dinary vinegar, or still better, in weak spirit of
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;alt, all the bone earth is dissolved, and all the fact, that a minute diiference of composition is at-

jelatine remains behind, ready to be transformed 'tempted to be drawn by joiue, between isinglass I

nto jelly by solution in water. Much of the ge-
1
and gelatine. Whethir that que.-tion be founded

atine sold as a substitute for isinglass is actually on fact is even doubtful; at any rate, if not the

)btained in this way, though, in some respects, it
|

same, they are so closely similar that 1 may well

3 inferior to gelatrne otherwise obtained ; the tact be pardoned for treating of them as identical.

)eing, that long contact with acids is injurious to

t. In many kitchens a peculiar sort of boiler,

crmed a digester, may be found. It is a vessel

irmly closed, and which remains firmly closed

intil the steam, generated by boiling, acquires suf-

icient force lo press up a valve. Water boils in

in open vessel at 212° of Fahrenheit's thcruiome-
' tion.

;er; but, if the steam be restrained by pressure, What now, about the so-called jelly of fruits

—

,he boiling point of water is elevated, and also itsicurraut jelly, for example? Is there any gelatine

iolvent power. For this reason a bone placed in 'there? By no

ester with water, and

Well, returning to Iceland moss and Irish moss,

though used as substitutes for gelatine, as starting

points for the preparation of jelly-like articles of

food, they contain not a particle of gelatine.

They are both rich in holding certain varieties of

starch
; hence their seeming power of gelatiniza-

aeated, the gelatine of

Prolonged boiling, however, damages the quality

)f gelatine—indeed alters its cliemioal composition

some extent; wherefore it happens that jelly thus

ixtracted by the aid of a digester, is none of the

jest.

I have adverted to the medical superstition of

\ignatures, as an explanation of the partiality ouco

ihown for jelly of hartshorn shavings. There are

)ther superstitious relative to gelatine, the origin

)f which is less manifest. Almo.^t from time im-

iiemorial there has been a notion afloat, that some

jarticular virtue resides in the jelly of snails.

l<"requently, even at the present time, in remote

lountry places, the gelatinous matter of snails is

prepared in various fashions, as a supposed restora-

ive; but, up to the end of the last century at least,

mail jelly was accepted as a regular article of

Dedical dietetics. In most old cookery books, di-

rections are given for making snail food; and won-

lerful exaujples arc cited of the benefits derived

"rom it. The curious thing is that, setting out

with a belief in some particular efficacy in the ge-

.atine, or flesh, in a

exclusively

he water sufficiently
j

found in the animal kingdom. The soft, tremulous,

bone dissolves out. !jelly-like mass obtained from fruits which alsofa;^

be obtained from many vegetables— carrots and
parsnip;, for example—results from the half solu-

tion of organic principles known as peotine and
pectic acid. The clo=e resemblance borne by them
to gelatine is expressed by their name; pectis

being the Greek word for jelly.

Perhaps the most confirmed jolly-eaters of pre-

sent times are the Chinese. Most persons have

heard of, or read about the celebrated bird's-nest

soup. The latter is merely a flavoured solution of

gelatine ; and, according to the experience of those

who have tasted it, is none the better for its curi-

ous origin: isinglass, or any other form of gela-

tine would have answered just as well. Nor are

the Chinese content with the outlandish source of

gelatine provided by bird's-neits; hundreds of

junks traverse the Indian Ocean for the purpose of

collecting disgusting marine creatures, known as

the "sea slug," sometimes also called the beche de

mer, and the sea-cucumber. Their epicurian tastes

also prompt them at great cost to obtain deers'

tendons, all the way from Central Tartary. Ten-

manner to speak, of snails, dons are little else than pure gelatine; but gela-

irague notions of their essential spirit crept in; and

imaginary essences of snails were prepared by

iistillation. I say " imaginary," because every

modern chemist is aware that a liquid scarcely

differing from water results when a watery solution

Df gelatine is distilled, whether that gelatine be

from snails or other sources.

Jelly, though still prized as a valuable article of

food, has had to abate many preten-ious since

Majeudie proved that dogs could not live on gela-

tine alone. There was a time when nurjes and

even doctors, thought that jelly alone was the most

trengtheniug of foods. Other opinions prevail

now. Indeed, Liebig has advanced the opinion

that gelatine is endowed with no nutritive proper-

ties whatever, and that unlike sugar and starch, it

cannot even minister to the development of animal

heat. In advancing this opinion, it may be that

Liebig has gone to an unsafe extreme ; at the

same time there can be no doubt that gelatine is

not the generous life-supporter it was once imag-

ined.

Writing of starch, I am here led to notice Miat

it sometimes usurps the place of gelatine, being

used for the preparation of jelly-lik; forms of food,

to look at, but differing from true jellies, neverthe-

less. If starch in any of its varieties be boiled for

a time in water, a viscid tremulous mass results,

very nearly allied to true jelly in appearance,

and often substituted for it. Every housewife

knows that two varieties of lichen, sold respectively

under the names of Iceland moss, and Carrageen

or Irish moss, are frequently used as substitutes

for gelatine—isinglass, for example. Not to be

called over the coals by some too critical chemist

I beg to express myself perfectly aware of th(

tine might be obtained by our almond-eyed breth

ren from many more accessible sources.

On the whole, it may be said of gelatine that it

has lost much of its ancient repute. It cannot

support life, or even satisfy the cravings of hunger,

when eaten alone for periods together. To gorge

a hungry person recovering from serious illness

with jellies, is a mistake. Flesh formers are what
his hungry stomach craves for; but gelatine can-

not produce flesh. Nevertheless, without gelatine,

few, if any, sorts of animal food would be tolera-

ble. To make good soup without gelatine is in a

manner impossible. The almost universal distri-

bution of gelatine throughout the animal kingdom
shows that, however, incompetent to support life

alone, the Creator must have invested it with im-

portant uses. Not less agreeable to the taste than

important to the stomach is a well made jelly; and
if the partaker of it can overcome his prejudices

little will it matter whether the jelly be got from
isinglass, calves feet, or rat-skin kid gloves,

THE FRIEND.
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In our last number we referred to the sad spec

tacle of angry and hostile feeling towards thi:

country indulged in by a large part of the British

people, as depicted by the newspapers published

there; but later advices indicate an under cur

rent, which is beginning to manifest itself in op

position to the warlike and menacing tone and

measures, urged upon the government by those

who appear mainly desirous to secure the acknow-

ledgment of the "Southern Confederacy," and the

cotton it cau supply. Jlany remonstrances are

aid to have beeu .^ent in, some from towns, and
ithcrs from various religious denominations, urging

the miui-itry to pause before plunging the cjuutry

into war, and pleading for the ob-ervanee of the

duty obligatory on christians, to abstain from vio-

lence and do all in their power to promote peace.

U a meeting recently held in "Surrey Chapel,"

Loudon, the well-known Newman Hall addressed an
dience of nearly three thousand working men, and

we take from the published report of his di.-cour.-*c,

the following extracts expresiive of sound sense,

nd inculcating the right kind of feeling.

"8ome people seem to imagine that Britannia

has a right to rule the waves—that the ocean is

her freehold—that she may do what she pleases

there—and that other nations must not be allowed

to act in a manner which is quite justifiable in

ourselves. Need I say that sucfi a sentiment i.s

most unjust and monstrous. (Hear.) It this

were carried out we should always be at war with

every commercial nation of the world. No, there

certainly laws and customs to regulate affairs

on the sea. By these we must abide as much
as others; and therefore the first thing to be

done ia to discover what is the law—whether it

Las been broken, and what can be done to secure

its observance in future. Let us then regard this

question as one needing calmness of judgment, not

violence and passion. Let the ca.-e be deliberately

argued. If America meant not defiance, but law,

let us first ascertain what the law is— not demand-
ing our interpretation as the true one, not admit-

ting theirs, but referring the dispute to an impar-
tial referee. (Cheers, and a voice—"That's good.')

But it may be urged in apology for violent mea-
sures—" Must we not at once vindicate the honour
of our flag." What! is our flag of so recent in-

vention, with so poor a history, enriched with so

few memories of glory, that it will be dishonoured

by a short and dignified delay? Dishonoured by not

at once fluttering defiance against the freemen of

the north ; but would it not be more dishonoured

by floating side by side with the flag of slave

drivers— (repeated cheers)—slave breeders, slave

traders ? If there must be one or other dishonour,

oh spare us this latter ! Never, never let the me-
teor flag of England be hoisted on the side of

tyranny and oppression. (Great cheering.) But,

supposing arbitration fails, and we cannot agree

on this question, must we then fight?

" [ have beeu astonished at the opinion widely
circulated, that we must have either redress or

retaliation. Is there not a third alternative

—

forgiveness? (Hear, bear.) If for the future the

law can be made plain, and obedience to it

secured, may we not pass over the affront to

ourselves? Is every dispute between nations if

not amicably arranged, to lead to war? Is nothing
to be overlooked? AVhat is the law of Christ?
' Forbearing one another, and forgiving one an-

other, if any man have a quarrel against any, even
as God forgave you, so also do ye.' We feel it our
duty to act on this law in our individual capacity;

is it less our duty as citizens, and as nations? Alas,

Christian nations seem to think that they may do
as communities what would be wicked as individu-

als. (Hear, bear.) But there are not two rules

of conduct. Ir I am to forbear and forgive as

regards you, my family mu-it do so towards your
family, my town towards your town, my na-

tion towards your nation. What has our religion

done for ns as a country, if we are to appeal as

hastily and as angrily to the sword to settle a quar-

rel as if we never heard a Sabbath bell, and never

had seen a bible, and never listened to tlie gospel
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of peace? (Cheers.) Oh, that God, in whose]

hand are the hearts of all, would dispose the people

and the rulers of both countries to peaceable couu-

1

sels. (Cbeers.) I

" I beseech you, make earnest prayer to Him.

I observe with pleasure that a great meeting is

convened in Exeter Hall for prayer next Tuesday,

the day before our government dispatch will reach

Washington. Let us pray that it may be received

in a conciliatory spirit. But not only so. Let us

pray that we may be conciliatory, that we may be

patient, and forbearing, and gentle, even if their

reply be otherwise, remembering the command,
forbearing one another, and forgiving one another,

if any man have a quarrel against any. I fear I

have detained you too long, but tlie importance of

the subject, I trust, will be a sufficient apology.

(Cheers, and 'go on.') Once u:ore, workingmeu, 1

beseech you to do what you can to allay the un-

reasonable, unchristian war spirit that now prevails.

I consider in this case that war would be most

wicked. 1 am not one of those who advocate

peace at any price, but I do earnestly plead for

peace now, and I ask you all to help. Let each

do what he can to roll back the^ tide of angry

passion. Oh, by all the untold horrors of augry

war—by the tenfold terribleness of a war between

brothers—by the sufferings of a negro race, who
look on with alarm lest you should join their op-

pressors to rivet their chains—by the aspirations of

the long down trodden people of Hungary and

Italy, whose enemies will exult if the great cham-

pions of freedom contend with each other instead of

making common cau^e against tyranny—by the

interests of the world, which will look on aghast

to see its civilizers and evangelists engaged in mortal

combat instead of prosecuting, in holy rivalry, en-

terprises of benevolence—by the principles of

Christianity—by the example of Jesus—by the

law of God— I beseech you cast in your influence

on the side of peace, and loudly exclaim, ' we will

have DO war with America.' (Loud and re-

peated applause.'')

We trust that these views will, excepting that of

not advocating " peace at any price," more generally

prevail, and the peaceful relations between the two

countries not be permanently disturbed.

POT.VTO ROT.
We have had left with us a card, staling that

H. WniTALL, No. 241 N. Fourth street, Philadel-

phia, is prepared to instruct farmers how to grow
good crops of potatoes, and to remove the cause of

blight or rot, on condition that he shall receive half

the increase over the ordinary yield : no increase

no pay. As many of our subscribers are farmers,

who would be glad to have tlieir potato crops as

remunerative as formerly, we give them this in-

formation, though we know nothing of the charac-

ter and value of the alleged discovery. Letters

addressed to him enclosing a three cent stamp, will

be answered.

SUMJ'ARY UF EVENTS.
llsiTF.n States.— Conr/rfss.—The Senate, by a unani-

mous vule, liHS e.vpelled Senators I'olk and Johnson, of
Missouri, who have identified themselves willi the cans
of the rebels. Senntor Sumner, of .Mass., dclivereii a

eloqu , speech on the Trint > sfendinc i poiic\
of the administration. The rebellion and the war for

suppression is, of course, the most prominent subject
before both Houses. Many of the members appear to

be dissatisfied with the comparative inaction of the
army, and urge a more vigorous prosecution of hostili-

ties, with an advance upon the entire line of operations.
The Army.—The Sanitary Commission has made its

report after visiting every camp, from St. liouis to the
Potomac. According to this report, about two-thirds
of the volunteers were native Americans. Of the camps
inspected, one half were in good order and well con-

ducted, twenty-six per cent, negligent and slovenly, and

twenty-four per cent, in a positively dangerous state.

The food is reported to be of good quality and in abun-
dance. The chief complaint is the want of fresh vege-

tables. In tweuty-three regiments, the men did not

often or readily get intoxicating drink, while in one
hundred and seventy-seven it appeared that the soldiers

were supplied with liquor to a greater or less extent by
sutlers or otherwise. Intoxication, however, was found
to be common in only six regiments. The average con-

stant number of sick per one thousand men is sixty-three

in the army of the Potomac, one hundred and sixty-two

in the Western Virginia army, and in the valley of the

Mississippi one hundred and sixteen. According to the

message of Gov. Curtin, Pennsylvania has 93,577 sol-

diers in actual service, and 16,038 preparing to enter

the field—a total of 109,615.

Hoslilities.—A rebel camp, in Boone county, Missouri,

was attacked and broken up on the 28th ult., by a de-

tachment of Federal troops. The rebels lost abuut one
hundred and fifty men ; the Federal troops, nine killed,

and thirty-four wounded. Another rebel camp, near

Romney, Va., was dispersed by a detachment of Federal

troops, who captured a number of prisoners and two
pieces of cannon, with the wagons and tents of the re-

bels. The rebel army, in Eastern Kentucky, under the

command of General .Marshall, being threatened by the

near approach of a division of the Federal forces, dis-

banded and fled in all directions, after having hastily

collected and burned their wagons, tents, camp equi-

page, and supplies. Several partial engagements in

which the Federal forces were the assailants, have re-

cently occurred, including an attack upon a rebel fort in

South Carolina, near Port Rojal Ferry. The fortifica-

tion was destroyed, and the rebels driven off.

The Blockade of the Potomac—The rebel batteries

along the river shores do not prevent the passage of ves-

sels in many instan-es. On the 12th inst., the United
States steamship Pensacola heavily laden with cannon
and warlike munitions, passed down the river with en-

tire safety. Twenty-two shots were fired at her, none
of which struck.

The National Finances.—The Commissioners of the

Banks of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, in con-
vention at Washington, for the purpose of aiding and
advising the Treasury Department, have invited the Se-
cretary of the Treasury, the Committee of Finance of the
Senate, and the Committee of Ways and .Means of the

House of Representatives, to meet with them in consul-
tation. At one of their meetings the Bank Commission-
ers submitted the following propositions: 1. That in

lieu of the proposed issue of one hundred and fifty milr
lions of demand notes, and making them a legal tender,

the government shall issue fifty millions of demand notes,

convertible into seven per cent, stock, redeemable in ten
years, and one hundred and fifty millions of small notes,
bearing six per cent, interest, and-payable in two years.
2. That the Sub-treasury law shall be repealed, and the
banks shall be Used as depositaries of all the public mo-
ney, except that received from customs. ?.. That Con-
gress shall pass a joint resolution, declaring that it will

pass a revenue bill providing for the raising of one hun-
dred and twenty-five millions per annum by taxation,
&c., in addition to the receipts from customs. 4. That
the Secretary of the Treasury shall be authorized to ne-
gotiate further loans, without r»striciion as to the terms
or rate of interest, and also to obtain temporary loans
by hypothecating stock in anticipation of sales.

Cabinet C'hanges.~~\t was stated, and generally be-
lieved, in Washington, on the 13th inst., that Simon
Cameron, Secretary of War, had resigned his seat in the
Cabinet, and will go to Russia as minister, in Cassius
M. Clay's place. It was further staled that Edward M.
Stanton, of Pennsylvania, has been appointed Secretary
of War. Stanton filled the post of Attorney-General,
near the close of Buchanan's administration.

/'/ii/irrfc/jo/iiir.-Mortality last week, 202.
Brooklyn.—Tho number of deaths in Brooklyn, dur-

ing last year, was 5933, viz: 2120 adults and 3813 chil-
dren.

New I'ori.—Mortality last week, 370. The export of
specie for the week amounted to $1,035,028; during
the same time the banks increased their specie about
one and a half millions. Exchange on London, 112i.
Gold, 2.V a 2| premium.

The Southern Indians.—The Cherokecs and other half
civilized tribes residing in the Indian territory, are
divided into two parties, one of which adheres to the
Union, and the other takes sides with the rebels. It is

stated that two battles have recently taken place between
the loyal and rebel Indians, in both of which the latter
were defeated.

Southern Items.—At a recent auction sale in Savannah,
1038 sacks of coffee were sold at 66 cts. a 66^ cts. per

pound; 20 pieces of army and navy cloth, at $10 a-

$12.50 per yard; 20 carboysof sulphuric acid at $1.00 perJ
pound, and other imported articlesat similar high rates.

;

The Charleston (S. C.) Courier makes light of the

obstruction to the channel, caused by the sunken stone

fleet. It says that on the occurrence of the first heavy
north-east storm, the force of the wind, the heaving of

the sea, and the action of the quicksands, will, judging
from previous experience, quickly break up and remove.,

all the vessels.
|

The Richmond papers urge a more bold and vigorous,

policy in conducting the war; they seem to be as much-'
annoyed by the inaction of the Southern army, as some4
of the Northern papers are with that of the Union army.Ji

The steamer Ella Warley recently succeeded in run-||

ning into Charleston harbour, notwithstanding the block-

.

ade and the suuken vessels. She had on board an old]

and experienced pilot, who was familiar with every'
creek, inlet and sound on the coast. Her cargo consist- t

ed of rifled cannon, gunpowder, drugs and other articles \

such as were greatly needed.

The Grain jWarfo/s.—The following were the quota-
tions on the 13th inst. New York—Red Western wheat,
$1.41 a $1.43; white Michigan, $1.43 a $1.47; oats,

41 cts. a 43 cts. ; mixed corn, 64 cts. a 66 cts.
;
yellow,

65 cts. a 67 cts. Philadelphia—K^A wheat, $1.36 a$1.37
;

white, $1.44 a $1.50; oats, 38 cts. a 39 cts.; yellow
corn, 58^ cts. ; clover seed, $4.25.

American Locomotives.—The London Engineer says

that while wages and iron are much higher in America
than in England, locomotives of the same weight and
dimensions in the United States, range at from 20 to 2&|
per cent, lower prices.

Foreign.—European dates to Twelfth mo. 291h. De-
putations from several religious denominations in Eng-
land have had interviews with Earl Russell on the sub-

ject of the threatened war with the United .States. The
British Board of Trade returns show a decliue in the

exports for the previous eleven months, of about 7 J per

cent. The falling off is almost entirely in cotton goods.*

The Liverpool market for breadstuffs dull, at a small'

decline in prices.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Asa Raley, 0., $2, vol. 34 ; from Abra-

ham Cowgill, agt., lo., $1, to 27, vol. 35, and for Nathan
Satterthwaite, $5, to 27, vol. 34, for Jos. Hall, $2, vol. 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Battle, Jr., No. 149 '

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street;

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No. 26

S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth street,

and No. 321 N. Front street; Horatio 0. Wood, No. 612
Race street, and No. 1 1 7 Chestnut street ; John M. Whit-
all, No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race street;

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hilles,

Frankford; EUiston P. Morris, Germantown, and -No.

805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Benjamin J. Crew,

,

James Thorp, and EUiston P. Morris.

Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua II. Worthing-
ton, M. D.

Died, Tenth monlh 11th, 1861, Mary Ann Cadbcbv,
,

daughter of Joel and Caroline 'W. Cadbury ; a member
of the Northern District Monthly Meeting. This dear
young Friend was peculiarly led in her mission of kind-

ness to visit the sick and solitary, brighteningmanylonely'*'

hours by her cheerful spirit and thoughtful attentions. I

During the last few months of her life, she was denied
the privilege of much social intercourse with her friends

;

a harassing cough and increasing debility making rest

and quiet essential to her comfort; but throughout this

interval of retirement, there was a fervent exercise main-
tained to seek allir a |M' puaiion for the final change
which she felt na^ u|ii.i iM. liirig. It was instructive to

witness the paiirn.c and ie--i>;ualion with which she
accepted the privations of sickness and the serenity with
which she awaited the gradations of her disease, express-
ing a desire to be permitted to find acceptance with her
Saviour, who, she could feelingly acknowledge, " was
very merciful." Most touching wasitjo receive her littlo

messengers of affection, and kind farewells to her friends,

whilst the peacefulness of her spirit seemed an evidence
that the strength she so earnestly sought was mercifully

granted her. May we not humbly trust that, through un-
merited mercy, she has entered one of those mansions
which our holy Redeemer declared he went before to

prepare for his disciples.

, at the residence of his son, Henry Laurence, in

Millville, New Jersey, on the 30lh of Twelfth mo., 1861,
Henry H. Laurence, in the seventy-first year of his age.
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The Agriculture of France.

The followinw notes are compiled from an article

in the last Edinburgh Review on " the Rural
Kconomy of France since 1789," by Leonce de

Lavergne.

Progress of France since 1815.—Since 1815,
the foreign trade of France has quintupled ; her

manufactures have quadrupled ; her agriculture

doubled its produce, under the influence of

those three great principles of peace, justice and
freedom, which are the eternal counterpoise to the

hateful effects of war, violence and despotism.

Eighty thousand miles of roads have been opened
"

e country ; ten thousand miles of railway have
been completed, or are now in progress ; canals

have been made; rivers rendered navigable; ports

and docks constructed. The progress of rural

economy, especially from 1815 to 1847, kept pace

with this great movement, and has not sensibly

been thrown back by tbe unfavourable and extra-

ordinary courses of the last few years, in spite of

bad seasons, the potato disease, the vine disease,

the mortality of the silk worm, and the disturbed

state of the political world. The tenure of land

has of course been modified to a considerable

extent, by the laws of succession established in

France; but this change is less rapid and com-
plete than is commonly imagined in England.
Taking the area of France at 45,000,000 hectares,

^

" eotare is about two and a half acres,) M. de
Lavergne computes that one-third of the soil is

still held by 50,000 large proprietors, possessing

an average of 750 acres; another third by 500,000
'ddling proprietors, possessing an average of 75

acres, and the last tbird by 5,000,000 small pro-

prietors, possessing an average of about 7 acres.

This is but an approximation
; but it is certain that

there are in France 16,000 land owners paying
£40 a year and upwards on land tax to the State,

and about 37,000 land owners paying from £".i0 to

£40. In the allotment of the soil, it seems that

since 1789 about 5,000,000 acres have been added
to the productive area of the country ; vineyards

and orchards and meadows have considerably in-

creased ; woods have diminished. In tillage cul-

tivation, the fallows have decreased one half; the

growth of wheat, barley and oats has increased

one-third ; that of rye and the inferior kinds of

grain has diminished. Water meadows have tripled

in extent, and the cultivation of roots, which was
hardly known in 1789, now covers 5,000,000 acres.

But the quality of the crops has risen even more
than their extent. The quantity of wheat actually

grown has nearly doubled ; live stock has also

doubled in number and value ; the silk crop and
the rape oil crop have quintupled. The produc-

tion of home grown sugar has come into existence,

and the growth of wine has also doubled. From
these facts, M. de Lavergne concludes that the

total value of tbe agricultural produce of the em-
pire must now exceed £200,000,000 sterling, or at

the rate of £6 per head of the population. He also

infers that rents have risen since 1789, in tbe pro-

portion of 12 to 30 ; farmers' profit in the propor-

tion of 5 to 10 ; outlay in that of 1 to 5 ; taxes on
land and dues have diminished in the proportion

of 7 to 5, and labourers' wages have doubled.

Beet Rout Sugar.—In the first class of these

productions must be ranked one created in the pre-

sent century, and which takes rank as the fiuest

agricultural conquest of our age—beet root sugar.

The invention was made in Prussia, and in 1799,
a chemist at Berlin had produced some native

grown loaves of sugar. In 1809, during the war,

it was introduced into France; the peace of 1815,
by re-opening the colonial trade, gave it a check,
'
ut it has ever since gone on to increase. Of 350

manufactories of home grown sugar in France, 150
re in the department of the north. It might be

pprehended at first that the production of beet

root sugar would be injurious to the production of

meat and corn, by employing and exhausting the

best lands. It is now demonstrated that the manu-
facture of sugar not only creates a new source of

profit, but also augments the other products of the
i

soil. The extraction of saccharine matter from the
I

(800 dollars,) per acre, and present a complete

root, only takes away a portion of its substance ;
.spectacle of garden cultivation. A whole people

the pulp and the leaves are excellent fodder for | of small fanners, who dispose of their produce in

cattle, and the profits of the sugar houses cover tbe towns adjacent to the river, inhabit a strin,

it had risen to 40 million, (770,000 cwt. :) but dur-

ing this period, colonial sugar was heavily taxed,

and home grown sugar free of duty. The colonies

loudly demanded equal freedom or equal protec-

tion. A progressive duty was put on beet root

sugar, and in 1847, the two .sugars were equally

taxed. The revolution of 1848 was followed by

the abolition of slavery in the French sugar colo-

nies, and the farmers of Flanders derived no small

advantage from the cheek thus given to their com-

petitors ; for the equality of the tax operated un-

justly upon the uuequ^il conditions of the rivila.

By the law of 1860, the duty on colonial sugar

was fixed for some years, somewhat below the rate

of duty on home growth sugar, but the beet root

sugar grower holds his ground ; and there is rea-

son to believe he will contiuuu to prosper, even

though the French colonies are fast recovering

more than their former productive power, and the

French market must be opened ere long like our

own to the sugar of the world. In spite of the in-

feriority of the climate and raw material, the in-

dustry, the capital and the science of France pro-

duced sugar on terms more advantageous to the

con.-umer, than the West India planter with his

rude agriculture and scanty means.

2Vte Valley of the Loire.—This Valley is one of

the finest parts of Europe. From Orleans to the

sea for a distance of about 100 leagues, a long plain

of alluvial soil extends, conquered from the stream

by the hand of man, and not unfn^quently invaded

by the stream from which it was conquered. These

lands of exuberant fertility have been seized upon,

as is always the case in similar instances by the

small proprietors; more and more subdivided into

allotments, they fetch as much as £160,

of villages and cottages on the slopes of the valley,

and even on the banks of the stream, protected by

dams which are as old as Charlemagne. In ordi-

nary times, the Loire drags its idle waters along

its sands, or at least, when swollen by rains, re-

spects the dykes which enclose it. Occasionally,

however, the river bursts or surmounts the artifi-

cial barriers, sweeping away harvests and habita-

tions ; but the soil is so productive, and the climate

so mild, the small farmers are so persevering, and
the markets so good, that no sooner have the wa-

the expense of abundant artificial manures. In

1853, the city of Valenciennes, which is the chief

seat of this trade, inscribed on a triumphal arch

these words :
—

Growth of corn in the district before the intro-

duction of sugar works, 353,000 hectolitres, (a hec-

tolitre is about 2| bushels;) head of cattle, 700.

Since the introduction of sugar works, corn, 421,-

000 hectolitres; cattle, 11,5^00 head.*

The best test of the success of the cultivation and
manufacture of beet root sugar in France, is the

contest which the home grown root has carried on iters retired than the luckless victims set to work

against the cane grown sugar of the French colo- again, and the damage is soon effaced. If the plain

nies. In 1830, the whole production of the beet
j

of the Loire offers this fine range of cultivation, her

oot sugar was 10,000,000 kilogrammes ; in 1840, chalky cliffs are not less covered with vines. The
vineyards of the Loire cover an extent of 250,000

acres, nearly equally divided between the two

banks. The annual product amounts to 2,000,000

hectolitres, (44 million gallons,) chiefly drunk in

the country, though some of it makes excellent vine-

gar for exportation, ^'ineyards as well as plains

are infinitely subdivided. The vine dressers hol-

low out their dwellings and their cellars in the soft

chalky rock which grows their vines, and when
the year is favourable, and the liquor good, they

live happily in these humble earths. A very small

* A friend of the writfr who has lately visited a large

beet root sugar f;\rm, in the north of Fr.incc, states that

be manufacturers no louger fear competition. Ttie

narc, or beet root cake, is subjected to so great a force

u e.xpressing the juice, that it comes almost perfectly

try from the press, and will liecp for years without
spoiling, and is stored in under-ground vaults for fu-

,ure sale, when not wanted for immediate use. It is in

great request for the feeding of cattle, horses, etc., and
ings so high a price, that the manufacturer is content

the sugar will p.iy the cost of making, with the profits

rived from the sale of the beet root cake.
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plot of ground, planted with vine?, supplies oecu-

patioQ aod competeDcj to a whole family.

The old proviiices of Maine and Anjou, which

may be said to belong to the region of the Loire,

though not immediately contiguous to the river,

are now superior to Touraine in point of farming,

and rank among the most improving departments

of France—especially that of La Sarthe, renowned

alike for its hemp and its poultry. But the agri-

cultural progress of this district is closely connect-

ed with its political history. It borders on the

Bocage, and it was the scene of the Vendean wars.

In no part of France before the revolution of 1789,

were the relations of the nobles and peasantry so

friendly. In no part of France, was the revolu-

tion so ill received. At the first levy of the con-

scription, the people rose, together with their lords,

in defence of the throne and the altar, and it was

only by a war of extermination that their resist-

ance was overcome. Indeed, their spirit remained

unbroken by the military triumphs of the empire,

and in 1815, the Vendean country gentleman had

little change to complain of beyond the sufferings

and losses inflicted on himself, and on his depend-

ants by that terrific contest. The weapons which

have really changed La Vendee, are not those of

war but of peace. During the reign of Louis

Philippe, roads were cut through inaccessible dis-

tricts; the market was opened; agricultural pro-

duce has risen incalculably in price ; the applica-

tion of lime dressing to the soil, has enabled the

farmer to grow wheat instead of rye; four-course

husbandry has made its appearance; water mea-
dows have been introduced with the greatest suc-

cess in that moist and mild climate, and the Dur-
ham breed of cattle has effectually become estab-

lished in the country. The proprietors of the soil

of Maine and Anjou are principally small resident

country gentlemen, faruiing their own land, in con-

junction with the peasantry ; and M. de Lavergne
assured us that if such a thing as a true French
country gentleman can be said to exist, it is here

we must look for him.

CTo be concludedO

Dymond on War.

[The following extracts from Jonathan Dy-
mond's " Inquiry into the Accordancy of War with

the Principles of Christianity,"' have been made
in the belief that their insertion in "Tbe Friend"

might be seasonable at this time of commotion,

when so many seem in danger of swerving from a

faithful support of our testimony to the peaceful

kingdom of the Messiah.]

When I endeavour to divest myself of the in-

flence of habit, and to contemplate a battle with

those emotions which it would excite in the mind
of a being who had never before heard of human
slaughter, I find that I am impressed only with

horror and astonishment: and perhaps of the two
emotions astonishment is the greater.

That several thousand persons should meet
together, and then deliberately begin to kill

one another, appears to the understanding a

proceeding so preposterous, so monstrous, that I

think a being such as I have supposed, would
inevitably conclude that they were mad. Nor, if

it were attempted to explain to him some motives

to sucb conduct, do I believe that he would bo

able to comprehend how any possible circunijlan-

ces could make it reasonable. The ferocity and
prodigious folly of the act would out-balance the

weight of every conceivable motive, and he would
turn, unsati.sfied, away,

" Astoniihed at tlie m.-iilncss of uiiinkind."

There is an advantage in making suppositions

such as these ; because when the mind has been

familiarized to a practice, however monstrous or

inhuman, it loses some of its sagacity of moral

perception— profligacy becomes honour, and inhu-

manity becomes spirit. But if the subject is by

some circumstance presented to the mind uncon-

nected with any of its previous associations, we see it

with a new judgment and new feelings; and won-

der, perhaps, that we have not felt so or thought

so before. And such occasions it is the part of a

wise man to seek! since if they never happen to

us, it will often be difficult for us accurately to es-

timate the qualities of human actions, or to deter-

mine whether we approve them from a decision of

our judgment, or whether we yield to them only

the acquiescence of habit.

It is worthy at least of notice and remembrance,

that the only being in the creation of Providence

which engages in the wholesale destruction of his

own ."pecies, is man? that being who alone pos-

sesses reason to direct his conduct, who alone is

required to love his fellows, and who alone hopes

in futurity for repose and peace. All this seems

wonderful, and may reasonably humiliate us. The
powers which elevate us above the rest of the crea-

tion, we have employed in attaining to pre-emi-

nence of outrage and malignity.

It may properly be a subject of wonder, that

the arguments which arc brought to justify a cus-

tom such as war receive so little investigation. It

must be a studious ingenuity of mischief, which

could devise a practice more calamitous or hor-

rible? and yet it is a practice of which it rarely

occurs to us to inquire into the necessity, or to ask

whether it cannot be or ought not to be avoided.

In one truth, however, all will acquiesce,—that the

arguments in favour of such a practice should be
unanswerably strong.

Let it not be said that the experience and the

practice of other ages have superseded the neces-

sity of inquiry in our own ; that there can be no

reason to question the lawfulness of that which
has been sanctioned by forty centuries; or that he

who presumes to question it is amusing himself

with schemes of visionary philanthropy. " There
is not, it may be," says Lord Clarendon, "a
greater obstruction to the investigation of truth,

or the improvement of knowledge, than the too

frequent appeal, and the too supine resignation of

our understanding to antiquity." Whosoever pro-

poses an alteration of existing institutions will

meet, from some men, with a sort of instinctive

opposition, which appears to be influenced by no
process of reasoning, by no considerations of pro-

pi iety or principles of rectitude, which defends

the existing system because it exists, and which
would have equally defended its opposite if that

had been the oldest. " Nor is it out of modesty
that we have this resignation, or that we do, in

truth, think those who have gone before us to be

wiser than ourselves; we are as proud and as

peevish as any of our progenitors ; but it is out of

laziness ; we will rather take their words than

take the pains to examine the reason they governed
themselves by." To those who urge objections

from the authority of ages, it is, indeed, a sufficient

answer to say that they apply to every long con-

tinued custom. Slave-dealers urged them against

the friends of the abolition; Papists urged them
against Wickliflfe and Luther; and the Athenians
pro.jal)ly thought it a good objection to an apostle,

Ihat " lie seemed to be a setter forth of strange

gods."

It is agreed by all sober moralists, that the

foundation of our duty is the will of God, and
that his will is to be ascertained by the Revelation

which he has made. To Christianity, therefore,

we refer in determination of this great question :

we admit no other test of truth : and with him
who thinks that the decisions of Christianity may
be superseded by other considerations, we have no
concern; we address not our argument to him,

but leave him to find some other and better stand-

ard, by which to adjust his principles and regulate-

bis conduct. These observations apply to those

objectors who loosely say that "wars are neces-

sary;" for supposing the christian religion to pro-

hibit war, it is preposterous, and irreverent also, to

justify ourselves in supporting it, because "it is ne-

cessary." To talk of a divine law which must be

disobeyed, implies, indeed, such a confusion of

moral principles as well as laxity of them, that

neither the philosopher nor the christian are re-

quired to notice it. But, perhaps, some of those

who say that wars are necessary, do not very ac-

curately inquire what they mean. There are two
sorts of necessity—moral and physical; and these,

it is propable, some men are accustomed to con-

found. That there is any physical necessity for

war—that people cannot, if they choose, refuse to

engage in it, no one will maintain. And a moral
necessity to perform an action, consists only in the

prospect of a certain degree of evil by refraining

from it. If, then, those who say that " wars are

necessary," mean that they are physically neces-

sary, we deny it. If they mean that wars avert

greater evils than they occasion, we ask for proof.

Proof has never yet been given : and even if we
thought that we possessed such proof, we should

still be referred to the primary question—" What
is the will of God?"

It is some satisfaction to be able. to give, on ^^

question of this nature, the testimony of some grea

minds against the lawfulness of war, oppos

those testimonies are to the general prejudice and

the general practice of the world. It has been ob

served by Beccaria, that " it is the fate of greafi

truths, to glow only like a flash of lightnin

amidst the dark clouds in which error has envel.*

oped the universe ; and if our testimonies are few*

or transient, it matters not, so that their light be

the light of truth." There are, indeed, many, whoi

in describing the horrible particulars of a siege or a;

battle, indulge in some declamations on the horrors,

of war, such as has been often repeated and often ap-;

plauded, and as often forgotten. But such declama-

tions are of little value and of little effect : he wha
reads the next paragraph finds, probably, that he is

invited to follow the path to glory and to victory—tc

share the Juro's danger and jjartake tlie hero'i

jnaise; and he soon discovers that the moralizino

parts of his author are the impulse of feelings rather

than of principles, and thinks that though itmaybt
very well to write, yet it is better to forget them.

There are, however, testimonies delivered in the

calm of reflection, by acute and enlightened men
which may reasonably be allowed at least so uiucl

weight as to free the present inquiry from the chargt

of being wild or visionary. Christianity indecci

needs no such auxiliaries; but if they induce ai

examination of her duties, a wise man will not wisl-

them to be disregarded.
" They who defend war," says Erasmus, " mus

defend the dispositions which lead to war; anc

'

these dispositions are absolutelyforbidden by tin

gospel.—Since the time that Jesus Christ said, pu'

up thy sword into its scabbard, christians ought no,

to go to war.—Christ suffered Peter to fall into ai

error in this matter, on purpose that, when he hac
put up Peter's sword, it migbt remain no longer t

doubt that ivar teas prohibited, vi\ae]i before thai'

order, had been considered as allowable.''—"I an

persuaded," says the Bishop of Llandaff, " tha,
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when the spirit of Christianity shall exert its proper

influence over the minds of individuals, and espe-

rially over the minds of public men in their public

Rapacities, over the minds of men constituting the

bouncijs of princes, from whence are the issues of

peace and war—when this happy period shall ar-

•ive, tear ivitl cease tliroiigliout the whole Christian

oorld.'" " War," says the same acute prelate,

has practices and principles peculiar to itself,

/ihicJi but ill quadrate tiitJo tlie rule of moral rec-

itude, and are quite ahhorrentfrora the henignitij

)/ Christianity." The emphatical declaration

(vhich I have already quoted for another purpose,

yet more distinct. The prohibition of war by

mr Divine Master is plnin, literal and undenia-

')le. Dr. yiccsimus Knox speaks in language

qually specific:
—" Morality and religion forbid

%r ill its motives, conduct and consequences.'"

CTo be continued.)

Fepper-Growing on the IslandofPenang.—The
jepper-vine is cultivated or propagated from slips

)r cuttings, which are planted with uniform pre-

cision in long rows, six or eight feet intervening be-

ween each pla'nt. At the same period of these

Deing set, supporters are planted, which are usually

luttings from several species of trees, common alike

;o the Straits and to India. The Moncooda, which
hardy plant, is reared from seed. When the

pepper-plant is first set, it has to be covered over

with the broad leaves of a tree called the Peah, to

protect the young plant from too much exposure

the sun, before it has properly taken root. W
ibout four months old, the leaders are cut

leaving only three or four shoots, which are trained

perpendicularly by being first attached by twine to

all staves driven into the earth close by them,

and then gentjy coaxed on to the proper support-

srs, to which they speedily ^attach themselves.

So rapid is the growth of this remarkably pun

gent plant, whose leaves resemble much in size anc

color the Convolvulus Major, that in the course of

twelve months the vinos have attained a height of

are said to continue in full vigor for fifteen years,

ifter which period they begin to decline; though,

f properly attended to, they have been known to

yield up to the thirtieth year.

The quality of the pepper depends much upon

the care bestowed ingathering, and also during the

drying process. If plucked belbre fully ripe, it

'oses in size and weight; and if, on the other hand,

permitted to remain until the deep greenish hue of

the fruit assures the planter that the proper period

for plucking is at hand, then our Chinese informant

tells us that a pecul of pepper, properly dried on

mats, will yield thirty-six catties. ]>ut there are

many little contretemps which render pepper-plant-

ing by no means a speculation void of ri.-k and los.s,

the fruit being subject to blight, even after being

well set, should the season prove unusually hot or

dry. On such occasions, nearly one half the pro-

duce of a plantation has been known to drop off

and be entirely lost, and it is then that the planter

may be seen running up to the little hillock in the

centre of his plantation, and gazing out anxiously

towards the horizon, hoping to espy some cloud not

bigger than his hand, which may indicate succor

iu the hour of need ; for a few hours of sharp rain,

indicated by the rising clouds, will remedy the evil.

—English Work.

To THE Editor
Esteemed Friend,—Having lately met with the

subjoined extract in a religious periodical, headed
" The Cultivation of Personal Religion," it appear-

ed to me so applicable to the most of chri.stian pro-

fessors in this day, not excepting the diff'erent sec-

tions, who claim the appellation of Fric/id.<, that I

felt there might be a service in transcribing it for

your useful journal, if considered suitable. It will

be observed at a glance, that the title and some

of the phraseology are not in accordance with

general practice, and the terms which are used

reference to the " first day of the week," and the

Scriptures of Truth," as well as recommendin

twelve feet, and are covered with blossoms. Thi

now the proper time for removing the staves en-

tirely, and for turning the growth of the vines in a

downward direction; all the leaves are stripped

the stems, with the exception of a small tuft

just at the very top. A pit, twenty inches in di-

ameter, and about the same depth, is then dug

close to the roots of the vine, and the stem is then

coiled horizontally into this pit, leaving the tuft of

leaves to be attached to fresh staves planted for

the purpose. The pit is then filled up, and the

! plant in that position is left to thrive. All these

are requisite precautions, which give ample occu-

pation to many score of hands, which might other-

wise, at the season when the pepper- vines require

le most attention, be forced to remain in compulsory

1, idleness.

Soon after the process above stated, the vines

sibegin to increase in size, owing to the number of

:1 roots shooting from the recently interred stem, and

it is at this period of the vine's growth that all the

k pepper-planter's skill and energy is required in

training the vine so as to prevent it ascending too

rapidly. For this purpose, the top of the vine and

some feet below are detached from the supporter,

and not permitted to adhere to it, and being pen

dent to the ground, the plant throws out side-shoots,

which ii.crease iu bulk proportionately to the height

of the mother stem. Though the blossoms now
illcome to maturity even when the plant has attained

i! its third year, the produce is very insignificant;

i; afterwards, however, rapidly increases, and a vine

4 considered to have arrived at maturity wh

iJset times for prayer, are inconsistent with our views

of gospel truths, as well as unscriptural ; neverthe

less the necessity of what we are wont to term

"individual faithfulness," is so clearly held up to

view, and the possibility of our being actively en-

gaged in public, religious services (so called), while

the vineyards of our own hearts lie barren and un-

cultivated, the " daily sacrifice" neglected, and the

fire on the altar of our hearts sufl'ered to expire,

while the " sparks of our own kindling," com-

bined with the prevalence of worldly cares, " are

choking the word of life," and rendering it unfruit-

ful, that I thought its insertion might be produc-

tive of good. A. B.

Canada West, First mo. 4th, 1SC2.

"The Cultivation of Personal Religion."

" This is a subject of vital importance to every

person professing to be a follower of the Redeemer.

We deem it essential to the very existence of piety

in the human heart, that its professor should strive

mightily every day for the mastery over each

beetling sin, and for the maintenance of a life of

crodliness. No real personal religion can be main-

tained without this daily struggle. We have been

led to pen a few remarks on this subject, from the

fear that some who profess and call themselves

christians, and who are members of churches, have

lost sight of this truth. They seem to think that

religion consists only in outward observances, in-

stead of the cultivation of that inner life, which is

the motive power of all true action. Personal re-

_ ^ ligion does not consist simply in zeal, knowledge,

2 yields two and a halfcatties of pepper. The plants
|
or an attendance on all the public means of grace.

Wc can imagine that all (he.se may exist while

the inner life is languishing, or indeed there is

au entire ab.-ience of genuine piety. The apostle

Paul, iu a few comprehensive words, describes per-

sonal religion, thus :
' I am crucified with Christ;

nevertheless I live
;

yet not I, but Christ who liveth

u uie, and the lite which 1 now live in the flesh, I

ive by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me,

ind gave himself for me.' Again he says, 'I fol-

ow after, if that I may apprehend that for which

iLso I am apprehended of Christ Jesus.' Personal

religion is the great mystery of godliness; the life

of God in the soul; which life is 8u>tained and

carried on by communion with God, and while God
the source of this life, yet it is obvious that it must

be guarded, and defended continually again-t all the

assaults and interruptions incident to the present

state of being. The failure of all who turn aside

from vital godliness, is traced to the non-cultiva-

tion of persona! religion. It should not be forgot-

ten that christians are in an enemy's country—in

a world of danger, that they are environed with

foes, who have to be manfully resisted, and in the

strength of God, overcome. The common business

of every day life is a hindrance to the life of God

in the soul. The appetites and propensities of cor-

rupt nature are hindrances; and Satan, the grand

adversary, stands perpetually in the way. How,

then, is it possible to maintain this life without an

ai'on'zing struggle? How can the delicate plant

of grace flourish without perpetual culture ? How
can spiritual strength be renewed, but by partak-

ing daily of that meat which the world knoweth

not of? Wc fear some christians are too much

engaged in public and active duties, to carry on

private and personal ones. For instance some, in

addition to the absorbing secular duties of the six

days, are engaged the entire sabbath in public exer-

cises withouTa^ingle hour for reading God's Word,

and reflection on their own spiritual state. They live

too fast ; their whole religious life is one of dissi-

pation. They are engaged in keeping the vine-

yards of others, but their own they keep not. Far

be it from us, to discourage the activity of any

christian ;
but we think it possible to be so absorb-

ed in the outer life as to neglect the inner.

" To speak physically—if a man is much engaged

in arduous and active bodily labour, he must have

stated periods for food, he mu^t take time for re-

pose, and the recruiting of exbau-ted nature, or

disease and death will inevitably follow. So in-

tellectually; if the mind is continually giving out,

without having its periods for taking in fresh sup-

plies of knowledge, it will soon become like an ex-

hausted mine. It will contain no more precious

metal.
" Pre-eminently it is the case with regard to the

soul, and the deep things of God. That christian

can only become strong, and permanently continue

in well doing, who has his ' parentheses for prayer,'

his set time for devotion, his secret hours for me-

ditation, and severe self-examination. If he neg-

lects these, he will do it at the expense of spiritual

health.
" In other words, if he omit the cultivation of

personal religion, his burning zeal, his words of

faith, and labours of love, and all his active duties

will prove of little avail, nor can we expect their

continuance will be of very protracted duration."

A Horse Sixty-nine Years Old.— Wilkes' Spirit

of tlie Times gives an account of a small black

Galloway, eleven hands high, which attained to the

greatest a^e of any horse of which we have any re-

cord. He" was a resident of a small village near

Haddington, in Scotland. He was foaled in 1720,

and at the time of his death he was sixty-nine years
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okl. A few weeks before his deatb, be trotted for

several hours at the rate of seven or eight miles an

hour, and fed well on his oats and hay to the last.

This is more than four times the average age of

horses, throwing out of the account all that die by

accident, or from very hard usage. A horse pro-

perly kept and cared for, will last twenty years very

frequently, but as they are generally kept, but few

ever reach that age.

The Shoemaker in Spain.—A minister of the

Gospel, who resided for a time at Gibraltar, made
several excursions into the Spanish territory for

the purpose of distributing a few Bibles and Testa-

ments in that unhappy country, where the power

of the apostate Church of Rome is so great, that

the poor priest-ridden people dare not read the

Bible. At one time he visited the house of a shoe-

maker, with whom ho held very pleasing conver-

sation. He fouud this poor man of an inquiring

mind, greatly dissatisfied with the existing state of

things, and yet unable to see any door of hope, or

any prospect of remedy for the wrongs and woes of

his country. He stated that he and a number of

his friends, were in the habit of meeting together

e"ery week, and discussing public affairs, when poli-

tics were talked over ; but they generally left off

as they began such discussions seldom proving very

profitab.e.

" Why do you not get the Bible and read that?''

said the minister.

had caused to himself and his friends, and that i

instead of meeting to talk politics, they met to read

the Scriptures together, and in th;it volume of truth

they saw the true remedy for the ills that afflicted

their country. After the heartfelt expression of

many thanks, the shoemaker concluded by saying,

"As a mark of my gratitude for your coming at

the risk of your own life, to bring me the precious

Bible, I have brought you, sir, a pair of sh

which I hope you will accept."
'' Well,'' said the good minister, " it is very kind

of you, but I fear your good intentions may not b'

of much service, for the shoes will probably not fit

me."
" Oh, yes, sir, I think they will, if you will try

them."

The trial was made, and the shoes were found
an excellent fit ; and on the man's being asked how
he had guessed the size so accurately, he replied,

"I knew, sir, after you left my bouse you had to

pass over some soft clay, so I followed you, and
from your footprints I took the size of your foot,

which enabled me to make you the shoes, which 1

hope you will wear as a mark of my gratitude for

the Book you gave me."
Surely there is hope for poor Spain, when

thus that her sons appreciate the Bible, though for

centuries deprived of its light and truth.

—

Pro.
" The Book and its Mission."

Australian Statistics.—The Melbourne Herald
'Ah?" replied the shoemaker, " I wish I could publishes a comprehensive analysis of the statistics

get it; but the priests take care we poor Spaniards

shall not have the Bible. "

" Well now," said the minister, "I know the risk

I am running, and that if the priests learn that I

am here di.-tributing copies of the Bible, I shall

be stilettoed before I get back to Gibraltar; but I

think I can trust yon. Would you really like a

Bible to read ?"

" There is nothing I should like so much," was
the reply.

A copy was then given to him, which he received

with evident delight, and with many expressions

of gratitude. On being asked if his friends who
met with him duringthe week would also like copies,

he declared that they would be highly prized and
diligently read, and he received several more books
for their use. The minister gave him a few part-

ing words of exhortation, told him where he might
be found, and after distributing the remainder of

his little volumes, reached Gibraltar in safety.

Some weeks after this, the minister sat alone in

his room, having told the servant that no one was

of Victoria. In less than a quarter of a century
the population has risen from 170 to 530,000 souls,

of whom 33.5,000 are males, and 195,000 females!

The government has sold 3,000,000 acres of land,
at an average price of £2, IQs. per acre, and has
realized by that sale between £7,000,000 and £8,-
000,000 sterling, the whole of which large sum has
been laid out in endeavours to improve the colony.
On the 200,000 acres of town and suburban land,
we have fixed property to the value of between
£60.000,000 and £70,000,000 sterling, and of the
2,800,000 acres of country lands we have about
1,500,000 acresenclosed, and 300,000 acres under
tillage. Our yield of grain last year was in round
numbers 4,000,000 bushels, which at 5s. per bushel,
would be equal to £1,000,000 sterling, and our
other agricultural and horticultural produce would
raise up that to £2,500,000 sterling. Over our
unsold lands roam 6,000,000 sheep, 700,000 head
of horned cattle, 70,000 horses, and sundry other
stock, from which the pastoral tenants of the crown,
besides enriching themselves, furnish us with py-

tobe admitted to see him, as he was engaged in 'portable and consumable produce—with wool, ta
study. During the day, however, a Spanish peas-jlow, hides and skin, for export, and with sheo]
ant, dressed in his gay holiday attire called at the

house and a-ked to see the minister. He was told

that he could not be seen, as he had given orders

that he was not to be disturbed.

" Oh, but," said the Spaniard, "I think if you
tell him that a man to whom he gave a Bible has
come alongdistance toseehim,he will not deny me."

Struck with the earnestness of the man the ser-

vant at length consented to go with a message to

his master, and said that a person was at the door
who would not be denied. The peasant was there-

fore shown up into the minister's room.
" Don't you remember me, sir ?" was the excla-

mation ol the Spaniard, on perceiving he was not
recognized ;

" don't you remember, sir, callini; at

the house of a shoemaker a few week;

leaving him some Bibles ?"

" Yes," replied the minister; " but I really did

ago, and

not recognize you again

dress."

your smart holiday

cattle and pigs, for slaughter—to the value of be
tween £3,500,000 and £4,000,000 sterling.

These are facts patent to all, and not to be con-
troverted or gainsaid by any. They look like fic-

tion, we must confess, but they are nevertheless truth,
and truth unadorned. We leave the foregoing, then,
to speak for itself, and proceed to another series of
facts, deducible from the same official source. In
less than ten years, with a bona fide gold ujiniug

population never exceeding 60,000 to 80,000 souls"
and now believed to be much less, owing to the
withdrawal of the people to other pursuits, with-
out a corresponding increase by immigration—we
have rai.sed between 22,000,000 and 23,000,000
ounces of gold, valued at between £90,000,'oOo'and
£95,000,000 .sterling, which has stimulated every
branch of trade and industry in the colony, and
otherwise tended to enrich it. ^\''e bean with a
gold export of less than £600,000 in°1851, and
raised it to more than £10,000,000 in 1852.'

000 in 1854, and raised it to £11,000,000 and

upwards in 1855, and continued at that rate until

1658. We then came down to £9,000,000, or

thereabouts, in 1859, and this year it will in all

probability not be much less.

KNOW NOT WHEN.
I know n
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Eilncatiou.

(Coiiclurli-d Iroiii imt:e i:,i.)

Education it is often observed, is an expensive

thing. It is so : but the paying for lessons is the

smallest part of the cost. If you would go to the

price of having your son a worthy man, you must

be so yourself: your friends, your servants, your

company, must be all of that stamp. Suppose this

to be the case, much is done : but there will re-

main eircumbtances which perhaps you cauuot al-

ter, that will still have their effect.

L)o you wish him to love simplicity ? Would
you be content to lay down your coach, to drop

your title ? Where is the parent who would do

this to educate his son? You carry him to the

workshops of artisans, and show him different ma-

chines and fabrics to awaken his ingenuity. The

necessity of getting his bread would awaken it

much more effectually. The single circumstance

laviiig a fortune to get, or a fortune to spend,

operate more strongly upon his mind, not only

than your precepts, but even than your example.

You wish your child to be modest and unassum-

ing : you are so, perhaps, yourself—and you pay

liberally a preceptor for giving him lessons of hu-

"lity. Y''ou do not perceive, that the very cir-

cumstance of having a man of letters and accom-

plishments retained about his person, for his sole

advantage, tends more forcibly to inspire him with

an idea of self-consequence, than all the lessons he

can give him to repress it. " Why do you not look

sad, you rascal !" says the undertaker to his man
in the play of " The Funeral;'' "I give you I

know not how much money for looking sad, and

the more I give you, the gladder I think you are."

80 will it be with the wealthy heir. The lectures

that are given him on coude.-cension and affability,

only prove to him upon how much higher ground

he stands than those about him ; and the very pains

cate him yourself. Y'ou not only ought to do it,

but you must do it, wiiether you intend it or not.

As education is a thing necessary for all ; for the

poor and for the rich, for the illiterate as well as

tor the learned, Providence has not made it de-

pendent upon systems uncertain, opcrose, and dif-

ficult of investigation.

It 18 not necessary, with Rosseau or Madame
Genlis, to devote to the education of one child the

talents and the time of a number of grown up men

;

to surround him with an artificial world ; and to

counteract, by maxims, the natural tendencies of

the situation lie is placed in in society. Every one

has time to educate his child : the poor man edu-

cates him while working in his cottage—the man
of business, while employed in his couuting-house.

Do we see a father who is diligent in his profes-

sion, domestic in his habits, whose house is the re-

sort of well-informed, intelligent people—a mother

whose time is usefully filled, whose attention to her

duties secures esteem, and whose amiable manners

attract affection ? Do not be solicitous respectable

couple, about the moral education of your off-

spring : do not bo uneasy because you cannot

surround them with the apparatus of books and

systems ; or fancy that you must retire from the

world to devote yourself to their improvement. In

your world they are brought up much better th

they could be under any plan of factitious educa-

tion which you could provide for them; they

imbibe affection from your caresses ; taste from

your conversation; urbanity from the commerce of

your society ; and mutual love from your example.

Do not regret that you are not rich enough to pro-

vide tutors and governors to watch his steps with

sedulous and servile anxiety, and furnish him with

maxims it is morally impossible he should act upon

when grown up.

Do not you see how seldom this over-culture

produces its effects, and how many shining and

that are taken with his moral character will make! excellent characters start up every day from th

him proud, by showing him how much he is the

object of attention. You cannot help these things.

Your servants, out of re^pect to you, will bear with

his petulance
;
your company, out of respect to you

will forbear to check his impatience. And you
yourself, it he is clever, will repeat his observations.

In the exploded doctrine of sympathies, you are

directed, if you have cut your finger, to let that

alone, and put your plaster upon the knife. This

very bad doctrine, I must confess, in philosophy

bosom of obscurity with scarcely any care at all '!

Are children then to be neglected ? surely not

;

but having given them the instruction and accom-

plishments which their situation in life requires,

let us reject superfluous solicitude, and trust that

their characters will form themselves from the

spontaneous influence of good examples, and cir-

cumstances which impel them to useful action.

But the education of your house, important as it

is, is only a part of a more comprehensive system.

but very good in morals. Is a man luxurious, Providence takes your child where you leave him.

self-indulgent! do not apply your phi/sic of the\Pvovideuce continues his education upon a larger

soul to him, but cure his fortune. Is he haughty ?| scale, and by a process which includes means far

more eflicacious. Has your son entered the world

at eighteen, opinionated, haughty, rash, inclined

to dissipation? Do not despair, he may yet be

cured of these faults, if it please Heaven. There

are remedies which you could not persuade your-

self to use, if they were in your power, and which

are specific in cases of this kind. How often do

we see the presumptuous, giddy youth changed

into the wise counsellor, the considerate, steady

friend 1 how often the thoughtless, gay girl into the

sober wife, the affectionate mother ! Faded beauty,

cure his rank, his title. Is he vulgar' cure his

company. Is he diffident or mean-spirited ? cure

his poverty, give him consequence— but these pre-

scriptions go far beyond the family recipes of edu-

cation.

What then is the result? In the first place,

that we should contract our ideas of education, and

expect no more from it than it is able to perform.

It can give instruction. There will always be an

essential difference between a human being culti-

vated and uncultivated. Education can provide

proper instructors in the various arts and sciences. humbled self-consequence, disappointed ambition

and portion out to the best advantage those pre- 'loss of fortune— this is the rough physic provided

cious hours of youth which will never return. Itjby Providence to meliorate the temper, to correct

can likewise give, in a great degree, personal ha- the offensive petulances of youth, and bring out all

bits; and even if these should afterward give way the energies of the finished character. Aflliclions

under the influence of contrary circumstances, your sotten the proud; difficulties push forward the in-

child will feel the good effects of them, for the genious, successful industry gives consequence and „ , . . _.

later and the less will he go into what is wrong, credit, and develops a thousand latent good quali-jthe more easily dispensed with, and not worth re-

Lct us also be assured that the business of educa-; ties. There is no malady of the mind so inveterate, taining ;
and a tenacity in wishing to preserve

tion, properly so called, is not transferable. YouJ which this education of events is not ealeulaied to them, assuredly indicates, that they have more

may engage masters to instruct your child in this, cure if life were long enough.
|

place in our affections than perhaps we are aware

or the other accomplishment, but you must edu- States are educated as individuals—by circum-, of : 'he that loveth father or mother more than

.stances : the prophet may cry aloud, and spare

not; the philosopher may descant on morals; elo-

quence may exhaust itself in invective against the

vices of the age ; these vices will certainly follow

certain states of poverty or riches, ignorance or

high cultivation.

But what these gentle alternatives fail of doing

may be accomplished by war, a loss of trade, or

any of those great calamities by which it pleases

Providence to speak to a nation in such language

as wiJl be heard. If, as a nation we could be

cured of pride, it must be by mortification; if of

luxury, by a national bankruptcy, perhaps; if of

injustice, or the spirit of domination, by a loss of

national consequence.

In comparison of these strong remedies, a fast,

or a sermon, are prescriptions of very little efficacy.

Anna Letitia Barbauld.

DaaicI Wheeler.

When our dear deceased Friend, Daniel Wheel-

er, was about leaving the harbour of" the Mother
Bank," England, upon bis perilous voyage to the

islands of the Southern Ocean, he addressed a

farewell letter to the Meeting for Sufferings in

London, from which the following is extracted :

—

" And now, whilst my heart is bearing towards

the isles afar off, the same constraining love which

rought the willingness to leave all for my gra-

ous Lord's sake and his gospel's, extends its bind-

ing influence to all my dear brethren and sisters,

of every age and of every class, wherever situated,

and however circumstanced ; desiring in tender

and affectionate solicitude, that they may be found

steadfastly following the footsteps of those honour-

able and wortny predecessors in the same religious

profession with ourselves, who have long since

rested from their labours, and whose memorial is

on high ; who bore the burden and heat of a day

of deep suffering, in the faithful discharge of their

duty, for the support of those principles in their

original purity and brightness, which have been

transmitted to us. If any should feel sensible of

having fallen short in this important work, let me
in tendercst love encourage such to be willing to

humble themselves under the mighty hand of

God, even to the state of little children ; and to

turn inward to the pure, unflattering witness, which

cannot deceive nor be deceived ; to be willing to

enter into a diligent and heartfelt search, and pa-

tiently and impartially examine how far those in-

dispensable conditions are submitted to on their

part, without which none can be followers of the

meek and lowly Jesus. Where is that self-denial

and the daily cross He first enjoined ? Are we

denying ourselves those gratifications of time and

sense, which cherish and keep alive in us the evil

propensities of fallen nature, that separate man
from his Maker, and like the little foxes which

spoil the tender vines, designed in richest mercy to

bud, blossom, and bring forth fruit, lastingly to

remain to the praise and g'ory of the great Hus-

bandman? Without faithfulness there will be no

fruitfulness. It is not giving up or forsaking this

or that little thing, to part with which is little or

no sacrifice or privation, that will suflice; a full

surrender of the whole will in all things, must be

made to Him, whoso sovereign right ii; is to rule

and reign in our hearts. Let none plead for disobe-

dience in these little things, on the ground of their

being such ; for if such they really are, they are
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nel between Fortress Lucifer Matches.-
me is not worthy of me; and he that loveth son or 'torn. The battery on the

,
I

.„. - -, .;<.;!.

dlu'hter more than me is not worthy of me; and Monroe and Sewell's Point is constructed on such trifling articles is now earned c

daughter more than me, i.^^

^^^ J^^^^^^^, ^^. ^^
,

^^^.^^.^^ fo^.^ation, and therefore styled the "Rip- enormous extent At one large saw-m.ll m London

-The manufacture of these

England to

that taketh not

me, is not worthy of me.'
"

Workshojis on the Faz-OT.—Much

written on this subject, there is room for more, to remai

or eight piles of yello
Kaps." The fortification was begun about twenty may frequently be seen „

, „
years aero. Loose blocks of gramt« were piled up pine, each as large as a six-rooined house, and all

been to a height of twenty or thirty feet, and permitted intended to be cut into lucifer splints

u for years, for the purpose of settling the

Indeed, it seems that much more will have to be

written before farmers will appreciate this import-

ant appendage to the farm. A shop fitted up, ten

by twelve, (larger would be belter,) well lighted,

and containing a bench furnished with a vice to-

gether with a collection of carpenter's tools' some-

thing as follows— five augers, four chisels, three

saws, three planes, a square, tri-square, hammers,

drawing-knife, bit-.-tock, and bits, a scratch-awl, file,

mallet, compass, &c., with places for everything, is

about the kind of shop and tools for the farm. A
shop of the above description, where the farmer and

his sons can spend their rainy days, is almost indis-

pensable on every well regulated farm. There are

rainy days enough every year for the farmer to keep |f^ar of ,ije Lord

his premises in good repair without employing a car-

penter, except for the large and important jobs,

provided he has a shop with proper and sufl&cient

tools, by applying them at the right time. It is

too often the case that the carpenter's tools are by

far too scarce on the farm ; a hammer, an auger

or two, and a saw, constituting all the carpenter's

tools on the farm. And it is nearly always the

case that the general appearance about the house

and barn indicate this, as, for example, gates off

their hinn-es, or broken down, boards off the barn

or fences, and a general slipshod appearance all

over the farm. There is another fact concerning

farmers of this class, and that is that the number

and kind of farming implements generally corres-

pond with their carpenter's tools ;
consequently,

they are generally classed among those called poor

farmers. On the other hand, a farmer who has

sons growing up around him, if he has a shop he

need never be at a loss to find employment for

them on rainy days. A hundred little jobs are con-

stantly waiting to be done, and besides furnishing

employment, (which is a great deal,) and giving

the place a neat and tidy aspect by keeping things

in repair, his sons are receiving invaluable lessons,

which will be of lasting importance to them. A
boy brought up to use the bench and tools becomes,

at the age of sixteen, a carpenter, or at least has

acquired sufficient skill to perform all the rough car-

penter's work on a farm. This has been a branch

of rural economy much neglected by our farmers
;

but I am glad to see that farmers are taking a new

interest in this important feature of the farm, and

the heathenish practice of converting the kitchen

into a workshop is now nearly abolished.— Country

Gentleman.

foundation. The blocks were taken down to the

water line a year ago, and nothing more has been

done to the fortification since.

Beuare of the Knowledge that Pnffeth vp.—

What shall! then say to you, who are lovers of

learning and admirers of knowledge ? Was not I

also a lover and admirer of it, who also sought

after it according to my age and capacity? Bat it

pleased God in his unutterable love, early to with-

stand my vain endeavours, while I was yet but eigh-

teen years of age ; and made me seriously to con-

sider, (which I wish also may befall others,) that

ithout holiness no man can see God, and that the

the beginning of wisdom, and

part from iniquity a good understanding ; and

how much knowledge pufteth up, andleadeth away

from that inward quietness, stillness, and .humility

f mind, where the Lord appears and his heavenly

'isdom is revealed. If ye consider these things,

then will ye say with me, that all this learning,

wisdom and knowledge, gathered in this fallen

nature, is but as dross and dung in comparison of

e cross of Christ; especially being destitute of

that power, life, and virtue, which I perceived these

excellent (though despised, because illiterate) wit-

sses of God to be filled with. And therefore,

seeing that in and among them I, with many others

ave found the heavenly food that gives content-

ment, let my soul seek after this learning,

for it forever.

—

Robert Barclay.

ud wait
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are cut by circular saws, revolving with great ve-

ocity, into pieces three or four inches long; and

hese pieces, or blocks, are cut into lucifer splints by

I machine in which there are about fifty sharp

knives or cutters, fixed in a row. Five blocks are

cut at once ; and the action is so inconceivably rapid,

that there are one hundred and twenty movements

of the cutter in a minute, and two hundred and fifty

splints severed and shaped at each cut, so that there

are 30,000 cut in a minute, or 1,800,000 in an hour.

Three of these machines, working ten hours a day

each, would therefore produce 54,000,000 per day.

The lucifers cut and shaped weekly at this one es-

tablishment, if placed end to end, would reach from

England to Australia.

A Good Confession.— I, too, have known what

the enjoyments and advantages of this life are, and

what the more refined pleasures which learning and

intellectual power can bestow, and, with all the ex-

perience which more than threescore years can give,

I now, on the eve of my departure, declare to you

(and earnestly pray that you may hereafter live

and act on the conviction), that health is a great

blessing— a competence obtained by honorable in-

dustry, a great blessing—and a great blessing it is

to have kind, faithful, and loving friends and re-

latives; but that the greatest of all blessings, as it

is the most ennobling of all privileges, is to be in-

deed a christian.— -S. T. Coleridge, to his God-

child.

The Conduct of the first Followers of our blessed

Lord.—If they did not run away from suffering,

much less did they oppose it, and make tumults

and parties to defend themselves ; no, they were

led as lambs to the slaughter, and as sheep before

the shearers are dumb, so opened not they their

mouths, but committed their cause to Uim who

judges righteously, and said, vengeance is mine,

and I will repay it.

—

Cave's Fnmitivc Christian-

ity.
_

What "•Rip-Raps' Means.—Vlm^ persons

have, since the war begun, made inquiry as to the

origin of the term " Ilip-K;ip3." For the benefit

of the uninitiated, we give the following infor-

mation. In engineering, a "llip-Kap" is a foun

dation obtained by throwing stones together in i

heap, without order, in deep water, or on soft bot

The Horse's Petition.—In the days of John,

King of Atri, in au ancient city of Abruzzo, there

was a bell put up, which any one that had received

any injury went and rang, and the king assembled

the wise men chosen for the purpose, that justice

might be done. It happened that after the bell

had been up a long time, the rope was worn out,

and a piece of wild vino was made use of to lengthen

it. A knight of Atri had a noble charger which

was become unserviceable through age, so that to

avoid the expense of feeding him, he turned him

loose upon the common." The horse, driven by

hunger, raised his mouth to the vine to munch it,

by which the bell was sounded. The judges assem

bled to consider the petition of the horse, whicl

appeared to demand justice. They declared that

tlie knight whom ]i£ had served in his youth

hould Jeed him in his old age—a sentence which

he knight was obliged to faithfully perform.

If, in our day, all the supernumerary animals

could, by some such means, make known the ill-

reatment of their masters, there would be no end

to the " horse-trials" held.

Lest the Ancient Standard sluxuld be Lowered.

— It is well there are a few left, who are jealous

lest the ancient standard should be lowered by un-

skilful meddlers in things too high for them. Oh !

how tried my poor mind is, under a sense of a want

amongst us of true discernment; and even in my
very secluded allotment here, I think my inward

eye sees a covering in our society that is prohibited

in the truth ; a mixture as surely disapproved in

the sight of the Great Head of the Church, as ever

the forbidden lin-^ey-wool-^ey garment was of old
;

and which must one day be taken off, for the all-

scrutinizing eye will not wink thereat.

—

S irah

[Lynes] Grubh.

Substitutefor Leatlwr.—The London Advertiser
,|

gayg .—"Not the least remarkable feature of the

present day is the almost universal application of

a new discovery, intended, perhaps, to supply a

want in one particular branch of industry. We
are not, therefore, surprised to learn that — Szerel-

mey has adapted his process of indurating stone

to other substances, and as an instance of this in

the Houses of Parliament alone, where its first trial

took place, it is used also to prevent rust. Wood,

too, is subject to the " Zopissa" process, and last

year it was found to act wonderfully on calico,

cloth, moleskin, &c. , rendering them water-proof,

and capable of being worked up into most wonder-

ful imitations of the varieties of dressed leather.

This last application has recently been patented,

and a company is now being formed for the manu-

facture of boots and shoes, of which the upper lea-

thers are to be made of this new material. A great

reduction in the price of boots and shoes may be

expected."

The way Apostasy creeps in.—The great apos-

tasy came not upon the Christian world all at once,

but by several degrees, one thing making way for

another; until that thick and gross veil came to be

overspread, wherewith the nations were so blindly

covered from the 7th or 8th until the 16th century.

Even as the darkness of the night comes not upon

the outward creation all at once, but by degrees,

according as the sun declines in each horizon.

—

Robert Barclay.

Man's carnal heart would rather pluck up the

ancient land-marks of God's truth than not make

the way of faith and obedience broader. Let us

be careful to take just ways to compass just things,

that they may last in their benefits to us.
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The Eruption of Vesuvius. edge and looked down, and saw the geological for-

The Naples correspondent of the London Times |njation was all of lava, the old lava, of 1794, split

describes a visit he paid to Torre del Greco ou the 'asunder by a mysterious and irresistible power,

12th. " The place has," he says, " become what and the actual city was built on the city of the dead.

Pompeii was after the earthquake; two and twenty Nine times has Torre del Greco been destroyed,

thousand persons had been driven from their dwell- and yet, with a persistence which appears like folly,

night, while all the signs of recent life

and of hurried escape met one at every glance.

The train stopped on the Naples side of the

city, 'for,' said the inspector, 'there are several

clefts in the road, and the vibration of the carriages

might bring down more houses. So, dismounting,

walked along the rail, through the Strada Ma-
rina, every house in which had fissures from top to

bottom, and, before ascending, went down to the

sea, which, at a few feet from the bench, was boil-'

ing furiously. Fortunately, I was accompanied by

the rector of the city, who pointed out in detail

what was most remarkable. ' The sea has retired.'

aid, ' full 20 palms, and we consider this as a

bad symptom, and an indication of yet greater

isasters. These huge rocks were covered on Sun-

day last, and now they are expo-ed, and are cleft

to the bottom, as if by some mighty mechanical

power.' They are all composed of hard flint-like

lava, which flowed down in 1794, overwhelming

the father of the present city.

" Through the subterranean openings which had

been made by the earthquake the water from the

mountain was pouring into the sea, and though the

temperature was not much increased, it had an acid

vour. Close by, we went into a ruined house,

to examine a well which had been cleft by the earth-

quake, and through which the springs were pour-

down with much violence, as the ear, not the

eye, told us. Torre del Greco is terraced on the

incline of the mountain, and you enter one parallel

street from another by a series of steps. Other

streets run at right angles to these, and lead from

the sea up to the higher parts of Vesuvius. Let

us ascend the Strada Ripa, which had a large fis-

sure throughout, and turning off to the left pass

down the Strada Fontana. It is so called from

the fountain which is there, and which has now risen

several feet; at one extremity of it the water was ^_

state of boiling agitation, not 1 think, from of iron and a little specular iron ore.

the effect of heat so much as from the springs which The Times' correspondent, writing from Naples

had opened beneath. I tasted this water, which 'on the 21st, says: " The mountain has been in a

was perfectlyflavourless, like boiled water; but there state of greater or less agitation all the week
;
but

was nothing more decided in its character. Every .on Tuesday we had another eruption, equal in

house iu this street was in a ruined state ; work- ; magnificence to any I have yet witnessed. It was

men were knocking holes in the facades at the top ' beginning when 1 despatched my last letter ; as,

of some of them, in which to place the ends of poles 'however, the day wore on it increased in power,

that were to be their props ; others had fallen in a and the same wonderful and beautiful effects which

mass of ^^e6ns, -and several were cut down so finely 1 1 have already described, were again observable,

that sections of them remained, exhibiting the in- ' At every shot that was fired by the mountain there

he inhabitants have returned, and rebuilt, and have

been swallowed up."

The OSicial Journal of Naples publishes the

latest report of M. Palmieri, director of the obser-

vatory of that city, containing an account of the de-

cline of the present eruption up to the 17th. He

I

states that, although Mount A'esuvius has nearly

subsided into its usual quiet state, yet a quantity of

carbonic acid is still evolved from the soil of Terra

del Greco, leading to the belief that all the crevices

opened there communicate with a vast subterranean

receptacle of that jias, extending far under the sea,

where numerous bubbles are seen to rise, and the

death of a large number of fish has been marked

in consequence. This time the eruption had not

been announced by the disappearance of water from

the wells, but, on the contrary, by the opening of

new springs strongly acidulated with carbonic acid,

which has also tainted the water of several wells,

j

which, at the same time has risen to a higher level

I
in them. But the most singular phenomenon men-

'tioned by M. Palmieri is, that the soil has risen

nine-eighths of a metre above the level of the sea
;

and since this rising has taken place above the old

lava of 1794, the latter has been broken and cracked

in various directions, which has caused the fall of

many edifices built upon it. The true cause of the

receding of the sea, so often mentioned by authors,

and not credited, as no cause could be assigned for

it, is now fully explained'^ it is not the sea that re-

cedes, but the soil that rises. " It now remains to

be seen," says M. Palmieri, " whether this rising

will go down again ; and I would^ therefore, recom-

mend the land owners of Torre del Greco not to

set about rebuilding their houses just yet." The

craters continue to emit sulphurous hydrochloric

acid, and also a certain quantity of sulphuretted

hydrogen. Among the sublimations may be men-

ioned a large amount of sulphur, the usual chlorides

terior. Thus I saw, tottering on the extremity, a

bed, neatly folded down, and which had evidently

not been slept in ; the chairs were ranged round

the side of the room that had been saved, and a

gridiron, tomatoes, kitchen utensils of all kinds,

hung against the walls of this, the section of the

second floor of the ruined building. What an es-

cape for the inhabitants ! I retrace my steps, enter

on another terrace, called the Strada Santo Croce.

All the houses here presented a similar appearance.

We walked in the middle of the street, for who
could tell but that one of the cripplea might fall

upon us. Right and left were cross streets in the

same condition, and in them several houses had

fallen a mass of rubbish. I stopped before one

rose a cloud of ashes in the form of a pine tree,

which filed off to the south as another shot was

fired, and another cloud arose. As the heavy-laden

clouds escaped beyond the power which had ex-

pelled them, and as the aqueous vapour was con-

densed, we could see at intervals showers, nay,

storms, of ashes falling like avalanches on land and

sea, and still the black, gorgeous masses rolled on

towards Capri, obscuring the coast which lies oppo-

site to Naples. Thunder and lightning, or the

roarintr of Vesuvius, and electric lights, were fre-

quent incidents in this awful scene ; the latter, shot

up from the mouth of the crater to the summit of

the dark cone, played about its evolutions, and re

veiled, as it were, in the license of freedom— tht

house in particular, the shell of which was daylight could not obscure its brilliancy. Towardslarge

remaining intact, while the interior had fallen in,

and the same mason work projected through the

open door. Just outside, the street had been

thrown up by the volcanic action, and a crater

was formed ten palms in diameter. I stood on the

sunset we marked that effect of colour which is only

to be seen in southern latitudes, for then the mass

of dark cloud which hung over Vesuvius, and the

entire bay was lit up with the most delicate rose

ate tints. Then came on gray eve and darker

night, rendered still more so by the electric flashes

hich continued to dance about Vesuvius. On the

ixt morning I went down to Torre again. Alas!

is a city on crutches ; many cripples have fallen,

[)d many are falling. Professor Palmieri, the

great Vesuviau authority, confirms the report of

the elevation of the soil, and 'hopes that the pro-

prietors will not rebuild until the depression, which

may be expected, has taken place.' Yet with a

fatuity which appears like madness, the people arc

with difficulty held back from returning to their

perilous dwellings. It is the fact that Gen. Delia

Marmora has been compelled to station soldiers

there to prevent such folly. From all I can gather,

the mountain was split from top to bottom, the

fissure reaching far into the sea. In a few words,

I will show this. There are eleven craters above

Torre del Greco, all emitting sulphurous vapours,

and the largest is from 70 to 80 feet deep and 100

feet wide. From this point on the 8th inst., after

heavy rumblings, and heaving of the surface, the

ground was split open, and a fiery fissure was made
almost to the outskirts of the city, through which

the same unseen power passed, opening the streets,

and laying bare some parts of the former buried

town, and then running into the sea. All this is

evident to the eye. You see the fi-sures in all di-

rections, and walk daintily at times lest you fall

in, or lest some rickety building may come down.
'• Yesterday the Exmouth, which went out to try

its Armstrongs, returned by Torre del Greco, and

made the circuit of a whirlpool, now formed, which

must be about 360 feet in diameter. It was boil-

ing violently, and em'tted a strong sulphurous

odor. A boat, 30 feet in length, was let down and

sent into the centre of the whirlpool, when it was

turned rapidly round by the volcanic force beneath.

The sounding gave 23 fathoms of water, and the

plummet brought up sand and sulphur. From a

part of the circumference a tail, so to call it, about

60 feet in width, runs away in the direction of

Sorrente, and is of a beautiful light-green colour.

All the water here was tepid, had a strong sulphur-

ous smell, and many fish have been destroyed.

The precise elevation of the well on which Torre

stands is 1-12 metre, and I may observe that the

gases which are emitted on land are stronger than

those at sea, so much so that a man was killed on

Wednesday, and several of my friends nearly faint-

ed from pausing near them. It is unnecessary to

say that the principal element developed is car-

bonic acid gas."

Our Christian Pedis,ree.—ThtY% is a pedigree,

namely, the Christian, which is noble indeed, and

is worthy of our most diligent search and earnest

inquiry. To be the children of God, and co-heirs

with Christ, to have our robes washed in the blood

of the Lamb, and to be made kings and priests

unto God ; and to know this ourselves, by the tes-

timony of the Holy Spirit in our hearts, whereby

we can cry, Abba, Father; this, this, is far above

all in this sublunary world ! O let this piece of

divine and spiritual heraldry be our main care and

concern ; omitting no opportunity, under those

blessed means that" are so plentifully afforded us. of

making our calling and election sure.

—

R. Clariclge.

Peeling Potatoes.—The most farinaceous part

of the potatoe is found immediately under the skin,

so that in preparing potatoes for the table, it is

necessary to be careful to cut off as thin a peel as

possible.

It has been computed that the whole number of

copies of the Scriptures in existence in the world

before the present century, did not exceed four
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millioDS. There is one society, the British and

Foreign Bible Society, of which the annual issue

for 1831, was 470,929 Bibles and Testaments, and

in the year 1861, 1,917,897 copies, or an increase

of 307 per cent. The aggregate issue of Bibles

from Great Britain every year is now 4,000,000,

or as many as existed in the world before the pre-

sent century.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 25, 1862.

The selection from A. L. Barbauld on Educa

tion, which is concluded in this number, forcibly

ur^cs the power of example and the necessary ef

feels of association with both persons aud things

The true character of education, as embracing every

thing which draws out and moulds the disposition

and°moral tone, as well as the intellectual facul

ties of the child, is properly insisted on ;
but there

is no allusion to the restraining and transformin

power of Divine Grace in the heart, and the duty

incumbent on parents to train their offspring in the

habit of feeling for this, and striving to know their

will and propensities to be brought under its effec-

tual working, so that whatever the circumstances

in which they may be placed, they may resort to it

as a counsellor and guide, and as administering

ability to them to walk in the safe path of self-

denial. This combined with the others, is the only

true mode of rightly educating children, and where

parents, by their own lives and conduct, show forth

its exceileiicy, their tender charge are much less

likely to stray from the way in which they should

go, than where their education is almost altogether

conducted by others, however, adapted such may
be to impart literary or scientific knowledge.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— Congress.—The House of Represen-

tiUives has passed a bill abolishing absolutely the frank-

ing privilege hitherto exercised by members of Congress.

The bill passed by a vote of 107 to 42. The House has

also passed a bill for the suppression of the abominable

traffic in coolies. The fortification bill, as passed by

the house, appropriates nearly six millions of dollars for

the construction and repair of forts, at various places

ou the sea coast and the line of the Northern lakes.

Both houses have passed a resolution by nearly unani-

mous votes, declaring the purpose of Congress to raise

at least 5125,000,000 by taxation, in addition to the re-

venue from duties on imports. The nomination of Ed-

ward M. Stanton, as Secretary of War, was confirmed by

the Senate, with a vote approaching unanimity. That

of Simon Cameron, as Minister to Russia, met with more

opposition, but was confirmed by a vote of 24 to 14.

Senator Trumbull's Confiscation bill introduced last

week, enacts that all property belonging to those who
shall be found in arms against the United States, shall

be forfeited, and that every insurgent shall forfeit all

chvims to the labour of persons held to service, and such

persons shall be at once declared free forever. Any one

claiming to be entitled to such service, must not only

establish his title, but also that he has been loy.il during

the existing rebellion. The bill provides that the Pre-

sident shall make provision for the transportation of the

freed slaves to some tropical country, and the settlement

therein of such as may be willing to emigrate.

The Xalional Finances.— It is stated as the result of

the various conferences held in Washington by the Se

cretary of the Treasury, with the representatives of thi

great moneyed interests from the Northern cities, that tin

Secretary has abandoned the idea of a large issue of de

raand notes to be circulated as currency, and will, ii

lieu thereof, ask Congress to authorize the issue of

8250,000,000 in treasury notes, bearing 3.65 per cent

interest, payable one year after date, in denomination:

of five dollai* and upwards, fundable in 7.30 three-yea

notes, and which are again convertible into a six per

cent, stock, payable in twenty years. The banks agree

to receive and pay out the United Stales notes, and to

sustain, in all proper ways, their credit.

The H'lir.—The amoanl of the government contracts

for small arms, to be delivered six months hence, reaches

ty-seveu millions of dollars, and the aggregate of the

ly bill about to be reported to the house is five hun-

dred millions of dollars. A large portion of the small

arms is being imported from Europe. A formidable

expedition has sailed from the Chesapeake, under the

command of Gen. Burnside. Its destination was not

known with certainty, though various circumstances in-

dicate the coast of North Carolina and the towns on

Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds as the points of attack.

Accounts from Norfolk state that much alarm prevail-

ed there, from the fear that an attack would soon be

made by the Federal forces at Fortress Monroe. No
material change has taken place for a long time in the

positions of the two great hostile armies near Washing-

ton. The rebels are understood to have no fewer than

twenty-six well constructed forts defending their main

position at Manassas Junction. The movement of the

great Western expedition progresses slowly southward.

Several additional columns of Northern troops have en-

tered Kentucky, and at the latest dates Gen,

vance was but a few miles from Bowling Green. The

dispersion of Humphrey Marshall's force in Eastern K
tucky, was not effected without some bloodshed, about

one hundred men being killed and wounded on both

sides ; the rebels were the principal sufferers. On thi

19th inst., a sanguinary engagement took place at Som
erset, Pulaski county, Ky. The Confederate army wa:

commanded by Gen. Zoilickoffer, and the Federal forces

by Gen. Schoepf and Gen. Thomas. The despatches

tate that the rebels suffered a decisive defeat. Gen.

Zollickofi'er was killed, and their army routed with the

loss of its cannon and supplies. A large number were

killed and wounded on both sides. In .Missouri, a de-

tachment of Federal troops made a descent upon Lex-

ington, and captured a large amount of rebel supplies.

About sixty rebel soldiers were taken prisoners. A re-

bel force of 900 men at Silver Creek, Howard county,

was attacked and routed by the Federal troops on the

18th inst. The rebel loss "was 40 killed, 60 wounded,

and 28 prisoners ; that of the Federal troops, 6 killed

and 19 wounded. The rebels lost 160 horses, their wa-

gons, tents, ammunition, .&c. Gen. Price's army at

Springfield is estimated at 12,000 men.
Soulhern Items.—So far about one thousand prisoners

on each side have been exchanged. The system of ex-

changes commeace.d by the governmeat, is fully reci-

ated by the rebel authorities. The British steamer

iiinaldo having on board Mason and Slidell, arrived at

luida on the 9th, and sailed for St. Thomas on the

10th, whence the two rebel Commissioners would take

passage for England.

The Santa Fe mail of Twelfth month 20th states that

2000 Texans were moving up the Rio Grande, for the

purpose of attacking Fort Craig, and the same number
were marching upon Fort Union. The latter fort was
well prepared to receive an attack, but it was supposed

Fort Craig would be taken by the rebels. The Legisla-

of Virginia (at Richmond) has adopted a resolu-

appropriating so much of the public debt of the

State and other securities held by the resident citizens

of the United States as may be necessary to indemnify

the citizens of Virginia, who are loyal to the State for

losses sustained by them in consequence of any confis-

cation act of Congress, or any other act growing out of

the war. It is stated that John C. Breckenridge was
recently at Bowling Green, Ky. ; the statement that he

had sailed from Halifax must have been an error. A
cansiderable quantity of cotton and sugar have recently

been sent in wagons through Kentucky to the Ohio
river, for the north.

Washington.—Small-pox prevails in this city to an
alarming extent. The army has not yet suffered much
from the disease.

New I'oT-A.—Mortality last week, 413. The New York
Times presents the following summary of the foreign

commerce of New Y'ork for tSe year ending Twelfth mo.

31st, 1861 :

1861—Foreign specie at New Y'ork . . $37,088,000

Less re-exported 4,236,000

[,000

The Pirate Sumter was at Cadiz, Spain, at the latest

advices having taken and burnt three vessels on her

voyage across the Atlantic. She spoke several other

U. S. vessels, without attempting to molest them. The
New Y'ork Commercial states ou the authority of a pri-

vate despatch, that the Sumter has been sunk by a U. S.

gun-boat near Cadiz.

The Domestic Slave Trade.—The Louisville Democrat
says that the tendency of negroes, southward from Mis-

souri and Virginia, was never as rapid as now, and that

the involuntary emigration of the slaves of Missouri to

Arkansas, and their flight into the free States, will soon
relieve the State of the greater portion of them. The
slave markets in Virginia are largely supplied ; the sale3

of negroes, usual at the close of the year, have, it is

stated, been nearly twice as large as in preceding years.

Sugarfrom Northern Cane.—At the last meeting of the

Illinois Agricultural Society at Springfield, J. H. Smith,

of Quincy, exhibited a ton of sugar made by himself,

from sorghum cane, at an estimated cost of five cents

per pound.
The Flood in California.—The late disastrous flood in

this State was attended with great loss of life in some
places. Nearly one thousand Chinamen were washed
off from Long Bar and vicinity on the Yula, and drown-

ed. They had remained in their cabins until escape was
impossible.

Foreign. —il/'Zi'co.—Vera Cruz dates to the 1st inst.

The Spanish army were in undisputed possession of the

"ty and neighbouring country, and the people appeared

to be satisfied with the rule of the Spaniards.

Great Britain.—Liverpool dates to the 5th inst. The
steamers John Bell, the Hope aud Sarah Sands, were all

ding cotton at Liverpool, for New Y'ork. A marked
abatement in the war feeling was noticeable, attended

with a rise in the public funds. Consols showed great;

buoyancy, and had advanced about a half per cent. Thei

London Herald says, "It behooves both England and
France to consider whether the time has not arrived fori

recognizing the Southern Confederacy." .

The Liverpool cotton market was active at advanced"]

rates. Sales of the preceding four days, 80,000 bales,

including 10,000 for re-shipment to the United States.

Breadstuffs dull and lower. Flour, 29s. a 33s.; redi

wheat. Us. 6d. a 12s. %d ; white, 13s. a 13s. 6rf. per 100

pounds.
France.—The Emperor, on New Year's day, made

address to the di|doiEatic corps, and received as usual

the various state bodies. In response to an address

he Senate, he said he counted on the Senate to

S125,088,000
7,309,000

$3

229,407,000

ixcess of specie i

Foreign goods imported

Foreign re-exported .

For this market . . . $118,379,000 221,384

Domestic produce exp'ted 131,236,000 95,468

Customs revenue . . . 21,715,000 36,039,000

Gold from California . . 33,495,000 43,465,000

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 274.

The Slave Trade The barque Lyra, of New Y'ork

with 825 slaves on board, has been captured off th(

coast of Africa by a British cruiser.

assist him in perfecting the Constitution, and at i

same time maintaining intact the fundamental basis

which it rests. To the Legislative body he merely ^

pressed the hope that they would see in the recent mo--

difications of the Constitution a new proof of his confi^

dence in their intelligence and patriotism. To the elergyi

he gave assurance that they might count on his protec-

tion and lively sympathy, telling them that they knew
how to render to Cfesar the things which are Caesar's,

and to God the things that are God's.

Russia.—An imperial decree has been issued in con-

sequence of the recent disturbances, sanctioning the

closing of the University at St. Petersburgb, and order-

ing the dismissal of the professors and students.

Sweden.—It is said that the King of Sweden is about

to present a project of electoral reform- to the National

Diet at its next session. The King is known to favour

a liberal extension of the franchise, but a stubborn re-

sistance on the part of the nobility and higher clergy is

expected.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Henry Knowles, agt., N. Y"., for Isaac

Peckham, $5, to 27, vol. 31, and for David Peckham,

§2, vol. 35; from John E. Sheppard, N. J., $2, vol. 34;

from Edward Y. Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 35, and from Nathan
S. Yarnall, Pa., $1, to 27, vol. 35.

Died, at his fiither's residence in Belmont Co., Ohio,

on the 19th of Twelfth month, 1861, after a few days'

illness, Stkpue.v, son of .\bel and Lucinda Lewis, In the

eighteenth year of his age ; and on the 22d of the same
month, his mother, Lucinda Lewis, in the fifty-fourth

year of her age ; both esteemed members of Plainfield

Monthly and Particular Meeting.

, at the residence of his son, Nathan S. Y'arnall,

Middletown, Delaware Co., Pa., on the 30th of Twelfth

month, 1861, James Yarnall, in the seventy-third year

of his age.

PILE A MCELROY, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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The Agricnllnrc of France.
(Concluded from page 102.)

Southern France.—We have seen in French
Flanders the combination of the careful tillage of

the low countries ; on the eastern frontier, the

Vosges, the Jura and the Alps remind us of the

magnificent pastures of Switzerland, and the in-

iustrious dalesmen of the black forest; to the

Qortb in Normandy, we find a reflexion of the

jouthern and midland counties of England, large

Jairy farms, a fine breed of horses, and a peasan-

rj still retaining the shrewdness and strength of

he northern descent ; further to the west, the

Celtic population of Brittany, inhabiting a granite-

bound coast, which owes whatever fertility it pos-

sesses to the mild breezes of the ocean, rears im-

mon.se herds of cattle, compensating in some de-

gree for the imperfect tillage of the soil. But when
we reach the south-western and south-eastern re-

gions in a warmer latitude, the value and variety

Df the products of the soil become far greater.

Saintonge and Angoumois have been for centu-

ries the seat of the great brandy distilleries, which,

n spite of imitation, give Cognac a monopoly in

the world. In good years the brandies produced

from these districts, are worth three millions ster-

ling, and the greater part of them are exported.

In these climates every kind of vegetation contri-

butes in difi'orent ways to the agricultural wealth

of the country—the chestnut produces an abundant

esculent crop—the walnut tree is so valuable that

one-third of the oil made in France, is prepared

from it, and rivals the produce of the olive groves,

whose gray foliage fringes the bare and burning

rocks of Provence. In the valley of the Garonne,

the plum-trees alone produce a crop of prodigious

amount, known all over the world as the French

plums or prunes of our desserts; and ind

throughout the south of France, and even in the

mountains of Auvergne, the preparation of dried

fruits is an important branch of culture and of

trade. Tho mulberry tree and the vine cover the

plains of Lausjuedoo, and as we approach the an-

cient seats of Roman power at Aries, and of papal

dominion at Avignon, the agriculture, as well as

the majestic ruins of those ages, remind us that we
are on the confines of Italy. Everything here be-

comes Italian : the climate, the crop-, the associa-

tions of the pa.'^t, the manners of the people, and

almost their language. Near us is Nismis, that

Rome of the Gauls, whose monuments are better

preserved than those of Rome herself. Before us

is Aries inhabited by Constantine, and once des-

tined, it is said to become the capital of his empire.

An immense arena, ancient theatres, magnificent

aqueducts, attest on every side the power of Rome.

If, from antiquity we pass to the middle ages, we

encounter at Avignon, the greatest institution of

Italy and the world, the papacy; and in earlier

times still, that court of Provence which was the

harbinger of Italian taste and the home of trouba-

dours who preceded Dante and Petrarch.

Tho greater part of the department of Vaucluse

s papal, down to the revolution. Its agricul-

tural prosperity, which is second to scarcely any

rt of France, is due to one word—irrigation.

The crops of Lombardy are justly lauded ; the

county of Avignon is not less prolific and for the

ason. The pontificial government early in-

troduced the Italian method of distributing water.

One of the streams which serve to fertilize the

plain in its myriad channels, is the Sorgia, spring-

g from the fountain of Vaucluse, not more cele-

brated in poetry than for the abundance and uti-

ty of its inexhaustible waters. The olive tree be-

ins to appear at Montelimart, and increases as we

roceed towards the south. But the mulberry be-

comes more rare. Indeed, although many attempts

have been made to cultivate the mulberry for the

Ik worm in many parts of Southern France, the

production is not entirely successful, except in the

Gevennis, more especially in the districts of Alais

Uzes in the department of the Gard, and of

Argentiere and Privas in Ardiche. The mul-

berry tree, to produce an abundance of nutritive

leaves at the proper season, requires a cool soil

under a brilliant sky ; the silk worm requires

throuLThout the months of May and Juno warmth

and pure air. Bath the tree and the caterpillar

require an infinite amount of delicate precautions,

which are only to be obtained from a population

long trained to this peculiar operation. But the

value of the produce, and the value of tho land

combining these conditions, is enormous. Planta-

tions of mulberry trees have been sold for £600,

(3000 dollars,) an acre, and the silk crop of France,

down to 1853, had reached the value of four mil-

lions sterling. In 1854, one of those mysterious

diseases which attack the very sources of produc-

tion, began to aiFect the silk worm. The loss has

been at leist three quarters of the crop in France,

and as yet no effectual discovery has been made of

the cause or the remedy of the evil. The whole

territory of France does not exhibit in an equal

degree these signs of agricultural improvement,

d tho high table lands or mountain ranges of th

central departments frequently crossed by travel

their road to Switzerland and Italy, afford

the least favourable aspect of what may, in more

favoured regions, be called " la belle France." Yet

even here something has been done to reclaim the

desolate heaths, and to convert the sandy tracts

into roads. Fifty years ago people used to say

that the land in la Sologne was worth three livres

an acre, if there was a liare upon it. Now the

large estates of that district are under cultivation.

The Emperor himself has built a sort of farm-

chateau, where he goes to watch the progress of

the works he has ordered, and possibly the interest

he takes in the country, may have been heighteued

by the fact, that it was the original residence of

the Beauharnais family. There is too a pictur-

esque charm in those rural districts which modern

improvement has not squared and levelled and em-

bellished. Rural life, as it existed half a century

back, was a true picture of the oldest existing state

of manners, and the most primitive state of civiliza-

tion. Berri is the heart of Franco. It was there

that in the English wars, the expiring nationality

of France took^refugc. Charles VII. was at one

time only King of Bruges, and to this day no pro-

i-ince retains so much the stamp of ancient France.

The manners, the dialect, the accent of the people

are those of the seventeenth century. Except on

the line of tho principal roads, the towns retain the

calm and monotonous air of the old bourgeoisie ;

the rural districts still resemble the imp-^rishablo

picture drawn by La Fontaine of rural France in

his day. The shepherd still leads his flock
;
the

ouse-wife still plies her distaff; the woodman

brings back his faggot; the horse and the ox are

n the same meadow; nature in all her wildness

till skirts the cultivated lands ; the hare and the

frogs, the rabbit and the weasel are all there, with

the fox robbing the poultry yard, and the wolf rob-

the fold. This region half a desert and half

cultivated, which lives and speaks by the imagina-

tion of the fabulist, has lost nothing of its old aspact.

At the corner of a field and a common, one might

still fancy that ancient colloquy of the wolf and

the do2 ; and the breeze which sweeps over the

mire, s'till repeats the dialogue of the oak and the

bulrush. _^___„__-

Tke Progress of a Worklly Spirit in the Heart.

Though the change from day to night, is by a

motion s°o gradual as scarcely to be perceived, yet

hen night is come we behold it very different from

the day"; and thus as people become wise in their

own eyes, and prudent in their own sight, customs

arise up from the spirit of this world, and spread

by little and little, till a departure from the sim-

plicity that there is in Christ becomes distinguished

as light from darkness, to such as are crucified to

the world.

—

John Wool/nan.

Plants in Bed-Roor)is.—It should be known

to all persons, that to have plants in a close bed-

room at night, is a practice detrimental to health.

Even plants not in flower, and without .smell, in-

jure the air during the night, and in the absence of

the sun, by impregnating it with nitrogen and car-

bonic acid gas. A melancholy proof of this is re-

corded as having occurred in Bedfordshire, Eng-

l^nj, — Sherbrook having frequently had his pi-

nery robbed, the gardener determined to sit up and

watch. He accordingly posted himself, with _a

loaded fowling piece, in the green-house, where it is

supposed he fell asleep, and in the morning was

found dead upon the ground, with all the appearance

of suffocation, evidently occasioned by the discharge

of mephitic gas from the plants during the night.
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For "The Friend."

Bymond on War.

CContinued from page 164.)

In an inquiry into the decisions of Christianity

upon the question of war, we have to reler—to the

general tendency of the revelation ; to the indi-

vidual declarations of Jesus Christ ; to his prac-

tice ; to the sentiments and practices of his com-

missioned followers ; to the opinions respecting its

lawfulness which were held by their immediate

converts ; and to some other species of christian

evidence.

It is perhaps, the capital error of those who have

attempted to instruct others in the duties of mo-

rality, that they have not been willing to enforce

the rules of the christian scriptures in their full

extent. Almost every moralist pauses somewhere

short of the point which they prescribe ; and this

pause is made at a greater or less distance from

the christian standard, in proportion to the admis-

sion, in a greater or less degree of principles which

they have superadded to the principles of the gospel.

Few, however, supersede the laws of Christianity,

without proposing some principle of "expediency,"

some doctrine of '' natural law,"' some theory of

"intrinsic decency and turpitude," which they lay

down as the true standard of moral judfiment.

—

They who reject truth are not likely to escape

error. Having mingled with Christianity principles

which it never taught, we are not likely to be con-

sistent with truth, or with ourselves ; and accord-

ingly, he who seeks for direction from the professed

teachers of morality finds his mind bewildered in

conflicting theories, and his judgment embarrassed

by contradictory instructions. But " wisdom is

justified of her children ;" and she is justified,

perhaps, by nothing more evidently than by the

laws which she has imposed ; for all who have
proposed any standard of rectitude, other than that

which Christianity has laid down, or who have ad-

mixed any foreign principles with the principles

which she teaches, have hitherto proved that they

have only been " sporting themselves with their

own dcceivings."

It is a remarkable fact that the laws of the Mosaic
dispensation, which confessedly was an imperfect

system, are laid down clearly and specifically in

the form of an express code
, whilst those of that

purer religion which Jesus Christ introduced into

the world, are only to be found, casually and in-

cidently scattered, as it were, through a volume

—

intermixed with other subjects—elicited by uncon-
nected events—delivered at distant periods, and for

distant purposes, in narratives, in di.'courses, in con-

versations, itj letters. Into the final purpose of

such an ordination (for an ordination it njust be
supposed to be), it is not our present business to

inquire. One important truth, however, results

from the fact as it exists :—that those who would
form a general estimate of the moral obligations of

Christianity, must derive it, not from codes, but from
principles ; not from a multiplicity of directions

in what manner we are to act, but from instructions

respecting the motives and dispositions by which
all actions arc to be regulated.

It appears, therefore, to follow, that in the in-

quiry whether war is sanctioned by Christianity,

a sjiecitic declaration of its decision is not likely to

be found. If, then, we be asked for a prohibition

of war by Jesus Christ, in the express terms of a

command, in the manner in which Tiioii sluilt not

l:dl is directed to murder, we willingly answer that

no such prohibiiion exists :—and it is not necessary

to the argument. Even those who would require

such a prohibition are themselves satisfied respect-

ing the obligation of many negative duties, on which
there has been no specific decision in the New Tes-

tament. They believe that suicide is not lawful.

Yet Christianity never forbade it. It can be shown,

indeed, by implication and inference, that suicide

could not have been allowed, and with this they

are satisfied. Yet there is, probably, in the chris-

tian Scriptures not a twentieth part of as much
indirect evidence against the lawfulness of suicide,

as there is against the lawfulness of war. To those

who require such a command as Thou shall not

engage in war, it is therefore, sufficient to reply,

that they require that which, upon this and upon

many other subjects, Christianity has not chosen to

give.

We refer then, first to the general nature of Chris-

tianity, because we think that, if there were no other

evidence against the lawfulness .of war, we should

possess, in that general nature, sufficient proof that

it is virtually forbidden.

That the whole character and spirit of our re-

ligion are eminently and peculiarly peaceful, and

that it is opposed, in all its principles, to carnage

and devastation, cannot be disputed.

Have peace one with another. By this shall all

men know that ye are my ditciples, if ye have love

one to another.

Walk with all lowliness and meekness, with long-

suffering, forbearing one another in love.

Be ye all of one mind, having compassion one

of another; love as brethren, be pitiful, be court-

eous, not rendering evil for evil, or railing for rail-

ing.

Be at peace among yourselves. See that none

render evil for evil to any man.—God hath called

us to peace.

Follow after love, patience, meekness.—Be gentle,

showing all meekness unto all men,—Live in peace.

Lay aside all malice.—Put off anger, wrath,

malice.—Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger,

and clamour, and evil speaking be put away from

you, with all malice.

Avenge not yourselves.—If thine enemy hunger,

feed him ; if he thirst, give him drink.—Recom-
pence to no man evil for evil.—Overcome evil with

good.

Now we ask of any man who looks over these

passages, what evidence do they convey respecting

the lawfulness of war ? Could any approval or

allowance of it have been subjoined to these instruc-

tions, without obvious and most gross inconsis-

tency ? But if war is obviously and most grossly

inconsistent with the general character of Christi-

anity—if war could not have been permitted by its

teachers, without an egregious violation of their own
precepts, we think that the evidence of its unlaw-

fulness, arisingJrom this ge7ieral character alone,

is as clear, as absolute, and as exclusive as could

have been contained in any form of prohibition

whatever.

To those solemn, discriminative, and public de-

clarations of Jesus Christ, which are contained in

the "sermon on the mount," a reference will neces-

sarily be made upon this great question ; and,

perhaps, more is to be learnt from these declara-

tions, of the moral duties of his religion, than from

any other part of his communications to the world.

It should be remarked, in relation to the injunc-

tions which follow, that he repeatedly refers to that

less pure and less peaceable system of morality

which the law of Moses had inculcated, and con-

tradistinguishes it from his own. I

" Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye

for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, but I say unto

,

you that ye resist not evil ; but whosoever shall

smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other

also."—"Ye have beard that it halh been said,|

Thou shalt love thy neighbour, aud hate thine

enemy; but I sny unto you. Love your enemies;

bless them that curse you ; do good to them that

hate you; and pray for them which despitefully

use you and persecute you ; for if ye love them

only which love you, what reward have ye ?"

'I here is an extraordinary emphasis in the form

of these prohibitions and injunctions. They are

jnot given in an insulated manner. They inculcate

'the obligations of Christianity as peculiar to itself.

{The previous system of retaliation is introduced

for the purpose of prohibiting it, and of distin-

'guishing more clearly and forcibly the pacific

nature of the new dispensation.

Of the precepts from the mount the most^obvious

characteristic is greater moral excellence and su-

perior purity. 'Ihey are directed, not so immedi-

ately to the external regulation of the conduct, as

to the restraint and purification of the affections.

In another precept it is not enough that an unlaw-

ful passion be just so far restrained as to produce

no open immorality— the passion itself is forbidden.

The tendency of the discourse is to attach guilt,

not to action only, but also to thought. " It has

been said, Thou shalt not kill, and whosoever

shall kill, shall be in danger of the judgment ; but

I say, that whosoever is angry with his brother

without a cause, shall be in danger of the judg-

ment." Our lawgiver attaches guilt to some of

the violent feelings, such as resentment, hatred,

revenge ; and by doing this, we contend that he

attaches guilt to war. War cannot be carried on

without these passions which he prohibits. Our
argument, therefore, is syllogistical. War cannot

be allowed, if that which is necessary to war is

prohibited.

It is, however, objected that the prohibitions, .i|

"Resist not evil," <fec., are figurative; and that.jl

they do not mean that no injury is to be punished,'

and no outrage to be repelled. It has been asked,^

with complacent exultation, what would these ad-|

vocates of peace say to him who struck them on\

the right cheek? Would they turn to him the'

I

other ? What would these patient moralists say to.*

,him who robbed them of a coat? Would they*

igive him a cloak also? What would these philan- •

ithropists say to him who asked them to lend a hun-

dred pounds ? Would they not turn away ? This

is argumentuni adhondnem ; one example amongst

the many, of that lowest and most dishonest of all

{modes of intellectual warfare, which consists in ex-

citing the feelings instead of convincing the under-

standing. It is, however, some satisfaction, that

the motive to the adoption of this mode of warfare

is itself an evidence of a bad cause, for what honest

reasoner would produce only a laugh, if he were

able to produce conviction ? But I must ask, in

my turn, what do these objectors say is the meaning

of the precepts ? What is the meaning of " resist

not evil?" Does it mean to allow bombardment,
devastation, murder? If it does not mean to allow

all this, it does not mean to allow war. What
again do the objectors say is the meaning of "love

your enemies," or of " do good to them that hate

you ?" Does it mean " ruin their commerce"

—

"sink their fleets"—" plunder their cities"
—"shoot

through their hearts?" If the precept does not

mean all this, it does not mean war. \Ve are, then,

not required to define what exceptions Christianity

may admit to the application of some of the pre-

cepts from the mount ; since, whatever exceptions

she may allow, it is manifest what she does not

allow ; for if we give to our objectors whatever

licence of interpretation they may desire, they

cannot, either by honesty or dishonesty, so interpret

the precepts as to make them allow war. I would,

however, be far from insinuating that we are left

without any means of determining the degree and

kind of resistance, which, in some cases, is lawful

;
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although I believe no specification of it can bup-c-

viously laid down ; for if the precepts of Christi-

anity had been multiplied a thoiisaud-fold, there

would still have arisen many causes of daily occur-

rence, to which none of them would precisely have

applied. Our business, tlien, so far as written

rules are concerned, is in all cases to which these

rules do not apply, to regulate our conduct by
those general principles and dispositions which our

religion enjoins. I say, so far as written rules

are concerned; for " if any man lack wisdom
and these rules do not impart it, " let him ask of

God."
(To be coatinued.)

From the LonJoii Review.

Condensing Gases.

The severe frost which lately set in, with every

prospect of a rceurrouce from time to time, natu-

rally directs the attention of scientific thinkers to

the effects producible by intense artificial cold upon
different substances. The most obvious action of

cold is to condense gases and vapours to the liquid

Btate, and to cause bodies in the latter condition

to assume the solid form, and it has always been a

matter of interest with chemists to ascertain whe-
ther substances which were ordinarily known as

gases at the atmospheric temperature, would, un-

der the influence of extreme cold, obey the same
laws as steam, and become converted into either

liquids or solids. On this subject some remarka-

ble results have recently been obtained. The first

ho thoroughly investigated the subject of the

liquefaction of gases was Faraday. Between the

years 1823 and 1844, this philosopher succeed-

ed in coi densing, by the united action of extreme
cold and great pressure, most of the known gases

into liquids, leaving, in fact, only six, namely :

—

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbonic oxide, nitric

oxide, and coal gas, which resisted the very pow-
erful means which he employed to effect the de-

sired result. The purified gases were first pumped
into strong glass tubes, until in some cases a pres-

sure of fifty atmospheres was obtained, the gas be-

ing compressed by mechanical means alone into

l-50th of its original bulk. SimuUaoeously with the

action of the force-pump, the tubes containing the

highly condensed gases were plunged into powerful

freezing mixtures, formed of a mixture of solid

carbonic acid and ether, in some instances placed

in a vacuum under an air-pump, by which means
temperatures were obtained as low as —106 deg.

Fahrenheit in the air, and —166 deg. or—170
deg. under the exhausted receiver.

These pressures and temperatures were found

amply sufficient to condense all gases with the ex-

ception of those above named. Chlorine yielded

very easily, becoming reduced to a limpid fluid of

a clear yellow colour; sulphurous acid, and like-

wise cyanogen, ammonia, arsenurettod hydrogen,
hydriodie acid, hydrobromic acid, euohlorine and
carbonic acid, were also condensed to the liquid state

by means of the reduction of temperature alone,

without any artificial increase in pressure. When
pressure was added to extreme cold, further results

were obtained. Several other gases, such as fluoride

of silicon, phosphuretted hydrogen, fluoride of boron,

and nitrous oxide, were obtained liquid, and many
of them frozen to solids. By employing a mixture
of solid protoxide of nitrogen with bisulphide of

carbon, and placing the bath under an exhausted
receiver, M. Natterer succeeded in obtaining a tern-

perature as low as —220 deg., but even then was
unsuccessful in condensing oxygen, hydrogen, or

nitrogen. These three bodies have since been sub-

jected to every imaginable device whereby it was
likely that their condensation could be effected, for

Insings and Memories.

.N'O ONE WITilOUT I.NFLfE.MCE.

not only was th'y desirable on purely scientific

grounds, but their piiysical appearance in the liquid I

or solid form would be certain to throw consider-

able light upon their true positions in the scale of
^

We all exert an influence for good or ill on
elementary bodies; there being good reason to those around us, and it behoves us to sec that such
suppose that hydrogen, and perhaps nitrogen, would 'as we have, is exercised for the benefit, not injury
prove to be metallic bodies; this could ouly be of others. Some do not, apparently, understand
definitely ascertained by occular observation. Some that their conduct and conversation have any effect
of the most recent results in this direction have on others, and do not nerceivc the respoiisib:
just been obtained by Dr. Andrews, whoso re-

searches on ozone are well known to men of

science.

This chemist is engaged at the present time in

investigating the changes of physical state which
occur when the non-coudensible gases are exposed
to the combined action of low temperatures and
far greater pressures than they have ever before

been submitted to. The compressed gases are al-

ways obtained in the capillary end of thick glass

tubes, so that any change thoy might undergo could

be observed. By making use of the elastic force

of the gases evolved in the electrolysis of water as

the compressing agent, the author actually sue-

1

ceeded in reducing oxygen gas to l-300th of its 'feeling, overpowenn;
volume at the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere, of time and place

ityon others, and do not

that attaches to them for the example they set. 'l

remember to have read of an incident which oc-

curred a few years since in England, illustrating

the influence exerted by mere children. At a tem-
perance meeting a lecturer, in speaking of the in-

fluence which might be exerted against intemper-
ance by individual faithfulnes.s, said, " Every one
has influence ; even that child in her father's arms
has influence." As he said this, he pointed to

where a man stood with his child. " That is

true !" .said the father, with fervent emphasis.

When the meeting was over, the man came to the

lecturer, and apologized for his unseasonable .speak-

'ng, which was occasioned by a sudden outburst of

his sense of the proprieties

He then said, " I was a
Dr. Andrews has since constructed an apparatus 'drunkard ; but as I did not like to go to a public
capable of effecting the compression by mechanical ' hou.se alone, I used to carry this child. As I ap-._

1 1.
. 1 proached the public house one night.means, and obtains pressures which are only limited

by the capability of the capillary glass tubes to re-

sist them. The gases are furthermore exposed in

their highly compressed state to a freezing-bath,

hearing

great noise inside, she said, 'Don't go, father!'

Hold your tongue, child !' ' Please, father, don't

go 1' ' Hold your tongUi--, I say I Presently, I
capable of reducing their temperature to —106

j felt a big tear fall on my'cheek." I could not go
deg. F. By this means atmospheric air was com- a step further. I turned round and went home,
pressed to l-370th of its original volume, and by and have never been at a public house since, thank
the united action of pressure and intense cold it was Grod for it. I am now a happy man, and this little

1- 675th, in which state its density was! girl has done it all; and when you said that even
almost as great as that of water. Oxygen gas was I she had influence, I could not help saying, ' That's
reduced by pressure alone to l-324th of its volume,

j
true.'"

d by the joint action of pressure and cold to Eternity can alone disclose the influence we have
l-554th; hydrogen, by the united action of pros- exerted on earth. Without doubt every one who
sure and cold to l-500th; and nitric oxide by ! has mingled in society, has at times through heed-
pressure to l-310th, and by pressure and cold tojless words or inconsiderate and improper actions
l-6S0th. Notwithstanding these enormous pres- evilly affected others. Who of us but can, in looking
sures, none of the gases gave any .ligns of liquefac- back over our own lives, remember cases in which
tion, even at the greatest condensation. The we feel convinced such must have been the effect

amount of contraction was nearly proportional to i of things said or done by ourselves. In some of these
the force employed, till the gases were reduced to we may perhaps have the consoling reflection, that
from about l-3U0th to l-3.50th of their volume ;

'Divine grace has preserved those most liable to

but beyond that point they underwent little further
[

have been affected thereby from permanent injury
;

diminution of volume from increase of pressure. but in others, having lost sight of the parties, we
The reader will be reminded by these experi- cannot tell what their conduct since has been,

meuts of the efforts of Mr. Perkins to effect similar Well do I remember at least one case, in which a
results; by exposing atmospheric air to the pres- decidedly evil influence was exerted by me, but
sure of upwards of 1100 atmospheres he succeeded ! how permanent its effects may have been, I cannot
"n compres.sing it to such a degree that a small jfind, as all trace of the injured one has been lost

portion of fluid appeared at the end of the com- for more than forty years. Often, during that pe-

riod, has conscience knocked at the door of memo-pressea column. This fluid, however, did not

wholly recover its gaseous state when the pressure

was removed, and was therefore most likely water.

It had no taste, and did not act upon the skin.

Speaking of this experiment and its result. Prof.
Faraday says that it resembled water, but that if; resulted from the actions of

upon repetition it be found to be the product of'

compressed common air, then its fixed nature shows
it to be a result of a very different kind to ^he

ordinary liquefactions by pressure, and necessarily

attended by far more important consequences.

with this matter in hand, and has awakened

We shall await with interest the publication of

Dr. Andrews' further researches in this direction.

Our Christian Tesmtionies.—Christians, who
would strictly keep within the bounds prescribed

by their religion, should imitate the ancient Romans,
who carefully watched that their god Terminus,
who defined their limits, should never recede; the

first step of his retreat, they said, would be the dc'

struction of their security.

sorrowful emotions.

Sometimes in after life, we have very afilieting

evidence given us of sad consequences which have

unregenerate day.?,

and sometimes from the mis-steps we have made
even after a spiritual awakening, and when we

were in the main desirous of doing the will of our

heavenly Father. A case of the former kind comes

to mind. An individual who, in the days of his

youth, had lived according to the leadings of the

prince of the air, the spirit which rules in the chil-

dren of disobedience, who had been a frequenter

of theatres, and had given free course to his unre-

generate nature, having, through the quickening,

heart-changing visitations of Divine grace, witness-

ed the work of regeneration cleansing his heart,

believed himself called to be a minister of the gos-

pel of life and purity. On a certain occasion, long

after this, he was at the bedside of a dying im-
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penitent sinner, one wlio bad been an acquaintance

of bis in tbe days of his ivicked career, who, at that

awful moment, when be was about closing his

earthlj csisttnce, told tbe terror-struck preacher

that bis soul was forever lost, but that it was bis

evil example which bad led him to destruction. It

was, if mj memorj- serves me, principally in his

going to the theatre, that his example had encour-

aged this person, then a youth, in breaking through

the hedge of christian restraint which had before

kept him from that place. The attendance there

led almost unavoidably to base companionship;

his course of degradation was rapid, and he now felt

heaven was lost to him forever. Despair was his

portion, even on this tide of tbe grave, and as he

passed through the valley and shadow of death, ho

could feel no hope ; he could see no light. By
him, the Lamb of God was felt as a righteous

Judge, whose only salutation would be, "Depart,

ye wicked, into everlasting fire prepared for the

devil and his angels."

Such was tbe death-bed of this poor misled man,

who, in tbe midst of remorse, knew not even to

taste the sweet sorrow of repentance. The agony

was not alone on his part. Bitter were the feel-

ings of the man whose example had given him an

impetus down the pathway of ruin. He clung to

his bedside; he agonized with him; he agonized

for bis poor, lost soul ; and when death closed up

the last avenue of hope, his anguish was of a cha-

racter to be mitigated only by a fresh feeling of

that boundless love, which, in Christ Jesus, can

.save tbe lost, can change tbe leopard's spots, yea,

can make the very unclean white as snow.

Samuel Fothergill, looking over tbe crimes of

his youth, the injuries bis evil course of conduct

had produced to others, declared that for this, it

seemed the sword would not pass from his house

forever. He had witnessed, through heartfelt re-

pentance and faith in the Lord Jesus, a free par-

don for all his sins, yet tbe anguish at times came
upon him, when he thought of those whom his ex-

ample may have contributed to centre where the

worm dieth not and the fire is not quenched.

No true christian, however deep tbe anguish of

soul he has already experienced, for the evil he

has committed, however well assured he has been

that, in the unutterable love of God through Christ

Jesus, all has been forgiven, could look upon one,

who, through the influence of bis example, has been
led into, and continues in sin, without experiencing

renewed sorrow of soul. Some influence for evil

is often exerted by us, even after the main bent of

our minds is towards holiness, and when tbe ear-

nest desire of our hearts is the promotion of purity,

aud tbe increase of the Redeemer's kingdom. How
sorrowful would be the feeling, if upon looking on a

poor brother or sister, evidently widely straying

from the paths of Truth, we should feel a convic-

tion that they had been walking feebly and fal-

teringly, yet with honest intent, when we, by harsh

rebukes, sarcastic reflections or the manifestation

of uncalled-for-prejudices, turned them aside, and,

through the awakening in them of resentful feel-

ing.s, have been one cause of their sorrowful wan-
derings, and increasing departure from true peace.

It may startle Englishmen, but I most positively

and confidently say that England cannot match
Upper Austria, I will not say for two hundred
miles, but even for twenty. England, doubtless,

has the first agriculture iu the world ; no other

lind grows as much produce comparatively with

the powers of its soil ; her cattle of every kind are

absolutely unrivalled ; and she has parks and coun-

try-houses which I in vain looked for here. But
Upper Austria exhibits what England does not

—

a care of cultivation, an excellence of condition in disagreement with our christian principles, the ef-

farm-bouscs, faim-yards, and cottages— a uniform- fects have been indeed sorrowful, not only within

ity which, as lar as I am aware, has no rival. :our own borders, but also in le.'-sening the confi-

The whole region looks as il it were a model farm, dence of other religious professors in the soundness^

and the houses and buildings seem as if they were

just fresh out of the carpenter's and painter's

bands. I looked very keenly on both sides of the

way, and I could not discover a single thatch which

required repair, or a single piece of wood which

required repainting, or a single head of land not

carefully tilled to its extreme margin, or a single

farm-house that was not in perfect order. That

of our doctrines. Thus the way has been muchl
closed for the spreading of those vital principles ofi

the Christian religion, as they have been alwaysj

held by sound Friends.

While at first but few comparatively were the!

open advocates of these poisonous sentiments, the

superficial state as to religion of too many at thati

period, presented a condition of mind but littleii

is a sight which Upper Austria may safely chal- prepared to withstand their influence; and hence

lenge England to display. We know very well i many were carried away with the current from va

that it is impossible to go about England without rious causes—some innocently through a want oi

seeing hovels iu decay, cottages crying out for re- that perception which a deeper religious experience

pairs, farm-yards overflowing with slovenliness, i would have given tbem, others through personal

fields presenting a disgraceful contrast to the skill
]

aud sociul considerations. And thus has been en-

and intelligence which its neighbours prove the
j

tailed an evil, the extent of which it would be im-
country to po.'-sess. This is the remarkable point, possible to estimate in its past, present and future

Taken as a whole, English agriculture stands on a

much higher level than the Austrian ; but, also

taken as a whole. Upper Austria shows a universal

and uniform care and excellence, on its own basis,

which England may envy, but does not imitate.

—

Correspo?ident oj the Press, Vienna.

For "The Friend."

Considerations suggested by the 2}>'esent Position

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting a7id ilte Society

of Friends at large.

It has often appeared that a brief review of tbe

principal internal troubles which have afflicted

our religious Society during the last thirty-five

years with some remarks thereon, would be of ser-

vice— not only for tbe information of the younger

portion of its members, who may feel an interest

in its concerns, and be gradually preparing to take

the places of the elders, but that it may also have
a tendency, in this day of unsettlement, to keep the

minds of Friends generally to what should be a

leading object, viz : the upholding, in the meekness
of wisdom, and in all their fullness and simplicity,

the doctrines and testimonies of Truth
; believing

as we do that the great Head of the church com-
mitted them in a very remarkable manner to this!

people, about two centuries ago, for the promotion
of His own blessed cause iu the earth.

From the service of Truth must be excluded .all

personal and selfish motives and lower springs of

action, which ever mar and destroy the work of the

Lord ; introducing strife and contention in the let-

ter, in place of that which can alone qualify us to

promote His cause ; for " except the Lord build

the house, they labour in vain that build it; except

tbe Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but

in vain."

It was in getting from this foundation and de-

pendent state, so necessary for the true labourers

to stand in, that the minds of many were led

into darkness and confusion, and the way paved
for the introduction and spread of that unsound-
ness in christian principle, known as Hicksism, in

the further development of which, it is to be feared,

many wore led into a state bordering upon infidel-

ity. These exercising the perverted reasoning

powers upon various parts of Holy Scripture, and
perhaps calling the results openings of Truth, were
finally brought through the subtlety of the enemy
of all good into a denial of " the Lord that bought
them."

Thus was introduced into the society a most la-

mentable state of things—strife, confusion and di-

vision. And notwithstanding the concern and la-

bours of faithful friends to counteract it, and the

consequences to all who may be involved in it.

May it please our heavenly Father, in the riehesi

of His grace, to open the hearts of all, especially tL

innocent and sincere among that people, and drawl
them by the powerful influence of his Holy Spiria

into that state of mind, in which they, with allm
lis, may be led to see tbe only ground of hope that!

we really have for the salvation of our souls, eveni

the forgiveness of God through Jesus Christ our.

Lord and Redeemer—through whom alone we have J

access to God ; and that they may see bow it isJ

that " every man that hath heard aud learned ofl

the Father, cometh unto Christ." These are greati

and solemn mysteries, yet unspeakably preciouB!

truths to those, who have really witnessed that newl

birth, without which we " cannot see the kingdom

i

of God," or know it established in our hearts

—

that heavenly divine kingdom that cometh " not

with observation," but is within. '' This is life

eternal, to know thee the only true God and Jesus

Christ, whom thou hast sent;" who also gave him-

self as that one oflfering, " whereby are perfected*

forever them that are sanctified."

Unless a diligent watch is maintained, one de-|

parture is liable to beget another, and hence there'

was soon an appearance of danger from the oppo-

site quarter. A class of Friends not discerning
I

the true ground of the Hicksite errors, and whence

they bad their root, in their own wisdom, it is to i

be feared, went about to guard the society against

a supposed tendency to lapse in that way ; at the i

same time endeavouring to conciliate other pro-

fessors, by setting forth more prominently tbe sound-

ness of our faith as to what has been called the
" outward part of Christianity." Many took part

in this efi'ort, and there has been a leaven at work,

almost ever since the out-going of Elias Hicks

which in its fuller development now seeks to change

the original ground of the society—insomuch that

with its views thus modified, little would remain to

distinguish it from other protestant professing

churches, unless it be our testimonies against war,

oaths and a man-made and paid ministry. And
with reference to the latter—if an inclination for

the work, a supposed qualification to expound
Scripture, and a desire to be useful, are the chief

incentives for engaging in it, it might not be long

before the other arrangement, (which ou some ac-

counts may bo preferable,) would also be intro-

duced, as it afl'ords tbe opportunity for selection,

and pay insures regularity. Indeed, it is in this

way easy to explain how the various systems of

luinigtry now in use have gradually come to be so

established. In each of these the starting point

has been in a departure from the life aud power of

1
efforts used to clear the society from the imputa- Truth, a virtual denial of the headship of Christ

I

lions of holding such sentiments, and their evident|in his church ; a holding the form of Christianity
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a profession, while denying, or not waiting to

1 its living influence to quicken and make alive.

With regard to ujany ot the evil coutequiuces

;rowing out of the course of Elias Hicks and his

ollowers, the society has been comparatively clear

or many years, but the difliculties now upon us

ppear to arise, as has been remarked, from an at-

empt to ^ubstitute what has been termed " Modern
Quakerism," for the ancient faith and practices ol

?rietids.

We have thus seen how from evil seed sown in

round too well prepared for its reception, sprang

fclicksitm on the one hand, and a tendency toward

Episcopalian views on the other—the one leading

o rank infidelity, the other to substitute a senti-

iieutal, theoretical faith for one remarkable for its

plicity and practical nature. The growth of

he latter defection has been gradual, but wide-

spread. For years past there have been circulated

hroughout the society publications whose tenden-

iies are iu that direction, which have been eagerly

aid hold of by a large number prepared to receive

heir views as an advance upon primitive Quaker-

sm, and better adapted to the spirit of a more en-

ightened age. In this way, it is feared, a class of

luperficial religionists has been begotten, with a

eal outstripping their religious experience, and

fiews which, if carried to their legitimate result,

nust lead the society back again—if not to the

weak and beggarly elements,'' at least to a de-

Dendence upon the letter, and on the will and wis-

iom of men.

Under a concern for the preservation of Friends

very where in the faith and practices of their fore-

athers, Philadelphia from time to time was con-

trained to point out to other Yearly Meetings the

ground of its anxiety. But instead of producing

he desired results, these labours of love met with

out little response in an ofiicial way, although there

was reason to believe the minds ot many exercised

members in various parts, were relieved and

trengthened by the concern thus manifested.

In 1845, the organization of the Society in New
England was broken, as a result consequent upon

the action of that Yearly Meeting in the case of

John Wilbur. This Friend had long been deeply

3oncerned in witnessing the spread of those super-

1

Ecial views we have already noted, and after vainly

Dndeavouring to arouse his I'ellow-members in New
England to a sense of their danger, he was for-

mally disowned. A comparatively small number
who sympathized in his concern, now withdrew

fiom the body at large, and thus was effected a

eparation iu New England Yearly Meeting.

While Philadelphia Yearly Meeting did not see

ts way to continue its epistolary correspondence

with the " larger body'' in New England, so called,

as not prepared to open a communication with

the Meeting organized by John Wilbur and his

friends, altbough strongly sympathizing with them

in their trials. On the contrary, all other Yearly

Meetings, with one exception, continued their cor-

respondence with the body by whom J. W. had

been disowned ; thereby increasing the feeling of

estrangement toward Pbiladelphia, which had al-

ready appeared in consequence of the stand it had

taken.

In 1849, the Meeting for Sufferings of Philadel-

phia felt it to be its duty, to examine into the

causes of difficulty in New England, with a view

to bring about if possible, between the two bodies

now claiming to be New England Yearly Meeting,

a re-union upon the right ground. la the course

of their investigation they became convinced that,

" although the manner in which this separation

was effected, was not such, as, we think, affords a

precedent safe to be followed in the organization

of a Yearly Meeting," yet that the doctrinal -views

held by J. W. and his friends were sound and

orthodox, and that they had been improperly de-

nied the rights of membership in the Society.

The course pursued by London Yearly Meeting

leading to a belief that it was strongly in the in-

terest of new views on doctrine and discipline,

tended to encourage their growth in this country,

and probably to bring about a serious division in

Ohio Yearly Meeting in 1855, The new body

then organized, was recognized by all the Year-

ly Meetings except Philadelphia, which still en-

deavouring to maintain a consistent and steady

course in opposition to the dividing spirit which

was abroad, and fully recognizing the body of

which Benj. Hoyle was Clerk, as the ancient

legitimate Yearly Meeting, could not approve of

the new organization, and issued an Episile to the

body from which it had seceded. For although

there are doubtless many estimable Friends who
united with the separatists at that time, yet as a

body claiming to be the Yearly Meeting of Uhio,

they could have no just title ; being, to use the lan-

guage of a prominent disciplinarian of London
Yearly Meeting, " a disorderly organization."

Separation having been resorted to as a means of

settlement in the existing diiEculties, the tendency

to a similar course was now manifested in Phila-

delphia itself, where it has been urged by Friends

taking opposite ground, as the only effectual method

of clearing the Society of its various maladies.

Thus many who were well concerned, not abiding

in the patience nor waiting for the wisdom and

power of Truth to instruct and lead them, have

been more or less influenced by a dividing spirit,

thereby sadly complicating the difliculties, and

weakening their own hands for labouring harmo-

niously with their brethren for the preservation of

the Church.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting now felt the im-

portance of increased watchfulness and care, iu

order to feel after the mind of Truth with regard

to its tuture movements as a body, with desires

to remove as much as might be, from its own d

liberations, whatever tended to draw its attention

to mere outride issues, not essential to the great

question in hand. To avoid entanglements, and

earing lest under the existing unsettlement, the

epistolary correspondence so long continued with

other Yearly Meetings, was degenerating into

merely formal intercourse, Philadelphia believed it

right in 1857 to suspend it for the present, withoutf

exception, thereby rendering its position singularly

isolated.

Having been more prominently engaged than

mo=t others in efforts to protect its own members,

well as the Society at large, from dangers whi(

it believed impending, it is not strange that Phil

delphia Yearly Meeting did not see its way
adopt the same course that had been taken by

other co-ordinate bodies of Friends. In its action

with reference to the division in New Engl

was actuated by a desire to do what appeared im-

partial and right, and instead of hastily admitting

the claim of either " body" to be considered the

true Yearly Meeting, it recommended, after care

ful and weighty deliberation, that both should en-

deavour to "Ct into such a disposition as would

enable them to be rightly re-united and the harmo-

ny restored.

Nothing that has since transpired has shaken

our confidence in the wisdom of this advice, and if

would have been indeed a blessing had it been

acted upon by all parties. Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting could consistently have taken no other

course, and it was done under a sense of the gui-

dance, as it believed, of the great Head of the

Church, and ought not to have produced uneasi-

nes.s, or led to estrangement in feeling on the part

of ita sister Yearly Meetings.

The later t

against establi

eparation iu Uhio being so clearly

?hed principles of church government

and regularity of proceeding, the course taken

th reference to it by most of the Yearly Meet-

"s, can scarcely be accounted for on other ground

than the want of sufficient examination into the

merits of the case, thereby leading into hasty de-

cision.

Since the lamentable separation just referred to,

there have been set up .several new organizations,

:ach of which claim to be a genuine Yearly Meet-

ng of Friends. These have had their origin with

such as sympathized with the " smaller body" in

New England, yet who thought the burden under

which they laboured on account of the deficiencies

apparent in the Society had become too heavy

for them ; and believing that their own weight in

their respective Meetings had been very much
essened, they sought relief in separating from their

irethren. Most of the Friends who have seen fit

to take this course, there is no reason to doubt,

are sound in the faith of the Society, and honestly

concerned for what they suppose may contribute to

its preservation; but there has been too apparent

a degree of restiveness under their burdens, which

might have been checked by seeking after a greater

depth in the life of Truth, and more willingness to

bear iu the meekness and gentleness of Christ, the

trials which might be meted out to them for his

" body's sake, which is the Church." Had these

kept their places among the brethren, steadily la-

bouring for the faithful support of the doctrines

and testimonies of Truth, the harmony of the body

might have been still preserved, and those serious

complications avoided, which have followed the

divisions and sub-divisions resorted to as a sum-

mary means of relief from the singular trials of our

day.

These brief allusions have thus been made to

well-known transactions, simply for the purpose of

presenting a view of the trying circumstances under

which Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has felt itself

led into the course adopted by it, and to enable

Friends everywhere to appreciate correctly the po-

sition it occupies.

When we consider the peculiar circumstances

in which it is placed ; the momentous interests in-

volved, or underlying the difficulties in the Socie-

ty, together with the various degrees of growth in

religious experience among its own members, and

the diversities of disposition and mental capacity,

it is scarcely strange that some under the influence

of an undue and intemperate zeal on the one hand,

have run beyond the requirements of Truth, and

so added to the afflictions of the Church—while

some carried away by the force of the current on

the other side, and net judging as to the source of

it or its tendency, have increased the burden.

Yet notwithstanding these difficulties on either

hand, the main question in all its importance re-

mains the same—the preservation of our Society

upon its true and original foundation. Hence, how
critical has our situation become, and how impor-

tant that we should get into and be kept under that

living concern with which Truth itself invests the

mind ; avoiding any disposition on the one hand

that would carry us beyond the true medium, or

on the other beguile into a course, whereby the

position of this Yearly Meeting might be compro-

mised, and the right ground it may have held be

in anywise abondoned. It may be in the ordering

of best Wisdom that it should stand perfectly still,

until brought into a situation to move with safety

under the openings and leadings of Christ the Good
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Shcpberd. Herein love will not be wanting in us
j

but which, as we believe, were revived in their full-

toward the whole family, however outwardly sepa-'ness and simplicity by our worthy predecessors,

rated—and our own spirits being in full subjection,
|

Instead then of seeking iu our own creaturely

"Wisdom will be justified of all her children."
j

wisdom and activity to promote what we may think

We should also see in this condition, whether we the interests of the blessed cause, let us remember

are free from all prejudice or resentment, and know
|

that the Lord's spiritual house can be built only of

an entire willingness that the word of the Lord 'living stones of His own preparing; and that when

alone may have''" free course and be glorified."
j

in our zeal we lose sight of the great Master-builder,

One of our chief concerns would then be, to know his work is marred in our hands, and that glorious

how far each of us ought to go, and for what end, 'day retarded, when " righteousness shall cover the

and when we ought to°stop or stand still, lest haply
j

earth, as the waters cover the sea."

we should be fighting our own battles and not the May we, dear Friends, of every age and condition.

Lords. A due regard also for each other's judg- 1 turn inward to that Light which first led us as a

mcnt as well as feelings, would be apparent on all
I

people, for a qualification rightly to labour in our

..
. ^ . several allotments, neither shrinking from service,

nor pressing forward beyond those limits which the

truth would set for each one of us. Under this ex-

ercise we should be individually led to inquire what

part we may have had, through unwatchfulness or

unfaithfulness, in bringing upon the Church those

afflictions which now oppress her ; and in that ability

which God givcth, seek first to rebuild against our

own dwellings the breaches in the walls of Zion

The day calls loudly for a deepening in the root

of religion, in order that nothing be done through

strife or vain-glory, or under those impulses which

may be mistaken, by the inexperienced in spiritual

things, for divine requirings. And as we individu

ally grow in that life which is " hid with Christ in

William Kiugstone, who with his toes wrote ou)

his accounts, shaved and dressed himself, saddled'

and bridled his horse, threw sledge hammers, andi'"

fought a stout battle, in which he came off victorious,'

— CutJiheit Bede's Glencreggati.

sides, and having tenderly, in the fear of the Lord,

expressed our own views as to matters that may

hand, we should be more willing to submit

than contend. In this spirit, they who are rightly

exercised that the Truth only may prevail amongst

us, would find their judgments carry more weight

with those who differed from them, than if even

the right thing were urged in a harsh and censo-

rious spirit.

Thus the Truth would be maintained in the

meekness and wisdom of the Lamb—not to gratify

self under a guise, or to save our own reputations

for wisdom as men, or to advance ourselves into

positions of influence iu the visible Church. The

weight and power of Truth would then be the au-

thority of our Meetings—not the mere prevalence

of strong opinions; and as a disposition thus to lay

down our own wills prevailed generally amongst

us, the Lord would undertake His own cause, and

once more "bless His people with peace."

If our Religious Society was raised up to bear

before the world

spirituality of the Gospel Dispensation, and a more

practical acknowledgment of the Head-ship of

Christ in his church, how fearfully important was

the trust committed to our forefathers in the Truth;

and if they were called to revive primitive Chris-

tianity in the simplicity of its faith and practice,

can we in contemplating the condition of the pro-

fessing church, or that of the world at large in our

day, believe that this mission is accomplished?

There is abundant evidence in the history of our

early Friends, that they were chosen instruments

in the Lord's hand for exalting His name in the

earth, and that the work prospered through them.

Let us see to it, that we are not seeking to build

upon this goodly foundation a superstructure in

which man's wisdom is too apparent, and of mate-

rials which the Lord will not own.

Our lot has fallen upon a day when the hand of

Him who ruleth in the kingdoms of men
dently stretched over them, frustrating the wisdom

God," the church in its official acts will manifest

that it seeks nothing but the honour of its Holy

Head ; while these will bear evidence that like his

people of old, we move only when he moves, and

stand still when the cloud is upon the tabernacle.

If therefore the present be a day when the call is

tent testimony to the ." to thy tents, oh Israel!" let us obey—

r

.:._ .„j
ijjg tjjg injunction to that chosen people formerly
—" in returning and rest shall ye be saved, in

quietness and in confidence shall be your strength."

Educated Feet.—W'ho can tell to what uses the

feet and toes could be put, if a necessity arose for

a full development of their powers ? There is a

way of educating the feet, as well as the hand or

the eye ; and it is astonishing what an educated

foot can be made to do. We know that in the time

of Alexander, the Indians were taught to draw
their bows with their feet, as well as with their

hands, and J. E. Tennent tells us that this is done

up to the present time by the Rock Veddahs, of

Ceylon. And nearly all savage tribes can turn

their toes not only to good, but bad account; like

the aborigines of Australia, who, while they are

cunningly diverting your attention with their hands.

are busily engaged in committing robberies with

their toes, with which they pick up articles as i

of the wise, and bringing to nothing the under- j elephant would with his trunk. So also the Hind

standing of the prudent. His judgments are in- makes his toes work at the loom, and weaves with

UukaUowed efforts to spread the Knowledge OfT

t/ie Gospel with the anticipation of a day of ca-f

la?nili/, which, ifpertnitted, Kill trythefoundationT

of all.—As to the increased efforts to spread thef

knowledge of the Gospel, but little fruit can be ex-

ected, so long as they continue to be so blended^'

with the inventions and contrivance of man. I
'

verily believe this is one great means of preventing '.'

the people from coming to a knowledge of the true

gospel, which remains to be " the power of God
unto salvation." If the minds of the people were

turned to an inward and vital knowledge of this f

work, there would be some hope
;
provided the

teachers themselves were really called to and quali-

"

fied for the work; and not, as is to be feared too"

many of them are, strangers to the inward wori
'

themselves. I

In my apprehension, nothing short of a day of

calamity will bring the people to their senses, and'

reduce them to a state of simplicty and humility;

which in the end would prove an unspeakable ble33-|

ing, if happily it were the means of turning their'

attention to the true Teacher in their own hearts,

who giveth life to those that hear and obey him,

and would cause them to cease from man whose

breath is in his nostrils," by whom they have been'

so long kept in darkness. That so those abomina-

tions which are set up and standing in the place

of the true Christian religion, and which make the

earth so destitute of the presence of the Lord, may
forever be swept away from its surface.

Should such a day be permitted, it will certainly

try the members of our highly professing Society,

and show who are on the foundation that standeth

sure ; these will be preserved as in the hollow of the

Lord's hand, from "the blast of the terrible ones,"

but the chaff,—such as have nothing but an empty;

profession to stand upon, will assuredly be scattered,

before the storm.

—

Daniel Wheeler.
,

deed in the earth, visiting national sins with H
divine retributions ; and it is through these, that

the " inhabitants of the world will learn righteous-

ness." With our finite comprehensions, we can

scarcely realize the fearful importance of the times

in which we live, and the immense consequences

involved in the turnings and overturniugs which

are taking place around and among us. It has

often been through the wide-spread calamities which

follow such commotions, that the church has been

quickened or awakened to new advances toward

that purity in which it is designed she should shine

forth. Well, therefore, will it be for us as a people,

that we bo found occupying that high position,

which we have been called on to fill, even as a

beacon or a way-mark, whereto may be drawn all

who arc seeking after those more spiritual views of

the early church, which have been so much over-

looked by the great mass of professing christians,

them with almost as much dexterity as with his fin-

gers. The Chinese carpenter will hold the bit of

wood he is planing by his foot, like a parrot, and will

work a grindstone with his feet. The Banaka tribe,

who are the most famous canoe-men on the West
African coast, will impel their light canoes, (weigh-

ing only from eight to ten pounds,) with great ve-

locity over the waves, and, at the same time, will

use the foot to bail out water; and when they

would rest their arms, one leg is thrown out on

either side of the canoe, and it is propelled with

the feet almo.st as fast as with a paddle. There

was also Monsieur Ducornet, who died only four

years ago, who, although he was born without

hands, was brought up an artist, and who annually

exhibited at the Louvre pictures painted by his feet.

Then there was Thomas Roberts, the armless hunts-

man to George Barlow, whose feet were made to

perform the duties of his hands. And there was

Statistics of French Poultry.—The whole cou

try rears 30,960,000 hens, yielding 3,715,21)0

000 eggs, of the value of 1 48,608,000 francs (§29,;

721,600). When to this we add the value of fowl

as food, the number of cocks, pullets, and caponi

we find that the entire produce of poultry in FraDca|

may be valued at 182,880,000 francs (S36,.576,.]

000). But while this may be regarded as the ac-

tual produce of France at the present time, an im-

mence increase may be calculated upon. By an

improved system of feeding, and by increasing the

amount of laying eggs by means of artificial heatj

the grand total is enlarged from the amount just

named to 835,640,000 francs (§167,128,000).

Eggs are consumed in Paris to the amount of 3,-

784,243 pounds weight annually; and in many
parts of the country they constitute, along with ba-

con, the principle food of the inhabitants. France,

as already mentioned, exports to England, in eggs

and poultry, to the valu'- of 6,000,600 francs an-

nually (§1,200,000), and also largely to Russia,

Spain and Switzerland.

It is the broken, contrite spirit that the Lord re-

gards ; it is the heart that wears the costly robe ol

sweet humility, in which the lowly Jesus makes

His blessed abode.

They who are the least in their own opinion,

walking in humility, in circumspection and godlj

fear, are the greatest.
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Adulteration iyi Silk Fabrics.—What is Jute ?

a question often asked by the general reader.

bis article, well known to those engaged in tlio

ast India trade, plajed an injportant part in the
cent great fire of London. It has been demon-
rated that it is a rather unsafe article to stow awaj-,

1 account of its ignition, and tendencj to spouta-

ous combustion. It is also unsafe in another
rticular, for it is the great adulteration of silk.

ite is the fibre of a species of hemp, (botanically

caking, the cofchorua capsit/aras,) which is grown
the East Indies, chiefly iu Bengal. The same

ass of men who put shoddy into cloth, logwood
to a villainous compound, and then call it port

ine, adulterate silk with Jute. It has a lustrous,

ky appearance, and the fraud is not easily de-

cted. A recent English writer in the Techtio-

ist says that, thanks to jute, there is scarcely a

ece of sound genuine silk woven in the country,

d theconsequeuce is, that the so-called silk fabrics,

stead of lasting from generation to generation

—

they did in the times of our grandmothers and
eat-grandniothers—barely la.~t the brief period

the latest new fashion. The reason of this is

ident—for in preparing the fibre for the market,
is necessary to cause it to almost putrefy, in order

develope the fine silky character so much valued
the jute intended for export. In India, the cloth

ade from the fibre is much stronger and more
irable, because they do not take such care in steep-

git for home consumption. In Ure'3"Ph
ly of Manufacture,'' (newest edition,) a writer says

jute, " that it is mixed with the cotton warps of

eap broadcloths, and also with silk, and, from its

stre, can scarcely be detected." Why cannot
te be turned to more honourable purposes than
lulteration? Dr. Forbes Watson says that its

production admits of unlimited extension, and who
30WS but the great paper-rag and cotton question

ay be somewhat solved by jute ?

—

N. Y. Journal

I"

Commerce.

: Gifts in the Cliurch to he used in the Potver of
;e Resurrection oftlie life of Jesus.—Dear friends,

3 patient in the exercise of your gifts and services,

ad take no offence at any time, because what seems
(be clear to you is not presently received by others

;

t all things in the church be propounded with an

ivful reverence of Him that is the head and life- of

; who said, " Where two or three are gathered

igether in my name, there am I in the midst of

lem." Therefore let all beware of their own
)irits, and keep in a gracious temper, that so thev

lay be fitted for the service of the house of God,
hose house we are, if we keep upon the foundation

lat God hath laid ; and such he will build up,

nd teach how to build up one another in him. And
5 every member must fee! life in himself, and all

om one Head, this life will not hurt itself in any,

ut be tender of itself in all ; for by this one life

F the Word, ye were begotten, and by it ye are

Durished and made to grow into your several

irvices iu the church of God. It isnoman'slearn-
ig nor artificial acquirements ; it is no man's riches.

3r greatness in this world j it is no man's elo-

uenoe or natural wisdom, that makes him fit for

Jvernment in the church of Clirist : all his endow-
ents must be seasoned with the heavenly salt, his

)irit be subjected, and his gifts passthrough the fire

': God's altar, a sacrifice to his praise and honour,

lat so self being baptised into death, the gifts may
J used in the power of the resurrection of the life

r Jesus in him.

—

Philadelphia Disciplme.

It is beneath the dignity and nobility of a chris-

an mind to be much employed about, and pleased

ith, the covering of the body.

lnventio7i of the Saw.—This uscfnl tool was [principles and testimonies inviolate, and to guard
invented by Dasdalus, according to Pliny; but their members from the inroads of the novel views
Apollodorus says the inventor was Telus. It isj afloat, increasingly important. Both these meet-
-lated that the latter, having found the jaw-bone iugs have had, and, in all probability, must con-
of a snake, employed it to cut through a piece of tinue to have, severe trials to bear, but these
wood, and then formed an instrument of iron like should not be permitted to abate their godly zeal
it. Bcecher says the saw-mills were invented in for the support of the good cause, nor yet to pre-
the seventeenth century; but this is not so, it ap- vent their members from cherishing and manifest-
pears, for they were erected in Madeira in 1420, and ing sincere religious interest in their brethren of
at Breslau in 1427. Norway had the first saw- '

' '

-
-

Uiill in 1 530. The Bishop of Ely, ambassador from
Mary of England to the Court of Koine, describes
a saw-mill therein 1555. In England, saw-mills
had, at first, the same fate with printing in Turkey,
the crane in Strasbourg, &c., the attempts to intro-

duce them were violently opposed ; and one erected
by a Dutchman, in 1 663, was forced to be abandoned.

Justification and Sanctification, with the Uni-
versal Privilege of the Lards People.— Do we deny
Jesus Christ and justification through his righteous-
ness, because we make the suSiciency thereof of a
more universal extent than ye ? or because we love
tchole Christ so much, and his seamless garment,
that we will not have him divided ? Nay, we dare
not divide justification and santification, neither
confound them : we have felt the blood and the
spirit distinct, yet inseparable. Neither canst thou
think we make void the Scriptures, because we hon-
our the Spirit, which was before the Scriptures were
written, and bear testimony against all who deny
the Spirit's immediate teachings to be the univer-
sal privilege of the Lord's people.

—

Lilias Skene.

Height of iMkes.—It is very remarkable that

many of the larger lakes «re situated high above
the sea. The great lake of Titicaca, between Bo-
livia and Peru, South America, and which is 12,-

850 feet, or nearly 2 J miles above the level of the
sea, is 170 miles in its greatest length, and 70
miles in its greatest breadth. Soundings of 120
fathoms have been taken near the shore, and the

depth farther out is believed to be greater. The
great North American lakes are from 230 feet

to 310 feet only above the sea level. The lake

Luzerne, the highest water navigated by steamers
in Europe, is 1406 feet above the sea; Chautauque
lake, in the state of New York, and which is the

highe:t lake yet navigated by steam in America, is

1 306 feet above the level of the sea. The lake Titi-

caca would, if the vessels could be got there, float

all the navies of the world.

who are bound
same testimony.

the same law
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In the columns of this number of our Journal,

will be found a communication entitled "Consid-
erations sugge?ted by the present Position of Phil-

adelphia Yearly Meeting and the Society of Friends
at large."

It has been prepared by a Friend or Friends,

who, we believe, have taken little or no active part

in the proceedings of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing alluded to in it, and is the result of religious

concern for the best interests of the Society at large,

uninfluenced by party feeling. Commending it to

the careful perusal of our readers, we leave it to

speak for itself.

The accumulating evidence forced upon the no-

tice of all who are not determined not to see, of

great departures, in many parts of the Society,

from its original principles and testimonies, and

from its long observed principles of church govern-

ment, render the concern and labour of Philadel-

phia and Ohio Yearly Meetings to maintain those

other meetings,

and to the

Friends of Ohio Yearly Meeting have long had
much to suffer from the unkind and unbrotherly
course of other Yearly Meetings towards them; but
we trust that many among them have learned to
endure hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ,
and both seek for and experience that support and
consolation in their large share of afliiction for the
body's sake, which is far better than any mere ex-
ternal recognition of church fellowship, however
desirable that may be. They have the heart-felt

sympathy of many within the limits of those meet-
ings which have recognized those who separated
from them, who earnestly desire their encourage-
ment, and patient continuance in well-doing, that
they may inherit the blessing of divine preserva-
tion.

Information received from numerous reliable
sources in Great Britain, leaves no doubt that very
many Friends, there continue greatly dissatisfied

with the acknowledgment of the separatists from
Ohio Yearly Meeting, by London Yearly Meet-
ing; being convinced that thereby it sadly lapsed
from the ground it had previously occupied, and
disregarded the rules and precedents in ^uch cases
that had heretofore been binding in the Society of
Friends. But the measure was carried out by the
party, which before, and more alarmingly since
then, has been so assiduous in modifying the prin-
ciples and practices of that meeting, iu the expec-
tation that it would thereby secure an organization
in Ohio which would more fully .sympathize with it.

Further effects of so many Yearly Meetings
sanctioning the disorganization of the Society, by
acknowledging those who separated, as a co-ordi-

nate body with themselves, must continue to de-
velope as time passes away. As that act shut out
all the members of the legitimate Yearly Meeting,
who maintained their allegiance to it, from the

possibility of being attached by certificute to the
meetings subordinate to those Yearly Meetings,
within the limits of which they might move to re-
side, it necessarily compelled Ohio Yearly xMeeting
to extend its jurisdiction beyond the limits it has
heretofore occupied, and to take care that where
its members settled in sufiicient numbers, they
should have the benefits of regularly constituted

meetings for Divine worship and for discipline; so
that they shall be kept under the care of the body,
marriages be properly accomplished, and the whole-
some discipline of the Socitty duly administered.
How many such meetings have been organized we
do not know. This may, in the progress of time,
effect important and unlooked for changes.
We should rejoice at any and every indication

on the part of other Yearly xMeetinirs to recognize
the right of Philadelphia and Ohio Yearly Meet-
ings to exercise, under what they believe to be
Divine guidance, the same independent judgment
as themselves; and to accord to them, in the stand
they have felt called on to make, a sincere desire
to maintain what has appeared to be the cause of
Truth ; and it would give us great joy could we
see the way open for a harmonious re-union on the
ancient immoveable foundation of Quakerism. But
the Society has not yet passed through the ordeal
of the attempted modification of its faith and prac-
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ices. Until that is accomplished more fully, and

''hose members or meetings which are dissatisfied

with its doctrines and testimonies, have generally

withdrawn or been deprived of their influence, they

will continue to obstruct a change for the better.

In the mean time it behooves all who reaily de-

sire the welfare of the Society, whether they be in

Philadelphia and Ohio Yearly Meetings or else-

where, by close watchfulness over their own spirits, I prisoners, with 14 cannon, a

and a humble walk in the path of self-denial, toland 1200 horses and mules

A large rebel force, said to be 17,000 under General

Jdcltson, has advanced as far west as Romney, Va., and

destroyed portions of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

An expedition sent from Cape Girardeau, Mo., to Ben-

ton and Bloomfield, surprised a body of rebels, and took

eighty prisoners, with a quantity of arms, horses, &c.

°rhe engagement last weeli, near Somerset, Ky., in

which Gen. Zollidvotfer was liilled, appears to have been

correctly reported. The rebels sustained a decisive de-

feat, losing several hundred men in killed, wounded and
thousand stand of arms.

The Federal troops had

seeK to be clothed upon with meekness and ^^^^on^^n^^^^^U^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
from above, that so they may hasten the coming ot

j
'

' •'

such a blessed re-union ; and while standing faith-
j

fully at the posts assigned them, by their christian

love and charity, effectually

ould make a stand at Monticello, Ky., near the Ten.

stend the invitation

to all around them, come and " have fellowship

with us; and truly our fellowship is with the Father

and with his Son, Jesus Christ." Individual faith-

fulness is the only means for restoration of the

body to soundness and unity. As that more gen-

erally prevails, the members walking by the same

rule and minding the same thing, will all speak

the same language and have the same object in

view, and the churches dwelling in the fear of the

Lord and the comfort of the Holy Ghost will be

multiplied.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— Congress.—The recent proceedings

have not been of much importance. A resolution to ex-

pel Senator Bright, of Indiana, for alleged treasonable

sympathy with the rebels, has occasioned a long and

earnest debate in tbe Senate. A bill has passed both

houses, authorizing the appointment of two additional

Assistant Secretaries of War. In the House of Repre-

sentatives, Thaddeus Stevens, of Pennsylvania, in a

speech upon the war, declared his belief that the North

cannot conquer the South so long as the war is waged
on present principles. He contended that the sl.ives

who are now aiding the rebellion, must be made the al-

lies of the North, and that to effect this, they must be
set free, and arms placed in their hands. The Commit-
tee of \Vays and Means have reported a bill to authorize

another issue of treasury notes. It proposes to legalize

ae lawful tender in all money transactions of the coun^

try. United States notes of circulation, to the amount o

SI 50,000,000, including the fifty million issue, under the

act of Seventh month last. The bill also authorizes the

issue of §500,000,000 of six per cent, bonds. This cir-

culation and all other audited demands upon the trea-

sury, are made convertible into public stocks bearing

six per cent, interest, and having twenty years to run.

Tlic U. S. Army.—sickness in the camps near Wash-
ington has increased rapidly of late, in consequence of

the long continued wet and cloudy weather. It is said

there is not much serious disease among the soldiers.

The Secretary of War has ordered that two Commission-
ers be appointed to visit Richmond, Va., and wherever
else prisoners belonging to the array of the United States

may be held, and there take such measures as may be

needful to provide for the wants, and contribute to the

comfort of such prisoners at the expense of the United

States, and to such extent as the rebel anthorities may
permit.

IIosliliHcs.—The inhabitants of the counties of North
Carolina bordering uponAlbemarle andPamlico Sound.^,

are represented to be greatly alarmed at the prospect of

the Burnside expedition landing in that region. On the

27th ult., the first reliable information was received from
the Burnside expedition since it left Hampton Roads on
the 11th and 12th ult. Ithad encountered violent storms,

which had greatly delayed the progress of the vessels,

and caused the wreck of several. Among those lost were
the steamers City of New York and Pocahontas, the gun-
boat Zouave and some smaller vessels. Only thirteen

lives had been lost. .Much greater difficulty than was
expected had been found in crossing the bar at Pamlico
Sound. No vessels drawing over seven and a half feet,

could enter, nor could any drawing over thirteen feet

cross the outside bar. Despite these adverse circum-

stances. Gen. Burnside had succeeded in getting over

the bar one half of his vessels, all the gnn-boats and

7000 troops. When last heard from, the weather had

become fivourable, and it was believed the remaiiiilir of

the vessels and troops would reach their destination,

without further loss. When the expedition left the

Chesapeake, it consisted of 125 vessels of all classes,

many of them being small transports.

ads, in the vicinity 'of the large

render military operations almost
The state of the

armies, is such as I

possible.

Southern /(cms.—The Richmond (Va.) papers mention

the death of ex-President Tyler at the age of 72 years.

The Charlotte (N. C.) Democrat says, that the militi;

ive been called out in thirty-three of the eastern coun

5S of North Carolina, in order to repel the anticipated

invasion of the seaboard. One-third of all the men en-

rolled are required to muster immediately.

The Savannah Republican states that Cedar Keys, i

oup of small islands, close to the west coast of Florida,

had been captured by the United States ships of war

This place is the terminus of the railroad across Florida.

At the latest dates, all was quiet in the vicinity of

Port Royal, S. C. The steamer Atlantic had convey

1525 bales of cotton to New York. Over sixty vessels

were at Port Royal

The steamer Kate, of Charleston, ran the blockade, and

arrived at Nassau, New Providence, on the 18th, with a

cargo of cotton.

A large meeting of the French residents of New Or-

leans was held in that city on the 10th, to devise some

means of leaving the city and the South. A committee

was appointed to communicate with the United States

forces at Ship Island upon the subject, in order to ob-

tain the assistance of the U. S. government.

New Tori.—Mortality last week, 391. A very destruc-

tive tire occurred on the 24th, in Bridge street, and an-

other, on the 2jth, in Fulton street. A number of houses

and much valuable property were destroyed. Total loss

by the two fires estimated at $500,000.

Philadelphia.—^VonaWl^ last week, 221. The appro-

priations, during 1861, for the use of the public schools

of Philadelphia, amounted to §629,233. The chief en-

gineer of the fire department reports the total estimated

OSS by fire during the last year to be $343,290. There

are 190 fire companies with 27 steam engines, 46 hand

engines, 116 hose carriages, and 78,100 feet of hose.

°The Delaware Lotteries.—A. bill has been introduced

into the Legislature, and has passed one branch of it,

which repeals the iniquitous lottery grant, and declares

its privileges void.

New Mexico.—The latest advices state that Gov. Con

nelly had called on tne entire militia of the territory to

resist the invasion from Texas. That portion of the re-

bel forces which threatened Fort Craig, finding it too

strongly defended, retreated without risking an attack.

Thl Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-

tations on the 27th ult. New rori—Chicago spring

wheat, $1.30; red winter Western, $1.42 ;
Amber Ken-

tucky, $1.45 ;
mixed corn, 65 cts. ; white Baltimore, 75

cts. ; rye, 85 cts. ;
oats, 42J cts. Philadelphia— I'ena-

sylvania red wheat, $1.32 a $1.35 ;
white, $1.40 a $1.50

;

rye, 72 cts. a 73 cts.; yellow corn, 57 cts.; white, 56

c's. ; old yellow, 59 cts. ; oats, 38 cts. a 39 cts.
;
Peun

sylvania barley, 68 cts. a 75 cts.; clover seed, $4.50 ;

$4.62 ;
flax seed, $2.10 ; Timothy, $1.75.

FoBEiG.N.

—

Great Britain.—News from England to Ih

12th ult. Information had been received of the surren

der of Mason and Slidell. A Cabinet council which was
summoned for the 14th, had been countermanded, Se-

cretary Seward's despatch having been considered in ',

council held on the 9th. The London Times understand:

that an answer will be returned expressing gratilicatioi

at the disavowal of Commander Wilke's act, and accept

ing the satisfaction rendered. As to the general discus

sion of the law of neutrals, the government will declini

any answer until they have an oi)portunity of submit

ting the whole note to their law officers. The general

expression of the press and of the people appei

that of great satisfaction with the course pursued by the

U. S. government in surrendering the rebel Com
sioners. The London Times has a strong cditoria

the reception due to Mason and Slidell on their expected

arrival; says they are about the most worthless booty

it would be possible to extract from the Americans, hav-

ing been long known as blind and habitual haters and

revilers of England. The Times trusts that Englishmen

will not give these fellows anything in the shape of an
ovation. The civility due to a foe in distress is all they

can claim. England has returned them good for evil,

and even now, if they can, they will he only glad to en-

tangle her in a war with the United States. England

would have done just as much to rescue two negroes;

let Mason and Slidell, therefore, pass quietly on their

way, and have their say with any body who may wisll,

to listen to them. The other journals advise a similar

course. The war excitement has occasioned England a
needless expense in warlike preparations of at least

$10,000,000. The Times thinks when the bills are all

in, it will be found to be double that sura.

The feeling in France is said to be that of great satis-

faction at the pacific terrainalion of the Trent affair.

The Journal of St. Petersburg publishes an article

congratulating Seward upon the uprightness and intel-

ligence of his policy, and demanding that the Trent in-

cident may become the starting point of negotiations for

the recognition by the Powers of common principles

upon the question of the neutral flag. It also expects

England to give the world solemn guarantees for the

future by signing a convention which, by insuring uni-

versal respect for the rights of neutral powers, would
contribute to the maintenance of peace, and mark the

progress of civilization.

The privateer Nashville remained at Southampton.

The government had observed the strictest neutrality

towards her, and nothing whatever had been permitted

to be done to the vessel, but what was absolutely neces-

sary to make her seaworthy. Neither powdej-, g
munitions of war had been put on bi

"

States war steamer Tuscarora had arrived at Southamp-

ton, and was keeping a close watch upon the Nashville.

The Tuscarora was anchored about a mile from the dock

th, with her fires banked up, and ready to start at a

moment's notice if the Nashville attempted to go to sea

The pirate Sumter was reported to have left Cadiz,

for Southampton. It was said that Spain would pro-

tect the prisoners brought by the Su
The Paris Monileur of the llth says, a feeling of pro-

found regret and indignation has been aroused in France,!

ell as Great Britain, by the vindictive attempt toi(

destroy the port of Charleston, S. C, by sinking vesselsi

laden with stone at its entrance. The Times protests in thej

strongest terms against such proceedings, and assertsj

that no belligerent has the right to resort to such a war-

The United'

fare.

The London money market was easy. The bank rate'

has been reduced to 2J per cent. Money was plentiful

at 2J for the best bills. Consols had advanced 1} per.

cent. The Liverpool cotton market was excited. Sales-

of the week, 168,000 bales. Fair Orleans, li^d.: mid-

dling, 13fd. Stock in port, 565,000 bales, includind

248,000 American. The market for breadstuffs was dull,,]

at a small decline.

Affairs in Russia continue to be very unsatisfactory.

The peasantry, it is affirmed, are absolutely persuaded

that the decree which comes into operation in 1863, se-

cures them not only their liberty but their lands. They
refuse, therefore, to enter into any engagements with the

proprietors, and threaten to resist by force any demand
for rent. This is openly admitted in the St. Petersburg

papers, and it seems more than possible, unless the pea-

santry can be disabused, the Emperor will have no course

but to grant their expectations, thus ruining all land-

holders but those who hold unsettled land. The Em-
peror has issued a ukase to explain to the malcontents

the true slate of affairs.

A

—
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The Origin of Infusoria.

It is a well known fact that animal and vegeta-

le matters during their decay become infested

ith countless numbers of minute animalcules. A
ttle hay or a few leaves soaking three or four

ays in water, appears to produce millions of them,

he name of Infusoria has been given to them,

ecause they were discovered in vegetable infusions,

nd in such liquids, and indeed in all places where

ecompositiou of organic matter is going on, they

ppear to exist with a few exceptions, over the

hole earth. From this universal distribution,

leir infinite number, their constant association with

ecaying animal or vegetable matter, their power

f withstanding the extremes of temperature

—

jme species being able to endure the heat of boil-

ig water, and some the cold of zero—we may
jasonably infer that they perform an important

art in the economy of nature, yet what that office

has been involved, with the source from whence

ley are derived, in great obscurit}'. In endeu-

ouring to account for the certainty with which

icse creatures under certain circumstances ap-

ear, some raicroscopists, unable to discover any

erms from which they might have orij^inated, have

een disposed to consider them the result of spon-

tneous generation. A theory of spontaneous gene-

ition is, however, both unsatisfactory and uuscien-

fic, and altLough advocated by men of distin-

hed reputation and supported by apparently

ecisive experiment, it cannot, we may firmly be-

eve, stand in opposition to the ordinary laws of

ature, nor withstand the scrutiny of more careful

ivestigation. Quite recently a great deal of light

as been thrown by the researches of Pasteur, a

istinguished French chemist, on the whole subject

f their origin and growth, and the effects produced

y them, and which have also revealed a great

lany interesting facts. It was during some es-

eriments upon the nature of fermentation that

'asteur's attention was arrested by the repeated

resence of animalcules in his liquids—finding that

'henever a certain kind of fermentation was going

n, then and there two or three kinds of microscopic

nimaleulcs with unvarying constancy, swarmed
efore him, accompanied frequently with minute

iingi or mould plants. Being thus led to vary hi

xperiments to determine the question whether

hesc organisms were or were not essential to the

process, he succeeded in ascertaining that so long

as neither animalcules nor fungi were present, fer-

mentation did not take place, and on the other

hand that when one or both of these were present,

fermentation did take place— in other words that

their presence and the process of fermentation were

mutually denendent upon each other. Having es-

tablished this point, he sought to determine how

ihe occurrence of these bodies or at least their

development in his fluids could be prevented, and

devised the following experiments, which, while

they show conclusively that these organisms are

to be attributed to the growth of germs, in his li-

quids, as of seeds in a proper soil, and that these

germs are derived from the great reservoir of them,

the atmosphere,—confirm also the statement of

the connection between them and fermentation.

An easily decompusable fluid contained iu a flask

connected with a platina tube, was made to boil

for a few minutes, to destroy the vitality of any

germs existing in it, and then allowed to cool. The

k was then refilled with air which had been ex-

posed to a red heat, and hermetically sealed. Un-
der those circumstances the flask remained for an

ndefinite time, even at a temperature of 86^—that

most favourable for the development of such or-

ganisms, without undergoing any alteration. When,
lowevcr, after a lapse of four to six weeks, a small

quantity of atmospheric dust—conveyed upon a

little amianthus, an insoluble and incombustible

stance—was allowed to fall into it at the end

of six hours, the fluid exhibited organised products,

among which were Bacteria, Vibriones, and Mo-

ds, the same Infusoria in fact, which were seen

during the usual decomposition of the liquid under

ordinary circumstances, and the same chemical

compounds, peculiar to the liquid, were formed as

when exposed to the open air. In order to show

conclusively that these must be attributed to the

introduced atmospheric dust, and not to any change

which the oxygen of the air might have caused, a

flask prepared as the other was opened and allowed

to receive a little amianthus, which, unlike the

former, had been previously exposed to a red heat,

in order to destroy the vitality of any germs in it.

Ibe flask was then sealed up, and its contents were

found to remain unchanged indefinitely in a tem-

perature of 86^.

These experiments were conducted with rigorous

accuracy in apparatus, simple and precise, and

were repeated so frequently with the same results,

tbat it seems impossible to object to the conclusion,

that there does exist in the atnjosphere, unobserved

as yet by the microscopist, innumerable particles of

an organic nature, which may be regarded as the

ova or aerms of animalcules, or the spores of mi-

nute vegetable forms, the vitality of which can be

destroyed by a high temperature. In confirmation

of this view, may be cited the experiments of

Schroeder and Dusch, who found, in 1654, that

substances could be indefinitely preserved from

fermentation and putrefaction, by placing them in

vases filled with air, which had been filtered

through cotton. Flesh, soup, and all kinds of ali-

mentary substances could thus be preserved if the

precaution had been previously taken of boiling

Ihem in water. And in explaining this experiment,

Schrocder attributed its success to the removal of

cryplogamic spores or the germs of Infusoria by

the filtration through cotton.

Professor Van den Brcek, of Utrecht, also states

that wine, the white and yolk of eggs, blood, and

beef, undergo no change at a temperature of 80^

Fahr., if never brought into contact with the at-

mosphere, nor do they in air which has been filtered

through cotton, and Henry Pemberton, of this city,

after confirming the statements of Schrocder and

Dusch, in relation to meat, found that sugar in a

coarse powder also deprives air filtered through it

of the power of producing fermentation in alewort.

Another experiment, in confirmation of his con-

clu-ions, was devised by Pasteur. A number of

similar flasks were partly filled with the same fer-

mentable liquid ; the necks of the flasks were then_

frawn out over a lamp, and bent into a variety ot

•inuous shapes, leaving howev3r the opening about

the twenty-fifth of an inch or more in diameter
;

he liquid iu some of them was then boiled for a

few minutes, and then all were set away in a place

iidisturbed by currents of air. After the lapse

f twenty-four to forty-eight hours, the liquid of

the flasks which had not been boiled, i. e. (in which

the vitality of germs had not been destroyed,)

was slightly covered with mucor, while that in the

other fliisks which had been boiled, remained lim-

pid not only for days, but for entire month-s. There

can be but little doubt that the germs which had

passed through the narrow opening, had been pre-

vented by the curvatures of the neck from reach-

ing the fermentable fluid. It is to be observed

that when the contents of one of these last named

flasks was exposed to the air by breaking oflF the

neck, in the course of a day or two the liquid be-

came mouldy, or filled with infusoria.

As previously stated, some of these minute or-

ganisms are able to withstand the temperature of

boiliu" water. Such as these Pasteur found in

sour milk. In order to destroy the vitality of

these germs, it was necessary to expose the milk

to a temperature of 240= to 244= Fah. ;
under

tbese circumstances it was found to remain unal-

tered in the flask, and to preserve the properties of

fresh milk, while on the other hand, if into, the

milk, thus retaining its original character, the at-

mospheric dusty particles were introduced, it

changed and coagulated, and the microscope showed

the existence in it of divers animal and vegetable

productions.

Since it thus appears that if we are obliged to

consider infusoria as essential to fermentation,

there are different species found during this process

in different liquids, the interesting question arises,

whether these germs develope into different infu-

soria, according to the circumstances with which

they are surrounded, or whether they retain and

reproduce the distinct characteristics of their seve-

ral species. In other words, whether the cause of

the acetic, the vinous, the lactic, the butyric, or

the viscous fermentation is due to the development

of the same species under varying conditions, or to

that of a particular species peculiar to one kind of

feimcutatioD alone. On this subject, Pasteur re-
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marks, " I may assert that tliere are a great many
distiuct organised ferments, which excite chemical

transformations, varying according. to the nature

and organization of the ferment. But in most

cases the nutriment suitable to some, allows of the

development of others of them, whence arises the

most complicated and variable phenomena. If we

could only isolate one of these ferments, in order

to develop it by itself, the chemical changes cor-

responding to it would take place with remarkable

precision and simplicity."

CTo be concluded.)

Bymond on War.

(Contiuued from page 171.)

Of the injunctions that are contrasted with " ey

for eye, and tooth for tooth," the entire scope aod

purpose is the suppression of the violent passions,

and the inculcatiou of forbearance, and forgiveness,

and benevolence, and love. They forbid, not speci-

fically the act, but the spirit of war; and this

method of prohibition Christ ordinarily employed,

lie did not often condemn the individual doctrines

or customs of the age, however false or however

vicious ; but he condemned the passions by which

only vice could exist, and inculcated the truth which

dismissed every error. And this method was un-

doubtedly wise. In the gradual alterations of hu-

man wickedness, many new species of profligacy

might arise which the world had not yet practised.

In the gradual vicissitudes of human error, many
new fallacies might obtain which the world hath

not yet held ; and how were these errors and these

crimes to be opposed, but by the inculcation of

principles that were applicable to every crime and

to every error ?—principles which tell us not always

what is wrong, but which tell us what always is

right.

There are two modes of censure or condemnation;

the one is to reprobate evil, and the other to enforce

the opposite good ; and both these modes were
adopted by Christ in relation to war. He not only

censured the passions that are necessary to war,

but inculcated the afi'ections which are most opposed

to them. The conduct and dispositions upon which
he pronounced his solemn benediction, are exceed-

ingly remarkable. They are these, and in this or-

der : poverty ofi-pirit—mourning—meekness—de-

sire of righteousness—mercy—purity of heart

—

peace-making— sufferance of persecution. Now let

the reader try whether he can propose eight other

qualities, to be retained as the general habit of'

the mind, which shall be more incongruous with

war.

Of these benedictions I think the most empha-
ticaj is that pronounced upon the peace-makers ;\

"Blessed are the peace-makers, for they shall be

called the children of God." Higher praise or a

higher title, no man can receive. Now I do not

say that these benedictions contain an absolute

proof that Christ prohibited war, but I say they
make it clear that he did not approve it. He se-

lected a number of subjects for his solemn appro-

bation ; and not one of them possesses any con-

gruity with war, and some of them cannot possibly

exist in conjunction with it. Can any one believe

that he who made this selection, and who distin-

guished the peace-makers with peculiar approba-
tiou, could have sanctioned his followers in mur-
dering one another? Or does any one believe that

those who were mourners, and meek, and merciful,

and peace-making, could at the same time perpe-

trate such murder ? If I be told that a temporary
suspension of christian dispositions, although neces-

sary to the prosecution of war, does not imply the
extinction of christian principles, or that these dis-

positions may be the general habit of the mind, and

may both precede and follow the acta of war ; I

answer that this is to grant all that I require, since

it grants that when we engage in war, we abandon

Christianity.

When the betrayers and murderers of Jesus

Christ approached him, his followers asked, " Shall

we smite with the sword ?" And without waiting

for an answer, one of them drew " his sword, and

prevented them from attaining, with the sword. It

refers, therefore, strictly to a conflict between armed
numbers ; and to a conflict which, it should be re-

membered, was in a much better cause than any
to which we can now pretend.

It is with the apostles as with Christ himself.

The incessant object of their discourses and writings

is the inculcation of peace, of mildness, of placa-

smote the servant of the high- priest, and cut off his Ibility. It might be supposed that they continually

right ear."—" Put up thy sword again into its retained in prospect the reward which would at-

place," said his Divine Master, " for all they that

take the sword shall perish with the sword." There

is the greater importance in the circumstances of

this command, because it prohibited the destruction

of human life in a cause in which there were the

best of possible reasons for destroying it. The
question, " shall we smite with the sword," obvi-

ously refers to the defence of the Redeemer from

liis assailants by force of arms. His followers were

ready to fight lor him ; and if any reason for fight-

ing could be a good one, they certainly had it. But
if, in defence of himself from the hands of bloody

ruffians, his religion did not allow the sword to be

drawn, for what reason can it be lawful to draw it ?

The advocates of war are at least bound to show

a better reason for destroying mankind, than is con-

tained in this instance in which it was forbidden.

It will, perhaps, be said, that the reason why
Christ did not suffer himself to be defended by arms

was, that such a defence would have defeated the

purpose for which he came into the world, namely,

to offer up his life; and that he himself assigns this

reason in the context. He does indeed assign it

;

but {\ie primary reason, the imrrudiate context, is—" for all they that take the sword shall perish

with the sword." The reference to the destined

sacrifice of his life is an after reference. This des-

tined sacrifice might, perhaps, have formed a reason

why his followers should notlJght thcn^ but the first,

the principal reason which he assigned, was a reason

why they should not fight at all. Nor is it neces-

sary to define the precise import of the words " for

all they that take the sword shall perish with the

sword :" since it is sufficient for us all, that they

imply reprobation.

To the declaration which

Christ, in the conversation that took place between

himself and Pilate, after he had been seized by the

Jews, I would peculiarly invite the attention of the

reader. The declaration refers specifically to an
armed conflict, and to a conflict between numbers.

In allusion to the capability of his followers to have
defended his person, he says, " My kingdom is not

of this world," if my kingdom were of this world,

then wouhl my servants fight ; that I shotdd not

be delivered to the Jews : but now is my kingdom
not from hence." He had before forbidden his

"serva.?Us" to fight in his defence, and now, before

Pilate, he assigns the reason for it :
" my kingdom

is not of this world." This is the

tach to " peace-makers." We ask the advocate of

war, whether he discovers in the writings of the

apostles, or of the evangelists, any thing that indi-

cates they approved of war. Do the tenor and
spirit of their writings bear any congruity with it?

Are not their spirit and tenor entirely discordant

with it 1 We are entitled to renew the observation,

that the pacific nature of the apostolic writings

proves pre=umptively that the writers disallowed

war. That could not be allowed by them, as sanc-

tioned by Christianity, which outraged all the prin-

ciples that they inculcated.

" Whence come wars and fightings amongst you ?'

is the interrogation of one of the apostles, to some
whom he was reproving for their unchristian con-

duct. And .he answers himself by asking them
" come they not hence, even of your lusts that wai

in your members?" This accords precisely with

the argument that we urge. Christ forbade tha

passions which lead to war; and now, when thesj

passions had broken out into actual fighting, hia^

apostle, in condemning war, refers it back to theS

passions. We have been saying that the passiom
are condemned, and, therefore, war ; and non
again, the apostle James thinks, like his Mastea
that the most effectual way of eradicating war is t^

eradicate the passions which produce it.

In the following quotation we are told, not onlj]

what the arms of the apostles were not, but wha(|

they were. " The weapons of our warfare are noi

carnal, but mighty, through God, to the pullingj

down of strongholds, and bringing into captivitj

every tliought to the obedioice of Christ.'^ I quote

this, not only because it assures us that the apostles

jhad nothing to do with military weapons, but be-j

made by Jesus [cause it tells us the object of their warfare—the|

bringing every thought to the obedience of Christ:

and this object I would beg the reader to notice

,

because it accords with the object of Christ himsel

in his precepts from the mount—the reduction ol

the thoughts to obedience. The apostle doubtles;

knew that, if he could effect this, there was litth

reason to fear that his converts would slaughter one

another. He followed the example of his master

He attacked wickedness in its root ; and inculcatec

those general principles of purity and forbearance

which, in their prevalence, would abolish war, as the]

would abolish all other crimes. The teachers ol

Christianity addressed themselves, not to communi-
ties, but men. They enforced the regulation of th*very reason which

we are urging against war. We say that it is in-jpassions and the rectification of the heart; and il

compatible with his kingdom—with the state which was probably clear to the perceptions of apostlea

he came into the world to introduce. The incom- although it is not clear to some species of philoscKj

patibility of war with Christianity is yet more for-'phy, that whatever duties were binding upon one

cibly evinced by the contrast which Christ make
between his kingdom and others. It is the ordi-

nary practice in the world for subjects to " fight,"

and his subjects would have fought if his kingdom
had been of this world; but since it was not of this

man, were binding upon ten, upon a hundred, and

upon the state.

^Var is not often directly noticed in the writing)

of the apostles. When it is noticed, it is condemn
ed just in that way in which we should supposi

world,—since its nature was purer and its obliga- [any thing would be condemned, that was «o<o/'ioMs/t

tions more pacific,—i/ifrf/we they might not fight, j opposed to the whole system—^just as murder is

His declaration referred, not to the act of a condemned at the present day. Who can find, ii

single individual who might draw his sword in in- j modern books, that murder is formally censured'

dividual passion, but to an armed engagement be-! We may find censures of its motives, of its circum-

tween hostile parties ; to a conflict for an important stances, of its degrees of atrocity ; but the act itsel

object, whicli one party had previously resolved on uo one thinks of censuring, hiica.\iS(i every one knowi

attaining, and which the other were ready to have that it is wicked. Setting statutes aside, I doub
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vhctber, if an Otaheitan should choose to argue

hat chrif^tians allow murder because be cannot iiud

t formally prohibited in their writings, we should

lot be at a loss to find direct evidence against himt

^nd it arises, perhaps, from the same causes, fha.

I formal prohibition of war is not to be found in

he writiugs of the apostles. I do not believe thej

ma^ined that christianitj' would ever be charged

fith allowing it. They write as if the idea of such

1 charge never occurred to them. They did, never-

heless, virtually forbid it; unless any one shall

ay that they disallowed the passions which occa-

ion war, but did not disallow war itself; that

ihristianity prohibits the cause, but permits the ef-

fect; which is much the same as to say that a law

vhich forbade the administering of arsenic, did

lot forbid poisoning.—And this sort of reasoning,

trange and illogical as it is, we shall by and by find

las been gravely adopted against us.

But although the general tenor of Christianity,

d many of its direct precepts, appear to me to

iondemn and disallow war, it is certain that dif-

ereut conclusions have been formed ; and many,

vho are undoubtedly desirous of performing the

luties of Christianity, have failed to perceive that

par is unlawful to them.

In examining the arguments by which war is

lefended, two important con^ideration3 should be

lorue in mind— first, that those who urge them,

ire not simply defending war, they are also defend-

themselves. If war be wrong, their conduct is

frong; and the desire of self justification prompts

hem to give importance to whatever arguments

hey can advance in its favour. Their decisions

nay therefore, with reason, be regarded as in some

legree the decisions of a party in the cause. The
ther consideration is, that the defenders of war
iome to the discussion prepossessed in its favour.

They are attached to it by their earliest habits.

They do not examine the question as a philosopher

voiild examine it, to whom the subject was new.

Their opinions had been already formed. They
ire discussing a question which they had already

Ictermined, and-every man, who is acquainted with

he efiFucts of evidence on the mind, knows that

inder these circumstances, a very slender argument

n favour of the previous opinions possesses more

nfiuence than many great ones against it. Now
ill this cannot be predicated of the advocates of

peace ; they are opposing the influence of habit

—

hey are contending ag(diist the general prejudice

—they are, perhaps, dismissing their own previ-

)us opinions. And I would submit it to the can-

lor of the reader, that these circumstances ought

attach in his mind, suspicion to the validity of

he arguments against us.

The narrative of the centurion who came to Jesus

It CapeYnauni, to solicit him to heal his servant,

"urnishes one of these arguments. It is said that

Uhrist found no fault with the centurion's profes-

sion ; that if he had disallowed the military char-

icter, he would have taken this opportunity of cen-

iuring it ; and that, instead of such censure, he

highly commended the officer, and said of him, " I

have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel."

gold and its alloy arc melted together, and arc] a cordial greeting? Oh, remember liow, when

then moulded into ingots, which are flattened out by your own hands were powerless, hers wrou;;ht for

heavy rollers, into thin sheets, about four times as |you, how she spent her slrcuizth unheeded, and

hick as ordinary printing paper. These thin how, for that devoteduess, no blessiiij; .-eenied then

sheets are then divided into pieces of about an inch to your thougiit too great. Ah, think of her by

square, and one hundred and fifty of these piece> this light, not by th.it. Did that strong man, in

are interleaved with as many vellum leaves, four! whose firm standing you had felt a secret joy, tail

nchcs •qua then beaten with a heavy ily, before some unlookcd for blast 'i bid

til the gold has expanded to tlie size of
j

Memory take up this error and bury it from you
rht.tlie vellum. The pieces of gold are then quartered

and after being interleaved with six hundred pieces

of gold-beater's skin, (which is a very lough mem-
brane procured from the intestines of the os,) are

packed one upon each other, and are again sub-

jected to a more careful beating, with a lighter

hammer, until the gold has again expanded as far

as its envelope will admit. This process of divid-

ing and hammering is repeated several times, until

finally a gold leaf is produced, which is about one

eighteen-thousandth of an inch in thickness. Thus,

for a few guineas, a large room might be carpeted ^kindness deserved, and,

vyjth gold. "eek to give pleasure in doing a kind
•-* 'only fair to let them know if it is

I'ell her to remind you faithfully of your

own mishaps, but suft'er you to forget those of your

friend.s. Thus she will be both wi.^e and kind. It

was a beautiful testimony to the truth of her pro-

fession that I lately heard borne by an elderly

Christian— " I Tic^ver forget a kindness :" long be-

fore she had said, when some one alluded to an
unkindnesss received, " I don't remember it : I

never remember such things."

Ileujember kindnesses; and reim inber to show
you remember them. A kindness appreciated is a

art, returned. People

ness, and it is

ly fair to let them know if it is felt. A kind
For " The Friend." U^o,.(i ^in often givc morc plcasurc than a great

Kemembcr Kindnesses.
| favor, and seims to carry no obligation with it.

Memory is a busy companion, always plying
j

Then let it be given freely, and freely returned,

hither and thither for our entertainment; sometimes We hear of warm-hearted people, and cold-hearted

raising a window on some sweet out-look of the! people; no doubt tlicre is a great difl^t-rence, but to

past, letting its glad sunlight stream in, or again
j

my thinking there is often more in the expression

thoughtlessly opening a door-way toward a stormy I than in the pj-session. Now and then we may
quarter of a stormy day, and almost before we

[

meet with one who, we cannot help thinking, pro-

know it, the chill damp wind has chased all theifesses more than is felt. But what a waste of

warmth around us away. - warmth there is in this "cold world," by the un-

Yes, memory bos great power, but it is not ab- 1 truthful repression of real feeling I Oh, if we
solute; we may and we ought to keep it in check, I would be better, and therefore happier, by remem-
banish it sometimes and recall it at others, train it berinj; kindnesses of others, so also would we be.

to help us be what we want to be, and to remind

us of all things " lovely and of good report." Paul

says, " think on «Af5e things." And thought acts

on the mind something as a plane on wood, shap-

ing it by repeated action, into those grooves and

roundings which are cut in itself. He who thinks

much on things " true," " honest," ''just," " pure,"

"lovely," and " of good report," will assuredly in

time bear the impress of his thoughts. So the

more harshness and unloveliness we see, the more

need have we to overlook them.

by remembering kindnesses to others; and well

will it be if this kindliness should rise up strong and
stronger within us, and slay those feelings of pride

and reserve which are founded mostly in "self,"

and which seldom forget "self."

Sincerity in all things ! But sincerity being a
good, leads upward, not downward—leads to cor-

diality, not to formality ; to kindness, not to churlish-

ness. It teaches us to give to others without stint

or measure, the good the heart prompts, not to rob

them by keeping it back. It is a principle, recti-

AU people are not good, few people are all good,
,
fying not only the expression of feeling, but its ori-

and while we ourselves are not, we have no room I gin and nature. It teaches not only truth to feeling,

to be offended at the fact in others. If we were, Ibut truth to good. Sincerity and kindness are

we would have no disposition to be. But it is
j

not foes, they are brethren of one spirit. Let us

very rarely we have to search long to find good in I welcome them to our hearts and lives, let us turn

any character, however it may be crusted over by I out all their opposers to give them room; and daj'

manner or actual faults. And then there are two
j

by day the way will grow plainer to the ready will,

ways of looking at things; both perhaps equally
j

and as we look to Him, the great Source and

honest, but not equally lovely—the charitable and, Teacher of Kindness, we would learn of Him to

the eeuserious :— and when we have disciplined " do good and lend, hoping for nothing again ;"

our own minds, and put down the independent,
j

trusting His promise, '' your reward shall be great,

knowing, fault-finding readiness to take some ob- and ye shall be the children of the Highest, for He
jectionable view of any matter that comes before is kind to tlie untluinlcful audi to the ftvY."

us, and have given the dominion to that loving,
, ,

fair-spirited meekness which likes far more than it

dislikes—we have done a little something toward

sweetening the world.

Yes, remember kindnesses. They will be a

charm hanging around the giver, that will be as

an antidote to a great many things " w'e can't

understand." Is " such-a-one" very free spoken.

In sitting in meetings for discipline, I look for as

clear an evidence to speak, as in meetings for wor-

ship, therefore my words are few, but I hope they

are in degree seasoned with salt—" let your speech
be always with grace seasoned with salt," which
is the life—in this path the wayfaring man cannot

d peace is found in his dwelling; it is a
ready to pounce on any weakness that her sharp,

^;^^^ of keeping down^thoVe fbrVa'rdTpiHtswhic.
eyes have detected, and drag it out to the view of

i

^,.^

P
^=

P -

others' Shut down that memory, and call up ^ „ ,
•'

i j .1 • . j r'
i tc i;. luai,

umci=. kjuuu uunu " , . „,, *^ of flatness and death instead of peace and cousoa-
that hour when the fever of trial ran high, and her; ^. j . l .u 1 v ,< -n-iluai uuui «ucu LUC icYc

r 1 1^ tion, and to whom the lan<;ua2e applies, "Who
hand raised to vour ips the first cooling draught.

1
, .1 • j .u- » 1 j ?i. r; /-»

1.1 _ „„::J , ...,/.i,; ,1,1 1,..- f.„. °;,„i„.°.„. :

lia'ii required this at your hands V—Jolui Conran.
Such a memory should shield her from judgment

;

from a poor fellow mortal, and clothe her with sor-
j

rowing love. Has another acted very strangely, A man may

so much so that you feel you could hardly give her [spirit.

poor in purse, yet proud in
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Africans in America.—On the American con-
j

^^"-^ '"""= British Friend,

tinent there are nearly fourteen million persons of. To my Fellow Meinbers of the Religious Society

African origin. A large portioa is to be found I
°J Friends.

within the equatorial regions. The entire Afric- j
Bear Friends,— The present critical condition

American population of the Northern continent, of things amongst us, as a religious body, must, I

numbering about four and a half millions, are lo- think, be attracting the attention of all thoughtful

Gated in the temperate zone, though the tropical .minds. The tendency to the position we are now

tendency is every decade more clearly demon- 1 in has been in operation for many years, and we

strated. In the cotton or semi-tropical States the .seem to have arrived at a point when it becomes

free white and the colored free and slave populations the duty of all who believe in the truth and recti

are nearly equal, the difference between them being tude of the principles as first promulgated by our

less than half a million in favour of the whites, early Friends, to make a stand and endeavour to

The necessities of the present struggle will decimate put a stop to the desire for innovation aud change

and decrease the whites very largely, and incrcMse that many who are in membership seem desirous

the colored. A large number of slaves from the to bring about.

border slave states are constantly being added, and I believe that our Society was raised up at th

the probabilities are that, withiu a comparatively first to bear testimony to many fundameutal and

short period, the balance of population in the Gulf )
important religious truths that had become, in the

states will be in favour of the African. lapse of time, much obscured aud lost sight of, but

Puttiug, therefore, the Afric-American population which the Almighty, in the plenitude of his wis-

at over thirteen millions, we have within the tropical
j

dom, thought it right should be again promulgated

belt a population of African descent numbering nine The originators of our Society did not go forth in

millions. They are to be found divided as follow- ''" --J-— --J -' '- -^ J-J --' — -i-^

Brazil 4,150,000

Cuba and Porto Rico 1,500,000

South and Central Amer. Republics . 1,200,000

Ilayti 1,800,000

Hayti, Eastern Division 120,000

British Colonies 800,000

French

Dutch
Danish

Mexico

250,000

50,000

50,000

80,000

Total 9,000,000

Nearly one half of these nine millions are mixed

bloods—that is, of mingled African, Caucasian, or

Indian descent. In Brazil, not more than one
fourth of a populatiou of eight millions are whites,

and that is even a larger proportion than exists

elsewhere in the inter-tropical regions. Of the four

millions mixed bloods, at least two millions have

more or less admixture of white blood, the rest

being Indian and African. The fairest develop

ment, so far, of this mixed race is to be found ii

Brazil, where, recent travellers say, " no distinc-

tion of colour whatever exists," its laws rendering
" manumission easy, and once emancipated," thi

negro finds every calling and oflice as iuUy open to

him as to the whites. In the army or navy, in com
merce, agriculture, or manufactures, in social or

political position, colour is no barrier to the highest

success. Persons of African descent are to be found

in the Cabinet, and as general oflicers in the army,
and in all civil positions. The races intermarry,

aud the parties to such marriages are received in

society. In some of the Central American states

black and coloured men are high in position. The
chief justice of San Salvador is a black man, aud
most of the leading men of that state. Grenada,
Gautemala, aud Ecuador arc mcztizos, or persons
of mixed Indian, African, and Spanish blood.

But our principal aim in this article is to show
the position of this mixed race in the British West
Indies. The total population of these islands will

reach to 850,000, of whom not more than one eighth

are whites. Of the remainder, 550,000 are pure
blacks, 200,000 coloured, and the remainder abo-
riginal and coolies. Of the 200,000 persons of

mixed descent, 75,000 reside in the island of Ja-
maica, as many more in the islands of Trinidad, Bar-
badoes, the Bahama group, and the large leeward

islands. The other 50,000 are scattered over the

smaller islands. They are engaged mostly in trade,

mechanic arts, and agriculture, forming a consid-

erable portion of the small proprietary interest.

—

Fine and Palm.

the wisdom and strength of man, did not consult

with flesh and blood, did not act on a principle of

mere expediency, trimming here a little and soft-

ening down something there, to meet the custom:

and opinions then prevalent in the world, and with

a view by such means to attract the world to th

but they boldly went to the root of the matter, aud
promulgated such religious views and truths as

they believed were opened to them by the Spirit of

Truth, and were in strict accordance with the doc
trines of the New Testament.

The prerogative of the Almighty to rule by his

Holy Spirit in the hearts of the children of men
had been too much obscured and lost sight of, and
secondary means were resorted to, such as tl:

teaching of religion in the universities by the

learning and skill of mau ; the bringing school or

secular learning and man's wisdom to bear in the

study of the Scriptures, to the exaltation of these

sacred writings as the alone guide of man in h

heavenward journey; thus drawing the seekini_

mind to secondary means for instruction in things

that relate to the salvation of the soul, rather than

at once going in an humble, reverential, teachable

trame of mind to the footstool of the great Head of

the church, casting aside all the wisdom and lear

ing of man, with the petition, " O Lord, teach th-

me by thy Holy Spirit ; show me thy Truth, and
what is thy holy will and pleasure concerning ra

and enable me wholly and unreservedly to confor
to all thy requirements at my hands." In such
disposition ot mind the Scriptures would be rec

with profit, not critically studied in the wisdom of

man, but with an inward breathing of the soul to

the Source whence they originated, that the true

meaning of the several passages n)ight be conveyed
to the mind of the reader by that power which at

the first gave them forth. The wisdom and the

book-learning of man would be held in abeyance,
and the Lord alone would be exalted as Head
over his own church. Our first Friends saw that

t was required of them to give greater prominence
to the teaching of the Holy Spirit in the things
that relate to man and his Creator ; that mau
hould ask counsel of Him, and walk in accord-

ance therewith to Ilis praise and glory in all thino-s.

Our first Friends saw that it was laid upon them
to bear testimony against much that was then pre-

alent in the world, its vain customs and maxims,
nd ever varying form of fashion in attire and lan-

guage. They adopted, not I think in man's wis-

dom, but in the wisdom from above, plainness and
simplicity in their attire, language, and manner of

living, and endeavoured to make their whole walk
before men evidence that they were measurably

redeemed from the spirit of the world, and were
seeking to be led and guided by the Spirit of Truth
into all truth.

By the truth of the principles they held up, and
their faithfulness in the maintenance of them, great

numbers were attracted to the society, and its doc-

trines spread rapidly ; but in the course of time

lukewarraness and ease crept in, many of its testi-

monies were but lightly esteemed, its rules and
testimonies became too irksome for many of its

members to bear, a little more conformity to the

world was desired, and as a consequence in our

days the society has become dwarfish, and is much
reduced in numbers, but entirely as I think for

want of a faithful maintenance of our early princi-

ples by its present members. Instead of attracting

the world to us by the faithful maintenance of first

principles, a disposition is manifest amongst us to

let many of them fall, by giving way a little here,

softening and paring down a little there, to meet
the spirit of the world, until I fear in the end, aa

this disposition is given way to, the whole substance

may disappear, and our Society cease to be a dis-

tinct religious community.

The disuse of the plain language by members oi

our Society seems becoming very prevalent, and
the attire that used to manifest the Friend to the

world has of late become more and more discarded;

and if these tendencies go on, by and by there will

be nothing in the outward appearance and address

to distinguish members of the society from the rest

of the community. I am well aware that the lan-

guage and attire of Friends do not confer godly-

mindedness and holiness, but the language is scrip-

tural and truthful, and the attire plain and neat, .in'

of neither is there anything to be ashamed ; i

think they are of real use, inasmuch as they majj

in degree protect individuals from being solicited

to join in things of a frivolous and hurtful tendency

to a religious growth. It might almost be sup-

posed that by discarding the outward appearaneei

of a Friend, many among us, in their intercourse

with the world, are almost ashamed to let it ba
known that they belong to the society, as if thera

was something disreputable in such connection, anw
by thus ceasing to appear as Friends they laiji

themselves open to many of the hurtful allurementi

of the world that they might otherwise be exempt
from ; and it indicates a gradual assimilation to tha

world, rather than a being redeemed tlierefromi

Being members of the Society of Friends, why
appear manfully and openly as Friends to tha

world, for in the principles of Friends there is no-;

thing to be ashamed of. In former times the truths

ful, consistent, godly walk of our early Friends

attracted the world to them, and it might do so

again. The strength and usefulness of our Socie-

ty con-ist more, I think, in the upright walk of our

members than in mere numbers.

The capability of delivering a fluent and elo-

quent discourse, attained by book-learning and

the study of oratory, I hope, may never be thought

a sufficient qualification for offerings in the line ol

the ministry in our religious meetings. The look-

ing for something of this sort I would wish to warn

the society against, as I fear something of the kind

ay be creeping in amongst us.

In thus writing I am aware I may lay myself

open to much criticism, but this I am quite willing

to bear, if by the foregoing remarks I may in any

degree help to restore oiir Society to a more

healthy condition.

Your friend,

Joseph Barrow.

lat-litield Terrace, Stanley Road,
Kirkdale, near Liverpool,

,
i

Eleveuth mo. 18th, IStJl.
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A True llero.

The highest heroism is not seen on the battle-

field, where men engage in mutual butchery to

avenge wrongs, real or imaginary, but it is witness-

ed in the fearful casualties of life, where sulf-pos-

him Hubert's only certainty of escape from a ter-

rible death.

The mine consisted of long, narrow pas'^ages,

and on all sides deep caves from which the coal

had been dug. The men were all at the farther

session and steadfastness of will save many from I end of the mine, hewing out the solid mountain

destruction ; and in the trials of life, where a serene

patience and resignation take the stiug from the

sharpest trials. Here is a beautiful illustration :

My young cousin Henry has been reading Ab-

bott's History of Napoleon Bonaparte.

One evening as we sat together, he lay down his

book, and, with glowing cheeks and sparkling eye,

exclaimed :

'• Wasn't he the most splendid man that ever

lived ? I'd give anything to be half as great?"

Abbott's portrait so carefully conceals the

blemishes of his hero, and is set withal in so

dazzling a frame, that I could not wonder at a

boy's enthusiasm in contemplating it. But I said :

" Your chance of being half as great as Bona-

parte is very good, I think. That is not always

great which consists in brilliant achievements. The

highest greatness is moral; and seeks the good of

iothers, rather than its own glory. I could tell you

of a more noble hero than Xapoleon, who lived in

his own time."
" I should like to hear of one," answered Harry,

th an air that said he was not to be convinced.

But still he loved a story ; so I told him the fol-

lowing:

—

Years a<JO, in the deep heart of a mountain in

Belgium, a hundred men were working a coal mine

Grim-visaged and dusky, moving about by the

dull red light of their safety lamps, they might

have been mistaken for the demons of the moun
tain, once supposed by the peasants to dwell in it;

caves. Their work was hard, and surrounded by

cers ; but their wives and children were in the

hamlet above, and long habit made them forget

their perils. So they might be contented and even

happy.

The creaking windlass raised and lowered a huge

bucket through the deep and narrow shaft, from

morning till night, carrying men and tools to and

fro. This was their only doorway.

It was noonday, and the sun shone down one

Bide of the shaft, and brought a glimmer of day-

light to a part of the mine, when Hubert (jofEn,

the master miner, took his place in the great kibble,

and was let down into the mine many feet below.

When he reached the bottom, he commenced hand-

ing some tools and stores to Victor, a blind miner,

who was waiting there. Victor had left a sick

child in one of the cottages, and it was to inquire

after him that he stood waiting at the bottom of

the shaft.

The bucket was soon emptied, and Hubert was

just stepping out, when hark ! What sound wa;

that which made his cheek pale ? It was the rush

ing and trickling of water. The next moment he

caught sight of a stream forcing itself through i

fissure close to the shaft ! Hubert's long experi

ence instantly showed him their full danger. It

was not a feeble, oozing stream, but a mighty pres-

sure of water that had found its outlet here. They
would be overwhelmed—lost.

One foot was yet in the bucket— a jerk at the

rope would save him. But though death stared

him in the face, he could not sacriliee others to

save himself. Quickly jumping out, he seized blind

Victor, and placed him in the bucket, saying

quickly, as he jerked the rope :

" Tell them the water has burst in, and we are

probably lost ; but we will seek refuge at the far-

ther end of the gallery. Say farewell to our poor

friends." In a moment he was gone, and with

A REFLECTION.

rint' oilier, growing older, growing older every day !

lair is streak'd

the trembling.ncd to weakness i

unconscious of danger. Hubert quickly made his

way along the dark passage, followed by the swift-

spreading water ; and soon reached his fellow-

workmen with the dreadful intelligence. It was

a moment for panic, when each would have rushed

to certain death in a vain effort to save himself.

But looking firmly into their ghastly faces, the

master spoke a few courageous sentences :

" Follow my words, lads, and be quick—our

picks may save us !" '

Then came a few steady, quick commands, to

hollow a new chamber above the level the water

would probably reach. The men obeyed in silence,

though each knew not but that he might be dig

ging his own grave. A hundred pair of hands soon

finished the work, and into the cave a hundred

men crowded to wait for death, or an almost im-

possible chance of relief. The water gradually

filled all the old avenues and chambers, and then

seemed stayed. Never was a situation more dread

ful. Not more than a day's provisioi.s had been

saved, and already two or three of their numbi

had been killed by the falling rocks while hastily

digging the new chamber. The long, dismal hours,

with no change to mark them, brought the advance

of almost certain death.

Courage, brave Hubert I God, who saw thy

noble sacrifice, will help thee !

The terrified friends and townsmen, on hearing

"i'iotor's dreadful news, ran wildly about in hope-

less panic. But soon guided by the message Hu-

bert had sent, they commenced working a new

sbalt as near as possible to the spot where the

hapless men might be. Five days and nights they

toiled, digging deeper into the solid side of the

mountain.
" It is a vain task," said the men. But the wo-

men cried, "Do not cease I God will help us!"

At length, on the morning of the sixth day, the

muffied sound of blows from within met the ears

of the workmen in the shaft. A signal ran along

the rope, and told the news to the waiting multitude

above, who rent the air with joyful shouts. Soon

a communication was made. They were saved

—

at least some were saved

Who can imagine the feelings of the unfortunate

men, buried for five days and nights without food,

when first the day gleamed in upon them, reveal

ing a human face !

Of the hundred who had been imprisoned, over

seventy survived, and with them Hubert. With-

out him, indeed, probably no one would have been

spared to tell the story.

This noble act, done in a place and at a mo
ment when no praise of men could have been look-

ed for, echoed throughout Europe, and obtained

the praise and gratitude of the world. The ten

thousand miners of Liege hailed their fellow la-

bourer with delight and pride. Napoleon heard

and admired in his palace in Paris, and sent a

reward to the peasant nobleman. He sent him

his cross of honour, the mark which all the high

and great coveted, and, better still, offered him a

pension which raised him above want for the rest

of his life.

When God unfolds in heaven the secret charity

of men, many such heroes shall stand revealed,

whom the earth and the waves have covered, send-

ina no testimony to the world. " Their Father

who seeth in secret shall reward them openly."

—

Late Paper.

For the lines iireon my lorcliea

with gray.

And iny strength is lu

fullering limb,

And my sight, onee like the eagle's, now is weak and
growing dim,

And my cheeks are pftle nnd sunken, and the pulses

fainter play,

And I know I'm growing olier, growing older every day.

Vet the thought is not unwelcome, as I feel the solemn
truth.

That each day I'm moving farther from the flowery Tnlc8

of youth.

From lirighldiiys whose meniories clnst'ring I can never-

more lorget—
Mingled, too, with hours of sorrow whose swift flight

leaves no regret,

Dreams of pleasures past forever, that now light de-

Like some grand illu

page.

ime worn, sombre

;e voices linger on the breezes of

lumber where we all shall sleep

Friends were miue wh
the past,

Long ago they sank ii

at last-
But I often see their faces peering out amid the gloom.

And their forms sometimes come near me resurrected

from the tomb,

0, 'tis not with sad regretting that the hours pass away,

ere long I shall be with them—growing older every

; a toilsome journey, toil

rn,

unshine hath its shade

from its earliest

ind the rose iti

misty light,

Ghosts of precious joys depar

got!

thorn
;

wever pleasant, but leads on the gloomy

eping tl.ro' the

drifting, drifting

Here are tears, and sighs of sorrow, borne on every pass-

ing breath

;

Here the dearest ties are sundered by the ruthless hand
ofdciiih,

Here no pleasures can be lasting, and no joy but fades

And no glo'rious dream of beauty but must vanish with

the day;

Here we are but lonely pilgrims, burdened down, but

travelling on.

To a blessed, blessed country where our dearest on»s

have gone.

Then, why should we note the shadows of these quickly

passmg years ?

Why look forward thro' the valley with such doubts,

and pains and fears?

Why start backward affrighted as we see the flowing

tide

When we know our
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Scene at a Slave-Mart.—A friend of miDe, in

America, who was once a slave-holder, but under

the ennobling influence of Christianity had emanci-

pated his slaves, told me thaf, on going once into

a slave-mart, he saw among those to be sold a re-

markably fine slave. "When put up for sale, the

auctioneer described him as a man of much physi-

cal power, and a skilful worker in iron. Such a

man it was expected would bring a large price

;

and such was the case. There was a slave pur-

chaser present, an itinerant trafficker in the bodies

of men, who, as the bidding proceeded, kept ahead

of the rest, which the poor slave observed. After

a time the slave stepped of!:' the block, and said to

his bidder :
" Well, master, I perceive that you in-

tend to buy me. But, sir, if you buy me, you must

buy my wife too : there she stands, crying yonder."
" I dont know that I shall purchase you,'' said he :

" get upon the block." The bidding went on, this

person still keeping in advance. The slave again

in great anxiety stepped off the block, and made a

similar request, and met with a like repulse. In a

short time after, this slave-dealer bought the slave,

who then said, " Master, my wife and I are much
attached to each other : she will be of little use to

her master when I am gone; you may buy her

cheap; do, master, buy my wife, and I will be a

faithful slave to you. I am a skilful worker in iron,

and will bring you good wages : do, master, buy my
wile." '' 1 came not," said he, " to buy your wife,

but yoii." On this, the slave turned and embraced

her tenderly, clasping her in his arms; when, as

if a new thought had struck him, he came again to

his master, and said, "You must buy my wife, and

I will be to you a faithful slave." His master sternly

refused his request. " Well," said he, " if you will

not buy my wife, I will never be your slave ;" and
immediately killed himself with a weapon which
he drew from his pocket.

—

Jno. Scoble.

"
' No Cross no Crown,' is a sure testimony, and

will be answered in a future day; if we will not

bear the cross, we cannot have the crown."
Then addressing her children present, said, "

my dear children, from my dying bed 1 beg of you,
that it may be the constant brearhing of your souls,

to be redeemed from the perishing things of time,

and that your afiections may be fixed on eternity.

Wbat would it avail now, or at any other time, to

have the world, or as much as might be equal to

our extravagant desires, to possess ? I would
freely give it up for a happy possession in heaven.

" Oh, press after it; do not be satisfied iu any
thing that is sensual or carnal, but oh, that we may
press after an inheritance in that which will endure
forever !'' Nearly her last expressions were, " Oh
eternity !—Oh the length of eternity !—Oh that it

may be impressed on every heart, the length of

eternity ! there is no end."

—

From a Ttxlinio/iy

co/icernifig Mary Hagger.

Electricity in Cats.— The extraordinary electri-

cal character of the cat is well known. On a cold

bright day, if a cat be stroked, the hairs of the fur

bristle up, and electrical sparks issue therefrom, ac-

companied with a slight crackling. It appears, too,

that the animal may be so surcharged with electri-

city, that it will give a severe shock to the holder.

In order to obtain this result, the cat should be
placed on the knees, and one hand applied to its

breast, while the other is employed in stroking its

fur. Crackling and sparkles soon make their ap-

pearance
;
and in a short time, if the party con-

tinues to stroke the animal, he will receive a sharp
electrical shock that may lie felt above the wri.-ts.

The cat seems to suffer as much as the experimenter,
for on giving forth the shock, she springs to the

ground in terror, and seldom will permit a repeti

tion of the same process.

For " The Friend."

On the occasion of some Friends calling to see

Charles Marshall a little before his decease, he

spoke to this effect :
" I have loved the brother-

hood ; I have sought the unity and peace of the

churches for these forty years, and to my great

comfort I never did any thing tending to the breach

thereof. I have two things that lie upon me to

Friends, which I desire may be communicated to

them.
" The first is, ' That they gather down into the

immortal Seed and Word of life in themselves, and

be exercised in it before the Lord, and duly prize

and set a value upon the many outward and in-

ward mercies, and blessings, and heavenly visita-

tions, that the Lord has eminently bestowed upon

them, since the morning of the day of his blessed

visitation; then shall they grow and be preserved

in a living freshness to him : and the Lord will

continue his mercies to them, and they shall not

want his divine refreshing presence in their meet-

ings together before him.'
" The second thing is, ' That those Friends to

whom the Lord hath given great estates, ought to

cast their bread upon the waters, and do good

therewith in their lifetime; for those who are en-

joyers of such things should see that they are good

stewards thereof. Oh ! the many poor families that

such persons might be a help to ! how easily might

they, with a little, assist many a family to live in

the world ! and what a comfort would it be for

such to see the fruits of their charity in their life-

time.'
"

To the Fhiladelphia Association of Friends for
tlie Instruction of Poor Clnklre?i.

The Managers report, that their Infant and
Girls' schools on Winslow street for colored children

have been in operation as usual during the past

year, and have been visited by semi-monthly com-
mittees of the managers.

The Infant school has been full to its utmost
capacity, so that recent applicants have had to be
rejected. It is pleasant to witness the good order
of the school, and the interest with which many
of these little ones pursue their studies, makini'
commendable progress therein. A recent visitino-

committee report that the children in the first class

read quite well, and that some of them cypher in

multiplication and division, and that of a class of

ten children, who read pretty well in words of one
and two syllables, all but two were ignorant of the

alphabet when they entered the school.

The number of names now on the roll is 116,
and the average attendance for the year has been
81 and a fraction. This school continues under
the care of the same teachers as last year.

The Principal of the Girls' school having re-

signed her situation in the Ninth month, Elizabeth
B. Kaign has been appointed to succeed her; un-
der who^e care we believe the character of the

school will be maintained, she being much inter-

ested in the scholars, and attentive to her duties
;

the girls, with very few exceptions, are obedient'
and attentive to their studies, making good pro-
gress therein.

The course of instruction in this school continues
about as last reported ; spelling, defining, reading,
writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar, and his-

tory of the United States are taught ; and a part
of one day in the week is devoted to sewinc, the

garments made being generally distributed amouc
the most destitute of the scholars in both rooms.

During last winter it became necessary to sup-

ply some of the children with shoes, in extreme

cases, to enable them to attend the school ; nine

dollars and forty-five cents were thus expended.

The class list in this school numbers 49, and

the average attendance for the year has been 39

and a fraction per day.

The Library continues to be an object of interest

in the Girls' school.—874 volumes have been loaned

to the scholars during the past year, of which only

one book has been lost. Some additional books

of a useful and interesting character are desirable,

and any contributions towards this object will be

acceptable.

Owing to the dullness of the times, we have been

obliged to reduce the rent of the premises, No. 16

North Front street, §104 a year. There has also

been a falling off in our annual subscriptions, owing

to death and other causes; it will thus be observed

that our income has been materially reduced,

while the taxes on the property are increased, andij

the cost of conducting the schools is in no way di-l|

minished. To meet these deficiencies, it is therefore ii

very desirable, that the annual subscriptions should

be increased, and we would appeal to those who
are blessed with an abundance, to contribute liber-

ally, and enable this excellent charity to continue I

its work of educating the poor colored children. J

Signed by direction and on behalf of the Board .|

of Managers.

J. WisTAR Evans, Clerk.

Philada., Twelfth mo. 26, ISGl.

Officers.—William Smedley, Jr., Clerk ; Jabez

Jenkins, Treasurer.

Managers.—Israel H. Johnson, Richard Rich-

ardson, Mark Balderston, Benjamin II. Pitfield,

Joseph S. Elkinton, Jabez Jenkins, Caleb Wood,

J. Wistar Evans, Elihu Roberts, John M. Weth-
erill, Jno. E. Carter, Thos. Elkinton.

Wky do we Shake Hands ?— It is a very old-

fashioned way of indicating friendship. Jehu said I

to Jehonadab, "is thine heart right as my heart isl

with thine heart? If it be, give me thine hand."]

It is not merely an old-fashioned custom ; it is a.

strictly natural one, and, as usual in such cases, we
may find a physiological reason, if we will only take

the pains to search for it. The animals cultivatei

friendship by the sense of touch, as well as by the

sense of smell, hearing, and sight ; and for this pur-

pose they employ the most sensitive parts of their

bodies. They rub their noses together, or they lick

one another with their tongues. Now, the hand is

a part of the human body in which the sense of

touch is highly developed; and, after the manner

of the animals, we not only like to see and hear

our friends, (we do not usually smell them—though

Isaac, when his eyes were dim, resorted to this se

as a means of recognition,) we also touch them, and!

promote the kindly feelings by the contact and re--

ciprocal pressure of the sensitive hands.

Observe, too, how this principle is illustrated by
another of our modes of greeting. When we wish,

to determine whether a substance be perfectly

smooth, and are not quite satisfied with the infor-

mation conveyed by the fingers, we apply it to the '

lips, and rub it gently upon them. We do so, be-

cause we know by experience that the sense of touch

is more actively developed in the lips than in the

hands. Accordingly, when we wish to reciprocate

the warmer feelings, we are not content with the

contact of the hands, and we bring the lips into ser-

vice. A shake of hands .suffices for friendship, in

undemonstrative England, at least; but a kiss is

the token of a more tender affection.

By suffering we may avoid sinning

;

ning we cannot avoid suffering.

but by sin-
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The Weather qf\SGi.—The following, relating

to the weather of 1861, was prepared by Dr. Con-

rad, from the record kept at the Pennsylvania

Hospital:

TEMFEaATCRE OF EACH MONTH OP THE YEAR 1861.

January, 30.8 degrees. 'July, 75.6 degrees.

February, 39 1 " |August, 73.9 "

March, 42.2 " September, 68.3 "

April, 53. " October, 60. "

May, 59.5 " November, 44.8 "

June, 72.5 " 'December, 37. "

The mean temperature of this year is 54.7 de-

grees ; which is one degree and a half higher than

the average of the preceding 35 years.

AMOUNT OF RAI.N FOB EACH MONTH OF 1861.

January,
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over the glass, tracing the pattern, and the clink in heart, a hardened young criminal though he was.

the glass will'follow°at the distance of about half The little incident caused other tears to flow than

an inch, in every direction, according to the motion his.

of the iron. It may sometimes be found requisite,^

however, especially 'in- forming corners, to apply ai

wet finger to the opposite side of the glass. Tum-

blers and other glasses may be cut or divided very

fancifully, by similar means. The iron must be

reheated as often as the crevice in the glass ceases

to flow.

—

Scientific American.

THE FRIEND.

SECOND MONTH

Hannah Mores View of Ingratitude.—At a

dinner party at Bath, Jay, by whom the anecdote

was communicated, was lamenling the ingratitude

which Hannah More had recently met with from a

person whom he had recommended to her benefi-

cence ; upon which he received a look from her

which silenced him. After dinner, drawing him

into a corner of the room, she said :
—

" You know

we must never speak of such things as these before

people, for they are always too backward to do good,

and they are sure to dwell on such facts to justify

tkeir illiberality." She finely added, " It is well

for us sometimes to meet with such instances of in-

gratitude, to show us our motives ; for if they had

been right, we shall not repent what we have done,

though we lament the depravity of a fellow creature.

In these instances also, as in a glass, we may see

little emblems of ourselves; for what, after all, is

the ingratitude of any one towards us, compared

with our ingratitude towards our Infinite Bene-

factor ?"
_

Tlie Effect of Cold on Fattening Animals.—
Dr. Playfair, in the Journal of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, in speaking of the necessity of

warmth to fatten an animal readily, says that to

Keep up tlie animal beat, tbe oxygen of the air

unites with that portion of the blood which goes to

form fat and tissues, and converts it into carbonic

acid, water, and ammonia. Where all the vitality

of the animal is used to manufacture heat, there is

no power left to increase the fat. If we would fat-

ten animals in winter, we must give them a summer
temperature, by warming the shed and stables they

occupy. The air that they breathe should be as ™°I'"
^upport. x

..c.iV.lo
|.a England for the

ble.pure as possl

* * " Or shall we not reverently and rejoicingly

behold in these morning pictures wrought without

color, and kissed upon the windows by the cold lips

of Winter, another instance of that Divine Benefi-

cence of beauty which suS'uses the heavens, clothes

the earth, and royally decorates the months, and

sends them forth through all hours, all seasons, all

latitudes, to fill the earth with joy;"—//. W.
Beecher.

A Blather's Kiss.—A day or two since, a rag-

ged and dirty looking boy, fourteen years of age,

pleaded guilty in the Superior Criminal Court to

having fired a building. For two years past, since

the death of his mother, he had wandered around

the streets a vagrant, without a home or a human
being to care for him, and he had become in every

respect a "bad boy." A gentleman and a lady

interested themselves in his behalf, and the latter

took him one side to question him. She talked to

him kindly, but without making the slightest im-

pression upon his feelings, and to all she said he

manifested the greatest indifi'erence, until she asked

him if no one bad ever kissed him. This simple

inquiry proved too much for him, and, bursting

into tears, he replied—" No one since my mother
kissed me." That one thought of his poor dead

mother, the only being, perhaps, who had ever

spoken to him kindly before, touched him to his

SOMiMARY OF EVENTS.
FiiREiGS.— Liverpool dates to the 19tb ult. Notwith-

staading the satisfactory settlement of the Trent aft'air,

there is still a disposition manifested by some journals

\a England to interfere in American affairs. New pre-

texts for movements favourable to the rebels are con-

stantly being invented. Some cavil at the tone of Se-

ward's despatch ; others bitterly condemn the action of

our government in sinking a stone fleet in Charleston

arbour ; or clamor for the cessation of hostilities here,

nd the recognition of the Southern Confederacy, on the

round that the financial interests of Europe will suffer

30 much by the prolongation of the existing war for

the suppression of the rebellion. The London Observer
suggests that France and England should unite to re-

establish peace in this country.

In regiird to France, there is concurrent testimony

from very high sources to warrant the statement that,

though the Emperor's individual feelings are all with

the North and the Union, yet the privations which the

manufacturing class are suffering in consequence of the

blocliade, will render those feelings subordinate to the de-

cision of the French legislative body, if in favour of unit-

ing with England in such measures as will most probably
lead to a termination of the war. Many continental jour-

nals exjiress friendly feelings for our country, and jeal-

ousy of the British influences which sympathize so strong-

ly with the South. Earl Russell, in response to amemo-
rial from the Liverpool Ship-owners' Association, rela-

tive to the stone blockade at Charleston, said that he
had sent a despatch warning the American government
against the ill feeling the proceeding would engender.

After the design was carried out, he sent another des-
patch, expressing strong hopes that it would not be re-

peated elsewhere. It is rumored that the French and
other governments were taking similar steps. The Com'
missioners of Customs have received orders to permit
the exportation of all articles of war munitions against
which the prohibition was recently issued. The Inde-
pendence Beige says that France will assume the initia-

tive in a remonstrance against the blockade of the South
ern ports, and that England will only afford France

pport. The Moniteur says that the partisans
recognition of the South increase,

d no doubt there will be many advocates of this mea-
sure in Parliament.

The pirate Sumter, having been ordered by the Span-
ish government to leave Cadiz, has gone to Gibraltar.

The Nashville remained at Southampton, closely
watched by the U. S. steamer Tuscarora.
The Liverpool cotton market was dull, with a down-

ward tendency. Breadstufifs firm, with a small advance.
Consols, 93 a"93J.

United States.—The M'ar.—The Burnside expedi-
tion, at the date of the last intelligence, had possession
of P.f mlico and Albemarle Sounds. The f^orces connected
with the Port Royal expedition, have recently been en-
gaged in devising measures to cut off the communica-
tion between Fort Pulaski and Savannah.

Bishop Ames and ex-Governor Fish, the commission-
ers appointed by the Secretary of War to visit and in-

spect the wants of the Federal prisoners, have gone by
way of Fortress Monroe towards Richmond, to endea-
vour to fulfil the object of their appointment.

Secretary Stanton has ordered that no further con-
tracts for or purchases of foreign military supplies of
any kind be made if the articles can be made in this

country. He has revoked all outstanding orders, agen-
cies, etc., for such supplies from abroad. All outstand-
ing contracts for arms or supplies must be presented at
the War department within fifteen days, or be declared
forfeited.

Accounts from Fort Pickens say that the rebels have
withdrawn part of their forces from that vicinity to Mo-
bile, which point they consider in danger. About 6000
men are opposite Pickens. Fugitive slaves constantly
seek refuge at the fort.

In reply to a resolution of inquiry from the House of
Representatives, the Paymaster General reports officially

that the cost of music for the volunteers is five millions
of dollars per annum, exclusive of clothing, subsistence

and transportation of the 17,500 men composing the

bands, and the liability to pay each of them $100 bounty
at the close of their enlistment.

The positions of the contending forces in Virginia,

Kentucky and Missouri, do not appear to have under-

gone any change.

The rebel forces which rallied at Monticello, Ky., with-

drew on Gen. Thomas' approach, and continued the re-

treat into Tennessee. Reinforcements and supplies had
been sent them from Knoxville.

It is stated that there are indications in Missouri of

nother attempt to drive the rebels out of the State.

Gen. Price was still at Springfield, with 10,000 men.
Southern Items.—The Richmond Dispatch says : New-

bern, N. C, is in a ferment of excitement in the expec-

tation of an attack in that quarter. The town is under
aw, and every preparation made for obtaining

early intelligence of the enemy's movements, and for his

repulse when he does come.
The Savannah papers state that a portion of the Fe-

deral fleet has got between Fort Pulaski and the city,

i engaged in removing the obstructions, which
had been placed in the channel.

The Memphis and Nashville papers manifest great ap-

prehension lest the rebel forces should be compelled to

evacuate Kentucky, and as a consequence the Federal

my should move southward.
The New Orleans Delta says, that a steamer ran the

blockade from Charleston, S. C, on the 13th, with one

thousand bales of cotton.

The Charleston Courier states, that the rebel steamer

Calhoun, on her way from Havana, with a large and
aluable cargo, had been chased by a U. S. cruiser, and
abandoned and burned.

In several of the parishes about New Orleans, what
!

were believed to be the germs of dangerous insurrec-
|

tions have been several times discovered within the past

few months. In St. Mary's, thirteen slaves were shot at

one time.

The price of sugar at New Orleans is Ij to 2 cents a
pound ; mess pork, §50 per barrel. Owing to the

scarcity of meat, the planters are unable to supply their
|

slaves with it to any considerable extent. Molasses,
I

which is very cheap, is given them instead of pork.
j

Exchange of Prisoners.— With a view of facilitating the

exchange of prisoners, and obtaining the release of Fe-
deral soldiers, many of whom are suffering from their

long confinement in Southern prisons, the President has

concluded to place the captured rebel privateers, now in

New York and Philadelphia, on the footing of prisoners

of war, and has ordered their release from the prisons in

which they are at present confined. About 4Q0 rebel

prisoners, now at Fort Warren, have been ordered to

Fortress Monroe for the purpose of exchange.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, fi2. According to

the report of the Building luspectors, 1535 new dwell-

ings were erected in this city, during the year 18G1. The
bouses built in 1860, numbered 2867. The total num-
ber of dwellings in Philadelphia is about 92,000. Ac-
curate enumerations show that the untenanted dwellings

and stores, on the 1st of Eighth month last, numbered
2847, and on the first day of the present year, the num-
ber of such houses was 2360.

The Grain Jfurkels.—The following were the quota-

tions on the 3d inst. New York—Chicago spring wheat,

$1.30 a $1.34; Amber Michigan, $1.50; mixed corn,

65cts. ; oats, 42 cts. Philadelphia—B.ei wheat, $1.30

a $1.35; white, $1.40 a $1.50; corn, 55 cts. a 58 cts.

RECEIPTS.

Received from W. B. Oliver, agt.

$2, vol. 34, for V. Meader, $2, vol.

-Mass., for N. Breed,

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
Visiting Committee.—The Committee, under appoint-

snt to visit the schools at West-Town, will meet there

I Seventh-day, the 15th of the Second month, and pro-

ed with the examinations on Second-day and Third-

y following. Joel Evans, Clerk.

NOTICE.

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Associa-

on of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting will

e held at Arch street Meeting-house, Second mo. 10th,

ight, p. M. T. E. Be

PILE & M-ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Dear Friends,—This meeting has been intro-

uced into feelings of affectionate sympathy with

'fiends, under the various temptations and dilE-

ulties which may assail them, in the present agi-

ited condition of our beloved country ; and a

rvent desire prevails that it may be our daily

Dgagement to have our minds stayed upon the

iOrd, in humble, quiet trust ; seeking strength and
isdom from Him, faithfully to uphold those pre-

ious testimonies that belong to the gospel of Christ,

nd which, as a people, we have been divinely

ailed to show forth to the world.

Whatever peculiar circumstances attach to the

,r which is now waging in our land, we would

eniind Friends that the testimony of our religious

ociety has ever been against all wars and fight-

ags, without distinction, as being incompatible

ith the benign religion of our adorable Redeemer,

hich commands us not to resist evil, but to love

nd forgive our enemies; to do good to them that

ate us, and to pray for them that despitefully use

ad evilly entreat us ; and, under all circum-

tances, practically breathes the divine language :

Glory to God in the highest—on earth peace

—

ood-will to men."
Wc have ever held that wars, of whatever na-

ure, have a common origin, as described by the

postle James, viz :
" From whence come wars and

ghtings among you? Come they not hence, even

f your lusts that war in your members ? Ye lust,

nd have not; ye kill, and desire to have, and

annot obtain
;
ye fight and war, yet ye have not."

Our honourable elder, George Fox, when courted

ly flattery and offers of preferment, to induce him

engage in war, steadily refused to do so ; and

ndured a long and cruel imprisomneut among
felons, in a noisome gaol, for his faithful testimony

igainst it; declaring to bis persecutors "that he

ived in the virtue of that life and power which took

iway the occasion of all wars."

This, dear Friends, is an experience we would

enderly and earnestly encourage all to press after,

laily to live under the seasoning virtue of the Spirit

»nd power of the meek and lowly Lamb of God,

.he Prince of Peace, who " came not to destroy

nen's lives, but to save them." Then shall we be

preserved in a state of watchfulness unto prayer
;

ind, our mental eye being illuminated by the light

of Christ, we shall see clearly the snares which

beset us, however speciously disguised, and be kept

from everything which would countenance or con-

nive at war, either on the plea of patriotism, of

benevolence, or other plausible pretext, or from any

prospect of pecuniary gain.

We think it right, aX the present time, to revive

some of the ancient advices issued by the society

in relation to this subject, and to commend them

to the serious attention and careful observance of

Friends; that by faithfully living up to our chris-

tian profession, the uprightness and consistency of

our example may have a favourable influence upon

others; and, should it please the Almighty to per-

mit a time of greater suffering to come upon us,

we may, through his favour, know our hands made
strong, and our hearts prepared patiently to endure

the day of trial. The advices are as follow, viz :

ADVICES.

Friends are exhorted faithfully to adhere to

our ancient testimony against wars and fightings,

and in no way to unite with any in warlike mea-

sures, either offensive or defensive, that by the in-

ffensiveness of our conduct we may convincingly

demonstrate ourselves to be real subjects of the

Messiah's peaceful reign, and be instrumental in

the advancement thereof towards its designed com-

pletion; when, according to ancient prophecy, the

earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord

as the waters cover the sea, and its inhabitants

learn war no more."
" Many are the ways by which the unwary and

the covetous may be caught. But, brethren, look

beyond the surface. Behold the depth of misery

into which war plunges mankind. Then, putting

your trust in Him who gives understanding to the

simple, and provides for the sparrows, ye may avoid

the pollution which is theirs who join hands with

this desolating evil,"—1795.
" Let all be careful not to seek or accept profit

by any concern in preparations for war ; for how

reproachfully inconsistent would it be, to refuse an

active compliance with warlike measures, and at

the same time not hesitate to enrich ourselves by

the commerce and other circumstances dependant

on war."—1798.
" This meeting fervently recommends to the deep

attention of all our members, that they be reli-

giously guarded against approving or showing the

least connivance at war, either by attending at or

viewing military operations ; or in anywise encour-

aging the unstable, deceitful spirit of party, by

joining with political devices or associations, how-

ver speciously disguised under the ensnaring

subtleties commonly attendant thereon ; but that

they sincerely labour to experience a settlement on

the alone sure foundation of the pure, unchange-

able Truth ; whereby, through the prevalence of

unfeigned christian love and good-will to men,

we may convincingly demonstrate that the king-

dom wc seek is not of this world—a kingdom and

government whose subjects are free indeed, re-

deemed from those captivating lusts from whence

come wars and fightings.

" As we are called out of wars and fightings, so

let them be as seldom as possible the subjects of

our conversation ; but let a holy care rest upon us,

to abide in that Power which gives dominion over

the hopes and fears that arise from the concerns of

an unstable world ; which tend, as they are ad-

mitted into the mind, to lessen the trust in that

Rock which is immoveable."—1757.

" When goods have been distrained from any

Friends, on account of their refusal to pay fines

for nonperformance of military services, and the

officers, after deducting the fines and costs, propose

to return the remainder, it is the sense of this meet-

, that Friends should maintain their testimony

by suffering, and not accept such overplus, unless

the same or a part of it is returned without a

change of the species."—1755.
" A living concern for the advancement of our

testimony to the peaceable kingdom of Christ, con-

ing to spread in many minds, we fervently de-

tbat the members of our religious Society may
carefully avoid engaging in any trade or business

promotive of war; sharing or partaking of the

.spoils of war by pureha:ing or selling prize goods
;

importing or shipping goods in armed vessels
;
pay-

ng taxes for the express purpose of war
;
grinding

of grain, feeding of cattle, or selling their property

for the use of the army : that, through a close at-

tention to the monitions of Divine grace, and

ding against the supression of it either in them-

selves or others, they may be preserved in a con-

duet consistent with our holy profession, and from

woundinc the minds, or increasing the sufferings

of each other; not at all doubting, that He, to

hom appertains the kingdom and the power, who

wonderful in working, will continue to carry on

and perfect his blessed cause of peace in the earth.

" A solid attention to this concern is recom-

mended to Quarterly, Monthly, and Preparative

Meetings, and to our brethren in general ; it being

the judgment of this meeting, that if any of our

members do either openly or by connivance, pay

any fine, penalty or tax, in lieu of personal service

for carrying on war; or allow their children, ap-

prentices or servants to act therein ; or are con-

cerned in arming or equipping vessels with guns,

or in dealing in public certificates, issued as a com-

pensation for expenses incurred, or services per-

formed, in war; that they be tenderly dealt with,

and if they are not brought to an acknowledgment

of their error. Monthly Meetings should proceed to

testify against them."—1780, 1781.
" It is declared to be the sense of this meeting

that furnishing wagons, or other means, forconvey-

ino- military stores, is a military service; and that

the care ofelders, overseers, and all faithful Friends,

should be extended in true love and christian ten-

derness, to such as deviate herein, in order to con-

ince them of their error."—1758.

Also, " that a tax levied for the purchasing of

drums, colours, or for other warlike use, cannot be

paid, consistently with our christian testimony."

—

1776.

Also, " that it is inconsistent with our religious

testimony and principle for any Friend to pay a

fine or tax levied on him on account of his refusal

to serve in the militia ; although such fine or impo-
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sition may be applied toward defraying the ex-

penses of civil government. And where a devia-

tion in this respect occurs, tender dealing and ad-

vice should be extended to the party, in order to

his convincenient and restoration, and if this proves

ineffectual, the Monthly Meeting should proceed

to testify against him."—1790.

When attempts were made to force the early be-

lievers into the Konian army, they meekly but

firmly refused to comply, saying; "I am a chris-

tian, and therefore cannot fight ;" and several suf-

fered martyrdom rather than take up arms.

Many of our predecessors bore cheerfully the

spoiling of their goods, imprisonment, and the re-

proaches of the world, rather than violate their

peaceable principles, and experienced the Divine

Arm to be their stay and support.

May it be our concern, beloved friends, through

the same blessed assistance, to endeavour faithfully

to bear a clear and unflinching testimony to the

peaceable nature of the kingdom of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ; and, if military services or

contributions are demanded of us, not seek to

evade them by excuses, however plausible; but

with innocent boldness avow our conscientious

scruples as the sufficient ground for declining to

comply ; and, if suffering therefor should be our

portion, let us strive to bear it in the gentle, non-

resisting spirit of the gospel, which will preserve us

from indulging any hard feeling toward those who

may be the instruments of inflicting injuries upon

us.

Our religious Society has always been favoura

ble to good government, and steadily opposed to

anarchy, and to every attempt to overthrow the

civil power which Divine Providence has permitted

to be set up over us; encouraging its members to

live quiet and peaceable lives, and to obey all the

laws which do not violate our well known religious

principles. He is the best citizen and the truest

patriot whose life is regulated by the law of Christ,

and conformed to his pure and holy example ; and

we can never advance the real welfare of our coun-

try by disregarding these.

We feel that the present is a very serious and

affecting crisis in public affairs, and that to stand

forth before the people as the advocates of entire

and inviolable peace, involves a solemn responsibi-

lity. May we all, dear friends, suffer it to rest

with weight on our minds, and incite us to watch

unto prayer that everything which leads to con-

tention and discord, may be eradicated from our

hearts; and, through the aid of the Holy Spirit,

we may cultivate, with diligence and patience, those

heavenly dispositions which make for peace, both

amonn- ourselves, and toward all men ;
thus cvin-

ciutr to beholders that we are redeemed from the

spirit of strife, and are really the lowly, self-deny-

ing followers of the merciful and compassionate

Eedeemer, whose religion is one of universal har-

mony and love.

With the salutation of love, we are your friends

and brethren.

Signed on behalf and by direction of a Meeting

for Sufferings, held in Philadelphia, the 17th of

First month, 1862.

Joseph Sxowdon, Clerk.

Flax Cotton.—A Boston correspondent thus

speaks of the recent invention for " flaxing out"

King Cotton :

There are now in operation in this city experi

mental works for the manufacture of flax fibre into

a material called fibrilla, or flax cotton. This can

be produced in any quantity, at seven and eight

cents per pound, and the cloth made from it is bet-

ter in every respect, and -will take and preserve col-

ours better than cloth made from cotton. The raw

material, flax, wild or cultivated, can be produced,

in Canada and all the Northern States, in vast quan-

tities. Colonel Lander, in one of his recent reports,

speaks of coming to plains covered with immense

quantities of this plant growing wild.

Now, here is an article which even now can be

had in quantities, so that its material can be pro-

duced at from two or three cents per pound less

than cotton, and which is destined to supersede cot

ton. Slowly, but surely the parties owning the

patents for the process for manufacturing this ar-

ticle are working it into the attention of our people.

For "The Frionil.'*

The Origin of Infnseria.

(Concluded from page ITS.)

Another interesting question which Pasteur un-

dertook to investigate, was the relative abundance

of these germs in the atmosphere. In determining

this point, a series of flasks were used, which were

one-third filled with the same putrescible fluid.

Their contents were boiled for two or three minutes,

to kill any germs contained in them, and while still

hot, their necks were drawn out to a fine point,

and hermetically sealed. When these were taken

to the desired locality, their points were broken

off, and the air by its rapid ingress carried into the

flasks its dusty particles and whatever else might

be associated with it. The flasks were again

quickly hermetically sealed, and placed away in a

temperature of from 80° to 85°. The number of

flasks in which animal or vegetable organisms were

then developed, was he considered proportional to

the abundance or scarcity of these germs in the

atmosphere of that locality, at the time of its col-

lection.

By comparing different samples of air obtained

in this way, he arrived at several interesting con

elusions. The atmosphere of the cellar of the Ob

opened and closed on one of the mountains, (2789

feet above the sea,) of which five only were affect-

ed by the exposure. While of twenty others taken

to Moutanvert, and opened while a strong wind

was blowing from the gorges of the glacier des Bois,

(at an elevation of 6562 feet,) only two developed

any animalculae or mould. In the performance of

these experiments, great care was taken to avoid

any error arising from dust carried on the person

of the operator, or on the instruments, from other

localities. The flask, while being broken, was held

above the head with the end of the neck towards

the wind ; and a long iron forceps which had pre-

viously passed through a flame on the spot to de-

stroy any germs adhering to it, was used to break

off the point ; an eolipile lamp fed with alcohol,

was taken to close them hermetically with.

It appears therefore to be satisfactorily demon-

strated, that the germs of Infusoria and the spores

of cryptogamia, of extremely minute size, exist in

the atmosphere, and that they are capable of
'

ginning the process of fermentation in suitable

quids. That they are more numerous in the air

of inhabited places, than in that of high eleva-

tions.

That ordinary air contains them in variable pro--l

portion according to the locality, and that they are;

not continuously distributed through it—there be-

ing places where none were found, adjoining placesi

where they were found—but that in every localityi

where the experiment was tried, there were a suflB-

cient number brought by the movements in the at-^

mosphere into the liquids to indicate their existence!

—in the course of three or four days. I

One more confirmation of the existence of thesei

germs is desirable— that of seeing them developed

into their appropriate forms under the microscope, i

Pasteur has already adopted an ingenious plan oft

collecting them from the atmosphere, by drawing^

a current of air for some time throu^'h gun cotton,
\

and then dissolvinij it in ether. The insoluble'

servatory at Paris was found to contain only one- residue containing the solid particles was then ex-

tenth as many germs as that from the court of the amined by the misroscope. He says that there

Institution. This difference was attributed to the
j

may always be found in atmospheric dust " a greati

comparative stillness of the cellar air, which per- number of organized corpuscles, which the expe-

mitted the gradual settling of its fine dust, leaving irienced naturalist will distinguish as the germs of

the upper portiou comparatively free from it. This i inferior organisms." But that these are the iden-

supposition was confirmed, by finding that the tical germs in question, does not appear to be so

greater the precaution taken to prevent the dis-
!
satisfactorily shown. In fact the existence of ova

turbance of the atmosphere by the approach of the lor spores in the atmosphere, large enough to be

operator, the less indication there was of organisms,

and Pasteur concluded that if it were possible to

obtain a quantity of it without any agitation of the

surrounding air, it would be found to be entirely

destitute of ova and spores.

By this method also, there were obtained from

the air of the open country a greater variety of in-

fusorial forms than by the continuous exposure of

a putrescible liquid to the air. This was accounted

for by supposing that in the momentary rush of air

nto the flasks, a smaller number of germs were

brought into contact with the fluid than in the

other case ; so that in each flask there was less

perceived by the microscope, has been denied by

another distinguished Frenchman—Vouchet, who
as an advocate for the theory of spontaneous gene-

ration, has diligently searched for these minute

corpuscles. According to his statements, the at-

mospheric dust abounds in extremely small starch

grains, whieh might readily be mistaken for the

germs of the Infusoria or the spores of cryptogamia.

He has examined the dust of many localities, and

of many ages—among other samples, some collected

in the recesses of ancient cathedrals—from the

chambers of the pyramids—the ruins of (Jrecian

temples—and even from the mummies of Egypt,

in all of which these starch grains were found. Butopportunity for the monopolising of the nutriment
j

by vigorous and rapid growers, to the exclusion of that there may be animated objects so small as to

less numerous or more delicate species. be invisible even to the most powerful misroscope.

He also found that some samples of air yielded |we may readily imagine, since the most improved

no organic growths at all. This was particularly instruments cannot, it is calculated, define particles

the case in that collected at great elevations. On smaller than the 1 -80,000th of an inch in diame-

the Jura mountains, and near the Mer de Glace, ter, and some infusoria are known to exist the

the air was remarkably pure. In performing these 1 -24,000th of an inch in dimensions. If then we
experiments, a series of sixty-three flasks were pre- estimate the size of their ova in the shrivelled state

pared in an exactly similar manner. Twenty ofiin which they would probably be when wafted

these were taken to the level country, far from the! abroad by the winds, at one-tenth of this m:igni-

habitation of man, at the foot of the Jura moun-jtude, it is evident that they must be entirely be-

tains, and there opened and closed. Six'of these lyond our range of vision with our present facilities.

showed organic productions. Twenty others were
|

D.
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War to be lawful, they are proving too much. The;

taxes were tbrovpn into the exchequer of the state,

and a part of the luoney was ajiplied to purpose

Dymottd

(Continued from pug'-- 179.)

An obvious weakness in this argument is this

that it is founded, not upon approval, but upon si- a most iniquitous and shockin;; nature; souieti

lence. Approbation is indeed expressed, but it is
|
probably to the gratification of tlie emperor's per-

directed, not to his arms, but to his faith; andjsonal vices and to his gladiatorial exhibitions, &c.,

those who will read the narrative will find that no [and certainly to the support of a miserable idolatry,

occasion was given for noticing his profession. lie If, therefore, the payment of taxes to such a govern-

janie to Christ, not as a military officer, but simply ment proves an approbation of war, it proves ar

as a deserving man. A censure of his profession approbation of many other enormities. Moreover,

might, undoubtedly, have been pronounced, but it the argument goes too far in relation even to war
would have been a gratuitous censure, a censure

that did not naturally arise out of the case. The
jbjection is in its greatest weight presumptive only,

for none can be supposed to countenance every thing

hat he does not condemn. To observe silence in

such cases was, indeed, the ordinary practice of

~hrist. He very seldom interfered with the civil

jnd political institutions of the world. In these in-

ititutions there was sufficient wickedness around

lim, but some of them, flagitious as they were, he

any occasion, even noticed. His mode
jf condemning and extirpating political vices was

ay the inculcation of general rules of purity, which,

n their eventual and universal application, would

eform them all.

But how happens it that Christ did not notice the

3enturion's religion ? He surely was an idolater.

And is there not as good reason for maintaining

hat Christ approved idolatry, because he did not

condemn it, as that he approved war because he

lid not condemn it '! Keasouing from analogy, we
should conclude that idolatry was likely to have

been noticed rather than war ; and it is therefore

peculiarly and singularly unapt to bring forward

the silence respecting war as an evidence of its law-

fulness.

A similiar argument is advanced from the case

af Cornelius, to whom Peter wa.s sent from Joppa
;

Df which it is said, that although the gospel was
mparted to Cornelius by the especial direction of

Heaven, yet we do not find that he therefore quitted

his profession, or that it was considered inconsis-

tent with his new character. The objection applies

to this argument as to the last, that it is built upon

silence, that it is simply negative. We do notfind
that he quitted the service :—I might answer, Nei-

ther do we fiud that he continued in it. We cnly

for it must necessarily make Ci>rist approve of all

the Roman wars, without distinction of their justice

or uujustice—of tlie most ambitious, the most atro-

cious, and the most aggressive; and these even our

objectors will not defend. The payment of tribute

by our Lord was accordant with his usual system

of avoiding to interfere in the civil or political in-

stitutions of the world.
" Let him that has no sword sell his garment,

and buy one." This is another passage that is

brought against us. " For what purpose," it is

asked, " were they to buy swords, if swords might

not be used V I doubt whether with some of those

who advanced this objection, it is not an objection

of words rather than of opinion. I doubt whether

they themselves think there is any weight in it.

To those, however, who may be influenced by it, I

would observe, that, as it appears to me, a suffi-

cient answer to the objection may be found in the

immediate context:— '' Lord, behold here are two

swords," said they ; and he immediately answered,
" It is enough." How could two be enough when
eleven were to be supplied with them? That

swords, in the sense and for the purpose of military

weapons, were even intended in this passage, there

appears much reason for doubting. This reason

will be di;,covered by examining and connecting

such expressions as these :
" The Son of man is not

come to destroy men's lives, but to save them,"

said our Lord. Yet, on another occasion, he says,

" I came not to send peace on earth, but a sword.''

How are we to explain the meaning of the latter

declaration? Obviously by understanding "sword"

to mean something far other than steel. For my-

self, I see little reason for supposing that physical

weapons were intended in the instruction of Christ.

I believe they were not intended, partly because no

know nothing of the matter : and the evidence is I one can imagine his apostles were in the habit of

therefore so much less than proof, as silence is less
j

useing such arms, partly because they declared

than approbation. Yet, that the account is silent I that the weapons of their warfare were not carnal,

respecting any disapprobation of war, might have and partly because the word ^^ sword'' is often used

been a reasonable ground of argument under dit- 1 to imply "dissension," or the religious warfare of

ferent circumstances. It might have been a reason- the Christian. Such a use of language is found

able ground of argument, if the primary object of I in the last quotation ; and it is found also in such

Christianity had been the reformation of political i expressions as these :
'' shidd of faith"

—

'^helmet

institutions, or, perhaps, even if her primary object I of salvation"

—

'^ sword of the Spirit"
—"I have

had been the regulation of the external conduct ; i_/o«^'/;^ the good figlit of faith."

but her primary object was neither of these. She
j

But it will be said that the apostles did provide

directed herself to the reformation of the heart, themselves with swords, for that on the same even-

we avail ourselves of tiie conduct of the apostles,

before tliey themselves knew the duties of Christi-

anity ? ^Vhyi •' t'''^ example of Peter be authority

to us, do we not approve the substqucut example
of this same apostle, in denying his Master ?

Why, indeed, do we urge the conduct of Peter

at all, when that conduct was immediately con-

demned by Christ ? And, had it not been con-

demned, how happens it, that if he allowed his fol-

lowers the use of arms, he healed the only woutid

which we find they ever inflicted with them?

It appears to me, that the apostles acted on this

occasion upon the principles on which they bad

wished to act on another, when they asked, " Shall

we command fire to come down from heaven to con-

sume them?" And that their Master's principles

of action were also the same in both—" Ye know-

not what manner of spirit ye are of: for the Son
of man is not come to destroy men's lives, but to

save them." T/iis is the language of Christianity
;

and I would seriously invite him who now justifies

" destroying men's lives," to consider what manner
of spirit he is of.

I think, then, that no argument arising from the

ustruetion to buy swords can be maintained. This,

at least, we know, that when the apostles were cow-
pletely couimissioned, they neither used nor posses-

id them. An extraodinary imagination he must
ave, who conceives of an apostle, preaching peace

nd reconciliation, crying " forgive injuries"—" love

your enemies"— " render not evil for evil ;" and at

the conclusion of the discourse, if he chanced to

meet with violence or insult, promptly drawing his

sword, and maiming or murdering the offender.

We insist upon this consideration. If swords were

to be worn, swords were to be used ; and there is

no rational way in which they could have beeu

used, but some such as that which we have been

supposing If, therefore, the words, " Let him that

knowing that all other reformation would follow.

She embraced indeed both morality and policy, and
d has reformed or will reform both—not so much

immediately as consequently; not so much by fil-

tering the current, as by purifying the spring. The
silence of Peter, therefore, in the case ot' Cornelius,

ill serve the cause of war but little ; that little is

ing they asked, "shall we smite with the sword?"

This is true, and I think it may probably be true

also, that some of them provided themselves with

swords in consequence of the injunction of their

Master. But what then ? The reader of the New
Testament will find that hitherto the destined teach-

ers of Christianity were very imperfeotly acquainted

diminished when urged against the positive evidence l with the nature of their Master's religion—their

of commands and prohibitions, and it is reduced to conceptions of it were yet gross and Jewish. The

Bothingoess, when it is opposed to ihs. universal tetiAyavy question that is brought against us, and the

dency and object of the revelation.
|
succeeding conduct of Peter, evince how little they

It has sometimes been urged that Christ paid
|

yet knew that His kingdom icas not of thisworkl,

taxes to the Roman government at a time when \t and that his servants migUt not. fight. Even after

was engaged in war, and when, therefore, the money the resurrection, they seemed to be still expecting

that he paid would be employed iu its prosecution,
j

that his purpose was to establish a temporal govern-

I This we shall readily grant; but it appears to be ment, by the inquiry—"Lord, wilt thou at this time

I

forgotten by our opponents that, if this proves war|restore agaia the kiugdooi wnto Israel !" Why do

has no sword sell his garment, and buy one," do

not mean to authorize such a use of the sword, they

do not mean to authorize its use at all : And those

who adduce the passage must allow its application

in such a sense, or they must exclude it from any

application to their purpose.

It has been said, again, that when soldiers came to

John the Baptist to inquire of him what they should

do. he did not direct them to leave the service, but to

be content with their wages. This, also, is at best

but a negative evidence. It does not prove that

the military profession was wrong, and it certainly

does not prove that it was right. But in truth, if

it asserted the latter, christians have, as I conceive,

nothing to do with it ; for I think that we need not

inquire what John allowed, or what he forbade.

He, confe.ssedly, belonged to that system which re-

quired " an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth ;"

and the obs^'rvations which we shall by-and-by

make on the authority of the law of Moses, apply,

therefore, to that of John the Baptist. Although

it could be proved (which it cannot be) that he al-

lowed wars, he acted not inconsistently with his own
dispensation ; and with that dispensation we have

no business. Yet, if any one still insists upon the

authority of John, I would refer him for an answer

to Jesus Christ himself. What authority He at-

tached to John on questions relating to his own dis-

pensation may be learned from this
—'" The least in

the kingdom of heaven is greaUr than he."

tXo be continaed.)

Gigantic Bird's JS'ests.—Gould describes the

Wattled Talegalla, or bush Turkey of Australia,

as adopting a most extraordinary process of nidi-

fication. The birds collect together an immense

heap of decaying vegetable matter, as a depository

for the eggs, and trust to the heat engendered by
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decomposition for the development of them. The

heap employed for this purpose is collected by the

birds during several weeks previous to the period

of laying. It varies in size Irom two to four cart

loads, and is of a perfectly pyramidal form. Seve-

ral birds work at its construction, not by using

their bills, but by grasping the materials in their

feet and throwing them back to one common cen-

tre. In this heap the birds bury the eggs per-

fectly upright, with the large end upwards; they

are covered up as they are laid, and allowed to

remain until hatched, when the young birds are

clothed with feathers, not with down as is usually

the case. It is not unusual for the natives to ob-

tain nearly a bushel of eggs at one time from a

single heap. They are eagerly sought alter, as

well as the flesh. The birds are stupid, and easily

fall victims to the sportsman, and will sit aloft and

allow a succession of shots to be fired at them,

until they are brought down.

For "The Friend.

rass-Hoppers or locusts of NorthThe Migratory

America.

Although the great migratory grass-hopper or

locust of the Eastern continent is unknown in the

United States, our country abounds with nuuierous

species of grass-hoppers which occasionally appear

in such multitudes as to be a real scourge to the

district in which they prevail. The group which

includes the true locusts, is distinguished from

ordinary grass-hopper among other characters by

its power of flight, the latter being feeble of wing,

and soon compelled to alight. The species which

is the most destructive to vegetation, is the red

legged locust or grass-hopper, the Acrydium femur

rubrum of Dr. Harris. 'I'he body of the insect is

about an inch long, and the wings, when expanded
measure 11 to 1% inches. It is characterized by
the red colour of the hind legs. They frequent

the salt marshes along the coast, and in certain

seasons, after consuniing the grass on these marshes,

they make their way to the upland, destroying

everything in their course. About the middle of

the last century, they repeatedly swept over the

New England colonies, occasioning so great an

alarm among the people, that days of fasting and
prayer were appointed on account of the threatened

calamity. Every part of our continent, especially

in the interior, is subject at times to the devasta

tions of these insects. One of the best descrip

tions of their habits and ravages is contained ii

the report of the Canadian exploring expeditions

of 1857 and 1858, by H. Y. Hind. The exploring

party first met with the locusts on Garden Island

in the Lake of the Woods, about the middle of tht

Eighth month, 1857. " The shores were covered

to the depth of two or three inches with countl

millions of grass-hoppers, which had been washed
there during the gale of the preceding night. The
greater number of the grass-hoppers were alive,

and as the rising sun warmed and invigorated

them, they spread with much regularity over the

fields of Indian corn and the potato patches ; their

progress was like that of an invading army, eatin

and destroying every living green thing in their

way. Before we left the island, they had advanced
here and there some thirty or forty yards from

the beach, in a well defined and undulating line,

leaving behind them nothing but the bare and
blackened stalks of the plants they had destroyed."

The noise of their jaws in eating could be distinctly

perceived, and the writer states, that in a caln

day it could be heard with the greatest ease for ;

distance of several hundred yards. When lh(

party arrived, in the Ninth month, at the White
Horse Plain on the Assiniboine, the main tributary

of Red River, " the grass-hoppers appeared in

countless millions just before my arrival; every

bare patch of ground in the road was filled with

their eggs, the living insects were leaping through

the tall grass in infinite multitudes, yet notwith-

standing failing to change the appearance of the

country in the midst of so great a profusion of food.

What the next year's brood may do remains to be

seen, their progenitors had come in swarming clouds

from the soutb side of the Assiniboine, but no one

Id tell of their origin, or of the devastations

they must have created before they took their

flight, and alighted on the White Horse Plain."

The exploring party continued its researches

during the year 1858, and reached the Assiniboine

at Lane's Post, in the middle of the Sixth month.
" The first grass-hoppers were observed this year

at Lane's Post ; they were a brood from the egus

deposited by a swarm which alighted on the White
Horse Plain, in September last."

" We reached the mouth of the Little Souris

river, a branch of the Assiniboine, on the 24th of

June. At the mouth of the Souris, the grass-hop

pers were in countless numbers, and so voracious

as to attack and destroy every article of clothing

left for a few minutes on the grass. Saddles

girths, leather bags and clothing of every descrip

tion, were devoured without distinction. Ten mi-

nutes sufficed them to destroy three pair of woolei

trowsers, which had been carelessly thrown on the

grass. There were two distinct broods of gra;

hoppers, one with wings not yet formed, which had
been hatciied on the spot, the other full grown in-

vaders from the prairies, south of the Assiniboine

We here saw one of the vast flights of these insects,

which were afterwards witnessed on a scale of

alarming magnitude."
" On the 2d of July, we observed the grass

hoppers in full flight towards the north ; the air, as

far as the eye could penetrate, appeared to be fill

ed with them. They commenced their flight about

nine in the morning, and continued until half past

three or four o'clock in the afternoon. About this

time they settled around us in countless multitudes,

and immediately clung to the leaves of grass, and
rested after their journey. On subsequent days
when crossing the great prairie, from Red Deer'f

Head river to Fort Ellice, the hosts of grass-hop-

pers were beyond all calculation; they appeared
to be infinite in numbers. Early in the morning
they fed upon the prairie grass, being always found

most numerous in low wet places where the grass

was long. As soon as the sun had evaporated the

dew, they took short flights, and as the hour of

noon approached, cloud after cloud would rise from
the prairie, and pursue their flight in the direction

of the wind, which was generally S.S.W. The
number in the air seemed to be greatest about

noon, and at times they appeared in such infinite

swarms as to lessen perceptibly the light of th

sun. The whole horizon wore an unearthly ashe;

hue, from the light reflected from their trausparent

wings. The air was tilled as with flakes of snow
and time after time, clouds of these insects form-

ing a derse body, casting a glimmering silvery

light, flew swiftly towards the N.N.E. at altiti

varying from 5U0 to 1000 feet and upwards.
" Some idea of the height of these insects may

be gathered from the opportunity enjoyed by E.
James who, when standing upon the summit of a

peak of the Rocky mountains, 8500 feet above the

level of the plains in Nebraska territory, (14,500
feet above the level of the sea,) saw them above
his head, as far as their size would render them visi-

ble. ' Lying on my back, and looking upwards as

near to the sun as the light would admit, I saw
the sky continually changing colour from blue to

silver-white, ash-gray and lead colours, according

to the numbers in the passing clouds of insects

Opposite to the sun, the prevailing hue was a sil

ver-white, perceptibly flashing. On one ocoa.sion

the whole heavens towards the south, east, anc

we.-t, appeared to radiate a soft gray-tinted ligh

with a quivering motion, and the day being calm

the hum produced by the vibration of so mani

million wings, was quite indescribable, and mor«

resembled the noise popularly termed a ringing ii

one's ears, than any other sound. The aspect o

the heavens, during the greatest flight we observed

was singularly striking. It produced a feeling o

uneasiness, amazement and awe in our minds, as i

some terrible unforeseen calamity were about t

happen. It recalled more vividly than words coulc

express the devastating ravages of the Egyptiai

scourges, as it seemed to bring us face to face witl

one of the most striking and wonderful exhibition

of Almighty power in the creation and sustenanc

of this infinite army of insects. In the evening

when the grass-hoppers were resting from their louj

journeys, or in the morning, when feeding on thu

grass leaves, they rose in clouds around us as w«

marched through the prairie ; if a strong win<i

blew, they became very troublesome, flying witt

force against our faces, in the nostrils and eyes 0(

the horses, and filling every crevice in the cartB

But fortunately comparatively few flew on a wind]

day, otherwise it would have been almost impos

sible to make headway against such an infiuit)

host in rapid motion, before the wind, althoug

composed individually of such insignificant i

bers.'

" The grass-hoppers were very numerous, ai

during four days tilled the air like flakes of snofl

they rose simultaneously, when about to take theJI

flight from areas of two to twenty acres in extenlj

first perpendicularly to the height of twelve

fourteen feet, then in a slanting direction until thel(

had attained an elevation of from two to thral

hundred feet, after which they pursued a horizoiM

tal course before the wind. In a light breeze thl

noise produced by their wings, was like a gentU

wind stirring the leaves of a forest."

" On the 6th of July, we arrived at Pipeston

Creek, and found the country swarming with d

young brood of grass-hoppers, with wings about i

quarter of an inch long, showing that their progeni

tors had arrived in the preceding autumn in time t(

deposit their eggs in the soil. Innumerable hosts o

these insects passed overhead during the day, am
on looking up through an excellent marine glass

I could see them flying like scud at an immens(

height."
" At 4 P. M., on the 4th of July, we left Fort

Ellice, and travelled due west through a prettj

country, near the banks of the Qu'Appelle or Call-

ing River. Here we observed during the morning

the grass-hoppers descending from a great heigh

perpendicularly like hail—a sign our half breeds

stated of approaching rain.

"The grass-hoppers were excellent prognostica-

tors ; a violent thuuder storm in the afternoon com
menced in the east, (all preceding storms had come

from the west,) and was accompanied by exceed-

ingly heavy rain and a boisterous wind. The

storm continued several hours. At 9 in the even-

ing, the air was calm, and the heavens clear and

bright; at ten, the storm returned from the west,

and a more terrific and sublime exhibition of the

elemental warfare none of us had ever before wit-

nessed. Three times the lightning struck the earth

so close to us there was no perceptible interval

between the flash and the shock. It was distinctly

heard to hiss through the air, and instead of pene-

trating the ground at once, seemed to leap from
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bush to bush for a distance of sixty or seventy

yards. It is remarkable that though the wind was

blowing violently before and after the two flashes

just described occurred, yet, betTreen theui, an in-

terval of about three-quarters of a minute, there

was a dead calm."

The last large flight seen by the party, was on

the 2Cth of the Seventh month, when " vast clouds

of gras.s-hoppers flying towards the east, passed

high over our heads without intermission for nearly

two hours."

It was ascertained that the mighty swarms of

1857, extended from the 'J-ith to the 112th degree

of longitude, and from lat. 41 to lat. 53—from the

Mormon settlements in Utah to near the valley of

the North Saskatchawan, and from the Lake of the

Woods to the foot of the llocky mountains, the

perfect insect in 1857, or the young brood in 1858,

having been observed nearly continuously over that

wide extent of country.

"In the spring of 1858, the young brood was

seen at Prairie Portage on the Assiniboine, hop-

ping over the newly fallen snow at the latter end

of April. It was thought by the settlers, that the

cold weather which followed the warm days in the

early part of the month when the eggs were hatch-

ed, would have destroyed the young brood ; but

it did not appear to have created any sensible di-

minution in their numbers.

The extraordinary vitality of the eggs of in-

sects is well known ; but when we reflect that the

eggs of the red-legged locust are exposed in Rupert's

Land to a temperature lower than that at which

mercury freezes, as well as to constant alternations

from the freezing point to below zero, in the early

spring months, their capacity to resist these in

iuces cannot fail to be regarded as one of the

mobt wonderful features in the life of this insect.

Their power of sustaining long flights is al;

very remarkable. They generally rose from the

prairie about nine in the morning, and alighted

about four in the afternoon. During the interme-

diate hours, I do not recollect one instance in which

they were observed to alight, except in anticipa-

tion of a thunder storm, when they would descend

perpendicularly from a great altitude. Assuming

their speed to have been twenty miles an hour,

the distance they would fly in one day probably

amounted to a hundred and twenty miles.

" Their principal food is the prairie grass and

the leaves of shrubs, but they will attack any sub-

stance presented to them,—such as woolen garments

and leather. The only article of clothing which

did not sufl'er from their voracity, was the caout-

chouc or gutta percha cloaks and coverings.

" The periodical visitations of these locusts have

been enumerated among the objectionable features

of parts of the Far West, and as some of the ob-

stacles to the settlement of Nebraska. That they

will also exercise an important influence upon tlie

future of the southern part of Kupert's Land, there

is but too great reason to fear ; already they have

twice destroyed the crops in different parts of the

settlements; and in the State of Minnesota, in the

region about Crow Wing, they rendered husbandry

hopeless for two years, producing great distress in

that newly settled country."

For "The Friend."

filOGRAPUlCAL SKETCUES

Of Ministers and ElJers and other concerned members
ot the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

PETER HARVEY.

Peter Harvey was born in the Province of West

Jersey, Tenth month 4th, 1721. His parents were

members of the Society of Friends, religiously con-

cerned to bring him up in the way of truth, and in

the plainness and simplicity our holy profession calls

for. Through the Lord's merciful visitations, be

rought into a living knowledge of, and a holy

conformity to the principles of his education, mani-

nd circumspection in his C(

labour to witness the arising of Life, and an ability

to wait upon the Lord in spirit and in truth.

After a time it pleased the Lord to confer upon

him a gift in the ministry of the (jospel, which he

exercised in great plainness, simplicity, and tender-

ness. He was frequently called into public ser-

vice, and travelled through the Northern Provinces.

His communications in the ministry were generally

short, but were attended with life and power.

They manifested that they sprung from the Divine

Fountain of Good, and were to the comfort of the

humble and contrite in spirit. He was earnest in

exhortation, and with great fervency laboured in

his Master's cause. He frequently pressed on his

2 lie inward Principle we own. — For being

quickened by it in our inward man, we could easily

discern the difference of things, and feel what was

right and what was wrong, and what was fit and

hat not, both in reference to religion and civil con-

cerns.— William Peiin.
" ed in great harmony for nearly sixty-seven years.

If we hide our talent in the earth, we shall lose
|

He was diligent in the attendance of religious

our treasure in heaven.

concern for the good of others, and in various ways

laboured to promote their earthly comforts andi

everlasting well being. He was appointed an

Overseer and Elder in the church, and filled these

stations reputably. He often advised Friends to

keep cool in their minds, and to speak from a sense

of Truth. He was of a meek and loving deport-

ment, and was an example of brotherly condescen-

sion. As a husband he was loving and tender, as

a master liberal and kind. By the blessing of

Providence on his care and industry, he had accu-

mulated some property, and was able to communi-

cate of his fullness to others, which he did with

cheerfulness. He was hospitable, gladly entertain-

ing strangers; peace-loving, very earnest in settling

difficulties and disputes among his neighbours.

During his last sickness, to a Friend who visited

him in his sickness, he said, that in his youth-

ful years his mind was much on improvement in

outward business, and being successful therein,

many spoke in praise of his conduct. In his pros-

perity he purchased sundry sorts of superfluities in

workmanship, and did not see clearly what he was

to do with them, but he did see, that at the time

of going into these things, he had gone on in the

dark, and that latterly, even in the time of his

health, tliey had been a burden to his mind.

He appeared to be in a loving state of mind,

saying that he had had a living sense of Divine

Love, at different times in his sickness, and h

been permitted to taste of that joy which is the

everlasting portion of those who are sancti"

addini', the thought of death was not terrible to

him. He had had during his confinement, a clearer

sight of eternal happiness than he had thought

attainable whilst in the body.

He deceased Tenth month 9th, 1771, very qui

etly, aged 50 years and five days, having been a

member of Burlington Monthly Meeting.

JOHN SYKES.

John Sykes was born in Derbyshire, Great Bri-

tain, Fifth month 8tb, 1682, of honest Friends,

who had been great sufferers because of their faith-

fulness in support of their Christian principles.

They removed to America whilst their sou John

was an infant, reaching Burlington, Ninth month

1st, 1683.

Being favoured in early life with the visitations

of Divine grace, and giving heed thereto, he was,

even when quite young, solid and thoughtful.

—

Feeling the powerful overshadowing of bis Hea-

venly Father's love, and continuing in humility

and meekness, he manifested by his pure and cir-

cumspect walking and inoffensive life, that he was

a sincere lover of the Truth, and a dedicated fol-

lower of our blessed Saviour.

In the year 1704, he was married to Joanna

Murfin, a sober religious woman, with whom he

festing great care ana circums^,...... '" — —"i Ug^,,,,
,1,^ „eees.«ity of diligence in the attendance

duct and conversation. He was brought under
j ^j. ^^^^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^.^^^,8 ^^^^^^.^^^^ ^^ ,^^^^^^

in the inward work, that sanctification and holi-

ght be witnessed by them. In these re-

spects he was a good example, which gave addi-

tional weight to his exhortations. He was careful

in his family, circumspect in his dealings with all,

d much esteemed by Friends, and beloved by

i neighbours.

Having through a long course of labour in his

great Master's vineyard, proved himself a work-

man who needed not to be ashamed, he, in a gooA

old age, was favoured to feel and to express his

great comfort and inward satisfaction, in the pros-

pect of ending his day's work in peace. When the

close came, he was ble-t with quiet resignation to

the disposing will of his Heavenly Father. He
departed this life Tenth month 26th, 1771, aged

89 years and about three months,—having been a

minister nearly 50 years. His residence had long

been Chesterfield, New Jersey.

ABXER WOOLMAN.

Abner W^oolman, son of Samuel and Elizabeth

Woolman, was born in New Jersey, about the year

1724. He was educated by these faithful Friends

asbecometh the truth, and giving heed to the teach-

ings of grace, became useful in the church. He
was humble in his deportment, a lover of peace,

and fond of quietness and retirement. Whilst

striving to avoid a close intercourse with the world

and its concerns, he was yet very useful in settling

any difference which arose among his neighbours.

He was a friend to all the afBieted,—and had a

warm feeling of sympathy for the poor negroes,

having a decided testimony against the custom

whereby they were deprived of their natural rights.

He was much esteemed by his friends, and for

several years filled the station of an Elder at Mans-

field, part of Burlington Monthly Meeting. He
frequently was engaged to labour in Meetings for

business, and in private amongst his neighbours,

to discourage much use of spiritous liquors them-

selves, and against furnishing much of it to their

workmen, believing that a liberal distribution of

them at harvest, was productive of evil. He
deemed their use prompted to a light and noisy be-

haviour, unbecoming grateful receivers of the tem-

poral favours bestowed on them, and at variance

with that sobriety which is consistent with our

Christian profession.

For some years before his close, through bodily

weakness, he found it extremely diflioult to attend

religious meetings, yet he was very seldom absent.

He departed this life Eleventh month 4th, 1771,

aged about 47 years.

Hugh Ely, a valuable Elder of Buckingham,

deceased during this year.

Richard George, an Elder of Haverford, de-

ceased Eleventh month 2Sth, aged 72 years.

I

meetings, and was faithfully engaged thereio, in

Ln humble spirit is a charitable and quiet

spirit.
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FLEEING TO GOD.

Under the shadow of Thy wing, my Father !

Till life's cal.imilies be overpast,

In that sure refuge, let my spirit gather

Strength, to bear calmly on unto the last.

Be merciful to me—for thoughts that crush me.

Lie like an incubus upon my breast;

Only Thy voice. Omnipotent, can hush me
Into the quiet even, of seeming rest.

Oh ! what is life but one long, long endurance,

Of this dull, heavy weight on heart and brain?

Speak to my spirit—speak the strong assurance,

That nothing Thou ordained is m vain.

Trembling amid the turmoils of existence,

Oh ! let me grasp a more than mortal arm ;

Father! my Father! be not at a distance

When earth's dark phantoms Thy weak child alarm.

Under Thy shadow fear cannot appall me.
If in the Rock of Ages surely hid

Under Thy shadow ! harm cannot befall me,
If Thou, All wise, All merciful, forbid.

Nearer to Thee, my Saviour, my Redeemer!
In heaven, on earth, whom hath my soul but Thee?

Though for an instant, as some feverish dreamer
Grasps at the treasure which he seems to see

I, too, have dreamed, and waked to find illusion

Inscribed on- all I sought to make my own,
And turning from my idols in confusion,

I dedicate my life to Thee alone.

Under the shadow of Thy wing abiding;

Close to my suffering Saviour's wounded side.

In the sure promise of His love confiding.

Why should I shrink, though earthly ills betide.

Oh ! if the heart grow strong through suffering only :

If but through trial it may reach its goal,

I will rejoice, although my way be lonely.

And all Thy waves and billows o'er me roll.

Salem {Mass.j Register.

Rock Oil.—There is nothing in the industrial

world at the present time more remarkable than

the production of petroleum. That great lakes of

this valuable substance should have lain a few feet

beneath the surface undiscovered for thousands of

years, is one among innumerable proofs that the

intelligence of civilization is required to enable man
to bring to light and render available the natural

resources of the planet which we inhabit. One
very curious circumstance in the development of

this industry was the tirdiness of even our enter-

prising community to direct their attention to it

after it was discovered. In 1826, an account of

the Little Muskingum region, in Ohio, was pub-
lished in Silliman's Journal, in which the statement
was made that in boring for salt water, vast quan-
tities of petroleum were obtained, which was begin-

ning to be in demand for lamps in workshops and
manufactories. The writer says :

—" It affords a

clear, brisk light when burnt in this way, and will

be a valuable article for lighting the street lamps
in the future cities of Ohio." Though this account
was published in 1826, the discovery was made in

1810, and yet this mine of wealth was suffered to

lie unappropriated in the heart of this country for

thirty-five years. Attention was again called to

it by the success of the coal oil manufacture, and
in 18.54, two gentlemen in New York, — Eveleth
and Bissel, secured the right to the upper spring

on Oil Creek, in Pennsylvania, and organized a

company to search for the oil. The operations

were slow, and the first oil was struck at a depth
of seventy-one feet, on the 26th of August, 18.59.

The drill suddenly dropped into a cavity, and oil

rose within five inches of the surface. A pump
being introduced, the company were soon in the re-

ceipt of one thousand gallons of oil per day.

This success created an intense excitement in the

neighbourhood, and boring for oil became the great

business of the community. The petroleum was see and to declare, that " bitterness is not expelled

found not only along Oil Creek, but in numerous by bitterness," but that "sweetness expels bitter-

other localities, extending from ^'irginia to Canada jness;" and again, that " it is a deplorable righte-

West, and the supply has increased so rapidly aslousness that cannot bear with others because it

to bring the article down to a very low price, and
j

finds them wicked, and which thinks of seeking the

to make it a great staple for domestic use and fori solitude of the desert, instead of doing them good
export. The Erie railroad has a large number of jby long-suffering, prayer, and example ?" Again,

cars devoted exclusively to its transportation, its
j

said he, "Christ reigns [or dwelt] in the midst

pungent and peculiar odor rendering the cars thus of his enemies. If he had desired to live only

employed unfit for other uses. At the depot of the I
among the good, and to die for those only who

compaay in Hoboken, thousands of barrels may at [loved him, for whom would he have died, and
any time be seen on their way to this city, either

1
among whom would he have lived V And still fur-

for export or distribution. The peculiar power ther respecting the limiting spirit of self-exaltation,

which the substance has of penetrating capillary whereby the church has been so often troubled and
tubes, covers the barrels with grease, and fills the divided, he admonishes his co-labourers on this

air with its odor. wise : "Although every thing is in a wretched state

Petroleum has just begun to play the great part there, this is 7iot sufficient reason for separating

which it is destined to fill in the industrial arts. Itifrom it. On the contrary, the worse things are

yields a good lubricating material, and produces
i

going on in it, the more we should cling to it; for

the whitest, best and cheapest of all artificial lights, jit is not by separation that we shall make it bet-

A great variety of hydrocarbons result from itsjter. We must not desert God on account of the

distillation, and these, in combination wilh other
j

devil; or abandon the children of God who are still

compounds and elements, produce thousands of new
substances for innumerable untried uses of the

chemist and the artisan. We anticipate for petro-

leum a more rapid extension to a great variety of

applications than marked even the introduction of

India rubber.

—

Scientijic American.

For "The Friend."

" When God and man stand opposite in view,
Man's disappointment must of course ensue."

We may be convinced by what passes in our
minds, if we will but closely and dispassionately

examine our motives to action, that mankind, in a

state of nature, are universally governed by self-

will. The perversity of the will is indeed the pri-

mary cause of defection and degeneracy of all

moral agents; it is the strong man armed that

keeps the house; and, while he continues to possess

it, all our endeavours after natural, and much more
super-natural excellence, are too much perverted
by passion and prejudice, ever to reach the object

we aim at; for, whatever our rational discoveries

of religious and moral truths may be, it is the will

that determines us to action—the resignation of

the will is, therefore, the first step in true devo-
lion—hereby we escape the influence of the pas-

sions, commend ourselves to divine mercy, and are

at peace; the presentations of good and evil are

then distinguishable, and strength is received to

reject the one, and cleave to the other." This we
may observe iu the case of Paul before and after

his conversion; at the former period he was actu-

ated by his own reason and will, and therefore

failed of accomplishing the divine purpose, even
while deeming himself the servant of God, doinc
his bidding and pleasure ; and at the latter was
influenced and governed by the manifest will of his

divine Master, by whose power he was first hum-
bled, and then so marvellously enlightened as to

.'^ee clearly the way of self-denial, into which he was
called, and afterwards engaged to walk, to the

honour and praise of God, iu the accomplishment
of his holy will and purpose. It was then that he
was made an humble and effectual instrument in

the divine hand, of gathering souls unto Christ,

through the influence and aid of the same divine
power whereby his will had been subjected, and
his eyes opened to behold the things which be-
longed to his peace.

To what other power or means, than the Spirit

and grace of God, can we look for the recovery of
our minds from their natural darkness and igno-

rance '! and by what other was the notable Luther,
after the exercise of his own wisdom and will in

the pursuit of a course of violence, at length led to

in the llomish communion, because of the multi-

tude of the ungodly. There is no sin, there is no
evil that should destroy charity, for charity can
do all things, and to unity nothing is difficult."

" But 'tis not easy with a mind like ours,

To bid the pleadings of self-lore be still,

Resign our own, and seek our Maker's will."

Yet, says Luther, " you will not find peace save

in Christ, by despairing of yourselves, and of your
own works. Hope for nothing from your own la-

bours, from your own understanding; trust solely

in God and in the influence of his l^pirit. If our

labours and afflictions could give peace to the con-i

science, why should Christ have died ?" But, saidi

he, "man cannot of his own nature will God to^

be God, (or is not willing he should be God.) Hei
would prefer to be God himself, and that God werel

not God. The law of God and the will of man areJ

two adversaries, that without the grace of God<
can never be reconciled. The law which is good,!

and in which we have life, is the love of God shed!

abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost. Blessed!

are all they who perform the works of God's grace."'

" God has formed thee with a wiser view
Than to be led in chains, but to subdue
Calls thee to cope with enemies, a-ai first

Points out a conflict with thyself the worst ;''

which seems to have been the discovery of this'

eminent servant, after much suffering from the''

temptations and delusions, to which he was subject,

in an especial manner, before the natural will and!

pride of the creature were brought under, and his'

eyes anointed to behold the error of a persecuting'

course, suggested by a self-righteous spirit. The
power and workings of this subtle and deceiving

foe, seems aptly described by the pious Cowpei
the following lines :

" By what unseen and unsuspected arts,

The serpent error twines round human hearts.

First appetite enlists him. Truth's sworn foe.

Then obstinate self-will confirms hira so.

Tell him he wanders; that his error leads
To fatal ills ; that though the path he treads
He flowery, and he see no cause for fear,

Death and the pains of hell attend him there:
In vain

;
the slave of arrogance and pride,

He has no hearing ou the prudent side.

His still refuted qnirks he still repeats;

New raised objections with new quibbles meets;
' Till sinking in the quicksand he defends,
He dies disputing, and the contest ends

—

But not the mischiefs; they still left behind,
Like thistle-seeds, are sown by every wind."

An humble confession of sins brings shame to

ourselves, but glory to God.
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•rs in a London Crowd.—The Scottish

Guardian correspondent gives a lively picture of

be scenes in the city streets, among the crowds

hieh gather to see the Lord Mayor's procession :

—" Let us faintly sketch the locality of St. Paul's

hurch-yard. The first claimant for public regard,

ind pence, is the man who always sells ' gold (?)

ings for a penny each,' on Lord Mayor's day.

Listen to him. ' Look here,' he cries, ' this is not

I small country village, where gaping rustics can be

io easily gulled ; no, my friend.-, it is tlic great city

)f London, where a jeweller's shop may be seen at

ry second step. I am here, gentlemen, in con-

lequence of a wager between two sporting gentle-

nen, as to the possibility of selling one hundred

old rings in St. Paul's church-yard, in this nine-

eenth century.' The rings are quickly sold, and

shen his tray is empty, he disappears. But who

omes next'( A man who mounts a blacking-bos,

n order to make himself conspicuous, and ad-

Iresses the crowd in this fashion— ' Gentlemen, you

ire surrounded by impostors, fellows who proless

o sell so many things for a wager. I have come

day, for the purpose of rewarding the pub-

ic, by giving away some spare money. Now, then,

gentlemen speculators, who'll give me two-and four-

)ence for half-a-crown ?' Immediately a half-

:rown is held up, and he gets two or three oflfers.

le then descends to smaller sums—with each of-

ring a premium—such as a shilling for tenpence,

xpence for fivepence, twopence for three half-

)ence, and (O, what a rush upon him of the small

)oys 1) a penny for a halfpenny. However, on the

hole, he does not lose more than a shilling; and

iccomplishing his object— thiit of gaining popular

ittention—immediately flow in his gains. Glit-

ering ' gold' chains appear—0, how dazzling, and

cheap!—to be, in fact, as he says, 'given

y for the paltry sum of one shilling !' He sells

lozens of them, and when trade begins to slacken,

Toduces brooches, which he calls ' precious' stones

urrounded with gold, to be sold for the same sum.

Two confederates in the crowd are the first cu.s-

omers for the brooches ; he puts their money in

ittle boxes along with the brooches, and says

—

There, take back your money, as well as the

)rooches, and go and have something to drink.'

U this the crowd rush forward, hoping to have

heir clay moistened after the same fashion. How
ain the hope I a mirage in the desert, instead of

he cooling fountain of ' Bass's Pale Ale,' at the

leighbouring public house. The saucy rogue coolly

)Ockets all the shillings, but still there are plenty

if buyers. At last they begin to flag, and he,

tepping off his box, absquatulates. Shortly after,

16 may be seen dividing his gains with his two con-

ederates."

pains increase." Medicine was given to'him, and
attempts were made to warm him by the friction

of the hands. As he laid himself down on the

bed, he said to Count Albrecht, " If 1 could doze

half an hour, I think it would relieve me." He
did sleep, and awoke in about an hour and a half

—

near eleven o'clock. Seeing that all present still re-

mained by his side, he said, " What! ara ye here

yet / why do ye not retire to restT' He resumed
his prayer, crying with fervour, " Father, into thy

hands I commend my spirit ! thou ha-t redeemed

me. Lord God of truth.'' Afterwards, turning to

all present, he said, " Pray my friends for the gos-

pel of our Lord—that his kingdom may be en-

larged. Verily, the Council of Trent and the Pope
threatened to injure it." Having slept another

hour. Dr. Jonas asked him how he felt. " I ani

very ill," was the reply. " I think, ray dear

Jonas, I must remain at Eisleben. where I was

born." However, he walked a little about the

chamber, laid down on the bed, and was covered

with cushions. He once more betook himself to

prayer. " my Father! God of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and source of all consolation, I thank thee

for that thou hast revealed to me thy well-beloved

Son, in whom I believe, whom I have acknow-

ledged and preached, whom I have loved and

celebrated, whom the Pope and the wicked perse-

cute. To thee. Lord Jesus Christ I commend my
soul. I leave this earthly body ; I am borne away
with thee!" He repeated three times, " Into thy

hands I commend my spirit, Lord God of truth
;

thou hast redeemed me." Suddenly he shut his

eyes and became insensible; Count Albrecht and

his lady assisted the physicians; all laboured to

restore him, and with great difficulty, they suc-

ceeded for a moment. " Keverend father," said

Dr. Jonas, " do you steadfastly die in the faith

which you have taught?" " Yes," was the di.stinct

reply, and he fell asleep. Immediately after-

wards he grew pale, became cold, breathed softly,

and expired, on Thursday the 18th of February,

1546.

Three days before his death he preached in the

pulpit which still remains at Eisleben, his last ser-

mon, from Matthew xi. 25-30 :
" At that time

Jesus answered and said, I thank thee, Father,

Lord of heaven and earth, because thou hast hid

these things from the wise and prudent ; and hast

revealed them unto babes. Even so, Father: for so

it seemed good in thy sight. All things are de-

livered unto me of my Father : and no man know-

eth the Son but the Father : neither knoweth any

man the Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever

the Son will reveal him. Come unto me all ye that

labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me ;
for I

am meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall find

rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and

my burden is light."

Our dear young Ptople.—When dear young peo-

ple give up all to the Lord, it makes way for un-

clouded prospects in religion, and they escape many
perplexities ; and if Divine Goodness sees meet to

prove them in any singular manner, it is only that

they may be more richly qualified to show forth

His praise.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 15, 1862.

The seasonable counsel contained in the Address

from the Meeting for Sufferings, which we publish

to-day, should receive the serious consideration

and careful observance of all our members. Thero
is no doubt that erroneous views respecting the war,

now being carried on in our country, have obtained

among some amongst us; who, because it is waged
by the (jovernment to support its authority and
put down rebellion, have persuaded them-ielves

that it so far exceptional from other national dis-

putes, as to exonerate them from a strict mainte-

nance of our Cliristiun testimony against all wars

and fightings, and to justify them in contributing

in some ways to aid those engaged in carrying it

on. We hope serious reflection will couvince all

such, that as this contest had its origin from the

same source, and is waged in the same murderous
spirit as all other wars, Friends can in no wise

countenance or uphold it, without compromising
their professed principles, and sanctioning the vio-

lation of the precepts and commands of Christ.

That the rebellion is wicked and suicidal, we
fully believe. It is the result of crime long and
obstinately persisted in, by parties among those

now arrayed on each >ide of the contest ; and the

misery the country is suffering is a result which
Divine Providence has permitted, in order to bring

the people to a true sense of their sinfulness, and
by repentance and amendment, to a course more
consonant with his holy law. The determination

to uphold and perpetuate slavery seems to have
overriden the attachment to the Union in the great

body of the inhabitants of the South, and banded
them in a determination to resist to the utmost
every effort to subject them to the authority of the

United States, lest thereby, they should find the

institution, which seems dearer to them than any
thing else, so crippled and maimed, as to linger out

a sickly and precarious existence for but a few
more years, when it and those who have used the

insatiate lusts and the crime inseparable from the

system to raise them into power, must pass away.
This we believe will finally be the case, let other

results of the war be what they may; and it is con-

soling to the christian, when with the eye of faith,

he can see the Omnipotent Controller of events

educing good out of the evils which man in his

blind infatuation brings upon himself, ordering his

backslidir'g to chastise him, and while teaching him
righteousness by the things he suffers, causing even
bis wrath to bring praise to his great name.
But though this should happily prove to be the

ca=e, it could in no way sanctify the evil means
by which such a result was brought about, nor
evince that it was in accordance with the counsels

of infinite Wisdom and Mercy, that this great sin

should be broken down, by the commission of an-

other ; that slavery should be blotted out by the

smoking ruins and bloody fields of war; but only

that the folly and guilt of the nation, in the retri-

butive justice of the Almighty, had brought on a

savage convulsion, which, while it inflicted a de-

served punishment, in its throes and struggles, has

torn up the monster crime that had so long fas-

tened itself on the land.

The idea that war is a necessarv evil, is as false

as the long accepted opinion that duelling was the

proper and only means by which private rights and
character could be rightly enforced and protected.

Professed christians once contended that this bar-

barous custom was indispensable to an honourable

existence of social and domestic society ; and it

maintained its position until the diffusion of chris-

tian light and knowledge has gradually banished it

from all truly civilized society. But had all chris-

tians continued to countenance it by precept and
practice, or inculcated the sentiiuent that some cir-

cumstaucesjustified it, it must necessarily have held

its sway over the community. It is the unfaithful-

ness of christians to the religion they profess, that
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war, under any circumstances, h still tolerated,]

and nations continue to appeal to the sword for the

settlement of controversies, brutal as the method

is, and confessedly opposed to the precepts of thei

Messiah. Frieods then are called on as loudly

now as ever, to come up in a faithful support of

the noble testimony to the absolutely peaceful!

character of Christianity, and the indispensable duty'

resting upon the disciples of Christ, to strive for

entrance into and preservation within his kingdom,

where there can be no fighting, and the passions

from which war arises, are kept in entire abeyance.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

FOBEIGS.—New3 from England to the 24th iilt. Tlie

factor)' statistics of Manchester show that the shorten-

ing of the hours of hihour in the factories is gradually

extending, and in the course of a week or two, the

movement was expected to become much more general

and extensive.

The London Times publishes a letter from a war cor-

respondent, calling attention to the fact that the U. S.

gun-boat Tuscarora has infringed, and continues to in-

fringe the rules of neutrality, at Southampton, and call-

ing on the government no longer to tolerate such a

flagrant disregard of neutral rights.

The brig West Indian, Capt. Foote, from Charleston,

with a cargo of turpentine, had arrived at Liverpool.

Her captain represents the United States blockade of

Charleston as anything hnt effectual, and says that the
" stone blockade," so far from stopping the entrance to

the port, will eventually deepen the shallow channels.

The citizens of Charleston have very li'tle uneasiness

on the subject.

The question of European intervention in the civil

war in America, has been much more freely canvassed,

the proceedings at Charleston and the alleged gener.il

inefficiency of the blockade, being the excuses put forth

for such a step.

The privateer Sumter having been ordered from Cadiz,

reached Gibraltar on the 19th ult. During her passage

she burned the American bark Neapolitau, from Mes-
sina to Boston, with fruits. She also captured the brig

Investigator, with ore, but subsequently allowed her to

proceed.

The Tuscarora and Nashville remained at Southamp-
ton. Lord Elgin was about to leave England for India.

He promised a deputation to do his best to encourage
the growth of cotton in India.

The Bank of France has reduced its rate of discount
from 5 to'4J per cent.

The Turin papers publish a despatch from Rome, as-

serting that the Austrian government was about to ad-
dress a note to the Great Powers, declaring that the
State of Piedmont constitutes a perpetual menace, and
renders it necessary that she should be required to dis-

arm.

An imperial ukase has been pablished at St. Peters-
burg, staling that in view of the increased requirements
of the State, an augmentation will be made in the poll

and stamp taxes and in import duties, which in the case
of the latter, will be five per cent, on articles entering
Russia by the European and Asiatic routes. A tax will

also be levied upon registered letters.

The Liverpool cotton market was dull, with a decline
of IJrf. Breadstuffs also dull and slightly lower.
One Week Later.—The steamer Jura, at Portland, brings

dates to the 31st. Mason and Slidell had arrived at

Southampton. No demonstration was made on tli

arrival. The former went to London, and the latter to

Paris.

The Emperor Napoleon opened the French chamber ou
the 27lh. In his speech on that occasion, he said, " The
civil war which desolates America, has greatly com-
promised our commercial interests. So long, however,
as the rights of neutrals are respected, we must confine

ourselves to expressing wishes for an early termination
of these dissensions." I

The Liverpool cotton market was firm, with a slight

advance. Stock in port, 546,000 bales, of which 215,-
000 are American.

UxrrED States.— Congress.—The Senate has passed
a resolution expelling Jesse D. Bright, Senator from In-

diana, for alleged disloyalty to the Union. The House
of Kepresentalives has passed, by a vote of 93 to 59, the

bill fur an issue of S150,000,0«o"of United Stales notes,

in denominations of not less than five dollars each. The
notes are declared a legal lander, and will be received
in payment of all taxes, duties, debts and demands of

every kind due to the United States. These notes bear

no interest, but are made exchangeable at the option of

the holder, for United States six per cent, bonds having

twenty years to run, or for seven per cent, bonds re-

deemable at the pleasure of the United States, after five

years from the date. To enable the Secret^^ry of the

Treasury to fund the treasury notes and floating debt of

the United States, the bill provides for the issue, on the

credit of the United States, of coupon or registered

bonds, to the amount of five hundred millions of dollars,

bearing interest at the rate of six per cent. In the de-

bate on this measure, various strong objections were

pointed out, but it was urged that it was one of necessity

and not of choice. The floating debt already incurred

was stated to be one hundred and thirty millions, and

the treasury was absolutely empty.

New ForA.—Mortality last week, 422.

Philadelphia.—UoTtMly last week, 235.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—The total gross earnings of

this road, during the year 1861, amounted to §7,300,000,
and the expenses to §3,653,062, leaving the net earnings

of the road $3,646,938, which is $1,350,535 more than
in the previous year.

The Delaware Lotteries.—The Senate of the State of

Delaware has followed the example of the House, and
passed the act declaring the forfeiture of the lottery

privileges granted some years since to certain parties.

Canada Railroads.—There are twenty-six railroads in

Canada, and 3808 miles completed or under construc-

tion, of which 1075 miles are opened for traffic. The
total amount expended upon these roads so f;ir, has been
about 8100,000,000.

Arrest of Gen. Stone.—Bug. Gen. Stone, commanding
a division of the Federal army on the Potomac, has been
arrested and sent to Fort Lafaj-elte as a prisoner. He
is charged with having caused the terrible disaster at

Ball's Bluff, in which Col. Baker lost his life ; with hold-

ing correspondence with the rebels, and receiving visits

from rebel officers in his camp; with treacherously suf-

fering the rebels to build a fort or strong works under
his guns without molestation, and with a treacherous de-

sign to expose his force to capture and destruction by
the enemy, under pretence of orders for a movement
from the commanding general which had not been
given.

The War.—Fort Henry on the Tennessee river, about
sixty miles from its mouth, was captured on the 6th inst.,

and Gen. Tilghman and the garrison made prisoners.

The Memphis and Ohio railroad bridge in Tennessee,
about fifteen miles from Fort Henry, was subsequently
taken possession of by the Federal troops. Several
thousand rebel infantry were posted at Fort Henry to

aid in its defence, but they all fled when the attack

commenced. This invasion of Tennessee has been ef-

fected by the advance of a division of the Federal army
through that part of Kentucky, which lies between the

Mississippi and Tennessee rivers, aided by a fleet of gun-
boats. The rebels still hold Columbus and Bowling
Green in strong force. The captured fort mounted
seventeen guns ; five of the g.arrison were killed and ten

wounded. One of the U. S. gun-boats was badly in-

jured in the action, a ball going through the boiler, and
causing the death of a number of persons by scalding.

The rebel force which recently advanced to Romney,
in Western Virginia, has retreated, and the town is again
occupied by Union troops.

The armies near the Potomac remain inactive. The
roads are still almost impassable.
Roanoke Island, on the coast of North Carolina, was

attacked by a part of the Burnside expedition on the
7lh inst. According to a rebel report received, by way
of Norfolk, the Union forces had been twice repulsed,
hut the fight had not terminated. The island is strongly
fortified, with an intrenched camp in the centre, and
several thousand troops commanded by Generals Hill

and Wise.

A despatch to the Cincinnati Commercial states, that
the Federal forces are about to invade East Tennessee
at three different points simultaneously. Gen. Carter is

to go through Cumberland Gap ; Gen. SchoepflT is to

advance by the central route, and Gen. Thomas will

cross at Mill Springs, near the place where Zollickoffer's

army was defeated.

Southern Items.—Howell Cobb and others have issued
an address to the people of Georgia, with the design of
arousing them to a sense of their danger, and the conse-
quent necessity of making every possible effort to sup-
port the rebel cause. The North, they say, has exhibited
an energy, a perseverance and an amount of resources,
which was hardly expected. " An immense army has
been organized for our destruction, which is being dis-
ciplined to the unthinking stolidity of regulars, 'with
the exclusive possession of the seas, our enemy is ena-

bled to throw upon the shores of every State the nucleus

of an army. And the threat is made, and doubtless the

attempt will follow in early spring, t^- crush us with a

giant's grasp, by a simultaneous movement along our

entire borders. With whatever alacrity our people may
h to arms, and with whatever energy our govern-
nt may use its resources, we cannot expect to cope

with our enemy either in numbers, equipments or muni-
ons of war. To provide against these oJds, we must

look to desperate courage, unflinching daring, and uni-

rsal self-sacrifice."

The Richmond Despatch of the 28th ult. argues that

an army of two hundred thousand men is fully ade-

quate to meet all ihe requirements of the South, and
that it is about as large a number as the Confederacy

will be able to thoroughly arm and equip. The im-
mense army of the Federal government is, the writer

contends, entirely too large to be employed to the best

advantage, and while producing an enormous drain upon
the treasury, supplies wholesale food for death by camp
diseases.

The last accounts from Port Royal state that nearly

all the cotton in the vicinity had been gathered. A part

of that shipped to New York was sold at seventy cents

per pound. Some of the obstructions placed by the re-

bels in the river channel, between Fort Pulaski and Sa-
vannah, had been removed. The U. S. troops were mo-
derately healthy. Roses were in bloom at Beaufort on
the 21st ult.

An order was issued from the War department at

Richmond on the 4th, ordering all the military com-
manders to impress all saltpetre found in their districts,

except such as is in the hands of the original manufac-
turers, and that the government shall pay forty cents

per pound and no more.
The Richmond papers say that the Commissioners ap-

pointed by the U. S. Secretary of War to visit the Fe-
deral prisoners, will not be received.

Gen. Beauregard has been ordered to Kentucky

;

when last heard from, he was at Nashville, on his way to

join the army.
A letter from New Orleans, per the steamer Victoria,

says the superintendent and various employees of the

Opelousas railroad have been arrested—a conspiracy
having been discovered to deliver to the Union forces

the entile railroad, and to give them other aid at Ber-
vpick Bay. The letter says this arrest has been sup-
pressed from publication in the newspapers.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
Visiting Committee.—The Committee, under appoint-l

ment to visit the schools at West-Town, will meet there
j

on Seventh-day, the 15th of the Second month, and pro-^

ceed with the examinations on Second-day and Third-*

day following. Joel Evans, Clerk.

Second mo. 5th, 1862.

A couveyance will be at the Street Road Station, to •

meet the train leaving Philadelphia at two o'clock, on
Seventh-day afternoon, the loth instant.

GRISCOM STREET SOUP-HOUSE.
The daily delivery of soup is large, and a part of the

Society's income being unavailable, there is reason to '

apprehend its funds will be inadequate to meet the de-
mands. The coloured people not participating in the
work connected with the war, and their usual avoca-
tions being interrupted, many of them are destitute of

the means of living, and are drawing largely on our
supply of soup. Donations of articles suitable "for mak-
ing soup, will be gratefully received at the House, No.
IG Griscom street, between Fourth and Fifth streets,

and Spruce and Pine streets, and in money, by Jkre-
MiAH Hacker, Treasurer, Fourth street, below Spruce
street, or by Thomas Evans, 817 Arch street.

WANTED,
ified Female Teacher wishes a school for

not particular as to location.

the office of "The Friend."'For information, ini

Married, on Third-day, the 4ih instant, at Friends'
Meeting, North Sixth street, John E. Carter, to Caro-
line W., daughter of Joel and Caroline W. Cadburv, all

of Philadelphia.

PILE 4 M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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[We take from the Philadelphia Fire Marshal

luanac the following extracts, as being of general

ntcrest.]

Farmers in the rural wards of the city, should

; every possible precaution as to the strength and

afety of the fastenings of their barns, stables, car-

•iage-houses and other buildings. The windows

)f barns ought never to be allowed to remai

ifith hay or straw protruding from them, and the

loors of these buildings should always be locked

It night.

All openings made in the walls of stables, to

re air to horses, should be wired on the inside,

The Fire Marshal has on record a case of ineen-

liarism, which a miserable creature perpetrated by

nserting an ignited match through one of a num-

Der of auger holes bored to ventilate a stall in which

i horse was standing. The loose hay that hung

down from the loft into the rack, was tired, and

,he poor beast shockingly burned before he was

rescued.

Kindling-wood in cellars should never be piled

Dear a window.

Farmers should never stack hay near to a fre-

quented road or lane, when they can avoid it.

Hay-ricks clo-'e by the road-side are tempting ob-

jects to strolling vagabonds and vicious juveniles,

affected with a mania for burning.

No wayfarer or vagrant should ever be permit-

ted to sleep in the haymow of a barn or the loft of

a stable, who has a pipe, a cigar, a tinder-box, or

atch, especially if under the influence of drink.

A number of fires in the country are caused by the

carelessness of these people.

The most effectual preventive of incendiary fires

cautiousness in securing property from depred

tion. The incendiary, unlike the burglar, does not

often break locks, bolts and bars. Wherever ac

cess can be obtained without difficulty, it is then

he applies his torch. His diabolical work has to

done quickly, and speedy flight is his surest

shield from discovery. The noise of a forcible en-

trance may sound an alarm, and if he delays

though but for a moment, after striking the match

the sMght of the very fire he has kindled may de

tect him.

In the event of a fire on the premises of a farm-

er, or at the country-seat of a gentleman in the

rural wards, the engines from the nearest villages

do not usually reach the scene of conflagration in

I to save the building in which the fire com-

eed, but they generally succeed in preventing

the flames from extending to the adjacent build-

. The want of water is often a serious obstacle

to success in mastering the devastating element.

Where there is a scarcity of water on farm seats,

the fire marshal would recommend the construction

of artificial ponds within a convenient distance of

the buildings on the place. These ponds would

yield au abundant supply of water for the extin-

guishment of any ordinary agricultural fire, before

it had time to extend much beyond the building in

which it originated.

The covers to hatchways in warehouses, stores,

and factories should always be shut down at night.

When closed, in case of a fire in the building, they

help to confine it, but when raised up, a strong

draught is created, and thus the progress of the

flames is certain to be accelerated. Besidcs,hatches,

when open, arc frightful man-traps to brave fire-

<ygn entering upper windows in the dark in pursuit

of the fire.

" The opportunities for inattention to fires and

lights are so various, that it is impossible to notice

the whole. Incautiously appro:iching window at
'

bed curtains with a light, and airing linen befo;

the fire, are almost daily causes of fire in London,

and some of the most distressing cases of loss of

life have originated from these and similar cans

Children playing with fire, is also another constant

cause of fire and frequent loss of life. The dresses

of females taking fire adds very much to the list ot

lives lost by fire"^ if it does not exceed all the other

causes put together. Taking off the burning coals

from a fire, and laying them on the hearth, also

causes fires occasionally. Reading in bed by can-

dle light is another source of the same evil. A
very serious annual loss is also caused by want ot

due care in hanging up or removing the goods in

linen drapers' shop windows when the gas is burn-

ing. Flues taking fire often result in mischief, and

t is believed that many serious fires have arisen

from this cause, which can hardly be called acci-

dental, as, if flues are properly constructed, kept

oderately clean, and fairly used, they cannot take

fire.

" From what has been said, it will be seen that

care and attention will do a very great deal to

rds the prevention of fire and consequ nt loss of

life. It is very easy to make good rules and keep

them for a time, after having been alarmed by

some serious loss of property or life; but the dif-

ficulty is to maintain constant attention to the sub-

ject. The most evident plan for eflFecting this

seems to be for the masters thoroughly to examine

and consider the subject at certain stated periods,

not too far apart, and to constantly warn their

domestics, workmen, or others, of the danger of

the improper use of fire and lights.

" There is another very common cause of fire

which seems to come under the head of construe

tion, viz : covering up a fire-place, when not in use,

with wood, or paper and canvass, &c. The soot

falls into the fire place, either from the flue itself,

ith it. A neighbouring chimney takes fire, a

spark falls down the blocked up fine, sets fire to

the soot in the fire-place, which smoulders till the

covering is burned through, and thus sets fire to

the premises.

It may often be observed, after a house has

been on fire, that one floor is cow.paratively un-

touched, while those .above and below are nearly

burned out. This arises from the doors on that

particular floor having been shut, and the draught

directed elsewhere. If the fire appears at all se-

rious, and there are fire engines at a reasonable

distance, it is best to await their arrival, as many

buildings have been lost from opening the door.s,

and attempting to extinguish fires with inadequate

means. If no apparatus is within reach, the best

thine is to collect as many buckets outside the

roouTon fire as can be obtained, keeping the door

shut; then creep into the room on the hands and

knees, (if the heat and smoke are considerable,)

and throw the water as nearly in the direction of

the fire as pos-ible, keeping the door shut while

more water is being collected."

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.

The Fire JIarshal is fully satisfied from facts

daily developed by his investigations, that sponta-

neous combustion is a powerful agent in the pro-

duction of fires, and that numerous conflagrations,

attributed to design, owe their origin to this cause.

Hay in the mows of barns and lofts of stables,

when closely packed in large masses, and affected

by dampness, either by being put in wet, or else

penetrated by rain or moisture, will catch fire of

itself; so will goods stored compactly in a ware-

house, when damp, especially such articles as cot-

ton, flax, hemp and rags. The process is in strict

accordance with scientific laws. Damp produces

decomposition, and the heat of the mass causes

fermentation. Carbonic acid gas is given off by

the fermentation, and a slow combustion ensues.

Even haystacks, when the rains have penetrated

them, will sometimes catch fire of themselves. The

Fire Marshal has noticed that when a fire happens

in certain conditions of the weather, for instance,

after a lonrj-continued rain, or when the atmosphere

pping with moisture, and its temperature

heated and sultry, it is almost sure to be a barn,

a stable, or a feed store, or else a cotton warehouse

„ store. He has on record a number of cases

of fires occurring in barns, stables and rag estab-

ishments, during the prevalence of heavy fogs, ac-

companied by marked heat of the air. Every in-

telli'^ent person, who has any knowledge of chemi-

cal affinities, understands the theory of spontaneous

combustion, but ignorant people who do not com-

prehend it, are apt to ridicule it. Country farm-

ers entertain strong prejudices against it, and are

exceedingly incredulous in regard to if. Some of

them laugh at the idea. There is nevertheless

no doubt as to its reality.

(.To be concluded.)

There is no readier way for a man to bring

own worth into question, than by ei deavourin

his

or from an adjoining one, which communicates [detract from the worth of other men
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ident in

Letter ef Sophia Home.

The following epistle of Sophia Hume, a native

of South Caroliua, but afterwards

London,

the read

is in the hands of the transcriber, and, though bear-

ing date nearly a century ago, it is believed, has

ne°er before been published. He has not been

able to ascertain with certainty to whom it was ad

attending to the teaching of his Spirit, to hearken charcoal was long known, before chemists suspected

and hear ; but people don't seem to like this eser- that what held good for carbon might also hold

cise, lest they should be reproved, which we are
i

good for other bodies. At length, however, the

not often by such preachers as prophesy smooth

recommended to the serious perusal of! things. We hear little but of the enduring mercy

3 of " The Friend." The original letter of Uod, and the people presume upon it; so that

their hearts are set in them to do evil. One would

imagiijc sometimes by what we hear, that every

attribute of the Divine being was dispensed with,

because they give this of mercy in so large a lati-

dressed. A short account of'S. H. may be found jtude. But I am weary of complaining; and lest

in
" Piety Promoted," vol. iii. I should^ weary thee, shall think of coming to

meeting

hat the

close. Yet just that I was comforted in

of ministers and elders yesterday,; not

accursed thing was found among us, but that dear

Samuel Emlen was enabled, by Divine aid, to point

out to us, iu what, and how we kept it iu our tents.

We have not had such a salutary prescription this

long time. I heartily wish it may have a good

effect. Though unhappily for us, instead of say-

iug. Lord, is it 1? with the utmost temerity, too

many are saying. Lord, it is not 1. I now con

elude, in that love I always felt for thee and thy

wife, and in the fellowship of the gospel of peace,

take my leave and bid you dearly farewell.

Sophia HuiME
My love is to every member who loves the Lord

Jesus Christ in sincerity. I have great unity with

John Woolman ; but thou perhaps will hear fe

besides has, though they comnjend and say, If he

has this faith to himself, they can be quite easy

with him ; but desire to be excused, if he is pr

posed as an example.

From tlio Leisure Hour

Second Shape.

Second shape is almost an iuvention of mit

though not quite. I, perhaps, should call it a I'ree

translation of the scientific term of Greek signi-

ficance

—

allolropism.

There is a fashion in philosophy, no less than in

London, Vth of Seventh mo., !772.

Well Moved Friend^—To be silent after the re-

ceipt of thy kind memorial, would bespeak a defect

in that love which must necessarily subsist in every

true member of the church of Christ to each other,

though divers causes may prevent expressing of it,

in a manner we sometimes could wish. And though

I don't foresee I shall have much to say at this

time, yet 1 have this to say, that my spirit is truly

united to thine, in the concern thou expresses, and

hast expressed heretofore, on the account of the

iniquitous traffic carried on by professed christians,

in the buying and selling the souls of men, in more

senses than one ; and I wish we, as a society, as

well as other professors, were more sanguine in

endeavouring to put a stop to, or at least, in some

shape endeavouring to affect the minds of the peo-

ple with a just abhorrence of this enormous evil.

Indeed, the yearly epistle touches on it, but we

may say, as was formerly said on a certain occa-

sion, " All that the people have said, is well said.

But Oh, that there were such an heart in them, that

they would fear me, and keep my commandments

always, that it might be well with them, and with

their children forever !'' This of always attending

on those things which tend to the honour of God,

and our own peace, is a practice the generality of

christian professors are preposterously defective in,

notwithstanding we are so high, and so frequent in [the cut of a gentleman's coat or the architecture of

profession and confession of that christian faith,
|
a lady's bonnet. Every now and then one finds

which overcomes the world. We see and mourn-
j scientific treatises pervaded with a few pet words

fully behold, that abundance of professors amongst
|

representing facts or theories in vogue at the time,

us are evidently overcome by the spirit of the Far be it from mo to speak disparagingly of all

world, in conjunction with their own corrupt pas- hard scientific terms ; most of them have a real

sions j for did we, as we profess, deny the gratifi- significance, though a few, it must be confessed,

cations of them, the world, or the devil would have are employed on occasions when they need not, and

nothing to fasten their temptations on; these are, are made to solace the pride of philo-ophy by

their goods, and till people will be prevailed with Istanding for things really unknown, though philo-

to subject their will to the will of God, it will bejsophcrs do not like to say so. It is my intention,

the mournful slate of them, to say and do not ; 'presently, to state so much about that hard word

though the doctrine of self-denial, our peculiar ja/Zo^/'opts?;*, by way of explanation, as shall recon-

characteristic, is so often preached. But oh ! thaticile the reader to it when next it comes in his

there was an heart in ministers, elders, and the path ; and I shall begin by taking the liberty of

people to fear God always, and not let an Yearly denominating it second shape.

In order to be quite intelligible, the reader must
be informed that this world of ours, its atmosphere,

its animals, and its vegetables, are made up of

some fifty-eight or sixty different materials or ele-

Meeting begin and end our zeal. All that is said

we assent and consent to; and then return to our

former course of life; as I may say, with boldness,

is too much the case. We afi'ect much zeal for the

cause of God, and the welfare of our brethren, once jments. Chemists do not exactly know the

a year, and then return to the old practice of mind- because the claim of certain materials to be difi'er-

ing our own things, worldly things, and not thejcnt from all other materials is not quite admitted,

things of another,—the momentous things which! Many of them have to submit to the torture and

concern our souls, as well as the happiness of theithe scrutiny of chemists for years, before their pa-

.souls of our brethren. There is hardly to be found tent of nobility, their right and title to be consid-

niourning men and women, weeping for the abo- ercd as simple bodies, is fully conceded; but, un-

minations of the times; the desolation standing
| til comparatively late years, the assumption was

wliere indeed it ought not, even amongst the pro-
^

taken for granted, that one and the same body must
fessors of the glorious principle of the light, and

j

necessarily display, in its simple and uncombined
which has mournfully destroyed the daily sacrifice, state, the same characteristics. I really do not

No family retirement to look into our accounts on know on what grounds this assumption w.is so

week days, which makes many slraugers to any complacently accepted, for the fact has been long

weiL'lity exercises on First-days. That the minis- known that charcoal and the diamond are one and
try, low as it i- in (his city, is to call the people to; the same body—carbon. So it was, however; the

the first principles of the oracles of God ; to wit, | dissimilarity in appearance of the diamond and

curious fact was placed beyond doubt, and the

term allotrojiism was invented—a term which I

have ventured to render by the homely phrase,

second shape. Let the reader not misunderstand

me : the shape or appearance of materials is mar-

vellously changed by composition. The very sub-

stance carbon, out of which, in its pure state, char-

coal and diamonds are formed, bathes our bodies

as an invisible gas
;
yet, the gas is not carbon alone,

but carbon in combination with oxygen. All the

pit-coal in existence, all the charcoal, all the car-

bon of animals and vegetables which, after burn-

ing in close vessels, will become charcoal, once

existed in this gaseous invisible form. In the form

of this gas we evolve from our lungs no less than

about thirteen ounces of charcoal every twenty-four

hours. The charcoal is thoroughly altered from

its ordinary form, seeing that it exists as a g:

but it is not uncombined, it is united with oxygen
;

therefore the wonder is less great than it wouldf

have been had no combination taken place. Thai

great wonder of the allotropic or second shaped

condition of bodies is, that the second shape is un-"

attended with any combination ; wherefore it oc-

curs we cannot tell : the whole thing is a mystery

to us.

The most familiar example of second shape is,

as I before mentioned, furnished by carbon. lui

the diamond it exists under one form ; in charcoal

under another. We have all been so accustomed-

from our earliest school-days, to accept for granted

the identity of the diamond and charcoal, chemi-

cally speaking, that perhaps my readers will not

require that I should furnish proof of that identity.

It may be interesting for them, however, to know
that the diamond can readily be converted into

coke, which is only a particular form of charcoal,

and that although the converse of this—the con-

version of coke into diamonds—has never been ac-

complished, nevertheless, I believe that the dia-

mond has actually been made by one of those tor-

tuous chemical operations described some time since

in an article on " aluminium." By what strange

agency the diamond has been made by the opera-

tions of nature, it is impossible to say. There is

very little reason, however, to doubt that the origin

of the gem is vegetable. Diamonds are sometimes

found with little bubbles of air in their substance,

and occasionally small insects ; circumstances which

go to prove that the gems in question must once

have existed in a soft or pasty state ; and, looking

at the comparatively small amount of carbon which

naturally and originally existed iu the mineral

world, we have strong reason to believe the dia-

mond must have been of vegetable extraction.

Nest to carbon, sulphur or brimstone furnishes

the most prominent example of allotropism. Every-

body is conversant with the ordinary appearance

of sulphur or brimstone—a solid yellow inflamma-

ble body, easily pulverizable, and therefore brittle:

such are the leading properties of sulphur in its

common or ordinary state. The reader may now
perform an experiment if he pleases ; he will not

require any out-of-the-way things, and the result

will be far more instructive than whole pages of

description.

Let him take a Florence oil-flask, and tie a piece

of cloth round its neck, iu order to protect the fin-

gers when the flask becomes heated, as it will be

in the course of our experiment. Having put a

little sulphur or biimstone into the flask, (whether

the sulphur be in lump or powder matters not,)

and commenced the application of heat from any

convenient source—than which nothing is better
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than a common spirit-lamp—let the experimenter

look well to what takes place. The brimstone will

soon begin to melt, and will Lcconie quite fluid.

If a little of the material be now poured out upon

a slab, and allowed to cool, it will concrete into

the form of ordinary yellow brimstone. This is

just what one would have supposed. Still con-

tinuing the application of heat, a series of very

curious phenomena occur. Firstly, the whole of

the brimstone previously limpid and liquefied, be-

comes thick, glutinous, and almost black ; indeed,

thick does it become just at one instant, that, il

the proper moment be chosen, the flask may be in-

;rted without causing the flow of one particle of

brim.stone.

Still persisting in the application of heat, the

thickened and black-coloured contents become

liquid once more, but not so liquid as at first, and

the colour is also different, the brown tint being

still retained. The sulphur has now assumed its

allotropic or second shape, a few evident proofs of

which may be now adduced. If the alloptropic

melted sulphur be poured into cold water, it cools,

of course ;
but what a curious result ! It no longer

cools into a lump of ordinary yellow brittle sulphur

before, but it assumes the appearance of glue

;

like which, it may be pulled into long threads.

Perhaps the most striking method of illustrating

this peculiar condition is shown by pouring the

allotropic sulphur spirally around an inverted fun-

nel placed to stand in cold water.

So different are the physical properties of sulphur

in its second or allotropic shape, from sulphur in

its ordinary condition, that it would be regarded

as positively another substance, did not chemical

analysis come to our aid, and prove the two to be

identical. Nor is this all : sulphur is occasionally

administered as a medicine; and, according to the

results of a Belgian physician, allotropic sulphur

possesses different medical properties from the or-

dinary material. No substance can be less proper

(from its brittleness) than ordinary sulphur fused,

for taking impressions of medallions and seals; the

dark pasty substance, however, generated when
fused allotropic sulphur is poured into water, is

better than any other material adapted to this end.

Still more extraordinary is the allotropic or se-

cond shape presented by phosphorus; indeed, it

was in reference to phosphorus that the attention

of philosophers became directed to the wonders of

allotropism.
(To l.c conihiJed.)

Djmoni] on War.

(Commueil from page 187.)

Such are the arguments which are adduced from

the christian scriptures, by the advocates of war.

Of these arguments, those derived from the cases

of the centurion and of Cornelius, are simply nega-

tive. It is not pretended that they possess 7J/07/.

Their strength consists in silence, and of" this

silence there appears to be sufficient explanation.

Of the objection arising from the payment of tribute,

I know not who will avail himself. It is nullified

by itself. A nearly similar observation applies to

the instruction to buy swords ; and with the case

of John the Baptist I do not conceive that we have
any concern. In these five passages, the sum of the

New Testament evidences in favour of war unques-

tionably consists: they are the passages which men
of acute minds, studiously seeking for evidence

i

have selected. And what are they '[ There is not

I

one of them, except the payment of tribute and the

I instruction to buy swords, of which it is even said

by our opponents that it jnoves any thing in favour

of war. A " not' always intervenes—the centu-

!
rion was not found fault with : Cornelius was not

told to leave the profession : John did not tell the

soldiers to abandon the army. I cannot forbear to

solicit the reader to compare these obj.'ctions with

the pacific evidence of the gospd which has been
laid before him ; I would rather say to compare it

with the gospel itself ; for the sum, the tendency of

the ivhole recelalion is in our favour.

In an inquiry whether Christianity allows of war,

there is a subject that always appears to me to be
of peculiar importance—the prophecies of the Old
Testament respecting the arrival of a period of uni-

versal peace. The belief is perhaps general among
christians, that a time will come when vice shall

be eradicated from the world, when the violent pas-

sions of mankind shall be repressed, and when the

pure benignity of Christianity shall be universally

diffused. That such a period will come we indeed

know assuredly, for God has promised it.

Of the many prophecies of the Old Testament
respecting it, I will refer only to a ievi from the

writings of Isaiah. In his predictions respecting

the " last times," by which it is not disputed that

he refered to the prevalence of the christian religion,

the prophet says,—" They shall beat their swords
into plough-shares, and their spears into pruning-
hooks ; nation shall not lift the sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war any more."
Again, referring to the same period, he says,—
" They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy
mountain, for the knowledge of the Lord shall cover
the earth as the waters cover the sea." And again,

respecting the same era,—" Violence shall be no
more heard in thy land, wasting nor destruction

within thy borders."

Two things are to be observed in relation to these

prophecies : first, that it is the will of God that war
should eventually be abolished. This consideration

is of importance, for if war be not accordant with

His will, war cannot be accordant with Christianity,

which is the revelation of His will. My business,

however, is principally with the second considera-

tion

—

that ckristianitij will be the means of intro-

ducing this period of peace. From those who say

that our religion sanctions war, an answer must be

expected to questions such as the--e : By what in-

strumentality and by the diffusion of what princi-

ples, will the prophecies of Isaiah be fulfilled ?

Are we to expect some new system of religion, by
which the imperfections of Christianity shall be re-

moved, and its deficiencies supplied ? Are we to

believe that God sent his only Son into the world

to institute a religion such as this—a religion, that

in a few centuries, would require to be altered and

amended ? If Christianity allows of war, they

must tell us what it is that is to extirpate war. If

she allows " violence, and wasting, and destruc-

tion," they must tell us what are the principles that

are to produce gentleness, and benevolence, and for-

bearance.— I know not what answer such inquiries

will receive from the advocate of war, but 1 know
that Isaiah says thechange will be effected by chris.

lianitij : And if any one still chooses to expect an-

other and a purer system, an apostle may perhaps

repress his hopes :—" If we, or an angel from

heaven," says Paul, " preach any other gospel than

that which ice have preached unto you, let him be

accursed."

Whatever the principles of Christianity will re-

quire hereafter, they require now. Christianity,

with lis present principles and obligations, is to

produce universal peace. It becomes, therefore, an

absurdity, a simple contradiction, to maintain that

the principles of Christianity allow of war, when
they, and they only, are to eradicate it. If we
have no other guarantee of peace than tSie existence
" our religion, and no other hope of peace than i

The conclusion that it does not sanction it appeari

strictly logical : 1 do not perceive that a demonstra-

tion trom Euclid can be clearer; and I think that

if we possessed no other evidence of the unlawful-

ness of war, there is contained in this a proof which

prejudice cannot deny, and which sophistry cannot

evade.

The case is clear. A more perfect obodienc;

to that same gospel, which we are told sanctions

slaughter, will be the means, and the only means
of exterminating slaughter from the world. It is

not from an alteration of Christianity, but from an

assimilation of christians to its nature, that we are

ope. It is because we violate the principles of

our religion, because we are not what they require

to be, that wars are continued. If we will not

be peaceable, let us then, at least, be honest, and

acknowledge that we continue to slaughter one an-

other, not because Christianity permits it, but be-

cause we reject her laws.

The christian ought to be satisfied, on questions

connected with his duties, by the simple rules of

religion. If those rules disallow war, he should

inquire no farther; but since I am willing to give

conviction to the reader by whatever means, and

nee truth carries its evidence with greater force

from accumulated testimony, 1 would refer to two

or three other subjects in illustration of our princi-

ples, or in confirmation of their truth.

The opinions of the earliest profussors of Christi-

anity upon the lawfulness of war arc of importance
;

because they who lived nearest to the time of its

Founder were the most likely to be informed of his

intentions and his will, and to practise them with-

out those adulterations which we know have been

ntroduced by the lapse of ages.

During a considerable period after the death of

Christ, it is certain, then, that his followers believed

he had forbidden war, and that, in consequence of

this belief, many of them refused to engage in it,

whatever were the consequences, whether reproach,

or imprisonment, or death. These facts are indis-

putable :
" It, is as easy," says a learned writer of

the seventeenth century, " to obscure the sun at

d-day, as to deny that the primitive christians

renounced all revenge and war." Of all the chris-

writers of the second century, there is not one

who notices the subject, who does not hold it to be

ulawful for a christian to bear arms :
" and," says

Clarksou, " it was not till Christianity became cor-

rupted that christians became soldiers."

Our Saviour inculcated mildness and peaceable-

ness ; we have seen that the apostles imbibed his

spirit, and followed his example; and the early

christians pursued the example and imbibed the

spirit of both. " This sacred principle, this earnest

reeomiuendation of forbearance, lenity, and for-

giveness, mixes with all the writings of that age.

There are more quotations in the apostolical fathers,

of texts which relate to these points than of any

other. Christ's sayings had struck them. ]^ot ren-

dering, says Polycarp the disciple of John, evil for

evil, or railing Jor railing, or striking for strik-

ing, or cursing for cursing." Christ and his

apostles delivered general precepts for the regula-

tion of our conduct. It was necessary for their suc-

cessors to apply them to their practice in life. And
to what did they apply the pacific precepts which

had been delivered T They applied them to war :

they were assured that the precepts absolutely for-

bade it. This belief they derived from those very

precepts on which we have insisted : They refer-

red, expressly, to the same passages in the New
Testament, andfrom the authoritij a>td obligation

0/ those passages, they refused to b;ar arms. A
few examples from their history will show with

its diffusion, how can that religion sanction war ?| what undoubting confidence they believed in
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lawfulness of war, and how much they were willing coal is cheap, labour plentiful, and an acre or two
to suffer in the cause of peace. more or less covered by the works of little conse-

Maximilian, as it is related in the Acts of Rui- quer.ce. Here the refuse coal, which is now com-
nart, was brought before the tribunal to be enrolled I pletely wasted at the pit's mouth, is to be submit-

as a soldier. On the proconsul's asking bis name,

Maximilian replied, " I am a christian, and cannot

fight." It was, however, ordered that he should be

enrolled, but he refused to serve, still alleging titat

he lias a chnstiati. He was immediately told that

there was no alternative between bearing arms and
being put to death. But hi.i^ fidelity was not to be

shaken,—"I cannot fight," said he, ''if I die."

The proconsul asked who had persuaded him to

this conduct; " My own mind," said the chri;-tian,

" and He who has called me." It was once more
attempted to shake his resolution by appealing to

his youth and to the glory of the profession, but in

vain ;
—" I cannot fight," said he, " for any earthly

consideration." He continued steadfast to his prin-

ciples, sentence was pronounced upon him, and he

was led to execution.

The primitive christians not only refused to be

enlisted in the army, but when they enjbraced Chris-

tianity whilst already enli.-ted, they abandoned the

profession at whatever cost. Marcellus was a cen-

turion in the legion called Trajana. Whilst hold-

ing this commission he became a christian, and be-

lieving, in common with his fellow christians, that

war was no longer permitted to him, he threw down
his belt at the head of the legion, declaring that he

had become a christian, and that he would serve

no longer. He was committed to prison; but he
was still faithful to christitinity. " It is not lawful,''

said he, " for a christian to bear arms for any earth-

ly consideration ;" and he was in consequence put
to death. Almost immediately afterwards, Cas-
sian, who was notary to the same legion, gave up
his office. He steadfastly maintained the senti-

ments of Marcellus, and like him was consigned to

the executioner. Martin, of whom so much is said

by Sulpicius Severus, was bred to the profession of

arms, which on his acceptance of Christianity, he
abandoned. To Julian the apostate, the only reason
that we find he gave for his conduct was this,

—" I

am a christian, and therefore I cannot fight." The
answer of Tarachusto Numerianus Maximus is in

words nearly similar:—"I have led a military life,

and am a Roman
;
and because I am a christian I

have abandoned my profession of a soldier."

iTo be continnedO

rrum Littfll's Living Age.

ilome.yiade Gas—A Simple Process.

A valuable improvement in the manufacture of
gas, involving, indeed, a new idea, has recently
been made known in London by — Leslie, already
the author of several new contrivances in that
branch of industry, and the inventor of the power-
ful gas-burner which goes by his name. It has
hitherto been the custom in the manufacture of
gas from coal and other bituminous substances to
subject them to the process of destructive distilla-

tion at a high temperature, by which means a large
quantity ot permanent gas is evolved, which is

then subsequently purified. This necessitates the
carriage up to the metropolitan gas-works of im-
mense quantities of useless material, in addition to

the j-cal gas-making constituent of the coal, and
also renders it necessary for the companies to have
largo and expensive works in the heart of London,
where the process of pi|rification, with its concomi-
tant evil of half poisoning the neighbourhood by
the siokening odor with which they are surrounded,
is obliged to be carried on.

Leslie's plan is to divide the process of gas-
making into two distinct branches. The first ope-
ration is to be carried on at the collieries, where

ted to distillation at alow temperature in revol

cylinders, heated externally by a fire. The revo-

lution of the retorts causes the small lumps of coal

to be constantly kept in motion, and prevents one
portion becouiing hotter than any other.

Thus all the products are distilled off in a li-

quid state, and are condensed in suitable vessels,

which are kept cool by water. Care is taken to

keep down the temperature of the rotating retort

to as low a point as practicable, in order to prevent

the production of gas, which will not condense, the

object being to obtain only fluid hydro-carbon oils

by the first process of distillation. The oils so ob-

tained may then be submitted to purification from

the nitrogenous and sulphur compounds which are

so fruitful a source of complaint when they find

their way into illuminating gas; and we need

scarcely say that it is far easier to remove all the

nitrogen and sulphur from a gallon of this oil than

from the one hundred and fifty or two hundred
feet of gas, of which it is the representative. When
the oil has been properly prepared and purified

from all deleterious substances, Leslie proposes

that it should be conveyed up to London, or wher-

ever else it may be needed, to be converted into

gas. These works need only consist of a few re-

torts and a gas-holder or two, all the complicated

machinery now needed for the purification being

rendered unnecessary. The retort being heated to

redness, a little of the oil is allowed to flow into it,

when instantly it is converted into permanent gas,

and carried through a pipe into the gas-holder of

the ordinary construction, from which the illu-

minating gas is supplied to the mains as heretofore.

The patentee calculates that a ton of good coal

will yield one hundred and sixty-eight gallons of

the hydro-carbon fluid. Now one hundred and
sixty-eight gallons is almost exactly one cubic yard
and as each gallon is estimated to yield almost
instantaneously one hundred and twenty-eight
cubic feet of gas, we have thus twenty-one thousand
five hundred and four cubic feet of gas from one
hundred and sixty-eight gallons, the material lor

the production of which only occupying the space
of one cubic yard.

In one experiment which Leslie exhibited
short time since, two and a half pounds of Bo
head coal were placed in a retort, which was kept
revolving over a slow fire, at a temperature scarcely
exceeding that of melting lead. Owing to the low
temperature and the rotation of the retort, no gas
was produced, but the constituents were all evolved
in the liquid lorm. In a short time the two and a
half pounds of coal had yielded one and a half
pints of hydro-carbon fluid, leaving three-fourths of
a pound of coke in the retort. When the flow of
oil ceased, it was conveyed to a red-hot iron retort,

into which the fluid was poured by means of a
funnel. Immediately, as if by magic, the gas-
holder, which was in connection with the retort,

began to rise, and within a minute and a half
twenty-five cubic feet of gas had come into the
holder. The luminosity of this gas was then sub-
jected to accurate measurement by means of a pho-
tonjcter. Those of our readers who are acquainted
with the technicalities of gas-testing will understand
what brilliancy and value it possessed when we
state that it equalled twenty sperm candles when
burning at the rate of only four feet per hour.

This progress promises to cfi'eot a complete re-
volution in the manufacture of gas. It will be
brought up to the customers in a highly condensed
nd purified form. This can be stowed away in

any quantity for future use, and can be sold for

private consumption, and for the supply of small

villages, gentlemen's seats, railway stations, ship-

ping, or other purposes, where it is preferred to

make gas on the spot as it is wanted. All that

would then be needed for the immediate production

of ten, fifty, a thousand, or a million cubic feet of i

gas would be to draw ofl' the proper quantity off

fluid, and allow it to drop into one or more red-s

hot retorts, connected with a gas-holder of the pro-i

per size.

The manipulation is so easy, and the necessary
ij

apparatus so simple, that there would really benoi
reason why every private family should not niakei

their own gas. As it grew dusk, it would only b?i

necessary to tell the kitchen maid to put a small

iron bottle in the fire, and when this was red-hot,,

the master, instead of turning the gas on at thei

main, as at present, would have to pour half ai

pint or a pint of oil into the retort, when his gas--

holder will be filled with enough gas for the night'si

consumption, at a mere nominal" expense, and of ai

purity and brilliancy hitherto unattainable.

Tt7/te with Eternity.—The prospect of a change
which awaits us all from a state of probation, to a

state of fixedness, seems to me increasingly awful

:

and as we are engaged rightly to place time in com-
parison to eternity, how well calculated it seems to

incite us to diligence in the work and warfare, and
to regard this state of being only with reference to

that which will stand us instead beyond the grave.

May I, and all that I love be more and more en-

gaged in the work of the soul's everlasting salva-

tion, counting all things but loss and dros.s, that

we may win Jesus Christ, and be found in Him.
May I be incited to greater diligence to the work
of the day, that let the summons come sooner or

later, I may not be found like the foolish Virgins

who had thi-ir lamps but the oil was wanting.

—

Frmii the M.S.S. of a deceased minister, cibout

two months before Iter death.

Farmers' Profession.—It is the general impres-

sion, especially among the young, that the profes-

sion of the farmer is too slow an avenue to gain.

This is a great and fatal mistake. Thousands of

young men have crowded into the various profes-

sions other than that of agriculture, and they have
thrown themselves away in loose, irregular actions,

and their grey hairs have found them with no lau-

rels worth preserving. Let our young men who
are about selecting a profession that is to furnish

them with employment for a life-time, first pause

to examine our commercial and general business

statistics ; or if these are not at hand, let them ask
the necessary information of some business man.
Let them inquire what has been his experience, and
what the result of his observation? If I am not

mistaken, be will tell you that out of twenty mer-
chants in the circle of his acquaintance, doing busi-

ness for so many years, nineteen have become bank-
rupt. That out of as many lawyers, only five have
reached the " upper story'' of that profession ; and
so on through the whole chapter of professions and
' usiness pursuits of life, that of the farmer is the

only one in which success is the rule, and not the

exception.

Obedience to the Divine Will.— It is not always
those who are qualified to be the most conspicuous
eligious characters, who are the most acceptable
rith Him who sees not as man sees, but it is those
I'ho are wise enough to be obedient to the Divine

will, who shall " shine as the brightness of the firm-

ament ; and those who turn many to righteousness

11 be as the stars for ever and ever."

—

Sarah
[Lynes] Grubb.
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For *'The Friend."

When persons, arrested by the illuminations of

divine grace, are made to see their siutuluess, thej

are often greatly hunibled, i-o as to feel unworthy

of divine notice, and unfit even for the society of

igious Friends. They become sensible that they

can do no good thing, and fear to attempt any act

in a religious line where they may apprehend it to

called for; and when they put their hand to the

plough, it is done with diffidence, and their offer-

ings are owned by discerning Friends, who rejoice

for their faithfulness. As they keep in child-like

dependence upon the Lord, enduring the further

operations of his humbling power, a gradual growth

in the hidden life is attained, an enlargenient oi'

understanding in the Lord's way of refining his

people, and the mysteries of Christ's kingdom are

opened. Their changed condition has an effect

upon beholders, producing serious reflection in them,

showing the goodness of the Lord and the excel-

lency of the Truth in converting sinners; and the

dignity with which it clothes the lowliest members
of the Lord's family, is at times displayed in these

his children. Divested of self-confidence, they show
proper deference to the judgment of experienced

brethren and sisters, and rightly estimate the value

of their counsel. In this humble, watchful state

they are preserved, and are honoured for the

works' sake, whatever station they may occupy in

the church of Christ. Jealousy is excluded from

their thoughts, heavenly love fills their hearts, and

they become helpers and a strength in the Lord,

to their older friends. 3Iany have reached to a

large growth in the divine lite, and as by the aid

of the Holy Spirit, they have maintained a humble
watchfulness unto prayer, in the fear of the Lord,

and the fuar of losing a good condition, and ot

bringing reproach upon their religious profession,

they have been kept through faith and obedience,

and in the Lord's unmerited mercy, preserved

unto the end, even of a long life.

But there appears to be no time, when our un-

wearied enemy is not watching and seeking to de-

ceive and to betray, even the Lord's children and

servants, for he will hunt for the precious life. If

he does not succeed in leading into gross conduct,

he can assume the appearance of ao angel of light,

and endeavour to exalt the unwatchful by his flat-

teries, and to draw them from a lowly state of

self-denial, into an imaginary attainment of clear-

er vision and sounder judgment, above their

brethren. By little and little, losing the true

child's condition, they sometimes cooderan those

who have kept this safe abiding place, becau-e

they do not flatter them in their wrong opinions.

How mournful to see men and women, who have

known the Truth, gradually losing through the

deceptive power of Satan, that tenderness and
godly fear they formerly had, while they ima-

gine themselves to be under divine guidance, be-

coming more and more clouded, so as not to see

their own condition, while they are condemning
others, and turning the children away from the

Truth, and setting them against their true Friends.

Sowing di.-cord and division in civil and religious

society, is among the most mischievous evils of the

present day, and will produce bitter fruits to those

who practice it., and much suffering and distress

to those who mourn over it. It cannot yield peace

and settlement to the authors, while they are en-

gaged in it, and less so when they are brought

upon a dying bed. To be the instruments of mis-

leading honest hearted persons, and tender unsus-

pecting children, so as to deprive tlicm of the

blessings of reliiiious society and of the watchful

care of their true friends, and endanger their best

interests, must be a fearful departure from the

way of Truth, and every one of us has need sin- them, neither can he put into their mouths, but tes-

cerely to put up the petition, "Search me, God,|tifies against all such ways. Freely he received,

and know my heart, try me and know my thoughts, [freely he gives.— Willuim Fenn.

and see if there be any wicked way in me, and ' ' '

lead me in the way everlasting." !
•^""'?' '^'« <^'""*«

'^J '"* "^"^'^ Disease.—Vxci-

Whatever may be our standTeg in Society, how- f«»'*o'' l^e Bary, of Fnburg, lu Saxony, has con-

ever correct our reli<'ious principles or fair our jdu'^ted some patient iDvestigatiou.i on the cause of

men, let none of us boast that I

'>'«- i'otato Di-sease. They confirm the results of

rnncr :,nfl w.. fire in no dai- o'her scientific obser
character amon;

our buildintr stands strong, and we are in

ger If

servers, that it is caused by fungi,

we are upon the immutable foundation, it
'i'^Je spores, or reproductive bodies ot these fungi,

was the Lord's mercy that placed us there, and .are very .small—19,C:iU ol them having been found

lie only can keep us on it. But self and all pride ' on a square hne or space. I'hey abound all through

must be kept in the dust, and He alone exalted I'^e tissue of the potato plant; and hence no exter-

over all in our hearts, ruling in his kingdom set up nal applications can prevent or cure the disease,

there. In this lowly dependent state, the Lord will i

=»s it can in the vine mildew, where the threads of

defend all such as the apple of his eye, against thel'ungi are spread on the outer surface. De Bary

many devices of Satan, and nothing shall be able
i

lias, however, proved that it requires au abundance

to pluck them out of his Divine hand. of moisture to make these spores spread freely.

___^^_____ The practical inference is, that plants should he

Food StatisticsM thi Past K^r.-There hashP'^.^'^'I'y
t'^own for seed. They .hould be growu

been sold at the Philadelphia drove yards a grand °" '""'^

^"f f^ S^^'"^ ^
^*^^> '""*; '"^';"^'-- '^'"^^''^

. L 1 i'cr.—Tou J r ..1 I- 11 1 J 'I'l.- be given that would encourage watery luxuriance,
total of 554,778 head of cattle, ot all kinds. I bis I,, °, . ,,, ,. , , ,

,= . f
' , J 1 ,. ,, ij Qo oc- i(jreat width of row should be given to encourage

afrgreirate was divided as follows : Beeves, 82,36o ; t^. . j . n •
i . r l. i

• j
1

fc,<,„,, ,„ , ,nni-r. <oi t' firm , hard stcuis, wcU luured to light aud air ; and
sheep, 269,020 ; hogs, 199,1 (9 ; cows, 4,214. It; , ' . ',. . ,. ,. = ', .

,V 1 ,£c ,x 1 i L whenever any indications ot disea.se appear, the in-
would be difficut to make an accurate guess as to . , . , u i .i

'*^
r" •

-
i^ jured parts sliould be promptly cut away. It is

, ! believed that close attention to these matters might,
cured . . ..... = '

time, eradicate the disease.

what proportion of this vast quantity of

consumed in the city. Much of the meat wa

and packed here and sent abroad in a compact

shape. There are two or three large packing es- ^^..^ ^j ,^ Bntisk ^'ational Debt.— It began
tabhshmentsinthe city which have lieavy contracts under Charles II, in I60U; but with all his extrava-
for supplying the army with meat. In addition to

j^,ance and profligacy, it reached, in 1681, only a
the meat that came into the city on the hoot, large

li-ti^ more than i:600,000. How small a be-in-
quantities came hither from the \Vest, in the form

|jjing fo^ the gigantic proportions it has since attain-
of hams, bacon, ka. There was also a large quan- Lj i i^ 17^3^ jj jjad risen to £139,000,000. At
tity of fresh meat brought into the city from the U^ giogg gf ,1^^ i^^ench llevolution in 1602, it was
neighbouring counties, and from New Jersey, which i£57i^o00,000. In the twelve years of the wars
never reached the drove yards, and ot which no re- |of Napoleon, it increased to £865,000,000, which
cord was kept. When we add to all these supplies

' ^^g i^^ maximum. From this point it rapidly de-
the huge quantities of poultry, fish, and oysters, [(.^eased for thirty years, having been reduced in
brought into the city and consumed here, the con-

1 1345 ^g £768,789,241. At the close of the llus-
clusion may be safely arrived at, that vegetarian-

jsi;,,, ^^^^ ;„ jaoG, it had increased to £«00,000,-
ism IS making but slow progress here. In addition !ooO ; and in consequence of the Indian mutiny,
to the enormous consumption of breadstuffs required l((jg Chinese war, and the distrust ot France, can
to supply six hundred thousand mouths, the follow-

; jj^rdly have dimini-hed =ince. The interest on the
ing figures will show the quantities ot this de.-crip-

'pr^.^^.^j j^,i,t_ .,t (jje rate of 3 1-2 per cent, is 8134,-
tion of food which were shipped from our port du- ,400,000 per year, or 8368,000 a day, 815,333 an
ring 1861 : Barrels of flour, 440,878 ; bushels ofji^our, 8225 a minute.
.wheat, 2,044,343; bushels of corn, 792,725; bar-

I

^
rels of corn meal, 28,314 ;

bread, packages, 23,- Holding out False Luliicements.—We must not

416. I think ourselves more wise than the great and com-

I

passionate Teacher, who was well acquainted with
The Christian Quaker, or tlie viere Profession

^^^^^ timidity of his little ones, yet in their state of
of Religion without tlie Reality.—lie is as well jj^f^^gy jold them plainly, that all pretensions to
taught to deny the religions as cares and pleasures

jjj.pipi^^ijjp ^^^g ^^j^^ ^^i^^g^ ^ willingness to deny
of the world; Such as profess religion from whati^gif- ^nd daily to bear the cross, was previously
they have either been taught by others, or read and

| cherished ; and I have never had unity with a cer-
gathered after their carnal minds out of the Scrip- j^Iq species of fleshly wisdom, which in endeavour-
ures, intruding into the practices of either prophets

,
j^g to enlist soldiers underChrist's banner, adopts a

or apostles, as to external and shadowy thin

being led by the same power they had, he can have

no fellowship with :— he counts all such faith and

worship the imagination of men, or a mere lifeless

imitation. He prefers one sigh, begotten from a

sense of God's work in the heart, beyond the long-

mode very similiar to those who keep out of view the

hardness which must be endured, and endeavour

3 allure by temporary gratification.— W. Lewis.

Small-po! snii Vaccination.

The London Times has a review notice of a pam-
est prayers in that state. He leaves them all, walks [phlet on this subject, by Dr. Collinson, (Hatchard,)
as a man alone, fearing to offer U-od a sacrifice that in which some remarkable facts are brou'ht out.

is not of his own preparing. He charges all other

faiths and worships, with insufficiency, and mere

creaturely power, which are not held and performed

from a holy conviction and preparation by the an-

gel of God, the Light of his presence in the heart

and coQscience. Therefore, it is, that he goes forth

in the strength of his God against the merchants

of Babylon ; and woes and plagues are rightly in

his mouth against those buyers and sellers of the its wholes
souls of men. He is jealous for the name of the

j pox, as far

The historical resum} is striking. We are (it states)

too apt to underrate the destructive capacity of this

pestilence, and are usefully reminded of its former

ravages, independently of the circumstance that

the deaths ascribed to it annually have now risen

from 2277 in 1S56, to 6460 in 1858, and were

doubtless still more numerous in 1859. We must,

indeed, revert to the prae Jenner period, to estimate

destructiveness. There was no small-

can learn, in the ancient world,

Lord, and therefore dares not speak peace unto
|
and the disease first appeared on the borders of the
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lied Sea, about the sixth century, from what source the death-rate averaged only 158. In Westphalia

is now barely coujecturable. The tirst recorded jit came down, under similiar circumstances, from

case in Europe is probably that ot Elfrida, daugh-j2643, to 114 ; in Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia,

|

ter of Alfred the Great, and wife of Baldwin, of i from 4000 to 200. In Denmark the fatality of the!

Flanders, A. D. 907. But there are reasons to 'di.^ease became but an eleventh of what it had been ;
>

suppose that the disease reached England perhaps ,in Berlin, and large parts of Au-tria, one-twentieth

a century earlier, though it did not extend to the Finally, from observations made for twenty-one

north of Europe until a much later date. Through

the crusades, and the intercourse with the Eastern

world, its ravages were extended, and it was sub-

sequently conveyed by the Spaniards to America.

In the western hemisphere, among the dark-skinned

races, it was notoriously more fatal than the rav-

ages of fire, sword, and famine combined. In His-

paniola and Mexico, counting its victims by three

or four millions, it may be said to have been the

principal agent in annihilating their population.

Half a century later it derolated the Brazils, and

later still, Peru, so that its mines were for a time

deserted, and its inhabitants reduced to a remnant.

Prescott has likened its progress to the desolating

passage of fire over the prairies ; and Catlin has

estimated that among the red Indians it has de-

stroyed, in comparatively recent times, 6,000,000

—that is to say, half their number.*. It entirely

swept away certain tribes, such as that of the Man-

dans ; and it is stated that, the translation of the

Bible having been made for the Six Nations, by the

time it was finished there was no one left to read it,

tlie entire race having perished of small-pox. Even
in Siberia and Iceland, in 1807, it carried off 18,-

000 out of 50,000. In 1734, it destroyed two-

thirds of the inhabitants of Greenland. The sta-

tistics of Eastern countries are mainly matters of

conjecture, yet we know that the capital of Thibet

was deserted for three years, in consequence of one

of its visitations ; and in a single year in Russia,

it is said to have cut off 2,000,000. It has been

computed—indeed, Dr. Collinson says it may be

safely asserted—that it has been more fatally de-

structive than any of the pestilences which have

dc>olated mankind.

Even in civilized Europe, the computations of its

ravages heretofore might be stated at hundreds of

thousands annually. Dr. Lettsom says 210,000,— Simon 500,000 ; Bernouilli, 15,000,000 every

twenty-five years. M. de la Condamine assigns to

it a tenth of the deaths in Sweden and France ; Dr.

Jurin one-fourteenth of tho<e in England, even

when it was not raging epidemically. Forty-five

millions in one century, in Europe alone, is the of-

ficial estimate of Denmark, in reply to English in-

quiries. Its ravages in particular families, imply

its former effects in the aggregate, as illustrated

by — Simon, in the family of our William III.

AVilliam's father and mother, his wife, his uncle,

the Duke of Gloucester, aud his cousins, the eldoi

son and younge>t daughter of James II., were all

victims to small-pox ; and the great Prince himseli

suffered from it so severely that his con.^titution was

undermined, and his health permanently shattered.

Facts are then given with regard to the introduc-

tion of inoculation, at the instance of Lady Maiy
Wortley Montague, who, in 1717, wrote her cele-

brated letter from Adrianople, stating the success

with which it was practised there ; and the sub.se-

quent discovery of vaccination by Jenner. V^ac-

cination was shortly propagated all over the globe

by agencies which Dr. Collinson enumerates, and

its results in some of tlie Continental countries were

even more startling aud complete than in the Unit-

ed Kingdom. Dr. Farr has coiubined the statis-

tics on this liead, and either in gross or detail they

may be considered as conclusive. In Sweden, for

twenty-eight years previous to the discovery of vac-

cination, 2050 out ol each million died annually of

small-pox, while for forty years after vaccination,

years, on 40,000 persons in Bohemia, it appears

that the risk of death to vaccinated persons, if they

happen to contract the small-pox, is at the rate

of 51 to 100 patients, but the risk of death to non-

vacciuated persons when they contract the disease,

is at the rate of 29 4-5ths for every 100 patients.

And the concurrent testimony of London, Vienna,

and Milan shows, on an experience of nearly 26,-

000 cases, that small-pox after vaccination, if it oc-

but a fifth or sixth part as dangerous as the

natural disease.

The remainder of the notice is devoted to the

discussion of the causes of the diminution in the

protective influence of infantine vaccination. Four

causes are assigned for the recent increase of small-

pox. First, bad vaccination in respect of the choice

of the matter employed, and of the observance of

the rules propounded by Jenner. Secondly, there

is reason to believe that, apart from disturbing caus-

es, the cow-pox matter itself tends to deteriorate by

descent. Thirdly, apart from the fact of all renewal

of lymph having been omitted by the National Vac-

cine Establishment, since Jenner's time, there was

some time since a demand upon its resources which

it was unable to supply with lymph of the best ex-

isting quality ; and, fourthly, there was no Govern-

ment requirement of vaccination till recently, and

even yet this is imperfectly enforced. Finally, an

estimate of the effectsof these causes in combination,

tends to restore confidence in vaccination, when it

performed under the conditions which we now know
to be necessary, and when, as is now proposed, we
replace the deteriorated lymph, by resorting again

to the original fountain.

Doest tliou well, in thj sullen wrath,

To crush ihe flowers thnt adorn thy path,

Tu cull the ihorn from the trampled rose,

And spread thy couch where the whirlwind blows,

To turn from each social haunt aside,

.And chafe thy spirit with scorn and pride '

Is it well when thy heart's fine chords are torn

By the barbed point of the rankling thorn ?

—

When the gust of passion its depths hath swept,
Waking the foes that in ambush slept

—

And burning tears of remorse and shame
Fall thick from the cloud whence the tempest came?

."^ay, is it well, o'er thy brother's soul

1" IhI iIh inlr di' resentment roll?

—

1 ;: . ; , ..iliii of his tranquil mood,
l:

'
: --ions to conflict rude ?

—

I i il i I, i, - I lii-rk, and to cloud his brow

—

Ij il well? The error is twofold now.

Why wilt thou fan with the breath of strife,

The flame that wasteth the joys of life

lliilh not the portion of man below
EiH,ut;h already of care and woe?
Are there not tears all around thee shed?
•Swell not the fount whence tbeir streams are fed.

What is it hath grieved thee? A look—a word ?^
.•Another's will to thine own preferred?

—

Some petty hindrance—some passing slight?

—

Perchance invasion of fancied right ?

And is it for trifles such as these,

Thou art making sport of thy bosom's peace ?

As melt
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For " The Friend."

Tb the Editors of " The B-iend,"—An Epistle

jf Edward Burrough addressed to Friends Id 1660,

is so fully in accordance with my own teelings in

regard to the war, I should be glad to see the lat-

1

ter part of it published in "The Friend," if the

sditors think proper so to do. Volume 14th, of

Friends' Library, pages 460 and 481.

Salem, Ohio, Second mo. Slh, lsi;2.

" And as concerning the times and seasons, and

the present confusions and distractions that are

amongst men, much might be spoken ; but certainly

the end of all these things shall be turned for good

unto us and unto all that do abide in faith and pa-

ience unto the end. Though the present times may
be of an heavy countenance towards us, like as if we
should be swallowed up through the roaring of the

nd because wickedness doth abound by that

pirit that now is exalted
;
yet iu this let us respect

he Lord, for certain it is, that times and seasons

ire iu his hand, to change them at his pleasure,

d to take them from one, and give them to another

ivhen he will. The day is his, and the victory is

his hand. Oh! let not mortal men glory against

3im ; man's time is but for a moment, and it is our

)lessedness and peace to be still; and to have a

espect to the Lord through all these overturnings.

\nd though the spirit that now is, be wicked and

bounding in iniquity, yet the Lord will limit its

Tay. And as for all the confusions, and di^trac-

ious, and rumors of wars, what are they to us?

tVhat have we to do with them ? Wherein are we
loncerned in these things? Is not our kingdom of

nother world, even that of peace and righteous-

Hath not the Lord called us, and chosen

is into the possession of that inheritance, wherein

trife and enmity dwell not? Yea, he hath broken

(own that part in us that is related thereunto, and

leing dead in that nature of strife, bloodshed, and

ars, how can we live in strife and contention in

le world, or have fellowship with any therein.

an we have pleasure in the confusion and distrac-

ion amongst men, or join in any thing with them,

be we are quickened in the new life to God,

fhich is a life of love and peace, and free from

ueh things? if we are crucified in the life to this

Id, out of which all strife and confu.-ion arise,

ow can we live therein ? Therefore these things

re nothing to us, neither are we of one party, or

gainst another, to oppose any by rebellion, or

lotting against them, in enmity, and striving with

hem by carnal weapons, nor to destroy any men's

ves, though our enemies; for we war not for any,

or against any, for the matters of this worlds

ingdom. But our kingdom is inward, and our

weapons are spiritual, and our victory and peace

re not of this world. Our war is against souls'

nemies, and against the powers of darkness, even

y the sword of the Spirit, which God hath given

s, and called us to war therewith, to convert peo-

le from sin and duath, and from the very occasion

f wars and contentions about the things that are

arthly. This is our calling and work at this day;

nd these things all the children of the Lord are

) mind, and to keep over the spirit of this world

1 all people, which all this enmity, strife and con-

ision that is up amongst men, lodgeth in, and

riseth out of it. These things are the fruits of the

5irit of this evil and sinful world, and the fruits

f the Spirit of God are of another nature, even

eace and meekness towards all, and not enmity

wards any. In this Spirit let us live and walk,

dmonishing all hereunto, and praying for our

aemies, and not hating them, but doiuL' good for

A\, and not rendering evil for evil ; but being

lenk and humble, merciful and patient towards

11. This is the true christiau life, learned of

Christ, and this life is blessed in this world, and in

the world to come. They that live here are re-

deemed out of the world, wherein is trouble and

contusion, wars and strifes. But let us not heed

any of the.se things, for they rise and fall in their

season, and are brought forth and effected in the

changeable and erring .spirit, which worketh not

the honour of God, but is iu the dishonour to him.

Friends, let us be a people separate from all that

live therein, waiting for the deliverance of the

Holy Seed in all, and believing, that through all

these things the Lord will set up his kingdom.
" Thus it must come to pass, Babylon must fall

'

with a great noise; for in strife and confusion whs

she builded, and therein hath she long stood, and

thereby must she fall. Tribulations mu-t come

upon the earth, that people may learn to fear the

Lord through his judgments. And He will spee-

dily do great things in the world, which cannot be

believed by many, if it were told them, for hell

and death must be destroyed, and the beast must

be taken alive, and cast into the lake of the anger

of God. But blessed are they that do wait upon

the Lord, and rest under his shadow, and wait in

his counsel, and receive his instructions; they shall

see the marvellous works of his hands, but the

wicked and unbelieving shall be turned into dark-

ness, and shall not see the countenance of the Lord

to refresh them, but their sorrow shall be increased.

Edward Burrough."

Trees for Winter.—No class of plants are more

useful, and none made worse use of, than evergreens.

For shelter there is nothing like the Norway Spruce,

yet we see many gardens and hou-es exposed to

the Noithern blasts, without an evergreen, or tree,

or shrub of any kind to break the force of the fierce

winter winds. Other gardens are nearly filled with

evergreens, and this gives them a dark and gloomy

appearance. For a screen, of course, the trees must

be planted close in rows; but on the lawn, for

beauty, here and there a fine specimen, intermixed

iwith other trees, are all that is required. Trees

[with bright berries, like the Mountain Ash and

Euonymous, are very desirable, and give to the

winter garden a bright and lively look. A corres-

pondent thinks that evergreens, and especially ever-

green shrubs, are neglected in this country, and

writes us to urge our readers to give more attention

to this beautiful class. It is true that there is no

country where evergreens are more needed than

our own. Without them, how cheerless and deso-

late our gardens appear full five months of the year !

Our attempts lo introduce new evergreens, however,

have not always been crowned with success, as

many things of which we had strong hopes have

proved too tender for our severe climate. Then

our most beautiful native evergreen shrubs, such

as the Holly, the Rhododendron, and the Kalmia,

are difficult to remove, and do not thrive well with

common treatment, and in an ordinary soil. They
are not generally propagated or planted, and de-

serve far more attention from both nursery-men

and amateurs than they have received. We have,

however, many beautiful evergreen trees, that will

grow as easily as a poplar, and are hardy enough

for any climate between this and the Polar sea.

—N. Y. Rural.

Scripture Pruphccy Fulfilled.—The Atnerican.

Messe>iger says : Caldwell, a missionary of the Pres-

byterian Board, stationed at lloorkhee, India, a

j

place where the government have established ex-

itinsive works for making engines and other iron

'machinery, in a recent letter to a minister in New
lYork city, states the following interesting fact.

j
After the Sepoy mutiny was suppressed, the govern-

ment, as a means of safety, disarmed the people-

The guns, swords, spears, and other weapons of

war taken in the upper provinces, were sent to the

iron-shop^ at lloorkhee, to be recast into more peace-

ful implements. He states that "2,700 tons' weight

of small-arms, chiefly sword-blades and gun-barrels,

not including a large number of cannon of every

calibre, were transtbrmed into mattocks, hoes, crow-

bars, and other useful articles ; while cannon, shot

and shells were melted down and moulded into dif-

ferent machinery required for churches and rail-

roads, and no small portion into printing-presses.

May the time not be far distant when the whole of

the prediction shall also be fulfilled : "And He shall

judge among many people, and rebuke strong na-

tions afar off; and they shall beat their swords into

plough-shares, and their spears into pruning hooks :

nation shall not lift up the sword against nation,

neither shall they learn war any more."

CIRCULAR OF THE BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF
I'RIEXDS IN AMERICA.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries to

the Annual Queries to be answered previous to the

general meeting of the Association in the Fourth

month, the Corresponding Committee would press

upon Friends, who have been engaged in the dis-

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the importance of

furnishing full and accurate answers to (M the

Queries, and of forwarding their report seasoruibly

to the Depository.

It may be recollected, that in making donations

to Auxiliaries, the board are guided in deciding

what number of Bibles and Testaments shall be

sent to each, by tho information given in it.'i report.

Hence those Auxiliaries that do not report in time,

are liable to be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every case,

how boxes should be marked and forwarded ; arul

their receipt should always be promptly acknow-

ledged.

Address John Eichardson, No. 116 N. Fourth

street, Philadelphia.

Thomas Kimber,
Charles Yarnall,
Sa.muel Bettle, Jr.,

Committee of Correspondence.

Pbilad., Second rao., 18';2.

QUERIES.

1. TVhat number of families or individuals have been
gratuitou.slj- furnislied with the Holy Scriptures by the

Aiixili;iry during the past year?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been

sold by the Auxiliary within the past year?

3. How many members, male and female, are there

belonging to the Auxiliary?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within

its limits?

5. Are there any /umtViVa of Friends within your limits

not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures in good
clear type, and on fiir paper; if so, how many?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of read-

ing the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy Scrip-

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably

be disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Au.tiliary sufficient to supply

those within its limits who are not duly furnished with

ibe Holy Scriptures ?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

be necessary for the Bil)le Association to furnish gratui-

tously, 10 enable the Au.'siliary to supply each family?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

nish each member of our religious Society, capable of

reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable lo pur-

Bible nd Tes

Beware of indulging too freely in conversation.

Be frequent in retirement.
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THE FRIEND.

SECOND MONTH

We are much obliged by our friends who fur-

nish us with selections for "The Friend," as well

as those who favour us with original communica-

tions. We wish to suggest to some of the former,

more care iu the selections made, to have them

accurately transcribed ; and where any sentences

are omitted in the body of the extract, to have

such omission properly designated. We sometimes

find a stanza left out in a piece of poetry, or words

substituted for those used by the author. Justice

requires that in all such ca;^es the change should

be indicated. It cannot be expected that we should

always take the time to verity the extracts, even

if we know where they come from.- We would pre-

fer in all cases that the source whence the selec-

tion is made, should be given.

It is encouraging to find so many disposed to

lend their aid towards enriching our columns with

crio-inal and selected matter, and while offering

them the above hints, we desire to return our

thanks, and solicit their continued co-operation in

so good a work.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

FoREiGX.—Lirerpool dales to the 2d inst. It is an-

nounced that neither France nor Great Britain will at

present interfere in favour of the " Southern Confe-

deracy."

Earl Russell has sent a letter to the Lords Commis-
sioners of the Admiralty, prohibiting any ship of war
or privateer of either belligerent from entering and re-

maining in the waters of any British port, except in

stress of weather. The port of Nassau and other ports

of the Bahama Islands are specially mentioned. When
driven in by stress of weather, provisions may be sup
plied, but only such quantity of coal as may be sufBcien

to carry the vessel to the nearest port of her own coun^

try is to be given, and no second supply is to be allow

ed to the s:ime ship in the same port within a period

of three months.
The U. S. steamer Tuscarora had left Southampton

and the Nashville had been ordered to depart.

The tndpendence Beige asserts that the Southern
Comni'ssioners have informed the English govcrnmeni
that, in return for the recognition of the Southern Con-
federacy, they would establish most absolute free tradt

for fifty years, abolish the external slave traffic, and
emancipate all the blacks born after the recognition

These offers, it is said, will not induce Great Britain tc

abandon the policy of neutrality, which has been de-

cided upon.

The Liverpool cotton market was steady. Fair Or-

leans, 14rf. ; middling, ISd. Stock in port, 546,440 bales,

including 216,800 American. Flour, 29s. a 32s.; Red
wheat, 10«. lOd. a 12s. 5d. ; white, 12s. 6d. a 13s. 3d. per

cental.

Mexico.—Vera Crnz dates to the 1st. inst. The C
missioners sent by the allied idenipotentiaries to Mex
with an ultimatum, returned to Vera Cruz on the 28lh

ult. They were well received by Juarez, the Presid

of Mexico. He acknowleged the breach of the treaties,

and offered satisfactory security for the future. He pro

posed that the allied ministers should come to Orizaba,
and treat tliere in detail, but lie required as a pre!

nary condition, that the whole expeditionary force

should be rc-embarked, except a guard of two thousand
men who should accompany the ministers to Orizaba
The propositions of Juarez were considered inadmissi

ble, and it was determined to march the allied army to

the city of Mexico.

United States.— The Fina/ices.—The Treasury Note
bill has passed the Senate nearly in the form it i

from the House. The principal amendment inserted Ijy

the Senate is that wliich requires all the interest on th(

funded debt to he paid in coin.

Slate Prisoners. —Tlie President of the United States

has directed that all political prisoners, now held in m
litary custody, be released on their subscribing to

parole engaging them to render no aid or comfort to th

enemies in hostility to the United States.

The Secretary of War will, however, in his discrctioi

except from the eflrcct of this order all persons detained

aa spies in the service of the insurgents, or others whose
Lse at the present moment may be deemed incom-

patible with the public safety.

To all persons who shall be released, and shall keep

their parole, the President grants an amnesty for past

ences of treason or disloyalty which they m.ay have

mmitted.

The irar.—The attack upon the fortified island of

Roanoke, which commenced oq the 7th inst., and was
renewed on the following day, resulted in its capture.

.\ small number of the rebel troops escaped to the main-
land ; all the rest were made prisoners. When General

Burnside forwarded his despatch, the prisoners had not

been counted, but they were estimated at nearly 3000.

About 400 men were killed and wounded on both sides

during the engagement. The rebel gun-boats which
ded in the defence of the island, were nearly all cap-

ired or destroyed. Owing to the illness of Gen. Wise,

he was not on the island at the time of its capture, and
consequently escaped. His son, O. Jennings Wise, was
killed. Elizabeth City, a town of 2000 inhabitants, on
the Pasquotank river, was fired by the rebels, and about
half the houses consumed. The inhabitants sent to the

U. S. expedition for assistance to extinguish the flames,

and were thus enabled to save a part of the town.

Edenton, N. C, and otiier towns on the Sound, have
been occupied by the Federal forces, without opposi-

Advices from Port Royal to the 10th inst., state that

3 vessels employed for the purpose, had succeeded in

tting off all communication beiweeu Fort Pulaski and
Savannah. The Federal forces had also destroyed the

ater pipes leading to the city, and supplying it with

water. Within the last month, a nnmber of regiments
tve arrived at Port Royal, and large supplies of heavy
tillery.

After the capture of Fort Henry, some of the Federal

gun-boats proceeded up the Tennessee river, as far as

Florence, Alabama. They found the navigation unob-
structed, and were warmly greeted by the Union men
along the entire route. The officers of the boats say it

is impossible to doubt the genuineness of the greetings
that everywhere met them. The rebel press being
wholly under the control of the politicians, are unable
to express the feelings of the people. The secession ele-

ment was principally composed of the lawless politicians

of the community, who overawe by violence the order-
loving Union citizens. All the rebel gun-boats found
upon the river, were captured or destroyed, but private
property was not molested. It is slated that 50,000
Federal troops have entered West Tennessee. Fort
Donelson on the Cumberland river was invested on the
13th inst. A large rebel force was collected at that
point, and an obstinate defence was anticipated. Gen-
erals Pillow, Floyd, Johnston and Buckner were all re-

ported to be there. The attack upon Fort Donelson, by
land and water, continued on the 14th and 15lh inst.

A despatch from the camp, dated at 6 p. m. on the 15th,
says that the right wing of the rebel fortifications had
been taken. The rebel forces are said to number 25,000,
and their position, to be a very strong one. The outer
works and bastions of the fort are located on ridges,

from one hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty

feet high, covered with dense timber and undergrowth.
Springfield, Missouri, has been again occupied by the

Union forces. The rebel army retreated after a short
engagement, leaving a large amount of stores and camp
equipage which they were unable to take in their fli

The retreating rebels were pursued, and many of them
captured.

Detachments from Gen. Lander's army, in Morga
county, Va., have recently surprised and broken up tw
rebel encampments, taking a number of prisoners. It

is believed that no considerable body of armed rebel
can be now found in Virginia, west of Winchester.

Bowling Green, Ky., has been evacuated by the rebe
forces, and is now in possession of the Federal troops
A large portion of the rebel army has been sent fion
this place to Fort Donelson.

Fort Donelson, Tenn.—This important stronghold o
the rebels surrendered to the U. S. forces- on the 16tl

inst. Generals Johnston and Buckncr, with 15,000 of
the Confederate troops, were taken prisoners. Genera
Floyd escaped with 5000 rebels during the previou
night. He and Gen. Pillow are accused by the rebels of
cowardice and treachery. Sixt}--five field pieces and
heavy guns, 20,000 stand of arms and a large tjuanlity
of army supplies were taken. The loss of life on both
sides was heavy. That of the Federal troops was esti-

mated at 400 killed and 800 wounded.
Affairs in the South.—The loss of an entire army in

North Carolina, and the recent disasters in Kentucky
and Tennessee, appear to have bad a discouraging effect

upon the rebel cau»c. Norfolk, Va., has been placed

under martial law, and every possible effort has been
e to resist its apprehended capture by the Federal

forces. The Richmond (Va.) Dispatch says, " Our Ten-
nessee exchanges give us gloomy prospects for the fu-

in that part of the country." The threatening state

of affairs in East Tennessee is alluded to, where the

people are said to have an idolatrous love for the old

Union. In every village and neighbourhood, traitors to

the South were, it is said, manifesting their joy at the

expected approach of the Northern army, and even in

"lemphis there were expressions of satisfaction on the
rrival of news of Federal successes. The Southern pa-

pers contain numerous articles urging the government
to take some measure to keep the soldiers in service, as

• term of enlistment is expiring, and they are fast

becoming demoralized. In consequence of the large

crop of sugar and molasses in Louisiana, much of which
is unsold, a movement is on foot among the planters to

plant only half a crop of cane, and turn their attention

other products. The cotton planters of Nachitoches
rish. La., in a late public meeting, resolved that no

planter, whatever may be his force, should plant or raise

more than five bales of cotton of 500 pounds each in

1862, unless the blockade is raised before the first of

next month.
Port Royal, S. C.—The steamer Baltic was recently

sent to New York, with a load of cotton. The weather
was becoming very warm, and heavy rains were falling.

Oranges, bananas, and other tropical fruits were abun-
dant. Many negroes were stiil employed iu gathering

cotton, but their number had increased so that it was
impossible to find work for one half of them. It is said,

many of them are suffering for want of proper care, and
their increasing numbers threaten to embarrass the

movements of the army. A portion of them occupy the

deserted houses of the planters, and live and revel on
the property of their late masters.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 286.

New JorA.^Mortality last week, 403.

Western Virginia.—The Constitutional Convention ofl

the new State has adopted as a fundamental article of/

the Constitution, that " no slave shall be brought, or frei

person of colour come into this State, for a permane:
residence, after this Constitution goes into operation."

The Loyal Indians.—Congress has passed a resolutii

for the relief of the loyal Choctaw, Creek, and other lui

dians, who hixve been driven from their homes by th

rebels. There were between 4000 and 5000 of these In

dians at Leavenworth, in a destitute condition.

RECEIPTS.

Received from J. Boadle, Mass., %2, vol.

Hall, 0., SI for Wi

>

vol. 35 ; from Jehu Fawcett, agt., 0., for EUz. Fav
SI. Street, and Jonathan Fawcett, §2 each, vol. 35,

E. Bonsall, Sr., $2, vol. 34, for Asa Ware, $4, vols. 34i

and 35, for Benj. Winder, SI, to 26, vol. 35 j from H.:

Harrison, 111., $2, vol. 34 ; from Wm. Campbell, Pa., pel

A. Button, §2, to 24, vol. 34.

GRISCOM STREET SOUP-HOUSE.
The daily delivery of soup is large, and a part of tht

Society's income being unavailable, there is reason tc

apprehend its funds will be inadequate to meet the de-

mands. The coloured people not participating in th(

work connected with the war, and their usual avoca-

tions being interrupted, many of them are destitute o

the means of living, and are drawing largely on oui

supply of soup. Donations of articles suitable for mak-
ing soup, will be gratefully received at the House, No
16 Griscom street, between Fourth and Fifth streets

and Spruce and Pine streets, and in money, by Jeri

MiAH Hacker. Treasurer, Fourth street, below Sprui

street, or by Tuomas Evans, 817 Arch street.

WANTED.
A well quiiiificd Female Teacher wishes a scht

the summer; not particular as to location.

For information, inquire at the office of " The Fr

Died, Sixth month 12th, 1861, Elizabeth N., infan

daughter of Samuel and Hannah Smith, aged ten month!
, on First month 14th, 1862, Sarah E., belovei

daughter of Samuel and Hannah Smith, aged eleve

years and fourteen days; members of Plymouth Monthl
and Southland Particular .Meeting of Friends, Washing
ton county, Ohio. She was lovely and pleasant in he

life ; near her close, addressing those about her, she salt

" 0, how happy I feel ; happy, happy, happy ;" said sfa

wanted to go to heaven. She then repeated the stanzi
" I want to be an angel," and quietly fell asleep in Jesui
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From the Christian Observer.

e Life of Colnmbos, and its Disregarded lessons.

Christopher Columbus was a native of Genoa.

He was the son of a wool-comber, and his forefa-

thers bad followed that trade or handicraft for

several generations. But as he soon showed a pre-

dilection for a seafaring life, he was sent for a short

time in his youth to the university in Pavia, where

he studied geometry, geography, astronomy, and

iivigation. At about the age of fourteen, he made
his first voyage, after which he is to be regarded

as one devoted to the calling of a navigator. For

twenty years we have only faint glimpses of hi

the Cape of Good Hope, had not yet been disco-

vered ; the existence of the American continent

was wholly unknown ; and.

upon the subject. But already we begin to meet

with that fatal mistake which embittered the whole

of the great navigator's after life. Himself the son

of an Italian artisan, and entirely destitute of all

means for the fitting out a proper squadron of dis-

covery, he yet " demanded," says Irving, " high

and honourable titles and rewards, that Le might

cave behind him a name and a family worthy ol

his achievements." .

John II. is accused of double-dealing in thiB

negotiation ; but, however this might be, it is cer-

tain that the negotiation between him and Colum-

came to an unfavourable close, and, towards

the end of 1484, the enthusiastic navigator, whose

whole soul seems to have been now wrappcl up in

the great idea which had possessed him, quitted

Portugal, and passed into Spain. It seems probable

that he had to leave behind him creditors whom he

could not satisfy. Like thousands of other pro-

jectors, " he had suffered his own affairs," says

Irvin<7, " to go to ruin, and was reduced to struggle

hard with poverty. He had to beg his way from

court to court, to offer to princes the discovery of a

world."

A notion prevails, which seems to have some

probability, that his project was next urged upon

who proposed boldly to plunge into this un- the government of his own State, Genoa, tut urged

- ^' .
•' - /^ .° It 74-;^ai,invain. It i.s tow-.rds the end of 148o, in the fiftieth

fhatwe find him in the south of Spain

ther problems

then under examination, that which chiefly inte-

rested Columbus was, whether a voyage from Eu-

rope, due ucU, would not, in process of time, bring

the voyagers to the eastern side of the Asiatic con-

tinent.

It is abundantly evident that, in the course of

ae twenty-two years which elapsed between his

rrival at Lisbon in 1470, and bis agreement with

the sovereigns of Spain in 1492, the mind of Co-

umbus became quite settled upon this point. And
the difference which existed between the scientific

view taken by him, and the popular notion which

s generally prevalent, may be easily stated.

No one had yet proved that the earth was a

globe, by walking, or riding, or sailing round it.

Men in general regarded it as a flat surface, ex-

tending over many thousands of miles, and divided,

in common language, into three great districts

—

Europe, Africa, and Asia. All round this vast

continent flowed the measureless ocean, whose ex-

tent no one had attempted to ascertain ;
and be-

yond which there might exist what no one could

divine. Taking this view, it was natural that the

crplore.''. aby«» of waters, and to disc;-.

migilt lie beyond it, should be regarded in very

nearly the same light as any enthusiast would now

be who should fill his balloon with gas sufiicient

for a month, and leave this earth on a voyage of

discovery among the stars. But to Columbus, and

many other men of that time who had studied the

subject in the light of science, the whole matter

presented itself in a totally different aspect. They

had fully satisfied themselves of the globular figure

of the earth ; and this fact, when once it was firmly

believed, changed entirely the whole position of

the question. Since some travellers had journeyed

half round the earth, why should not others com-

plete the circuit? Marco Polo and Mandeville,

journeying to the east, had travelled over thousands

of miles until they reached the eastern limits of

Asia. What was to prevent a navigator, keeping

in the same latitude, and sailing to the wat, from

arriving at the same point ? These questions were

revolved in the minds of Columbus and his friends,

year after year, till it became established in his

mind and theirs, as a settled principle, that a ship,

properly equipped and provided, and sailing from

the coasts of Spain to the westward, must, in due

time, arrive at the eastern shores of the great

Asiatic continent.

When this belief had been thoroughly adopted,

it became very natural that an ardent and enthu

siastic man like Columbus, being also a fearless

navigator, should begin to entertain a vehement

desire to be himself the first discoverer of the great

western road to China, India, and Japan. And

accordingly, about 1483 or 1484, some ten or

twelve years after his attention had first been di-

rected to the question, we find Columbus asking an

audience of John II. of Portugal, and laying his

calculations and his plans before him. His offc-'r

was eatertained, and several conferences were held

year of his Uj,-, o -
• l

seekinc to interest in his great object the Spanish

nobles" of Andalusia. The Duke of Medina Cell

entertained him at his house, and, for a time,

seemed disposed to provide him with two or three

vessels fit for .such an enterprise. But the project

appeared too vast for a subject, and the duke

finally preferred to give Columbus a letter_ to

Queen Isabella, recommending him to her notice.

The ardent navigator was thus once more engaged

n the anxious toil of a court-suitor, and he spent

the following six years of his life in the painful and

harassing task of following the king and queen

from place to place, waiting their leisure to attend

to him. At last, in February, 1492, he turned his

back on the Spanish court, and set out for France,

with the purpose of addressing his application, in

the fifty-seventh year of his age, to a fourth go-

vernment, undismayed by three previous failures.

Irving justly remarks that it is impossible not to

admire the great constancy of purpose and loftiness

of spirit displayed by Columbus. More than eigh-

teen years had now elapsed " since he fir=t espoused

the project. What poverty, neglect, ridicule, con-

tumely, and disappointment had he not suffered ;

yet nothing could shake his perseverance."

But while we readily accord to the great navi-

gator all this praise, it would be wrong to overlook

the fact, which now begins to be very apparent,

that a disregard of the counsel of God to Baruch,

(Jer. xlv. 5,) was the grand mistake of his bfe.

He quitted the court of Spain— not because the

king and queen refused to entertain the project,

but on a quarrel ajjout terms ! " His principal

stipulation was," says Irving, " that he should be

invested with the titles and privileges of admiral

and viceroy over the countries he should discover,

with one-tenth of all gains, either by trade or con-
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quest." " More moderate conditions were offered

to Columbus, and such as appeared highly honour-

able and advantageous. It was all in vain ; he

would not cede one point of his demands, and the

negotiation was broken off.''

We do not meddle with the dispute, whether

this conduct on the part of Columbus was " mer-

cenary" or not. We merely take notice of the fact,

that this determination to be great was the one

grand source of all the miseries of his subsequent

life. The position assumed by him was unlike

that of any other discoverer. Vasco de Gama,

Cabral, and others, were, again and again, sent

forth by the neighbouring government of Portugal.

They expected and received honours and rewards

for their courage, enterprise, and success ; but we

never hear, on their part, of any strife or conten-

tion about terms, or of any " demand" for such or

such great honours, titles, or privileges. This pe-

culiar pretension was put forth only by this son of

a Genoese wool-comber. As we have already said,

we mean not to discuss the abstract justice of his

pretensions; we desire not to stigmatize him as

greedy of gain ; but wo point out tins as the one

fatal mistake of his life; as that which embittered

every step of his otherwise splendid career; and,

finally, overshadowed his latest days with all the

gloom of disappointed hopes and frustrated expec-

tations.
(To be continued.)

Djmoni on War.

(Cuntiuucd from page 195.)

These were not the sentiments, and this was not

the conduct, of the insulated individuals who might

be actuated by individual opiuions, or by their pri-

vate interpretations of the duties of Christianity.

Their principles were the principles of the body.

They were recognized and defended by the chris-

tian writers their contemporaries. Justin Martyr
and Tatian talk of soldiers and christians as distinct

characters ; and Tatian says that the christians de-

clined even military commands. Clemens of Alex-

andria calls his christian contemporaries the " Fol-

lawful," says he, in another work, " when Christ

has pronouned that he who lives by the sword shall

perish by the jword I Can any one, who possesses

the peaceable doctrine of the gospel, be a soldier,

when it is his duty not so much as to go to law ?

And shall he, who is not to revenge his own wrongs

be instrumental in bringing others into chains, im-

prisonment, torture, death!"—Sothatthe very same

arguments which are brought in defence of war at

the present day, were brought against the christians

sixteen hundred years ago ; and, sixteen hundred

years ago, they were repelled by these faithful con-

tenders for the purity of our religion. It is remark-

able, too, that TertuUian appeals to the precepts

from the mount, in proof of those principles on

which this Essay has been insisting :— that the dis-

positions which the precepts inculcate are not com-
patible with war, and that war, therefore, is irrecon-

cileable with chri.stianity.

If it be possible, a still stronger evidence of the

primitive belief is contained in the circumstance,

that some of the christian authors declared that the

refusal of the christian to bear arms, was a fulfil-

ment of ancient prophecy. The peculiar strength

of this evidence consists in this—that the fact of a

refusal to bear arms is assumed as notorious and

unquestioned. Irenasus, who lived about Anno
18U, afiirms that the prophecy of Isaiah, which d

clared that men should turn their swords into

ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks,

hadbeeiifulJiUedin Ids time ; " for thechristians,"

says he, " have changed their swords and their

lances into instruments of peace, and they know
not now hoiv to fight.'''' Justin Blartyr, his con-

temporary, writes,—" That the prophecy is fulfilled,

you have good reason to believe, for we, who in

times past killed one another, do not now fight ivith

our enemies" TertuUian, who lived later, says,

" You must confess that the prophecy has been
accomplished as far as tlui practice of every indi-

vidual is concerned, to whom it is applicable."

It has been sometimes said, that the motive

which influenced the early christians to refuse to

engage in war, consisted in the idolatry which was
lowers of Peace," and expressly tells us that " the jconnected with the Roman armies. One motive
followers of peace used none of the implements of .this idolatry unquestionably aflbrded ; but it is ob-
war." Lactantius, another early christian, says ex- vious, from the quotations which we have given,
pressly, " It can 7icvcr be lawful for a righteous that their belief of tlie unlawfulness of fighting,
man to go to war." About the end of the second [independent of any question of idolatry, was an in-

century,Celsus, one of the opponents of Christianity, superable objection to engaging iii war. Their
charged the christians ivitli refusing to bear arms
even in case of Jicccssity. Origen, the defender of

the christians, does not think of denying the fact;

words are explicit : " I ctmuot. fight if I die."—" I

am a christian, and, therefore, I cannot, fight."—
" Christ," says TertuUian, " by disarniing Peter,

he admits the refusal, and justifies it, because war disarmed every soldier;" and Peter was not about
was unlawful. Even after Christianity had spread jto fight in the armies of idolatry. So entire was
over almost the whole of the known world, Ter-

tuUian, in speaking of a part of the Roman armies,

including more than one third of the standing le-

gions of Home, distinctly informs us that " not a

christian could be found amongst them."

All this is explicit. The evidence of the follow-

ing facts is however, yet more determinate and sat-

isfactory. Some of the arguments which, at the

present day, arc brought against the advocates of

peace, were then urged against the>e early chri.i-

tians ; and these arguments tliey examined and re-

pelled. This indicates investigation and inquiry,

and manifests that their belief of the unlawfulness

of war was not a vague opinion, hastily admitted,

and loosely fioating amongst them ; but that it was
the result of deliberate examination, and a conse-

(juent firm conviction that Christ had forbidden it.

TertuUian says, " Though the soldiers came to

John and received a certain form to be observed,

yet Jesus Ciirist, by disarming Peter, disarmed tianity became relaxed
;

ry soldier nftcnvard<; for cu^om nevrr saiir- jfii^y Violated its principles

lions any unlawful act." " Can a soldier's life bel'*to d

their conviction of the incompatibility of war with

our religion, that they would not even be prcse?it at

the gladiatorial fights, " lest," says Theophilus,
" we should become partakers of the murders com-
mitted there." Can any one believe that they who
would not even icitness a battle between two men,
would themselves fight in a battle between armies ?

And the destruction of a gladiator, it should be re-

membered, was authorized by the state as much as

the destruction of enemies in war.

It is, therefore, indisputable, that the christians

who lived nearest to the time of our Saviour, be-

lieved, with undoubting confidence, that he had un-

equivocally forbidden war— that they openly avow-
ed this belief, and that, in support of it, they were
willing to sacrifice, and did sacrifice, their fortunes

and their lives.

Christians, however, afterwards became soldiers.

And when?—When their A'C«e'"a^ fidelity to chris-

en, in. other respects,

they had be
ible,' ud " to falsify their word," and

" to cheat ;"—when " christian casuists" had pei

suaded them that they might ''sit at meat in th

idol's temple ;"—when christians accepted even tli^

priesthoods of idolatry. In a word, they becam,

soldiers, when they had ceased to be christians.
,

The departure from the original faithfulness wa;

however, not suddenly general. Like every othe

corruption, war obtained by degrees. During th

first two hundred years, not a christian soldier :

upon record. In the third century, when chrii

tianity became partially corrupted, christian sol

diers were common. The number increased wit

the increase of the general profligacy ; until at las

in the fourth century, christians became soldiei

without hesitation, and, perhaps, without remorse

Here and there, however, an ancient father sti

lifted up his voice for peace ; but these, one afte

another, dropping from the world, the tenet that ivu

is unlawful, ceased at length to be a tenet of th

church.

Such was the origin of the present belief in tb

lawfulness of war. It began in unfaithfulness, wa
nurtured by profligacy, and was confirmed by gene

ral corruption. We seriously, then, and solemnf

invite the conscientious christian of the present day|

to consider these things. Had the professors

Christianity continued in the purity and faithfulnesi

of their forefathers, we should now have believei

that war was forbidden; and Europe, many Ion

centuries ago, would have reposed in peace.

Let it always be borne in mind by those wh«j

are advocating war, that they are contending for i

corruption which their forefathers abhorred ;
and

that they are making Jesus Christ the sanctioned

of crimes, which his purest followers offered up thelj

lives because they would not commit.

An argument has sometimes -been advanced iti

favour of war from the Divine communications tcj

the Jews under the administration of Moses. II

has been said that as wars were allowed and enn

joined to that people, they cannot be inconsisten

with the will of God.

We have no intention to dispute, that, under th(

Mosaic dispensation, some wars were allowed, oi

that they were enjoined upon the Jews as an im-

perative duty. But those who refer, in justifica-

tion of our present practice, to the authority bj

which the Jews prosecuted their wars, must be ex-

pected to produce the same authority for our own
Wars were commanded to the Jews, but are thej

commanded to us ? War, in the abstract, was

never commanded. And, surely, those specific

wars which were enjoined upon the Jews for an ex-

press purpose, are neither authority nor example

lor us, who have received no such injunction, audi

can plead no such purpose.

It will, perhaps, be said that the commands to

prosecute wars, even to extermination, are so posi-

tive and so often repeated, that it is not probable,

if they were inconsistent with the will of Heaven,

they v/ould have been thus peremptorily enjoined.

We answer, that they wore not inconsistent with

the will of Heaven then. But even then, the pro-

phets foresaw that they were not accordant with

the universal will of God, since they predicted that

when that will should be fulfilled, war should be

eradicated from the world. And by what dispen-

sation was this will to be fulfilled ? By that of the

" Rod out of the stem of Jesse."

But what do those who refer to the dispensation

of Moses maintain ? Do they say that the injunc-

tions to the Jews are binding upon them l If they

say this, we have at least reason to ask them for

greater consistency of obedience. That these in-

junctions, in point of fact, do not bind them, they

give sufiicient proof, by the neglect of the greater

portion of them, enforced aa those injunctions were,
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y the same authority as that which commanded these experiments; for Dr. Inman afterwards re-

car. They have, therefore, so far as their argu- [marks in reference to cotton, though not .specially

Qcnt is concerned, annulled the injunctions by their
,
to animal wool, that in effect, and on account pro-

wn rejection of them. And out of ten precepts to, bably of the relafivc forms and surfaces and access

eject nine and retain one, is a gratuitous and idle
I
to iiir, of the different substances, ' it is far more

lode of argument. [difficult to get small quantities of tow to ignite,

If I be told that we still acknowledge the obliga- even under very favourable circumstances, than
on of many of these precepts, I answer that we cotton-wool ; indeed we may say that when the

cknowledge the duties which they enjoin, but not quantities used are small, it is difficult to procure
ecause of the authority which enjoined them. We [actual ignition with anything but cotton-wool;

large, it is onlybey the injunctions, not because they were dilivered

ndcr the law, but because they are enforced by

liristianity. The command, " Thou shalt not kill,"

as never been abolished ; but christians do not

rohibit murder because it was denounced in the

ecalogue, they would have prohibited it if the

ecalogue had never existed.

And wIlij was the law superseded ? Because it

made nothing perfect."
—"The law was given by

OSes, but grace and trulh came by Jesus Christ."

he manner in which the author of " truth" pre-

iced some of his most important precepts, is much
our present purpose. " It hath been said by them

old time, an eye for an eye," &c. He then intro-

uces his own precept with the contradistinguishing

reface
— " But /say unto you." Thi.s, therefore,

spears to be a specific abrogation of the authorily

the legal injunctions, and an introduction of an-

;her system; and this is all that our present pur-

requires. The truth is, that the law was

bolished because of its imperfections
;
yet we take

when the quantity

tion of time'
ques-

)ld of one of these imperfections in justification of

ir present practice. Is it because we feel that we
innot defund it by our own religion.

CTo be coDtinued.)

" One point well worthy of notice is the enor-

mous amount of oxygen absorbed by painters' oil

in the first twelve hours, compared with the ulti-

mate quantity. This, the writer suggL-sts, may ex-

plain how it is that fires so frequently break out

within a very brief period after workmen have
quitted premises where they may have been u.-ing

painters' oil, and have left their greasy aprons,

rags, or pieces of cotton on which their hands may
have been wiped near to each other, or to a warm
.?team-pipe or stove not yet cold (or in a warm
summer day to sunshine, we might add ;) or that

some few drops of oil have extended from the cans

to some dust, saw-dust, shavings, and the like. In

such cases we have the materials provided and the

train laid, as it were, for a conflagration which
will burst out in an hour or two.

" Professor Graham refers to instances of olive

oil igniting upon saw-dust; of greasy rags from
butter, heaped together, taking fire within twenty-

four hours ; of the spontaneous combustion of a

tape measure, covered with oil varnish ; and even
of an oilskin umbrella put aside in a damp state.

The ignition of such materials, generally, it must
be noted, is greatly favoured by a slight warmth,
such as the beat of the sun."

Another writer says : It is a fact better ascer-

tained than accounted for that fixed oils, when
mixed with any light kind of charcoal, or sub-

stances containing carbon, such as cotton, flax, or

even wool, which is not of itself inflammable, heat

whose [by the process of deeompositiou, and, after remain-

either iing in contact some time, at lenjjth burst into

Spontancoas Combastion,

(CoDcIuded from page 133.)

A writer of high scientific authority thus speaks

f spontaneous combustion :

Thp fires that owe their origin to spontaneous

)mbustion, are much more numerous than the

ublic are aware of, or will readily believe. In-

eed, we are convinced that many fires,

ysterious occurrence in places where n

mps nor stoves were used, have caused them to 'flame. This spontaneous combustion takes place

B included among the list owing their origin toin waste cotton th^it has been employed to wipe

le melevolence of the incendiary, have in truth [machines, and then thrown away and allowed to

sen produc(id by natural cau.ses of ignition, which accumulate into a heap. An instance of this kind

etter information would have guarded against, is mentioned, where the waste wool in a manufac-

'r. Inman has read before the Literary and Phi- tory for spinning worsteds was thrown into a cor-

isophical Society of Liverpool, a larger and more ner and neglected ; it then heated, and was on the

Dmplete account of what is known of the circum- point of bursting into flame, when the attention of

ances and causes of spontaneous combustion, that: the workmen was directed to the heap by the

e have yet seen. It ako contains a report of va- smoke and smell. In cotton mills the danger ex-

ous experiments by the author himSKlf, which ists in a still greater degree, and it is believed that

;nd still further to throw a light on this hereto- the destruction of many cotton factories has been

)re nascent and somewhat obscure subject. In occasioned by this means. The cause of this pe-

!Stittij the influence of difl'erent substances, on jculiar property of fixed oils deserves more atten-

ainters' oil, for instance, in evolving heat, and pro- tion than has hitherto been paid to it

ucing spontaneous combustion, Dr. Inman found

at charcoal had the most powerful influence; in-

eed, of this fact painters are already aware, inas-

mch as they know that lamp black and their oil

ave at once to be ground, or they will itinite even in

Mr. Marsh, an able

long under water.

chemist, found that

reduced to pov

riably becomes red-hot, and ignites anything it

touches. A general knowledge of this is important,

and it accounts for many spontaneous fires. A
few minutes. Next to charcoal, stood sponge, then piece of rusty old iron, brought in contact with a

orsted, saw-dust, cottou, wool, tow and shavings.
I
cotton bale in a warehou-e, or on shipboard, may

'he precise measure and time in which these va

lous substances absorb oxygen when mixed with

are noted in a tabular form. We were rather

arprised to find worsted, an animal substance

occasion much loss of life and property.

It is calculated that upwards of 8100,000 worth

of cotton has been lost by fires at sea during the

past year, mostly occasioned by spontaneous com
hich merely singes, and does not tend, under or-jbustion from the use of oil in the cotton presses at

inary circumstances, to burst into flame when fire New Orleans, or on shipboard.

I applied, ranking here next to charcoal, and be- 1 Several fires have come under the notice of the

)re cotton-wool ; but our impression of the great- 'fire marshal, that broke out under singular cir-

r risk of spontaneous combustion from cotton than icumstances in the cocklofts of old dwellings in a

•om animal wool, is nevertheless borne out by [bad state of repair, and which, from a mystery

that seemed to characterize them, gave a great deal

of concern and disquietude to the families occupy-

ing the hou.ses. The origin of these fires was a

last satisfactorily traced to the spontaneous igni-

tion of collections of greasy rubbish, occasioned

sometimes by the warmth of chimneys passing

through the loft, and at other times by the intense

heat of the sun, expending its power upon the roofs

and penetrating through open trap-doors on ex-

tremely hot days. In two of these instance.s, strong

suspicion attached to servant girls, who were at

length discovered to be entirely innocent.

The cockloft, in most houses, is made the depo-

sitory of all kinds of refuse things, mch as dirty

rags, old hats, bonnets, and other articles of cast-

off wearing apparel, remnants of worn out bed

clothing, iVc. This filthy stuff is allowed to accu-

mulate for years without being disturbed. The
permanent housekeeper never gives it a thought.

A family vacating a dwelling, hardly ever removes

it. The succeeding tenant finds it there, when he

comes in, and does not touch it; and so the accu-

mulation goes on from time to time. This rubbish

invariably contains matter of an oily nature, and

combustion may ensue from the effect of heat at

any moment. As a measure of domestic safety,

he fire marshal would advise every family to clear

their lofts of all such vile collections, particularly

re the house has suffered from the ravages of

time.

The tendency to spontaneous combustion from

the mingling of oil with saw-dust, is so great, that

it would be prudeut lor oil merchants, and drug-

i, and all other dealers in and manufacturers

of oily and greasy substances, to discontinue the

use of saw-dust or straw, for cleaning the floors of

their establishments, where they become coated

with oil or grease. With every precaution on their

part, a fire might happen. A small quantity of

sweepings, the removal of which had been forgot-

ten, left in an oil store or factory at night, would

sufficient to cause a conflagration.

The Reality of tlie Indwelling of Christ.—The

situation and prospects in every age, of the true dis-

ciples of our Lord and Saviour, must prove to the

Christian mind a subject of vast importance ; and

t deeply concerns every one of us to know for our-

selves, how far we are promoting, by individual re-

ceptioQ of the leaven of His Gospel, that universal

diffusion of unmixed "glory'' which, we are as-

sured, " shall cover the earth as the waters cover

the sea." The government and dominion of " the

Prince of life," " the Prince of Peace," which is

ultimately to subdue and reduce all things unto

itself, (Daniel, ii 4,) the Society of Friends have pre-

eminently held, to be wholly of a spiritual char-

acter; it is to be set up within man, and " comcth

not by observation," neither stands in any mere out-

ward observances, but in " righteousness, peace,

and joy in the Holy Ghost." They have all along

considered the standing, lasting, and indispensable

ordinance of the Gospel to be, the manifestation of

the Saviour by his Spirit, as the (iuide into all

truth; according to the whole tenor of the 14th

chapter of John, and likewise that language of the

Apostle to the Hebrews :
—" Christ was once of-

fered to bear the sins of many ;
and unto them that

look for him, shall he appear the second time, with-

out sin, unto salvation." Chap. ix. 23. This So-

ciety has therefore deemed it essential to know the

reahty of the presence of Christ dwelling in their

hearts by faith ; and has judged it in the highest

degree needful, to love and wait for his appearing

and counsel, to bow the neck to his yoke, and to

commit themselves in all things most unreservedly

to his leadings. In this way they believe it was,
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that our blessed Redeemer engaged to manifest him-

self UDto those, and make Lis abode with them, who
should keep his coanuaudments ;

and thus also it

is, that such who do his will are given to know of

his diQ(iiT\u6.—JohnBarcIay.

" What I shall we receive good at the hand of Go
and shall we not receive evil."

JOB ii. 20.

I have had my days of blessing,

All the joys of life jiossessing;

Unnumbered they appear I

Then let faith and patience cheer me,
Now that trials gather o'er me

;

Where is life without a tear?

Yes, Lord I a sinner looking
O'er the sins Thou art rebuking.

Must own thy judgments light.

Surely, I, so oft offending,

Must, in humble patience bending.

Feel Thy chastisements are right.

Let me, o'er transgression weeping.
Find the grace my soul is seeking

;

Receiving at Thy throne

Strength to meet each tribulation,

Looking for the great salvation,

Trusting in my Lord alone.

While, 'mid earthly tears and sighing.

Still to praise Thee, feebly trying.

Still clinging. Lord, to Thee

;

Quietly on Thy love relying,

I am 'Thine—and, living, dying.

Surely, all is well with me.

THE FOREST MOSS.
By forest fountains hast thou seen
The winsome, fairy sight

Where banks are clad in mosses green.
Some dark, and some so bright!

As when upon a velvet lawn,
Beneath the noon-tide ray.

Where the thick foliage intervenes,
Shadows and sunlight play.

. But in the moss a sunshine dwells
No gloomy sky can hide

;

The light that other green forsakes.
Will yet with this reside.

In hearts where sorrow's shadow lies,

Are spots of dark, dark green,
But dwelling near the Fount of Life,

There's sunlit moss between.

And happy, in a world like this,

Where clouds so often frown,
The heart, that, like the forest moss.

Hath sunshine of its own.

Amid my list of blessings infinite.

Stand this the foremost, " That my heart has bled."
'Tis Heaven's last effort of good-will to man

;

When pain can't bless, Heay'n quits us in despair.

Frum tlie Leisure Hour.

Second Shape.

(ConcluJud from page 195.)

Phosphorus, even in its ordinary condition is

very extraordinary bodj-—extraordinary not only
on account of its properties, but also ou account of
the strange places where it is found, and whence
it is extracted. Sulphur exists, it is true, in th
animal and vegetable kingdoms: very few animal
bodies are without it. Chemists can readily detect
the presence of sulphur in silk, esgs, wool, feather:

horn, and hair; but the great store-house or ma
gazine of sulphur is the mineral kingdom, after
all, especially in the neighbourhood of volcanoes
Phosphorus, too, exists in the mineral world, but
very sparingly. In the vegetable world, too, ...

find it, but only in small quantities. The animal

kingdom is our great phosphorus magazine. The

blood contains it; the other animal fluids contain

it; and, as for bones, a considerable percentage of

their weight consists of phosphorus. Many who
ad these pages, may be conversant, perhaps, with

the leading properties of phosphorus ; may know
that it is like wax in appearance ; that it shines

the dark ; that it takes fire at a temperature

not much above that of the human surface, and

that it is very poisonous. All these are very mark-

ed properties—far more marked than belong to

ordinary sulphur. We shall presently discover to

what extent they can be altered by the assumption

of second shape, or allotropism.

Allotropic phosphorus is made from ordinary

phosphorus, very much in the same manner that

allotropic sulphur is made from ordinary sulphur,

namely, by the application of heat. The phospho-

rus requires to be heated, however, in close vessels,

in such manner that the supply of atmospheric air

may be limited. The reader has already been in-

formed that when ordinary phosphorus is heatec

in atmospheric air it burns ; and if thus heated in

an open vessel with an unlimited supply of atmo
spheric air, it; would burn all away. Heated in £

close vessel, combustion soon finds its limits in the

exhaustion of all that part of the air (oxygen) which
supports combu.-tion, and the phosphorus, instead

of burning away, is converted into a puce-coloured

powder, which latter is nothing more than phos-

phorus in its allotropic or second shape. But how
difl'erent is it from common phosphorus ! Th
substance requires to be kept in water, lest at any

time it may burst into flame; but so little prone

to combustion is allotropic phosphorus, that Pro-
fessor SohriJtter, of Vienna, its discoverer, sur-

prised the chemical section of the British Associa-

tion, in the year 1849, by bringing some of the

curious material in his waistcoat pocket, merely
wrapped up in a little paper. Allotropic phospho
rus may, in point of fact, be represented as incom
bustible. True, it can be used to advantage in the

manufacture of lucifer matches and congreves,

we shall in the sequel flnd ; nevertheless, it may
be said to be incombustible. The fact is, that when
heated above a certain temperature, by friction or
otherwise, it becomes ordinary phosphorus once
more, and therefore answers the purpose of a luci

fer match constituent.

More striking and more important arc the me
dical peculiarities of allotropic phosphorus. Or
dinary phosphorus is a terrible poison, whereas th(

allotropic variety, so far from being poisonous, is

almost devoid of any well-marked physiological ac-

tion. Soon after the manufacture of lucifer matches,
or rather, the successors of lucifer matches, " con-

greves," became general, the consequence to those
engaged was a frightful and too often fatal disease.

Persons the most liable to the afi'ection were such
as had carious or decayed teeth. The disease was
characterized by rapid destruction of the teeth at

first, but subsequently of the jaw-bones themselves
So frightful were the ravages of this phosphorus
disease, that, according to the police regulations of

Prussia, and, I believe, of France, an examination
of all persons about to be engaged in the lucifer

match manufacture was rendered imperative, and
only those having perfectly sound' teeth were per
mitted to take part in the occupation. Notwith
standing all these precautions, the phosphorus dis

ease committed frightful ravages at times. Listen
now to a practical application of allotropic

^

phorus. Lucifer matches were made of it, ao'd the

phosphorus disease was at an end !

The last example I shall cite of allotropism, oi

second shape, is perhaps the most extraordinary,
though, owing to the gaseous nature of the subject

of it, my remarks will not be so readily followed,

except by the chemical reader. Everybody knows
that the atmosphere is invisible, and most people

have been taught that the atmosphere is composed

of two gases, "oxygen" and "nitrogen," about

twenty-one of the former to seventy-nine of the

latter. Well, oxygen, the first constituent, is sub-

ject to a very remarkable state, to the peculiarity

of which, attention was first directed by M. Schiin-

bein, a chemist of Basle. He thought he had dis-

covered a new compound, and he termed it ozone ;

but philosophers are now pretty well agreed that,

ozone is only oxygen in an allotropic condition.

I shall totally omit a description of the methods

of converting ordinary into extraordinary or allo-

tropic oxygen; contenting myself with a statement

i

of the enormous difference between the two as toi

properties. Common oxygen is devoid of smell,

whereas ozone is endowed with a pungent penetrat-

ing odour. Common oxygen does not bleach : ozone

i

removes organic colours with almost the energy ofl

chlorine. Common oxygen manifests no action i

upon silver-leaf: ozone corrodes it almost instanta-r

neously. Common oxygen does not impede putre-

faction : ozone not only does this, but restores flesh i

already putrefied to its original sweetness. What;
marvellous distinctions are these! And yet, so

readily is ozone changed into common oxygen, that

though it goes in as ozone at one extremity of a.!

red-hot pipe, it comes out as oxygen at the other.

Now, the most important point iu connection!

with ozone is this : it is extensively generated in J

the great laboratory of nature, and the quantity ofl

it naturally existing in the atmosphere is variable.

Chemists have devised an unfailing method of de-

tecting ozone. For this purpose a certain paper is

used, the nature of which I need not fully describe;

sufiice it to say, that the paper turns blue if ex-

posed to an atmosphere containing ozone, and that

the shade of blueness is commensurable with the

amount of ozone present.

Enough has been stated concerning the proper-

ties of ozone, to render manifest the influence it

must exercise in the grand economy of nature. Pre-

sent in extreme quantity, it is not difficult to con-

template the energy of its action on the lungs ; how
it must produce coughs, chest diseases, influenzas,

always troublesome, often mortal ; for the influenza

has sometimes been scarcely less to be dreaded

than the cholera itself. Absent, or present in di-

minished amount, the consequences of such a state

can be readily imagined. Seething malaria will

then attack their victims unchecked ; typhus will

rage, and all the large class of diseases known as

infectious will assert their empire. Verily, how
little do we know of the influences which wander
like spirits around and about us : how blind, or

slow, are we to see the wonderful agencies of God !

For " The Friend."

[We take from one of our exchange papers the

following extracts from a sermon preached by H.
Blunt. Although addressed to the inhabitants of

Great Britain, the warning it contains is appropriate

to the present condition of our country.]

Although the land of Canaan was made over by
solemn covenant to the seed of Abram, the justice

of God would not consent to their taking posses-

sion, until the guilt of the present inhabitants

should cry aloud for that punishment with which

they were afterwards so fearfully visited. When
this period should arrive, the Israelites were to

enter iu and take possession, " utterly to destroy

all they had, and to spare them not, but to slay

both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox and '<

sheep, camel and ass."
;

Surely the effects of a sentence so fearfully-i|
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re, and yet so unquestionably just, could never
have been intended to pass away with the guilty

generation which it swept into perdition. Does it

not cry with a warning voice at the present day,
and at the present hour, to every nation under hea-
ven ?

Does it not speak with a peculiar emphasis to

ourselves, my brethren, as the inhabitants of a

country which has most guiltily sinned, and yet for

a long series of years most abundantly pros^pcred ?

The iniquity of the Amorites was long, ver}'

long, nearly four hundred years in filling up—for

that period elapsed before the Israelites came into

possession—but fill it eventually did, and the mo-
ment it had so filled, the justice of God was mani-

fested in their total extirpation. Turn not a deaf
ened ear, or a hardened heart, I beseech you, to

solemn a warning. Are there no events pass

ing around you to lead you to fear that the in:

quity of our own nation may also be filling up ?

that our day of trial may be approaching? that

the mercies so abundantly received, so little ac

knowledged, so long abused, may, as in the case

of the Amorites, be cancelling our title-deeds, and
preparing the way for the new possessors ? and
that yet a little while, and a perfectly just and a

holy God will be compelled to say, " The iniquity

of the people is now full ?"

It is for you, brethren, and for myself, under
the Divine grace and guidance, yet to endeavour
to postpone that sentence ; the sins of every nation

must be made up of the sins of the individual

members of that nation ; every humble, holy,

prayerful follower of the Lord Jesus Christ, and
servant of our God, however low his rank, however
weak his attainments, is keeping back the day of

lemn and certain visitation. I do not scruple to

assert, because from try heart I believe it to be

true, since all revelation teaches, and all history

confirms it, that the essentially christian part ol

the community, the men and the women, and the

children who fear to offend God, and who love his

commandments, who are found in his temples and
'lis altar in public, and upon their knees in

private, are the salt which has kept, and is at

this moment keeping—God only knows how long

they will be permitted to keep us—from those

trials which may be approaching. It is not the

wisdom of our statesmen, it is not the courage of

our soldiers, it is not whether one party or another
hold the helm of government, which can preserve

us from the day of visitation ; it is instrumentally

to be done by the prayers and the lives—the de-

ted and consistent piety of the people of God.
You, then, who love your country, and who love

your own little ones, who are entering upon life at

most awful period, think how powerful an addi-

tional motive you have for an increase of faith, and
holiness, and self-denial, and obedience. Our ini-

quity is not yet full; but remember that when the

waters are at the brim, one drop will make them
overflow. The eye of the Lord is even now upon
this guilty country, and upon its guilty inhabitants

;

the sword of the Lord is even now uplifted to

strike :
" Ofi'ences must needs come, but wo to that

man by whom the offence cometh;" wo to those

who assi.-t in filling up the rapidly rising measure.

Be not content, in times like these, even with mere
personal holiness; use your efforts with all over

whom you possess the slightest control ; urge them
to a greater devotedness to God, and to a quitt,

peaceable demeanor, to habits of order, and obe-

dience to " the powers that be."'

At such a time every one will be a faithful ser-

vant to his earthly king who is a true believer iu

the King of kings. " Pray for the peace of Jeru-

salem ;" be much in prayer, both in your families

and in secret, that a God of wisdom may direct

the council of our rulers in the administration of

the affairs of our country, at this peculiarly trying
and diiEcult crisis. The evil day may still be
averted

; the gathering tempest which even now
darkens and lowers in the distance, may yet be dis-

persed
; devotedness of heart, and soul, and life to

God, will yet be accepted
;
prayer will yet be

heard
; the hand of the Lord, the providence of

the Lord, and the day of the Lord, may yet be
more publicly acknowledged by us than they have
been, and the glory of the Lord, instead of our
own glory, may be made the more frequent sub-

ject of our boast.

But time is hastening on, the judgments of God
are abroad, our condemnation slumbereth not ; the

smoking furnace, the symbol of national trial and
national suffering, as in the vision of Abrara, may
be already kindled in our land ; if it be, my chris-

tian brethren, if no prayers, no efforts shall avail

to postpone its approach, let us, then, only suppli-

cate our God that the burning lamp may, as of

old, accompany it; that the Divine presence may
not forsake his children ; that " One like unto the

Son of God," may be with us in the furnace, tem-
pering its heat, shortening its duration, sanctifying

its fires; that thus, as a nation and as individuals,

we come out of the furnace chastened, purified, but
not consumed

; our dross purged away, and every
christian grace and every holy affection shining

more and more brightly to the glory of God our
Saviour.

For "Tlic KiifuJ."

It may not be amiss to remind the members of

the Society of Friends wherever scattered, that the

bond of our union is love, " By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ye love one an-

other;" and the reverse is shown by the apostle

when he says, " If ye bite and devour one another,

take heed that ye be not consumed one of another."

In an unguarded moment when we are off the watch,

how easy it is for us to let in evil surmisinn-s con-

cerning our friends, even those sometimes that have
been our confidants. I now remember reading an
anecdote of an old Scotch woman, (if my memory
serves me) which will perhaps illustrate the subject

a little; she was very cautious about receivincr ill

reports of her neighbours : one of her neighbour
women having expressed herself very freely about
another female acquaintance and evidently to her

hurt, the honest old woman told her that she would
put on her bonnet, and step over the way and en-

quire of the individual how it was with her. Now
would it not be well for us to " step over the way"
before judging too harshly, and make some inquiry,

how it is with our friends.

An upright honest heart does not fear to ask an
explanation of the motives of others, in the spirit of

meekness, seeking the welfare of a brother beloved.

If the door of the heart is closed against evil sur-

misings, and nothing permitted to have its seat

there but love for our fellow creatures, and for

Him who created us, the spoiler would not be per-

mitted to disturb us. How dangerous it is for us

to judge our brother without cause ; if our love to

iim is as it is for ourselves, we cannot desire his

hurt, but our desire will be that as we have ob-

tained mercy for our many departures from the

truth, the same may be extended to him. How
desirable then'wouldit be, if we who profess to be the

followers of Him who is holy, harndcss, uud'.-filed

and separate from sinners, would endeavour in our

conduct and conversation, to manifest to those

around us, that we love God above all things and

our neighbour as ourselves. W.
Westmorelaml, Pa., Second month ICth.

|

T'lr '• The Fric-nd."

Daniel Wheeler's Testimony.

That faithful champion for the Truth, Daniel
Wheeler, when engaged in his religious visit to ihU
country, manifested much anxiety on account of an
unsound ministry, which he feared was growing upon
the Society, and which would rather fill the ear of

the hearers with notions, and tend to bring a day
of further trial and calamity upon us, than direct

to the only sure and inexhaustible Fountain of light

and life, Christ Jesus.

The subjoined are some of his memorandums

—

stirring and arresting,—referring more or less di-

rectly to the subject. '' Fourth mouth 15th, (Phila-

delphia Yearly iMeeling). ^My way was opened to

exhort all to turn to the Lord with full purpose of

heart, in the very depths of humility. Jly soul

had mourned over the low state of things among
us : the sorrowful and manife=t declension, which
had so greatly marred and defaced our religious

Society, might be traced to our having departed in

heart from that precious principle of light and life,

bestowed in redeeming mercy on every individual

of the human race. It is high time to lay aside

the unfruitful works of darkness, and to put on the

whole armour of light ; for the day is far spent, and
the night is at hand."

Again, Fifth month 31st, 1839 :
" The last sit-

ting of the Select (Yearly) Meeting (New York)
was held. In this I had to state in plain terms my
fears as to the present state of the ministry ; and
had to remind Friends of the devastation in our
Society in England, from this very cause of un-
sound ministry having crept in among us. My mind
found some relief."

Again, Seventh month 3rd : " Attended the

Select (Quarterly) Meeting, (Nantucket, N. E.,)

which was a low time; in which I had to speak of

the awful responsibility attached to those in the sta-

tions of ministers and elders: and to warn those

present, of a day of farther trial awaiting our So-

ciety ; which, from its nearer approximation to the

world, would have more difficulty to maintain its

standing, than in former instances, when Friends,

like Israel of old, dwelt more alone."

And aeain. Ninth month 2nd. " In the last sit-

ting of th"e Select (Yearly) Meeting (Ohio,) I had
some remarks to make on the great responsibility

of those in the station of elders, who, if not anointed

from on high, are incapable of discerning from

whence the ministry proceeds; and to add my belief,

that there is a ministry growing in the Society,

which, if not chocked, would fill the minds of the

hearers with things like the " abomination of deso-

lation" spokeu of by the prophet, that would stand

iu the holy place, where it ought not,—in the place

of vital religion, and would make truly desolate

and destitute of the presence of the Lord. It was
the elders of Ephesus who were sent for, and
charged to take heed to themselves and to the flock,

by tlie great apostle."

Souie among us may be disposed to get over these

awakening admonitions, by saying they belong to

a by-gone period. Bat if the predictions them-

selves do, have not the truths which they so solemn-

ly set forth, become as bitter fruits, largely par-

taken of by us, being even now in our hands and
mouths. So that we may well retrospectively be

Warned
; at least plainly perceive that a prophet of

the Lord has been amongst us whose precepts

should be duly regarded in calling us to a return

to our " first love." Well, the mercy of our Hea-
venly Father is from everlasting to everlasting upon

them that fear him, and would yet embrace us as a

Society, stripped and peeled as we are; He would

gather and restore us, if ou our parts we would but

return unto Him, humble ourselves before Him,
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and again as our forefathers did, keep His statutes

and commaDdments. Agreeably to His ancient as-

surance to a degenerate and rebellious people : "Oh,

that there were such an heart in them, that they

would fear me, and keep all my commandments

always, that it might be well with them, and with

their children forever."

Fnr "Tlio Fricml."

An Eihortalion to Failhfulncss.

In this day of outward perplexity, both in the

world and amongst the professors of Christianity

generally, it becomes the duty of those who know

the truth, and have been redeemed from the spirit

of the world, and have come under the peaceable

Spirit of Christ, seriously to enquire, what the

Lord may require at their hands, that all may
fulfil their obligations to Christ and their fellow

men. It is very evident, that parties and con-

federacies have not, neither can they bring about

that perfect work which the Lord designs
; but, as

the turnings and overturnings of his hand are

made manifest, both in societies and nations, such

as have been taught of Him, may be made indi-

vidually servicable towards bringing in everlasting

righteousneas, or the establishment of the kingdom

of Christ on the earth. And although this may be

by or through outward suiferings, nevertheless if

faithfulness to manifested duty be attended to, it

will yield, to such as are willing thus to expose

themselves for the Truth's sake,—to take up the

cross and despise the shame,—the peaceable fruits

of peace; and whatever tribulations may attend

such in the performance of manifested duty, the

spirit of glory and of God shall rest upon them.

In times like the present, the truly anointed and

called of God, must look to the same Director the

fathers did, and the same consequences must fol-

low, for it has been well said, ' i\ian"s extremity is

God's opportunity.' For both the world and the

church there is treasured up in Christ wisdom

and strength equal to the day; and amidst the

backslidings of some of this society in times past,

there ever has been raised up those who have been

as " Saviours on Mount SioD," for the deliverance of

Lis people or heritage; and my desire for my
brethren and sisters, wherever scattered, is, that

they may put on strength in the name of the Lord,

and remember the saying of the apostle, " If Gcd
be for us, who can be agaiu.-t us ? ' '' When the

enemy comes in like a flood, then shall his Spirit

lift up a standard against him." The enemy is a

coward before Christ, who now as well as formerly,

bruises the head of the serpent, and as his name or

power is above every name, it becomes the duty of

the valiants of Israel not to flee but to stand

armed with the panoply of God. " For no wea-

pon that is formed against his truth or people

shall prosper, and every tongue that riseth against

them will be condemned." Yet the spirit of Christ

is the spirit of love, and " willeth not that any thould

perish;" it will enable all to bear patiently the suf-

ferings and baptisms, for the body s sake, that they

may be restored to the love of the Truth ; and how-

ever difficult, at all times and on every occasion, to

manifest the gentleness of the Lamb, the innocence

of the dove, with the faithfulness Truth requires,

in an undeviating way; such who move under the
" wisdom from above" as the way is opened before

them, leaving consequences with the Lord, will be

blessed. But Uh 1 that none may fail and come
under like coudeumation with him " wlio knew his

Lord's will, but did it not.'' Such will pass under
(lie judgments of the Most High; our early Friends

never feared to meet the adversary, and were often

able to say, " the Truth reigned over all." S. C.

K»st Slicllpy, N. Y., Second mo. lotli, 18(>2.

For "The Friend." agoniziug ejaculations of the poor immolated sol-
"Slraws Show which Way the Wind Blows." [diers; and shut out from view the heart-sickening

" Hoiv's Business ?"—It seems to me this query 'sight of the mangled bodies and mutilated limbs

is the first propounded by nearly every one I meet; jof the wounded, who cry for help amid the horrid

whether at home, in the street, or in the meeting- 1
din and struggles of the bloody fleld, or sink into

house yard, it appears to keep uppermost with al- death, or hopeless decrepitude within the wards of

most all— and if not the first question, it is sure tOjthe military hospitals.

followageneralinquiry after the health of the family. Exaggerated accounts of the number of the

The ungodly thirst for gain which so characterizes i"e?/e;«y" killed and wounded, are generally palm-
the present day, has attacked us also—the enemy ed upon the community, in order more fully to

seems to have besieged us, and through this, as gratify the morbid taste for recitals of sanguin-

through other means, our destruction is only a ary conflicts and slaughter, which has been called

question of time, unless there is a speedy return to forth and nourished by this fratricidal war. No
the Kock of Ages, and a reinforcement of valiants voice is beard amid the tens of thousands who .shout

direct from the Lamb's army. "Straws show in exultation over the dreadful havoc, reminding
which way the wind blows,"—the most nicely them that those who have fallen were not only men
poised vane, ou the highest steeple, in the most ex- with souls to be saved or lost, but our fellow coun-
posed locality, does not reveal the drifts of the trymen ; long united to us by the ties of a common
wind more clearly, than does this query on the interest, a common citizenship and a common wel-

lips of so many, show the tendency of the multi-

tude. Yesterday I was in company with a few
select friends, and observing one whom I had
ways regarded with feelings of love, sitting alone
and apparently unengaged, I felt drawn to take a

seat by him, with a spirit more than usually quiet,

and a heart in mercy warmed and tendered by the

favours of heaven during the day. I hoped he
might have a message for me, or that a conversa-

tion might ensue, such as kindred spirits animated
with love to God only can appreciate. But how
did my whole inner man droop and secretly sigh,

when 1 was greeted with the infecting query, "How
is thy business now?" my disappointment was so

great and so poorly hidden, that I doubt not he
thinks me near to bankruptcy, but I am i

and so long as I can live in the fear of the

Lord and walk before him acceptably, reverses,

should they come, cannot harm me, but will prove
my more complete salvation through faith ; the
promises of God are sure beyond all impious xn

agement, and all I ask is a quiet acquiesence, an
unquestioning obedience, and a firm confidence to

and in Him ; ihen money-making will have no
charms and bankruptcy no dreads ; neither poverty
nor riches will ever be imposed upon me unless for

a Divine purpose, and my back be fitted to the

burden. Then what matters it'! why all thii

anxiety about success in business. Ob, doubtinj

christian ? let us leave these things, and unite ii

seck'mgjirsi the kingdom of heaven and the right
eousness thereof, when all things necessary will be
added.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 1, 1862.

It is one of the sad evidences of the perverted
views of Christianity prevalent in the community,
or at least of the want of that humble, compas-
sionate frame of mind which always clothes the
true Christian, that a disposition is continually
manifesting itself to make public demonstration of

rejoicing at the successful issue of battles, in which
thousands of fellow beings have been killed or
wounded

; and which must, therefore, inflict great
misery on the latter, while it gives occasion to the
most poignant sorrow and suffering in the various
families scattered over the land, which are thus
bereft of their nearest and dearest friends and sup-
porters.

How little thought seems to be taken of the hun-
dreds of immortal spirits suddenly ushered into an
awful eternity, amid the maddening scenes and
exeitemcnts of the furious deadly combat ! The
public turn a deaf ear to the dying groans, the

fare ; now, it may be, deluded or jorced into the

wicked attempt to overthrow the government, but

yet with uneffaced claim upon our christian com-
miseration

; and for whose sufferings and untimely

end our grief should be too deep to allow of any-

thing like a public exhibition of joy for advantages

supposed to be gained. If the religion we profess

did not forbid it, yet a little reflection might con-

vince us how inconsistent is this boasting and re-

joicing over the misery and destruction of those

engaged in supporting the rebellion, with the de-

sire—as publicly expressed—to win back their

alienated feelings of attachment and allegiance to

the government they are striving to subvert. Is it

not calculated to gall and exasperate them, and
will it not call forth or increase in them jealousy

and hate, closing up the way to reconciliation, and
goading them into an unyielding determinaiion to

endure the miseries of a long protracted struggle

rather than forego their separate organization?

But above all, may we not reasonably fear that it

may increase the Divine displeasure, should the

Dread of Nations see that instead of being humbled
and penitent under the rod of deserved correction

which He has stretched over us, the heart of the

nation is lifted up with pride in its vaunted power,

and is glorying in the sore calamities that have
fallen on our erring brethren.

A heavy responsibility lies at the door of many
of the professed ministers of the gospel, who have
used their position and influence to impress upon
their hearers a belief that both slavery and war
are consistent with the religion of Christ. In the

South, elaborate argumentation has been poured

forth from the pulpit, with the wish and intention

of bestowing the sanction of the gospel on the en-

slavement of men and women, and their reduction

to the condition of chattels; and similar sophisms

have been occasionally echoed from the North

;

while both there and here, equal violence has been
done to the injunctions and the example of the

blessed Saviour of men, by the same class in nearly

every denomination, virtually teaching that those

injunctions and that holy example may be right-

fully disregarded, so far as to permit the professed

disciples of the meek and long sufi'ering Son of God,
to imbibe the hatred and" revenge, and engage in

the murder and misery which constitute the origin,

the essence and the end of war; if the war is

waged in what each party to the strife considers a

just cause. ,

It is amazing that men who assert that the Holy
Scriptures are an infallible rule of faith and prac-

tice ; who claim to be teachers of the message of

Salvation to a perishing world, and to be imbued
with the Spirit of Him who came to seek and to

save that which is lost, at this late period in the last

and glorious dispensation,—wherein the prophets of
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the Most High have declared the nations of the

earth should luarn war no more,—should strive to

reconcile war with the peaceful, benigo precepts of

the New Testament, and with the loving, lorgiv

Spirit of the Lamb, who freely laid down his life,

for poor lost man ; and urge its compatibility with

that thorough regeneration of the heart, without

which it is impossible to enter the kingdom of hea-

ven. They surely know that for more than a cen-

tury after the promulgation of the gospel by the

apostles, the christian converts refused to fight

remain in the army, because of the requirements of

the faith they had adopted suffer ing

tyrdom rather than disobey the commands of their

Master ; and that it was not until a love of the

honours and riches of the world had taken hold of

very many of the professors of Christ's name, and
corruption began to abound in the church, that

those holding the station of teachers of the Truth,

yielding to the insidious and corrupt influence of

popular opinion, betrayed the trust committed to

them, and began to preach the lawfulness of war
among those professing Christianity, though, at the

same time, forced to admit that many of the in-

junctions of Christ were directly opposed to it.

The contest going on in our country has afforded

the sorrowful spectacle of not a few of those oc-

cupying the station of ministers of the Prince of

Peace, entering the contending armies, and both,

by precept and example, giving all their influence

to stimulate the combatants on each side to espouse

heartily and carry on resolutely the murderous
conflict. On each side they have publicly offered

up prayers to Him whom tbej profess to be their

common Lord and Master ; who has solemnly re-

iterated his command, to love their enemies,—to rg-

sist not evil,—to do good to those who hate them, and
despitefully use them; to forgive all injuries; to

bless and curse not; to do^unto others as they

would have others do unto them ; and who has pro-

nounced his blessing on the peace-makers—they

e addressed their petitions to Him, to protect

and uphold the cause for which they are respect-

ively engaged, and to discomfit and destroy those

who are opposed to them.

We observe however, some of the religious jour-

nals among us, while they speak in terms of appro-

bation of the war on the part of the government,

severely condemn the course pursued by two " di-

indulge the strong natural propensity to judge of

things affecting his accountability by any lower

standard than that will, nor desire any thing in!

comparison with the approbation of the iSovereign

of the Universe. The current opinions of the world,

however enforced by the long continued practice

of fallen man, are no sufficent evidence of truth or

right, for that which is highly esteemed amongst
men is abomination in the sight of God.

Unwillingness to practice self-denial, and a de-

termination to shun the cross, have led the great

body of the christian world to reject the require-

ments of the religion it professes, in relation to wars
and fightings, and hence we find the teachers of

the people claiming its authority therefor, and their

pifpils loudly exulting over its succestul prosecution,

though it must ever be attended with such appal-

ling scenes, as are thus described by a visitor on

the battle plain at fort Donnelson,—often on a much
larger scale.

" Federals and rebels were promiscuously mingled,

sometimes grappled in the fierce death-throe, some-
times facing each other as they gave and received

the fatal shot or thrust, sometimes lying across one
another, and again heaped in piles which lay six or

seven deep. I could imagine nothing more terri-

ble than the silent indications of agony that marked
the features of the pale corpses which lay at every

step. Though dead, and rigid in every mu.-cle,

they still writhed and seemed to turn to catch the

passing breeze for a cooling breath. Staring eyes,

gaping mouths, clenched hands, and strangely-con-

tracted limbs, seemingly drawn into the smallest

compass, as if by a mighty effort to rend asunder

some irresistible bond which held them down to the

torture of which they died. One sat against a tree,

and, with mouth and eyes wide open, looked up
into the sky, as if to catch a glance at its fleeting

spirit. Another clutched the branch of an over-

hanging tree, and hung half suspended, as in the

death pang he raised himself partly from the ground.

The other hand grasped his faithful musket, and
tbe compression of the mouth told of the determi-

nation wbioh would have been fatal to a foe had life

ebbed a minute later. A third clung with both

hands to a bayonet which was buried in the ground, i

in the act of striking for the heart of a rebel foe.
|

Great numbers lay in heaps, just as the fire of the

artillery mowed them down, mangling their forms

into an almost undistinguishable mass. Many of

our men had evidently fallen victims to the rebel
i

sharpshooters, for they were pierced through the

head by rifle bullets, some in the forehead, some in

the eyes, others on the bridge of the nose, in the

cheeks, and in the mouth."

What a picture of the last acts and dying emo-

tions of hundreds of the professed followers of Him
who declared that his kingdom was not of this

world and therefore his servants could not fight ?

that the United Slates government hail nssented with a
vtr.v Inid grnce to the ilt-uuinds of the ]itiii.,h govcrii-

Lord Palmerslon said that tlie dittrcss in llic tnnnu-
facturing districts in Enghind, from llic Ijlocknde of the
Soulhcrn pons, would not justify the interference of the
goveiDiuent, and Ihattliey would continue in their neu-
tral course.

Earl Ru.ssell stated in Parliament, that lie hnd inform-
ed till.' dclc-atfi of the Southern Conlideracy, who had
"ill '11 i :n 10 urge its recognition, that the Queen

'
vk-dgethe independence of the seceded

~' ^riuue of arras or a more peaceful mode
"I I'- iiii'i^.ii -hall hiivo more clearly determined the
rc'?iic<tive |iu.-itions of the two belligerents.

The Times, in an editorial on Aniericiin affairs, snys,
that iu the last sii months America has contrived to
spend more money in a shorter lime, and to less purpose
ihan any jieople who overlived on the face of the earth.
It proceeds to argue that the sulijtigation of llic South,
and tlie future Union, has become impossible.
The Bank of France has reduced the rate of discount

from 4| to 4 per cent.

The French government has contracted a loan of four
millions stifrling with English capitalists.

The Liverjiool cotton market was nearly unchanged.
Breadstiilfs h.ul a declining tendency.

U.NiTti) States.— C'orir/rens.—Very little business has
been traiisacted in this body thus fur. The Treasury
Note bill liad not yet become a law, in con?ci|ucnce of
the two Houses disagreeing on some of its fc:it:irr--. It

was expected the points in dispute would be uljnitrd in
a few days. The Tax bill had not been reported to Con-
gress by the Committee charged with the duly of pre-
paring it.

T/ie Rebellion.—It may give a clearer idea of the pre-
sent slate of the struggle to arrange events under a few

FOREI

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

GS.—News from England to the 9lh ult.

was opened on the CtU ult. In the Queen
Par-

speech read on that occasion, the recent difficulty with

this country, was referred to in the following words:

—

' A question of great importance, which might have led

to very serious consequences, arose between Her Ma-
jesty and the Government of the United States of North
America, being tbe seizure and forcible removal of four

passengers from on board a British mail packet by the

commander of a ship of war of the United States. That
question has been satisfactorily settled by the restora-

tion of the passengers to British protection, and liy the

disavowal, by the United States government, of the act

of violence committed by her naval officer. The friendly

relations between Iftr -Majesty and the President of the

United States are, therefore, unimpaired." Both Houses
of the British Parliament had voted an address to the

Queen, in response to her speech. The vote was unani-

mous. The opposition approved of the course of the

government iu the Trent affair. Lord Derby thought

local heads.

Missouri.—The rebel army commanded by General
Sterling Price, having been driven out of the Sute, no
considerable organizations ofarmed rebels remain within
its limits. Gen. Curtis, with the Federal forces, con-
tinued the pursuit of Price's army, as far as Benlonville,
Arkansas. .Many of the fugitives were captured in their
retreat, in liiding Brig. Gen. Price, son of Sterling Price,
..nd otiier oHiters of rank.

Ketduck}/.—The only important place now held by the
rebels in Kentucky, is Columbus on tbe Mississippi river,

where there is still a strong force in a carefully fortified

position. The Confederate armies, in other parts of the
State, have been compelled lo fall back into Tennessee.

Tennessee.—The number of prisoners taken at Fort
Donelson, proved to be 13.300. About a thousand more
weie subsquently captured, and an equal number came
in voluntarily, and surrendered themselves prisoners.

The captives have been forwarded to Chicago, Detroit,
Fort Wayne, Alton, and other places for safe keeping.
Clarksviile, upon the Cumberland river, about fifty miles
from Nashville, was taken possession of by Com. Foote,
on tlie L'oth. The rebels retreated to Nashville, having
ict fire, against the remonstrances of the citizens, to the
costly railroad bridge across the Cumberland. A great
part of the Confederate troops, which have been driven
from Kentucky, are said lo be collected near Nashville,

awaiting the advance of the Federal army which was
expected to move on Nashville, by way of the Cumber-
land. Gen. Beauregard was at Nashville. He was re-

ported to he sick with typhoid fever. The gun-boat
expedition on the river, found white flags flying in every

direction, with decided manifestations of Union feeling

on the part of many of the people. Gov. Harris has
called a meeting of the Legislature for the 24th of Se-
cond aionth. Ileports were current, and generally be-
lieved at Louisville on the 24th, that Nashville would
be surrendered without serious opposition.

Virr/inia.—No change in the aspect of affairs. There
is said to be great suffering in portions of the State.

Soul/i Carolina.—Two steamers from Port Uoj-al, laden

with cotton, have arrived at New York, with dates to

the 19th ult. All was quiet there. There was no fur-

ther intelligence from the expedition against Savannah.
The gun-boats met with several torpedoes, which had
been placed in the channel for their destruction. They
were removed without injury. There are reports, by
way of Norfolk, that Savannah has been captured by the

Federal forces, but the rumors are probably premature.

A rebel steamer has been captured, and a battery placed

on the island of Florian, in the Savannah river, thus

cutting olf the connection between Fort Pulaski and the

city.

North Carolina.—The last intelligence from General

Burnside shows that he is gradually advancing with his

gun-boats up the Chowan river, towards the Seaboard
and Roanoke Railroad, which crosses that river near its
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ill remained (

head, and which has a direct commanication with Nor-|

folk, distant about sixty miles. The p
'

when Roanoke Island was captu:

tbe island.

Southern Items.—Jefferson Davis was inaugurated at

Richmond on the 22d, as President of the Confederacy

for the nest six years. Returned prisoners say that no

enthusiasm whatever marked the occasion. A deep feel-

ing of despondency seemed to be prevalent. A procla-

mation had been issued by Jeff. Davis, appointing the

28th as aday of fasting, humiliation and prayer through-

out the Confederacy. The Richmond Whig of the 21st,

has a bitter article on Davis's administration. It says,

in reference to the inauguration : " In view of the past,

the present and probable fjture, the pageant of to-mor-

row is a bitter mockery and a miserable compensation

for the ruin of a free people;" and "judging by the re-

sults so far, it is the most lamentable foilure in history,

and suggests to the reflecting mind, that the most signal

service which that government can now render to the

country, is the surrender of the helm to abler and better

hands." There are now no Union prisoners at Rich-

mond, all having been exchanged. Some have yet to be

forwarded from the more Southern States. The Rich-

mond Examiner alludes to the growing Union feeling in

that city, and calls attention especially to the disaffec-

tion of the foreign population, as evinced by their stub-

born resistance of the military draft then in progress.

It is stated that a fleet of powerful and well construct-

ed gun-boats is now lying at New Orleans, awaiting

orders to proceed up the river. There are eight of these

boats, all iron clad, and having their machinery below

lhe gun-decks. They are commanded by Com. Hollins,

and it is intimated they may soon go up as high as

Cairo.

The Foreign Slave Trade.—Captain Nathaniel Gordon,

who, some months since, was convicted at New York of

participation in this nefarious traffic, was executed on

the 21st ult., in accordance with the sentence passed

upon him.

Running the Blockade.—Advices from Nassau, N. P.,

of the 12(h, slate that the rebel steamer Catawba, with

a full cargo of cotton, arrived there on that date, and
reported that the steamer Isabel and another vessel,

both loaded with cotton, ran the blockade of Charleston
at the same time.

Gen. Btickner, who took a very active part in foment-
ing the rebellion in Kentucky, has been delivered to the

U. S. Marshal, on a warrant issued by Justice Catrou.
lie will be tried in Kentucky on a charge of tre.ason.

Reneical of Trade icitk the South.—About $100,000
worth of tobacco reached St. Louis last week, from the

Tennessee river.

New For*.—.Mortality last week, 400. The weekly re-

port of the banks of this city shows that, on the 22d
ult., they held $28,875,992 of specie. The difference

between gold and paper currency was 3} per cent.

Philadelphia.—^ilorlnWty last week, 283. The number
of marriages during 1861, as reported for registry at the
office of the Board of Health, was 4417. The numberof
births reported was 17.271, viz: 9008 males and 8263
females. The number of deaths during the same pe
was 14,468.

GRISCOM STREET SOUP-HOUSE.

The daily delivery of soup is large, and a part of ihi

Society's income being unavailable, there is reason t(

apprehend its funds will be inadequate to meet the de
mands. The coloured people not participating in thi

work connected with the war, and their usual avoca
tions being interrupled, many of them are destitute of
the means of living, and are drawing largely on our
supply of soup. Donations of articles suitable for mak-
ing soup, will be gratefully received at the House, No.
16 Griscom street, between Fourth and Fifth streets,

and Sjiruce and Pine streets, and in money, by Jkre-
MiAH Hacker, Treasurer, Fourth street, below 'Spruce
street, or by Thomas Evans, 817 Arch street.

Died, at Hopkinlon, R. I. on the llth of Eleventh
month, 1861, >^ydia W. Foster, daughter of Thomas
and Phebe Foster, aged twenty-four years. She wts a
kind and dutiful child, being religiously inclined from
early life

; the loss of a dear brother in the year 1854,
greatly tended to wean her from the world, and to in-
crease her desire that she might become more devoted
to the cause of Truth. She had very humble views of
herself, and was concerned not to appear unto men to
fast, but to be found acceptable to her Heavenly Fa-
ther. A diary which she kept in the latter years "of her
life, shows the watchful state of ber mind from day to
day. Her spare hours were almost exclusively spent in

reading the Holy Scriptures and other religious books,

of which she was very fond. Her health gradually

failed for a year previous to her death, and for the last

six months it was evident to herself and friends that she

was fast declining. She was impressed in a dream
nearly two years before her close, that her time would
be short. One day in meeting, the language constantly

passed through her mind, " Set thine house in order, for

thou shalt die and not live." She said during her ill-

ness, that she had entirely given up the world, and de-

sired not to hear much conversation on temporal things.

She gave much good advice to her brothers and sister

—

among other things, advising them not to devote too

much time to reading newspapers, and to spend the First-

day of the week profitably—she was exemplary in these

respects herself She was very calm and composed
through all her sickness; her countenance bespeaking

a heavenly tranquillity which nothing seemed to inter-

rupt, and her sufferings being borne with great patience.

To a cousin she said, " I want thee to serve the Lord
now in thy youthful days, so that thou may become a

useful member of our Society—we are placed here only

for the purpose of preparing for the world to come.—

I

want thee so to live that we may meet where there is no
more sorrow n:ir sighing, but all is loveand peace—how
joyful to think of— I hope to meet the dear ones that

have gone before me, but the most joyful of all, is the

thought of seeing the face of my dear Saviour." To
her sister, (now the only surviving one,) she said, " I

believe there were never two sisters more attached to

each other than we are, and I know it will be very hard
for thee to give me up,—I want thee to be resigned and
look to the Lord for help, and He will be thy Friend
and present Helper in every needful time." To two
young friends she said, " My dear cousins, 1 expect soon
to leave this world, not with regret, but with pleasure,

for I hope to receive a crown of righteousness that
fadeth not away, I see nothing in this world worth
living for, and I want you so to live that we may meet
in a better place. I know there are many tempta-
tions in the place where you live, but if you will apply
to the Lord for help, he will enable you to overcome all

evil. Plainness of dress and address is as a hedge about
us ; I know it by experience—don't be discouraged be-
cause of the troubles in society, for the Truth is the
same nowas ever; Iwantyou to take up the cross and bear
it at all times and in all companies,— I have always done
so." She encouraged her young friends generally, not to

let in discouragements on account of the dark times,
saying, " If you are only as faithful as ancient Friends,
you may be as good." To her mother she said, " I

hope thou wilt continue to be faithful, and thou wilt be
carried through thy many trials and receive a crown at

last." The following is the last record in her Diary,
dated Eighth month, 1861.—" What a merciful Saviour
we have to do with; how kindly he has cared for me
through the whole of my sickness ; how can I praise him
enough ! I have felt so peaceful and quiet, nothing seems
to disturb me. I threw myself at his feet and left every-
thing in his hands, believing he would do right.

Through the help of my Saviour I can now give up all,

even my dear mother, brotbers and sisters, for a place
in the kingdom of heaven, for I do believe I shall land
there at last—that an acceptance will be granted me."
She continued in the same quiet and trustful spirit to

the close, was sensible when the time of her departure
had come, said she was ready, and desired that quiet-

ness should be observed in the ro )m. A few minutes
after taking a last affectionate leave of the family, she
passed away without groan or struggle. We feel that
this language of the dear Saviour is indeed applicable

to her, " Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
God."

, at Westerly. R. I., on the 27th of Eleventh
month, 1861, Temperance Perry, wife of Charles Perry,
and daughter of Thomas and Phebe Foster, in the thirty-

third year of her age. This dear Friend was remarka-
ble for the purity and uprightness of her life, being con-
cerned to live near to the Fountain of all good. She
was uncommonly docile and mature in early life, appear-
ing to have little or no relish for those amusements of
which children are usually fand, and being early visited

by the Day-spring from on high, she chose the compan-
ionship of the religious and experienced. She was the
eldest of eight children, and was a comfort and help to

her parents in bringing up the younger ones, being often
left in care of them whilst her parents were from home
attending meetings. In this trust she was judicious,
and faithful far beyond her years'! She was very ex-
emplary in her conduct and conversation, her words be-
ing few. With a delicate physical constitution, she was
endowed with a dear and comprehensive mind, seasoned
with cheerfulness and religious weight. She sometimes
fell a religious concern for others, and endeavoured to

ssively said to thei

ot cost me a greaA
speak of it wilhoutl

cecare of you with-!

help them by a word of caution or encouragement, as

she felt to be required. These efforts were always well

received, and sometimes appeared to have a marked
effect for good. She endured a lingeriug disease of near

three years duration with exemplary patience and sub-

mission to the Divine will. Tbe latter part of the time

was rendered more trying by the decline of a dear sis-

ter, whom she was unable to visit for some months,

and whose close preceded her own by about two weeks.

Messages of love and sympathy often passed between

them, and when informed of dear Lydia's removal, she

quietly said, " Well, then she is released from all her

sufferings." Her only surviving sister coming to see

her, addressing ber as "my poor stripped sister," she

!e cheerful, go about the house cheerfully, it is

thy duty to be cheerful." Three days before her depar-

ture, she requested herhusband,and two elder children,

,0 sitdown by her bedside, and after a time of silence, shs

I'cry feelingly but calmly and impressively said to thej

:hildren, " It is not because it has
leal to give you up, that I can noii

ears, but I believe the Lord will takec
)ut me, or he would have preserved my life. Put your'

whole trust in Him and he will never, never leave you
nor forsake you." After an impressive pause of several

he said, "I have no words for the deep afflic-

precious companion ;"and then, as ifsuddenly
comforted with the thought, she added in more animated
tones, ' but I will pray the Lord to support him." Soon
after, she gave some directions concerning her children,;

and seeing her husband much affected, said to him, " D
not grieve ; we shall soon meet again." To a ceighbou
who watched with her, she said that "she believed sh

was nearly through with this world," and in answer t

an inquiry whether she was not reconciled, she replie

that " she was reconciled, and more than reconcile

—that she was happy." She said that all care foB

ber children was now taken away—that at times sha
was astonished that she had been enabled so entirely

to give them up. She added that " she had passeq
through many trials and temptations, but had over-?'

come them all ; that she felt that she should not be^

saved through her own merits, but through Christ, yeti

^hat she had tried to do right." To "another, w
expressed his sorrow to find her so low, she replied, '

cannot say that I could wish it otherwise." She cc

tinued in this happy and triumphant state, enduring
her sufferings, whiclTwere great, with cheerful compo-
sure, until the day of her departure. On the

of that day, it was evident she was fast failing, and,

about 11 o'clock, after having her pillows adjusts

said, "Now, I believe I shall go soon." Immediately
she became distressed from inability to raise from tht'

lungs, and although her suffering was great.yet nic

the time her countenance wore a serene and happ;
pression. She was perfectly sensible but unable to speak
When asked by her mother if she was happy,
ponded by a look and a. motion that she was, as intelH'

gibly as words could have done. It was not supposed
that she would be able to speak again, but sometimi
after this, in a melodious voice raised above her usuai

tone and perfectly distinct, she said, " Oh ! the joy|

pure, bright, undefiled joy of that holy habitation inti

which I am about to enter," adding, " all is love there.'
'

The substance of this she repeated several times in th'

same distinct and pleasant tones—after which she

uttered no more that could be connected, and abou;
half-past three o'clock in the afternoon, her purifiei,

spirit took its flight.

, on the 12tb of First mouth, 1862, aged abou'
seventy-four years, Rachel, wile of Jacob Haines, a be

loved memberand elder of Muncy Particular and Mouthlj
.Meeting. In early life she submitted to the hea
ing power of Divine grace, and endeavouring
under its sanctifying operations, became qualified fd'

usefulness in her family, the neighbourhood, and :

church, and was enabled to occupy the sphere allottei

by her Divine Master, with consistency and proprietji

domed by a meek and quiet spirit, careful tShe'
guard the outgoing of the lips, to avoid speaking evil t

any; ever ready to entertain strangers, especially th

Lord's servants, and with Christian kindness to minis

ter to the comfort and the wants of the destituti

Toward the close of life the watchful state of her min
was peculiarly observable, often appearing to be gathere
int6 inward stillness and waiting on the Lord, and. thong
the final summons came suddenly, her friends have tb

consoling belief that, as a servant in waiting, she w«
found ready, and is entered with her Lord into his res

, on the 28th of First month, 1862, at the res

dence of his brother, James Lee, in Exeter, Berks Co., Pa
Sami'el Lee, in the seventy-fourth year of his age,

member of Chesterfield Monthly Meeting of Friends, Moi
gan Co., Ohio. ,

II
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I From the Christian Observer.

pe Life of Colnmbns, and its Sisrcgardcil Lessons.

I (Continned from page eoi.)

\ Columbus was, amidst all the superstition of his

ge, a sincerely religious man. He must have had,

Iso, some knowledge of Holy Writ, if it be truly

Sated of him that " he met the dignified ecclesias-

cs on their own ground
;
pouring forth many

agnificent texts of Scripture, and predictions of

le prophets, which he regarded as types and an-

unciations of the sublime discovery which he pro-
" Yet it is hardly to be supposed that he

ad a thorough acquaintance with Holy Writ. He
ad either never seen, or else had overlooked, the

St lessons of the wisest of men. A serious con-

deration of the recorded experience of the great

_ of Israel, if rightly taken to heart, might have

ived Columbus years of anguish and of bitter

iflFering. His whole soul seemed bent upon be-

)ming a prince;—upon rising to high estate, and
cumulating great wealth. Had he contemplated

ith the religious feeling which generally distin-

aished him the confessions of King Solomon, they

lUSt have given to his heart some juster notions of

True Wisdom. For all that fie desired, the

raelitish king had possessed in the fullest abun-

mce. He himself says, " I was king over Israel

Jerusalem ;—I made me great works ; I builded

e houses ; I planted me vineyards ; I had great

)ssessions; I gathered me silver and gold, and
peculiar treasure of kings and of the provinces.

3 I was groat, and increased more than all that

ere before me : also my wisdom remained with

e. Then I looked on all the works that my hands
d wrought, and on the labour that I had labour-

1 to do:— and, behold, all was vanity and vexa-

of spirit." It was this one lesson which Co-
mbus needed. He had the noble enthusiasm of

great discoverer, but with it was mingled the

saner craving for earthly honours, titles, rank,

id great possessions. This lowered his character,

d the "strifes and emulations" into which it led

D, made the last ten years of his life one long

ries of painful struggles and unmerited woes.

We left Columbus, however, on his journey out

Spain, in 149:3, to seek for better entertainment

some other court. But it was the will of God
at Spain, and not France or England, should,

r two or three centuries, possess the wealth of

Mexico and Peru. Hence, the disconsolate pro-

jector, wbile in the act of leaving Spain, was sud-

denly recalled, and found all his demands at once

conceded. An ardent admirer of Columbus, and

one who had entire faith iu his project, rushed for-

ward, after the Genoese navigator had actually

departed for France; and passionately entreated

Queen Isabella not to forfeit so great a glory as

was tendered to her. The appeal succeeded

—

Columbus was overtaken and brought back, and

on the 17th of April, 1492, the final agreement

was signed, by which this poor Genoese, who pro-

bably scarcely knew where to find food or cloth-

ing, was invested with the viceroyalty of a new
world. On his side we see nothing but a grand

idea, an enthusiastic resolve. Means he had none
;

these were to be furnished to him by the Spanish

king and queen. Yet, simply for propounding this

one idea, and offering his own services in carrying

it out, he demanded and obtained " the ofiice of

high-admiral in all the lands and continents which

he might discover or acquire ; also, the office of

viceroy and governor-general over all the said

lands and continents, with the privilege of nomi-

nating all the provincial governors, under the ap-

proval of the Spanish sovereigns."

The remaining provisoes were equally pretentious

on his part ; making him the actual sovereign of

these unknown lands, which others were to pro-

vide him with the means of discovering.

Now to these demands many plain and palpable

objections will instantly occur. The one pursuit for

which Columbus was well fitted was that of a dis-

coverer; and, in fact, it was to this work that the

remainder of his life was really devoted. But the

work of an exploring navigator, and that of a vice-

roy and governor-general, are entirely different,

—

so different as to be practically incompatible. And
it was the attempt to unite the two, that consti-

tuted the main diiEculty of Columbus's subsequent

life ; and gave rise to more thau half of his suffer-

ings and distresses.

Again : it was Columbus' firm belief that it was

to Asia,—to a land of great khans and moguls, of

wealth and settled government,—that his course

was directed. He knew not, he never dreamed,

'that his actual landing would be among tribes of

naked savages. Yet did he calmly propose to take

into his possession those great Asiatic kingdoms of

which Marco Polo and Mandeville had spoken;

and with three small vessels, and about a hundred

men, to make himself lord, grand-admiral, and

viceroy of the empire of China 1 It is abundantly

clear that had things turned out as Columbus ex-

pected, a Chinese or Japanese prison would proba-

bly have been his residence for the brief remain-

der of his life. That his whole project was not

thus nipped in the bud, arose from the fact, that

the real state of things was wholly different from

what he had supposed ; and that his landing, when

actually effected, was not upon a wealthy and civi-

lized Asiatic continent, but among the naked In-

dians of the American islands.

However, having thus ohiained his desire, little

knowing what " apples of Sodom" he was engcrly

grasping, Columbus set forth
;

quitted Palos on

the 3rd of August, 1492; landing on an island

which he called San Salvador, on the 12th of Oc-

tober. And here we meet with the first cxhibitioQ

of his eager desire for greatness, in that, the mo-

ment he had landed on this insignificant spot,

among wild Indians, he forthwith called upon all

present " to take the oath of obedience to him, as

admiral and viceroy, representing the persons of

the sovereigns."

Soon leaving this newly discovered island, the

voyagers proceeded onwards to the more important;

islands of Cuba and Hispaniola. Here they found,

indeed, great and valuable territories, of which

they took possession ; and on the latter of which

Columbus raised a fort. Leaving here a few men,

in the month of January, 1493, the admiral quit-

ted the American seas for Europe; arriving in

Lisbon early in March; and proceeding onwards

till, in April, he presented himself before Ferdi-

nand and Isabel in Barcelona. Here, doubtless,

was the meridian splendor of his life, so far as out-

ward pomp and show and seeming glory could gra-

tify and content the heart of man. Yet was hollow-

ness and falsehood in everything beneath the sur-

face. With the queen, indeed, .sincerity and truth

existed ; but Ferdinand had never heartily con-

sented to Columbus' demands, and soon found

means to nullify all his concessions ; while, among

the courtiers generally, hatred and jealou^y of the

" upstart foreigner" were universal.

An otherwise slight circumstance seems to ex-

hibit, at this point, the self-worship, the self-seek-

ing, which was the one unfavourable feature in

Columbus' character. A pension had been pro-

mised to the man who should first descry the west-

ern land. A sailor, one of the crew, who had first

hailed the land, expected this honour and reward.

But Columbus himself, on the previous evening, had

seen a light on the waters, and had pointed it out

to a companion. On this ground, the pension was

adjudged to the admiral, and the poor sailor, in a

passion of anger and disappointment, foreswore his

country, and fled to Africa.

But now, amidst acclamations of joy on all sides,

the second expedition was rapidly prepared. On

the 25th of September, 1493, the bay of Cadiz

saw a squadron of three large ships, and fourteen

smaller ones, with fifteen hundred men, surround-

ing " the admiral"' on his second voyage. Lust for

gold was the prevalent feature with all
;
and all

were confident of realizing enormous riches. The

golden visions of Columbus had seized hold upon

all imaginations ; he himself was so carried away

by these baseless fancies, as to vow to furnish,

within seven years, an army of four thousand

horse and fifty thousand foot, for the rescue of the

holy sepulchre. Nothing could more vividly show

the excited state of his mind than this monstrous

speculation. All the lands he had yet discovered

ere peopled by naked Indians, wholly destitute of

wealth. Yet, with this fact before him, this ardent

d enthusiastic man, who died, after all, in the

deepest poverty, deemed himself the possessor of the

weallh of empires. There was nothing mean or

sordid in bis views ; he was magnificent in his plans

and purposes ; but still, to Lc great, and to do great
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things, was the temptation which ruled and over-

balanced his mind.

This second voyage of Columbus extended from

September, 1493, until June, 149G; and it might

have served to prove to the enthusiastic navigator

how different is the reality of a course of ambition

from the romance which imagination so vividly

portrays. More islands were explored ; the main-

land of America being still not even imagined by

Columbus or any of his followers. But the glorious

expectations of enormous wealth which Columbus

had himself encouraged, and which had filled his

vessels with greedy hidalgos, who dreamed of

nothing but easy and abundant gains, were all

grievously dissipated. Cuba, Hispauiola, Jamaica,

and G audaloupe were not, to any great extent, gold-

producing countries. Provisions for so large a body

of adventurers soon ran short ; and Columbus was

obliged to order and compel his followers to labour

jor the production of food. Great indignation was

excited among the hidalgos or gentry; insurrec-

tions and conspiracies broke out ; bitter complaints

were carried home to Spain, and in 1495, Juan
Aguado, in manifest contravention of the agree-

ment which the Spanish sovereigns had signed,

was sent out to investigate his conduct. From the

very commencement, the " demand'' of Columbus

had been that he should be supreme, under the

crown of Spain, in all the lands which he should

discover. Yet here was a man sent forth, under

royal authority, to receive complaints against him.

Could there be a stronger or a more instructive

proof of the intrinsic folly and emptiness of all such

"demands" and "conventions?"

Very naturally we nest hear that Columbus,

grieved and indignant at such a proceeding, re-

solved himself to return to Spain, and to meet the

accusations which Aguado had received from

crowds of discontented persons. He laided in

Spain, on this, his second return, in far different

guise from that in which he had presented himself

on his first. Not now in the splendor of a warrior

on his day of triumph, but clad in the humble garb

of a Franciscan monk. " The change agreed but

too well with his faded hopes and altered prospects

Of the dreams of conquest and glory which had

tilled his mind, how little had been realized, and

how much of suffering and disappointment had

been endured." The aspect of his companions,

also, told a like tale. From his shattered vessels

" a feeble train of wretched men crawled forth,

emaciated by the diseases of the colony, and by

the hardships of the voyage, and who had nothing

to relate but tales of sickness, poverty, and disap-

pointment."

Djmond on War.

(Coiitiimod from page 203.)

We therefore dismiss the dispensation of Moses

from any participation in the argument. What-
ever it allowed, or whatever it prohibited in rela-

tion to war, we do not inquire. We ask only what
Christianity allows and prohibits, and by this we
dttermine the question.— It is the more necessary

to point out the inapplicability of these arguments

from the Old Te.stameut, because there are .some

persons of desultory modes of thinking, who find

that war is allowed in " the Bible," and who for-

get to inquire into the present authority of the per-

mission.

There arc some persons who suppose themselves

sufiiciently justified in their approbation of war, by

the example of men of piety of our own times.

The argument, as an argument, is of little concern
;

but every thing is important that makes us acquies-

cent in war. Here arc nun^ say they, wlin make

the knoickdge of their duties the great ol-ject of\

their study, and. yet these men engage in war with-
1

out any doubt of its lawfidness. All this is true ;

'

and it is true also, that some good men have ex- ,

pres.sly inculcated the lawfulness of war ; and it is

true also, that the articles of the Church of Eng-
land specifically assert it. But what, if it should

have come to pass, that " blindness in part, hath

happened unto Israel !"

What is the argument ? That good men liave

engaged in war, and therefore that Christianity

cdlou'S it They who satisfy themselves with such

reasoning, should bear in mind that he who volun-

tarily passes over the practice of the first two cen-

turies of Christianity, and attempts to defend him-

self by the practice of after and darker ages, has

obviously no other motive than that he finds his

religion, when vitiated and corrupt, more suitable

to his purpose than it was in the days of its purity.

This state of imperfection and impurity has diffused

an influence upon the good, as upon the bad. I

question not that some christians of the present day
who defend war, believe they act in accordance with

their religion
;
just as I question not that many,

who zealously bore fagots to the stake of the chris-

tian martyrs, believed so too. The time has been,

when those who killed good men tliought " they

did God service." But let the succeeding declara-

tion be applied by our present objectors,—" These
things will they do unto you, because they have ?iot

known the Fatlur nor ilJe." Here, then, appear

to be our error—that we do not estinnte the conduct

of men by the standard of the gospel, but that we
reduce the standard of the gospel to the conduct of

men. That good men should fail to conform to

the perfect purity of Christianity, or to perceive it,

need not be wondered, for we have sufficient ex-

amples of it. Good men in past ages allowed many
things as permitted by Christianity, which we con
demn, and shall for ever condemn. In the present

day there are many questions of duty on which men
of piety disagree. If their authority be rejected by
us on other points of practice, why is it to deter-

mine the question of war ? Especially why do we
insist on their decisions, when they differ in their

decisions themselves? If good men have allowed

the lawfulness of war, good men have also denied

it. We are therefore again refered to the simple

evidence of religion ; an evidence which it will al-

ways be found wise to admit, and dangerous to

question.

There is. however, one argument brought against

us, which if it be just, precludes at once all ques-

tion upon the subject ;—That a distinction is to be
made between rules which apply to us as individu-

als, and rules which apply to us as subjects of the

state; and that the pacific injunctions of Christ

from the mount, and all the other kindred com-
mands and prohibitions of the christian Scriptures,

have no reference to our conduct as members of the

political body. This is the argument to which the

greatest importance is attached by the advocates
of war, and by which thinking men are chiofiy in-

duced to acquiesce in its lawfulness. In reality,

some of those who think most acutely upon the sub-
ject, acknowledge that the peaceable, forbearing,

forgiving dispositions of Christianity, are absolutely
obligatory upon individuals in their full extent, and
this acknowledgment I would entreat the reader
to bear in his recollection.

Now it is obvious that the proof of the rectitude
of this distinction, must be expected of those who
tnake it. General rules are laid down by Chris-
tianity, of which, in some cases, the advocate of
war denies the applicability. He, therefore, is to

produce the reason and the authority for exception.
Now we would remind hira that general rules are

binding, unless their inapplicability can be clearly

shown. We would remind him that the general

rules in question, are laid down by the commis-

sioned Hiinisters of Jesus Christ, and joy Jesus Christ

himself; and we would recommend him, there-

fore, to hesitate before he institutes exceptions to

those rules, upon any authority inferior to the au-

thority which made them.

The foundation for the distinction between the

duties of individuals and those of communities,

must, we suppose, be sought in one of these two '

positions :

1. That as no law exists, of general authority

amongst nations, by which one state is protected

from the violence of another, it is necessary that

each independent community should protect itself;

and that the security of a nation cannot sometimes

be maintained otherwise than by war.

2. That as the general utility and expediency

of actions is the foundation of their moral qualities,

and as it is sometimes most conducive to general

utility and expediency that there should be a war,

war is, therefore, sometimes lawful.

The first of these positions will probably be thus

enforced. If an individual suffers aggression, there
,

is a Power to which he can apply that is above

himself, and above the aggressor ; a power by which

the bad passions of those around him are restrained

or by which their aggressions are punished. But
amongst nations there is no acknowledged superior

or common arbitrator.—Even if there were, there

is no way in which its decisions could be enforced,

but by the sword. War, therefore, is the only

means which one nation possesses of protecting it-

self from the aggression of another.
^|

This, certainly, is plausible reasoning ; but it hap-
j

pens to this argument as to many others, that ifcj

assumes that as established, which has not beeu|

proved, and upon the proof of which the truth off

the whole argument depends. It assumes. That
the reason why an individual is not permitted to,

use violence, is that the laws will nsc it for him,^

And in this the fallacy of the position consists ; for

the foundation of the duty of forbearance in privat(?

life, is not that the laws will punish aggression, but

that Christianity requires forbeara?ice. Undoubt-|

edly, if the existence of a common arbitrator were

the foundation of the duty, the duty would not be >

binding upon nations. But that which we require

to be proved is this—that Christianity exonerates

nations from those duties which she has imposedj

upon individuals. This, the present argument do

not prove ; and, in truth, with a singuh

piness in its application, it assumes, in effect, that"

she has imposed these duties upon neither the one

nor the other.
,

If it be said that Christianity allows to indivi- ,

duals some degree and kind of resistance, and that

some resistance is therefore lawful to states, we do •

not deny it. But if it be said that the degree of

lawful resistance extends to the slaughter of our

fellow christians— that it extends to war—we do

deny it : We say that the rules of Christianity can-

not, by any possible latitude of interpretation, be

made to extend to it. The duty of forbearance

then, is aidecedent to all considerations respecting

the condition of man ; and whether he be under

the protection of laws or not, the duty of forbear-

ance is imposed.

The only truth which appears to be elicited by

the present argument, is, that the difiioulty of obey-

ing the forbearing rules of Christianity, is greater

in the case of nations than in the case of indivi-

duals : The obligation to obey them is the same in

both. Nor let any one urge the difficulty of obe-

dience in opposition to the duty; for he who does

this, has yet to learn one of the most awful rules^^

ates

DsedJ

doesl

iap-|
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of his religion—a rule that was enforced by the 'heavy cannon or thunder, and Icavio"

precepts, and more especially by the final example, the whole distance, and " strai"hter

ofCbrist, of apostles, and of martyrs, the rule which barrel," which was several minutes
that obedient even unto brightness ; and when it did tinally fade, there re-

mained a train of smoke of the exact appearance,

for volume and colour, of that emitted from an or-

dinary stove-pipe when there is a ncwiy-built fire

cold weather. A small meteoric stone full on the

Connecticut lliver, just above Springfield, Mass.,

at about six o'clock on Sunday night, January IStb,

barely missing a boy who was skating down from
Chicopce. Upon going to pick it up it burned his

hand ; but it was afterward chopped out of the ice,

nto which it had melted.

—

LaUc Paper.

requires

death."

Let it not, however, be supposed that we believe

the difficulty of forbearance would be as great in

practice as it is great in theory. We hope here-

after to show that it promotes our interests as cer-

tainly as it fulfils our duties.

The rectitude of the distinction between rules

which apply to individuals and rules which apply

to states, is thus maintained by Dr. Paley on the

principle of expediency.
" The only distinction," says he " that exists be-

tween the case of independent states and indepen-

dent individuals, is founded in this circumstance;

that the particular consequence sometimes appears

to exceed the value of the general rule ;" or, in less

jtechnical word.<, that a greater disadvantage may
iarise from obeying the commands of Christianity,

than from transgressing them. Expediency, it is

Eaid, is the test of moral rectitude, and the stand-

ard of our duty. If we believe that it will be most

expedient to disregard the general obligations of

Christianity, that belief is the justifying motive of

disregarding them. Dr. Paley proceeds to say.

In the transactions of private persons, no advan-

tage that results from the breach of a general law

of justice, can compensate to the public for the vio-

"ation of the law ; i)i the concerns of empire this

may sometimes he douhted.'''' He says there may
cases in which " the magnitude of the particular

1 induces us to call in question the obligation of

the general rule." "Situations may be feigned,

and consequently may possibly arise, in which the

general tendency is outweighed by the enormity of

the particular mischief." Of the doubts which must

arise as to the occasions when the " obligation" of

christian laws ceases, he however says that " moral

ilosophy furnishes no precise solution;" and he

candidly acknowledges " the danger of leaving it

to the sufferer to decide upon the comparison of

particular and general consequences, and the still

greater danger of such decisions being drawn into

future precedents. If treaties, for instance, be no

longer binding than while they are convenient, or

until the inconveniency ascend to a certain point

(which must be fixed by the judgment, or rather by

the feelings of the complaining party),—one, and

almost the only method of averting or closing the

calamities of war, of preventing or putting a stop

to the destruction of mankind, is lost to the world

for ever." And in retrospect of the indeterminate

iss of these rules of conduct, he says fiually,

these, however, are the principles upon which th

calculation is to be formed."

(To be continued.)

Aerolites.—These phenomena seem to have been

unusually frequent of late. A meteoric stone fell

the farm of Zephaniah Eddy, of Chittenden,

Vt., on the 13th of December, about 5 40 p.m.,

accompanied with a very intense light, as brilliant

calcium light. The stone indented some three

inches into the frozen ground, and heated the peb

bles and charred the grass around. Thestonebear

a close resemblance to sand-stone, colored reddish
I increased the fury of the savage beast, and after

brown by sexquioxyde of iron ; it is very rough, fearful fight of not less than ten minutes duration,

as though broken off from a larger stone, and mea- he seized the exhausted panther by the throat in his

ures about five inches by four, and three inches powerful jaws, and held him with bull-dog tenacity,

thick, tapering in the form of a wedge. At Arte- until he was quite dead. The tiger then walked

raesia Falls, C. W., the 18th of Dec. an extraordi- quietly into his own compartment, and allowed

nary meteor appeared between sunset and dark. 'new partition board to be thrust between himself

A ball of fire, described as nearly the apparent size ' and the body of his vanquished foe. Tlie panther

of the moon, descending from near the zenith, in a which was valued at 100 guineas, was taken out

aouth-westerly direction, producing a sound as of quite dead. The tiger is said to be the same ani

trail of fire mal that killed a lioness in London some time ago.

ban a gun- [it would seem from the incident just related that

\or,\u]i its the native ferocity of this savage creature remains

unabated.

Qiiakfrisni—Cbrisdanity.

The following, extracted from a recent periodi-

cal, is commended to the serious perusal of the

readers of " The Friend." Would that the eye

were anointed to see, and the ear opened to hear
he things which so greatly belong to our peace.

I'hat thus we might be induced individually to

rally to the standard we are so unquestionably
called to uphold before it be too lute. " For, why
hould we be as one that turneth aside by the

flocks of thy companions'"
" Quakerism can never die ; for it is Christianity

revealed afresh in apostolic simplicity and purity.

It is not the expression of an age, but the breath-

ing of eternity. And, however the changelings of

day may impose the shadow for the substance,

the Quakerism of Fox, Penn, and Barclay will rise

superior to the struggle, and assert its rights anew.

We have no fear that the cause which cost our

forefathers the loss of life, liberty, love, and law,

ever fail; but we fear for their children's

children, lest their greed of gold, their love of

uxury, their pleasure of popularity, and thi

choice of change, should scatter them to the four

nds, and so leave the court of the spiritual tem^

pie to be trodden by others more devout and
worthy."

Combat Between a Tiger and Panth.er.—The
New Castle (Eng.) Chronicle, relates an occurrence

which had recently transpired at Edmonds' men
agerie in that city. The exhibition was closed, anc

most of the men having charge of the animals had
repaired to their lodgings, at a neighbouring

A policeman who was passing heard a loud crash

in the caravan, which proved to be one occupied by

a Bengal tiger, followed by the noise of a severe

struggle. In a very short time the men were called

from their lodgings, and having obtained lights,

about a dozen of them entered the menagerie. It

was feared that the tiger, which is known to be ex-

ceedingly ferocious, had broken out of his cage and

was at large in the area, but on approaching the

place where it was usually confined, the men saw
that the enraged animal had broken through a

wooden partition into an adjoining cage containing

a panther, with which it was engaged in a deadly

struggle. An iron bar was brought into requisition

and the tiger was strongly belabored with it in or-

der to drive him back into his compartment, and res-

cue the panther from his grasp, but these means only

Selec-tod.

Domestic Trials.

There are many christians, in vigorous health

and in prosperity, who know but little of the trials

of the faith and patience to which others are ex-

posed. Look at this mother of a large family,

with small means and feeble health. The sick

child in the cradle is crying. The household work,

all unaided, i.s to be done. There i.-f food to be

cooked ; there are clotiies to be washed, garments

be mended, beds to be made, rooms to be clean-

ed, and a group of chihlren to be watched over and

led. The husband, perhaps, cold and thought-

never gives his wife a sympathizing word. A
sick babe keeps her awake at night, and pale and

emaciate, she is scarcely able to drag her limbs

along throuL'h the toils of the day. Her nervous

system is entirely shattered. She has no recrea-

ion, no change. It is the same weary round day
and night, month after month, year after year.

Why God leads so many of his children through

such trials we know not; but beautiful, indeed, is

the aspect of religion, when we see one passing

through such vallies of humiliation, with a calm

and placid spirit. There are many such. Chris-

tianity has no heroines superior to these. Martyr-

dom has no flames more trying to faith than these.

There are probably no crowns in heaven brighter

than those prepared for victors in such wearing,

wasting, interminable conflicts. When faith is thus

triumphant, and passion is subdued, and the whole

spirit is brought into subjection to God's law, we
have the highest victory Christianity can give.

The great battles of earth are fought at Mara-

thon, Austerlitz, and at Waterloo. The battles of

the cross, to win a celestial crown, are fought in the

crowded shop, amid the harassments of traffic, and

at the kitchen fire, where children cry, and duties

press, and nerves ache, and the spirit sinks almost

crushed beneath its load. The faith which triumphs

here, is surely celestial. Care-worn mother, thou

who art so weary and so heavy laden, be of good

courage. Thy trials are great ; thy confiiots severe.

If thou comest off victor, great will be the conquest

and the reward ; and, thou caast do all through

Christ strengthening thee.

Good Everbhoming Roses.—A " subscriber,"

Alleghany county. Pa., asks for a list of twelve of

the best old, and twelve of the best new everbloom-

ing roses. The following we recommend :

ONE DOZEN BEST OLD ROSES, FREE BLOOMERS.

Hybrid Perpetual.—Geant des Batailles, Duch-
ess de Cambaoeres, Docteur Arnal, and Madam
Knorr. Bourbon.—Reveil, Imperatrice Eugenie,

and Souvenier de Malmaison. Tea.—Devoniensis

and Gloire de Dijon. Bengal.—Agrippina. Noi-

sette.—Mad. de Longehamps and Amie ^'ibert.

ONE DOZEN BEST NEW ROSES, FREE BLOOMERS.

Hybrid Perpetual.—Eveque de Ximes, Madame
Boll, Mad'lle de Bonneure, Comte=se de Chabril-

lant, Eugene Appert, and Victor Verdier. Boui-

hon.—Victor Emmanuel. Tea.— President, Mad.
Falcot, Mad. Blachet, and Homer. Noisette.—
Liesis.

—

Lute Piper.

We c:iiinot find our inttrrst in anything short of

think, should it please tue Loul to lay us on a sick

bed, we should then be thankful that He had en-

abled us to be dedicated to Him in health.
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Kite Strings.—These are very important ar-

ticles ; for wbat is your kite good for if you have

no string ! The sticks may be slender and firm,

and evenly balanced, the paper strong, and the tail

just of the right weight and length, but what can

you do with your kite if you have no string ? You
•may throw it up, but it will not stay up. You may
go upon the house top and cast it off, but it will

neither go higher nor stay there, but sink speedily

to the ground. But see that ball of nice white twine !

Your father saw that you wanted it, and so he

brought it home when he came from the store.

You fasten it to your kite, go out when a fine

breese is blowing, and now how well behaved y
kite is, and how nicely it sours ; up, up, it rises till

it is almost out of sight. But suppose there
'

little flaw in that string, and it breaks, or s

rude boy comes along and cuts it near your hand,

what now of your kite ? How soon it feels the

cut way up the string, and begins to dance and

plunge and reel, crazy it would seem, to enjoy its

liberty ; but alas to enjoy it only for a moment, for

down, down it comes, and is all torn and broken in

a tree top, or soiled and lost in a pool of mud
So it is with the little boy or girl that breaks loose

from restraint. Sometimes children think it would

be a nice thing to get away from a parent's or teach-

er's government or control ; but that is the strin

by which they rise, if ever, to places of eminence

and u.sefulness in the world. Cut it, and they are

like the kite with a broken string, that reels and

sinks, and is lost. " My son, keep thy father's

commandment, and forsake not the law of thy mo-

ther. Bind them continually upon thine heart, and

tie them about thy neck. For the commandment
is a lamp, and the law is light ; and reproofs of

instruction are the way of life." L. H. R,

Fro?i the Sunday- School Times.

For " TliB Frie

BlOGRAPllICU SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

Michael Thomas, an esteemed elder of Rad-
nor Monthly Meeting, deceased Second month 1st,

1772, aged sixty-two years.

DEBORAH DUNN.

Deborah Dunn was born Second mo. 10th, 1708,

of poor but believing parents, who brought her up
in the way of Truth. Through the assistance of

the Lord's good Spirit, she improved under the

godly education she received, and as she grew in

years, demeaned herself in an exemplary manner,

adorning the doctrine of God her Saviour, by a

circumspect conversation, which gave grace to her

poverty and lowly condition in lite.

After her marriage to Zaccheus Dunn, of Salem
Monthly Meeting, New Jersey, she proved a lov-

ing, faithful, and frugal wife, an affectionate, judi-

cious mother, a kind neighbour, much given to visit-

ing the sick and afflicted, and a hospitable and
warm-hearted entertainer of Friends. She was
diligent in attending meetings for divine worship,

and was ever anxious to take her children with

her, expressing at times her surprise that parents

could be contented to leave their families at home
on such occasions. She was deeply concerned

both in meetings, and out of them, for the promo-
tion of Truth, and was an approved elder in the

church. Her decease took place Second mo. 5th,

1772, she being about sixty-four years old. Her
friends were favoured with a well grounded assur-

ance, that from the trials of time, she passed into

rest with the faithful. Her remains were inter-

red at Pilesgrove, of which Particular Meeting she

was a member.

ELIZABETH TEST.

Elizabeth Test, of Salem, New Jersey, was born

about the year 1708, of parents, not members of

the religious Society of Friends. When young in

years, she came under the discipline of the cross of

Christ, and being instructed thereby in righteous-

ness, she became convinced of the truth, and in

early life was admitted into membership amongst
us. Her circumspect life and exemplary conver-

sation brought her into esteem, and she was placed

in the station of an overseer in the church, in the

duties of which she faithfully laboured for a while.

Her Divine Master, however, called her to the per

formance of other services, and conferred a gitt in

the ministry upon her, which she exercised to th

comfort and edification of the church.

She was married to Francis Test to whom sh

was a faithful wife, regulating her family with

frugality and discretion. She was exemplary
plainness, and concerned to bring up her children

in the simplicity the Truth calls for; whilst she

was a very loving and tender mother, her concern

was that her children should know the restraints of

a godly education. She was enabled to give them
seasonable advice, and was at times concerned to

gather them together, that in silence they might

wait upon the Lord.

She departed this life Second mo. 11th, 177:
'• after a long and sharp spell of sickness,'' expi

riencing death to be to her a release from suffering,

and an entrance into everlasting joy. She was
aged about sixty-four years.

RICHARD LUNDY.

Richard Lundy, son of Richard and Jane Lundy
was born in Bucks county, in the Province of

Pennsylvania, Fifth mo. 20th, 1692. His parents

were members of the religious Society of Friends,

and the views of christian doctrine in which he

was educated, became, through his yielding to th

teachings of the Holy Spirit, the convictions of his

riper years. His residence for a long period of his

life was within the limits of Kingwood Monthly
Meeting, New Jersey. From the testimony of hi

Friends of that meeting, we learn, that he was ;

man much esteemed by Friends and others, being

of a meek and quiet spirit. He was exemplary

ife and conversation, and a pattern of plainness

and' humility. His love to the society of which he

was a member, was sincere, and he contributed

liberally according to his ability, to its pecuniary

needs.

He was diligent in bis attendance at meetings

for worship and discipline, held near his home, and
often gave up to attend those of his Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings, until the illness of his wife ren-

dered his absence from her impracticable. He
was for some time in the station of elder, and often

travelled with ministers, visiting neighbouring

meetings.

He is noted as having been an affectionate hus-

band, a tender father, a kind friend ; one who was
punctual and just in all his dealings amongst men,

d whose kind and charitable actions, testified

that he was concerned to do unto others as he

wished others to do unto him. He was loving and

ho.-^pitable, his house and heart being freely open

for all who needed help, particularly for the kindly

welcome of those who were travelling in the work
of the ministry. He highly valued the company
of the Lord's dedicated servants, particularly such

as laboured in the word and doctrine. He lived

in the fear of the Lord, which wrought in him
great love for the brethren, and he greatly desired

to see love aud unity prevailing amoug.-t Friends.

The announcement of any cause of contention Apd
discord greatly affected bim.

His last illness was short. During its continu-

ance, he expressed his entire resignation to the

Lord's will concerning him, whether it should be

for life or death. He continued in a quiet, patient

frame of mind, until his departure. Second month

28th, 1772, ho being then nearly eighty years of

age. His friends say, " Although our loss is great,

we are comforted in the hope that he is gone to

inherit the crown immortal, which is laid up for

all those who love and fear the Lord."

JAMES BROWN.

Of James Brown, son of William Brown, and

brother-in-law of John Churchman, we have little

account preserved. He was esteemed a valuable

minister of the gospel, and sometimes travelled

abroad in the service of Truth. He died at Wil-

mington, Third mo. 4th, 1772, having been a mi-

nister many years.

Daniel Walker, an elder of the Valley Meet-

ing, deceased Third mo. 15th, 1772, aged seventy-

two years.

Hugh Evans, of Philadelphia Monthly Meet-

ing, deceased Fourth mo. 5th, 1772, aged ninety-

one years. He had for very many years accept-

ably tilled the station of elder.

JOHN scarlet.

John Scarlet was born in the county of Chester,

Province of Pennsylvania, about 1690. His pa-

rents were members of the religious society called

the Church of England, but they frequently at-

tended the meetings of Friends, and this their son

whilst quite young, being convinced of the trutl

of the priuciples held by these last named people

was received into membership amongst them. Al

he continued faithful to the knowledge received, '.

grew in grace, and became a serviceable man
the church, living in love and great unity with the

faithful members. He became a member of Exe-

ter Monthly Meeting, and was for thirty years aa

elder thereof.

As a man he was peaceable and loving, and he

had a good report among his neighbours. He was i

kind husband, a tender parent, given to hospitalityJ

and entertaining his friends cheerfully and freelyj

Although, during the latter part of his life, h

disabled in his limbs, aud deprived of his sight

yet, through the good presence of his heavenlj

Comforter, he was often cheerful.

He departed this life at his son, John Scarlet's,

in Robeson township, Berks county, Pennsylvania,

Fourth mo. 30th, 1772, aged about eighty-two

years.

Wild Hogs.—The Belgian papers state that in

the forest of Ardennes for the space of twenty years

very few wild boars were seen, but that in the pre-

sent year the forest is infested with them. On one

day latety, as many as twenty-five were seen to-

gether, and on others, forty, sixty, and even a hun-

dred. The latter were in a pocato-field close to

the forest, and a gentleman who was out shooting,

fired at them, and though his gun was only loaded

with shot, killed one. Last week a singular inci-

dent occurred. A drove of pigs were sent to feed

in a potato-field near the village of Harre, on the

borders of the forest ; a number of wild boars

rushed in among them, the pigs took fright and ran
as fast as they could into the village, the wild ani-

mals accompanying them. All the men of the

place were at work in the fields at the time, and
the women and children, seeing the animals, ri

from the houses in dismay. Many of the pigs and

their visitors entered the cottages aud did consid-

erable damage. At last the wild boars returned

of their own accord to the forest.
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For " The Friend."

THE LITTLE GRAVE.
I stood beside a little, new-msde grave,

Within an oid and simple burial place.

Chilly the winter winds around me blew,

And they had laid within this silent earth

The darling of devoted parent hearts.

The last dear bud upon the household tree,

The last sweet tie of all the loved ones given,

Nay, lent a little while, then borne away.
By a dread summons from the courts of death.

Beside me there

A shadow lay upon the brow of youth.

And tearful eyes, and lips all tremulous
With the warm feelings of their childish hearts;

To these I turned :
" .My children, such is death !

She who once trod with you the path of hope.

Whom you so late beheld, whose twining arms
Were 'round you in your free and jnyous play,

—

She lies here, pale, cold and inanimate
;

So even the very young, like you, are called

By our great Father to another sphere.

The form clad in its simple robe of white,

Reminds me of that glorious similitude,

The raiment of the Holy Son of God,
With which He clothes the souls of those He loves

My children, seek not to adorn your forms,

The caskets frail of your immortal lives,^

Seeing there is no gem, however prized,

And uo attire, however rich it be.

That you can bear away I But rather strive

^To decorate your souls with those rare gifts

That Heaven bestows, and let your virtues shine I

This little grave I

Alas, what buried hopes, what fond emotions

Are here enclosed. Within that childless home.
Years in their circling course can scarcely bring

The joy and sunshine of earth back again.

O, desolated hearth I 0, mourning hearts !

This sad bereavement of your sweetest hopes

No pen of mine can faithfully portray.

My sympathy is with you, in a sense,

(Feeble, indeed,) of what your loss must be
;

I3ut they are soothing to your grief-worn hearts.

Those recollections of the filial love,

The dutiful obedience, and the mild,

Submissive life of your departed child
;

And it is much indeed, that you could trace.

As day by day the lamp of lile grew dim,

Her meek, young spirit's reverent walk with God.
To the eye of faith.

Lifting its gaze above this darkening scene,

May you not picture there, your youthful band
Pressing in rapture 'round the great white throne.

Resplendent in the glorious light of heaven ?

Oh, then I in pain, and weariness, and sorrow.

Look steadily upon those beacons, set

To lure your spirits to God's purer air!

Remembering this, that " where your treasure is

There toiU your hearts be also." 1.

Chester Co., Second month.

Selected.

Methinks if you would kuow.
How visitations of calamity

Affect the pious soul, 'tis shown you there I

Look yonder at that cloud, which, through the sky

Sailing along, doth cross in her career

The rolling moon ! I watched it as it came.

And deemed the deep opaque would blot her beams.

But melting, like a wreath of snow, it hangs

In folds of wavy silver round, and clothes

The orb with richer beauties than her own :

Then passing leaves her in her light serene.

An Odd Fish.—The Hassar, (Doras costata,)

. Soutb American fish, makes rather long journeys

n land ; and will go on the whole night through,

in search of fresh water, when the pond in which

it has hitherto lived dries up. The shelly plates

fhich cover the body, and the hard ventral fins,

enable it to perform such a tour. It can even live

for several hours in the hottest sunshine. The In-

dians, who often fill baskets with these emigrants,

(for the flesh is very dainty,) assert quite correctly,

that the Hassar takes a stock of water with it for

the journey.

If it finds all the ponds dried up, it beds itself in

the soft tlimy soil, and subsides into a state of

phyxia, until the rainy season arouses it again.

But even more than through its migrations, is

this remarkable fish distinguished by its maternal

afi'ection, only found in this instance among fish.

Richard Schomburgh, in his Travels in Britisli

Guiana, tells us that not only does the Ilajsar form

a perfect nest for its spawn, of all sorts of fibres

among the aquatic plants, but it watches with the

most active maternal care till the young brood slip

out. The nest is a real work of art, like that of

the magpie. In April, the Hassar begins forming

the nest, until it resembles a hollow globe, flattened

at the poles, the upper one of which reaches the

surface of the water. An orifice, fitted to the size

of the mother, opens into the interior. The ma-

ternal anxiety of the Hassar is, however, shame-

fully perverted to its destruction. A small basket

is held before the hole, which may be easily found.

The nest is then gently tapped, and the Hassar

rushes furiously into the basket, with bristling spines

which inflict a tolerably severe wound.

—

Hixpenny

Magazine.

Sunset Tlionjlits.

There is nothing in nature that stirs my soul like

the beautiful and fleeting visions that frequently

meet our view at the close of the day. There is

nothing that assimilates so nearly to my finite idea

of heaven, in all the range of created things, caus-

ing my pulse to beat quickly, and my heart to

thrill with indefinable emotions.

There are many beautiful things, many grand

and noble objects in the perfect creations of our

Almighty Father, and I am reminded of a testi'

mony I once heard from a beloved minister of the

gospel of Christ, (who is now gathered to the asseu

bly of the just, made perfect, clothed with the rigb

eousness of saints,) that everything is beautiful and

perfect, as it comes from the hand of nature's God
man alone, the being of all other objects, most

expressly created to praise and glorify Ilim, the

sin of man, is the only blot upon the fair face of na

ture. And scarcely ever since, have I looked upon

a view surpassitigly fair, that the words of th'

anointed woman, uttered with all the earnestness

and authority of Truth, have not recurred forcibly

to my mind.

There is much, indeed, to soothe and gratify, as

well as to elevate and purify us, in the beauties of

nature, if we only lay aside the incubus of worldly

care, the excitement of worldly thoughts and en-

joytuents, striving to see and feel our dear hea-

venly Father in these wonders of His forming hand
;

but It is surprising when the heart is steeled by

h deadening influences, how little we are able to

appreciate these beauties, or be affected by them

profitably. There are seasons, I know, when the

soul, under the weight of deep religious exercise,

or in times of trial and afliiotion seems covered, as

it were, with a pall, obscuring all things fair and

lovely : but oh ! the joy of that awaking, when the

covering is removed, and an added glory is given

to all creation, as a beam of radiance, from the

city of our God.

There are many beautiful and grand objects in

nature, I may repeat, and her wonderful sympathy

and adaptation, have proven an ujending theme

of interest and admiration to the reverent, enquir-

ing mind. There is loveliness in the opening

bud, in the sweet, expanding flower, as the exqui-

site delight of the florist can testify ;
and science,

in her varied ways, has opened continual channel?

of enjoyment to her lovers, but to me, there is nO'

thintr .>o fair as the firmament at the close of day

when the heavens are radiant with clouds of gold

and crimson, and purple, royally draping the coucl

of the setting-sun. A living glory seems to lie it

the over changing clouds that chase each other in

such varied hues, fleeting, yet filling us with won-
der and delight. And just at the horizon, they

are lifted a little space, and we can almost imagine

that in that glimpse of clear, pale golden light, lies

far, far away, the bourne of the weary, the glo-

rious home of the bles.sed.

Unless carried to excess, these indulgences of the

imagination are not, I think, injurious, but rather

useful, lor they impart a freshness to our feeling*,

and an elasticity to the heart; but let us be care-

ful that we strive not, with irreverent band, to

draw aside the veil that hides the mysteries of an-

other world, for we shall really kuow nothing more
than our heavenly Father designs we should ; and
unprofitable, idle speculations injure our soul'a

cause with Him, and draw u.s away from that

child-like humility that is ever pleasing in His

sight. I.

Chester Co., Second month.

Russia Slwet-Iron ; a Field for a Foitune.—
The Philadelphia Gazette says:—"Few persons

are aware of the enormous expense and difficulties

attending the importation of Russia sheet-iron into

this country, and the (juantity consumed. The uses

to which this irou is applied are mainly in the man-
ufacture of stoves, the difference iu its favour, in

point of durability, being very great. The imita-

tions that have been attempted in this country have

been hitherto so unsuccessful that a field of dis-

covery lies still open in this department, in which

some future inventor will yet doubtless realize a

princely fortune. That much of the American
Russian iron is sold for the genuine is true enough,

the imitation in outward appearance being so close

as almost to defy detection by any other than an

experienced judge. The imitation in this re.-pect

has been very complete ; but the art of making it

wear, and not oxydize from exposure to dampness,

is still to American manfaeturers a hidden secret.

The indestructible quality of Russia-made sheet-

iron is really extraordinary. We have seen stoves

manufactured of it, which had been in use for a pe-

od of thirty years, with the sheets almost imper-

:ptibly reduced iu thickness. From these facts it

obvious that stoves made of the genuine Russian

iron are vastly cheaper, at almost any cost, than

those manufactured of the imitations, which burn

out in a season or two and give less heat.'

Selected.

Dncllins in Tents.

Life in tents was especially appropriate to those

whose wealth lay in flocks and herds, and whose

residence was necessarily changed according to the

wants of their charge. Abraham, Isaac and Ja-

cob moved their tents when the pasture failed, and

pitched them in a fresh spot. The ten sons of Ja-

cob led their flocks from the vale of Hebron to

Shechem and to Dothan ; and the twelve tribes, while

in the desert, and to no small extent afterwards,

were dwelling in tents. Hence the current expres-

sion, '• Every man to his tent, Israel 1" and the

frequent allu-ions in Scripture to this mode of life.

Thus each part of the tent is mentioned ; the

coarse cloth of which it was made, the poles and

cords ou which the covering rested, and the wood-

en pins used to fasten the cords to the ground.

—

Judges iv. 21 ; Isa. liv. 2.

These temporary dwellings were easily removed.

.\ few moments sufiiced to pull up the stakes of a

tent, looson its cords, drop its coverings to the

ground, fold it up, and pack it on the camel's back,

ready for a days journey, and a quick erection at

its end. So, king Hezekiah says, " Mine age is

departed, and is removed as a shepherd's tent."
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This easy Temoval is a great convenience to the

modern tribes of Arab robbers, who, when threat

ened with an attack, can strike their tents almost

at a moment's warning, and disappear across the

desert.

Travellers in the East are obliged to use tents,

and thus necessarily become familiar with this

time-honoured mode of life, which clears up many
allusions in the Bible. Every morning and even-

ing, the christian on such a journey is forcibly re-

minded how easily his " earthly house of this ta-

bernacle'' may be dissolved, and of his need of" a

house not made with hands eternal in the heavens."

He is also perpetually taught that he is a pilgrim

and a stranger on earth, ever journeying, and says,

with the poet,

"Elore Ai-ab-Iikc I roam,
And nightly pitch my moving tent

A day's march nearer home."

Says Lord Lindsay, " There is something very

melancholy in our morning Sittings. The tent-pins

are plucked up; and, in a few minutes, a dozen

holes, a heap or two of ashes, and the marks of the

camel's knees in the sand, soon to be obliterated,

are the only traces left of what has been, for a

while, our home !" " Often," says M'Cheyne, " we
found ourselves shelterless, before being fully dress-

ed. What a type of the tent of the body ! Ah !

how often is it taken down before the soul is made
meet for the inheritance of the saints in light

!"

Dwellers in tents are ill-protected from robbers,

or from wild beasts, and need the supervision of a

watchful Providence. Moses had felt this, times

without number, while leading the Israelites through
that houseless wilderness, beneath the pillar of

cloud and of fire ; he remembered, too, the various

wanderings of the patriarchs of old. each one the

object of infinite love and care ; and in the 90th
Psalm extols God for all ; " Lord, Thmi hast been
our dwelling-place in all generations." Happy is the

man that has placed himself in the care of a cove-

nant-keeping God, and knows that wherever his

abode may be, and whatever itsforms and materials,

he dwells in the secret place of the Most High, and
abides under the shadow of the Almighty; and
that when the earthly tabernacle falls, an eternal

mansion awaits him on high.

—

Bib. Pup.

Fruit Cw/Ztf/e.—Alfred Chamberlain, of New-
port, Khode Isand, has recently succeeded, after

years of patient study and experiment, in perfect-
ing a plan for growing fruits and flowers in small
wire baskets, filled with moss, and has obtained a
patent for it from the government. In one basket,
which was lately shown at a horticultural exhibition
in Brooklyn, New York, were growing, in full

flower and vigour, a miscellaneous collection of
plants, usually contained on flower stands ; another
basket was filled with strawberry plants, in all Staines

of growth, those fully ripe being of extra size and
of most luscious flavour, here in November; in a
third basket was a grapevine, which had yielded a
dozen bunches of superior grapes

; in a fourth was
a peach tree, which had produced ten largo peaches,
as fine in colour and taste as any that are grown
in the ordinary way, and was fully sot in fruit buds
for next year's crop. But the crowning wonder
was a pine-apple, also grown in the moss-baskets,
and far superior, in every respect, to those grown
in pots and pits. Chamberlain stated, that as he
had obtained a patent, he would tell them the in-

gredients he used, which were moss, bone-dust,
charcoal and sand, and that the plants were wa-
tered with liquid manure about twice a week.

If any be defamed, show thy love by stopping
or rebuking the defamation.

Eor " Pho Friend."

Lewsre of Karrowness and Partiality.

Having lately met with the following remarks,

respecting the danger from allowing the mind to

dwell too constantly and exclusively upon any one

subject or idea, and being somewhat struck with

the force of them, it seemed as though they might

interest the readers of" The Friend.''

" There is no one idea in all the Universe so great

and so nutritious that it can furnish [adequate]

food for an immortal soul. Variety of nutriment is

absolutely essential, even to physical health. A
mind that surrrenders itself to a single idea, becomes
essentially insane. It has no faith in any man who
does not believe exactly with itself. It accuses

every man of unworthy motives who opposes it.

Men of one idea are always extremists, and extrem-

ists are always [troublesome.] I might truth-

fully add that an extremist is never a man of sound
mind. Like blind Samson of old, they may pros-

trate the pillars of a great wrong, but they crush

themselves and the Philistines together. The great-

est and truest reformer that ever lived, was Jesus

Christ ; but ah ! the difference between his broad
aims, universal sympathies, and overflowing love,

nd the malignant spirit that moves those who an-

grily beat themselves to death against an instituted

wrong

!

" The selection of a single idea [or subject of

contemplation and advocacy] and making it the

motive and pivot point of action, and supreme ob-

ject of devotion, is mental and moral suicide. It

makes that a despotic king, which should be a tribu-

tary subject. It enslaves the soul to a base par-

tisanship. It is right to be an advocate of chris-

tian reform ; but the effect of adopting any one
of these reforms as the supreme object of a man's
pursuit, never fails to belittle him. One of the
most pitiable objects the world contains, is a man of

generous natural impulses, grown sour, impatient,

bitter, abusive, uncharitable, and ungracious, by
devotion to one idea, and the failure to impress it

upon others with the strength by which it possesses

himself Many of these fondly hug the delusion to

themselves that they are martyrs, when in truth they !

"

only suicides. Many of these look forward to
i ,

the day when posterity will canonize them, and
'

agitators and reformers—all devotees

of single ideas. They are personally so intimately

connected with their idea— have been so enslaved

by it—are so interested in its prosperity—that they

are not competent to testify with relation to it.

" It is not the quality of the idea which a man
entertains that kills him. If a man undertake to

upon a single idea, it really makes very little

difference to him whether that idea be a good or a
bad one. It is because the human soul cannot live

upon one thing alone, but demands participation

in every expression of the life of God, that it will

dwarf and starve upon even the grandest and most
divine idea. When a man has so long dwelt upon
subject that it has finally taken possession of him, it

becomes a standard by which to decide the validity

f all other truth. If ho did not believe the Bible

was on his side of the question he would discard

the Bible. Experiments, opinions, (or established
i

rules) that make against his faith are either rejected!

or explained away. Now this man's mind is not only
reduced to the size of his idea, and assimilated to its

character, but it has lost its soundness. His reasoni

is disordered. His judgment is perverted

—

praved. He sees things in unjust and illegitimate!

relations. The subject that absorbs him has grown)
out of proper proportions and all other subjectsl

have shrunk away from it, and though regarded by>
the community as of sound mind, 1 think him de-1

iiiStrably insane."

It can hardly be expected that a mind can long|
maintain its true balance, that suSers its attentionl

to be constantly turned to the coDsideration of ai

special subject, to the exclusion of others havingj
equal claims upon it. The advocacy of one branch i

of the law and testimony, to the exclusion or in '

lation of all others, is sure to bring confusion to the

nd, and harm upon the church. Read Malachi i

ii. 8, 9.

Plainness and Watchfulness.—This worthy
woman was a pattern of great plainness, and was ^

ften grieved to see and hear of the superfluity that

abounded among some of the professors of the

ruth, and the undue liberty they took, saying, " It

in the beginning, for then there was no-

for Truth'si-c, ,1 - . ,1 -] e\i. , , '. , thing too near and dear to part with
lilt them to the glorv 01 those who were not received i °,, ou i-i

• u » ui i ^ i
- "= - - Uake." She was likewise much troubled to hearby their age because they were in advance of their

age. So they regard with contempt the [unapre-
ciating] world, and lie down in a delusive dream
of immortality.

' Whether the effect of devotion to a single idea

disastrous or otherwise to the devotees, nothing
in all history is better proved, than the fact that it

Is a damage to the idea. If I wished to disgust

a community with any special idea, I would set a

man talking about it, and advocating it, who would
talk of nothing else. If I wished to ruin a cause
utterly, I would submit it to the advocacy of one
who would thrust it into every man's face, who
would make every other cause subordinate to it,

who would refuse to see any objection to it, who
would accuse all opponents of unworthy motives,

and who would thus exhibit his absolute slavery
to it. We have only to learn that a man can see

nothing but his pet idea, and is really in its pos-
session, to lose all confidence in his judgment.
When in a court of justice, a man testifies upon a
point that touches his personal interests or feelings

or relations, wo may say that his testimony is not

valuable— not reliable. It decides nothing for us.

We may say that the evidence does not come from
the proper source. We do not expect candor from
him, for we perceive that his interests are too deep-
ly involved, to allow sound judgment and utter

truthful expressions. It is precisely thus with all

the needless vain talking, foolish jesting, and see

the light and airy carriage among such, that were

unbecoming our holy profession, saying, " Time
ought not to be so spent,- for an account must be
given unto God for all these things." It pleased

the Lord to preserve her out of such things to the

end of her days, and it is not doubted but the Lord
hath given her a portion among his redeemed ones.— From a Memorial of Susannah Garton.—
Piety Promoted.

Mind thine own Business.—Study to be quiet

and mind thine own business, is one useful, neces-

sary direction to all who would thrive at home
;

there is an active enemy, who seeks to draw out the

mind after other people's business, to the neglect of

our own ; whereby hurt and loss attend, and the

feet of the mind are gadding from house to house,

and abide not within our own doors ; the domestic

affairs of the soul are neglected, the house gets un-

clean and confused ; and when the Holy Head of

the family and Husband of the soul, comes, he finds

things unmeet for his reception, and refu.ses to take

up his residence. Here some bemoan his absence,

which is chiefly or wholly owing to their want of

care in having all things clean and in order, and

being at home to receive him when he comes.

—

Samuel Folliergill.
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One of the great diffieulties with which the

United States governiueut has to contend in its

successful efforts to put down rebellion in the South-

3rn States, is the large numbers of slaves brought

immediately under its care; having been either

deserted by those claiming to be their masters, or

ihemselves escaped from their former homes, and
iresortiug to the armies for protection. The large

number thus situated in that portion of South
Carolina, now in possession of the United States

;roop3, and their helpless condition, induced the

government to send an agent to examine into and

report the situation of the " contrabands" and the

plantations on which they are located, and to sug-

gest such a course of treatment as might appear

Bost feasible for rendering their labour self sup-

Dorting, and at the same time likely to improve

heir mental and moral condition. A report by this

tgent, (whoso name is Peirce,) made to the Secre-

ary of the Treasury, has been recently published.

[t contains much interesting and suggestive matter,

md appears to be drawn up with ingenuousness,

ind from a common sense view of the difficulties to

38 met, and the facts bearing on the question. It is

and we can at present find room for the fol-

owing extracts only.

There are about two hundred plantations within

he territory on the islands and sea-coast of South

}arolina, now under the control of the United

states, and at the time the report was prepared,

he number of negroes claiming protection was be-

ween ten and twelve thousands; but it was stead-

ly augmenting. On this latter point he says:

This number is rapidly increasing. This week forty-

ight escaped from a single plantation near Grahamville,

; main land, held by the rebels, led by the driver,

.nd after four days of trial and peril, bidden by day,

breading the waters with their boats by night,

vading the rebel pickets, joyfully entered our camp at

lilton Head. The accessions at Edisto are in larger

er ; and according to the most reasonable estimates,

t would only require small advances by our troops, not

ing a general engagement or even loss of life, to

ouble the number which would be brought within our
ines.

The following is descriptive of the mode of life

n the plantations

:

In this region the master, if a man of wealth, is more
kely to have his main residence at Beaufort, sometimes
aving none on the plantation, but taving one for the

Iriver, who is always a negro. He may, however, have
ne, and an expensive one too, as in the case of Dr.

enkiiis, at St Helena, and yet pass most of his time at

ieaufort or at the north. The plantation, in such cases

3 left almost wholly under the charge of an overseer.

n some cases there is not even a house for an overseer,

he plantation being superintended by the driver, and
eing'visited by the overseer living on another planta-

b'elonging to the same owner. The houses for over-

eers are of an undesirable character. Orchiirda of

range or fig trees are usually planted near them.
~

; field hands are generally quartered at some dis-

ance—80 or 100 rods—from the overseer's or master':

.ouse, and are ranged in a row, sometimes in two rows
renting each other. They are IC feet by 12, each ap-

ropriated to a family, and in some cases divided with t

artition. They numbered on the plantations visited fron

to 20, and on the Coffin plantation they are double,

umbering 23 double houses, intended for 46 families,

he yards seemed to swarm with children, the negroes

oupling at an early age.

E.'scept on Sundays, these people do not take their meal

t a family table, but each one has his hominy, bread

r potatoes, sitting on the floor or a bench, and at h'

wn time. They say their masters never allowed them
ny regular time for meals. Whoever under our ne

ystem is charged with their superintendence, should s

hat they attend more to the cleanliness of their perso

nd houses, and that, as in families of white people, they

ike their meals together at a table—habits to which they

rill be more disposed when they are provided with an

other change of clothing, and when bettor food is fur-

nished and a proper hour as.^igned for meals.
Upon each plantation visited by me, familiar conver-

sations were had with several labourers, more or less,

as time permitted—sometimes inquiries made of them
as they collected in groups, as to what they desired us

to do with and for them, with advice as to the course of

sobriety and industry which it was for llicir interest to

pursue under the new and strange circumstances in which
they were now placed. Inquiries as to plantation econo-

my, the culture of crops, the implements still remaining,

the number of iiersons in all, and of field hands, and the

rations issued, were made of the drivers, as they are cal-

led, answering as neai-ly as the two different .systems of

labour will permit to foremen on farms in the free States.

There is one on each plantation—on the largest one visi-

ted, two. They still remained on each visited, and their

names were noted. The business of the driver was to

superintend the field hands generally, and sec that their

tasks were performed fully and properly. lie controlled

them, subject to the master or overseer. He dealt out

the rations. Another office belonged to him. He was
required by the tuasteror overseer, whenever he saw fit, to

inflict corporal punishment upon the labourers, nor was
he relieved from this ottice when the subject of discipline

was his wife or children. In the absence of the master

and overseer he succeeded to much of their authority.

As indicating his position or consequence, he was pri-

vileged with four suits of clothing a year, while only two
were allowed to the labourers under him. It is evident,

from some of the duties assigned him, that he must have

been a person of considerable judgment and knowledge

of plantation economy, not differing essentially from

that required of the foreman of a farm in the free Slates.

He may be presumed to have known, in many cases,

quite as much about the matters with which he was
charged as the owner of the plantation, who often passed

but a fractional part of his time upon it.

The driver, notwithstanding the dispersion of the other

labourers, quite generally remains on the plantation, as

already stated. He still holds the keys of the granary,

dealing out rations of food, and with the same sense of

responsibility as before.

After speaking of the benefit likely to result

from retaining the " drivers" in a superior position,

he says :

There are also on the plantations other labourers,

more intelligent than the average, such as the carpenter,

the ploughman, the religious leader, who may be called

a preacher, a watchman or a helper, the two latter being

recognized officers in the churches of these people, and

the helpers being aids to the watchman. These persons

having recognized positions among their fellows, either

by virtue of superior knowledge or devotion, when pro-

perly approached by us, may be expected to have a bene-

ficial influence on the more ignorant, and help to create

that public opinion in favour of good conduct which,

among the humblest as among the highest, is most use-

ful. 1 saw many'of very iow intellectual developement,

hut hardly any too low to be reached by civilizing in-

fluences, "either coming directly from us, or mediately

through'lheirbrethrer. And while I saw some who were

sadly degraded, I met also others who were as fine spe-

cimens of human nature as one can ever expect to find.

Besides attendance on churches on Sund.ays, there are

evening prayer-meetings on the plantations as often as

once or tw-ic'e a week, occupied with praying, singing,

and exhortations. In some cases, the leader can read a

hymn, having picked up his knowledge clandestinely

either from other negroes or from white children. Of

the adults, about one-half at least are members of

churches, generally the Baptist, although other denomi-

nations have communicants among them. In th& Bap-

tist church, on St. Helena island, which I visited on the

22d January, there were a few pews for the proportion-

ally small number of white attendants, and the much
larger space was devoted to benches for coloured people.

On one plantation there is a negro chapel, well adapted

for the purpose, built by the proprietor, the late .Mrs^

Eustis, whose memory is "cherished by the negroes, and

some of whose sons are now loyal citizens of .Massa-

chusetts. I have heard among the negroes scarcely any

profane swearing—not more than twice—a striking

contrast with my experience among soldiers in the

army.

In reference to the moral condition of the negroes,

he remarks :

In relation to the veracity of the.=e people, so far as

my relations with them have extended, they have ap-

peared, as a class, to intend to tell the truth. Their

manner, as much as among white men, bore instinctive

evidence of this intention. Their answers to inquiries

relative to the management of the plantations, have a
general concurrence. They make no universal charges

of cruelly against their masters. They will say in boWo
cases, that their own was a very kind one, but another

one in the neighbourhood was cruel.

The notions of the sacredness of property as held by
these people, have sometimes been the subject of dis-

cussion here. It is reported they have taken things left

in their masters' houses. It was wise to prevent this, and
even where it had been done, to compel a restoration, at

least, of expensive articles, lest they should be injured

by .speedily acquiring, without purchase, articles above
their condition. But a moment's reflection will show
that it was the most natural thing for them to do.

They had been occupants of the estates ; had had these

things more or less in charge, and when the former

owners had left, it was easy for them to regard their

title to the abandoned properly as better than that of

strangers. Still it is not true ihat Ihey have, except as

to very simple articles, as soap or dishes, generally

availed themselves of such property.

In regard to their alleged habits of idleness

:

Upon the question of the disposition of these people

to work, there are ditferent reports, varied somewhat by
the impression an idle or an industrious labourer,

brought inlo immediate relation with the witness, may
have made on the mind. In conversations with Ihera,

they have uniformly answered to assurances that if free,

they must work, " Ves, .Massa, we must work to live
;

that's the law ;"' and expressing an anxiety that the

work of the plantations was not going on. At Hilton

Head they are ready to do for — Lee, the judicious

superintendent, whatever is desired. Hard words and
epithets are, however, of no use in ruanaging them, and
other parlies for whose service they are specially de-

tailed, who do not understand or treat them properly,

find some trouble in making their labour available, as

might naturally be expected. In collecting cotton, it is

sometimes, as "l am told, difficult to get them together

when wanted for work. There m.ay be something in

this, particularly among the young men. I have ob-

served them a good deal, and though Ihey often do not

work to much advantage, a dozen doing sometimes

what one or two stout and well-trained northern la-

bourers would do, and though less must always be

expected of persons native to this soil than of those

bred in northern latitudes and under more bracing air,

I have not been at all impressed with their general in-

dolence. As servants, oarsmen, and carpenters, I have

seen them working faithfully and with a will.

Upon the best examination of these people, and a

comparison of the evidence of trustworthy persons, I

believe that when properly organized, and with proper

motives set before them, they will, as freemen, be as

industrious as any race of men are likely to be in this

climate.

The following is given as the information obtain-

ed of the food and clothing heretofore allowed to

the slaves and their perquisites

:

The allowance of clothing to the field hands in this

district has been two suits per year, one for summer
and another for winter. That of "food has been mainly

vegetable—a peck of corn a week to each hand, with

meat only in June, when the work is hardest, and at

Christmas. >'o meat was allowed in June on some
plantations, while on a few, more liberal, it was dealt

out occasionally—as once a fortnight, or once a month.

On a few, molasses was given at intervals. Children,

varying with their ages, were allowed from two to six

quarts of corn per week. The diet is more exclusively

vegetable here than almost anywhere in the rebellious

regions, and in this respect should be changed. It

should be added that there are a large quantity of oysters

available for food in proper seasons.

Besides the above rations, the Labourers were allowed

each to cultivate a small patch of ground, about a

quarter of an acre, for themselves, when their work for

their master was done. On this corn and potatoes,

chiefly the former, were planted. The corn was partly

eaten" by themselves, thus supplying in part the defi-

ciency in rations ; but it was to a great extent fed to a

pig or chickens, each hand being allowed to keep a pig

and chickens or ducks, but not geese or lurkeys. With

the proceeds of the pig and chickens, generally sold to

the masters, and at pretty low rates, extra clothing,

coffee, sugar, and that necessary of life with these peo-

ple, as they think—tobacco—were bought.

With the following we must conclude our ex-

tracts, remarking, however, that further observa-

tion convinced tlic agent, that the desire for liberty
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was rapidly developed ; or, ^vhat is more probable,! bnrned by the rebds. The U S army would not ad-

v.as less carefully concealed, as the intercourse -«>" f-'^" >°t° ^^'^''"'^^ "' ^''''°'- -
I

Missouri.—Few military operations are reported in this

between the whites and the negroes gave them con-
j

gt.^te^ which is now nearly free of armed rebels. There

still some at or near New Madrid, in the south-east-

corner of Missouri, under command of Jeff. Thomp-
He recently made an attempt to move northward,

s attacked and routed by the U. S. troops. The

fidence :

To what extent these labourers desire to be free, and!

to serve us still further in putting down the rebellion,

has been a subject of examination. The desire to be

free has been strongly expressed, particularly among

the more intelligent and adventurous. Every day almost

adds a fresh tale of escapes, both solitary and in num-

bers, conducted with a courage, a forecast and a skill

worthy of heroes. But there are other apparent features

in their disposition, which it would be untruthful to

conceal. On the plantations I often found a disposition

to evade the inquiry whether they wished to be free or

slave ; and though a preference for freedom was ex-

pressed, it was rarely in the passionate phrases which

would come froai an Italian peasant. The secluded and

monotonous life of a plantation, with strict discipline

and ignorance enforced by law and custom, is not

favourable to the development of the richer sentiments,

though even there they find at least a stunted growth,

irrepressible as they are. The inquiry was often an-

swered in this way :
" The white man do what he please

with us ; we are yours now, massa." One, if I under-

stood his broken words rightly, said he did not care

about being free if he only had a good master. Others

said they would like to be free, but they wanted a white

man for a "protector." All of proper age, when in-

quired of, expressed a desire to have their children

taught to read and write, and to learn themselves. On
this point they showed more earnestness than any other.

When asked if they were willing to fight in case we
needed them to keep their masters from coming back,

they would seem to shrink from that, saying that "black

men hav^ been kept down so like dogs, they would run

before white men."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FonEiGN.— English dates to the 16th ult. In the House

of Lords, on the 14th, Lord Stanhope called attention to

the reports of additional stone blockades at Charleston

and asked what steps the Government would take.

Earl Russell had no official information, and knew not

whether the reports were correct. Government hadi

protested against the permanent destruction of any har-

bour as unjustifiable, and the American Government
responded that they had no intention to permanently
destroy harbours. The views of the French Government
were identical with those of England.

In the House of Commons, John A. Turner called at-

tention to the distress in the manufacturing districts,

owing to the American troubles, and urged the Govern-
ment to do everything in its power to develop the cot-

ton production elsewhere.

The Government is busily preparing all the informa-

tion relative to the American blockade to lay before

Parliament.

Letters from Vienna are filled with most lamentable
accounts of inundations. The district submerged in

Vienna alone comprises a population of 80,000 persons,

who have to be provided for. Several towns were also

inundated by the Danube, including Presburgand Pesth.

The Liverpool markets were without material change.

United States.— Congress.—The U. S. Treasury Note
bill has finally passed and been approved by the Presi-

dent. By one of its provisions, the fifty millions of de-
mand notes heretofore authorized may be used in pay
menl of duties on imported goods, while apart from
these such duties must be paid in coin. The is5ue is

made a legal tender, but interest on the funded debt is

to he paid in coin.

The bill granting homesteads to actual settlers on the
public lands, and providing a bounty for soldiers in lieu

of lands, passed the House of Representatives, with only
si.xtecn negative votes. The House has also passed a.

bill prohibiting all persons in the naval or military ser-

vice of the United States from aiding in the return of

fugitive slaves, under the penalty of dismissal from the
service.

The number of members of the House of Representa-
tives has, with the concurrence of the Senate, been fixed

The ]Var News.—An order has been issued by the
War Department taking military possession of all the
telegraph lines in the United States, and prohibiting
from being published in the newspapers, all communica-
tions in regard to military operations not expressly au-
tliorized by the military authorities.

.'lr/,<7n,ws.—The rebel army, under Gen. Price, has
been driven from Fayetteville, Ark. Many sick and
wounded" were left in the town, which was partially

rebels took refuge in the swamps
Kentucky.—Columbus, on the Mississippi, having been

abandoned by the rebels, they have no foothold now, in

the State. The Memphis papers say that the Columbus

forces will fall back to Island No. !0 on the Mississippi,

about forty miles below Columbus, which, it is said,

completely commands the river, and can be fortified

with heavy guns, and made impregnable against any

attack from the river.

Tennessee.—Nashville has been occupied by the U. S.

forces, without opposition. A large quantity of cotton

was found there, which the Treasury department has

ordered to be sent to New York. The rebel forces, un-

der Beauregard and Johnston, had retreated southward,

followed by Gen. Buel and the Northern army, which

was steadily pressing them backward. Senator Andrew
Johnson, of Tennessee, has received the appointment of

Brigadier-General. It is said that he will open a mili-

tary Provisionary Government of Tennessee, until the

loyal civil Government shall be reconstructed. General

Grant has declared martial law over West Tennessee,

with the understanding that when a suflficient number of

the citizens return to their allegiance, and show a desire

to maintain law and order, all military restrictions will

be withdrawn. The rebel legislature was in session at

Memphis. The Richmond War department has called

on Tennessee to furnish thirty-two more regiments for

the rebel army.
Alabama and Mississippi.—Lieut. Gwin, in the gun-

boat Taylor, recently ascended the Tennessee river to

Eastport, Mississippi. He met with increased Union
sentiment in South Tennessee and North Alabama. In

several of the northern counties of Mississippi, the Union
sentiment is said to be strong, and many of those who
did not express themselves openly, were only deterred

by their fears of the tyranny and coercion, which are

practised by marauding bands of rebels. Lieut. Gwin
informed the inhabitants of the different towns along the

banks of the river, that he would hold secessionists

their property responsible for any outrages that

t be committed upon Union men residing

them.

irffinia.—Important military movements have taken

place on the upper Potomac. Gen. Banks' division of

the array has crossed the Potomac at Harper's Ferry,

and now occupies the valley of the Shenandoah. The
U. S. forces met with no opposition ; on the contrary

large numbers of refugees returned to their homes, and
expressed great joy at the appearance of the troops.

The condition of the country was found to be deplora-

ble in the extreme, in consequence of the ravages of

war.
North Carolina.—Official despatches from Gen. Burn-

side state, that ihe expedition up the Chowan river had
returned. It did not go beyond Winton. The rebels

everywhere fled on the approach of the U. S. troops.

Georgia.—The expected information of the capture of

Savannah has not yet arrived. At the latest dates, all

communication had been cut off between Fort Pulaski
and the city.

New York.—Mortality last week, 424.

Philadelphia.—'SloHnWty last week, 255.

Passports.—The U. S. Secretary of State has rescinded
the order requiring persons leaving the country to pro-

cure passports. It is now optional with parties to pro-

vide themselves with passports or not, as they may deem
necessary or proper.

The Slave Trade.—David Hall, who was convicted of
having served on board the slaver Erie, has been sen-
tenced to nine mouths' imprisonment.
Boslon.—Oa the night of the 25th ult., a most destruc-

tive conflagration occurred, destroying property to the
amount of one million of dollars. Two thousand bales

of cotton and vast quantities of grain were destroyed.
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, is being rapidly re-

built, and will soon be in running order. About forty

miles of iron and cross-ties were carried off by the re-

bels.

The Tax Bill, which was reported to Congress on the
3d inst., by the Committee of Ways and Means, is a very
long document, consisting of more than a hundred sec-
tions. It provides for the appointment by the President,
of a Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with a salary of
five thousand dollars. His office is to be in the Trea-
sury department, with a suitable number of clerks. The
country is lo be divided, as the President may direct,

into convenient collection districts, with an Assessor

nd Collector to be appointed by the President for each

district, who shall have power to appoint such deputies

as may be necessary. The bill provides for a duty

—

On spirituous liquors . . .15 cents per gallon.

On ale and beer §1 per barrel.

and leaf tobacco . . 3 cents per pound.

to add when manufactured . . 5 cents.

On cigars . . . 5, 10 and 20 cents per pound,
(according to value.)

On lard and linseed oil, burning fluid and crude coal

5 cents per gallon.

On refined coal oil ... 10 cents per gallon.

On gas per 1000 cubic feet . . . .25 cents.

On bank note paper . . . .5 cents per lb.

writing paper 2 " "

On printing paper . . . .3 mills •'

On soap 5 " "

On salt 4c.perl001bs.
On sole leather 1 cent per lb.

On upper leather z '' "

On flour lOcts.perhbl.
All other manufactures . 3 per cent, ad valorem.

There are also stamp duties, taxes on income, on car-

riages, watches, legacies, dividends, salaries, on railroad

and steamboat travel, &c., &c.

rn Items.—Jeff. Davis's message to the rebel

Congress in session at Richmond, has been published.

He states that recent events have demonstrated that more
had been attempted by the rebel government than it had
power successfully to achieve. Hence, in the effort to

protect by arms the whole territory of the Confederate

States, seaboard and inland, serious disasters had been
incurred. Some of these discomfitures are referred to

as deeply humiliating, but the hope is expressed that the

bitter disappointment endured will nerve the people to

still greater exertions, and soon secure results more fa-

vourable to the rebel cause. The policy of enlistments

for short terms is strongly condemned, and the recent

reverses, he thinks, may be attributed, iu great mea-
sure, to this cause. In regard to the finances of the

Confederacy, he say, " The report of the Secretary of the

Treasury will exhibit the gratifying fact that we have
no floating debt ; that the credit of the government is

unimpaired, and that the total expenditures of the govern-

ment for the year has been in round numbers, $170,000,-
000—less than one-third of the sum wasted by the ene-

my, in his vain efforts to conquer us—and less than the

g value of a single article of export—the cotton crop of

the year." From a passage in the Inaugural address, it

appears that Davis relies confidently upon the enormous
cost at which the war is conducted by the United States,

for its early termination in favour of the South. He re-

gards it as quite certain that the U. S. government must
soon break down under the rapidly growing burden of

debt.

On the 2Yth ult., a resolution passed the rebel Senate

by an unanimous vote, declaring that no peace proposi-

tions by which any portion of the soil of the Confederate

States may be given up, shall be entertained, and that

the war must be continued until the forces of the United
States are entirely expelled from the Confederacy.
The New Orleans Bee confesses to the magnitude of

the calamity at Fort Donelson, and condemns the neglect

and apathy of the Confederate government in not send-

ing sufficient numbers of troops westward. It says a

general call to arms has become an inevitable necessity.

The Memphis Avalanche of the 22d says, that the

Governor of Alabama has called for twelve regiments

from that State, and if not forthcoming, other means
will be used to fill the requisition.

The Governor of Georgia calls also for twelve regi-

ments from that State, and says if the requisition is not

filled by the 4th of Third month, a draft will be ordered.

The Raleigh Register says that all the prisoners takeu
on Roanoke Island, have been released on parole.

When the rebels evacuated Nashville, they were ob-
liged to leave 1600 sick and wounded in the town.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Bcnj. Cope, Pa., for A. L. JPGrew, $3,

to 27, vol. 36; from JI. Thistlewaite, N. Y., §2, to 17,

vol. 36 ; from J. M. Bacon, III., for E. Trabue, $3.50, to

Died, on the 5th of last month, David Fawcett, in the

sixty-ninth year of his age ; an esteemed member and
elder of Salem Meeting, Ohio. He bore a protracted

illness with christian patience ;
and, we trust, to him the

Scripture language is applicable: "Mark the perfect

man and behold the upright for the end of that man is

peace."
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Columbus, however, was kindly received by
Ferdinand and Isabella, and ships for a new expe-

ition were promised him. But the secret oppo^i-

ion of those who envied him his fame and advance-

nent, so delayed the preparations, that nearly two

ears were wasted before the six vessels provided for

third voyage were ready to sail. At the end

f May, 1498, Columbus again departed.

But his downward course, not indeed, into crime,

)ut into undeserved misery, was rapid. This third

oyage, while he acted as an explorer and di.-co-

erer, was a memorable one, for in it he first dis-

overed and lauded on the great American conti-

lent. But when ho resunjed his office of viceroy,

hat post which he had so much coveted, he found

lothiug but turmoil, contention, and actual disgrace

)efore him.

Trinidad and the mainland of America having

)een discovered, Columbus returned to Hispaniola

St. Domingo, in August, 1498. Here he found

U things in confusion. His brother Bartholomew,

vhom he had loft in charge of the colony, had

)een involved in war, first with the Indians, and

hen with a conspirator, named Roldan. The lat-

er had gathered such a party that the admiral was
pelled to make a treaty with him, and to over-

ook his many offences. Other outbreaks and con-

piracies followed, and the discontented, when put

town and expelled from the colony, returned to
'

3, and carried thither such stoiies of the tyran-

lies and cruelties of Columbus, that even Isabella

lerself, his faithful friend and patroness, was forced

it last to consent to the sending forth, again, a royal

iommissioner, to inquire into the truth of these com-

laints. These disastrous events were not at all

urprising, in the commencement of a new and dis-

ant colony ; but they exhibit in a strong light the

atal error of Columbus, in claiming to unite with

he fatne of a discoverer, the more hazardous func-

ion of founder and governor of a great foreign

to Spain. Thus the great discoverer of the new
world left the lands which he had given to Spain,

in October, 1.500, "shackled like the vilest of cul-

prits, amidst the scoiFs and shouts of a miscreant

rabble, who sent curses after him from the shores

of the island he iiad so recently added to the civi-

lized world." He arrived at Cadiz, in December,

a prisoner and in chains. There was a general

burst of indignation throughout Spain, and the

king and queen so far shared in the feeling, as to

send instant orders that he should be released,

d treated with all distinction. He appeared be-

fore the sovereigns in Granada on the 17th of De-

cember. " When the queen beheld the venerable

man approach, and thought on all he had done,

and all he had sufl'ered, she was moved to tears."

Very naturally, the long- suppressed feelings of the

injured hero burst forth ;
" he threw himself on his

knees, and for some time could not utter a word,

for the violence of his tears and sobbings." Was
there ever a more striking proof given, of the wis-

dom and kindness displayed in the counsel to

Baruch, " Seekest thou great things for thyself?

seek them not, saith the Lord !" The whole of

these unmerited sufferings of the great navigator

may be traced to his unwise determination to be

great;" to have great wealth, great power, great

honour and distinction. By this one error, he

de thousands of foes, and no degree of purity

virtue could avail, in the presence of such hosts

of envenomed detractors.

One more step remained, between him and the

grave. Columbus was now in Spain; he was

soothed and comforted, but to his greatly coveted

government and dignity he was never restored.

Ferdinand had but grudgingly conceded his " de-

mands'' in 149'2, and now, ten years having passed

away, and the admiral being in Spain, there was

no alacrity shown in doing him the justice which

he sought, or in replacing him in the " vieeroyalty"

of the new world. Another commissioner, Ovando,

was appointed to supersede Bobadilla, and Colum-

bus was told that an interval of repose would allow

bad passions to subside, and would promote the

peace and welfare of the colony. Thus, all through

1.501 and the first portion of 1502, Columbus was

detained in Spain, while old age was rapidly creep-

ing upon him. But his active mind could not rest,

nor could he fail to perceive that his discoveries

were still exceedingly imperfect. Reflection on the

past only served to convince him that much re-

mained to be done, and he soon made a fresh ap-

plication to the sovereigns to be allowed to prose-

cute his still unfinished investigations. Ferdinand

judged this a good opportunity of keeping the ad-

miral employed at a distance from Cuba and His-

paniola. Four small ships were granted him, and

in the sixty-seventh year of his age, he again sal-

lied forth on this his last voyage of discovery. Hi;

first occupation, which consumed four months, was

in exploring the Bay of Honduras, and the whol

of that coast, in search of a strait which he stil

fancied would open to him the road to India and to

China. The whole of this voyage was one of hard

ship, toil, and danger. Storms, strife with the na

fives, and the weak and shattered condition of his

vessels rendered it, from May, 1502, to June, 1503

a period of great difficulty and trouble. At last,

in the latter month, he brought hi-; two remaining

Is into harbour at Jamaica, wlierc he stranded

them, to avoid their total loss by foundering. Here

he was detained a whole year, by the cruel disre-

gard of Ovando, the governor of St. Domingo, who,

not desiring his presence in that colony, sent him

word that " he could not spare vessels to bring

V Twelve months elapsed before this

ruthless man felt compelled, by mere shame, to

ke steps for the admiral's release. At last, on

the 28th of June, 1504, two vessels having arrived,

Columbus left his island-prison for St. Domingo;

from whence, on the r2th of September, he took

his last voyage back to Spain. In November, he

reached Seville
—" a broken-down old man, en-

cumbered with debt, and surrounded with needy

adventurers, who laid their ruin at his door." He

had purposed, in the days of his golden dreams, the

equipment, like a prince, of a royal army, for the

rescue of the holy sepulchre ! Instead of which,

hear his own description of himself, in one of his

etters to his sovereigns :

" Such is my fate, that twenty years of service,

through which I passed with so much toil and dan-

ger, have profited me nothing ; and at this day I

do not possess a roof in Spain that I can call my
own. If I wish to eat or sleep, I have nowhere to

o but to the inn or tavern, and I seldom have

wherewith to pay the bill. I have not a hair upon

mc that is not gray; my body is infirm ;
aud all

that was left me, as well as to my brothers, has

been taken away and sold, even to the frock that

I wore, to my great dishonour. I implore your

highnesses to forgive my complaints. I am, indeed,

in as ruined a condition as I have related. Hitherto

I have wept over others ; may Heaven now have

mercy upon me, and may the earth weep for me!"

In this spirit he returned to Spain—to find a

grave. His sincere friend and patroness, the ad-

mirable Isabella, died shortly after his return, and

Ferdinand was ever cold-hearted and selfish. '• He

received him with many expressions of kindness,

but with those cold, ineffectual smiles which con-

vey no warmth to the heart." Appeal after ap-

peal was made, but the replies of Ferdinand were

always evasive. In fact, the king had no intenti^on

of conceding the one point respecting which Co-

lumbus was chiefly anxious. To bequeath the per-

petual vieeroyalty of " the Indies" to his son Diego,

and to his descendants, as a matter of hereditary

riiiht, was the point always uppermost in his mind.

"This," he writes to the king, "is a matter which

concerns my honour. As to all the rest, do as

your majesty may think proper—give or withhold

as may be most far your interest, and I shall be

content. I believe the anxiety caused by the de-

lay of this affair is the principal cause of my ill-

health." Strange infatuation ! Had Columbus

calmly reviewed his past life, he might have seen

that this greatly prized vieeroyalty had been his

ruin—had'been the cause of all his sufferings. And

to his son it must have brought equal woes. Il it

wore a power real and absolute, it would have un-

crowned the king of Spain, aud rendered the heirs
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of Columbus "lords of the Indies." But if unreal,

as in times past, it was sure to bring otlier Boba-

dillas and Ovandos from Spain to harass, counter-

act, and persecute the viceroy. Columbus could

hardly have left to his sou a more fatal legacy.

Yet he himself confesses that the denial of this

claim was breaking his heart :
" the anxiety caused

by this affair is the principal cause of my ill-health."

" It appears that his majesty does not see fit to

fulfil that which he, with the queen, who is now in

glory, promised me by word and seal. I have done

what I could, and must leave the rest to God !"

And so he died, in May, 1506, being about

seventy years of age. He was a sincerely religion:

man, after the religion of his day. He was en-

thusiastic, noble-miuded, sincere, and warm-heart-

ed. Of the grand mission and achievement of his

life it is needless to speak, for men are forward and

eager to recognize and to extol it. Our object has

been, while sympathizing with his wrongs, to point

out the chief lesson which is taught us by his his-

tory. Had he possessed the practical wisdom of

our own Wellington, whose noblest distinction it

was, that he never sought, never asked, anything

for himself, how different would have been his fate !

His fame, the honour attaching to his name and
family, was already assured by bis own deeds, and
needed not the extrinsic help of titles or privileges.

And had he left his reward to the free will of the

sovereigns whom he so greatly served, it could not

have been a niggardly one. Leaving the toils and
anxieties of government to others, had he asked
and obtained better and more efficient fleets of dis-

covery, he might, in his own lifetime, have circum-

navigated America, and colonized Mexico and Peru.
Among the many lessons of practical wisdom

for cvery-day life which are scattered up and down
the pages of the Holy Scriptures, there is, perhaps,
scarcely one which is more needed for constant use,

or one which men are more ready to pass over
with silent di.-5reg.1rd, than God's message to Ba-
ruch, "Seekest thou great things for thyself? seek
them not, saith the Lord." Although again and
again enforced by Christ himself, in such words as,—

" Lay not up for yourselves trea->ures on earth
;

for where your treasure is, there will your hearts
be also:"—"A man's life consisteth not in the
abundance of things which he possesseth ;''—"How
hardly shall a rich man enter into the kingdom of
God :''—these emphatic warnings fall incfltctually
upon "ears that are dull of hearing." Apostles
have followed their Master in warning their hear-
ers, that " they that will be rich, fall into tempta-
tion and a snare, and into many foolish and hurt-
ful lusts, which drown men in destruction and
perdition;" and in exhorting them to "set their
affections on things above, not on things on the
earth ;" but, throughout all ages, " the love of this
present world" has carried away the vast majority
of hearers, and " the deceitfulness of riches has
choked the word, so that it remained unfruitful."

Yet beacon-lights, marking the rocks on which
many gallant ships have foundered, are not want-
ing. Numerous, indeed, are the fearful mementos
wliich have come to us from p;ist ages, of those
who either have " made shipwreck of the faitli/'
or else, as God's erring children, have had their
"offences visited with the rod, and their sin with
scourges." We are not called upon, nor are we
able, to discriminate actually between the one class
and the other; but when we observe a notable in-
stance of a great and perhaps a good man, brin.'-
iug suffering and humiliation on himself by disre-
garding all these warnings, it seems a plam duty
to compare the fault with its consequences

;
.-io th;U,

even to huin;in eyes, "God may be ju-tified when'
he speakcth, and be clear when he judgeth." And

|

among all the records of the past, we know of no
more remarkable proof of the practical wisdom
and benevolence of the message to Baruch than is

given in the biography of which we have sketched

th-j outline.

We follow the great navigator with sympathy
and with painful commiseration. We abhor the

hard-hearted selfishness of his numerous enemies

and the frigid indifference of those who ought to

have been his zealous protectors. But still, amidst

all this, we trace the main cause of all Columbus';

sufferings to himse/f. Not to any crimes, not to

any excesses, not to any immoralities, but simply

to that one mistaken idea with which he set out;

an idea which ran entirely counter to that div

wisdom which had said, " Seekest thou great things

for thyself? seek t/icm not, saith the Lord."

For "The Friend,

ParcDtal Inilnlgence, and Neglect of Restraint,

[The following, met with among the manu-oripts

of a deceased Friend, and written a number of

years ago, is herewith submitted, if approved by the

editor, for publication in " The Friend.'']

At a time when the subject of education is elicit-

ing so much attention, and claiming the time and

effort of many of the sincere hearted in the present

day, I have thought it might be of advantage, hav
ing been much interested myself therein, to look

back a century or two and observe the manner in

which our early Friends seemed exercised about it

acting as they did under a living concern that the

testimonies and principles given them to bear and
uphold in their purity, might be committed to clean

hands, and the society of which they were members,
and the world at large, lose nothing by the trans-

fer. RcsLraint seemed an important consideration

in their view of the subject, even though it acted

to repress the hilarity of youthful spirits, and in-

duce a conduct not in character with their years
but taught in the school of Christ themselves, they
had learned that self-denial was an important fea

ture in that work which was to "prepare the way
of the Lord,'' and that without it, there wa
prospect of the children committed to their care be-

coming men and women for God.
George Fox says, " I was much exercised too

th school-ma.->ters and school-mistresses, warning
them to teach children sobriety in the fear of the

Lord, that they might not be nursed and trained

up in lightness, vanity and wantonness. I was
made to warn masters and mistresses, fathers and
mothers in private families, to take care that their

children and servants might be trained up in the

fear of the Lord, and that themselves should be
herein examples and patterns of sobriety and \ ir-

ue to them. For I saw that as the Jews were to

teach their children the law of God, the old cove-

nant, and to train them up in it, and their servants,

yea the very strangers were to keep the sabbath
among them, and be circumcised, before they might
eat of their sacrifices ; so all that made a profes-

in of Christianity ought to train up their children
d servants in the new covenant of light, Christ

Jesus, who is God's salvation to the ends of the
irth, that all may know their salvation."

Ambrose Rigge, in one of his epistles, thus writes.

Friends, stand as witnesses for God in your day,
;ainst all ungodliness and worldly lu-ts, both

amongst yourselves and the world. Be ye circum-
spect and watchful over yourselves and your child-

and indulge them not in anything that is evil,

but timely reprove and restrain it, lest it become
your sin; and command them to obseve the law of
God written in their hearts 5 for if- you love the
Truth as you ought yourselves, you will train up
your children in it when they are young. Keep

them to the plain and sound language, which the

Truth required, and led all the faithful into in the

beginning; and keep them in plain and modest ap-

parel and behaviour, indue subjection to the Truth

in all things, in au holy conversation as much as in

you lies, that they may grow up in the grace ol

God, as plants of bis renown. This is your duty,

the Lord requires it of you, even to watch overyout

children, as those that must give an account to God,

while they are under your wings.''

Yearly Meeting epistle, 1709. "Dear Friends;

brethren and sisters in Christ, who are heads of

families, and especially such who are elders in the

church of Christ, be all diligent and careful to watcl

over the young generation ; that sobriety, plainness

and virtue, may be encouraged and promoted, anc

exemplarily recommended by you to them ; that

the liberty too many of our youth take in followinc

the fashions and customs of the world, which tenc

to the dishonour and reproach of the testimony o

the blessed Truth, may be discouraged, and sucl

as are found in the same, dealt with, in the fear

wisdom and love of God, that they may be won anc

brought into humility and subjection to the Lore

and his truth.

" And let theaged remember, and the youth know-

that when apparent signs of the plague of leprosj

appeared on the walls in the houses of Israel, it was

the care of the priest under the law, to have the house.'

cleansed, and the lepers also. And surely Christ';

priesthood should not fall short of their care to en

deavour to stop and remove the manifest tokens o

the leprosy of the great sin of pride, and all sou

perfluity of naughtiness. And therefore let all cona

corned be earnestly stirred up to sincere obediencs

to the light of Christ, our great high priest ; thsw

he may cleanse the hearts and houses of that growl

ing plague, which tends to the ruin of families anq^

posterity.

" And further, that nothing may be wanting

Friends' care towards their children, let all be co

cerned to see that they do not only watch over thed

for good, but that they also rule over them in

fear of the Lord ; and none, in the fondness of al

feetion, lose the authority wherein the Lord has ae

them for their children's preservation. And let i

'

bo examples to them, in wisdom, moderation,

plainness, in language and habit; and not exami
pies only, but also to restrain them from anythinM

that might be their hurt, either inwardly or out

wardly
; neither providing for them costly ano

gaudy attire unbecoming godliness, nor letting then^

have money to gratify themselves therein."

A Testimony for Christianity in its 7iativ

Purity.—Although there are, I trust, in all re

ligious professions, those who are promoters of th'

coming of the Redeemer's kingdom on the earth;

ig up to the light afforded, yet does it seem t.

me that this people are peculiarly called to exalt th'

testimonies ot the unchangeable Gospel, even in it

meridian effulgence. Let not our children conclude

that if there ever was utility in our plain and pecu

manner of life and unceremonial worship, tha

has long since ceased ; for surely the Lord will hav

a simple hearted people still, and a people who hob

Christianity in its native purity
;
yea, our offspriu:

are designed to come forward, and practically ado[i

the language, " I am the Lord's;" glorifying Hiu

th their bodies and with their spirits ; for He i

worthy of their energies, while in their full vigour

to be sanctified for His own blessed purposes, i

that all His gifts should redound to His honour

1 persuaded there is no real peace, or las

and solid satisfaction, out of dedication to Hii

whom we owe our life and brentli.— Sarah iLy/ics

Grubh.
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TIlc Great IFa^/.—Another day's journey
|

It was regarded witb peculiar reverence. Our
jrougbt us to Chataon—a hamlet at the foot ofSaviour aud the apostles in their discouraes geue-

Great Wall. The road for the last fifteen
|

rally quoted from this ver.-ion.

uiles had been so bad that we were obliged to What is the A'ulgate translation ?

eave our horses at Nankin, hireing in their place,
|

It is a Latin translation of the Septuagint, not

Tartar ponies. Nothing less sure-footed than these of the Hebrew, and so called the Vulgate, because,

ihaggy, hardy little beasts, could have carried us
j

being the only version which the Ko'iiian Catholic

hrough those rugged mountain paths, \shich we
|

church holds to be reliable, it is in that church the

vould have done on foot, but that one miles march common version.

When and by whom was this translation made 7

By Jerome, about the year A. D. 400. It was
hastily made, and became very incorrect by many
changes.

What of the Douay Bible?
It is an English translation of the Vulgate, with

notes and comments, and is the only English Bible
" "

h.

the sharp rock which forms the pavement

uould have left us shoeless.

At daybreak on the following morning, we

limbed the highest peak of the mountain range,

ind there, standing on the top of the groat wall,

eflected upon the stupendous folly of this wonder-

ul work of human industry, which is said to have

ost the country two hundred thousand lives from
j

approved by the Uonian Oathol

physical exhaustion. The wall, which is
|

From what did it receive its name '.'

)uilt of stone and brick, is twenty feet high and I From the place where it was fir-t published

ilteen feet broad, surmounted by double parapets,
:
Douay, a town in France.

p-holed on the north side. As far as the eyej When was it published?

1 follow the mountain range, it winds over the In 1010,

idges of the precipitous black rocks, like a gigan-

serpent crawling along, and with its breath

misoning all around ; for, turn where you will,

lothing meets the view but the desolate, dreary

ract of rock, unrelieved by a blade of grass or a

uft of moss, and huge boulders strewing the base

f the mountain sides. It was the whim of a ty-

ant to build a wall where nature had already

f the States, witb 64,309; and the Germans ami
ther 'J'eulons, with 23,65.5. Among these are

11,413 coloured persons, almost all resident in

Upper Canada. The rest are too few in number
to have much weight in the community. It is no-

ticeable, however, that there arc only 12,717 In-

s left among them, and that only 30G1 French-

men make Canada their home, of whom more than

three-fourths are residents of Upper Canada.

EnglislWhy does it differ so much from
Bible ?

Because it was made, not from the original He-
brew, but from the Vulgate, which was from the

Septuagint, and very imperfect. It could not be as

correct as a translation made directly from the

Hebrew?
Why is our English version called King James's

It a barrier far more effectual than anything thatjBibl

mman art could construct. However, there it re- Because it was made during the rcisn of James I.,

nains, after a lapse of nearly two thousand years King of England.

—a monument of the cruel folly of one man, and the When was it begun and when completed ?

)atieut industry and sufferings of many thousands. In the year 1007, the work was commenced, and
Having made an abortive attempt at a sketch, was finished in about three years, and was pub-

ind tried in vain to discover one redeeming feature jlished in 1611.

t scene of desolation, I secured my By whom was this translation made?
)rick, and descending to the pass, remounted to

,
Fifty-four of the most learned men of the king-

iroceed homeward. Our guard could hardly be-jdom were appointed for the task. Seven did not

ieve his senses—certainly he doubted ours. When serve, leaving forty-seven, as the number who were

It Nankin, mine host inquired what we were going actually engaged in the work.

,0 the Great Wall for. Our honest answer met
|

How was the labour apportioned among this

ifith no credit. Were there not walls everywhere! .number?

^Vas not the wall of Pekin much better worth
j

They were divided into six classes, to each of

ooking at? And then, as for shooting, why come so; which a certain portion of the Bible was given to

ar for game when it could be bought, in the market

it our very doors ? His impression evidently was

hat we had some sinister project in view ; but

vhen we returned with the brick, the good man
limply burst out laughing, and set us down for a

iouple of harmless maniacs.

translate, not from the Latin nor from the Sep-

tuagint, but directly from the original Hebrew and
Greek.

How will our English translation compare with

other versions of the Bible?

It is said by the most competent judges to be
better than any other.

When and by whom was the Bible first dividedBfloks of tl]« Bibl

When and by whom were the books of the Old into chapters ?

Testament first collected and arranged ? It is generally said to have been done by C;

By Ezra, about 450 years before Christ. Thejdinal Hugo, a. D. 1240. But as early as the third

Sve books of Moses had been kept with the ark of 'century, the four gospels had been divided into

he covenant, (Deut. xxxi. 24-26,) and Joshua chapters.

aad written the portion of Scripture bearing his

aanie " in the books of the laws of God. Joshua,

?iii. 24-20.

What are the most prominent translations of the

Bible that have been made?
The Septuagint, the Vulgate, the Douay, and
s English, or King James s Bible.

What is the meaning of the word Septuagint?

Seventy. The translation was so called because

t was made by seventy, or more strictly speaking, I which
by seventy-two men; six having been chosen from
3ach of the twelve tribes of Israel for this purpose.

When and where was this translation made?
At Alexandria, in Egypt, about 400 years be-

fore Christ. It was a translation of the Old Tes-

nent only from the Hebrew into the Greek.
How was this regarded by the Jews in the time

When and by whom were the chapters divided

into verses?

By Kobert Stephens, in the year 1551. It i:

said that he pcrforiKed the greater part of this la-

borious ta-k while on horseback, on a journey frou

Paris to Lyons.

—

S. S. Journal.

Census of Canada.—The Canada papers 1:

published abstracts of the census of IfiGl, from

obtain the following facts ;—Of th

:i,506,755 inhabitants of Canada, 1,917,777 were

born within the Province. The native Canadians

of British, and those of French origin, are nearly

equal in their numbers, being 1,037,170 and 880,

607, respectively. N.'xt to these, the two mo-

numerous classes of their population, come the

Irish, with 241,423; the English and Welsh, with

127,423; the Scotch, with 111,959; the natives

Curious Analogy.—There is, in the natural

world, a remarkable phenomenon connected with

ii.-tct-life, which has often occurred to my mind,

*hile meditating on this subject, as presenting a

curious analogy.

Most persons know that every huUrrfij (the

Greek name for which, it is remarkable, is the same
that signifies also the souL

—

Pijscht) comes from a

) or caterpillar ; in the language of naturalists

called a larva. This last name (which signifies

literally a mask) was introduced by Linnaeus, be-

cause the caterpillar is a kind of outward covering,

or disguise, of the future butterfly within. For, it

has been ascertained by curious microscopic exami-

an, that a distinct butterfly, only undeveloped

and not full-grown, is contained within the body of

the caterpillar; that this latter has its own organs

of digestion, respiration, &c., suitable to its larva-

fe, quite distinct from, and independent of, the

future butterfly which it incloses. \\'hen the proper

period arrives, and the life of the insect, in this its

first stage, is to close, it becomes what is called a

Pupa inclosed in a chrysalis or cocoon (often com-
posed of silk ; as is that of the silkworm which sup-

plies us with that important article), and lies torpid

for a time within this natural cofiin, from which it

issues, at the proper period, as a perfect butterfly.

But sometimes this process is marred. There is

a numerous tribe of insects, well known to Natu-

ralists, called /c/i«fM(7w«yZ«Vx; which, in their lar-

va-state, are iKirasitical ; that is, inhabit, and feed

on, other larvas. The Ichneumon fly being pro-

vided with a long sharp sting, which is, in fact, an
ovipositor (egg-layer), pierces with this the body

of a caterpillar in several places, and deposits her

eggs, which are there hatched, and feed, as grubs

(larvaj) on the inward parts of its victim.

The common cabbage-caterpillar (producing a

white butterfly) which often does such mischief in

our gardens, is often thus attacked : and these

being common near our houses, are more easily ob-

served than mo>t others.

A most wonderful circumstance connected with

this process is, that a caterpillar which has been

thus attacked goes on feeding, and apparently thriv-

ing qu te as well during the whole of its larve-life,

as those that have escaped. For, by a wonderful

provision of instinct, the ichneumon-grubs within do

not injure any of the organs of the larva, but feed

only on the future butterfly inclosed within it.

And, consequently, it is hardly possible to distin-

gui-h a caterpillar which has these enemies within

it from those that are untouched.

Bat when the period arrives for the close of the

larva-life, the difference appears. You may often

observe the common cabbage caterpillar retiring, to

undergo their change, into some sheltered spot,

such as the walls of a summer-house ; and some

of them—those that have escaped the parasites

—

assuming the pupa-state, from which they emerge

butterflies. But as for the others, the ichneumon-

grubs at this period issue forth, and spin their little

cocoons of bright yellow silk (about the size and

^bap2 of grains of wheat) from which they are to

issue as flies. Of the unfortunate caterpillar no-

thini' remains but an empty skin. The hidden but-

terfly has been secretly consumed.
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Now, when you are contemplating with wonder

this most curious phenomenon, consider whether

there is not something analogous to it in the con-

dition of some of our race ; whether a man may

not have a kind of secret enemy within bis own

bosom, destroying his soul

—

Psyche—though with-

out interfering with his well-being during the pre-

sent stage of his existence; and whose presence

may never be detected till the time arrives when

the last great change should take place.

Christian reader, reflect whether this may not be

your case. And remember that it is in your power,

now, through the lielp that is promised, to detect

and destroy those secret but deadly enemies with-

in you !

—

Whatf:li/'s Future State, Lee. X.

Dymond on War.

(Continued from p.igo 211.)

It is obvious that this reasoning proceeds upon

the principle that it is lawful to do evil that good

may come. If good will come by violating a treaty,

we may violate it. If good will come by slaugh-

tering other men, we may slaughter them. I know

that the advocate of expediency will tell us that

that is not evil of which good, in the aggregate,

comes ; and that the good or evil of actions consists

in the good or evil of their general consequences.

— I appeal to the understanding and the conscience

of the reader— Is this distinction honest to the

meaning of the apostle? Did he intend to tell his

readers that they might violate their solemn pro-

mises, that they might destroy their fellow chris-

tians, in order that good might come ? If he did

mean this, surely there was little truth in the de-

claration of the same apostle, that lie used great

plainness of speech.

We are told that " whatever is expedient is right."

We shall not quarrel with the dogma, but how is

expediency to be determined'! By the calculations

and gues.sings of men, or by the knowledge and

foresight of God ? Expediency may be the test of

our duties, but what is the test of expediency?

—

Obviously, I think, it is this ; the decisions uhicli

God has made known respecting what is best for

tnan. Calculations of expediency, of " particular

and general consequences," are not intrusted to us,

for this most satisfactory reason—that we cannot

make them. The calculation, to be any thing bet-

ter than vague guessing, requires prescience, and

where is prescience to be sought ? Now it is con-

ceded by our opponents, that the only possessor of

prescience has declared that the forbearing, non

resisting character is best for man. Yet we are

told, that sometimes it is not best, that sometimes

it is "inexpedient." How do we discover this

The promulgator of the law has never intimated it.

Whence then, do we derive the right of substitut

ing our computations for His prescience ? Or,

having obtained it, what is the limit to its exer-

cise ? If, because we calculate that obedience will

not be beneficial, we may dispense with his laws in

one instance, why may we not dispense with them

in ten? Why may we not abrogate them alt

gather ?

The right is however claimed ; and how is it to

be exercised? We are told that the duty of obi

dience " may sowQUmcsha douUcd,''—that in some

cases, we are induced to "call in qutstion" the ob-

ligation of the christian rule—that " situations ?««//

l/e feigned,"— that circumstances "may j'ossibly

arise," in which we are at liberty to dispense with

it—that still it is dangerous to leave " it to the suf-

ferer to decide" when the obligation of the rule

ceases; and that of all these doubts "philosophy

furni-shes no precise solution I"— I know not iiow t(

contend against such principles as these. An ar-

gument might be repelled ; the assertion of a fact

might be disproved ; but what answer can be made

to " possibilities" and "doubts?" They who are

at liberty to guess that christian laws may some-

times be suspended, are at liberty to guess that

Jupiter is a fixed star, or that the existence of!

America is a fiction. What answer the man of

science would make to such suppositions I do not

know, and I do not know what answer to make to

ours. Amongst a community which had to decide

on the " particular and general consequences" of

some political measure, which involved the sacrifice

of the principles of Christianity, there would of ne-

cessity be an endless variety of opinions. Some

would think it expedient to supersede the law of

Christianity, and some would think the evil of obey-

ing the law less than the evil of transgressing it.

Some would think that the '' particular mischief"

outweighed the "general rule," and some that the

"general rule" ontweighed the " particular mis-

chief." And in this chaos of opinion, what is the

line of rectitude, or how is it to be discovered ?

Or, is that rectitude, which appears to each sepa-

rate individual to be right? And are there as many
species of truth as there are discordancies of opin-

ion ?— Is this the simplicity of the gospel ? Is this

the path in which a wayfaring man, tbough a fool

shall not err?

These are the principles of expediency on which

it is argued that the duties which attach to private

life do not attach to citizens.— I think it will he ob-

vious to the eye of candour, that they are exceed-

ingly indeterminate and vague. Little more ap-

pears to be done by Dr. Paley than to exhibit their

doubtfulness. In truth, I do not know whether he

has argued better in favour of his position, or

against it. To me it appears that he has evinced

it to be fallacious ; for 1 do not think that any thing

can be christian truth, of which the truth cannot be

more evidently proved. But whatever may be

thought of the conclusion, the reader will certainly

perceive that the whole queslion is involved in ex-

treme vagueness and indeci.'^ion : an indecision and

vagueness which it is difficult to conceive that Chris-

tianity ever intended should be hung over the very

greatest question of practical morality that man has

to determine ; over the question that asks whether

the followers of Christ are at liberty to destroy one

another. That such a procedure as a war is, under

any circumstances, sanctioned by Christianity, from

whose principles it is acknowledge to be " abhor-

rent," ought to be clearly made out. It ought to be

obvious to loose examination. It ought not to be

necessary to ascertaining it, that a critical investi-

gation should be made, of questions which ordinary

men cannot comprehend, and which, if they com-

prehended them, they could not determine ; and

above all, that investigation ought not to end, as we
have seen it does end, in vague indecision—in

" doubts" of which even '' Philosophy furnishes no

precise solution." But when this indecision and

vagueness are brought to oppose the christian evi-

dence for peace ; when it is contended, not only

that it militates against that evidence, but that it

outbalances and supersedes it—we would say of

such an argument, that it is not only weak, but idle

;

of such a conclusion that it is not only unsound,

hut preposterous.

Christian obligation is a much more simple thing

than speculative philosophy would make it appear

;

and to all those who suppose that our relations as

subjects dismiss the obligation of christian laws,

we would ofl'er the consideration, that neither the

Founder of Christianity nor his apostles ever made
the distinction. Of questions of " particular and

general consequences," of " general advantages

and particular mischiefs," no traces are to bo found

in their words or writings. The morality of Chris-

tianity is a simple system, adapted to the compre-

hensions of ordinary men. Wore it otherwise, what

)

would be its usefulness ? If philosophers only could i

examine our duties, and if their examinations ended |

in doubts witlwut solution, how would men, without
j

learning and without leisure, regulate their con-

J

duct ? I think, indeed, that it is a sufficient objec-

1

tion to all such theories as the present, that they

are not adapted to the wayfaring man. If the
(

present theory be admitted, one of these two eifects
|

11 be the consequence : the greater part of the
j

community must trust for the discovery of their du-

ties to the sagacity of others, or they must act with-

out any knowledge of their duties at all.

But, that the pacific injunctions of the christian

Scriptures do apply to us, under every circumstance

of life, whether private or public, appears to be

made necessary by the universality of christian ob-

ligation. The language of Christianity upon the

obligation of her moral laws, is essentially this,

—

" What I say unto you, I say unto all." The pa-

cific laws of our religion, then, are binding upon
all men ; upon the king and upon every individual

who advises him, upon every member of a legisla-

ture, upon every officer and agent, and upon every

private citizen. How then can tliat be lawful for

a body of men which is unlawful for each indivi-

dual? How if one be disobedient, can his offenc(

make disobedience lawful to all? We maintain

yet more, and say, that to dismiss christian benevo-

lence as subjects, and to retain it as individuals, is

simply impossible. He who possesses that subjuga-

tion of the affections and that universality of be-

nevolence, by which he is influenced to do good to

those who hate him, and to love his enemies in pri-

vate life, cannot, without abandoning those disposi-

tions, butcher other men because they are called

public enemies.

The whole position, therefore, that the pacific

commands and prohibitions of the christian Scrip-

tures do not apply to our conduct as subjects of a

state, appears to me to be a fallacy. Some of the

arguments which are brought to support it, so flip-

pantly dispense with the principles of christian ob-

ligation, so gratuitously assume, that because obe-

dience may be difficult, obedience is not required,

that they are rather an excuse for the distinction

than a justification of it—and some are so lamen-

tably vague and indeterminate, the principles which

are proposed are so technical, so inapplicable to the-i

circumstance of society, and iu truth, so incapablei

of being practically applied, that it is not credible!

that they were designed to suspend the obligation

of rules which were imposed by a revelation from

Heaven.

The reputation of Dr. Paley is so groat, that, aS

he has devoted a chapter of the Moral Philosophj

to " War and Military Establisments," it will per-

haps be expected, in an inquiry like the present^

that some specific reference should be made to hisi

opinions ; and I make this reference willingly.

The chapter "on War" begins thus :
—" BecausM

the christian Scriptures describe wars, as whatj

they are, as crimes or judgments, some men have!

been led to believe that it is unlawful for a chris-j

tian to bear arms. But it should be remembered,Ji

that it may be necessary for individuals to uniteli

their force, and for this end to resign themselves to 1

a common will ; and yet it may be true that that'i

will is often actuated by criminal motives, and often

determined to destructive purposes." This is a

most remarkable paragraph : It assumes, at once,

the whole subject of inquiry, and is an assumption

couched in extraordinary laxity of language.—" If'

may be necessary for individuals to unite their'

force." The tea-table and the drawing-room have

often told us this; but jj/ii/o4'o/j/i?/ should tell us
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necessity is proved. Nor is the morality

of the paragraph more rigid than the philosophy,— " Wars are crimes," and are often undertaken

from " criminal motives, and determined to de-

structive purposes ;" yet of these purposes, and

motives, and crimes, " it may be necessary" for

christians to become the abettors and accomplices !

Paley proceeds to say, that in the New Testa-

ment Lite projessioii of a soldier is nowhere forbid-

den or condemned ; and he refers to the ease of John
the Baptist, of the lloman centurion, and of Cor-

nelius; and with this he finishes all inquiry into

the christian evidence upon the subject, after hav-

ing expended upon it less than a page of the edition

before me.

These arguments arc all derived from the silence

of the New Testamect, and to all reasoning founded

upon this silence, no one can give a better answer

than himself. In replying to the defences by which

the advocates of slavery attempt to justify it, he

notices that which they advance from the silence of

tlie New Testament respecting it. He says—It is

urged that " Slavery was a part of the civil consti-

tution of most countries when Christianity appear-

ed : yet that no passage is to be found in the chris-

tian Scriptures, by which it is condemned or pro-

hibited." " This," he rejoins, " is true ; for Chris-

tianity, soliciting admission into all nations of the

interior, Sept. 25, 1860. Letters have been re-

ceived from them, dated Khoko iu Western Ugogo,

Dec. 12, 1860.

Pelkcriclcs Expediilon to GoncUikoro.—To co-

operate with Capt. Speke, John Fetherick, (author

of" Egypt, the Soudan and Central Africa; being

sketches from sixteen years travel," London, 1801

,

Svo.,) for many years British ("onsul at Khartum,

has been commissioned by the Governmeut and so-

ciety already mentioned, to go up the Nile to Gondo-

koro, fourteen hundred miles above Khartum and

nineteen hundred above Alexandria, where he will

be able to establish a depot of provisions and appara-

tus for Capt. Speke, and if need be, engage with him

in exploring any part of that region. Gondokoro,

described as being in north latitude, 4° 30' and

east longitude 31" 50', is the seat of an ivory mart

during the months of December and January,

when traders from Khartum visit it and obtain

their ivory in exchange for grain and beads. Here

also Knobleeher established a Roman Catholic

mission, which was abandoned in 1859.

The appeal of the Royal Geographical Society

for funds to the extent of £2000, in aid of this

expedition, gives the i'oUowing additional state-

ments :

'' Immediately above Gondokoro, a succession of

rapids prevent farther navigation ; below Gondo'

ith the civil institutions of any. But does it fol

ow, from the silence of Scripture concerning them,

that all the civil institutions which then prevailed

were right, or that the bad should not be exchanged

for better T' I beg the reader to apply this reason-

ing to Paley's own arguments in favour of war from

the silence of the Scriptures. How happens it that

he did not remember it himself?

For " The Friend."

ReccDt Exploring EspeJitions,

The following account taken from the present

month's number of Sillimans' Journal, will be in-

teresting to those who desire to obtain the latest

information concerning the various efforts now
making towards a more perfect knowledge of the

surface of the earth.

AFRICA.

Spekes Journey to Lake Nyanza.—Those who
have kept informed in respect to the progress of

African discovery will remember that on the cele-

brated journey (often referred to in this Journal,)

in which Major Burton visited and explored one

of the great lakes of eastern central Africa, known
as the '' Tanganika," his associate, Capt. Speke,

discovered at a considerable distance northeast and

at a much higher altitude, a second immense lake

called by the natives the Nyanza, to which the

loyal Englishman prefixed the name of his sover-

eign, calling it the Victoria Nyanza. It is this se-

cond lake which was supposed to be the source of

the Nile. In regard to it, however, nothing defi-

nite was known, as the explorer only saw the

fioulhern extremity and had only very meagre and

indefinite information respecting its extent toward

the north. 'The possibility and indeed the plausi-

bility of the proposed solution of the vexed pro-

blem of the Nile, induced the British Government
to co-operate with the Royal Geographical Society,

in sending Capt. Spoke to Zanzibar, once more,

thence to retrace his steps to the Nyanza, and tra-

verse the lake if possible to its northern shores.

world, abstained, as behooved it, from intermeddling I koro the passage is perfectly open to boats, sailing at
'

the times when the periodical winds are favourable.

During ten months of the year Gondokoro is de-

serted; the scanty and barbarous population of

the village is dispersed over its barren neighbor

hood, and an expedition, such as that under Cup

tain Speke and Grant must necessarily be—ex-

hausted of means of baiter, and wholly ignorant

of the negro languages of Northern Atrica— will

be sure to tempt hostility, and to incur serious

danger of absolute want of supplies. If Captain

Speke be unable to reach Gondokoro in December

or January, his position will be exceedingly pre-

carious, while farther advance to the north would

be impossible.
" The first of J. Petherick's proposed objects, is

to form a sufficient depot of grain at Gondokoro,

under the charge of his own men, to insure to

I

Captain Speke means of subsistence and security

from violence whenever he should reach that

place ; the second is, to explore the district coloured

orange, in the accompanying sketch map. The

third is, to effect a meeting with Captain Speke,

and to assist him through the hostile tribes between

the lake and the Nile. Many of these negro

tribes are known to J. Petherick, and it is precisely

where the party under Captain Speke would be

most helpless, that that of J. Petherick would

comparatively speaking, be most at home ;
and

even if the union of the two parties did not actu-

ally take place, the aid which J. Petherick's pre-

sence in the country might, with reason, be ex-

pected to afford to Captain Speke, can hardly be

overrated.
" 'These circumstances being taken into account,

together with the fact of J. Petherick's services

being now available, who, beyond any other Eng-

lishman, is peculiarly fitted for carrying out the

expedition he proposes, the President and Council

of the Royal Geographical Society consider that

they would fall short of their duty if they left any

legitimate means unemployed for securing those

services to the advancement of geography and the

honour of this country. Her Majesty's Govern-

ment havinn- declined to send out this additional

where of course it could be determined whether ajespedition, the President and Council make their

great river flowed from it. He set out upon this appeal to the liberality of individual Fellows of the

second journey, April 21st, 1860, having as an as- society, and to that of the public.

socials Capt. Grant. They left Zanzibar for the "The sum required to be raised is £3000,

Should this be quickly obtained, J. Petherick will

undertake to reach Gondokoro in November, 1601,

He wilt then explore until March, 1802, when the

netting in of the rainy season prevents farther

movements. Starting afresh in August, 1662, he

proposes to continue his travels till February, 1863,

and after that to return to Gondokoro, reaching

his depot in 1863 or early in 1864."

Although only £1000, or half of the sum called

for, was raised, J. Petherick set out in April,

1S61. Letters have been received from him dated

Korosko, Aug. 9, 1861.

The following instrumental instructions for his

guidance were issued by the Honorary Secretary

of the Society, F. (jalton, Esq. :

" The observations that it is absolutely requi-

site you should make, are

—

'•1. You are earnestly recommended to use

every opportunity of practising with your sextants

upon stars while on the lower Nile, and able to

check your results with known latitudes ; also to

practise observing eclipses and oecultatious under

the same circumstances.
" 2. As a general rule, observations should be

made at marked points, such as the confluence of

rivers, prominent hills, and native towns, rather

than at mere eueaiupments.
" 3, Reliable latitudes of different places on the

White Nile between Khartum and Gondokoro, and

on your further line of travel. The latitude of

Gondokoro is especially desired, and the meridian

altitudes of at least six stars ; three north and

three south should there be observed.

" 4. Longitudes by the exceedingly simple me-

thods of the eclipses of Jupiter's statellites, or of

occultations of stars, to be made at Gondokoro and

at the furthest point of your travel, or at places

adjacent to these. The local time should there be

determined by more than one set of observations,

to guard against error, and the method of altitudes

on both sides of the meridian should always be

used. Any longitude south of the parallel of the

Bahr el Ghazal would be very valuable.

"5. The elevation above the sea of the following

places by observation of the temperature of boiling

water :—Cairo, Thebes, Assoun, Junction of At-

bara, Khartum, the capitol of the Shilluk country,

the river at a poiut opposite the Bahr el Ghazel,

Gondokoro, and different stations on your further

route.

'The three boiling point thermometers to be

occasionally compared, and to be carefully preserv-

ed, with the view of determining any changes in

their index errors. T'hey are also to be compared

with those of Captain Speke, in the event of the

hoped-for meeting taking place between you and

that gentleman.

"7. Simultaneous observations of the rise and

fall of the Nile, at Gondokoro and Khartum, should

be instituted, and also at as many other places as

trustworthy observers may be found to make them.

" 8. It is of great geographical importance that

the breadth, depth and velocity of the upper White

Nile and its tributaries be ascertained, in order

that their sections may be protracted, and the

quantity of water that passes down them be de-

termined. A few notes on practical methods of

doing this will be prepared and given to you by
— George.

" 9. 'The compass bearing of marked hills should

be frequently taken, and the position whence they

are observed, defined and laid down as unmistaka-

bly as possible by cross bearing. Your course

and estimated distances should be noted continu-

ously day by day, and the variation of the com-

pass frequently determined.

"10. Time observations with your chronometer
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should be taken, whenever latitude observations

are made. These will serve to concect distant

points whose longitude has beeen reliably deter-

mined bj the rare occurrence of satellite eclipses

and occultations.

"11. If any architectural monuments are met

with, it would be important to take sketches or

photographs of them, however rude ; to make a

general plan by measurement, (for which a measur-

ing tape should be taken ;) and to note any pecu-

liarities of construction or style, such as the use of

the arch, the angles of the walls, doorways and

windows. If there be any inscriptions or hiero-

glyphs, they should be copied, or impressions taken

of them, if possible, with coarse paper damped in

water and pressed with a brush, upon the inscrip-

tion. Aiy small objects of art or antiquity found

amongst the natives, should if possible, be col-

lected.

"12. Every observation is to be copied from

your rough notes into the register- book which is

supplied to you. Your entries, up to the last op-

portunity of communicating this winter with Khar-

tum to be forwarded from Gondokoro to the Sec-

retary of the lloyal Geographical Society."

L(.iie&t Intelligence jrovi Dr. Livingstone.—
From the proceedings of the Royal Geographical

Society, London, it appears that Bishop Mac-

kenzie, of the United University, Central African

Mission, arrived off the mouth of the Zambesi in

February, 1861, where he found Dr. Livingstone

and his associates about to start on an exploration

of the Rufuma river, in hopes of discovering by its

waters a more convenient access to the Nya-sa and

Shire districts. The bishop and one of his com-

panions joined the expedition.

A letter from Dr. Livingstone to the late Pro-

fessor Hitter, dated from the Rufuma, March 2,

was presented to the Berlin Geographical Society

at its August Meeting.

Subsequent intelligence shows that the attempt

of this bold traveller to ascend the Rufuma in his

new steamer, the Pwtteer^ was not successfu

After grounding several times he had been obliged

to desist, and return to the Zambesi. The failure

was attributed to the fact that the boat drew five

feet of water, and did not arrive from England
till the rainy season was far advanced.

lyjeaji's Expedition to Gomlokoro.—G. Lejean,

who is said to have been aided in his outfit by the

emperor of the French, set out early in 1860 from

Khartum, and went south, hoping to find the source

of the White Nile in the Lake Nyanza of Speke,

—the same end in part which J. Petberick pro-

posed to himself. Lejean reached Gondokoro, and

was then prevented by illness from pushing his

explorations farther. But the Journal of the

Geographical Society of Paris, gives us reason to

expect good results from his investigations it

Eastern Soudan and high Nubia.

Roscker and von der Dedcen.—Karl v. d

Decken, a friend of the late Dr. Roscher, (mur
dered in his attempt to reach Lake Nyassa from
the East African coast,) endeavoured to prosecute

the discoveries of Roscher, but was robbed and
driven back. A recent letter to Sir Roderick

JIurchison says that v. d. Decken will now try to

reach the peaks of Kilimandjaro.

(Tol«.c .ludcd..!

Flint-Raising in Baltimore.— T. Baynes,

recent American Fanner, gives the following ac-

count. The amount per acre is of no account, as

all experience shows that the more extensive the

operations, though the net profit is greater, the

proportionate profit is less ; but as a statement of

what can be realized in one season from about one-

sixth of an acre of small fruits is in itself interest-

Tho portion of my garden, eighty-five feet

square, gives the following result, viz

—

763 pounds, at 10 cents

200 pounds, at 15 cents

170 pounds, at 11 cents

150 pounds, at 10 cents

S76 30

30 00

18 70

15 00

1283 §140 00

quarts of strawberries, at 10 cents . . S4 20

582 quarts of gooseberries, at 25 cents . 14 50

17i- quarts of raspberries, at 20 cents . . 3 50

4 quarts of red currants, at 8 cents . . 32

3 quarts of black currants, at 8 cents . . 24

13 quarts of white currants, at 8 cents . 1 04

Rhubarb 1 00

8164 80

8164 80 for 85 feet square is equal to 81031 25

per acre.

Labour for digging and hoeing was twelve dol

lars. Besides, my attention (which is a pleasure)

will not amount to over half an hour per day dur-

ing the season."

NIGHT SHOWETH KNOWLEDGE.

When I survey the bright

Celestial sphere,

So rit-h with jewels hung, that n'ght

Doth like an Ethiop bride appear,

My soul her wings doth spread,

And heavenward flies,

The Almighty mysteries to read

In the large volumes of the skies.

For the bright firmament '

Shoots forth no flame

So silent, but is eloquent

In speaking the Creator's name;

No unregarded star

Contracts Its light

Into so small a character,

Removed far from our human sight,

But if in steadfast look

We shall discern

In it, as in some holy book,

How man may heavenly knowledge k

Thus those celestial fires,

Though seeming mute,
The fallacy of our desires,

And all the pride of life confute.

For they have watched since first

The world had birth
;

And found sin in itself accurst,

And uuthing jjermauent ou earth.

THE RIVER.

Beneath this fair, unclouded sky,

How sweetly glides the tranquil river.

Each scene of beauty passing by,

To ocean's breast it flows forever.

Now in the sunshine sparkling bright,

Hid now awhile in deepest shade;
Through calm, through storm, by day, by 1:

Alike its onward course is made.
Here with the willow-bough it plays.

There gently sports with weed or flower,

Yet naught its onward course delays,

Naught stays the progress of each hour.
When all the world is hushed in sk-ep,

Unchecked, it holds its constant way,
What time the stilly hours creep
From lonesome night to busy day.

As tends this river to the sea.

So every thought and word should tend

Unto that'blest eternity

Wherein mortality shall end.

Men, mourn not if for life's brief years,

Barren hath been the path we've trod,

If it avail, 'mid joys and tears,

To bring us nearer to our God.

For " The Friend."

The GoTernment ef the Tousue.

The difficulty attending the due management of

this unruly member is expressed in forcible terms

by the Apostle James. Itis, however, only through

the inshining of the true Light, that the awakened
mind is enable to perceive the full importance of

the duty adverted to, and is made sensible of its

many failings and short comings in this respect.

Tlie light which discovers our deficiencies, will also,

as it is yielded to and obeyed, give power to over-

come them, and we shall thus prove that divine

Grace is indeed sufficient for all our needs. Look-
ing over an old volume published in 1675, I met
with some remarks, which seemed worthy of being

revived. The following are extracts, the language -

being a little changed in some instances.

" The due management of the tongue may rightly

be esteemed one of the greatest mysteries of wis-

dom and virtue. This is intimated by the Apostle,

' If any man offeud not in word, the same is a per-

fect man, and able also to bridle the whole body,

James iii. 2.' 'Tis storied of Bembo, a primitive

Christian, that coming to a friend to teach him a

Psalm, he began to him the thirty-ninth, ' I said I

will look to my ways, that I offend not with my
tongue ;' upon hearing of which verse, he stopped

his tutor, saying, 'this is enough for me, if I learn

it as I ought,' and being after six months rebuked

for not coming again, he replied, that he had not

yet learned his first lesson, nay, after nineteen

years he professed that in that time he had scarce

learned to fulfil that one line. I give not this in-

stance to discourage, but rather to quicken men to

the study, for a lesson that requires so much time

to learn, had need be early begun with."

Among the manifold errors into which an ill-

regulated tongue is apt to fall, is one which the

writer terms the uttering of " uncharitable truth,"

it being as possible to impair a man's reputation

by true reports as by false ones. There are of

course, many cases in which justice and right re-

quire that the truth should be spoken of our neigh-

bour, and in which it may not only be lawful, but

a duty to expose his failings and wrong doing.

These are rightfully excepted ; but apart from all

cases of this class, if we will narrowly examine the

grounds of our conduct, we shall probably often

find a disposition prompting us to allude in some
disparaging way to the weaknesses, theeccentricities,

or what we may deem the errors, of others. The
writer points out several of the more obvious

causes of this tendency to utter " uncharitable

truth," and among tbem he enumerates pride. " In

the first place I may vQckon, pride, a humour which
as it is always mounting, so it will make use of

any foot-stool towards its rise. A man who affects

an extraordinary splendor of reputation, is glad

to find any foils to set him off, and therefore will

let no fault or folly of another enjoy the shade,

but brings into the open light, that by the compari-

son, bis own excellences may appear the brighter.

I dare appeal to the breast of any proud man,
whether he do not upon such occasions, delight to

make some pharisaical reflections on himself;

whether be be not apt to say, I am not like other

men, or as this 2^"l^liean, though probably he
leaves out the ^God I thank thee.' Now, he that

cherishes such sentiments as these in himself, will
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doubtless be willing to propagate them, to other men jceived from them thirteen millions of money as the

and to that ead, renders the blemishes of others price of their couveyance.

as visible as he can. But this betrays an uugen-
j

" These variou-i companies command patronage,

crous spirit, which from a consciousness that he
,
money, custom,— all that confers power, to an ex-

wants solid worth, on which to base a reputation, tent previously unheard of in the history of asso-

is fain to found it on the ruins of other men. Thei ciations. They have noble lords and honourable

true diamond sparkles even in the sunshine; 'tis, members for their active agents and astute rulers,

but a glow-worm virtue that owes its lustre to the They have opportunities of affording advantages,

darliness about it." " Another prompter to de-|orot' withdrawing them ; of granting or withhoid-

traction is envy. He that has a pique against .ing favours; of indulging in civilities, and of ac-

another, would have him as hateful to all maniiind quiring popularity, which they often employ to

as he is to him, and therefore as he grieves and great advantage.

repiuesatanything that may advance his estimation, "To the tender mercies of this heterogeneous so-

so he exults and triumphs when any thing occurs ciety of companies are our 1G3 millions of travel-

which may depress it, and is usually very Indus- ling public handed over, a helpless mass. They
trious to improve the opportunity, nay, has a strange are all, as a rule, equally ignorant of the condition

sagacity in hunting it out. No vulture doth more of the engine and carriages, and of the line over

quickly scent a carcass, than an envious po

those deadfiles which corrupt his neighbour's oint-

ment, the vapor whereof his hate, like a wind,

scatters and disperses far and near. Nor needs he

any great crime to practise on ; every little infirmity

or passion, looked on through his optics, appears a

mountainous guilt. He can improve the least

speech or freckle into a leprosy, which shall over-

spread the whole man, and a cloud no bigger than

mans hand, like that of Elisha, may quickly

which they are to pass; of the strengtii of the

bridges, the efficiency of the signals, or the regu-

larity with which they are worked. They cannot,

of course, know what train is before them, or what

train will follow them ; nor can they be aware of

any of the thousand and one risks to which they

are exposed.
" The public cannot, then, be expected to exercise,

of itself, any efficient control over this vast, highly

anized, powerful conveyance-machine; but it

with the help of prejudice, grow to the utter dark- [has nevertheless groat power if its influence b

cning of the brightest reputation. No man that is properly directed; for railway companies are ex-

eminent for piety, (or indeed but for moral virtue,) tremely sensitive to well instructed public opinion,

but he shall have many eyes upon him, ivatchinglTha public knows very little of the dangers that

for his halting, and if any the least obliquity can i it incurs, but it is a good judge of the inconvoni-

be espied, he is used worse than the vilest male- ences which it encounters. It is patient under them

factor, for such are tried but at one bar, and know to an extraordinary degree. Railways are worked

the utmost of their doom, but these are arraigned

by many tongues, and before partial tribunals."

for profit; and whilst a company is in undisturbed

possession of its territory and traffic, it naturally

strives to get as much as it can out of the public,

and to give as little as possible in return.

"Nevertheless, when the public convenience is at

The last number of the London Quarterly lie- stake in a particular locality, local boards, local

view contains an interesting article on " llailway i authorities and local newspapers are sometimes of

Control," from which we take some extracts for
|

avail in obtaining a remedy."
" The Friend."

*
In the causes of accidents, or of danger to life

"The iron rail has superseded the road of other
|

and limb, are given instances of overworking; of

metal; the six-legged horse has, for long journeys, I parsimony on the part of railroad companies, and

driven the quadruped out of, or into the field; and ^of known culpable and hazardous ignorance on the

the single stage-coach has made v/ay for the train jpart of their servants, which had they been dis-

of more convenient carriages. The United King-
j covered by some British traveller in this country,

dom is—to its infinite ad vantage ^intersected by would most probably have been adduced as evi-

10,500 miles of railway, of which two-thirds are dence of the wretched management of our railway

constructed with a double line of rails; and the

gaps over the country are being filled up at the

rate of 400 miles a year. The enormous sum of

400,000,OOOA has been expended within the last

thirty-five years upon these works ; the total re-

and of American recklessness of husyste

life.

" That railway travelling is safer than any other

mode of travelling is well known. Taking the

average of a series of years, it would appear that

ceipts derived from them during the year 1860 (for an average journey, say of 10 miles, only 1 in

amounted to 27,766, 6-2'2^. ; and the net revenue every 8,000,000 of passengers is killed, and only

for the same period was upwards of fourteen mil-jl ju every 330,000 is injured, from causes over

lions and a half. which they have no control. These numbers vary
" There are now in the United Kingdom upwards materially, however, from year to year. In the

of 300 railway companies, leasing and leased, llast half of 1860, as is shown by the latest return

working and worked, agreeing and combining, [before us, 136 persons were returned as killed, and

quarrelling and competing, entering into every
1

414 as injured ; but of these only 36 were killed

conceivable complication with each otljer, and pos- jaud 364 injured as passengers; and of these again

Bessing in all directions ties of common ambition only 23 were killed and 351 injured from causes

or objects of conflicting interest. They vary inibeyond their own control. There is no doubt

the length of their lines from 2 miles to 1,000 'that these numbers are below the mark. Many
miles, and in the amount of their capital from 20,- servants of companies are undoubtedly killed and

000/. to 37,000,000/. They employ, altogether, [injured whose deaths are not included in the of-

120,000 officers and servants; and they possess ficial returns, in consequence of the necessary

6,000 locomotive engines, 15,000 passenger-car-

riages, and 180,000 trucks, wagons and other ve-

hicles. They carried, in the year 1360, besides

48,000 season and periodical ticket-holders, 163,-

000,000 passengers, of whom about an eightli

formation not being furnished by the railway com-

panies.

" Of those disasters which have acquired the name

of railway accidents, 840 have been inquired into

reported on during eleven years by the officer:

were first-class, five-sixteenths were second-class,
i of the Board of Trade. These were not by any

and nine-sixteenths were third-class; and they re-
1 means all that occurred; but they were selected

for inquiry from among those which were reported

by the railway companies, or which came under
the notice of the Board in other ways; and they

may fairly be considered as representing the prin-

cipal accidents which were accompanied with per-

sonal injury. Of the total number of accidents,

an annual average of 44 out of 76 consisted of

collisions between trains and engines. We will

notice such of the accidents reported on as appear
to us most worthy of attention.

~
" lu the case of a collision on one of the Scotch

lines, it was ascertained that the engine-driver and
fireman had been out for more than thirty hours,

and that the guard, who had suffered from two
broken ribs a fortnight previously, and had returned
to his work for the first time after that mislortunc,

had been on duty from nine o'clock one evening
until eleven o'clock on the next morning but one,

with only two hours and a half for sleep during that

period ! The engine broke down, the guard was
fast asleep in his van, and a passenger train which
was following came into collision with the train of

which he was supposed to be taking charge.
" On an Irish railway, an engine driver, whose

ordinary duties extended from 5 a. m. till 10 p. m.,

with three hours' intermission, fell asleep from
overwork, and caused an accident.

" At no great distance from Birmingham, in one
case, a signal-man had been on duty for twenty-six

hours; and there were engine drivers and firemen,

in another case, whose average duty amounted to

sixteen hours a day, but who had been out for

nineteen, twenty-one and twenty-six hours. At
Normauton a pointsman worked habitually for

eighteen hours a day.
" The engine-driver of a coal train near London,

was at work from 6 a. m. one day until 8.30 the
next morning. The engine-drivers in North
Wales were occasionally kept out for twenty-three

hours; and the ordinary duties of a station-mas-

ter on tiie South- West of L iiidon, extended ovel

sixteen hours on week days, and thirteen hours on
Sundays. Certain other men came on duty at six

A.M., and were sent out with a fresh train after

working to between 10 and U p.m.; and others

again remained on duty from the middle of one
day to the evening of the next day.

"These and other instances of over-work of ser-

vants are examples of one way in which accidents

are caused. There are other causes which are

equally inexcusable, but there are none which are

more discreditable to the directors and managers
of railways.

" One collision brought to light the case of a
little girl, thirteen years of age, who was doing

duty as gate-keeper and signal-man at an impor-

tant post in Staffijrdshire. In other cases, a little

boy was acting as pointsman in Lancashire; a

youth of sixteen was doing regular duty of fifteen

hours daily in a midland county; another youth

was in charge of telegraph instruments in Kent,
and, although these instruments were intended

specially to provide for the safety of the traffii;, he

was saddled with numerous other duties which
rendered it impossible tor him to attend to them.

A youth of nineteen, also was found to have been

in charge of a long train in North Wales, who had
only once previously been on the line, who knew
nothing of the running of the trains, or of the com-
pany's regulations, and who had not been pro-

vided with a watch, a time-table, or a book of

rules.

" Over-work, as we have already stated, tends to

occasion want ot' discipline; and sometimes regu-

lations are disobeyed from the want of means, or

from the force of circumstances. Time-tables are

so drawn up that they cannot be carried out. Re-
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gulations are printed and supplied to the servants

of a company which are not suitable, and which

they are punished for not complying with when

an accident happens."

After pointing out " in extenso," the common
causes of accidents, th« modes of overcoming or

removing them, and the precautions and system of

management which the public had the right to

insist upon being adopted and carried into effect^

the article concludes thus.

" The sum of our conclusions may be stated in a

very few words. The means of railway control

which may best be made available for the benefit

of tbe public are competition and publicity. Com-

petition produces convenience, and publicity cau-

tion. By a judicious encouragement of competi-

tion, or in other words, by preventing those further

combinations from being made legal which would

tend to neutralize this valuable resource, as much
accommodation may be obtained for the public as

they can reasonably expect, and more than they

could get in any otber way. Publicity would be

gained by the Government's placing at once at the

disposal of the press and the public, that timely

information as to the true causes of accident which

they have a right to possess. Responsibility would

then be attached to the higher officers of railway

companies; error would be exposed, and truth

proclaimed ; warnings would be afforded, and in-

struction imparted ; the lessons of experiepce would

be prominently set forth, and would, in a greater

degree than at present, be practically enforced
;

and an increased measure of precaiilion^ upon

which safety principally depends, would, without

doubt, eventually be ensured."

Whoever deserts his duty, to give himself up

to occupations which suit his taste, (bow pious

soever they may appear,) does nothing accept-

able to God or beneficial to himself, since in fact,

he seeks bis own gratification. God must be

served according to his will ; we cannot serve him
as we choose. What religion is that which re-

fuses compliance with the will of God ?
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SUM.MARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Liverpool advices to the 2G.h ult. Orders

had been received .it Sheerness to dism:iiille all the gun-
boats lately prepared for the anticipated difficulty with
America.
The Daily News and Star print, with favourable com-

ment, the permission of Secretary Seward, allowing the
British troops to pass through Maine.

It is reported that a number of English steamers have
been insured to run the blockade of the Southern ports
of Ihe United States.

The address of the French -Assembly, in reply to the
speech of Napoleon, while regretting the existence of the
civil war in America, expresses a confident belief that
the war will be all the shorter, if not interfered with.
The terrible inundations, in Germany, from the rising

of the rivers, had caused great distress and incalculable
damage. The floods extended all over the north and
east of France toward the Belgian boundary. .

The Liverpool cotton market was nctiw, at a small
advance. Sales of the week, 85.000 bales. Stock in
port, 473,000 bales, including 178,000 American. Bread-
EtulTs, dull and declining.

U.viTED States.—On the 7tli inst., the President trans-
mitted a message to Congress, recoraracnding the adop-
tion of a joint resolution, which shall declare in sub-
stance that the United States ought to co-operate with
any State which may adopt gradual abolishment of

very, giv I such St!i pecuniary be used
by any such State in its discretion to compensate for
the inconveniences, public and private, produced by
such charge of system. He recommends this as an ini-
tiative step, auticiijating important results from it. It

was referred to the Committee of the Whole on the State

of the Union. A bill for the employment of the deserted

slaves in South Carolina, and for the occupation and
cultivation of the cotton lands, passed the Senate by a

vote of 2G to 14. The two District Committees in the

House and Senate have decided to report a bill for the

immediate abolition of slavery in the District of Colum-
bia. The Senate has passed the House bill, which pro-

hibits all officers, soldiers, &c., in the service of the go-

vernment, from aiding in the return of fugitive slaves.

Neiv rori.—.Mortality last week, 456. Uuder five

years of age, 231. On the 8th inst., the banks of this

"city held $30,436,644 in specie. The premium for gold,

2 per cent. The market for grain on tl.e 10th was less

active. Sales of Spring wheat, $1.22 a $1.24; white
Michigan, $1.47 a $1.50 ; oats, 38 cts. a 40 cts.

;
yellow

corn, 58 cts. a 59 cts.

Philadelphia.—noTlBWiy last week, 293. Red wheat,
$1.32 a $1.33; rye, 74 cts.; oats, 36 cts. a 38 cts.; new
yellow corn, 53 cts. a 55 cts.

The War.—The military operations have become so

extended, that it is difficult to present a clear view of

them, in the narrow limits assigned for this purpose.
Arkansas.—A despatch from Gen. Halleck, on the 10th

inst, announces that the U. S. forces, under Gen. Curtis,

had defeated the rebel army commanded by Price and
.M'Cjlloch, after a severe contest. About one thousand
of the Federal troops were killed and wounded ; the loss

f the rebels, who were completely routed, was still

greater.

Missouri.—The rebel forces at New Madrid having
been largely reinforced from Columbus and Memphis,
are reported to be formidable in numbers, and strongly

intrenched. The Union army commanded by General
Pope, was close at hand, and a battle was daily expect-

ed on the 9th inst.

Tennessee.—The military restrictions on trade between
the Northern ports and Nashville, have been removed,
and post-office facilities have been extended to the citv

and various parts of the State. The U. S. forces have
occupied Murfreesboro, thirty miles south of Nashville.

The rebel army numbering about 25,000, had retreated

into Alabama. Accounts from .Memphis represent much
alarm as prevailing there, from the fear that the town
will be soon taken by the U. S. army. All the gold and
silver in the banks and the treasures of private indivi-

duals, had been sent to New Orleans for safety. No ac-
curate statement has been given of the loss of life a

capture of Fort Donelson. From a comparison of the
different accounts, it appears probable that not fe'

than two thousand men were killed on both sides, and
three thousand wounded in this sanguinary conflict.

Virginia.—Leesburg, Loudon county, has been occu-
pied by a part of Gen. Banks's command. The U. S.

forces have extended their lines in the valley of the
Shenandoah, taking possession of such points as ap-
peared desirable. On the 10th inst., it was not doubted
at Washington, that the rebels had evacuated Ceutre-
viUe, Winchester, and other important points, indicating
a general falling back of their forces. On the 11th, the
U. S. forces took peaceful possession of Manassas. The
so-called blockade of the Potomac by the rebel batteries

is considered virtually at an end. Gen. Hooker reports
that all the rebel batteries opposite his division hav
been deserted, and the guns spiked. He h is taken some
valuable pieces ofcannon. On the 8th inst., an unlooked-
for-disaster befel a portion of the U. S^ fleet in Hamp-
ton Roads. The rebel iron plated steamer .VIerrimac came
out of Norfolk harbour, moved slowly down the chan-
nel leading to Newport News, and steamed direct for the
United States sailing frigates Cumberland and Congress,
which were lying at the mouth of the James river. As
soon as she came within range of the Cumberland, the
latter opened fire, but the balls had no effect on her.

In the meantime the rebel steamers Yorktown and
Jamestown came down the James river, and joined in

the engagement. The .Merriniac kept on her course, and
ran against the Cumberland, striking her about midships
and laying open her sides. This movement was repeated,
and then the steamer started for the Congress. The latter

having had a sharp engagement with the Yorktown and
Jamestown, and having no regular crew on board of her,

t once surrendered. The officers were taken off by the
Jamestown, but the crew were allowed to escape.

" The
vessel was then fired. The Minnesota attempted to engage
in the conflict, but ran aground not far from Newport
News. The frigate Cumberland sunk, carrying down a
large part of her crew

; some escaped by swimming to
land. Wooden vessels being w':olly unable to resist the
attacks of the Merrimac, her ravages might have pro-
ceeded much further but for the arrival of the new iron
clad steamer, the .Monitor, which entered the roads from
New York in the evening, and at once went to the res-
cue of the Minnesota. The Monitor was attacked by

Memphi*'

the Merrimac and all the rebel boats that night, and on
the following day, but beat them off without sustaining

any injury.

North Carolina.—General Burnside's command
taken possession of Winton, and were moving toward;

Suffolk, Va., a station of importance on the Sea Boardl
and Roanoke Railroad.

G^for^i'o.—Affairs in the neighbourhood of Savannah,
at the latest dates, had not changed. Com. Dupont with i

his fleet has taken Brunswick, and secured the controll

of the whole sea coast of t

Florida.—Fernandina, and the river and town of St.

Mary's have been occupied by the U. S. forces. The^
fortifications at these places were very strong, but the'

rebels fled on the approach of Com. Dupont's fle

out attempting resistance. Fort Clinch, which was the-'

first place seized by the rebels, has been relinquished:;

uninjured. i

Southern Items.—A despatch from Atlanta, Ga., states ij

^enn., hf '

forces, and that Gen. Jobnstc

rebel army to Decatur, Ala.,

and Charleston Railroad.

The rebel Congress in session, at Richmond, has adopt-

ed, by a vote of 71 to 11, a resolution directing the mi- '

litary commanders to destroy all the cotton and tobacco i

that is in danger of falling into the hands of the U. S.

government.
A number of Unionists have been discovered and aiV"

rested in Richmond.
Specie was quoted in Richmond at 40 a 50 per cent,

premium.
Bishop Andrews has postponed indefinitely the Gene--

ral Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Sonlh,

,

which was to meet at New Orleans on the 1st proximo.
There is no great scarcity of necessaries at the South,

.

though many articles, such as tea, coffee, butter and
salt, are high. Sweet potatoes are abundant and cheap,

and many persons make them their chief article of food.

The rebels have established powder mills in Virginia,j

South Carolina, Georgia and Alabama.
The people of the South are warmly urging and de-

manding that Jeff. Davis, the President of the Confe-
deracy, should take the field in person.

^

The rebel legislature at Memphis, Tenn., after several
ineffectual attempts to transact business, finally

persed. Gov. Harris was using all his efforts to i

the people to renewed exertions lor the rebel cause,

with only partial success.
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Received from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for Nathan Cook,

$2, vol. 35 ; from Alfred Megrail, agt., 0., $2, vol. 35,

and for John Hoyle.Senr., John Hoyle, Jr., J. W. M'Grew,
and F. M'Grew, $2 each, vol. 35, for J. C. Hill, 50 cts.,

to 14, vol. 34; from T. S. Cobb, Mich., $2, vol. 34.

TR.\CT ASSOCIATION. '!

The Annual .Meeting of the Tract Association of
Friends will be held in the Committee-room of Arch
Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening, the 2Gth

instant, at 8 o'clock. Members of the Association and
other Friends interested are invited to attend.

Charles J. Ali.kx, Clerk.

Philad., Third month, 18C2.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTORS TO
TIII5 ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contributors to the ,

Asylum for the Relief of Persons Deprived of the Use of I

their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day, the 19th of(

Third month, 18G2, at 3 o'clock, p. m., at Aich Streets

Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Clerk.

WEST-GROVE BO.-iRDING-SCHOOL FOR GIR.S,

(on the PHILAn. AND BALTIMORE CENTRAL RAILROAD.)

The Summer Session will open on Second-day, the

5th of Fifth month next.

For information and c ars, address

DMAS CoNARD, Principa

West-Grove P. 0., Pa.

Married, on the 15lh of First mo., 1862, at '.

Meeting, London Grove, Chester Co., Pa., Lewi;

and Edith T. Phillips.

PILE & M'ELROY', printers.
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Reeent Exploring Expeditions.

(Concluded from page 222.)

THE POLAR REGIOXS.

The Polar Expedition of Dr. Hayes.~The re-

urn of Dr. I. I. Hayes, who set sail from Boston,

Fuly 10, 1860, for the purpose of adding to

)ur knowledge of the Arctic Regions, and especially

f ascertaining whether there is an open Polar
sea, has already been mentioned in this journal

xxxii, 4-52.) Immediately after his arrival in

Joston he addre.-sed a letter to Henry Grinell,

isq.. President of the American Geographical
Society in New York, and on the 13th of Novem-
Der he made a public statement before the same
lociety, under whose auspices iu part he went forth,

n respect to the results which his expedition ac-

lomplished. A few days later he addressed the

icademy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia

ipon the same subject. Full reports of these com-
nunications have been made in the newspapers of
" e day, but so far as we are aware Dr. Hayes has

30t yet printed any complete authentic account of

lis voyage. Indeed it is too soon to expect him to

3o so.

In a letter addres-ed to Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.,

le speaks as follows in reference to one of these

iddresses :
'' You will understand that I do not

indertake in it a discussion of results, for my ma-
;erials are yet unreduced. I shall merely describe

what I saw and what was done in behalf of the

cience of the Arctic regions. My materials are I

Jelieve of much value. Since the death of A.
Sonntag I have laboured almost alone, and of

Jourse 1 have not done all that might have been

iccomplished by a corps ot workers. The duties

)f my command occupied much of my time and
[ embraced every opportunity to collect photo-

raphic views. Of these I have nearly two hun-
Ired, many of them quite good. My scientitio

"riends will, I trust therefore be lenient towards
iny imperfections or detieiencies in my results. The
photographic views especially of the glaciers will

30t be without a certain scientific value.

"The expedition has been for the most part for-

;unate and satisfactory."

Awaiting from Dr. Hayes a more elaborate

statement of the voyage, we place upon record

bere for convenience of reference a few of the

The United States, Dr. 1. 1. Hayes, commander,
set sail from Boston, July 10, 1860, and returned

to that port October 23, 1861. The first stopping

place was Proven, in lat. 72 ^, then Upernavik, and

then Tessuisak, iu iat. 73^ 40', from which he set

sail, (going northward through Melville Bay,) Aug.
22, 1860. After various repulses by the ice, the

vessel entered Smith's Straits, Sept. 2. The ice

was so extraordinarily thick that it prevented any

access to the western coast of the straits, and Dr.

Hayes contrary to his plan was driven into winter

quarters on the east coast about ten miles north of

Cape Alexander and about twenty miles south in

"atitude, and ninty miles south by coast line of

Dr. Kane's winter quarters in 1854-5. He named
his harbour Port Fouike after a distinguished

member of the Philadelphia Academy. The loss

of Dr. Hayes's dog team, the death of his chief

scientific reliance, A. Sonutag, the peculiar condi-

tion of the ice and other difficulties seriously inter-

fered with the proposed sledge journey to the

North,—but persevering, amidst great obstacles,

Dr. Hayes suceeded in going as far north as 81^

35' latitude which he attained on the 18th of May.
He returned to his winter quarters in June. The
remainder of the summer he spent in scientific re-

searches and in making ready for his return voy-

age. He saw no reason to suppose that by spend-

a second winter in that high latitude he

could with his reduced force accomplish enough to

warrant the increased expenditure. The results of

his voyage are thus briefly stated :

"1. A detailed survey of the west coast of

North BaSin Bay, Smith Strait, Kennedy Channel,

and the extension of the survey to the north of

any previous explorations. This survey embraces

about 1,300 miles of coast line.

"2. 'Tlie discovery of a new channel opening

westward from Smith Strait, parallel with Jones'

and Lancaster Sounds.
" 3. A detailed survey of the coasts of Whale

Sound, and the coasts to the north and south of it.

This survey embraces about six hundred miles of

coast line.

"4. Surveys of glaciers by which their rate of

movement is estimated.
" 5. Complete sots of pendulum experiments.
" 6. Sets of magnetic experiments at Port

Fouike, Cape Isabella, in Whale Sound, at Uper
navik and Godhavn.

''7. Topographic and hydrographic surveys, in

eluding tidal observations.

" 8. Larsc collections of specimens of natural

history, and geological and mineralogical collec-

tions.

" 9. A continuous set of meteorological observa

tions.

" 10. An extensive collection of Photographic

views.

"11. The accomplishment of a more northern

latitude than ever before attained upon land.

" 12. Fresh confirmation of theories respecting

the open Polar Sea."

TorreU's Polar EzpeditioJi.—The Swedish Po-

lar expedition under Torrell which was fitted

out with extraordinary completeness has failed in

ts chief objects. The ships lay for more than a

month in the Treurenberg Bay, on the north coast

of Spitzenberg, shut in by pack ice, and were af-

torwards much hindered by bad weather and
other difficulties, while the sled expedition to the

North Pole was wholly given up on account of the

iting ice.

—

PeUrnuuui'ii Journal.

Tlie Ncrth Atlantic Tekgrapk Eaj>loratians.—
Since the possibility of a transatlantic telegraph

was so successfully demonstrated by C. Field and
is associates iu their great experiment of 1858,

various plans have been suggested for accomplish-

g the same results in a manner more likely to

be of lasting service. 'The scheme upon which
most attention has been bestowed, propo.ses to run
a line from tlie North of Scotland to the Faeroe

Islands a distance of about two hundred and
twenty-five miles, thence to Iceland about three

hundred miles, thence to South Greenland about
six hundred miles and thence to the coaat of

Labrador also about six hundred miles. The
greatest of these intervals ia which the telegraph
wire would necessarily be submerged is less than
a third of the distance between the points on tlie

coasts of Ireland and Newfoundland which wore
succesfuUy united in the experiment above re-

ferred 10.

In one of the meettngs of the Royal Geogra-
phical Society last year, this new project was dis-

cussed, and a great deal of fresh matter pertaininc
to the physical geography of the regions specified,

was brought forward. Five papers were read.
The first by Capt. McClintock, R. N., gave an ac-

count of his soundings on the Bulldog in the sum-
mer of 1860. The second by Sir C. T. Bright
gave a report of the soundings on the Fox under
command of Cupt. Young. The third paper was
a report of an exploration of the Fajroes and Ice-

land by Dr. John Ilae. The fourtli paper was by
J. W. Tayler, Esq., on the Fiords of South Green-
land, and the fiftb was by Col. T. P. Shaffner on
Electric Circuits. These papers are printed in the
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society,
Vol. v. No. ii.

From the paper of Sir Leopold M'Clintock we
make the following extracts in relation to the
soundings which were made under his directions.

" Leaving the Faeroe Isles on the 6th of July,
we sounded across towards Ingolfsholde upon the
southeast shore of Iceland, a distance of 280
miles, and found the depth to be generally less

than 300 fathoms, the greatest depth being 680
fatboms. The specimens of the bottom consisted
chiefly of fine sand, or mud and broken shells, and,
in two instances, of minute volcanic debris; the
temperature of the sea at 100 fathoms below the
surface scarcely varied from 46'. I he depth of
water upon this section of the telegraph route is

so moderate that it would be an easy matter to
lay down a cable between Freroe and Iceland.
Since my return I find that Beru Fiord, upon the
east coast of Iceland, has been examined with a
view to its selection as the landing-place for a
cable; it is about 30 miles to the northeast of In-
golfsholde, and has the advantage of being some-
what nearer to Faeroe."
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* * * * " Five days of very calm weather en-

abled us to complete the line of soundings between

Faxe Bay (on the southwei^t coast of Iceland) and

the southea.-t coast of Greenland. The depths

generally were very regular, the greatest being

1572 fathoms, and situated in mid-channel; but

when within 40 miles of Greenland the depth de-

creased from 806 fathoms to 228 fathoms, in the

short distance of 31 geographical miles.

" The nature of the bottom was chiefly ouze,

that is, fine mud partly consisting of minute or-

ganic remains; but near to Iceland volcanic mud
and sand were more frequently brought up. The

temperature of the sea at 100 fathoms below the

surface gradually diminished from 46° degrees

near Iceland, to 39^ off the Greenland coast

Circumstances which it is unnecessary to allude to

here prevented me from commencing before 18th

Aun-u^t the Hue of soundings between the south-

west coast of Greenland and Hamilton Inlet on

the Labrador coast, a distance of 550 miles.

" The Greenland shore was still blockaded by

such a vast accumulation of drift-ice that we could

not approach within 45 miles of it, at which dis-

tance the depth veas ascertained to be 1175 fath-

oms. This line of soundings to Hamilton Inlet

shows that the greatest depth—which is in mid-

ehannel—is 2033 fathoms; and that the decrease

is very gradual until within about 80 miles of

Labrador, where there is a change from about

900 fathoms to 150 in 7 or 8 miles.

' The ocean-bed consisted of ouze, but with

fewer microscopic organisms than previously met

with, whilst the average temperature of the sea at

100 fathoms below the surface was 40°.

" Seven days were all I could devote to the ex-

amination of Hamilton Inlet. Its length was

found to be 120 miles, whilst its width varies from

about 15 miles at its mouth to scarcely half a mile

at the " Narrows," which are about half way up

to its head, and above which it expands into an

inland sea of about 20 miles in width. All this great

inlet was ripidly explored, its main channel from th

" Narrows" to seaward was sounded, and the whole

laid down by — lloed, master and assistant

veyor, with sufficient accuracy for ordinary

poses; but these soundings are not nearly sufficient

to meet the requirements of a cable route, nor e

to decide whether a cable should bo landed thi

" We found the depths to be very irregular, and

seldom suf&cieut to secure a submerged cable from

disturbance by icebergs. A perfect survey is ab

solutely necessary, and may show that the shallow

water and reefs of rocks, which to our imperf

knowledge appeared intricate and unfavourable,

may not only be avoided, but may afford a sure

protection agamst the iutrusion of icebergs within

the mouth ot the inlet. There are some small

rocky islets off the mouth of this inlet, and of these

Hern Islets lie nearly in the middle and contract

the widest channel of entrance to about 5 miles;

the greatest depth obtained in this channel was 49
fathoms. Had the depth of water amounted to

70 fathoms in as far as this position, I would not
hesitate in pronouncing favourably of Hamilton
Inlet as a terininus to the cable from Greenland."'

Be Link, Low and Poor.—The Lord God ot

my life be thy Teacher
;
point thy mind to the pure

seed of the kingdou), and open it to thee;—make
thee so little, that thou mayst enter into it, and
keep thee ^o low aud poor, that thou mayst abide

in it ; managing these troublesome times in the out-

ward, for thy adfautage in the inward ; that the

city and temple of the living God may he built in

it, and thou niay.-t know him daily dwelling ;ind

walking therciu. Thus, mayst thou be married to

the Lord, and become one spirit with him ; finding of the Scottish knights of the middle age, the age

that daily removing from thee, [which is to be re- j of chivalry. His son had nothing in him of the mid-

moved,] even by the mighty arm and pure opera- 1
die age, save the noble and generous blood which it

tion of his Spirit, till ail that is contrary be done (transmitted to him. He was the first illustrious

away
;

then may thy soul dwell with its Beloved,

in iullness of joy, life, and peace for evermore.

—

From a LcUer of Isaac Fenington.

Mariyrdom ef Patrick HamiltoD,

Within a few hours of the sentence passed oi

him by the Archbishop of St. Andrew's, the !-tak(

was ready for the martyr, aud the martyr for the

stake. The spirit of power and of love was u

him. The officials of the archbishop offered him

his life if he would recant the confession he had

made in the cathedral. But in vain. The exe

cutioners then stepped forward and bound him to

the stake by an iron chain. Thus bound, he prayed

like his Master, for his persecutors : for " there

were many of them blinded by ignorance, that they

knew not what they did." For himself he prayed

that Christ " would strengthen him by his Holy
Spirit, that he might stedfastly abide the orue'

pains of fire." The fagots were kindled thrice, but

the flames took no steady hold of the pile, and thi

good man's sufferings were protracted in conse-

quence. The flames were at last thoroughly kiu-

died. But, surrounded by them, he still remem-

bered in his torments his widowed mother, aud

commended her with his dying breath to the eare

and sympathy of his friends. When nearly burnt

through his middle by the fiery chain, a voice in the

crowd of spectators called aloud to him, that if hi

still had faith in the doctrine for which he died,

he should give a last sign of his constancy. Where-

upon he raised three fingers of his half-consumed

hand, and held them steadily in that position till he

ceased to live. His last audible words were " How
long, Lord, shall darkness overwhelm this king-

dom ? how long wilt thou suffer this tyranny of

men 1 Lord Jesus, receive my spirit." The exe-

cution lasted for nearly six hours ;
" but during all

that time," says one who witnessed with profound

emotion the whole scene—Alexander Alane, then

a canon of St. Andrew's but thenceforward a re-

former and sufferer for Christ's sake—" the martyr
never gave one sign of impatience or anger, nor

ever called to heaven for vengeance upon his per-

secutors : so great was his faith, so strong his con-

fidence in God."
Thus tragically but gloriously died, on the 29th

of February, 1528, wheu only four-aud- twenty
years of age, this noble martyr in a noble cause
" The death of Sir Patrick, the father, on the streets

of Edinburgh eight years before, was the death of
a hero of chivalry," says Professor Lorimer, in his

Life of Patiick Hamilton :
" the death of his son,

at St. Andrew's, was the death of a hero of reli-

gion, in the noble battle of God's truth, in the high
service of the religious emancipation of his country.
In both sire aud son wo discover the same high
.sense of honour and duty, as they severally under-
stood what honour and duty required at their

hands ; in both the same intrepid daring in the

presence of danger, the same forwardness in the

path of self-devotion. But along with these grand
resemblances there were also exhibited some strili-

contrasts. The father died a victim to the fac-

tion and ambition of his powerful house : the son
gave himself a sacrifice to his country and the
hurch of God. The father poured out his blood
u the tragic rage of insulted honour, aud to vindi-

cate his good name as a soldier and a Hamilton :
|

his

Scotsman of modern times.

—

From " Work and
Conflict:'

Flying Foxes of CcyloJi.—There are more sin-

gular inhabitants of Ceylon trees than monkeys.
The flying-foxes hang from them like fruit. The
flight of these creatures is directed by means of a

membrane attached to the inner-side of each of

the hind-legs, and kept distended at the lower ex-

tremity by a projecting bone, just as a fore-and-aft

sail is distended by a " gaff." "Over the entire sur-

face of the thin membrane of which they are formed,

sentiertnervesofthe utmostdelicacy are distributed,

by means of which the animal is enabled during

the darkness to direct its motions with security,

avoiding objects against contact with which, at such

times, its eyes and other senses would be in.sufii-

cient to protect it." By day they suspend them-

selves from the highest branches of the silk-cotton

trees, hanging by the claws of the hind-legs, with

the head turned upward, and pressing the chin

against the breast. At sunset, taking wing, they

hover, with a murmuring sound occasioned by the

beating of their broad membraneous wings, around

the fruit-trees, on which they feed till morning,

when they resume their pensile attitude as before..

They hang in such prodigious numbers, that thai

branches often give way beneath their accumulated i

weight. They fly in clouds as thick as bees or

midges. " When at rest or asleep, the disposition

of the limbs of the flying-fox is most curious. At
such times, it suspends itself by one foot only, bring-

ing the other close to its side, and thus it is en-

abled to wrap itself in the ample folds of its wings,

which envelop it like a mantle, leaving only its

upturned head uncovered. Its fur is thus protected

from damp and rain, and to some extent its body
is sheltered from the sun. As it collects its food

by means of its mouth, either when on the wing or

when suspended within reach of it, the flying-fox

is always more or less liable to have the spoil

wrested from it by its intrusive companions before

it can make good its way to some secure retreat

in which to devour it unmolested. In such con-
I

fliots they bite viciously, tear each other with theirfl

hooks, and scream incessantly till, taking to flight/J

the persecuted one reaches some place of safety,^

here he hangs by one foot, and grasping the fruitl

he has secured in the claws and opposable thumblf

of the other, he hastily reduces it to lumps, with

which he stuffs his cheek-pouches till they become
distended like those of a monkey ; then suspended

in safety he commences to chew and suck the

juices, rejecting the refuse with his tongue."

Strong Argtanents or ivise Considerations in the

fleshly Wisdo??i.—As touching disputes, indeed, I

have no love to them : Truth did not enter my
heart that way, nor do I expect to propagate it in

others that way
;

yet, sometimes a necessity is laid

upon me, for the sake of others. And truly, when
I do feel a necessity, I do it in great fear; not trust-

;
in my spear or bow, I mean, in strong argu-

nts or wise considerations, which I (of myself)

1 gather or comprehend ; but, I look up to the

Lord for the guidance, help, and demonstration of

his Spirit, that way may be made thereby in men's

learts for the pure seed to be reached to, wherein

the true conviction, and thorough conversion of the

yielded his life with the calm aud gentle,
j

soul to God, is witnessed. I had far rather be feel-

but re.-olute, fortitude of a martyr, praying with ing Christ's life. Spirit, aud power in my own heart,
his !a>; breath, 'Father, forgive them.'" The than disputing with others about them.—Isaac
brave Sir Patrick died the last, or all but the la^tj Fenington.
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Seluctud.

The Forgotten SLcaf.

Some weeks after the close of harvest, when all

the grain had been ripened, reaped, and safely

stored, I was walking with a farmer across one of

his own bare stubble tields, when suddeulj in a hol-

low spot we came upon a single sheaf of corn lying

on the ground alone. The owner of the field, yield-

ing to a habit, which operated like an instinct, of

preserving with scrupulous care every poition of

the precious food of man, instantly stooped and

grasped the sheaf, with the intention of carrying

it home. Somewhat to his surprise, it did not come
easily to his hand, as it would iiave done
vest. Thereupon he seized it with both handsand
pulkil ; but it stuck fast and resisted his effort

Till' reason was soon made plain. In the hurry of

that busy sunny day whenthedried corn was carriec

from the field to the stackyard, this sheaf had ac

cidentally dropped from the cart and lain in the hoi

low unseen. After the harvest, showers had come
and after the showers, heat. Although the sheaf

had been once dry and ready for safe preservation

in the granary, it had not continued in that con-

dition, when left lying on the ground. Exposed
first to the moisture and then to the warmth, and

not turned over or moved for many days, the grains

of curu in the sheaf began to smell the ground

again. They swelled and burst, and sect down
some small roots as if to feel their way. These

penetrated into the earth, and tasted its sap, and

grew stronger. Others followed, and now thous-

ds of strong fibres were deeply bedded in the

Boil and greedily drinking up its moisture. The
vhole sheaf was glued to the ground, and wholly

poilt. It could not now take its place in the

garner ; it was unfit for either seed or food. It

must needs be cast away as chaif.

The sight was a sad one ; the farmer seemed to

sigh as he wrenched it violently from the ground,

examined its hopelessly corrupt condition, and then

threw it away as useless. The kind of the loss

more than the quantity, grated harshly upon the

instincts of the husbandman. The sight of good

grain, that had once been almost saved, turned

into corruption again by lying too long on the ground

and too close to it, seemed to cast the shadow of

a greater sorrow heavily over his heart.

The image of that once rich and promising, but

now fallen, ruined, outcast sheaf, remained in my
mind all the day ; and at night when I was alone,

it occupied and absorbed my thoughts. The Lord
Jesus, when he was here on earth, often walked

through cultivated fields at various stages of their

progress ; and he seems never to have allowed any
prominent fact or feature to pass away, without

reading off lor his disciples the spiritual lessou

which their dead letters contained. When portions

of seed fell on the way-side, he warned them against

heedless hearing of the word
; when grain

that had quickly sprung on shallow ground, was
Been withering in spring for want of deepness, he

ointed out that the early goodness of unbroken
earts soon fades away before temptation ; when

the stalks that grew among thorns were seen in

harvest, standing tall, but white, chaffy, worthless,

he spoke of the worldly cares and wealth that choke

the word and undo the man ; when the tields were
lying round him ripe, he lamented that the lost

souls were so many, and the winners of souls so

few. By his own method in his ministry, I see

clearly the lesson that the Lord would have taught,

if he had seen the sheaf once ripe, but now rot-

ting because it had fallen back and cleaved again

to the ground.

Converts, remember that sheaf of corn, once
rustling ripe and dry, a beauteous, yellow, golden

treasure, filling the husbandman's bosom, and glad- TJie IIorse-ILdr Wnrm.—A gentleman fro

dening his heart,—lying outcast in the furrow now, 'Detroit had the k.ndru» t. ."end me one of tlio

a black decaying heap. " \,^^X him that thiuketh

he standeth take heed lest he fall."

Ah ! young converts, you are not done with dan-
ger yet 1 The world has a proverb for you, good
and useful in its own place,—" Do not halloo till

you are out of the wood ;" and the Scripture has
also its own proverb prepared for your case,— " Let
not him that putteth on his armour boa>t himself
as he that putteth it off." When you grow care-

less or confident, you will certainly stumble,

Watch and pray that ye enter not into temptation.

The dangers are many and various, but the one

which is perhaps most to be dreaded, and to which
our attention is at present specially called, is the

insinuating, enticing, and deadening power of the

world.

The danger of the young convert is like the dan-

ger of the sheaf of corn, lie has passed through
deep waters. His sins, while he felt they were not

forgiven, so pressed him down that his heart within

him melted and became as water. After he had
lain a while in a horror of great darkness, he was
led at last into light and liberty. Christ came to

him, and his coming was like the morning. At
his appearing the shadows flew away. Having no
righteousness of his own, he grasped the righteous-

ness of God by faith. Trusting in the blood of

Christ for pardon of sin, he enjoyed peace with

God.

Well : but perhaps it is a year or two years since

he passed, as he believes from death into life ; and he

walks less tremblingly, less watchluUy, less prayer-

fully, than at first. Worldly company becomes
pleasant again, and he begins to think he may en-

joy it without sin. Young people near him, who
have neither felt their own sins a burden, nor

tasted the redeeming love of Christ, go freely into

pleasures from which he stands aloof The old

appetite revives. Christ's yoke seems heavy; and

he secretly envies the liberty of the world. At
that moment, perhaps, some one suggests that he

mii;ht allow himself more liberty and yet be safe.

When he has, at his own h:ind and without seek-

ing to know his Lord's will, tasted one of world's

sweets, a thirst for more secretly springs in his heart,

and that thirst soon finds its gratification. Ah, he is

growing into the ground like the forgotten sheaf

A little more of that, and his very soul will cleave to

he dust, a spectacle to men for i while, and the

object of divine judgment at last.

Do not cling very close to the world, or drink

deeply of its joys : lie loose, and turn often over:

lest thou should grow into it, and become like it,

d perish with it. Let thy treasure be in heaven,

and if thy feet must needs lean on earth, keep them
busy in a walk with God, and a work for men. Be
diligent in business, instant in prayer, and joyful

in hope. When weak in thyself, thou wilt be strong

n the Lord. " He that endureth to the end, the

ame shall be saved."

long tiuead-liko worms, [Gonlius,) found ofttn in

brooks, and called horse-hairs by the common peo-

ple. When I Cr.-it received it, it was coiled up in

a close roll at the bottom of the bottle, fiiUed with

fresh water, that conlaiucd it, and looked more

like a Ultle tangle of black sewing silk than any

thing else. Wishing to unwind it, that I might

examine its entire length, I placed it in a large

china basin filled with water, and proceeded very

gently to disentangle its coils, wlien I perceived

that the animal had twisted itself around a bundle

of its eggs, holding them fast in a close embrace.

In the process of unwinding, the eggs dropped

away, and floated to a little di:-tanee. Having

finally stretched it out to its full length, perhaps

half a yard, I sat watching to see if this singular

being, that looked like a long black thread in the

water, would give any signs of life. Almost im-

mediately, it moved towards the bundle of eggs,

and, having reached it, began to sew itself through

and through the little white mass, passing one end

of its body through it, and then returning to make
nother stitch, as it were, till the eggs were at last

completely entangled as in an intricate net-work of

coils. It seemed to me almost impossible that

this care of offspring could be the result of any
instinct of affection in a creature of so low an or-

anization, and I again separated it from the eggs,

nd placed them at a greater distance, when the

same action was repeated. On trying the experi-

ment a third time, the bundle of eggs had become
loosened, and a few of them dropt off singly into

the water. The efforts which the animal then

made to recover the missing ones, winding itself

round and round them, but failing to bring them
nto the fold with the rest, because they were too

mall, and evaded all efforts to secure them, when
once parted from the first little compact mass, con-

inced me that there was a definite purpose in its

attempts, and that even a being so low in the scale

of animal existence has some dim consciousness of a

relation to its offspring. I afterwards unwound also

the mass of eggs, which, when coiled up as I fir;t

aw it, made a roll of white substance about the size

of a coffee-bean, and found that it consisted of a

string of eggs, measuring more than twelve feet in

th, the eggs being held together by some gelati-

nous substance, that cemented them, and prevented

them from falling apart. Cutting this string across,

and placing a small section under the microscope, I

counted on one surface of such a cut, from seventy

to seventy-five eggs; and estimating the entire

number of eggs according to the number contained

on such a surface, I found that there were not less

than eight millions of eggs in the whole string.

The fertility of these lower animals is truly amaz-

and is, no doubt, a provision of nature against

the many chances of destruction to which these

germs, so delieute, and often microscopically small,

nust be exposed.—P/'u/fiiW Agassi;, in the Al-

TIic Jesuits.— According to a late published

tatement, the entire number of members of this

remarkable fraternity is now 7231. Of these, 22L)3

are Frenchmen, 1635 Italians, 740 Spaniards and

Portuguese, 563 Germans, 542 Belgians, 349
Austrians, 265 Englishmen, 206 Dutch. 126 Irish-

men, 240 North Americans, 220 South Ameri-

i and 136 Gallicians. The most considerable

Roman Catholic foreign missions are under the

large of the Jesuits. iMany of the Italian Je-

suits, it is stated, live at home on account of the

uppression of their colleges, but great numbers of

them have been sent to Germany, Belgium, Eng-

1, and America.

lautic.

All our times are in God's hand ; our time to

come into trouble, our time to continue ii^ trouble,

and our time to come out of trouble, is at His dis-

posal. God seldom comes at our time, always at His

own ; and if our deliverances from dangers, our

success in our endeavours, our supply of wants,

had come sooner or later, it had not been so good

for us.

How needful that our daughters should be no

less patterns of d('Coru!U and modesty in their dress

and appearance, than in the more important parts

of their conduct.
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For "Tlie Friend."

BlOCRAPHlCAl SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

PRISCILLA DAVES.

Priscilla,dauebfer ofJoseph and Jemima Thomas

of Willistown, Chester Countj, tras born in 1726 or

1727 ; she was educated as a member of the Societj-

of Friends, and was orderly in her life and conversa-

tion when quite young. In the year 1747 she was

married to Abraham Daves, and became a mem-
ber of Geruiantown Particular Meeting. Some-

time after her marriage, being favoured with pre-

cious visitations of Divine Love, she gave up more

unreservedly thereto, and became more exemplary

in her christian walk. As she contioued obedient

to the openings of Truth in her mind, she grew in

grace and in religious experience, and about the

year 1758, a gift in the ministry of the gospel was

committed to her. Her communications were

sound and very acceptable to her friends. They were

mostly delivered in few words or short pathetic

sentences, which being spoken in much awe and

godly fear, under the Divine anointing, ministered

grace to the hearers.

She became a very useful and serviceable mem-
ber in the Church, being well qualified to as.'-ist

Friends iu the support of our Christian Discipline,

in an honest, faithful and loving spirit. As she

grew in years, she evidently grew in grace and in

the saving knowledge of the Blessed Truth.

She was of a meek and quiet spirit, more in sub-

Btance than in show, was one who endeavoured to

train up her children in the fear of God, and in

commendable industry. She was faithful as a wife,

kind and helpful as a friend and neighbour, and

greatly beloved. In disposition she was afifable,

prudent in conduct, endued with a becoming

modesty and sweetness of spirit.

Her last illness was short, the severe pain of

which she bore with christian patience and resigna-

tion to the Divine will. She said she had not, in

health, been unmindful of that time, and that she

felt easy with her then condition, thinking that she

was nearly done with a troublesome world. Her
death took place Eighth month 1st, 1772, she be-

ing in the forty-sixth year of her age.

JOANNA

Joanna, daughter of Robert and Ann Murlen,

was born in Nottingham Township, Burlington

County, West Jersey, in 1683 or 1684. Her
worthy parents gave her a religiously guarded edu-

cation, and being favoured with the convictions of

Divine grace in early life, she embraced them in

love, and became exemplary in life and conversa-

tion. Thus, she was enabled to avoid the follies

and vanities of this wicked world, and to turn a

deaf ear to its many allurements. As she grew
in years, through faithfulness to the renewed extend-

ings of Divine instruction^ she grew in heavenly
knowledge, and received the sweet adorning of a

meek and quiet spirit. Her words tended much
to edification, and her example was con.^^istent and
savoury, in harmony with the precepts of the Gospel
of Christ. She manifested her zeal for tiie public

worship of her Heavenly Father by her steady at-

tendance of meetings appointed for that purpose,

and whilst in them, was an earnest labourer alter

inward retirement of soul, and a participator in

true spiritual communion.

In the year 1704, she was married to that

valuable Friend, John Sykes, with whom she lived

in near love and unity for sixty-seven years. When
about forty-five years of age she received a gift in

the ministry of the gospel of Christ, and was much
esteemed for her faithful labours therein. Her me-

morial says, she was " helpful to build up the waste

places of our Zion, manifesting the fruits of the

Spirit of life in Christ Jesus to abound, and under

the influence thereof [she] was frequently concerned

for the young and rising generation, exhorting them

to give up their time when young to serve the Lord,

and to come to an experimental knowledge of the

life and power of Heavenly religion in themselves.

As she lived near the truth, it preserved her lively

therein, and she was established firmly on the im-

moveable foundation, in purity and peace. Her
blessed Saviour crowned her last days with serenity

of mind, enabling her, not only to bear the suffer-

ings of a severe illness with patience, but to speak

very powerfully to her Friends and neighbours who
came to see her before her close. Her words were

very reaching to all, particularly to the young

She exhorted these to give up the flower of theii

days to the service of the Lord, assuring them,

that in so doing they would find peace. She said

it was at this time a great comfort and satisfaction

to her, that she had given up in obedience to the

Truth when young. It had been a stay to her in

youth, and now in old age it was a staff to lean

upon, and afforded such peace as to make her feel

quite easy. She believed that her day's work was

nearly accomplished, and nothing appeared in her

way. Thus iu peaceful trust and holy resignation

to the will of her God, she departed this lift

Ninth mouth 20th, 1772, being in the eighty-ninth

year of her age. Her friends of Chesterfield, of

which meeting she was a member, say, " It may
justly be added, that she was a loving wife, a

tender mother, and a kind neighbour.''

JANE ELLIS.

Jane, a daughter of John Hughes, was born in

Merionethshire, in the principality of Wales, in the

early part of the year 1683. Her parents with

their family, removed to Pennsylvania in the

year 1698, and settled at Gwynnedd, the first meet-

ings of Friends there being held alternately at the

houses of John Hughes and John Humphreys.
Jane was religiously inclined from childhood,

and in the year 1702, she was married to Thomas
Ellis, a truth seeking young man, then recently

received into membership amongst Friends. They
lived together in great harmony, he proving a valua-

ble man and serviceable in Religious Society, of

which he was for many years an elder.

In the year 1720, she passed through many
baptisms in the persuasion that she was called to

the work of the ministry. Deep and various were

the conflicts she endured before she submitted to

the Divine requisition in this respect, but through

the Lord's assisting grace, having at last given up
her own will, she was opened in public testimony,

as a living minister of the gospel. Her labours of

love were highly acceptable to her friends at

home, and to the churches abroad, where she was
at times led in gospel authority to plead her Mas-
ter's cause, and to proclaim the blessed doctrine of

life and salvation. In the year 1751, in company
with Rebecca Harvey, a valuable member of the

gospel, one of the daughters of (iriffeth t;)wen, she

visited Friends generally to the North and East.

She also visited the meetings of Friends in Mary-
land, iu company with Hannah Hurford. All

such concerns she was careful to lay before her

friends at home, that she might have the unity of

the church in her travels for the promotion of the

Truth, and the accounts she brought homo with

her evinced that her labours of love were to the

satisfaction of her friends abroad. She was frer

queu'.ly employed in the weighty work of visiting

the families of Friends, in which she had often
very acceptable service.

Her deportment was meek and loving, her con-

versation familiar and cheerful, so that her societj

was attractive, and she gained the love and es-

teem of those who knew her. As a wife she waa

loving, as a parent tender, as a mistress kind,

prompt to notice and nourish any appearance

of good in those under her care, and disposed to

discourage every thing tending to evil. In the

church she was a nursing mother, faithful in labour-

ing to promote love and charity amongst all ite

members. Her ministry, which was sound and

edifying throughout her long life, continued lively

and awakening, even after her memory had much
failed through age. She often expressed in hen

public testimonies towards her close, that she wasi

waiting for her final change, expecting it every dayi

and every night, that it was rather her choice ta

be released, yet, that she submitted all to the Di-

vine will. She was much concerned for the pros-

perity of Truth, and often exhorted her childrem

and grandchildren to walk in the fear of the Lord.l

She lost her beloved husband in 1760, aftew

which she resided with her married children. Shet

was diligent in the attendance of meetings for wor-

ship and discipline, and exemplary in them for her

humble waiting on the Lord for Divine counsel and
wisdom, until in extreme old age infirmity of bodj

confined her at home for some months. Her love^

however, to the Truth was not lessened, neitheM

was her attachment to meeting with her friendalj

for social worship, and she at times requester

Friends to come and sit with her in her chambefl

to wait upon the Lord. These opportunities -werei

often highly favoured, and very comfortable tew

those gathered with her, and she always seemedl

greatly refreshed, being rejoiced to see her friends,

and to feel the Lord's good presence with them.

She would urge them not to forget the favour and

to come and see her when they eould. She ap-

peared always to receive the visits of her friends

kindly, and her conversation with them was teach-

ing and edifying, attended with love and sweet-

ness.

During her last illness she uttered many com-

fortable things. At one time she said, ' It is a

fine thing at such a time as this to have the Lord

to be our friend." Sbe evidently witnessed the

Lord's presence with her to the close, which oc-

curred Ninth month 20th, 1772, she being eighty-

nine years and six months old. Sbe and her hus-

band had long been members of Exeter monthly

meeting. She died at the house of her son in law

Thomas Lee, at Oley.

Snow in Africa.—The German missionary,

Rebbmann, when travelling in the mountainous

country of Jagga, (eastern coast of Africa,) Id

1848, thought he saw in the distant horizon the

tops of two mountains covered with snow. The
permanent presence of snow in that latitude was

thought improbable, and the general conclusion in

Europe was, that the missionary had been de-

ceived by some optical illusion. The fact is now
fully established, however, by a letter which Dr.

Barth, of Berlin, has received from Baron de Beck-

en, who, in company with — Thornton, a geologist,

has, after surmounting immense diflieulties, suc-

ceeded in reaching Kiliniandjaro, one of the two

mountains seen by the missionary, and intends

going to the other, called Kenia. Kilimandjaro is

of volcanic origin, and its height, according to the

Baron's measurement, is above 20,000 English feet,

(6500 metres,) and the upper 8000 are covered

with snow.

A creature's place is a low place, but a siuuer'fl

place is a lower.
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ENDURANCE.
If thou faint in the day of advei

ill.—Prov. xxi

ity, thy strength is

10.

Faint not beneath thy burthen, though it seem
Too heavy for thee', and Ihy strength is small

j

Though the fierce raging of the noon-tide beam
On thy defenceless head untempered fall.

Though sad and heart-sick with the weight of woe.
That to the earth would crush thee—^journey on

;

What though it be with faltering steps and slow,

Thou wilt forget the toil when rest is won.

Nay ! murmur not, because no kindred heart

Slay share thy burthen with thee—but alone

ill struggle bravely on, though all depart

;

Is it not said that " each must bear his own?"

ill have not equally the power to bless

;

i of the many, few could cheer our lot

;

For " the heart knoweth its own bitterness,

And with its joy a stranger meddleth not."

Then be not faithless, though thy soul be dark

;

Is not thy Master's seal upon thy brow?
Oft has His presence saved thy sinking bark;
And thinkest thou He will forsake thee now?

Hath He not bid thee cast on Him thy care,

Saying He careth for thee? Then arise?
id on thy path, if trod in faith and prayer.

The thorns shall turn to flowers of Paradise.

How great the goodness of the Lord !

Can any man so dull, be found.
Whose hardened soul will not be moved

His love to feel—His praise to sound?
No I be it still my highest aim
To measure His almighty love !

My God has not forgotten me,
My heart shall not ungrateful prove.

Who, but this God who needs me not.

First formed me by His wondrous power?
And though His counsel I reject,

He leads me on, from hour to hour.
Who gives my conscience inward peace?
Who lifts my soul when it would fall?

Who gives me much that's good to enjoy ?

His gracious hand provides it all.

Then, ray soul ! look at this world
Where He has given thee a place

;

The glory that surrounds thee here,

Is but the shadow of His face.

To all these joys thou hast a right.

Through God's good-will they all are thin(

For thee did Christ endure the cross.

That thou might'st in His kingdom shine.

And shall I cease to praise my God,
Refuse His vf:>y to understand ?

And shall He call and I not hear,

Nor see the guiding of His hand?
His will is written on my heart.

And strength is given by His word :

Him will I love with love supreme.
And all His children in their Lord.

So shall I best resemble Him,
If this my gratitude and love.

Shall stamp His image on my heart.

And thus my prompt obedience prove.
So shall His love possess my soul,

Urge it to keep the path that's right;

And though, through weakness, I may fa

Sin shall not triumph in the tight.

Oh I may Thy goodness and Thy love
Always remain before my eyes

;

And give me needful strength to yield

My soul a living sacrifice 1

In limes of joy, may it restrain.

And comfort me when grief is near;

And so possess my sinking heart,

That the last foe shall cause no fear

!

homes may at any momeut share the fate that

befel Herculancum aud Pompeii, the compara-
tively quiet shores of Greece have been uudergo-

ing to some extent the effects of the same volcanic

force. A powerful earthquake has visited the

northern part of the Peloponnesus, apparently fol-

lowing in its course the coast of the gulf of Lepanto,

from Corinth to Palras; although it fortunately

was attended by little loss of life. The weaker

structures in the old quarters of Corinth were the

first to yield, and many of the streets were ren-

dered impassable by the rubbish of fallen walls.

It may be remembered that this same locality was

everely tried by a similar calamity, some lour or

dve years since ; and the solitary temple which

adorns the site of one of the wealthiest and most

luxurious cities of ancient Greece was said to have

lost one of the few columns that then remained.

No masonry, however massive, is able successfully

to resist the periodical return of the earthquake,

which has proved to be more destructive of the

works of antiquity than even the fanaticism of the

Turks themselves during the long ages of their

dominion in Greece.

Djmonil on War.

(Coutinufd from pagt- 221.)

Now I am compelled to observe, that in the dis-

cussion of the lawfulness of war, Dr. Paley has

neglected his professed principles of decision and

his ordinary practice. His professed principles

are these ; that the discovery of the " will of God,

which is the whole business of morality," is to bej Sounder philosophy than this has told us, that " ha

against it, he avoided noticing them at all. Thu8
much at least is certain, that in discussing the law-

fulness of war, I e has abandoned both his avowed
principles and his corre>pondent practice. There
is, to me at least, in the chapter " On War,'' an
appearance of great indecision of mind, arising

from the eoutliet between Christian truth aud the

power of habit,— between the consciousness that

war is *' abhorrent" to our religion, and the desire

to defend it on the principle of expediency. The
whole chapter is characterized by a very extraor-

dinary laxity both of arguments and principles.

Alter the defensibility of war has been proved,

or assumed, in the manner which we have exhibited.

Dr. Paley states the occasions upon which he de-

termines that wars become justifiable. " The ob-

jects ofjust wars," says he, " are precaution, de-

fence, or reparation."

—

Every just war supposea

an injury perpetrated, attempted, or feared."

I shall acknowledge, that if these be justifying

motives to war, I see very little purpose in talking

of morality upon the subject. It was wise to leave

the principles of Christianity out of the que^tion,

and to pa^s them by unnoticed, if they were to be

succeeded by principles like these. It is in vain to

expatiate on moral obligations, if we are at liberty

to declare war whenever an " injury ii feared."

An injury, without limit to its insignificance 1 A
fear, without stipulation for its reasonableness 1

The judges, also, ot the reasonableness of fear, are

to be they who are under its influence ; and who so

likely to judge amiss as those who are afraid!

attained by referring, primarily, to " his express

declarations when they are to be had, and which

must be sought for in Scripture."—Has he sought

for these declarations ? Has he sought for " Resist

not evil," or for " Love your enemies," or for " Put
up thy sword," or for " The weapons of our war-

fare are not carnal," or for " My kingdom is not

who has to reason upon his duty when the tempta-

tion to transgress it is before him, is almost sure to

reason himself into an error." The necessity for

this ill-timed reasoning, and the allowance of it, is

amongst the capital objections to the philosophy of

Paley. It tells us that a people may su-peud the

'aws of God when they think it is "expedient;"
of this world?" He has sought for none of these;] and they are to judge of this expediency when the

he has examined none of them. He has noticed [temptation to transgression is before them 1—Hag
none of them. His professed principles are, again,! Christianity left the lawfulness of human destruc-

that when our instructions are dubious, we should\ tion to be determined on such principles as these ?

endeavour to explain tkem by what we can collect] Violence, rapine, and ambition, are not to be

of our Master's general inclination or fwtewZto/z. I restrained by morality like this. It may serve for

Has he conformed to his own rule? Has he en- the speculation of a study; but we will venture

deavoured to collect this general inclination, and to affirm that mankind will never be controlled by
to examine this general tendency? He has taken jit. Moral rules are useless, if, from their own na-

no notice of it whatever. This neglect, we say, is' ture, they cannot be, or will not be applied. Who
contrary to his ordinary practice. Upon other believes that if kings and conquerors may fi^ht

subjects, he has assiduously applied to the Chris-j when they have fears, they will not fight wuen
tian Scripture, in determination of truth. Hehaslthey have them not? The morality allows too

examined not only their direct evidence, but the
i much latitude to the passions, to retain any practi-

evidence which they afford by induction and im-'cal restraint upon them. And a morality that

plication,—the evidence arising from their general will not be practised, I had almost said, that can-

not be practised, is an useless morality. It is a

A Destructive Earthquake in Greece.—Whil
the vicinity of Naples has been subjected to fre-

i}uent earthquakes, and 31ount A'esuvius has re-

inded the inhabitants of Portici, liesina and the

that theirlclarationa''

dency. Suicide is nowhere condemned in the

New Testament
;
yet Paley condemns it, and how ?

He examines the sacred volume, and finds that by

implication and inference, it may be collected that

suicide is not permitted by Christianity. He says

that patience under sufl^ering is inculcated as an

important duty ; and that the recommendation of

patience, implies the unlawfulness of suicide to get

out of suff'ering. This is sound reasoning; but he

does not adopt it in the examination of war. Could

he not have found that the inculcation of peace-

ableuess forms as good an argument against the

lawfulnessof war, as the inculcation ofpatience forms

against the lawfulness of suicide? He certainly

could have done this, and why has he not done it?

Why hao he passed it over in silence ?

1 must confess my belief, that he was unwilling

to discuss the subject upon Christian principles

that he had resolved to make
Christianity; and that, foreseeing

tluory of morals. We want clearer aud more ex-

clusive rules ; we want more obvious and immediate

sanctions. It were in vain for a philosopher to say

to a general who was burning for glory, '' You are

at liberty to engage in the war provided you have

sufiered, or fear you will suffer an injury; other-

wise Christianity prohibits it." He will tell him

of twenty injuries that have been sufi^erud, of a

hundred that have been attempted, and of ten

thousaud that he fears. And what answer can the

philosopher make to him ?

I think that Dr. Paley has, in another and a

later work, given us stronger arguments in favour

of peace than the Moral Philosophy gives in favour

of war. In the "Evidences of Christianity" we

find these statements :
—" The two following posi-

tions appear to me to be satisfactorily made out

:

sistent with first, That the gospel omits some qualities, which
" express de- have usually engaged the praises and admiration

zeneral intentions" militated of mankind, but v.iifih, in reality, and in their gene-
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ral effects, have hseji prejudicial to human happi-

ness ; secondly, that the gospel has broughtforward

lotne virtues, which possess the highest intrinsic

value, but which have commonly been overlooked

and condemned—The second of these propositions

is exemplified in the instances of passive courage or

endurance of suffering, patience under affronts and

injuries, humility, irresistance, placability.—The

truth is, there are two opposite descriptions of char-

acter under which mankind may be generally

classed. The one possesses vigour, firmness, resolu-

tion, is daring and active, quick in its sensibilities,

jealous in its frame, eager in its attachments, inflexi-

ble in its purpose, violent in its resentments. The

other meek, yielding, complying, forgiving, not

prompt to act, but willing to suffer, silent and gentle

under rudeness and insult, suing for reconciliation

where others would demand satisfaction, giving way

to the pushes of impudence, conceding and indul-

gent to the prejudices, the wrong headedness, the

intractability of those with whom it has to deal.

—

The former of these characters is, and ever hath

been, the favourite of the world.—Yet so it hath

happened, that with the founder of Christianity,

this latter is the sidject of his commendation, his

precepts, his example ; and that the former is so,

in no part of its composition. This morality

shows, at least, that no two thiugs can be more

different than the heroic and the Christian char-

acters. Now it is proved, in contradiction to first

impressions, to popular opinion, to the encomiums

of orators and poets, and even to the suffrages of

historians and moralists, that the latter character

2Jossesses 7?wst of true ivorth, both as being most

difficult either to be acquired or sustained, and as

contributing most to the happiness a?id tranquillity

of social life.— If this disposition was universal, the

case is clear ; the world would be a society of

friends : whereas, if the other disposition were

universal, it would produce a scene of universal

contention. The world would not be able to hold

a generation of such men. If, what is the fact, the

disposition be partial ; if a few be actuated by it

amongst a multitude who are not, in whatever de

gree it does prevail, it prevents, allays, arid termi-

nates quarrels, tlie great disturbers of human hup-

piness, and the great sources of human misery, so

far as man's happiness and misery depend upon

man. Tlie prejerence of the patient to the heroic

character, which we have here noticed, is a peculi

arity in the Christian institution, which I proposi

as an argument of wisdom."

These are the sentiments of Dr. Paley upon thi

great characteristic of the Christian morality. I

think that in their plain, literal, and unsophist

Gated meaning, they exclude the possibility of the

lawfulness of war. The simple conclusion from

them is, that violence, and devastation, and human
destruction cannot exist in conjunction with the

character of a Christian. This would be the con

elusion of the inhabitant of some far and peaceful

island, where war and Christianity were alike un-

known. If he read these definitions of the Chris-

tian duties, and were afterwards told that we thought

ourselves allowed to plunder and to murder one
another, he would start in amazement at the mon-
strous inconsistency. Casuistry may make her " dis-

tinctions," and philosophy may talk of her "expedi-

encies," but the monstrous inconsistency remains

What is the fact? Mahometans and Pagans do not

helieve that our religion allows of war. They re-

proach us with the inconsistency. Our wars are,

with them, a scandal and a taunt. " You preach to

us," say they, " of Chri^tianity, and would convert

us to your creed :— first convert yourselves; show
us that yourselves believe in it.'' Nay, the Jews
at our own doors tell us, that our wars are an evi-

dence that the Prince of Peace is not come. They

bring the violence of Christians to prove that Christ

was a deceiver. Thus do wo cause the way of

truth to be evil spoken of. Thus, are we, who

should be the helpers of the world, its stumbling-

blocks and its shame. We, who should be lights

to them that sit in darkness, cause them to love

that darkness still. Well may the christian be

jamed for these things: Well may he be ashamed

for the reputation of his religion : And he may be

ashamed too, for the honoured defender of the Chris-

ian faith who stands up, the advocate of blood
;

who subtilizes the sophisms of the schools, and

roves over the fields of speculation to find an ar-

^'ument to convince us that we may murder one

another ! This is the " wisdom of the world ;" that

om which is, emphatically, " foolishness."

(To be continnedj

Whitening Sugar. A Curious Discovery.—
The common sugar of our tables is made from the

juice of sugar-cane, which grows only in very warm
countries. This sugar-cane resembles the stalks of

our Indian corn, though its juice is much sweeter.

In making sugar, the cane is cut into short pieces,

ind pa.ssed through a mill to press out the juice.

This liquid runs off into a reservoir, from which it

is dipped into boilers and boiled down. This pro-

cess sends off the watery part of the sap in steam,

leaving the sugar behind. When it is boiled down

to syrup, this is put into large wooden trays called

coolers. Here it becomes grain sugar.

But what a dark, dirty brown mass it is. Can

it be whitened ? Yes ; and here we will tell how
man first learned to do it. A hen, that had

walked through a puddle of clay and water, went

into a sugar-house and walked over a pile of brown

sugar. Some one noticed that wherever she stepped

the sugar was whitened. This man opened his

eyes wide, and by several experiments soon d

covered the fact that moist clay would whiten

sugar. And that man's discovery led on to

systematic use of earthen jars, wider at one e

than the other, and hence came the old fashioned

'' loaf-sugar." The raw sugar is put into one of

these long jars, with the widest end upward. Wh
the jar is nearly full of sugar, clay is put on the

top and kept constantly wet. The water runs

through the clay and sugar, and finds its way out

through a small hole at the bottom of the jar. In

this way the whole mass of sugar becomes white.

Our young readers should watch even hen tracks,

and all other such things, for sharp looking and

close thinking often amount to something useful.

A dull head would have shouted " Shoo, shoo !'' to

the old hen, and scraped off her muddy tracks, and

thought no more about it. No so this wide-awake

man, as much of a philosopher in his way, as Isaac

Newton in hi-;, when he saw the apple fall.

—

Am.
AgriculturiU.

Cure for Frostrd Ret.—It is said that frosted

feet can be speedily and certainly cured by being

bathed and well rubbed with kerosene or coal

oil, for a few times, at night before retiring to bed.

Several persons have already tried it, all of whom
unite in pronouncing it an effectual cure, which, if

they are correct, is an easy and cheap mode of

getting rid of a very sore and troublesome afflic-

tion. Those who have tried it inform us that the

feet should be well warmed by a hot stove during

and after the application of the oil, and it will

certainly effect a speedy cure. Persons suffering

from the pain of frosted feet, will, no doubt, do
well in giving it a trial, for it

cheap ointment, and one that i

plied.

—

Ilurrisburg Union.

For "The Friend.'

Having been a constant reader of " The Friend,'

almost from its commencement, I can, with manji

others, acknowledge it has been the source of muct

asure and, I trust, lasting good to me. Greatly

would we miss its weekly visits, and as much ol

y life has been spent in the society of young

persons and little children, it has always been a

satisfaction to have something of the kind to hand

to them, that we know will contain what is suitable

for them to read, couched in chaste and dignified

language, for in almost all other periodicals

Friend will find more or less to reject as inconsist-

ent with his principles. But I have often though!

it would be more acceptable to many families were

there a juvenile department, or a portion of each

number devoted to matter suited to the capacity ol

httk children. As I once heard a Friend remark,
" we must not expect children to come up to our

capacity, but we must descend to theirs." Are

there not gifted ones in our society, who would be

willing to follow the example of Newton

Watts, who thought it not beneath their dignity to

spend time writing for infant minds. There being

few obituary notices of children published in " The'

Friend," comparatively few instances of earlji

piety of recent date come before us. During thei

last few months, very many dear children withi-

the verge of our Yearly Meeting have been calledj

away; many of whom have given evidence of pre-

paration for the solemn change. Memoirs of these,

rightly prepared for other tender minds, might be'

more impressive than notices of older persons, byl

showing that death also lieth at their door. Oh !

j

how my heart yearns for the children, in this

day of excitement and declension, fearing many
are too much neglected. Would that parents were

more alive to the best interests of their beloved

offspring; that they would begin early, and grow
not weary in the pleasing though arduous task of

instruction. The infant mind so early begins to

receive impressions, that they cannot commence too

soon. Habits will be formed, and "it is a great

thing to get habit on the side of virtue." Parents

must be interested in and devoted to the work;

not merely collect their children and read to them
;

they will improve faster, and be more interested if

we talk to them, question, explain or symplify the

subject. What child is not delighted with Bible

history, or biography, when so presented? Before

our dear little boy was three years old, he became
much interested in the account of " Little Samuel
and the new coat his mother made him each year,"

often asking to have it read. He would take the

Bible and turn over its leaves with solemn interest,

as though conscious it contained a treasure. When
retiring for the night, which is a very important

period of the day, he would say, " now mother say

a little verse;"—and, now, that he is gone to join

the ceaseless hymn of the redeemed, I desire^

whilst recounting my many failures, to encourage

mothers oftener to lay aside their many cares,

—

the almost constant toil for the wants of the poor

perishable body, and devote more time to the bet-

ter part. Yes, and fathers, too. Why this almost

incessant devotion of our waking hours to work,

business or pleasure. Let us circumscribe our tem-

poral wants, (many of which are perhaps more
imaginary than real,) till we can command time

for our own and the children's instruction in better

things. T'hat devoted servant, Daniel Wheeler,

set a bright example in this respect. His son

writes, " From their early years, he patiently la-

boured to imbue the minds of his children with

surely a very
j

the love and fear of tlie Almighty. He instructed

ery easily ap- them diligently in the holy scriptures; and en-

|deavourcd to explain in a manner suited to their

]
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lapacities, tbe truths they contain. He was also

)crsevering iu his cfForts to exhibit to them the ex-

ple of the righteous of other generations, and

specially that esemplitication of the fruits of his

)wn principles, which the lives of the early mem-
)ers of our society so strikingly display. For this

lurpose he set apart a portion of time daily, iu

hieh to read to his family works of this discrip-

a practice that was continued up to the pe-

iod when his religious labours called him from

hem. Perhaps some might be ready to think

5uch a course would be found irksome to the

/oung; but certainly in the present instance the

•csult was widely different, and his children can

low recall the feelings of solemn interest and en-

oymcnt that often attended these readings, and

he short period of quiet by which they were in-

variably followed. It was also his custom each

vening, when his children had retired to rest, to

isit their chambers, and endeavour to direct their

learts to their great Creator and Preserver. On
occasions, he would repeat, or teach them to

epeat passages of Scripture, or poetry of a devo-

ional character, to which his own admonitions were

requently added ; and he generally closed those

weet and well remembered seasons with a solemn

,
during which, doubtless, his pious spirit was

fteu engaged in committing them to the Lord."

fow, let us notice what //"i«^ such teaching bore,

ive out of his six children have gone to rest,

ig ample evidence of acceptance with Him
ihom their parents loved. Of the eldest son,

Villiam, a sorrowing brother, the youthful com-

aniou of his father in the far-off isles of the Pa-

fic, once said, " I know little about his death,

ut I know how he lived ; he fed on heavenly

5od." This is the food every true parent will

trive to aid his children to obtain.

" Train up a child," &.C., not leave it come up ;

training seems to be necessary; something for the

arent and teacher to do. Drawing instruction

the outer world, we know the ground must be

repand, good seed sou-n, the young plants fre-

uently and carefully tended, some kinds requiring

ne mode of treatment, some another; then, (acci-

ents excepted,) they gradually grow, watered with

lin and dew of heaven, comely in form; bud,

im, and bear precious fruit. What a solemn

jspoDsibility then rests upon those who have a

ardeu of immortal plants growing up around

lem, so plastic and susceptible, that the poet has

istly said, "ye may make them what ye will."

Tell may we exclaim. Who is sufficient for these

lings, and "look up for help." Should not every

ue Friend be willing to lend a helping hand, and

all that duty calls for, to instruct and preserve

lese precious lambs of the flock, cheered by the

isurance, ''•when he Isold lie will not departfrom

S. H.

Ohio, TUird mo., 1862.

joyed a good dinner the next day, and continues | domestic and social institutions of a people counted
to this time in vigorous health. But what will

j
by millions

; and there are so many serious con-
perhaps still more surprise some people is, that he isequences affcctingboth master and slave, insepara-
can talk without even a stump or a bit of the rootjble from a sudden and universal disruption of the
|0t the tongue. He can pronounce every letter of relation they have held to each other throu"hout
the alphabet, many of them perfectly, (all the life, that wisdom and justice both dictate that
vowels,) most of them distinctly. The three there

j

whatever course may be adopted for the removal

I

is the most difliculty in are K, Q, and T, which are! of this stupendous moral and material evil, shall be
jdifiicult and indi,-.tinct in the order they are named, so carefully adapted, and so cautiously but expe-
|K being much more so than T. In conversation, iditiously carried out, as to secure the happy re=ult
jhe can be readily understood, if not hurried or ex-idesired, with as little loss or suffering to both par-
cited.

—

Leeds [Eiiglarul) Intelligencer. [ties as practicable.

—

»

^,

The exclusion of all slave-holding from the

D . •
1 T • • . .1 J -L e !• i

" Society of Friends, was the work of njany years.Pa nek L.v.ngstoa, the day before his departure Lj j,^ .Volition in'che northern and middle State
aid " am,nun>tywUhallfa^^thulFnends,and|„,,

^^ji, ^„,^ j„^i ^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^
in ove o all men. ' Let life reach ,,^„,,, ^^.j ,^ continuously towards its cx-
unto a 1 here

;
* * * about hal an hour

ti,,,^;,^ .^^^ ,^, deterioration of servile labour, that
before he was removed hence, he said " Blessed,

„i,,„ ,^^ ^,.^,^ ^^^^^^- j^.^^^^j ^^^ termination
!
praised, magnihed, and exalted be the might" ' » •

^

powerful, great and everlasting name of tbe Lora i .„„i f.i„

God forevermore. Oh
!
that Thy life may arise

j^^, so severe as to require pecuniary compensation,
in ull dominion over all, and that iriends mayl.^.i^, ,,,,, „f things in regard to slavery in the
eel ,t so in all their assemblies

;
that they may be

( jj.^^i,,,, gj^j °
j^g-^.^^^^ ^^ that referred

kept in love, concord and unity toj;ether, and show;^
^i^^ i.t^^,,^^ ^f ^j^/^^ ^^-^y^^^^ ^^ ,^ ^

It forth in word, work, testiH^ony, hie and cenvei-|^,,,
,, j,,, in,i„,ately involved in its removal!

,, J 1, , . , . ,

While we cannot reco.'nize any natural or acquired
all we need, and here there is a lying

,

; [,, ^f property in aCy man to his fellow, we candown in true submi-sion tothe wiii ol the Lord rjT.dii^. J, ^Lt equity and good policy may sanction
and laying down our heads in peace and rest with ,^ ,^,„^^„i -^

JJ^.-,,,^,
^^, -^^ those who are called

him forevermore; ' which last words he repeated!
,^ sacrifice^highly valued claims of property,

J ,
1 , , , . 1

' nueu lue oiaie uuiuoniy uecreeu lue termination
ed and exalted be the mighty

-,f ^i^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ comparatively few whose
,nd everlasting name of tbe Lord , „, .i.-?;..,. ^j^^^j j^^. ^^^ .^^^. ^^ ^^^^^ ,^,3

sation unto all ;

here we ha

twice, and said, " Here is victory over death, hell,

and the grave, and resting in peace with the Lord
forevermore."

—

JPiety Promoted.

created and long cherished by the laws of the

State, but which claims, the State, in compliance
with the will of the majority, may now decide to

destroy. It is true, that the Constitution of the

United States does not directly sanction slavery,

but it recognizes it as an existing system, for which it

Coal Mine Accidents.—A parliamentary re-

turn states, that in the ten years commencing with

1851, 605,154,940 tons of coal have been raised 1 ., - . , o ^ ,

in Great Britain, and the number of lives lost at the !

P'-^;-"'" some defence
;
and Ihe legislative support

work has been 8,406—a life lost for every 71,480 i

''."'^ protection given to it in the councils of the na-

tons of coal raised. The 5,000,000 tons which are
''°°' '^^^'^ '^^'^ characterized and disgraced the

brought to London every year, must therefore oe- 'P^''^? P"''f'^'^'^.*°'^ "^^""l
3''-'^" P^;'' I' ^a^ now

casion, on an average, no less than 70 deaths, ori^'"°>''^'
^^'^ ^''? /=*.'=^"\'7 ^ "'''} ^", "P°° "^.

about one every five days. We have no means of
'!"^'^'te^'=°"^aeis being felt throughout the land,-

knowing accurately what proportion of casualties
''° ^^"^

^°f^^^
^'"^ deplorable, heart-sickemug se-

attend mining in the Pennsylvania coal districts,
i;'^"^^: If

carrying out the proposition made by the

but the general impression is, that the business is i^
".=^"^^°*' 7" ^7^ ^ ^^''^^^ c^ffect towards termi-

P ^ .. . , ' . inMtm,r this dreadful conflict, while it induces the

olding States to commence the freeing of

that the business

ittended with very little danger, there being no

loss of life to be compared with that which occurs

in the deep of Great Brita

Extraordinary Suri^ical Operation.—A paper

as recently read by — Xunnelly, of this town,

ifore the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society,

1 a remarkable case in which that gentleman had

iccessfuUy removed the ei.tire tongue, for cancer
' the organ, and restored the patient to comfort

id apparent health. The man, otherwise of ro-

coustitution and in the prime of life, was

asting under the agony of the diseased tongue,

id such difficulty of taking food as threatened

on to destroy life by starvation. The operation
' extirpating the diseased member was most se-

ire and painful, and, in fact, involved a series of

ocesses extending over several days; but at the

id, and when the tongue was fiually removed, so

pid was the recovery that the man ate and en-
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We give place in our columns to-day, to the mes-

sage transmitted to congress by President Lincoln,

recommending a guarantee of pecuniary aid by the

General Government, to such States as may be

willing to initiate the abolition of slavery within

their borders. It is a highly interesting document

to every citizeji of the United States, not only on

i account of the reasoning by which the proposed

action is recommended, but as being the first official

'message from the Presiding Officer of our country,

'clearly recognizing slavery as an evil, and pro-

I

posing the adoption of means for its gradual ex-

tinction.

The system of slavery is so enormous an evil,

and the right to freedom and self-possession so

clearly inalienable to all, unless forfeited by crime,

that it is not to be wondered at, many are anxious

for the immediate and unconditional emancipation

jof the poor slaves. But there are so many exist-

ing circumstances connected with the system which,

for many generations, has been interwoven with tbe

i

their slaves, and thus initiates a change in them
I that will secure the country from the repetition of
I such an awful strife, we apprehend no right-minded
citizen should murmur at whatever burden he may
have to bear for securing so blessed a result.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT.
Fellon- citizens of the Senate and House of Represen-

tiUives— I recommend the adoption of a joint resolution

bv vonr honoiable bodies which would be subslantiHlly
as follows :

Resolved, That the United States ought to co-operate
with any State which may adopt gradual abolishment
of slavery, giving to such State pecuniary aid to be used
by such State in its discretion, to compensate for the
inconveniences, public and private, produced by such
change of system.

I

If the proposition contained in the resolution does not
jmeet the approval of Congress and the country, there is

I

the end; but if it does command such approval, I deem
lit of importance that tbe States and people immediately
'interested should be at once distinctly nolilied of the
jfict, so that they may begin to consider whether to ac-
cept or reject it. The Federal government would find

1
its highest interest in such a measure, as one of the most

j

efficient means of self preservation.

The leaders of the enisling insurrection entertain the
hope that this govei'uraent will ultimately be forced to

jacknowledge the independence of some part of the dis-

|attected region, and that all the slave States north of
I such parts will then say—The Union for which we have
I struggled being already gone, we now choose to go with

I

the southern section. To deprive them ot' this hope
I substantially euds the rebellion, and the initiation of
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emancipatioa completely deprives them of it as to all racnts

the States initiating it. The point is not that all the, It aut

Slates tolerating slavery would very soon, if at all, ini- jments

tiate emaucipaiion ; but that while the offer is equally

made to all, the more northern shall, by such initiation,

make it certain to the more southern that, in no event

will the former ever join the latter in their proposed

confederacy. I say initiation, because, in my judgment,

gradual and not sudden emancipation is better for all.

In the mere financial or pecuniary view, any member of

Congress, with the census tables and treasury reports

before him, can readily see for himself how very soon

the current expenditures of this war wonid purchase, at

fair valuation, all the slaves in any named State. Such

a proposition on the part of the general government sets

up no claim of a right by Federal authority, to inter-

fere with slavery within State limits, referring, as it

does, the absolute control of the subject in each case to

the State and its people immediately interested.

It is proposed as a matter of perfectly free choice with

them. In the annual message last December, I thought

fit to say : The Union must be preserved, and hence all

indispensable means must be employed. I said this not

hastily, but deliberately. War has been made, and con-

tinues to be an indispensable means to this end. A
practical re-acknowledgment of the national authority

would render the war unnecessary, and it would at once

eease. If, however, resistance continues, the war must

also continue, and it is impossible to foresee all the in-

cidents which may attend, and all the ruin which may
follow it. Such as may seem indispensable, or may ob-

viously promise great efficiency towards ending the

struggle, must and will come. The proposition now
made is an offer only. I hope it maj- be esteemed no

offence to ask whether the pecuniary consideration ten-

dered would not be of more value to the States and pri-

vate persons concerned, than are the institution and pro-

perty in it, in the present aspect of affairs. While it is

true that the adoption of the proposed resolution would

be merely initiatory, and not within itself a practical

measure, it is recommended in the hope that it would

Boon lead to important practical results. In full view

of my great responsibility to my God and to my coun-

try, I earnestly beg the attention of Congress and the

people to the subject.

(Signed,) Abkaham Lincoln.

SU.MMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 1st inst. The mar-

kets for breadstuffs and cotton were inactive. Prices

unchanged. Consols, 93J. Earl Russell, in a despatch

to Lord Lyons, expresses the opinion that the U. S.

blockade of the Southern ports was effective, notwith-

sianding the escape of some vessels, and intimates that

it must be respected by the British government. The
pirate Sumter remained at Gibraltar closely watched by
two U. S. war vessels. The discussion of Italian affairs

in the French Chamber has excited great interest.

Prince Napoleon demanded that the French troops

should be withdrawn from Rome, and asked for the sup-

pression of the temporal power of the Pope. La Guer-
roniere, the known confidant of the Emperor, spoke in

favour of the Pope's temporal power. The French Mi-

nistry promised to explain the policy of the (iovernment

on a future occasion. The population of France, ac-

cording to the census of 18G1, consisted of 18,642,604

Bales and 18,739,721 females— total, 37,382,325.

Nearly nine hundred thousand persons, four and a half

per cent, of the population, are, (says the London Spec-
tator,) now receiving iiarish relief—a terrible back-
ground to all our pictures of English prosperity.

Mexico.—Vera Cruz dates to the 4th inst. Negotia-

tions between the Mexicans and Allies commenced at

Orizaba on the 1st inst. The mortality among the allied

troops continued. The Spanish troops were returning
from the interior. The English forces were to leave the

country.

United States.— War Orders.—The President of the

United States has directed Gen. M'Olellan to organize
the army of the Potomac, jireparatory for active service,

and 10 divide it into five corps, to be commanded re-

spectively by Generals M'Dowell, Sumner, Ileinf/.elraan,

Wadsworth and Banks. Gen. .M^CIellan having taken
the field at the head of the army of the Potomac, he is

relieved, until otherwise ordered, from the command of
the other military departments. The entire fieM of ope
rations is divided by the President into three great ile

parlments. That of the West is placed under command
of General Halleck, the army of the Potomac unde
(ien. M-Clellan, and the intervening district called thi

Mountain Department, is assigned to Gen. Fremont.
Congress.—The House Committee on Territories re

ported a bill providing temporary provisional govern

r the rebellious portions of the United States,

zed the President to institute such govern-

ments with the aid of the military and naval power;
governors, &c., to be appointed, and legislative assem-

blies and courts established, to continue until the people

form new State governments. The bill was strongly

opposed as a measure " to dissolve the Union, and abo-

lish the Constitution of the United States." A motion

to lay on the table was carried by a vote of 65 to 56.

A resolution to expel Senator Powell, of Kentucky, for

alleged disloyalty, was, after debate, rejected by the

Senate; yeas, 11; nays, 28. The resolution recom-
mended by the President, in his message, of the 7th

inst., declaratory of the purpose of the United States, to

co-operate with any State or States, in measures for the

gradual abolition of slavery, was adopted in the House
of Representatives by more than a two-thirds vote.

The Foreign Relations.—The relations between the

United States and European Powers are said to be now
entirely free from any apprehension of disturbance.

The tone of all the recent correspondence is conciliatory

and friendly.

California.—This State has suffered severely by the

late inundations. The San Francisco Herald says, the

calamity has inflicted a blow from which the State will

not recover in half a century. .Many hundreds of per-

sons have been drowned, and thousands have been re-

duced to poverty.

New York.—Mortality last week, 435.

Fhiladelpliia.—SlonaWty last week, 292.

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.—The work of re-

pairing this road has been pushed forward with energy.

It is said the whole route will be in good running order

in the course of another week.
The War.^A'ew Mexico.—A serious conflict occurred

on the 21st ult., near Fort Craig, between the U. S.

forces and a body of rebel troops from Texas. Several

hundred men were killed and wounded, without any de-

cisive result. Arhansas.—The battle of Pea Ridge, Ben-
ton county, which was briefly referred to last week, was
one of the most sanguinary of the present war. The
rebel general, -M'CuUoch, was killed; Gen. Stark d

gerously wounded ; Col. M'Intosh was killed, together

with a number of officers of inferior rank. About 1600

rebels were taken prisoners. The loss of the U. S.

troops, in killed and wounded, is said to be about 1500
;

that of the rebels is supposed to be from 3000 to 4000,

After the engagement, Gen. Price, with about 10.000

men, retreated to the eastward. Gen. Van Dorn wen
southward with the remnant of the defeated army. Mis-
souri.—The rebels evacuated New Madrid, the only place

of importance held by them in the State, on the nigh
the 13th inst. They escaped by the river, leaving a large

quantity of guns, stores and ammunition which they were
unable to carry away. The partial engagement which took
place previous to their flight, was not attended wil

bloodshed. Tennessee.—A body of rebels near Paris was
attacked, on the 12th, by some of the U. S. troops, anc
dispersed. The rebels lost about 100 men. Gen. Brago
had arrived in Tennessee, with some thousands of rebel

troops, from Pensacola. He and Gen. Beauregard were
at Jackson, constructing fortifications. All the negroes
in the country were called to work on them. Virgin!

—There has been a general falling back of the rel

forces, and nearly all appear to have retreated beyond
the Rappahannock river. At Winchester, Va., and oth

places which, since the withdrawal of the rebels, hai

been occupied by the U. S. troops, a warm welcome hi

been extended by a portion of the inhabitants. Mat
of the people have remained loyal in their feelings,

though compelled to yield to the secession pressure.

The chief body of the rebels is now reported to be al

and near Gordonsville. But little property of value was
left by the rebels at Manassas. Many cannon and great
quantities of shot and shell were found in the deserted
batteries on the Potomac. The Mississippi River.—Thi
rebel forces which evacuated Columbus, Ky.,went prin

cipally to Island No. 10, a strong position in the Missis

sippi, near the N. W. corner of Tennessee. They were
here fortified with a large number of cannon, comman
ing the approaches by the river. On the 16lh, a powe
ful fleet of mortar and gun-boats commanded by Coi

Foote, made an attack on the island. On the 17th,

was announced in St. Louis, that the Island had been
taken, with all the ammunition and transports of the re-

bels: but this proved to be incorrect. The rebels hav(
another strong position on the river at Fort Randolph,
Tenn

,
which must be carried before the Federal forces

can reach .Memphis.

Southern Items.—Jeff. Davis transmitted a message to

the rebel Congress on the 11th inst., with the offici

reports received at the War department of tlie dcfeui

and fall of Fort Douelson. He considers the reports ui

satisfactory, and has consequently suspended Generals

Floyd d Pillow, until the case can receive fullinvesti--|

gallon. The Congress at Richmond, a few days since,

resolved unanimously, that it was the unalterable de-

termination of the people of the Confederate States to

suffer, if need be, all the calamities of the most pro-
|

traded war, "but that they will never, on any terms,

affiliate politically with a people who are guilty of an
invasion of their soil and the butchery of their citizens."

The Richmond Examiner explains the southward move- ''

ment of the Confederate army, and the taking up of a >

new line of defence around Richmond, as one of neces-

sity, in view of the great numerical superiority of the
,

U. S. army in its front. The Examiner says, it is dis-

tressing to give up so large a portion of Virginia, even

for a season, but trusts the step will tend to secure the

final success of the South.

Great alarm prevails at Memphis. Many persons hava
city, and cotton and all other valuable merchan-

dize was being shipped down the river.

Unchristian Proscription.—The Constitutional Conven-
tion of Illinois engaged in reconstructing the govern-

ment forms of the State, has voted to exclude negroes

not only from the right of voting, but from residence

within the boundaries of Illinois.

New York Salt Trade.—The annual report of the Su-
perintendent of the New York Salt Springs, just pub-
lished, shows that the whole amount of salt inspected

during the past year was 7,200,391 bushels, of which
1,884,697 bushels was the product of solar evaporation,,

and 5,315,694 of artificial heat.

The Grain Markets.—T\\e following were the quota-

tions on the 17th inst. New York—White Western,

wheat, §1.42 a $1.47 ; Milwaukie cluh, §1.25 a $1.30
;

rye, 81 cts. a 83 cts. ; oats, 38 cts. a 39 cts. Philadel-

phia—Vt\me red wheat, $1.32 a $1.33 ; white, $1.38 a

$1.50; rye, 70 cts. a 73 cts.; new yellow corn, 53 cts.

a 54 cts. ; oats, 34 cts. a 35 cts. ; clover seed, $4.50 a

$4.75 ; timothy, $2.37 a $2.50.

RECEIPTS.

Received from C. Walton, for Jacob Parvin, Pa., $2,,

vol. 35, for Wm. B. Smith, $2, vol. 34 ; from Jos. iloyle,

0., for Mark Willits, $2, vol. 35.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
ttee to superintend the Boardi School

Philadelphia on Sixth-day,
The Commit

at West-Town, will meet i

the 4th of next month, at 2 o'clock.

The Committee on Instruction and that on Admis-
sions meet on the same day ; the former, at 10 o'clock,

and the latter, at II o'clock, a. m.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-l

amination of the schools, commencing on Third-day<
morning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the same^

week.
Third month 19th, 1862. Joel Evans, Clerk.

TRACT ASSOCIATION.
The Annual .Meeting of the Tract Association ot!

Friends will be held in the Committee-room
Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening.

instant, at 8 o

other Friends i

lock. Me
sted 1

bers of the Association

re invited to attend.

Charles J. Allen, Clerk.

of Arch*
the 26thl

ition audj

Phil ., Third month, IS

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIB'.-S^

(on the PHILAD. and BALTIMORE CENTRAL RAILROAD.)
.

The Summer Session will open on Second-day, thw
5th of Fifth month next. '

For information and circulars, address
Thomas Conard, Principal,

Third mo. 5th, 1862. West-Grove P. 0., Pa.

Married, on Fourth-day, the 12th instant, at Friends^

Meeting-house, on Orange street, Nathan Smedley, ot
Delaware county, Pa., to Sarah L., daughter of John C
and Rebecca S. Allen, of this city.

Died, on the 12th of First month last, at his residence,

in Stanford, Dutchess Co., N. York, Paul Upton, aged|

eighty-one years ; a member and elder of Creek .Monthly

Meeting of Friends. Possessing by nature a sweet and'

amiable disposition, and having early submitted to the

yoke of Christ; he was a much beloved and truly valu

able member both of our religious Society and the com
munity at large. His upright walk and christian ex
ample giving him a place in the respect and affectional

of his neighbours of all denominations, and his suddeii

removal leaves a blank not easily filled, yet we r

rently believe that our loss is his eternal gain.
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The Lessons of Men's lives,

George Brum uiell, entered the fashionable world
t the age of tweoty-oue, with a princely fortune
t command. He gave himself wholly and entirely

o the cultivation of the highest tastes of fashiona-

le life. lie spent £800 a year on dress alone,
nd so refined was he in his manners and grace,
hat ho came to be admitted to the highest circles

f the nobility ; and the " Prince Regent," says
lis biographer, "would occasionally attend his

ircssing room for an hour in the morning, to watch
he mysterious grace with which he di.<charged the
uties of his toilet." Years passed away, and this

aan's fortune was spent. His friends then deserted
be fled to the Continent—begged for his

read in the streets of Paris, and died in a lunatic

sylum. He had sown the wind—be reaped the
fhirlwind

; and with him the fashions of this life

rere found to be " vanity of vanities and vexation
f spirit.''

The great Duke of Marlborough accumulated a
aillion of money, and died in wretchedness of mind,
?hile bis property went to enrich a family who
fcre looked upon by him during his lifetime as his

reatest enemies. A Scottish nobleman took a

riend to the summit of a bill on bis property, and
old him all that he could look on was bis own.
Surely, your lordship must be a happy man,''
aid this friend

; to which be replied, " 1 do not
elieve that that there is in all this vast circuit a
30re unhappy man than myself."
The wealthy Colonel Charteris, when dying,

aid be would give £30,000 to any one whocoufd
rove to his satisfaction that there was no such
lace as hell.

Elwe.s, the miser when dying, was found weeping
f\th anxiety and grief, because he had mislaid
,ve-pouud note.

But of all men who have sought for enjoyment
3 riches, perhaps the case of the late William Beck
3rd, of Fonthill Abbey, in England, is the most
emarkable. Inheriting a large fortune, he at
rst resided in Portugal, where he lived in a mon-
stcry, " the ceilingof which was gilded and painted,
he floor spread with Persian carpets of the finest

sxture; the tables decked with suburb ewers and
asins of chased silver." " A stream of water
owed through his kitchen, from which were formed
eaervoirs containing every kind of river fish. On

side were heaped up loads of game and veni-

son
; on the other side were vegetables and fruit in

ndless variety. Beyond a long line of stores ex-

tended a row of ovens, and close to them, hillocks

of the finest wheaten flour, rocks of sugar, jars of

the purest oil, and pastry in various abundiince."

The magnificent saloon in which be dined was
covered with pictures, and lighted up with a pro-

fusion of wax tapers in services of silver, and the

banquet usually consisted of rarities and delica-

cies of every season, from difierent countries.

AVhen in England, he pulled down a splendid man-
sion, erected by bis father, at acost of nearly a quar-

ter of a million of money, to build an abbey, whose
towers, like the tower of Babel, might reach to

heaven. A wall nearly twenty miles in circumfer-

ence inclosed his mansion and grounds, and so

costly were the furnishings of the place, that its

glories transcended those of oriental splendor.

One who saw the abbey and grounds says, ' Gold
silver vases and cups are so numerous here

that they dazzle the eye; and when one looks

around at the cabinets, candelabra and ornaments
which decorate the rooms, we may almost imagine

hat we stand in the treasury of some oriental

prince, whose riches consist entirely in vessels of

old and silver, enriched with precious stones of

very sort, from the ruby to the diamond." Such
was Beckford, of Fonthill Abbey, with his princely

mansion, and an income of £100,000 a year. But

he happy ? No. He was wretched ; and a

reverse of fortune having unexpectedly come upon

him, he was driven from his mansion, spent the

t of his days in misery, and died, another pain-

ful example of the folly of setting the heart on

arthly enjoyments, and proving again the truth

of the wise man's words," Vanity of vanities, saith

the preacher, all is vanity and vexation of spirit."

William Pitt, son of the great earl of Chatham,

was endowed with the rarest gifts of nature, and,

at the early age of twenty-four, was prime minis-

ter of England. " The mightiest intellects," says

one who knew him well, " bent before him. and the

highest offices were in his patronage. Each morn-

ing when be rose he was entitled to assert that, in

all the vast empire of England, the sun shone on

none who was in reality, however he might be in

name, more powerful than himself And yet this

great man during his public career, was always

wretched, miserable, unhappy." " He died." says

a biographer, " in his forty-seventh year, on the

anniversary of the very day on which he entered

Parliament. Ob, what a difference there was be-

tween the buoyant youth of twenty and the care-

worn statesman of forty-seven I Before the eyes of

the one sparkled a long vista of political enjoy

ments and honours; before the eyes of the other

were the anxieties and cares which had attended

them when grasped. He had followed, as bis oh

ject in life, unsanctified ambition, and he found it

vanity and vexation of spirit ;" and died," says

Wilberforce, " of a broken heart."

Robert Clive was a mercantile clerk in India.

He had a passion for the life of a soldier, and ob-

tained an ensigncy in the army of the Ea^t. Here

be rose until he became the conqueror of India,

and had the treasures of the East poured at bis

feet. " The whole kingdom," wrote his father to

him, " is in transport at the glory and success you

have gained ; come away, and let us rejoice to-

gether." He returned, was impeached by the

House of Commons, and was so chagrined and dis-

appointed that he took his own life.

Among those who have sought for happiness in

the honours and excitement of public life, Richard

rinsley Sheriden, the orator, is a melancholy in-

stance of the folly of such a course. In the Hou.sc

of Commons, so powerful was the impression pro-

duced by his speeches, that members could not

trust themselves to vote on any question on which

he spoke, until the excitement had subsided." Yet

this man died in wretchedness and want. lli= la.^t

words were, " I am ab-olutely undone."

Turn we now to the field of literature. There

we have in the foremost rank, Sir Walter Seott.

' Never, perhaps, in any period of the world's

history," says a contemporary of Scot t,
" did liter-

ary talent receive a homage so universal as that of

Scott. His reputation was co-exteusive not only

with the English lan;;uage, but with the bounda-

of civilization. In one year, too, his literary

productions yielded him £1.5,000. The King con-

ferred on him a baronetcy, and wherever he ap-

peared, at home or abroad, he was the lion of the

ly. All the good things of life were his. Hia

aosion at Abbotsford realized the highest concep-

tion of a poet's imagination, and seemed like 'a

poem in stone.' His company was of the most

honorable of the land, and his domestic enjoyments

11 that his heart could desire. Yet he was not

appy. Ambitious to found a family, he got into

debt, and in old age he was a ruined man. When
about to leave Abbotsford for the last time, ho

said, • When I think on what this place now is,

with what it was not long ago, I fee! as if ray heart

would break. Lonely, aged, deprived of all my
family, I am an impoverished and embarrassed

man.' At another time he writes, ' Death has

closed the dark avenue of love and friendships. I

look at them as through the grated door of a bu-

rial place filled with monuments of those who once

were de^ir to me, and with no other wish than that

it may be open for me at no distant period.' And
acain— ' some new object of complaint come.< every

moment. Sicknesses come thicker and thicker
;

friends are fewer and fewer. The recollection of

youth, health, and powers of activity, neither im-

proved nor enjoyed, is a poor ground of comfort.

The best is the long halt will arrive at length, and

close all.' And the long halt did arrive. Not
lou2 before be died,Sir \\'alterrequested hisdaugh-

ter to wheel him to his desk. Slie then put a pen

into his band, but his fingers refused to do their

oflice. Silent tears rolled down his cheeks. 'Take
me back to my own room,' he said, ' there is no

rest for Sir Walter but in his grave.' A few days

after, he died, realizing in reference to all his fame,

honour and renown, the truth of Solomon, ' Vanity

of vanities, saith the preacher, all is vanity and

vexation of spirit.'
''

Campbell, the author of the" Pleasures of Hope,"

in his old age wrote, "I am alone in the world.

My wife and the child of my hopes, are dead
;
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my only surviving child is con.-igned to a living

toiub, (a lunatic a^yluu])—my old Iriends, broth-

ers, ^i^ttrs, are dead, all but one. and she, too, is

dying; my last hopes are bliglitcd. As for fame,

it is a bubble that niujt soou burst. Earned lor

others, shared wilh others, it ^-as sweet ; but at my
age, to my own solitary experience, it is bitter.

Lelt in my chamber alone, by myself, is it wonder-

lul my philosophy at times takes flight ; that I

rush into company ; resort to that which blunts

but heals no pang ; and then, sick of the world,

ai.d dissatisfied with myself, shrink back into soli-

tude ?" And in this state of mind be died.

Charles the Filth resigned the crown in despair

of getting happiness on the throne. Catherine of

liussia, an empress of the most ambitious char-

;icicr, sought for happiness in earthly glory, yet

could not get rest ic sleep, from the torujents of a

guilty conscience. And many other cases might

be adduced to show how true it is, as the poet

says

—

" Uneasy lies tlie head that wears a crown."

These are examples of the vanity of pursuing

the mirage of life. The objects of pursuit, had

they been sanctified and good, would have yielded

happiness, if rightly realized ; for divine Providence

has so constituted man that, even as a mundane
being, he may possess much real enjoyment. Bi

it ours, then, to " set the affections on things above,

aud not on things below, that perish in the Ubing,"

to lay up treasures in heaven, where " neither

moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves

break not through nor steal ;" so to run that we
may obtain, and so to struggle for the crown that,

like Paul, we may be enabled to say, " I have

fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I

have kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid up for

me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the

righteous Judge, shall give me at that day ; and

not to me only, but unto all them also, that love his

appearing.''—/. H. Wihoii, London.

Bymond on War.

(CoutinueJ fium page 2.".00

'We have seen that the principle on which Dr.

Palcy's Moral Philosophy decides that war is law-

ful, is, that it is expedient. I know not how this

argument accords with some of the statements of

the Evidences of Christianity. We are there told

that the non-resisting character possesses " the

highest intrinsic value," and the " most of true

worth ;" that it " prevents the great disturbances of

human happiness,'' and destroys " the great sources

of human misery," and that it "contributes most
to the happiness and tranquillity of social life."

And in what then does expediency consist, if the

non- resisting character be not expedient? Dr. Pa-
ley says, again, in relation to the immense mischief

and bloodshed arising from the violation of chris-

tian duty—" We do not say that no evil can ex-

ceed this, nor any possible advantage compensate
it, but we say that a joss which afl'ects all, will
scurcdy be made yjJ to the commo7i slock of himuui
ha}j])i/iess, hi/ any betufa that can be ]jrocured to

11. single tialinn.'' And is not therefore the viola-

tion of the duty inexpedient as well as criminal?
He says again that the warlike character, '' w n;
its general iffeds^pnjudicial to human happiness^
—and therefore, surely, it is inexpedient.

The magistrate "beareth not the sword in vain;
for he is the minister of God, a revenger to execute
wrath upon him that doeth evil." From this ac-

knowleilgment of the lawfulness of coercion on
the part of the civil magistrate, an argument has
been advanced in favour of war. It is said, that
by parity of reasoning, coercion b also lawful in

the suppression of the violence which one nation

uses towards another.

Some men talk as if the principles which W(

maintain were subversive of all order and govern

meut. They ask u^—Is the civil magistrate to

stand still and see lawless violence ravaging the

land ? Is the whole fabric of human society to be

dissolved? W'e answer. No; and that whenceso-

ever these men may have derived their terrors,

they are not chargeable upon us or upon our prin-

ciples. To deduce even a plausible argument in

favour of war from the permission " to execute

wrath upon him that doeth evil," it is obviously

necessary to show that we are permitted to take

bis life. And the right to put an ofi'ender to death,

must be proved, if it can be proved at all, either

from an ixpress permission oj the christian scrip-

tures, or, supporiiig Christianity to have given no

decisions, either directly or indirectly,y?w« a ne-

cissity rchich knows no alternative. Now every

one knows that this express permission to inflict

death is not to be found; and, upon the ques-

tion of its tiecessity, we ask for that evidence

which alone cati determine it—the evidence of ex-

perience: and this evidence, the advocate of war
has never brought, and cannot bring. And we
shall probably not be contradicted when we say,

that that degree of evidence which experience has

afl'orded, is an evidence in our favour rather than

against us.

But some persons entertain an opinion, that in

the case of murder, at least, there is a sort of im-
mutable necessity for taking the offender's life.

'Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

blood be shed." If any one urges this rule against

us, we reply, that it is not a rule of christiiinity
;

and if the necessity of demanding blood for blood

is an everlasting principle of retributive justice, how
happens it that, in the first case in which murder
was committed, the murderer was not put to death ?

The philosopher however would pr .ve what the

christian cannot; and Jlably accordingly says, "In
the state of nature, I have a right to take the life

to death is not easily made out. Philosophers

would scarcely have had recourse to these meta-

physical abstractions if they knew an easier method

of establishing the right. Even philosophy, how-

ever, concedes us much:

—

'^Absolute necessity,

a/one," says Pastoret, " can justify the punish-

ment of death ;" and Rousseau himself acknowl-

edges that, " we have no right to put to death,

(ven for the sake of example, any but those who
cannot be permitted to live without danger."

Beccaria limits the right to two specific cases; in

which, " if an individual, though deprived of his

liberty, has still such credit and connexions as may
endanger the security of the nation, or, by his ex-

istenci', is likely to produce a dangerous revolution

in the established form of government—he must

undoubtedly die." It is not, perhaps, necessary

for us to point out why, in these suppositious cases,

a prisoner may not be put to death ; since I be-

lieve that philosophy will find it difficult, on some

of her own principles, to justify his destruction :

For Dr. Paley decides, that whenever a man thinks

there are great grievances in the existing govern-

ment, and that, by heading a revolt, he can redress

them without occasionino- greater evil by the rebel-

lion than benefit by its success

—

it is his duty to

rebel. The prisoner whom Beccaria supposes, may
be presumed to have thought this; and with rea-

son too, for the extent of his credit, his connexions,

and his success, is the plea for putting him to

death ; and we must therefore leave it those who
indulge in such speculations, to consider how it

can be right for one man to take the lead in a re-

volution, whilst it is right for another to hang him

for taking it.

What then does the lawfulness of coercion on

the part of the magistrate prove upon the question

of the lawfulness of war? If capital punishments

had never been inflicted, what would it have pro-

ved ? Obviously nothing. If capital punishmentsi

cannot be shoicn to be defensible, what does if

prove? Obviously nothing : for an unauthorized

destruction of human life on the gallows, cannot
of him who lifts his arm against mine. T/jm ijustify another unauthorized destruction of it on
right, upon entering into society, I surrender to I

the field.

the magistrate." If we conceded the truth of the Perhaps some of tho.se who may have beeni

first position, (which we do not,) the conclusion thitherto willing to give me a patient attention, will'

from it is a sophism too idle for notice. Hav
however, been thus told that the state has a right

to kill, we are next informed by Filangieri, that

the criminal has no right to live. He says, " If I

have a right to kill another man, lie has lost his
right to life." Rousseau gnes a little farther.

He tells us, that in coiisequence of the " social

contract" which we make with the sovereign on
entering into society, " Life is a conditional grant
of the state :" so that we hold our lives, it seemi
only as " tenants at will," and must give them up
whenever their owner, the state, requires them.
The reader has probably hitherto thought that he
retained his head by some other tenure.

The right of taking an offender's life being thus
proved, Mably shows us how its exercise becomes
expedient. " A murderer," says he, " in taking

y his enemy's life, believes he eloes him the
greatest possible evil. Death, then, iu the mur-
derer's estimation, is the greatest of evils. By the

fear of death, th.erelore, the excesses of hatred and
revenge, must be restrained." If language wilder
than this can be held, Rousseau, I think, holds it.

He says, " The preservation of both sides (the
criminal and the state,) is incompatible; one of
the two must perish." How it happens that a na-
tion " must perish," if a convict is not hanged, the
reader, I suppose, will not know.

1 have referred to these speculations for the pur-
pose of showing, that the right of putting ofiFenders

be disposed to withdraw it, when they hear the

unlawfulness of defensive war unequivocally main-

tained. But it matters not. My business is with

what appears to me to be truth : if truth sur-

prises us, I cannot help it—still it is truth.

Upon the question of defensive war, I would

beg the reader to bear in his recollection, that

every feeling of his nature is enlisted against us;

and I would beg him, knowing this, to attain as

complete an abstraction from the influence of th

feelings as shall be in his power. This he will do

if he is honest in the inquiry for truth. It is not

necessary to conceal that the principles which

maintain may sometimes demand tbe sacrifice of

our apparent interests. Such sacrifices Christianity

has been wont to require : they are the tests of

our fidelity; and of those whom I address, I

lieve there are some, who, if they can bo assured

that we speak the language of Christianity, will re

quire no other inducements to obedience.

The lawfulness of defensive war is commonly
.simplified to The Right of Self-defence. This is

of the strongholds of the defender of war, the

ost final fastness to which he retires. The in-

stinct of self-preservation, it is said, is an instinct

<f nature ; and tinee this instifict is implanted

by God, whatever is necessary to self-preservation

:corela?it wilh his will. This is specious, but

like many other specious arguments, it is sound io

its premises, but, as I think, fallacious in its cotf-
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jlttsions. That the instinct of self-preservation i;

nstinct of nature, is clear— that because it is

in instinct of unture we have a right to kill other

Ben, is HoL clear.

The fallacy of the whole argument appears to

;onsist in this,— that it assumes that au iusiiuct of

lature is a law of p iramount authority. God
las implanted in the human system various pro-

)ensities or instincts, of which the purposes are

vise. These propensities tend in their own nature

abuse ; and when gratified or followed to ex-

iess they become .subversive of the purposes of the

visdom which implanted them, and destructive of

he welfare of mankind. He has therefore instituted

1 superior law, sanctioned by his immediate au-

hority : by this law, we arc required to regulate

hesu propensities. The question therefore is, not

whether the instinct of self-preservation is im-

)lanted by nature, but whether Christianity has re-

trieted its operation. By this, and by this only,

he question is to be determined. Now he who
be at the trouble of making the iuquiry, will

ind that a regulation of the instincts of nature,

nd a restriction of their exercise, is a prominent

bject of the christian morality; and I think it is

)laiu that this regulation and restriction apply to

he instinct before us. That some of these pro-

)en=ities are to be restrained is certain. One of

he most powerful instincts of our nature, is an af-

ection to which the regulating precepts of chris-

ianity are peculiarly directed. I do not maintain

hat any natural instinct is to be eradicated, but

bat all of them are to be regulated and restrained
;

nd I maintain this of the instinct of self-preser-

atiou.

The establishment of this position is, indeed, the

;reat object of the present inquiry. What are the

lispositions and actions to which the instinct of

lelf preservation prompts, but actions and disposi

ions which Christianity forbids 1 They are non
brbearance, resistance, retaliation of injuries. Th(

ruth is, that it is to defence that the peaceable!

)recepts of Christianity are directed. Offence ap-|

)ears not to have even suggested itself It is " Re-

1

ist not evil ;"''
it is "Overcome evil with good j" iti

s "Do good to them that hate you;" it is "Love
^our enemies ;"' it is " Render not evil for evU;'^\

t is " Whoso smiletk thee on one clvcekP All this

supposes previous offence, or injury, or violence

md it is then that forbearance is enjoined.

(Tobecuntiiiued.)

spring makes turns in unwinding. Here, then, is

the mechanical force which keeps the machinery of

a watch in motion. Liiit it is plain that if this

power were thus applied, it would vary greatly in

its action on the wheels. When the spring was
tightly coiled, the wheels would be dragged rapidly

round ; and when the force of the coil was di-
\

minishcd, they would move very slowly. This
would never do. To obviate this defect, and
supply a power that shall act with equal force

during the whole uncoiling of the spring, comes in

the beautiful invention of the fusee. The fusee is

a cone with a spiral groove attached to the side of

the first wheel of the watch, and connected with

the barrel by a chain, hooked at its ends to both,

when the watch is wound up, the key is placed on
the axis of the fusee, and the chain wound off' the

barrel on to the eoue. Thus wound up, the spring
j

is at its greatest power of reoil; but the chaiu,

;

pulling them near the point or smallest part of the

cone, acts with the shortest lever power; as the!

spring uncoils and its elasticity diminishes in force,

the chain, being gradually wound on the outside of

the barrel, gradually descends the cone and
lengthens the leverage. Ey this ingenious adjust-

|

ment of increased lever power to diminished force,

an equality ofpoweris maintained, and the influence
j

of the spring on the wheels is the same during the

whole period of the recoil, or until the watch needs
I

winding up again. Perhaps there is not a more !

beautiful contrivance than this of the fusee, in the!

whole domain of mschauics, or one which more
efficiently answers the end for which it was designed.

:

Those watches, now very common, which go while

winding up, have a spring, called the going fusee,

contained in the interior of the fusee-wheel, by
|

which the works are kept in motion while the!

fusee itself is turned by the key.

The invention of the fusee, however, important!

as it was, did not insure the production of service-]

able watches. Two centuries ago watches were aj

luxury, possessed by few ; and, as is generally the!

case with articles of utility so long as they are

luxuries, were good for little. The works were a

rude modification of clock-works—the chain round
^

the fusee was a piece of cat-gut—and for want of a

balance-spring, or some efficient substitute for the

pendulum, their performance could not be relied

on. In fact, the first watchmakers did not pretend
|

to more than showing an approximation to the I

hour of the day, and modestly withheld the minute-

1

hand from their dials, being hopeless of measuring,

the minutes by such miniature machines.

But an immense improveiueut was impending.

In 16.53, that most irritable and aerimoniojis of

English philosophers, Dr. Robert Hooke, applied

for a patent for the balance-spring. It is this

little instrument, which is scarcely thicker than a

hair, that was destined to transform the watch
from a comparatively worthless and luxurious toy,

!

into the faithful friend and servant of millious.

!

Let us see if we can recognize its function. :

If the reader will open his modern English!

watch, he will see the balance, which is a wheel
|

finely poised on its axis, vibrating with a regular;

and equal motion. Unlike all the other wheels in!

the watch, it never moves completely round, but

backwards and forwards. This peculiarity of mo-
tion is imparted to it by means of certain contri-

vances, some of them very elaborate, varying inj

watches of various descriptions, called escapements.
]

Beneath the balance-wheel he will see the balance-!

spring, coiled like a minute hair round the axis,!

which it surrounds four or five times. The balance

itself was intended as asub-titute for the pendulum

;

but it never was an efliieient substitute for that,

until the balancB'Spring was invented and brought!

to its aid. It had been perceived that in clocks,

the pendulum absorbed in its own more or less

extended oscillaliou every inequality in the rotation

of the wheel-work ; and analogy suggested to

Hooke, and experience afterwards proved, that the

balance spring, would do the same thing. In it^

application to the balance of a watch, one extremity

of the spring is fa-teued to a point independent of

the balance, while the other is attached near its

axis. The balance-spring is generally flat in

waxhes, coiling concentrically ; but in chrono-

meters for naval or scientific purposes, the cylin-

drical form is preferred, as affording the most per-

fect isachronism. A recent improvement has been
effected by eleeto-gilding the balance-springs, thus

preserving them from rust—an invention which
was patented by — Dent.

This balance-spring, above all other manufac-
tured things, shows the extraordinary value which
may be conferred on raw material by human la-

bour. Four thousand hair-springs scarcely weigh
more than a single ounce, but often cost more than

a thousand pounds !
" The ehi.sel of the sculptor,"

says — Thom-ou, " may add immense value to a
block nf marble, and the cameo may become of

great price from the labour bestowed ; but art offers

no example wherein the value of the material is so

greatly enhanced by human skill as in the balance-

spring."

The introduction of the balance-spring, which
was rightly regarded as the crowning invention in

the mechanism of the watch, put the watch-makers
in possession of all they wanted in order to enable

them to produce a really serviceable article, and
may be said almost to have created the trade of

watchmaking. Within a single generation after

the publication of the invention, watches had in-

creased in number a hundred-fold, and have gone
on increasing from that day to this in more than
an arithmetical ratio.

In their first popular form, watches assumed a

shape nearly gobular ; they were on the averai/e

even smaller in diameter then they are at present,

but they were turnip-shaped and heavy, and it was
the fashion to inclose them in ponderous double
cases of guinea gold, covered with elaborate chas-

ing, and which more than doubled their weight and
size.

True and False Pe:ice in Dcatli.—" Death is

an honest hour." If by this saying it is meant
that death is a sure antidote to dishonesty, it is a
great mistake. It is no very uncommon occurrence
lor men to die atfirming that which they know to

be false. Criminals have done this who knew that

they would be dead in ten minutes; and those dy-

ing in their beds have not unfrequently done the

same thing.

Nor is the known nearness of death a surer
remedy for carelessness and indiffereno-j toward
God. Many whose composure in death friends

have attributed to religion, have owed their compo-
sure to the absence of all proper religious sensi-

bility. Their resignation is the lasitude of disease;

their peace, the deadness of conscience; their wish
to depart, a desire to be free from sufferincr.

If this yielding to circumstances, and a greater
insensibility to death as it approaches, so often

witnessed, is in one view a merciful provision of
the Almighty, it testifies loudly in another against
any change for the better as likely to result from
knowing that death is near.

!Men sometimes die in great terror, becatjse they
see things in their true light. The more light the
more terror. In other cases they are much op-

with fear, when this fear is no bad sign, or
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at least a better sign than composure would be in

their ease.

Quietness in death, or that which is called peace,

needs to be examined as carefully as agitation and

fear. A delusive peace may result

:

1. From unbelief. The larger part of professed

infidelity is a mere pretense, and plays the coward

at the first approach of danger ; but in some few

instances men are given over to strong delusion to

believe a lie. In such cases, as no judgment is be-

lieved in, none is feared.

2. From ignorance. This is the true ground of

the quietness which i? often manifested by the dy-

ing. Upon conversing with them, it is evident that

they have no just views of sin, nor of its remedy.

Their peace, though professing to be christians, is

to be accounted lor substantially upon the same

principle as that on which we account for the quiet

deaths of the eminent heathen which are reported

to us; they know neither themselves nor the God

to whom they are going ;
nor have they any con-

ception of that regeneration which is indispensable

in order to happiness in a world of spirits.

iiom the "Scientific America;

Aerial Navigation.

We find in the Smithsonian Report the following

letter from Prof. Henry, of the Suiithsonian Insti

tution, to — Lowe, the aeronaut, in relation to his

projected crossing of the Atlantic in a balloon :
—

Dear Sir :—In reply to your letter of February

25th, riquesting that I would give you my views

in regard to ihe currents of the atmosphere and

the possibility of an application of a knowledge of

them to aerial navigation, 1 present you with the

following statement, to be used as you may think

fit.

I have never had faith in any of the plans pro-

posed for navigating the atmosphere by artificial

propulsion, or for steering a balloon in a direction

differeut from that of the current in which the ve-

hicle is floating.

The resistance to a current of air offered by
several thousand feet of surlace, is far too great to

be overcome by any motive power at present known
which can be applied by machinery of sufficient

lightness.

The only method of aerial navigation, which in

the present state of knowledge appears to afford

any po.ssibility of practical application, is that of

sailing with the currents of the atmosphere. The
question, therefore, occurs as to whether the aerial

currents of the earth are of such a character that

they can be rendered subservient to aerial locomo-

tion.

In answering this question, I think I hazard

little in asserting that the great currents of the at-

mosphere have been sufficiently studied, to enable

us to say with certainty that they follow definite

courses, and that they may be rendered subservient

to aerial navigation, provided the balloon itself

can be so improved as to render it a safe vehicl

of locomotion.

It has been established by observations extend-

ing now over two hundred years, that at the sur-

f.ice of the earth, within the tropics, there i

belt along which the wind constantly blows from
an easterly direction; and, from the combined me
teoroloyical observations made in different parts of

the world within the last few years, that north of

this belt, between the latitudes of 30°, and 61)

around the whole earth the resultant wiud is from
a westerly direction.

The primary motive power which gives rise

these currents is the constant heating of the air

the equatorial, and the cooling of it in and toward
the polar regions; the eastern and western deflec

tions of these currents being due to the rotation of

the earth on its axis.

The easterly current in the equatorial regions

is always at the surface, and has long been known
as the trade winds, while the current from the

west is constantly flowing in the upper portion of

the atmosphere, and only reaches the surface of

the earth at intervals, generally after the occurrence

of a storm.

Although the wind, even at the surface, over

the United States and around the whole earth be-

tween the same parallels, appears to be exceedingly

fitful, yet when the average movement is accu-

rately recorded for a number of years, it is found

that a large resultant remains of a westerly cur-

rent. This is well established by the fact that on

an average of many years, packet ships sailing

from New York to Great Britain occupy nearly

double the time in returning that they do in going.

It has been fully established by continuous ob-

servations collected at this Institution for ten years,

from every part of the United States, that, as a

general rule, all the meteorological phenomena ad-

vance from west to east, and that the higher clouds

always move eastwardly. We are, therefore, from

abundant observation, as well as from theoretical con-

siderations, enabled to state with confidence, that on

a given day, whatever may be the direction of the

wind at the surface of the earth, a balloon elevated

sufficiently high, would be carried easterly by the

prevailing current in the upper or rather middle
region of the atmosphere.

I do not hesitate, therefore, to say, that provided

a balloon can be constructed of sufficient size, and
of sufficient impermeability to gas, in order that it

may maintain a high elevation for a sufficient

length of time, it would be wafted across the At-

lantic. I would not, however, advise that the first

experiment of this character be made across the
ocean, but that the feasibility of the project should
be thoroughly tested, and experience accumulated
by voyages over the interior of our continent. It

is true that more eclat might be given to the en-

terprise, and more interest excited in the public

mind generally, by the immediate attempt of a

passage to Europe ; but I do not think the sober
sense of the more intelligent part of the community
would be in favour of this plan ; on the contrary,

it would be considered a premature and foolhardy
risk of life.

It is not in human sagacity to foresee, prior to

experience, what simple occurrence, or what neglect

in an arrangement, may interfere with the result of

an experiment; and therefore I think it will be
imp(i=sible for you to secure the full confidence of

those who are best able to render you assistance

except by a practical demonstration, in the form of

successful voyages from some of the interior cities of

the continent to the seaboard.

Joseph Henry.

For " Tho Friuud."

BIOCUAPUICAL SKETCHES
Of Ministers and Elders and otiier concerned membe

ol the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

STEPHEN COMPORT.

Stephen, son of John Comfort and Mary, his

wife, was born in Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
Twelfth mouth 26th, 1720. His parents both
died when he was quite young, and he was brought
up by a relation, who gave him very little school
learning. Although in his outward education
much was wanting, yet his friends of Middletowu
Monthly Meeting say, it was " largely supplied by
the teachings of Divine grace, whereby he learned
the fear of the Lord, which the wise man says, i

the beginning of wisdom, and to depart from evil

which is understanding." Through attention to the

inward teaeher, he became religiously careful over

his own conduct, and was thereby preserved from

many of the follies and extravagancies incident to

youth.

In the twenty-fifth year of his ago, he came

forth in the ministry, his communication being for

some time a few words of exhortation to those as-

bled, particularly the youth, to love, fear andl

serve the Lord. His brief counsel was very ac-

ceptable, and as he continued faithful to the meas-

ure of Light and Grace communicated, he grew in

his gift, and became a lively minister ; one, who as

a wise scribe, well instructed in heavenly things,-

needed not to be ashamed. '

He was of an open, cheerful disposition, whicM;

made him a pleasant companion amongst men, andi

being honestly concerned for the promotion of piet

amongst the members, and of good order in thi

church, he was very useful in religious society. I:

meetings for worship, he was often engaged in tei

timony and in supplication, to the comfort and

fieation of his friends. He at times, was concerni

to travel in the work of the Gospel ministry in thi

different provinces, and returned with

nials of the unity and satisfaction of those visiti

with his labours.

During his last illness, which he bore with p
tience and resignation, he said he knew not whal

Providence intended to do with him, or why hq

was so afllieted, but he trusted it was for somd

wise and good end, and in that belief, desired tdj

be content. He had carefully endeavoured to b^

faithful to the Divine requirings, and in this hd

witnessed peace. He often expressed his great'

love to mankind in general, and the near union

and fellowship he felt with all faithful Friends.

In this pious condition of mind he continued,

being sensible to the last, departing this life Ninth

mouth 27th, 1772, aged nearly fifty-two years.

ELIZABETH SMITH.

Elizabeth, daughter of Richard Smith, Jr., was

born in Burlington, New Jersey, about the year

1724. She was early in life sensible of the visita-

tions of Divine Love, and as she submitted thereto,

the effects thereof were manifest in her sober car-

rage and innocent deportment. As she grew up

towards womanhood, by keeping under the guiding

hand of her dear Saviour, who had visited her

youthful heart, she was enabled to maintain com-

posure iu temper and steadiness in conduct very

exemplary.

She lost her mother when young, and much care

in her father's household devolving upon her, she,

by her dutiful attention to her remaining parent,

and general circumspection in her behaviour, won

his tender love, and that of all the members of the

family. A blessing seemed to rest upon her la-

bours, and upon her own soul also.

She had a great esteem for the Holy Scriptures,

encouraging the reading thereof by others, and

being diligent in that good practice herself. She

believed it right to appear as a minister of the Gos-

pel, and her words, though few, were acceptable

and edifying to the church. As she continued

faithful to her calling, waiting on the Master for

daily strength and direction, she grew in her gift,

" and was often made instrumental to hand forth

in due season of the treasures of wisdom and know-

ledge." She was often led to neighbouring meet-

ings, and sometimes to places more remote. In

the spring of 1764, she, with Sarah Morris and

Joyce Benezet, of Philadelphia, visited the meet-

ings through New England, and attended the,.

Yearly meeting at Newport, and she at other timi

had religious service in some of the southern col

1
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lies. Her memorial says, "In her public testi-

ony sbe was greatly favoured, her words being

touching and forcible. When led to reprove,

the effect was often seen in the solid and weighty

countenances of her hearers. Attentive to the

prospect of duty which presented, she warned with

a striking awfulness, reproved with faithfulness,

wisely advised, or consoled with tenderness. To
the youth she was often drawn forth in great affec-

tion, cautioning them with earnestness to beware of

the delusive momentary pleasures of this world,

and inviting them to the substantial and abiding

fruits of virtue and sobriety. To the mind hum-
bled under religious exercise, she was kind and en-

couraging, endeavouring to raise the hand ready to

droop, and strengthen the feeble. She olteu retired

to wait upon the Lord, to know her strength re-

newed. Her conversation was strictly guarded

yet cheerful, her words few, sensible and often in-

structive. Being blessed with a feeling heart, she

was frequently the means of assisting the poor and

afflicted.

In the latter part of her life she was much af-

flicted with a severe disorder, which eventually

rendered a painful and dangerous operation neces-

sary. She bore her sufferings with so much pa-

tience and fortitude, as gave evidence of Divine

support, at a period when all the strength of the

naiural mind is inadequate to console and sustain.

Thus she manifested in the hour of extremity the

happy effect of a religious life, and of firm christian

faitb. Before the operation, she appeared in vocal

solemn supplication to the Almighty, entreat-

ing hiiu to be near her to support in the coming
trial, adding with great reverence, " Thou art the

God of my life, who hast kept me and fed me all

my life long, be now near and support by tby

presence, and if it is thy will to put an end to my
being here, I submit. And oh, be graciously

pleased to give me rest in thy mansion with thy

dear Son, the Lamb immaculate, for ever and ever.''

After this, she for several years, enjoyed a tol-

erable share of health ; during which time she

often was able to attend meetings for worship and
disciphne, although sometimes in great bodily

weakness. A concern to hold herselt in readiness

to visit friends in England had long rested on her

mind, and notwithstanding her weakness of body,

she felt it would be right for her to lay her pros-

pect before her monthly meeting. She did not

know that she ever would have strength to accom-

plish such a visit, and neither did her friends, yet

her JMonthly and Quarterly meetings, in 1771, set

her at liberty to perform it, her friend Sarah Mor-
ris being under a similar concern. The will was
taken for the deed. Her health became more
seriously affected, and it was evident that lier

close must soon come. During the last summer of

her life, although very weak in body, she was often

favoured in public ministry and in sittings in pri-

vate families, she being alive and strong, in the

best sense. She prepared in her weakness a short

account of her religious experience as follows : 24th
of Eleventh mouth, 1771, "As it hath pleased

Providence to permit for this year past, a weaken-
ing disorder to attend me, which has reduced me to

a low ebb, and believing my time in this world may
not be long, tbis testimony lives in my heart to

the praise of the Lord, who was pleased in the

riches of his mercy to favour me with an early

taste of his goodness, and by the secret yet powerful

draught of renewed love extended to my soul, let

me see it was his pleasure to wean me from

the inordinate love of all fading and transitory

things, and to make me in some degree a vessel

for his use, and after leading me through a variety

of trying dispensations and deep baptisms whicb

gradually wrought a willingnes.s in my heart to be

just what he would have me to be, if he would be

with me all my life long.
" Here I entered into solemn covenant if he

would be my God, I would obey him and give up

often manifested great cheerfulness iu the prospect

before her. She felt an inward support raising

her above all her bodily afflictions, and was en-

abled to say there was nothing for her to do but to

t her master's pleasure, which she thought would

to alibis requirings. Alter this, my mind waS|be shortly accomplished. ''Ohl" she exclaimed,

ch composed, and so continued to be nearly a '' what a satistaction it is to think there is nothinn

year. I was then in the twenty-first year of my
age, I delighted much to wait often on the Lord,

to feel his living presence at meeting and at other

times, and could but admire and secretly adore that

Hand of Power, whose canopy of heavenly regard

covered my spirit by day and by night. Under
this dispensation, the Lord was graciously pleased

to give me a sit;ht and sense that he would commit

to trouble one, when to near a change, nor to think

the time long. It is a painful, lingering illness, but

the time is near at hand when I shall be cured by
the best of Pyhsiciaus, without mortal assistance;

when the time comes, I shall rejoice."

She frequently said there was nothing for her

to do but bear her pain with patience ; she once
said that in a time of great suffering she had rea-

gift of the ministry to my trust, in which it' I was soned after this manner, " why am 1 so afflicted V
faithful until death, he would give me a crown ofjUn this came a reply to her mind, " My beloved

life.

" After some time my mouth was opened to

testify to others what the Lord had done lor my
d invite them to come, taste and see for

Son who never offended me, drank of the cup be-

fore thee." So she continued, " I am helped along

with one kind hint after another." To a relation,

alter giving an account of a painful night she had

themselves how good the Lord is. It is not in my ijust passed, and the suffering she was still end

heart, neither am I of ability of body to say
' much' at this time, but deep gratitude and love

dwell with me to the God of my life, who has many
times graciously condescended' to my humbling

admiration, to fulfil his covenant of being with me.

she added, " but I have been refreshed, and the

passage of Scripture where it says, ' thou makest
the outgoings of the morning and evening to rejoice,'

came into my mind with a sweetness I cannot ex-

press." She then said that the morning in the

failing not even, in the most trying and painful test seemed to her to mean the early part of life,

bodily affliction he has permitted to attend me, and the evening the close of it

though some of them have been of a difficult and

dangerous kind. In a state of complicated dis-

tress, my mind was often refreshed with the sensi-

ble enjoyment of Heavenly regard, and in the

deepest conflicts, I could often set my seal to the

truth of the apostle's experience, viz :
' the more

my suffering abounded, the more did my consola-

tion in Christ abound.'
" After recovering from this dangerous illness, I

enjoyed a good share of health, till about a year

since, at which time it came weightily on my mind

to open to my friends a prospect I had about four-

teen or fifteen years ago, that it would at some time

of my life, be required of me to resign and ofter

up myself to pay a religious visit to Friends in

England. [T'his concern] I first mentioned to

my dear brother John. It affected him much, be-

ing in a weak state of health. After sitting a little

while in silence, he said, ' perhaps it may bo to

prepare thee for a greater change.' I apprehended

this might be the case, yet a sense remained with

me that my resignation would not be perfect till I

laid it befere Friends of our Monthly and Quarterly

meetings, and left it to their consideration. This

I freely did, the Lord having wrought a willing-

ness so to do, and for every act of obedience therein

[ felt the reward of peace.

'"And now, though under great bodily afflic-

tion, I have no cause to doubt but that the offering

has been accepted of Him, who is the alone pre-

parer of every sacrifice that he accepts, and although

he may see meet, in his wisdom, to release me Irom

the performance of that weighty service, let none

think it strange. As the He^avens are higher than

the earth, so are his ways above man's ways. I

have no other end to answer or desire in commit-

ting these hints to writing but that it may give my
friends some satisfaction, and that God in all

things may be glorified by me, whether in life or

death, and that his great name may have the

praise of his own works. That he, who in the

riches of his mercy, condescended to be unto me a

morning light, may graciously grant that his pre-

sence may attend my spirit iu my last moments,

and the j-y of his salvation be as an evening song."

Being reduced to a state of great bodily

She often spoke of the peace and consolation she

had found in having lived in the fear of her Creator.

A night or two before her departure, on her saying

she tljought it was easier for her to leave the world

than for those who had children to part with, a

friend said, " there are many who love thee I'' On
this she said that it might be so, and that would be

consummated hereafter. Near her end with great

tenderness she expressed her belief that she was

passing away, and added, " I would not have you

troubled ;it is to joy unspeakable and full of glory T '

Iler death took place Tenth mouth 2ud, 1772,

she being about forty-eight years of age.

Atdediluvian Trees.—We saw, a few days since,

tivo remarkable specimens of petrified trees from

Pike's Peak. They belong to the University of

Chicago, and so far as our knowledge extends,

thougb a young institution, it has the finest and

largest specimens of the antediluvian forests with

which we are acquainted. One is lost in his own
thoughts, while attempting to grasp the vast revo-

lutions which have past over our planet since these

immense trees grew.

While the change to stone is complete, the

structure of the wood is as perfectly preserved as

if no change had occurred. The petrifying agent

was Silica, and it may be seen incrusting some

portions of the surface in white and blue globules.

From the curvature of the annual rings of

growth, we judge the tree from which these speci-

mens come, to have been at least fourteen feet in

diaujeter, and their number and thickness indicate

that it must have required about one thousand and

six hundred years to grow to that size. The larger

specimen of the two is over nine feet in circumler-

euce at the base, on which it stands nearly erect,

and is five feet and a half high, and weighs one

ton and a half (3000 pounds.) The other speci-

men is nearly as long, weighing half as much, and

is nearly unitbrm in size from end to end, while

the larger specimen tapers from the base to about

half the size at the top.

The species to which these wonderful specimens

belong, has probably been long extinct, but they

appear to resemble very closely, in every respect.

and seemu that her continuance here could not be; the California redwood ;
and for a public institu-

lontr, she'awaited her change with lively hope, andjtion of learning they constitute a most beautiful
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anil lasting monument of the

which they belonged. They

the attention of the curious a

Chicago Tribune.

Don't I

DON'T RUN I>

debt, never miml,

bright,

DEBT,

lever mind,

If your clothes are faded and torn
;

Fix 'em up, make them do, it is better far,

Than to have the heart nearj and worn.

n'ho'll love you more for the cut of your hat.

Or your rulf, or the tie of your shoe?

Tlie shape of your vest, or your boots or cravat,

]f they know you're in debt fur the new ?

There's no comfort, I tell you, in walking the street

In fine clothes, if you know you're in debt,

And feel that some tradesman perchance you may i

Who will sneer, ''They're not paid for yet."

Good friend, let me beg of you, don't run in debt,

If the chairs and the sofas are old
;

They will fii your back better than any new set.

Unless Ihcy are paid for with gold.

If the house is too small, draw closer together,

Keep it warm with a hearty good will

;

A big one, unpaid for, in all kinds of w-eather,

Will send to your warm heart a chill.

Don't run in debt now, dear girls; take the hint

;

If the fashions have changed since last season,

Old Nature is out in the very same tint.

And old Nature, we think, has some reason.

Just say to your friends, that you cannot aflFord

To spend time to keep up with the fashions

That your purse is too light, and your honour
To be tarnished by such silly passions.

Gents, don't run in debt; let your friends, if they can,

Have their horses, fine feathers, and flowers

;

But, unless they are paid for, be more of a man
Than to envy the sunshiny hours.

If you've money to spare, I have nothing to say;
Spend your pounds and your pence as you please;

But miud you, the man who his note has to pay.

Is the man who is never at ease.

Kind husband, now don't run in debt any more
;

'Twill fill your wife's cup full of sorroiv.

To know that a neighbour will call at your door
With a bill you must settle to-morrow.

0, take my advice, it is good, it is true

;

But, lest you may some of you doulit it,

I've tried it, and know all about it.

For "The Friend."

let Hivine Love Spread and Prevail.

There is doubtless a larj;e number of Friends
distributed through all the Yearly Meetings, who
desire the prosperity of the Truth, in whom divine

love prevails, leading them to seek the spiritua!

welfaro of their brethren and sisters, and to endea-

vour to strengthen the bond of christian fellowshif

which subsists in the household of faith. The
breaches of the unity which once subsisted in our
Society, ought to increase the fervency of the livin<

meujbers, to labour and breathe in spirit for th.

gatlieriug back into the fold of Christ, those who
have fallen in with the world, and are strangers to

the cementing and humbling efficacy of the love of

God, overspreading and oontriting their hearts.

Wlierc the loss of this love has made way for the

reception of wrong principles and practice, pleading
in the spirit of meekness with a brother or sister,

who has lost the true vision, may reach tlic witness

in them, draw from error, and would yield far

more peace to the faithful labourer, than talking

about these defects to other persons. Where it

parties, of which John Richardson gives the fol-

lowing instances in his own experience. He says,

" After the Lord had healed me, he sent me
forth in the work of the ministry, and the first

journey I took was into Lincolnshire ; and through

explain it as they will, the -wonder remains the

same, and we must look upon the reproduction of

the seed as a continual miracle.

Is there upon earth a machine, is there a palace,

is there even a city, which contains so much that

rimeval forest to moniziug influence, and tend to enlist others in the

e well worthy of' same good cause. As individuals in the smaller

d the scientific.— meetings were brought to lay down their arms,

and come into true fellowship, the way would gra-

dually open for the reunion of larger meetings, the

benefits of religious association would afresh spring lis wonderful as is enclosed in a single little seed

up, and the joy and peace which is in the Holy —one grain of corn, one little brown apple-seed,

Spirit would, we might hope, be diffused through- one small seed of a tree, picked up, perhaps, by a

out the body at large. sparrow for her little ones, the smallest of a poppy

In the course of their travels, some ministers or a blue-bell, or even one of the seeds that are so

have been instrumental in removing differences, 'small that they float about in the air invisible to

and restorino- love and unity between offended 'our eyes? Ah! there is a world of marvel and

brilliant beauties hidden in each of these tiny sef

Consider their immense number, the perfect separa-j.

tion of the different kinds, their power of life and'

resurrection, and their wonderful fruitfulness.

Consider first their number. About a hundred

positiwas known that this restoring, uniting dis

was at work in different parts, to heal ti

and to stop the spreading of divisions, the example
of such christian labourers would extend its har-

Coventry to Warwick, to see William Dewsbury. and fifty years ago, the celebrated Linnaeus, who

One thing is remarkable; in giving him an ac-'has been called "the father of botany," reckoned*

count of the particular towns and places I had [about 8,000 different kinds of plants ; and he theni

passed through, in answer to his inquiry what i
thought that the whole number existing could noM

way I came, I mentioned Coventry, which was inuch exceed 10,000. But a hundred years aften

the last and the worst; for some of the rude 'him, M. de CandoUe, of Geneva, described 40,0001

people flung stones at me with great violence, as I 'kinds of plants, and he supposed it possible that!

was speaking in the meeting, so that had the Lord the number might even amount to 100,000.
;

suffered them to hit me, they might have spoiled
j

Well, let me ask you. Have these 100,000 kinds

^

but my faith in the Lord, and the strength of of plants ever failed to bear the right seed ? Havet
the Truth, bore up my mind above the fear of what they ever deceived us? Has a seed of wheat ever

^

wicked men could do to me. After William had yielded barley, or a seed of a poppy grown up into*

heard my account, he fixed his eyes on me, and a sunflower? Has a sycamore tree ever sprung^

said, thou must go back again to Coventry. I ap-'from an acorn, or a beach tree from a chesnut?!

peared unwilling for two reasons; first, because Ij A little bird may carry away the small seed of ai

thought I had cleared myself of that people; se- [sycamore in its beak to feed its nestlings, and on^

condly, I thought it not safe to run into the dan- the way may drop it on the ground. The tiny<

ger of buffering, unless I was satisfied the Lord re- seed may spring up and grow whore it fell, unnotic-J

quired it of me. But William was positive, and said ed, and sixty years after it may become a magni-.

I must go, for there was a service for me to do there, ficent tree, under which the flocks of the valley and I

Upon a deliberate consideration of the matter, and their shepherds may rest in the shade,

seeking to the Lord to know his will in it, I found i Consider next the wonderful power of life and

my way clear to go, and I had some service and 'resurrection bestowed on the seeds of plants, so

good satisfaction, and left Friends nearer to one an- :that they may be preserved from year to year, and.

other than when I first met them; for there hadjeveu from century to century. ii

been a misunderstanding amongst some Friends in Let a child put a few seeds in a drawer and shuM
that city." jtheui up, and sixty years afterwards, when his haia

This labour was a blessing to the members of [is white and his steps tottering, let him take one ol
that meeting, and no doubt brought its reward to [these seeds and sow it in the ground, and soon afte*

him. On coming to Tamworth, he found there 'he will see it spring up into new life, and become]

was a difference, especially between two Friends, ! a young, fresh, and beautiful plant,

who had made a considerable figure in the meet- j M. Jouannet, relates that in the year 1835,
ing. He says, " I felt it upon nie to go to one of ;sevcral old Celtic tombs were discovered near Ber-

them, and warn him of the spirit of prejudice and jgorac. Under the head of each of the dead bodies

envy; ibr if he gave way to it, it would eat out his there was found a small square stone or brick, with

love to Friends and Truth, and he would decline a hole in it, containing a few seeds, which had been

meetings, and come to nought, and turn his back, placed there beside the dead by the heathen friends,

on the Truth, which came to be fulfilled as I after- ! who had buried them, perhaps 1,500 or 1,700 years

wards heard, for he became a loose man, and listed before. These seeds were carefully sowed by those

himself to be a soldier." These cases convey in-
j
who found them. What was seen to spring from

struction and warning ; one party received the de- 'the dust of the dead ? Beautiful sun-flowers, blue

signed benefit of faithful labour, and though the corn fiowers, and clover, bearing blossoms as bright

other resisted the proffered help and counsel for and sweet as those which are woven into wreaths

his preservation, the honest messenger had bis re- by the merry children now playing incur fields,

ward, and was clear of his downlall. " Brethren, Some years ago, a vase, hermetically sealed, was
if a man be overtaken with a fault, yc which are found in a muium3'-pit in Egypt, by the English

spiritual, restore such a one in the spirit of meek- traveller, Wilkinson, who sent it to the British jNIu-

uess, considering thyself, lest thou also be templed." [seum. The librarian there, having unfortunately

.— broken it, discovered in it a few grains of wheat
Tke Marvels of a Seed.—Have you ever con- and one or two peas, old, wrinkled, and as hard as

sidered how wonderful a thing the seed of a plant stone. The peas were planted carefully under glass

God;It is the miracle of mirac

there be plants yielding seed ;"

added, "each one after his kind.'

The great naturalist, Cuvier, thought that the

germs of all past, present, and future generations
of seed were contained, one within the other, as if

packed in a succession of boxes. Other learned
men have explained this mystery in a dift'creul way.

|

Wor dly pride
But what signify all their explanations ? Let them detestable.

Let
I

on the fourth of June, 1844, and at the end of

further thirty days these were seen to spring up into new
life. They had been buried probably about 3,000

years ago, perhaps in the time of Moses, and had

slept all that long time, apparently dead, yet still

living in the dust of the tomb.— Gc

md spiritual pride are alikej

J
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For " Tho Friend."

Will the editor please, if it meet Lis approba-

tion, to insert in " The Friend" the inclosed, taken

from the collection known as "Kendall's Letters."

' El.-VL-ntli mo. Ttli, 1800.

Esteemed Friend,—The ingenuous manner in

which I found the hints I lately ventured to give

thee were received, induces me to throw before thee

some thoughts which have at times struck me, re-

specting the dangers that await ministers in our

Society, more especially the young, and shall I

idd, those of thy sex. I think it possible, at least,

the first place, that an honest and grateful de-

sire to bear testimony to the Lord's goodness in

tender and fatherly dealings with his poor

shildren in this state of probation, may carry some

forward into an office unto which, in its more so-

lemn and important services, they were never

Balled or qualified ; and this is more peculiarly

likely, when a fresh sense of mercies received may

aise this language in the soul, ' What shall I reu-

Jer unto the Lord for all his benefits? Surely, I

,vill take the cup of salvation, graciously Lauded

ne, and call upon the name of the Lord.' Hav-

ng thus stepped forward on motives of gratitude

d obedience, tLe fear of looking back after put-

,ing our band to tLe plough, may rather tend to

)u?h forward, while tenderness in the minds of

Friends, and want of judgment in others, may
precluded all plain dealing, and the whole-

ome advice of true elder.-hip. Thus, where only

liitle incense from 'the fields of offering,' when

le dews of Hermon have refreshed the breathing

ants, migLt be looked for, the works ot an apos-

le may be attempted, and the result is evident.

Che sacred cause is not promoted ; nay, worse, it

s injured, and tLose who love it above all things,

ire wounded : wounded, too, in the house of their

riends, where wounds are mo-~t deeply felt. To

hose also who may have been rightly called,

here is great need of suspecting the possibility of

'eception, especially if of sanguine temperament,

nd the mind apt to take lofty excursions, in the

iangerous regions of imagination. There is a ju-

lieious remark of some unknown writer on this

lead, of wLicL I took a copy, and it is at thy ser-

ice. 'There is no faculty of the soul more ex-

)osed to the attacks of our ever active enemy, at

east, more liable to be injured by them, than the

magination ; its nature is so restless and ungo-

ernable, that the utmost vigilance of a well regu-

ated mind, and the assiduous use of all the wea-

lons of our warfare, are scarcely sufficient for keep-

ng it in that degree of subordination, which is

lecessary for repelling the enemy's assaults. And

vhen, in addition to this disadvantage, the mind is

uch unfurnished with knowledge, the judgment

veak, and the temper sanguine, it is no wouder

hat the father of lies should rule in the imagina-

ion.' But by all this, 1 am not desiiiug to dis-

ourage what is right, and am fully persuaded that

here is a way yetcast up, wherein the wayfaring

nan, though a fool, to the wisdom of this world,

hall not err; and that if the eye be single, and

he heart attentive to the simple path of duty, the

fhole body will be filled with light sufficient for

he duties required. What I wish to enforce is,

hat in teachers, as fully, (if not more so,) as in

learers, great watchfulness, care, and fear, with

;reat simplicity of soul, are required. * * *

rVith nothing but good-will to the best and most

;lorious cau^e, do I thus write; I hope thou wilt

ot misconceive me, for truly do I desire that

lion's light may go forth as brightness, aud her

alvation'as a lamp thatburneth; that the bene-

icial light thus Lauded to tLe weary traveller, may

lead him safely on his journey, and to the city of

tLe great King.

I am thy real friend, 11. G."

Grafting tlie GrajK.—In the February number
of the Gerirssee Farmer, we find the following ar-

ticle, from the pen of Samuel Miller, of Clamdale
Nursery, near Lebanon, Pennsylvania, which we
deem valuable at this time. As early in the spring

as the ground can be got away from the stock to

be grafted upon, clean away from around the

stem, two three inches deep, saw or cut off the

vine smootL ; then prepare your graft, (which

should have been cut from the vine in the early

part of the winter.) If your stock is thick, say

one inch or more in diameter, cut out a wedge to

correspond with the wedge on the graft ; if the

stocK be less than three-quarters of an inch in di-

ameter, then merely split down clean, as in the

usual way of cleft grafting, but if the graft be not

held firmly, it is well to tie around the split witL a

bit of matting or strong tLread, wLich will rot off

before doing any damage. When you Lave inserted

tLe graft, draw tLe eartL in, and press firmly

around tLe joint wLere operated upon, and up to,

and barely exposing tLe bud, filling it witL dry

mould, if the earth be wet. Use no cement what-

ever ; I believe ii is a great evil. Be sure to cover

your graft witL loose straw, or some kind of rub-

bisL that will not pack tigLt; tLis is to keep the

frost f'roui hoisting out the graft, in case freezing

occurs afterward, which frequently is the case, as

I have grafted in February sometimes, as well as

to shade the bud and keep the air ofi' somewhat

—

a necessary precaution. When the graft begins to

grow, the natural or stock suckers must be kept

down, or they will soon rob the graft. I Lave

usually succeeded in tLis way with about eighty

per cent., while I hear universal complaints of

failure. For root grafting in the house, my best

success has been obtained when done in the saddle

mode—and this done late in the spring when the

vines begin to grow. One important part has al-

most been overlooked. You must select stocks of

nearly similar wood ; for instance, Delaware will

hardly take at all on a rank fox, while upon

Clinton aud our wild frost grnpo it takes very freely.

Almost any kind will take upon Labella.

—

Late

Paper.

Keep in the Simpliciti/.— I believe myself called

upon to bear an open, unequivocal, unflinching tes-

timony, not only against all pride, extravagance,

ostentation aud excess, but al=o in a peeuliar man-

ner against all the secret insinuations and covered

appearances, under which they are creeping in, and

glowing up amongst us as a Society. 1 have for

years believed, tLat the declension amongst Friends

from the true staudard of simplicty is great; and

I am of the mind, that if they had diligently heark-

ened unto, and implicity obeyed the dictates of best

Wisdom, they would have been led to " apply all

the gifts of Divine Providence to the purposes for

which they wire intended." I believe that it is my
duty to live in such an humble, plain, homely, sim-

ple manner, as that neither in tlie furniture, food,

or clotLiug used, any misapplication of the gifts of

Divine Providence may be admitted or encouraged.

happy, and in pains. But when all within us bows,

the work is cut short ; we see, we feel, we own Ilii

hand in all ; in all we kiss the rod. TLen He wLo
hath appointed it, most sweetly reigns.

THE FRIEND.
THtKD .\IUNTH 29, 1362.

Tlie Way Christ Kf j^ws-.—The will of God is

ever best for us ; and 1 am beyond a doubt con-

firmed, that every attempt to cscupe from what He
appo nts, and each impatient thought or motion un-

der it, but adds to our afMiciion; and that, until

we bow without reserve, and without an inward

murmur, to the all-righteous sway of His sceptre in

aud over us, wc shall remain, in some degree, un-

War continues to desolate our country, and de-

prave the morals of the people. \'ictory stimulates

tLe loyal portion of the community to renewed
exertions to obtain a final triuiuph over all armed
opposition to the government ; while defeat in-

flames the evil passions of the rebels, and with the

consciousness of numerical and material weakness,

their hatred towards the free States appears to

augment, and urges them into tLe infatuated policy

of destroying tLeir own property, and tLus cutting

of their only resources, lest they may fall into

the Lands of those tiiey are determined to consider

as their enemies.

In the present state of excitement in the public

mind, aud the wide-spread passion for the bloody
arbitrament of the sword in this quarrel, there

seems little room for Friends to do more than

meekly and unyieldingly maintain their peaceable

principles in conversation and example ; striving,

so far as they may be enabled, to extend the feel-

ings of good-will and conciliation, which become
the disciples of the Saviour of men. There is great

loss sustained by allowing the mind to become
engrossed or unsettled by the military movements
and exploits of the day, or to imbibe the feelings of

hostility and revenge which so generally prevail

towards those who have risen up in rebellion

against the government. Friends are especially

called on in this serious juncture, to seek for abi-

lity to walk consistently with their high vocation
;

ever-bearing in mind that according to the decla-

ration of the apostle, all thfi law is fulfilled in one

word, even in this : Thou shalt love thy neighbour

as thyself; and tLat tLis love cannot exist where
men are in tLe spirit of war, seeking to take each

I other's lives, and to do each other all the damage
[they can inflict, and that it will not allow of our

I

rejoicing in tLe murderous triumph ot the battle

field.

An uprigbt, faithful support of the reli.don of

Christ may be allowed to introduce us into much
mental conflict, and, in the course of time, may
even expose us to danger ; but the experience of

those who Lave troddeu tLe narrow way before us,

1
teaches, that in tho discipline of the human heart,

[

He who alone knows its deceitfulness, not unfre-

quently sees meet to employ affliction, and per-

mits his devoted child to feel as though the tide of
' adversity set strongly against him ; so that the per-

I

formance of the Divine will would seem to involve,

suffering, losses, and dangers which he cannot

escape. But resignation is his duty, aud a firm

i reliance that He who calls for the test of his obe-

Idience, and knows the motive to action, will, in his-

almighty power and his fatherly pity, provide for

every exigency, and cause all things eventually to

j
work together for his good. Much is said about

jlove of country, and iu praise of tLo^e who are

willing to die in its defence ; but he is the true

I patriot whose humble, blameless life, and fervent,

'efi'ectual prayers, rise as a sweet memorial before

'the throne of the Majesty on high, and draw down
the regard and blessing of Him who ruleth in the

kingdoms of men ; moving him in pity to the work-

manship of his hand, to restrain the wrath of

wicked men, to stay the scourge of war, and permit

the land once more to enjoy the blessing of peace.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—News from England to the 9th inst.

blockade of the Soulheru ports ot th

been discussed ia Parliament. It i

some of the speakers for its alleged

was asserted that the only prospec

The
! Cuited States had

:as condemned by

inefficiency, and it

of bringing about

conclusion of the war, was the recognition on the part

of Great Britain and the gre.it European Powers, of the

independence of the Southern States. The bolicitor-

General was of the opinion that it was the duty of the

Government to maintain, as they had hitherto done,

strict and impartial neutrality between the contending

parties. With regard to the blockade, its efficiency must

be judged by Great Britain by those principles of inter-

national law which had been laid down by the most .!is-

tint'uished jurists, and which had invariably been acted

on°wheu questions of blockade had arisen. England

had as strong an interest as any country in the world

in maintaining the rights of blockade by a belligerent

power, and she was bound to exercise the greatest cau-

tion before she took any course which might ulti-

mately destroy the value of marliime supremacy, that

gr.-at arm on which her independence and strength had

been established. He also quoted numerous precedents

to show that the present blockade was as efficient as

other blockades had been in former years, and that it

would be a violation both of international law and of

the principles of neutrality to break it. The Solicitor-

General spoke earnestly and ably, and resumed his seat

amidst cheers from all parts of the House.

The steamer Annie Shields had arrived at Queens-

town, having run the blockade of Wilmington, N. C,

with a cargo of rosin, cotton and tobacco.

The London money market was easy, and the rates ol

interest low. The arrivals of specie from Australia and

other quarters, during the previous week, had amounted

to §6,000,000. American securities were in demand, at

The Li°verpool cotton market was withont material

change. Fair New Orleans was quoted at 14rf. ;
Uplands,

13d. Stock in port, 440,000 bales, including 166,000

American. Breadstuff's dull, and prices declining.

Three Days ia(er.—There had been a debate in tbe

House of Lords, respecting the American blockade. I

was similar in character to that in the House of Com
mons. Lord John Russell sustained the neutrality po

licy of the Government. He then proceeded to reply to

the proofs adduced by Lord Campbell of the inefficiency

of the blockade, recounted the efforts by which the

United States had sought to render it effective, and con-

sidered that the want of cotton in our own markets, and

the deficiency of our manufactured goods in the Confe-

derate States, were the best test that the blockade was not

an empty proclamation. As to the number and size of

the vessels which had eluded the blockading squadrons,

much e.\aggeration existed, many of the vessels which

had run the blockade being only coasters of small

draught, running from creek to creek.

United St.ites.— Congress.—Much time has been oc-

cupied latlerly in speech-making, with but little pro-

gress in the business of legislation. The tax bill has

been under discussion in the House of Representatives,

its different items being closely scrutinized. The bill

for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia

has been discussed in the Senate.

New rori.—Mortality last week, 417.

Philadelphia.—yioaa-Wly last week, 206
;
of consump-

tion, 52.

Southern Items.—Secession newspapers now very sel-

dom reach the North. It is, however, ascertained, that

great alarm exists in Richmond since the retreat of the

rebel array from Manassas. The citizens were gather-

ing up their valuables for a timely flight, but were slop-

ped by the military authorities, who have entire posses-

sion of the city. The Memphis Appeal, contains a des-

patch from Kicbraond, dated the 11th inst., stating that

President Davis is coming West soon, and urging the

people to rally to his standard. Ammunition is said to

be plenty at 'Memphis, but there is a scarcity of gi

fire-arms. Pikes were being made in great numbers, to

supply the deficiency. Miny Union men had left .Mem-

phis, abandoning their property to be confiscated. The
railroads terminating at Memphis were being connected,

so that all the rolling stock of the roads can be sent

down to New Orleans, when it becomes necessary. The
New Orleans Crescent of the lllh, notices the prevalent

disposition to invest in the great staples, sugar and mo-

lasses ; 9000 hhds. of the former and 5000 barrels of the

latter having recently changed hands. It is hinted that

a desire to get rid of the Confederate currency is at the

bottom of the movement, some parties being nppn-hcn-

sive that the city may soon fall into Ihe hands of the

U. S. government.

War News.—Certain newspapers having persisted in

the publication of military details, in violation of the

orders of the War department, the Secretary of War has
I

ordered the enforcement of the penalties, and a special

court martial to be held at Washington, for the trial and

punishment of the offenders. The editors of three jour-

nals, (two in New York, and one in Boston,) have, it is

stated, been arrested for trial.

The War.—New Mexico.—Vvom. the accounts given by

the Santa Fe Gazette, it would seem that the U. S. troops

had suffered a defeat in the late engagement. Six re-

giments of Federal troops have been ordered from Fort

Scott to assist in driving the rebels out of the territory.

Arkansas.—At the latest dates, the army of Gen. Curtis

remained near the great battle field of Pea Ridge, in the

N. W. corner of the State. The prisoners taken have

been sent under an escort to St. Louis. The rebel force,

in the vicinity, under Price and Van Dorn, was still

formidable in numbers. A considerable body of rebels

who were posted at Salem, Fulton county, were recently

attacked and routed by some U. S. troops from Missouri.

Many of the rebels we're killed and wounded, and others

taken prisoners. Missouri.—The rebel position at Is-

land No. 10 on the Mississippi, is found to be very strong.

The flotilla of gun and mortar boats commanded by

Com. Foote, had not, in a week's time, made much im-

pression, and it was thought the attempt would scarcely

succeed without the co-operation of a land force. Thci

river banks at that place are at present overflowed.

Tennessee.—A large body of U. S. troops has advanced

to Savannah, in the southern part of the Stale. The

main army of the rebels was concentrated near Corintb,

Mississippi, where it is reported about 50,000 were col-

lected, under the command of Gen. Beauregard. The

.Memphis Appeal expects Gen. Beauregard will soon per-

fect the organization and discipline of the army, and

largely increase its numbers. A special agent of the

Post-office department acting in Tennessee and the bor-

der of Kentucky, reports as follows : " It is gratifying to

find wherever I have been, that there is a strong desire

for the re-establishment of the mails, and willingness

among the people to return to their allegiance." Ken-

rwc/rv.—About 5000 rebels having entrenched themselves

on the summit of the Cumberland mountains, near Pound
Gap, on the frontiers of Virginia, Gen. Garfield ascended

the mountain with a force of infantry, to disperse them.

The rebels fled as soon as the attack commenced, aban-

doning everything, and made good their escape into
\

Virginia. Virginia.—On the 23d inst, an engagement
took place about four miles from Winchester, between

the U. ."5. forces and the rebel army commanded by Gen.

Jackson, in which the latter was defeated with the loss

of part of their guns and 800 prisoners. Some hundreds

were killed and wounded on both sides. North Caro-

lina.—Newbern, N. C, has been taken by Gen. Bnrnside,

after a severe engagement, in which 537 of the Federal

soldiers were killed or wounded. About 200 rebels

were taken prisoners. Their loss, in killed and wound-
ed, is not known, but is supposed to be less than that of

the U. S. troops, as the rebels were protected by their

entrenchments. Gen. Burnside reports the capture of

46 heavy guns, 18 pieces of light artillery, large quan-
tities of ammunition, &c., together with a number of

vessels and valuable merchandise, consisting of rosin,

turpentine, cotton, &c. Immediately after the occupa-

tion of Newbern, Gen. Burnside sent an expedition to

Beaufort, N. C, but the place was evacuated before the

U. S. troops arrived. They found the rebels had blown
up Fort Macon before their dei>aiture, and had also

burned the steamer Nashville, which was lying in the

port. Florida.—Com. Dupont, in command of an e.v-

pedition from Port Royal, has taken possession of St.

Augustine and Jacksonville, and also of Fort .Marion.

St. Augustine is the oldest city in the United States,

having been settled by the Spaniards, before the first

colonies were planted in Virginia. These places we
all surrendered without resistance. The government h:

now entire possession of East Florida. Louisiana.-

Geu. Butler's expedition of land and naval forces b

arrived at Ship Island, near the entrance of the Missis-

sippi. An early attempt to capture New Orleans \

anticipated as a probable occurrence.

The Markets, ,^'-c.—The following were the quotati.

on the 23d inst." New ror*—Red wheat. Si.35 a §1.:

barley, 88 cts. a 90 cts. ; oats, 37>, cts. a 40 cts. ; i

80 cts. a 82 cts.
;
yellow corn, 58" cts. a 60 cts. The

specie held by the New York banks, has increased to

over $32,000,000. Sales of gold at \\ a U premium
The money market easy, the rate of discount being from
5.V to 7 per cent. Philadelphia—Red wheat. $1 30
S"l.31 ; white, $1.40 a SI. 50; rye, 70 cts.; yellow coi

.'i:i cts. a 5 lets.: oats, 36 cts.; clover seed, $5.00

RECEIPTS.

Received from Israel Buffinton, agt., Mass., $2, vol.

35, and for S. Lincon, P. Tripp, P. Chace, N. Buffinton,

M Chace, M. Buffinton. and Wm. F. Woods, $2 efi

vol. 35; from Wm. P. Bedell, agt., lo., §2, vol. 34, for

Jos. Embree, §2, to 14, vol. 34, for SI. Stanley, $2,

35 ; from Asa Garretson, agt., 0., for Francis Davis, So,

to 6, vol. 36, for Eli Kennard, S3, to 27, vol. 33
;
froi

Ed. H. Wood, D. C, S2, vol. 35; from S. Hobson, agt

0., for Jos. Penrose, §5, to 27, vol. 35.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The Committee to superintend the Boarding-SchooI

at West-Town, will meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day,

the 4th of next month, at 2 o'clock, p.m.

The Committee on Instruction and that on Admis-

sions meet on the same day ; the former, at 10 o'clock,

and the latter, at 11 o'clock, a. m.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-

amination of the schools, commencing on Third-day

morning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the same

week.

Third month 19th, 1862. Joel Evans, Clerk.

For the accommodation of the Visiting Committee,

conveyances will be at the Street Road Station, to meeti

the trains that leave Philadelphia at 2 and 4.30 p. m.

Second-day afternoon, the 31st instant.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
j

The Summer Session of Friends' Boarding-school atf

West-Town will commence on Second-day, the r2th of(

Fifth month next. Parents and others intending ta'

send their children as pupils, will please make earlyt

application to Ddbke Knight, Superintendent, at the*

School, or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304(

Arch street, Philadelphia. '

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIR^S,

(ON THE PHILAD. AND BALTIMORE CENTRAL RAILROAD.)

The Summer Session will open on Second-daj', thM
5th of Fifth month next. i|

For information and circulars, address

Thomas Conard, Principal,

Third mo. 5th, 1862. West-Grove P. 0., Pa.

Died, on the 22d of First month, 1862, at her resi-

dence in East Whiteland, Chester county, Penna., Deby,

wife of David Cope ; a beloved member and elder of

Whiteland Particular and Goshen .Monthly Meeting, in

the sixty-sixth year of her age. She bore a protracted

illness with a remarkable degree of patience and resig-

nation, manifesting an entire submission to the will of

heavenly Father; and though (at times) her suffer-

I were very great—never was heiird a murmur or

complaint. Frequent and fervent were her supplica-

tions to be released, and that patience might be granted

to the end. -it one time she remarked, " I have nothing

to boast of but infirmities, and nothing to recommend
me to His mercy, but poverty." Again: "Deith is an
honest hour, and to die the death of the righteous, we
must live godly lives." At anot:er time: "The only

passport to a peaceful eternity is a belief in the Redeem-
er oilmen; He came to seek and save that which was
lost." Toward the close, her spirit was one of almost

constant pr.ayer, and, in her extreme weakness, could

be heard her little petitions of, " Dearest Father, take

me to thyself;" "Come, Lord Jesus; come quickly."

She exhorted those around to be faithful to each mani-
fest duty, and assured them she saw nothing in her

way ;
" no cloud, no darkness to prevent my entrance

into the belter land." " Heaven is a happy home, and
the grave a quiet resting place." Thus has passed away
another " Mother in Israel," and while we mourn for the

departed, it is not as those without hope—having the

comforting assurance that her purified spirit has been

admitted into that sacred city, " not one of whose inha-

bitants can say, I am sick."

, in Cincinnati, on the 13th of Second month,
Hannah Sykf.s; an esteemed member of the religions

Society of Friends
;
well known In this city where slie

long resided, and in Burlington county, N. j., of which

she was a native. Her health had failed some months
before her death. Her friends who were with her some
months before, and at the time of her close, feel a com-
fortalile assurance that her departure was in peace.

,
Second mo. 19th, 1862, in Penu township, Ches-

ter countv, Pa., Esther, wife of Samuel Harvey; n

member of West Grnve Particular and New G.udcn
Monthly Meeting, aged nearly eighty-two years.
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Earthquake at Mendoza.

On the evening of the 20th of March, 1S61, the

iowD of Mendoza lay calmly, quietly, subsidinsr

nto the night, as she had done every evening for

Bore than two centuries past. The sun had long

since sunk behind the Andes, whose lofty snow-
"ad peaks no longer reflected his declining rays,

[t was nearly twenty minutes past eight, vespers

were just over, and the churches poured forth their

ihrong of worshippers into the streets. Mendoza
(fas never a busy city in the European or Buenos
Ayiean sense of the word, though she was the em-
porium of all the trade between Chili and the Ar-
leutinc Provinces, and now that the work of the

lay was over, it was hardly possible to imagine a

nore perfect calm in any hive of men. A few of

he shop-keepers only were still occupied, espe-

ially those in the Arcade of Soto Mayor, where
he brilliant paraffin lamps attracted crowds of

adies to make purchases in preparation for the

Holy Week, then close at hand. The saloons of

he Progress Club were crowded with young men,
he elite of the city. The cafes were fult, their

ailliard tables all occupied, and their pitios (or

3entral court-yards of the houses) crowded with

itizens taking their evening cup of coffee, and
smoking their evening cigar. The horses on the

ab-staud in the plaza lazily drooped their heads,

knowing their day's work to be nearly over. And
Dver all, the moon, then entering her second quar-

3ast long shadows over the streets, and silvered

all the towers and the domes.

Twenty minutes past eight.—There seems to be
loud rumbling as of a heavy cart over a stony

pavement. Few heed it, few even hear it; but
some Chilians, men from the land of earthquakes,

o are sensitive to the least warning, shout " An
earthquake I an earthquake !" as they rush to the

centres of the patios and the street corners. They
scarcely get to a safe distance from the wall

around them, when with a terrible roar the earth

heaves—once, twice, three times—and Mendoza is

not. Where Mendoza had been, lies a sepulchri

of ruins : not a cry, not a wail breaks the con
tinned stillness of the moonlit night ; every voice

is hushed in terror or in death. Fourteen thou
sand people lie under the mound of ruined brick

work, dead, dying, or grievously hurt. The shock
continue at intervals throughout the night, and

throughout the next day, and the next, and for a

month and ujore, but they can do no more harm.
That first awful «pace of ten seconds sufficed for

perfect ruin ; uoiuing was left standing, not a house,

not a wall, not even a stone fence, for twenty
leagues around the city- Men standing in open

spaces, at street junctions, in large patios, in the

plazo, or on the alameda, are thrown down, and
many even thure are buried in the ruins of their

hou.-es. Tho^e who escape, struck dumb and pa-

ralyzed with terror, remain where they stood as

the town fell, and quake with dread. Horses and
oxen that were grazing in the fields, being thrown
down, dare not rise again for days, till custom gives

them courage, and they are driven by hunger to

their pasture. The earth in many places opens

hugegultV, wherein walls, parts of houses, wretched

men also, are swallowed up. The canals are drain-

ed, the courses of the rivers altered, and lakes and
springs rise in the most unaccustomed places.

When after the first shocks the few survivors mus-

ter courage to look about them, they pick their

way by moonlight over masses of fallen brickwork

guided by the moan of pain which now fir.-t begins

to proclaim some living sufferer below. Here is an
immense pile of rubbish where the principal street

ran by the Church of Santo Domingo. That chief

building has fallen outwards, and hundreds of wor-

shippers who had but just risen from prayer, kneel-

ing on the marble pavement under the dome, are

there killed—crushed and buried beneath the great

walls. The dealer, thrown out into the street from

his own doorstep, finds speedy death under the fall

of his own house. His wife, perhaps crossing the

patio, is thrown down, but escapes with a few slight

bruises. Her children were all within ; she is alone

the world, childless and a widow.

The governor escapes almost by a miracle; he

steps into the patio to bow out an evening visitor,

his house tumbles behind him, and the visitor is

aried in the doorway, but the host escapes, so

upefied that for days he can do nothing. More
active men also escape, and as soon as the first

shock of terror is past, their active energies send

them to the rescue of those who may yet be saved.

Thus many, cowering down in angles and corners

formed by beams resting on ruined walls, and

bridging over a space beneath, are dragged up to

life again. Some are unhurt, most are severely

bruised, and many have bones broken. Quickly

from deep down under the brickwork, the wounded
and dying are dragged out by scores and by hun-

dreds, and are laid under the shady trees in the

plaza and in the alameda, till that broad prome-

nade, the pride and the breathing place of the city,

becomes one vast open-air hospital. And now as

the moon sets, at midnight, come troops of country

people from the suburbs. To help in the work of

mercy ? No. They pass on, heedless of the cry

for succour from the wounded and dying at their

feet ; they come to tear up the ruins with spades

and with crowbars, intent only on plunder. They
dig down into what an hour or two before wer

shops and stores, they break open the tills and the

iron chests in which the money was kept. They

dig down into what were saloons and luxuriously

furnished boudoirs, and arc away again to their

low wooden huts in the suburb.s, that had stood the

earthquake shock, laden with plunder in money,

gilded ornaments, jewelry and rich clothing. These

dden, again they grope their way back through

the thick darkness to renew their heartless task.

A glare now breaks upon the darkness. Where
the Arcade stood, the rich shops of the city, and the

boasted Cluh-house, paraffin uil was burnt in abun-

dance. The lamps were all smashed in the ruin,

but the burning wicks took the fire down with them.

French silks, Maachestcr cottons, Yorkshire wool-

ens and rich carpets, soaked in the spilt oil, be-

come as tinder, and the fire creeps along, now
smouldering for a space, now leaping up into flame,

as it finds a vent into the upper air, till at length

t bursts forth in a general conflagration. Woe to

those buried alive under these ruins, for on comes

the remorseless fire, and there are none to .stay its

course. What the earthquake has left the fire will

destroy, and nothing shall be left of the old city

but cinders and heaps of broken brickwork. Will

they not help now, these savages from the .suburbs?

Yes, they will help, if they are paid for it. " Help

me out," cried a man who had nothing but his head

eft visible. " What will you give usT' said they.

' Two dollars, which is all I have with me." " Give

us six, and we get you out.' '' I have not so much,"

said the poor fellow. " Then, you may stay where

you are," and thoy pointed mockiuiily to the flames

pidly approaching. The fire rolled on and on,

id over him, and when it had passed it left only

undistinguishable ashes. Nine of one family were

burned to death for want of aid to get them out;

they were all in one room, and the roof so fell that

they were protected, but without means of egress,

until tiie ruins were removed. Their brother was

bedded near them, where he could converse with

them, and also speak to those passing near, to whom
he appealed for as-istauce. At last somebody got

him out. Then he began to relieve his family, but

before he could do so effectually, the flames reached

the place from a fire raging on both sides. He
remained until he was seriously burnt, encouraging

his family with hopes, and calling for assistance,

but none came. He was at last obliged to leave

the spot, and at that moment he could distinctly

hear them praying. I saw the remains of this

family when they were clearing away the rubbish.

Nothing was left but a large -.nass of charred bones.

The dead and those who were maimed and could

offer no resistance, were robbed of their clothes,

and left naked. Many people were got out alive

several days afterwards. One man was found alive

after being sixteen days under the ruins; he died

three days after his rescue.

Dr. Blancas, who was despatched by the go-

vernment of Buenos Ayres, immediately on receipt

of intelligence of the catastrophe, with succors for

the survivors, thus writes to General Mitre, the

governor, under date of the 25th of April :
" It is

impossible to paint to your excellency the picture

of desolation presented by this unhappy capital.

At a distance of forty-two leagues, on entering the

province, the traveller first sees the ravages of the

earthquake of the 20th of March—fractured walls
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aod fallen ranches. As he approaches the fallen

city, these ravatres become more notable, UDtil for

a radius of twenty leagues around, not a house is

to be found, not a fence renjaius standing, one

small hermitage, situated in the northern part of

the district, known as Guamayen, alone excepted.

The beauteous city of Mendoza, surrounded by

pleasant alamedas and water-courses, presents a

most moving spectacle, that of an immense heap of

ruins under which lie buried more than ten thou

sand victims, crushed, suffocated, or burnt on that

dreadful night. To the shock followed the fire,

and to this the plunder by the mob ; who, by reason

of the nature of their dwellings, escaped without

injury. More than two thousand wounded were

dug out from under the ruins, of whom a great

part are since dead ; there are, perhaps, not two

hundred persons in 31eudoza, who did not spend

some hours or days beneath the ruins. The tales

that are told are horrible. The inhabitants are at

present living under the trees, in tents, or in huts

The shocks yet continue daily. The great earth-

quike of the 20th of March came from the north'

west, and took a straight course of twenty leagues,

terminating at the city of Mendoza, which stretch

ed almost due north and south. It was of an un

dulating character, and from the explorations madi

by the English geologi-t, — Forbes, it seems that

there has been no volcanic eruption, but an ejec-

tion of a great quantity of ga-es along the Sierra,

and near to the place called Uspallata, where there

are great gulfs in the earth, and large masses of

rock have been torn from their ba.se. In some of

these wide, deep guifs, which may be seen in seve-

ral parts, a dark-looking water flows, and in one

of them a sort of lake has been formed, more than

three hundred metres long by fifty wide."

A survivor thus describes his escape :
" We felt

the shock of an earthquake, and fled to the street,

I being the last. As 1 reached the door of the

oflice, the earth gave so violent a shake, that the

shop and office fell together, shutting uie in between

the walls for a quarter of an hour, suffering from

the continual shocks, and having no outlet. As
soon as the shocks ceased, gaining strength from

my fears, I made every exertion to move away the

bricks which covered the door; I succeeded in

turning over two bricks, and making an opening, by

which I got out with much difficulty. What hor-

ror 1 So soon as I stood ujion the ruins, I looked

over the city by moonlight ; everything was in the

dust, even the churches; not one house remained

standing. Crossing the ruins towards my house, to

see if I could save my family, I heard, on passing

by the shop of Don Juan A. llosa, voices from be-

low calling for help. I could not pass them. I

set to work to clear off the rubbish, which was

above, with my hands and nails, and, after an hour's

work, succeeded in rescuing two of Josa's shopmen.

Wo afterwards saved another who was furtlier on,

and then I went on to my house, to see if I could

not do the same for njy family. After much trou-

ble, I found the house, and climbed on to the ruins,

calling for my wife and children; but none an-

swered. I then went to the liouse of my son, who
lives in the plaza, but could not find it, such was

the sameness of ruin. iJon Jose dc la Cruz Cen-

teno, who was seated in the plaza, much bruised,

and who lived nest door to Merceditas showed mc
which was her house. I climbed over the ruins,

calling to her, till I reached the gable of tlie room

•where =he slept, which remained standing, but

out tools, I raised the bricks with my hands, and

discovered the head of my daughter. As soon as

I had nivtn her air, and she told me that the child

she had in her arms was not dead, I called to

Centeno to hire some peons, or send some who could

assist me ; many came, but did not dare to help

me when they saw the leaning gable, which, if it

fell, would bury us all together. One peon only

tools pity, seeing me at work alone, and, after two

or three liours' work removing bricks, we got out

the child before it died, but it was necessary to cut

off all the clothes of my daughter at the waist, and

thus only we rescued her bruised and hurt . . . .

I have lost Demitita (his wife), my daughter Adela,

my son-in-law Emeterio, and my two servants

also the uncle and aunt of my wife."

leaning over most dan^-erously to the north. I

called, and she answered me from below the ruins.

I went round, and never heeding the risk, set to

work to get her out, by taking off the bricks above

her. Alone, bruised in spirit, and sorrowful, with-

Dymonil ou War.
(CoutiuULHi from page 235.)

"The chief aim," says a judicious author, " of

those who argue in behalf of defensive war, is di-

rected at the 2MSsiovs ;" and accordingly, the case

of an assassin will doubtless be brought against

me. I shall be asked—Suppose a ruffian breaks

into your house, and rushes into your room with

his arm lifted to murder you, do you not believe

that Christianity allows you to kill him? This is

the last refuge of the cause : my answer to it is

explicit—/ do not believe it.

I have referred to this utmost possible extremity,

because I am willing to meet objections of what-

ever nature, and because, by stating this, which is

enforced by all our prejudices and all our iu^tincts,

I shall at least show that I give to tho.se whe dif-

fer from me, a fair, an open, and a candid recog-

nition of all the consequences of my principles. I

would, however, beg the same candor of the read-

nd remind him, that were they unable to abide

test, the ease of the rufiian has little practical

reference to war. I remind him of this, not be-

cause I doubt whether our principles can be sup-

ported, but because, if he should think that in this

case I do not support them, he will yet recollect

that very few wars are proved to be lawful. Of
the wars which are prosecuted, some are simply

wars of aggres.>ion ; some are for the maintenance

of a balance of power; some are in assertion of

technical rights, and some, undoubtedly, to repel

invasion. The last are perhaps the fewest ; and

of these only it can be said that they bear any

analogy whatever to the case which is supposed
;

and even in these, the analogy is seldom complete.

It has rarely indeed happened that wars have been

undertaken simply for the preservation of life, and
that no other alternative has remained to a people,

than to kill or to be killed. And let it bo remem-
bered, that unless this alteriiative only rcoiains.^

the case of the ruffian is irrelevant ; it applies not,

practically, to the subject.

I do not know what those persons mean, who
say, that we are authorized to kill an assassin by the

kiw of naliire. Principles like this, hcedles^ly as-

as of self-evident truth, are, 1 believe, often

the starting-post of our errors, the point of diver-

gency from rectitude, from which our after obli-

juities proceed. Some men seem to talk of the

aws of nature, as if nature were a legislatress who
had sat and framed laws for the government of

mankind. Nature makes no laws. A law implies

a legislator; and there is no legislator upon the

principles of human duty, but God. If, by the

"law of nature," is meant anything of which the

sanctions or obligations are dljjerod from those of

revelation, it is obvious that we have set up a mo-
ral system of our own, and in opposition to that

which has been established by Heaven. If we

mean by the " law of nature," nothing but that

which is accordant with revelation, to what pur-

pose do we refer to it at all ? I do not suppose

that any sober moralist will statedly advance the

laws of nature in opposition to the laws of God
;

but I think that to advance them at all—that to

refer to any principle or law, in determination of

our duty, irrespectively of the simple will of God,

is always dangerous ; for there will be many, who,

when they are referred for direction to such law
or principle, will regard it, in their practice, as a

Jinal standard of truth. I believe that a reference

to the laws of nature has seldom illustrated our

duties, and never induced us to perform them;
and that it has hitherto answered little other pur-

pose than that of amusing the lovers of philoso-

phical morality.

The mode of proving, or of stating, the right to

kill an assassin, is this :
—" There is one case in

which all extremities are justifiable ; namely, when
our life is assaulted, and it becomes necessary for

our preservation to kill the assailant. This is evi-

dent in a state of nature ; unless it can be shown
that we are bound to prefer the aggressor's life to

our own; that is to say, to love our enemy bet-'

ter than ourselves, which can never be a debt oa
justice, nor anywhere appears to be a duty of cha-l

rity." If I were disposed to hold argumentatioaJ

like this, I would say, that although we may not

be required to love our enemies belter than our-

selves, we are required to love them as ourselves

;

and that in the supposed case, it still would be a

question equally balanced, which life ought to be

ficed ; for it is quite clear, that if we kill th

lant, we love him less than ourselves, whici

may, perhaps, militate a little against " a duty

charity." But the truth is, that the question is i

hether we should love our enemy better than oup

;lves, but whether we should sacrifice the laws
Christianity iu order to preserve our lives—whethei

lid prefer the interests of religion to our

own—whether we should be willing to " lose our

life, for Christ's sake and the gospel's."

This system of counter-crime is of very loose

tendency. The assailant violates his duties by at-

tempting to kill me, and I, therefore, am to vio-

late mine by actually killing him. Is his medi-

tated crime, then, a justification of my perpetrated

crime'? In the case of a condemned christian

martyr who was about to be led to the stake, it is

supposable, that by having contrived a mine, he-

may pre,-erve his life by suddenly firing it, and, I

blowing his persecutors into the air. Would Chris-

tianity justify the act'/ Or what should we say,

of him if he committed it? We should say that

whatever h\sjai/k might be, his pra':ti<:e was very,

unsound ; that he might believe the gospel, but that

he certainly did not fulfil its duties. Now I con-

tend that for all the purposes of the argument, thai

of the martyr and the assaulted person ar^i

precisely similar. He who was about to be led to

the stake, and he who was about to lo.se his life by
the assa.-sin, are both required to regulate their

conduct by the same laws, and aie both to be pre-

pared to ofl'er up their lives iu testimony of their

'legianee to Christianity : the one in allegiance ta

ir, in oppo.siliou to the violation of her moral prini

pies and her moral ^pil•it ; and the other, in op-

isition to errors in belief or to ecclesiastical cor-,

ruptions. It is therefore in vain to tell me that thd

victim of persecution would have suffered for relir

gion's sake, for so also would the victim of the rufi

flan. There is nothing in the sanctions of chria*

tiauity which implies that obedience to her moral-

law is of less consequence than an adherence to he*

faith ; nor, as it respects the welfare of the worldi

docs the consequence appear to be less ; for h^
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•who, by bis fidelity to Christianity, promotes the I of morality throwing our idle chains into the torn- mark the progress of the hours by small protrusions

diffusion of christian dispositions and of peace, con- pestuous ocean of slaughter. on their edj/es, so that a man may feel what o'clock

tributes, perliaps, as much to the h:ippiuess of man-
1 What is the testimony of experience ? When it is in tlie dark. ^Moreover, watches are mad.; of

kind, as he who by the same fidelity recommends 'nations are mutually exasperated, and armies are jail .sizes, from five or six inclies in diameter down
the acceptance of an accurate creed.

j

levied, and battles are fought, does not every one to the diameter of the third of an inch, or the size

A great deal hangs upon tiiis question, and it is know that with whatever motives of defence one
therefore necessary to pursue it farther. We say, party may have begun the contest, both, in turn,

then, first—that Christianity has not declared that
|

become aggressors ? In tlie tury of slaughter, sol-

we are ever at liberty to kill other men : secondly idiers do not attend, they cannot attend, to que.-s-

—that she virtually prohibits it, because her prin- 1
tions of aggression. Their business is destruction,

ciples and the practice of our Saviour are not and their business they will perform. If the army
compatible with it: and, thirdly—that if chris- 1 of defence obtains success, it soon becomes an army
tianity allowed it, she would in effect and in prac- !of aggression. Having repelled the invader, it be-

tice allow u^ar, without restriction to defence of jgius to punish him. If a war is once begun, it is

life, vain to think oi distinctions of aggression and de-

fence. Moralist.s \uj.y tulk of distinctions, but sol-

diers will make none ; and none can be

is without the limits of pos-ibility.

(Til be coutmuwl.)

,adL

The Watch, and Lun lu Use II.

of a .silver three penny piece. A lever watch of

this diminutive size was exhibited by — Funnel,

of Brighton, at the Crystal Palace, in 1851. ]5ut

we cannot dilate on these curiosities of the art.

One word on the subject of compensation. On
whatever principle a watch is constructed, it will

not keep time with anything like perfect accuracy

unless a provision be made for compensation. The
reason is, that all substances in nature are liable to

expansion by heat and contraction by cold. Just

as a long pendulum vibrates slower than a short

one, so an expanded balance-wheol vibrat<;3 slower

than a contracted one. Hence it is that even the

best made watches, whatever the form of their con-

struction, are found, if uncompensated, to go fast-

er, or gain time, in cold weather, and slower, or to

lose time, in hot weather. This defect is met by

the adoption of what is called the compensation-

balance. This contrivance substitutes for the com-

mon steel balance-wheel a balance-wheel in two

halves, united together by a cross-bar; the outer

part of the wheel is brass, aud the inner part steel,

and its flat outer edge is loaded with weights. The
compensation \-i effected in this way :—The heat

which expands the balance-spring diminishes its

escapement which gives a specific designation to elastic force, and would cause the watch to lose
;

the watch, among the watch-makers and dealers, but the same heat expands the outer or brass part

The oldest description of watch, now in common! of the wheel more than it does the inner or steel

'J'be first of these positions will probably not bo
disputed ; and upon the second, that Christianity

virtually prohibits the destruction of human life, it

Las been the principal object of this essay to insist.

I would, therefore, only observe, that the conduct
of the Founder of Christianity, when his enemies
approaclicd liirn ''witlisivonls and slaves," appears
to apply strictly to self-defence. These armed men
came with the final purpose of murdering him ;

The superiority of one deseiiption of watcl:

but although he knew this purpose, he would not another consists in the comparative excellence of

suffer the assailants to be killed or even to be ;
the escapement, which is an apparatus contrived

wounded. Christ, therefore, would not preserve for securing and maintaining equal vibration of the

s own life by sacrificing another's. balance: of course, we inter that the other parts

But we say, thirdly, that if Christianity allows! of the watch are constructed witla good materials

us to kill one another in self-defence, she allows, and by a skilful workman. lu all eases it is the

u-ar, without restriction to self-defence. Let us

try what would have been the result if the chris-

tian Scriptures had thus placed human life at our

disposal: suppose they had said

—

You tnay kill a\nse among us, is the vertical, so called from its' part— brass expanding more than steel by heat,

ruffian in your own defence, but you may not. en-
\
old vertical escapement. It is the simplest con- ! aud contracting njore by cold

;
a curvature inwards

ter into a defensive war . The prohibition would !trivance, aud probably the most readily manufac- of the whole arm of the ring ensues, which lessens

Imit, not of M»*e exceptions to its application— jtured, but in principle it is least reliable for accu- the checking power of the balance, so that the

the exceptions would be so many, that no prohibi- racy; although, where the workmanship and ma- 1
spring requires loss force to influence it. On the

tion would he left; because there is no practical jterial are both of the highest quality, vertical' other hand, the cold, which contracts the balance-

limit to the right of self-defence, until we arrive at I

watches are found to act satisfactorily.
]

s^p'ing, increases its elastic forc^, and would cause

defensive war. If one man may kill one, two may Superior to the vertical is the horizontal or, the watch to gain ; but the same cold contracts the

kill two, and ten may kill ten, and an army may! cylinder watch, so called from its horizontal escape- , brass more than the steel, and, by curving the arm

kill an army:—and this is defensive war. Sup-iment, introduced by Graham, in the beginning ofi outwards, increases the checking power of the ba-

posing, again, the christian Scriptures had said, • the last century. In this form of escapement, the lance, so that the spring has no more influence over

an army may fight in iU own defence, but not impulse is given to a hollow cut in the cylindrical it than it had before. The weights on the balance

for any other fiurpose. We do not say that the \ axis of the balance, by teeth projecting from a ho- ,
are moveable, aud may be adjusted with sucli ac-

exceptious to tids rule would be so many as wholly
j

rizontal crown-wheel. These watches may be, and 1
curacy as to cause a close approximation, in watches

to nullify the rule itself; but we say that whoever [are, made remarkably flat aud portable, and are, 'of first class workmanship, to perfect time. The

will attempt to apply it in practice, will find that I
from their neatness, great favourites with the pub- compensation-balance is, however, an expensive

he has a very wide range of justifiable warfare ;
lie. If well made, they will perform admirably ;

article, aud is found attached only to high-priced

a range that will embrace many more wars than ; but they are subject to much wear by the very na- watches.

moralists, laxer than we shall suppose him to be, jture of their construction, and are consequently A few words of advice on the subject of watches,

are willing to defend. If an army may fight in less durable than any other description of watch and then we have done. Choose a lever if you can

defence of their own lives, they may and they must now made.
j

afford it, aud let it be as good as you really can

fight in defence of the lives of others : if they may
I

The lever watch, named after the lever escape- afford. Buy it of a man who has a character to

fight in defence of the lives of others, they will
|

ment invented by Mudge, by which the impulse is lose, and to whom you can look for redress incase

fight in defence of their property : if in defence of given to the balance by a lever attached to an- of failure. Be suspicious of cheapness, and do not

property, they will fight in defence of political chor-pallets, is now considered the best and most put too much faith in the guarantees for a year or

rights: if in defence of rights, they will fight in useful watch manufactured. At its fir.st appear-} two years; because a flimsily made watch may go

promotion of interests; if in promotion of interests, {anoe it was very imperfect; but the principle

they will fight in promotion of their glory aud their
j

recognized as sound, and it has been made, for

crimes. Now let any man of honesty look over [many years past, the subject of so many improve-

the gradations by which we arrive at this climax, ^ meuts as to leave little further to be desired,

and I believe he will find that, in practice, no curb
|

There are various other descriptions of watches

can be placed upon the conduct of an army until i which might be mentioned ; but each

they reach it. There is, indeed, a wide distance
j

them would be found to consist of some va

between fighting in defence of life and fighting in modification, or combination of the mechanisms of

furtherance of our crimes; but the steps which those already mentioned. There is no end to the

lead from one to the other will follow in inevitable
i

ingenuity of watch-makers, or their enterprise ei-

succession. I know that the letter of our rule ex-
[

ther. Watches are made that will strike the hour,

eludes it, but I know the rule will be a letter only.
I

the half-hour and the quarters—to play sweet

It is very easy for us to sit in our studies, aud to [tunes—to sound an alarm— to wind themselves up

point the commas, and semicolons, and periods of ' without a key, by simple pressure of a spring at

the soldier's career ; it is very easy for us to say the edge of the case, or even, without the volition

he shall stop at defence of life, or at protection ofiof the wearer, by the motion of the body in walk-^

property, or at the support of rights ; but armies ling. Again, some will show the time in any
'

a year or two tolerably well, and yet, before

have worn it five, may have cost you twice its

value in repairs, and prove a torment and a deluder

instead of an honest frieud and guide. In making

your selection, do not be led by ornament—by
nd all of' fancy backs or dials, or "jewelling in ten holes."

riatioii. Ten holes may be jewelled for a guinea, and the

watch be none the better for it. With a respect-

able maker, the abseuce of needless ornament is

often a concomitant of superior work.

Having bought your watch, remember that it is

worth taking care of. Wind it, as nearly as possi-

ble, at the same time every day, preferring the

morning to the evening. Avoid sudden jerks in

winding, and do not turn the watch while you are

turning the key. but hold it firm and steady. Keep

the key in good condition, free from dust and

will never listen to us—we shall b°e only the Xerxes jgitude, as well as that of Greenwich, and some will cracks ; it is not a bad plan to plug its orifice :
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particle of dust or rust in the key may get into the

watch, and put you to the expense of an extra

cleaning. Keep the key in your bed-room, not in

your pocket.

AVhen a watch is hungup, it should be supported

and at rest: when laid horizontally, it should rest

on a soft substance for support, or the motion of

the balance may generate a pendulous motion of

the wheels, causing a variation in time.

^^'ilcn a watch varies Iroiu atmospheric influ-

ences, or from sonic change in the mode of wearing

it, the hands may be occasionally set right, but the

rculator should not be touched ; if the watch

gains or loses continually, then the regulator should

be altered ; but it should be delicately handled,

and moved but a little at a time. In setting the

hands, it is best to set tliem forwards. In watches

set or regulated at the back, the glass should not

be opened at all. The watch-pocket should at all

times be kept free from dust and accumulations of

every kind.

Two years is quite long enough to keep a watch

without cleaning. If you cannot consign it for that

purpose to the hands of the maker, intrust it only

to some respectable and re.-ponsible person. The

very best watches are often ruined by the hands of

blundering and incapable workmen, while even a

bad watch may be made, by the treatment of a

clever artist, to perform tolerably well.

lesson from your watch. That

en ; the prospect of which brought many into the agreeable to our profession, the Sun of righteous-
j

valley of deep humiliation, where they were led'ncss would shine in us with lustre, and the rays of i

into covenant with the Lord our God, in which ibis divine light and glory would more effectually

day of covenant making the cries of hunable and reach the minds of the surrounding people, where-

contrite spirits reached his holy ear; and he was by we should become as ' a city set on a hill that I

pleased in his matchless goodness to condescend to! could not be hid,' the light of which could not be
|

the low estates of his people, and set as it were an

hedge about us, preserving us as in the hollow of

his hand ; so that we experienced a wonderful

deliverance.

"Now seeing that storm hath passed over, and the

spirit which sought our ruin, seems to be at peace

with us, or rather I should say, hath transformed

into an appearance of soliciting our friendship, and
would, if possible, draw us after it ; let us beware,

dear Friends, and carefully watch over our own
spirits, often recurring to a remembrance of the

day of covenant making, and inquiring in the

temple of our hearts individually, after Him who
called us out of the spirit and commotions of the

world, and caused us to experience Jerusalem to

be a quiet habitation, wherein alone will be our

safety, and the Lord who then in mercy preserved

us, will continue to be our only sure guide and
counsellor. Dear Friends, attend to his leadings

and counsel, and beware of the friendship of the

world, for however clothed it may appear with

specious pretences, it will prove to be a snare and
an enemy as to our progress iu the way of truth

and righteousness.Lastly, tak

little machine, if you have taken the above advice "I have beheld the confusions and commotion;

regarding it, will be found constantly doing itsjof the present times, and as I have been led to

duly. Do you the same; work on with your life's look around me over the Lord's little flock that is

work as that 'Iocs, "uuha^ting and unresting." scattered up and down in this land, praye

Let it teach you regularity and punctuality; so
j

been begotten in my heart to him, the Great

hall you not be ashamed to look it iu the face, and Shepherd of Israel, that he would be pleased to

be enabled, when your hours are all numbered, to

give a good account of the time intrusted to your

keeping.

pre.serve them from the dangers to which they are

exposed, being made sensible that nothing but
watching unto prayer, and keeping a single eye
unto the Great Shepherd and Governor of the

For "The Friend."
^^jj^ig earth. Can be the means by which we shall

The following epistle written about seventy-five; obtain sure preservation. I would, therefore, feel-

years ago, has a good savour, and I have thought ingly entreat all friends everywhere, that they

some portions of the counsel it contains might have
I

labour for a settlement on that foundation which

a useful application, even at this distant period. |standeth steadfast. To thy tents, U Israel ! God
It is entitled "A Watch-Word—In love to

j

is thy tent, and as we dwell in him, neither divina-

Friends in this Land." tion nor enchantment can prevail against us.

^'Dear Friends,—Inasmuch as the Lord in his
|

" Beware that we mis not with the people, neither

great mercy, for wisest purposes, hatb called us as run with them into a party spirit to join in settini^

a people to maintain a distinguished testimony to 'up or pulliug down any; for know, dear Friends^

tlie light and knowledge of the inward and spirit

ual appearance of his Son Jesus Christ, whose

meek and peaceable government, appeared with

that from thence arises cause of great contention,
with which we can have no unity as followers of
Him who was meek and low of heart. Let us

lustre in many of our worthy predecessors, inso-|Often recur to the divine principle we hold forth to

much that they became a spectacle of wonder to
j

the world
; I am persuaded it would have a good

the nations beholding their peaceable principle and tendency, and minds would thereby be awakened
conduct; being concerned forgathering the people on all occasions to look unto the end of all things

unto Christ their Shepherd, and his peaceable temporal, and as we become rightly sensible that

government and kingdom, more than for the se- " Here we have no continuing oity," we .shall be

curing their safety by setting up, or pulling down the more concerned to have an interest in that

earthly powers; being made sensible from a degree; city that hath ibuudations, whose builder and
of solid experience, that were the minds of the maker is God
people in this day of go.spel light and power, sub-

jected to its holy influence, they would witness a

redemption from that spirit of strife and conten-

tion, which is sorrowfully prevalent in this de-

praved age,

"The Lord, in his unmerited mercy and great

condescension, having continued to favour us, in [step we took on all occasions, lest

this day, with a degree of his divine presence and gracious purpose of Him who hath
power, whici

" If we duly consider the great end for which
we are called, and distinguished by such a degree
of spiritual light and knowledge, (that the dexla-
ration made to Israel of old, seems not inapplica-
ble to us, ' Ye above all the families of the earth

e I known,') we should be led to consult every

defeat the

llously

evaded.
" Suffer me, therefore, in that love which seek-

eth only the honour of Him who hath called us,

to entreat all, that they beware of the little foxes

that have often spoiled the tender vines ; for there i

are many things which appear small and lawful in

the eyes of the world, and may be, and I believe

are almost insensibly run into, but when brought [

to the light of Truth, and viewed with an eye of

designing improvement, are of great magnitude,

and have become as heavy burdens, laying a foun-

dation for deep anxiety and distress to the minds

of those who have desired to journey heavenward.

Therefore I would have us all to watch, that we
be not hurried into the commotions of the day, of
however great moment the occasion may appear in i,

the eyes of the world, and not so much as to put

forth a finger for the setting up, or pulling down of
any, lest we exclude ourselves in a day of trial and
affliction which may await us, from a happy re-

course to that Tower, the name of the Lord, unto

which the righteous in all ages have fled and found

safety. Let us be weighty in our spirits, ' wise as

serpents, harmless as doves,' looking with steady

attention unto our holy Head and High Priest,

waiting for his gentle leadings, that our conduct

and conversation among the people may be in the

innocence and simplicity of trutlr, maintaining our

christian testimony in its various branches with that

firmness and consistency that becometh us, a highly

favoured people ; then would our Zion appear beau-

tiful among the nations, adorned with the robes of

righteousness, and we should contribute more to

our own peace and safety, and the real welfare of

the people, than by any hand of outward assistance

that we could possibly lend them.
" From an apprehension of religious duty, I

communicate the.se lines, and with the salutation of

love, am Your real friend,

" IIuso.v Langstroth."
" Pliiladelphia, Elevcutli mo. 9th, 1737."
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For "The Friend."

The following advices are so evidently from the

spring of gospel love, and • so well suited to the

state of things in some places, that the revival of

is likely to be useful. Y. W.
Abstract frmii the minutes of the Yearly Mteting

of Ministers and Elders, held in Philudelphia,

for Pennsylvania, Keui Jersey, <J-c., tn the

Ninth month, 1787.

It being the sense of this meeting, that the re-

vival of those pertinent and weighty advices issued

by our brethren in London, in their Yearly Meet-

ing, 1775, for the especial use and notice of Min-

isters and Eiders, may tend to our improvement

and solid instruction ; it is therefore recommended
r several select Quarterly Meetings to pro-

mote the reading and considering of them at such

proper times and seasons as may appear to them
most likely to answer the valuable purpose for

which they were intended.

The Clerk of this meeting being desired to fur-

nish each Quarter with a copy of these advices,

xtracted from the njiuutes of said Yearly Meet-

ing, by Henry Drinker, Clerk :

—

A memorial of some necessary advices recom-

mended to Ministers and Elders as caution and

jouusel in the love of the Gospel.

1st. Against undue and restless behaviour un-

3er the ministry of any Friend, whilst in the unity

3f the body.

2nd. That all be cautious of using unnecessary

preambles and laying too great a stress ou tlieir

testimony, by too positively assorting a divine mo-

,ioD, and frequently repeating the same, seeing no

such pretensions will obtain credit where it is not

anifestly so ; and where it is so, the baptizing

power of Truth accompanying the words is the best

3videuco.

3rd. Against misquoting and misapplying the

Boly Scriptures, and it is desired that all those

oneerned be frequent in reading them.

4th. To be careful bow they fall upon disputed

points in their testimony, and making such objec-

;ions as they do not clearly answer, and also against

'iving repeated expectations of coming to a con-

jlusiou, recommending the people, &c.

5th. Against hurting meetings towards couclu-

ion by unnecessary additions, when the meeting

ffas left well before.

6th. Against unbecoming tones, sounds, ges-

ures and all affectations which are not agreeable

o christian gravity.

h. Against undertaking or running into em-

Dloymeuts they have not knowledge of, as some
e done to their own hart, the injury of others

md the reproach of their religious protessiou, but

o employ themselves in bu;iness they are ac-

juaiuted with, to avoid an idle life.

8th. Not to speak against persons or report

hings upon hear;ay, but to treat with the parties

ioncerned, and thereby prevent sowing discord.

9lh. That their apparel and furniture of tlieir

louses, their tables and way of living be with de-

sency, moderation and temperance, that they be

.herein good examples to others.

10th. Against men and women travelling as

iompanions in truth's service, to avoid all occasion

f offence thereby.

11th. To beware of too much familiarity, tend-

ng to draw out the affections of one another to

heir hurt.

12th. That ministering Friends be careful not to

linder one another's service in public meetings,

)ut every one have a tender regard for other:^, that

lothing be offered with a view to popularity, but

humility and the fear of the Lord.

13th. Against runninz in their own wills to dis-

turb or interrupt any people in their worship, or

presuming to prophecy in their own spirits against

any nation, city, town, people or person.

14th. That ministers, when they travel in the

service of Truth be careful not to make their visits

burthensome or the Gospel chargeable.
|

15th. That Ministers and Elders be careful to

keep their whole conversation unspotted, being

examples of meekness, temperance, patience and
charity.

And lastly, as prayer and supplication to God
is an especial part of worship, it must be performed
in spirit and in truth with a right understanding
seasoned with grace ; therefore let ministers be

careful how and what they offer in prayer, avoid-

ing many words and repetitions, and not to run
from supplication into declaration, as though the

Lord wanted information, and let all be cautious

of too often repeating the high and holy name, or

His attributes in a long conclusion, neither let

prayer be in a formal and customary way to con-

clude a meeting, without an awful sense of Divine

assistance attending the mind.

Discovery of the Telescope and Fendtdum.— It

seems scarcely credible that that wonderful far-

.-eeing instrument which brings the most distant

worlds und(.-r our curious keu, should have had its

origin in children's play; yet so it is. The child-

ren of a spectacle-maker in Middleburg were al-

lowed at times, probably on wet days, to play in

their father's worksliop. Ou one of these occa-

sions they Were amusing themselves with some
spectacle-glasses, when one of them placed two to-

gether, one before the other, and looked through

them at the weathercock on a neighbouring steeple.

To the child's astonishment the vane appeared

larger and nearer to him than when seen through one

glass only. The father was called to see the sight,

and struck with the singular fact, resolved to turn

it to advaLtage. His first plan was to fix two
glasses on a board, by means of brass rings, which
might be brought nearer to each other or further

off at pleasure. He was thus enabled to see dis-

tant objects better and more distinctly than before.

The next improvement was to place the glasses in

a tube, which may be termed the first telescope.

Galileo soon heard of it, and applied it to astrono-

mical purposes. The mention of this great man
recalls to mind his accidentiil discovery of the

pendulum. A correct time-measure had long been

a desideratum in the world. Water-clocks had

been tried and found wanting ; Alfred's caudles

would not do for the world at large. Another

lucky accident must supply the want ; and it came
as follows : The future great astronomer, though

then only a young man, was in the cathedral of

Pisa. One of the vergers had been supplying

lamp with oil, which hung from the roof, and left

it swinging to and fro; this caught Galileo's atten-

tion, and carefully noting it, he observed that it

vibrated in equal times, and first conceived the

idea of applying it to the measurement of time. It

cost him fifty years to complete his pendu um. Af-

ter the telescope and pendulum, we can hardly

pass over Sir Isaac Newton's discovery of the law

of gravity, though it is too well known to require

more than naming. An apple accidentally falliog

to the ground before his face revealed to him this

mighty, all-pervading secret of nature ! What vast

results have sprung from these seeming tr.fles

!

Distant worlds have not only been discovered, but

weighed and measured ; the pathless ocean can be

travelled over with the same certainty as if guide-

posts were created every three or four miles ; and
time can be measured to the greatest nicety !

—

Chambers's Journal.

For "The Fric-

Caation.

The concern of the Yearly Meeting of 1660,
relative to Friends resorting to hotels, was some
relief to my feelings; but again and again has
my mind been introduced into sorrow on tliis sub-
ject, believing as I do, that one of the corner-

stones of the foundation of domestic happiness is

being removed, by families residing in the coun-
try, whilst the husband and sons are transacting

business in the city. Though the female part of
the family may feel it irksome to stay in the city

during the summer monihs, how much easier to

bear this by turns, so as to have the comforts of
an open house for the father and brothers, than to

water our pillow with tears, mourning over, and
interceding for the return of an estranged lather,

or a prodigal son, made so, by having to resort to

hotels, restaurants, and room-keeping, for that

which should be served up by an affectionate wife,

or loving sister. Some may think this a trifling

subject to bring into view, but it is one that will

sorrowfully dovelope itself, and be felt by many,
that could not, or would not see this effect pro-

duced. Another disadvantage is the absence of
the father from the noon-day meal, whose assist-

ance to the wife, and example to the children, is of
iiiucli importance, and who hail with delight the

coming and presence of the beloved head of the

family
; but how is this to be enjoyed, when early

morning hides him from their view, and the shades
of evening, or later, tells of his arrival, often too

fatigued to enter into the pleasant toil of enter-

taining, or preparing them for the various duties

of the coming day. For I have been informed
that a father (in these practices) should say, " he
never conversed with his younger children but on
First-days, as they were not up when he left, and
had retired when he returned." Another serious

disadvantage is the waste of precious time in the

cars, and bringing iuto familiarity, associates, that

never would have been met with, if the comforts
of a city home had been allowed them, and which
sometimes results in mixed marriages, that would
not have occurred, if the portals of a father's

house had been open to receive them.

If there is nothing in these remarks, let thera

pass away as the morning cloud, hut if there is,

let Friends look at the subject, and see if the prac-

tice has not a tendeucy to unsettle the mind, and
lead away from that inwardness and gathered
frame of spirit, which is apparent in those who
desire to be kept alive in the Truth ; and as it is

little by little we swerve, so it is by becoming too

familiar with the world, we lose by degrees our

strength, and let fall by turns our various testimo-

nies, and in time cease to be self-sacrificing or self-

denying. For although the times are sad, yet I

trust tliere are those remaining among us, who
have no greater joy than to hear, that the children

walk in the Truth, and who are willing to warn
them of temptations, and assist in removing diffi-

culties that would draw away from the strait and
narrow way that leads to eternal life. Oh ! if

all the called were willing to become the chosen of

the Lord, what a host of worthies would appear,

the language of whose conduct would be, " here

am I, send me." Then would valiants be raised

to till the vacant places, which silently proclaim,

work while it is day, for the night cometh wherein
no work can he done, " for in the grave who shall

give thee thanks."

Without subm'ssion and obedience how un-

founded must be our hope of heaven, if an en-

trance into heaven be restricted to those who are

I

like-minded with Christ.
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For "The Frieod.'

and le

ASK AND VE SHALL RECEFVE.

In reading lately a collection of remarkably

interesting letters from a man of bright talents,

some years since deceased, to a near relative, I

met with the following lines, " Passing leisurely

along the street during one of the sultry days we
have recently had, I heard one hot corn woman
say to another of the same calling, I'll keep crying

a little longer, for every time I cry, somebody comes.

I went on repeating the words of the woman for

some squares, till by and by, in a lazy sort of a

way, I thought of moralizing on the efficacy of

right crying. But I am not going to trudge in

' Old Humphrey's road.' Doubtlessly he could bring

in many scripture passages as applicable to such a

subject, and draw at least one good moral from the

hot-corn woman's experience."

This brief passage of the letter set me musing.

I thought of the efficacy of the cries for deliver-

ance of the children of Israel foimcrly during the

seasons of their varied captivities. I thought of

the mercies promised for patient unwearied asking,

and the many instances recorded in which the pro-

mises had been richly fulfilled. With my mind's eye,

I saw Achsah bowing to her father, the faithful un-
faltering Caleb, with the petition, " Thou hast

given me a South land, give me also .'springs of
water;" and very vividly came the response of the
loving parent, "he gave her the upper springs, and
the nether springs." A very effectual cry was
that.

When the heart is prepared by the Holy Spirit

to continue in fervent prayer for greater humility
and more dedication to the Lord's service than it

has heretofore attained, it must be that a blessing
will come for the heaven prompted cry. The
crie^ of true prayer will be answered, although it

may not be in just such a manner or measure as
we desire. If the Lord raises the petition in us,
he will grant it as he sees to be best for us. Ask,
and ye shall receive.

Christian, faint and weary! seeing thou hast not
attained all thy heart's desire, do not give out yet.
Cry earnestly, cry a little longer. It may be that
for thy petitions in days past, the visitation of
the Lord's holy spirit, through the mercies which
alone come by Jesus Christ has taken away some
of thy earthly weaknesses, and thou hast received
from time to time, in token of acceptance, th
penny of peace. Cry again! and yet again. Hoi
happy it will bo to feel in the hour of death that
all corruption of flesh and spirit has been removed
and that, through the prevailing efficacy of thy ear
nest cries, the offering on Calvary without, aud the
washing of the Holy Spirit within, has prepared
thee to clo.-^e thy earthly day of labour in joy, and
to enter unto the everlasting reward prepared for
the people of God.

AGITATION THAT PUEIFIES.

The trials, the tossings, the varied afflictions of
the christian, tend to his purification. If a man
or a woman is found giving more than usual evi-
dence of heavcnly-min'dedness, you may almost be
sure, that the path in which he or she has been led,
has been, either from inward or outward conflicts^
a peculiarly trying one. I have somewhere met
with a remark, which furni-hes an illustration
or an outward figure of this. It was stated, that
if water, in a perfectly calm condition, was foul
with mud, it would for a long period hold the im-
purity in solution, but that if it was much agitated,
or set in lively onward motion, the sediment quickly

deposited, leaving the fluid pure and transpa-

rent. The soul that is passing from a state of na-

ture to a state of grace, cannot fail to be agitated.

The immense importance of the object at stake,

awakens intense anxiety, and fears and doubtings

of which number I will not exclude many withii

the compass of our Society. Abraham, for his faith

fulness, is called the frfcnd of God ; and God give

this character of him, " I know him, that he wil

command his children and his household after him
ssail it. The white robed, rejoicing company in

heaven, are those who have come out of great tri-

bulation, yet this tribulation has no doubt been

often much confined to inward spiritual conflicts.

Some of those who have attained considerable

christian growth, who have exhibited in beautiful

perfection the christian graces, have had small

share of outward trials. Nevertheless, their cup

has had its bitterness in it. They have tasted the

wormwood and the gall ; they have been tossed

with inward conflicts, and have known their bap-

ti^m3 when there seemed none to comfort them,
none that cared for them.

If the soul has been really awakened to a sense

of its inward corruption, if it feel the necessity of

knowing the Lord Jesus Christ for itself, and of

attaining to a state of obedience unto him in his

inward requirings, it will, it must be shaken with

inward conflicts. The fear of running too fast, the

dread of lagging behind the heavenly Guide, will

agitate the mind. The old corruptions of nature

often retard, the impatience of an unsettled state,

sometimes hurry it forward in ze
"

knowledge. If, however, the heart is really touch-
ed by Divine Grace, if it is really longing for a per-

fect salvation through the one offering of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the sanctifying power of his in-

ward baptism, it will, amid all the vibrations of

its weakness, turn back to him. It may sometimes
be too fast, and at other seasons too slow, yet the
Lord Jesus is the point it is seeking to centre
in. I recently met with the following entry in the

diary of a woman Friend recently deceased. At
the time it was written, the Friend was in great
agitation of mind, partly under a sense of remain-
ing infirmities, partly under the conviction that she
would bo called upon publicly to advocate the gos-
pel of her blessed Lord and Saviour. The fear
lest she should put her hand to the work without

and they shall keep the way of the Lord, to dojus

tice and judgment." Gen. xviii. 19. And Israe.

was repeatedly commanded, diligently to teacl

their children, and to tell their sons, sitting down
rising up, in the house, and on the way-side, to keej

the law of the Lord, and fear him all the days o

their lives. David instructed his son to keep th

law of God ; and we find, on the other hand, thougl

Eli reproved his sons, yet, because he did not re

strain them, the judgments of God came upon him
A father was to train up a child in the way h
should go ; he, who truly loved his children wa
to chasten them betimes ; and to bring them up ii

the fear, nurture, and admonition ofthe Lord, anc

to have them in subjection with all gravity. I

most plainly appears, how great, how absolute, ani

how indispensable a duty lies upon parents toward
their children, in order to their instruction in th

way and fear of the Lord, by commanding, instruct

ing, correcting, restraining, admonishing, and keep
ing them in subjection from their childhood— al

in due measure, time, and place, as the differcD

hout true occasions may require. But, contrary hereunto,

have observed two sorts of parents, who, by theij

own ill management, and not keeping their authorit'

over, and discharging their duties to their ohildrei

as by divine obligation they are enjoined to d«

have ruined them with regard to all that is good
The first are such, who, though they may be mor^
in their own lives and conversations, and are no bu
examples to their children, yet, by their foolish i4i

dulgence, falsely called love, have thereby been t

very means of their ruin. A child may be not uil

fitly compared to a young growing twig, easily ben
at first, but as it increases in strength, becomes les

pliable, and when it is a great tree, is uubendable'
and thus, most children when young may, by thi

godly care of parents, be trained up very much »
the parent pleases ; or else, to what purpose, wen

the proper call, or neglect obedience to a manifest 'the above precepts given'? But, as evil and foil;

requiring of duty, caused her great agitation. She are naturally bound up in the heart of a ehildj

was often troubled, and during these seasons of
conflict, could scarcely find the centre of rest. The
date on the diary was Ninth mo. 2d, 1825.

" On Third-day, I attended Burlington Quar-
terly Meeting, which, I thought, was a favoured
opportunity. Richard Jordan went fully and clearly
into the offices and mission of our divine Master.
He concluded his ministerial labours, by saying,

yj'aith ! Some may call it enthusiasm !

Thi

that evil nature, not being kept d

restrained by an indulgent parent, gradually be

comes stronger and stronger, and in the end be

comes past bending, and rules. Thus, I have, witi

sorrow, seen some foolishly indulgent parents, whi

were so blind as not to see faults in their children

or if they did see them, through excessive indul,

gence, would not restrain them, which in the em'
has proved their ruin. No wonder then, if sucl

parents should lose all authority over their children

as well as such children disregard their parents

for want of keeping them in due subjection, as soo)

as they attain to any degree of understand

which they will soon do, to discern their parents

fondness. And, when too late, those very parent

begin to feel the smart of their own folly ; and yet

by reason of their blindness, can hardly even thei

see, that they have been the original cause of it, fo

want of keeping their children in due subjection

and some have cried out for advice, complaiuinj

their son has grown so disobedient, they know no

what to do. Aud yet I have known when Friend,

have gone under a religious concern to such parent

to give them advice, instead of taking it well, ai

they ought to do, they have been so blind and stupit

.
,

_ ., ^ -. o as to return undue reflections; and others again
with tlieir own good examples, in making religious! who have taken it better, would excuse themselvei

pressions upon fhcni, as well in influencing them [with the most plausible reasons they could invent
pertorm th.ir duty towards their parents. But! saving, the child is wild and playful, and they dc

tl]iou2hthefailuroof parents in both these respects, not like to correct it, as it has a weak constitution
s of children have been \ost, outl—Josejih Pike.

But I hope I may live and die in this enthusiasm !'

I spent part of the evening of that day at the house
of our friend, Stephen Grellet. His conversation
was very instructive. After a time of silence, he
very sweetly commented on the vibration of the
needle, which, although always true at last to the
attracting point, is nevertheless for a time much
agitated. I was willing to hope that a part of bis
remarks belonged to me. Indeed, I could truly
say, that the vibrating, fluctuating state of the
needle was a fit illustration of the condition of my
mind."

iDJispcDsablc Loty of Parents.

If parents rightly discharge their duty towards
heir children - • •?ht go a great way, together

I believe thi
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HaviDg noticed in the columns of " The Friend,"

few numbers back, some observations relative to

Ohio Yearly Meeting setting up meetings iu Iowa,

under its care, I have thought it might not be un-

welcome information to the readers of that Jour-

to know that there are now three meetings for

worship, two Preparative and one Monlblj Meet-

granted, but opei ed; all which are

subordinate to Stillwater Quarterly Meeting, and

are located as follows: a meeting for worship and;

a Preparative Meeting in Cedar county, and two

meetings for worship and one Preparative Meeting

in Linn county, and a Monthly Meeting, to circu-i

late between the places for holding the two Pre-:

parative Meetings.
]

The sad lapse which has overtaken our once

peaceful Society, is greatly to be lamented by|

every sincere honest-hearted member of it, whose
|

chief desire ought to be to heboid the beauty ofl

and the enlargement of her borders. It!

Seems to me that its future prosperity very much

Jepends upon the faithfulness of those who remain

IS watchmen upon the shattered walls; to sound

the alarm should the enemy make an attack in an

Dpposite or unsuspected quarter; and upon whom
may also devolve the responsibility of exercising'

;he discipline upon those who have been induced

to run after the lo here's and lo thereV, wbereby[

they have wandered far from the path of rectitude,

some on the right, and some on the left hand. May
Ihose upon whom this responsible trust rests, seek

For ability where alone it is to be found, to dis-

charge it, in the spirit of meekness and love, that

t may be manifest to the object of their labours

heir chief concern is to restore, if possible, and

sring the wanderer back to the Father's house

;

[fhere there is bread enough and to spare. Wbenj

;reating with those who may violate the discipline!

jf the society, let it not be too easily concluded,:

hat because a brother or a sister has fallen into!

his or that error, it follows as a consequence, by a[

lertaiu routine of discipline, they must be testified;

against, indulging iu the mistaken opinion there is'

lOthing furl'uer required than to query if they arel

satisfied with the views they have espoused, orthej

30urse they have taken; overlooking in great mea-

sure the responsibility that rests upon them, asj

wood stewards of the manifold grace of God, andj

It is to be feared, in many instances, not having

come to the experience of having the beam re-

d out of their own eye that they may see

slearly to pluck the mote out of a brother's eye.

Iowa, Third mo. Ii3th, 1802.

My heart did so respond to those remarks in

last week's number of " The Friend," respecting

the early religious care that should be taken of the

children, that I rejoiced on reading them
;

and have desired that parents may be encouraged

to " sow the seed iu the morning," " and in the

svening withhold not thine hand : for thou know-

3st not whether shall prosper, either this or that,

jr whether they both shall be alike good." My
attention, too, was much arrested lately in reading

that account of Daniel Wheeler,— the care he took

jf his children in early life,—to me there was deep

instruction couched in it. Many dear children,

too, within our Yearly Meeting, within the past

year, have been called away ; the duath of some,

that have come under my knowledge, have been

strikingly impressive. There was found in a Bible

Df a dear little girl, of twelve years of age, after

,er decease, copied in her own hand-writing, two

l^erses she had selected, I think, from the reading

the family an evening or so previous to her sick-

ness, as follows :
—" And now, little children, abide sally admit this, and are not backward, at the

in Him; that when be shall appear, we may have present time, in giving full expression to the senti-

contidence, and not be ashamed betbre him at his ment. The exacting of involuntary labour from

coming." 1 John ii. 28. "Ye are of God, little the poor slaves, without rendering them any recom-

children, and have overcome them : because greater pense but the miserable pittance of scanty food

is he that is in you, than he that is in the world." and the meanest raiment, is easily seen to be di-

1 John iv. 4. rectly opposed to the two commands upon which

Another dear child, about the same age, a short: bang all the laws and the prophets, Thou shalt

time before her last sickne.ss, requested her mother love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, soul and

"to get her new bonnet without a frill on it ;'', might; and thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy-

then another little girl was found by her parent self; the mauifest cruelty of the system calling forth

taking some lace off the neck of her dress: when in very many, a righteous indignation against the

queried with why she did so, she replied, " because injustice and tyranny of the hard-hearted masters.

1 fear my heavenly Father will be displeased with
I

But while we entertain these feelings respecting

it." Ah, the.se things are loud preaching! Wo
;

slavery, and feel ourselves justified in condemning

may remember there were those formerly, who! those who uphold and practise it; citing it as the

brought the children to Christ, and there were great national sin which has brought upon the

thosc'^who "forbad them." [nation the judgments of the A 'mighty, it would be

My heart has mourned over some parents well if the community in the ''free Slates,'' were

amongst us, whom it is to be feared are secretly brought to see how deeply very many of its mem-
pleased to see their children looking a " little bcrs are imbued with the same evil feeling respect-

smart," dressed in some particulars after the vain ing the coloured people, which prevails in the

fashious of the world. Can ye not see, my dear South, and how completely some ol the usages

friends, that ye are weakening your own hands, towards them that have obtained amongst us, are

and our precious testimonies':; Let us all, both; in direct violation of the teachings of the Gospel,

older and younger, strive more and more for the and like slavery, must be most oflfensive in the Di-

adornino; " which is not corruptible, even the orna- vine sijiht.

ment of a meek and quiet spirit, which is in the

sight of God of great price."

Third mo. 25th, 18G2.

A few days ago, while sitting in one of the cars

on the Philadelphia and West Chester llailroad

via Media, then about starting from the station in

West Philadelphia, wc were startled by a pererap-

Fopulation of th>: World.—BielricC; director ofjiory order from the conductor to some one, to "get

the office of statistics at Berlin, has published, in out of the car,'' with a threat immediately foUow-

the annals of the academy of that city, the result ing, that if the individual addressed did not at

of his researches relative to the population of the! once obey, bo should be "carried out." Upon

globe. In his calculation of the total number of turning to see who it was to be thus summarily

inhabitants, which he puts down at upwards of! expelled, we saw a coloured man of respectable

1,268,000,000, Dietrice estimates the number of! appearance, who had risen from his seat, and was

the diflFereut human races as follows :-The Cau-!looking at the conductor, we thought, as though he

casian, 369,000,000; the Mongol, 5.52,000,000 ; i

did not fully comprehend the meaning of the de-

the Ethiopian (negroes), 196,000,000; the Ame-lmand made upon him, but certainly indignant at

rican (Indians), 10,000.000; the Malay.s, 200,000,- ;
the unjust and contumelious treatment he was un-

000. The leading religions he divides as follows :
dergoing in the presence of a large number of meu

—Christianity reckons' 33.5,000,000 adherents; ! and women. Warning the conductor not to at-

Judaism, 5,000,000; the Asiatic religious, 600,- 1
tempt carrying his threat of taking hold of him

000,000; Mahommedanism, 160,000,000; and !
into execution, as soon as he understood that the

Polytheism, 200,000,000. Of the Christian popu- rules of that road required him to occupy the back

lation, 170,000,000 are Roman Catholics; 80,000,- seat [which appeared to be full,] or to ride in the

000, are Protestants, and 76,000.000 are mem- baggage-car, he walked out of the car, and we

bers of the Greek Church.—£r</-ac«. j left him standing on the platform in the station,

..^ looking grieved and disappointed that the colour of

Respo7isibilit.>j in the Care of Families.—Con-
; his skin had subjected him to such an outrage upon

science doth move me to fear, lest the lightness of! his rights and his feelings. A card hung up in the

my family shall be laid to my charge, for lack of, cars, forbidding "coloured persons'' from occupy-

more earnest and diligent instruction which should ing any seat in the passenger cars but the back

have been done. I bless God that he halh given one, and stating they could be accommodated iu

me to see this fault, and to lament it from thebot-|tbe baggage car, showed that the conductor was

tom of my heart. I would that I esteem nothing but obeying orders, though the manner of doing

available for me, which will not further the glory
! it was exclusively his own.

of God; for whosoever wittingly neglecteth to clear
!

Now such a rule and such a circumstance is as

his conscience, cannot have peace with God. (I am) [direct a violation of the comprehensive texts we

conscious of tliis, that we pastors, many of us, are have quoted, as is slavery, and could not occur

too cold, and bear too much with the wicked world.

So on every side, and of every sort, we provoke God':

anger.

—

Ridley.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 5, 13G2.

where regard was had to the test prescribed by our

Saviour, " whatsoever ye would that men should

do to you, do ye even so unto them." It may uoc

be as great a sin as slavery, but it must be greatly

displeasing to Him who made ot one blood all

nations of men, to see a people upon whom He has

bestowed so many blessings, thus oppressing their

fellow-men, and depriving them ot their proper

rights, merely because He, the Creator of all, has

To every one willing to receive the precepts of given them a dark-coloured skin. The same un-

Holy Scripture, as conveying truths of imperative [righteous discrimination against our coloured

obligation upon all who are favoured with the fellow- citizens continues to be made by the corn-

knowledge of them, the incompatibility of slavery !panies owning the Passenger Railways in Phila-

with the christian religion is easily demonstrated. !delphia, no one of them being allowed a seat within

The community in which we live, almost univer-
1 their cars, however unable from age, disease or
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fatigue, to walk, or however important it may be

for tbem to occupy as little time as possible in go-

ing from one place to another. It is true, they are

allowed to stand upon the platforms in front and

back of the cars, but let any of us estimate what

a degrading and insulting "distinction this is, by

supposing ourselves placed under similar circum-

stances. Could such a reverse take place, how

grievously injured would we feel ourselves to be,

and how little entitled to the character of chris-

tians would we deem those who thus tyrannized

over us. But we need not suppose such a case, in

order to illustrate the inconsistency of those who

sanction such acts, and their persistent violation of

the Divine law. As before observed, we loudly

condemn the slaveholder for his oppression of the

poor blacks; and his determined adherence to the

odious system of slavery is justly denounced as a

crying crime; but may not the language of the

Apostle be applied to us: "Therefore thou art

inexcusable, O man, whosoever thou art that

judgest ; for wherein thou judgest another, thou

condemnest thyself, for thou that judgest doest the

same things. But we are sure that the judgment

of God is according to truth against them which

commit such things. And thinkest thou this,

man, that judgest them which do such things and

doest the same, that thou shalt escape the judg-

ment of God."
These, and similar unjust and oppressive acts

having their origin in pride and vulgar prejudice,

blind those yielding to them to their true interest,

for none can thus violate the Divine law with im-

punity, and retribution will sooner or later be

meted out by Him who has declared that he wi'

arise for the defence of the poor and needy.

We think it incumbent upon the members of

our religious Society to use the influence they may
have, in a proper manner, to remove these unright

eous burdens from our coloured brethren, and as

far as may be in their power, to bring the public

mind into a more healthy and christian tone re-

specting their rights and privileges. By thus act-

ing we can, at least, free ourselves from responsi-

bility, and may be a means of mitigating or

warding off the punishment which our beloved

country is exposed to.

SUMMARY UF EVENTS.
FoREiGX.—News from Liverpool to tbc 20lh ult. The

stock of cotton in port amounleil to 403,500 bules, in-

cluding 150,000 Americrtn. Prices bi\<i advanced Id. to

id. The market for breadslnfts was dnll, without much
change in the quotations. Consol.-, 93^ a 94. The bul-
lion in the Bank of England had increased £521,000
during the week.

President Lincoln's EmMncipation Message attracted
much attention in England. The Liverpool Post says,

there can be no doubt but it will have au incalculable
elfect in Europe, and that effect will be most favouru
to the Northern cuise.

Additional troops were about being sent from Fra
lo Mexico. A new brigade w.as to leave Toulon i

The Pope has been quite ill, and agth

Pr.iautions were being taken by the Austrian govern-
ment to ^r„ard the Venetian frontiers from invasion. The
advanced posts had been doubled, and the garrisons
augmented. Troops had also been posted along the line
of the river Po.

An insurrection which for some time past has been
priK^'rP5-in^ in (ireece, appears to have beeome formida-
ble. 1 lie ;_r,,v,.rinent has an army of 30,000 men em-
pluvf i I .r It; .. i|i|. Tension. The insurgents at Lyra had
priH lunieil the .-econd son of Victor Emmanuel king of
Greece, a, Ulliu llie Second.
A project of emancipation has been adopted for the

Dutch Islands in the West Indies. A Surinam i>apcr
gives the chief features of the plan, as follows: All
slaves in the Dntcli West Indies will be set free on the
Isl of Seventh mouth, IStU, under the following couJi-

13 : A compensation of three hundred guilders for

h slave-man, woman or child^to be paid to the own-

er; slaves to remain under apprenticeship on the estates

a of three years, during which time they are to

be paid wages for their work, half of such wages to ac-

ne to the government.

U.NiTED Statks.—2few York.—Mortality last week,

406. A New York paper says that representatives of

Orleans houses are now making purchases in the

New York dry-goods market, and that merchants from

Georgia are also there, paying up old bills, or laying in

stock for the Southern trade. The exports of bread-

stuffs are less active. The import trade has increased

avily within the last few weeks. The amount of gold

ported, in the first three months of the present year,

$8,885,821.
Fhiladelphia.—'MortnVdy last week, 308. On the 29th,

an explosion occurred in a cartridge manufactory, in the

uthern part of the city, by which the buildings were

destroyed, several persons instantly killed, and a large

mber burned or otherwise injured, some of them
ally. There were twenty men and boys, and fifty-

eight women and girls employed in the place, few of

bom escaped unhurt.

Virginia.—The Baltimore and Ohio railroad has been
again put in running order, from Baltimore to Wheeling,
and travel was about ready to begin upon it throughout
the whole route. Upwards of seventy locomotives on
this road were either partially destroyed or stolen by
the rebels. Gen. Banks' division of the army of the

Potomac, after the battle at Winchester, pursued the re-

bel forces beyond Strasburg. Gen. Shields reports the

loss of the Federal troops at about 150 killed and 300
wounded, and that of the rebels at 500 and 1000 wound
ed. Other statements make the rebel loss about 1000
killed and wounded, and 300 prisoners. The rebel forces

under General Magruder, which were located at Greai

Bethel, have evacuated the town, having previously fired

the houses. Nothing was left but a mass of ruins.

North Carolina.—An expedition despatched by Gen.
Burnside, visited Washington, N. C, where they were
well received. The citizens showed no excitement or

fear
;
a few expressed Union sentiments, but the most

were silent. The U. S- troops took peaceable posses-

sion of Beaufort, N. C. The report that Fort Macon had
been abandoned and blown up by the rebels, was incor-

rect. It was still occupied by a garrison of several hun-
dred men. The account of the burning of the steamer
Nashville was also incorrect. She escaped from Beau-
fort on the night of the ISth ult., with a cargo of cotton,
and again ran the blockade, although the U. S. vessels

of war were on the look out. to intercept her.
South Carolina and Georgia—No change has been

recently reported in the state of affairs on the seaboard
of these States. Gen. Hunter has gone to Port Royal,
to take the chief command of the U. S. forces.

Florida.—Gen. Sherman visited Jacksonville on the
19th ult., and was waited on by a committee of citizens,

who represented the feeling of all in the town as strongly
for the Union. Many of the inhabitants left with the
rebel troops. Rebel bands were prowling in the vieiuity,

and destroying the property of those suspected of loyalty
to the United States. The prevailing sentiment in East-
ern Florida is thought to be loyal. Pensacola has been
evacuated by the rebels, including also Forts Barancas
and M'Rae. Gen. Sherman has issued a proclamation
to the people of Florida, iu which he states, that the
troops of the United States had come to protect the loyal
citizens, and enable them to resuscitate a government.
New Orleans.—The latest intelligence from this city

represents that great preparations had been made to le-
ii.^t the expected attempts for its capture. The rebels

!( I ]..•:
1

III have a number of powerful iron
:

i'l ill the defence.
V -Advices from Santa Fe to the lOtl)

-.']• i; 111'
'

ijiiiire of the city by the rebel army from
fexa-!. The Texans general'ly respected private pi

perty at Santa Fe, but seized'all the goods of the m.

ilitia, many of the rebels being killed and wounded.
About the same time the town of Warrensburg was at-

tacked by a guerilla band of two hundred. They were
kewise driven off with severe loss. The bombardment

of Island No. 10 has been kept up at intervals, but with-

out much apparent effect. Owing to the high state of

the river and the overflow of the adjacent country, the

rebels are at present secure from an attack by land.

They are commanded by Gen. Bragg, have received re-

forcements, and are constantly getting more cannon ia

position. Their number is said to be 15,000 or 16,000.

Tennessee.—The appointment of Andrew Johnson aa

military governor appears to have had favourable re-

mits. He has addressed the people in Nashville, and
ssued a proclamation of a conciliatory character, ex-
pressing a desire to win the people back to the Union.
Wm. H. Polk, brother of the late President, and several

other influential citizens will, it is said, co-operate wi
Gov. Johnson in putting the State machinery in oper
tion. The Memphis papers contain Richmond despatches
of the 16th ult., stating that 2000 United States soldiers

had crossed the Cumberland mountains, and captured
two companies of the Southern troops. A courier ar-
riving at Knoxville, reported that from 4000 to 6000
U. S. troops were advancing upon the city, and wt
only twenty-five miles distant. The rebel forces ha
concentrated at and near Corinth, Miss., near the State
line, and at the junction of several important railroads.
Gen. Beauregard has the chief command assisted by
Polk, Cheatham and Clark. The united rebel
number from 50,000 to 70,000 men. The U. S. army,
under Gen. Buel, had advanced to the lower tier of
counties in Western Tennessee. At the latest advi
the two hostile armies were within fifteen miles of eacli

other.

The Rebel Government.—The Senate at Richmond hasi
confirmed Jeff. Davis's nomination of Cabinet ofiBcers,!

as follows :—Secretary of State, Judah P. Benjamin, of
Louisiana; Secretary of War, George W. Randolph, of
Virginia; Secretary of the Navy, S. R. Mallory, of Flo-
rida; Secretary of the Treasury, C. G. Memminger, _!

South Carolina; Attorney-General, Thomas H. Watts;
Post-Master General, M. Keagan.

Cotton.—Both Houses of the rebel Congress havepasSi
d a resolution, advising that no cotton should be planted

this year. The U. S. government is taking means to en-
courage the growth of cotton in all suitable lands undei
its control. The government has an agent at S.avannahi
Tenn., for the purpose of buying up cotton seed

Rain in California.—A rain gauge carefully kept and
registered by Dr. Snell, of Sonora, shows that from the
nth of Eleventh month, 1861, to the 14th of First month,
1862, seventy-two inches of rain fell at that place.

The Grain Jlarkets.—The following were the quota-
tions on the 31st ult. Neiv York—Red wheat, $1.30 a
Si. 36; rye, 80 cts. a 81 cts. ; barley, 90 cts. a 92 cts.

;

mixed Western corn, 57 J cts.; prime white corn. TO cts.

;

oats, 37 cts. a 40 cts. 'j'hiladelphia—\i

aSl.31; white, $1.35 a $1.40; rye, 70 c

54 cts. a 55 cts. ; oats, Southern, 31 cts.

sylvania, 34 cts.

Arkan.ms.— the supplies of forage and provision hav.
ing become exhausted in the region about Sugar Creek
the army of Gen. Curtis has removed to Cross Timbers,
nearer the norlhern line of the State. The remnants of
tlic rebel army, under Generals Van Dorn
have, it is believed, retreated to Van Burcn and Fort

receive supplies from Memphis
Very

niith, where th

!id Little Rock, via the Arkansas" river,
nion sentiment has yet appeared in Arkansas.
il/iV.TOu/-,. —Although the rebellion has been
ippressed in Missouri, bands of outlaws, from
me, create fresh disturbances. On the night of the
lUh ult., about five hundred rebels made an attack ii

ummonsville, Polk county. They were defeated by

ninly

vheat, SI. 30
yellow corn,

: cts. ; Penn-
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For two days such of the city authorities as
survived remained p;iralyzed, hardly thinkino-
their lives their own, and not attempting anythin.''^
thus the fire raged on unchecked, and the plunder-
ers followed their villainous work unpunished. Al-
ready the air was laden with the stench of putre-
fying bodies; the wounded and dying lay stretched
on the ground in the open air, almo:,t destitute of
food and water, for the ordinary water-courses

:
swallowed up, and the market people dared

Qot approach the town to soil, so that it seemed
as though famine and pestilence would carry ofiF

those few that the earthquake and the fire had
pared. The only sound which broke the silence
Df the desolation was the mournful tolling of a bell
raised by some nuns on two posts in a° meadow
where they had erected an altar, and held daily
service for the souls of those who had peri-hed.
Nine nuns escaped from the ruins of their convent;
)ne alter being five days buried made her way out
with no other assistance than her scissors. On the
:wenty-third, the governor killed three bullocks and
iistributed the beef, and on the twenty-fifth kindly
aelp arrived from the city of San Juan ; next day
iix plunderers were shot by some soldiers sent
rom San Juan to preserve order, so the evil was
;hecked, and by this time also the fire had pretty
ivell burnt itself out; but stronger and stronger
-ose the odor of corruption from the ruin-covered
treets, till the search for any who might yet sur-
vive was perforce suspended, and the sick under
he trees in the plaza had to be removed to the
ilameda. For the city was become a putrid city
)f the dead, and living men could not dwell in its

itmosphere.

So passed the weary days. Fortunately rain is
I rarity in Mendoza, yet hundreds of the wounded
lied for want of proper attention and food; but
icon from all parts came the ready offerin.i- of
sympathy and sorrow, from San Juan first, Then
icross the Andes from Chili, then from San Guis
md Cordova, and at last munificent assistance
rom the central government at Parana, and from
ar distant Buenos Ayres. Sheds were erected
ipd fitted up as hospitals, surgeons and physicians
'led with each other in eagerness to succor and to
ave, so that at length many of the dying were
irought back again to health and strength, and

money was given to them for their sustenance dur-
ing convalescence. But most of them rose from
their couches only to find themselves bereft of all

;

everything in the city was lost, hardly the ground
was left on which the houses had once .stood. Even
to the end of April shocks continued

;
generally

there were two or three every day, as an English
visitor writes on the twenty-second. " I am wrflimr
this in a shed, but it is all cracked, and one gable-
end is down, twice I have run out. As slight
shocks still continue, two or three a day, I am
fraid of the place falling." The same gentleman
IsQ writes, " It is useless attempting to describe

the sufferings that existed when I first arrived ; I

am not wanting in courage or in strength of mind
to witness such scenes, but what I have seen here
has completely overpowered me, and made me as
inactive as a child and as powerless. The heap of
ruins, thecorpses strewed in all directions, stripped,
and in some cases half eaten by dogs and rats, the
stench, and above all, the sufferings and stupefaction
of the survivors, are altogether so appalling that only
stern duty and neces=ity induced me to stay an
hour in the place."

By the great earthquake on the 20th of March,
several villages in the neighbourhood of Mendoza
were also completely destroyed. Its effects were
also slightly felt at Valparaiso and other cities on
the western slope of the Andes, and more distinctly
at Cordova and throughout the Argentine Con-
federation, even so far eastward as Buenos Ayres,
where on the night of the 20th, a French watch
maker noticed that all the pendulums of his clocks,
which were swinging from north to south, had be
come endowed with a mo.>t singularly irregular
motion, concerning which phenomenon he wrote a
letter on the day following to the leading journal
of the city

; but no explanation was given till the
next week, when the mail from Mendoza brought
the truth. On the eastern slopes of the Andes, the
earthquake seems to have exerted its extreme vio-

lence, as may be seen in a letter dated San Juan,
25th March, 1861. " Paula has just arrived from
Chili. The earthquake which destroyed Mendoza
caught her, with Corina and Emilia, at the foot of
the central Cordillera of the Andes. The mercy
of God has alone preserved them. It is horrible
to hear their account of the fearful scene they wit-

nessed. Deep caverns were opened into the bowels
of the mountains; the mountain summits were

ted asunder
; the road was blocked up with

rocks rolled down from above, and with rubbish
brought with them in their fall. The earth in

places burst open like a bomb-shell, ejecting water,
all the way from Uspallata. Enormous stones
were thrown from one mountain to another, with
the report of cannon. Some passengers on the road
were crushed by the falling rocks. It was a scene
of indescribable horror which surrounded them

;

they fearing every moment that they would be
buried under the rocks which came rolling down
the sides of the mountain."

Professor Forbes who had been making geologi-
cal researches in Peru and Bolivia, was in Piosario
at the time of the earthquake, and immediately
proceeded to Mendoza, to exanainc the phenomena

of the catastrosphe, concerning which he reports

somewhat as follows to the (jrovernmeut of the

Argentine Republic, by whom he was appointed

their commissioner. " Data have enabled me to

arrive at the decisive conclu>ion that the earth-

quake was caused by a revival of volcanic acton

on the eastern side of the principal ehaiu of the

Cordilleras, and the endeavour to find outlet for

the escape of gases by the fracture of supervening

rocks. To examine the effect of the earthquake

in the Cordilleras, I proceeded direct to the hills

in front of the city, and found the stripe—the

course of the earthwave as marked ou a map an-

nexed,—here marked in all directions by ruin:', which

track I followed up to U-pallata for six days.

Within its limits rocks had been broken in pieces,

and borne or thrown to other places ; there were

fissures in the earth, and the springs had increased

their flow." Prof. Forbes also gives some practi-

cal advice concerning the rebuilding of the city.

The north-east portion of the old city was built

upon low marshy ground, which " sunk from one to
' ht feet, and was torn up as though it had been

plowed, for a width of about two hundred and
eighty yards ; and in some places springs had
come to the surface." Thus he recommends an

extension of the city to the westward, on the rocky

slopes of the Sierra. The old city was almost en-

tirely built of adobes, concerning which he s.ays,

' The old system of brick houses will, of course, be

rejected, nor ought the streets to be so narrow as

belbre, this having occasioned the chief loss, the

hollowed walls falling into them from both sides

upon the people. With broad streets and with

houses of wooden framing, filled in with lath and
plaster, no danger need be feared from any subse-

quent earthquake."

M. Bravard, a French naturalist, resident at

Mendoza, had predicted the destruction of the city

by an earthquake, basing his prediction upon the

volcanic formation of the whole of the north-western

portion of the province. Bravard perished while

sitting on the corner of his bed pulling off his

stockings, on the night of the 20th of March.

Mendoza was one of the most important cities

of the Argentine Piepublic ; situated at the foot of

the Andes, and commanding the principal pass to

Chili and Uspallata, it was the centre of all the

trafiic with the west coast. The population was
variously estimated at from fourteen to seventeen

thousand, of whom not more than two thousand

escaped. The loss may be estimated at thirteen

thousand, which is below the number usually

named by men well acquainted with the city ; of

these the greater part found death and burial at

the same moment, but many, it is believed, lan-

guished for days under the ruins, there being none
to dig them out. A large proportion also of those

who were rescued died from gangrene, before sur-

geons could arrive from Chili to perform the neces-

ary amputations. All the surgeons of the city

itself were killed. Numbers of children escaped,

d, strange to say, nearly all the blind people!

The former were taken charge of by the Chilian

government and removed to an asj-lum at Santiago

de Chili.
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To the traveller accustomed to the interminable

plains of Buenos x\yres, Santa Fe and Cordova, or

wearied with tl.c saudj deserts of San Juan, the

province of Mendoza has always been a most wel-

come oasis on the tedious journey across the con-

tinent of South America; here he finds himself

once again in an enclosed country, riding along

well kc-pt roads, between water courses, shaded by

double rows of magnificent poplars, almost equall-

ing in size those tiaje honoured trees which line the

banks of the sluggish canals of Belgium and tlie

Low Countries. The rocky and volcanic nature of

the soil of Mendoza has forced the inhabitants to

adopt a mode of agriculture widely differing from

that pursued in the other provinces of the republic
;

they have been forced to dig canals for the artifi-

cial irrigation of the whole of their pastures, and

the natural grasses being very poor, lucerne is very

extensively planted throughout the province, the

different fields being divided by stone fences to

prevent the encroachments of the cattle. All the^e

fences were thrown down by the earthquake, and
the autumn crops entirely destroyed by straying

cattle.

The city is now in process of rebuilding; inhabi-

tants already pour into it fro:u other parts, and

though earthquakes become of common occurrence,

they will in future be no more destructive than

thev arc iu the wood-built cities of Chili and Peru.

(Coutimu-d from lago 24;;.)

But, indeed, what is defensive war? A c le

brated moralist defines it to be, war undertaken ir

consequence of "an injury perpetrated, attempted,

or feared ;" which shows with sufficient clearne:

how little the assassin concerns the question, for

fear respecting life does not enter into the calcula.

tion of " injuries." So, then, if we fear some in

jury to our purees, or to our "honour," we are al

lowed to send an army to the country that gives

us fear, and to slaughter its inhabitants : and this,

we are told, is defensive war. By this system oi

reasoning, which has been happily called " martial
logic," there will be little difficulty in proving any
war to be defensive. Now we say that if Christianity

allows defensive war, she allows all war—except
indeed that of simple aggression ; and by the rules

of this morality, the aggressor is difficult of dis-

covery; for he whom we choose to" fear" may say
that he had previous " fear" of us, and that his
" fear" pronipted the hostile symptoms which made
us " fear" again. The truth is, that to attempt to

make any distinctions upon the subject is vain.
War must be wholly forbidden, or allowed with-
out restriction to defence 5 for no definitions of law-
ful or unlawful war will be, or can be attended to.

If the principles of Christianity, in any case, or
for any purpose, allow armies to meet and to
slaughter one another, her principles will never
conduct us to the period which prophecy has as-

sured us they shall produce. There is no hope of
an eradication of war but by an absolute and to-

tal abandonment of it.

What then is the principle for which we con-
tend '! Ah imreasonvig reliance upon Providence
Jirr (lifcnce^ in all those cases in ulticli we should
violate his laws by defending ourselves. The
principle can claim a species of merit, which must
at least be denied to some systems of morality—that of simplicity, of easiness of apprehension,
of adaplat'on to every understanding, of applica-
bility to evi ry circumstance of life.

If a wisdom. which we acknowledge to be uner-
ring, has determined and declared that any given
conduct is right, and that it is good for man, it ap-
pears preposterous and irreverent to argue that an-

other can be better. The Almighty certainly

knows our interests, and if he has not directed us

in the path which promotes them, the conclusion is

inevitable, that he has voluntarily directed us

amiss.—Will the advocate of war abide this con-

clusion ? And if he will not, how will he avoid

the opposite conclusion, that the path of forbear-

ance is the path of expediency?

It would seem to be a position of very simple

truth, that it becomes an erring being to regulate

his actions by an acquiescent reference to an un-

erring will. That it is necessary for one of these

erring beings, formally to insist upon this truth, and

systematically to prove it to his fellows, may rea-

sonably be a subject of grief and of shame. But the

hardihood of guilt denies the truth, and the specu-

lativeness of pliilosophy practically supersedes it;

—and the necessity therefore remains.

We have seen that the duties of the religion

which God has imparted to mankind require irre-

sistance; and surely it is reasonable to believe,

even without a reference to experience, that he will

make our irresistance subservient to our interests

—

that if, for the purpose of conforming to his will,

we subject ourselves to difficulty or danger, he will

protect us iu our obedience, and direct it to our

benefit— that if he requires us not to be Cffncerned

in war, he will preserve us in peace—that he will

not desert those who have no other protection, and
who have abandoned all other protection because

they confide in his alone.

And if we refer to experience, we shall find that

the reasonableness of this confidence is confirmed.

There have been thousands who have confided in

heaven in opposition to all their apparent inter-

ests, but of these thousands has one eventually

said that he repented his confidence, or that he re-

posed in vain ?
—" He that will lose his life for my

sake and the gospel's, the same shall find it." If

it be said that we take futurity into the calculation,

in our estimate oi interest, I answer—So we ought.

Who is the man that would exclude futurity ; or

what are his principles ? I do not comprehend
the foundation of those objections to a reference to

futurity which are thus flippantly made. Are wt

not immortal beings ? Have we not interests be
youd the present life ? It is a deplorable temper of

mind, which would diminish the frequency, or the

influence of our references to futurity. The pros-

pects of the future ouglU to predominate over the

sensations of the present. And if the attainment
of this predominance be diflicult, let us at least,

not voluntarily, argumentatively, persuade our-

selves to forego the prospect, or to diminish its in-

fluence.

Yet, even in reference only to the present state

of existence, I believe we shall find that the testi-

mony of experience is, that forbearance is most
conducive to our interests.

The reader of American history will recollect

that in the beginning of the last century, a desul-

tory and most dreadful warfare was carried on by
the natives against the European settlers; a war-
fare that was provoked, as such warfare has al-

most always originally been, by the injuries and
iob'nce of the christians. The mode of destruc-

tion was secret and sudden. The bar
sometimes lay in wait for those who might come
within their reach on the highway or in the fields,

d shot them without warning; and sometimes
they attacked the Europeans in their house
'scalping some and knocking out the brains of
others." From this horrible warfare the inhabi-
tants sought safety by abandoning their homes, and
retiring to fortified places, or to the neighbourhood
of garrisons : and those whom necessity stiil com-
pelled to pass beyond the limits of such protection.

provided themselves with arms for their defence.

But amidst this dreadful desolation and universal

terror, the Society of Friends, who were a consid-

erable proportion of the whole population, were
steadfast to their principles. They would neither

retire to garrisons, nor provide themselves with

arms. They remained openly in the country,

whilst the rest were flying to the forts. They still

pursued their occupations in the fields or at their

homes without a weapon either for annoyance or

defence. And what was their fate ? They lived

in security and quiet. The habitation, which, to

his armed neighbour, was the scene of murder and
of the scalping knife, was to the unarmed Quaker
a place of safety and of peace.

Tiirce of the society were however killed. And
who were they ? They were three who abandoned
their principles. Two of these victims were men,
who, in the simple language of the narrator, " used

to go to their labor without any weapons, and
trusted to the Almighty, and depended on his pro-

vidence to protect them (it being their principle

not to use weapons of war to offend others or to

defend themselves:) hut a spirit of distrust taking

place in their minds, they took weapons of war to

defend themselves, and the Indians who had seen

them several times without them and let them alone,

saying they were peaceable men and hurt nobody,

therefore they would not hurt them,—now seeing

them have guns, and supposing they designed to

kill the Indians, they therefore shot the men dead."

The third whose life was sacrificed was a woman,
who " had remained in her habitation," not think-

ing herself warranted iu going " to a fortified

place for preservation, neither she, her son, nor
daughter, nor to take thither the little ones; but

the poor woman after some time began to let in a

slavish fear, and advised her children to go with

her to a fort not far from their dwelling." She
went ;—and shortly afterwards " the bloody cruel

Indians lay by the way, and killed her."

The fate of the Quakers during the rebellion

Ireland was nearly similar. It is well known tha

the rebellion was a time not only of open war bu

cold-blooded murder ; of the utmost fury of bigotry,

and the utmost exasperation of revenge. Yet the'

Quakers were preserved even to a proverb ; and

'

when strangers passed through streets of ruin, and
observed a house standing uninjured and alone,

they would sometimes point and say—" That,

doubtless, was the house of a Quaker."

•4
at of

The Eagle

An eagle will only carry off such object as he
can seize in sweeping by. He will not descend to.

any spot of ground unless he can leave it again,)

describing the same bold curve with which he camei',

He will not risk being hemmed in within narrow"

limits. An open field is indi.speusable to him fori

his tactics. The object must be freely exposed, on
he will hardly venture to attempt making it hisi

own. As a swallow rushes downward in a curves

to catch the insects hovering over the pond, and
upward again 0:1 high, in his flight describing

ellipse, so docs the eagle, and thus only, sw
down to seize a lamb or other animal. It must be

swept off the ground in full flight—it must be caught
up at once, without any hindrance : there must be
" ample room and verge enough" for him to con-

tinue his sweeping flight, or the eagle will prefer

not to break his fast, and will refrain from attempt-

ing that by which he may come to grief. Protec-

tion is thus afforded many a creature that would
otherwi.se neVL-r be safe from so formidable an

enemy. A small bush is sufficient guard against

his attack ; for he always takes heed not to approach

i
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places wbere he may get his talons entangled and

be held fast, or not have sufficient space for the

lovemcnt of his wings. But for this fear of getting

into difficulty, he would feast oftener, and fast

more rarely than he does. It might seem that,

with his keenness of vision and speedy locomotion,

he need not long be in want of a meal ; that in

ranoing over an entire principality, or a dukedom,

be surely would be able to tiinl some game or other.

And he doubtless does see enough that would suit

his purpose well ; but nothing exactly in the situa-

tion that makes it advi-sable for him to attempt to

bear it off. There are lambs below in the meadow,

but they have instinctively became aware of their

impending danger, and have crowded together in

one dense mass, with the ewes outside ; or they

have all taken shelter beside a sloping bank, or

beneath a tree, or alongside of a hedge. None of

these positions suit the eagle. In the mountains the

chamois do the same, or they stand sideways, press-

ing close against the rock : here the eagle cannot

get near tbem, for fear of injuring his wiugs.

Sometimes, too, they will take shelter around, or

under a large fragment of stone, determined to de-

fend themselves to the last ; but into a warfare of

this sort the eagle has no intention of entering.

Among those stones and clefts may lurk a danger

he cannot see, and had not calculated on ; so he

leaves them, however unwillingly, to look elsewhere

for a kid, in a situation so exposed that, without

stop or stay, he may clutch it as he skims by within

foot of the ground. And so he often kuows the

pangs of hunger. It is only when driven to ex-

tremity that an eagle will descend upon the earth,

and battle with his prey. It is contrary to his in-

stinct to do so. The air seems to be his peculiar

element, and earth an uncongenial spot, and more-

over, full of pitfalls : it is, too, rendered doubly

dangerous by being the abode of man. Uf him the

eagle has, in common with all wild animals, an in-

surmountable dread.

As the mountains around the Konigs See abound

in chamois, the eagle very naturally resorts there
;

and opportunity is frequently afforded of witness-

bis tactics, modified by circumstances. The
following account gives an instance of most cun-

ning stratagem ; but it also shows how impotent

for attack the eagle is when his victioi is not en-

tirely exposed :—A good-.-!ized chamois buck had

got upon a ledge of rock, and was gazing down-

ward and about him, as these animals like to do.

An eagle perceived him ; but as the bird could not

approach close to the rock on account of his

breadth of wing, he resolved to obtain the prize he

had marked as his own in another manner. So he

sailed by the chamois on his narrow path as near

he dared come; then again and again; and as

the animal retreated in order to quit his perilous

position, the eagle, wheeling around in a smaller

circle, met him instantly, to heui in and cut off his

retreat. By thus rushing past within a few feet of

him, and filling him with terror, he hoped to be-

wilder the chamois, and cause him to fall over the

precipice, in which care he would have but to des-

cend, and carry off his booty. And, in fact, the

chamois, from trepidation, probably, in turning a

corner, slipped, with one hind foot, over the ledge.

He lost his balance, and fell headlong over the

rocks, as the eagle intended that he should. But
after lodging for a short time on an intervening

slope, the carcass rolled off', and came toppling

down into the lake. Tbe whole proceeding had

beem watched by two persons in a boat. They
DOW rowed across to get the chamois ; while the

eagle, disappointed of his victim, wheeled above

them, watching all they did.

—

Fonst Creatures,

by Charles Boner.

BIOfiliAPillf.U SKETCHES
TS anil EiJers and otiier concernei
the Vefirly .Meeiiug ot Philadclpbi

REBECCA DAVIS.

u Friend." death, might be a meeting house. This wish was
granted. She attended a week day meeting,

members went liomc, and after dinner was affected with
*• paralysis, which affected her organs of speech.

I
In a short time her speech was restored, when

Rebecca, the daughter of Joseph and Ilebecca seeing Friends about her much concerned at

Need, was born at'^Darby near Philadelphia, in i

her situation, said to tliis effect. "There is

the year 1694. We know not how early in life no will with me for life or death. I am assured,

she was, through tlie Lord's as.sisting grace, brought if it please Divine Providence, who has been

to bow to the cross of Christ, and to follow her with me all my life long, to remove uie now, it

dear Savour in truth and love. At the time of will be 2t<;/i(. 1 neither feci pain of body nor miud."

reaching maturity, her character was established Her p:iwer of articulation then again failed ber,

as a sober, religious woman, and she soon became and in about twenty-four hours after her attack,

the 19th of the Twelfth niontii, 1772, she passed

away in peace, being in her seventy-eighth year,

and having been a minister of the gospel mor
tifty-years.

: than

WILLIA.M UOR.SE,

•serviceable in tlie church.

In the year 1714, she was married to John
Davis, a Friend of her own Monthly meeting,
" with whom she lived in a loving exemplary man-
ner, [being] careful to instruct her children in

virtue and godliness." She was for many years

an elder in the church, much concerned ''for the William Home, a son of Edward and Elizabeth

promotion of piety and virtue, and the maintain-
j Home, was born in the County of Su-sex in Great V

ance of our christian discipline
;
beloved and e^-

j ^}fit,ain, in the year 1714. His mother was an ac- ">

teemed by Friends and neighbours as a pattern of Ueptable minister of the Gospel, but his father, for

sobriety and self-denial."
| ^vant of attention to the manifestation of Truth, had

She was very diligent in the attendance of her
j ^„,y,.yej fro,^ the path of pure rectitude, and suf-

religious meetings, until prevented by age and the f^red both in his inward and outward condition

consequent infirmities of body, and was a good ex- therefrom. In the year 1723, intending to remove
ample therein, "manifesting an awful weighty to Pennsylvania, they applied to their" Quarterly

exercise of miud for tbe arisings of that Divine Meeting for a certificate of removal, and received

Spring which is the crown of our assemblies." jj^ ^.p,.^ [jonest document which they presented to

She departed this life Ninth month 8tb, 1T72 , ! pi^;]^,]f,ipi,i^ Monthly Meeting early in the foUow-
aged about seventy-ei^ht years,

;jQg year.* They soon removed to Darby, where

their son William continued to reside during his
JEREMIAH ELFRETII.

Jeremiah Elfreth was born about the year 1693.

He stood for many years in the station of elder in

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, and was in many
respects very useful in religious and civil society.

After a very active and exemplary life, he deceased

Tenth month 19tb, 1772, aged seventy-nine years.

ELIZABETH .STEVEN.S.

Elizabeth, the daughter of that valuable Friend

Richard Johns, of tbe Cliffs, on the western shore

of Maryland, was born tbere in 1694. Her father,

who was convinced of the Truth through tbe min-

life. His mother kept her integrity and was of

great service in religious society, and his father

probably witnessed something of the restoration

which his Friends in England ardently desired for

him. Their son William was religiously trained

and guarded, and became an abundant labourer

in the church militant, receiving in the year 1746,

a nift in the ministry of the gospel. He had in

the' Seventh month, 1737, been married in Phila-

delphia to Elizabeth Davis, and they were engaged

to endeavour to bring up their children in the nur-

ture and admonition of the Lord. As he was

.careful to wait upon tbe Lord Jesus for the quali-

jistry of George Fox, was an exemplary Friend and jgj.~^jg^ to minister, and concerned to wateh his

I

lively minister of tbe gospel of Christ. She was l|;^j;,;jj„g
^g ^^u ^s openings, he became an able

i

brought up consistently with the truth professed by
j Qjiui^t^r of the irospel. His travels in America on

her parents, and being through the

Divine love and the visitations of the Holy Spirit,

herself instructed in Divine things, she became a

valuable Friend, and a sound minister of the

blessed Truth.

Of her labours in the ministry whilst her resi-

dence was in Maryland, we have little account.

There she was married to John Stevens, and after

j

his death she, in 1748, removed with her family

to Pbiladelpbia. She was a ivoman of great use-

j

fulness in religious society, and much dedicated to

tbe service of her Divine Lord and Master. To

I

the poor and afflicted she was very charitable, and

I
was often qualified to comfort those in tribulation,

|
mended hira to our .-a

Ubrou'^h the blessed openings of tbe gospel of peace! ""'')' "'"^ *"" '^"'

and consolation. Over her offspring she exercised
;|;j°"f dh-errrespeci's'

a vigilant, loving care, seeking to impress theirl.j^jj proceedings of latt

minds in early life with the importance of religion,
|
have been .imis=, we b

religious service led him to almost every place

where there were Friends, and from the returning

. Trutay and staff to support and strengthen. She

was of a lively, cheerlul disposition, which, under

christian restraint, rendered her company and con-

versation not only pleasant but useful.

I After a useful lile, as she grow towards old age,

i ber mind was supported by the crook of the Hea-

Ivenly Shepherd's love. Her ministry continued

j

lively and animating, and ber love for 2tfeuding| ,^1^-.^^^^^,,^^ ^^^ \;\\\i the salutation ot our love un-

religious meetings was fervent. She often saidshe feigned. \ve dearly salute you all, and remain yourfriends

hoped the last "place she should be at before herjand bieihren in the Truiii."

*The certificate is worthy of preservation. "From
our Quarterly Meeting held at Horsham in the County

of Sussex, the 16th day of the Tenth month, 1723. To

our well beloved Friends of Philadeliihia in tbe province

ot Pennsylvania, love, mercy and peace be with you all.

Forasmuch as our friend Edward Borne and Elizabeth

bis wife, late of this couniy, having signified lo us their

intention of transporting themselves to settle with you,

and desiring our ceniBcale : these are tlieretbre to cer-

lify, that the said Edward was in his tender years a

iiopeful youth, and we believe had a visitation of the

love of God upon bis soul, which very much rccoin-

lattion: so thai we had good

want of watchfulness, and

do believe, he came to some
Nevertheless, by bis conduct

lU order to rectify what may
> good reason to hope, as he

rieve both his inward and out-

ward condition, which will be to our great satisfaction,

and we earnestly desire he may. We therefore hope you

may safely receive him as a member. As to Elizabeth

his wife, she is a woman for whom we have a good es-

teem, being of an innocent and inoffensive conversation,

believe she has received a gift of the

i we have good unitv. We desire

ed fa "

.tmoni;st

I tbe Lord, and be made servicea-
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certificates furnished liim, it appears that his la-

bours of love were acceptable to Friends. In the

Fourth month, in the jear 1703, he embarked for

England, on a religious visit, which in a little over

a jear he finished, and returned home to the great

satisiaction of his friends and family, in the Tenth

month, 1764.

His memorial says, " His ministerial labours

were frequent, lively and edifying, and ho adorned

the doctrine he preached by a circumspect life and

conversation. He was zealously concerned for the

maintenance of good order in the church, a good

example in his family, careful to bring up his chil-

dren in diligently attending religious meetings, and

manifesting his care in divers respects for their

present and future welfare. He was kind and

hospitable to Friends, his house and heart being

open for their reception."

His decease took place Eleventh month 11th,

1772, he being in the fifty-ninth year of his age.

Of MORDECAI YARNALL, who deceased Fifth

month 17th, 1772, a biographical sketch has been

published in " The Friend." Of JOHN woolman
who deceased Tenth month 7th, 1772, aged fifty-

two, his journal furnishes a copious account. Of
JOHN BORDEN, an elder of Shrewsbury, who de-

ceased sometime during this year nothing of im-

portance has been found.

order the chaotic mass of materials which was

placed at his disposal. His labours were com-

pleted, and a fair copy of the work prepared for

the printer. On the day before that on which the

copy was to be delivered, he was occupied till a

late hoar in comparing the copy with the oiiginal.

Having retired to rest, he was speedily roused from

sleep by the cry of fire, and hastening to the room

where he left his papers, he found not a vestige of

them unconsumed. It was at first a stunning blow,

but he speedily regained his equanimity ; ou the

very next day recommenced his task, and at the

end of two years had restored the whole work.

—

N. Y. Observer.

Litetarj Pcrscveraucc.

The calm assiduity with which Xewton applied

himself to repair the loss sustained through the

heedlessness of his dog Diamond, in communicat-

ing fire to papers on which he had wrought out

some most abstruse and important problems in

science, is well known to all who are tolerably

versed in the history of literature. Some parallel

cases, less generally known, are worthy to be pol-

lated.

When Carlyle was writing his " French Revolu-

tion," he lent the first volume of the manuscript

to a literary friend for perusal. By some mis-

chance it was left lying on the parlour-floor, and
forgotten. Weeks ran on, and at length the his-

torian sent ibr his manuscript. Upon inquiry, it

was found that the housemaid, finding on the floor

what she conceived to be a bundle of waste paper,

had used it to light the parlour fire. Carlyle was
in the utmost consternation for a while, but soon

set himself reluctantly to work, and rc-wrote the

whole book.

Audubon, the naturalist, upon leaving home for

an absence of some mouths, committed to the care

of a relative a wooden box, with the strictest in-

junctions as to its safe-keeping. When ho returned,

he called for his box, the dearly-prized deposit of

all his drawings. It was produced and opened,

and what was his dismay to perceive that a pair

of rats had taken po.sses,-ion, and had there raised

a large family. A few gnawed bits of paper were

all that remained of what had once been a thou-

sand life-like pictures of American birds. The
shock was overwhelming, and for a time he was
utterly prostrated in body and mind. His nights

were passed in sleeplessness, and his days in list-

less apathy. At length a re-action took place, and
consoling himself with the reflection that ho could

now draw and paint better than before, he again

took up his pencils, his note-hook and his gun, and
went forth to the woods; and, after three years'

untiring labour, his portfolio was rcplenisiicd.

The distinguished jurist, Eilward Livingstone,

employed his best powers faithfully for four years

in preparing a code of criminal jurisprudence for

the then State of Louisiana, and by the most un-

wearied exertions had succeeded in reducing to

CHILD-LTKE SUBMISSION.

BY PAUL GERRAKDT 1653.

What pleases God, pious soul,

iigh thunders rollAccept with joy, i

And tempests low

Thou knowest nought can thee betide

But pleases God.

The best will is our Father's will,

And we mar rest there calm and still

;

Oh, make it honr by hour thine own,
And wish for nought but that alone

Which ple^ises God.

His thought is aye the wisest thought;
How oft man's wisdom comes to nougli

Mistake or danger in it lurks,

It brings forth ill, and seldom works
What pleases God.

His mind is aye the gentlest mind.
His will and deeds are ever kind

;

He blesses when against us speaks
The evil world, that rarely seeks

What pleases God.

His heart is aye the truest heart,

He bids all woe and harm depart;
Defending, shielding day and night
The man who knows and loves aright

What pleases God.

He governs all things here below,
In him lie all our weal and woe

;

He bears the world within his hand
And so to us bear sea and land

What pleases God.

And o'er his little flock he yearns,
And when to evil ways it turns,

The Father's rod oft smiteth sore.

Until it learns to do once more
What pleases God.

What most would profit us he knows.
And ne'er-denies aught good to those
Who with their utmost strength pursue
The right, and only care to do

What pleases God.

If this be so, then, World, from me
Keep, if thou wilt, what pleases thee

;

But Ihon, my soul, be well rontent
With God and all things he has sent.

As pleases God.

And must thou suffer here and there
;

Cling but the firmer to his care
;

ill things are beneath his sway,
in every truth obey
Whatpleasos God.

True faith will grasp his mercy fast,

And hope bring paticnee at the last I

Then both wiihin thy heart enshrine,
Su shall the heritage he thine

That pleases God.

To thee forever shall be given
A kingdom and a crown in heaven

;

And there shall be fullill'd in thee.
And thou shalt taste and hear and see

What pleases God.

Audi

Materials in their Itivisible Slate.—If a piece

of silver be put into nitric acid, a clear and co-

lourless liquid, it is rapidly dissolved, and vanishes

from the sight. The solution of silver may be

mixed with water, and, to appearance, no effect

whatever is produced. Thus, in a pail of water

we may dissolve and render invisible more than

fifty dollars worth of silver, lead, and iron; but

every other metal can be treated in the same way,

with similar results. When charcoal is burned,

when candles are burned, when paper is burned,

these substances all disappear and become invisible.

In fact, every material which is visible can, by
certain treatment, be rendered invisible. Matter

which, in one condition, is perfectly opaque, and

will not admit the least ray of light to pass through

it, will, in another form, become quite transparent.

The cause of this wouderful efieot of the condi-

tion of matter is utterly inexplicable. Philoso-

phers do not even broach theories upon the subject,

much less do they endeavour to explain it. The
substances dissolved in water, or burned in the air,

are not, however, de.>troyed or lost.

By certain well known means they can be re-

covered, and again be made visible; some exactly

in the same state as they were before their invisi-

bility ; others, though not in the same state, can

be shown in thtir elementary condition; and thus

it can be proved that, having once existed, it never

ceases to exist although it can change its condi-

tion like the caterpillar, which becomes a chrysalis,

and then a gorgeous butterfly. If a pailful of the

solution of silver be cast into the stream, it is ap-

parently lost by its dispeision in the water; but iti

nevertheless continues to exist. So, when a bushel

of charcoal is burned in a stove, it disappears ini

consequence of the gas produced being mixed witbi

the vast atmosphere ; but yet the charcoal is still inj

the air. On the brightest and sunniest day, wheni

every object can be distinctly seen above the horirl

zon, hundreds of tons of charcoal, in an invisiblej

condition, pervade the air. Glass is a beautiful il-'

lustration of the transparency of a compound whichi

in truth, is nothing but a mixture of the rust ofl

three metals.

The power of matter to change its conditions,!

from solid capacity to limpid transparency causesi

some rather puzzling phenomena. Substances in-'

crease in weight without any apparent cause ; fori

instance, a plant goes on increasing in weight u
hundred fold for every atom that is missing from
the earth in which it is growing. Now, the simpla
explanation of this is, that the leaves of plants

have the power of withdrawing the invisible charifl

coal from the atmosphere, and restoring it to itM

visible state in some shape or other. The lungs^

of animals and a smokeless furnace change matter

from its visible to its invisible state. The gills of

fishes and the leaves of plants reverse this opera-

tion, rendering invisible or gaseous matter visible.

Thus the balance in nature is maintained, although

the continual change has been going on long priori

to the creation of the " extinct animals."

—

Fiesse.'

Tho Friend." *

The spirit that has acted and ruled in me, shall j.

brlh in thousands."

—

E. Uiirrinigh.

Every one has a deep interest in the salvatioi

of his own soul, beyond every other concern in thi

world, and consequently it demands his most serW

ous and unfaltering attention and labour, througkl

the aid of the Holy Spirit, for its acconjplishmenfe,

rhe more steadfast and persevering he is in thitfH

great work, obeying the dictates of Truth in for-:

Baking all evil in thought, word and deed

doing the will of God manifested to him in his soul

the more he will come to " walk in the light as Hi

is in the light, and know the blood of Jesus Chrisi
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his Son, to cleanse him from all sin." In this

state be will have fellowship with those of like

blessed, heavenly experience, and as be grows in

grace, he will be clothed with tenderness and com-
passion for those who, rejecting the visitations and

the wooiugs of the Spirit of Christ, are choosing

their own way and wills, and becoming more and

more darkened, and sunk in the spirit and ways of

the world. Where there is a body of such living

believers united, in a family, in a meeting, or in a

religious Society, they are not only a strength and

comfort to one another, but the tendency of their

spiritual travail and exercise will be to reach, and

to convict disobedient members, and to draw them
to forsake their wrong course, to lay down their

wills, and come into true fellowship with the flock

,nd companions of Jesus, walking in the Spirit,

and thereby helping in the work of the Lord, and

spreading the kingdom of the adorable Redeemer.

History shows that degeneracy ha adually

crept into many christian churches which were

gathered under the self-denying example and la-

bour of men devoted to the love and service of the

Lord Jesus. To the elders of the church of

Ephesus, the Apostle Paul said, " Take heed,

therefore, unto yourselves, and to all the flock,

over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you over-

's, to feed the church of God, which he hath

purchased with his own blood. For I know this,

that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter

in among you, not sparing the flock. Also, of

your ownjelves shall men arise, speaking perverse

things, to draw away disciples after them. There-

fore, watch and remember that by the space of

three years I ceased not to warn every oue night

d day with tears. And now, brethren, I com-

mend you to God, and to the word of his grace,

hich is able to build you up, and to give you an

nheritance among all them which are sanctified."

Be then knelt and prayed witb them, and on

parting with this faithful watchman and father in

the Truth, they sorrowed most of all, that they

hould see his face no more. This degeneracy was

realized in that church, of which He who held the

seven stars in his right hand, and walked in tbe

midst of the golden candlesticks, declared, "1

know thy works, and labour, and thy patience, and
' ow thou canst not bear them which are evil : and

thou hast tried them which say they are apostles,

ind are not, and hast found them liars : and hast

borne and hast patience, and for my name's sake

bast laboured, and hast not f;iiutt'd. Nevertheless,

[ have somewhat against thee, because thou hast

eft thy first love. Remember, therefore, from

whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the

works ; or else I will come unto thee quickly,

»nd will remove thy candlestick out of his place,

Bxcepl thou repent."

Notwithstanding the great display of divine

Dowerand goodness in gathering the first christian

hurcbes to the knowledge of the truth as it i^ in

Tesus, yet for want of doing their first works and

ieeping to their first love in humble obedience to

ts requirings, they lost tbe spirit of true diseern-

nent and sound judgment, and when men, repro-

jate concerning the faith, rose up among tliem,

speaking perverse things to draw away disciples

»fter them, they were corrupted, and gradually

iell from the life and strength and dignity in which
hey stood while tbe first ministers, and apostles cf

Dhrist Jesus, were among them, and their caudle-

oticks were finally removed out of their place.

The Society of Friends was gathered by a mea-
sure of the same divine life and power, out of all

jeremonial performances, and a mere theoretical

Drofession ot religion, to learn of Christ manifested

n the soul, and thus to be built on Him, the eter-

nal Eock and foundation, against which no power of Christ, which is made up of living stones, a
can prevail. Coming to Him, as unto a living spiritual house. Christ is not divided,' for in him
stone, disallowed indeed of men, but chosen of God there is peace. Christ saith, 'In me you have
and precious, they also as lively stones were built peace.' And be is from above, and not of this
up a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up world ; but in the world below, in the spirit of it

.spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus there is trouble; therefore, keep in Christ, and
Christ; showing forth the praises of Him who had

j

walk in him. Amen."
called them out of darkness into his marvellous The history and the journals of Friends show
light. But during tbe life-time of the first minis- Ithat degeneracy and difficulties have appeared in
ters of that day, some who bad experienced the 'different parts of the Society, where the members
work of Truth on their hearts, grew self-willed, have not kept their habitations in Christ, livin" iu
rejected the advice and judgment of the members godly fear and humility before Him, watcbing°un-
wbo held fast their allegiance to Christ, and in

;
to prayer in the heartfelt conviction that without

their rebellious spirit brought much distress and [Him they can do nothing. But those who abode
difliculty on tbe sound members. |in Him as branches of the true Vine, have pro-

In the last epistle written by George Fox, di-jduccd the fruits of the Spirit, and been preserved
rected to be read at the proper lime, and which as lights and way-marks to their fellow- members

;

was read after his decease, in tbe London Yearly land thus, through tbe power and goodness of God,
Meeting of 1691, we have the following passages: tbe Society has stood to this day, embodying witb-

" And now. Friends, all your meetings, both in its limits, many living members of the church
men's and women's, Monthly, Quarterly, and

, of Christ, and true testimony bearers to the prin-
Yearly, kc, were set up by the power. Spirit andjciples of Christianity, as embraced and held forth
wisdom of God ; and in them you know that you by consistent Friends from its rise to this period,
have felt his power, and Spirit, and wisdom, and

j

They have had many painful exercises for it.s wel-
blessed refreshing presence among you, and in

' fare, putting up fervent prayers for one another,
you, to bis praise and glory, and your comfort :| and for the rising generation, that they may be
so that you have been a 'city set on a hill that brought and kept under tbe yoke of Christ, and
cannot be hid.' [thereby be prepared for the stations of standard-
"And although many loose and unruly spirits 'bearers and counsellors in tbe Society, to maintain

have risen betimes to oppose you and them, in its existence in displaying an ensign for the Truth,
print and other ways, you have seen how they have

|

and inviting others to enlist under the banner of
come to nought. Tbe Lord hath blasted them,: the Prince of peace. More than two hundred
brought their deeds to light, and made them mani-

1

years have elapsed sines Friends began their work
test to be trees without fruit, wells without water, 'in the world, and they have spread many noble
wandering stars from the firmament of God's power,

i
principles which have enlightened and proved a

and raging waves of the sea, casting up their mire blessing to many other christian professors. He
and dirt." * * * " This hath been tbe condi- who formed us into a religious body, can sustain
tion of many God knoweth, and his people !" us, and we fully believe, will cause the angel of his

" Therefore all stand steadfast in Christ Jesus presence to surround and defend us from all the
your head, in whom ye are all one, male and wiles of the enemy of souls, if tbe members look
female, and know his government, of the increase constantly to Him, the great Master Builder, to

of wbose government and peace there shall be no! guide and direct and build us up in Him, tbe chief
end." ¥ !? * * "Therefore, in God's and i Corner-stone and immoveable Foundation. "Christ
Christ's light, life, Spirit and power, live and walk;

j

loved tbe church, and gave bimsell for it, that he
that is over all (and the Seed of it) in love, in in- 1 might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of
nocency and simplicity. In righteousness and

I
water by the Word; that he might present it to

holiness dwell, and in his power and Holy Ghost, ' himself a glorious church, not having spot or
in which God's kingdom doth stand."

|

wrinkle or any such thing, but that it should be
"As for this spirit of rebellion and opposition holy and without blemish. This is his gracious

that hath risen formerly and lately, it is out of the [design concerning us, equally with others, and if

kingdom of God and heavenly Jerusalem; and is I we walk iu holiness, loving one another in sincerity,

for judgment and condemnation, with all its books, I and following Him, we shall not only be continued

words and works. Therefore, Friends are to live
j

as a religious Society, but be enabled to fulfil the

and walk in the power and Spirit of God that is blessed purposes for which be raised us up, to the

over it, and in the Seed that will bruise and break praise of bis great name,
it to pieces. In which Seed you have joy and

peace witb God, and power and authority to judge

and your unity is in tbe power and Spirit of

God, that doth judge it ; all (lod's witnesses in his

tabernacle go out against it, and always have and

'' Let no man live to self, but to tbe Lord, as

they will die in him ; and seek the peace of the

Depth of Mioes.

An English journal, after valuing the total pro-

duct of the mines of Great Britain at £41,461,102
per annum, and computing that England's supply

of coal will last at least seven hundred years

longer, at present rates of consumption, gives the

following account of the depth to which the bowels
church of Christ, and the peace of all men iu him : 'of tbe earth have been pierced in England :

for ' blessed are the peace-makers.' Dwell iu the Tbe depth to which we mine for coal, is already
pure, peaceable, heavenly wisdom of God, that is great. The pit at Duckenfield, in Cheshire, is

gentle and easy to be entreated, that is full of 12004 feet below the surface to tbe point where it

mercy ; all striving to be of one mind, heart, soul, 'intersects the " Biack Mine Coal," a seam which is

and judgment in Christ, having his mind and Spirit four feet six inches thick, and of tbe best quality

dwelling iu you, building up oue another in the for domestic and manufacturing purpo-es ; from
love of God, which doih edify the body of Christ, this point a farther depth of 500 feet has been

his church, who is the holy head thereof. Glory attained by means of an engine plane in the bed
to God through Christ, in this age and in all other of coal, so that a great portion of the coal is now
ages, who is tbe Rock and Foundation, tbe Emma- 'raised from the enormous depth of 2504 feet. At
nuel, God with us. Amen." I Pendleton, near Manchester, coal is daily worked

" There is no schism, no division, no contention, Ifrom a depth of 2135 feet ; and the cannel coal

nor strife in heavenly Jerusalem, nor in the bodyjof Wigan is brought from 1773 feet below tbe
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surface Manv of the Durham collieries are equally las honey ; their heads are small, their beaks very { their antennas, and apparently inviting them to
•'

. ,. - . ' .rraneanilonc and tubular; their eyes globular, but they
. give out the fluid, by patting their sides. Nor are

. subterr:
. „ • - - - - - -

thers in Cum- 'have not eyelets; their anteunse are long and usu-Uhe lice inattentive to these solicitations, when in a

under the bed of the ally taper toward the extremity, and their legs are, state to gratify the ants, for whose sake the aphides

and far more extended in tii(

labyrinths. Some of those, and

sea-*and on both <ides of the Island we are rapidly
|

also long and very slender, and there are only two, not only .seem to shorten the periods of the discha.

exte'ndin.^ our sub-oceanic burrowing. ijoints to their feet. Their upper are^ nearly twice; but actually yield the fluhl when thus pressed.^ A
Dolcofh tin-mine, in Cornwall, is now working

I

as large as the lower wings. re much longer than, single louse has been known to give it drop by drop

jber of ants that were waiting

hint lice cast
at 1800 feet from the surface, and rapidly sinking; the body, gradually widened toward the extremity, I successively to a number of ants that w

deeper The depth of Tresaveau, a copper mine, !
and are nearly triangular ; tHey are almost verti-

1

anxiously to receive it. When the pla

is -^118 feet Many other tin and copper mines ^cal when at rest, and cover the body above like ai their skins, the ants instantly remove the latte

are~ approaching' these depths; and under the At- very sharp ridged roof. J
nor will they allow any dirt or rubbish to rema

lantic wave^ in Bottallaek, Levant and other The winged plant lice provide for a succession of
j

on or about them, i hey even protect them from

mines man is pursuincr bis labours daily at half a their race by stocking the plants with eggs in the their enemies, and run about them in the hot'

mile from the shore.° To aid the luiuer in these [autumn, as before slated. These are hatched in sunshine, to drive away the little ichneumon flieS'

severetasks,gifantic'steam-engines, with cylinders due time in the spring, and the young lice imn.e-; that are forever hovering near, to depo.sit thciri

one huudreti iu°ches in diameter, are employed in idiately begin to pump up sap from the tenderjeggs in the bodies of the lice.

pumping water from those vast depths. Winding-

engines, which are master-pieces of mechanical

skill, are ever at work raising the minerals irom

each dark abyss, and " man-engines" of consider-

able ingenuity—so called because they bring the

wearied miner to the light of day, saving him from

the toil of climbing up perpendicular ladders— are

introduced

leaves and shoots, increase rapidly in size, and in a[ cjome plant lice live in the ground, and deriv

short time come to maturity. In this state it is i their nourishment from the roots of plants. Wa
found that the brood, without a single exception, annually lose many of our herbaceous plantsl

consists wholly of females, which are wingless, but

are in a condition immediately to continue their

kind. Their young. bowever, are not hatct from

if cultivated in a light soil, from the exhausting

attacks of these subterranean lice. Upon pulling uo

China Asters, which seem to be perishing from

, but are produced alive, and each temale may [visible cause, I have found hundreds of little

many of our most perfectly conducted be the mother of fifteen or twenty young lice in of a whiie color, closely clustered together on thd

the course of a single day. The plant lice of thisj roots. I could never discover any of them tha|mines.

Our coals cost us annually one thousand lives,

and more than double that number of our metali-

ferous miners perish from accidents in the mines,

or at an unusually early age—thirty-two—from

diseases contracted by the conditions of their toils.

second generation are also wingless females, which

grow up and have their young in due time; and

thus, biood after brood is produced, even to the

seventh generatiou or more, without the appear-

ance or intervention throughout the whole season,

By the industry of our mining population, there is 1 of a single male. This extraordinary kind of pro-

annually added to our national wealth considerable
I

pagatiou ends in the autumn with the birth of a

more than thirty millions sterling. This, wnen

elaborated by the process of manufacture, is in-

creased in value tenfold. While we are thus

drawing upon that " hoarded treasure, guarded by

dragons white and red," which the enchanter Mer-

lin is fabled to have concealed in the caves of the

earth, we should not cease to remember how much
of mental labour and muscular power is expended,

and how large a percentage of humble life is an- land they rarely change their places until they ha

brood of males and females ; which, in due time

acquire wing.-, and pair ; eggs are then laid by

these females, and with the death of these winged

individuals, which soon follows, the race becomes

extinct for the season.

Plant lice seem to love society, and often herd

together in dense masses, each one remaining fixed

to the plant by means of its long tubular beak;

Dually sacrificed in the contest with those hydra-

headed evils which are truly personified by the

dragons of the legend.

exhausted the first part attacked. The attitudes

were winged, and therefore conclude from thisci)

cumstance, as well as from their peculiar situation

that they never acquire wings.

Whether these are of the same species as thi

aphis radicuni of Europe, I cannot ascertain, as n(

sufiiciont description of the latter has ever come to

my notice. These little lice are attended by ants,

which generally make their nests near the roots of

the plants, so as to have tlieir milch-kine, as the

plant lice have been called, within their own habi-

tations ; and in consequence of the combined op-

erations of the lice and the ants, the plants wither

and prematurely perish.

When these subterranean lice are disturbed, the

attendant ants are thrown into the greatest confu-

sion and alarm ; they carefully take up the lice

themhieh have fallen from the roots, and convc_

in their jaws into the deep recesses of their nests
;

and here the lice still contrive to live upon the

fragments of the roots left in the soil. It is stated

and manners of these little creatures are exceed-

ingly amusing. When disturbed, like restive

horses, they begin to kick and sprawl in the most
ludicrous manner. They may be seen at times,! that the ants bestow the same care and attentiou

Plant-Lice. suspended by their beaks alone, and throwing up'upon the root lice as upon their own oifspring, that

Extracted from Dr. Harris' Treatise on In- tbeir legs as if in a high frolic, but too much en- ! they defend them from the attacks of other m-

sects Jnjuriaus to Vegetation. gaged in sucking, to withdraw their beaks. As! sects, and carry them about in their mouths tc

Aphides, or "plant lice," as they are usually i^hey take in great quantiiies of sap, they would' change their pasture ; and that they pay partieu-

called, are among the most extraordinary of in- soo" become gorged, it they did not get rid of the^lar attention to the eggs of the lice, frequeiiUj

sects. They are found upon almost all parts of superabundant fluid, through the two little tubes! moistening them with their tongues, and in tine

plants, the roots, stems, young shoots, buds, and or pores at the extremity ot their bodies. When weather, bringing them to the surface of the nesibod

leaves'; and there is scarcely a plant which does one of them gets running-over full, it seems to

not harbor one or two kinds peculiar to itself, communicate its uneasy sensations, by a kind of

animal magnetism, to the whole flock, upon which

they all, with one accord, jerk upwards their bodies.

not harbor one

They are, moreover, exceedingly prolific, for Ileau-

uiur has proved that one individual in five gene-

rations may become the progenitor of nearly six

thousand millions of descendants.

It often happens that the succulent extremities

and stems of plants, will, in an incredibly short

space of time, become completely coated with a

living mass of these little lice. These are usually

wingless, consisting of the young, and of females

only; for winged individuals appear only at par-

ticular seasons, usually in the Autumn, but some-

times in the Spring, and these are small males and

larger females. After pairing, the latter lay their

eggs upon or near the leaf buds of the plant upon

which they live, and, together with the males, soon

after, perish.

The genus to which plant-lice belong is called

A2)kis,—from a Greek word, which signifies to ex

to give them the advantage of the sun. On the

other hand, the sweet fluid supplied in abundance

by these lice, forms the chief nutriment both ol

the ants and their young, which is sufBciL-nt to ac-

and eject a shower of the honeyed fluid. * *
j

count for their solicitude and care for their valu-

We are often apprised of the presence of plant! able herds.

lice on plants growing in the open air, by the ants (To be concluded.)

ascending and descending the stems. By observ-

ing the motions of the latter, we soon ascertain

tbat the sweet fluid discharged by the lice, is the

occasion of these visits. The stems swarm with

slim and hungry ants, running upward.-;, and

others lazily descending, with their bellies swelled

The Obedience u-liich is of Faith.—There is " a

path which no fowl knoweth, and which the vulture's

eye hath not seen ;" " God understandeth the waj

thereof, and he knoweth the place thereof;"' and

often doth he, in his infinite wisdom, constrain hif

ildren to feel that it is a way in which theyalmost to bursting. When arrived in the immedi

ate vicinity of the plant lice, they greedily wipe (submit to learn the obedience which is of faith. Il

up the sweet fluid which has distilled from them,] is a way that is marked " by the footsteps of the

and when this fails, they station themselves amongj flock ;" strait indeed and narrow, but it leads tc

the lice, and catch the drops as they fall. ieverlasting life. And scoff not at it, ye that are

The lice do not seem in the least annoyed by mighty in the wisdom of this world ! it is loolisbr

.. „ , ..„. ^.,.„^., .„ ^^ the ants, but live on the best possible terms with nes.s perhaps, to you, but it is no foolishne-s with

Their bodies are short, oval and soft, and |lhem ; and, on the other hand, the ants, though! Him who seeth in secret, and who looks not as yoB

are furnished at the hinder cstremitv with two lit-
j

unsparing of other insects weaker than themselves,! do, at the outward action, but at the humble resig-

tie tubes, knobs, or pores, from which exude al-lupon which they frequently prey, treat the plantj nation of heart which submits to perform it.— iliaiTj

most constantly, minute drops of a fluid as sweet lice with the utmost gentleness, caressing them withL4«?j Kelly.
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For "The Frwnd."
; jjje final consummation of tbeir hopes and struggles,

Christ flitliin—The flay of life. |He as clearly announces that, if yielding to the

Instruftiou may be gleaned from the sentiments temptations of the enemy of their happiness, they

)f the pious \Villiam Law, as expressed in a letter give themselves up to do that which is evil and

leolining a vi>it from a person who requested an
,

hateful in his sight, retribution for the sin will in-

nterview for the express purpose of religious con- |evitably find them out, either sooner or later,

rersation. He says, " My chief objection against
|

All his ways are equal. Through the inspired

visit of this kind, is the reason which you give
;

writings of holy men of old, we arc taught that

or it, viz : For my instructive conversation on the /' the Most High ruletk in the kingdoms of men,"

piritual life. An appointment for religious con- and as these kingdoms are made up of individual

rersation has a taking sound, and passes for a sign
|

free agents, he deals with communities according

)f great progress in goodness ; but with regard to to the immutable, unerring laws he has enacted for

yself, such a meeting would rather make me the government of man, causing their own wicked-

ilent, than a speaker in it. First, because I hurt ness to correct them and their backsliding to re-

nyself, and am only acting a part, if 1 speak to, prove them.

jersons on spiritual matters, either sooner or fur- If these views are correct—and what ehvistian

her than as the Spirit of God (which bloweth ^can doubt them ?—the present deplorable condition

hen and where it listeth,) would be resisted in of our beloved country, ought to incite all to a se-

me if I held my tongue. Secondly, because itis'rious consideration of the causes which have

deluding the persons I speak to, and helping them ! brought the existing calamities upon it; and to

be content with an imaginary false food, should lau earnest inquiry how far we, or those with

, as a spiritual assistant, speak to them of any [whom we may be as>ociated, and over whom we

but that which h their own evil and llieir •^mo.y exert more or less influence, may be di-

rwii good : for true edification arises only fromirectly or indirectly implicated in the sin that is so

uch knowledge, and not from devout harangues [signally invoking the Divine displeasure. We can-

in the spiritual life in general, though set forth in I not believe that the great body of the inhabitants

he most enlivened words. I
of the United States are so darkened in their views

The Spiritual Life is nothing else but the work- [of the christian religion, or so recklessly regardless

I of the Spirit of God within us, and therefore! of its benign precepts, as to delight in war for its

)ur own silence must be a great part of our pre- own sake; what is it then that has so deluded and

aration for it ; and much speaking or delight in i maddened so many millions,—heretofore engaged

t will be often no small hindrance of that good, in the peaceful pursuits of gainful labour, as to in-

1 we can only have from hearing what theiduoe them eagerly to plunge into the present

spirit and voice of God speaketh within us. This deadly, civil, fratricidal strife? There certainly

ot enough known by religious persons : they must have been some general and persisting de-

ejoice in kindling a fire of their own, and delight parture from the way of righteousness, which, in

00 much in hearing of their own voice, and so just retribution, has brought this scourge upon the

se that inward unction from above, which can '
nation, blighting the sources of our dearly loved

done new create their hearts. To speak with the wealth, and briuging suffering and sorrow into

ngues of men, or aagels, on religious matters, is a , hundreds of homes scattered throughout the land,

uch less thing than to know how to stay Z/ie
j

formerly the abodes of plenty and content.

nind vjjon God, and abide icitli him in the closet
|

The whole circumstances of this unnatural war,

f our hearts, observing, loving, adoring, awe/ from its first outbreak to the present hour, show

beying His holy pouer luitkin us." [that its dire calamities are chastisements from the
•—

^

hand of an offended Creator, and giving reason to

A City set upon a Hill.—Such who walk most {believe that unless there is a return to a more geno-

p to what they profess, are in most esteem among
j ral obedience to Uis holy law, we have little ground

lie more thinking and religious people; and theun-;to expect a speedy cessation of the punishment He
thful, loose, libertine professors of the Truth are ijs inflictin".

Thted, and I believe will be more and more cast
j

The prominent sin of slavery, the general lust

lut as the unsavoury salt, which is good for naught
i for wealth, whether justly or unjustly acquired, the

religion, and is indeed trodden under the feet 'thoughtless ingratitude for manifold blessings en-

f men; for a great part of the men in the world ijoyed, together with the prevalence of fraud and
ave such an understanding as to know what we: embezzlement among men tilling high stations, have
rofess, and also what we should do and be in many 'all been commented on in the public journals;
bings : let us therefore walk wisely before all, and] showing so prevalent and wide a departure from

le an occasion of stumbling, nor give offence,
;' the first principles of the oracles of God," as

ither to Jew or Gentile, nor to the Church of God, could hardly fail to bring a needful correction upon
lat so we may indeed be as a city set upon a hill the land. It must be confessed, that this is too

'hich cannot be hid.

—

John Richardson.

THE PRIBND.
:''0URT1I MONTH

The whole history of the human race, whether

slating to individuals or to nations, gives satisfac-

wy evidence, that the same Almighty Being who
reated and upholds the universe, extends over

lem his providential government, and that all his

ispensations to them ave infinitely wise and just.

[e sets before man and nations good and evil,

ranting to both the power of choice, and while

lercifuUy giving them the positive assurance that

they will plea>e him by striving for and following

rter the former, lie will unfailingly secure to them

true. These may be denominated the sins of the

world, and it may perhaps be said, that with the

exception of allowing slavery, this nation has not

more deeply sinned in these respects than others

which have long gone on, steeped in guilt, and yet

prosper. Our finite powers are all too feeble to

measure or understand the counsels and judgments

of the Most High. He has certainly blessed the

people of this land in a remarkable manner, and

as in his justice he may rightly demand a course

of rectitude in life and conversation corresponding

thereto, so in his unmerited mercy it is undoubtedly

his design that the present chastisement shall in

the end yield the peaceable fruits of righteousness,

which alone exalt a nation.

But is it not worthy the consideration of all

those who are interested in religious associations, and

especially of those who may take part in the conduct

of theaffairs pertainingtotheirprofes.sion, that there

maylie waysin which the professing church, if it has

not directly contributed to the amount of national

guilt, has at least crippled its power for resisting

evil, and weakened its capacity for promoting prac-

tical piety, and availingly petitioning for the con-

tinued extension of Divine mercy and preservation.

We know that the " mystical body" or church, of

which Christ is the head, is made up of living mem-
bers, irrespective of sect or denomination ; and these

being all sanctified and guided by the one Holy
Spirit, are united to each other in the Head

;

knowing a blessed unity in the bond of peace. But
we think no one who has watched the course of

events for the last twenty-five years, in the differ-

ent associations of professing christians, or who
reads the " religious journals" in their service, can
have failed to remark the effects of a spirit of in-

novation and controversy, that has crept in among
them; sometimes it is true, leading to clearer and
more spiritual views of the gospel, but more gene-

rally presenting the sad spectacle of "churches"
torn and rent in pieces ; each part apparently hos-

tile to the other, aud too often, in the heat of party

feeling, forgetful that Christ's cause can be pro-

moted or defended only in his loving, lamb-like

spirit, ready to pronounce their anathema upon all

who are no: included within their narrow bounds of

christian fellowship. The natural result of these

multiplied divisions, aud enmities, is to engender

debates, and lead those who are not under the res-

training, crucifying power of Truth, to bite and de-

vour one another, aud thus to destroy, in great

measure, that influence for good, which every true

christian ought to possess; and to render "the
churches" in their collective capacity,almost power-

lessin stemming the tide ofwickedness that hasswept

'over the land. Must not these things be offensive

in the Divine sight, and should not every profess-

ing christian lay them to heart, when mourning for

the misery under which so many pans of our

beloved country now groan. We dcrnot mean to

imply by these remarks, that truth is not to main-

taiu an unceasing controversy with error, or that

the faithful believer must not earnestly contend for

the faith once delivered to the saints: what we
refer to, is the interference with the religious doc-

trines and practices of different denominations, by
those who have never been transformed by the

renewing of their minds; and the consequent con-

fusion and distraction introduced, where the meek-

ness and gentleness of n little child, and the judg-

ment of Truth alone, should reign. " There is one

body and one Spirit;" and human wisdom cannot

always determine the constituent parts of that body,

but when any of its members are commissioned to

open the eyes of those who are blind, or to bring

back them who have been turned out of the right

way, they will do it in that same spirit which ena-

bled Ananias of old to lay his hands on one whom
he had deemed an enemy to the church, with the

endearing language of brother, and to address them

with an autbority derived from Him who alone is

able to cause the scales to fall from their eyes.

There is no little counterfeit love passed off

among christians, which, lacking all true discern-

ment, confounds and embraces good and evil to-

Igether ; but; there is a great want of that heaven-

I

born charity which " suffereth long and is kind,"

I

" is not easily provoked, thinketh no evil," which

I

" bearcth all tilings, believeth ail things, hopeth all

j

things, endureth all things," and which, under

I

circumstances the most adverse and disheartening,

" never faile:h." Our own beloved religious So-

jciety cannot plead exemption from the evidences of

I
the presence of the destructive, dividing spirit of

[the world within its borders, and too often in-
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fluencing its councils. Defection from first prin-

ciples has introduced departures from the christian

standard of conduct maintained by our forefathers;

confusion and insubordination have sprung up as

an inevitable sequence ;
and there has been too

stron" a disposition manifested, even among many
of those who have sincerely desired to adhere to

and uphold the Truth in its simplicity and its inte-

grity, to overlook the requirements of that charity

which is from above ; and at times, when encoun-

tering the trials and difBculties of the day, not

sufficiently to bear in mind that wc are brethren,

ranged though we may appear to be in battle ar-

ray against one another. Well would it be for

our Society, as well as for all other religious deno-

minations, well would it be for our country, were

the judgments that are now abroad in the land, to

briug all who are professing to be the disciples of

Christ, and who take part in the affairs of the

"churches," into true repentance, humility and a

godly fear; that so an effectual effort might be

made in each and all, to bring about the fulfilment

of that loving petition of the dear Redeemer for

his people, " that they all may be one: as thou.

Father, art in me, aud I in thee, that they also

may be one in us : that the world may believe

that thou hast sent me." This would effect more

speedy deliverance for our country than all her

victorious armies, and draw down the peculiar

favour and blessing of the great Arbiter of nations

upon it, through its future career.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—News from England to the 28tli ult. The

Liverpool cotton market was dull. New Orleans fair,

13J(/. atock in port 400,000 bales, of which 144,000
are American. Bread stuffs were dull and low. Flour
2Gs. a29s.; red wheat, lOs. 6d. a lis. lOc?., per 100
pounds ; white, 12s. a 12s. Gd.

The U. S. gunboat Tuscarora and the pirate Sumter
were still nt Gibralter.

The London Daily News rejoices .it tlie adoption by
the lluuse of Representatives of President Lincoln's
emancipation project, considering it as an important
step in favour of the cause of humau rights.

The King of the Belgians is reported to be ill aud in

a critical condition. The Pope's ill health continues.
The Spanish Government has ordered Gen. Prim not

to negotiate with the Mexicans, until the allied troops
have entered the City of Mexico.
The insurrection in Greece had not been quelled, but

the govcrnmenttroopshad obtained some successes in the
contest with the rebels.

The Austrian government has taken another slep

Tourable to the freedom of the press. The promise of
greater freedom in matters of religion is still held out.

.\dvices from Havanna to the 2nd inst., mention the
arrival of several small schooners loaded with cotton,
from the blockaded ports in the United States.

'"

Cruz dates of the 23d ult., state that the Spanish troops
occupied Cordova, Orizaba and Tehuan.

President Juarez had imposed a forced loan on sis

Spanish commercial houses of $500,000 for the Treasury
The Allies had protested against this jiroceeding in ai;

illliiil-'l rei| Hiring the niillifiration uf llie loan,anega-

States

Pre
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Plant-Lice.

Extracted from Dr. Harris' Treatise on la-

eels Injurious to Vegetation.

(Conclud.-d from page 2.54.)

The peach trees suffer very much from the at-

acks of plant-lice, which live under the leaves,

ausing them by their punctures to become thick-

ned, to curl and form hollows beneath, and cor-

londing crispy and reddi.sh swellings above, and

linally to perish and drop off prematurely.

The injuries occasioned by plaut-lice are much
reater than would at first be expected, from the small

aud extreme weakness ol the insects, but they

lake up by their numbers what they want in

trength individually, aud thus become formidable

nemies to vegetation. By their punctures aud

he quantity of sap which they draw from the small

s, the functions of these important organs are

eranged or interrupted, the food of the plant which

there elaborated to nourish the stem and mature

be fruit, is withdrawn before it can reach its pro-

destination, or is contaminated, and left in a

tate unfitted to supply the wants of vegetation.

The punctures of these lice seem to poison some

lants, and affect others in a most singular manner,

roduciug warts or swellings, which are sometimes

olid and sometimes hollow, and contain in their

iterior a swarm of lice, the descendants of a sin-

le individual, whose punctures were the original

ause of the tumor. 1 have seen reddish tumors

1 this kind as big as a pigeon's egg growing upon

aves, to which they were attached by a slender

eck, containing thousands of small lice in their

aterior. The lice which inhabit or produce these

alls, generally differ from the others, in having

horter antenna}, being without honey-tubes, and

1 frequently being ciothed with a kind of white

own, which, however, disappears when the insects

ecome winged.

These downy plant-lice are now placed in the

enus eiiosoma, (which means wooly body,) and

he most destructive species belonging to it, wn,

rst described under the name of Aphis hinigera

y — Housmann, in the year 1801, as infesting the

pple trees of Germany. It seems that it had been

oticed in England as early as 1787, and has

vace acquired there the name of the American
light, from the erroneous supposition that it had

een imported from this country.

In Gloucestershire, England, so many apple

trees were destroyed by these lice in 1810, that it

was feared the making of cider must be abandoned.

In the north of England, the apple trees are greatly

ijured and some annually destroyed by them, and

in 18:i6, these Aphides abounded there in such in-

credible luxuriance, that many trees seemed at a

art distance as if they had beeu whitewashed.

Solutions of soap, or a mixture offoap-suds and

tobacco-water, used warm and applied with a wa-

tering pot or garden engine, may be employed for

the destruction of these insects. Prof. Lindlcy,

recommended syringing plants as often as necessary

remove the lice, with a solution of half an ounce

f strong carbonate of ammonia in one quart of

water, which has the merit of being clean as well

IS effectual. Against the depredations of the plant-

ice that sometimes infest potato-fields, dusting the

plants with lime has been found a good remedy.

Lice multiply much faster, and are more injurious

to plants in a dry than in a wet atmosphere ; hence

in green-houses attention should be paid to keep

the air sufficiently moist; the lice are readily killed

by fumigations with tobacco or sulphur. To des-

troy subterranean lice on the roots of plants, I

have found that watering with salt water was use-

ful if the plants were hardy, but many herbaceous

plants cannot be treated in this way, but may
sometimes be revived by free and frequent watcr-

ng with soap-suds.

Plant-lice would undoubtedly be much more
abundant and destructive, if they were not kept in

check by certain redoubtable enemies of the insect

kind, which seem expressly created to diminish their

numbers. These lice destroyers are of three sorts.

The first are the larvje, of the hemispherical beetles,

familiarly known by the nanje of " lady-bird" and

ntifically by that of Chccinella. These little

beetles are generally yellow or red, with black

spots, or black, with white, red or yellow spots
;

there are many kinds of them, and they are very

common and plentiful insects, generally diffused

among plants. They live both in their perfect and

young state upon plant-lice, and hence their servi-

ces are very considerable. Their young are small

flattened grubs, of a blui;-h or blue-black colour,

.-potted usually with red or yellow, and furnished

with six legs, near the fore part of the body. They
are hatched from little yellow eggs, laid in clus-

ters among the plant-lice, so that they find them-

selves at once within reach of their prey, which,

from their superior strength, they are enabled to

seize and slaughter in great numbers.

In July, 1848, a friend sent to me a whole brood

of lady bird grubs, which being found upon potato

vines, were thought by some of his neighbours to

be the cause of tlie rot. In a few weeks the grubs

were transformed into beetles about as big as half

a pea, and having nine black dots ou their dull

orange-coloured wing shells. It need hardly be

added that these little insects were wholly innocent

of all offence to the plants, upon which, when in-

fested with the common potato-plant lice, they

may always be found.

There are some lady birds of very small size,

and blackish colour, sparingly clothed with short

hairs, and sometimes with a yellow spot at the end

of the wing covers, whose young are clothed with

short tufts or flakes of the most delicate white

down. These insects belong to the genus scymoup,

(which means a lion's whelp,) and they well merit

such a name, for their young in proportion to their

size, are as sanguinary and ferocious as the most

savage bea.-ts of prey. I have often seen one of

these little tufted creatures preying upon plant-lice,

catching and devouring with the greatest ease, lice

rly as large as its own body, one after another

in rapid succession, without apparently satiating its

hunger or diminishing its activity.

The second kind of plant-lice destro3-ers, are the

young ofthegolden-eved lace-winged fly, Chnjsopa

Eunjplera. This fly is of a pale green colour,

and has four wings resembling delicate lace, aud

eyes of the brilliatcy of polir^hed gold, as its generic

name implies, but notwithstanding its delicacy and

beauty, it is extremely disgusting, fr^.m the offen-

sive odor that it exhales. It suspends its eggs by

threads, in clusters, beneath the leaves where plant-

lice abound. The larva is a rather long and slen-

der grub, provided with a pair of large curved aud

sharp teeth, {jaics,) moving laterally, and each

perforated with a hole through which it sucks the

juices of its victims. The havoc it makes is as-

tonishing, for one minute is all the time it requires

to kill the largest plant-louse and suck out the

fluid contents of its body.

The last of the enemies of plant-lice are the

young of various two-winged flies, belonging to the

genus Si/r2>hiis. Many of these flies are black,

with yellow bands on their bodies. I have often

seen them hovering over small trees aud other

plants, depositing their eggs, which they do on the

wing, like the bot-fly, curving their tails beneath

the leaves, and fixing here and there an egg,

wherever plant-lice are discovered. Others lay

their eggs near the buds of trees, where the young

may find their appropriate nourishment as soon as

they are hatched.

The young are maggots, thick and bluntbehind,

tapering and pointed before, their mouths are

armed with a triple pointed dart with which they

pierce their prey, elevate it above their heads and

feast upon its juices at leisure. Though these

mao-rrots are totally blind, they are enabled to

discover their victims without much groping about,

in consequence of the provident care of the pareLt

flies, which leave their eggs in the very midst of

the sluggish lice. — Kirby says, that on examin-

ing his currant bushes, which but a week before,

were infested by myriads of Aphides, not one was

to be found, but beneath each leaf were three or

four full fed maggots, surrounded by heaps of the

slain, the trophies of their successful warfare. He
also says, he has found it very easy to clear a plant

or small tree, of lice, by placing upon it several

larvaj of Coccinnella or Syrphi.

The imvard principle xce oica.—Being quick-

ened by it in our inward man, we could easily dis-

cern the difference of things, and feel what was

right and what was wrong, and what was fit and

what not, both in reference to religion and civil

concerns.— William Penn.
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A Sce}ie at a Revieio.—There was a beautiful

instance of fine horsemanship displayed at a late

review held at VieDna, upon the occasion of the

fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the

military order of the Maria Theresa, when some

thirty thousand cavalry were in line. A little

child in the front row of the spectators, becoming

frightened, rushed forward just as a squadron

of hussars were charging at full tilt-

down with maddening velocity, almost on the

child. Terror paralysed alike the spectators anc

the mother of the child, while the lovely and amia-

ble Empress almost fainted with horror, for the

child's destruction seemed inevitable. The little

one was almost under the horses' feet—anothe

instant would have sealed its doom—when a hussa

without lessening his speed or loosening his hold,

threw himself along his horde's neck, and seizin,

the child, placed it in safety in front of his saddle

without so much as changing the pace or breakin

the alignment in the least. A hundred thousand

voices hailed with pride and joy the deed, while

two voices could but sob their gratitude—the

one a mother's, the other that of her s^ympathizin

and beloved Empress. A proud momentthat mus
have been for the hussar, when his Emperor, tak-

ing the enamelled cross of merit, attached it to his

breast— a proud moment alike for thi

and the man.

—

London Paper.

The Hod-carrier.—One day last summer, near
the hour of noon, — Black left his store for the

purpose of seeing how the work was getting on at

his house which he was then having built. Soon
after he arrived, the bell rang for the hourof twelve.

This notified the men that dinner time had come,
and now each one sought a seat where they could
comfortably enjoy their repast. In one place sat

three or four youug men, who, opening the baskets
they had brought with them, were soon engaged
in demolishing the contents, and to judge from the
merry peals of laughter which occasionally burst
from them, they had a jovial time. In another
place sat two men whose little daughters had
brought them hot dinners. At the first tap of the
bell these little girls were there, each bearing a
basket containing hot meat and vegetables. It

was evident from the provision made for their com-
fort, that ihey had good wives at home.

Ofi' by himself, sat an old man, a hod-carrier,
whom Black had often noticed as being one ot

his most faithful workmen. He uncovered a little

old basket, from which he took some bread and
cold meat ; but, unlike the others, before partaking
of it, he clasped his hands and reverently bowed
his head, asked God's blessing. How many are
there who daily sit down to tables covered with
every luxury to tempt the palate, and never think
of Him from whom all these mercies flow

; whose
voices are never heard in thanksgiving. They re-
gard not the words of inspiration which saith :

" Whetlier therefore ye eat or drink, or whatsoever
ye do.doall to tlicglory oHiw\:'~Sini,lay Scliool
Times.

What to Eat., and Whc,i.—\\\,cu a piece of
land is exhausted of the element which is the
principal ingredient of a certain crop, that imTc-
dient must be supplied, or the crop will faif in
quantity and quality; hence the thrifty farmer as-
certains the wants of the soil, and .supplies it with
the needed manure every year. The human body
is exhausted of its elements day by day, and day
by day must these elements be supplied by what
we eat and drink; but the required proportion of
these elements changes with the seasons, with the
tuuipcrature of the weather, and he who eats the

in quantity and quality in July as at Christ- portion, instead of the holiness and

will die in a month, because the adult eats which his Creator had allotted him.

for two reasons— to warm and to nourish. All

food contains two chief principles— Carbon to keep

from freezing ; Nitrogon, to keep from famishing.

The proportion of these elements varies with the

food. Those who work a great deal, require a

great deal of nourishment, of nitrogen, for it is the

flesh-forming principle. Those who are exposed a

great deal to the cold, should eat the carbonaceous,

the heat-supplying food. Butter and fat are three

fourths carbon ; vegetables have but little, berries

none. Hence Greenlanders, in their icy homes,

luxuriate in blubber and whale oil, while the peo-

ple of the sunny south revel in oranges and ba-

nanas, on the plantain and the peach, on dates and

figs, on lemons, tamarinds, pine-apples, &c. We
who live in latitudes between, are permitted the

diet of the Polar Seas and the tropics, in their

season. A wise man will take but little carbona-

ceous food on a suddenly hot day; but if suddenly

cold, it is best for him to eat more of fuel making
food. An infinite number of fevers and of colds

would be avoided if timely attention were paid to

these things. By the aid of these statements, the

following tables may be used to great advantage,

showing the amount of carbon, or beat-forming

principle, in several articles of food. There is not

one per cent, of nitrogen, or flesh-forming principle,

in fruits, berries, and the more couimon vegetables.

Meats have about fifteen per cent. The meats

average twenty-dve per cent, of nutriment, that is,

including both carbon and nitrogen. Of all meats,

mutton is the most nutritious, thirty per cent. ; fish

least, twenty per cent. Of all vegetables, white

beans are the most nutritious, ninety-five percent.;

wheat flour, ninety per cent.; turnips, the least, five

per cent. Of fruits, plums are the most nutritious,

thirty per cent. ; apples, seventeen ; melons and cu-

cumbers, three, the rest being water and waste. The
more waste, the more open the bowels are :

A-prioots,

Berries,

Cherries,

Currants,

Turnips,

Artichokes,

Blood,

Milk,

Potatoes,

Lean Bleat,

llye Bread,

Gum Arabic,

Per centage

of Carbon.
Per centa^

of Carbon

J

Arrow Boot

i

Green Peas,'

I

Starch,

j

Lentils,

3 Wheat Bread,

9 1 Sugar,
10

' Apples,

10 Meats, Fat,

11 Butler,

13, Soup,

31 Lard, i

30 Beans,
i—Journal of Health.

Selected.

Concerning the Times anil Seasons, both whicli have
been and which are yet to be,

When God made man in his own image, plac-

;
him in paradi,?e, and giving him dominion

over the works of his hands, then was a time of
;rcat joy to Adam and Eve, and should have still

seen so to them, and all mankind, had they con-
tinued in the state wherein they were created.

When Eve, and by her means Adam, hearkened
to the voice of the serpent, disobeyed the Lord
their Creator, a?j)iring after wisdom and the know-
ledge of good and evil out of God's way ; then was

asou of misery to Adam and all his posterity
;

the holy and heavenly image being lost, and a
cur.sed image gained in the stead thereof, and so

thrust out of paradise and the blessedness
thereof, into the earth, which was cursed for man's
ake. So in this state, sin and the curse is man's

When God promised the blessed Seed and re-

vealed himself to the fathers in the faith, begetting

sons to himself, who heard his voice, obeyed and

walked with him, then was a blessed time and sea-

son to them, though sin and death reigned in the

world. But when the sons of God also forgot him,

and mingled their seed with the corrupted world,

then the deluge came, sweeping away all but Noah
with his family, and the creatures saved in the ark

When the Lord chose the Jews to be a people

to himself, from amidst all nations, delivering ihem

by his outstretched arm out of Egypt, destroying

Pharaoh and his host, and led them through the

wilderness, fitting the succeeding generations foi

the good land, bringing them into it, blessing and

establishing them in it, while they feared him and

walked in covenant with him, then was a blessed

time and season with that people. But when they

provoked God, brought his judgments often, and

at last utter ruin and desolation upon themselves,

then were seasons of great misery and distress, and

at last of utter destruction to them.

While the Gentiles were cast off' and were no

people, being of the corrupt seed which God had
not chosen, nor had any delight in, and while they

knew not the living God, but worshipped stocks and

stones, and so were liable to the pouring down ol

his wrath and indignation upon all occasions, and

to utter ruin and destruction, when their iniquities

were full, it was a sad time and season with them,

wherein they were estranged from the life of God,

and his holy covenant of promise, and were without

God in the world.

When the Lord preached the gospel to the Gen-

tiles by his holy apostles and ministers, manifesting

Christ to them, the hope of glory, the mystery hid

from ages and generations, engrafting them intc

the holy vine and olive tree, giving them to partake

I

of the sweetness and fatness thereof, even of

I

riches of his grace and goodness in his Son,
"^

I

eternal life and gives eternal life to all hi

such a time and season of love, grace,

peace from God our father and from the Lord

1^' Jesus Christ, (both towards Jews and Gentiles,}

^^ as had not been known in the world before.

^' When the Christian church apostatized, the lov«

'*'^jin many waxing cold, men minding the name oil

^i Christianity and form of jiodliness, but not the lifti

^^|and power, and so the Lord was provoked againsi'

''jthem to remove their candlestick out of its place

I

and give up the outward court to the Gentiles, and
'^ so the spirit was lost and departed from, the lifil

^"jlost, the power lost, the everlasting gospel hid from

men's eyes, and darkness and men's inventions seti

up instead thereof, in nations, tongues and peoplesf

and the witnesses to any appearances of God's liv^

ing truth and holy power persecuted, then was l

sad time, then was a season of death and darkness;

reigning over all nations, kindreds, tongues, anoi

people, and the cup of fornication drunk by then:

all, and all generally bewitched by it, except thost

whose names are written in the Lamb's book ol

life. This was the greatest time of darknessi

(wherein the mystery of iniquity most deepljl

wrought in the deepest ways of deceit,) that eveii

was in the world.

When the church comes again out of the wilder-

ness, when the Spirit and power of God builds u{

again the gospel church in its primitive glory

when the everlasting gospel is preached again tc

all nations, kindreds, tongues and languages, ir

the authority and power of God, when the Spiri

of the Lord is poured out plentifully on his sons

and daughters, and they prophecy, walk and liv(

in it, when God dwells and walks in his peoph

36
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and his true light shines in them, dispelling the

darkness thoroughly, and liiling them with th

glory and majesty of the Lord, aud they ascend

out of the world's spirit and nature, into his

spirit and nature, even in the sight of their enemies,

and the full wrath of the Lamb be poured out upon

Babylon, and the full glory revealed in Sion ; then

hall there be such a day of brightness and pure

heavenly glory, as shall dazzle tlie eyes of all be-

holders.

But the passing away of this night, and the bring-

; forth of this day, will be very terrible and

dreadful, both in particulars and nations. The
kingdoms of this world must indeed become the

kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ; but it

will require great power to bring it about. The
wrath and strength of the spirit of darkness will

e working against the Lord and his power to the

utmost ; and the more it works against the Lord
nd his power, the more will the Lord's power and

;he wrath of the Lamb, be revealed against that

pirit, and against all its devices and undertakings

against the counsel and power of the Lord. Oh !

blessed are they that are of the Lamb's nature and

Spirit, of his righteousness and meekness; for the

wrath of the Lamb will not be kindled against

them, but he will be a munition of rocks unto them,

md their inward life shall be preserved, and they

hall enjoy peace with the Lord in the midst of

all that shall outwardly befall them.

Isaac Penington.
Datei at Mesboi-o\v ia Kent,

22d of the Sixth month, 1679.

Grandfather's Advice.— What would you ad-

vise me to do. Grandpa? Jim Blake does every

thing he can to vex me. He hides my books to

make me miss my lessons, trips me when we run

races, and brags how big he is beside me, and how
easily he can take me down ; and to-day he broke

the snapper off the new whip you gave me, and

hen I ran to tell the teacher he called out ' tell-

tale.' I wish I could leave school, or get him
turned out."

All this was said by little Sammy Halsey on his

way from the large front gate, where his grand-

father had taken him in his carriage on his way to

the barn. Imagine his surprise when the white-

haired old man, whose quiet temper had always

been held up as a model for imitatioa, turned

about and said, "I dout know, Sanmiy, unless you

contrive in some way to break every bone in his

bod//; that is the way my father once conquered

an enemy."

"Why, Grandpa, I thought your father was a

minister."
" So he was, and at the time I refer to was a

Christian boy."

Seeing Sammy's wondering, dissatisfied look,

grandpa said, " Take hold and help me unharness

Bill, and while we are at work I will tell you about

'it.

" When my father, whose name was Robert, was

a boy, he and his brother Richard used to have

'some differences. They loved each other, but still

their high temper sometimes led them astray.

Alter awhile my father become a christian, and

by his godly example reproved many of the wicked

and thoughtless practices of his companions. He
refused to accompany them when going to rob an

orchard, or disobey their parents, and persisted

in reproving their conduct on all proper occasions,

80 that even his brother was for a time turned

against hiiu.

" ' By and by,' I have heard ujy uncle say, ' we
couldn't stand Robert's pious ways any louger,

particularly as he had told father of some of our

wrong doings, and got us punished. So one day 'apple, but of not sufficient size to suit the popular

I caught him alone in the orchard, got a horsewhip, demand with us. It is a favourite with all who
and gave him a regular thrasliiug; and knowing judge apples by the taj-to, rather than by the eye.

that he would tell my father, and get me whipped in
,
The Bourassa is also a popular apple in Montreal,

return, I gave him several extra cuts on that ac-!Both these varieties bear well in this section, and

count. I came in rather slowly when the horn should be more generally planted, especially by
was blown for supper, for I dreaded father's angry

,

all who expect to send apples to Canada.— Genesee

looks, and besides, I began to be ashamed of my
|

Farmer.
disgraceful conduct. As Robert had not tried to

j

-^ —
resist me, but iiad walked away without speaking, Dymond on War.

I felt sure that he would make up for it by telling I

(Contiuu«i fr.,n. paufZio.)

of me as soon as he reached the house. To niy
j

It were to no purpose to say, in opposition to

surprise no one seemed to know about it, and Rob- '''j'^ evidence of these facts, that they form an ex-

t greeted me as kindly as if nothing had hap- ceplion to a general rule. The exception to the

pened, though I knew his back was so sore that

he could hardly sit up. Just before bed-time, I

said in a kind of sneaking way, 'Didn't you tell

father of me, Bob V ' No, Richard, no one but my
Father in heaven, and he has helped me to forgive

you.' That remark, atid tlie kind look uj his

face, broke every bone in my body. I begged his

forgiveness alone and before the whole family, and

from that day was a changed boy. I never again

did anything to grieve him, and before long be-

gan, I trust, to walk in the straight and narrow path

'th him. Poor, dear Robert, after many suffer-

ings and toils, he has gone to glory."

Sammy's grandfather added, "I have heard

uncle Richard say in a trembling voice, ' That
time he broke every bone in my body.''

"

By this time the horse was turned into the field,

the wagon-house closed, and Sammy walking by

his grandfather's side in a different mood from that

in which he had entered the carriage.

As grandpa went into the house he said, "Sam-
my, don't you think you had better try uncle

Robert's way of subduing an enemy'? Take my
advice, try it; ' heap coals of fire upon his head,'

and he will be apt to surrender."

—

American
Blessenger.

Planting Apple Trees.—Never before have ap-

ple trees been so extensively planted as during the

past autumn. Farmers are beginning to realize

that raising good fruit is a profitable business. The
apple crop the past season was not as large as in

1860, but the prices, notwithstanding the high

rates of freight, have been good, and it is said that

the fruit-growers have realized as much profit from

their crop as in the previous more plentiful years.

We hear of cases where 8400 an acre has been paid

for Baldwin apples on the trees— the buyer to gather
' w days

rule consists in the trial of the experiment of non-

resistance, not in its success. Neither were it to

any purpose to say, that the savages of America
or the desperadoes of Ireland spared the Quakers

because they were previously known to be an un-

offending people, or because the Quakers had 2»'f-

vioi'sly gained the love of these by forbearance or

good offices:—we concede all this: it is the very

argument which me maintain. We say that a

unijorm, undeviatmg regard to the peaceable ob-

ligations of Christianity, becomes the safeguard of
tliose who 2}''"-ctise it. We venture to maintain

that no reason whatever can be assigned wliy the

fate of the Quakers would not be the fate of all

who should adopt their conduct. No reason can

be assigned why, if their number had been mul-

tiplied ten-fold or a hundred-fold, they would not

have been preserved. If there be such a reason

let us hear it. The American and Irish Quakers

were to the rest of the community, what one nation

is to a continent. And we must require the ad-

vocate of war to produce (that which has never

yet been produced) a reason for believing that al-

though individuals exposed to destruction were

preserved, a nation exposed to destruction would

be destroyed. We do not, however, say, that if a

people, in the customary state of men's passions,

should be assailed by an invader, and should on a

sudden, choose to declare that they would try

whether Providence would protect them—of such

a people, we do not say that they would experience

protection, and that none of them would be killed,

but we say that the evidence of experience is, that

a people who habitually regard the obligations of

Christianity in their conduct towards other men,

and who steadfastly refuse, through whatever con-

sequences, to engage in acts of hostility, icil/ expe-

rience j/roiection in their peacefulness : and it mat-

ters nothing to the argument, whether we refer thatthe fruit. An intelligent farmer, a lew flays since,

toldusthathewasgoiugtoplautlOOOBaldwinapple protection to the immediate agency of Providence

trees, and remarked that his only regret was that or to the influence of such conduct upon the minds

he had not done so ten years ago. He had

doubt that this, and other winter varieties, will

always command a fair price. Even if they do

not he thought " it would pay to grow them to feed

cattle and hogs." The varieties planted most ex-

tensively are the Baldwin, the Golden and Rox

Such has been the experience of the unoffending

and unresisting, in individual life. A national

example of a refusal to bear arms has only once

been exhibited to the world : but that one example

has proved, so far as its political circumstances en

bury Russett, and Rhode Island Greening. There abled it to prove, all that humanity could desire,

can be no doubt that the soil and climate of West- and all that skepticism could demand in favour of

ern New York are very favourable to the growth our argument.

of apples, pears, &c. 'J'he fruit is exceedingly It has been the ordinary practice of those who

fair, and will always command good prices. A have colonized distant countries, to force a footing,

considerable quantity of winter apples have been or to maintain it with the sword. One of the firat

sent from here to England. We have no doubt objects has been to build a fort and to provide a

that those who have exercised due care in assort- military. The adventurers became soldiers, and

ing out all poor and bruised fruit, and in seeing the colony was a garrison. Pennsylvania was,

that they have been carefully handled, will realize
j

however, colonized by men who believed that war

handsome profits from their investments. Many was absolutely incompatible with Christianity, and

apples are also sent from this neighbourhood to who therefore resolved not to practise it. Having

Canada. The variety which commands the highest determined not to fight, they maintained no soldiers

price in Montreal is the Pomme Grise. It will and possessed no arms. They planted themselves

readily bring §-1.50 to S5 per barrel, while the in a country that was surrounded by savages, and by

Baldwin sells for 85.50. It is a most excellent savages who knew they were unarmed. If easi.
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ness of conquest, or incapability of defence could

subject them to outrage, tbe Peunsylvanians might

have been the very sport of violence. Plunderers

might have robbed them without retaliation, and

armies might have slaughtered them without resis-

tance. If they did not give a temptation to out-

rage, no temptation could be given. But these

were the people who posses.~ed their country in se-

curity, whilst those around them were trembling

for their existence. This was a land of peace,

whiUt every other was a land of war. 'I he con-

clubion is inevitable, although it it extraordinary

—

they were in no need of arms because they ivould

not use them.

These Indians were sufficiently ready to commit

outrages upon other states, and often visited them

with desolation and .slaughter; with that sort of

desolation ami that sort of slaughter, which might

be expected from men whom civilization had not

reclaimed from cruelty, and whom religion had

not awed into forbearance. "But whatever the

quarrels of the Peunsylvanian Indians were with

others, they uniformly respected, and held as it were

sacred, the territories of William Penn." " The
Pennsylvanians never lost man, woman, or child

by theuj, which neither the colony of Maryland,

nor that of Virginia could say, no more than the

great colony of New England."

The security and quiet of Pennsylvania was not

a tran.Ment freedom from war, such as might

cidentally happen to any nation. She continued to

enjoy it '' for more than seventy years," and sub-

sisted in the midst of six Indian nations, " without

so much as a militia for her defence." " The
Pennsylvanians became armed, though without

arms; they become strong, though without strength;

they became safe, without the ordinary means of

safety. The constable's staif was the only instru-

ment of authority amongst them for the greater

part of a century, and never, during the adminis-

tration of Penn or that of his proper successors,

was there a quarrel or a war."

I cannot wonder that these people were not mo-
lested—extraordinary and unexampled as their se-

curity was. There is something so noble in this

perfect confidence in the Supreme Protector, in this

utter exclusion of " slavish fear," in this voluntary

relinquishment of the means of injury or of de-

fence, that I do not wonder that even ferocity could
be disarmed by such virtue. A people, generously
living without arms, amidst nations of warriors

!

Who would attack a people such as this? There
are few men so abandoned as not to respect such
confidence. It were a peculiar and an unusual
intensity of wickedness that would not even re-

vere it.

And when was the security of Pennsylvania
molested and its peace destroyed ?—When the men
who had directed its councils and wlio would not
engage in war, were outvoted in its legislature:—
when tluey who supposed that there was greater se-

curitij in the sicord than in Christianity, became
the predominating body. From that hour, the
Pennsylvanians transferred their confidence in

christian principles to a confidence in their arms;
and from that hour to the present they have been
subject to war.

Such is the evidence derived from a national ex-
ample of the consequences of a pursuit of the
christian policy in relation to war. Here are a
people who absolutely refuse to fight, and who in-

capacitated themselves for resistance by refusing
to possess arms, and this was the people whose
land, amidst surrounding broils and slaughter, was
selected as a land of security and peace. The
only national opportunity which the virtue of the
christian world has afforded us of ascertaiuin" the

safety of relying upon God for defence, has de-

termined that it is safe.

If the evidence which we pof;sess do not satisfy

us of the expediency of confiding in God, what
evidence do we ask, or what can we receive '. We

the new eye can see. It is a way that God pre-

pares and casts up, and leads men's spirits into

(who hearken unto him) and guides the feet of hii

saints in. It is a strait and narrow way, which no

lust of the flesh, nor wisdom of the flesh can find

have his promise that he will protect those who | out or enter into. Oh? how little, how low, how
poor, how empty, how naked, must he be, that en-ibandon their seeming interests in the performance

of his will, and we have the testimony of those

who have confided in him, that he has protected

them. Can the advocate of war produce one sin-

gle instance in the history of man, of a person who
had given an unconditional obedience to the will of

heaven, and who did not find that his conduct was

icise as well as virtuous, that it accorded with his

interests as well as with his duty ? We ask the

same question in relation to the peculiar obliga-

tions to irresistauce. Where is the man who re-

grets, that in observance of the forbearing duties

of Christianity, he consigned his preservation to the

superintendence of God?—And the solitary na-

tional example that is before us confirms the testi-

mony of private life ; for there is sufficient reason

for believing that no nation, in modern ages, has

possessed so large a portion of virtue or of happi-

ness as Pennsylvania before it had seen human
blood. I would therefore repeat the question

—

What evidence do we ask, or can we receive?

(To be continued.}

Hoiv Letters Miscarry.—Ten or twelve thousand

letters are posted annually without any address,

any writing whatever, on the covers ; this is sheer

ters into this way, and walks therein ! Many may
seek after it, and may think to find it, and walk in it

;

but few shall be able, as our Lord Jesus Christ said*

Here circumcision outward avails not ; here want oil

that circumcision hinders not; here bodily exerciser

profits little. The new creature is all here
; the crossj

of Christ is all here ; the power of God is all here
|

and he that walks according to this rule, peace U
upon him, and the whole Israel of God. But hd<

that knows not this rule, nor walks according td

this rule, peace is not upon him, nor is he one of th^

inward Israel of God, who receive power to becomd
sons, who receive the law of the Spirit of life is

Christ Jesu^, which is the inward rule of the is

ward Isarel.

This was the way of peace from the beginning

this is the way of peace still ; and there is not an

other. To be new created in Christ Jesus, to 1

ingrafted into him, to abide in him, to have the cir-

cumcision of the flesh (the body of the sins of tho

flesh cut oflf) by the circumcision of Christ (made
inwardly in the heart without hands), and to

not after the flesh, but after the Spirit, even in th

newness of the Spirit, here is life and peace, rest!

and joy for evermore. The Lord of his tender
forgetfulness, beyond the power of the post-office

j

mercy give me a sense of it, and lead me into it

to cure; and it is found that the ratio of such ex-
j more and more. Amen.

—

Isaac Fenington.
amples cf forgetfulness, to the total number of let

aae

alU

lers posted, is singularly uniform. Again, one
newspaper in five thousand slips out of its cover

in the letter-box or the mail-bag ; and until new
methods of fastening are adopted, we may confi-

dently expect a similar ratio of mishaps next year.

At the chief office alone, two hundred letters are

Ways of Good Society.—Christian parents will

do well to study the following from the late Dr. J,

W. Alexander, than whom there was no man more
qualified to speak. Himself with the most refined

tastes, and with rare accomplishments, he could

appreciate with peculiar zest all that society con-

nd delicate. Yet we find himposted every day unsealed and unfastened, taking (tains that is elegant

one day with another, and the ratio deducible from speaking as follows :

—

this number might be safely relied on for the days As I grow older as a parent, my views are ehang-
of tbe forthcoming year. Sixty thousand letters ing fast as to the degree of conformity to the
were refused by tlie addressees in 1658, on ao- world which we should allow to our children,

count of the postage not having been pre-paid
;

jl am horror-struck to count up the profligate child-

this is probably a number likely to lessen, rather ren of pious persons, and even ministers. The
than to remain permanent, because the annoyance jdoor at which those influences enter which counter-

of having a letter returned for such a reason,
I

vail parental instruction and example, I am per-

would serve as a lesson to the addresser. Morol^^^^^*^ i'i yi^l'^i'^g io tlie ways ofgood society. By
than twenty thousand letters, now arrive (/azTy at dress, books and amusements, an atmosphere is

the chief office, bearing only the name of an ad- 1 formed which is not that of Christianity. More
dressee, with the simple addition of the word 'than ever do I feel that our families must stand in

" London," but without any street or house being
|

a kind but determined opposition to the fashions

denoted. Every year there are letters containing |0f the world, breasting the waves like the Eddy-
money which can neither be delivered to any ad- 1 stone lighthouse. And I have found nothing yet
dressee, nor, for want of an address on the inside, i's^hich requires more courage and independence
be returned to the writers; the money for which jtlian to rise even a little, but decidedly, above tbe

there is thus no owner, is placed to an insurance P^r of the religious world around us. Surely the

fund for the Post-office clerks. Let us learn way in which we commonly go on is not tbe way
from the following to make our queen's heads lO' self-denial, and sacrifice, and cross-bearing, which
" stick to their letters." In 1860, more than fifty jtlie New Testament talks of. Then is the offence

thousand postage stamps were found in letter-boxes
and mail-bags, rubbed from their proper places on
letters and newspapers.— C/ia?H&/-s' Journal.

The Way of Ptace— Question.—But what is the
way of peace, which neither the profane, nor any
sort of professors out of the life and power, ever
knew, or can know?

Answer. It is an inward way, a way for the
inward Jews, for the inwardly-renewed and circum-
cised to walk in. It is an holy or sanctified way,
for the sanctified ones to walk in. It is a living way,
which none but the living can find. It is a new
way, which none but those to whom God hath given

jfluence on theof the cross ceased. Our slende

circle of our friends is often traced by our leaving

so little dilference between us.

—

Exchange.

'^ I have Coveted no Man's Silver or Gold."—
" I visited Leicestershire pretty generally, and
a woman of some account, whose name was Je-

mima Mountney. was convinced, and was exceed-

ingly tender and loving, being thoroughly reached

and satisfied. When we parted, she was so open
hearted that 1 was called aside hy her, and after

having said something to me about her inwa
condition, she offered me some pieces of

which I told her / durst not touch. She ve:
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courteously, and with a becoming, genteel mien,

told me she was both able and willing, and as she

had no other way that she could show her grati-

tude for that spiritual good she had received from

my ministry, she could do no less, beseeching that I

would receive it as the true token of her love and

respect. In answer, I said, it was what I nivcr had
:lone, nor could I now do it ; but all the reward I

desired and expected, was that she might carefully,

with a sincere heart, endeavour that her obedience

did keep pace with her knowledge, the hearing of

which would rejoice my soul. We parted in great

love and tenderness.— SmuiicI Boivnas.

For " Tlio Friend."

The Yearly Meeting.

t is not of bim that wiUcth uor of him th;it run-
neth, but of God who showeth mercy." Horn. ix. IG.

The rightly exercised members of the true

church, must ever feel that they cannot of them-

selves do anything for the promotion of the Lord's

cause in the earth, or the carrying on of the all-

important work of the soul's salvation in themselves;

it is only as there is a co-operating with him who
still continues to be the adorable Head over all

things to "his church and people, that a blessing

will rest on the labours of the truly concerned

members thereof. If those who go up to our an-

nual assembly, went under this sense and feeling,

and dwelt under it, our annual gatherings would
become our yearly solemn feasts.

The present is felt to be a low time amongst us.

If we are sensible of our situation we cannot but

acknowledge this to be the case with us. And
truly it is a condition that is trying to those who
are longing to hear the voice of llim who spake to

servant through the cloud formerly, saying,
'' Speak to my people that they move forward."

But we may remember the command first was,

Stand still and see the salvation of God which he

ill show you this day." " The Lord shall fight

for you and ye shall hold your peace." Oh ! the

neces.sity there is at this day, when we are beset

as it were before and behind, and hemmed in on

either side, to be willing to be brought into this

condition of standing still in order to see his great

salvation, and know him to fight our battles, whilst

everything that is of our own willing and running in

in us, is made to bow to the command, " Hold
your peace." The mind of man is ever active.

Stillness is not agreeable to our nature, and our

enemy, who is seeking to lay Zion waste, (but he

shall not prevail,) knows this; and has he not

gained advantage on this ground, in some who
were and may still be concerned for the doctrines

and testimonies of our Religious Society ? but their

restless uneasy spirits having never been brought

sufficiently under the hammer and fire of God's
power, to transform them, they have grown impa-

tient under the chastening hand, and under the

plea of standing firm for the support of our doc-

trines and testimonies, and bearing a testimony

against the unsoundness which is known to be

making sad inroads in many places, with much ap-

parent zeal and profession of heavenly-mindedness,

they have determined to pursue their own course,

irrespective of the judgment of the body.
There is ground for fear, such are exerting a

hurtful influence on many around them. For not

being of the number of thoie who are content with
being still, they (it is to be feared,) have a life in

dwelling upon the failings and short-coiuings of

others with whom they have heretofore been in

ligious fellowship, and by holding up the dark side

to the view of the too credulou-, and perhaps some^

what tried and discouraged ones, lead them to coU'

elude that all are nearly gone out of the right way

and if they continue where they are, they too are

in danger of going with the current, as they term
Such as these, in whose hearts the seeds of dis-

unity have been sown, are in danger of finally

becoming aliens to the commonwealth of Israel,

unless they are in mercy njade sensible, that a

beam is in their own eye, and are willing to have
it plucked out, so that they may see clearly the

mote that may be in their brother's eye.

It is our high profession to be led under the

immediate guidance of the Holy Spirit, which if

acted up to, must prevent the laying of plans or

forming conclusions what we shall do, and what a

meeting ought to do, before there has been a

gathering into stillness, and humbly waiting to

know the will of our adorable Head, and the High
Priest of every rightly gathered assembly. Let
any who may be tempted to conclude that if things

are not soon, what they consider better, they will

set up their standard in opposition to the estab-

lished order of our lleligious Society, pause and
reflect whether this is a proper frame of mind to

bo in ; whether they are not in danger of missing

the penny which will be given to all who are wil-

ling to labour in the Lord's vineyard. If we watch

for evil we may always find it, but are we not

commanded to watch over one another for good.
" IJear ye one another's burdens and so fulfil the

law of Christ."

How important is it for those upon whom the

ark of the testimony rests, to feel the responsibility

of their situation, and to remember " That it is not

of him that willeth or of him that runneih but of

God who showeth mercy," that so they may be en-

abled to bear the ark to the glory of God. Hu-
man contrivance,—what sad work it often makes
when resorted to in conducting the afl'airs of the

church ! Surely the Lord will one day confound

the wisdom of the wise and bring to nought the

understanding of the prudent. Fruitless will it

be to make concessions of right to wrong, or adopt

measures for the sake of satisfying any, thinking

thereby to promote the peace of society ; for al-

though mercy and long forbearance are taught us

by the precepts and example of our Blessed Savi-

our, yet he is of purer eyes, " Than to behold in-

iquity in Jacob, or transgression in Israel" with

any degree of approbation. The present is a day
of great commotion in the world and confusion in

society; happy is it for those who know for them-

selves Jerusalem the quiet habitation, in this day of

shaking and of treauing down. As there is an

abiding in the faith and in the patience, moving
only as the cloud is lifted up from the tabernacle,

and a standing still at the Master's bidding, he

will assuredly manifest himself to be ''strength in

weakness and a present help in the needful time."

Uh ! that all may be preserved from attempting to

move forward in their own will and strength, think-

ing that something must be done that will promote

the harmony of the church, or we shall become al-

together a scattered and shattered people. Happy
would it be for us it we were brought into lUe

true unity and harmony again : then would the

united travail of our spirits arise as sweet incense

to the God and Father of us all, that he would be

pleased in his mercy to arise for our help, and en-

able us to build up the broken down walls, and set

up the gates. But no mortals ever could command
the morning in their day, or cause the day-spring

to know its place.

It is only as there is an abiding in humble wait-

ing before the Lord, and suffering all our gifts and
qualifications to pass through the fire of his altar,

that we can become prepared to labour for the

building up of the old wastes.

The present is a day wherein human learning

and wisdom is much sought after and obtained, and
unless the watch is maintained, these will raise the
mind above the meek and lowly appearance of the

Spirit of Christ in the heart. These human at-

tainments, (comparable to the wise Scribes and
Pharisees,) if not watched and kept in subordina-
tion, will get into Moses's seal. Yet there is ground
to believe there are still those preserved amongst ua
in a good degree of lowliuesss and humility before

the Lord, under a sense of their own weakness,
and who.-e cries are put up in secret to the Father
of mercies, that he would be pleased to arise for

[our help, for vain is the help of man. The prayers
{of these will assuredly enter into the ears of the

I

Lord of Sabaoth, and in his own time he will make
bare his arm for their help. '' And they shall call

them The holy people, the redeemed of the Lord :

I

And thou shalt be called, sought out, a city not for-

|saken." Isaiah 62 chap. 12 ver.

{

Chester County, Fourth mo. 11th, 18C2.

2ke Great Pythoness at the Zoological Gardens.
—An advertisement from the Zoological Society, of

,

London, announces that at the Society's gardens
!' the large pythoness may be now seen incubating

I

her eggs," as well as the keeper can estimate,

j

about one hundred in number. These, enclosed
lin a white, leather-like substance, are about the

size of those of a goose, the majority of a dirty-

I

white appearance, connected by a membrane.
Among them are two small red eggs, and manj'
lare indented—probably by the great pressure of
the serpent's body. It is remarkable that the

I

reptile has not broken fast for twenty-three weeks,
;the male serpent having meanwhile indulged in

occasional rabbits. Once, and once only, says the

\ Athenaurn, hs,^ \.\\<i keeper seen her absent from

I

her interesting incubatory operation ; and then,

j

before he could get round to the back of the cage,

[to have a better view of the eggs, she was on them
again. In fact, she much resembles an old hen
with a brood, puffed up with maternal pride and
conceit, and is in a higlily excitable condition. It

will be interesting to watch the result.

For " Tho Friend."'

Is not this beautiful extract from the journal of

Mary, wife of Isaac Peniugton, worthy a place in

" The Friend."

" Many are the trials I have met with, but as

they came by the Lord's ordering, they have not

hurt me, but rather tended to strengthen me in

the divine life. Once my mind sustained great

j

hurt by running out into prejudice against some
Friends; nevertheless, after a time of deep and un-

[

known sorrow, the Lord removed this thing, gave

I

me a clearness in His sight, and restored me to

love and acceptance with his beloved ones. And

I

he hath many times refreshed my soul in his pres-

lence, and given me an assurance that I knew that

state, in which he would never leave me, nor suffer

j

me to be drawn from him. And though infirmi-

ties beset mo, yet my heart cleaveth to the Lord,

in the bond of everlasting love, which cannot be

broken, and his divine strength supports me. Be-

ing sensible of my infirmities, I bemoan myself unto

Him, feeling that faith which gives victory, and

keeps me low in a sense of my own weakness, yet

quickens me in a lively hope of seeing Satan trod-

den under my feet by the grace of God, which is

I
all-sufficient. For I feel and know where my help

lieth, and when I slip in word or thought, I know
!my advocate, and having recourse to him, feel par-

don and healing, going on to overcome, watching

against that which easily besets me. And I do

beaeve the eucuiy cannot prevail over me; although

I

he is sufficient to prove me, that I might keep con-

jtinually on th& watch, and place my whole depen-
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dence on the Lord, who only can make war with

the dragon. And by this discovery of my own
weakness, I am also taught to be tender of the

tempted. Sweet is this state, though low : for in

it I receive my daily bread, which is given of the

Lord ; for I cannot live to him, but as he breatheth

the breath of life upon me every moment.

"

Report ofilie Proceedings of the Tract Association

of FriendsJor tlie year 186:i.

The Board of ^Managers Report :—That during

the period for which they were appointed, they

have given attention to the duties which have

volved upon them ; and although the operations of

the Association continue to be ^nlalle^ than they

once were, the distribution of tracts has been as

extensive during the last twelve months as at any

time within the past six years.

During the year ending Third mo. 1st, 1862, we
have printed 1000 Select Readers, Ivo. 1, 1000
Juvenile Books, 7000 copies of the Moral Almanac
for 1662, and 57,600 Tracts. Of the latter there

was a stock on hand Third mo. 1st, 1861, ol

197,620, and the stock on hand Third mo. 1st,

1662, was 185,704, showing a distribution during

the year of 69,516 Tracts. During the same pe-

riod, 5,913 Almanacs, 215 Select Readers and
t>96 Juvenile Books have been disposed of; a few

of the almanacs gratuitously. The Moral Alma-
nac for 1863, is nevrly ready for the printer, and

will be issued about the usual time. The tracts

taken from the depository during the year weie
intended for distribution nearly as follows, viz :

The Eastern Penitentiary, Moyamen-
sing, and other prisons in Philadelphia,

The Soup Houses,

The Insare Asylum, Blockley,

Among coloured people, chiefly at the
schools for this class.

Sailors and others on our wharves and on
vessels,

Invalids at the Philadelphia Dispensary,
A'arious places in the city not particularly

4,724

4,600
250

ated, 1,563

Making a total distrib
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same amount of heat as it would have done had

the same quantity been eonsutued in an ordinary

furnace by means of the free atmospheric oxy {^en
;

the only difference being, that in the latter case

the combustion takes place rapidly, evolving an in-

tense heat for a short time, whilst in our bodies

the fuel is burned more slowly, thus evolving less

heat for a longer time, the total amount of heat

liberated by the combustion of a given weight of

carbon, whether it be burned in the form of coal

or beef, being always the same.

This, therefore, is the cause of the high tempera-

ture of the hu'ian body. We each carry about

within us a portable furnace of the most perfect

:

construction. Fuel is thrown on at intervals du-

ring tbe day, the need of a fresh supply being made
known by the feeling of hunger (as it is in some
steam-engines by the ringing of a bell ;) whilst a

draught of air is drawn in at each iuspiratiuu, by

which means the process of combustion proceeds

uninterruptedly.

The analogy is strictly correct, even if pursued

further. In a furnace we can augment the energy

of combustion by increasing the draught of air; and

a our bodies, if we increase the normal number
of respirations per minute, a considerable rise of

temperature is the result, the excess of heat be-

ing radiated into the surrounding atmosphere, and

carried off in the form of perspiration. This ex-

plains why persons in arctic regions consume such

enormous quantities of food in comparison with

those in more temperate latitudes. In order to

keep up the natural heat of the body (which is in-

variably the same— 99^ 5' Fahr.) in the midst of

the intense cold of the surrounding media, it is

necessary for considerable quantities of fuel to be

rapidly burned in the body, so as to restore the

amount of heat lost by radiation ; and not only is

the total weight of food which is required in the

arctic regions vastly greater than that consumed in

warm climates, but tbe former contains a greater

percentage of combustible matter ; the fruits which

constitute so large a proportion of the food of the

inhabitants of the South containing not more than

about twelve per cent, of carbon, whibt the blub-

ber or fat which forms the staple diet of the Es-

quimaux or Lap, contains nearly eighty per cent.

of that combustible. Plenty of food, therefore,

takes the place of clothing, in the same manner as

warm raiment is a partial substitute for food. The
warmer we are clad the less fuel it is necessary to

burn in order to keep up the supply of animal heat

lost by radiation ; whereas, if we were to walk

about naked, or were exposed to an arctic tempera-

ture, we should be enabled to consume twenty or

thirty pounds of whale's fat together with several

quarts of train oil and brandy without difficulty,

finishing off with a few tallow candles by way of

dessert, the combustible matters here indicated

being not more than sufficient to supply the enor-

mous radiation of heat consequent upon a differ-

ence of perhaps one hundred and twenty degrees

between the temperature of the body and that of

the external air.

The analogy between the life of man and the

flame of a candle or stove, is thus seen to be some-

thing more than a mere fanciful theory. Warmth
and vitality are produced equally in each case by the

combination of combustible matter with the oxygen

present in the atmosphere ; and in either case, if

the supply of air be insufficient or vitiated, a simi-

lar result will follow ; for the pale, sickly, flicker-

ing flame of a caudle burning in an atmosphere

deficient in the necessary supporter of combustion,

or containing noxious gases, is strictly paralKl to

the delicate, sickly, etiolated appearance caused in

human beings by an impure atmosphere, whilst the

ultimate result is the same in both cases ; namely,

the extinction of vitality, or death.

An attentive examination into the phenomena of

combustion, as exemplified in the burning of

a candle, shows us, therefore, that not only is it

necessary to take account of the food which we eat,

that is to say, of the I'uel with the combustion of

which we keep up the requisite temperature ; but

that a careful attention to the quality of the air we
breathe is no less important to our health and com-

fort. A candle burning in a close room not only

consumes a certain quantity of the vivifying prin-

ciple of the atmosphere, diminishing the amount of

oxygen present and available for other purposes,

but it likewise communicates to the air an equal

volume of another gas—carbonic acid,— a sub-

stance possessing the most deadly properties—the

pure gas suffocating animals placed iu it as if they

had been plunged into so much water. Even when
it is present in the air in only small quantities, it

produces very deleterious effects, four per cent,

acting like a narcotic poison in the atmosphere,

and even a less proportion producing depressing

effects of a most injurious de.-criptiou. If, then, a

candle which consumes so small a quantity of oxy-

gen causes such a change in the atmosphere, how
much more will the respiration of human beings

tend to vitiate it. It has been calculated that a

man every twenty-four hours consumes nearly four

hundred cubic feet of air, with evolution of the

deleterious carbonic acid gas ; and that were he

to be enclosed for twenty-four hours in a room

eight feet square by nine feet high, he would be

moribund at the end of the time. And these are

not merely fanciful or supposititious cases. The
action of contaminated confined air upon the health

of the inhaler is one of the most potent and in-

sidious causes of disease. Any addition to the

natural atmosphere that we breathe must be a de-

terioration, and absolutely noxious in a greater or

less degree. Our health, says Thackrah, would

immediately suffer did not some vital conservative

principle accommodate our functions to circum-

stance and situation. But this seems to get weaker

from exertion. The more we draw on it the less

balance it leaves in our favour. The vis vitce,

which, in a more natural state, would carry the

body to seventy or eighty years, is prematurely ex-

hausted, and, like tbe gnomon shadow, whose mo-

tion no eye can perceive, but whose arrival at a cer-

tain point at a definite time is inevitable, the latent

malaria, which, year after year, seems to inflict no

perceptible injury, is yet hurrying the bulk of

mankind with undeviating, silent, accelerating ra-

pidity to a premature grave. Pure air is the food

designed by nature for the constitution. Man sub-

sists upon it more than upon his meat and drink
;

and there are numberless instances of persons liv-

ing for months and years on a very scanty supply

of aliment ; but no one can subsist even for a few

minutes without a copious supply of the aerial ele-

ment.

Deaths from the respiration of many persons in

a confined space are, unhappily not rare; and with-

out going back to the shocl;ing instance of the

Black Hole at Calcutta, we may refer to an equally

lamentable occurrence which happened a few years

ago in an emigrant ship, in which, during a storm

off the English coast, tbe emigrants were confined

below. In less than six hours more than sixty per-

sons perished!

The paramount necessity which exists, according

to these instances, for fresh air, equally holds good

in less extreme cases. Just as surely as a total

deprivation of oxygen, or the presence with it of

any excess of deleterious gases, produces death ; so

the breathing of a partially inhaled atmosphere is

equally certain to occasion sickness and disease, if

its inhalation be persisted in. The evils of ex-

hausted air are also more to be guarded against,

because persons can live in it without being aware
of its danger, as far as their sensations are con-

cerned. When we enter a crowded assembly ou a
cold day, tbe air is always at first repulsive and
oppressive ; but these sensations gradually disap-

pear, and we then breathe freely, and are uncon-

.-^cious of the quality of the atmosphere. Science,

however, reveals the fact, that the system sinks in

action to meet the conditions of the impure air;

but it docs so at the expense of a gradual depres-

sion of the vital functions ; and when this is con-

tinued, disease follows. No disease can be iho-

roughly cured when there is a tvanl of vc/Ui/ulion.

It is related, that illness continued in a family un-

til a pane of glass was accidentally broken, and
then it ceased : the window not being repaired, a

plentiful supply of fresh air was admitted. Nearly
all tbe churches in the empire require some arti-

ficial means of ventilation to render them physi-

cally fit receptacles for the body during a prolonged

service. Now, the minister must not be twitted

with this; for with the oratory of a Jeremy Tay-
lor, or of a Tillotson, people could not be kept

awake in an atmosphere charged with carbonic

acid, the emanations of a thousand listeners.

For " The Friend."

How shall we overcome evil ? shall we hold
it up to view, give it a chance to be attractive to

those that are easily deceived in appearances, talk

much of it, struggle hard to overthrow it, and per-

chance lose our own strength in the contest ? Not
so saith Paul; "by the dispensation of God,'' who
giveth rule to His true and faithful servants,

"overcome evil zcilh good.'' That husbandman
whose chief care is ever to uproot weeds, who so

regardeth the winds and clouds that he faileth to

sow good seed, has need to fear the coming of

"the Lord of the harvest," for "he which soweth

sparingly shall reap also sparingly, and he who
soweth bountifully shall reap also bountifully."

T/ie Substance of Religion.—I am low, in mind
and body, yet I dare not let go my confidence,

that heavenly mercy will not leave me to follow a

vain shadow, or to kindle a fire, and warm myself

with the sparks. There is nothing that my soul

longs after with so much earnestness, as tlie real

substance of the religion of Jesus, the soul-satisfy-

ing bread of life, daily ministered to nourish and

keep alive the immortal spirit.

—

Mary Capper.

Much Speaking in Meetingsfor Discipline.—
Oh ! that the Lord were rightly trusted in and

waited for; lie would not tarry longer than best

;

and when he did appear, the healing, helping vir-

tue would be with him, and he would do more for

us in our Meetings for Discipline, in one hour, than

a host of us can dofor ourselves in our whole life-

time.

—

Job Scott.

Bees in a Sugar Rffnery.—The Entomological

Gazette of Stettin contains the following :—The

extensive meadows on the banks of the Oder natu-

rally induce many farmers to keep bees ; but these

wise insects seem to prefer obtaining their honey

with as little labour as possible, and have for years

past been in the habit of frequenting two sugar

refineries at no great distance. Under such fa-

vourable circumstances the yield of honey was very

(Treat, and the farmers came at last to keep ten or

even twenty times more hives than formerly. The

sutrar-refiuers, however, after long finding the bees

very troublesome, made the discovery that they

were not only annoying but rather expensive visi-
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tors, and accordingly adopted meaDS to destroy

them. This was effected by suddenly closing all

the doors and shutters, and then opening one small

window, to which the bees immediately flew, and

were killed in thousands by a jet of boiling water.

The dead bees were afterwards thrown into the

boilers to extract the sugar they had appropriated.

It has been estimated that as many as eleven mil-

lions have been thus destroyed in a year, and that

about £50 worth of sugar has been extracted

from them. It is a remarkable fact that the bees

would never touch beet-root sugar till refined,

owinf to the pungent smell of the plant, but cane

sugar was equally acceptable to them whether re-

fined or not.''

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH

"An Old Subscriber" calls our attention to the

expression in the editorial of last week, line 7th,

page 255.—" He sets before man and nations, good

and evil,"—fearing lest it may be construed to

imply that the Almighty is the author of evil.

Of course we had no thought of conveying such a

sentiment, but simply that man was left by his

Heavenly Father, with the power of choice between

good and evil, in the same way as declared by

Moses, when speaking in the name of the Most

High to the children of Israel, " Sec, I have set

before thee, this day, life and good, and death and
evil."

We would call the attention of Friends attend-

ing the Yearly IMeeting, to the assortment of books,

Friends Journals, &c , now on hand at the book-
store. No. 308 Arch Street. There have been
several works stereotyped within a few years, and
printed in a neat and uniform style, and to be
had at a very moderate price. Such as Journal
of John Ilichardson, Life of Thomas Ellwood,
Phipps on Mun, Journal of the Life and Travels

of Wm. Savery, Journal of Henry Hull, Barclay's

Apology and Catechism, Journal of George Fox,
Journal of Samuel and Mary Neal, No Cross No
CrowD, Life of John Woolmau, Fenn's Rise and
Progress, and Sewel's History. There are also

many other works of an interesting and instructive

character kept constantly on hand.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 4th inst. The sales

of cotton for the week, amounted to 32,000 bales. New
Orleans fair, \3ld., Middling, 12Jrf. Stock in port
45t;,000 bales, including 142,000 of Ameiican. lircad

stuffs dull and declining. Flour from 25«. to 28s. 6d.

Tije brigs Adelaide and iMary Wright arrived at Liver-
pool on the 3rd inst., having successfully run the block-
ade at Charleston. They had 1400 bales of cotton and
a quantity of tobacco and rosin. They left Charleston
in company with a bark and four schooners, all laden
with cotton and rosin.

The steamer Mars, bound from Waterford to Bristol,
was wrecked near Milford during a fog and gale, and
about fifty lives were lost.

The London Times has a sarcastic article on the taxes
about to be imposed in the United States. It says it

will take the whole army, when released from duty in
the field, to collect them, and insinuates that they will
not lie submitted to.

George Peabody, the American banker, residing in
London, has appropriated the sum of £150,000 sterling
and placed it in the hands of trustees, to be employed
under their direction in measures for ameliorating the
condition of the poor of London.

The Paris I'alrit believes that the French and Spanish
Cuvernments intend signing a new trcatv for the rc-
iilalion of their joint action in Mexico. It is supposed
that Great liviUun will withdraw from the ioint expedi-

tion, but this will cause no rupture between the Allies.

England merely abstains from interfering, the chief part

in the proceedings being now undertaken by France.

Six vessels were to go to Cherburg to escort the

Fiench Emperor to England to witness the great indus-

trial exhibition.

U.viTED States.— The Tax Bill, which has been under
consideration in Congress for some weeks past has

passed the House of Representatives by a vote of 125 to

Its provisions are very comprehensive, embracing
a great variety of subjects. The proposition to tax

slaves was negatived.

Emancipation.—The President has approved the joint

resolution of Congress, declaring that the United States

ought to co-operate with and afford pecuniary aid to

any State which may adopt the gradual abolishment of

slavery. The bill for the immediate abolition of slavery

in the District of Columbia, has passed the House by a

vote of 93 to 39. Only two members from the slave-

holding states, Blair of Missouri and Fisher of Delaware,
voted for it.

Nev) Jor*.—Mortality last week, 393.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 286.
New Mexico.—On the 28th of last month, another

battle took place between the U. S. troops and the

rebels from Texas, in which the latter appear to have
held their ground. The U. S. troops lost about 80 men,
that of the rebels is not known.
Arkansas.— \i is reported that the rebels are with-

drawing their forces from northwestern Arkansas, and
concentrating them at Pocahontas, in the northeastern
part of that State. Their force at that point is repre-

sented to be 10,000.
Missouri.—The captures at Island No. 10, and the ad-

jacent shores, proved to be very large and important,
embracing 110 heavy guns and 33 pieces of artillery,

mules, 1200 horses, 6,000 stand of arms, and ammu-
nition and stores to the value of nearly §2,000,000. Six
steamers and transports were taken, and an equal num-
ber had been scuttled and sunk by the rebels, some of

which can be raised. The total number of prisoners
taken was 5,000, including Major-General Makall and
Brigadier-Generals Gault, Walker and Schaum. The
works upon the Island had been skilfully constructed,
and were of great strength. The rebels appear to have
been seized with a panic, and to have fled precipitately
as soon as Gen. Pope transferred his command across
the river.

Tennessee.—The late sanguinary battle in this Stale,
was fought on the western shore of the Tennessee river,
about ten miles from the Alabama border. The rebel
commanders in chief were Gen. Albert S. Johnston, Beau-
regard and Polk. The attack was wholly unexpected
by the Federal army. It began about four o'clock in

the morning of the tith, and the battle, which continued
throughout the day, caused severe losses to the U. S.

troops. The coutest was renewed on the '7th, both armies
having received reinforcements, and each numbering it is

supposed, about 70,000 men. Towards evening, therebels
retired in good order, but leaving thousands of their
dead and wounded on the field. No clear and reliable

statement of the losses on either side has been given.
That of the Federal army in killed and wounded has
been estimated at 8,000, and that of the rebels at 10,000.
Gen. Prentiss and about 2,000 of the Federal troops
were taken prisoners. Many oflScers of rank on both
sides were killed. On the part of the rebels, the Com-
mander in Chief, Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston, Gen.
Bushrod Johnson and George W. Johnson. Provisiouiil
Governor of Kentucky, were among the slain. In res-
pect to the numbers engaged, and the destruction of life,

the tattle is the most terrible that has yet occurred in

this war. Gen. Beauregard in his dispatch to Richmond,
claims a victory for the rehfl forces. He states that he
has returned to Corinth, Miss., and is able to hold the
position.

^^aiama—Huntsville, Ala., was taken on the 10th
inst., by Gen. Mitchell's division of the U. S. army.
Huntsvillo is 116 miles south of Nashville, and on the
line of the Memphis and Charleston railroad. Its cap-
ture cuts off a chief line of railway communication be-
tween the Sonthern States. Two hundred rebel prison-
ers were taken, together with seventeen locomotives and
a large number of cars. Making use of the rolling stock
captured at Huntsville, Gen. Mitchell immediately
started armed expeditions over the railroad both east
and west from that town. The eastern expedition pro-
iit.IimI lis fiir us .Sicv.-nson, ;iii important rail road point
" ilir jin,' I hill III ihr ( 'liaiiii u'a rodd, capturing two
'I""|^|||>I !iii.'" in,,] .,l.il, r , :iiii| five locomotives;
uliilr ll.H \vr iiTN ,' \ (

' 11 r.,i .
. 1, .Mrudcd to Dccatur, Ala.,

wIhtc the rail rond crosses the Tennessee river. Here the
national forces arrived just in time to save the rail road

bridge, which had been fired by the rebels. By this
^

movement the U. S. forces are enabled to hold and con-
(

trol the Charleston and Memphis rail road for a distance
,

of 83 miles.
'

Virginia.—On the 11th inst., the iron plated rebel'

steamer Merrimac again made her appearance. She
captured three small vessels and returned with them to

Norfolk.

The rebel force at Yorktown has been largely rein-

forced, and it is reported that Gen. Joseph E. Johnston and
Lee, are both there. The rebels' position extends across

the Peninsulafrom Yorktown to Warwick, near the James
river, a short distance from Mulberry Point. The con- ,

formation of the land and the making in of the creek
from James river, shortens their line of defence, and
enables them to command, with their fortifications, all

the roads up the Peninsula. Gen. M'Clellan was
making his approaches cautiously, but it was the gene- •

ral impression that a severe struggle would take place.

Southern Items.—The Richmond Dispatch, says the
only policy which can afford the secession cause a hope
of success, is to concentrate their whole force at a few
vital points—-to abandon their frontiers and seaboard
cities—and to make no serious resistance exceptatpoints
where they are fully prepared for desperate battles.

The Richmond Examiner suggest that Congress should
take some measures to check the evils arising from the

large issue, and consequent depreciation of Treasury
notes. It is recommended that all future issues should
bear interest. The expenses of the rebel government
are said to be more than $2,000,000 a day, and that ia^

the rate at which the currency is being diluted.

The Mississippi River.—The Navy Department has re-

ceived intelligence that Com. Foote, with his fleet, and'
Gen. Pope's army, had set out for Fort Pillow, a rebel i

fortification on the river below New Madrid. It is the (

e.xpectation that there will be little or no resistance at'.

Memphis if Fort Pillow shall be taken.

RECEIPTS.

Received from H. Knowles, Agt., N. Y., for Geo. W.,
Brown, ?2, vol. 35 ; from Robert Millhousc, 0., £2 vol.

34, per E. HoUingsworth.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of Friends' Boardiug-school at

West-Town, will commence on Second-day, the 12th of
Fifth month next. Parents and others intending to

send their children as pupils, will please make early
application to Duaau Knight, Superintendent, at the
School, or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304
Arch street, Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
NEAR FRANKFORD, (tWENTT-THIRD WARD, PHILADELPHIA.)-

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Woething-
ton, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be,j

made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, (5lerkt

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 .Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

FRIENDS' HORSES, i

Friends coming to the city to attend Yearly Meeting-
or at other times, on the service of Society, can have*
their horses taken care of at the stable of the Mont-i
gomery hotel, north east corner of Sixth and Willow3
street; at the White Horse Hotel, Callowhill Street,]
above Fifth

; at Watson's Stable, Marshall below Brown
jj

at Conway's stables, north side of Prune Street, below*
Sixth ; at Pennsylvania Hotel, Sixth below Arch Street jm
at M'Crea's stable, Third above Market ; at Robert Sraith'sll

stable in Bristol, Bucks County, and at Israel English'aS
stable, Camden, N. J.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN AMERICA.
A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Bible Association

of Friends in America," will be held at the Committee-
room, Arch Street Meeting House, on Seventh-day even-
ing, the 19th inst., at 8 o'clock. Friends generally are
invited to attend.

Died, on the 10th of Twelfth mo., 1861, at his resi-
dence in Pennsville, Ohio, John Borges, in the seventy-
sixth year of his age, an esteemed member of Pennsville
Particular and Monthly Meeting.

, on the 15th of the Sixth month, 1861, George
Stites, in the sixty-eighth year of his age. A member
of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.
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Djmond on War.

(Conclu.K'd from page 260.)

Tins is the point from which wander

—

we
OT BELIEVE IN THE PROVIDENCE 01' GOD.

SVhen this statement is formally made to us, we

hink, perhap.?, that it is not true; but our prac-

ice is an evidence of its truth—for if we did be-

, we should also confide in it, and should be

billing to stake upon it the consequences of our

)bedience. We can talk with sufficient fluency of

trusting in Providence," but in the application

)f it to our conduct in life, we know wonderfully

ittle. Who is it that confides in Providence, and

or what does he trust him ? Does his confidence

duce him to set aside his own views of interest

nd safety, and simply to obey precepts which

ippear inexpedient and unsafe? Tbis is the confi-

euce that is of value, and of which we know so

ittle. There are many who believe that w;

lisallowed by Christianity, and who would rejoice

hat it were for ever abolished ; but there are few

Tho are willing to maintain an undaunted and

inyielding stand against it. They can talk of the

oveliness of peace, ay, and argue against the

illness of war ; but when difficulty or =uff'ering

vould be the consequence, they will not refuse to

lo what they know to be unlawful, they will not

)ractise the peacefulness which they say they ad-

nire. Those who are ready to sustain the conse-

[uenoes of undeviatiug obedience are the support-

rs of whom Christianity stands in need. She

vants men who are willing to svffer for her pria-

ples.

It is necessary for us to know by what princi-

)les we are governed. Are we regulated by the

Djunctions of God, or are we not ? If there be any

esson of morality which it is ofimportance to man-

and to learn, and if there be any which they have

lot yet learnt, it is the necessity of simply per-

brming the duties of Christianity without reference

o consequences. If we could persuade ourselves

o do this, we should certainly pass life with great-

r consistency of conduct, and as I firmly believe,

Q greater enjoyment and greater peace. The
Torld has had many examples of such fidelity and

onfidencc. Who have been the Christian martyrs

)f all ages, but men who maintained their fidelity

Christianity through whatever consequences?

Thty were faithful to the Christian creei'

jught to be faithful to the Christian morality

;

ivithout morality the profession of a creed is vain

Nay, we have seen that there have been martyrs

to the duties of morality, and to these very duties

oi jyeacefuhiess. The duties remain the same, but

where is our obedience ?

I hope, for the sake of his understanding and

his heart, that the reader will not say I reason on

he supposition that the world was what it is not

;

ind that although these duties may be binding

upon us when the world shall become purer, yet

that we must now accommodate ourselves to the

tate of things as they are. This is to say that in

a land of assassins, assassination would be right,

no one begins to reform his practice, until others

have begun before him, reformation will never be

begun. If apostles, or martyrs, or reformers had

accommodated themselves to the existing state of

things," where had now been Christianity? The

business of reformation belongs to him who sees

that reformation is required. Tlio world has no

other human means of amendment. If you be-

ieve that war is not allowed by Ch^i.^tianity, it is

your business to oppose it; and if fear or distrust

should raise questions on the consequences, apply

the words of our Saviour—'' What is that to thee ?

—Follow thou me."

Our great misfortune in the examination of the

duties of Christianity, is, that we do not contem-

plate them with sufficient simplicity. We do not

estimate them without some addition or abatement

of our own ; there is almost always some intervening

medium. A sort of half transparent glass is

before each individual, which possesses endless

shades of colour and degrees of opacity, and which

presents objects with endless varieties of distortion

This glass is coloured by our education and our

passions. The business of moral culture is to ren-

der it transparent. The perfection of the percep-

tive part of moral culture is to remove it from be-

fore us.

—

Simple obalitnceivUhout reference to con-

seque7ices, is our great duty. I know that philoso-

phers have told us otherwise : I know that we have

been referred, for the determination of

to calculations of expediency and of the future

consequences of our actions :—but I believe that

in whatever degree this philosophy directs us to

forbear an unconditional obedience to the rules of

our religion, it will be found, that when Christi-

anity shall advance in her purity and her power,

she will sweep it from the earth with the besom of

destruction.

The positions, then, which we have endeavoured

to establish, are these :
—

I. That the general character of Christianity is

wholly incongruous with war, and that its

general duties are incompatible with it.

II. That some of the express precepts and de-

clarations of Jesus Christ virtually forbid it.

III. That his practice is not reconcileable with

the supposition of its lawfulness.

lY. That the precepts and practice of the apostles

correspond with those of our Lord.

V. Tbat the primitive Christians believed that

Christ had forbidden war ; and that some of

them suffered death in affirmance of th

lief.

VI. That God has declared in prophecy, tbat it

is his will that war should eventually be

eradicated from the earth; and this eradica-

tion will be effected by Christianity, by the

influence of its present principles.

VII. That those who have refused to engage in

war, in consequence of their belief of its in-

consistency with Christianity, have found

that Providence has protected them.

Now we think that the establishment of any con-

siderable number of these positions is sufficient for

our argument. The establishment of the whole

forms a body of evidence, to which 1 am not able

to believe that an inquirer, to whom the subject

was new, would be able to withhold his assent.

But since such an inquirer cannot be found, I

would invite the reader to lay prepossession aside,

to suppose himself to have now first beard of bat-

tles and slaughter, and dispassionately to examine

whether the ""evidence in favour of peace be not

very great, and whetber the objections to it bear

any proportion to the evidence itself.
_
But what-

ever may be the determination upon this question,

surely it is reasonable to try the experiment whe-

tber security cannot be maintained without slaugh-

ter. Whatever be the reasons for war, it is certain

that it produces enormous mischief. Even waiving

the obligations of Christianity, we have to choose

between evils that are certain and evils that are

doubtful; between the actual endurance of a great

calamity, and the possibility of a le.ss. It cer-

tainly cannot be proved that peace would not be

the best policy; and since we know that the

present system is bad, it were reasonable and

wise to try whether the other \i not better. In

reality, I can scarcely conceive the possibility

of greater evil than that which mankind now

endure; an evil, moral and physical, of far wider

extent, and far greater intensity, than our famili-

iarity with it allows us to suppose. If a sys-

tem of peace be not productive of less evil than

ithe system of war, its consequences must indeed

duties, be enormously bad ;
and that it would produce

such consequences, we have no warrant for believ-

ing either from reason or from practice—either

from the principles of the moral government of

God, or from the experience of mankind. When-

ever a people shall pursue, steadily and uniformly,

the pacific morality of the gospel, and shall do this

from the pure motive of obedience, there is no rea-

fear for the consequences : there is no rea-

son to fear that they would experience any evils

such as we now endure, or that they would not

iind that Christianity understands their interests

better than themselves ; and that the surest and

the only rule of wisdom, of safety and of expedi-

ency, is to maintain her spirit in every circumstance

of life.

" There is reason to expect," says Dr. Johnson,

" tbat as the world is more enlightened, policy and

morality will at last be reconciled.'' When this en-

lightened period shall arrive, we shall be approach-

ing, and we shall not till then approach, that era

of'^'purity and of peace, when " violence shall be

no more heard in our land, wasting nor destruc-

tion within our borders"—that era in which God

has promised that " they shall not hurt nor destroy
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in all bis holj mountain." TLat a period like this

will come, I am not able to doubt : I believe it be-

cause it is not credible that be will alwajs endure

the butcLerj of man ty man; because be has de-

clared that he will not endure i( ; and because I think

there is a perceptible approach of that period in

which he will saj— " It is enough." In this be-

lief I rejoice : 1 rejoice that the number is in-

creasing of those who are asking,—"Shall the

sword devour for ever?" and of those who, what-

ever be the opinions or the praclice of others, are

openly saying, "I am for peace."

Whether 1 have succeeded in establishing the

position THAT WAR. OF EVERY KIND, IS INCOM-

PATIBLE -^ITH Christianity, it is not my busi-

ness to determine; but of this, at least, I can as-

sure the reader, that I would not have intruded

this inquiry upon the public, if I had not believed,

with undoubting confidence, that the position is

accordant with everlasting truth ;—with that truth

which should regulate our conduct here, and which

will not be superseded in the world that is to come_

r Science Itevie

The Breath of life.

Instances innumerable might be pointed out in

connection with our trades and prolessions, show-

ing that no one can break with impunity the law

of nature, which demands that the food destined to

nourish and warm the body should be converted

into heat, and vitalized by a constant supply of

fresh and pure air. The importance of this sub-

ject becomes more evident if we turn to a few sta-

tistics. In a life of fifty years a man makes up-

wards of five hundred millions of respirations,

drawing through his lungs nearly one hundred

and seventy tons' weight of air, and discharging

nearly twenty tons' weight of the pfisonous carbonic

acid. It has been also calculated that, to ventilate

a room effectually, every person requires ten cubic

feet of fresh air per minute ; a church, therefore,

eighty feet long, fifty feet wide, and forty feet high,

and containing one thousand persons, would re-

quire the whole atmospheric contents of the building

to be renewed every sixteen minutes. A room con-

taining a million cubic feet of air, in which were as-

sembled ten thousand persons, would likewise require

a total change every ten minutes; and an apartment

twelve feet each way, with ten persons in it, would
require an entire change of air every seventeen

minutes.

This quantity of ten cubic feet of air per minute

for each individual, is what is required to supply

him with the amount of oxygen necessary for the

performance of the functions of respiration ; whilst

the constant change of the atmosphere is impera-

tively necessary to get rid of the products of res-

piration, viz., the carbonic acid and aqueous vapor,

as well as the effluvia from the body ; for, disa-

greeable as it may be to refer to such a subject,

this is the most noxious cause of contamination

with which we are in the habit of coming in con-

tact. " We instinctively," says Bernan, " shun ap-

proach to the dirty, the squalid, and the diseased,

nor use a garment that may have been worn by
another ; we open sewers for matters that ofiend

the sight and smell, and contaminate the air ; wo
carefully remove impurities from what we eat and
drink, filter morbid water, and fastidiously avoid

drinking from a cup that may have been pressed

to the lips of a friend. On the other hand, we re-

sort to places of assembly, and draw into our

mouths air loaded with effluvia from the lungs and
skin and clothing of every individual in the pro-

miscuous crowd ; exhalations, offensive to a certain

extent from the most healthy individuals, but

which, rising from a living mass of skin and lung

in all si ages of evaporation, disease, and putridity,

and prevented by the walls and ceiling from es-

caping, are, when thus concentrated, in the highest

degree deleterious and loathsome."

The evils produced by allowing the carbonic

acid from the breath to accumulate in the air, have

been already mentioned ; those engendered by in-

haled animal (fflu\ia are still more fatal in their

results; and, according to competent authorities,

it seems to be an invariable result that the accumu-

lation and stagnation of the breath and perspira-

tion of human beings crowded for a period in con-

fined air, and neglecting personal cleanliness, pro-

duce plague or fever that may be communicated

to healthy persons by contact or respiration. The
most mtuiorable example of this is the Great

Plague of London, which was caused by the total

absence of proper ventilation in the filthy and over-

crowded hovels in which the greater part of the

poorer population of London lived, together with

the filth and putrefying abominations which habitu-

ally filled not only the streets but even the houses

of the lower classes. According to Bernan, the

gaol fever was another disease which, arising from

a neglect of the vital necessity for fresh air, was,

a few centuries ago, an object of dread to society.

I he unfortunate and the criminal alike were im-

mured in danip, cold, ill-aired dungeons, and kept

in a state of inactivity. They inhaled the pent-up

noxious effluvia emitttd from their own bodies;

and, from the want of means for personal purifica-

tion, their clothes and bedding during their in-

carceration became saturated with the fatal ex-

halations. In this condition the miserable prison-

ers engendered, and became victims to a disease

of deadly malignity. They sickened, and with

little apparent illness they died. The prison-house

was thus the focus of a contagion that spread far

and wide beyond its walls, and spared few who
were so unhappy as to come within its influence.

It was renjarked, that although a prisoner hap-

pened to escape the infection, his clothes, neverthe-

less, emitted a pestilence that scattered death around

him wherever he went. The assizes held at Ox-
ford in 1577 were long remembered, and were
called the Black Assizes, from the horrible catas-

trophe produced ou that occasion by the gaol

fever. Baker, in his Chronicle, tells us, that aU
who were present in court died in forty-eight hours

— the judge, the sheriff, and three hundred other

persons ! so terrible was the retribution suffered by
the community for its hardness of heart in deny-

ing to criminals even those personal requirements

necessary for avoiding disease and preserving life.

Another similar catastrophe is recorded by Blaine

as having occurred in 1750. During the sessions

a sickening nauseous smell was experienced by the

persons in court, and within a week afterwards

many who had been present were seized with a

malignant fever. Among those who died were the

Lord Mayor, the two judges, an alderman, a bar-

rister, several of the jury, and forty other persons.

It was remarkable that the prisoners who commu-
nicated the infection were not themselves ill of

fever ; and it was still more remarkable that none
of those who were ill of it (to the greater number
of whom it proved mortal) communicated it to

their families or attendants, which showed that

persons who were treated in clean and airy apart-

ments, as those were who fell victims to it, do not

communicate the disease to those in the constant
habit of attending upon them.

Historians relate with just indignation that

nearly three hundred martyrs died at the stake in

the reign of the bigot Mary. But how insignificant

appear the number and sufferings of these victims

of regal fanaticism when compared with the tortures

of suffocation and death from stench, that were en-

dured by thousands of persons in this and suc-

ceeding reigns, when every prison was a legal

sepulchre. i

Equally striking are the goocZ results which havej

followed a judicious application of ventilationil

where it was formerly absent. It is scarcely pos«j

sible to conceive a more repulsive and abominabla

state than that in which our ships of war were

during the latter part of the last century, owing ta

the disregard, or rather the studied opposition^

with which those then in authority treated all pro-i

posals to improve their ventilation. We regard

other nations with whom we happen to be at waij

as our enemies, but a few figures, eloquent in theijj

simplicity, will convince any one that incapacity^

narrow-mindedness, or obstinacy in high placesi

are vastly more fatal in their results to our gallanii

sailors than the most formidable enemy they eve»)

faced. In the year 1779 there were 70,000 sea^l

men and marines voted by Parliament; of these]

28,592 were sent sick to the hospitals, or 1 in 2.4jli

In 1784, of 85,000 men afloat, 21,371 were sentt

ashore sick within the year, or 1 in 4. But ilil

1804, when ventilation was partially, if not thor'fl

oughly, carried out in every ship, of the 100,0001

men of which the navy that year consisted, 11,978

passed through the hospital, or only one in 8.3.

The evils of inefficient ventilation have beeni

strikingly shown in the case of the Custom House^

where the difficulty of ventilating a large publioj

room has been very manifest. There the atmosj^

phere in some of the apartments was so defectivej

as to produce general symptoms of ill heath among
the officers whose official seats were placed in iti

The functionaries were described to have had "ai

sense of tension or fullness of the head, with oc-;

casional flushings of the countenance, throbbingsi

jof the temples and vertigo, followed not unfre-i

Iquently by confusion of ideas," that must be veryi

disagreeable to persons occupied with important!

land sometimes intricate calculations. A few were;

'affected vvith unpleasant perspiration at their sides.

iThe whole of them complained of a remarkable

coldness and languor at their extremities, more

I

especially the legs and feet, which became habitual

:

'The pulse in many cases was more feeble, frequeni

and sharp, and irritable, than it ought to have

jbeeu. The sensations in the head occasionally:

I

rose to such a height, notwithstanding the mosi

I

temperate regimen of life, as to render cupping re-

quisite, and at other times depletory remedies:

.and costiveness, though not a uniform, was yet i

[prevailing symptom.

j

The identity between the combustion of a eandh

land that living kind of combustion which is evei

going on within us has thus been clearly exhibited

[Like the candle, man depends for his life and

[vigour upon the chemical action exerted betwecr

I

the atmosphere and combustible matter ; the com-

jbustion of the latter giving rise in each case tc

, beat and vitality. Like the flame of a candle too

{man's health and strength languish and faint un-

.less properly and uninterruptedly supplied with tha'

mysterious breath of life—oxygen; whilst the fee

'ble hold which the flame, even under the most fa-

'vourable circumstances, has upon tho wick, anc

the ease and totality of its extinction by the mos'

trivial circunittanee,— not only by a dcprivatiot

of air, but even by a puff of wind too much,—
jsiiould teach us, even in our pride of health anc

strength, that our spark of life may be extinguished

by the same causes, and our bodies may be lef

j

lifeless as a simffed-out candle ; the food—the com
jbustible matter—may be there all the same; the

.oxygen may be in waiting, ready to combine nitl

[it; but the spark of fire, that spirit of life whicl
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nan receives direct from his Creator is absent, and cured where the stalks are growiDg at something dcpredatious of the rebels, to which most of their

without this all else is as nothing. like uniform distances apart. The expen.se of a neighbours were exposed, in the lawless search for

One more lesson from our caudle, and we have drill is the main objection to its introduction every- destructive weapons; becau.se it was generally

lone. What becomes of the human soul when it where. But a single bushel more of grain per acre, ; known that none such were kept in their houses,

las left the body? What becomes of the flime on a ten or twenty acre field, will go far to meet
|

And the National Meeting of the Society was cou-

^hen the candle ,is extinguished ; Must our phi-, the cost of the drill, or at least pay a very high cerued officially to acknowledge its belief " that
' y halt here ? or will it turn round upon us interest on the cost. And who doubts that much ;thij early dotruction of these instruments was.

,nd attempt to prove, in scientific jargon, that

here is no such thing as a future? We think not.

We believe that, as the relationship between the

landle and man bears strict analogy from the first

[indling of the mysterious vitalizing principle,

hrough the varied phenomena of life, in sickness

ind in health, and even in the more mysterious

)henomena of extinction,—so can the analogy be

arried further into the dim shadowy realms be-

fond.

If there is one question more than another which

las occupied the attention of modern philosophers,

t is that relating to the conservation offorces or as

sometimes is called, of energy/. It has long

leen admitted that matter can neither be created

lor destroyed, and the whole tendency of modern
liscovery is now directed to show that energy is

qually incapable of extinction. So long as it is ligious profession, leadin

ixerting its action in a definite way, shining and rather than to inflict any.

more than the extra bushel will always be secured
by judiciously using a seed drill ?

—

Amcr. Ag.

Fur "Tho Friend."

The efficacy of the Christian principles of Friends
in enforcing the obligations to maintain peace, and
resist the spirit and practice of war, putting their

trust for defence against the violence of unreasona-
ble men, in the Lord's mercy and power, was re-

markably proven by many Friends in Ireland at

the lime of the rebellion in 1798. Instead of pro-

viding themselves with implements of defeuce and
destruction, they gave up their fowling pieces to be
destroyed, that every body might know they nei-

under Providence, a means of lessening in some
degree, the cfl'usion of human blood, (as these wea-

pons would probably have fallen into the hands of

violent men,) and might have also tended to pre-

serve some of the members of the Society them-

selves from blood, who, if they had had guns in

their houses, might have used them in an unguarded

moment of surprise or attack, so as to take away
the lives of their fellow-creatures.'"

" Tho following instances exemplify the trust

and confidence of Friends in the protection of Di-

vine Providence, from the violence of the insur-

gents, and which show that it was not placed in

vain. An elderly Friend, of some opulence, who
ther intended to defend themselves, nor to furnish] came to reside in England soon after the distur-

others with means to destroy their fellow men ;
ibances, with a constitution much debilitated by the

thereby showing the peaceable nature of their re- 1 hardships and persecutions he had suffered during

them to sufllT injury
I
the rebellion, on two occasions had to experience

I
signal preservation. His house, which was situated

lowing as a candle flame, evolving the forces ot The following facts are taken from Hancock's' in a rather lonely part of the country,

leat and light, we take note of it by means of our Essay on Peace, viz : sucked and stripped of every thing valuable by a

utward senses ; but when the flame goes out, are So early as the year 1796, and in one particu-
!

party of insurgents. Some hours after the depre-

hese forces annihilated? Assuredly not. The lar province in 1795, the Quarterly Meetings ofdation, another party entered for the same pur-

nergy which hitherto was occupied in the produc- the Society were induced to recommend to all their !
pose ; and the captain, alter demanding the pro-

ion of heat and light has only changed its imma- members, through the medium of Monthly Meet- Iperty, either discrediting the Friend's simple state-

erial form ; it still exists in undiminished quantity,! iugs, that those individuals who had guns or ment of what had already occurred, or irritated at

hough it is now incapable of appreciation by our 1 other weapons in their houses, should destroy them; {the disappointment, raised his sword to murder
aaterial senses. For just as the forces evolved

[
and the General or National Meeting of 1796 con-

j

the venerable man, when his wife, rising from her
„- 1 x>_ J :„.- '--- firmed this recommendation, in order, as the doeu- 1 seat with much emotion and firmness exclaimed,

ment states, " to prevent their being made use of i' Thou canst not touch a hair of my husband's

to the destruction of any of our fellow-creatures, [head, unless Divine Providence permit thee." The
and more fully or clearly to support our peaceable

I

man was so struck by her Christian fortitude,

and Christian testimony in these perilous times." that he let the sword drop from his hand, and,

Committees were appointed by the several (stooping to pick it up, without uttering a word, he

Monthly Meetings throughout the Society, to go 'turned away quietly, and withdrew his men. On
round to the different members for this purpose ; ]

another occasion, several of the United Irishmen

and it appears, that in most families, these com- entered his house, and insi.^ted that he should

mittees had little more to do than to communicate I
undergo the ceremony of baptism. As he refused

y burning fuel are transformed into mech.

Qotion in the steam-engine ; and just as mechanical

notion is equally capable of being retransformed

nto heat, light, electricity, chemical action,—just

every word we utter acting on the material at-

losphere around us resolves itself into aerial waves

f sound, which forever afterwards vibrate with

iminishing intensity, but expanding area, from

ne extremity of the atmosphere to the other, ro-

aining always the same amount of energy as it

lid when the mechanical motion of the breath audi their business, some having previously destroyed it, they behaved very roughly but left him, with the

ips first gave it birth,—so do the forces once born I all such instruments, and others giving full expec- i determination, as they said, of coming again in a

activity when the candle is lighted live to theltation of their intention immediately to comply with few days; and, if he then refused, that they would

nd of time undiminished in intensity, although! the recommendation of the superior meetings, whilst (certainly hang him. According to their promise,

hanged in character. When the flame is natu! a few, who could not be prevailed upon to make thiijtliey came again, and endeavoured, by arguments

ally extinguished these living forces do not die,
j

sacrifice, were found to have been generally incon-jand threats to prevail upon him to be baptized,

' come absorbed into that vast reservoir of sisteut in their conduct in other respects, so that
j

but in vain. They then said they certainly would

they soon incurred the censure of the Society and i hang him ; butsome trifling matter occurring among
suflered disownment. It was certified that, upon the, themselves, the execution of their design was de-

whole, the labours of the members to carry this

wholesome advice into effect, were attended with

a coniiderable degree of success.

" It is related by an individual who resided at

nergy which is the source of all light and life upon

bis globe.

And shall we then suppose that the soul of man
3 of less account than the flame of a candle ? If

hilosophy can thus prove that the latter never

lies, shall not faith accept the same proof that our

wn spiritual life is continued after the vital spark

extinguished ?

Drilling Better than Broiulcast.—Drilling-in

ield seeds is becoming quite common, but not

nough so. Too many still adhere to broadcast

owing, greatly against their own interests. It

certainly stands to reason, that twelve stalks of

fheat, or oats, or other grain, will do better if

ach grows on a plot three inches square, than if

ne such plot contains three or four stalks crowded
ogether, while another plot has none. But this

appens very frequently in a field sown broadcast,

^ain, if one seed be covered but half an inch,

nd the next one be worked down three or four

Qches by the harrow tooth, the two will come up
nevenly, and grow unevenly. Air and sunlight

re important agents in promoting the growth of

ilants, and the full eflFcct of these can only be se-

ferred at that time also, and they left him. In

few days they returned again, and he was told

that they had now resolved to hang him before

they left the house if he did not agree to be bap-

Ferns, in the county of Wexford, that, being ap-ltized ; and they actually fastened a rope round his

pointed oa one ol these committees, he saw the 'neck, and took him to an out-house, where there

necessity of first cleansing his own hands ; and he i

was a beam, and were in the act of tying him up

took a lowling piece which he had, and broke it 'to the beam, when an alarm was given that a party

in pieces in the street opposite to his own house
; j

of soldiers was coming, which made them run

an example of fidelity to his principles, and a spec- away ; so that his life was providentially saved."

tacle of wonder tj his neishbours." An unwavering adherence to our Christian faith

" A little after this, when the government or- and practice on all occasions, will be a means of

dered all arms to be given up to the magistrates, procuring Divine approbation, and the fruit of a

it was a source of satisfaction to many, that, in a! peaceful mind to ourselves, and by a righteous ex-

general way, the members of the Society were found ample incite and strengthen others to take up their

to be without any such thing in their possession." cross in following the same compassionate and all-

" As the members of the Society, at so early a [powerful Saviour in all his requirings. To be the

period as the year 1796, by taking the precaution- 'instrument of preventing the loss of one human
ary steps of destroying their arms, manifested to the life is of inestimable moment, while wilfully par-

government their peaceable intentions; so, in the 'ticipating in the destruction of one, thereby send-

few mouths of turbulence and dismay which imme-jing a soul into eternity, will involve an awful re-

diately preceded the rebellion of 1798, they were sponsibility, and may bring bitter remorse to those

in a considerable degree relieved from the midnight
|
directly connected with it. Many persons of ten-
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der conscience will be subjected to great trial of

their confidence in divine protection, but let them

remember that the angel of the Lord's presence is

constantly near them that fear H'

and to be faithful in his various religious duties.

In the year 17— , he was married to Deborah

who proved a valuable help to him in his re-

defend and ligious exercises and conflicts. Soon after his

tbem in the hour of need ; but should He
I
marriage he received a gift in the ministry, which

was exercised to the comibrt of his friends.

As his family increased, he was concerned to

bring his children up in conformity with the profes-

sion he made, and was careful to take as many of

them to meeting with him as could well go. He
was very watchful over them for good, was an af-

fectionate husband and a peaceable neighbour, being

indeed exemplary in his general conversation.

Towards the close of his life, although he seldom

appeared in the ministry, yet his friends thought

he grew more lively therein, apparently ripening

for another world. He lost his beloved wife in the

year 1772, which was no doubt a great trial to him,

although he deemed his own course nearly over.

He had a long and tedious illness, being enabled

to bear the consequent sufi'ering with remarkable

patience. Near his close he was heard to say,

merciful God, relieve me if it please thee ! but

1 must wait." Soon after this he peacefully de

parted. Sixth month 26th, 1773. He was buried

at Pilesgrove, near which place he had resided.

He was aged about 77 years.

Kobert Jones was born in Denbighshire, in the

principality of Wales, about the year 1693, of

parents not professing the Truth as held by us.

Submitting to the cross of Christ he became re-

ligiously inclined, and was in good measure con-

inced of the religious principles held by Friends,

deli'

permit cruel men to take their lives, as their faith

and hope are in the Lord Jesus, the arms of mercy

would be extended to receive them into glory.

For "The Friend."

BIOCRAPlIIC.il SKETCEES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meelint; of Philadelphia.

JOHN SI.MCOCK.

John Simcoek, a son of John Simcock of Ches-

ter, well known in the early settlement of Penn-

sylvania, as a useful citizen and an eminent minis-

ter of the gospel, was born in or about the year

1685. He was of a steady, religious character in

his youth, and having his heart set on things above,

as of the greatest moment and most worthy of the

attention of an immortal being, he sought for a

companion in life, one of like feelings with himself

This he found in Mary Walln, a daughter of

Nicholas, to whom he was married early in 1700,

and with whom he lived in great love and unity

for more than sixty-five years. Her religiously-

minded parents had sought to bring her up in the

way of Truth, and as sLe submitted her neck to

the cross of Christ, they found their earnest con-

cern and prayer for her, in a good degree answered.

She became a faithful labourer in the gospel, and

was a true helpmate to her exercised husband.

John Simcock settled after marriage within the

limits of Abington Monthly Meeting, where he and

lamily resided, until in 1760 or about that time, he
j

before he removed to Pennsylvania, which was about

removed them to Kingwood, New Jersey. John the year 1757. As hecontinued faithful to the open-

was a man of a quiet, inoffensive spirit, and although
|
ings of the Spirit of Truth on his mind, he grew

a man of few words, he won the love and esteem
|

in experience, and was received into membership
of his friends and neighbours; he was Eervicable in incur Religious Society, and became a useful mem-
the church and stood in the station of elder. her of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting.

He was diligent in the attendance of meetings
I

After a lew years, a gift of gospel ministry was
whilst favoured with ability of body, and was con- [committed to him, his labours in which, were sound
cerncd therein in patient waiting tor the arising of

j

and edifying. He was blessed with a good under-
life. His friends express the belief that "he was

j

standing and sound judgment, and being a friend

often comforted therein." He frequently said he i to good order and discipline, whilst his own con-

did not attend meetings because others did, but versation was exemplary, enforcing and uphold-
because he found a .secret benefit in so doing. He [ing his labours,he wasveryserviceable in thechurch.
was a tender husband, affectionate father and kind i His place of residence was remote from the meet
neighbour, having a testimony against much use of ing-house, yet even in the decline of life, when his

spirituous liquors. infirmities of body rendered it difficult and painful

He had a large share of afflictions, under which 1 for him to attend, he was often found there with
he was very patient, and bore the infirmities at-

j

his friends. Thus he manifested that the love

teudant on old age, with apparent resignation of
j

which he felt for them in his youth, continued un-
mind. He several times expressed his willingness! abated to the last.

to depart saying, that he waited for his dissolution,! He departed this life. Sixth month 24th, 1773,
and hoped he should be patient until the Lord's

I being in the 83rd year of his age.

time, which was the best time. He lost his be- „
, ', ..-__,.

, ,
DANIEL MORGAN.

loved companion in 1/71, to whose memory hej

prepared a suitable memorial, after which he still 1
Daniel Morgan was born in Moyamensing, near

lingered in faith and patience, until on the 23rd of
|

the City of Philadelphia, in the year 1691. Whilst
Fourth month, 1773, his dear Saviour was pleased | still young, his parents removed into Gwynedd, then
to release him from the sufferings of time, he being just being settled, where he was strictly edu
in the 88th year of his age. cated in christian conformity to the principles of

Truth. As he grew in years he felt the necessity

of becoming for himself acquainted with the in-

ward operations of Diviue Grace. Being favoured
parents who were not iu profession with Friends,

j

to experience them, and being faithfully obedient
In early life being favoured with the visitations of thereto, he came to attain to a good degree of
Diviue Grace, he yielded thereto, and became cir-| growth in righteousness, and attained the station
cumspect in life, and grew iu religious experience, .of a Father in the church. He received a gift in

Many were the exercises of mind which he expe-jthe ministry, and felt himself constrained te) en-
rienced, before he was joined in membership with

j

courage others to faithfulness in the improvement
the Eeligious Society of Friends. One cause ofiof their talents, that when time to them should
trial grew out of the necessity he felt of attending terminate, they might receive the answer of icell

week-day religious meetings. He was, however, ia.-idone.

vaured with strength to Jjecgme diligent herein,] He was not called to travel much in the work of

the ministry, but was frequent in the exercise of his

gift in his own and adjacent meetings, where his

labours were well received. His innocent, loving

disposition, and his readiness to do good to all, in

every way he could, rendered him generally be-

loved and respected by his friends and neighbours.

His last illness, which was the palsy, was short.

After a few days of unconsciousness, he deceased

Seventh month 6th, 1773, in the 82nd year of his

ZACCHEUS DU.NN.

Zaccheus Dunn was born about the year 1696, of

SAMUEL SATTERTHWAITE.

Samuel Satterthwaite was born within the limits

of Chesterfield Monthly Meeting, New Jersey,

Seventh month 26th, 1695, of honest parents, pro-

fessing the Truth. As he grew up, through the

merciful visitations of Divine Grace, and his sub-

mission thereto, he became sober and religiously

exemplary in his life and conversation. He was a

lover of meetings and a diligent attender thereof.

He was useful in Religious Society, and for many
years was an approved elderof Chesterfield Monthly
Meeting.

In general society he was a good neighbour, a1|

kind friend, and one very careful not to give a jusW
cause of offence to any one. He died Eighth,

month 16th, 1773, in the 78th year of his age.

ELIZABETH WOOLMAN.

Elizabeth, a daughter of Henry and Elizabeth

Burr, of Burlington County, New Jersey, was born

there in the year 1695. Her valuable and religiously

concerned parents gave her a religiously guarded

education, and through submission to the gracious

visitations of her heavenly Father's love, she was
strengthened to live a self-denying, exemplary life,

even in her young days. In the year 1714, she

was married to Samuel Woolman, to whom she

proved an affectionate wife, and a true helpmate in

every thing appertaining to life and salvation. As
a wife and a widow she was alike exemplary, and

few have exceeded her in religious care over her

children. She laboured earnestly for thtir spiritual

good, restraining them from participating in the

follies and vanities of childhood, and causing them
frequently to read the holy scriptures, and other

religious books. She often in a prudent and be-

coming manner, gave them wholesome advice and

admonition. Of the good result of her labours

with them, we may see some trace in the journal of

her son John, and it is believed that all her chil-

dren, were in good measure obedient to that Di-

vine Grace, whose .seasoning virtue they saw so

beautifully exemplified in the conduct of their pa-

rent.

Elizabeth was a good neighbour, a woman given

to hospitality, whose house and heart were open to

entertain her friends. She was of good service in

the church, being long an overseer of Rancocas
Particular Meeting, and an elder of Burlington

Monthly Meeting. She freely contributed of her

means towards the support of the poor, and was a

diligent attender of meeting.*, in which she was
concerned to wait in reverence and patience upoa
the Gracious Helper of Israel for the arising of

his pure infiuence on her mind, this she ever found

the best preparation for a proper discharge of every

religious duty. In her last illness she was con-

tented and resigned to the will of her blessed

heavenly Father, waiting until he should release

her from her afflicted body. She departed this

life, Ninth month 8th, 1773, aged about 78 year?.

Ingratitude is a crime so shameful, that the man
was never yet found, who would acknowledge him*

self guilty of it.
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Right Views of this Life.—We are placed here

on earth only for a season : like travellers at an

inn, we are permitted to take shelter for a night in

this frail habitation :— it is a strange place, and

has hut temporary and middling accommodations;

and all the comfort it affords, is far inferior to the

abundauce, which we have to expect will be dealt

to us in our Father's mansion, our heavenly home.

None of those numerous objects which we see around,

rightly belong to us ; they are not our property

strictly speaking 5 but are lent to us for the supply

of our necessities, for our comfort, for the right

enjoyment of them. I have often wished that this

view of life might occasionally occupy our minds.

Let us consider what would be some of the conse-

quences of taking such a view of life as I have

ventured to point out. Let us see what ought

properly to follow, from the establishment of such

a principle as this, that the earth we inhabit is not

our rest, that we are but pilgrims and wanderers

upon the face of it, that none of those things which

our senses can perceive, are our own ; but that we

are only for a time permitted the use of them : how

could we, with this principle in our sight, abuse

those innumerable blessings, which the great Giver

of every good and perfect gift, has been pleased to

bestow ;—how could we do otherwise than apply

all those natural things, which are in mercy pro-

vided for us, to the purposes for which they were

intended. Then among many other good effects

there would be no servile and degrading obedience

to custom and fashion ; but such simplicity in our

ay of living, such denial of whatever is super

fluous, expensive, useless, or productive of injury

to the mind, as is now scarcely thought of or un^

rstood.

—

John Barclay.

An aspiring, lofty, domineering Spirit.—Thi;

spirit must be kept out from among you ; this aspir-

ing spirit, this lofty ruling spirit, which loves to bi

great, which loves to have dominion, which would

exalt itself, because of the gifts it has received, and

would bring others into subjection; this spirit must

be subdued amongst Christ's disciples, or it

ruin all. The Lord gives grace and knowledge for

another end than for men to take upon them to be

great, and rule over others because of it. And h

that, because of this, thinks himself fit to rule over

men's consciences, and to make them bow to what

he knows or takes to be truth, he loseth his

own life hereby ; and so far as he prevails upon

others, he doth but destroy their life too. For it

is not so much speaking true things that doeth

good, as speaking them from the pure, and con-

veying them to to the pure : for the life runs along

from the vessel of life in one, into the vessel of life

nother; and the words (though ever so true)

cannot convey life to another, but as the living

iel opens in the one, and is opened in the other.

—Isaac Benin iiton.

It may not be unprofitable, therefore, and it will Walter Raleigh's time, by his ehip carpenter while

be far from uninteresting, to take a brief survey of' lying off Trinidad, in 15'J.j, it was not brought

the history of a mahogany trunk, from its growth! into notice in England until the beginning of

in the untrodden forest, where its umbrageous 1 the eighteenth century, when Dr. Gibbou-, au emi-

limbs may yield a shelter to the panther and the uenl physician, exhibited to his friends the first ar-

From tlie Leisu

Perhaps the

language which

Mahogany,

hardly a ' rd in the English

more truly a household word
than the one which stands at the head of this ar

tide. Under the domestic roof nearly all our sur

roundings are of mahogany ; our book-cases

tables, chairs, desks, sideboards, sofas, musical in

Rtrumeuts, and for the most part our bedsteads, are

made of this material, and the use of it is so gene-

ral that we can hardly conceive of a furnished

house without the appliances of mahogany furni-

ture. Yet, though the material is so common,
there are comparatively few of us who have taken

the trouble to inquire whence it is all derived, and
to what sources and industrial agencies it is owing.

wild boar, to its arrival in merry England, where,

polished state, it is of course expected to

groan under the weight of John Bull's good

cheer.

There are various sorts of mahogany, differing

in an almost fabulous ratio in value. Thus, the

African mahogany, which grows plentifully in the

districts of Senegal, and is shipped to this country

from Sierra Leone, is of comparatively small value,

owing to its liability to warp into ungainly shapes;

the wood is hard and of close texture, hut, in con-

sequence of its characteristic failing, it is never

used for purposes of ornament, and is chiefly in

demand for the construction of articles of small

expense and great strength, such as engine-frames,

gun-carriages, mangles, etc. Other kinds are found

in the East Indies ; but very little mahogany of

oriental growth comes to this country, save in the

shape of manufactured articles. Of the mahogany

which is brought to these islands, by far the major

portion is felled in the forests on the coast of Hon-

duras, a province of Mexico, where it grows in vast

quantities, rarely in groves or even in groups of

trees, but mingled with other forest timber and

surrounded wit1i dense scrub and underwood, ut-

terly impenetrable by the ordinary traveller. The

tree is a grand and magnificent object, having

enormous branches of solid timber, and sometimes

reaching to an enormous height ; but, unlike most

of the tropical trees, it seems to have no speei

partiality tor any particular locality. The seeds

are wincred, and are carried in all directions by

the wind, and it would seem that wherever they

drop, they take kindly to the soil and flourish

thus they grow luxuriantly in low marshy ground

or in a deep alluvial soil, and they are fouud also

flourishing on rocks apparently bare of soil, and

sendinc their roots deep into the stony fissures,

which they widen and rend asunder by the slow

force of their expansion.

It is a fact, however, that the different value of

the wood is determined for the most part by the

locality where it grows : that which takes root on

a fat or wet soil is soft, even-grained, pale and po-

rous, and is of the lowest value, while that which

"rows without moisture, save what it derives from

the atmosphere, is hard, figured, knotty, and in-

voluted in grain, and densely close in texture, as

well as of a deep rich colour. The difference in

value between the two kinds may be estimated by

the fact, that for the best sort pianoforte-makers

have been known to give as much as £200 per

cubic yard, while the same quantity of the com-

moner'kind would be well sold for ten or twelve

pounds. The more valuable kind is, however,

rarelv used in the mass, but is cut up into veneers to

form' the polished surfaces of fiue cabinet work,

Of these finer sorts, known in the market undei

the name of Spanish mahogany, the larger portion

comes from the mountainous districts of Cuba and

St. Domingo. Formerly large quantities came to

England from Jamaica, but the supply from thence

has nearly ceased, owing to the exhaustion of the

stock; the Jamaica mahogany was much prized,

and is said still to command the highest biddings.

No attempts have ever been made, so far as we are

aware of, to establish mahogany plantations ; as

d years to grow before

icles of Engliih domestic furniture manufactured

from it.

We will now proceed to get out our logs of ma-
hogany from the depths of the Honduras forest.

The work is done by gangs of men, who may be

either slaves or free labourers, or the gang may
usist of both working together. They are all

der the control of a captain, and they number

^ them a mahogany huntsman, the nature of

whose peculiar function will presently appear. The

number of the whole gang can be hardly less than

five-aud-twenty, and sometimes amounts to as many
as fifty. The work always commences in the month

of August, and it is the huntsman who inaugurates

the proceedings. It is his business to hunt out trees,

which must be growing in the neighbourhood of a

river—the nearer the better—and which it will pay

to cut down. The woods, as we have already re-

marked, being impenetrable to travellers, he sets

out on his mission armed with a manchet, a kind

of ponderous cutlass formed for delivering power-

ful blows ; with this instrument he carves every

step of his way through the bushy and tangled

underwood, until he arrives at some elevated point.

Here he ascends a tree and looks out for mahogany

wood ; he knows it instantly at sight, because in

this month the leaves of the tree are of a brilliant

orange colour, and he can trace the well-known

hue over a large expanse of forest many miles in

extent. He takes a very careful survey and forms

a scheme of operations, contriving to plan as much

work and no more, as can be accomplished during

the season. Having marked down his prey, which

will consist of a number of trees standing pretty

nearly together, if he can so manage it—though

will not scruple to take in a promising trunk at

nile or two distant from the rest—his next

course is to cut his way to them. While chopping

ay at this work, he sometimes discovers that

the huntsman belonging to some rival gang has

marked the same prey, and is hewing Ids way to

it from some other point of observation. In this case,

the race and the strife become desperate : Pora-

pey on this side, hews and chops, and toils, and

sweats, veiling at his labour like a madman; while

Sambo, 'on that side, sweats and toils, and chops

and hews, and responds with yells just as frantic

and more defiant. It is a pretty pair of black

babes in the wood, brandishing their gleaming

weapons, not at each other, but at the stubborn

bush which keeps them asunder. This energetic

warfare, however, leads to no bloodshed—only to

excessive perspiration. As, among whalers, the

first harpoon into the blubber secures the whale, so

amon2 mahogany hunters, the first manchet that

severs' the bark secures the trunk.

Having marked down his prey, and set his brand

upon them, the huntsman returns to the captain

and reports progress. The captain summons his

gang, and, following in the track made by the

huntsman, the felling of the trees immediately

commences. This is anything but a summary

operation. In the first place, the tree is not cut

down near the root, like a British oak, but is sev-

ered at the height of some ten or more feet from

the ground ; the reason of this being, probably,

that the lower part of the trunk, having a coarse

Train which is exceedingly parous and soft, is as

kelv to sink as to swim when it gets into the
the tree takes two hundreo

it is accounted fit for fellinj, we need not wonder if likely

it has been neglected by the planter. The use of 1 water, and is in other respects valueless. A stage

mahogany with us is comparatively recent ; for al- has therefore to be erected round each tree with an

thou"-h the beauty of the wood was recognised in Sir
|
opening on one side for the fall. Though felling in
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*l,i, manner is evidently most perilous, yet a fatal The True Teaching of the Heavenly Anoint.ing.W<it as members in the cburch of God. Seeino

Sd^ ra^i^appenj and th'e tree, 'ar'e felled in' -However we may he disposed to cherish christian j unless tbe. unmort.fied wdU and^t.^pers^a^^

rpT,7mrthan"'w7uW"b7ima.'iued possible. After ! charity one towards another, as religious profes- Imitted to, however uureasonable they will break the

he Min. comeTthe loppin° and^learing, which sors, /et I am fully persuaded, that whenever the peace of sooety, aud violate the who esome order
the tUIing come= tne lopp

^^
^.,

j^'^f j^^ ^^^^^ ^,,i i,^, society are thoroughly un- thereof, being like the unsubjected bulls ot Bashan.
ici^uic jj - D d; r

"^ , ., .,, ", i^_ J. J „j,.:u;„„ „f iiio ! TKoi-oCn-o I'n m.ir.li nfFM(>tinn and desire tor the wel-

caution and warn
company and conver-

long as"the preachers and teachers of thelsation of such, though under the same profession.

is done at more i

while th hers are differently employed,? the derstood, they will always be found striking at the There ore, m much affection and

branches it may be observed, yield better timber
i

root of a tree, upon which most other denomica- jfare ot tender youth, I would

than the' trunk their wood being of much closer! tions are feeding ; and this must and will be the j them carefully to avoid the con

^rain and more richly fi-mred, though the trunk,' case, so long as the preachers and teachers of the sation of such though under th

from iU greater ma^sf is invariably of most value,
j

people are paid for the performance of their offi- who disregard their parents and those who have

Wh^l h^e oppers are busy with their axes, the rest ces, and are trained up for them. I am far from ! the rule over them
;
who slight or speak contemptu-

of thelaniare en^a^ed in the onerous labour of asserting, that there are not individuals of other, ously of their betters such as ministers and el-

cutin^anopen and° practicable road through the' sooietie." who arc truly called to the work ot ;ders, etc., or of the Christian advices frequently

den e°fore°t^br the transport of the logs to the preaching the gospel, and who are labouring in the [given forth by the Yearly and other meetings, or

rivers brink This forms by far the mo»t weari- noble cause from pure and disinterested motives ;
ot the wholesome discipline established amongst

some part of their labour, and generally oc-j but I do fear that the number of these is compara- jus as a people in the wisdom of Truth.—Jo/m

copies them for several months. Before they be

gin, they build themselves comfortable habitations

by the river side, and during the felling season

the several mahogany works form so many villa-

ges on the banks of the stream, all of which are

destined to disappear when the season comes to a

close.
(To be conduJia.J

*~*
Selected.

LITTLE THINGS.

Scorn not the slightest word or deed,

Nor deem it void of power
;

There's fruit in each wind-w.ifled seed,

Waiting its natal hour.

A whispered word may touch the heart,

And call it back to iife
;

A look of love bid sin depart.

And still unholy strife.

No act falls fruitless; none can tell

How vast its power may be,

Nor what results enfolded dwell

Within it, silently.

Work, and despair not; give thy mile,

Nor care how small it be
;

God is with all that serve the right,

The holy, true, and free

!

ly small : and it is my belief, that if no money Griffith.

was permitted to circulate in connection with the

outward performance of any religious service, the

religion of Jesus would soon shake off the defile-

ments with which it has been sullied, and again

For "The Friend."

The following extract from a monthly report

of one of the benevolent institutions of Philadel-

phia, supported by the liberality of its citizens,

shine forth in primitive purity and lustre, " clear jgiygs some idea of the wretchedness and degrada-

as the sun, fair as the moon, and terrible" to sin (Jq^ jq which little children are often exposed, and

and iniquity, "as an army with banners." Oh ! frgm which the effort is making to rescue them by

that men would come to that true teaching oj </*« the humane. " The Union School and Children's

heavenly anointing within them, which would mo,„g^" which is the institution alluded to, has often

abide in them and teach them all things; and Lg m^^y ^s one hundred and fifty children of from

hich is Truth itself and no lie. Then would [gi^. mQatijg to six years of age, within its walls,

they be sensible, that they needed no man to teach
;
probably the notice may interest the readers of

\

them; for teachings of man would be to them asluxhe Friend."
j

that water, of which "whosoever drinketh, shall
j

" One or two cases may be cited for the benefit of

'

thirst again;" but when they have tasted of theit]josc managers, who not being members of this

water given them by the Prince of life himself, committee, are not brought so closely in contact

which should be in them " a well of water spring-
i ^\^}^ the bitter fruits of this moral pestilence. Three

ing up unto everlasting life," '^whosoevej drinketh children of two and a half, five and seven j'ears,

Bobbing tbe llermit.

In wandering around the top of Mt. Tabor.

found an old hermit who had been here several

He wore a frock-dress, a cap, and long

beard, spoke Italian, and lived in a part of

a ruin under ground. Originally from Fiussia,
'

ye

of this, shall never thirst."

—

Daniel Wieekr.

Our Saviour indicates a signal characteristic of

were brought by the officers ; their mother charged

with being ahabitual drunkard, had beencommitted

,.^ to prison, and on the same day the corpse of her
himself, when he says, " And I lay down my life

j^j.^^^^ ^^^^ removed by the Guardians of the Poor,

for the shtep:' But this same mark should bci^j.^^
the miserable room in which she lived. Eight

found upon all his disciples. The circumstances I

j-j^jj^j^gg ^^^^ ;^ (he house, all of whom were col-

are different, as the persons are too : but, in either j^j ^^^ jj^^ ^^^ ]g f^^^ ^{ the eldest little

girl, looked as though along life-time of sorrow
°" had cast its shadow over her youthful brow. Two

ehed his premises for money and robbed lent life, its pleasures or its interests, as may

him of everything he had, scarcely sparing his |
necessary, in order that we

case, it IS the sacrifice of one's self for the benefit;^

of his fellow man. With
tual suffering of death, as it was wiiQ our -i^or"

i
: others were brout'ht by the same officers, one an

but that we may truly follow him, and do whatj;^(.^^j ^^ ggarcely a year old, the mother in the
'

we can for the good of others, we must hold life,
;gtation house, committed for drunkenness, alike un-

with all its endearments, subject to any call of
jj,^^^^;^,^. ^j ^j^g p;.gggy(,g ^f her children, or their

' ^^ -.-J- "" ""-^ r.„t„., „ ...
g^.jj j^jjgjjjg^^ 3^ gjj.j Qf seven

prison. Father in the army.
had shortly after his arrival taken up his lodgingsl sacrifice that may be made upon us; and actually

^.^^^^^^1 f^^^^ j,gj_

here, and was attacked by a party of Bedouins,! give up, from day to day, just as much of the pres-

,

Mother it

beard, and leaving him to endure the cold without! service in the kingdom of Christ. We have the

any thing to cover bim but the leaves. I think hi

said that three days afterwards, the Arabs re

turned, bringing everything back, laying them at

his feet, and asking his blessing. They had been
j

that sometimes accompany the spirit and the act,

attacked by a disease soon after the robbery, and, we need not concern ourselves to inquire,

attributing it to their treatment of the old hermit. Again : Christ says, "i huve power to lay it

they restored not only what they had taken, but"'o»'«, ^'""^ -^ '""''^ power to take it again." We
also brought provisions, with whi'ch they continue liave not such power in our own hands; but our

to furnish him up to the present time, all esteeming Lord holds it for us, so that our position is inde

him as a prophet,

., ,
, And yet another, a little motherless boy, whose in-

the best possible Lg^pgj,3jg
father had enlisted in one of the regi-

We have the
^g^j^^ now recruiting in this city, and for weeks

privilege of daily martyrdom, to be followed by its[j|^ig j^jg ^^^ [^^^j j^^j ^^ bo^g ^ut the soldiers

onours and blessedness, m whatsoever circumstan-
!^,g^j.j.j^j,].^ . ^^^^ ^g^g ordered out to camp, but the

may be placed ; how much of the_ sufferings
^-.^^^^^ ^.^^ j^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ fg^^^^ ^nd as company

after company marched away, tlie little fellow was

Before leaving, wo. offered a small sum of mo-
ney to the hermit, who had taken pains to attend

us and exhibit some places which in his long and
lonely walks he had discovered ; but he declined.
" Why should I take money (o tempt these wild

men to rob uie?" Our guide kissed his hand with

much reverence, and we parted from him.

—

From
Osborne's Palestine, Past and Present.

The foregoing story of society in a primitive

condition, shows with great plainness the connection

between riches and the swoid. The subject being

brought into microscopic proportions; that those

who heap together riches are tempted to defend

them with the sword. C.

pendent of the world, and of the powers of evil,

just as his was ; and as in his case he did resume

more than he laid down, so will be given to us, by

his Almighty hand, more than any creature has

to surrender for the highest objects of his existence.

—Late Paper.

A Christian Exiiortation for our Youth.—Very

great is the danger when the young and inexpe-

rienced are proud and opinionated. This naturally

raises them above instruction, putting them out of Lj^g jj^j ggryed out her apprenticeship, received her

the way of being truly profitable, either to them-jtgn dollars, and still finds a good home with her,

selves or others. Such, unless their hearts are
| ^ijo tor ten years, has been her kind guardian."

mercifully turned by a supernatural power, are I

»-»^

never likely to be fit for governing families, or to
j

Spiritual sloth, leads to spiritual poverty.

left alone, until an officer of the regiment saw hie

and had him sent to our Home. Such is a brief

outline of the cases that are constantly brought to

the notice of your committee, and we feel confident

that no member of it, who has ever listened to the

thrilling lectures of John B. Gough, could fail to

realize, that they are not over- wrought pictures,

but faithful delineations of sad realities. Stop

this great evil, and our Home would almost be

tenantless.

" The bright side of the picture. On last com-

mittee day, a lady came to the Home, bringing

with her a nice looking-girl, whom some of the

managers took to be her daughter, but she proved

to be one of the earliest inmates of the Institution,
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Extracted.

The Trials of a Honsekeeper.
'• Thou an wise if tlioii Ijuat off petty troubles, nor

Buffer their sting to tret thee. Thou art wise and shall

find comfort if thou studj' thy pleasures in trifles, fur

slender joys oft repeated fall like sunshine on the heart.'

The Trials of a Housekeeper !—Where is the

mother or mistress of a family, who does not un-

der.-?tand full well the meaniog of these emphatic

words? as they meet her eye, a dim shadowy re-

collection comes before the mental vision, each of

which awakens something of the uneasiness which

their presence originally occasioned. The terms

are in every ones mouth, and dull indeed must the

ear be that does not hear them daily in the social

intercourse of life. But what are those trials that

thus afflict one portion of the human family par-

ticularly ! not surely the loss of health, or repu-

tation, or friends; nor sickness nor death; for

these are incidental to every rank and station,

hile the vexations to which we refer seem to

3 confined to one particular condition. What,
then, are the influences which too frequently trans-

form the cheerful, good humoured bride into the

peevish, fretful, discontented wife or mother ? That

they are usually trifles in themselves may readily

be conceded, but that they are therefore unworthy

of regard and sympathy does cot by any means
follow.

' The deepest wretchedness of life is continuance

of petty pains;" and none but the uninitiated can

doubt that the mistress of a family is constantly

exposed to trifling annoyances, which are in reality

more diflicult to bear, than serious afflictions. How
often where we see overwhelming reverses borne

with fortitude and equanimity, does the temper

give way before those petty inconveniences which

are involved in the very existence of the social re-

lations. How often do we see the woman who can

stand by the dying bed of a parent, a companion,

or a child, with the calmness of christian submis-

sion ; who can bear the unwonted privations and

education of our children,—as if this education

were not commenced with the fir.st dawn of infant

intellect, profiressing ever since without one mo-
ment's intermission. The mother is herself the first

book read by her child ; and what it sees there,

will certainly be copied in his heart and in his life.

Her character and deportment, more than any or

all other infiueuces, are educating her children
;

and happy is it for society, when the lessons daily

learned irom her are such as may safely influence

their conduct and conversation. But may it never

be forgotten, that example rather than precept, is

to form the character of those committed to our

charge. It is worse than idle to expect that the

formal calculations of sweetness and patience will

make our children amiable and forbearing, when
they see us irritated by trifles and thrown off our

guard by the unavoidable evils of life. Woman, as

the centre of the domestic circle, should diffuse

sunshine and warmth through the whole atmos-

phere of home.
But if she, who should be the guardian genius

of that hallowed spot, meets her husband with re-

pinings, and it may be with reproaches, instead of

cheerful words and kind welcome ; if her face

wear habitually a wintry frown, instead of the

light smile which won his heart, what hope of hap-

piness remains for him on earth ? a fearful respon-

sibility restsupon the wife under such circumstances;

and should the husband of her love make ship-

wreck of hope, of honour and happiness,— should

he fly for solace awayfrom home ; would not con-

science whisper, thou art the cause of his undoing?

How many good and noble qualities have we seen

ob.scured by the indulgence of habitual fretfulness,

while the unconscious victim of this miserable pro-

pensity, imagined herself the mo.- 1 blameless and

unfortunate of human beings I Beauty, wit, ge-

nius, learning, what are they all when combined
with this unlovely and uncomfortable trait of char-

acter. Dear young Friends, we entreat you to earn

humiliations of poverty without a murmur; yet the appellation of amiable, good-tempered

suffer herself and all around her to be made not by the display of that hollow courtesy which is

reserved for public occasions, to advance your ownthoroughly uncomfortable, by one of those trivial

accidents to which she is liable in the management
her domestic affairs : To such an extent is this

true, that those great events that form eras in the

history of woman, cannot be regarded as a proper

criterion by which to judge of the strength of her

character, or the equability of her temper. Never

until she has been tried as a housekeeper, is the

)rth of her character or its deficiencies fairly

It is because we have not learned to seek strength

from above for the ordinary purposes of life, that

the formidable trials obtain so much power over

our happiness and usefulness; we feel that grace

alone can enable us to bear great afflictions, but do

not expect it on those small occasions, which are

constantly occurring, and which more than any

other, go to make up the sum total of domestic

happiness or misery. We have called these small

occa.sions, they are so in their nature^ but not in

their consequences.

Whatever mars the happiness of a family, what-

ever affects injuriously the temper and moral cha-

racter of children, or domestics, possesses an im-

portance, which we cannot adequately estimate :

and what m
ebullitions of

Ifish ends, but by the constant practice of kind-

ness and forbearance in the domestic circle. Cul-

tivate at all times, a spirit of accoLnmodation and
j

self-denial, in your intercourse with others, for de-

pend upon it, if as young woman, you do not learn

to subdue your own will, and consult the happiness

of those around you, you will be miserable. There

is no magic influence, to convert the selfish daughter

into the patient devoted mother, or the careless

young girl into the disinterested woman. Nothing

but the power of the Holy Spirit can enable you
to overcome the natural selfishness of the human
heart ; and without this, every effort will be to a

great degree, unavailing.

There must be a new principle implanted within

us, ere we can bear with patience the trials of life,

or cheerfully yield our own will to that of another.

Everything in the education of woman should

be to develope a spirit of self-devotion and self-

renunciation. This spirit can never be too njuch

cultivated by our sex, because by it " our highest

triumphs are to be achieved,'' and it bears with "it

as it is vanquished or victorious," the destinies of

the world. It is the true mission of woman to ex-

kely to do this, than frequent! hibit to mankind the moral beauty of that love,

ger, frequent paroxysms of fretful- which seeketh not her own but the good of others.

ness and impatience in her to whom they look for and finds its own highest honour and happiness in

guidance and instruction? Long after she has i so doing.

forgotten the feeling and the circumstances that In this limited, but important sphere she will bo

called it forth, the fatal influence is operating on; one of the most active and efficient agents of her

those ductile minds, and preparing them for a re- 'Heavenly Father's work of man's renovation, and

petition of the same scenes in future ages. We generations yet unborn shall arise and call her

talk of the commencement and finishim' of the blessed.

Our balking influence, or Otat ukich tends to

bring religion into discredit.—A great portion of

mankind seem to have no time to spare for salva-

tion—business, business—money, money—are the

main objects of their desire. Where then are

found among such professing christians, the salt of

the earth—the lights of the world? What light

or example does the devotee to this world afford to

the rising generation? Is there any thing in his

spirit, in his conduct, in his language, in his coun-

teuauce, that draws and invites to Christ, and tells

the youthful beholder, that the salvation of hid

soul, and the glory of his Creator, are the great

purposes to which the faculties of his mind and
the strength of his body should be devoted, above
everything else ? Is he leading him in the paths

of righteousness, and contributing to make him, as

he rises in life, a valuable citizen, a spiritual chris-

tian, that he may become a leader and instructor

of others in the same path? No such thing. Ilis

practice, his carnal doctrines, his slavery to the

world, tend to drive others from religion, and to

bring it into discredit.— The Pursuit of liiclies.

An Interesting Relic.—Dr. Perkins exhibited

at the missionary meeting at London, recently, a

copy of the New Testament which he found in

Persia, which was seven hundred years old. It

was written in the ancient Syriac language, (the

same spoken by Jesus Christ when on earth,) upon
parchment, with a reed for a pen. Of course the

volume was bulky, though not as large as we should

suppose a Testament made in that way would be.

It was not thicker than a Webster's unabridged,

and not more than two thirds as large. Dr. Per-

kins found three or four copies of the Testament
in this form in that country, which were, if we un-

derstood him, the only written language that the

people had. By the aid of these he made a lan-

guage for the Nestorians, and instructed them in

it for nearly thirty years. Dr. Perkins said also

that this New Testament, which had been tran-

scribed in this rude manner several limes, and
handed down from the time of Christ, was, in

every important respect, the same as the scripture

which we now have—a remarkable proof of the

authenticity of our Bible.— Caledonian^ St. Jokns-

tury, Vl.

The great thing in the Work.—Oh I that we
who are young, may so tread in the path of the

just, that we may be prepared to fill up the vacated

seats in the militant church, of those who are gone

before, and who have filled up their measure of en-

during. * * * * Watchfulness unto that which

is good, seems to me the great thing in the work,

I am sensible we can thus only walk worthy of our

vocation and privileges.

—

John Barclay.

Gentle Instructions of the Holy Spirit.—

I

never more clearly saw the necessity there was for

us who profess the Truth, singly to attend to the

gentle instructions of the Holy Spirit, who only

doth, and ever will, lead and guide into all truth,

and preserveth from those errors and failings

which are so abundantly evident amongst us,

whereby our hands arc weakened in respect to a

careful exercise of the discipline of the church.

—

Joh/i Churchman.

THS FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 26,

rniLADELPHr.V yearly MEETIXG.

The session of this meeting commenced on Se-

md-day morning, the Silst. At the time of our
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goiDg to press, the business of the meeting had

progressed satisfactorily, and the prospect was that

the meeting would conclude ou Fifth daj evening

or Sixth day morning. In a future number we

shall give the proceedings of the meeting in detail.

SU.MMARV OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—News from Eugland to the 6th inst. The

steamship Great Eastern, is advertised to leave Milford

for New York on the 6th of next month. The financial

report of the Ministers to Parliament, gives the amount

of revenue for the past year, as £69,674,470, and the

actual expenditures as £70,838,000, showiug .i deficit of

£1,160,000. Gladstone, in the course of his speech, ad-

verted to the great drawbacks arising from the Ameri-

can crisis, which had turned out worse than was antici-

pated. The cotton crisis was a most serious feature to

England. A blockade had of course been expected, but

it had proved far more rigorous, and extended over a

greater line of coast than had been anticipated, and its

eflect had been nearly to double the price of cotton. The
loss on the American trade was great, the exports hav-

ing fallen from nearly 22,000,000 sterling, in 1860, to

only 9,000,000 in 1861. Trade with America, according

to recent returns, was, however, improving. The iMan-

chester market is steady and firmer. Flour had declined

6(1. a Is. ; wheat was steady at previous rates.

The Paris Moniteur announces that in order to lighten

the burdens of the treasury and enter forthwith into the

economy promised in the budget, the Emperor has or-

dered a'reduction of 32,000 men in the ettective strength

of the army. The disbanding of the 101st and 102d In-

fantry regiments, and sale of 2200 horses, is also ordered.

It is asserted that detachments of the French troops

have received orders to traverse the frontiers to prevent

the passage of brigands from the Pontificial States into

Italy, and to arrest such persons even should they be

found unarmed. The French troops have also been in-

structed to arrest any Pontificial gen d'armes who may
aid the brigands.

It is oflicially declared that the Spanish government
has most resolutely determined not to infringe on the

sovereignty and independence of Mexico.

A letter from the Prussian Minister of Finance to the

Minister of War, is published, urgently requesting the
reduction of the military budget, in order to remove the

present additional taxes. The St Petersburg Academy
Gazette, states that the Russian Minister of the Interior,

has officially announced that the Government intends
preserviug the censorship over all periodicals, but to do
away with it gradually by judicial proceedings.

United States.— T/ie Surrender ofNorJolk.—The
Committee of the U. S. Senate, to inquire into th

cumstances attending the surrender and di

the public property at Norfolk, have made a report, se-

verely censuring tlie Buchanan Administration for iti

faithlessness andneglcct ofduty. The Committee say that
the present Administration cannot beheld blameless foi

suffering thirty-seven days to elapse afier it came inU
power, without making any movement for the protection
of the ships and other property at that place. There
were at Norfolk, at the outbreak of the rebellion, at least

2,000 heavy guns, which, with military stores of all

kinds, fell into the hands of the rebels. The whole pro
perty is valued at §9,760,000.
New Mczico.-—The contest at Apache Pass, was a seven

oue for the numbers engaged. The U. S. troops lost

150, in killed, wounded and missing, and the lebcls
about 400, including 100 prisoners. The Texans had
considerable force in the Territory, and it was supposed
would not withdraw without further bloodshed.
rcnnmcc—There are 7,000 sick soldiers at Nashvilli

2,000 of these are from the rebel armv, taken prisoners
at Donclson, Bowling Green and Nashville. Sir

great battle on the Tennessee river, the rebel ar
iis head quarters at the foot of Pea Ilidge, extending teu
miles from Curinth, and the advance ot the U. S. troops
was recently eight miles from Piitsburg, leaving only
spue of two miles between the opposing armies. An
expedition from Gen. Halleck's army, with gun boats
lr.ui.<p.jrts, proceeded up the Tennessee river to a point
near lOastport, Mississippi, where they landed, and pro-
ceeded inland to Bear Creek Bridge, where they des-
troyed the two bridges on the Mobile and Ohio railroad
thus cutting olfthe communication of the rebel army al

Corinth with Alabama, and the rest of the Confederacy
except New Orleans. The flotilla commanded by Com
Foote, is operating against Fort Pillow, on the Missis,
sippi, about eighty miles above Memphis.

The Mississippi Jtver.—Tha New Uileims corrcspoii'
deuce of the Memphis Appeal, says that ihe rebel gov-

ernment is now constructing in New Orleans, thirteen

irge iron-clad gun boats. The largest is armed with
~

d with rail-road iron, and
It was the confident ex-

pectation at New Orleans, that these boats will be able

drive the U. S. fleet from the Mississippi.

Alabama.—At the latest dates. Gen. Mitchell was at

luka, no great distance from the great rebel army at

Corinth, Miss., having burned the bridges across the

Tennessee at Decatur and Florence. Beauregard's army
had been re-iuforced from Arkansas and other quarters.

Vire/iiiia.—The siege at Yorktown continues, with such

ily incidents as usually attend sieges, with occasional

'ties from the rebels, artillery engagements, &c.,

attended with some loss of life ou both sides. On
! IGth, one of the divisions of the U. S. army had a

sharp encounter with the rebels, in which 164 of the

Federal troops were killed or wounded. The attack

was made by the rebels, who were driven back with a

loss supposed to be greater than that of the U.S. troops.

The rebels are straining every nerve to make a desper-

resistance at Yorktown. Jefferson Davis is reported

le there and in command of the Confederate forces,

) are said to number about 100,000 men. The opera-

s of Gen. Bank's army in the valley of the Shenan-
doah, continued to be successful. In various skirmishes

the rebels had been defeated, and a number ofthem taken

prisoners. His forces were still moving southward.
Gen. M'Dowell's division is moving down towards Rich-

mond, and by the latest accounts, was in front of Fred-

ericksburg, if not in actual possession.

Florida.—Apalachicola, Florida, has been taken by
the Federal forces, the rebels -offering no resistance.

Most of the inhabitants fled on the approach of the U.

S. troops.

Fort Pulaski, eighteen miles below the

City of Savannah, has been taken by the Federal

forces. The garrison surrendered unconditionally, alter

, bombardment of two or three days. The capture was
ffected with very little loss of life. The number of

prisoners taken, was 374, together with the entire arma-
ment, 47 guns, and a large supply of ammunition and
stores.

New York.—Mortality last week, 395.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 303.

Affairs in the South.—According to a late decree of

the rebel Congress, every able-bodied white man, from
eighteen to forty-five years of age, living in the seceded
States, is attached to their army, and may be seized

upon at any moment, and forced into active service.

There will therefore be apparently no lack of men where-
with to prolong the rebellion, but the means for suslain-

ing large armies in the field are evidently wasting away.
During the past year, the more northern of the Slave
States have supplied the rebel armies with the bulk of

their provisions, but now. Tennessee, Kentucky and Jlis-

souri are held by the Federal forces, and such parts of

Virginia and North Carolina as are still in the power of

the rebels, must be nearly exhausted. The Macon, Ga.,
Telegraph, says, that in that region, since the Unionists
have taken possession of Tennessee, prices of every arti-

cle of food had risen rapidly, ihat of beef has doubled,
corn is §1.40 a bushel, and salted pork of the most mis-
erable description, is from 33 to 40 cents per pound.
Such is the scarcity in New Orleans, that prices are
fixed arbitrarily by a board of five Provost Marshals,
who limit the rates at which provisions shall be sold.

The price fixed for flour is $18 a barrel ; beef 20 cents

;

pork 26 cents
;
corn meal §1.80 per bushel ; salt, 7 cts, per

pound, &c. All traffic in the paper currency, which
forms the circulating medium, is strictly forbidden under
severe penalties, as tending to create distrust in the pub-
lic miud, and increase the present embarrassments.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Aaron Sharjiless, Pa., §2, vol. 35, and

for Sidney Sharpless, §2 to 34, vol. 36 ; from Aaron
Conifon,Mich., §2 to34, vol. 36, per M. C. ; from Abigail
llealy, $2, to 32, vol. 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
NEAR FRANKFOKD, (TWENTY-THIRD WARD, PHILADELPUIA.)

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. VVorthing-
TON, i\l. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clerk
of the Hoard of Managers, No. 724 .Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
Tlie Summer Session of Friends' Boarding-school al

West-Towu, will commence on Second-day, the 12th of

Fifth month next. Parents and others intending to

send their children as pupils, will please make early

application to Dubre Knight, Superintendent, at the

School, or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304
Arch street, Philadelphia.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

The Stated Annual Meeting of the Ilaverford School
Association, will be held at the Committee Room, Arch
Street, on Second-day afternoon, Fifth mouth 12th, 1862,
at 4 o'clock.

W. S. HILLES, Secretary.

Phila., Fourth mo. 26th, 1S62.

Married, on the 20th of Third month, 1862, at Friends
Meeting, Bart. Lancaster Co., Pa., Charles Ballinger,
of Cropwell, N. J., to Hannah Elizabeth, daughter of

Isaac II. and Elizabeth F. Moore, of the former place.

Died, on the 26th of Second month last, Willlam
Green, in the seventy-second year of his age. He was
a native of the County of Northumberland, in Great,,

Britain, and removed to the State of Ohio in North:
America, about the 29th year of his age ; and soon after-
terwards settled within the compass of Stillwater Monthly:
Meeting, in the County of Belmont. Through submission,
to the teaching of the Grace of God, he became qualified
for usefulness in the service of the Church, and about the
forty-second year of his age, he was appointed an elder

;

in which capacity it may be said of him, he was sound in
judgment and prudent in counsel. His last illness was
not fully of two weeks duration

; being impressed from
the first attack, that it was designed to terminate his

earthly pilgrimage.

After a time of close conflict and inward trial, he said,
"I feel acceptance with the Father and his beloved Son,"
adding, " I humbly trust my sins have been forgiven."
At another time he said to a friend that visited him, " I

am fast verging towards the grave; All is peace, I feel

no misgivings as to the future." On another occasion, '• I

am unwavering in my attachment to our Christian prin-
ciples and testimonies," and again said, " Why speed not
thy chariot wheels, Lord!" and raising his hands said
' Let me go ! Praises, prnises ! AUelujah, Allelujah ! how

thy love and pre no tongue

i

ell, nor
pen portray." Referring to our late Friend, Henry Hull, he
said " He testified on his death bed, ' I have not followed
cunningly devised fables,' " and added, " many others
have borne the same testimony, and so can I also."

The foregoing is a very small part of what dropt from
his lips, of like import, during his illness, hehavingsent
a message to the writer of this notice, that his views
and feelings were in unison with those expressed on the
same subject by that dignified minister of the Gospel, the
late William Planner, who said, " I am nothing, and all I

desire may be said of me, is, that I love the brethren,
that I have finished my course, and have kept the flith."

, on the 16th of First month, 1862, Mart Baily,
relict of Henry Baily, in the sixty-fifth year of her age,
a member of Somerset Monthly .Meeting of Friends, in
Belmont County, Ohio. In noticing the departure of
this dear Friend, we desire to add our testimony to the
unchanging power and efficacy of that Divine Grace,
which she had chosen for a guide, through many years
of probation, and shone with increasing lustre, as the
shadows of death darkened over her closing pilgrimage.
During her last illness, extreme suffering was often her
lot, yet, through all, her mind appeared solemnly centred
on the Rock of ages, and some of those who were near
her through that trying season, can bear witness to the
sweet presence of the Comforter around her dying bed.
From early life she had endeavoured to stand on the
blessed Master's side, and through the overturiiings
which have since befallen our beloved Society, His sus-
taining power enabled her to stand faithful in her alle-

giance. For a considerable time previous to her death,
her mind seemed to be gradually withdriiwine from snh-
llunary considerations; innocency and iliri-ii:ui Ium- Here
much the clothing of her spirit, and iiirn i-!i;_l, ,.>,, as

she drew near the " rest prepared;" tliii- -nm^ ,ii, i,,.

couragiug illustration of the language ui Holy writ,

"The path of the just shineth more and more unto
the perfect day."

, on the 26th of First month, 1862, Rebecca
Jones, in the seventy-third year of her age, a member of
Woodbury Monthly Meetiug of Friends. New Jersey.

PILE & M'EI.ROY, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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From The Popular Science Review.

Artificial Ligiil.

Up to the clo5e of the last century the best con-

trivaDces in use for obtaining artificial light were

iiuited to oil lamps of very imperfect and uneco-

nomical construction, and candles of wax and tal-

low. Blazing torches of pine, ends of rope soaked

with tar, and occasional bonfires of tar-barrels,

might serve for special occasions, but could hardly

DO looked upon as available for ordinary purposes,

md other better contrivances were unknown. In

irarm countries, where tolerably pure vegetable

Is are easily and cheaply obtained, where the

(vinter nights are not very long, and where, there-

ore, little artificial light is needed, a piece of

:wisted cotton or yarn partly resting in a saucer

)f oil serves all purposes. Lamps of tbe most

ilegant form, but of this very simple construction,

were in all former times, and are still, used by all

ilasses in Greece and Italy. Such lamps date

Dack to the remotest antiquity, and asea-sfacU has

DO doubt served as theiroriginal model. The jar of

)il on a shelf always at hand serves iudiiferently

"or feeding the lamp and for cooking, and indeed

nany travellers have recorded, though by no means

ffith satisfaction, that they have seen the very lamp

tself, burning in the chimney, taken down from

ts place in order that a part of its rich contents

night be poured out to assist in some savory fry

;oing on below.

In cooler climates, where the winter nights arc

nuch longer, and where oil readily congeals, lamps

vere long ago replaced by caudles. At iirst rushes,

md afterwards cotton wicks, were dipped in hard

luimal fat or tallow in a molten state, and when
ool were ready for use. A better kind of candle

vas. made after a time, by pouring purified tallow

nto moulds in which twisted wicks were previously

ixed ; and hence the division of tallow candles into

noulds and dips. Both required constant snuffing

md if long neglected were dangerous, owing to the

inburnt carbon which collected at the top of the

vick, and at last fell off in a state of red-heat.

Candles manufactured from beeswax, purified

md bleached by long exposure to the sun and by
ome chemical process, served as an admirable but

ery costly substitute for tallow ; but no large quan
ity could ever have been obtained, and they could

lever enter into general use.

The sixty years that have passed since the

jinning of this century, have witnessed marvellous

improvements in almost every article of domestic

use, and so much has been added to the stock of

common comforts, rendering many of the luxuries

of former times quite indispensable, that the habits

and tastes of all classes have become affected to an

extent little thought of. In this matter of illumi-

lation a return to the former condition would in-

olve so complete a subversion of our established

ustoms as to be almost impossible ; and this will

be evident when we briefly describe tLe existing

rces of artificial light and the present condition

of manufacture in respect to them.

Candles are still used to an enormous extent;

fifty thousand tons' weight of tallow have been en-

tered for home consumption in England each year

during the last quarter of a century; but candles,

originally made of tallow alone, although still

manufactured of unpurified tallow, are to a great

extent becoming replaced by those composed of a

ubstance derived from various animal and vege-

table oils. But while the consumption of tallow

has remained nearly stationary, the population

itself, and the quantity of artificial light of all

kinds consumed by each family, have been increas-

ing with groat rapidity. Wax, like tallow, has

continued to be imported, and is still used as be-

fore ; and another curious substance—spermaceti

long since made into candles, has never been

a common material. Unimproved lamps for burn-

ng common oils are also still in very extensive

ise ; but, in addition to all these, many new sources

of artificial light have been discovered ; one of

which, more than all others, has helped to turn

night into day. We allude, of course, to the com-

mon coal gas, which is not only obtained at once

by simple distillation from coal, but the manufac-

ture of which has led to so many and such extra-

ordinary results of other kinds, that it might well

be regarded as one of the greatest and most useful

discoveries of modern times.

The contrivances now commonly adopted for

obtaining artificial light may be grouped under the

following heads : First, There are tallow candles,

which are still largely employed. Seco>i/}hj,

Stearine, or composite, and, more recently, paraffine

candles, which will ultimately, no doubt, replace tal-

low in domestic use. Thirdly, Wax and sperma-

ceti candles, scarcely altered from their old con-

struction, and which continue to be used for certain

purposes, although the consumption is not increas-

ing. Fuarlldij, Animal and vegetable oils used in

lamps, cither of the old kind or of improved con-

struction. Fijtkh/, Certain mineral oils, such as

naphtha, paraffine, and other similar substances,

used also in lamps, and replacing oil to some ex-

tent. Sixthly, Coal gas, obtained by the destruc-

tive distillation of all the varieties of coal; and

oil gas, obtained by the distillation of oils. There

are also two contrivances, one involving combustion

in an oxygen atmosphere, and the other making

use of the electric spark, which are both remarka

ble for the intensity of the light produced, but

which are at present too costly and unmanageabl

to enter into general use.

Tallow caudles have so unpleasant an odor,

they arc so apt to gutter or melt more rapidly than

the wick can consume the tallow, they so generally

oke and choke the wick and require ita con.itant

removal by snuffers, and are so little economical

n the most important sense of the term, that they

will probably ultimately disappear from use. They

are, however, sold at so low a price, and possess

so many apparent conveniences, that among the

ower classes they must long retain their hold.

The finst improvement in the material used for

candles dates as far back as 1799, when a person

named William Bolts took out a patent, by which

proposed to squeeze the tallow after melting,

and while in the act of cooling from a melted state,

result of this squeezing would be to separate

the tallow in some measure into its component

parts ; for, although it was not then known, chem-

ts have since discovered that most animal and

vegetable fats and oils are composed of at least

two distinct solid bodies, one liquid oily substance,

and one syrupy substance. Of all these, one only

of the solid bodies is that which ii really valuable

for illuminating purposes. It is called stearine,

and is the really valuable material in the candle.

The syrupy substance above alluded to is now fam-

iliarly known and extensively used under the name

slycenne, and as tbe reader may easily satisfy

himself, it gives hardly any light when burnt with

a wick. The effect of squeezing melted tallow is

to remove a large part of this peculiar substance.

The same process was afterwards effected much

more completely by chemical action, and is now

managed by blowing steam at a high temperature

tlirou^h the melted V;it or natural oil.

A series of brilliant experiments by two eminent

French chemists, Chevreuil and Gay-Lussac, had

so long ago as in 1825 cleared up the whole sub-

ject of the composition of fatty matter*, their re-

lative value for illumination, and the various

methods by which their decomposition could be

effected on a large scale ; but it is only within a

very few years that it has been found possible to

practise these methods economically, and separate

the stearine, which is the material best adapted

for making candles, from the other solid contents

of tallow and from a peculiar thick oil, which is

very valuable for lubricating machinery, and may
also be used for burning.

Some of the vegetable oils, especially those from

various species of the palm-tree, are now exten-

sively used in the manufacture of composite can-

dles. For this purpose the fatty acids of one kind

of palm require to be mixed with stearine obtained

from another kind of palm oil.

The annoyance of having to snuff candles has

been removed by plaiting and twiiting the wicks

after dipping the cotton in a solution of borax.

The way in which this contrivance acts is simple

enough. It depends on the fact that flame is a

mere shell. Owing to there being no supply of

oxygen gas within, a charring of the wick there

takes place, as a natural consequence of expjsure

to the heat, but the carbon remains. When, how-

ever, the cotton has been previously twi-ted, the ten-

sion of the threads obliges the wick to curl outwards

towards the shell of flame, where it becomes com-

pletely burned, while the earthy impurities of the
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cotton form a glass with the boraxand are thus got into the arms of his mercy, death would be accep-

rid of without^'niixing with the fatty acid^, which table to me; but if it was his will further to refine

are apt to splutter if^iot protected in this manner.; me uudcr affliction, and make me in any degree

Cauflles made of the stearine ot any common

fat, whether animal or vegetable, can now be pre-

pared so as to imitate and almost rival wax and

spermaceti. The latter substance may ultimately

be superseded altogether by chemical contrivances;

but it is not likely that wax will ever be exc'uded

from our drawing-rooms. The bleaching of was

and its preparation for use in candles have scarcely

been altered or simplified, except by some trifling

chani'c introduced in the structure of the wick.

The material which will ultimately take the place

useful iu his church, I desired not to die. I may
with thankiulncss say, that in this case I felt re-

sionedness wrought iu me, and had no inclination

to send for a doctor; believing if it was the Lord's

will, through outward means, to raise me up, some

sympathizing Friends would be sent to minister to

me ; who were accordingly. But though I was

carefully attended, yet the disorder was at times

so heavy, that I had no thoughts of recovery. One
night in particular, my bodily distress was great;

my feet grew cold, and cold increased up my legs

of wax is parafiine, already largely used, but not, toward my body, and at that time I had no incli-

yet cheap enough to command the market.
j

nation to ask my nurse to apply any thing warm

Oil lamps have improved marvellously of late , to ujy feet, expecting my end was near. After I

years. The ingenious contrivance bearing the 1 had lain nearly ten hours in this condition, I closed

name of its French inventor, M. Carcel, was a great my eyes, thinking whether I might now be delivered

out of the body ; but in these awful moments my
ujind was livingly opened to behold the church,

and strong engagements were begotten in me, for

the everlasting well-being of my fellow-creatures;

I great

step in the right direction. In this lamp the oil

is raised by clock-work, so as continually to over-

flow at the bottom of the burning wick, which is

thus never charred. The wick is circular, and a

powerful draught of air is made to pass both within
^

and I felt in the spring of pure love, that I might

and without it by the use of a high glass chimney, remain some time longer in the body, in filling up

Almost any kind of oil burns in it with great spleu- according to my measure, that which remains of

dour, and for a loug tiuje, without altering the wick, jthe afiliotions of Christ, and in labouring for the

In this, and a number of contrivances known by 'good of the church. After this I requested my
difi'erent names, the principle involved is that of nurse to apply warmth to my feet, and I revived.

oducing as nearly perfect combustion as possible

of the oil by carrying a column of air rapidly into

the interior of a thin circular sheet of flame. In

carrying out the principle thus enunciated, a great

and important stride was made towards a good

cheap light, and most of the modern alterations

have been mere adaptations, applied with more or

less ingenuity and taste.

CTo be continued.)

The Love of God.—In brotherly love and

The next night feeling a weighty exercise of

and having a solid Friend sitting up with me.

I requested him to write what I said ; which he

did, as follows:

" ' 4th day of the first month, 1770, about five

o'clock in the morning,—I have seen in the light

of the Lord, that the day is approaching, when the

man that is the most wise iu human policy, shall

be the greatest fool; and the arm that is mighty
to.support injustice, shall be broken to pieces. The
enemies of righteousness shall make a terrible rat-

heavenly fear, I do exhort you all, as dear children, !
tie, and shall mightily toiment one another; for

to walk together in truth and love; exhorting one (He that is omnipotent is rising up to judgment,
another, and building up one another in the holy 'and will plead the cause of the oppressed

;
and he

faith, which works by love; that ye may be a
j

commanded me to open the vision.'"

family of love : for true love is a mark whereby " Near a week after this, feeling my mind livingly

ye are known to be children born from above, as !
opened, I sent for a neighbour, who at my request,

Christ formerly said, "Hereby shall all men know! wrote as follows:

that ye are my disciples if ye love one another:" '"The place of prayer is a precious habitation;

—this is the end and sum and substance of all 'for I now saw that the prayers of the saints were
that can be spoken or written. Love fulfils thejprecious incense: and a trumpet was given mo,

law,— it envies not, it thinks no evil; love doth not | that I might sound forth this language, that the

render evil for evil, but on the contrary love ren- [children might hear it, and be invited to gather to

ders good for evil : love keeps the commandments this precious habitation, where the prayers of the

of God ; and if love be wanting, all preaching, saints, as precious incense, arise up before the

praying, and all other duties and performances 'throne of God and the L:imb— I saw this habita-

whatsoevcr are all in vain: and the services and tion to be safe; to be inwardly quiet, when there

sacrifices of such are not acceptable unto God, be- j were great stirrings and commotions in the world.

ing ignorant of God; for he that loves not, k

not God, for God is love. Love is a precious jewel,

not to be valued with gold, nor any other earthly

treasure; and where love dwells there needs few
instructions ; for love performs all things freely

without compulsion : blessed are they who have the

love of God dwelling in them.

—

Akxander Parkir.

F.ir ' Tin- Fii,-nd -

"Will the Editors of " The Friend" find a place

in its columns for the following extract from the

Journal of John \V'oolman.
" After a tew weeks it pleased the Lord to visit

mo with a pleurisy; and after I had laiu a few

days, and felt the disorder very grievou.-^, I was
thoughtful how it might end.

" I had of late, through various exercises, been
much weaned from the pleasant tilings of thi

Prayer at this day, in pure resignation, is a

precious place : the trumpet is sounded, the call

goes forth to the church, that she gather to the

place of pure inward prayer : and her habitation

Moikrn Discoveries.—Bayard Taylor, the cele-

brated traveller, thus sums up the results of mod-
ern discoveries

:

" Within the last twenty-five year.s, all the prin-

cipal features of the geography of our own vast

interior regions have been accurately determined
;

the great fields of Central Asia have been traversed

in various directions, from Bokhura and Oxus to

the Chinese wall ; the half-known river systems of

South America have been explored and surveyed
;

the icy continent around the Southern pole has

;; been discovered; the Northwest Passage—th
and I now thought if it was the Lord's will to putfaluMs of nearly two centuries—is at last found

;

an end to my labours, and graciously receive me
| the Dead Sea is stripped of its fabulous terrors;

the source of the Niger is no longer a myth, and^

the sublime secret of the Nile is almost wrestedl

from his keeping; the Mountains of the Moon,
sought for 2000 years, have been beheld by a

Caucasian eye ; an English steamer has ascended

the Chabba to the frontiers of the kingdom of

Borneo; Leichardt and Stuart have penetrated

the wilderness of Australia; the Russians have de-

scended from Irkout>k to the mouth of the Amoor

;

the antiquated walls of Chinese prejudice have

been cracked, and are at last tumbling down, and

the canvass screens that surround Japan have
been cut by the sharp edge of American enterprise.

Such are the principal results of modern explora-

tion. What quarter of a century since the form

of the earth, and the boundaries of its land and
water were known, can exhibit such a list of

achievements?"

Selected for "The Friend."

Austerity doth not become us, either in doctrine,

manner or dealing. We ourselves, live and are

saved by grace, let us live like them that are gra-

cious, that others may partake with us of grace.

No man need be afraid to allow Jesus Christ to

be the chief in the world, and his wife, his church,

to enjoy her purchased privileges ; for these make
no infringement upon any man's liberties, as they

are without envy, and without coveteousness.

God sends his love-tokens to his church in two
ways ; sometimes by her friends, sometimes by her

enemies ; sometimes roughly, sometimes smoothly.

Pharoah handed them roughly; the king of Baby-
lon handed them roughly; but when they come by
the Holy Ghost, they come sweetly and smoothly.

It is hard to have all things according to rule in

the day of the church's affliction. But when the

church has rest and quietness, praising God, then

she conceives and brings forth counsellors and
good government and rule among her members.
David, a man of blood, could not build the house

to the Lord, which peaceable Solomon, that man
of rest, afterwards did.

L tlie Lois ) Uuu

Mahogany.

(Concluded from page 270.)
;|

The main road, like the first track of the hunta

man, has to be cut through the underwood witj

the manehet; it must be wide enough to admit oi

the passage of the timber-wain or truck : but it i|

done marvellously quick, a single hand makiD|

progress at the rate of a hundred yards a day

But when all the underwood is cut away and re

moved, the road is not half made: there still re

main on the track a number of trees which are d

no value in the market, and which, standing in th

way have to be got rid of Some of these are se|

hard as to turn the edge of the axe, and will suc»?

cumb to nothing short of fire. If it be necessary;

to build a bridge—and sometimes many strong,

bridges are needed, either to cross brooks o»

chasms—this waste timber is available for the pur-<

pose. After the road has been cleared of the

wood, it has finally to be levelled for the passage

of the wains; and this labour is even more trying

and wearisome than the clearing. Further, it

rarely or ever happens that a single road is suf-

ficient; branch roads have generally to be made
iu diflerent directions, and occasionally a mile oi

two will be levelled for ihe sake of a single tree.

Supposing all the requisite road making to b(

finished by the middle of December, the captain o;

the gang will think himself well ofl'. By this tim«

the loppprs have denuded the fallen trees of theii

waste, and the huge trunks and branches lie

ready for further operations. There is still plentj
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of work to be done before tlie loirs are ready to'floatiDg mass, the barvests of twenty different ma- ]
late, why be afflicted bis little odcs._ It 's in order

carried. As it would be impossible to transport bogany gangs, all mingled togetber. Ibe work of; to drive tbem nearer boaie to biraself; for tbe

tbcQi over such uneven ground in a round lorni, separation is, bowever, easy,%y reason of tbe dis-jliord is about to try bis people. But dear Frit-nd.?,

tbe extemporized road being tbe worst imaginable tinetivc brands; and now eacb gang, collecting be not discouraged; for tbougb you may go tbrough

causeway, tbey bave all first to be squared: tbis is fbeir own logs, bind tbem togetber in large raft.s, [ tlie fire, and through ^tbe water, tbe^Lord s arm is

done solely by the axe ; and where tbe logs are

numerous, it may be readily conceived that tbe

work is long and tedious. ^Ve should state that

before squaring tbey are cross-cut into lengths, not

according to length, but according to weight : the

rule being, that each log or length should form a

load for the wain, which is drawu by seven pairs

of oxen. This cross-cutting, squaring, and trimming,

with tbe final levelling of the road, occupies the

gang up to the end of March. By this time, and

not before, the ground has been dried by the sun

to a suflicient degree of hardness for the transport,

'bich generally begins tbe first week in April.

tbis is by far the most exciting and the most pictu-

resque part of the whole business. The gang is

agam divided into portions—the loaders, tlie dri-

vers, and the men who cut food for the cattle.

Tbe loaders erect a cabin for their accommodation

the logs, and remain on the spot while the

others are journeying backwards and forward.

Owing to the tierce beat of the sun, the cattle can-

got to work in the day-time, and tbe trans-

port has consequently to be efl'ected in tlie night.

About sundown the oxen are harnessed, and the

teams set forth one after another ; tliey may have

from six to a dozen miles to travel, and they so

time their departure that the first may arrive at

the spot about an hour before midnight. The

loaders, who have been sleeping since morning,

are aroused by the shouts and whips of tbe drivers,

and use all diligence in getting the logs on the

wains, which tbey do by pushing them up an in-

clined plane with levers. At this ihey are em-

ployed lor some hours, the trucks setting forth on

and pilot tbem to tbe wharves of the several pro- 1 underneath. My soul is a living witness of it, and

prietors. Here they are craned out of the water I speak it for your encouragement, for Jesus carries

to the quays, and as tbey have sufTered much his lambs in his arms, and leads them along into the

in their violent p-.ssage down—by dashing again>t low valleys, in green pastures of lite, and to lie

r— they are down as at noon-day where none shall make them

fraid. The Lord is faithful to all those that

trust in him. Therefore be you faithful and not

wavering; for those that waver arc like tbe waves

of the sc°a. There is a day coming, and will come,

that shall try tbe foundations of' all, young and

old ; and those that are not established on the rock

shall be blown away : but tbe Lord is raising up

some that shall stand as iron pillars for his truth,

ind shall not value their lives unto the death.—

Richard Ransome.

The Light of Christ, and the end of His com-

<g in tkejlesh.—Bles-ed be the Lord, who hath

revealed and bestowed on his sous and daughter.*,

in these latter days, that light of his Uoly Spirit,

which searcbetb the most inward parts, discovering

everything that is of a contrary nature to itself,

turning and separating the miud therefrom, and

brinu-in-' the mind, heart, soul and spirit under

that which is a cross and yoke to it, and hath power

from God to crucijy and subdue it ; that so life

and immortality may be brought to light, and

reicn in the heart ; and death and uncleanness be

swallowed up"in victory. For tbis is the intent

of the gospel, and of Christ's appearance, even to

destroy sin, a'nd bring up t!ie jioly seed, and estab-

lish the laws of the new covenant, the law of love,

the law of life, righteousness and holiness, in which

the renewed should walk before the Lord all their

days.

And God forbid, but that the gospel of our Lord

Jesus Christ, (which it the power of God unto sal-

vation,) should attain its end, and the will of God

be fulfilled, which is tbe sanctificatiou of bis people

in soul, body, and spirit ; that they may be wholly

leavened with the leaven of his kingdom, and be-

come a new lump to him.

The Lord bring this to pass in tbe hearts of tbe

children of men, bringing down all religions which

bave not tbe true virtue in them ; and propagate

and establish the religion more and more, which

stands in the evidence, demonstration, virtue and

power of his own Spirit, that men may be redeemed

out of, and preserved from deceit in matters of re-

ion, wherein the eternal condition of their souls

so deeply concerned.

—

Is lac Feningtou. Fcn-

gton's Works, vol. 2, ;j. 5U1.

rocks and by collision with each othe

ain trimmed with the axe, and reduced to a

proper shape for the market. The buyers are soon

on the spot, and if the demand is brisk, the logs so

lately the mouarchs of the forest are confined in

hold of a ship, and on their way to Europe,

where we need not follow them, as we all know

their ultimate destiny.

It will be seen that tbe above species of industry

must be necessarily speculative and expensive, and

;annot be carried on without capital. It is calcu-

ated that tbe cost of a mahogany-cutting expcdi-

ion amounts to about fourscore pounds per man
iniployed, including all expenses of plant, cattle,

etc. Tbe profits, bowever, must be liberal, looking

to tbe fact that there is generally a ready sale for

be wood, and that the trees yield a large quantity.

A single log has been known to weigh fifteen tons,

and to yield over five thousand superficial feet.

Latterly tbe preference for walnut wood in articles

of furniture has told injuriously on tbe value of the

finer sorts of mahogany ; tbis, bowever, is a mere

freak of fashion, and like other fashions, may be

itined to but a brief existence.

Cure of Cattle in Sicitzerland.—If the

thing in which the Argovian takes particul •prn

in which he particularly excels, it is in the

are of his cattle. They are elephants in size, and

their glossy bides betoken some peculiar art on tbe

part of their masters. Not a particle of dust or

straw is allowed to cling to tbem, and they are

combed and washed as only horses are elsewhere,

not with a curry-comb, but with old cards, which,

being finer and softer, are more agreeable to tbe

anioial, and improve the fineness of the hair. Tbi

receives an additional lustre by being rubbed with

old flannel. Tbey actually shine ; and tbe gentle

creatures have an evident consciousness of their

beauty, for tbey are careful not to soil their ashy gray

and cbestnutrobes, by lyinginthemud when allowed

to take a walk. Animals can acquire, if they bave

not by nature, a fine sensibility, and when they

have once experienced the pleasant sensation of

cleanlincts, learn to lake care of themselves. Not

only do they exercise this care for the person of

of the animal, but are at the pains of removing

every feather and unpalatable substance from their

food ; and tbe water-troughs from which they drink

are kept as clean as if human beings resorted to

them. If any body doubts tbe efficacy of these

means, let him come and see not only how large,

but bow intelligent these dumb animals look; bow
they watch every motion of those who talk to them,

and listen to all they say. What an affec'ionate

moan tbey will utter, to welcome tbe milkers, who
are always men, as they say, " women tickle the

cow, and never take all tbe milk from the udders,

so that ihey give less and less." It is said of them

that an Argovian will send for the doctor for his

cow a great deal quicker than for his wife; but we

did not .see any evidence that he was not sufficiently

attentive to both.

—

Cottages of the Alps.

Why the Lord Afjliclcth his Little Ones.—The
Lord hath given me an understanding, and hath

let me see many years ago, but more especially of

Sprouting Sorghun Seed before Planting.—

A

subscriber of tbe Agriculturist in Winnebago

county, Illinois, writes that a neighbour, who is an

experienced cultivator of the sorghum sugar cane,

recommends to " soak the seed until it sprouts, be-

fore putting it in the ground. If this be done, it

comes up quickly, and gets tbe start of weeds."

[This, if properly done, may be a useful plan.

Tbe sorghum seed, when over dry, starts rather

slowly, and the young shoots, which resemble those

of oats, make but a feeble growth for some time,

and on this account, are more difficult to hoe and

weed out than corn. If previously soaked, as

above recommended, the seed should be kept only

moist, and not in water. If not spead out some-

what thin, it would beat ; and the sprouting should

only be carried to the swelling of tbe seed, and

just breaking of the shell, for there would be dan-

ger of injuring the germ in sowing, if a lowed to

start out beyond the shell.]
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For "The Friend.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and otiier concerned members
of tlie Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

ANN FOULKE.

Ann, a daughter of John Williams and Ann,

his wife, was born in Pembrokeshire, in Wales,

Eleventh month 6th, 1 C93. Her parents, who were

under convincement of the principles of Friends,

removed toPennsjlvania witli their family in 1700,

and Settling within the verge of Gwynedd Meeting,

were 60on after received into membership amongst

Friends. They gave each of their children a sober

carefully guarded education, and Ann being relig-

iously iuciiued, from early youth, profiled thereby.

In the year 1713, she was married to Hugh Foulke,

a religious nnn, who in a few years became an ac-

ceptable minister of the Gospel, and with whom
she lived in great fellowship for many years. They
laboured to fulfil all their religious, domestic and

social dulies, and were especially concerned to

bring up their children in the nurture and admo-

nition of the Lord. Ann grew in grace, and be-

came a useful member ot the Church militant. In

the year 171^7, a gift in the ministry of the Gospel

was conferred upon her, in which she endeavoured

to be faithful, and her friends say " it was lively

and edifying."

In the year 1730, Hugh Foulke removed with

his family to Richland, of the meeting at which

place Ann remained a serviceable member during

her life. She was often weightily engaged with

other Friends in the religious service of visiting

families, and in works of charity and benevolence,

she was eminently distinguished among her Friends

and neighbours of every denomination, which ren-

dered her generally esteemed and beloved.

Siie was a truly affectionate wife, a tender and
careful mother, whose principal concern for her
children was to train them up in the way of truth

and godliness, and her chief pleasure, to see them
walk in the paths of virtue and piety. Her relig-

ious concern on account of mankind generally, con-

tinued with fervent and unabated zeal to the close

of her advanced life.

In the year 1760 she lost her beloved husband,
and from this time to her close, she continued walk-
ing in the Heavenly way, filling up her measure
of duty with alacrity, but looking forward earn-
estly and hopefully to the time of her release from
her earthly cares and exercises. Before her end
came, she wrote a paper to leave behind her, in

which she recounts the tender dealings and merci-
ful dispensations of God to herself through her
long life, and then, after a tribute of thank.sgiving

to the Lord her God, for the unmerited love and
goodness he had shown her, she thus addresses
her children.

" Now my dear children, my earnest desire is,

that you seek the Lord God of your parents, and
fear and love him above all tilings. When you
make mention of his Holy name, let it be with
awful reverence. Breathe to him that he may give
you his Holy Spirit to be your leader in the way
of uprightness. Blessed be the name of our most
merciful God, he takes care of his depending chil-

dren, who have no might of their own. but trust iu

Ilim who never fails those who love and arc
willing to serve him according to the ability re-

ceived. I earnestly desire that you may be care-
ful to come up iu the way of your duty before
(jod, and a.s good examples to your cliildren. This
Ls your incumbent duty. I pray the God of IJea-
.ven, if it be his blessed will, so to enable you to

answer the end of your creation, and to honour
apd glorify his great and worthy name forever."

She was feljgiously concerned to attend meet-

ings for worship and discipline, and found it her

place to encourage others to that commendable
practice and necessary duty, but during the last

year of her life she was mostly confined at home,
through weakness of body. She patiently awaited

her change, being fully sensible of its near approach.

The pains and weaknesses attending her dissolution

she bore "with remarkable patience, resignation and
meekness, and in a lamb-like frame of spirit she

departed this life on the tenth day of the Ninth
month, 1773, in the eightieth year of her age."

RACHEL CATDRALL.

Rachel Ilearon was born at Shields, New Cas-

tle upon Tyne, in England, of honest parents, pro-

fessing Truth, about the beginning of the last cen-

tury. She came to Pennsylvania when about
twenty-two years of age. After a time she applied

for a certificate of membership to New Castle

Monthly Meeting, who in granting it, certify that

her conduct had been inoflfen>-ive among them, and
conclude with " her preservation we much desire,

and your care over her will be very acceptable."

She was preserved in much consistency of behav-
iour, manifesting that the grace of God is sufficient to

uphold the trusting, obedient christian, through
every temptation. In the Twelfth month, 1730,
she was married in Philadelphia to Edward Cath-
rall, a young man of an exemplary religious char-
acter, to whom she proved a faithful wife, of a meek
and loving disposition. With the increase of her
family, cares multiplied upon her, but "she was
careful not to sufllbr them to prevent her from at-

tending on the several duties of a truly christian

life, particularly that of attending meetings for re-

ligious worship and for discipline," she was punc-
tual to the hour appointed, and often advised her
children to go to the week-day meeting, telling

them that a blessing had, and ever would accompany
such a practice. She frequently devoted the close

of the day for retirement, which she found of ad-
vantage to her spiritual progress. In all things
she was conscientiously concerned to stand faithful

to her duty, although she was naturally diffident,

and much afraid of appearing more in show than
she was in substance.

In the year 1756, Edward Cathrall removed
with his family to Burlington. In the Monthly
Meeting held at that place she was an acceptable
overseer, and an elder for several years. She was
an affectionate wife, ministering as she could to her
husband's comfort, a tender mother, exercising pa-
rental authority with love and gentleness. She was
a sympathyziug friend, a very kind neighbour, and
attentive at all times to minister to tlie wants of
the necessitous, and to the comfort of the afflicted.

She delighted to visit such. Iler innocent cheer-
fulness and many virtues caused her to be much
beloved, and her example shed a beneficial influ-

ence on those around her.

On the 24th of the Eighth month, 1773, she
was taken ill. The disease increased upon her
until the 5th of the Ninth month, on which day
declining to take some medicine offered, she said,
" I have thought that medicine would avail very
little, yet in compliance with your desire, I have
submitted to take it. I have believed for sometime
my stay here would be very short." By the sweet-
ness of spirit she manifested, it .seemed as though
she was permitted to have a foretaste of that rest

which is glorious. She often fervently peti-
tioned that she might be preserved in patience
through her trying disorder. She frequently said,
•' my pain is very sharp." Her understanding
continued clear to the last. On the evening before
her death, her daughter inquired if there was any
thing jpartici^lar on her mind to say to her, she ro-

]

plied "not to night." Her daughter then said

Another day might not be granted her, she then

I said with great apparent composure, "If I die, I

'die in the Lord ! Happy will my change be." Ilerr

last intelligible utterance was, "Oh, thou pre--!

server of men, keep me through this hour of temp-

tation." Her decease took place Ninth monthi
12th, 1773.

THOMAS BUZBY.

Thomas, the son of Nicholas and Mary Buzby,
was born in the province of Pennsylvania, in oril

about the year 1698. When he was quite young,

his parents removed to New Jersey, and settled!

within the limits of Rancocas Bleeting, a branchi

of Burlington Monthly Meetisg. He appears to.J

have submitted early in life to the visitations of^

Grace, and his friends say "when he attained toi

riper years, and came to have the care of a family,

'

his steady conduct and circumspect walking, oc-
j

casioned him to be esteemed by most who knewij

him." lie was both overseer and elder in the!

Church, " and was truly useful in both stations."'

He appears to have been diligent in filling up hisi

measure of duty, in religious and civil society, soi

that he passed along through life, useful amongst!

ail with whom he was brought into connection, lov--

ing and beloved by those with whom he was in--

timately known. In a quiet frame of mind, he
departed this life, Tenth month 23rd, 1773, being;

about seventy-five years of age.

A Livi9ig Frogfound in Coal.—The following,

says the Worcestershire (England) Chronicle, is an
extract from a letter received on a recent Wednes-
day in this city, by John Russell, Esq., from the

manager of his Tyr Nicholas Colliery, Cwm Tylery,

near Newport :—" Our men in the heading in the

rock vein coal yesterday, (March 10,) in a fall of

coal in the face of the heading, found in a hole in

the pricking, in the top of the coal, and in the nine

inch bed of coal, a live frog. The hole was not

more than three and a half inches in diameter, and
this found in the soft holing. It began moving
about as soon as it was released, but seems larger

and more lively to-day. Now, this is two hundred
yards below the surface where this little thing was
found, and I do not suppose any one can form an
idea how long it must have been there." John
Russel is going to send to the great exhibition a

block of coal, between seven and eight feet long,

selecting the piece in which the frog was found,

the locus in quo being exactly in the centre, and
the block will be so cut out that the frog and its

strange domicile will be clearly shown in front.

Tlie laJy and The Roliber.

In a large, lone house, situated in the south of

England, there once lived a lady and her two
maid-servants. They were away Irom any human
habitation, but they seemed to have felt no fear,

and to have dwelt there peacefully and happily.

It was the lady's custom to go round the house
with her inaids every evening, to see that all the

windows and doors were properly secured.

One night she had accompanied them as usual,

and ascertained that all was safe. They left her

in the passage, close to her room, and then went to

their own, which was quite at the other side of the

house. As the lady opened her door she distinctly

saw a man underneath her bed. What could she
do ? Her servants were far away, and could not

hear her if she screamed for help ; and even if they

had come to her assistance, those three weak womeD
were no match for a desperate housebreaker. How,
then, did she act ? She trusted in God. Quietly

she closed the door, and locked it on the inside,
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which she was always in the habit of doing. She
then leisurely brushed her hair, and putting on

her gown, she took her Bible and sat down to read.

She read aloud, and chose a chapter which had
special reference to God's watchfulness over us,

and constant care of us by night and by day, (pro-

bably the ninety-first Psalm.) When it was fin-

ished, she knelt and prayed at great length, still

uttering her words aloud, particularly commeud-
herself and servants to God's protection, and

dwelling upon their utter helplessness and depen-

dence upon him to preserve them from all dangers.

At last she rose from her knees, put out her can-

dle, and went to bed ; but she did not sleep.

After a few minutes she was conscious the man
was standing by her bedside. He addressed her,

and told her not to be alarmed.
'' I came here," said he, " to rob you ; but after

the words you have read, and the prayer you have

uttered, no power on earth could induce me to

hurt you, or touch a thing in your hou.-e. But you
must remain perfectly quiet, and not attempt to
" iterfere with me. I shall now give a signal to my
companions, which they will understand, and then

they will go away, and you may sleep in peace, for I

've you my solemn word that no one shall harm
you, and not the smallest thing belonging to you
shall be disturbed."

He then went to the window, opened it, and
'hi;tled softly. Returning to the lady's bedside,

who had not spoken or moved, he said :
—

" Now I am going. Your prayer has been heard,

and no barm will befall you."

He left the room, and soon all was quiet, and
the lady fell asleep, still upheld by that calm and
beautiful faith and trust.

When the morning dawned and she awoke, we
may feel sure that she poured out her thanksgiving

and praise to Him wha had " defended" her under

his wings,'' and " kept" her '' safe under bis

feathers," so that the was not afraid of any ter-

ror by night.

The uian proved true to his word, and not a

thing in her house was taken. Oh shall we not

hope that his heart was changed from that day
forth, and that he forsook his evil courses, and

cried to that Saviour " who came to seek and

to save that which was lost," and, even on the

cross, did not reject the penitent thief!

From this true story let us learn to put our

hole trust and confidence in God. This lady's

courage was indeed wonderful, but "the Lord was
her defence upon her right hand," and with him all

things were possible.

—

Monlldy Packet for October.

We have received an extract from a letter fully

corroborating the remarkable anecdote of '' The
Lady and the Robber," in our October number,
and adding some facts that enhance the wonder
and mercy of her escape. We quote the words of

the letter :

—

" In the first place, the robber told her if she

had given the slightest alarm and token of resis-

tance, he was fully determined to murder her; so

that it was really God's guidance that told her to

follow the course she did. Then, before he went
away, he said, ' I never heard such words before;

I must have the book you read out of;' and carried

off the Bible, willingly enough given, you may be

sure. This happened many years ago, and only

comparatively recently did the lady hear any more
of him. She was attending a religious meetin,

Yorkshire, where, after several noted clergyi

and others had spoken, a man arose, stating that

he was employed as one of the book-hawkers of the

Society, and told the story of the midnight adven-

ture, as a testimony to the wonderful power of the

Word of God. He concluded with, ' I am that

man.' The lady arose fi

.ind said quietly, ' It is all ([uite true ; I am the

lady,' and sat down again "

—

Monthbj Fackctjor
December.

her seat ii

([uite true
;

Early Friends anJ What Ilicy Were,

Tu Ike mUar of The British Friend.

Dear Friend,—It may not be inappropriate at

this present to renew an acquaintance with the

views and practice of our early Friends, as illus-

trated by their writings and character; and in

the hall, they will more and more develope themselves is, I

believe, equally true : everywhere are witnesses to

the truth of this continually springing up; we
con-ilautly see public acknowledgment made in the

legislature and the courts of ju-tice in regard to

oaths and ecclesiastical demands; in the various

meetings and gatherings of men in reference to war,

peace, the inviolability of human life, and the

spirituality of the gospel, kc. ; in private life as to

ordinances, tjke poujp and parade of funerals,

mourning habits, and the like. I would not lay

too much stress on these evidences, but as surely
asking thee to permit me to occupy a portion of as the opening bud bursts into bloom by the cheering
TJi£ Uritish Friend i'i-oia time to time in reference rays of heat and light, so sure are these the pre-
thereto, I may, in the first place, observe, that my

j

cursors of that day, when man shall no longer
remarks on the "Peculiarities of Friends," as they] teach his fellow-man, saying, "Know thou the

Lord," for all shall know him for themselves;are called, were mostly written in the intervals ol

business, or in the course of the evening, when the

labours of the day had closed, and were conse-

quent on a train of thought and reflection on the

present state of our society, and being comuiitted

to paper, that which was the employment of leisure

hours only, assumed a form, wijich, with .thy per-

mission, I shall presume to place before thy read-

The more closely we consider the doctrines and
practice of early Friends as a religious body, the

more we shall perceive their beauty and simplicity,

and their entire accordance with the truth as it i,->

in Jesus. They are principles which have now
stood the test of time and of critical examination;

they have been subjected to attacks as fierce as the

greatest bigot could desire; and even within our

own borders, have been assailed in a manner
that has shook the society to its centre, yet being

based on the immutable Rock of ages, have they

come out of the ordeal clear and full of vigour,

impervious alike to the onslaught of open foes, or

the more insidious attacks of concealed enemies.

In thus endeavouring to place before the readers

of The British Frieml the results of my own re-

search into the character and practice of our early

Friends, I am far from intending to draw any con-

trast between the then state of the society and its

present. My sole object is to let our ancient

Friends speak for themselves, and to leave the re-

suit. No one can fail to perceive that the princi-

ples which they enunciated are now extensively

diffused in the world, and largely incorporated into

the constituent character of other religious bodies,

and that these principles are steadily gaining

ground. Still and silent in their effects, they are

rolling on like a deep and mighty stream—majes-

tic and noble in its course—noiseless, it may be,

yet assuredly as its waters wind their resistless way
to the vast and fathomless ocean, and bear before

them all which oppose their course, so sure do I

believe that the spirituality of the gospel, as up-

held by the Society of Friends in all its pristine

dignity, will proceed and bear down before it all

systems and creeds, until in the beauty of its sim-

plicity, the grandeur of its originality, in the ful-

ness of its spirituality, it shall stand triumphant

alone, and the language of our Divine Redeemer
be acknowledged and fulfilled, that "God is a

spirit : and they that worship him, must worship

him in spirit and in truth ;" " for whether there

be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there be [power

when the fulfilment of that prophecy shall be i

" all thy children shall be taught ot the Lord, and
great shall be the peace of thy children." How
careful should we then be to do nothing which
shall tend to lower that standard of pure un-

mingled Christianity which our forefathers in a de-

generate age, amid privations unexampled, cruel-

ties unsurpassed, and faithfulness and constancy

unequalled, planted. Much has been said of late

of the numerical decrease of the society in this

country, more I believe than is warranted by facts,

yet it must be admitted that there has not been

that onward progress which the Truth, and that

inherent value of the principles of the society

under the Divine blessing, would have produced,

which, as a religious body, should have been the

case, and which the rapid progress of the society

in its rise would have led us to expect. Painful as

is this belief, and lenient as we may wish to be in

our remarks upon it, it is too self-evident that

there is something wanting in the vitality of the

body. Of late years many remedies have been
suggested. The reading more extensively of the

writings of Friends, the critical study of the Scrip-

tures, the relaxation in the rules of discipline, the

more intimate mingling with those of other reli-

gious denominations, kc. All these, however, have

failed to meet the required want— all have come
short of the needful remedy. It is not, I am per-

suaded, to the reading of Friends' books alone,

good as they are as collateral evidence (and I am
not of the number of tho.se who, because the lan-

guage of two centuries ago is not so pure in its

diction, so elegant in expression, or so classical in

its composition, would decry and undervalue them,

nor am I one of those who seek to modernize

these writings in a dress more mild, and language

more pleasant to ears polite, though not half so

clear, or healthy in tone ;) neither is it to the cate-

gorical acq lisition of Scripture knowledge, so loudly

put forth in the present day, desirable as such

knowledge is, that we can expect our young Friends

to reach the standard of their more energetic

and zealous forefathers. Deeper far must the

foundation be laid, and well will it be if, amid all

our ease and refinement, and intellectual culture,

we do not overlook it. It is to the simplicity as it

is in Jesus, that we must individually come, if ever

we become a living people, a vigorous branch of

the living vine—to the acknowledgment of His

|j.„.,^. „^d life within us, and obedience to the mo-

tongues, they shall cease; whether there be knowl- nitions of His spirit, to " watch over the opening

edge, it shall vanish away; for we know in part, 'minds of our children,'' and the expansion of our

and we prophesy in part; but when that which is own, and to submit to the governing, regulating

perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be principle of the spirit of Truth, the only true

done away." Yes! systems and ceremonies shall i source of all vital religion, in all its restraining

be obliterated, and man shall bow before the Most! and constraining efforts. However learned we
High in silent adoration. That the principles of[may become in scriptural historical knowledge

—

the society have taken deep root beyond our owu; however intimately acquainted with the important

borders, is almost everywhere evident, and that and deeply interesting truths contained in the sa-
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ered writings—however familiar with the writings

of early Fnends, their experience, practice, and

sufferings—all will be head-learning and nothing

more, so long as the heart itself is not subjected to

the will of Christ, and is unwilling to become

obedient to that which is known of God in the se-

cret of the soul. The beautiful germ of real

piety will only be smothered under a pile of erudi-

tion, and instead of the " little seed of the king-

dom" becoming a great tree in which the fowls of

the air can lodge, it will produce no fruit, and

perish uncared for, and unknown.

The present is unquestionably an eventful period

in the religious world. Multiplied effort, and the

ingenuity of man are at work to effect a great

moral and religious improvement in the character

and pursuits of men, and this movement has ex-

tended to our own beloved community. May it

please the All- wise disposer of events to bless it to

us. Let us not, however, forget the home work

—

the inculcation of right principles in our daily con-

versations and duties of private life—the training,

too, of the minds of our children. It is with the

first beamings of intelligence we must commence

when the mmd is beginning to expand, and when

inquiry is rife—when the heart, as a blank and

spotless leaf, is prepared to receive an impression

which after years shall not be able to efface : 'tis

then that the first principles must be instilled, and

as our children ripen into more mature life, again

and again must the lesson be repeated, until that

wonderful and incomprehensible thing called mind

shall have learned that first great lesson, to know

and obey the Lord ; until it shall have become

aware of the important fact of His and its own ex

i^tence— its connection with the future— its entin

dependence on the will of Ilim who created it

—

its full capacity through Divine love and mercy to

comprehend the teachings of the Uoly Spirit—and

shail feel and know that this spirit is an emanation

of the Deity to guide us to an eternity of bliss

through him who died that we might live. If 1

am free in stating these opinions, it is because

own mind has long been introduced into feeling on

this subject, and I trust that the sentiments enun

elated will not be found at variance with those of

early Friends, or of the Society of which I am a

member. Years have now elapsed since I became

attached to the principles of Friends. Conviction

of their rectitude, and strict accordance with scrip-

tural truth, was the moving cause, produced, as I

believe, by the operation of the self-same spirit

which gave forth the scriptures themselves; and

now, in later years, I am but the more persuaded

with one formerly, that " that which drew nie in

early life to hold to this people was truth and no

lie." With these preliminary remarks, too lengthy

to allow nic to do more than to allude to the theme

of my next, that of "Dress," I shall conclude;

and am thy friend, iVe.

J. B. B.

Sixth .Monlli, ISOI .

The still small voice, and tite quut habitation.

— I lament the separation of some promising oucn
;

their being driven by strange voices and tumults

from aiteutiou to the still snjall voice of the Good
Shepherd. Oh 1 my heart pities, and whin enabled,

breathes the secret prayer for the sheep scattered

from the true fold—the quiet habitation. iS'ever,

uiy dear relatives, did I more appreciate the pri-

vilege of being joined to a christian people, to the

society to which I am favoured to be united by

increasing conviction at this day, of its pure, unso-

phisticated gospel principles. The Shepherd of

the sheep is indeed good. Oh ! how gently lie

leads the simple, as the flock and the children can

bear it.

—

Mary Copper, F. L., vol. 12th, ;?. 131.

TOO BUSY TO FREEZE.

How swiftly the glittering brook runs by

Pursuing its busy career
;

Reflecting tbe be;im3 of the cheerful sun,

In waters transpiireut and clear
;

Kissing the reeds and the lowly flowers
;

Refreshing the roots of the trees
;

Happy all summer to ripple a song;

la winter too busy to freeze.

Onward it glides, whether sunshine or stori

Await on its vigorous way.

And prattles of hope and sustaining love,

Whether cloudy or bright the day,

Chill winter around may its t )rpor fling,

And ou lazier waters seize.

But the nimble brook is too much for him.

Being far too busy to freeze.

May we like the brook in our pnth through

As active and steady pursue

Tlie course in which real utility lies

—

Which is lovely and useful too
;

Still nourish the needy, refresh the sad.

And despising indulgent ease,

Adorn life's current with generous work.

With love that's too busy to freeze.

Yes, while there's a brother to warn from s:

A sister to save from despair

;

A penitent heart to be meekly taught

To utter the prodigal's prayer;

An outcast child to be turned to God;
A foe to be brought to his kuees

;

And heathen yet to be sought and taught

;

We must be too busy to freeze.

—

Jut: Instruc

MYSTERY OF CHASTISEMENT.

We glory in tribulations also.—Rom. v. :

Within this leaf, to every eye

So Utile worth, doth hidden lie

Most rare and subtile fragraucj.

Would'st thou its secret strengti unbinc

Crush it, and thou shall perfume find

Sweet as Arabia's spicy wind.

In this dull stone, so poor and bare

Of shape or lustre, patient care

Will And for thee a jewel rare.

But first must skilful hands essaj^.

With hie and flint, to clear away
The film which hides its fire from day.

This leaf? this stone? It is thy heart;

It must be crushed by pain and smart,

It must be cleansed by sorrow's art,

Ere it will jield a fragrance sweet.

Ere it will shine a jewel meet
To lay betore thy dear Lord's feet.

-Hiimu, of tlu

The aitendance of Lkttiiigs.—That those days

which are appointed to meet publicly to worship

God upon, none on any pretence, (being in health,

and not unavoidably engaged to the contrary,) ne-

glect going to such meetings;— but that they con-

stantly and timely attend and frequent the same,

as becometh a family fearing the Lord, and that

is zealous for his living Truth.— One of the rules

far the offoernment oj hisjamilij hij William Fetin.

F. L.,vol. 11th, ;a 448.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 3, 136'2.

YE.^RLY MEETING.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting convened at ten

o'clock on the morning of Second-day, the 21st of

the Fourth month ; the meeting of Ministers and

Elders having met on the Seventh-day preceding,

and adjourned until the 23d, at eight o'clock, A. M.

The meeting was large—the women's apartment

being unusually full, the number present in it at

most of the sittings bein^ about twelve hundred.

There were four ministers in attendance with mi-

nutes, from other Yearly Meetings, two of them

from Indiana, and two from New York.

All the representatives responded at the calling

of their names but three,—prevented from attending

by indisposition. After the usual reports from the

respective Quarterly Meetings had been read, the

clerk informed the meeting, that two epistles—one

from the men's and one from the women's I'early

Meeting of New Y^'ork—had been received; that

addressed to the women's meeting had been placed

in the hands of its clerk, and the other was on the

table for the meeting to dispose of. The consider-

ation of this matter was thereupon entered into,

and several Friends expressed their desire that the

epistle should be read ; others said they were quite

willing to hear it; while others who said they

thought that the reading of it would be an infringe-

ment of the conclusion deliberately come to some

years since, to suspend epistolary intercourse with

all other Yearly Meetings, objected to that deci-
\

sion being hastily disregarded, especially as it

might throw the meeting into difficulty at some fu-

ture time, should an epistle be received from a body

which some might not be prepared to recognize as

a Yearly Meeting. After some time spent in bear-

ing the different views which were presented, it

filially appeared to be the prevailing sense of the

meeting that the epistle should not be read ; the

clerk stating that it was short and expressive of

christian love and interest felt by New York Y'^early

Meeting towards this. The whole discussion of!

the subject was marked by calmness and becoming^

solemnity, Friends appearing to pay due respect toi

the feelings and conscientious opinions of each

other; ai.d the hope was expressed that the time

was not far distant, when all the meetings of

Friends, whether smaller bodies or large, may be

brought into religious fellowship, and the obstruc-

tions to epistolary intercourses, now existing, be re-

moved. Throughout the sitting, we believe, the

assembly felt, as was expressed by several, that it

was mercifully favoured with the overshadowing

presence of the Head of the church, begetting a

harmonious travail for the more universal preval-

ence of true unity throughout the society, that so

it may be renewedly strengthened to build up the

members and the various meetings, on our most

holy faith ; and tendering and encouraging many
of the young men present with the hope, that a

brighter day was at hand, when as a united body.

Friends would be prepared to uphold the doctrines

and testimonies committed to them to maintain and

promulgate in the world.

The clerk having made a minute expressive of the

feeling and concern that had obtained in the meet-

ing, and another directing the representatives to

meet together, consider of and propose a suitable

Friend to serve the meeting as clerk and one to

assist him, the meeting adjourned until 4 o'clock,

P. M.

Afternoon.—After the reading of the opening

minute, report was made that the representative*

had united in proposing Joel Evans to serve the

meeting as clerk the present year, and Samuel

Hilles to assist him, which being approved by the

meeting, they were appointed to the respective

stations.

The proceedings of the Meeting for Sufferings

during the past year were laid before the meeting

by the reading of its minutes, and its care and la-
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bour were approved. These minutes contained an' Meeting for their help and improvement was mani- 1 The Quarterly Meetings reported sixty-two mem-
address to the members, setting forth the testimony fested by the meeting, and the committee was en-

j

bcrs, who, within the past year, have used ardent
ofthe society against all war, and encouraging them couragcd to persevere iu their efforts to promote spirits as a drink ; the greater part of them only
to a faithful support of it in all its bearings. their advancement in civilization and religious !oecabiona!ly

; and that ten of this number had
The report ot the Book Committee also contain-

j
culture, by all the means placed iu their power, likewise furnished it to others for the same pur-

ed on these minutes, while presenting a favourable Then adjourned to eleven o'clock, to-morrow morn- pose. They also informed that labour had been
contrast between the facilities for procuring and ning.

j

extended to these delinquents, iu order to dissuade
spreading Friends' books at the present day, and' [We intend publi.-hing the Indian lleport in a them from future tampering with alcoholic stimu-
a period not long passed by, called forth the ex-

1 future number.] jlants of any kind, and that there was ground to

pression of desire that the members generally would ' Fourth-day Morning, the 23rd.—Soon after the 'believe that iu some instances it would be availing,
avail themselves of the opportunity now afforded

|

opening of the meeting, the propriety of publishing 'in view of the importance of the subject, and the
supply themselves, at a .small co.st, of the ap-' the Book of Discipline for supplying all the mem- ' desirableness of entirely clearing the society of

oved writings of Friends, for the use of them- bers who may with to have a cpy, was brought participating in the uunecessary use of the perni-
IvLS and their families, and also to hand to before it, and the whole sitting was occupied in its clous article, the subject was ag'aiu referred to the

others. Then adjourned to ten o'clock, to-morrow consideration and discussion. The objections which care of the suborainute meeting.s, and they were
morning. had operated many years ago, when the discipline (desired to make close inquiry among tlieir members.

Third-day viorning, llie 22d.—The meeting, was more likely to be changed or added to, werejand extend timely and affectionate labour, iu order
entered upon the consideration of the state of its thought to be now removed, and that it was desira- to convince any of them who may be found still

dinate branches and their members, as repre-
]

ble to make its important rules and advices readily
;

partaking—though but occasionally— of ardent

pirits, of the deplorable consequences to which itsentcd by the aubwers to the Queries sent up frota accessible to all who are amenable to them. It

the Quarters; and proceeded as far as the sixth was therefore, with much unanimity, concluded
Query, inclusive.

j

to authorize the Meeting for Sufferings to have
During the deliberation on the various subjects! published an edition large enough to supply all i have been the objects of th'

thus presented, a religious exercise prevailed and the members, and to place it in the Book Store
|

Meeting, next year.

was expressed, for the removal of the deficiencies
|
for sale. Then adjourned to 4 o'clock. Meetings for Divine worship were directed to be

apparent, for the encouragement of the fearful and
j

Ajteriioon.—The meeting entered upon the con- [held to-morrow morning, at the four meeting-houses

may lead, and to persuade them wholly to abandon
it: to report their labour, and the number who

care, to the Yearly

n this city.

Then adjourned to 4 o'clock to-morrow afternoon.

Fiftk-dai/ AjlcrnooH, tlic 2ilk.—Alter the open-
ing minute, the clerk read the report of the llep-

haiting, and the strengthening ofthe hands of thej sideration ofthe reports from the Quarters relative

bouest-hearted in a faithful performance of thej to the subject of education. From them it ap-

duties devolving on them. The depaitures from peared there were r29G children within their limits,

an uucomproniising support of our tCbtiraouy against! of an age suitable for them to attend school; of

war, and likewise of that against a hireling niinis-l whom 157 were in select schools under the care of resentatives to the Yearly Meeting last year, to
try, gave rise to much concern, as did also the| Monthly or Preparative Meetings, 172 at West- whom was then referred the consideration of the
eglect on the part of so many members, to bring' town Boarding School, 363 at schools taught by reading in the Yearly Meeting, of the certificates

op those under their care in plainness of speech,! members, 128 at family schools, 13 at Haverford, lor minutes of ministers or others from other Yearly
behaviour and apparel. The youth were warned 114 at schools not taught by members, 239 at

j

Meetings attending this, so that if any course ap-
.gainst being caught by the vain sophistry employ-

,
Public District Schools, 32 temporarily absent, and I

peared to them calculated to relieve the meeting
ed to lay waste the testimony and long-continued 26 as not having attended any school in the past

j

of the embarrassment which had arisen therefrom,

practice of the society in relation to a plain dress, [year. jand to produce greater harmony among the mem-
plain manners, and the plain language ; and were] During the discussion called forth by thisimpor- jbers, they might report it for the judgment of this

entreated to be willing to take the cross of Christ tant subject, the obligation resting upon parents
|

meeting : and also to take the same course iu re-

hem, and show, in their every-day conduct' and guardians to use all proper efforts to secure alation to the granting of certificates of removal to

and conversation, that they are not ashamed to let guarded and liberal education for those under their i members of this Yearly Meeting, who may take up

the world see they are true Quakers, and they
]

charge, in schools where the teachers are consistent ;their residence within the limits of other Y''early

would find it a hedge about them. Then adjourn- 1 Friends, was dwelt upon, and urged upon the attcn-
j

Meetings.

ed to four o'clock, p. m. tion of all. The impropriety and danger of allow- 1
The report stated, that in reference to the latter

Afternoon.—Directly after the opening of the ing the children of Friends to attend at the Dis- 'subject—the granting of certificates of removal

—

jeting, it proceeded with the consideration of thej trict Schools, or at other seminaries where purity the Representatives had no proposition to make
;

remaining Queries. The list of deaths of ministers! of morals and consistency in manners and habits, and in reference to the former— the reading of eer-

and elders within the past year, struck us as being! arc greatly imperiled, was clearly brought to view, tificates or minutes in the Yearly Meeting— it was

The intimate connection between the proper train- ithe "prevailing sense" to propose that the disci-

ing, and guarded scholastic instruction of the pline be so altered as to require that no such cer-

children and the well-being of the society, was re-|tificate or minute be read in the Yearly Meeting,

fcrred to, and the judgment expressed that where unless it had first been read in the Meeting of Min-

Friends could not avail themselves of such a pub- isters and Elders.

lie school as was safe and suitable to send their
|

The consideration of this proposition occupied

off-pring to, it was better to rely upon a family 'the meeting a considerable length of time, and the

larger than usual. Several of those reported

having finished their course, bad attained to a good

old age.

A committee was appointed to examine and

settle the account of the treasurer of the I'early

Meeting, and to report the sum necessary to be

raised for its use during the coming year.

A highly interesting report from the committee

having charge of the civilization and improvement
of that portion of the Indian tribes, which has long

received the care and assistance of this Yearly

Meeting, was read. It referred to some of the

historical facts connected with the origin and pro-

secution of the concern, and gave a succinct ac-j knowledge imparted and acquired in these schools,
j

course between it and other co-ordinate bodies,

count of the labours of the committee during theiis not calculated to promote the growth of vital jThe manner in which its adoption would affect the

past year, together with reference to evidences of! religion, or to increase that practical experience ofjrelativc position of the Yearly Meeting and the

the beneficial effects resulting to the objects of i the transforming power of the Holy Spirit, by Meeting of Ministers and Elders—rendering the

their care. The stated comparatively small dimi-' which alone the members can be prepared for use- 'former in some respect subordinate to the latter

—

DUtion in the number of the aborigines within the | tulness in the Church of Christ. Parents were at- 1
was also adverted to. 'J'hough several of the

whole subject, in its various bearings, was fully

opened. There was a diversity of opinion expressed

in relation to tiie effect that would follow the adop-

tion of the proposed change, both as regarded the

1 to, and a prevailing fear I
promotion of harmony and order in the Yearly

ed, that the superficial, head 1 Meeting, and the restoration of brotherly inter-

school.

In connection with the subject of education, the

First-day schools for the study and teaching of the

scriptures, now so much in vogue in some place

were feelfngly ref<

and belief was exp

States where these reservations are located, between

the period when Friends commenced their labours

among them, and the present time, was unexpected

and very gratifying. The boarding-school for the

children of the natives, continues to be successfully

carried on, and the farm, kc. remains under the

charge of the same Friends who were reported last

year. A strong interest in the welfare of this

poor people, and in the concern of the Yearly

fectionatcly advised not to attempt to shift on to Friends who differed in their views, were earnest

others, the responsibility resting upon them, to train in the advocacy of their feelings and sentiments,

up their children in a knowledge of the things per-|yet the whole discussion was conducted with dig-

taining to salvation ; but to keep their tender off-
\

nity and calmness, and the final judgment to which

spring near to and about them, especially on the the meeting arrived, viz., that way did not open to

First day of the week, and to seek for a qualifica- make any change in the discipline, was apparently

tion to lead them to their merciful Redeemer ; while : acquiesced in by nearly" all.

by example as well as by precept, they enforce
\

In the course of the deliberation, a proposition

the value ofthe lessons they thus teach them. jwas made that, without altering the discipline on
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tbe subject, as it now stands, the meeting should

a^ree to suspend tbe reading of such certificates or

nTinutes, as it bad suspended the epistolary corres-

pondence with other Yearly Meetings
;
provided

such susjKiision should not interfere with the re-

licicus services of the Friends in attendance with

such certificates or minutes, or prevent these being

read in tbe subordinate meetings. Several Friends

expressed their belief that this would be the best

course to take; but it became evident that the

meetiui' was not prepared to adopt it, and the above

mentioned decision was minuted by the Clerk.

_

The report of the Committee having the oversight

of the Boarding School at West-town was read,

giving a satisfactory view of the condition of that

interestini; seminary, and its efficiency in carrying

out the concern of the Yearly Meeting, to bestow

upon the scholars placed at it, a guarded religious

education, as well as liberal literary instruction.

[We shall hereafter give this report in full.]

The report of the committee appointed to settle

the Treasurer's account, &c., was read and ap-

proved, and the Quarterly Meetings were desired

to act in accordance therewith.

The Clerk having been requested, at a previous

sitting, to prepare a minute setting forth the exer

cise of the meeting while engaged in considering

the state of the meetings and members as repre

sented by the answers to the Queries, now pro

duced and read the essay made, which, with some

little omission, was approved.

The concluding minute having been read, after

a short time pa.ssed in solemn silence, the meeting

adjourned, to meet again at tbe usual time next

year.

We believe the feeling was pretty general among

those who attended the meeting throughout, that

while there was nn rnnm for boasting, there was
cause for humble thankfulness, in that that Divine

goodness which is both ancient and new, was felt

to be, at seasons, mercifully extended over the as

.scmbly, uniting the hearts of many in a fervent

and honest concern for the removal of those weak
ncsses and defectioi.s which have so much hindered

the prevalence of christian fellowship throughout

the Society ; that so it may be renewedly strength-

ened, and enabled to support all its principles anc

testimonies in their purity and integrity.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—News from England to the 13th nit

The steamer for Bombay took out $450,000 in specie fo

the purchase of cotton. lu consequence of the insulfi

cient supply of cotton, caused by the American war
preparations have been made in England and Scotland
to sow ten times the breadth of flii.x that was ever suwn
before. It is said that Ireland will have al i :;

fourth of ils surface covered with Hax this mi i

crops in England arc represented as highly pi.

The wheat appears to be nearly a month cailn' tl ,i

last year. The House of Commons had debnicd Itali;,n

affairs. Lord Palmersion believed that sooner or later,

the unity of Italy would be completed by the jiossession

of Home.
Serious disturbances continued in Greece.
In consequence of the incessant hostilities carried or

by the Montenegrins, all ihe great powers, e.\ce|it I'rance
have consented to the invasion of Montenegro by the

Turks, in order to bring about submission to the Sultan'i
authority

verpool market for bread stuffs was firmer. Flour
had advanced Crf. a \s. The quotations for cotton were
unchanged.

Vera Cruz advices state that after an unsatisfactory
conference between the allied comniari.Urs, the I'reneii

General had decided to march his .livi in , i-iin-i p,.

City of Mexico, taking upon himscir il ,.
,

,

The Engli.sh and Spanish l'lcni|,i.i. n: :

'

i i

that in case the Allies advanced to the Capitol, they

would retire from it.

Fuur Div/s Later.—The Manchester advices were fa-

fourable. The market for cotton goods and yarns was
The stock of cotton at Liverpool consisted of

390,000 bales, of which 126,600 were American. Fair

Orleans, 14^d. ; fair Mobile, 13 J. American flour 26s. a

lOs., wheat and corn were advancing.

Despatches from Bombay to Third month 27th, an-

lounced that Lord Elgin was installed viceroy of India

m the 13th. Mogul Bey had been hanged in front of

he palace of Delhi. A wide spread Mahi-aita conspiracy

had been discovered and suppressed at Hyderabad, in

the Deccan.
Messages had reached the government of Greece at

Athens, announcmg tnat a great number ofinsurgent offi-

cers and soldiers had surrendered.

United States.— JTAe Revenue from Customs.—"Xhtt

receipts at the New York Custom House, for the quar-

ter ending Fonnh month 1st, were over $11,500,000,

and the receipts for tbe same period of time, at the thri

other principal ports, were §14,000,000.

Capture of New Orleans.—A despatch from Mobil

dated on the 25th, was published in the Petersburg E:

press of the 26th. The despatch states that the Federal

fleet passed Fort Jackson, seventy miles below
Orleans, at 4 o'clock a. m,, the previous day. When the

news reached New Orleans, the excitement was bou

less. Martial law was proclaimed, aud all business s

pended. All the cotton and steamboats, excepting such

as were needed to transport coin, ammunition, &c., were

destroyed. The Richmond Examiner of the 26lh, an-

nounces that New Orleans had been taken by the Union
forces, and that there had been great destruction of

property, cottou aud steamboats. The previous accounts

ved through rebel sources, were to the effect that

Jackson bad been bombarded by the U. S. flotilla,

but had sustained little injury.

War in the South »'ts(.—Gen. Mitchell's division

of the U. S. forces, has arrived at Tuscumbia, Ala. He
has now possession of 200 miles of the Memphis and
Charleston railway. Tuscumbia is one mile south of

ihe Tennessee river, and opposite to Florence, which is

on the north bank of the river. In high stages of water

such as now exist, steamboats ascend to Tuscumbia,
and Gen. Mitchell U ibus placed in immediate connec-
lion with the main army under Gen. Halleck, at Pitts-

burg Landing. The great rebel army remained near Cor-

inth, Miss., within a few miles of the outposts of the

northern troops. According to the reports of deserters.

Gen. Beauregard has withdrawn a portion of his forces

for the defense of Jlemphis. Com. Foote, owing to the

wound receii-ed at the capture of Fort Henry, has asked
to be relieved from the command of tbe Western fleet

and General Pope's command having been ordered tc

Pittsburg Landing, the operations against Fort Pillow

or Wright, are for the present, partially suspended. Gen
Bragg has transferred the command of Fort Pillow t(

Gen. Price. The rebels have cut the levee at Fort Pil-

low, flooding all the plantations and the houses alonj

the liver iu that vicinity, and causing great distres;

among the inhabitants. The rebels have fourteen gun
boats ofl' the fort to aid in its defence.
North Carolina.—No further movements of importance

are reported. In an engagement at Elizabeth city, about
120 men were killed aud wounded on both sides. The
:,iegc of Fort Macon continued.

\'iri/iiua.—A Hairs at Y'orktown remained nearly as
•

•
I ir|,orted. Two U. S. steamers ascended the Kap-

,11 ,iMiuck to Fredericksburg, and captured a niiiaber of
111 ill vessels. Gen. M'Doweil's army remained ofjposite
KreJericksburg, completely commanding it. The in-

habitants were entirely free in their usual bi^iness pur-
suits, there being no rebel troops in the vicinity. Gen.
Bank's division has advanced to within a short distance
of Staunton. The rebel army under Jackson, was on
the east side of the Shenandoah, about sixteen miles
from the Federal army. Skirmishes between scouting
parties were of frequent occurrence.

Southern /(cms.—The French Minister at Washington
recently made a visit to Richmond on official busi

boats and twenty-two small vessels loaded with 100,0C

ishels of corn and 100 bales of cotton.

The rebel congress, had adjourned. A bill v>-as passe
• it, prohibiting the sale of cotton, sugar or tobacco I

citizens of the United States.

The Atlanta, (Georgia,) Confederacy, considers that

the advance of Gen. -Mitchell into Alabama, has put

matters in that quarter in a very critical situation.

There is nothing to prevent an advance upon other ex-

posed and important points.

Recognition of Hatjti and Liberia.—The U. S. Senate
has passed the bill for the recognition of Hayti and
Liberia, by a vote of 32 to 7.

The Slave Trade.—The U. S. Senate, by an unanimous
vote, has ratified a treaty negociated in Washington be-

tween the British Minister and the United States Secre-

tary of State, for the suppression of the African slave

trade. The main points of this important treaty are a

mutual right of search, without regard to the number of

vessels to be employed, and the summary trial and pun-
ishment of those engaged in the nefarious traffic. The
hope is expressed that under the operation of this treaty ,

the African slave trade will ere long be effectually

suppressed.

New York.—Mortality last week, 377.

Philadelphia.— .Mortality last week, 27

Utah and its Institutions.—The U. S. House of Repre-
sentatives has passed a bill to punish and prevent the;

practice of polygamy, and annul certain acts of thei

Territory of Utah, establishing the same.

The Markets, cj-c.—The money market in New York*
is well supplied, and rates easy. On the 28th, loans oai^

call were freely met at 4 to 5 per cent. The specie re-l-;

serves of the New Y'ork Banks continue iucreasing. j

By the last weekly report, the coin in their vaults is^

stated at §35,297,914. Gold 1| premium. Springy
the 2Sth was quoted a §1.17 -

'^•' "" — '-:•--

§1.40 a §1.44; Oa 39 1

vhite-

edcorn.

ness. He called on the President and Secretary of State
after his return, and had a conference with them. He
declined sayingany thing about the condition or appei

litary aders

oop.-decided to withdraw tin-

Juarez Government had consented
faction to the Allies in the matter of claims, but rcfus
to listen to the idea of establishing a monarchy, a

, but says that the rebel

onfidence in their ultimate success, and
rn determination to adhere to their cause.

I'' i^' luiuiid Dispatch notices the occupation ol

I
I

I -' I. 1. 1 iii^ by the U. S. forces, but considers it an
I

'^1 ill 111 lull importance, as it was anticipated when
- I

llic- army of .Manassas was withdrawn. Before the rebel

d troops withdrew from Fredericksburg, they set fire to

d the bridges across the river, aud also burued three steam-

RECEIPTS.

Received from Lewis Forsythe, Pa., §2 to 23, vol 30
;

from Lydia Miller, 0., §2 to 27, vol. 36
; from Abiel

Gardner, N. Y., §1 to 7, vol. 36.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
NEAR FnANKFORD, (TWESTT-THIRD WAKD, PHILADELPHIA.)

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshoa H. Worthing-
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, to Charlks Ellis, Clerk
of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

WEST-TOTVN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Summer Session will commence on Second-day,

the 12th of the Fifth month. Pupils who have been
regularly entered, and who go by the cars from Phila-

delphia, will be furnished with tickets by the ticket

agent at the depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia

Rail Koad, north-east corner of Eighteenth and Market
Streets. Conveyances will be at the Street Road Sta-

tion, on Second "and Third days, on the arrival of the

trains thatleave Philadelphia, at five minutes past eight,

half-past ten, and two o'clock. During the Session, small

packages for the pupils, if left at Friends' Book Store,

No. 304 Arch Street, on Sixth days before twelve o'clock,

will be forwarded ; and the stage will meet the first train

of cars from the city, on its arrival at the Street Road
Station, every day except First days.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of Friends' Boarding-school at

West-Town, will commence on Second-day, the 12th of

Fifth month next. Parents and others intending lo

send their children as pupils, will please make early

application to Dubre Knigut, Superintendent, at the

School, or to Charles J. Allkn, Treasurer, No. 304

Arch street, Philadelphia.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

The Stated Annual .Meeting of the Haverford School
Association,

Street, on Se
at 4 o'clock.

ill be held at the Committee Ron
md-day afternoon. Fifth I

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank,
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Early Friends and What They Were.

(Continued from page 278.)

In resumiDg mj pen, I would now select for the

subject of Bjy first exposition

—

Dies$. The pre-

sent is an age in which there is a tendency to call

in question the wisdom and practice of our ances-

tors, and in none more than in our own beloved so-

lely. Everything that is ancient, and everything

hat squares not with our modern notions, seem
likely to be condemned and swept away as ill cal-

ulated for our purpose, and as not suflBciently ad-

fanced for the present state of Christianity.

But I fear there hardly appears enough of calm
leliberation amongst us, more especially as regards

hose things which seem to come between us and

,he world at large, and which, in greater or less

Jegree, appear to fetter our freedom and render us

ionspicuous ; and perhaps of all the vexed ques-

ions now afloat witbin our borders, there is not one

hat has caused more general discussion or oc-

asioned more severe comment than that of dress.

Che very agitation of this subject has called forth

nore questioning and more censure than it de-

serves; and whilst one class has striven hard to

uaintain the nejiative, the other has equally con-

«nded for the affirmative, and but in few instances

jas it received that dispassionate consideralion

vhich would place it on a basis that should prove

atisfactory to every unprejudiced mind. The
ventilation of the subject cannot but do good, if

indertaken in a christian spirit; for if there be
my foundation on which to build our opinions, be
hey modern or handed down from father to son

be truth will ever bear investigation, and must
!ome out of the scrutiny pure and unscathed
Cherefore there need be no dread on our part

hat " pure religion and undefiled'' can or will

.ufiFer by the examination of this question ; and it

s in the spirit of strict and impartial inquiry that

. propose to show that the dress of the Society of

friends is not that illusive and unimportant thintr

vhich some would make it : neither is it of that

^ast importance which some, in their earnest and
Mistaken zeal to uphold what they take to be one
,)f the " peculiarities of the society," would iniply,

md which, with all sincerity, they try to engraft
ipon its religious character.

In the present day, there are many who seek to

liter all that is ancient and venerable, and thoii

)nly motive the love of innovation—restless spirits

bo would be as ready to innovate on their own
decisions as on those of others

;
yet these I appre-

hend form but a stuall portion of the objectors to

the present dress of Friends. By far the larger

part, I fear, are those whoso love of ease would

free them from peculiarity, and whose mingling

with the world renders the support of christian

consistency irksome. Seeking more liberty, dis-

liking singularity, and dreading ridicule, they

would free themselves from everything which brings

into antagonism their profession as Friends, and

their practice as men of the world. With these

there is an attempt to reconcile the two, and as it

ever has been, and ever will be, the two are irre-

ncileable, and all such attempts only serve to

prove the truth and fulness of that assertion of the

Redeemer of men—" No man can serve two mas-

ters
;
ye cannot serve both God and mammon."

Were this confined to our younger Friends, it

ould not be difficult to throw the mantle of

charity around it, but to speak honestly, it too

much pervades all classes among us. It is preva-

lent in our wealthy circles ; it is prominent in our

business ones ; it is openly taught in our families.

Almost everywhere do we find this inconjistency

of profession and practice prevail.

There are, it is true, some who view these things

diflFerently, but even among the good and consistent

there issometiiues evinced a want of that thorough

acquaintance with the subject which carries convic-

tion to the understanding of others; and hence, in

the minds of the young, they fail to establish a

principle on which to build a true and substantial

reason for our peculiarity in this thing. It is of

no use for our younger Friends, in mooting this sub-

ject in our Monthly and Quarterly Meetings as they

occasionally do, and evidently with an inquiring

spirit and with christian gentleness and moderation,

to be met by an attempt to impose silence upon

them. It is a subject in which they have a right

to be informed, and one which the sooner it is dis-

cussed in freedom and calmness the sooner will it

be set at rest. There must ever be something

wrong where authority is substituted for argument,

and where blind submission is required. It was

the title of a book by one of our early Friends,

" Truth with her Open Face." Truth's face re-

quires no concealment, and there is no reason

hy the subject of dress should be a deviation

from this rule.

By a long course of circumstances we, as a

body, have led the public mind into a great mis-

take on this question, and it is due from the so-

ciety that its real and sound views on this point

hould be more clearly developed ;
and hence I

propose to show what were the views of early

Friends, and what their practice respecting it.

Dress has been called one of our " peculiarities."

Why it should be appropriated by Friends as a

christian body, I know not. If by peculiarity we

mean some outward sign by which we may be known

as Friends, then it will not be difficult to show that

we have no right to appropriate it. " Peculiarities"

for their own sake are very undesirable, and they

should ever be grounded on right principles ; for

unless they are so, and rightly understood too.

they are only hindrances to religion, and stumbling-

blocks to the truly seeking mind. If peculiarity

in dress is in strict unison with our profession and

practice as christians, it certainly has this advan-

tage, that it pointedly addresses itself to those

around us, and is very like saying to the worldly

pcrtion—" We don't belong to you;" but even

this has its disadvantages, and in a vast number of

instances would have a repulsive rather than an at-

tractive tendency. Now, though we may object to

the term " peculiarities," as used by Friends, and

especially as applied to dress, it may be well to in-

quire if the Society of Friends has no testimony to

bear in reference to it? whether, considering its

high profession of spirituality, it has not, in common

widi other denominations, a truly christian testi-

mony to uphold in this very particular? I think

it cannot be denied that it has ; but not to any

peculiar form, or colour, or texture—to no mode or

fashion. The testimony will be to simplicity only.

Simplicity in Dress is enjoined in scripture, and

it is this very scriptural simplicity which indicates

the people of God. It was on this principle as we

shall by-and-by see, that our early Friends acted,

and the principle on which the disciple of Jesus,

be be a member of the Society of Friends or not,

must ever act. An adhesion to simplicity is un-

questionably an adhesion to a great scriptural

principle, and it is not too much to say, th.it "it is

upon the simplicity of the Truth as it is in Jesus,

whose whole life was one of contradiction to the

grandeur and glory of this world, and on the

heart-changing nature of the religion which he in-

troduced, that our testimony to plainness and mo-

deration rests."*

It has been said, and the sentiment is common,

that " there is no religion in Dress:" but this is a

mistake : abstractedly it may be so; but there are

many instances on record, and many more in ex-

istence now, where the teaching of the Holy Spirit

has extended even to dress; and its Divine requir-

ings, both in wearing and forbearing to wear, have

be'en plain and unmistakeable ; and surely it will

be admitted that none are truly followers of Christ

who are disobedient to His requirings, even in this

particular. It is, however, to the practice and

views of early Friends I wish to address myself,

and in doing this it will be needful to glance at

the state of society in general, when the Society of

Friends first took its rise.

At this distant date, and in our altered circum-

stances with the present refinement and increased

knowledge, it is not easy to form an adequate idea

of the manners and customs of that age. A refer-

ence to the costumeofthatday, shows us anamount

of folly in dress that has, I believe, no parallel, and

can only serve to amaze us. It had spread almost

entirely over the land ; and when we are told that

man in bis appetite for dress and fashion submitted

to be painted, gilded, feathered, and decked him-

self out with ribbons, lace, ruffles, gowns of gay

colours, wigs, swords and ornaments—that to his

back, his elbows, knees and shoes, ic, he attached

*Epistle of Caution and Coiinspl a-ldrcj.^ca to it' nipm-

hers by Philadelphii Yearly Meeting.
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bunches of gay ribbons, we can Lardly withhold practice of the body in this particular, and evinced

our feelings of contempt for the littleness of mind an earnestness of desire that its members should

which couid centre in such frivolities ; and we seem walk coLsisteiilly with their profession, it ever re-

to rejoice that, amidst such a mass of pomp and

worldly vanity, the religious people of the then

middle-class of life, did not thus comport themselves;

that, as in all previous ages, there were some even

then whose aim was to walk as beeonieth the gos-

pel, acd whose dress was plain and simple. Ac-

cordingly we find, that wheu the Society of Friends

first became a united body, they made no altera-

tion in their dress on accouut of their new religion

—they met in religious unity in their simple clothes.

George Fox himself wore the plain gray coat of

the serious people of the day, with achemy buttons,

and a plain leather girdle round his waist. Neither

must we overlook the circumstance, that the So-

ciety in its first formation consisted of no birth-

right members, nor of children or young people,

but of grown-up persons— of such as had been

more or less " convinced of the truth," whose minds

had become spiritually exercised, and their spiritual

eye opened. All such questions as that of dress

presented themselves only as their evil nature

and effects became apparent. That this was the

case is proved by several anecdotal instances,

where the importance of consistency had not at the

time occurred to the parties, until the contrary be-

came characteristically apparent to the audience

that surrounded them. 15ut the time arrived when
the external condition of the Society became altered.

After a while it no longer consisted of upgrown
persons only—persons whose earnest zeal and
piety, and whose simplicity both of manners and

apparel, rendered unnecessary any caution as re-

garded dress. Many of those who had joined the

Society had families, and as a consequence, they

became in some measure incorporated with it, and

commended only simplicity and plainness ; it pre-

scribed no standard ; it dictated no form ; it se-

lected no colour for the apparel of its members

;

on the contrary, it denied all singularity. And it

is worthy of remark, too, that at no period of the

Society was the dress of individuals always alike;

nor to the present period has it continued the same

as that of early Friends.

It is evident, therefore, that the received and com-

mon opinion of the world on the subject of the

dress of Friends is erroneous ; for it seems to think

that the Society has a prescribed outward form, by

which all its members should be known in their in-

tercourse with the world. This is an evil, and has

thrown an 07ivs upon the body which has not been

beneficial to it. The inquiry then naturally arises.

What is our testimony in this one particular? The
language of the apostle furnishes the most ample

reply—"Be not conformed to this world, but be ye

transformed by the renewing of your minds."

There cannot be a doubt that in this, as in our

other " peculianties," we have an inheritance of

privileges for which our early Friends underwent
much suffering, and it is right that we should up-

hold them in all their integrity and fullness. The
people of God must ever be a peculiar people ; it

has been so throughout all ages of the world. It

is not possible to unite two things so opposite as

pure religion and the love of the world— the lip of

Truth hath declared this. The love of the world

will ever be found to eat out of the heart of man
the love of God. We cannot, therefore, as some
would fain make themselves believe, hold the prin-

ciples of Friends without carrying out their " pecu-

liarities;'' it is impossible to separate principles

many were born after their parents had so united I from peculiarities and remain Friends. Health
themselves. In the midst of the general tendency

I
may require an alteration in our dress ; simplicity

to an useless and extravagant display of dress, it I may induce us to adopt some other ; wealth, taste

need not surprise us that a necessity should seem and temperament may have much to do with our
to have arisen for caution on this head, for be it apparel, but to the honest-hearted and devoted
remembered also, that many of the younger peo- christian, through all and over all, christian plain-

pie to whom I have alluded, were Friends by
even before they were Friends in spirit. Accord-
ingly we find the founder of our Society alive to

the need ot guarding the infant community, which
he had been the means of gathering, against all in-

dulgence and excess in apparel. And it is instruc-

tive to see how lucid and clear is the distinction

which he draws between costume and simplicity.

As in all that he undertook, so in this alto he was
forcible, truthful, and simple; and his language
stands out in lines so distinct and unmistakeable
that the very truth of them comes full upon the

mind.

It was clearly George Fox's opinion that religion,

though it prescribed no particular form of apparel,

did still apply itself to the general subject of dress.

In this opinion ho was followed by Barclay, Penn,
and Claridge, and indeed by all the leaders of the
then rii-ing Society of Friends, but on scriptural

grounds only.

The counsels and admonitions which from time
to tiuic were extended to the vastly increasing
body of Friends on this subject, had the natural
tendency to induce parents to be watchful over
their families, and thus the Society became accus-
tomed to look upon dress as a subject closely ally-
ing itself with the profession and practice of a
Christian, and the excessive indulgence in it as in-

jurious to the moral character and healthiness of
mind

;
and thus too the subject became incorporated

in the: di^ciplitic of the Society. It is observable,

ness and simplicity will prevail; and I am con-

strained to believe that were the Society only now
to take its rise, christian truthfulness would so

predominate, that it were impossible but that its

members should select the simplest garb in use,

and caution and admonition as hitherto would arise

against all indulgence in excess and extravagance

in dress; and thus would spring up a religious pe-

culiarity of attire, which time alone would mark
as singularly as that which is now found so much
fault with in the present organized body of Friends.

The practical result of this principle then is, to a

great extent, to retain one form of dress, and only

to deviate where convenience or greater simplicity

is obtained ; and on this principle it would seem
the Society has ever acted, if we may judge by
the few changes it has made from time to time.

I should not like this question to rest on the

ground of expediency, however much might be
urged in its favour. Doubtless the Dress of Friends

is a great shield and protection, but the true and
honest- hearted Friend, young or old, needs no
such panoply ; he can maintain his position by true

Chri^tian bearing among his fellow men, because
he acts with sincerity and as in the sight of God

;

and bo would rather be known for his consistency

of character as a Christian, than from any outward
mark of his profession. It was thus with early

Friends— they affected no singularity, they con-

templated no badge or co>tume to distinguish them
from those around tiicm ; and from their writings

however, that even whilst the Society thought it jit is clear that they would have rejected such a
right annually to lUsHlute an inquiry as to the

|

proposition. No such distinction was needed to

point them out as the followers of a risen Lord
;

the gravity of their character distinguished them,

and their genuine Christian deportment spoke

louder than any outward distinction could.

Now to the proof of what I have ventured to

assert. So early as 1654, we find George Fox
issuing the following Epistle:— " Do not wear &^-

faxfA io gruiixi-^ ihe proud mind ; neither eat nor
drink to make yourselves wanton ; for it was cre-

ated for the health and not for the lust, to be as

servants to us, and we servants to God, and so to

be used and spent. Do not make profession to be
seen outwardly, for Christ was condemned by the

world and the formal professors, and all His fol-

lowers are as wonders to the world."

Again, in 1656—" All Friends everywhere, do
not delight in apparel ; do not delight in the crea-

ture more than in the Creator." And in the fol-

lowing year we have two Epistles, thus—" All
Friends, keep out of the vain fashions of the world
in your apparel, and run not after every new fash-

ion that the world increaseth and setteth up ; keep
in your plain fashion, that ye may judge the world's

vanity and its spirit in its vain fashions, and show
a constant spirit in Truth and j)lainnessy

Again— " Mind that which is sober and modest,

and keep your fashions therein, that you may judge
the world, whose mind and eyes are iu this, what
they shall eat and put on : and Friends that see

the world so often alter fashions, and follow them,

they cannot judge the world, but the world will

judge them ; keep all in plainness and simplicity,

and be circumspect, for they that follow these

things the world's spirit invents they cannot be
solid, and many fashions might be instanced, both
of hats and clothes of men and women, that daily

are invented, which they thatruninto are near unto

the world's spirit that run into the lust of the eye
and pride of life ; and the rest of your time live to

the will of God, taking no thought what ye shall

eat or put on." ij

Four years later, in a letter addressed " to alf

that have known the way of Truth," &c., we fini

him pleading with all the earnestness and tender-

ness of an elder in the following words :—Friends
all ye that have known the way of Truth, and

tasted of the power of the same, and now turn

back into the world's fashions and customs, ye
stop them that are coming out of the world, yd
make them to stumble at the Truth, ye make theni

to question the way of the Lord, which is out of

the world, and its ways, and ye grieve the righti

eous and sadden the hearts of the upright and sim-

ple."
_

_

(:

Again, in 1667, does he lift up his voice in Ian--

guage forcible and strong, against the prevailing-^

indulgence in dress, concluding with these impres-/.

sive words :
—" Therefore take heed of the world'sfl

fashions, lest ye be moulded up into their spirit^^.

and that will bring you to slight Truth and lift up

:

the wrong eye, and wrong mind, and wrong spirit,-

and hurt the Holy Spirit ; and by such foolish toys-)

and fushions, and fading things, you may loseyouW
conditions." |

In 1683, when drawing towards the close oU,

his useful life, we find him giving utterance to tbeJI

exercise of his spirit ou behalf of the Church, inb

terms very descriptive :
—" And now. Friends, con'^i

corning putting on apparel : the apostle, iu then

spirit and power of Chri,-t, had a care in the Churchri

of God, that they should adorn themselves as be-i

Cometh the gospel, with chaste lives and conversa-

tions; and with the hidden man of the heart, in

that which is not corruptible, even the ornament
of a meek and quiet spirit, which in the sight of I

God is of great price. This is that which arrays

and beautifies God's Church, and not the out-
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ward ailorning and plaiting of the hair, and every

new fashion that comes up in the world."

CTo 1.0 coutinued.)

1 The

Artificial Light.

(CoutiuUL-J from page 274.)

The moderator is another form of lamp now in

very common use. It involves two or three impor-

tant principles, one consisting of a powerful spring,

hose force is equal to from fifteen to twenty

junds, which presses on a disk and forces the oil

p a tube, whence it flows over the burning wick,

hich is thus always saturated, as in the Carcel

nip. To prevent the oil, however, from flowing

over too rapidly, there is placed in the tube an

ingenious regulator, or moderator, of a tapering

shape, which is so contrived as to check and dimiu-

the flow of oil in proportion as the pressure is

increased, always allowing sufficient oil to pass to

feed the lamp when burning. The oil, being thus

supplied with perfect regularity, just saturates a

hollow circular wick, through the middle of which

a current of air is constantly drawn by means of

glass chimney. A number of small contrivances

introduced by Argand, the inventor of the circular

burner, have brought it to a state of extreme per-

fection.

Common vegetable oils can be burned with ad-

vantage in lamps where the current of air is strong

and where care is taken that the top of the wick

kept smooth ; but all these oils are costly, and

the quantity of smoke that arises from the uncon-

sumed fuel is extremely disagreeable. Animal

oils are not generally used, owing to the smell they

emit when burning.

Mineral oils are now entering into large con-

sumption, and of these the recently introduced

paral/ine oil is one of the most remarkable. It

will be necessary to consider a little the nature and

preparation of this curious substance, if we would

fully understand the very great change that has

taken place of late years with regard to the meth-

ods of obtaining artificial light.

Parafline, though only recently manufactured

in suflicient quantity to be used practically, has

been long since known as one of the products de-

'?ed from a peculiar destructive distillation of

getable matter, whether in the state of wood,

peat or coal. Various bituminous shales and other

mineral deposits that abound in some parts of the

world, also yield the same substance. It is ob-

tained by carrying on the distillation in a retort

kept at a low red-heat, the products being re-

ceived and condensed at a temperature of about

55° Fahr. in a very carefully contrived apparatus.

A light oil is the principal result of this opera-

tion, and this oil, after being purified and redis-

tilled, is found to be a fluid compound, containing

a certain proportion of paraffine oil, which greatly

resembles clear transparent naphtha, a somewhat

pier oil, also used for burning, a lubricating oil,

and solid parafline. The light oils yield an in-

tense white light, admirably adapted for general

grecable odor, not belonging to parafline itself, and
probably not essential to the oil, .still characterizes!

naphthas commonly prepared and sold ; but

this can be removed by certain processes of purifi-

cation, and it may be expected that the consump-

tion of paraffine oil will greatly increase. The
parafline oils have this great advantage over tur-

pentine, and other light oils obtained in a similar

way, that they do not burn when exposed directly

to flame, and they do not soil linen or adhere to

the fingers.

Pure paraffine is itself a soft light solid, without

taste or odor, melting at a temperature little above

that of the blood, (112° Fahr.,) and burning with

a clear white flame, without smoke or ash. It has

already been made into very beautiful candles
;

but the manufacture at present has not attained

great importance, although as much as three hun-

d tons were employed in this way two years

). The cost of obtaining pure paraffine is the

present cause of this delay in the progress of the

manufacture.

The minerals which yield paraffine oil on ex

posure to a low heat in a retort will yield to des-

tructive distillation at a higher temperature a very

arge quantity of gas, (chiefly carburetted hydro-

gen,) which takes tire readily on exposure to flame
;

but those best adapted for the one purpose are

east fitted for the other. Bituminous shales are

lest for paraffine oil, and coal for the manufacture

of gas. The gas thus obtained, when freed from

certain impurities, burns with an intense and nearly

pure light, and is the common gas supplied for

burning.

So long ago as in the year 1659, and again

about eighty years afterwards, gas of this kind,

,ng naturally from the ground in the neighbour-

hood of coal-mines, had been the subject of ex-

periments of a scientific nature, which were com-

municated to the Royal Society, but no practical

result was obtained till in 1792, — Murdoch
lighted his own house with a similar gas, and was

bortly afterwards successful in lightins; in the same

way the factory of Messrs. Boulton and Watt at

Soho. It was not till 1813, that any important

step in lighting towns on a large scale was made,

but from that period to the present day the con-

umption of gas for purposes of illumination has

been increasing with such enormous strides that

scarcely a town in the civilized world is now un-

supplied with this admirable and useful means of

turning night into day.

Coal is by no means the only, though it is cer-

tainly the principal, material from which gas is

obtained. Bituminous shales, oil, resin, peat and

wood, are all capable of yielding a certain supply;

and some of these substances, badly adapted lor

fuel, are extremely valuable for illuminating pur-

poses, owing to the large quantity of light carbu-

retted hydrogen gas that may be obtained from

them. The presence of this gas in the actual pores

of coal, whence it is given ofl' in large quantities,

is often intimated under ground by a peculiar sing-

ing noise, and in some mines a naked light applied

to freshly cut coal will actually produce a flame

from numerous small jets. This is probably ow-

ing to the great pressure brought to bear upon the

remainder, when part of the coal is removed. A
very much larger quantity of the same gas is ob-

tained afterwards, by exposing the coal to intense

heat in a retort, arranged so that the products of

distillation shall be received in convenient vessels

for the purification of the gas, and afterwards trans-

mitting it by pipes to the place where it is required

i'or burning.

Although, however, the process of obtaining gas

that can be rendered useful for illumination is so

simple, that every schoolboy has made the experi-

ment in the bowl of a tobacco pipe, the mechani-

cal difficulties of applying it on a large scale were

at first exceedingly great, and have only lately

been overcome in a satisfactory way. All the

gaseous substances that are obtained from the com-

bustion of the coal are by no means fit for burning,

as they include, besides the gas we use in our streets

and houses, several other gases, more or less nox-

ious and useless, and many vapours which require

to be separated. Besides these, there are fluid,

semi fluid, and solid products either carried over

left behind. Even the illuminating gases them-

ves are many in number, and vary in their pro-

perties, some having a disagreeable odor, some

beinc unwholesome and therefore objectionable for

general use, and others exceedingly valuable as

giving pure white light without adding to the heat

of the mixture during combustion. The essential

ngredients of illuminating gas are carbon and

hydrogen ; but all true coal contains, besides these,

both oxygen and nitrogen gas and sulphur. These

ements, either alone or in various new combina-

tions, are obtained after rapid distillation at high

temperatures, so that watery vapour, ammonia, sul-

phuretted hydrogen, carbonate of ammonia, and

a variety of compounds, of which paraffine and

benzole are the best known, come off with the illu-

ating gas, and may be collected. They are

present in quantities that vary according to the

nature of the coal, the temperature employed in

listilling, and the length of time occupied in the

uanufacture.

Not only, therefore, is there left behind in the

retort a certain quantity of coke, consisting of the

carbon that has not combined with oxygen and

hydrogen, mixed with the earthly impurities of the

coal ; but by various processes several liquid and

lolid substances, of more or less utility, become

condensed on the other side, before the gases are

entirely set free. The gases intended for burning

require to be purified, so as to get rid more espe-

cially of the sulphur compounds and carbonic acid,

an operation in which slaked lime is especially use-

ful, as it absorbs large quantities of the most objec-

tionable substances.

The gas being set free in a tolerably pure state,

yields, within certain definite limits, a quantity of

licht greater in proportion to the carbon it contains.

For this purpose, the poor and rich gases require

to be mixed, the pure light carburetted hydrogen

giving very little ligh"t at the ordinary tem-

perature at which combustion is effected, and

gases with too much carbon giving ofi' smoke while

burning. The mixture being made, the maximum

light is obtained by a nice arrangement of the

quantity of gas allowed to e.-cape, and the draught

of air admitted or forced to pass through the flame.

It is unnecessary to describe the ordinary con-

trivances used as gas-burners, although some of

them are much more ingenious than others, and

better adapted to give light. On a large scale,

however, and in public buildings, the method of

lighting that is adopted has such enormous influ-

ence on the health and comfort of those exposed to

the atmosphere of the place, that it becomes a

matter of the most serious consideration.

(To be continued.)

JLe Lord's covenant with thi<! ])eoj]le tiot to be

broken.—Thus the living God of heaven and earth

said : The sun shall leave its shining brightness,

and cease to give light to the world, and the moon

shall be altogether darkness and give no light to

the night, the stars shall cease to know their

office or place, my covenant with day and night,

times and seasons, shall sooner come to an end,
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than the covenant I have made with this people, meeting she continued a member through life,

into which they arc entered ivith me, shall end or! Her parents were worthy Friends, anxiously con-

be broken, and my word is unchangeable. Yea,|cerned to bring up their children, of which they

though the powers of darkness and hull combine! had a large family, in the order of Truth, exem-

agaiustthcm, and the jaws of death open its mouth, iplary in plainness, sobriety and industry. Their

yet I will deliver them and lead them through all.
j

labours were greatly blessed, and several of their

I will confound their enemies as I did in Jacob, I children became eminent labourers in the

and scatter them as I did in Israel in the days of

old. I will take their enemies, and will hurl them

hither and thither from me, even as stones are

hurled out of a sling; and the memorial of this

nation which is holy unto me, shall never be rooted

out, but shall live through ages as a cloud of wit-

gcnerations to I have biou}:ht

them to the birth; 1 have brought them forth; 1

have swaddled them, and they are mine. I will

nourish them and carry them as on eagle's wings;

and though clouds gather against them, I will make

my way through them ; and though darkness

gather together on a heap, and tempests gender,

I will scatter them as with an east wind, and na-

tions shall know that I am the living God, who

will plead their cause with all that rise up in opposi-

tion against them. These words are holy, faithful,

good and true. Blessed are they that hear and

believe unto the end. And because of them no

strength was left in me for a while ; but at last my
heart was filled with joy, even as when the ark of

God was brought from the house of Obed Edom,
when David danced before it for gladness, and

Israel shouted for joy.— Francis Howgill.

B10GR.4PU1C.U SKETCUJiS

Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

REBECCA EVANS.

Eebecca Evans, of Evesham, New Jersey, was

born about the beginning of the year 1701. She

was educated in the way of Truth, and through the

seasoning virtue of the visitations of the Holy Spirit,

she was inclined to virtue and sobriety in the daysof

her childhood. As she advanced in life, through

her obedience to the manifestations of Truth on her

mind, she gradually became more and more ac-

quainted therewith, and by the humbling baptisms

of the ttoly Ghost and fire, became fitted for use-

fulness in the church. She was appointed an elder,

in which station she was preserved in reputation to

the close of her life. Diligent in the attendance

of meetings, her humble, awful sitting therein

was exemplary and instructive. She was often in

a private capacity enabled to give seasonable ad-

vice and counsel to her children and others, and
although her admonitions were sometimes very

close to those who walked disorderly, yet, being

given in the authority of Divine love, she was well

esteemed by most. She was much afflicted in

body for several years before her decease, yet she

was enabled to bear all her pains and privations

with patience, often expressing her resignation to

the Divine Will. Her death took place Twelfth
month 20th, 1773, being nearly 73 years of age.

\ViLLlAM Walmslev, au elder of Byberry,
deceased in 1773, aged 04 years. Joseph Nohle,
an elder of Burlington, deceased in the Tenth
month, 1773. Ann Paxson, an elder of Middle-
town, Bucks county, deceased Fifth month 1st

1773. Mary Kirk, a minister of Fairfax, de-
ceased in 1773. Of these four Friends no infor-

mation of importance has been found.

rUEBE ELY.

Phebe Canby, a daughter of Thomas and Sarah
Canby, was born at Abington, in Philadelphia
county, in the year 1099. Her pareut.s, whilst
she was in her minority, removed into the
limits of Buckingham Monthly Meeting, of which

of Christ, and others of them servicable in the

Church in other stations.

Phebe became one of the Lord's children

through the washing of regeneration, and the in-

dwelling of that spirit of Sonship whereby she was

enabled in sincerity to say " Abba, Father." She

was married to Robert Smith, in whom, she found

one prepared to walk with her in the way everlast-

ing, and to assist her in bearing the trials which

came upon her in her christian pilgrimage. They
were true helps to each other, seeking first the

kingdom of God and his righteousness, also atten-

tive to their outward business, labouring therein

with industry, and practising proper economy.

She was brought forward in the ministry, and her

gift was much to the comfort and edification of the

church.

After the death of her husband, Robert Smith,

she, with the unity of Friends, paid a visit to

Friends in the Island of Tortola, having in this

journey for a companion, Mary Evans of Gwynedd.
They laboured faithfully and returned from thence

in peace. Some years afterwards, in the summer
of 1753, she was married to Hugh Ely, a faithful,

honest-hearted Friend. Phebe was often employed
in the weighty service of visiting the families of

Friends, and being of a tender spirit, her honest

labours were acceptable and profitable. Continuing

faithful to the openings of Truth, she grew in her

gift, until she attained to the growth of a mother in

the church.

Towards the close of her life she was for a num-
ber of years confined to her house. Her strength

was much prostrated and her power of speech

much impaired, yet her memory was good and her

undeistanding sound. She was remarkably fa-

voured with patience and resignation, and was pre-

served in a sweet tender frame of mind. The visits

f her friends were very comfortable to her, and at

seasons she was enabled to praise the Lord in a

fresh sense of his loving kindness to her, and to

his whole human family. At times she signified

her desire of being released from the body, yet

resignation was always the clothing of her spirit.

In the Lord's time she was graciously taken to her

eternal rest, leaving a very sweet savour behind
her. Her death took place First mouth 20th, 1774.

WILLIAM LAWRIE.

William Lawrie was born at Upper Freehold, in

the county of Monmouth, New Jersey, in the

Third mouth, 1708. His parents although not in

membership amongst Friends, were honest and re-

putable, and very much attached to the principles

of Truth. William grew up sober and respectable,

and having yielded to the visitations of Grace, he
became fully convinced of the doctrines of the
gospel as held by Friends, and was in the year
1746, received into membership by Chesterfield

Monthly Meeting. He was appointed an elder.

Fifth mouth 25th, 1754, in which station he was
useful. His memorial speaks of him as having a

service " in composing matters of controversy in

the neighbourhood where he lived," and adds, he
was " a kind friend, and a good neighbour." His
death took place Second month 10th, 1774, beinf
nearly 66 years old.

ROBERT LARGE.

Piobert Large was born about the year 1716. He
was from his youth of a peaceable and quiet spirit,

one who sincerely loved the Truth and its faithful

followers. He was for many years concerned to

live near to, and under the influences of the blessed

Principle of life and salvation, professed by the

Society of Friends, and thereby was brought
into great heavenly-mindedness. In meetinns tor

worship and discipline, he was a patient, humble
waiter for the arisings of Divine Life, witnessing
thereby his strength renewed from time to time.

He was an approved elder in the church, and being •

enabled to lead an honest, circumspect life, and i

maintaining our christian testimonies in their-

primitive simplicity and fulness, he was of great'
use in his day. His friends of Kingwood Monthly
Meeting, of which he was a member, say, " Al-
though he had not a public testimony to bear, yeti
we esteemed him a preacher of righteousness in life*

and conversation.'' '

As a husband, father and neighbour, he was ai
good example, and very charitable to the poor.)
He departed this life. Fourth month 27th, 1774, in I

his 58th year.
|

JOHN RIDGWAY'.
J]

John Ridgway, son of Thomas and Phebe *l

Ridgway, was born in Burlington county. West
New Jersey, in the year 1705. Soon after his

birth his parents removed to Little Egg Harbour,
of which meeting he continued a member through-
out his life. His parents were valuable Friends,
his father an elder, and his mother a minister in

the Religious Society of Friends, who laboured to
educate him in a manner consistent with their re-

ligious profession. His friends express the belief

that a good effect resulted from the religiously

guarded education he had received, and that he
was assisted thereby in yielding obedience to the
visitations of Divine Grace. These visitations, as he
submitted himself to them, weaned him from many
of the vanities of the world, and caused his life

and conversation to be marked by sobriety and
decorum.

He was diligent when it was possible for him to
be at them, in the attendance of religious meetings,
and though he believed it necessary for a time for

the maintenance of his family to follow the sea-far-

ing profession, yet through watchful attention to

the operations of Divine Grace, he was preserved
from any conduct inconsistent with the Truth.
He was early in life appointed an elder in the
church, the duties of which station he filled with
reputation. Of a benevolent spirit, his heart and
house were open to entertain Friends and others,

and he with great cheerfulness and liberality, ia

many ways ministered to the necessities of the
poor. In his extensive commerce and conversation

amongst men of different rank, he conducted him-
self with a propriety and gravity of demeanor,
which rendered him worthy of the esteem in which
he was held by them. He was anxious to furnish

his children with a good, sober, guarded education,
and concerned that the children of others might
partake of a like benefit.

He bore the sufferings which attended his last

illness with great patience, expressing his earnest

desire " to be contented in the Divine Will." He
quietly departed this life Fifth month 21st, 1774,
aged nearly 70 years,

Riglit supjwrt of tlie Discipline.—I believe if

the discipline is rightly supported, it must be by
the influence of the same Power that moves to

every duty
;
and I have been sorry to observe in

some, a disposition to be active therein, uithout
waiting long enough at wisdom^s gale: these have
misled the weak, and hurt the pure cause.

—

Mary
Ilagger, F. L., vol. 7, p. 434.
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AX EXTRACT.
In the still watches of the solemn night,

While chilly dews are falling thick and damp,
And countless stars send forth their feehle light,

The silent mourner trims her cheerless lamp.

Alone she watches through the midnight hour
Alone she breathes the melancholy sigh,

Alone she droops like some neglected flower,

Unseen the tears that dim her sleepless eye

Alone ! there is no loneliness with God,
No darkness that he cannot turn to light.

No flinty rock from whence his gracious rod

May not bring forth fresh waters, pure and brig

There is no wilderness whose desert caves

Are hid from His all-penetnaing eye,

Nor rolls that ocean whose tumultuous waves
Slay not be silenced when the Lord is nigh.

There is no bark upon the trackless main.

No pilgrim lone whose path he cannot see:

Peace ! then, poor mourner, trim thy lamp again.

The eye that knows no slumber watches thee.

THE MOTHER'S GRIEF.

To mark the sufferings of the babe.

That cannot speak its woe
;

To see the infant tears gush forth,

Yet know not why they flow,

To meet the calm uplifted eye,

That fain would ask relief.

Yet cannot tell its agony,

—

This is a mother's grief.

Through dreary days and darker nights,

To trace the march of death.

To hear the faint and frequent sigh,

The quick and shortened breath.

To watch the last dread strife draw near,

And pray that struggle brief.

Though all is ended wiih its close

—

This is a mother's grief.

To see in one short hour, decayed.

The hope of future years
;

To feel how vain a father's prayer.

How vain a mother's tears
;

To think the cold grave now must close

O'er what was once the chief

Of all the treasured joys of earth

—

This is a mother's grief.

Y'et when the first wild throb is passed

Of anguish and despair.

To lift the eye of faith to Heaven,

And think, " my child is there I"

This best can dry the gushing tears,

This yields the heart relief.

Until the Christian's pious hope,

O'ercomes the mother's grief.

—

Dale.

For "Tbe Fiie

some there separated from that love and uuity, worship, the Lord was pleased to aflFord his sweet

which I formerly saw them in; joining in that
!
presence, and his power melted, tendered and

spirit with John Perot, who was newly come from i mollified our hearts, and caused us to praise the

prison at Home to London, as it was said, with I
Lord, for his great goodness and mercy to us, iu

much seeming humility and lowliness of mind. A
i

bringing us out of the darkness that came over us

considerable company joined together with him, by giving heed unto the seducing^
•'^P''"'l,°/ '^°l'°

where they had me among them for a little time. The

tendency of that spirit was to speak evil of Friends

that bore the burden and heat of the day, and so

cry out against Friends as dead and formal.

They expected a more glorious dispen.^ation than

had been yet known among Friends; and they

kept on their hats in time of prayer. 1 was but a

ittle while among them, till a vail of darkness

came over me, and under that vail, I came to have

ght esteem for my dear and ancient friend

George Fox, and some others, who had been near

and dear t

that vail of darkness, ana cause

Perot, John Whitehouse and Cadwalader Edwards.

And now the Lord having restored us again, we
did praise his holy name for the same; and Friends

were careful afterwards of receiving any spirit that

might tend to the breach of love and unity among
us."

Washington's Vieu-s on Slavery.—Washington

was not unconcerned in regard to the welfare of

his country. Especially he manifested his true

patriotism, as well as his unrestricted philanthropy,

But it pleased the Lord to rend
j

by his solicitude for that unhappy class whose

nd cause the light of his
|

wrongs and woes a retributive Providence sooner

countenance to shine ag

came to see the doleful place I was led into, by

spirit that tended to nothing else but self-exalta-

tion, and (under a pretence of liumility and self-

denial,) breach of that unity, love, and fellowship,

pon me; whereby I 'or later must avenge, if not redress. At this crisis

" ' ' in our country's life, it is gratifying indeed to find

that Washinton was nofrieiul to slavery. He thus

expresses himself on this subject in a letter to

Lafayette, who, inspired with the true principles

that formerly we had together, and the good esteem !
of liberty, had made arrangements to emancipate

we had of one another in the Lord. Children we the slaves on an estate in one of the French colonies:—" The benevolence of your heart," he says, " ray

dear Marquis, is so conspicuous on all occasions,

that 1 never wonder at fresh proofs of it; but your

late purchase of an estate in the colony of Cayenne,

with a view of emancipating the slaves, is a gene-

rous and noble proof of your humanity. Woidd
to God a like sjdril might diffuse itself generally

in the ?ni/ids of the people oj this country." At

are of one Father, esteeming one another above

ourselves in the Lord. There was no jar or con-

tention among us then, but all dwelt together in

love and unity, and in the fellowship of that blessed

gospel of peace, life and salvation." * * * *

" I was but a little time at home, ere John

Whitehouse, a follower of John Perot, came and

had a meeting at my house at Welch-Pool. I hap- . . _ .

pened not to be at the beginning of the meeting, another time he says to Robert Morris:—"! hope

but came before it was concluded, and found he it will not be conceived that it is my wish to hold

had sown an evil seed, and that some of ourjthe unhappy people who are the subject of this

Friends had received it ; who soon after joined [letter in slavery. 1 can only say tliere is not a

with that corrupt spirit, which led them to have ^ man living who wishes more seriously than I do,

light esteem of their brethren, which was a great, to see a plan adopUdfor tlie abolition of it." In

exercise to many honest Friends, and especially to! a letter to General Mercer, he says :—"//: wawow^

my wife and me ; and we were ready to say, ha.ih'\my first wishes to see some plan adopted by which

the Lord sent us here, to be instrumental for \>c^it\slavery in this country nmy be abolished In) law."

gathering of

sufiFered the enemy to scatter them

nations. But sometime after, the Lord satisfied

people in this country, and hath he In his will he provides for the emancipation of all

emv to scatter them iu their imagi-'the slaves whom he held in his own riglu.—Dr.

Wylie.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 10, 1862.

, that those who were simple-hearted among

them, should be restored again into a more settled

condition than they had formerly known ;
and I

believed in the word of the Lord. And in time

the Lord broke in among thom, and opened the

derstandings of some of them, and they began '

to reason among themselves, and saw that they PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.
_

were iu darkness; so that most of them were re- We complete our account of the late session of

stored again into their first love, and lived and died 1 the Yearly Meeting by the following reports and

faithful to Truth, except Cadwalader Edwards, (minute.

who continued iu stubbornness and hardness of
|

To tlie Yearly Meeting.—The committee^ ap-

beart, and endeavoured to hurt such who were
j

pointed to promote the civilization of the Indians,

report,

—

That they apprehend it may be useful, as well

as interesting, especially to some of our young

Friend*, to advert to the leading circumstances con-

nected with the origin of the Indian committee, hop-

ing by so doing, to awaken a more lively sympathy

towards a poor, and deeply injured people. It is

simple-hearted. I was moved to give forth a pa-

per against him and all his vain imaginations. The

following paper was likewise sent to him from

Friends :

'" We, whose names are hereunder written, are

those that thou hast been seeking to insinuate thy

corrupt principles into : and also are those that i

testify against that seducing spirit that thou art on the younger members that this long-cherished

gone into : and most of us do know the terror and concern must soon devolve ; as of those appointed

judgment of the Lord, for receiving that spirit ; by the Yearly Meeting, in 1640, to take charge of

and we do exhort all, that they touch not. nor taste ' the subject, nearly two-thirds have been removed

of it, lest they be separated from the Lord and
j

from works to rewards; and the survivors are im-

his people, and so come under the judgment of pressed with the conviction that, from their ad-

the Lord, as we have done; and we have all seenlvanced age, the work entrusted to them must

the hurtful effects of that spirit, and in the fear of' shortly pass into other hands,

the Lord we do deny the same, and them that be] In connection with this view of the subject, we

joined to it. I would call the attention of the Yearly Mtcting to

[Signed,] Charles Lloyd, Pilchard Evans, etc' '. the critical condition of the Indians, in consequeiice

"This being read in our Monthly Meeting for
|
of the great encroachments of the white population
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on their lands. This may be in part explained, Christian labours to promote the welfare of this] Signed on behalf and by direction of the Com-

bv the openintr of several railroads through the|people; believing it is not too much to say, that: mittee. Thomas Evans, Clak.

reservations and the leasing of large portions of
1

had it not been for the persevering effortsof Friends,| Plnladelpbia, Fourth monlh 17th, 18U2.

their land for depots, stations, ,S:c. Hence, at va- both among the Indians, and with the General; To tke Yearly Meeting.— T\i<i Committee who

rious points, thriving villages may now be seen,
|

Government, the Seneeas, in all probability, would have charge of the Boarding School at West-town,

and others 'it is supposed, will soon appear, to be have been without a home at this day, either in the report,—

occupied by a class of persons not friendly to the
[

State of Pennsylvania or in New York. That during the winter session, 1860-61, there

improvement of the natives, and whose presence,
I

We believe they still continue to regard the] were 184 pupils, viz., 100 boys and 84 girls; ol

we fear will hasten the day of their expuLion Quakers as their true and faithful friends; for,
|
this number 38 boys and 27 girls were new ad-

from the home of their forefathers. jwhen overtaken by perplexity or calamity, their missions. During the summer session there were

In the year 1794, the Meeting for Sufferings, of eye is invariably turned towards Philadelphia; and 1 15 pupils, viz., 49 boys and 66 girls, of whom 14

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, was informed that it is, indeed, a most pleasing reflection, that from; boys and 17 girls were new scholars. The whole

a treaty was to be held at Canandaigua, in thelthe days of its humane founder, they have not' number of new admissions for the year was 96,

state of New York, between commissioners on the looked in vain.
1

viz., 52 boys and 44 girls. The average number

part of the United States, and the chiefs of the Six In offering an account of their proceedings, and
j

in attendance, for the same period, was 149, viz

Nations, who were particularly desirous thatiof the state of the Institution, during the past

Friends should attend it— the (joverumeut also
j

year, the Committee may inform the Yearly Meet-

expressin" a similar wish. Four valuable Friends ^ing, that the following changes have taken place

offering themselves for the service, were approved since their last report :

—

by the Meeting, and accordingly attended. It was 1 Abel H. lilaokburne, who, for some years pa.st

on this important occasion, that Sagarissa, (or the [has been acceptably employed in teaching the

sword carrier,) a chief of the Tuscaroras, expressed
j

school, and his wife Caroline, in assisting in the

a desire that some of our young men should come house, having been released at their own request,

among them as teachers. This suggestion fell left Tunessassah on the 23d of First mo., last.

with great force on the benevolent heart of our
|

Our friend Thomazine Valentine, having herj income of fund for paying salaries of teachers,

worthy friend William Savery, (one of the four
j

mind again drawn to spend some time at Tunes- S866 12, and the balance in favour of the farm,

Friends in attendance,) who remarks in his diary, sassah, and its neighbourhood, for the purpose ofj was §2,083 56, which, with the Yearly Meeting

"Perhaps tiiis intimation may be so made use ^instructing the native women in house-keeping, and appropriation of 8300, make together §21,391 25,

of in a future day, that great good may accrue 1 other domestic duties, returned thither in the Fifth and show a balance in favour of the Institution,

to the poor Indians, if some religious young men 'month last, having the entire concurrence and

of our Society could, from a sense of duly, be in- J
unity of the Committee. Catherine Lee having

duced to spend some time among them, either as : offered her services, as teacher of the school, has

school-masters or mechanics." ibeen accepted, and she entered on the duties per-

Not only were the four Friends who attended taiuing thereto, in the First month,

the treaty moved by this suggestion, but it met Catharine Ijattin being willing to aid in the

with a deep and cordial response throughout thejfamily, and having, on a prior occasion, been ac-

Yearly Meeting. On the first opportunity thatlceptably engaged there, her offer has, likewise,

presented, that Meeting entered into a considera- ibeen accepted, and she returned to Tunessassah in

lion of the subject, which resulted in the appoint- the First month. Our friend Abner Woslman,
ment of forty-three Friends, to give it more fully,

|

remains in charge of the farm and family, and, [parent balance of this year, would materially re

the weighty attention which its importance called |with his daughter Abigail, is usefully employed,

for. In their report to the succeeding meeting,
j

From the Friends residing at the school, as well as

they feelingly allude to the sad changes that had
|
from two of our number who have recently visited it,

overtaken the natives of our country; and say i we have received encouraging accounts of its in-

there are loud calls for benevolent exertion to pro- creasing usefulness. The number of children in at-

niote among them the principles of the christian itendancewas 19, to wit: 15 girls, and 4 boys, whose

74 boys and 75 girls, which is eight less than the
J

preceding year. The disbursements for family

expenses were §9,213 90; for salaries and wages

§3,672 66 ; for incidental expenses §344 02; for
'

repairs and improvements §1,110 27, together

§20,340 85. The charges for board and tuition

were §13,338 51 ; for rents of tenements, saw and

grist-mills, and profits on merchandize §826 48
;

ncome of fund for general purposes §3,476 59 ;

for the year, of §1,050 40. In this statement iti

will be observed the deficiencies of former years are'

not included, and that the credit given for board,

tuition, and merchandize are the whole amountsi

charged, without any allowance for losses on col-'

lections, of which a small amount occurs every)

year. Upon a recent examination of the accounts^

which have been outstanding for a number of years,

it was believed about §400 of the amount would

not be collected, which, if deducted from the ap-

religion, as well as to turn their attention to ! progress in learning, and their general deportment.

school-learning, agriculture and useful mechanical

employments.

The report was fully united with, and a Com-
mittee of twenty-nine Friends appointed for the

gradual improvement, and real welfare of the In-

dian natives. When the Committee first commenced
its labours, nearly all of the vast and fertile ter-

ritory lying west and north of the Ohio River, was

in the po.s3ession of numerous tribes of aborigines,

wiio have since been entirely dispossessed ot their

fair inheritance; and in their retreat before the

strong hand of power, have carried no inconsidera-

ble share of their primitive rudeness along with

them.

If we revert to the New York Indians, we shall

find, that although their territorial possessions

have been reduced from 4,390,000 acres, to about

100,000, yet the population has by nomeaiissufl'ered

in the same proportion. For, notwithstanding

the hardships they have pas.^ed through, if the es- children, to clear up and cultivate their land, to

timatcs are correct, the Indians in th it State now refrain from intoxicating drink, and to remove the

nuniberwithiu700ofasmanyastheydidsixty-eight white people from their reservation. The advice
years ago. The Alleghany and Cattaraugus reser- was well received, and one of their number, in re-

vations contain more than one-half of their re- plying, acknowledged the many kindnesses tliey

maiiiiug possessions, and much more than that pro- had received, and the improvement they had made,
portion of their population; and it is to the In- since Friends commenced their labours among
dians on these reservations, that the efforts of the them.
society have been almost exclusively directed.

|
By an examination of our Treasurer's account.

Although their future prospects are far from en- it appears there is a cash balance in his hands of
couraging, yet we believe it is no time to relax our $50 19, and securities amounting to §15,700.

It is cause of thankfulness that the health of

the family has been generally good, very few cases

of serious indisposition having occurred during the.

year. Meetings for Divine worship have beeni

regularly held on First and Fifth days, in whichj

the deportment of the children has been generalljj

becoming. The alteration in the mode of conduct!

ing the examinations, alluded to in the last report!

has been made. The more frequent attendance ol

the Visiting Committee, which is required by thisi

change, will, it is hoped, prove advantageous, bothl

in encouraging the teachers and care-takers in the

performance of their arduous duties, as well as in

other respects.

The course of studies, and the number of teach-

ers employed are the same as last year. As here-

tofore, at stated periods, portions of the Holy
Scriptures, Barclay's Catechism or Bevan's View,

are committed to memory by the pupils ; and the

Bible and other religious books are frequently read

to them when assembled in the collecting rooms.

A thorough knowledge of those branches of an

English education, which are of daily practical

utility, being very important, particular care is

and encouraged to educate their taken to give instruction in them, with, probably,

as much success as at any other school. Lectures

have been delivered the past session on Natural

Philosophy, Chemistry and Natural History ; and

50 boys and 12 girls have studied Latin, and 15

boys have given some attention to Greek.

While the advancement of the pupils varies ac-

cording to the attention they individually bestow

upon their studies, their general progress has been

as satisfactory as usual, manifesting the care of

their teachers, who, we believe, endeavour to per-

form their duties in this respect with diligence.

are reported as satisfactory.

The interest manifested by the pupils in their

studies, and the cheerfulness with which they en-

gage in the household services required of them,

are truly encouraging, and furnish good ground to

hope that our labours for the improvement of the

rising geiieraiion will not be lost.

Although the Indians met with some loss in their

corn and potato crops, by a freshet in the Alle-

ghany river, which occurred last fall, yet their

condition appears to be quite as favourable as

usual, if not better than it generally is at this

season of the year.

Meetings for Divine worship have been regularly

held on 1st and 5th days, and the Friends who last

visited the settlement say they were comforted in

attending them. They also attended a general

council held at Jimesontown ; when the Indians

were advised
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TLe number of applicants for tLo benefit of the Imonth, 1857, and appended to the report of 1858,
gratuitous funds under the care of the Coniniittee, is again subjoined, and commended to the attentic

continues to be more than can be immediately ac- of all who propose sending children to the school

couimodated. The board aud tuition of 32 pupils

have been defrayed out of the income of them for

the year ending Tenth mo. 16th, 1861. Several

of these design qualifying themselves for teachers.

Friends applying for the admission of children, to

be paid for in this way, should be particular to give

the age of the child, and the name of the Monthly

Meeting he is a member of, to the Treasurer or

Superintendent, aud acquaint one of them, or

gome member of the Committee, with the cir-

This t^euiinary had its origin, we believe, in ;

religious concern for the welfare of the rising gene

ration. It has been sustained, we trust under
similar feelings, for upwards of sixty years, durin

which about 8700 children have partaken of its

advantages. A large number of the present mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting, having been pupils at

the school, it is hoped their interest and confidence

in it will not abate. It is to them, mainly, we must
look for a continuance of the patronage and sup

cumstances of the applicant, in order that the port it has so long received. The facilities for im
Friends appointed to make such admissions may parting instruction, and for the comfortable accom-

be able to judge understandingly, in the case. mod:ition of the pupils were, probably, never great-

Our friends David and Ivachel H.Roberts hav- er than they now are, and the price of board and

ing expressed a desire to be released from the sta-
j

tuition is acknowledged to be very low. In con-

tions of Superintendent and Matron, Dubre and sideration of these advantages, and the endeavours

Jane Knight were appointed to succeed them, who 'used to inculcate correct principles, and promote

jentered upon their respective services at the open- [good habits, it is cause of regret that more children

ing of the last summer session. jare not permitted to receive the benefits it is capa-

The annual cost of medical attendance on thcible of conferring, especially on those who yield a

pupils being considerable, in addition to the ex- cheerful compliance to its discipline and rules,

penses appertaining to the nurseries, the propriety
j

While, therefore, we would imprvss upon Friends

of making a small charge to each pupil, in order, the importance of sustaining an Institution where

to defray it, has several times claimed the consid- our beloved youth may receive literary instruction,

eration of the Committee. Believing that the In- jsheltered from many evil influences, we would alsi

stitutiou ought to be relieved, at least from part of remind parents, and others who have the care of

the expenses alluded to, they suggest that hereafter! children, that it is very essential to the successful

a charge of fifty cents per session be made to each

scholar, in order to cover this outlay.

Owing to the small number of scholars in attend-

ance during the summer session, the Committee

The foregoing Minute is directed to be printed,

and a copy furnished to each person applying for

the admission of a scholar.

Extracted from the Minutes.

David IIobeut.s, Clerk.

In the several sittings of this meeting, the minds
of Friends have been brought under religious con-

cern for the welfare of the members, and their

growth and establishment in the blessed Truth. It

is the duty of the Servants of Christ to watch over
one another for good ; aud, where any neglect

their religious duties, to warn aud persuade them
in the love of Christ, to resist the love of the world,

and, through his help, to follow him faithfully.

We believe the extension of affectionate entreaty to

tho.se who absent themselves from our meetings for

Divine worship, would often be beneficial to them,
and to the rightly concerned brother thus engaged.

How can any fulfil the Divine law, " Thou shalt

love the Lord thy Cod with all thy heart, and
soul, and strength," if they sufi^'ir the love of

worldly things to deter them from the public ac-

knowledgment of his right to rule over them, and
thus absent themselves from meetings for Divine
worship? May all remember their accountability

to Almighty God, and the weightincss of their

salvation ; and, surrendering all that He calls for,

take up the cross, and follow the Lord Jesus in

he path of holiness and self-denial; in which he

,. ,. , , , , . , , , J
would enable them to work out their salvation with

working of such an es abl.shment. that the guarded
f^^^ ^^j trembling. Hereby they would be pre-

eduoation of those placed in it should be com-
pared to receive gilts, to be occupied in His church

menced at hoym It the instruction and_ discipline
^^ ^^j^ ;. ^-^ ^^,. ^^^ ^^^J^ ^j. ^^^ ^^,

have been conducted there, under religious exer-

it may always bear unraistakeable evidence of be-

ing a Friends' School, not only in the consistent

appearance of the scholars, but in all other re-

spects. They are very sensible that this can only

be obtained through the Divine bles.-ing on the

faithful labours of those entrusted with its manage-

ment, and the cordial co-operation of those

send children there. Impressed with these views

other on our most holy faith. They would then

feel bound to maintain all our religious testimonies,

and to bring up their children in the observance

of them. The use of the Scripture language of

thou and thee to one, and keeping to the plain garb
which has distinguished faithful Friends, would
contribute to their defence against corrupting asso-

ciations, and the many snares which evil persons

devise to entrap the unwary.

The right education of children and young per-

sons at home, under the care of parents and others,

who are concerned to bring them up in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord, and restraining them

i7itend the Boarding School at Wcst-toivn^ helcl\iTQim wrong things, is of great importance to their

Tweljth month 9th, 1857:
|
present and future welfare. It has been the con-

It has been cause for painful concern to the'''""."^ '^'t
meeting to encourage the frequent

o Committee to learn, that notwithstanding the ^e-i
^^^^ing of the Holy bcnplures and the writings of

peated advices issied by the Yearly Sleetinc-.!
F"'^"'^^' '° pnvate and ,n the family collections

;

believed it proper to issue an address, calling thejcise aud concern for the eternal well-being of the

^attention of Friends to the advantages conferred child, the labours of conscientious teachers, and
by the school, and encouraging them more gene- others, will be much lessened, and much more likely

[rally to avail themselves of its benefits, which, it to be effectual when such children are deprived of

is hoped, had a useful effect. [parental contiol.

I

The Committee are desirous, and they do not Signed on behalf and by direction of the Com-
idoubt Friends generally are, that this important mittee. Tllo.MAS Kimber,
Institution should be conducted so as to confirm

j

Clerk for tlie day

.

and increase the attachment of the pupils to all
j

Philadelphia, Fourth mo. 4iLi, 18G:i.

our relisious principles and testimonies, and that

The Minute of 1857 is as follows, viz :

At a Stated Meeting of tJie Committee to Super-

ing.

-hed to tho<e whoi''^®
practice being often productive of serious im-

'institution' therpiP''«=-'«'°°*"'^^ "^'^J strengthen them to choose the
It IS very painful to the Committee to find it neces-

!

printed copies of which are furn

sary so frequently to allude to the want of atten-
1

propose sending children to th^ .„.v.u
,
>.,^.^ . ,-.•<• i »i .

tioD, on the part of some who send children to the
j

is an increasing departure from our christian testi- '

8°°'^' ^"'^ ^^^'^^''^ ""« ^^''
'

'^°'* " '^ f^""'^ '^^' '^°''-

school, to the regulations respecting the clothing imony to plainness and simplicity in the colour and

to be worn by the pupils. These regulations, we 'make of many of the articles of clothing brought

believe, are important to the proper conducting of to the school by the pupils.

the Institution, but notwithstanding the concern I On renewed consideration of the subject it is

and anxiety manifested by the Yearly Meeting, 'concluded, that in order to check this tendency,

that our christian testimony to plainness of dress land promote a closer observance of the regulations,

^hould be strictly maintained, and the frequent al-jall such garments as do not conform therewith, if

lu^ioii to the subject by the Committee, articles of; they cannot conveniently be altered, are to be

•lothing continue to be furnished to the pupils 'forthwith returned by the Superintendent to the

-vtiy session, so unsuitable in colour, as well as in 'parents or guardian at their expense.

as to require to be either entirely rejected, Any articles of apparel sent to the pupils dur-

jr -roatly altered. The alterations necessary to ing the session, must be submitted to the Superi

iie made are often very trying to the child, as well tendent or Matron for examination, and if not ap-

as very troublesome to the care-takers. The Com- !
proved, or if worn without being so submitted, are

luittce are very desirous that they should be re-jto be returned in the same manner.

lievcd from the burthen thus imposed ; and they
|

Some of the boys having brought with them

would, therefore, again affectionately, but earnestly jdrcss frock coats, double-breasted vests, vests with

request parents to comply with the regulations, and rolling or falling collars, and also caps, it is deem-

:hus save their children from much discomfort, and ed proper to state explicitly, that such articles are

the care-takers and Committee from the unpleasant not admissible, and that the boys will be required
|

sistent with the Di

duty which devolves upon them when the rules are to wear hats, plain vests, plain coat-, made in the: Extract from the Jlinute

disregarded. The Minute adopted in the Twelfth usual form, or plain roundabouts.

rect habits and sentiments thus formed, contribute

much to aid school teachers in the management of

such children.

We have felt much sympathy for the rising gene-

ration, and desire that they may give heed to the

convictions of the Holy Spirit in their hearts ; and

that neither the influence nor the deportment of

parents or other Friends may, in any way, divert

them from a steadfast adherence to its requirings,

but that by example and precept they may endea-

vour to lead the youth into the love of their Sa-

viour, and of the doctrines aud practices of our

religious Society.

Having been favoured to transact the business

of the meeting in a degree of harmony, and bro-

therly regard and condescension, under feelings of

thankfulness for the favour, and a desire for each

other's preservation in the Truth, the meeting con-

clules to meet at the usual time next year, if con-

JoEL Evans,
Ckrk to the Meeting this Year.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Europe.—Sews from England to the 20tb ult. The

London Morning Herald intimates that if the United

States government does not soon conquer a peace, the

Great Powers of Europe should peremptorily interfere

in behalf of the general well-being ofmankind. " That

this has not been done before, is owing to the generosity

of England, as France was ready, but it is now time

that England should cease to stand between her own

people and the relief they need."

The London Times expatiates on the importance of

the strufgle for New Orleans, and thinks its loss would

be fatal to the rebel cause.

The distress in Belgium, owing to the failure of the

cotton supply, is stated to be terrible. In the city ot

Ghent, more than 6,U00 workmen are literally on the

street, without resources, and about 4,000 more can just

drag along their existence by working three days in the

week. Other cities are in nearly equal distress, and the

government is seriously embarrased at the wide spread

misery that prevails.

The Russian Minister of the Interior, has made two

imperial propositions—one for accelerating the libera-

tion of the serfs, and the other for creating a system of

Parliament:iry representation. The propositions have

been referred to the Council of the Empire.

Spain will not, as reported, withdraw her troops from

Mexico. They will slay till the satisfaction demanded

is obtained.

It is rumored that the French police have arrested

1200 workmen on the charge of sedition.

In Greek and Turkish affairs there it but little change.

The Austrian Government has sent two Naval Engin-

eers to America to inspect the Monitor and Merrimac,

and the new coast fortifications.

There is great delight in all parts of Italy at the recent

language of Lord Palmerston, in the Italian deljate in

the British House of Commons.
The pirate Sumter, being unable to leave Gibraltar on

account of the presence of the U. S. Steamer Tuscarora,

the crew have been paid off and the vessel will be sold.

Captain Semmes, of the Sumter, and his officers, had

arrived at Southampton, England, from Gibraltar. Bread-

stuffs had an upward tendency. Cotton, unchanged.

United States.— Trade with the Soulh.—It is under-

stood that trade with the rebel States is to be in general

prohibited, until the ports in the South are fivirly and
freely opened by the new United States Collectors. By
permission from Washington, ice has been shipped from
Boston to New Orleans. Charles L. Lathrop, has been
confirmed by the U. S. Senate as collector of customs
for the district of New Orleans, Louisiana. The U.

S. Secretary of State, in a circular addressed to the for-

eign ministers says, •' 1 have the honour to state, for the

information of your Government, that a collector has
been appointed by the President for the port of New Or-
leans, and that the necessary preparations are being
made to modify the blockade so far as to permit limited

shipments to be made to and from that and one or more
other ports which are now closed by blockade, at times
and upon conditions which will be made known by pro-
clamation."

The Prospects of the Struggle.—Although the leaders
of the rebellion seem to be as determined in their pur-
poses as ever, the events of the last few months have
clearly shown their inability to resist successfully the
military power of the Government. Their forces have
of late, at all points, retreated upon the advance of the
Federal armies, or if resistance has been attempted, it

has been followed generally, by capture or defeat. The
cutting off of the rebel communications east and north
of Corinth, and the recent c ipture of New Orleans, giv-

ing possession of the lower Mississippi to the Union fleet,

are serious disasters to the rebel cause, and must tend
to hasten the termination of a conflict, which, however
it may be protracted, can now scarcely f.iil to end finally

in the re-establishment of the authority of the United
States throughout the whole revolted region.

Virrjmin.—The great rebel army which was fortified

upon the peninsula, formed by James and York rivers,

hastily evacuated its position towards the close of last

week. The movement seems to have been caused by
the near approach of .M-Clellan's siege works, and the
conviction that the impending attack must result in a
disastrous defeat. The rebel army consisted, it is be-
lieved, of about 100,000 men, with 400 pieces of field

artillery, but it is asserted the troops were in a dei

ali" I ' '""liii and many of them \iiii|i - ip'inr.l, i

M ' ;,: i -1 nearly 150 guns in :
- i 'i

They were pursued by the Federal forces, and the rebel

rear guard was overtaken on the 4th inst., near Wil-

liamsburg. A sharp contest ensued, attended with some
loss of life on both sides, and the capture of a number
of the fugitives. Refugees from Norfolk, say that there

are several hundred avowed Union men in Norfolk, and
ny others who keep quiet, including a part of the sol-

diers. Three companies in Portsmouth mutinied and
stacked their arms recently. It was also reported that

a part of Gen. Magruder's force was in a mutinous con-

dition. There were between 6,000 and 7,000 rebel troops

at Norfolk, under Gen. Huger.
Xorlh Carolina.—The Dismal Swamp Canal has been

closed up by a detachment of Gen. Burnside's forces.

The bombardment of Fort Macon was kept up until the

fort became untenable, when the garrison surrendered.

Fifty guns, 20,000 pounds of powder, and a quantity of

shot, shell, &c., were taken, together with about 400
prisoners, who were subsequently released on parole.

The loss of life on either side was not great. The fort

was immediately garrisoned by Union troops. The
Governor of North Carolina, has it is alleged, become
convinced of the hopelessness of the rebellion, and is

desirous that the State should withdraw from it and re-

turn to its allegiance to the United States. According
to a rebel statement, the Governor has been arrested
and placed in confinement by order of Jefterson Davis.

Louisiana.—No official accounts had been received of
the capture of New Orleans, but the fact is fully verified

by the reports received from various quarters. The city
was first held by a battalion of marines, and subse-
quently Gen. Butler's army arrived by way of Lake
Pontchartrain, and took possession of it. The rebels
had destroyed much property, but it is stated a large
amount of cotton had been discovered and seized by
Gen. Butler. The Union citizens of New Orleans had
held a meeting, which was largely attended, and much
enthusiasm manifested. The U. S. gunboats passed up
the river from New Orleans, and took possession of Baton
Rouge without opposition, the small rebel force theie
retreating on the approach of the boats. A complete
panic seems to have overtaken the rebels as soon as the
U. S. fleet passed the forts below New Orleans, and their
fortifications on Lake Pontchartrain and other places
in the vicinity, were hastily abandoned. All the river
towns below.Vicksburg, Miss., were at once deserted by the
greater part of the inhabitants, who fled into the interior.
Alabama and Mississippi.—Oa the 29th ult., Gen.

Mitchell attacked a rebel force at Bridegport, Alabama,
routing ihem with a lossof68 men killed, andalarge num-
ber wounded ; 300 prisoners and two pi( •iUery
were taken. An expedition from Bridgeport, crossed
the river on the Ist Inst., advanced towards Chattanooga,
twelve miles, captured some rebel stores and destroyed
a saltpetre manufactory. Gen. Mitchell states that he
now occupies Huntsviile in perfect security. At the
latest dates, the army of Gen. Halleck was pressing for-
ward upon that of Beauregard, and daily skirmishes
were taking place. The policy of the rebels appeared to

be to make a slight show ofresistance and then fall back.
A detachment of 400 Germans from a Louisiana regiment,
who had been sent out from the rebel camp on guard
duty, came into the Union Hue in a body, with white
flags, and gave themselves up as deserters. It was the
belief that Gen. Beauregard was moving many of his
troops southward, and that he would make no stand at
Corinth.

Tennessee.—The .Memphis papers of the 29th ult., say
a meeting was held there on the previous night, at
which it was concluded to burn the city in case of the
approach of the U. S. fleet. The papers urgently call on
the people to reinforce Gen. Price at Fort Wright, as the
only means of saving the city from destruction. Com.
Foote's fleet remained near Fort Wright, active opera-
tions being nearly suspended. The river continued
very high. On the 2nd inst., it was higher at Cairo
than it was ever known to have been previously. The
Nashville Union of the 24th ult., says, " persons who
have hitherto been disloyal are coming in every day and
taking the oath of allegiance to the United States gov-
ernment." The official reports of the losses of the Fede-
ral army in the terrible conflict at Shiloli or Pittsburo-
Landing, have been published. The total of killed"
wounded and missing, is 13,703. The loss of the rebels
is not known with any certainty, but is supposed to be
even greater. Between 2500 and 3000 rebel soldiers
were left dead on the field, and were buried by the
Union army.

Missouri.—Rebel incursions still occasionally take
place. On the 20th ult., a rebel baud of tiOO Indians,
commanded by Col, CoBl-c, was attacked at Neosho, by
14i; of the Missouri volunteers and routed, with the loss
ul 02 pri.soncrs and a number killed and wounded.

New Mexico.—The rebels have been defeated in recen

battles with the U. S. forces. They have abandonee!
Santa Fe and were retreating from the Territory intc

Texas.

Southern Items.—A Charleston, S. C, dispatch of the!

1st inst., says that the U. S. forces have captured a smar.f

battery of two guns near White Point, only twenty-twc
miles from Charleston.

Gen. Prentiss, and 700 United States prisoners, had
arrived at Selma, Ala. The officers were to be sent toi

Talladega, and the privates to Montgomery.
At a late convention of cotton planters, held inSelmaj

Ala., it was unanimously resolved to restrict the pro-,

duction of cotton to 500 pounds for each hand employed,

and to advise an increased cultivation of breadstuffs.

According to reliable information received fromRich-<

mond, Va., the planters have determined to raise no to-

bacco this season. All the stock now on hand has been
seized by the military, to prevent its falling into thoi

hands of the Union army. The Richmond Examiner
says, " If the Confederate Government is worth a rush, it

wi"ll defend Richmond to the last, for the leaving of it,;

though it will give up to ruin many thousands of its

citizens, will not be less fatal to the Government itself."

New York.—Mortality last week, 401. The moneyi

market continues easy, the rates on call being from 3J
to 5 per cent. Gold 2J a 3 per cent premium. Since

the capture of New Orleans, cotton has declined largely

in price. On the 5th inst., sales were made at 22 J a 2S
cts. for middling uplands.

Philadelphia.~lioxia.\\\.j last week, 245.

The Blockade has become so effective that but few ves-

sels now escape from the Southern ports. Within an

short time, numerous and important captures have been*

made by the U. S. cruisers.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Marshall Fell, Pa., $2, vol. 35 ; froM

Charles Lippincott, N. J., $4, vols. 34 and 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

NEAR FRANKFOED, (TWENTY-THIRD WARD, PHILADELPHIA.)

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthing-
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be.

made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clerla

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session will commence on Second-day,

the 12th of the Fifth month. Pupils who have beea(

regularly entered, and who go by the cars from Phila-«

delphia, will be furnished with tickets by the ticket

agent at the depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia

Rail Road, north-east corner of Eighteenth and Marke|
Streets. Conveyances will be at the Street Road Sta^

tion, on Second and Third days, on the arrival of the

trains thatleave Philadelphia, at five minutes past eigh^
half-past ten, and two o'clock. During the Session, small

packages for the pupils, if left at Friends' Book Storejf

No. 304 Arch Street, on Sixth days before twelve o'clock^

will be forwarded ; and the stage will meet the first train'

of cars from the city, on its arrival at the Street Road
Station, every day except First days.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of Friends' Boarding-school at

West-Town, will commence on Second-day, the 1 2th of

Fifth month next. Parents and others intending to

send their children as pupils, will please make early

application to Dcbre Knight, Superintendent, at the

School, or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304
Arch street, Philadelphia.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
^j

The Stated Annual Meeting of the Ilaverford Schooll
Association, will be held at the Committee Room, Arch
Street, on Second-day afternoon, Fifth month 12th, 1862.

at 4 o'clock.

W. S. HILLES, Secretary.

Phila., Fourth mo. 26tb, 1862.

Married, on Fourth day the 9th of Fourth month, a*
Friends' meeting, Greenwich, N. J., George W. Thorp,
of Frankford, Pa., to Sarah R., daughter of Benjamin
and Mary R. Sbeppard, of the former place.

PILE &, M'ELKOY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania ak. I
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Early Frienils and Wliat They Were.

(Concluded from p-ige 2S3.)

I have already ventured to remark, Id contra-

ictioa to the oft-repeated assertion, " there is no

eligiou in Dress," that there have been, and are

a the present day, many that can testify, that

ven in dress there is religion, and that it has at

imes been laid upon them as from the Lird, to

ome out from among the world's fashions, and to

dopt a plain and simple attire. Thomas Ellwood,

"ohn Grattan, and many others of our early

rieuds, are practical examples of this ; and I dare

ppeal to the hearts and consciences of many up

nd down in the Society in the present day, if

hey have not known the pointing of the Divine

and calling them out of the vain fashions and

racticea of the world, and in the obedience to

?hich their very peace of mind was concerned.

lu 1668, the women Friends of this country

isued an Epistle, showing too that there might be

anity, etc., in the outward adorning, though not

• B the extreme of gaiety. It runs thus: —''The

J
forld says the Quakers are now like us, they want

nly lace and ribbons. Our end is not to upbraid,

t,liut to remind you how our religious profession is

:t ipbraided; for with the light you will see there is

'I

I superfluity in habit, though no lace or ribbons."
" Penn's address to Protestants, issued about

his period, is a severe stricture on the times, as

egards the sinful indulgence in dress; and iiis

I lOok, entitled No Cross no Croivn, goes strongly

( show the obstruction offered to the Christian's

? lath by fondness for dress. Of the argument then,

J
LS now advanced, the indifferency of such things,

says—"But should these things be as indiffer-

ent as they are proved perniciously unlawful, (for

.never heard any advance their plea beyond the

lounds of indifferency,) yet so great is their abuse,

o universal the sad effects thereof, like to an infec-

ion, that they therefore ought to be rejected of all,

specially those whose sobriety has preserved them
•n this side of that excess, or whose judgments,

hough they themselves be guilty, suggest the folly

'f such intemperance. For what is an indifi'erent

hing but that which may be done or left undone ?

iranting, I say, this were the case, yet doth both

eason and religion teach, that when they are used

fvith such an especial appetite as to leave them
?ould be a cross to their desires, they have ex-

|:cedcd the bounds of mere indifferency. Which

being a violation of the things themselves, a per-

fect abuse enters, and consequently they are no

:er to be considered in the rank of things sim-

ply indifferent, but unlawful."

In 1680, we have some very striking and instruc-

tive remarks from the pen of Joseph Pike to the

following effect :— '' However, notwithstanding re-

ligion docs not consist in bodily conformity, or

plainness of apparel, but is in and from the

heart, as also, on the other hand, that pride is in

the heart and not in the outward clothing, yet true

religion leads into simplicity in all outward things.

For though there is a form of godliness without

the power, yet the power of Truth leads into a

godly form and order in outward things; and this

is abundantly proved from the Holy Scriptures,

and among the rest even in outward clothing."

In ISS-i, the Yearly Meeting issued its advice

to its members on this very particular of dress.

Still more strongly in 1691 does the Half-yearly

Meetinu of Dublin express itself, and extends its

counsel more minutely ; and William Penn's Ke-

Jieciioits awl Mixims, published that year, con-

tain the following counsel:—"Excess in apparel

is another costly folly. The very trimming of the

vain world would clothe all the naked one."

" Choose thy clothes by thine own eyes, not

another's. The more plain and simple they are

the better. Neither unshapely nor fantastical;

and for use and decency, and not for pride.

'' If thou art clean and warm it is sufficient ; for

more doth but rob the poor and please the wan-

ton."

W^hether about this period there might have

arisen any controversy in the Society as at the

present day, as to what constituted " plainness of

apparel," i have not been able to trace ; but in

1694, William Penn, in his Rise and Progress,

gives a clear definition of the "peculiarities" of

Friends, their origin, &c., and in language so

adapted to the present day, that I may be excused

for transcribing it. He says:—"For these and

such like practices of Friends were not the result

of humor or for civU distinction^ as soiue have

fancied, but a fruit of inward sense, which God
through His holy fear, had begotten in them. They

did not consider how to contradict the world

distinguish themselves as a party from others; it

being none of their business, as it was not their

interest. No, it was not the result of consultation,

or a framed design by which to declare schism or

novelty. But God having given them a sight of

themselves, they saw the whole world in the same

<il'iss of truth ; and sensibly discerned the affec

tions and passions of men and the rise and ten

dency of things, the lust of the eye, and the pride

of life, which are not of the Fatlaer, but of th'

world The third thing to be treated

of is the vanity and superfluity of apparel, in which

first two things are to be considered—the condition

of the person, and the country he lives in. We
shall not say that all persons are to be dressed

alike, because it will perhaps not suit their bodies

nor their estates. And if a man be clothed soberly

without superfluity, though the thing may be finer

than that wtich his servant is clothed with, we

_hall not blame him for it. The abstaining from

superfluities, which his education and condition

May have accustomed him to, n.ay be in hiin a

greater act of mortification than the abstaining

fine clothes in the servant, who never was

accustomed to them. As to the country, what it

naturally produces may be no vanity to the inhabi-

ants to use, or what it commonly imported to

hem in exchange, seeing it is without doubt that

the creation is for the use of man. So where silk

abounds it may be worn, as well as wool ;
and

we in those countries or near to them, where

aold and silver were as common as brass, the one

night be used as well as the other. The iniquity

ies then here. First, when from a lust of vanity

and desire to adorn themselves, men and women,

not content with what their condition can bear, or

their country easily affords, do stretch to have

things, that, from their variety, and the price that

is put upon them, seem to be precious, and so feed

their lust the more; and this all sober m^n of all

orts will readily grant to be an evil."

" 2d. When men are not content to make a true

ise of the creation, whether the things be fine or

coarse, and do not satisfy themselves with what

need and canvenienci calls for, but add thereunto^

things merely superfluous, suc'a as in the use of

ribbons and lace, and much more of this kind of

stuff, aspaintinarthe face, plaiting the hair, &c., which

are the fru:ts"^of the fallen and corrupt nature,

and not of the New Creation, as all will acknowl-

edge. And though sober men among all sorts

wiU say, that it were better these things were not,

yet will tiiey not reckon tliem unlawful, and there-

fore do admit the use of them among their church

members. But we do aocoant them altogether

unlawful and unsuitable toCuristiaus.

" 3d. The scriptures severely reprove iuch prac-

tices, both commending and commanding the con-

trary, as Isa. iii."

Thus reasons William Penn, and while aiming

only at establishing Christian simplicity, it strikes

at all attempt at costume or singularity for its own

sake alone. In truthfulness it is perfect ; in rea-

soning it is sound ; and in application to the pre-

sent, it is apposite.

Six years later we find Richard Claridge, a man

of most liberal education, once a clergyman, and

who had given up much, and endured more, in

embracing the principles of our then greatly perse-

cuted Society, thus stating the question of dress,

and touching upon the very identical subject of

costume. He says:—"We do not affect singu-

larity in our garments ; for we distinguish between

use and affectation, between plain attire and mon-

astic order. We are at liberty in our apparel,

provided all vanity and superfluity is avoided ;
no

man or women is tied to any one form or fashion,

but that of modesty and moderation, and such as

becomes the followers of Jesus.

" For though we would have all Friends go plain

in their clothes, yet it is not in any plainness that

is for a characteristic in religion, or mark of holi-

ness, or distinction of order or society ; for many

ill men and women may go very plain in their

habit ; but such a plainness as is opposed to super-
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fluity and slovenliness. Nor have we any injunc-

tion for an universal coarseness in our apparel

;

but we have respect to our several states and con-

ditions, and to the nation or country where we

live; and do believe that we may wear either

coarse or fine clothing, according to our several

abilities, if we are careful to keep a due distance

from all pride, vanity and superfluity. And as

we observe the^e rules in our apparel, we are sat-

isfied of our conformity to the Holy Scriptures,

and so value not the accusation of singularity.

. . . Our Frieuds never placed holiness in

clothes, nor in any outward thing whatsoever ;
holi-

ness is an essential attribute of God, originally in

Him, and derived truly from Him in the souls of

the faithful,"' &c.

And in writing during the same year an Ex-

Iiortation to faiflifulness and Obedience, he re-

marks :
—" I can give my testimony, as one that

hath obtained mercy to be faithful, that Truth, as

it is minded and obeyed, leads out of sin, out of

all false doctrine and worship, and out of all the

vain customs, usages, and fashions that are in the

world. When we come to love it, first for its own

sake and nest for the work and operation of it in

and upon our hearts, 0, what a tenderness will be

in us 1 what a care of acting in all things according

to it, and what a fear of doing anything that is re-

pugnant thereto! We shall not plead for our own

wills, or pleasures, or imaginations; or say, This

is a small matter, religion doth not lie in dresses,

habits, or fashions : this is a strictness beyond what

Truth requires ; or it is a peevish humor of some

rigid spirits, that would bring all into conformity to

their fancies. But we shall deny our own wills,

pleasures, and imaginations, and be resigned up to

the will of God, desiring that that may be done

on earth as in heaven. This will be our travail

that we may be always fouud iu the well-doing,

and taking up our daily cross to all that which may
prejeut itself under any shape or likeness, to draw
away our minds from the purity and simplicity of

the Gospel ot Christ.''

In 1700, we have an Epistle on the same subject

from George Whitehead. Nor was the Yearly

Meeting unmindful of its duty in this respect, for

in 168>i and 1691, plainness and simplicity ar(

truthfully enjoined. The years 1703 and 17.54

among other counsels intermediately extended, are

peculiarly significant of the exercise and care of

the Church in this particular. And in 1761, tlie

whole ground on which the question rests is briefly

again gone over in the following words :
—" And

here we find it our concern, to revive a truth

which is worthy of general remembrance : that no

affectaliou oft-ingularity was the cause ofa demean
our, both civil and religious, in our forefathers, (or

in the faithful of this day, different in many res-

pects from the conduct ot those among whom wt

dwell,) they beholding the vanity, unprofitableness

and insincerity of the salutations, customs, and

fashions of this world ; observing the exainples of

our blessed Saviour and his followers, with the fre-

quent testimonies recorded iu holy writ, to tlie ne-

cessity ofa self-denying life and conversation, to-

gether with the law and the testimony revealed in

their hearts, retained iu view the injunction of the

apostle, not to be conformed to this world, but to

be transformed by the renewing of the mind, tl;

we may prove what i.s that good, acceptable, and

perfect will of God. May an uprightness of heart,

as in the sight of God, ever attend the simplicity

of appearance : that none, by a conduct ineousi;

tent therewith, may furnish occasion for the tc;

tiuiony to be evil spokeu of or despised."

In 1710, we have .John Griffith |)ilhily rep'yiii

to those who contend that tliere is little in dres

And at the risk of giving offence, I cannot but: to all, and which hath brought salvation to many

recommend it to the attention of the many mem- will not only teach to deny ungodliness and worldlj

hers of our society who plead so earnestly for ^ lusts, and to live soberly, righteously, and godly in

creater liberty in these things:—" The flesh saith
,
this present world, but will also lead those thai

there is little in dress; religion docs not consist in
j

obey it out of all excess, and out of all superflui-

apparel ; there is little in language ; there is little ties and worldly vanities, and will teach thsm tc

iu paying tithes, &c., to the priests ; there is little [order their conversation aright. Therefore, to this

in carryfng guns in our ships to defend ourselves in heavenly grace let every mind be turned, and

case we are attacked by an enemy. To which I therein stayed ; that thereby all who profess tht

think it may be safely added, there is little or; Truth may be kept in the holy limits of it; thai

nothing in people, who plead as hinted, pretending] in their whole conversation and course of life—

to be of our society ; for if they can easily let fall' eating, in drinking, in putting on apparel, and

the before-mentioned branches of our christian tes- j
whatsoever else we do, or take in hand, all maj

timony, I am fully persuaded they will main-
!
be done to the glory of God, that our moderationi

tain the other no longer than it will suit with their
|

in all things may appear unto all men.
j

temporal interest. 1 have often wondered that " And let not any deceive and hurt themselvesj

such continue to profess with us at all. They are with a false plea, saying, ' I will be left to my lib-|

not really of us, who are not concerned to maintain erty,' I have freedom to do, go, or wear so and so.

those principles and testimonies the Lord hath and religion stands not in clothes, &c. : for that|

given us to bear." liberty which the worldly spirit leads into is"
iindeed the true liberty, but is a false and feigiTen years later we have a striking exposition I feigned

from the pen of that justly valued servant of the liberty, which leads into true and real bondageJ

Lord, John Woolman, of "the mode in which theJAnd though religion stands not simply in clothesj

worldly spirit operates in the heart. It is written! yet true religion stands in that which sets a boundi

with that beautiful simplicity which characterized
|

and limit to the mind with respect to clothes as

the man, and which always commends itself to the well as other things. So that when there is a run^

simple-hearted of every class and of every age:— ;ning out into excess and vanity in apparel, that is

" Thouoh the change from day to night, is by aja certain indication and token, that the mind is got

motion so gradual as scarcely to be perceived, yet i
loose, and hath cast off the yoke, and is broker

when nigirt is come we behold it very difierent' away from its due subjection to that Divine power

from the day; and thus as people become wise in in which true religion stands."

their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight,] 1 trust that in thus endeavouring after an eluci-

customs arise up from the spirit of this world, andjdation of the true grounds of our peculiarity, as

spread by little and little, till a departure from
j

applied to dress, it will be found that 1 have not

the simplicity that there is in Christ becomes dis- deviated from the true principles of the society, or

tingui.-hed as light from darkness, to such as are i
misrepresented the views of early Friends; and

crucified to the world." that in freeing this question from the false reason-

As it is not my intention at any time to iutro- ing of those who contend for a peculiar form, and

duce the opinions or practices ot Friends of the from the latitudinarian ideas of those who contend

present century, but to confine myself as strictly as
I
against all form, it has been shown that the true

may be to what was the example and what the
|

basis of all simplicity in apparel rests on our right

practice of early Friends, as illustrated by their
j

appreciation of our christian duties—the allegiance

lives, I shall conclude by quoting from the writings; we owe to Almighty God, and a faithful obedience

of that deeply tried and eminent servant of the to those manifestations of his will, which being

Most High, Job Scott:— " It hath come to pass, made known in the secret of the heart, require as

that there is scarcely a new fashion come up, or a '
faithful a compliance with as any of our more

fantastical cut invented, but some one or other 'openly manifested duties. If then we be found

that professes Truth is ready with the foremost to
,

walking in the Light as He is in the Light who hath

run into it. Ah! Friends, the world sees this, and
j

called us, it will never be left to us to choose our

snjiles, and points the finger at it. And this is'. own path, but walking in the fear of the Lord and

both a hurt to the particular, and a reproach to looking only to his approval, we shnll be fouud

the general. Therefore, let the lot be cast; let adorning the gospel of God our Saviour in all

search be made by every one, and let every one; things.— I am, &c. J. B. B.

examine himself, that this Achan, with his Baby- I'.S.—In the consideration of the subject above

loni.-^h garment may be found and cast out, for in- mentioned, it is too common to lose sight of the

deed he is a troubler of Israel. 'real cause of what it might be well to avoid, if we
" And all Friends who upon true search shall

|

consistently eould— viz., peculiarity. It ought ever

find yourselves concerned in this particular, I warn i to be borne in mind that this is not what the priii-

and exhort you all, return to that which first con- ciple of Friends in regard to dress inculcates, con-

vinced you; to that keep close, in thai abide, that'sidered at least aislravily, h\it it is caused mainly,

therein ye may know, as at the first, not only a ,il not solely, by the continual fluctuations of others,

bridle to the tongue, but a curb to the roving mind, I O/i^'j^a////, F'riends were like the truly serious

a restraint to the wandering desire. For assuredly, ! professors from among whom they arose. Bui

Friends, if Truth be kept to, none will need to I
Friends being restrained by scriptural principle

learn of the world what to wear, what to put on, from following the fashions of the times, as unbe-

or how to shape and fashion their garments. Buticomiug the profession ot a disciple of Christ, were

Truth will teach all how best to answer the end ot l/orcff/ into singularity by otiii-r profes-ors not

clothing, both for useful service and modest decency. 'supposing themselves under any such restraint,

And the cross of Christ will he a yoke to the un- T/use cliaiiged, hence the singularity of FViends;

ruly will, and a restraint upon the wanton mind : and precisely the same result would ever follow,

and will crucify that nature that delights in finery [were the Society to become extinct for a time and

and bravery of apparel, iu which the true adorn-
1 be again revived; the adoption of its principles

ing doth not stand, but which true adorningi would take place among the " most straitest" ol

stands in the hidden man of the heart, in that
:
Christ's disciples, and fidelity to Him would re-

vvhich is not corruptible, even a meek and quiet produce the same eft'ect as formerly, if other pro-

spirit, fessors reasoned as they did in George Fox's day,

I

" .-^nd the grace of God which liatli appeared and as many do in our own.
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From The Populai

Artificial Light.

{ConcludL'Jiritm p:igo 2-S3.)

Tbere cannot be a doubt that a large proportion

)f the headaches, sleepiness, and general discoiu-

brt felt in public buildings lighted with gas, where

10 special means are adopted for removing the

)roducts of combustion, are due to the accumula-

of carbonic acid and other poisonous gardes

;iveu off during combustion. While gas is burn-

't removes from the atmosphere a large ([uan-

ity of oxygen ; and as this is also the result of

>reathing, the effect is soon felt where a large

lumber of humau beings are together. There is

mt one way of removing this great evil, but fortu-

lately that method is fully adequate. It consists

n the use of a ventilating burner, either resembling

a its principles of action the burner originally

ontrived by Faraday, or of a still more simple

rrangement,the whole of the jots being connected

?ith an air-chamber and chimney, so placed that

he draught carries off at once into the open air

very particle of matter produced during combus-

lon. Faraday's burner is an ordinary Argand
urner,- of large size, with a chimney, surrounded

y a wider and taller chimney, closed at the top,

nd opening at the bottom into another tube that

arries away the products of combustion. The
tar method of illumination involves the use of

umerous groups of small jets arranged concentri-

lly, each group being arranged in the form of a

tar, and the whole forming a brilliant and steady

olume of light. This latter is, beyond all com-

larison, the most pleasant and the brightest light

hat has yet been obtained artificially. It requires,

lowever, a chamber and large chimney communi-

is not more than one-fiftieth part. In point of

fact, however, with the methods of manufacture

now adopted, and the increased illuminating power

of the gas, it is estimated that the actual cost of

one thousand feet of gas of the best quality is lit-

tle more than one shilling ; so that artificial light

really costs not more than one hundredth part the

price that it did fifty years ago.

In countries where coal is scarce and dear, wood,

peat, and brown-coal all yield, on distillation at

very high temperatures, certain illuminating gases

which can be purified for burning, and thus ren-

dered available for general use. It is only very

lately that a method of doing this has been adopted

with success; but it is said that wood and peat

gas are already used with great advantage in

many German and Swiss towns.

lu addition to the contrivances adopted for ob

taining artificial light already alluded to, and in

common use throughout the civilized world, there

are two others occasionally employed, although not

yet produced on such a scale and at such a cost as

to be economically important. One of these is

merely a modification of ordinary gas-light, in-

volving the use of pure oxygen gas, instead of

atmospheric air, as the agent of combustion, and

introducing a solid incandescent body, such as lime,

to increase the intensity of tbe illuminating power.

The other is the electric light, obtained by

bringing into close proximity, without actual con-

tact, two pencils of charcoal, and passing between

them a powerful voltaic current. Great difficulty

has been experienced in rendering light thus ob-

tained sufficiently steady for any practical purposes,

and these difficulties are not yet fully overcome,

althouj^h a partial success has been obtained in

ating directly with the outer air, and must be I Paris, by methods more simple and less co=tly th;

aced at the ceiling or roof of the room to be

ighted. It is comparatively expensive, consuming

, large quantity of gas compared with the availa-

ile light yielded, and is thus little adapted for

:eneral use where economy is considered.

The quantity of good illuminating gas procured

rom a ton of coal varies greatly according to the

lature of the coal and the method of manufacture.

Jy the old process, the yield of gas rarely ex-

:eeded ten thousand cubic feet per ton of coal, ex-

;ept from some Cannel coals, especially rich in hy-

Irogen : whereas, by what is called White's pro-

ess, as much as thirty thousand cubic feet have

leen obtained from ordinary kinds, and fifty thou-

and from Boghead coal. The illuminating power

if the gas made has also been increased by modern
mprovements,the increase amounting to from twelve

upwards of a hundred per cent, on the old

nethod, according to the nature of the coal.

To give an idea of the value of the improvement

n artificial light, by the introduction of gas, we
nust enter into some small calculations. Taking

perm candles as the unit, (each candle burning

en hours, at the rate of one hundred and twenty

;rains per hour, and the value being about id.,)

,he quantity of ordinary coal required to produce

ight equal to one thousand sucli candles (value

£10 V6s. id,) according to the old method of

Baking gas, varied from four to seven hundred-
ifeight ; while, if Cannel coal were used, about

kalf that weight would be needed. At present,

kowever, the consumption of coal for this quantity

>f gas would not exceed from three hundred and
5fty to four hundred pounds of ordinary kinds.

those before used.

And now, in bringing to a close this account of

Modern Illumination, let us consider for a momeni
how far and in what way we are benefited by ar-

tificial light, rendered cheap and abundant by sc

many ingenious contrivances.

Half a century ago, all the great capitals of

Europe, although then not half their present size,

e dangerous residences to their honest inhabi-

tants, and unmanageable in regard to police super

vision, owing to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient

artificial light during the long dark nights of win

ter. The growth of population that has since taken

place, and the development of the resources of our

own and other countries, would probably have

been impossible, without the discovery and rapid

introduction of some means of economically and

effectually lighting the streets and alleys, which

had long served as the haunts of thieves and dan-

gerous characters of all kinds. It is not too much
to say that, in this matter alone, the introduction

of artificial light has been'thc main agent employed
in effecting a social improvement, compared with

which all others are secondary. The millions ot

cubic feet of gas now burnt nightly in our streets

are, beyond comparison, the best, the most perma-

nent, and the least expensive source of security

that could have been introduced, and have served,

more than anything else, to check those deeds of

wrong and violence that darkness cannot fail to

shelter, and invariably fosters.

Nor are we less indebted to gas for lighting our

public buildings of all kinds. Here, again, the

necessity for increased light has enforced a con-

can see,

Id ever

the quality and purity, and the great reduction in

the cost of gas has been met by a corresponding

increase in the quantity used.

When so much better and cheaper a light than

candles or oil lamps was first introduced and found

useful, it became almost inevitable, that the old

sources of artificial light should also be improved.

Thus candles, as we have said, are now of greatly

proved quality ; they are made from various

materials, formerly thought altogether inapplicable

;

the best of the present day are hardly more ex-

pensive than the worst of half a century ago
;

while in all important respects, the very materials

that rendered the tallow candles of former times

a nuisance to everybody, being now separated and

plied to their proper uses, are found to pos.sess a

value positively greater than that of the combusti-

ble material itself, which they at one time inter-

fered with and injured.

The scientific principles of consuming fuel so as

to obtain light being also now better understood,

there is far less waste than before in our lamps, and

some of them are models of mechanical art, ob-

taining the most perfect result at the s;nallest ex-

penditure of material. In all these matters the

mechanical improvements and the application of

chemical principles have gone hand in hand.

It is altogether impossible to exaggerate the

lue and importance of light; and it is certain

that everything done to facilitate the means of ob-

taining and distributing artifical light cannot fail

to be of general benefit to mankind. And, if look-

ing at the glorious orb of day, and remembering

all its life-giving properties, we exclaim with the

poet,

—

" llail ! holv light—offipring of heaven first born,"

we may, with equal propriety, regard in artificial

light, however obtained, a younger, but hardly less

useful and important creation, always at hand, re-

quiring a certain development of human intelli-

gence to render it available, but rewarding us by

communicating a means of moral and intellectual

light, as well as that physical illumination that is

so useful and so indispensable.

I Piety.'

Soil 3f LvJia S. Ko

ind of Cannel, from one hundred and five to one 'sumption of material which, as far

aundred and sixty. With this quantity of coal. 1 no natural supply of oil and tallow could

Value about three shillings in London,) from two
j
have satisfied. Of all these matters, the supply,

;o three thousand cubic feet of gas are manufae-
! however large, is limited and costly, the co:t in-

,;ured, so that, under any circumstances, the cost I creasing rapidly as the consumption becomes

)f gas-light, compared with that of sperm candles, I greater. The gradual but steady improvement in

iccoaut

Lydia S. Kogers, daughter of John and Eliza-

beth Jones, of the city of Philadelphia, was born

the 16th of Sixth mouth, 1810.

Her disposition was amiable, and being natu-

rally of a cheerful and lively temper, she was

drawn by the temptations of the enemy into

ightness and frivolity, and to take much delight

n gaily of apparel, which deviations from the

christian path were causes of condemnation and

sorrow to her mind when the awful period of dis-

solution was approaching.

She was attacked with bleeding from the lungs

in the Eighth mouth, 1S33, but alter a confinement

of two weeks she nearly recovered her usual state

of health, although some symptoms of pulmonary

disease still remained.

In the Third month, 1834, she was married to

Samuel Rogers, and was able to attend to her do-

mestic concerns until the Eleventh month following,

when she became seriously indisposed. The pros-

pect of separation from those she loved, the fear

of death and a sense of her own unfitness to meet

its solemn summons produced great conflict of

mind. She was frequently occupied in reading

the Holy Scriptures, and the society of serious and

religious people became peculiarly pleasant to her.

She was evidently aware of the danger of her situa-

tion, and on being asked about this time what she

thought respecting it, observed, " Perhaps I may
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last until Spring, but I do not expect to get well,

nor do I wish it.''

Under the exercises which the passed through

during this period, there is cause to believe that

the Holy t^pirit, who is a reprover for sin as well

as a comforter for well doing, and whose opera-

tions are compared to a refiner's fire and fuller's

soap, was secretlj at work in her heart, setting her

sins in order before her, and producing that godly

sorrow which worketh unfeigned repentance. Many
times her spirit was much contrited, and ^he would

entreat her friends to pray for her; mourning over

her misspent time and her multiplied transgres-

sions, saying, " I fear my sins are too many ever to

be forgiven."

During this time the enemy was permitted to

buffet her with his suggestions, which induced her

to exclaim, " O, what an unwearied adversary

!

how he tempts me !'' and to her sister she re-

marked. " Can it be that I shall be forgiven my
many sins'?" But although thus tried with doubts

and fears. He whose mercy is over all liis works,

wa.s pleased in his own time to grant lier an evi-

dence of pardon and reconciliation, and to animate

her drooping spirit with the humble hope that she

should at last be received into the kingdom of

heaven. One day, after some hours of quiet re-

tirement she broke forth in this manner—"Now I

feel as I never felt [before]— I shall be received

—I am peritctly resigned to live or die— I am very

happy— my dears, do not weep for me, I can

truly say this is the happiest evening of my life

—

Piaise the Lord, my soul—bless his holy name.''

Afterward she observed, "I want nothing worldly

to divert me from the great work."

In looking back over her past life, and her in-

difference and neglect respecting the great duties

of religion, she seemed almost ready to question

whether the evidence of forgiveness could be real,

and on the 14lh of First month, 1635, again asked

lier sister if she thought it possible her sins were
forgiven ; adding, " 1 have been so neglectful when
I had strength, will the Lord receive nie at this

late hour'?" After a time of solemn silence she

desired to be helped to a kneeling posture, and
then feelingly petitioned the Most High for the aid

of his grace, and that she miuht be thoroughly

washed and purified. A female minister of the

gospel calling to visit her, spake encouragingly to

her state, and was also engaged in fervent suppli-

cation on her behalf. These religious exercises

afforded her much comfort ; her mind was peace-

ful, and appeared to ovirttow with gratitude and
love.

Continuing in this inward frame of mind, and
steadily abiding under the refining bapli>nis of the

Holy Spirit, she experienced sweet peace to flow

in her heart, and a grateful sense of the Lord's
mercies to her. On the 15th she seemed full of

comfort, and several times remarked, "How littk

I suffer, and how much the dear Ma>ter suffered

OI bow kind he is to me." And again, "0, the

sweet peace—1 cannot be mi-taken ; it is all the

heavenly Father's work." She oltcu mentioned
what a comfort the bible was to her, and what a

blessing it was that she could now understand it,

and take bold of the promises it contained, afti

having neglected it so much.

She expressed deep concern on account of such

as do not believe in the divinity of our Lord
Jesus Christ, saying, "What can they have in an
hour like this to rest their hopes upon/" and men-
tioned her desire, that such might be brought to

feel the efficacy of the lledeemer's love ; add
" lie gave his precious life for us."

( )n the IGth, she expressed great love for all her

friends, many of whom she named, and remarked,

I would be glad to do something for the blessed

cause : I feel that I have espoused it, and if it will 1

do any one good to see me here entirely changed,

I should be glad some of my thoughtless friends

should see me."

On the 17th she was under much inward conflict

d trial, but io the evening observed, " It comes
eetly into my mind that we need not be dwell-

X so much on our past sins, but just lay them all

open before our blessed Father—he can see them

all at one glance, and as quickly forgive them."

Being now brought in good degree to the blessed

teaching of the spirit of Christ in her own heart, she

found it to be indeed a light to her mind, unfold-

ing the mysteries of redemption and giving her to

see clearly the true meaning, as well as the pre-

cious value of the Holy Scriptures. She spent

much time in reading these, particularly the New
Testament—and one morning, after having been so

employed, she looked up with a joyful countenance

and exclaimed, " This has been a sealed book to

me, but ?iou- what beauty and consistency I see in

it. Oh ! what can they have to rest upon, who
do not believe in the Saviour ! I would not ex-

change my belief for a thousand, thousand worlds."

In the ordering of Him whose dealings with his

ransomed children are all in perfect wisdom and

goodness, though past our finding out, she was
permitted on the 20th, to experience a season of

great tossing and distress; and when, through

mercy, a degree of calmness was restored, she re-

marked, " I feel better now—but what an agoniz-

ing time has my poor mind had. I fear I have
taken hold of promises that do not belong to me.

Oh ! I have been such a sinner !" This painful

dispensation gradually passed away, and on the

morning of the 22nd she could say, " All is peace

and comfort, though I am very weak. There are

some clouds through the day, but my nights are

all joyous. The Father is very near me this morn-
ing."

Soon after this she was thought to be dying, and
her connexions being called she took an affection-

ate leave of them saying, ' I am going home," and

seemed filled with holy joy. In the afternoon she

faintly articulated, as though replying to a query
respecting her removal, " not yet—not yet—stay a

little longer;" and when still further recovered

from the state of great exhaustion, in which she

bad been lying she remarked, " I believe my time

is to be prolonged." From this period until her

decease, her mind was more engaged on behalf ot

others than during the previous part of her illness,

and many opportunities occurred in which she im-

parted impressive admonition to her friends.
(lu bc-cunclu.U-U.j

T/ie ivill of God Leadtth uholhj out of ConJ'ar-

niity to this World.—" It is not every one that

saith unto me. Lord, Lord," said Christ, " that

shall enter into the kingdom, but he that doeth the

will of my Father which is in heaven." Therefore,

whilst we labour after humility and re-ignation of

mind in sincerity, to say, " not uiy will but thine

be done,"—let us at the same time be earnestly

desirous to ascertain what is the Lord's will con-

cerning us. But this can never be done in the

noise and mixture of the world
; it must be sought

for in retirement, in the silence of all flesh, and
that more frequently than the returning morning,
and in the nigbt watches also. We cannot rea-

sonably expect to be entrusted with a knowledge
of the Divine will, if we conform to the world and
its practices. "Be not conformed to this world,
but be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind : that ye may prove what is that good and
acceptable and perfect will of GoA:'—Daniel
Wheeler, F. L. vol. 7,]}. 287.

From Eveuiugs at the >Iicrosc(

Inseels: Their Breathitg Organs.

Essentially, breathing is the same function where

ever it occurs ; and it does occur, doubtless, in

animals under some form or other. It is the ab

sorption ofoxygen from without to the fluids withii

to repair the waste constantly produced by vita

nergy. But it may be obtained from differen

sources, and imbibed in various modes.

All insects in the perfect state are air-breathers

that is, they procure their oxygen from the air a-

we do; and most of them are so in their earlie

stages. Even in exceptional cases, viz., such larvs

or pupae as are provided with what represent gills

and appear to be dependent on the water for thei

respiration, the exception is rather apparent tha;

real, for the function is performed in air-vessel

still. Now these air-vessels shall afford us som
interesting microscopical observations.

This brown fly, which is buzzing and hoverin*

on invisible wings over the flowers in the gardeBji

you perhaps take for a bee. No ; it has but twi|

wings ; for I have caught it, and you may ascew

tain the fact for yourself; it belongs to the genii(

Si/rphiS. Having caught it, I deprive it of life b;»

means of the very organs I am going to examine

for I turn a tumbler over it and insert under tht

edge a lighted lucifer match. In a few secondsi

is dead,—suffocated ; for phosphoric and sulphuric

acids introduced into the breathing tubes quickbl

destroy life. I presently take it out, and put
ting it into a dissecting- trough under a lens, cut uy

the abdomen with a pair of fine pointed scissor?

Well, you see little else but the polished brow*

walls of the body and a number of fine whit

threads. It is those threads that we want. WitI

a small camel's hair pencil 1 move them to and fn

in the water, and soon perceive that they are lib

little trees with comparatively thick trunks, send

ing off many branches, and gradually becominj

excessively slender. Here and there short thicl

branches break out on two opposite sides, and oi

each side are connected with the wall of the abdo

men. Here then with the fine scissors I snip then

across, and lift up a portion with the hair penci

into a drop of water which I have already put int(

the live-box. The cover now flattens the drop

spreads the white threads,—and the object is readi

for our eye.

We have before us a considerable portion of th(

tracheal system of the fly. And though, owing t(

the involution of the parts and the injury ourrudc

anatomy has done, we cannot trace the beautifu,

regularity which exists in life, we may see th(

principle on which they are arranged, and mucl

of the perfection with which they are constructed

Here then is a system of pipes,—some large

some small ; the smaller branching forth from tht

large, and themselves sending off yet smallei

branches, which in their turn divide and subdivide

until the final ramifications are excessively attenu-

ated. Besides these, we see here and there ovate

or barrel-shaped reservoirs, having the same ap-

pearance and intimate structure as the pipes, bui

of much larger calibre and connected with then]

by a branch. i

This, I say, is the breathing system, or a largi

portion of it. These pipes receive the air fron

without through trap-doors, which we will examine

presently, and convey it to the most distant parti

of the body. In ourselves the air is inhaled into a

great central reservoir, the lungs, and the blood

dispersed through every part is brought to this

reservoir to be oxygenated. In insects it is the

blood that is collected into a great central reser-

voir, and the air is distributed by a minutely di-

vided system of vessels over the blood-reservoir. ,
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The Irachtce or air-pipes have a silvery white

appearance by reflected light; but if we use Iraiis-

niitted lijiht aud put on high power, we ditcern a

wonderful structure, which I will describe in the

eloquent language of Prolctsor Kynier Jones, aud

you shall estimate its truth as you examine the

object :

—

" There is one elegant arrangement connected

with the breathing-tubes of an insect specially

worthy of admiiation; and perhaps in the whole

range of animal mechanics it would be difficult to

point out an example of more exquisite mechanibm,

whether we consider the object of the contrivance

or the remarkable beauty of the structure em-

ployed. The air-tubes themselves are necessarily

extremely thin and delicate; so that on the slight-

est pressure their sides would inevitably collapse

aud thus completely put a stop to the passage of

air through them, producing, of course, the speedy

suflbcation of the insect, had not some means been

adopted to keep them always permeable; and yet

to do so, and at the same time to pre::erve their

softness and perfect flexibility, might seem a pro-

blem not easily solved. The plan adopted, how-

ever, fully combines both these requisites. Be-

tween the two thin layers of membrane which

form the walls of every air-tube, a delicate elastic

thread (a wire of exquisite tenuity) has been in-

terposed, which, winding round and round in close

spirals, forms by its revolutions a cylindrical pipe

of sufficient flrmness to preserve the air-vessels in

a permeable condition, whilst at the same lime it

does not at all interfere with their flexibility; this

line coil is continued through every division of the

trachea, even to their most minute ramifications

a character whereby these vessels are readily dis-

tinguishable when examined under the microscope.

Man has imitated this exquisite contrivance in,

the spiral wire spring which lines flexiblegas-pipes;

but his wire does not pass between two coats of

membrane. One of the most interesting points ol

the contriv mce is the way in which the branches

are (so to speak) inserted iu the trunk, the two

wires uniting without leaving a blank. It is diffi-

cult to describe how this is done ; but by tracing

home one of the ramitications you may see that

it is performed most accurately,—the circumvolu-

tions of the trunk-wire being crowded and bent

round above and below the insertion, (like the

grain of timber around a knot,) and the lowest

turns of the branch-wire being suitably dilated to

fill up the hiatus.

You must not suppose, however, that the whole

of one tube is forujed out of a single wire. Just

as in a piece of human wire-work the structure is

made out of a certain number of pieces of limited

length, and joinings or iuterlacings occur where

new lengths are introduced, so, 'strange to say, it

seems to be here. It is strange, I say, that it

should be so, when there can be no limit to the

resources, either of material, or skill to use it ; but

so it is, as you may see in this specimen, which has

been dissected out of the body of a silkworm. T
spiral is much looser iiere than iu the air-tube

of the fly, tlie turns of the wire beiug wider apart

and hence its structure is much more easily traced

Here you see in many places the introduction of a

new wire, always commencing with the most fine

drawn point, but presently taking its place with thi

rest so as to be uudistinguishable from them. In

some cases certainly, (perhaps this may be the ex-

planation of the phenomenon in all,) the wire so

introduced may be found to terminate with tin

like attenuation before it has made a single volu-

tion, and seems to be inserted wlieii the permanent
curvature of the pipe would leave the wires ou the

outer side of the curve too far apart, half a tur

r even much less, then being inserted ofsupernu-

iierary wire.

I told you that the air enters these tubes through

This is not the term whichL-rtain " ti ip-aoors.

the physiologist employs, certainly : he calls them
spiracles. In our owu bodies the air enters only at

one spiracle, a curiously defended orifice opening

I

just in front of the gullet at the back of the mouth.

the claclass 01 animals we are now considering

a good many such breathing orifices.
|

But i

there

You may see them to great advantage in any large

caterpillar, the silkworm for example, where all

along the sides of the pearl-grey body 30U perceive

of dots, which with a lens you discover to

be little oval disks sunken into little pits, of a black

hue with a white centre, through which is a very!

slender slit. There are nine of these organs on

each side, a pair to each segment or division of the

body, with the exception of the first, which is the 1

head, and of the third and fourth, which are des-
j

fined to bear the wings; these are destitute of spi-
j

racles.

Essentially, these organs, under whatever modi-

fications of form and position they may appear,

ave the same structure. They arc narrow orifi-

ces, with two lips capable of beiug opened at the

will of the animal, or accurately closed ; and in

many soft-skinned insects, such as the silkworm,

and most larvas, they are set in a horny ring, by

which means they are prevented froui collapsing,

through the unresisting character of the general

integument. The opening and shutting of them is

performed by an internal apparatus of muscles,

which is sometimes strengthened by being attached

to two horny plates, which project inwardly.

But the most curious thing to be noted in the

tructure of these spiracles is the contrivance wljich

induced me to call them trap-doors. 8mall as are

their openings, they are still large enough to admit

any floating particles, of dust, soot, and other

extraneous matters, which would tend to clog up

the delicate air-passages, and to impede the right

performance of their important functions. Hence

they need to be guarded with some sort of seive or

filter, which, while admitting the air, shall exclude

the dust.

^'arious and beautiful are the modes in which

this common purpose is eflected, but I ciin show

you only two or three. This is one of tlie breath-

ing orifices of the common house-fly, in which as

you see, minute processes grow from the margin all

round, which extend partly across the open area,

branching and ramifying again aud again, and

spreading and interlacing with those of the opposite

side, so as to form a perfect sieve, which the fiuest

atoms of dust cannot penetrate.

The same end is attained, in another way, in the

dirty cylindrical grub, which is found so abun-

dantly at the roots of grass in pasture lands, and

which country folk call, from the toughness of its

skin, " leather-coat." It is the larva of the crane-

fly ( Tqiida oleracia,) so familiar to us under the

soubriquet of daddy long-legs. I can easily pro-

cure one of these, for, unfortunately, they are but

too ubiquitous. Here is one, who shall have

the honour of being martyred for the benefit of

science. Before we assassinate him, however, just

look here, at the hinder extremity of his body,

where there is an area, surrounded and protected

by several points, and in this area, two black spots.

With the disseeting-scissors I have carefully cut

out one of these specks, and now I put it under

the lieberkuhn, for illumination on the stage of the

microscope. There is, first of all, a dark horny

ring of an oval figure, a little way within which

there is an opaque, dark plate of the same figure,

but smaller, occupying the ceutral poniou of the

area. The space between the margin of the plate

aud the bounding ring is occupied by a series of

slender filaments, placed side by side, proceeding

from one to the other, through the interstices of

which the air is filtered. The central plate seems

to be quite imperforate.

The fat, thick-bodied grubs of those beetles

called chafers, exhibit, iu their i-piracles, a modifica-

tion of this structure, rendered still more elaborate.

In the case of the larva of the common cockchafer

{Mclolontka vulgaris,) for example, the central

plate is a projection from one side of the margin
of the spiracle— to use a geographical simile, we
may say that, instead of being an island in the

midst of a lake, it is a promontory. Thus, the

breathing space is a crescent-shaped band, which
is crossed in every part by bars passing from the

margin to the projecting plate. But, as if the in-

terstices left by these bars would be too coarse for

the purpose, they are further sublimated by a mem-
brane, which is stretched across them, and which

is perforated with a number of excessively minute

round holes, through which alone the air is admitted.

CTo be continued.J

Selected.

.MURXING-GLORIES.

lilant tlieiu, moUier, llic re so common

But of seeds I bad no other, so I drujiped them by the

door;

And they soon were brightly growing in the rich and
teeming soil,

Stretching upward, upward, upward, to reward me
fur my toil.

They grew all o'er the casement, and they wreathed
around the door,

All about the chamber windows, upward, upward, ever-

And each dawn, in glowing beauty, glistening with early

dew.
Is the house all wreathed in splendor, every morning

And they shut

the sun.

Teaching every

mid-day, 'tis because their work

crimson petals from the kisses of

heir lessor, to my weary, pnnling

stretchii ,g upv I'd for the

Sending out the climbing tendril

strength and power,

To support, and aid, and comfort,:

hour:
Never spurn the thing that '3 cor

home flowers poor,

For each hatha holy mission, lik

door.

,
trusting God for

1 the trying day and

luon, nor call these

my Glory o'er the

/•. F. Gage.

The dear cluldren.— Often do I desire that our

little ones may be deeply impressed with a sense

of the necessity of having the heart tendered : the

livint:, eternal word, inwardly revealed as a ham-

mer,"to break the rock in pieces; that so, iu early

life, the stony heart being removed, and a heart of

flesh given, they may manifest a susceptibility as

to the best feelings, and be so wrought upon as

evidently to become what they are, by the grace of

God. This is superior to all that can possibly be

done by human efforts, in cultivating the rational

powers, aud in storing the mind with outward

knowledge and literature, however good in its

place, all this may be.— Sarah [Ltjncs\ Grub!,.

It is utterly impossible that any thing should

bring to the saving knowledge of the will of God,

but the light and spirit of Christ, by an inward

manifestation.
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From the Annuiil of Sciontilic Discovery for 1862.

The Atlantic anil Pacific Overland Telegraph.

One of the most important events in the scien-

tific or commercial history of the past year, has

been the completion and successful operation of a

line of telegraphs across the North American con-

tinent, between the Atlantic and Pacific States.

The inception of this enterprise dates from 1859,

when the project was brought before a convention

of representatives of the various telegraphic com-

panies of the United States, and application to

Congress for assistance iu completing the work

acreed on. Such application was duly made, and

iu June, 1860, Congress passed a bill authorizing

and directing the Secretary of the Treasury to ad-

vertise for proposals to carry a line of telegraph to

California, across the continent, within two years

from July 31st, 1860, securing certain privileges

to the government and to the proprietors of the

line.

Mr. Cobb, who was then Secretary of the Trea-

sury, did not favour the project; and the tele-

graph companies seem to have been averse to en-

tering the field, or risking money on the enter-

prise. In August, 1860, after the law had passed,

a meeting of the directors of the various telegraph

companies iu the country was held in New York;
and, after some deliberation, a resolution to unite

and co-operate for the construction of a Pacific

telegraph was rejected, and another passed instead,

declaring it inexpedient to embark in the enter-

prise, but consenting that any of the parties who
chose might do so.

When the notice for proposals was advertised

by Secretary Cobb, Mr. Hiram Sibley, President

of the Western Union Telegraph Co., who was
really the proposer and author of the whole en-

terprise, put the question to the directors of his

company, whether they would authorize proposals

to be sent iu ; and so formidable and unpropitious

did the undertaking appear, that it was favourably
carried only by a single vote.

After lou'.; and tedious delays on the part of

Secretary Cobb, the contract to build the line was
awarded, on the 20th of September, 1860, to Mr.
Sibley, the President and representative of the

Western Union Company. Here we may add that

this company at once assumed the contract, and
furnished all the money expended on the line east

of Salt Lake.

They at once despatched one of their number,
J. H. Wade, of Cleveland, to California, to confer
with parties on that side, and persons who had
travelled the various routes, and determine where
and iiow to build the line, as also to make such
urraiignnieuts with the companies on the Pacific,

or such of them as might agree, either lor a busi-

ness connection at the then terminus of their lines,

or to induce them to extend this way. After va-
rious discussions, the route was at la»t settled on

;

the Calilorniii companies covenanted to assume the
construction of the lino to Suit Lake with all des-
patch, and if possible, as soon as the eastern sec-
tion .should be eoujpleted to that point—an under-
taking which they honourably performed, reaching
Salt Lake but a few days later than the Western
Union party.

It was not an easy matter to determine the
route, and there were even different opinions as
to the kind ol line to be built. Some favoured un-
derground wires, some the usual pole line. The
troublous a.-pect of affairs South induced the com-
pany at last to determine on a line to run by way
of Fort ICearncy, Fort Laramie, Fort Bridger,
crossing the Rocky Mountains at the South Pass,
thence to Salt Jjtike City, thence, via Fort Oritten-

ly tlie binip- route to lort Churchill, Car-

son Valley, thence, over the Sierra Nevada Moun-

tains, to Placerville and San Francisco—being

substantially the same route as that over which

the present overland mail is carried.

Mr. Edward Creighton was appointed superin-

tendent of construction in the eastern part of the

line, and the California State Telegraph Company

got ready to commence operations on their end.

From the known imperfection of underground lines,

so far as they have been tried in Europe, it was

decided to put the lines to the Pacific on posts, not-

withstanding the deep snow on the mountains in

the winter, the scarcity and expense of getting tim-

ber, its liability to be burnt with the grass on the

plains, run down by buffaloes, or be stolen for tim-

ber and fuel.

Mr. Creighton had already surveyed the pro-

posed route, and was convinced the poles could be

maintained. The manner of his survey is curious,

and shows how much genuine enterprise was

brought to bear on the construction. He started

on the overland route alone, in November, 1860;

travelled most of the way on mule-back, with such

company as he could pick up on the road—jour-
neying most of the way entirely alone. His object

was to examine the route thoroughly, and if possi-

ble, to see the Indians, and learn from them more

of the country and its features and resources than

could be gathered from a more rapid journey.

He started at a time when the Indians are most

dangerous to travellers, because they are suffering

for food ; but instead of avoiding them, he took

pains to go out of Ids way to meet them. He got

from them much valuable information as to the dif-

ferent routes, depth of snow on each, the kinds and

quality of timber, 'and where to find it, &o. He
cauje to the conclusion that, with the exception of

few lawless, thieving Indians, that disgrace every

tribe, they are quite as harmless, when properly

ted, as many of the whites that go among
them. He afterwards employed some of them to

accompany the train while building the line, to

herd and look after the stock, for which the most

trusty of them are the best help for the purpose he

could get.

Mr. Creighton reached San Francisco on March
1st, and immediately returned to New York, by

steamer, with Mr. Wade. The outbreak of the

Southern insurrection made the speedy construction

of the line of greater importance, and no time was
to be lost in getting together the material. Ac-

cordingly the directors met at Rochester, and or-

ganized the company, April 17th, by electing J.

H. Wade, President; H. Sibley, Vice-President

;

and E. Creighton, Superintendent, after which

nearly all the material had to be made.
The wire to be used in the line was No. 9, gal-

vanized iron wire. The insulators, wire, and tools

were taken to Omaha, Kansas, at which pJace all

the material of the expedition was gathered to

start westward.

With a renioinbrance of the manner of con-

structing telegraph lines in his mind, the reader

will be able to judge of the labour required to set

up two thou-sand miles of telegraph, through a

wilderness inhabited only by Indians and wild

beasts, and parts of wliich are a dreary desert.

Of tlie lorce employed on the Pacific side we have
no knowledge

; but Mr. Creighton, for the line from
Omaha to Salt Lake, had four hundred men, fitted

out with tents, tools, and outfit for a hard season's

campaign, including rifles and navy revolvers for

each man, with the necessary provisions, including

one hundred head of fat cattle for beef. These
were driven with the train, and killed as they were
needed.

For transportation of material for the line, and

provisions for the little army of workers, five hun-

dred head of oxen and mules, with over one hun-

dred wagons, were purchased by the company, and

this not proving sufficient, other transportation was

hired, making the total number of beasts of burden

up to seven hundred oxen, and one hundred pair

of mules. When all was ready, the party started

from Omaha, and set their first pole on the 4th of

July. The line was completed to Salt Lake on

the 18th of October, and the California party

reached Salt Lake six days later, on the 24th.

They advanced at the rate of about ten miles

per day. The whole line is on poles, it being

thought best to cross rivers in this manner rather

than lay submarine cables. The wire used weighs

three hundred and fifty pounds to the mile, which
would make for the line, from Brownsville, Mo., to

San Francisco, seven hundred thousand pounds of

wire. The posts are good size, thirty to the mile,

and more than half of them red cedar, the balance

mostly of pine.

(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Guesses at Truth.

This work contains much that is instructive and
entertaining, though there is also no little evidence

of the influence exercised over the author, by want
of correct information. Some of his remarks on
Friends are very erroneous.

We give a few extracts for the readers of "The
Friend" who may not have met with the work.

For the motive of a man's actions, hear his

friend; for their prudence and propriety, his enemy.
In our every-day judgments we are apt to jumble
the two together; if we .see an action is unwise,

accubing it of being ill-intentioned ; and, if we know
it to be well-intentioned, persuading ourselves it

must be wise; both foolishly; the first the most so.

Abuse I would use, were there use iu abusing;
But now 'tis a nuisance, jou '11 lose by not losing.

So reproof, were it proof, I'd approve your reproving;
But, until it improves, you should rather love loving.

How few christians have imbibed the spirit of
their Blaster's beautiful and most merciful parable

of the tares, which the servants are forbidden to

pluck up, lest they should root up the wheat along

with them I Never have men been wanting, who
come, like the servants, and give notice of the tares,

and ask leave to go and gather them up. Alas,

too ! even in that church, which professes to follow

Jesus, and calls itself after his sacred name, the

ruling principle has often been to destroy the tares,

let what will come of the wheat; nay, sometimes
to destroy the wheat, lest a tare should perchance

be left standing.

We find thou in many of the noblest speeches

on record, the last words of great and good
men to the executioner on the scafibld : and iu

legal murders of the great and good, notwithstand-

ing the boasted exceJIeuce of our laws and courts

of justice, the history of England is richer than

that of any other country. It doss one good to

read such words : so I will quote a few examples.

For instance, those of Sir Thomas More : Pluck
up tliy spirits, man, unci be not afraid to do tliine

ojjlce : my neck is very short ; take heed thercjore,

thou strilce not aivry,Jor saving of thine honesty.

Those of Fisher, the pious Bishop of Eochester,

when the executioner knelt down to him and be-

sought his forgiveness : Iforgive thee uith all my
heart ; and I trust thou shall see me overcome this

storm lustily. Those of the Duke of Suffolk on
the same occasion : Godfwgive thee ! and I do ;

and when, thou dost thine office, Ipray thee do it
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well, and bring me out of this world quickly ; aiid

God have viercij on lltee ! When llaleigli was led to

the scaffold, a bald-headed old luau pressed through

the crowd, and prayed that God would support him.

/ thank tlue m// good friend, said Raleigh to

hiui, and am sorry I am m no case to return thee

anything for thy good icill. But here (observiug

his bald head,) lake tliis nigldciq-i ; thou hast nwre

need of it nmv than I. Shortly alter he bade the

exeoutiouer show hiui the axe : I prithee let nie

see it. Dost tliou think I am afraid of it ? And
after he had laid his head on the block, the blow

being delayed, he lifted himself up and said :

What dost thoufear ? strike, man.

It is perhaps a singular phenomenon in a culti-

vated language, that scarcely a writer seems to know

when he ought to use such words as thou, you, and

ye.

Even the Quakers, at least of late years, as

they have been gradually paring away the other

tokens of their sect, their coats and hats and bon-

nets, generally soften the fuU-moulhed thou into

thee ; whereby moreover they gain the advantage

of a two-fold offense against grammar. For this

seems to be one of the ways in which an English-

man delights to display his love of freedom,—by
ridiuiT over grammatical rules. A Quaker will

now say, Do tltee wishfor this 1 Will tlvee come

to me I thus getting rid of what in our language is

felt to be such an incumbrance, one of our few re-

maiuing grammatical inflexions.

This substitution of the plural you for the singu-

lar thou is only one among many devices which

have been adopted for the sake of veiling over the

plaiuspeaking familiarity of the latter.

When you see an action in itself noble, to sus-

pect the soundness of its motive is like supposing

everything high, mountains among the rest, to be

hollow. Yet how many unbelieving believers pride

themselves on this uncharitable folly ! These are

your silly vulgar-wise, your shallow men of pene-

tration, who measure all things by their own little-

ness, and who, by professing to know nothing else,

seem to fancy they earn an exclusive right to

know human nature. Let none such be trusted

in their judgments upon any one, not even on them-

selves always.

Desultory reading is indeed very mischievous, by

fostering habits of loose, discontinuous thought, by

turning the memory into a common sewer for rub-

bish of all sorts to float through, and by relaxing

the power of attention, which of all our faculties
j

most needs care, and is most improved by it. Ijut

a well-regulated course of study will no more
weaken the mind, than hard exercise will weaken

the body : nor will a strong understanding be

weighed down by its knowledge, any more than an

oak is by its leaves, or than Samson was by hi.>

locks. He whose sinews arc drained by his hair,

must already be a weakling.

There are instances, a physician has told rac,

of persons, who, having been crowded with others

in prisons so ill ventilated as to breed an infectious

fever, have yet escaped it, (rom the gradual adapta-

tion of their constitutions to the noxious atmosphere

they had generated. This avoids the inference so

often drawn, as to the haimlessuess of mischievous

doctrines, from the innocent lives of the men with

whom they originated. To form a correct judg-

ment concerning the tendency of any doctrine, we
should rather look at the fruit it bears in the dis-

ciples, than in the teacher. For lie only made it

;

they arc made by it.

Every age has a language of its own ; and the

difl'ereiice in the words is often far greater tiian in

the thoughts. The main employment of authors,

in their collective capacity, is to translate the

thoughts of other ages into the language of their

own. Nor is this a useless or unimportant task:

for it is the only way of making knowledge either,

fruitful or powerful.
;

A christian is the Almighty's gentleman : a

gentleman, in the vulgar, superficial way of under-'

standing the word, is the Devil's christian. But
to throw aside these polished and too current coun-

terfeits for something valuable and sterling, the

real gentleman should be gentle in everything, at

least in everything that depends on himself,—in

carriage, temper, constructions, aims, desires. He'
ought therefore to be mild, calm, quiet, even, tem-

1

perate,—not hasty in judgment, not exorbitant inj

ambition, not overbearing, not proud, not rapacious,

not oppressive; for these things are contrary to

gentleness. Many such gentlemen are to be found,

I trust
; and many more would be, were the true!

meaning of the name borne in mind and duly in-

culcated. But alas! we are misled by etymology;!
and because a gentleman was originally homo gen-\

tilis, people seem to fancy they shall lose caste,!

unless they act as Gentiles.
|

(To be CI ntinoed.) i

Stand in the power of God.—Bo not ye shaken
in mind, nor tossed to and fro with men's doctrines,

which are changeable ; but all dwell and abide

in the unchangeable light, and let your faith stand

in the power of God : and then ye will stand sure

and steadfast, upon the sure foundation of God,
which he hath laid, and not man; and as ye are

staid there, nothing can move you, nor harm you,

nor make you afraid. The word of God is nigh

you, even in your hearts, and in your mouths, to

obey it;—Uh ; let it dwell and abide in you, and
it will keup you from corruption, and from all evil

that abounds in the world.

—

Alexander Parker.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH .MONTH

The horrors of the civil war in our country do
not abate, though the success of the troops sup-

porting the authority of the government, and the

evidently enfeebled condition of the rebels, give
^

reason to hope, tliat the unni.tural and cruel ^trug-|

glo will not continue much longer; at least that

the military conflicts cannot be maintained here-!

after on the same gigantic scale, as they have been

hitherto. The Federal forces are represented to

have fairly surrounded the insurgents, and to be[

gradually forcing them wiiliin more and more nar-

row limits, having cut them off from the ocean, de-i

stroyed nearly all their defences on the Mississippi,

and captured their great metropolis at its mouth,
j

The descriptions given by writers for the news-,

papers, who are, or have been in those parts of our'

widely extended country, where the wa'r is raging,!

—though often flippant and apparently heartless

—

convey a most mournful impression of the complicated 1

suffering inflicted upon the deceived and misguided

people of the South; and lead us to fear that famine

and peitilence may follow in the rear of carnage

and ircendiari-m, to complete the devastation and

misery that have been visited upon that portion of

our country.

The actual warfare has been exclusively con-

fined to the Slave Siates ; no hostile army having

set its foot upon the soil of the free and loyal
|

States. But death has been busy on the battle-field,

in the camp, and the hospital, -ending woe and wail-

ing into thousands of homes throughout the borders

of those States, by consigning their props and pro-

tectors to untimely graves. The general stagna-

tion of trade, except that which is created by or

contributes to the carrying on of the war, has so

curtailed the means of subsistence for very many,
as to bring them into much present difficulty, and
great anxiety for the future. This is more es-

pecially the ease among shopmen and mechanics;

so many of the operatives and ordinary day-la-

bourers having entered the army, as to keep up a

pretty constand demand for the services of those

staying at home, who obtain fair remunerative

wages, and thus, with their families, escape the dis-

tressing pressure of poverty.

Compared with the Slave States, the material

losses and physical sufferings inseparable from
war, have been but lightly felt in the North and
West; and we are sometimes ready to fear, that

in the feeling of their supposed strength, and the

excitement of triumphant success, the people would
entirely forget the cause there is for humiliation

and amendment, and may thus provoke the inflic-

tion of still greater calamities, until they learn to

recognize the design of the Almighty in their chas-

tisement, and more earnestly seek to put away
those things which are offensive in his holy eye-

sight.

The changes which have been effected since the

war broke out, in regard to slavery, are extraordi-

nary, and calculated to promote important bene-

ficial results in the system, wherever it exists within

the jurisdiction of the United States. It is evident,

that the course of congressional action upon this

difficult and perplexing subject, is shaping towards

treeing the General Government from any participa-

tion in slavery ; except in providing some kind of
" fugitive slave law,'' and contributing, so far as

may be in its power, to its gradual extinction, by
rendering pecuniary aid to those States which are

disposed to commence a .system of emancipation.

The course recommended by the President relative

to the last mentioned action on the part of the

United States, was promptly adopted by the Senate

and House of llepreseutatives, by hirge majorities.

By the same authority, slavery has been abolished

within th; District of Columbia; a stipulated sum
being paid for each slave therein at the time of

the passage of the act, to those claiming ownership,

proving their legal claim thereto, and taking an

oath or affirmation that they have not in anywise

participated in any rebellious act against the gov-

ernment. All such claims, setting forth the names,

ages and personal descriptions of the persons

claimed, and the manner by and source from which

the title was acquired, must be registered within

ninety days from tlie pa-sage of the act ; which

period will expire on the fifteenth of the Seventh

month next. The needful legislation is also in

progress for appropriating a certain percentage of

the taxes collected on property owned by coloured

persons residing in the District, for the education

of their children; and also to do away with the

di.-graceful " black code" of laws, and to .subject

the coloured population to the same laws as those

enacted for tlie protection or punishment of the

white citizens.

The act for establishing a territorial government

for Arizona, contains a clause prohibiting slavery

or involuntary servitude within its limits, and an-

other, declaring that slavery is forever prohibited

in all territory now held, or hereafter acquired by

the United States. Tiiis act, we bdieve, requires

only the signature of the rresident to make it the

law of the land.
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At length the governments of Liberia and Hajti

have been formally recognized by the United States,

and diplomatic relations will ere long be established

between them.

The Senate has ratified a new treaty with

Great Britain, having for its object the more ef-

fectual suppression of the African slave trade,

whereby the United States consents to a mutual

right of search, within certain specified^ limits

bordering on the coa=ts of Africa and the Spanish

West Indian Islands.

A resolution has been introduced into the House

of Representatives, declaring it unlawful for any

slave to be employed or held to service, in any

fort, arsenal, navy-yard, or any other place, wher-

ever situated, over which the United States has

exclusive control ; and it is probable that it may

finally become the law of the land.

The consummation of tbese several acts will en-

tirely dissever the General Government from auy

connection with slavery, and so shape its policy, as

to throw the weight of its influence against the in-

iquitous system ; while it must create and foster

in the Slave States themselves, especially those

of them designated as the border States, a feeling

and a party in favour of emancipation.

Beside the large number of negroes virtually set

free by the various divisions oi the Union ariijy,theri

is reason to believe that thousands of slaves havi

escaped into the free States, who probably wil

never be reclaimed by tlieir former masters ; and

the unsettled condition of the Slave States, and th

disposition on the part of the northern troops now

within their borders, to encourage the escape of

the poor bondmen, renders it almost certain that

the number of fugitives will go on increasingj very

many of them are said to have gone into Kansas.

What or when the end will be, of this unparal-

leled rebellion, it is impossible lor human wisdom

to demonstrate or foresee; but our trust should be

firmly fixed upon th'J merciful controlling interfer-

ence of the Almighty, alone, and striving to keep

the feelings from being hurried away with the

popular excitement of the hour, watch narrowly

over ourselves lest we be betrayed into a spirit op-

posed to that which breathes peace on earth, good

will to men.

SU.MM.\RY OF EVE.NTS.

FoREicx.—News Iniu England to tlie 1st iiist. The
Pans coiTes|)oii(lent of the LonJoa Herald, siiys tliat :i

strong feeling has arisen in France in favour of ialer-

vetition in America, and that it is believed overtures
have been made by the French government to that of
Knsjland, with a view to joint action in order to put an
end to the War in the United States. The great In-
dustrial Exhibitiou was to be formally opened on llie

France and Russia had formally protested against the
invasion of Montenegro by the Turks. The frontier was
consequently not to be crossed.

A new Russian loan often millions sterling, had been
introduced in London by the Rothschilds.

A battle between the Turks and insurgents had taken
place in Albania. The Turks lost 500 nun and four
tannon.
The Austrian army is to be reduced bv SOOO cavalrv

and 30,nu0 infantry.

The Liverpool cotton market was dull, with unchanged
quotations. Kread slull's and provisions declining.

U.MTEii States.— Titc Suulh l)c.<(.—The ollicial re

].ort5 of I he captnre of Now Orleans, st ite that forls
lacV:...M SMi,.i nnlip I.ivi...- uMd Pike, and
\,:<u :,

'
: M: 1

>i M - .

•

;, h:nl all becn taken.
<<''

> ' •
lii I .ms.ic, intended

tn .,.. u, ,
- ,.i . „ w ,...„ ,,, - ,,.M-d, There was a

siiire .'ti u;,';:ic ill liic iowc-i Id Is, in which some of the
fcdenii gun boats sullered considerably. The loss ol

the Union forces is stated to be 36 men killed and l;i:i

wounded. That of the rebels is estimated at more than
1000 The garrisons ..f the forls surrendered, and were
released mi p.iiole. The rebels had destroyed culluii

and shipping to the estimated value of from eight to ten

millions of dollars. The river was clear of rebel defen-

ces from New Orleans to N.ttchez. All along the Mis-

sissippi, from Memphis down, there has been the most

reckless and wasteful destruction of property, in antici-

pation of the advance of the Union forces. The resi-

dents of the river towns are, it is said, retreating in-

wards, and destroying cotton and other property of value

the southern tributaries of the Mississippi.

The rebel army under Gen. Lovell, at the latest advices,

IS at Patchapahoe, fifty miles north of New Orleans.

Mobile and Fensacola were still held by the rebels on

the aoth ult. At the latter place there was a rebel

army of 10,000 or 12,000 men. It was the expectation

these cities would soon be attacked by the Federal

gun boats.

Mississippi.— a the 10th inst., the army of Gen. Hal-

leck w.t3 slowly moving southward in the direction of

that of Gen. Beauregard. Its progress had been im-

peded bv heavy nuns, and the almost impassable con-

dition of the roads. The general health of the army was

reported to be good. Deserters report that great

satisfaction prevails in the rebel army, both among
ollicers and men. In a recent engagement, Gen. Pope

captured about 2000 rebels. Reinforcements for Gen
Beauregard continued to arrive from Texas and Arkan

sas. Beauregard has issued a proclamation, stating

that the Union forces virtually had possession of th

.Mississippi, and ordering all the scattered rebel force

to join his army, and that the cotton, sugar, and mo
lasses on and near the river should be destroyed. The
latest advices are to the eBect that Beauiegard hadb
largely reinforced, and would not abandon his position

near Cormlh. His defences had been strengihened, and

preparations made tor a desperate struggle. Gen. Pope's

outposts had been driven back by the rebels.

Tennessee.—On the 10th inst., the rebel fleet near

Fort Pillow, consisting of eight iron-clad gun boats,

under command of Com. HoUins, made a desperate at-

tack upon the western flotilla at the same place. In

the engagement, two of the rebel gunboats were blown

up and one sunk with all on board, when the remain-

ing five letreaied under the walls of the fort. The
Federal bo.its sustained but little injury; It is be-

lieved ihat the chief part of the laud force nas been

withdrawn from Fort Pillow (or Wright,) barely enough
h.tviug been left to work the guns. Its early evacua-

tion is looked for.

A'orth Carulina.— It is stated that large numbers of

Uiiiou men have voluntarily declared tbeir allegiance

to the United States, preparatory to being armed and

ISd by Gen. Buruside for the purpose of defi

imes against the rebels. One regiment of Mort
iaiis had been organized. According to a report

waters flowing into the Chesapeake. The harbour of

Norfolk is one of the best in the United States, and the

port is the most important in Virginia. It is believed

that a large part ot the inhabitants are loyal in their

ments, and rejoice at the departure of the rebels.

Gen. Wool, on taking possession of Norfolk andappoint-
ng a military Governor, directed that all citizens should

be carefully protected in their rights and civil privileges,

and that strict order should be observed. About 200

cannon were left by the rebels, together with large quan-
tities of shot and shell and other articles of value.

New York.—Mortality last week, 413.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 279.

Troy, Sew York.—On the 10th inst., between 500 and
600 houses in this city were destroyed by fire. The
conflagration raged over a space of fifty acres ; the total

loss about $3,000,000.

The Homestead Bill.—A bill granting homesteads to

actual settlers on the public lands, has passed the U. S.

Senate by a vote of 33 to 7.

The Facijic Rail Road.—Th^ House of Representatives

has passed a bill by a vote of 79 to 49, incorporating a

company for the purpose of making a railroad from the

termination of the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western
Railroad, at the 102d meridian of longitude, through
the Territories of the United States, to the western boun-
dary of Nevada, where it is to connect with the line r.f

the Central Pacific Railroad. The company is to be
aided by donations of lands along the route of the road,

and also by a liberal issue of government bonds.
Arizona.—The House of Representatives has passeda

bill organizing this Territory. One of its sections pro-

hibits slavery in the Territory, and also abolishes and
ever prohibits it in all the other territorial jnrisdic-

n of the United States.

A Department of Agriculture.—The bill to establish a.

Department of Agriculture passed the Senate by a vote

Grain at Buffalo.—There were recently 210 vessels af
Bufl'alo, loaded with bread stuffs from the lake_couutry.

i'hey brought about 2,100,000 bushels of grain.

The Markets, ij-c.—On the r2th inst., the premium forj

gold in New York was 3f a 3J. The specie in the banksf
had decreased $3,035,000, d'uring the previous

The amount on hand is stated to be $32,139,868. The]
money market easy and rates low. Cotton had ad-

vanced to 27 J a 28 cts., in consequence of the extensive

destruction of the staple at the South. Sales of spring-:

wheat at $1.11 a $1.13; white Michigan, $1.37 a SI.40 ;

.

rye 80 a 81 cts.
;
oats, 40 a 42 cts. ; western corn mixed,

51 a 53 cts.
;
southern yellow, 52 a 54 cts. Philadel-

phia—Good red wheat," $1.2S a $1
$1.40; rye, 73 cts.; corn, 53 els.;

clover seed, $4.50 a $-i.iyZ.

ith a strong force w;from Norfolk, Gen. Buruside

within a few miles of Weldon.

Viriiiina.—Tue downward progress of the rebel C£

has of late been very rapid in this State. When
evacuation ol Yorktowu was deciiied upon, the n
generals appear to haie exerted themselves to the utn

lo withdraw their immense army, with its supplie

all kinds, safely and in good order. The Federal lb

were thrown forward in pursuit as rapidly as possible,

and first overtook the rebel rear guard near Williams

burg oil the 5th inst. In the battle which ensued

about 300 hundred of the Federal troops were killed aii(

700 wounded, the rebels left about Tuu k)llvii and luoi

wounded men uiion the Held. Sever.il humhed piisuii

ers were also taken by Gen. M-Clellan. The rebels con
tinned their retreat towards Richmond, and two day
after weie agaiaatlacked and deleated with great slaugli

ler near West Point, at the head of navigation on York
river, to which iioini l.irge bodies of the U. S. troops

had been c.onve\ed by water, thus cutting otf the

retreat, and compelling them to take a more southern
route. On the loth inst., a part of .M-Clcllau's army \

only twenty-seven iiijles from Richmond. It was
pec'ied Ihe rebels would make another stand at Bolt

llrid^e, liiteen miles flora Richmond. Gen. M'Dowe
army looK formal possession of Fredericksburg on the

7th insl. The eaily capture of the rebel cap
considered almost certain. An expedition of 5,000 men
which left Forliess .Monroe on the lOtn, took posses^ioi

of Norfolk, Portsmouth and Gosport, without opposition
The retreating rebels burnt ihe U. S. Navy yard atGos
port, togetherwilh a nninber of vessels lyingin Elizabeth
river. The famous sie.inier .Menimac Was also des
Iroyed by them. She wa, li; > i n.l nli - (|uent blew ii|

'•. II, which, will

U. S. Vessels, has i

the rebel Thi

RECEIPTS
Received from Abra. Cowgill,

Frame, $2, to 27, vol. 35, for Mic

tgl., lo., foi

el King, $2,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

KD, (TWESTY-THIKD WARD, PHILADELl'lIIA.)
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From " Till? British Friend."

Early Friends and What They Were.

Hold fast the form of sound words," was the

exhortation of the apostle Paul, and perhaps there

is no one of the " peculiarities" of the Society of

Friends that is felt to be more difficult at this day

to comply with, than that of usinp; what is techni-

cally termed " the plain language." Like the sub-

ject of " Apparel," it is built upon the simplicity

and sincerity of the Christian character, but it

claims a more extensive and additional important

ground for its use—that of strict truthfulness. In-

deed, this is the ground which Early Friends took

respecting it, not only as expressive of truth in its

simple ab.'^tract form, but as the absolute expression

of truth in its highest and holiest form.

It is not necessary to enter on any preliminary

discussion relative to it, because the language, argu-

ments, and example of Early Friends, so thoroughly

meet the whole question, as to render such a step

on my part unnecessary, and therefore I shall con-

tent myself with little more than the illustrations

drawn therefrom in the order in which they arise,

feeling satisfied that those who candidly and hon-

estly weigh the subject, must and will, if true to

themselves, not only see the forcible reasoning of

Early Friends, but be convinced that it is the duty,

as well the privilege, of the truly consistent Friend

to be in the steady and regular use of the " plaii

language in all their conversation, and in all the

relations of life."

It has long been an opinion of mine, that if the

Society of Friends had been more careful on this

subject of" Plainness of Speech," there would have

been far more advantage to the body in the truth-

fulness of its members than now exists ; for is it not

notorious, that the evasion of this testimony is of

evcry-day occurrence, and the result an unmis-

takeable tendency to lower the high standard of our

profession, whilst it goes far to destroy that fine

sensibility as regards truthfulness, which should

ever distinguish the christian character? Of late

years the plain language, as it is called, has come

to be looked upon as a conventional thing—a no-

tion that is convenient to hold, but an idea greatly

at variance with the view taken of it by Early

Friends, as we shall presently see.

The adoption of this mode of speech commenced
with the very earliest labours of the founder of the

Society. With the simple view which he took of

religion, apart from all creeds—rites, ceremonies.

and observances—were associated those of purity,

iplicity, and sincerity of speech, and thus so early

1648, we find George Fox giving utterance to

his convictions on this head ; and it is in conjunc-

tion with the first ministrations of the gospel which

he believed laid upon him by the Lord, that he

thus speaks—"Moreover, when the Lord sent mo
into the world, I was required to thee and Umu all

men and women, without any respect to rich or

poor, great or small." There is a fulness in this

sentence which strikes us at once as we read it.

There is the firm belief in the call, and in the re-

quirement, and in its universal application. There

was no conferring with flesh and blood. There

was the instant and prompt compliance with it;

and accordingly we find that it brought forth abun-

dantly of those things which are ever the lot

of the true servants of God— tribulations.

From this time George Fox was constant in re-

ference to the subject, and the acceptance of this

view, in respect to language, led to its embodiment

by the new Society in its code of testimonies. In

lti59, Thomas Ellwood, Milton's friend and secre-

tary, thus expresses himself—" The corrupt and

unsound form of speaking in the plural number to

a single person, you to one instead of thou, con-

trary to the pure, plain, and simple language of

truth, thou to 07ie, or you to more than one, which

bad always been used by God to men, and men to

God, as well as one to another, from the oldest

record of time, till corrupt mun, for corrupt ends,

in later and corrupt times, to flatter, fawn, and

work upon the corrupt nature in men, brought in

that false and senseless way of speaking you to

one ; which hath since corrupted the modern lan-

guages, and hath greatly debased the spirits, and

depraved the manners of men. This evil custom I

had been as forward in as others, and this I uxis

now called out of and required to cease (from.")

And as a kind of apology, or rather exposition

for the usage, he adds—" We lay not the stress of

our religion upon words
;

yet we know there is a

form of sound words, and we desire to keep to it,

. In the best of time and with tlic best

of men, thou and thee, to a single person, was good

nd inoffensive language. Bu' as times grew bad,

and men worse, pride and flattery first put infe

3 upon paying a plural respect to the single per

of every superior ; and superiors upon receiv-

_ and at last requiring it." ThatThomas Ellwood

had his share of suffering for his testimony to this

practice, his memoirs abundantly show.

In 1660, George Fox addressed a letter to the

infant churches which he had been instrumental in

gathering; and that its universality might be under-

stood, added the following postscript :
—" Let this

be sent abroad that all may road it over." Nor is

it less applicable at this day : its universality still

applies, and amid the truckling to the world's

customs, and the tampering with the world's

pride, and the desire for gain, the strictures which

this letter of George Fox contains, are as deserv-

ing our attention now, if not more so, than at the

period they wore issued. It is refreshing to see

with what clearness he views every thing approach-

ing to insincerity and untruthfulness, and how dis-

tinctly he condemns all temporizing and expediency.

That he calls things by their right names, though,

perhaps, not quite so blandly as we do now,

mi-ht be looked for; and true to his couvict.-,ns,

are left in no doubt of hi.-* meaning when he

,ays—" All Friends everywhere that are convinced

with Truth and profess it, and own it, keep to the

nMe lanc'uage ; the good Spirit, the light of Jesus

Christ leads to it ; and that which goes from that

(.rood spirit) which doth not live in it is to be

jSd<Ted; and then if man or woman seek to get

-ain by speakinc^ the improper, untrue, and flatter-

U ianc-ua.re of the word, which is the confusion,

the Lord may take that gain away from them.

For plural and singular was the language of God,

and of Christ, and of all good men, and of the pro-

phets and apostles ; but the confused world, that

lies in confusion, cannot endure it, who live not in

the fear of God, neither follow the example of good

men, but are in the double tongue, quenching the

Spirit, and hating the light of Jesus Christ, which

is -ingle And so all Friends, train up your chil-

dren in the same singular and plural language
;

it

is not for you to brinz them out of it, neither to

force nor command them otherwise, to please your

customers, nor to please men. . • • •
-^°'*

so do not lose that testimony, which slays the

world's honour, and do not go into the world s

fashions and commands, nor force others from that

which is the language of God, and Christ, and

all good men and women, into that which is

contrary to God, and Christ, and all good men

and women : for there must be, and alwaysand a

was a distinction between one and many. . .

. . And therefore keep to the proper, sound,

simple language. For indeed, I did hear (of)

some that were troubled at their apprentices

and servants, for saying thou and thee to one, and

because they would not say the word you
;
and

such (too) who have known the language from their

childhood. And therefore that selfish, man-pleas-

ing, daubing spirit must be put down with the

Spirit, and condemned with the Light, else ye wi

frequently be ridiculous to the world, and to all

men, and they will say, ' Ye are not so as ye were

at the beginning ;' and so follow the customs of the

world, and not the practice of Christ and of all

.Tood men. And so this is written, that all may

ear the Lord ; and (that) they who have so fol-

lowed the customs of the world may do so no more

;

and that others may be warned and not go into

such things ; but mind the Truth and Spirit of

God, the Light of Christ Jesus, and none of the

free-born may lose their true language, and speak

half the world's language, .and half of the people

of God. For to say to Friends thee and thou, and

to the world you, that is hypocrisy ; and therefore

for all hypocrites, and hypocrisy, and dissembling

to be kept under judgment, for tliat is dissembling

with the witness of God. For ye see, the outward

Jews, when they went from the law of God, in

process of time spake half Hebrew and half

Ashdod. And therefore to prevent dissembling

and hypocrisy, keep to the Spirit of God, and Light

of Christ Jesu*, that the Jews inward may not

have a mixed language And so let
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the Truth have its passage in all things, and speak yea, I know you believest ;' and they will see what

true words and not false, with the Light ye will
|

a palpable piece of nonsense it will amount to,

see: who act contrary to it will be coudemncd by [like to which yet they utter and sound forth in

it. So let Friends be di.-tiuct from all the world

in their language, in their ways, in love, and in

their conversations.
'

Doubtless George Fox and hisbrethren the Early

Friends—for all appear to be very well read in the

Scriptures—had before them in this matter, the

counsel of the apostle Paul to Titus—" In all

things showing thyself a pattern of good works ;
in

doctrine showing uncorruptness, gravity, sincerity,

sound speech that cannot be condemned ;
that he

that is of the contrary part may be ajhamed, hav-

ing no evil thing to say of you."

During the same year we have William Smith,

heir ordinary locution, but feel it not. And last

of all, if Ihou and thee be not to be used to a

single person only, it hath no place nor use at all

in the English tongue, for it cannot properly be

used when we speak to more."

During the following year, 1661, came out the

work called the Battledorn ; and perhaps I cannot

better describe its character than in the words of

George Fox himself :
—" While I was prisoner in

Lancaster Castle, the book called the Battledore

came forth, which was written to show that in all

languages thuu and thee is the proper and usual

form of speech to a single person, and you to more
" A Short Testimony on behalf of Truth's In- , than one. This was set lorth in examples or in-

nocency," taking the same ground as George Fox. stances takeu out of the scriptures, and out of books

for the use of the plain language, viz, simplicity of instruction in about thirty different languages:

and truthfulness: and so strongly do Early Friends John Stubbs and Benjamin Furley took great

appear to have been impressed with the soundness pains in compiling it, which I set them upon; and

of the views they had adopted, that it became with [some thii.gs I added to it. And when it was fin-

them a matter of conscience rigidly to carry them'ished, some of them were presented to the king and

out. Hence William Smith asserts
—

" We dare his council, to the bishops of Canterbury and Lon-

?irf speak any other language but thou to a single

person, knowing it is the Spirit's language, and

hath been i'roni the beginning, and the scripture

declares no other." In his work, " The True Light

now shining in England," he repeats this assertion,

and adds, " that which cannot receive it is proud

flesh ; which we cannot satisfy, but speak truth to

every man, without any respect to his person."

We cannot but admire the conscientiousness

of men thus taking up an idea, evidently so offen-

sive to the pride of man, and so at variance with

the usages of the worldly part of the community,

and maintaining their views with such persistency,

amid suffering, imprisonment, and scorn : such firm-

don, to the universities one a-piece; and many
bought them. The king said, 'it was the proper

language of all nations.' The bishopof Canterbury

being asked what be thought of it, was so at a

stand that he could not tell what to say of it. For

it did so inform and convince people that few after-

wards were so rugged towards us for saying thou

and thee to a single person, which before they

were exceeding fierce against us for. So thou and
thee was a sore cut to proud flesh, and to them
that sought self-honour ; who though they would

say it to God and Christ, would not endure to

have it said to themselves, so that we were often

beat and bruised, and sometimes in danger of our

ncss and faithfulness command our respect, and [lives, for using those words to some proud men."
we at once feel convinced that nothing but a high' In 1663, William Smith, in an essay entitled

sense of duty towar.ds God, and the desire to stand
[
The Work of God's Foicer in Man, again reite-

approved in the Divine sight, could have sustained 'rates his assertion that you to one is not truthful,

them. and this he repeats in another essay called Tlie

In the present day it is no real trial to the true Child's Question. In 1665, George Fox, then in-

Friend to use the plain language— it is expected of earcerated in Scarborough Castle, and the subject

him—the world considers it as synonymous with; of much interest there, being visited by many peo-

his profession, and when he does not use it, looks
j

pie of rank and station, thus speaks— " There
upon him either as a lukewarm religionist, or as come to me another time the widow of old Lord
altogether ashamed of his belief, and justly so; but

j

Fairfax, and with her a great company, one of

in the days of Early Friends, the very use of such whom was a priest. The priest asked me why we
a form of speech was considered an insult, though,

I
said thee and thou to people? for he counted us

strange to say, it was frequently used in reply by
^

but fools and idiots for speaking so. I asked him
those very individuals, who considered themselves, whether those who translated the scriptures so, and
insulted by its use on the part of Friends. In the

j

made the grammar and accidence, were fools and
year 1660, Samuel Fisher, an excellent classical [idiots, seeing they translated the scriptures so, Z/wm
scholar, and who had been educated at the Uui-'to one, and you to more than out, and left it so to

ver-sity of Canjbridge, and had held " a living" in jus';; If they were such fools and idiots, why had
the law established church of this country, put forth

I

not he, and such as he, who looked upon them-
his views on the subject of the " plain language." selves as wise men, and could not bear thee and
" Little," says he, "as the Quakers do ultra /«?n thou to a singular, altered the grammar, accidence,
gua7nvcr7iaculums'>perc,SiuA aslittle.Latin asthey [and bible, and put the plural instead of singular''
understand, yet they both ken and keep to the

j

But if they were wise men who so translated the
proper idiom of the English language, in using bible, and made the grammar and accidence so, I
that of thee and thou, when they speak to what- wished him to consider whether they were not
ever single person, without respect; but in Hebrew,

i fools and idiots themselves, that did not speak as
Greek, and Latin, there is not such a gross per- their grammar and bible taught them; but were
verting of the second person plural, as through! offended with us, and called us fools and idiots for
slavish fear and flattery, and fawning pride, andlspeaking so." So much was the ground of this
men-pleasing ambition, and affectation, of the hon-j manner of speech uppermost in the mind of this
our from beneath, and respect to the persons of worthy elder, and so important does ho seem to
men, hath been brought into our English nation, have considered truthfulness in its very minutest.... Let such as snuff at thou and thee, form, that in 1668 he again refers to the subject
from us, put out the words thou and thee in their and issues an epislle full of tender couusel respect-
Bibles, and put in you or ye Andingit. And now another Friend enters the arena,
in that place where Paul saith to Agrippa, ' Dost

j
a Friend well educated in the literature of the

thou b.licvc, O king Agrippa? yea, I know thou ; age, above the class, as regards this world, from
behevcst,' to read' Dost ye believe, O king Agrippa?

j
whence sprang George Fox and his compeers—one

deserves to, and will, be recorded throughout

generations yet to come, as one of the noblest de-

fenders of the civil and religious liberties of Eng-

lishmen—bold for the Truth, scrupulously faithful

to his convictions, and unflinching in the avowal

of his belief. Though skilful in argument, with

the simplicity of a child he takes up this cjuestiou,

and in 1668 sends forth from the press a work

worthy of his name—a work at this day highly

appreciated, and which will continue to be an in-

teresting and attractive volume of literature

—

William Penn's No Cross no Crown. In it the

subject of the plain language is thus dealt with-

" There is another piece of nonconformity to the

world, that renders us very clownish to the breed-

ing of it, and that is timi for you, and that with-

out difference or respect to persons ; a thing that

to some looks so rude, it cannot well go down with-

out derision or wrath Words of

themselves are but so many marks set and e

ployed for necessary and intelligible mediums or

means, whereby mankind may uuderstandingly ex-

press their minds and conceptions to each other,^

from whence comes conversation. Now, though'

the world be divided into many nations, each ofl

which, for the most part, have a peculiar langua

speech, or dialect, yet have they ever concurred ini

the same numbers and persons, as much of thoj

ground of right speech If it be im-

proper or uncivil speech, how comes it that thai

Hebrew, Greek, and Roman authors, used iqlj

schools and universities, have no other? Why,
should they not be a rule in that, as well as im
other things? . . . . but it is neither im-

proper nor uncivil, but much otherwise ; because it

is used in all languages, speeches and dialects, and

that throughout all ages. This is very plain, as

for instance it was God's language when he first

spoke to Adam. It is also the Assyrian, Chaldean,

Grecian, Latin speech, &c But sup-

posing you to be proper to a prince, it will not fol-

low that it is so to a common person. For his

edict runs— ' We will and require,' because, per-

haps, in conjunction with his council ; and there-

fore you to a private person is an abuse of the

word But some will tell us, custom

should rule us, and that is against us. But it is

easily answered, and more truly, that although in

things reasonable or indifi'erent, custom is obliging

or harmless, yet in things unreasonable or unlaw-

ful, she has no authority. For custom can no

more change numbers than genders, nor yoke one

and you together, than make man into woman, or

one into a thousand. But if custom be to con-

clude us, 'tis for us ; for as custom is nothing else

but ancient usage, I appeal to the practice of

mankind, from the beginning of the world, through

all nations, against the novelty of this confusion,

viz., you to one person. Let custom, which is an-

cient practice and fact, issue this question. Mis-

take me not: I know words are nothing, but as

men give them a value or force by use ; but then

if you will discharge ihoUftHid that you must suc-

ceed in its place, let us have a distinguishing word
in the room of you, to be used in speaking to

many. But to use the same word to one and
?uany, when there are two, and that only to please

a proud and haughty humour in man, is not rea-

sonable in our sense, which wo hope is christian.

But if thou to a single person he improper and

uncivil, God himself, all the holy fathers and pro-

phets, Christ Jesus, and his apostles, the primitive

saints, all languages througout the world, and our

own law proceedings, are all guilty, which, with

submission, were great presumption to imagine.

. . . . Art thou, man, greater than He
that made thee? Canst thou approach the God
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of tby breath, and great Judge of thy life, with

tkou and thee, and when thou risest off thy kueos,

scoru a christian for giving to thee, poor mushroom
of the earth, no better language than thou hast

given to God just before? .... Wherefore,

reader, whether thou art a night-walking Nicode-

mus or a suffering scribe, oue that would visit the

blessed Messiah, but iu the dark customs of the

world, that thou niightest pass uudiscerned, for

fear of bearing his reproachful cross; or else a

favourer of Ilamau's pride, aud couutest this testi-

mony but a foolish singularity, I must say, Divine

love enjoins me to be a messenger of Truth to

, and a faithful witness against the evil of this

degenerate world, as in other, so in these th

in which the spirit of vanity and of lies hath got

jreat a head and lived so long uncontrolled,

that it hath impudence enough to term its d

ness light, aud to call its evil ofi'spriog by the

names due to a better nature, the more easily to

deceive people into the practice of them. . .

. . I do once more entreat my readers, tha

they would seriously weigh in themselves, whetbe:

it be the spirit of the world, or of the Father, that

is so angry with our honest, plaiu and harmless

thou and tkee ; that so every plant that God our

heavenly Father hath not planted in the sous and

daughters of men may be rooted up."

CTo be contiDUedJ

From the Anuual of Scientific Discovery for 1S02.

The Atlantic and Pacific Overland Teiegrapli.

(Concluded from page 29-1.)

The country is destitute of timber most of the

way ; but the longest distance that posts had to be

hauled in any one stretch was two hundred and
forty miles. As before stated, no submarine cables

were used at river crossings; but the wire was car-

ried over sometimes on high masts, where commou
poles did not give sufficient height. On the high

mountains, where the snow accumulates to such

fabulous depths, the posts are extra large, and ^
high as to keep the wire above the deepest snow,

and so near together that the wire will not break

by the snow and sleet that will load upon it.

Extra mule teams were kept along with the train

for carrying the men to and from the works, lor

hauling water for the men and animals on the de-

i, and other necessary running about, and the

line was completed as the tram moved westward.

The line is worked by Morse's instruments.

The cost of the line will average about §250 per

mile, the whole cost not exceeding 8500,000. To-

wards this the United States Government pays

§400,000 in ten yearly instalments, and the State

of California pays 860,000.

The section on the California side was built by— Street of California, aud at about the same
rate of progress, ten miles per day, as this side.

The charge on the Pacitic telegraph for a mes-

sage of ten words, from Brownsville, Missouri, to

San Francisco, is three dollars. The charge for

ten words from New York to San Francisco beiuu

now about six dollars, (85.95,) with the addition of

forty-eight cents for every additional word, the'

public are already availing themselves of the line

to a considerable extent. The average number of

messages per day sent over so far is about sixty,

exclusive of news reports and government dis-

patches, the latter amounting to an average of four

messages a day.

The danger to the line from Indian hostility,

does not seem so great as has been feared. The
Indians have been conciliated, and some were em-
ployed to aid the regular force of workmen. One
tribe has now the care of the stock which was
used for transportation.

The whole continuous stretch of telegraph wire

across this contiuent, between Cape Race on the

east and San Francisco ou the west, is about five

thousand miles.

Its extremities comprise seventy degrees of longi-

tude, making a difference in time of more than four

and a half hours. The agents at Cape llace might
send a di.^^patch forward at set of sun, and the

news reach San Francisco while that luminary was
still above the horizon. If a telegram were instan-

taneously sent over the whole line, it would reach
San Francisco, at a time, according to the clocks

of that city, about three hours aud fifteen minutes
before the time at which it left New York, accord-
ing to the clocks there.

There is now in operation in California, about
two thousand miles of line, extending south from
San Francisco to Los Angelos, and north about
the same distance to Yreka, connecting every town
of importance in the State. The line will probably
he extended within a year as far north as Vancou-
ver, and from thence — Collins propo-es to carry

it along the north-western coast of America, and
over to the eastern shore of Asia.

In this proposed extension, the Russian govern-

ment has expressed a great interest, and is ready
to offer assistance and facilities. It has, moreover,
already made considerable strides in the establish-

ment of a system of telegraphy across the Asiatic

continent, a line of telegraphs being iu the process

of construction across the Ural Mountains to Omsk,
which connecting Europe with Asia, will be ex-

tended in 1803 to Isktusk, and will connect the

Russian ports through the sea of Japan and the

Amoor. In the following year, it is expected that
an uninterrupted telegraphic communication will ex-

ist between St. Petersburg and the Pacific. So far,

assuming that the projects of the Russian govern-
ment will be realized, no difficulties seem to lie it

the way of sending telegraphic messages with re-

quisite dispatch from Europe to the shores of tht

Pacific Ocean. The Pacitic Ocean as it passes

northward gradually narrows itself till it terminates

iu the channel which separates the Asiatic and
American continents. This channel, known by the

name of Rihring's Straits, is at its narrowest point

about fifty miles broad. Regarding solely froui a

submarine point of view the proposed line of telc-

nrapbic commuuicatiou, this would seem the moat
iavourable point at which to connect the continents,

i'he adjacent countries, however, clad iu perpetual

ice, are uninhabitable, and the establisbmeut of

telegraph stations, or aerial lines, (wires supported
on poles,) across them would be impracticable. It

is outot the question, therefore, to go so far north.

At a point further south, however, though the dis-

tance between the opposite coasts is as great as that

ween Ireland aud Newfoundland, opportunities

are presented eminently favourable for the estab-

ishment of telegraphic communication. A range
)f ibiands, called the Aleutian Islands, are scattered

iver the intervening space. A telegraphic cable,

t is contended, might with ease be laid down be-

tween those islands and the main laud on either

ide. Two modes presents them;elves of accom-
plishing this object. The one by making each is-

d as it is in turn traversed, available tor the es-

tablishment of aerial lines, and adopting the sub-

marine system only where absolutely necessary,

namely, in connecting the several islands with each
other, and the group with the main land. The
other consists in adopting the submarine system
throughout, and carrying the cable aloug the

coasts of the islands, instead of across them. The
former plan is condemned as impracticable, and the

latter proposed as the safest, though most expensive

mode of proceeding. From this rapid glance,

therefore, it will be seen that the idea ot telegraphic

commuuication with the old world is in a fair way
to be realized in the course of a few years.

Some AccoDut of Lydia S. Rogers.

On the evening of the 24th, she had an attack
of suffocation which rendered it doubtful whether
she would survive the night, in allusion to which,
she sweetly remarked, " If I do not tliere need be no
bustle— 1 believe all is done, every thing is ready."
Next morning the state of her mind was very
peaceful and heavenly, and she observed, " This is

a sweet morning to me,—Praise the Lord, O my
soul." Although her weakness was great, and
much suffering consequent on the disease, yet her
mind was so absorbed in the contemplation of
heavenly things, as scarcely to have any sense of

suffering. At her request the family were col-

lected, and after a time of solemn waiting in si-

lence, she addressed them in earnest entreaty to

close in with the offers of divine mercy and not put
off the period of submission, testityingfrom her own
experience, that the Lord is not an hard master,

requiring more than he enables to perform.

On the 26th, her mind appeared much exer-
cised, and often engaged in prayer. She re-

marked that she could not communicate anything
to those around her, unless her dear Father gave
it to her; adding, "Remember Joshua's army
compassed the city seven times before they were
immanded to shout. If I dared to speak of my-
If I should say a great deal, for I am earnest

for your help." The next day she saw many of

her friends : great was the exercise she underwent
on their account, and deep her sense of the ex-
ceeding siufuluess of sin, under which impres.-?ion3

her mouth was opened in a wonderful and affecting

manner to speak to the states of those who came
into her room.

A few days previous to her dissolution her suf-

ferings became extreme, and though mercifully

strengthened to endure them with much patience

and resignation, she said, " I hope my patience

will hold out— I fear I do not bear trial as I

ought— It is not my wish to be relieved from suf-

fering, but to bear it to the honour of my Lord :

if he saw meet he could relieve me—I only desire

what will tend most to his glory." She seemed
afraid that her friends paid loo much attention to

her wants, often saying, " Y'ou are all taken up
with me—I wish some poor neglected oue could

have part of what I receive ;" and on one of her
visiters remarking that she was comfortably situ-

ated, she answered, " Yes— I have every earthly

comfort, but that will not satisfy the soul."

One of her dresses which had ruifles on the

sleeves being put upon her, the sight of them
seemed to aft'uct her ; she desired a pair of scis-

sors to be brought, and had them cut off, saying,

O; these ruffles illy become d}ing hands." Slie

so requested to have some ornamental articles of

her dress burnt, observing, " They will be useful to

no one— finery is indeed a great burden."

On the evening of the 10th of second month,
she had the fourteenth chapter of John read to

her, which had been her daily practice for some
time previous. Her weakness rapidly increased

;

it was evident that the solemn change was near,

and the family were collected around her dying

To her husband she said, " 'The dear Savi-

our is the way—he is the door—knock and it shall

be opened— all that will come may come." She
took a most aft'ectionate and impressive leave of

er familj', saying, " Farewell, farewell—love to

all. The hor.ses are come—the chariot of Israel

to carry me home. Take me to thyself, if thou
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hast purified me. Happy—happy—happy! 0,

praise him—he is a God of love. These light af-

flictions which are but for a ujomeut, will work

out lor us a far more exceediug and eternal weight

of glory."

She called one in the room to her, and gave

her sweet counsel, enjoining upon her to let the

Lord have the first place in her affections, saying,

"Love him first—him last—and through all—then

all will go well." Presently after, as if all the en-

ergies of her dying frame were summoned to the

effort, she broke forth in a loud voice, urging ou

those present the necessity of bowing to the cross

of Christ :
" The dear Saviour," said she, " hung

nailed to the tree, bleeding for us—for our sins;

and afterwards, " It is hard work to die—but th

sting of death is gone—thanks be to God—he hath

given me the victory—O, help me to praise th

Lord."

Thus, with an hymn of praise on her expirin;

lips, this dear young woman ceased to breathe ou

the morning of the 11th of Second month, 1835,

in the twenty-fifth year of her age. Iler ransomed

spirit, we joyfully believe, was received into the

mansion prepared for it by Him who had so

vellously redeemed her unto Himself, and is now
one of that happy company who surround the

throne of God and the Ijumb, with the unceasing

anthem of " Siilvatiou, and glory, and honour, to

Him that sitteth on the throne, and un(o the Lamb
forever."

May this memorable instance of the uncertainty

of life and of all temporal enjoyments; of the ador-

able mercy of God in Christ Jesus to the sincere

penitent ; and of the power of his blessed spirit in

purifying the soul, weaning it from earthly attach

ments, filling it with the pure and precious conso

lations of the gospel, and conferring on it a hope

full of immortality and eternal life, eneouragi

others to yield in unreserved obedience to the

early visitations of heavenly love; that thus livi _
in the fear and love of God, they may experience

preservation from the snares which beset the paths

of youth ; know the light of Clirist Jesus to be

their safe guide through the trials and temptations

of the present changeful life, and in the awful

close have a well-grounded hope of admission into

the mansions of eternal glory.

IlivmTli'es* of Taste.

The diversity prevailing in different nati

reference to articles of food, seems to confirm in

its literal sense the proverbial saying, that " One
man's meat is another man's poison." Many an

article of food, which is in high esteem in one

country, is regarded in others with abhorenee
which even famine can hardly surmount.

One of our ioreigu exchanges contains an inter

csting article on this subject, a part of which we
condense for our readers :

In the Shetland Islands it is said that crabs and
lobsters abound, which the people catch for the

London market, but refuse to eat even when half

starved.

Eels, which are abundant and of good quality

in Cumberland and Westmoreland, and also in

Scotland, are regarded by the people there with

as much disgust as snakes.

Scallops, which arc reckoned a dainty in Ireland,

are hardly ever eaten in England ; and although

they are abundant on many of the coasts, few of

the English have any idea that they are eatable.

Cockchafers are candied, and served up with

other confectionery by the Italians.

The hedge-hog no one thinks of eating in Eng-
land, except the gypsies, and some who have
joined them, and who report that it is better than
rabbit.

The sailors in the English and Dutch whaleships

do not eat the flesh of the whale ; but those in the

French whalers (with their well-known skill in

cookery,) are said to make a palatable dish of it.

By almost all the lower classes in England, veni-

son and game of all kinds are held in abhorrence,

and so are fresh figs.

By the Australian savages, frogs, snakes, large

moths and grubs, picked out from the wood—all

of which the English settlers turn from with dis-

gust— are esteemed as dainties; but they are

shocked at our eating oysters.

Milk, as an article of food, (except for sucking

babies,) is loathed by the South Sea Islanders.

Goats have been introduced into several of the is-

lands ; but the people deride the settlers with using

their milk, and ask them why they do not milk

their sows. On the other side, dogs and rats are

favourite articles of food with them.

These last, as is well known, are often eaten by

the Chinese; who also eat salted earth-worms and a

kind of sea-lug, which most Europeans will turn

from with disgust.

In the narrative of Anson's voyage is a full ac-

count of the prejudice of the South Americans

(both Creoles and Indians,) against turtle as poi

sonous. The prisoners captured on the prize shij

warned the sailors against eating it, and for some

time lived ou bad ship-beef; but seeing our m
thrive ou the turtle, they began to eat it—at first

sparingly, and at length heartily. And when set

ashore and liberated, they declared they blest the

day of their capture which had introduced to them

a plentiful supply of wholesome and delicious lood

Horseflesh, which most Europeans would refusi

to eat, except in great extremity, is preferred by

the Tartars to all other ; and the flesh of a wild

ass's colt was greatly esteemed by the Komans,

As for pork, it is on religious grounds that Jews
and Mohammedans abstain from it, as the Hind

do from beef. But the Christians of the East seem

to have nearly an equal aversion to it; and thi

like prevailed till lately in Scotland.

The large shell snail, called escargot, was a fa-

vourite dainty with the ancient Romans, and still

is so in a great part of the south of Europe, though

most Englishmen would be half starved before they

would eat it.

In Vienna, the large wood-ants are served up

and eaten alive.

Small land crabs are eaten alive in China.

The iguana, a large species of lizard, is reckoned

a great dainty in some of the West India Islands,

The monkey and alligator are eaten both in

Africa and South America ; and some travellers,

who have overcome their prejudices, pronounce

them to be very good eating. A large crocodile,

or alligator, is said to have a strong musky flavour,

but a young one tastes much like a skate.

Even when the same substances are eaten in

difl'ercnt countries, there is often a strange differ-

ence in the mode of preparing them. Both we
and the Islanders use butter, but they store it up
without salt till it is rancid and sour.

Maize, (the Indian corn of this country,) has

been introduced into New Zealand by the mission-

aries, and the people cultivate and highly esteem

it. But their mode of preparing it is to Europeans
most disgusting. They steep it iu water till it is

putrid, and then make it into a kind of a porridge,

whichemils a mostintolerahlestcnch.

—

Laic Vajicr.

Perfect Sanclijication.—When the mind thinks
nothing, when the soul covets nothing, and the

body acteth nothing that is contrary to the will of

God, this is perfect sanctjfication,

" They Say.'"—Weshallnotattempt, forwecould

hardly expect to succeed, to portray the deformi-

ties of a character so repulsive as the " They Say"
of society. The reputations of men and women, good

and bad, old and young, are alike withered by its

blighting influence. " They say" is a convenient

mask for the slanderer, from behind which to emit

the foulest libels, the most scandalous rumors, and
vilest insinuations. It is astonishing how many
thoughtless persons there are to seize the petty

scandal or malicious insinuation, and give it cur-

ncy, without pausing to consider its probability,

or the consequences of promoting its circulation.

" They say" is a demon who spreads a moral
malaria that invades every circle, destroys the

peace of families, blasts reputation, sows discord,

engenders strife and heart-burnings, withers friend-

ship, poisons the fountain of love, and even dese-

crates the altar. The habit of repeating its utter-

ances grows apace with the least indulgence, and
produces results of the most painful character.

How many feelings and affections are sorely

lacerated, and that not for the time only ; but how
often do the slanders thus germinated live to injure

the good name and fame of many for years after.

Who has escaped its baneful influence ? How many
can trace their most poignant sorrow to some
heartless utterance, exaggerated by repetition, and
to be traced in its origin only to the ubiquitous
" They say." This fiend is ever busy scarring the

reputation, magnifying the frailties, and torturing

the most innocent conduct and actions of men.
Private reputation is a priceless jewel, and
envy no man's or woman's heart who will lightly,

trifle with it by heeding or giving currency to.

"They say" rumors, affecting the character of

neighbour. How much more wicked is it when
assails the absent, who cannot meet its accusations,

but must suffer without the opportunity to repel it,

it may be, until too late to avert the evil it has en-

tailed. It is a very safe rule, when you have noth-

ing good to say about your neighbour to keep your
mouth shut. Above all, let the " unruly member"
be stilled against the utterance of " They say"
rumors.

Tli£ Liberty that Leads into Bondage.—Let
not any deceive and hurt themselves with a false

plea, saying, I will be left to my liberty, I have
freedom to do, go, or wear so and so, and religion

stands not in clothes, &c., for that liberty which
the worldly spirit leads into is not indeed the true

liberty, but is a false and feigned liberty, which
leads into true and real bondage. And though
religion stands not simply in clothes, yet true re-

ligion stands in that which sets a bound and limit

to the mind with respect to clothes as well as other

things. So that when there is a running out into

excess and vanity in app.-jrel, that is a certain in-

dication and token, that the mind is got loose, and
hath cast off' the yoke, and is broken away from

its due subjection to that Divine power, iu which
true religion stands.

—

Job Scott.

Keep in the Cross.— J)v/e\\ in the pure wisdom,
and it will teach you what to do in all things.

Walk in the light and there will bo no occasion of

stumbling and falling : but being disobedient to

the light, then there is stumbling and falling down.
Every one mind your own condition and your
growth daily : press forward in the straight way,
and so be kept in the cross, that keeps humble and
lowly :— and being kept in the cross, it will bring

you to lay aside every weight and burden, and to

run with patience the race that is set before you;
that you may so run as to obtain the crown.

—

Richard Farnsworth.
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1 Evenings i

Bir Feet.

llie Microscope.

Insects; TL

(Coutinufd from page 2».j.)

I have here inclosed a small wiudow-fly in the

glass

;

ive-box of the micioscope, that you may examine

he structure of its feet as it presses them against

he glass cover; and thus not only get a glimpse of

exquisitely formed structure, but acquire some

orrect ideas on the question of how a fly is ena-

bled to defy all the laws of physics, and to walk

jauntily about on the under surface of polished

bodies, such as glass, without falling, or apparently

the fear of falling. And a personal examination

the more desirable because of the hasty and er-

roneous notions that have been promulgated on

the matter, and that are constantly disseminated

by a herd of popular compilers, who profess to

teach science by gathering up and retailing the

opinions of others, often without the slightest

knowledge whether what they are reporting is true

or false.

The customary explanation has been that given

by Derham in his " Physico-theology ;"' that "di-

vers flies and other insects, besides their sharp-

hooked nails, have also skinny palms to their feet,

to enable them to stick to glass and other smooth

bodies, by means of the pressure of the atmosphere,

after the manner as I have seen boys carry heavy

stoneSjwith only a wet piece of leather clapped on

the top of a stone." I3ingley, citing this opinion,

adds that they are able easily to overcome the

pressure of the air " in warm weather, when they

are brisk and alert ; but towards the end of the

year this resistance becomes too mighty for their di-

minished strength ; and we see flies labouring along,

and lugging their feet on windows as if they stuck

fast to the glass: and it is with the utmost difficulty

they can draw one foot after another, and disen-

2e their hollow cups from the slippery surface."

But long ago another solution was proposed : for

Hooke, one of the earliest of uiicrosoopic observers,

described the two palms, pattens, or soles (as he

calls the pidviUi,) as " beset underneath with small

bristles or tenters, like the wire teeth of a card for

working wool, which, having a contrary direction

to the claws, and both pulling difi'erent ways, if

there be any irregularity or yielding in the surface

of a body, enable the fly to suspend itself very

firmly." He supposed that the most perfectly pol-

ished glass presented such irregularities, and that

it was moreover always covered with a " smoky

tarnish," into which the hairs of the foot pene-

trated.

The " smoky tarni.h" is altogether gratuitous,

and Blaokwall has exploded the idea of atmos-

pheric pressure, for he found that flies could walk

up the interior of the exhaused receiver of an air

pump. He had explained their ability to climb up nesse^

vertical polished bodies by the mechanical action

of the minute hairs of the inferior surface of the

palms : but further experiments having showed

him that flies cannot walk up glass which is made

moist by breathing on it, or which is thinly co.ited

with oil or flour, he was led to the conclusion that

these hairs are in fact tubular, and excrete a viscid

fluid, by means of which they adhere to dry pol-

ished surfaces; and on close inspection with an

adequate magnifying power, he was always able

to discover traces ol this adhesive material on the

track on glass, both of flies and various other in

sects furnished with pulvilli, and of those spiders

which possess a similar faculty.

In the earlier editions of Kirby and Spence'i

" Introduction to Entomology," Kirby had adopted

the suctorial hypothesis. But in a late one he

made an allusion to Blackwall's opinion, and ad

ded the following interesting note :

—

'•Ou repeating Blackwall's experiments, I found, required for an especial purpo.se, and on ordinary

just as he states, that when a pane of glass of occasions, as before observed, the object in rubbing

a window was slightly moistened by breathing! the tarsi together is not to clean ikem, but the

on it, or dusted wuth flour, bluebottle-flies, the \pulvilU, for which they serve as brushes. Besides

common house-flies, and the common bee-fly (i'/7- 1 rubbing the tar^i together, flies are often seen,

stalls lenax) all slipped down again the instant while thus employed, to pass the two fore tar.-.i and

they attempted to walk up these portions of the itibiiu with sudden jerks over the back of the head

remarked that each time and e;id I moreover

after thus slipping down, they immediately began

to rub flrst the two fore tarsi, and then the two

hind tarsi, together, as flies are so often seen to do,

and continued this operation for some moments

before they attempted again to walk. This last

eyes, and the two hind ta

ind under the

ad tibiie over

and especially over their

outer margins, and occasionally also over the back

of the abdomen. That one object of these opera-

tions is often to clean these parts from dust, I

have do doubt, as on powdering the flies with flour

fact struck me very forcibly, as appearing to give they thus employ themselves, sometimes for ten

an importance to these habitual procedures of flies minutes, in detaching every part of it from their
" '

eyes, wings and abdomen ; but I am also inclined

to believe that, in general, when this passing of

the legs over the back of the head and outer mar-

gin of the wings takes place in connection with the

diuary rubbing of the t-irsi together, as it usually

(hat has not hitherto, as far as 1 am aware, been

attached to them. Those movements I had always

regarded as meant to remove any particle of dust

from the legs, but simply as an all'air of instinctive

cleanliness, like that of the cat when she licks
'

..nd such entomologic°al friends as l" have had an completing the entire cleansing of the tarsal brushes

opportunity of consulting tell me that their view] (for which the row of strong hairs visible under a

of the matter was precisely the same; nor does;leuse ou the exterior margin of the wings seems

Blackwall appear to have seen it in a different 1 well adapted,) so that they may act more per-

light, since, though so strongly bearing on his ex- ifectly on the pulvdli. Here, too, it should be

planation of the way in whicli flies mount smooth noticed, in proof of the importance of all the pul-

vertical surfaces, he never at all refers to it. Yet,

from the absolute necessity which the flies on which

I experimented appeared to feel of cleaning their

pulvilli immediately after being wetted or clogged

with flour, however frequently this occurred, there

certainly seems ground for supposing that their

usual and frequent operation for effecting this by

rubbing their tarsi together is by no xneans one of

mere cleanliness or amusement, but a very impor-

tant part of their economy, essentially necessary

lUi, being kept clean, that as the tar.-^i of the two

middle legs cannot be applied to each other, flies

are constantly in the habit of rubbing one of these

tarsi and its puluilli, sometimes between the two

fore tarsi, and at other times between the two hind

ones.

" Though the above observations, hastily made

ou the spur of the occasion since beginning this

note, seem to prove that it is necessary the puh'dli

of flies and of some other insects should be kept

for keeping their pulvil/i in a fit state for climbing : free from moisture and dust to enable them to as-

up smooth vertical substances by constantly re- Icend vertical polished surfaces, they cannot be con-

moving from them all moisture, and still more, all.sidered as wholly settling the question as to the^

dust which they are perpetually liable to collect. I precise way in which these pu/vilii, and those of

In this operation the two fore and two hind tarsi insects generally, act in affecting a similar mode of

are respectively rubbed together for their whole progression ; and my main reason tor here giving

length, whence it might be i°nferred that the inten- these slight hints is the hope of directing the atten-

tion is to remove impurities from the entire tarsi ; tion of entomological and microscopical observers

but this I am persuaded is not usually the object, to a field evidently, as yet, so imperfectly explored."

which is simply that of cleaning the under side ofl In the foot of the fly under our own observation

thepulvilH by rubbing them backward and for- you may see how well the joints of the tarsus are

ward along the whole surface of the hairs with covered with hairs, or rather stiff pointed spines,

which the tarsi are clothed, and which seem in-lof various dimensions and distances apart, and

tended to serve as a brush for this particular pur- hence how suitable these are for acting the part

pose. Sometimes, indeed, when the hairs of thejof combs to cleanse the palms. But these last are

tarsi are filled with dust throughout, the operation
j

the organs that most claim and deserve our ex-

of rubbing them together is intended to cleanse ^amination. In the specimen of the little Musca

these hair's; because", without these brushes werejtbat I have imprisoned, the last tarsal joint is ter-

themseives clean, they could not act upon the hairs minated by two strong divergent hooks which are

of the under side of the pulvilli. Uf this I wit- themselves well clothed with spines, and by two

1 an interesting instance in an Erislalis tc- ! membranous flaps or palms beneath them. These

which by walkmg on a surface dusted with are nearly oval in outline, though in some species

flour had the hairs of the whole length of the tarsi,
I they are nearly square, or triangular, and in .some

as well as ihc pidvilli, thus clogged with it. After [of a very irregular shape. They are thin, mem-

slipping down from the painted surface of the ibranous, and transparent.

window-frame, which she in vain attempted toj The inferior surface of the palm, on which we

climb, she seemed sensible that before the pulvi/Ulare now looking, is divided into a vast number of

could be brushed it was requisite that the brushes
I
lozenge-shaped areas, which appear to be scales

themselves should he clean, and full two minutes 'overlapping each other, or they may be divided

were employed to make them so by stretching out 'merely by depressed lines. From the centre of

her trunk, and passing them repeatedly along its leach area proceeds a very slender, soft, and flexi-

sides, apparently for the sake of moistening the !ble pellucid filament, which reaches downwards to

flour' and causing its grains to adhere; for after 'the surface on which the fly is walking, and is there

this operation, on°rubbing her tarsi together, which slightly hooked and enlarged into a minute fleshy

she next proceeded to do, I saw distinct little bulb. Those from the areas near and at the mar-

pellets of flour fall down. A process almost ex-! gins of the palms more and more arch outwards,

actly similar I have always seen used by bluebottle- ' so that the space covered by the bulbs of the fila-

fiies and common-house flies which had their tarsi Iments is considerably greater than that of the

clogged with flour by walking over it, or by hav-!palm itself,

ing il dusted over them ; but these manoeuvres arel Now it is evident that the bulbous extremities of
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those soft filamects are the organs of adhesion, trusting to his government and guidance, and pour- " That the people were scattered, T therefore forced

We notice how they drag and hold, as the % ing out the heart before him. The psalmist kuewlmyself and ottered a burnt ottering." But no fig

draws its foot from its place, and it seems almost, from experience that it was good to trust iu him at i
leaf covering will do for any when the voice of the

certaiu that the adhesion is ett'ected by means of a! all times; and Solomon with all his great wisdom Lord is heard as in the cool of the day, saying,

"lutiuous secretion poured out in minute quantities simply recommends to trust in the Lord with the " Adam, where art thou."

Irom these fleshy tips. When the foot is suddenly I whole heart, and to lean not to the human under- We are all of us fast passing away from this

removed, we may often see a number of tiny par- standing. scene of probation; happy is it for those whose

tides of fluid lett on the gla-s where the filaments
j

When the wisdom of man is laid low. and the trust is iu the Lord, whose place of defence is the

had been iu contact with it : but I do not build JLord is trusted iu with the whole heart, then will munition of rocks, who are faithfully occupying the

conclusively ou this appearance, because the fly, ihe manifest his great power for the help of his talents intrusted to them, seeking the welfare of thei

having been contiued tor some quarter of an hourjpeople, and the government will be felt to rest church, according to our measure; feeling the evi-|

in this nearly tight glass cell, has doubtless exhaled

some moisture, which has condensed on the glass

;

and the specks we see may possibly be due to the

filaments of tte palms having become wtt by re-

peatedly brushing the moist surface. — Hep
worth, howc asserts that a fluid is poured out

upon his shoulders, "And his name shall be called dence within ourselves that we have passed fromj
VV'onderful, Counsellor, the mighty God, the ever- death unto life, "Because we love the brethren."'

lasting Father, the Prince of Peace. Of the in- Oh for more of an evidence of this change from'

crease of his government and peace there shall be death unto life, evinced by our love towards one!
no end ; upou the throne of David, to order it, and another. But is there not more of an evidence of'|

Irom these filaments, and is depo^ited ou the glass,

when the fly is viguious, with great regularity. He
^ays that " when lu a partially dormant state, the

iuBCCt does not appear to be able to give out this

secretiou, though it can still attach itself: indeed,

this fluid is not essential for that purpose." It is

a^serted that the speckled pattern of fluid left on

the glass by the fly's footsteps remains (if breathed

on,) when the moisture is evaporated ; and hence

it is presumed to be of an oily nature.

lu some, beetles the joints of the foot are fur-

nished with similar appendages. 1 shall now
show you the fore-foot of a well-known insect,

called by children the BlooJy-uose Beetle ( Taaar-

cka lenebncosa,) a heavy bodied fellow, ot a blue-

to establish it with judgment and with justice, from the first nature being yet strong in us? " The firsts

black colour, abundant in spring and summer on maintain their JMaste

hedge banks. You have doubtless often observed iopposcrs, and to come
it, and have been amused, perhaps, at seeing the

drop of clear scarlet fluid which exudes from its

mouth when touched.

The feet in this species are broad and well de-

veloped. You may see with the naked eye, on
turning it up, that Us dilated joints are covered ou

the under surface with a velvety cushion of a rus-

ty-brown colour ; aud here, under a low power of

the microscope with the Lieberkuhn, you can re-

solve the nature of the velvet.

The foot, or luiius as it is technically called, is

composed of four very distinct pieces ; of which the

first IS semicircular, the second crescent-shaped,

the third heart-shaped, and the lourth nearly oval.

The last is rounded ou all sides, h

sole, aud carries two stout hooks. The first three

are flat or even, hollowed beneath into soles, some-
thing like the hool of a horse, and the whole inte-

heuceforth even forever. The zeal of the Lord of

hosts will perlorm this." Isa. ix. 6, 7.

We have many encouraging iustances in the

history of our religious Society, of the immediate
assistance aud manifestation of Divine Power to

enable its faithful members to support the Lord's

cause through great opposition. There were those

brought into the society in its early days, who
were of the wise and learned of the age ; but they

found they must lay all their attainments at the

foot of the cross, and become fools that they might
be made truly wise. Many iustances we have re-

corded of the unlettered aud unlearned, who being

taught in the school of Christ, were able to refute

all the arguments of their learned opponents, to

cause in the lace of their

iff victorious from those

nor bristles with close-set minute points, the tips of

which terminate at the same level and form a vel-

battles. And why? seeing they were of the un-

learned as to human acquirements;—because their

Captain whom they followed, was never foiled in

battle, and the weapons of their warfare were not

the carnal weapons of human wisdom, but spiritual

;

mighty through God to the pulling down of the

strongholds ot sin aud Satan. These are the wea-
pons of the christian's warfare, now as then. May
the Lord increase the number at this day of those

who wield them.

The wrath of man worketh not the righteousness
of God ; neither will the heat and excitement of
the creature, as experience proves most sadly, but
rather tends to coufusiou, aud the withdrawal of

no cushioned
J

the sensible evidences of the heavenly Father's
love. He who was with our forefathers in the

Truth, and with his people in all generations, sus-

taining them of his mercy and upholding them by
his power, because they trusted in him, is alone
ible preserve us at this day to his glory, and in

vety surface. Now these points arc the whitish the end to present us faultless before his throne
bulbous extremities exactly answerable to those of with exceediug great joy. " In Christ Jesus nei-
the palms ot the fly, and duubtless they answer the ther circumcision availeth anything, nor uncir-
very same purpose. Only here they are set iu far icumeisiou, but a new creature. And as many as
closer array aud are a hundred times more nu-

j
walk according to this rule, peace be on them, and

merous; whence we may reasonably presume a upon the Israel of God. Gal., G chap., 15 and 16.
higher power of adhesion to be possessed by the The Lord's cause is dear to him, and he will not
beetle. The structure is best seen iu the male, Igive his glory to another or his praise to graven

images, if we are under a proper sense of our
weakness, as finite beings, we shall feel the neces-

sity of crying unto him for help in this day of

trouble. But have we been yet sufliciently hum-
bled uuder the chastening hand, to make us feel

our own helpless condition, and to acknowledge

to tlnne owu uuder^tandiu;;.
1

^'°''^. ,''.'™
.^V^" ,", Z-^, ,

',-
•

III ull thy waj-s ackuowlcUgc him, and he sh;.Il direct
'^'''^ °' "'"^ '" humble laith that he would he pleased

lliy paths. Prov. 3 chap., & ver. to arise for our help and to renew our trust in him.
Trust in him at nil limes; yc people, pour out your Oh the want of faith to trust in him at all times,

heart hclbre him
:
God is a relu-e lor us. I's. Ixu. 8. .mj especially when conducting the weighty aft'airs

Here is a place of refuge for all the Lord's of the church ! His prerogative it is to rule, and
children, however tried aud tribulated their path

|
we profess to believe in his power; but are we will-

may be. There is safety in committing our cause [ing to wait for its arising, or are we too much like
to Jlim who was never foiled in battle, humbly 'Saul, disposed to force an olfering? under the plea

vhich UKiy be distinguished by its sl

ions, auU by it.-, broader feet.
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restoration of tlie insane, is not for us to judge.

It will be sufficient to say that during the pat-t, as

in previous years, we have felt the responsibility

resting on us of diligently employing, for the bene-

fit of our patients, every means within our reach,

which the general experience has proved to be of

real utility.

The plan adopted for the organization and gov-

ernment of the Asylum, consisting of a Board of

Managers, who.se only compensation is the amount
of good the Institution can accomplish, and a

superintendent appointed by them, and acting

under their general direction and oversight, and

invested with full authority to c.irry out all plans

that may be deemed necessary for the welfare of

the patients; the regular weekly visitation of the

former, and their not unfrequeut visits at other

times, for the purpose of inspecting the condition

of the Asylum, are the best guaranties that the

welfare of the patients will in no respect be lost

3ight of.

The objects of its founders, besides furnishing

medical aid, and suitable moral and religious

rcstraiut, mingled with judicious kindness arid

ympathy, for the restoration of the insane to the

inestimable gift of reason, were also to provide an

Asylum for the relief of those whose disease was

such as to leave no hope of recovery ; where they

ght enjoy the comtorts of home so far as they

were capable of appreciatiug them, accompanied

'th every liberty consistent with their welfare and

safety. These objects, it is believed, have been

kept steadily in view, and it has been found, by

constantly increasing experience, that the amount
of personal restraint on the movements of the in-

sane, deemed necessary for their own, and the

safety of others, has regularly diminished dowu to

present time. We have not in any case for

several years past, considered it needful to apply

mechanical restraint for the prevention of acts ot

violence and destruction, and we have only resorted

to it in any form in cases where severe bodily dis-

ease or debility has rendered a recumbent po.-itiou

indispensable to the safety of the patient's life. j

lu the general good order which has prevailed
j

throughout the establishment; in the exemption
from casualties of all kinds, and from unusual

and alarming sickness among our inmates during

the prevalence of increased mortality in the com-
munity generally, and in the prosperity of the In-

stitution at a period of great financial distress and
embarrassment, we recognize with heartfelt grati-

tude, the protecting care of a superintending Pro-

vidence.

At the time of the last Annual Report, there

were sixty-one patients resident in the Asylum,
and fifteen have been received since, making a to-

tal of seventy-six, who have shared the benefits of

the Institution during the year. The highest num-
der at anytime under care was sixty-three ; the

lowest sixty ; and the average montlily number
was sixty-one and three-twellths.

Of the seventy-six patients under care during

the year, four have died, and ten have been dis-

charged, leaving sixty-two, of whom twenty-six

are men, and thirty-six are women, in the Asylum
at the present time.

Of the ten patients discharged, six, viz., three of

each sex, were restored ; one man was much im-

proved ; and one man and two women were sta-

tionary. Of those who were discharged restored,

one was under care for a less time than three

months ; three for more than three and less than
six months, and two for more than six months;
and the average duration of treatment for the

whole number discharged restored, was one hun-
dred and forty-two days.

Twenty-fonr patients have been under special suits often obtained in cases which, in all humau
medical and moral treatment during the year, of probability, would perish under other circnmstan-

whom seventeen were recent, and seven chronic ces, as tho.-e most familiar with the disease as wit-

cases of insanity. Of the recent cases, eight have nessed in Asylums and Hospitals for the insane,

been discharged, of whom six were restored, and| While animadverting on the unwillingness fre-

two were stationary; two died, and seven remain, qucntly manifested to resort to hospital treatment,

three of whom are restored, and four are improved.
I

we acknowledge with satisfaction, the persistent

Of the seven chronic cases only one has been dis-' efforts which have sometimes been made by the

charged who was much improved, and six remain, friends of patients under circumstances of pecuniary

of whom one is restored, three are improved, and distress and embarrassment, to continue them
two are stationary. In addition to the six patients] under treatment when once it has been commenced,
di-chargcd restored, one is considered well, and is; The disposition to remove patients after the sacri-

absenl on a probationary visit to her friends; an- fice has been made of separating them from their

other is restored, and remains in the Institution in ,
families, before sufficient time has been allowed for

consequence of the difficulty of reaching his home, them to receive the full benefit of the treatment,

in a Southern state, in the present disturbed con- appears to be much less than it formerly was. It

dition of the country. is but seldom that we have to regret the removal

General Ileallli.—The patients have generally
j

of a patient so long as a reasonable hope can be

enjoyed good bodily health during the year. Therei entertained of recovery; while such perseverance

has been no sickness of an unusual character among! has been rewarded by a restoration of the patient,

them, and indeed, very little serious indisposition; in some instances, in which there scarcely seemed

of any kind, except the cerebral disorder, which! room for hope."

frequently accompanies the early stages of insanity, (Toi..,-wih'Iu.i.,. '
>

nd which has been brought into the Asylum by

patients recently admitted. Of the four deaths

recorded during the year, two were of this descrip-

tion, in one of which a female 64 years of age, re-

cently attacked with severe cerebral disease of a

congestive character, accompanied with complete

deprivation of reason, died in the course of a few

weeks after her admission. In the secord case,

though the progress of the cerebral disorder seemed

to be arrested, the vital energies remained in a con-

dition of such extreme depression that the patient,

a female 35 years of age, rapidly sank under an

attack of pneumonia of a few days duration. An-
other case was that of a ni in 47 years of age,

w-ho had resided in the Institution nearly eight

Fur "Tho FrioDd."

Cornplanler Indians.

As anything relating to the Indian has a pecu-

liar interest, perhaps the short notice below will not

be unacceptable to the readers of " The Friend."

Our State made an appropriation for the instruc-

tion of the youth of this small remnant, who re-

side in ^Varren County, Penna., which the State

Superintendent of Common Schools says " has been
judiciously applied."

W. F. Dalrymple, County Superintendent of

Warren County, in his recent report says:—
" The school established in our county for the

benefit of the remnant of this tribe, is meeting the

reasonable expectations of its projectors and friends.

ths, durin" which time he presented all the The school during the present year has been un-

strongly marked symptoms of general paralysis,! dtr the charge of Ellen Overton * * * Her ro-

under which his mental and physical powers con-! port shows forty-two scholars, many of whom ex-

tinuod to decline until death ensued. The fourth! hibit quite a regular attendance. She taught six

was that of a female 84 years of age, who had

been an inmate of the Asylum for about four

months, and who died from the effects of chronic

bronchitis.

It appears to be a common belief that insanity

is attended with but little danger to life, and that

many cases will even recover spontaneously, with

but little medical interference. On any other sup

mouths."

—

Pennsylvania S:liool Report, 1661.
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It is one of the striking signs of the present event-

position it is difficult to account for the unwilling- i ful times, that the minds of a very large proportion

ness frequently manifested by the friends of per-] of the inhabitants of this country—in a part of

sons recently attacked with insanity, to resort to^ which slavery has so long existed iu its most abject

the means which daily experience has proved to be form, and been defended and contended for as a

beyond all others the most effectual in removing] system of society consonant with Divine intention

it. But when it is known that so high a proper- and approbation,—are awakeningtoadeeperconsid-

tion, as from tweuty to thirty per cent, of recent Uration of the magnitude of the evils, both moral

cases, even though placjd under the most favoura-j and political, inseparable from it; and that the

ble circumstances for recovery, either die in a com- conviction appears to be gradually assuming the

paratively short time from the commeneement of force of a popular demand, that solar as it obstructs

the attack, or linger for a longer period iu a con-jthe recognition and jurisdiction of the General

dition of hopeless insanity, as is shown by all asy-

lum statistics, the error of such a belief, and of

delaying a resort to the aid of an Asylum, at once

becomes manifest. It is probably to the belief, order, in which he declares all the slaves in Geor

still too general, that insanity is only a disorder of i gia. South Carolina and Florida to be free, and to

the intellect, unaccompanied by any bodily disease, remain so forever; the President of the United

that can either be dangerous to life or be reached States has deemed it advisable to put forth a prO'

Government, it is necessary to have it swept away.

General Hunter, who is in command of an army

the Southern coast, having issued a general

by the skill of the physician, that the hesitation so

often witnessed in resorting to suitable treatment

is in a great measure due. No one can so well ap-

preciate the severity of the physical disorder often

accompanying the early stages of insanity, or the

difficulty frequently experienced, in consequence of

the opposition of the patient iu applying the neces-

sary remedies, (sometimes taxing to the utmost all

the resources of the physician,) or the happy re-

clamation repudiating this gigantic act of abolition;

but while so doing, and expressly reserving to him-

self the right and power to abolish the kgal rights

of slaveholders to their slaves—if that right and

power can be coustitutionally exorcised—" if at any

time, in any case, it shall become a necessity indis-

pensable to the maintenance of the (Tovernment to

exercise such a supposed power,' he uses the fol-

lowing language:
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" Oa tbe 6th day of March last, by a special message,

I recomtaended to Congress the adoption of a joint reso-

lution, to be substantially as follows :

' Resolved, That the United States ought to co-operate

with anv State which may adopt a gradual abolishment

of slavery, givmg to such State pecuniary aid, to be used

by such Suite, in its discretion, to compensate for the

inconveniences, public and private, produced by such a

change of system.'

"The resolution, in the language above quoted, was

adopted by large majorities in both branches of Congress,

and now stands an authentic, definite and solemn pro-

posal of the Nation to the States and people most im-

mediately interested in the subject matter.

• To the people of those States, I now earnestly appeal.

I do not argue ; I beseech you to make the arguments

for yourselves. You cannot, if you would, be blind to

the signs of tbe times. I beg of you a calm and enUrged

consideratiou of them, ranging, if it may be, far above

personal and partisan politics. This jiroposal makes

common cause for a common object, casting no re-

proaches upon any. It acts not the Pharisee. The

change it contemplates would come gently as the dews of

Ueaven—not rending or wrecking anything. Will you

not embrace it ? So much good has not been done by one

effort in all past time as, in the Providence of God, it is

now your high privilege to do. May the vast future not

haveto lament that you have neglected it."

The deplorable condition into which our country

is being brought by the tremendous civil strife going

on within it, and the determination manifested on

both sides to maintain and enforce the position

they have respectively assumed; would seem to in-

dicate the near approach of some still more mighty

and murderous convulsion than has yet been suf-

fered to overtake it, and we think ought to renew-

edly incite all who are truly concerned for the es-

ten^iou of the kingdom of the Messiah, to a more

earnest watch over their own spirits, that so they may
be enabled to put up availing petitions to the

Father of mercies, that he will be pleased to stay

the sword of the destroyer, and restore to our be-

loved country once more the blessing of peace.

SUMM.4RY UF EVENTS.
FoREiG.v.—The steamer Great Eastern, arrived at New

York on tbe 17th, from Milford, which port she left on the

afternoon of the Tth inst. She experienced heavy gales

from the westward, almost throughout the passage.
The great Industrial Exhibition, which was opened

on the 1st inst., was an object of great interest. The
number of visitors on the first day was 33,000, all being
holders of season tickets. The second day the price ot

admission was one guinea, and the number of visitors

was 32,596. The Loudon papers still intimate the ne-
cessity of interference on the part of France and England
in order to end the war in this country. The Morning
Herald says France and England suffer more than neu-
trals ever suffered in any contest, and both begin to re-

gard the war as interminable and atrocious.

It is stated that further reinforcements of troops and
war material were about being sent to Mexico from
France and Spain. The British government has with-
drawn its share in the military part of the enterprize.

Victor Emmanuel, the King of Italy, has recently
visited the southern part ot his dominions. In a letter

addressed to the French Emperor, thanking him for
his sympathy for the Italian cause, the King says, "the
order wbich reigns in the Souihcrn provinces, and the
earnest marks of affection which I every where receive,
triumphantly reply to the calumnies of our enemies. We
shall convince Europe that ilie idea of unity rests on a

solid basis, and is thoroughly graven ou the hearts of
nil Italians." In regard to Rmne, the King said in reply-
ing to an address presented at Naples :

" The public safety
is not yet re-established, because Rome is the centre of
conspiracies, but believe me, when I say that as much
ns the Italians wish to recover Rome, the French wish
quite as much to terminate the occupation of it."

It is believed in Paris that Rome will soon be oc-
cupied by the Sardinian troops.

At Genoa a most daring robbery had been perjietrated.

Six armed robbers entered one of the principal banks
garroled tbe officers, and carried off 800,000 francs
A Bombay letter of late date, says the cotton crop of

India is shorter, and the quality worse than last year
U.viTKD St.\tes.— r/ji' .Vo«//;/TH Porls.—Tile Prcsidi

has issued a prf.clamation, declaring that the blockade
of I'.caulort, Port Uoial and New drlcans, shall so t^

cease and determine, from and after the first day of next

month, that commercial intercourse with those ports,

except as to persons and things and information, con-

traband of war, may from that time be carried on, sub-

ject to the laws of the United States, and to tbe regula-

tions prescribed by tbe Secretary of the Treasury.

Fuyttive Staves.-—Great numbers of slaves in the bor-

der states, have taken advantage of the prevailing un-

settlement to escape from their masters. Itis estimated

that there were in Washington, recently, about 1000

slaves, principally from tbe country adjacent. It is said

that within a week about 200 of them escaped north in

vessels sailing from the Potomac. An attempt has been

made to enforce the Fugitive Slave Law, and some have

been returned to their masters.

Emancipation by Martial Law.—Gen. Hunter has issued

a proclamation, declaring freedom to the slaves of

Georgia, Florida and South Carolina. The proclama-

tion liad been published in Charleston, S. C, and a

negro insurrection there was greatly feared. This pro-

ceeding of Gen. Hunter, has caused no little surp:ise,

as the President last year, distinctly declared to Gen.
Fremont that a military officer had no authority to issue

a proclamation of emancipation, and promptly disap-

proved of his conduct in declaring the slaves of rebels

free.

Waste of Property in the South.—A number of pro-

perty holders in Georgia have issued a circular relative

to the destruction of theirgoods. They object decidedly

to the wanton destruction which has been proposed,
and they say that none favour such destruction but
reckless persons, who are without property themselves.
Xew Mexico.—The latest advices are to the 23rd ult.,

at which time the Texan rebels appeared to be in full

retreat from the Territory.

Florida.—The rebels evacuated Pensacola on the 9th
inst., having previously destroyed the Navy Yard and
forts by fire. The Federal Ibices from Fort Pickens,
then took possession of the place.

Arkansas.—The Federal army on the 8th inst., crossed
the White river near Batesville, and took the road to

Little Rock, the Capital of the State. Itis stated that
the sentiment of the people was rapidly becoming more
loyal. As many as 150 persons per day had come for-

ward to lake the oath of allegiance, including many of
the most influential citizens. The governor of Arkansas
had issued a proclamation, calling on tbe State militia
to repair to the capital to repel the invaders.

Tennessee.—Oa the 16th, the firing at Fort Wright had
been suspended on both sides. The first accounts of
the naval engagement near the fort were incorrect.
Some of the rebel gunboats were seriously injured,
but none of them were destroyed. Tbe losses on
each side were probably about equal. A Union con-
vention was Utely held in Nashville, which appears
to have been very largely attended, every part of the
State being represented in it. The speakers all de-
nounced the doctrine of secession, as' destructive to
good government. A committee was appointed to pre-

; State, and the rigpare an address to the people of
orous policy of Gov. Johnson was cordially approved.
The Convention resolved, "That the social, political
and material interests of the people of Tennessee, and
the safety and welfare of our friends and relatives now
in the rebel army, imperiously demand the restoration
of the State to her former relations with the Federal

Mississippi.—The armies of Gen. Halleck and Gen.
Beauregard, on the 17th inst., were in close proximity,
and skirmishes were of frequent occurreuce. They are
supposed to be of about equal strength, each numbering
more than 100,000 men. There seems to be an unwilK
ingness on the part of both commanders to strike tbe
first blow in a battle on which such momentous issues
depend. Deserters report that there is great dissatisfac-
tion in the rebel camp. The troops from Kentucky and
Tennessee especially, desire to leave what they reg.ird
as a hopeless cause.

Oeoryia.—The intelligence from Savannah, is that the
U. S. troops were within four miles of ihe city, and had
placed batteries of heavy Parrott guns nearly surround-
ing it, ready for bombardment. There was a large rebel
force there, and all the indications pointed to a desper-
ate defence.

South Carolina.—Late dates from Port Royal, state
that no recent movements of the troops had taken place,
except tbe removal of the encampments of some of them
to more elevated ground in the vicinty. The weather
was very warm, but the health of the troops continued
comparatively good. Gen. Hunter was about organiz-
ing a negro-brigade, to be commanded by white officers.
The rebel armed steamer Planter, was brought out of
Charleston harbor by her pilot, Robert Small" a colored

m.an and a slave, and delivered up to the blockading

squadron. A number of slaves and their families es-

caped m the Planter.

Virginia.—Five of the Federal iron-clad gun boats

including the Monitor and Naugatuck, which ascended

the James river to within eight miles of Richmond, were

repulsed on the 16th by a rebel fortification on the r

bluff, which they were unable to pass. An expedition

which was sent to explore the Pamunkey river on the

17th, proceeded up tbe stream twenty-five miles, to Rus-

set's Landing, where they found two steamers and fifteen

schooners laden with corn, in flames. They had been

fired by the rebels on the approach of the expedition.

On the 18th, tbe advance of Gen. M'Clellan's army was
on the Chickahominy river, fifteen miles from Richmc
The bridge had been destroyed, and tbe crossing would
be difficult, as tbe country is low and swampy on both

sides of the river. The great rebel army lay belweeu

the Chickahominy and Richmond, A perfect panic!

understood to prevail at Richmond, and the necessaries

of life were extremely scarce and dear. All the m
important government property had been sent to South
Carolina. The Confederate money was generally refused

be vendors. The Secretary of War has ordered tha

Gen. Wool will hereafter make his head-quarters a

Norfolk instead of Fortress Monroe.
Southern Items.—The Memphis Avalanche, says the.

Provost Marshall at Memphis, has received instructions^

from the military authorities, to require the banks at

Memphis to take Confederate notes as currency, and toi

arrest as disloyal, all persons who refuse to receive themi

in business transactions. Flour is quoted at Memphisi

at $22 per barrel. Tbe .Memphis Appeal speaks off

the growing disposition on the part of the people to re--

fuse Confederate notes, and brands those who do so aa<

traitors.

The Richmond Dispatch has an article on the evacua--

tion of Norfolk, and the conduct of the war generally.

It says by abandoning detached posts which it is im--

possible to defend, the Confederacy will be enabled toi

concentrate powerful forces upon all essential points,!

and to baffle the enemy in every attack of vital impo^-^

A despatch from Mobile of the 8th, announces thei

arrival of part of Com. Porter's mortar fleet.

The Memphis papers state that great distress prevails^

in New Orleans. Food of all kinds is extremely scarce,)

and flour is not to be had at any price. Seven U. S.

regiments had been landed on the 7th inst. The riven

is said to be full of Union gun boats, mortar vessels and I

transports. All the newspapers in New Orleans are still!

published, but are subjected to a rigid censorship.

PlMadelphia.-'Aoxi.&Wly last week, 204.
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Received from Jehu Fawcett, Agt., 0., for Eliz. Kirk

Martha Whinery, Eliz. Cooper, Sml. Hollingsworth

Wm. Leach and Beuj. Harrison, $2 each, vol. 35; foi

Danl. Boulton, «;2, vol. 34, for H. W. Harris, $2, voU 36

for L. Cobb, $4, vols. 34 and 35, for Mark Bonsall, §4,"

vols. 34 and 35, for Thos. Heald, $4, vols. 35 and 36
;

from Jesse Hall, Agt., 0., for D. Binns, and Christian

Kirk, $2, each vol. 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

XEAR FRAXKFORD, (XWENTY-THIRD WARD, PHILADELPHIA.)

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthi.vg-

TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clerk

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-

delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
An Assistant Teacher is wanted in the Girls'

Mathematical School. Apply to Dubrd Knight, Super-

intendent, at the School, to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer,

No. 304 Arch Street, Elizabeth Peirson, No. 448 North
Fifth Street, Phila., or Abigail W. Hall, Warren Tavern
Post Office, Chester Co., Pa.

NOTICE.

The Annual Jleeting of the Institute for Coloured
Youth will be held at the Committee room on Arch St.,

on Third day afternoon the 27th inst., at three o'clock.

M. C. Cope, Secretary.

Fifth month, 1862.

PILE & JI'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, oi.pcsile the I'l i.i.si hauia Bark.
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Ascent of Monte Rosa in Swilzerlanil.

Sej'tember 4th 1861. JBi/ Kinsleij Twining.
(E.itracifrom a private tetter furnislied by re-

quest to the Eiiitors of this Journal.)

]3ut you are wonderiu^', I presume, how we, who
»ere lately on the other side of the ruountains,

aave come iuto Italy. Our last was from Vir^p,

ivhere we were waiting for the cooler hours of the

fteriioon, and espectiug then to go to St. Niklaus

md thence to Zermatt. We carried out our plan

iuccessfully, and reached the inn on the Riffelberg,

Tuesday afternoon about 3 p. m. On the vinj we
ivere joined by a young American from Boston

who has travelled very largely. He had a desire

equally strong with my own of climbing that ter-

•or of the Alps, Monte Kosa. Several ascents bad

jeen made this summer before we arrived. At
ierraalt we saw three London young men who had

Hade the attempt and gave it up only eight hun-

ired or one thousand feet short of the summit,

md we thought, after looking them over pretty

larefully, that we were good for one thousand feet

nore than they. At the inn on the Riffelberg we
net a young man who had achieved the ascent,

md who told us so much about it that we detor-

nined to make the attempt the very nest day if the

weather should permit. We were fortunate in gat-

ing three of the very best Zermatt guides, and

ifent to rest with our arrangements made and wait-

ng to see what solution of the problem of the
'

'es the morning would give.

Without describing what took place in those

lOurs of delay, I still wish to interrupt my narra-

ive at this point with an episode about Monte
Rosa. The great Italian moui.tain, in the estimate

jf most persons, is Mont Blanc of course. But
Lord Byron never saw Monte Rosa, and though

only a few feet lower than its great rival of

jbamouni it never had any hymns sung in itspraise

11 a few years ago. Indeed it had never beer

iscenJed to the very summit until the year 18.55

[ have read in some of the books on Monte Rose

hat when De Saussure, that intrepid explorer o

he Alps, was at Zermatt, he was unable to per

iuade the guide to ascend the last two peaks of

his mountain and was compelled to abandon the

ittempt. The way up was at last found, (as 1

hink has been true in the ease of nearly all the

Bore dilEcult Alpine summits,) not by a guide, but

}y a company of English travellers. I say the

way was found by them, but this is not quite cor-

rect : for many persons before them had stood at

the bottom of the Zumstein Spitze, eight hundred

feet below the summit, and seen a way up which

hey had not the courage to attempt ; and after

having myself passed up that tremendous pathway

of ice, I am perfectly convinced that, were the way
untrodden, and could not the traveller be assured

by knowing that others had found it practicable,

he would turn away content at having surveyed

the steps which lead to the inaccessible summit.

This at least was the fate of every one who went

alone to that spot and attempted to get higher,

—

and the Hochste Spitze, as it is called, was never

made until six or seven persons, Englishmen and

their guides, went to work together, and (tied to-

gether with a rope so that if one fell the others

Id save him,) pushed along slowly and bravely

to the very top. There they saw a grander view

than Mont Blanc affords; and, though none of the

difficulties of the ascent have been removed, a num-

ber of persons have followed them, each succeeding

year, to the same grand height.

Murray, in comparing this with Mont Blanc, says

there is no difficulty in the latter, and, comparing it

with the ascent of Rigi—a mountain as difficult as

Mount Washington—call the latter a pleasant pro-

menade. It may be so in the comparison, (and I

t hink it is,) but in fact I can say, after walkingup it,

that to go up Rigi, even, is quite a trying thing in a

hot day. But, difficult as Jlonte Rosa is, all who

have made the ascent have agreed that the world

has no other point of view to equal it. I will not

now describe the scene which there opens to the

eye, but merely say—what more than one English-

man has said to me after having ascended both

Mont Blanc and Monte Rosa—"there is nothing

to be seen from Mont Blanc, and it is foolish to

make the ascent when Rosa is practicable."

To return from this digression : we were to start

at 3 A. M. if the morning promised good weather.

But at three the skies were doubtful, and we did

not get off till a quarter of five. An Englishman

who had himself made the ascent, walked with us

to the Glirner glacier to enjoy the sunrise over Monte

Ro.ra and the Lys Kamm,— which was indeed in-

describably beautiful. The soft tint of morning

fell upon the spotless snow and lay there till it

brightened into the splendor of day. Behind us,

at the end of the valley which contains the Goruer

glacier, and closing the view in that dirtctiou, rose

the colossal stony pyramid of Monte Cervino, so

steep that no snow adheres to its sides. Its inac

eessible summit, four thousand feet above the snov

from which it seems to rise, and nearly fifteen

thousand feet above the sea, caught also the fir

rays of morning and stood up in its many-coloured

magnificence, the only reminiscence among
snowy sisters of a world not covered with the gla-

cier. One hour and ten minutes from the. hotel

brought us to the ice of the Gorner glacier ; forty

minutes more took us across to the moraine on

the other side, where the guides laid away a bottl

of wine for the de.-ceut, and permitted us to take

drink of cold water. One hour more, up an icy

hill about as steep as the lawn in front of the H "

house place, with deep crevasses opening on every

side, brought us to our breakfast ground—a mass of

broken rock, rising out of(he glacier, and named "Auf
dcr Platte." Here the guides brought out tiieir stores

of hard boiled egg^, bread, cheese, meat and wine.

When these were eaten, or rather when as much

was done in that direction as Kronig (the Grand

Mogul of Monte Rosa) thought fit, the bags were

ut, we were placed in line, and the rope (that

inal that the time for hard woik had come,) was

got out and all hands tied together in aline. King

Kronig went first with his ice axe, to cut steps and

hold on with the beak on the back of the axe; I

next, three feet behind him ;
next Anton Rytz, a

famous guide, with his face in a mask of checked

cotton, who shouted " vorwarts" whenever Kronig

ried " courage ;'' next came my friend
,

nd last of all Franz Blatter, who sang " Ranzdes

aches" all the way up, and who, if not strong

enough to lift Monte Rosa itself, was abundantly

able to carry any ordinary man to the top of it.

Thus arranged we soon began to climb up the

glacier, already quite steep, (about 12",)—up, up,

up, and ever up we went slowly and looking sharp

where we stepped. First the surface was much
like any ice that has been snowed upon and frozen

acain. Then we came into loo.>e snow, three or

four inches deep, which in its nature was a sort of

compromise between hail and crystals. The path

wound around from one ascent to another like a

great serpent trailing between rounded hills of

snow ; what at one moment seemed like the crest

of the ascent soon turned out the base of another,

and where we discovered a level plain we were not

permitted to go.

At first we walked a half hour together and

then stopped for breath ; but before long Kronig

complained that we stopped every fifteen minutes
;

and after a while he declared that if we had our

our way it would be fifteen minutes walking and

fifteen minutes on our backs on the snow—and

then it would be all up for the Hochste Spitze. In

the midst of these dismal forebodings I heard a

heavy fall and the call of the guides behind, " at-

tend az." I looked around. Blatter was rushing

furiously down hill—for what, did not appear.

But I soon saw that had fallen down ex-

hausted and let his alpenstock go where he himself

would have gone had not the strong arms of Tony

Rytz been on him, and a good twist of the rope

around him. His face was pale, his lips blue, and

Kronig whispered to me in German, that it was

impossible tor him to reach the summit. However

he rallied and went on very well. After three

hours of such painful drudgery we reached the

foot of the Signal Kuppe, where the guides took

ofl' their knapsacks— all hands had some new re-

freshment for the last great labour—the rope was

doubled around us—and then Kronig set out ahead,

cutting zig-zags in the fearful dome of ice we had

to climb. In the earlier part of the morning I had

looked around a good deal on the scenery; but

as we went higher and the labour became greater,

I could not afford to throw awny strength enough

to look around ; aud now in this spot my horizon

was restricted to the three feet square which lay
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under my eyes. After a long time of zigzagging

up and back, around a dome of ice so stt'cp that

it would be impossible to stand on it anywhere

without Laving places cut for the ieet, we mr-

mounted the Signal Kuppe dome, and stood at the

base of the peak of terror—the Zumslein—where,

even now, fully one half of the few who come to

For ' The l''iifiiil."

Guesses at Troth.

(Concluded from page 2Jc..)

What a proof it is that the carnal heart is enmity,

to find that almost all our prejudices are against

others ! so much so indeed, that this has become an

intet;ral part of the word : whatever is to a man's

it turn back. Here we looked back upon the
!

prejudice, is to his hurt. Nay, I have sometimes

ice wall we had edged around, step by step, 1 found it hard to convince a person, that it is po.-si-

holes cut in the ice, and saw ble to have a prejudice in favour ot another. It is
putting our 1

that though it was at an angle of nearly forty-five

degrees it was nothing in comparison to the eight

hundred feet which remained. There were still

two peaks above us which rose like crests one be-

hind the other and in the same line—sharp, like

a hatchet, and accessible only over what may be

called the blade of ice which formed the ridge. It

is a fact that the path here was a scant foot in width,

— on the right was an abrupt precipice three or

four thousand feet in depth,—on the left an

almost equally steep declivity. Up this comb
of ice Kronig cut steps and shouted "courage"

with stirring drum-like voice, while Blatter, every

few minutes, sang "Kaiiz des vaches" for our

amusement. The excitement of such an ascent

and of the scene around and before was so

great that I felt no fatigue, and marched up as

easily as if it were over a stairway. After pro-

ceeding thus some twenty minutes, I learned by
accident the meaning of something which had been

unintelligible to me in descriptions I had heard of

this part of the ascent. It happened that, in strik-

ing my alpenstock into the ice for a good hold, it

seemed once to go through ; and when I drew it

up to see what was the matter, there was a little

round hole punched through the ice under my feet,

through which I could look down several thousand
feet along the face of a greenish-blue icy precipice.

If I did not comprehend at the moment the

only .christian love, that can believe all things,

and hope all things, even of our fellow-creatures.

But is there not a strange contradiction here?

The carnal heart, which thinks so basely of its

neighbours, thinks haughtily of itself: while th

Christian, who knows and feels the evil of his own

nature, can yet look for good in his neighbours.

How is this to be solved ?

Why, it is only when blinded by self-love, that

we can think proudly of our nature. Take away
that blind ; and in our judgments of others we are

quioksighted enough to see there is very little ii

that nature to rely on. Whereas, the Cbristiar

can hope all things; because he grounds his hope,

not on man, but on God, and trusts that the same

power which has wrought good in him, will alsc

work good in his neighbour.

Children always

grown-up people

children.

irn toward the light. that

this would become like little

Not a few writers seem to look upon their pre-

decessors as Egyptians, whom they have full li-

cense to spoil ot their jewels ; a permission, by the

by, which, the Jews must have thought, was not

confined to a particular occasion and people, but

went along with them whithersoever they went,

and has never quite expired. And as the jewel

meaning of this observation, I did an instant later, taken from the Egyptians were employed in mak
when I came upon a larger bole through which II'Dg tl^e golden calf, which the Israelites worshipped
could fee at leisure how the mountain was con- 1 as their god, in like manner has it sometimes hap
structed, and in particular what sort of support 'pened, that thepoetical plagiary has been so dazzled

our path had. The case, as I understand it, is by his own patchwork, as to forget whereof it was
lade, and to set it up as an idol iu the temple ofthat this ice has filled iu the hollow between one

peak and the other, and while it is banked out iu

a steep declivity toward the north, on the south it

is built up straight above the precipitous rocks,

and even overhangs them, as is often the case in a
drift of snow. Hence it happens that the only
place possible for an ascent is the icy path over-

hanging the tremendous gulf I have described. We
went up without any slip against a boisterous wind,
and after a hard struggle with the rocks reached
the bottom of the HiJchste Spitze. On reaching
the summit of the Zurastein we rested on the warm

his self-love.

When we read that the Israelites, at the sight

of the calf, which they had seen molten in the wil

derness, and the materials for which they had them
selves, supplied, cried out, Tlxse arc thy gods. O
Israel, that brought thee up out of the land oj

Egypt!—we can hardly repress our indignation

at such reckless folly. Yet how many are the

fully entitled to wear the same triple cap! I do
not mean misers merely : these are not the sol

side of the rocks, then worked our way down a
j

idolaters of the golden calf nowadays. All who
hard de-cent of fifty feet, and there found ourselves [worship means, of whatsoever kind, raateri

at the bottom of the Iluchstc Spitze. Ii is more intellectual,— all, for instance, who think that it was
steep than theZumsteiu, but not a.i dangerous; for wholly by the strength and discipline of our armies,
the path lies back two or three feet from the edge of and by the skill of our general, that we overthrew
thesnow and iee. When this cre^t was suriuouiited the imperial despotism of France,— all who forget
we stood on the lluchste Spilzc, but not on its that it is still the Lord of Hosts, who breaketh th(
highest point. These n.ountaiiis are a kind of .slate bow, and knappeth the spear in sunder, and buru-
which breaks up easily into large and small blocks; eth the chariots in the fire,— all who take no ac
and where the summit is a thill blade of stone, like count of that moral power, without which intel-

Monte llosa, it is not one piece of rock, but more lectual ability dwindles into petty cunning, and
like a wall loosely put togeiher and broken down,

j

the mightiest armies, as history has often shown,
I fancy that once this whole peak was one narrow

|

become like those armed figures iu romance, which
wall of rock, eight or ten rods long, running east look formidable at a distance, but which fall to
and west, and highest toward the east. The ac- pieces at a blow, and display their hollowness,
tion of frost and weather and other natural forces'all who conceive that the wellbeing of a people
broke it up into hl-cks, and in the process of timeldepends upon its wealth,— all the doaferson steaii
cut a breach ibrongh the middle, leaving it as we engine,'?, and cotton-mills, and spinning-jennies, and
found It, a double or forked peak with the shorter

j

railroads, on exports and imports, on commerci
tine first, or toward the. west. |and -.nanufactures,— .all who dream that mankind

CTobocontiu,u-,i.) jmay be ennobled and regenerated by being taught

to read,—all these, and millions more, who are be-

sotted by analogous delusions in the lesser circles

of society, and who fancy that happiness may be

attained by riches, or by luxury, or by fame, or by

learning, or by science,—one and all may be num-

bered among the idolaters of the golden calf: one

and all cry to their idol, TIwii art my God!
'I'lioii liast broiigJit us out of tlie Egypt of dark-

ness and mkery : thou wilt lead vs to the Canaan
of light and. Joy. Verily, I would as soon fall

down before the golden calf itself, as worship the

great idol of the day, the great public instructor,]

as it is called, the newspaper press. The calfl

could not even low a lie: and only when the^

words of the wise are written upon it, can paper"!

be worth more than gold.

And how is it with those wbo flatter themselveai

that their own good deeds have brought them out!

of Egypt! those good deeds which God has com-
manded them to wrest as spoils from the land of

sin. How is it with those who blindly trust thati

their good deeds will go before them, and leadt

them to heaven t Are they not also to be reckoned

among the worshippers of the golden calf? of an

idol, which their own hands have wrought and set

up ; of an idol, the very materials of which would

never have been theirs, except through God's com-

mand, and the strength his command brings with

it. Surely, whether it be for the past, or the fu-

ture, wo need a better leader than any we can

either manufacture or mentefacture for ourselves.

I have often thought that the beautiful passage,

in which our Saviour compares himself to a hen

gathering her chickens under her wings,—and the

sublime one in Deuteronomy, where Jehovah's

care and guardianship of the Jewish nation is

likened to au eagle stirring up her nest, fluttering

over her young, spreading abroad her wings, bear-

ing them on her wings, and making them ride on

the high places of the earth,—may be regarded

as symbolical of the peculiar character of the

two dispensations. The earlier was the manifes-

tation of the power of God, and shows him forth

iu his kingly majesty : the latter is the revelation

of the love of God, full of all gentleness, and house-

hold tenderness, and more than fatherly or moth-

erly kindness.

It has been deemed a great paradox in Christi-

anity, that it makes humility the avenue to glory,

yet what other avenue is there to wisdom? or even

to knowledge ? Would you pick up precious truths

you must bend down and look for them. Every-j'

where the pearl of great price lies bedded in

shell which has no form or comeliness.

When will talkers refrain from evil-speakinj

When listeners rtfraiu from evil-hearing. At pr

sent there are many so credulous of evil, they wilj

receive suspicions and impressions against per

whom they don't know, from a person whom thej

do know . . in authority to be good for nothing.

We look to our last sickness for repentance, un|

mindful that it is during a recovery men repent

not during a sickness. For s'ckness, by the timii

we feel it to bo such, has its own trials, its

selfishness : and to bear the one, and overcome th

other, is at such a season occupation more tha

enough for any who have not been trained to it bi

previous discipline and practice.

The same may be said of old age,— perliapSi!

with still more justice, since old age has no begiuq,

put sh confidence in such as put
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coDfiJencc in otbers. A man prone to suspect evil

is mostly lookiug in bis neighbour for what be sees

in liimself. As to tbe cure all thiucs are nure.

even so to tbc all tbings are impure

How deeply rooted must uiibelitf be iu our

hearts, wben we are surprised to tiud our prayers

answered ! instead of feeling sure tbat tbey will

so, if tbey are only offered up in faitb, and arc

in accord with the will of God.

The Workmanshij} of Ivory.—None of our

manufacturers have yet reached tbe con-unimato

skill of tbe Chinese artists in tbe workmanship of

ivory, chiefly remarkable in their concentric balls,

their chess pieces and models. Yet tbe adapta-

tion to useful purposes of this valuable substance

is fully understood by those who do not undertake

to rival the exquisite minuteness of Eastern art.

The manufacturers of surgical instruments are in

the habit of rendering ivory (iexible for use as

tubes, probes, ic., by acting on tbe well-known

fact, that when bones are subjected to tbe action of

hydrochloric acid, the phosphate of lime, which

forms one of their component parts, is extracted,

nd thus bones retain their original form, and ac-

quire great flexibility. After giving tbe pieces of

ivory tbeir required form and polish tbey are

steeped in acid, either pure or diluted, until they

come supple and elastic, and of a slightly yellow

colour. In the course of drying, tbe ivory returns

to its original bardnosss, but its flexibility can be

sily restored by surrounding it with linen. It

IS now ascertained tbat the decay of articles in

ivory can be effectually checked, even when its

progress has advanced so far a." to cause the spe-

cimens to crumble away under the hands. Some
of tbe works in ivory forwarded by Layard,

from Nineveh, were found on their arrival in Eng-

land, to be in a state of rapid decomposition. Pro-

fessor Owen was consulted on the subject, and he

suggested a remedy, which on trial, proved to be

in tbe highest degree successful. Concluding tbat

the decay was owing to the loss of gelatine in the

ivory, he recommended that the articles should be

boiled in a solution of gelatine ; thus treated, they

became firm and solid.

What a disposition there appears to be in

the female world to vie with one another, not

ily in the extremity, but tbe immodesty of th

may be excited in the mind of tbe patient by the] The lectures and exhibitions for affording mental
" ....

cupation and entertainment during the long

enings of winter, have been continued as in for-

er years. The improvement in this department,

tVrred to in last year's report, has been iu use

irin;i tin; winter and has added greatly to tbe

ork be performs, there is danger that the latter,

by becoming toilsome, may even prove injurious.

Ciire is taken lo avoid such a con.-equcnce by eu-[

deavouring to interest the patient in his eu.ploy-
j

ment, and by limiting the time .-pent in labour to

two or three hours in tbe early part of each day.

In the appropriate seasons the preparation of the

soil, the planting and gathering of crops, and at

other times the care of the grounds, the opening of

w walks, and the repaiiing and keeping in order

of those already made, afford an unfailing variety

of employment which can scarcely fail to interest

and benefit the mind, as well as conduce to the

health and strength of the body. For those who

have been unaccustomed to agricultural labour,

other means of furni.-hing physical eserci.-e, com-

bined with healthy mental excitement, are resorted

to. Such patients spend a portion of each day in

tbe open air, either in walking on the premises or

iu the vicinity of tbe Asylum, or are engaged iu

tbe games of quoits, cricket, or foot-ball. The

latter have only been in use during the last two

years, and have proved a highly valuable addition

to the means formerly employed for affording ex-

ercise to this class of our patients.

The importance of providing suitable employ-

ment for filling up agreeably the portion of time

necessarily passed within doors, especially during

the winter season, has not been lo=t sight of. The

female patients, with the assistance of the matron,

are easily furnished with eniployment for tbe nee-

dle. Besides a large amount of plain sewing that

has been done, they have spent a portion of tbeir

time in making a number of useful fancy articles,

which have been placed in a neat case provided for

tbe purpose, in one of the parlours or sitting rooms,

where they are exposed for sale. It is intended to

apply the proceeds of such .sales, when tbey amount

to a sufllieient sum, to the purchase of articles calcu-

lated to give an air of increased comfort and

cheerfulness to the apartment. Books, newspapers,

periodicals, drawing materials, games, puzzles, <ic.,

are freely provided for the use of all cla-ses of pa-

tients. A beautiful collection of stuffed birds, in

a handsome case, and other objects calculated to

attract their attention, and excite their interest,

such as engravings on the wall, and plants and

flowers placed where they can have free access to

them, have been provided during the past year, iu

addition to those previously in use, and have been

productive of manifest benefit. The patients are

encouraged to follow their own taste and inclina-

tions in their in-door employments. Some of them

became quite expert at a particular game, such as

chess or backgammon ; one patient draws and

paints, and has produced a number of pictures,

both in oil and water colors, which have been

framed and bung on the walls. Another employ

himself very successfully d

summer, in preparing the skeletons of leaves and

other portions of plants; and another, who is so

demented as to be almost incapable of any other

employment, has become very proficient in tbe

game of battledoor.

By tbe above described means we endeavour to

furnish each patient with occupation suited to his

capacity, and thus to give them the best opportu-

nity for the full and free exercise of their remain-

ing mental and physical energies. By such exer-

cise their health of body and mind is best pro-

moted, and tbey are permitted to enjoy tbe satis-

faction arising from a consciousness that their ex-

istence is not entirely without an aim or object,

and are thus rendered more contented and com-

fortable than tbey could be made under any other

circumstances.

uty and interest of the exhibitions. It consists

of a reservoir for oxygen, of the capacity of thirty

gallons, situated in the apothecary's shop, adjoining

the lecture room, and connected with the pipes

upplying the house with water. When the appa-

atus is iu use, the water from these pipes is turned

nto the reservoir, and displaces the gas with tbe

pressure of a perpendicular column of water,

•ighteen feet in height, and forces it through a

b/xihle gutta-percha tube lo the lantern placed iu

he lecture room, at a distance of twenty feet.

I'he gas passes to each lantern used, for producing

the dis.=olviug views by means of a stop-cock, so

contrived as to furnish the light to one lantern

while shutting it off from the other, in such a way

tbat a blended picture, consisting of two distinct

may be thrown upon the wall at the same

time, or either one may be gradually and almost

inperceptiby changed into the other, at pleasure.

The stock of photographic views has been largely

increased during tiie year, and now affords the

means of producing exact representations of many
remarkable localities, and objects of interest in our

own and foreign countries. The chemical appara-

tus is also increased from time to time by the ad-

dition of new articles, and the lectures delivered

on an evening of each week, during the winter

season, are listened to, and the experiments, wit-

nessed with much interest, by a large proportion of

the patients.

Library and Rearling room.—The library has

been resorted to daily, except in stormy weather,

at different hours of tbe day, by different classe.s

of the patients of both sexes. Some additions

have been made to tbe cabinet of Natural History,

and a large glass case has been provided, four by

eii'ht feet in length, and two feet in height, and

filled with a collection of mosses and ferns, and a

number of tbe rare and beautiful leaf plants re-

cently introduced, which, by their rich foliage and

luxuriant growth have imparted an additional

cheerfulness to the place, and have been highly

appreciated by tbe patients. The aquarium has

also been kept up during the winter, and being well

stocked with fish, and a variety of aquatic plants

and animals, has afl'orded much pleasure and sat-

isfaction.

Farm., Garden and Grounds.—The advantages

afforded by tbe location of the Asylum on its farm

of sixty-two acres, have been fully manifested dur-

ing the year, in giving healthy and interesting em-

ployment to tbe patients, not only in the labour of

the farm and cardeu, but also in the improvement

portion "of^the land decoration of the grounds set apart for the

•

'u;j(. of tbe patients iu their daily walking exercise.

The physical exertion required in the light labour

performed by some of them, is not more beneficial

in its effects on the general bodily health, than the

interest excited by tbe various objects constantly

presented to their notice while they are thus en-

"at'ed, is adapted to promote tbeir mental welfare.

The land, now universally considered as an indis-

pensable portion of every establishment for the

insane, is not valuable, therefore, merely for tbe

facilities it affords for labour and exercise, but is

equally so for the succession of interesting and

agreeable objects which it may be the means of fur-

nishing for the mental entertainment of the insane.

The benefit to be derived from it, will consequently

depend, iu some measure, on the care with which

it is cultivated, and tbe neatness and good order in
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vvbicb it is kept. Its improvement is therefore in tie person of another shepherd
;
and learned

Tp rt f om anyVcuniary advantages, a legitimate ! from our Arab attendants that they were talking

object of asylum management, and has received
|
to each other about the.r flocks. Between these

attention during the past year. two men was a deep crevasse formed by the valley

_^_„_^ of the Kedron, walled in by lofty precipices, which

The FuUencc and Stil/.ess of Jcsus.-Khont no human foot could scale. It would probably
ine luuencL

wis raised un in his 'have taken a lull hour for one, even as fleet and
halt an hour before be dKd, he was^ra,.e^^^^^^^^^

strong-winded as an Asahel, to pass from the
bed, and said to some friends, ., • -

, ,. -
, f ,,

to centre down in the night season, to feel blessed Utanding-place of the one sp,

Jesur^eet Jesu=, hea^venly Jesus, to commune !
other ; and yetjhey were exchang.ng words w.tl,

with us: for when he comes he put;

rovincs and hurries which are in the world, with

many'^trials, tribulations, and afflictions, which rise

peaker to that of the

^changing word;

Tt^Tll perfect ease^ The mystery of the dramatic scene

n the wilderness of Ziph was at an end } and we

were reminded at the same time of an important

not out of the dust. But dear friends, Israel's God

will not leave his afflicted ones, for he will prosper

his work which he huth begun, and ye sball see it

as you are faithful ; and here you shall be made

witnesses tbat one hour in the presence of the Lord ;s

bettcrthaii a thousand elsewhere. For in the world

are trouble, strife, animo^ities, and contentions, as

you may see; but all this will come to an end, as

we keep in the patience and stillness of Jesus ;
for

that will conduct us safely to our desired rest, where

all sorrows will cease, and tears be wiped away
;

and that you may be preserved in true faithfulness,

is the desire of my soul."

—

From tlie dyivg say-

ings of Richard Ra/isome.—Pi^tij riomoted.

A lliffioully in Hinid's Uistorj Explained.

Here, too, we had an opportunity of witnessing,

more than once, incidents of a kind that forcibly

remii.dcd us of scenes in the scripture history of

David, by which readers ignorant of the country

in which they happened, may have been often not

a little perplexed. When David was hiding in

the wilderness of Ziph, an opportunity presented

itself of slaying King Saul as he lay asleep in the

night, unconscious of any danger being near. Too
generous to avail himself of the advantage that

had come so unexpectedly and so temptingly in

his way, David, nevertheless, resolved to show how

completely his persecutor had been in his power.

Stealing noiselessly into Saul's camp, accompanied

by a single follower, and passing unobserved thr

trutb, that in dealing with the sacred Scriptures,

ignorance often makes difficulties which a larger

knowledge and a deeper intelligence would at once

remove. As we moved along the hill-face, dia-

logues of the same kind once and again attracted

our notice showing plainly that these trans-valline

colloquies are of common occurrence. The facility

f hearing was no doubt increased by the extreme

stillness of the air, and by the voice being at once

confined and thrown back by the steep sides of the

Buchanan's Clerical Furlough.

Ihb Fruit of Carnal Reasoning, and Disobe-

dience to Heavenly Convictions ; with an Exhorta-

tion to Parents to be Faithful in Restraint.—

Through the teachings of tha holy Spirit, I soot

became sensible of the influence of heavenly lovt

on my heart ; and had I wisely kept near the all-

sufficient gift of grace, I might, in early yea

have magnified the Lord's power, by becoming a

preacher of righteousness in life and conversation.

But, for want of dwelling with this blessed gift,

and maintaining a constant watch, the enemy of

all good gained ascendency over my convinced

judgment, and I was miserably beguiled into an

apprehension, that I might indulge myself for a

few years in the gratification of some worldly

pleasures, and afterwards submit to the cross and

become a religious character. This carnal reason-

ing brought death and darkness over my awakened

understanding, and I much lost the sense of those

'endering impressions, which had been mercifully

midst of the drowsy guards, David "took the experienced in the day of early visitation. But

spear and the cruse of water from Saul's bolster
;
[thanks be to a gracious God, who kept me, in thi:

and they gat them away, and no man saw it, nor season of revolt from all gross evil, and often fol-

knew it, neither awaked : for they were all asleep." lowed with close conviction when indulging tht

(1 Sam. xxvi. 12.) Having performed this daring vain mind, in adorning the frail body with appare

exploit, he and his attendant, Abishai, " went over inconsistent with the simplicity of the Truth. A
to the other side, and stood on the top of an hill

1
fondness for dress and music was one of my

Meetings there be an inquiry whether any that

profess Truth are out of the pure language, thou

to every one, whether they keep up God and

Christ's language that the holy prophets used."

During the same year be reiterated this advice

by another epistle. The subject, to him, was evi-

dently one of much anxiety, and that he viewed it

as a question of truthful allegiance to the Divine

Being. It was no low standard that he took—all

conventuality was laid aside as truckling to the

worldly spirit, and at variance with the heavenly ;

and resting on this high ground, that all men and

women should in all things be as like as might be

to the heavenly pattern, he deemed it his duty

urge on Monthly Meetings a regular inquiry as to

the faithfulness of Friends in this respect; and

looking carefully at this matter, as I have often

done, and listening attentively to the;)/-o's and con's,

as has often been my portion— while mourning

greatly the unfaithfulness prevailing in respect of it

—I am free to confess that my early judgment, after

identifying myself wtih the Society of Friends, has

only been confirmed, that if the body had kept

faithfully to the "plain language," its early testi-

mony, though it would have sorely tested many

up and down, nevertheless the Society itself would,

have been sounder at the core, more consistent ini

its profession and practice, and numerically greater

than it now is, whilst its influence would have beeoi

extended beyond its present, many fold.

afar off, a great space being between them." Hav-
ing got to this safe distance from his relentless

enemy, David is represented in the sacred history

asproceeding to address Abiier, theleader of Saul's

host, and to taunt him with bis unsoldier-like want
of vigilance in leaving bis royal master exposed to

the hazard of being slain in the very midst of his

own camp.

What is apt to appear strange in this narrative

is the fact, tbat these ho:^tile parties should have

been near enough to carry on the conversation

which the narrative describes, and yet that all the

while tlic one should have been entirely beyond
the roach of the other. That all this, howe
was both possible and easy, was verified in our
presence. As wc were riding cautiously along the

face of the hill, our attention was suddenly arrested

by the voice of a shepherd, who was evidently

calling to some one whom we could not see, but

whose answer was distinctly heard. The dialofue

went on. Another and another sentence

and sonorously uttered by thesheplierd n

Fiom Evenings at the Micyuscope.

hsccts: Their Keel.

(ContiaueJ frum page 302.)

A still better example of a sucking foot is

pc .

J

greatest foibles ; and I am bound in gratitude to

acknowledge, that had it not been for parental

care, advice, and prudent restraint, I might have

gone great lengths in these gratifications. Then,

in the love of the gospel, I would most earnestly

and moit aflfectionately recommed all religious

parents to be faithful in the discharge of their im-

portant duties, remembering they are delegated as

care-takers over a very important trust : and happy
will it be for those parents, who, in the day of

righteous inquisition, may stand acquitted in the

Divine sight, baving done all they could to preserve

their ofi'^pring in true simplicity, and in the fear of

the IjOtA.—Ann Crouley. F. L.,vol. 'Uh,-p.'^Q2

Fium "Theliiit

Early Fricnils and What Tlicj ffc

tC u. luled from page 293.)

The Society having now incorporated the use of

the plain language into its system as one of the
owly testimonies Friends had to bear, we arrive at ;

,
and 'period when it began to be a matter of re;jular in

as often the response was distinctly given. At quiry, whether the members of it were faithful ._

length, guided by the sound we de-cried far up, doing so; and thus in 1609 we find George Fox
the confronting hill, the source of the second voice issuing an epistle, urging that, " in all the Monthly

of the Dyticus tnarginalis. It is the great flalil

oval beetle, which is fond ofcoming up to the surfacffl

of ponds, and banging there by the tail with it3<

pair of hind legs stuck out on each side at right

angles ; the redoubtable monster which little boys

who bathe hold in such salutary awe under tbe

name of Toe-biter. We have turned tbe tables

upon tbe warrior, and have bitten his toe—off, and

here it is. This is the tarsus of one of the fore

limbs.

The peculiarity that first strikes us is that the

first three joints are as it were fused into one, and

dilated so as to make a large roundish plate. The

under surface of this broad plate is covered with

a remarkable array of sucking disks, of which one

is very large, occupying about a fourth part of the

whole area. It is circular, and its face is strongly

marked with numerous fibres radiating from the

centre. Near this you perceive two others of simi-

lar form and structure, but not more than one tenth

purt of its size ; one of these, moreover, is smaller

than the other. Indeed, the size and number of

these organs differ in different individuals of the

same species.

The greater number of the suckers are compara-

tively minute ; but they are proportionally multi-

tudinous and crowded. Each consists of a cluh-

fhaped shaft, with a circular disk of radiating

fibres attached to its end. The whole apparatus

constitutes a very effective instrument of adhesion.

Tbere is a soinewh;it similar dilatation of the

first joints of the tardus, but for a very different

object, in the Honey-bee ; and it is particularly

worthy to be observed, not only for the interesting

part which it plays in the economy of the insect

but for the example it affords us of the adaptation

of one and the same organ to widely different uses,

by a slight modification of its structure.

It is tbe hind foot of tbe Bee that we are now

to examine. The first joint is, as you see, enlarged

into a wide, long, and somewhat ovate form, con-

stituting a flatfish plate, slightly convex on both
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surfaces. The upper face presents notUing reuiark-

able, but the under side is set with about nine

stiff combs, the teeth of which are horny straight

spines, set in close array, and arranged iu trans-

verse rows across the joint, nearly on a level with

its plane, but a little projecting, and so ordered

that the tips of one comb slightly overlap the

bases of the next. We see them in this example

very distinct, because their colour, a clear reddish-

brown, contrasts with a multitude of tiny globules

of a pule yellow hue, like minute eggs, which are

entangled in the combs.

Now these globules serve to illustrate the object

of this apparatus. They are grains of pollen ; the

du.-t that is discharged trom the anth-^rs of flowers,

which being kneaded up with honey forms the

food of the infant bees, and is, therefore, collected

th great perseverance by those industrious in-

sects ; and the way in which they collect it is, by

raking or combing it from the anthers, by means

of these effective iu^trumeDts on their hind feet.

You see that in this specimen the combs are loaded

with the grains, which lie thickly in the furrows

between one comb and another. But how do they

discharge their gatherings ? Do they return to the

hive, as soon as they have accumulated a quantity

such as this, which one would suppose they could

gather in two or three scrapes ot the foot '! No ;

they carry a pair of panniers, or collecting bas-

kets, which they gradually till from the combs, and

then return to deposit the results of their collect

ing.

One of these baskets I can show you ; and, in

deed, we should be unpardonable to overlook it,

for it is the companion structure to the former. I

make the stage forceps to revolve on its axis, and
thus bring into focus the joint {tibia) immediately

above that of the combs, and so that we shall look

at its opposite surface ; that is, the outer. W
tice at once two or three peculiarities, which

tinguish the joint in this instance from other parts

of the same limb, and from the corresponding part

in the same limb of other insects.

First, the surface is decidedly concave, whereas

you will pay a moment's more attention to the horny claw. The whole limb resembles a short stout

matter, you will discover some further points of hook. Then two segments occur which are quite

interest iu this beautiful series of contrivances still, smooth beneath, and destitute of limbs; and then

If you look at this living bee, you notice that, on the sixth we begin to find another series, which
from the position of the joints, when the insect goes on regularly, a pair on each segment, to the

would bring one hind-foot across to the other, the eleventh and final one, with the single exception of

under surface of the tarsus would naturally scrape the tenth segment, which is again deprived of

tlie edge of the opposite tibia in a direction from limbs.

the bases of the combs towards their tips; and, But these organs are of a very peculiar cbarac-

f'urther, that the edge of the tibia so scraped would ter. They have no representatives in the mature
be the /«»>«/?/ edge, as the leg is ordinarily carried inject, but disappear with the larva state, and
in the act of walking. I they are not considered limbs-proper at all, but

Now, if you take another glance at the basket- mere accessory developments of the okin to serve a

joint in the forceps of the microscope, you will see special purpose. They are sometimes called clasp-

—what, perhaps, you have already noticed—that ers, sometimes false- legs, but more commonly pro-

the marginal spines have not exactly the same cur- legs.

vature on the two opposite edges, but that thosej Each consists of a fle-liy wart, which is capable

of the one edge are nearly straight, or at most^to some extent of being turned inside out, like the

but slightly bowed, whereas those of the opposite finger of a glove. Partly around the blunt and

edge are strongly curved, the arc in many ot them
j

truncate extremity are set two rows of minute

reaching even to a semicircle, so that theu' points,! hooks, occupying the side next the middle line of

after performing the outward arch, return to a po-jthe caterpillar in a semicircle along the margin,

sition perpendicularly over the medial line of the These hooks arch outward as regards the axis of

basket.
]

the pro-leg, though the m gority of them point to-

It is the outer or hinder edse of the joint that wards the medial line of the body. The double

carries the comparatively straight spines. These row is somewhat interrupted at its middle point;

receive the grains from the combs, wliicb, then fil-]and just there, in each pro-leg, a clear vesicle or

ling into the basket, are received into the wide fleshy bladder protrudes from the sole, which may
concavity formed partly by its bottom and sides,! perhaps serve as a very delicate organ of touch, or

but principally hij tlie arching spines of the oppo\ may exude a viscid secretion helpful to progress

site edge. Their curving form would have been on smooth bodies. The hooks seem adapted to

less suitable than the straighter one to pass through
,
catch and hold the fine threads of silk, which most

the interstices of the combs, because it would be' caterpillars spin as a carpet for their steps.

much more diflicult to get at their points : while. In some cases the circle of hooks is complete, as

on the other band, the straight lines of these would i in this example, which I find in one of the slides

have been far less effective as a receiver for the' of my drawer, marked "Pro-leg of a Caterpillar."

burden. The thickness of the spines is just that. It is some large species, probably a Sphinx, for the

which enables them to pass freely through the in- hooks are very large, of a clear orange-brown hue,

terstices of the comb-teeth, and no more.
|

and set in a long oval ring—single as to their

On the whole, this combination of contrivances bases, but double as to their points—completely

reads us as instructive a lesson of the wisdom of! around the extremity of the foot. These hooks

God displayed in creation as any thi^t we have had are simply cutaueou-, as may be well seen in this

brought under our observation. I prepared specimen,— doubtless mounted in Canada

The end to be attained by all this apparatus is' balsam;—for their origins are mere blunt points,

is is ordinarily convex. Secondly, this concave! worthy of the wondrous skill displayed in its con-!set mo=t superficially in the thin skin without any

surface is smooth and polished, (except that it is'trivance; for it is connected with the feeding of the; enlargement or apparent bulb,

covered with a minute network of crossed lines,)! stock, and whatever dimini?hes the labour of the
j

do i)e coutinued.)

not a single hair, even the most minute, can be individual bees enables a larger number to be

discerned in any part ; whereas the corresponding] supported. But valuable as is the honey-bee!

surface of the next joints, both above and below,! to man, there are other important purposes to bei

is studded with fine hairs, as is the exterior of in-
i accomplished, which are more or less dependent,' '-»f i'ini.=t«

sects generally. Thirdly, the edges of this hollowed [collaterally, on this series of contrivances.
[

°

basin are beset with long, slender, acute spines,
|

-'In many instances it is only by the bees travel-

ng from flower to flower that the pollen and fa-
j

Jonatbwhich pursue the same curve as the bottom and
sides, expanding widely, and arching upward.

Here, then, we have a capital collecting-basket.

Its concavity of course fits it to contain the pollen.

Then its freedom from hairs is injportant : hairs

would be out of place in the concavity. Thirdly,

the marginal spines greatly increase the capacity

of the vessel to receive the load, on the principle

of the sloping stakes which the farmer plants along

the sides of his waggon when he is going to carry

a load of hay or corn.

But, you ask, how can the bee manage to trans-

fer the pollen from the combs to the basket? Can
she bend up the tarsus to the tibia ? or, if she can,

surely she could only reach the inner, not the

outer surface of the latter. How is this managed ?

A very shrewd question. Truth to say, the

basket you have been looking at never received a

single grain from the combs of the joint below it.

But the bee has a pair of baskets and a pair of

comb-joints. It is the right set of combs that fills

the kjt basket, and vice vers'i. She can easily
[

These represent the true legs of the futur

cross her hind-legs, and thus bring the tarsus ofj and show, notwithstanding their sbortne

For "The Friend."
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rs and Elders and other concerned membera
the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JONATHAN' GREAVE.

an Greave was born in the year 1712, of

rina is carried from the male to the female flowers,
|

parents professing the Truth. Of his early life

without which they could not fructify. One spe- we have no record, but be was exemplary in ma-

cies of bee would not be suflicient to fructify allturity and for very many years was an elder of

the various sorts of flowers, were the bees of that Kennett Monthly Meeting, residing in the limits

species ever so numerous ; for it requires species of! of Centre Preparative Meeting. He appears to

different sizes and different constructions. M.ihave been well esteemed, and to have fulfilled his

Sprengel found that not only are insects indispen-j religious and social duties. As he drew near the

sable in fructifying different species of Ins, but, close of his life, he bore the pain and weakness

some of them, as Z A://;A«««, require the agency
1
which attended his declining health with great

of the larger humble-bees, which alone are strong patience, manifesting a composed frame of mind

enough to force their way beneath the style-flag ; and a desire for quiet. A friend who visited him

and hence, as these insects are not so common as! at this time expressed the hope that when the time

many others, this Lis is often barren, or bears iui-'of change came, it would be no surprise to him.

perfect seeds."
I

He readily expressed a similar hope, adding, '• I

The le^s and feet of caterpillars are constructed! have settled my outward affairs to my mind, and

on a very different plan from those of perfect in- inwardly I see nothing in my way. I desire to

sects, as you may see in this living silkworm, f he[ be so favoured as to wait patiently till the right

first three segments of the body, reckoning from
j
time comes, and then to pass away quietly."

the head, are furnished each with a pair of shortj IJis request was granted, and he departed with-

curved limbs set close together on the under side. I out sigh or groan
;
his memori.al says, •' we believe

loth.lin peace with (jod and unity with t'aitliful Friends."

fourj His death took place Sixth month 3rd, 1774, he

one into contact with the tibia of the other; and if| distinct joints, of which the last is a little pointed [being about 62 years old.
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Hannah Harrison, a very aged minister be- vealed, she became very servicable in the affairs of

jcinc to Philadelphia Monthly Meeting for the the church, being careful for the maiutaiuuuce of
longi

Xorth

elphia Monthly

District, deceased Seventh mouth 20th, i the discipline thereof."

1774. She was a daughter of Isaac IS'orris, and

a grand-daughter of that noted minister, Thomas

Lloyd. Her labours had been mostly confined to

lueelings about home.

Geouge Masun, a minister of the gospel of

New Garden, Chester County, much esteemed in

his day, deceased Tenth montli 24th, 1774.

jou.N vail.

Johu Vail was born in West Chester County in

the province of New York, about the year 1685.

Whilst young in years, he was vi.-ited by Divine

(Irace, and submittiug thereto, he was enabled to

take up the cross, became sober and con.-isteut in

his life and couveisation, and grew in religious ex-
I

perience. He removed whil^t still young to Wood-
bridge in New Jersey, where he married.

As he continued in faithful obedience to the

Lord's requirings, his usefulne.~s in the church in-

creased, and at last a gift in the ministry of the

gospel was committed to him. Dwelling in hu-

mility and watchfulness, he increased in his gift,

and his ministry tended to the edification of the

church. Waiting for the proper putting forth

and preparation, he was qualified to reprove,

exhort, strengthen and encourage his hearers to

walk in the way of Truth and uprightness

Sweetly he was led at times to comfort those who
mourned for the pride and abominations of the

times. He often felt called upon to mention the

plainness and simplicity which characterized our

forefathers, and to point out how sorrowfully de-

ficient many of his day were in those respects.

These were slightiug the good examples of their

ancestors, by indulging in things those worthies

bore a faithful testimony against. He was diligent

in the attendance of religious meetings, even to old

age, and was often concerned to incite Friends to

this duty, not as formalists, but as those who saw

In the year 1756 she was appointed an elder,

which station she filled to satisfaction, and often

was enabled to administer a word of comfort for

the feeble-minded and afilicted, with whom she

had great sympathy. She was concerned to ad-

vise against undue liberties being allowed to chil-

dren, and carefully watched over her own, that

they might not be found by their conduct to

weaken her influence with others. She was re-

markable for the solidity and weightiness of her

spirit in meetings, iu which she was closely united

to the faithful labourers, who found her company

and inward exercise truly serviceable. She was a

lover of all honest hearted Friends, and truly hos-

pitable to them. She was a watchful mother over

her children, tender and firm, a loving wife and a

good neighbour. She deceased after a short ill-

ness, Eleventh mouth 28th, 1774, in the 5Bth year

of her age, leaving a good report behind her.

JOHN JONES.

John Jones was born in Merion, near Philadel-

phia, about the year 16S7, of religiously concerned

parents, who educated him in conformity with the

principles of our religious society. He was early

brought under the directing influence of Divine

Grace, which made him of a sober, orderly beha-

viour, and of good report amongst the lovers of the

Truth. He settled early in life in Gwynued, of

which meeting he remained a member to the close

of his days.

In the Second month, 1718, he was married at

Chester, Pennsylvania, to Margaret Hillborn, a re-

ligiou--ly minded young widow, who was a valuable

minister of the gospel, and for twenty-five years

his faithful and loving companion. John was much
attached to faithful Friends, and as he walked con-

sistently with his profession, and exercised the gilts

bestowed upon him by the Head of the church in

,,„„„ ;, f 4 .1 • 1 -^ r I

honest simplicity, he was much beloved and es-
the necessity ot a reverent gathering to wait for a I. ,, f, •"., ,, ,• „
,„„„„„ ,. ,;k ,. e ' • .u T J »i (teemed by the spiritually discerning. He was very
proper qualification for worsnipping the Lord Al- -.,•., i u

-

„ •
1 , ,1 r , -f IT serviceable in the church

mighty, tlie giver of every good gift. He was one
of the poor of this world, ever diligent in labouring
for the subsistence of himself and family.

Ou his death bed he manifested his resignation,

nay, satisfaction in the Lord's will concerning him.
Quoting the passage " If our hearts condemn us,

(iod is greater," he added, "but my heart con-
demns me not, for I have walked in innocency
from my youth up." Ho frequently expressed his

readiness to leave the world, and desired his friends

not to desire his recovery. His friends say of him,
that he walked in righteousness and humility, and
that increa?iiig in Divine experience, his lamp ., . , i i . . .

• ^

shown brighter and brighter to the last. He de-
""'" "''''' ''" ^^^cident had not been apportioned

wise and faithful

elder, and being blessed with an excellent under-

standing, his counsel and advice were often of

benefit to others. He devoted much time to set-

tling differences amongst his neighbours, and in

serving the widow and fatherless. He appears to

have been very exemplary iu filling up his social,

moral and religious duties, and whilst of bodily

ability was ever anxious to be with his friends

when they met for religious worship. A fall from
a horse so injured him, that he was towards the

close of life confined at home; yet he bore the pain

d privation with patience, thankfully rej

the 8ythised Eleventh mouth 29th, 1

year of his age.

MARV SPEAKMAN.

Mary Griflath, a daughter of John Griffith of
IJroinly, Uadnor.^^hire, Wales, was born in the
year 1718. In the year 1734 she came over to
IV-nn^ylvaiiia, bringing a good certificate with her,
showing that even iu her early days she had walked

earlier life. His love to the Truth and the

friends of it continued unabated, and he spent

much of his time iu reading the scriptures and other

religious books. As he was of an afi'able, cheerful

disposition, his sicu chamber was a pleasant spot to

himself, and an agreeable, instructive one to those

who visited hiiu.

When the time came for his release from suffer-

ing, his sickness was short. During its continuance

he expressed great satisfaction in remembering that
ill the 'I'ruth. Her residence was within the limits 1 he had been enabled to live in much love with his
of Concord Monthly Meeting, and by coisent of! family and friends, adding, "The time is near at
that meeting she was married Fourth mouth 22nd, [hand which I have long looked for, and I hope I
1752, to Micajah Spcakman. Her friends say, am ready. As I have been blessed many ways, I
"she was a woman who from her young yearsjshall be without excuse." Before he could finish
loved the way of Truth, and endeavoured to live [the counsel he wished to leave with his children,
agreeably to the dictates thereof in her own heart, his .speech fiiiled, and so taking an afleotionate
l!y her circumspect walking and steady adherence parting with them, he departed this life Twellth
io the nianilustations of light and life inwardly re- 1 mouth auth, 1774, in the 87th year of his age.

(

From thu Annual of Scientific Discovery, 1S02,

Insect anil Grain-Eating Sirds.

Tourists in Europe will, if they are but com
monly observant, notice one peculiar feature ii

continental scenery, and especially in the scener;

of France. The landscapes may be beautiful ant

diversified by every possible charm, but in one par

ticular respect they will be found almost ut

terly devoid of life. Eye and ear are struck to

gether by the absence of familiar sights and fa

miliar sounds. There is no chirping in tht

hedgerows, no twittering among the trees, no con

gregation of sparrows in the roads or linnets ii

the fields. It is useless to took about for the rare)

species of birds, as even the commonest sorts an
absent, and the traveller is perplexed to think whai

can have become of the little creatures which he i.-

accustomed to associate with rural scenes. Tht
truth is very soon told. The French eat them
They pursue them unremittingly for the sake o:

their morsels of flesh, and a small bird seen in c

garden would be chased as eagerly as a rabbit oi

hare. Traps are systematically set for them or

every entrance, and snares on every hedge. TherC'

is an idea, too, that birds destroy fruit, and econo-

mists will not submit to any such peculation
; but

the first is the principal motive, combined, perhaps

with an instinctive passion for the chase, which ini;

France admits of little better gratification.

Little birds, however, are not sent into the

world for nothing. Under the mission of Provi-(

dence thoy, like all other creatures, contribute theii

part towards the harmony of creation, and whem
that contribution is intercepted, the effects become
visible in a derangement of balance. Birds de-

vour insects, worms, and grubs. Where there are

no birds, grubs, worms, and insects multiply to a
prodigious extent, and where this unnatural multi-

plication takes place, the crops suffer.

During the past year, (1861,) the harvests ot

France have given an unusually poor return, and
this deficiency is attributed in a great degree to

the ravages of certain insects, which it is the func-

tion of certain birds to destroy. The subject

has even attracted the attention of the French
government, and, at the instance of the minister of

agriculture, a commission was appointed to enquire

into the matter, and report what legislation is ex-

pedient.

From a preliminary report emanating from this

committee, it appears that their inquiries have been

conducted with an elaborated accuracy character-

istic of French legislation, and that the most ex-

perienced naturalists in France have lent the aid of

their experience in the investigations. Insects and
birds have been carefully classified according to

their several species ; their habits of feeding have
been closely observed, and the results ascertained

and computed. It has been concluded that by no
agency save that of little birds can the ravages of

insects be kept down. There arc some birds which

live exclusively upon insects and grubs, and the

quantity which they destroy is enormous. There
arc others which live partly on grubs, and partly

on grain, doing some damage, but providing an

abundant compensation.

A third class, the birdsofprey, are exempted from

the category of benefactors, and are pronounced

—too precipitately, we think—to be noxious, inas-

much as they live mostly upon the smaller birds.

If the arrangements of nature were left undis-

turbed, the result would be a wholesome ecpilib-

rium of destruction. The birds would kill so many
insects, that the insects could not kill too many
plants. Due class is a match for the other. A
certain insect was found to lay 2000 eggs, but a

single tomtit was found to eat 200,000 eggs a year.
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A swallow devours about 543

and all. A sparrow's nest

was found to contaiu 70U pairs ot the upper

of cockcliafers, tLough of course, iu suek a pla

jcts a day, eggs religious Society, there can be little doubt in tlie Imarkably enforced the sanctity of marriage, and

e city ot Tuns niind of any serious, consistent Friend, that tbis is
I

maintained its indissoluble lie with ail it obliga-

tbe

day of iMuch wcakn
:uibe

ind di

wherein there

L-raey among tions and divine blessings; requisites indispensable

great need to domestic happiness and vim
food of other kinds was procurable in abundance. I for all to rally to first principles, and for ^h-' rightly

|

The main dependence of the children of Friends

It will easily be seen, therefore, what an excess anointed to seek for ability availiiigly to petition upon home associations for enjoyment, rather than

for the outstretching of the Arm of Divine Power, .upon extraneous and popular amusements, likewise

to rescue and to save from reproach, the successors 'leads to the fullest developement of family affec-

of that faithful, single-hearted band which He tion, gives increased durability to the ties of con-

of insect life is produced when a counterpoise like

this is withdrawn ; and the statistics collected show

clearly to what an extent the balance of nature

has been disturbed. Thus the value ot the wheat de-

stroyed in a single season, in one department ol

the east of France, by the cecidouiigie, had been

established at four millions of franc?.

The French vines, olives, and even the forest

trees, are also reported as suffering severely from

the superabundance of insect vermin ; so tbat, iu

consequence of the alarm occasioned, birds are

likely to be hereafter protected iu France without

much legislation, and, indeed, their rise in estima-

tion has been signally rapid. tJome philosopher

eelared, and the report quotes the sayiug as

Ja profound one, that, the " bird can live without

,n, but man cannot live without the bird."

This is a splendid confession of past error; but

what is to be done, seeing that the conviclious ol

.philosophers have not yet descended to the peas-

. antry '/ Are sparrow-catching and bird's-nesting to

be made punishable '! JMu=t there be a new system

of game laws for the protection of sparrows and

linnets 't The question is really pressing. Yet

the commissioners, though they distinctly call for

"prompt and energetic remedies," and poiut to the

great detriment which agriculture is receiving, are

evidently doubtful as to the course to be pursued.

They suggest however, that persuasion should be

,
tried belore coercion, and that school-masters and

clergy should endeavour to put the question in its

proper light before the people. The eommission

their report present some curious statistics re-

specting the extent to which this destruction ot

birds in France has been of late years carried

They state that there are great numbers of profes-

sional huntsmen who are accustomed to kill from

100 to 200 birds daily. A single child, also, ha;

been known to come home at uighi with 100 birds

eggs, and it is calculated and reported that the

number of birds' eggs destroyed annually in France

between 80,000,000 and 100,000,UOu. Ihe

suit is, as might have been expected, that little

birds in that country are actually dying out; some

species have already disappeared while others are

apidly diminishing.

ed up in its beginning. Nevertheless, the many
privileges enjoyed within the Society, and the many
safeguards it has thrown around its members, give

a value to the right of membership therein, which

there is reason to fear very many possessing it

rarely reflect on, and perhaps still more, too lightly

esteem.

sanguinity, and spreads a nameless charm over the

family circle, that draws its members to a common
centre, and in measure regulates and inspirits their

movements; while the leeling of individual duty

and personal responsibility habitually inculcated,

gives clearer views of the true objects of life and

sources of happiness, and incites to seek for the

The Society, having granted a birthright to necessary qualification to pursue and obtain then

these valuable privileges, has always feit a deep as well as to bear with patience and equanimity

concern for the early, correct training of the child- the various trials which are inseparable Irom life's

hus connected with it, and great labour and

expense have been cheerfully incurred by it, in

order to provide within its immediate care and

jurisdiction, ample means for conferring a liberal

seholasticed

rich or poor.

chequered scenes. The high toned feeling of re-

ligious accountability called forth by the principles

and practices of the Society, and the cultivated

susceptibility to the sorrowful consequences result-

tion upon every such child, whether ing from persistent disregard of the divine law,

Not satisfied with this, it earnestly I administer a silent rebuke for the indulgence of

and continuously seeks to guard its susceplible, any wrong affection, and thus assist in restraining

impulsive and ingenuous youth, while pupils at its j from many of the temptations and entanglements

seminaries, as far as pro.eticable, from contamiua- that produce so much confusion and distress in

tiou by the evil abroad in the world, and to shield the world.

them from betrayal into vice and its attendant dis- 1 We now say nothing in exposition of the pure

tress, by labouring to imbue their minds with the [doctrines of the gospel most surely believed in

self-denying principles and precepts of the Gospel, , and promulgated by the Society, or of the various

as laid down in the Holy Scriptures; and by di-| testimonies against the vain fashions, corrupt cus-

recting them to a knowledge of, and close adher- toins, and evil practices of the world, consonant

enoe to the manifestations within them of theGrace with and springing from those doctrines, which it

of God, or Light of Christ, mercifully granted 'calls on its members to support; and whereby their

unto all men, to lead them out of error and into peace and happiness may be greatly preserved and

tjuth.
I

augmented ; nor yet of the absence of any privileged

llecognizing the powerful influence of parental order or hierarchical domination in the Society, and

character on The habits and modes of thought of | also the freedom from the imposition of profitless

the children, the Society does not fail to manifest |forms and ceremonies, gendering bondage to the

a religious concern—brought to mind periodically
;

beggarly elements : we wish on the present occasion

by close, but affectionate queries— to encourage and jmore particularly to bring before the view of our

counsel those who are parents or guardians, to keep
j

readers, especially our young Friends, the peculiar

alive to the awful responsibilities of their position; Iprivileges they enjoy—the fruit indeed of this practi-

and while striving to be good examples themselves, cal Christianity—in the system of home and general

to seek for a true qualification to bring up those scholastic education provided or cherished by the

entrusted to their charge in innocency, as accoun- Ireligious Society to which they belong, the domestic

able in life and conversation for the blessings be- land social habits growing out of the prevailing

stowed upon them, and bound to refrain from the leconomy, and exerting a marked influence in puri-

corrupt customs and fashions of the world, which jfying and hallowi

Mental Excitement.—Bad news weakens the

action of the heart, oppresses the lungs, destroys

the appetite, stops digebtiou, and partially suspends

all the functions ot the system. An eiuotioii ot

shame flushes the face; fear blanches it, ai.d an

instant thrill electrifies a million of nerves. Sur-

prise spurs the pulse into a gallop. Delirium iu-

tuses great energy. Volition Lommands, and huu-

' dreds of muscles spring to execute. Powerful emo-

tion often kills tUe body at a stroke. Einmeui

public speakers have died in the midst ot an im-

ioued burst of eloquence, or wlien the deep

emotion that produced it suddenly subsided. Lar-

grave, the young Parisian, died when he heard

that the musical prize, for which he had competed,

was adjudged to another.
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Notwithstanding the lauded reforms and

said to have taken place within the pak

the atmosphere of tamily life

;

lead their votaries into a harassing bondage.
|

the individual and associated religious exercise cul-

It is true that this religious concern, as well aS|tivated, and enjoined upon all; which, while it de-

that which prompts the Body to watch over all the^velopes the free agency of man, and gives proper

members for good, and to labour to incite and to|liberty and scope to intellect and thoujht, yet

aid them to lead consistent and godly lives, is often jbrings a wholesome restraint upon the corrupt im-

disregarded by many who might profit by it, andlpulses of our fallen nature, at the same time that

is ligditly reflected o'u by otht-rs; nevertheless, itiit wooes and stimulates to aspire after the most ele-

exert's an unacknowledged influence in restraining |vated standard of spiritual life,

from much that is hurtful, and in cherishing a res- The privileges of membership in a society which,

pect and regard for that which is right, that is not amid its weakness and trials, still evinces such true

generally sufficiently estimated ; but which, more 'religious concern for all connected with it, in their

or less prevades all classes among the members; (various stations and duties of life; which throws

often secretly checking indulgence°in things cal- [wide its doors, invites and entreats all its members

culated to wound the conscience, and as frequently
,

to enter, not only its meetings for worship, where

stimulating to renewed endeavours to come up ^ all may exercise the spiritual gifts bestowed upon

towards "°the mark for the prize" conspicuously them, but its meetings for discipline also, to learn

set forth; thus impressing the domestic and social what is enjoined upon, and what is expected of

circle of nearly all, with a measure of the restrain- them; to open their hearts to the travail of the

ing, preserving power of Truth. jchuich for their spiritual growth and well-being,

""The high standard of christian morality main-; and to join in religious concern and labour for

tained by the Society, and the unaffected interest !
themselves, for one another, and for the promotion

constantly manifested by it for the conduct of air of the cause of Truth and righteousness in the

connected with it to correspond with this standard, earth ; these privileges, we say, as far transcend

its care for their safe and consistent walk through the liberty too commonly conceded in other reli-

.Jthe world, has made, and still makes an impress gious denominations to indulge m the gaieties and

of our upon the character of its members, which has re- 'frivolities of the world, and to acquire its outside
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polish and accomplishments, as pure gold exceeds

in value glittering but wortliless tinsel.

But in this, as in other relations of life, our

difficulties and trials make a more deep and lasting

impression, than the blessings liberally and uni-

formly bestowed upon us; and while harassed

with the troubles that press upon us, and anxious

about those which we anticipate, we too often over-

look the benefits which we arc daily receiving, and

forget that we owe a debt of gratiiude for oppor-

tunities and privilege-^, which, if rightly improved,

would ensure the enjoyment of content and peace,

and crown our life with the approbation and loving

kindness of the Omnipotent.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign—Liverpool d-.aes to the ICtb. The news

of the capture of Kew Orleans had been received, aud

was the occasion of much surprise. The cotton tnarkel

bad, in consequence, sulfered a decline of | a ^li. per

pound. The Times considers this a hard blow for the

South, but intimates its doubt whether the rebels will

ever be conquered. Parliamentary proceedings were

unimportant. The distress in Lancashire was debated

in the House of Lords without reference to American

alfairs. The decline in breadstufifs continued. Ameri-

can fl )ur, 245. a 30s. per barrel. Red Western wheal

Ss. \lil. a 10s. 6d. Red youthern, IQs Idd. a Ms.;

white wheat, 12s. a 12«. 6rf. per 100 pounds. The
House of Commons had passed a resolution, by a small

majority, declaring it to be unjust and inexpedient to

abolish the Church rates until some pcovision was made
to supply their place.

There were reports of a military conspiracy in St.

Petersburg in favour of Poland.

U.NiTED States.— The »ar.—Oa the 2ath inst. the

President issued an order, taking military possession ot

all the railroads in the United States, from and after

that date, until further orders, and directing that the

respective railroad companies, their officersand servant?,

shall hold themselves in readiness for the transportation

of troops and munitions ot war, to the exclusion of all

other business. The President has also issued a press-

ing requisition, addressed to the Governors of a number
of the States, for more troops to proceed without delay

to Washington. Un the 24th, a bill was introduced into

the U. S. Senate, and referred to the Committee on Mili-

tary Affairs, which authorises the President to accept

the services of 200,000 volunteers, in addition to the

number authorised by previous acts of Congress.
Virc/inm.—Serious disasters have befallen Gen. Bank's

array in the valley of the Shenandoah. On the 24th
portion of his forces stationed at Front Royal, twenty
miles south of Winchester, was attacked by the rebels,

and driven out, and the next day the main army was
attacked at Winchester, to which place Gen. Ranks had
retreated, by a superior force, under the command of

Generals Jackson and Ewell. The U. S. army was de-

feated, with a heavy loss in killed, woundi'd and prison-

ers. Gen. Banks, with the remainder of his forces, was
compelled to retreat north of the Potomac, crossing the
river at Williamsport. The forces under Gen. Fremont,
in Western Virginia, have been able to keep the rebels

in check, but without making any important pi ogress
recently. On the 23d, a detachment at Lewisburg,
was attacked by the rebels, they were repulsed after a
sharp contest, in which the insurgents lost 100 prison-
ers, 200 stand of arms, and four caimon. Gen. iM'Dow-
ell's army remained near Fredericksburg. This city was
visited by the President and Secretary of War on the
24th. The President was greeted by many of the citi-

zens with great enthusiasm. On the 2Dlh, Gen
M'Clellan's army was in the immediate neighbourhood
of Richmond, a portion of the forces being within live

miles of the city. A number of skirmishes had taken
place, in some of which tlie rebels suft'ered severely. An
immense army has been collected by the rebels in and
around Richmond. According to the report of deserters,
from the rebels, there is great scarcity of provisions for
the army, and the men hud been put on half-rations.

The Mayor and ('ily Councils of .Vcrfulk refuse to take
the oath of allegiance to the United States. The city

is still governed by strict martial law, and all intercourse
with other places is proliibited, in consequence of the
general disloyalty of the jicople.

Jeff. Davis in a recent letter to the Legislature of

Virginia, says that he does not entertain the thought of

withdrawing the Southern arniv from Virgiiiii even
though Richmond should be taken.

John B. Floyd has been appointed Major General of

the Virginia rebel forces, with the authority to raise

,000 men for the defence of Western Virginia.

North Carolina.— It is said tliere are increasing indi-

cations of returning loyalty in this State. Edward
Stanley has been commissioned as military Governor,

d has repaired to North Carolina to exercise his func-

ms as far as practicable. He is invested with ihe

powers, duties and functions of that station, including

er to establish all necessary offices and tribunals,

suspend the writ of habeas corpus during the

pleasure of the President, or until the loyal inhabitants

shall organize a State government in accordance with

the Constitution of the United States. His powers are

exactly similar to those with which Governor Johnson
of Tennessee is invested.

Tennessee.—The reported evacuation of Fort Wright
was incorrect. The place is still held by the rebels.

Mississippi.—The Memphis Appeal states that the

Federal fleet under Com. Fi.rragut, had arrived at Vicks-

burg. The -Mayor had been requested by the Federal

commander to have all the women and children removed
within twenty-four hours. The Mayor had asked an

extension for another day. The armies of Gen. Halleck

and Gen. Beauregard remained in close proximity.

Skirmishes, attended with more or less bloodshed, were

of almost daily occurrence. A general engagement
might occur at any time when either commander should

3o order.

New Orleans.—The V. S. authorities at New Orleans

have taken possession of the New Orleans and Jackson

railroad, and the Opelousas and Great Western railroad.

.\11 the approaches to the City have been cut off. Gen.

Phelps occupies Carrolton, twenty-five miles up the

river. As an act of humanity to the suffering inhabi-

tants, boats and railroads are allowed to bring supplies

to the city. The negociation of confederate scriji is

forbiddeu, but other species of currency in circulation

is allowed. Algiers was occupied by the U. S. forces,

and Forts Jackson and St. Philip had been garrisoned

by troops from Ship Island. Gen. Butler had estab-

lished bis head quarters at the U. S. Custom House,

Com. Porter's mortar fleet, afier taking soundings off

Mobile, had returned to Ship Island. Business was
slowly reviving in New Orleans.

Florida.—Advices from Pensacola, state that the rebels

besides burning the Navy Yard, burned all the

saw mills, thus de-troying the only means of

for many of the inhabitants. The U. S. blockad

squadron bad captured the British iron steamer Circ

sian, with a cargo of tea, coffee, munitions of war, &c.,

while attempting to run the blockade. The ship

cargo were valued at a million of dollars.

Missouri.—A convention of the friends of the adn
istration, and those favourable to the emancipatioi

the slaves held in Missouri, under the plan submitted

to Congress by the President, has been called, to meet
at Jefferson City on the 16th proximo, to nom
didales for the various State offices.

Arkansas.—A dis[iatch from the Federal camp near

Batesville, states that the rebels have burned all the

bridges on the adjacent streams, and 10,000 bales of

cotton had been consumed on the Aikansas river, by
order of Gen. Beauregard. In an engagement near the

Little Rock river, iv rt-bel force of 600 men, had been
defeated with lieavy loss. A despatch from Little

Rock, states that most of the U. S. troops had moved
in the direction of St. Louis, only about 7,000 remaining
at Batesville. It was not believed they would approach
nearer the capital.

The National Expenditures.—A despatch from Wash-
ington on the 23d inst. says, " It has been ascertained
from an authentic source, that the expenditures of the

Government, from April, 1861, to the present time, has
not averaged §1,000,000 per day. This may be con-
sidered a refutation of the exaggerated reports upon the
subject."

Confiscation of Rebel Propert;/.—After a protracted and
tedious debate, the U. S. House of Representatives
passed a bill on the 2Bth inst., providing that all the
estate, property and moneys, stock, credits and effects

of sundry classes of persons engaged in the rebellion,

shall be declared forfeited to the United States, and be
lawful subjects of seizure and capture wherever found.
Another bill, declaring freedom to the slaves of persons
engaged in the rebellion, was defeated by a vote of 74
yeas and 78 nays.

New York.—Jlortality last week, 404. The follow-
ing were the quotations on the 2Gtli inst. White Wes-
tern wheat, $1.24; red winter wheat, $1.12 a $1.15;
spring wheat, 92 cts. a $1.08 ; new corn, 46 cts. a 48 cts.;

old, 48.] cts. a 504 cts. ; oats, 40 cts. a 43 cts. Uplands
c-ottou, 20 cts. a 2"'JJ cts.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 257. The grain

arket on the 26th was very dull. Sales of prime red

heat were made at $1.18 a $1.20, and white, $1.28 a

$1.35 ; rye 67 cts. a 70 cts. : yellow corn, 53 cts. a 54

oats, 34 cts. a 37 cts.

RECEIPTS.

Rachel James, lo., per Thos. Penrose,

. 33 ; from Burling Hallock, N. Y., $2
Received fro

$4 to No. 27, v

to No. 17, vol.

FRIENDS' ASY'LUM FOR THE INSANE.

EAR FRANKFORD, (tWENTV-THIED WARD, PHILADELPHIA.)
Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthino-
ON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be
aade to the Superintendent, to Charlks Ellis, Clerku
of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-''

delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
An Assistant Teacher is wanted in the Girls'

Mathematical School. Apply to Dubrc Knight, Super-
intendent, at the School, to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer,

No. 304 Arch Street, Elizabeth Peirson, No. 448 North I

Fifth Street, Phila., or Abigail W. Hall, Warren Tavern)
Post Office, Chester Co., Pa. I

Died, at his residence in Westmoreland, Oneida C

N. Y^, 18th of Third month, 1862, Samuel Peckham,
the fifty-sixth year of his age. A beloved member oftj

Westmoreland Preparative and New Hartford Monthly!
.Meeting. Having submitted to the renovating power,
of Divine grace, he was favoured to experience the cc

rupt propensities of our fallen nature brought into

good degree of subjection, and being attached by since

conviction to the doctrines and testimonies of our relig-

ious society, he endeavoured to maintain them in a cir-

cumspect and consistent walk, as an upright, self-

denying follower of his Saviour. He was a diligent

attender of meetings, both for worship and discipline,

and was, it is believed, concerned to be made a true par-

taker of the benefits thereof Though his decline was
gradual, he was spared much acute suffering, and re-

signed himself to .the will of the Lord. He uttered
many weighty expressions during his illness. At one
time, in regard to the state of his mind, he said, " I have
craved mercy, the prayer of my heart has been that the

Lord would be merciful, I have given up all that is near
and dear, and am waiting the Lord's time. 'Tis a great
thing to be prepared to enter that everlasting Kingdom
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; nothing unclean
can enter there ; we must be made pure, made holy, we
must be sanctified. Oh, how precious is his love, how
precious!" Thus he continued, often speaking of the

Lord's love and goodness to his soul. While he (irayed

for patience to wait the Lord's time, he longed to depart
and be at rest in the dear Redeemer's kingdom, where,
his bereaved friends have the consoling trust, he has,

through mercy, been admitted.

, in Paris, Oneida, Co., N. Y., 12th of Twelfth
month, 1861, .-ivis H. Urandy, wife of John Grandy. in

the sixty-third year of her age, an esteemed member and
elder of New Hartford Monthly Meeting. Through the

greater part of her life she appeared to be concerned to

be found in the way of her duty and in a state of accep-
tance with her dear Redeemer. Though suddenly re-

moved from works to rewards, her friends have the con-
soling belief, that, through watchfulness and prayer,
having in view the uncertainty of life, she was prepared
for the solemn change, and that through the mere ic- of

a holy Redeemer, she was admitted among the fpiriis

of the just made perfect.

, on the 23d of Second month.^ 1862, in the
twenty-ninth year of his age, at his resid'ence in West-
moreland, Oneida Co., N. Y., Henry J. Hakes, son of
Avis H. Grandy, above mentioned, andacousistent mem-
ber of our religious society. He bore his varied nfllic-

tions with great patience and resignation. He said the
change wuld be a happy one to him ; not long before
his departure he said "Jesus comes," and his friends
have the consoling belief that he fell asleep in Jesus.

, First of Fourth month, 1862, at her residence in

Plymouth, Chenango Co., N. Y., Esther, relict of the
late John W. Knowles, in the eighty-first year of her
age, a member of Smyrna Monthly and Particular Meet-
ing. Off
peaceful.

life and conv her end was

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS
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Ascent of Monte Bosa in Switzerland.

(Concluded from page 006.)

Sejjtember Ath 1861. By Kinsley Twining.
{Extract from a private letter fundslied by re-

quest to the Editors of this Journal.)

To give some idea of the difficulty of crossing

his little gap and actually getting upon the oppo-

lite and highest point, I will say that, although it

s not thirty feet deep nor twenty feet broad, still

.he two German brothers Schlagintweit, who were

ertainly brave men and most intrepid explorers,

md who had nerve enough to mount, first of all

who have attempted it, on to the lower tine of the

summit, gave up the other. It was not the mus-

lular exertion which deterred them, nor the time

ikely to be occupied iu crossing the gap ; for I

jassod straight through it at a burst, and was on

topmost point iu two or three minutes after-

wards. But it must have been the dreadful un-

inown task of venturing out over that airy walk

»nd on to that apparently unsupported summit,

phere no previous foot had been, and whose ac-

essibility they could not prove beforehand and

jould scarcely believe when looking upon it. It

was a far different thing for us to do. I knew
hat the path was firm and that we could all sit on

the summit, though only one at a time could mount
the sharp point which caps it. I knew that there

was no great labour in the undertaking, and no

danger if my head was steady and my courage

good. All this made it a perfectly easy thing for

to do, and I so forgot both difficulty and danger
and the descent, that the hour we spent on that

stony point, 15,ii23 feet above the sea, was one of

the most delightful in all my life. Around us on

every side were great mountains sunk down be-

neath their snows, like abashed virgins drooping

in reverence; north, east and west, a panorama of

ajestic mountains lay around us. The dark

needle of the Finster Aarhorn rose out of the snows
of the great glacier of the Aar,—Schreckhorn,

Wetterhorn, Titlis, the Eiger, and tlie 8idelhorn

stood around it like an ancient brotherhood of

giants. The Bernese Alps drew out their line in

equal beauty and majesty from the AngelhiJrner

and the Wetterhorn till it seemed to run up into

the skies from the Silberhorn and the Jungfrau.

Nearly due west lay the immense mass of Mont
Blanc, white and glistening,— the one summit over

which the eye could not range. The space between

was filled with whatever of lake or mountain, of

valley, field or barren moor, there is in Switzer-

land—lonely snowy points rising one above the

other—dark black-ribbed glaciers rolling into the

valleys—here a dome ot snow capping the moun-

tain with a biscuit-like cover of the purest white

—

while, all around the broken edges, blue avalanches

were ready to drop into the gray and hazy depths

beneath them. Southward, the eye looked through

a bright blue sky into Italy,— first over the Pennine

Alps, resting for a moment with admiration upon that

most grand and pleasing object, the Becca di Nona;

then in swift flight it passed from the thousand

peaks and vales of Piedmont to Lago Como and

Maggiore,—and thence ran straight out into the

plains of Lombardy and Venetia. How can I

ever describe what my eyes saw in this view. I

stood there drinking it in with delight—I knew not

how long. I bade myself remember this and re-

member that ; but, now, what can I recall. Becca

di Nona is a distinct form iu my mind, but beside

this all is a formless procession of beautiful images

—a delightful memory of evanescent things whose

shape I do not know that I ever saw, and with

respect to which I atu certainly unable to say at

this moment of what they consist. I remember a

light falling down upon Italy, blue, soft, and yet so

distinct and clear that all I saw against the sky

had an edge—but it was an edge of velvet. I

remember how my eye, accustomed to the altitudes

of the Alp.s at first refused to rest upon the blue

plains of Italy, but adjusted itself to them as

clotids in the air, till at length after something

like a struggle it took the right focus, and falling

down to the level of the sea, made me conscious of

my own great elevation.

It is impossible to describe the light which illu-

minated the Italian view. It was a substance—as

It seemed—and a colour: and yet it was soft and

clear. It glowed without being hazy, and gave

everything with great distinctness without letting

the eye into the deformities of the country, or dis-

playing the formless and less pleasing secrets of

the landscape, as the midday sun of Switzerland

does. The guides said that in perfect weather the

spires of the cathedral at Milan are visible, and

that the eye can reach nearly as far as Venice.

There were clouds on our horizon, and some of

the valleys were filled with their billowy masses.

The wind tossed them about like balloons, and as

they rose and fell and tumbled about on the unsta-

ble support of the air (as it seemed to be,) and

as at times they dissolved or broke apart, we had

lovely views of the country below.

My companion reached the summit a few min-

utes after I did, but immediately fell asleep and

could not be roused till a few minutes before we

left the top. I really did not observe how he came

up the Zumstein or the crest of the Hijchste Spitze,

but I well remember seeing him lying flat on the

lower tine of the summit, whence the guides steadied

and lifted him up till he was on the top ;
when he

did precisely what Albert Smith did on Mont

Blanc, i. e., went to sleep. I made a number of

observations upou niyselt, and could not see that

the great altitude changed my bodily condition in

any way. I was not sick at the stomach at all

—

my breath was neither shorter nor deeper as I could

perceive—my head was not at all infirm. Hearing
as equally good, as I can testify after having

been bothered with Blatter's incessant " Ranz des

vaches." The air filled my lungs as it does else-

where, and from observing myself I could detect

3 of those signs of a great altitude which other

persons have felt on the sumuiits of such high

mountains. On Faulhorn, and at other times

when I have been on high mountains, I have no-

ticed the darkness of the sky, and was prepared to

find the vault of a deep and almost blackish blue

on Rosa. But in this I was disappointed ; and I

do not know to what I am to attribute its ordinary

appearance unless to the slight haze which, as it

were, detained the eye in an illuminated atmos-

phere, and prevented it from looking into the thin,

clear and rayless space which so many observers

have described as the dark vault seen from the

summits of high mountains. I have an indistinct

recollection of having felt cold, and am certain

that the guides said they were, and that it would
not do to remain longer in such a wind. What
the temperature was I do not know, although

there was a minimum thermometer there which had
been placed by the Alpine Club. But I could not

make out anything from it because the indicating

fluid was perfectly colourless and seemed to have

faded out, so that it was impossible to see where

the column stood. At last we commenced the

descent, at 1 o'clock P. m. ; but first I went up
the pinnacle once more and waved my adieus from

it to the silent world of majesty and beauty which

in an hour of time had given aie so much pleasure.

In the silence of those solitudes my voice was lost,

—nothing that we could do seemed able to disturb

it. The wind, which blew in tremendous gusts

nd then subsided, was the only sound which filled

those spaces except when the avalanche (of which

there were many during our ascent) added its

thunder to the roar of the tempest, or sliding

down amid the silent snows grew into a sound which

waved through the air and made the mountains

tremble.

But this is not the descent. I confess I was
more nervous about going down than I had been

at any time in going up. One hour was consumed

in the first eight hundred feet—then soon after

we came to the dome up which our zigzags ran and

which we had climbed so slowly in the morning

with our faces to the wall and our toes in holes in

the ice—edging our way along, a step at a time.

Soon we saw, below, the knapsacks of the guides

where they left them, with the bottle of champagne

and other refreshments they had brought up and
deposited there where the labour and danger of

the ascent both begin and end,— to celebrate with

them our victory, when we had come once more
into safe places. Four hundred or five hundred

feet above this spot the leadingguide, John Kronig,

sat down on the snow ; and while I was wondering

what was to happen, was got into place

behind him, his feet put forward under the guide's

arms,—then the second guide followed. I instinc-

tively took my place, supposing it would be quite
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right, but rather hoping we were not going to slide

down that tremendous declivity at the risk of our

pantaloons. However, the sun, which was cold on

the top, was warmer here, and the loose snow was

soft to a depth of three or four inches, and the

guides meant to improve it; so when all was ready

Blatter sat down behind me, and off went the five

like a kind of human sled. The guides' alpen-

stocks, managed by their strong and .skilful arms,

kept us in line, and, 1 suppose, lessened the speed

somewhat. But they had, after all, so little power
against the force of gravity that we shot down like

an arrow and ploughed into the snow opposite our

camp— all wanting to laugh and shout, but ut'teily

without the breath required in such exercises.

When we were on our feet again the lunch came
out and we had a merry time in consuming it. The
guides danced and rolled about on the snow, and
sang rattling French songs with a perfect abandon^
as if delighted to have come down Monte Rosa
once more alive. We were still a great way from
the hotel—not less than eighteen miles. Th
guides said it could not be done in less thau thre
hours, and we made up our minds to see if we
could accomplish it in that time. The rope which
had been take oS at lunch came out again, and we
were all tied together once more in a line :—and
now the problem was to slide down in one hour the
glacier which had cost us five in the morning.
We stood up straight, and steered with our alpen-
stocks

;
the strong arms of the guides served for

rudders, stays and breaks ; and down we went at a
tremendous speed. Do not think, however, it was
mere sport. My legs would now and then tremble
under the exertion to keep them in place, my
breath would give out, and after fifteen minutes
of such rapid descent we would have to lie down
and get ready to try it again. The steep places
were passed sled-wise. The ladies had gone up
to the top of GiJrner Grat about 1 o'clock, p. ji.,

to watch our progress, and there, beside having one
of the finest views in Switzerland to enjoy, had the
full sight of our novel method of descent. Some
gentlemen were with them who had made the as-
cent themselves and were able to show them where
to point their glass in order to find the exceedingly
small black specks they were looking for. Atkst
these were di.-covered refreshing themselves at th
bottom of the dangerous peaks, and then sliding
down hill at an unheard of rate ; and finally they
disappeared among the rocks in the moraine of the
glacier, when they were lost for the time,
again seen till they appeared at the hotel, some
two hours from the place.— I believe the distance
up and down is rated at forty miles. We were
absent from the hotel thirteen hours and a quarter;
of which three hours and a half were consumed in
the halt on the summit and those for b
the other lunches up and down.

ikfast and

For "The Frien.l "

An apology has sometimes been made for war
and an attempt to prove its compatibility with
the Gospel, by citing the cases of warriors who
have otherwise manifested, in life and conversation
_asu.sceptibilityto its spiritand power, and, by teach-
ing and example, striven to lead others into obedi-
ence to Its precepts, so far as they have them-
selves comprehended them

; but who appeared to
be quite satisfied to be engaged in the art and
practice of war : legally murdering their fellow-
beings who had done them no harm. How far
such fighting professors of the name of Christ may
be in the condition in which his gracious observa-
tion to bis prejudiced dLsciples formerly, '•

I have
yet many things to say unto you but ye cannot"" * " "" ""'"" " applicable, we may not under-

1

take to decide, but we do know, that the pure and
peaceable nature of the religion of Jesus cannot be
changed by the course pursued by any of its par-

tially enlightened though fervent confessors, and
that war is the fruit of the tree, to the root of

which the gospel axe is designed to be laid.

Having met with a short review of the memoirs
of the late Captain Hedley Vicars, in which this

subject is treated on, it appears to me that parts

of it would be suitable for the pages of " The
Friend."

" Gladly, however, as we acknowledge the rare

excellence and beauty of Captain Vicar's character,

we cannot for one instant admit the inference which
some good people are disposed to draw from
it, that the war-system is consistent with Christi-

anity, or that the military profession is one which
a christian ought to pursue. The principle upon
which such inference rests, is fundamentally false,

and of extremely dangerous tendency; for it as-

sumes to determine what Christianity is,—what it

forbids, and what it enjoins,—not by its own au-
thoritative canon and the obvious and prevailing
spirit which pervades it, but by the practices,

always imperfect and often grievously inconsistent,

of its erring disciples. This is an exact reversal
of the rule we ought to apply. Human conduct is

to be tested by christian principle, not christian

principle by human conduct. The form, probably,
in which the argument from the example of Captain
Vicars and others will be put, is this :

' If war be,

as you affirm, so opposed to the spirit of Christianity,

how is it possible that one whom you admit to bo
a truly christian man, could have taken part in it ?'

Unhappily, the history of the church in every age
proves that it is possible for good men, whose
christian sincerity no one can question, under the
blinding influence of educational prejudice, to lend
their sanction to practices, which are at the time
felt by some, and afterwards acknowledged by all,

to be utterly at variance with the religion they
profess. It would be easy to cite many'^instances
in illustration of this remark. Few, we presume,
will doubt that persecution for conscience' sake
subjecting men and women to imprisonment, cruel
torture and death in the name of Christ— is as
gross an outrage upon the spirit of the gospel as
can well be imagined. And yet, no one can deny
that many whose names stand conspicuous in the
roll of ancient piety were persecutors in heart, and
some of them in positive act. Sir Thomas More,
John Knox, John Calvin, Cotton Mather, and many
others, stand as examples of this inconsistency.
But no one, surely, would now dream of sayinu,
that persecution cannot be unchristian, or such good
men as these would never have persecuted.

"But there is another example at hand, if pcssi-
blc still more striking, of this extraordinary blind-
ness to the clearest requirements of christian obli-
gation with which good men are sometimes smitten.
-4nd we the rather dwell upon it, as the individual
to whom it refers is held in great veneration by
the very class of persons who are most likely to
find in the character and memory of Captain A'icars
a justification for war.

" There are not many who will now hesitate to
acknowledge, thatif ever there was a calling wholly
inconsistent with Christianity, if ever there was

the slave-trade, not merely as an accessory but as

a principal, without having the slightest feeling ol

remorse or suspicion as to the unlawfulness of his

calling. Nay more, (and here we have some re-

markable coincidences between his experience and
that of Captain Vicars,) he declares that never did

he pass hours of such spiritual elevation and devout
enjoyment as when he was in command of a vessel

freighted with a mass of manacled and suffocating

negroes on the coast of Guinea. ' I know not any
calling,' be says, ' that seems more favourable, ot

afi'ords greater advantages to an awakened mind,
for promoting the life of God in the soul, especially

to a person who has the command of a ship, than

a seafaring life in African voyages. . . . 1

never knew sweeter or more frequent hours oi

divine communion than in my two last voyages to

Guinea, when I was either almost secluded froffli

society on ship-board, or when on shore among the

natives.'

" Sir James Stephen, in his remarkable essay oni

the ' evangelical succession,' which appeared some
years ago in the Edinburgh Reviciv, thus describes
the scene which presents itself to the imagination)

during that period of Newton's life. ' Old oceaifl

probably never before or since floated such anothe^
slave-ship. On board of her, indeed, were to ba
seen all the ordinary phenomena. Packed to-

gether like herrings, stifled, sick, and broken-
hearted, the negroes in that aquatic pandemonium
died after making futile attempts at insurrection.

But separated by a single plank from his victims,

the voice of their gaoler might be heard, day by
ay, conducting the prayers of his ship's company,
nging a devout imitation of his own of the verses

of Propertius, and, as he assures us, experiencing

sweeter and more frequent hours of divine commu-
nion than he had ever elsewhere known.' And
what is more singular still, when Newton had for

saken this life, not from any compunctious visiting

of conscience (for he never had the slightest un^

easiness on that score,) but from sudden ill-health

and when he was writing his autobiography tei

years afterwards, though he indulged in language
of self-condemnation in regard to other parts of hii

past lite, which, but for our knowledge of the manf
sincerity and unafi'ectedness of his character, woul'
seem to be the very extravagance of humility, yel

as Sir James Stephen remarks, ' he publicly com
memorated his pursuit of this traflSc without one
word of apology or self-reproach on that account.'

But will anybody say that because the sainted

John Newton could follow the occupation of a slave-

trader without any consciousness of wrong, that
this diabolical trade must therefore be lawful for a
christian '!

" The problem to be solved is usually put in

this form. Is it possible for any one to be a true

christian who lives in the habitual and conscious^
disregard of any important part of Christ's will U
We do not see how we can avoid giving a negative'

answer to this question tohe?i il is thus expressed.

But the solution, as it appears to us, depends upon
the presence or absence of one word in the above
proposition, and that word is ' conscious.' Elimi-
nate that, and we do not hesitate to reply in the
affirmative. For our own part we believe, to a
certain extent, and in a certain sense, in thi

hear them now'

,
.— _— "- ...iw .^uit-jiictiiitj, 11 cvci lueie was H 1 '^'^*>-'*'u cAicui, iiuu 111 u ueiLaiu sense, in lue uoc-

callingin itself inherently andirredeemably wicked, trine of development. That is, we believe that it

it was that of the man engaged in the African slave- '
is only gradually that the full glory and perfec-

trade a hundred years ago. On the other hand,!tion of the christian system dawns upon the chris-
if ever there lived a man whose conversion was'ian world. We are convinced that there never
genuine, whose whole life was an attestation of the
reality of the spiritual change wrought in his life
and character, that man was John Newton. And
yet it is notorious that for some years after he be-
came a christian, John Newton was engaged in

has been an era in the history of Christianity, when
the Saviour, if he had appeared among his people,

might not, in regard to some important points of

truth and duty, have said to them as he did to

Philip, ' Have I been so long time with you, and
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yet have you not known me V In proportion as the

church advances in knowledge and wisdom, will it

discover new excelleacies in the teachings of Christ

which had been previously veiled from its eyes,

[llu-trations of this are not wanting even within a

very late period. The doctrine which inculcates

vour of his love towards God and man, and the

bloody work— the work of vindietivenots, cruelty

and death, in which he was employed. He de-

scribes his own feelings in the camp almost in the

same words as John Newton in the slave-ship.
' It is .'^ix moutbs since I have been within reach of

charity to the errors of others, and teaches us that

the only means of promulgation and defence which

Christianity owns are the weapons of truth and love

in meekness inslructi/ig those that oppose them-

selves'—is as old as the gospel. And yet it is only

quite recently that this has been discerned by

christians. It was the received and all but uni-
i
his Saviour,' to bayonet poor Russian peasants

versal conviction among good men, for we know
j

pour internal fire" upon the devoted town of 8
not how many centuries, that in subjecting heretics bastopol, is as violent and revolting a coutradic-

to legal coercion and bodily suffering they were

doing God an acceptable service. So for genera-

tions, in regard to slavery and the slave trade.

Individuals, or a small minority might have dis-

covered and denounced the unchristian character

that infamous traffic. But it is notorious that

the christian world generally had no sense whatever

of its wickedness. And so is it at this moment in

rd to war and other practices.

How do we apply these remarks in our judg-

ment of individual characters? Why thus. I'Liat

in estimating the sincerity of a man s obedience lo

the will of Christ, we must, in charity, test him,

not by the abstract and perfect criterion of that

will revealed in the gospel, and at a later time

perhaps discovered by the church, but by the re-

ceived and acknowledged

11 which prevails among those by whom he has

been instructed. It is the conscious violation of

duty that incurs guilt and depraves character.

There may be, no doubt, a measure of guilt at-

tached to our ignorance or misconception of what

a house of prayer, or have had the opportunity of

receiving the sacrament; yet, never have I enjoyed

more frequent or precious communion with my
Saviour than I have found in the trenches or in

my tent.' To our feeling, we must admit. Captain

\ icars going forth from ' precious communion with

tion, as that of John Newton, combining a similar

exercise with the nian-stealiug and manacles of

the African slave-trade. But we must remember
that this excellent officer had been brought up in

the atmosphere of that military Christianity, which
is unhappily the prevailing religion of England, at

this day, and especially in the circle in which he

moved.
(To be concluded.)

lose III*

From Eveoings at the Microscope.

SliDgs and Ovipositors.

(Coucluded froui page 309.)

Probably at some period of your life you have
been stung by a bee or wasp. I shall take it for

granted that you have, and that having tested the

potency of these warlike insects' weapons with one

•icUfstaiiding of that sense, you have a curiosity to examme them with

another. The microscope shall aid your vision to

investigate the morbific implement.

This is the sting of the honey-bee, which I have

but this moment extracted. It consists of a dark
brown horny sheath, bulbous at the base, but

is revealed, even though we share that in common I
suddenly diminishing, and then tapering to a fine

with the generality of christians. But such guilt point. This sheath is split entirely along the in-

very different in character and in turpitude fromjferior edge, and by pressure with a needle I have

that of the man ' who iviez^; his Lord's will and did
I

been enabled to project the two laiieuts, which

it not."
I

commonly lie within the sheath. Tijcse are two

• Infurtherillustrationof thisprinciple,we borrow

the admirable remarks of Sir James Stephen—no

atitudinarian, we may be assured, in matters per-

taiuini' to the slave-trade—in his vindication of, or

rather in his apology for, John Newton. ' In the

court of posterity,' he says, ' it is a well-settled

point of law, that in mitigation, if not in bar, of

any penal sentence, the defendant may plead, that

the generation to which he belonged did not regard

as culpable or as scandalous the conduct imputed

to him as a crime by many a later age; but that,

on the contrary, it was sanctioned by the prevalent

opinions, and countenanced by the general prac-

tice of his contemporaries. This apology may be

justly alleged on behalf of Newton. In his early

slender filaments of the like brown horny sub-

stance, of which the centre is tubular, and carries

a fluid, in which bubbles are visible. The ex-

tremity of each displays a beautiful mechanism,
for it is thinned away into two thin blade-edges, of

which one remains keen and knife-like, while the

opposite edge is cut into several saw-teeth pointing

backwards.

The lancets do not appear to be united with the

sheath in any part, but simply to lie in its groove
;

their basal portions pass out into the body behind

the sheath, where you see a number of muscle-

bands crowded around them : these, acting in va-

rious directions, and being inserted into the lancets

at various points, exercise a complete control over

days"' the current of public sentiment in favour of jtlie'r movements, projecting or retracting them at

the slave-trade ran too strongly to be stemmed,
j

their will.
_
But each lancet has a singular projec-

exccpt by the most powerful understanding, guided tion from itf back, which appears to act in some

by the most healthtul conscience. There can be I

way as a guide to its motion, probably preventing

no reason to distrust the accuracy of the following [it '''om slipping aside when darted forth, for the

bulbous part of the sheath, in which these pro-

jections work, seems formed expressly to receive

them.

Thus we see an apparatus beautilully contrived

withit, as the appointment' Providence had marked
J

to enter the flesh of an enemy : the two spears

finely pointed, sharp-edged, and saw-toothed,

adapted for piercing, cutting, and tearing : the

reversed direction of the teeth gives the weapon a

hold in the flesh, and prevents it from being

readily drawn out. Uere is an elaborate store of

power for the jactation of the javelins, in the nu-

merous muscle-bands; here is a provision made

statement, in which he adverts to his own partiei

pation in it :
—'During the time I was engaged Id

the slave-trade, I never had the least scruple as to

lawfulness. I was, upon the whole, satisfied

out for me.' Such is the dominion of the social

over the individual conscience ! Such the control

which the immoral maxims of his associates may ob-

tain, even over a devout student of Holy Scripture.'

" Let us apply these remarks to the case of

Captain Vicars. We have stated that to our

minds there is something inexpressibly painful in

the contrast between his christian character, full

as he was of the meekness and gentleness of

Christ, and distinguished by the depth and fer-

* Feu (Tenfer was the plirase constantly emplujed by
the Russians to describe the tire of the allies in bom-
barding Sebastopol.

for the precision of the impulse ; and finally, here

is a polished sheath for the reception of the weap-

ons and their preservation when not in actual use.

\ll this is perfect; but something still was wanting

o render the weapons eft'ectivc, and that something

your experience has proved to be supplied.

The mere intromission of these points, incompa-

rably finer and sharper than the finest needle that

was ever polished in a Sheffield workshop, would

produce no result appreciable to our feelings; and

most surely would not be followed by the distress-

ing agony attendant on the sting of a bee. We
must look for something more than we have seen.

We need not be long in finding it. For here,

at the base of the sheath, into which it enters by
a narrow neck, lies a transparent pear-shaped bag,

its surface covered all over, but especially towariis

the neck, with small glands set transversely. It

is rounded behind, where it is entered by a very

long and slender membranous tube, which after

many turns and windings, gradually thickening

and becoming more evidently glandular, terminates

in a blind end.

This is the apparatus for preparing and ejecting

a powerful poison. The glandular end of the

slender tube is the secreting organ : here the

venom is prepared ; the remainder of the tube is

a duet for conveying it to the bag, a reservoir in

which it is stored for the moment of use. By
means of the neck it is thrown into the groove at

the moment the sting is projected, the same mus-

cles, probably, that dart forward the weapon com-

pressing the poison-bag and causing it to pour forth

its contents into the groove whence it passes on be-

tween the two spears into the wound which they

have made.

A modification of this apparatus is found

throughout a very extensive order of insects,—the

Htjnienopltra; but in the majority of cases it is

not connected with purposes of warfare. Wher-
ever it occurs it is always confined to the female

or (as in the case of some social insects) to

the neuters, which are undeveloped females. When
t is not accompanied by a poison-reservoir it is

ancillary to the deposition of the eggs, and is hence

called an ovipositor, though in many cases it per-

forms a part much more extensive than the mere

placing of the oua.

In the large tribe of cuckoo-flies, {Ickneumoni-

dec,) which spend their egg and larva states in the

living bodies of other insects, this ovipositor is

often of great length ; even many times longer

than the rest of their bodies; for the larvae which

have to be pierced by it require to be reached at

the bottom of deep holes and other recesses in

which the providence of the parent had placed

them for security. The structure of the organ

may be seen in this little species, not more than

one-sixth of an inch in entire length, of which the

ovipositor projects about a line. Under the micro-

scope you see that this projection consists of two

black fleshy filaments, rounded without and flat-

tened on their inner faces, which are placed to-

gether,—and of the true implement for boring, in

the form of a perfectly straight awl, of a clear

amber hue, very slender and brought to an abrupt

oblique point, where there are a few exceedingly

fine reverted teeth. It is probably double, though

it refuses to open under the pressure which I bring

to bear upon it. At the base are seen within the

semipellucid abdomen the slender horns, on which

the muscles act in projecting the borer.

You are doubtless aware that the little berries

which look like bunches of green currants often

seen growing on the oak, are not the proper fruit

of the tree, but diseased developments produced

by a tiny in.sect, for the protection and support of
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her young. But perhaps you have never paid any

special attention to the living atom who.-e work-

uianship they are, and are not familiar with the

singular mechanism by which she works. I have

not'' had an opportunity of seeing it myself, and

therefore cannot show it to you; but as gall-flies

are by no means rare, and you may easily rear a

brood of flies from the galls, you may have a

chance of meeting with it. I will therefore quote

to you what llennie says about it.

" There can be no doubt, that the mother gall-

fly makes a hole in the plant for the purpose of

depositing her eggs. She is furnished with an ad-

mirable ovipositor for that express purpose, and

Swammerdam actually saw a gall-fly thus depo.-it-

ing her eggs, and we have recently witnessed the

same in several instances. In some of these in-

sects the ovipositor is conspicuously long, even

when the insect is at rest; but in others, not above

a line or two of it is visible, till the belly of the

insect be gently pressed. When this is done to

the fly that produces the currant-gall of the oak,

the ovipositor may he seen isjuiug from a sheath

in form of a small curved needle, of a chesnut-

brown colour, and of a horny substance, and three

times as long as it at first appeared.

"What is most remarkable in this ovipositor is,

that it is much longer than the whole body of the

insect, in whose belly it is lodged in a sheath, and,

from its horny nature, it cannot be either shortened

or lengthened. It is on this account that it is bent

into the same curve as the body of the insect.

The mechanism by which this is eifected is similar

to that of the tongue of the woodpeckers [Picidce,)

which, though rather short, can be darted out far

beyond the beak by means of a forked bone at the

root of the tongue, which is thin and rolled up like

the spring of a watch. The base of the ovipositor

of the gall-fly is, in a similar way, placed near the

anus, runs along the curvature of the back, makes
a turn at the breast, and then, following the curve

of the belly, appears again near where it origi-

nates.

" With this instrument the mother gall-fly pier-

ces the pait of a plant which she selects, and, ac-

cording to our older naturalists, 'ejects into the

cavity a drop of her corroding liquor, and immedi-

ately lays an egg or more there; the circulation

of the sap being thus interrupted, and thrown, by

the poison, into a fermentation that burns the con-

tiguous parts and changes the natural colour. The
sap, turned from its proper channel, extravasates

and flows round the eggs, while its surface is dried

by the external air, and hardens into a vaulted

form.' Kirby and Spence tell us, that the parent-

fly introduces her egg 'into a puncture made by
her curious .spiral sting, and in a few hours it be-

comes surrounded with a fleshy chamber. M.
Viery says, the gall-tubercle is produced by irrita-

tion, in the same way as an inflamed tumour in an

animal body, by the swelling of the cellular tissue,

and the flow of liquid matter, which changes the

organization, and alters the natural external form

From "The IIoujc Trtasm-j-.'

For the Children.

Wbich Fear is (he ficstP

A new scholar arrived after the beginning of

the terra of the academy; a well-dressed, fine

looking lad, whose appearance all the boys liked

There was a set of fellows who immediately sur

rounded and invited him to join their carousals.

They had frolics, and 1 suppose the boy

pretty well what that means. They used to spend

their money in eating and drinking and amuse
mcnts, and often run up large bills, which friend;

found it hard to pay. They wanted the new

scholar to join them; and they always contrived, selves industriously on their own holdings, and

by lausjhiug at him, or reproaching him, to get] rapidly rising in the social scale, while command- ,i

almost'any boy they wanted into their meshes, jing the respect of all classes of the community.

The new boys were afraid not to yield to them, and some of whom are, to a limited extent, them-

This new scholar refused their invitations. They 'selves the employers of hired labour, paid for 3

called him mean and stingy—a charge boys are either in money or in kind, is, I am happy to

particularly sore at hearing. "Mean!" he an- think, not only steadily increasing, but at the pre-

1

swered :
" and where is the generosity of spending sent moment is far more extensive than was antici-

1

money which is not my own, and which is to be pated by those who are cognizant of all that took (

.supplied again with no sacrifice on my part? place in this colony in the earlier day of negro

i

Stingy ! where is the stinginess of not choosing to
j

freedom. There can be no doubt, in fact, that an '

be money of my friends in order to spend it in a
1
independent, respectable, and, I believe, trust-

way which tho^e friends would disapprove of? for

after all, our money must come from them— as we

cannot earn it ourselves. No, boys, I do not mean

to spend one farthing in a way that 1 should be

ashamed to account of to my lather and mother if

they should ask mo."
" Eh, not out of you leading-strings, then.

'Fraid of your father ; 'fraid of his whipping you
;

fraid of your mother ! Won't she give you a sujrar

I

independent, respectable, and, I belies

worthy middle class is rapidly forming."

Bankrupt Jamaica is rising from the ruin for

which she is indebted to slavery. The late census

shows an increase in population of sixty thousand

since 1851, and the average revenue for the last

four years is upward of twenty-six thousand pounds

in advance of the closing year of slavery. Her
emancipated population are becoming to a large

extent, growers of various articles for exportation,

plum," they cried in mocking tones. "And yet
j

which will be trebled and quadrupled as they learn

you are trying to make me afraid of you !" said

the new scholar boldly. " You want me to be

afraid of not doing as you say. But which, I

should like you to tell me, is the best sort of fear

—

the fear of some of my school-fellows, which is

likely to lead me into everything low, weak and

contemptible; or fear of my parents—which will

inspire me to things manly and noble : Which
fear is the best?"

The boys felt there was no headway to be made
against such a new scholar. All they said hurt

themselves more than him, and they liked better

to be out of his way than in it— all the bad boys

I mean. The others gathered around him, and

never did they work or play with greater relish,

tban while he was their companion and friend.

" They study better and play better where he is,"

said the principal. " Hunt is a choice fellow, and

to economize their labour and turn it to the best

account; and, if the island can command the capi-

tal necessary to carry into effect an act to which,

after many unsuccessful attempts, they have ob-

tained the assent of the crown, sanctioning the intro-

duction of Coolie immigrants, under similar regu-i

lations to those which have operated so beneficiallyjj

in Trinidad and British Guiana, there is everji

reason to believe that agricultural and commerciali

prosperity will result to Jamaica, such as she neveii

realized at any former period of her history. j

BRITISH GUIANA AND TRINIDAD.

No cry of ruin is heard here. The colonists

after the prostration following the equalization of

the sugar duties iu 1846, set themselves, with be-

^

coming energy, to apply a remedy, and make thef

best of the circumstances. A large number oii

carries more influence than any hoy iu the school.! free labourers from India have been introduced,*

You can't put him down. Everything mean and! under laws and regulations which insure their kindl

bad sneaks out of his way." and equitable treatment : and all classes are liv-il

*-«^ [ing in wealth and comfort never dreamed of under'
A Living TfVi/u>.—Dear Friends, keep your the curse of slavery. This government occupies a

meetings in the fear and name of the living God ;! proud pre-eminence above all the other local gov-
aud he very diligent in waiting upon him in his ernments of the British W'est Indies with regard

to the interest it has manifested in the intellectual

and moral elevation of the labouring classes ; and
more is done by the authorities here for the edu-

in hi;

gifts : give not leave for your minds to wander,

and none to give way to drowsiness and sleeping in

meetings ; for surely it is even a shame to us that

this thing, to wit, sleeping in the assemblies of the; cation of the people than in all the other emanci
saints, should be found among any of us

;
truly

|

pated colonies together. The revenue, imports and
Friends, this very thing oftentimes greatly burdens; exports, all show a large advance upon the most
the seed of God in the hearts ol many of his prosperous times of slavery. The sugar crop of
children :—wherefore, watch and war against it, h 857 was the largest ever made in Ihe colony,
and wait to feel life in yourselves, to quicken both 'phat was exceeded in 1858, and that again by the
oul and body, in the work, worship and service of crops of 1859, 1860, and 1861. It is not without
the living God ; that a living sacrifice from his own
spirit we may ofler unto him. For his worship is

a living worship, and performed in and by his liv-

ing spirit ; in which let us wait diligently upon the

Lord, and a preparation we shall witness thereby

;

and feel and enjoy his presence, and be edified, en-

livened and warmed thereby, though no words be

heard amongst us.—WiUiam Bcnnet.

rti;rlj RiKrum tlif Uudui

IVcst India Emancipatioii.

AURICULXUBAI- TROSPERITY.

One of the results of emancipation in Jamaica
is the formation of a large middle class, who are

cultivating land on their own account, and who are

rapidly advancing in intelligence and the habits of

civilized life. The intelligent Governor of Jamaica,
in the last Blue Book relative to the West Indies,

says of the emancipated negroes

:

" The proportion of those who are settling them-

that the inhahitai ts proudly speak of it as
" the magnificent province." It is not easy to

overestimate the benefits which emancipation has

conferred upon British Guiana.

Trinidad presents another remarkable illustration

of tbe advantages arising from the substitution of

free for slave labour. Here, also the colonists, in-

stead of folding their hands in indolence, and
croaking the cuckoo-note of ruin, as the planters

in Jamaica did, have set themselves manfully to

face and overcome their diflBculties ; and the con-

sequence is a degree of prosperity to the island

far beyond anything known in its foruier history.

To develope the resources of this rich and beauti-

ful country, Coolie immigration, as in British Gui-
ana, has been resorted to with the best results.

While the immigrants themselves, under the vigi-

lant protection of the home government, are placed

in circumstances of comfort and advantage beyond
aoything they could attain in their own country,
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'-* lieir labours, with that of the Creole population,

Tiven a powerful impulse to agriculture ami
omuiuree. A greatly eularged reveuue, imports

* onsiderably more than doubled, the exports of

ugar and molasses increased about a hundred per

ent., and cocoa filty per cent., are amoui' the

Toofs that emancipation has been a blessing to

'riuidad, and opened for her a career of prosperity

nd profit to which it would be difficult to assign

imits ; as immense tracts of virgin soil, of the

best character only await the necessary labour
make them productive of golden harvests.

Barbadoes has received no immigrants, and had
10 labour except that of the emancipated negroes;

lut the condition of the colony furnishes a complete
llustratiou of the advantages which have resulted

rom emancipation to all parties concerned. In

very part of this lovely isle the visitor finds him-

elf surrounded by evidences of the industry of a

lunierous and thriving population, and sees before

lim a country in the highest state of cultivation,

nly to be paralleled by the riche=t portions of the

igricultural districts of England. Here the an-

lual revenue is more than quadrupled since the

bolilion of slavery, the imports doubled, and the

innual crop of sugar advanced above a hundred
3er cent, upon the palmiest days of the old slave

system. Because of the labour which is available

d is very dear— about one hundred pounds an
icre ; and it is not an uncommon thing lor a sugar i

plantation now to sell for considerably more than

t was worth, with all its slaves attached to it, be-

bre emancipation. Hincks, the governor, justly]

observes: "In this island there can be no doubt
atever that emancipation has been a boon to all

jlasses."

In St. Vincent the decline in sugar cultivation is

balanced by the increase in the export of arrow-

root which has advanced under freedom from 00,-

000 lbs. to 1,352,250 lbs., and the exportation of

eocoanuts is also large.

Concerning Granada, Sewell says :

"In 1632, two years prior to emancipation, the

value of Grenadian exports was £153,175, consid-

erably less than it is now. The fact is that sugar!

the only article of export in which the island!

can be said to have suffered a decline. I do not

for a moment deny the importance or significance!

of that decline; but it should be remembered that,;

minor articles, such as cocoa, the island is

producing double now what it produced twenty-five,

years ago. The imports of Grenada also showi

that its coloured population are not in a worse]

condition than they were at any period in their

past history. In 1857 the imports, of which over

one-third were provisions from the United States,

amounted to £109,000, against £78,000, £73,000,
and £77,000, during the three years immediately

preceding emancipation."

Tobago, like most of the other islands, has ex-

hibited decided signs of revival during the last few

years ; while in St. Lucia, the export of sugar has

been doubled with free labour, and that ot cocoa

Dearly trebled ; the imports having advanced a

hundred per cent, since the year of emancipation.

Bb&idas A/UigHa,tho head of the Leeward govern-

ment, there are included in it the islands of Do-
minica, Nevis, Montserrat, St. Kitts, and the

Virgin Islands, the latter of which produce little

or no sugar. They arc not largely productive, but

they compare favourably now with the exports du-

ring the slavery system. The sugar exportation,

for ten years prior to 1832, averaged 45,420,000

lbs. In 1858, since which they have been steadily

increasing, they exported 48,145,000 lbs. The
average of imports, during the same ten years

prior to 1833, was £298,000. lu 1858 the im-

ports amounted to £514,835, showing an excess of
sugar production with free labour of 2,725,000
lbs., and an excess of imports with free labour of

£216,835 sterling.

SUPERIOR ElONOMV Of FREE LABOUR.

Experience demonstrates the superior economy
of free over slave labour. — Sewell gives the fol-

lowing illustration, furnished by — Hincks, the

Governor of Barbadoes, who has the credit, both
with his friends and political opponents, of possess-

ing a more than ordinary degree of talent and
acuteness as a financier and as a man of business :

" As to the relative cost of slave and free labour
in this colony, I can supply facts on which the

most implicit reliance can be placed. They have
been furnished to me by the proprietor of an estate]

containing three hundred acres of land, and situ-;

ated at a distance of about twelve miles from the

shipping port. The estate referred to produced,

during slavery, an annual average of 140 hhds. oil

sugar of the present weight, and required 230
slaves. It is now worked by ninety free labourers

—sixty adults, and thirty under sixteen years of!

age. Its average product during the last seven
years (1858,) has been 194 hhds. The total cost'

of labour has been £770 16s., or £3 19s. 2d. per
hhd. of 1,700 lbs. The average ot pounds of sugar!

to each labourer during slavery was 1,043 lbs.,j

and during freedom 3,660 lbs. To estimate the,

cost of slave labour, the value of 230 slaves mustj

be ascertained; and I place them at what would
have been a low average—£50 sterling each

—

which would make the entire stock amount to

£11,500. This, at six per cent, interest, which,'

in such property, is much too low an estimate,

would give £690. Cost of food, clothing, and'

medical attendance 1 estimate at £3 10s., making]
£305. Total cost, XI,495, or £10 12s. per hhd.,

while the cost of free labour on the same estate is

under £4.''

Utterly groundless are the assertions which have
been indulged that emancipation has failed, and]

that it has brought ruin upon the proprietary and!
peasantry of the West Indies.

If insolvent planters, ruined by slavery and
their own extravagance, have failed to carry on;

an extensive sugar and coffee cultivation without

capital, and have consequently been compelled to]

relinquish their estates; it others have not succeeded

,

in the attempt to make free men work without

wages, and have thereby injured their own or theiri

employers' interest by driving the labourers from

the plantations ; and if the British government, by
suddenly depriving the colonists of tlie monopoly ot]

the British market, threw them into competition

with other producers, for which they were not pre-

pared, thus bringing to a crisis the ruin which liad

been in progress for more than half a century

—

none of these can, with truth, be classed with the

results of emancipation. They have retarded the

success of the great experiment, but it has been,

successful notwithstanding, even in that economical]

point of view in which its opponents have been so

eager to pronounce emancipation a failure. The
triumphant results which it has already wrought

out in nearly the whole of the colonies, and wlJicii!

it is rapidly producing in all the others, prove that]

it is always wise and safe to do right, and leave

the consequences to the all- wise Bispeuser of event.-.]

The predictions of alarmists have been completely

falsified. It would be difficult to conceive a wider

contrast between the condition of things as the]

planters imagined they would be— the idleness]

and debauchery, the ruin and desolation they werei

siii-e would follow the emancipation of the slaves^

—and those features of rural industry and domes-

tic comfort, improving agriculture and growing
opulence, awakening intelligence and moral pro-

gris-,
_ which are exhibited in the emancipated

euluuirs. Slavery was the destroyer; emancipation
i.^ tin- re.-toror. The one tended invariably through
its whole history to impoverishment and ruin

; the

other has awakened industry and confidence, and
laid broad and deep the foundations of lasting pros-

perity and v/ealth.

None but dreaming enthusiasts could expect
that emancipation would all at once, as if by
miracle, restore the wasted substance of the plan-

ters, and advance the down-trodded negroes

—

debased and imbruted by life-long slavery, and
excluded from mental and moral culture—to a
high degree of intelligence, civilization, and virtue,

such as can be found only among thn.se who have
been favoured through life with educational ad-

vantages, and civil and religious liberty. All that

could be reasonably hoped for has been realized.

The nation has been freed from the sin and shame
of sanctioning and perpstuating what the conscience

of the people felt to be a system of oppression and
crime, which reflected dark dishonour upon a

Christian people and government. The dread of

insurrection and servile war, which day and night

haunted the colonists while slavery existed, has
given place to a sense of perfect security ; so that,

instead of a considerable military force, supported

by a formidable and expensive militia embodiment,
to keep the slaves in awe, a few native police, ap-

pointed chiefly from among the peasantry them-
selves, are found sufficient for the maintenance of

peace and good order. The progress of depopula-

tion under slavery, which threatened to leave the

islands without inhabitants, has been checked, and
the native Creoles are rapidly increasing in num-
ber. An improved cultivation has been adopted,
and machinery introduced to an extent never

dreamed of under the old system, which, while it

gives profit to the grower, enables him to supply

the British public with sugar at about half the

price it bore under slavery and protection. The
practical atheism with which slavery overspread

the colonies has given place to the benign and hal-

lowing influences and institutions of religion. The
Bible, to the slave a sealed book, is now open and
free to the emancipated negro; the Sabbath, of

which he was plundered, and which, throughout
the slave islands, was desecrated as the market-

day, has been restored, and is now kept holy;

while the divine institution of marriage, then dis-

regarded and superseded by universal concubinage,

is now generally honoured. The revenues of all

the islands have been nearly doubled. A more
profitable market has been opened for the em-
ployment of British shipping, and the consumption

ot British manufactures; while hordes of wretched,

discontented slaves, robbed of all human rights,

ground to the dust by oppression and cruelty, and

rapidly wasting away, have been transformed into

a satisfied, industrious, and improving peasantry;

acquiring property for themselves, and grateful lor

the advantages which the philanthrophy and the

religion of the nation have conferred upon them.

For "Tbe Friend."

Though the early history of Friends shows they

had trials from a self-confident spirit, opposed to the

government of the churcli, yet there was preserved

on the immutable foundation a body of living,

humb'ie-minded members, who kept the faith, and

who loved one another as children of our heavenly

Father, and sought one another's real welfare in

;he Truth. They were tender of the conclusions

which the Society came to for its preservation in

the comely order of the gospel, and for each others
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growth from stature to stature, until they became

luen aud women iu Christ Jesus. Some remarks

mude by John Banks, who bad his share, of the

trials of the day, present a cheering picture of the

love and harmony which the lamb-like spirit of

the Redeemer produces iu those who entirely give

up to its sanctifying power, and live aud walk

alter its teachings aud leadings. He says :

" The Lord our God, even the true and living

God, hath promised that he will never break

bis covenant with his people, nor alter the word

that is gone out of his mouth. This covenant

which he has uiade with, and renewed unto his

people, is an everlasting covenant of life and peace,

even the sure mercies of David, of which he daily

makes those wituesses, who break not covenant

with him, but retain their first love and zeal for

his name and truth. His name is above every

name, his truth is as precious as in the beginning,

aud his glory shines over all in this day; endless

praises unto him ! He hath gathered many into

his unchangeable covenant, and made them nigh

uuto himself, who are his true-born sons aud
daughters; children of the promise, quickened
and raised up from a state of death, to serve him
in newness of life. The work is his own, and the

praise and glory belong unto him forever.

" Herein are the sure mercies known, the dura-

ble riches, and the living substance fed upon. He
nourished us by the virtue of his Woid of life,

when we were young and tender, which made us

grow up before him in stature and in strencrth,

with our hearts filled with love to him, our Father,

and in love and unity one with another. All our

life long, to this day, hath he been ready to baud
forth a suitable supply to our conditions, as we in

faithfulness waited upon him. His word is made
good aud his promise fulfilled, I will never leave
Ihce, nor forsake thee, worm Jacob, wJio art little

and hm- in thine own eyes, that duelkst in the low
valley, abiding in thy tent, and dost not himt
abroad npon the mountains of imagination. The
promise is yea and amen, forever to the seed of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The blessinc that
makes rich is obtained and partaken of, in the seed
and covenant of life, Christ Jesus. I will give
thee for a covenant unto the people, and for a light
unto the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salva-
tion uuto the ends of the earth. This is he whom
God hath giveu unto us, and we have believed ou,
and received him, so that he has become our light,

life and everlasting salvation ; the High Priest of
our profession

; our Redeemer and Restorer ; our
everlasting Shepherd ; who by his mighty power
hath brought us unto his fold of rest, where true
peace is; magnified be his name forever.

'' Dear Friends everywhere, whom God hath
quickened, aud raised from death to life, by the
clfectual workiug of his power, be ye all stirred up
in a holy zeal and true tenderness, to consider
what manner of persons you ought to bo; bein>'
uiiudful what the Lord hath done for you, ever
since you were a people; whom he hath made to
be his jieople, who wure not his people— I say let
your oousideratiou be serious in this matter, that so
every one of you, iu this day of his power, may
bear a faithful testimony for the living God, aud
the suflicieucy of his power aud Holy Spirit, against
the old enemy and adversary, the devil, anil his
dark power and spirit. For truly, good is the
Lord, and faithful iu all his promises to them who
wait upon him, as you yourselves are witncs.ses.
Although our travels iu times past, were under
great exercise and deep afHiction, with weeping and
mournin;;, with our hands upon our loins

; and al-
though many have been our trials both within aud
without, the Lord by the all-sufficiency of his

!

power, hath wrought our deliverance, as we relied

upon the same, so that sorrow and sighing are fled

away, and everlasting joy is sprung up
;
yea, end-

!less joy is known here, endless comfort aud satis-

faction ; where we can praise the Lord together in

the beauty of holiness, being arrayed with the

clothing of his spirit, which makes us all comely

before God, even the Spirit of Truth, the Comforter.

Our unity and fellowship stands in the spirit and

in the truth that comes from the God of Truth,

who is light, aud in him is no darkness at all ; in

which, as we live and dwell, we have unity one

with another, and all the powers of hell and

death are not able to break us asunder, nor an

I unclean spirit to hurt U;; for we have salvation for

walls and bulwarks, and there is no destroying iu

all God's holy mountain. For the destroying,

wasting, and dividing spirit, aud cunning deceit, is

upon Esau's mountain and in Cain's field; out

from the life and power, the true light aud fear of

the living God ; who is a God of order, aud pre-

serves all his children and people in a comely or-

der, living a godly life and holy conversation in

all their undertakings ; to the end that they may
honour and glorify him in their day, by bringing

forth much fruit, faithfully waiting upon, and wor-

shipping and serving him.
" Oh ! the love of our God unto us; the great

care and tenderuess he hath had over us, ever

since we were a people, that we might be faithful

labourers iu his vineyard. Did he call us to be

idle? Surely nay. Did he give a gift unto male
and female, that we should hide it in the earth,

and not improve it to do his glory'? Oh! nay.

Halh he done so much for us that we should al-

ways be as children, and neither speak nor act as

men? Surely nay ; but that we should grow up
iu stature and strength before him, as perfect men
and women in Christ Jesus our holy Head, that

we might all work together, as a body fitly framed
in holy order, in his heavenly power and spirit,

which leads into purity aud holiness, love and true

unity, which stand in the spirit, where no rent is,

and where no strife nor separation can enter.
" Through the blessed working of his all-suf-

ficient power, the Lord in his love brought us to-

gether and made us a people, and hath preserved
us so, to his praise and our eternal comfort. Aud
it is the work of the devil, by his evil power and
dark spirit, and wicked instruments actuated there-

by, to divide and scatter us asunder. But my
testimony for God, to you my friends, which still

lives in my heart, is to the allsufficieucy of his

power. Keep close to that which first gathered
you near to the Lord and one unto another, who
hath placed his uame amongst you ; and then not
all the powers of hell and death, or any unclean
spirit, shall be able to separate, or hurt, or break
you asunder, for the power of God is your foun-
dation. Settle upon this, for it stands sure and is

of God's own laying ; be ye as weighty stones of
his building, and then you cannot be moved by all

the strength of man's reasoning, nor by all the
cunning of the fallen wisdom of Satan; but as your
dwelling is in the pure light, and as you retain the
feeling sense of the divine life, and keep clo.se to
the power, you will be enabled to say, the Lord
our God is the true and living God, and besides
him there is not another; and therefore we will

trust iu him and rely upon his power and holy
Spirit, which is all-sufficient forever."

The foundation of the Church of Christ remains
the same and stands sure. Happy is it for all

those who are built upon it, and who by humble
watchfulness and obedience to the Holy Spirit are
preserved steadfast, immoveable, aboundiu'T in the
love and work of the Lord. Where any have

slidden from this alone sure foundation, and los

the tenderness of spirit which they once possessed

and their love and unity with the brethren, thei

future peace and happiness will depend upon re ,

turning to their first love, in which they followei

their Lord and Master through suffering and re

joicing, and were instrumental in building other

up in the faith and love of the gospel. The enem;

is busy with various snares to deceive and entra)

the superficial professor, notwithstanding all hi

learning and apprehended acquirements. Ou
ouly means of preservation is to be found in low

liness of mind, in the fear of the Lord, waitin;

upon and faithfully following him in the wori

which he assigns for us to do. To realize th:

beautiful and prosperous condition described by J

Banks, we must humble ourselves under the Lord'

mighty hand and let him make us vessels of hon

our for his house and use, and then he will enabl

us to glorify him, and spread his testimonies in th*

earth, in their primitive purity and brightness.

Comparatively, she esteemed praise much mort

excelleut than prayer ; not only as it is more likt

the employment of the holy angels, and the spirits

of just men made perfect ; but as it is less selfish

and hath a more immediate aspect upon God,

Our own necessities constrain us to cry to God foi

relief; and the worst men will pray,—yea, and

make vows—when they are in lear; but only good

men will return to pay their acknowledgements.'

when their turn is served. All the ten lepers criei"

for mercy ; but where were the nine ? There was

but one of them found to render thanks !

—

Life oj

Elizabetli, Walker.
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In our last number we took occasion to call the,

attention of our readers, particularly those in the,

earlier walks of life, to the many privileges con-

nected with membership in the religious Society

of Friends ; specifying some of those which con-

tribute largely to the enjoyment of social and do-

mestic life; and endeavouring to bring home to all,

the obligation to prize the various benefits thua,

conferred, in proportion to the good they may be

made the means of eflfecting, if rightly estimated,

and improved. The subject is one well worthy of

frequent and serious reflection.

It is one of the beautiful characteristics in tbef

economy of the church of Christ, that, in the mosi
important sense, all its members stand upon equali

ground, and are united together in bonds of tri"

fraternity :
" One is your master, even Christ, ani

all ye are brethren." There is diversity of gifti

and differences of attainment, but no distinctii

conferring superiority or authority of one over aa
other, except it be that growth in grace, acooffl'

panying long continued obedience, whereby expert
euce in the mysteries of the gospel, and knowled
in the administration of the aflairs of the churcl

have been attained to. Such as these are worthy)
of and should receive double honour, but they
ever bear in mind the saying of their Master, "he
that is greatest among you shall be your servant."

Let the gifts dispensed be what they may, they are

each and all derived from the same Holy Head;
and the recipients of those gifts, however dissimilar

ill natural understanding or acquired knowledge,
are baptised by the one Spirit into one body; and
no one member, no particular class of members, be

Iheir position in the body what it may, if they keep

in their proper places, can presume to arrogate the

functions ot the whole body, or to lightly esteem
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r set at naught the gifts and services of any mem-
;rs, however humble such members may be. For

God hath set the members, every one of them, in

je body as it has pleased him," and no one of!

aese members can say to another, I have no need

f thee ; that thus, " there should be no schism in

be body; but that the members should have the

ime care one for another."

Ecclesiastical history, since the days of the Apos-

es and their immediate successors, is very much a

scord of the evils resulting in the professing church

:om a departure from this divinely instituted polity,

n the progress of declension and priestly usurpa-

which took place during the darkness that sue-

ed the effulgence of the light shed upon the

rimitive believers, a class of men, set apart by

an ordination for the offices in the church, and

ssuming the title of clergy, in contradistinction to

be great body of professors, whom tliey termed the

iity, claimed the right to dictate and to govern in

11 matters pertaining to religion : and although,

1 the gradual progress of light and knowledge,

manifold evils resulting from this anti-chris-

system have been measurably curtailed, it still

lore or less oppresses the various religious denomi-

ations, except Friends ; fettering their members
;

ebarring them from a full participation in the ser-

ices and privileges belonging to the true believers;

nd obstructing and delaying the spread of the

imple, spiritual and unadulterated truths of the

1. That the evils inseparable from a state of

jings so contrary to that provided for in the cou-

titution of the Church of Obrist, are seen and felt

y very many of those suffering from them, we

annot doubt; and well will it be for the cause of

ital Christianity, when all other religious bodies,

ke Friends, have freed themselves from this hierar-

hical thraldom.

A modern English writer, depicting some of the

orrowful con.^equences attendant upon this unau-

horized distinction, makes use of the following

anguage. "No less general, and far more mis-

liievous, is another delusion by which the same

vord, ini/tistri/, is confounded with the cliurcli.

Je who enters into the ministry of the church is

,aid to go into the church, as though he were not

n it before : the body of the ministers too, tke

'lergy, are commonly called the church, and, by a

fery unfortunate but inevitable consequence, are

'requently looked upon as forming, not merely a

)art, but the whole of the church. * * * * Hence
n ordinary life, the still greater evil, that the

nore peculiar duties of the christian profession, as

istinct from those enjoined by human ethics, are

leld to be incumbent on the clergy alone, whereby

heir labours are deprived of help which they

night otherwise receive, and which they greatly

Indeed, they themselves are far too ready

o monopolize their office, and to regard all inter-

erence of the laity, in spiritual or ecclesiastical

natters, as an impertinent intrusion. On the other

iand, the laity, instead of being invited and en-

louraged to deem themselves integral members of

|.he church, and sharers in all the blessed duties of

t!hristian fellowship, are led to fancy that these are

'ihings in which they have no concern, and that all

Lbey have to do with the church, is to go on a

Sunday to the building which bears its name, and

;hat if they only bring themselves to listen, they

bay leave it to the preacher to follow his own ex-

ijortations."

1 How strongly such a state of things contrasts

with the rights and privileges enjoyed by the mem-
bers of the religious Society of Friends. The same
Divine Hand which brought our forefathers out

from the observance of the cumbrous and useless

forms and ceremonies that have so generally ob-

tained among professing christians, freed them exacting priests, or joyfully entering noisome pri-
from this yoke of bondage; and those principles of hods rather than admit their unchristian claims; to

christian liberty and church government laid down maintain the incompatibility of an oath with the
by the Apostle in his epistle to the Corinthians, command of Christ, though at the cost of liberty
were incorporated into the discipline and usages of and life, exacted by the straightest professors; and
the Society in its earliest days, to be applied ac- in the midst of persecution and contempt, to estab-
cording to the varying times and circumstances of ,'lish a system of internal government which had
its future existence.

I for its objects the promotion of the spiritual and
Christ's headship in the church; his right to temporal well being of the members individually,

dispense his gifts to whomsoever he may see fit, and the edification of the church, alone ? In a word,
whether man or woman; the free exercise of those how was it, that, two hundred years ago, that baud
gifts when and where He may qualify therefor; and of noble protestauts and martyrs, founded and
the equal rights of all the members, acting in his, left for their successors a religious a.ssociation.

Spirit and for his honour, to take part in adminis- 1
combining in its acknowledged principles, all that

tering the affairs of the church are severally ac- [pertains to a pure christian church, and by its

knowledged, and all the members, individually and usages and discipline conferring on its members the

collectively, are authorized and enjoined to give .many blessed privileges we enjoy to this day ?

their aid in carrying them into cfl'jct.
j

Was it the study of the scriptures that gave
It is a great privilege to be freed from the pre- them the remarkable clearness of vision, and clothed

scribed and studied ministrations of a man, how- 1 them with the necessary wisdom and strength to

ever versed he may be in the divinity of the schools, [carry into practice the glorious truths they thus
who being regularly employed for the purpose, and

I

discovered ? They highly valued and loved the
monopolizing the right to pre.ieh and publicly pray scriptures, believing them to be " given by iuspira-

for the congregation that engages him, must, as tion of God,'' and not doubting that they were
regularly, perform "the service'' for his audience; "able to make wise unto salvation, through Jaitk
no one of whom, however clearly "anything [may] that is in Christ Jesus." But other religious pro-

be revealed to him," or to her, is allowed to de-
[
lessors .set the scriptures higher than they did; be-

liver it, although the apostle tells the believers in[lieved that in them they had eternal life ; contended
his day, " Ye may all prophesy [or preach] one for the absolute necessity of a knowledge of their

by one, that all may learn and all be comforted." contents to salvation ; studied them in their original

And it is no less a privilege, enjoyed by Friends [language in their schools, and elaborated learned

exclu-ively, that in our own meetings for Divine iCommentarieson themin their colleges; and accused

worship, each individual member may engage in i Friends of being heretics, because they would not

that worship which is in spirit and in truth, inde- admit them to be the primary rule of faith and
pendent of hearing or doing, and in reverent silent practice. And yet these zealous and expert scrip-

waiting, experience a secret sense of that heart- [turians had failed to discover many of the simple

changing Power which contrites the spirit before truths promulgated by George Fox and his coad-

the Lord and prepares an acceptable sacrifice, 'jutors,—truths, which, since that day, have been
whether of prayer or praise, though no minister be ' acknowledged as such, by nearly every religious

there and no vocal sound be uttered.
j

denomination,—and they scoffed at the spiritual

When contemplating these various privileges en- 1 views and self-denying obligations of the religion

joyed by the members of our religious Society, the i
of Jesus, to uphold which those undaunted con-

query naturally arises in the mind, to what cause Jfessors gladly suffered bitter persecution. Then,

are we to attribute the adoption by its founders, ofjas now, these things were hidden from the wise

a faith so simple, so comprehensive, so scriptural ? land prudent, and revealed unto babes,

a faith, which, while agreeing with the fundamen-
[

Was it the talents and learning they brought

tal doctrines held by other othodox religious de-'to bear upon this most important of all subjects;

nominations, is expurgated of the many hurtful seizing upon truth by the force of genius, and un-

or needless rites and ceremonies, so generally in- folding the mysteries of the heavenly kingdom by

corporated with their profession of 'christianity ; the subtilties of logical reasoning? Undoubtedly

and which, when carried out to its legilimate fruits, i

there were men ofstrong intellectual power, and well-

obliged them to bear testimony, singly and unit- [taught in the schools, among them, but George Fox,

edly, against the many evils in the world which though evidently a man of good understanding,

were not only indulged in by men of the world, 'had comparatively little literary education, and

but sanctioned or tolerated by the teachings of the the most of the converts to the faith he preached,

professing church ; while at the same time they [were men and women, in this respect like himself,

secured to every true convert to this faith, all the so that of them, as ol' the primitive believers, it

rights and privileges designed to be enjoyed by the I'uight be said, ' Ye see your calling brethren, how

disciples of Christ, while in a militant state. How; that not many wise men after the flesh, not many
was it, that amid the bigotry and intolerance that !

mighty, not many noble are called."

surrounded them, they "were enabled to see the
[

i'hey bore conclusive testimony themselves that

right of man, as an accountiible being, to liberty of it was neither by studying the scriptures ; the pow-

couscience, and to contend for it, by griovous[ers of the natural mind ; nor the assistance of

suffering, until they had obtained it for all ; to see learning and worldly wisdom, that they were what

and to declare the opposition of Christianity to all
I

they were, and did what they did. But they

war and bloodshed, and to meekly maintain their: united in ascribing all these things to giving heed

testimony amid the convulsions of a nation strug- to the glorious day-spring from on high, until

gling to secure, by arms, itsliberties from the aggre.-- the day dawned and the day-star arose in their

sions of a tyrant, when all parties believed it right hearts; by the light of which their spiritual eyes

to appeal to the sword, and resorted to the scrip-! were open to see the truth as it is in Jesus, and

tures to justify the bloody arbitrament ; to proclaim being redeemed from the power of sin and the pre-

liberty to the captive, though all christian maritime judices of education, they came to realize the fnl-

nations were competing in the slave trade ; to in- ness of the blessing of the gospel of Christ, and

sist that the gospel must be preached without money .were made preachers of righteousness and peace

and without price, while they devoted their lives to [to others.

promulgating it throughout the length and breadth ^ William Penn, speaking of the efficacy of the

of the land, leaving' their homes to bo ravaged by preaching of George Fox, gives th's br cf but
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comprehensive exhibit of the grand cause which

brouirht forth the blessed effects to which we

have" been alluding. " For as it reached the

couscieuce and broke the heart, and brought

many to a sense and search, so ihat which

people had been vainlij seeking ivithont, with much

pains and cost, they, by this ministry, fotcnd

uitliin, where it was they wanted what they sought

for, viz., the right way to peace with God. For

they were directed to the light of Jesus Christ

within them, as the seed and leaven of the kingdom

of God; near all, because in all, aud God's talent

in all—a faithful and true witness, and just moni-

tor in every bosom—the gift and grace of God to

life and salvation, that appears to all, though few

regard it." " Thi-, " says he in anotherplace, " the

Light of Christ within, as God's gift for man's sal-

vation," was their '• fundamental principle, which

is the corner stone of their fabric," and "?.as the

root of the goodly tree of doctrines that grew and

branched out from it."

Two centuries have passed away siuee George

Fox entered upon his divinely authorized mission,

and our religious Society was gathered to repub-

lish primitive Christianity to the world. Notwith-

standing the changes and trials occurring in those

lengthened out years, in proportion as it has ad-

hered to the doctrines and testimonies promulgated

by its founders, allowing them to govern in the

church, aud in the lives and manners of the mem-
bers, it has enjoyed internal peace, vital religion

has been known to flourish in its various branches

by its heavenly fruits ; and though comparatively

small, it has stood as a city set upon a hill which

cannot be hid. In the weakness that now pre^

vails throughout its borders, and the efforts mak
ing by many, under profession of restoring it to it

primitive brightness, it is well to ponder whethe
any good can be gained, by resort to means which
have failed to confer ou nthers, the many blessings

and privileges Friends have heretofore so richly

enjoyed.

SUM.M.iRY OF EVENTS.

FoKF.ifix.—Xen-s from England to the 22n.l ult. The
English journals continue to exp.itiate on the rebel re-

treat trom Yorktown and the eaptare of Xew Orleans
The Times speaks of the retreat from Yorktown as n

great reverse to the rebels, and enlarges on the diffi-

culties that inust arise in governing the South when the
United States have brought the rebels within thi

power. The Morning Post thinks the present position
of affairs eminently favourable for effecting a conipr
niise between the North and the South, but admits th
it would be no easy task to reconcile the requiremen
of both. The Daily News appears to exult in the co
tinued successes of the Federal arms, and defends tl

financial policy of the United States. Tlie Liverpool
Post regards the war as already virtually at an end
The Paris correspondence ofthe London Post giv

rnmor thai the French Government had decided to n
draw their troops from Mexico as soon as possible,
there is nothing to confirm this. The Liverpool cotton
market had advanced },d. The market for bread siufllV

and provisions was dull, prices nominal. Consols 93j
a93i. The minimum rate of interest of the Bank oi

England had been advanced to 3 per cent.
UxiTEi) States.— riryr/iia.—The valley of the She-

nandoah is again occupied by Federal troops. On the
30th, the rebel forces at Front Royal, were driven oul
by ft brigade of U. S. troops, and a considerable numbei
of prisoners were captured. Gen. Jackson and Ewcll
were understood to be in rapid retreat town! ij,:,
mountain fastnesses. The loss of stores at Vi-
and along the line of Gen. Bank's hurried nt;
t is said, amount to $2,000, noo. .Accurclini^r i,, ,| , ,, i

,

iaccount published in the Hi livi I'l
! 1 iiii.i.r \Ihmii

4,000of Bank's men were tM . i:|.: .-.; The entin
loss of the rebel army in til' i' H uit is ?aii
to have been only 100 nun i.;

; ,
!

"

;- were m'adi
by Gen. Fremont to throw a porii.m of the troops undei
his command, into the Vallev, in time to cut off the re
treat of the rebel army. With this object, Fremont

with a strong column crossed the mountain ranges by

and forced marches over difficult roads, and with

small means of transportation. After a march of neatly

I miles he overtook Jackson's army on the 1st inst.,

full retreat from Winchester. A skirmish ensued

1 a few prisoners were taken, but the rebels continued

their retreat. On the 2Tth, an engagement took place

Dover Court House, fifteen miles north of Richmond,
between some of Gen. M'Clellan's forces and those of the

bels, in which the latter were defeated with a loss of

tout 1000 men killed and wounded and 542 prisoners.

The Federal troops lost 379 in killed and wounded. On
the 1st inst. at noon, Gen. M'Clellan telegraphed to Wash-
igton, that a desperate battle had occurred near Rich-

lond. Ou the day previous, at one o'clock, p. m., the

ght flank of the U. S. army was attacked by the rebels,

ho in the early stages of the battle, inflicted heavy

losses on the Federal troops. Later in the day the

rebels were driven back at the point of the bayonet,

'hey attempted to renew the conflict on the morning of

be 1st., but were every where repulsed. Gen. Jl'Clellan

ays, " We have taken many prisoners, among whom are

Gen. Pettigrew and Col. Long. Our loss is heavy, but
that of the enemy must be enormous." During the bat-

le, Prof.Low's balloon was overlookingtheterritic scene,

rom an altitude of about 2000 feet. Telegraphic commu-
lication from the balloon to Gen. M'Clellan was kept
ip, and he was thus instantly informed of every impor-
aut movement upon the field. The fighting was not
enewed on the 2nd inst., and Gen. M'Clellan's forces
occupied a position in advance of that held by them
previotis to the engagement. The victory ofthe Federal
army is said to be more decided and important than
was at first supposed. The early occupation of Rich-
ond is anticipated. Gen. Wool has been relieved from

his charge at Fortress Monroe and Norfolk. Hehasbeen
succeeded by Major Gen. Dix. The Union feeling is

believed to be reviving. Large meetings have been held
in Norfolk and Portsmouth, at which patriotic speeches
were made, and much enthusiasm manifested.

NoTtli Carolina.—The inland water communicat
between the great sounds of this State and the City of
Norfolk and Hampton Roads, have been opened to st(

ers of light draught. There was no late news from
Newburn or other points. The Newburn Progress statei
that the North Carolina convention in session at Raleigh
have passed an ordinance, directing Governor Clark°to
discharge all volunteers in the Confederate army o
thirty-five years of age.

Arkansas.— 1\. is understood that the Federal forces
under Gen Curtis, had reached Little Kock, and occupied
the capital. Jlany of the inhabitants had fled, leavinr
only those who were loyal to the Union. The Governoi
and members ofthe Legislature fled on the approach of
the U. S. army. The Governor took lefuge in Missis-
sippi.

Mississippi.—Vicksburg has surrendered to the U. S.
fleet. Gen. Halleck continued his gradual approach
upon the rebel entrenchments at Corinth, and on thi
30th opened fire upon them from heavy batteries. I

soon appeared that the rebel army had abandoned their
stronghold and retreated southwards. The rebels were
pursued, and about 2000 were taken prisoners,
session of Corinth was taken without opposition. The
rebels had removed every gun, it was subsequently found
that the renjoval of troops and stores had been g'ointr on
for a week previous to the final evacuation. An e^
dition was despatched by Gen. Halleck to' Boone'
on the Mobtle and Ohio Railroad, for the ptirpose of
cutting off the rebel communications by that route Col
Elliott, the commander, .arrived there on the 30th, and
destroyed the track in many places, blew up a culvert,
burned the depot and locomotives, and a train of twenty

'

six cars with army supplies. He also destroyed 10,000
stiind of small arms, and took 2000 prisoners, whom
paroled, as he could not take them with the cavali
which formed the expedition. He found 2500 sick n
wounded rebels at Booneville.

ronneasw.—Memphis has been abandoned bv most of
its inhabitants. Refugees report that all the newspapers
have been removed to Granada, Miss. Fort Wrigli
.-ilill held by the rebels, but in consequence ofthe scarcity

1 ' " il, mostof their gunboats have been abandoned, ani
.'ins taken to Fult.m and Fort Randolph. A bridgL
i'cu constructed by the rebels near Fort Wright,

'•'I- which a retreat, whenever it becomes necessary, can
lie made. The Nashville Union of the 24th. says that
large qitantitics of tobacco were daily arrivinn- on cars
from the interior, and thai cotton was coming°in freely.

Louisiana.—The New Orleans dates are to the 22nd
ult. General Shcpley has assumed the duties of Mayor
Major Bell that of the Recorder of the City, and Captain
Jonas French has been ajjpointed Chief of Police. These

functionaries will take charge of the city until son

loyal citizens shall be elected to fill these offices. The
Bank of Commerce has re-opened its doors and corn-

iced business, refusing the rebel currency. Gen. But-

had distributed a thousand barrels of flour and beel

Dng the suffering poor of the city, and in other modes
was endeavouring to promote their comfort. The num-
ber of Union troops in or near New Orleans, is not far

from 20,000. Their health was quite good. There was
no cotton of consequence remaining at New Orleans,

d what little there was, is claimed as the property of

foreigners, who hold it for shipment as soon as the port

3 officially declared open. In the Red river district

there has been no cotton of moment planted this season.

Gen. Butler had ordered the circulation of Confederate

notes and bills to cease after the 27th ult. Some cotton

had arrived from Plaquemine, and considerable pro-

isions from the interior. Gen. Butler appears to hold

lie reins with a strong hand, and this is, perhaps, the

nly way in which order can be maintained, and the

prosperity ofthe city restored. One hundred and sixty-

kegs of specie, containing gSOOO each, had been seized

and taken from the custody ofof the Consul oftheNether-

ted that it belonged to Hope & Co. of

Amsterdam. It was the belief of Gen. Butler that

as part ofthe property stolen from the U. S. Mint, at

e outbreak ofthe rebellion, and that it rightfully be-

longed to the United States.

New York.—Mortality last week, 340. The amount
of specie in the New Y'ork banks on the 31st ult., is

ported to be $31,263,529. The premium for gold, 3J
per cent. The following were the quotations in the grain

market on the 2nd inst. Chicago spring wheat, 85 cts.

a 89 cts. ;
Milwaukieclub, 90 cts. a $1.02; white Michi-

gan, S1.20 a $1.27 ;
western rye, 60 cts. a 62 cts. ; State/

70 cts. a 72. Oats, 44 cts. a"46 cts. ; western corn, 4&
cts. a 47 cts. for mixed, and 50 cts. a 52 cts. for yellows

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 280. The market
for breadstuff's dull. Sales on the 2nd, of prime reij!

wheat, §1.17 a $1.20; white, $1-25 a $1.30; rye, 65 cts.j

yellow corn, 53 cts. a 54 cts. ; oats, 37 cts. a 39 cts. J

The Blockade.—The recent captures by the blockading
squadron have been numerous and valuable. The aggrel

gate value of fourteen steamers and sailing vessels taken]

while attempting to run the blockade, is estimated M
over $5,000,000. Several of the most valuable of thJ
prizes were British steamers. 'I

Mormon Emigration.—These deluded people still resorW

to our shores. Last week the ship Boyd, from Liverpool,

arrived at New Y'ork, with 696 Mormon passengers.

Missouri.—The State Convention has been called to-

gether by Governor Gamble. The convention has leg-

islative powers, and its acts will be as binding as though
the laws were passed by a Senate aud Assembly.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Wm. Llewellyn, 0., per E. Hollings-

35 ;
from A. Cowgill, lo., for Raclielworth, S2,

James, $2 to 27, vol.34
$3.51 to 39, vol. 30,

EUwood Coiufort, Mich.,

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

A Stated .Meeting ofthe Committee who have charge
of the Boarding School at West-Town, will be held there

on Fourth day, the 18th of the Sixth month, at 10
o'clock, A. M. The Committee on Admissions, meet at

8 o'clock the same morning, and that on Instruction at

1h o'clock the preceding evening. The Visiting Com-
nfitlee attend at the School on Seventh day the 14th of
the month.

Joel Evans, Clerk.
Sixth month 4th, 1862.

For the accommodation of the Committee, a convey-
ance will be at the Street Road Station on Seventh and
Third day afternoons, the 14th and 17th inst., to meet
the trains that leave the city at 2 and 4.', o'clock.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

near fra.n'kfobd, (twenty-third ward, puiladelphia.)
Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthing-
ton, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clerk
ofthe Board of Managers, No. 724 .Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pinnsylvania Eimk.
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Insects: Their Montlis.

(Contiuued fjoui pa^f SIO.)

Here you may see the implement with which

the bug performs its much-dreaded operation of

blood-sucking ; for though this is not the head of

the bed-bug, but of one of the winged species

that are found so abundantly on plants, and which

I have just obtained by beating the hedge at the

bottom of my garden,—yet the structure of the

mouth is so exactly alike in all the members of

this immense family, that cue example will serve

for all others.

From the front of the head, which owing to the

manner in which this part is carried, is the lower

part, proceeds a fine thread, about four times as

loug as the head itself, which passes along between

the fore legs, close to the body, beneath the breast.

Jt is, however, at the pleasure of the animal, ca-

pable of being brought up so as to point directly

forward, and even projected in front of the head,

and in the same plane as the body ; a fact which

once came under my own observation. I found a

plant-bug (Fetitatonui) which had plunged this

thread like sucker of his into the body of a cater-

pillar, and was walking about with his prey, as if

it were of no weight at all; carrying it at the

end of his sucker, which was held straight out from

the head and a little elevated. He fiercely refused

to allow the poor victim to be taken away, being

doubtless engaged in sucking its vital juices; just as

the bed-abomination victimises the unfortunates

who have to sleep at some village inn.

Well, we put this head with its sucker between

the plates of the compressiirium, upon the micro-

scope-stage. The thread is an organ composed of

four lengthened slender joints, beset with scattered

bristles, and terminating in a point on which are

placed a number of excessively minute radiating

WJrts,—probably the seat of some sensation,

—

perhaps taste. This jointed organ is the under

lip; it is slit all down one surface, so that it forms

an imperfect tube, or furrow, within which lies the

real weapon, a wire of far greater tenuity, which

by pressure I can force out of its sheath. It is so

slender that its average diameter is not more than

yJ,7,th of an inch, and it ends in the most acute

point
;
yet this is not a single body, but consists of

four distinct wires, lying within one another, and

representing the maxillae and the mandibles. These

can be separated by the insect, and will sometimes

open when under examination; but no instrument
that I can apply to them is sulEciently delicate to

effect their separation at my pleasure. Just at the

very tip, however, under this high power, we can
.see, by the semi-transparency of the amber-
coloured ehitine of which the organ is composed,

that there is another tip a little shorter, and as it

were contained within the other. This inner point

is cut along its edges into saw-teeth pointing back-

ward. Such exquisite mechanism is bestowed upon
the structure, and such elaborate contrivance is

displayed for the comfort of an obscure insect, by
Him who has not disdained to exercise his skill

and wisdom in its creation !

You know the stout flies which are denominated
horse-flies or whame-flies {Tabanus,) which are so

numerous in the latter part of summer, flying

around horses, and men too, if we intrude upon
their domains. They are continually alighting on

the objects of their attentions, and though driven

away, returning with annoying pertinacity to the

attack. You may always recognize them by the

brilliant metallic hues—reds, yellows, and greens,

—with which their large eyes are painted, often in

stripes or bands. These are voracious blood-

suckers; and, as might be supposed from their pro-

pensities, they are well furnished with lancets for

their surgery. Here you may see their case of in-

struments, which are so eff'ective, that Reaumur
tells us, that having compelled one to disgorge the

blood it had swallowed, the quantity appeared to

him greater than the whole body of the insect

could have been supposed capable of containiug.

All the parts here are formed of the common
amber-coloured ehitine, brilliantly clear and trans-

lucent. The upper lip forms a sort of straight

sheath, in which all the other parts are lodged

when not in use. The mandibles are narrow lan-

cets ; of which one edge near the tip is beset with

reverted saw-teeth, and the opposite edge with ex-

cessively sharp points standing out at right angles,

while the surface is roughened with lozonge-shaped

knobs set in regular rows. Below these are the

maxilla;, which are the principal cutting instru-

ments ; these are shaped like a carving-knife with

a broad blade, strengthened at the busal part of

the back by a thick ridge, but brought to a double

edge near the tip. The back-edge is perfectly fine

and smooth, so that the highest powers of the mi-

croscope can only just define its outline; while the

other edge is notched into teeth so delicate, that

twelve of them are cut in the length of a ten-thou-

sandth part of an iuch ; and yet they are quite

regular and symmetrical iu length, height and

forml I know of no structure of the kind which

equals this. These teeth are continued throughout

the inner edge of the blade from the tip to the

base, and are about eight hundred iu number

;

though the length of the entire blade is only such

th;it upwards of a hundred and filty of them, if

laid end to end, would not reach to the extent of

an inch !

The ofiice of these wonderful instruments is

doubtless to cut and enlarge the wound within,

and thus promote the flow of blood. The whole

apparatus is plunged into the flush of the victim

—

iiorsc or man; then the maxUlce expand, cutting as

they go, and doubtless working to and fro as well

as laterally, so as to saw the miimter blood-vet-

sels. At the same time the mandihUs, with their

saw-teeth on one side, and pricking points on the

other, work in like manner, but seem to have a

wider range. Finally, there is an exceedingly deli-

cate piece beneath all, which seems to represent the

lnhiuiii or under lip.

In ihe active and cunning little flea, that makes
his attacks upon us beneath the shelter of the

blankets and under cover of night, the piercing

and cutting blades are very minute, and have a

peculiar armature. They remind me (only in

miniature of course) of those formidable flat wea-

pons which We often see in museums, the rostrums

of the huge saw-fishes [Fristis ;) a great plate of

bone covered with grey skin, and set along each
side with a row of serried teeth. Here the blades

are similar in form, being long, straight, narrow la-

minae of tran-ipareut ehitine, set along each edga
with a double row of gtas-^y points, which project

from the surface, and are then hooked backwards.

These are the mandibles, and they closely fold

together, inclosing another narrower blade, the up-

per lip, which has its two edges stuided with simi-

lar points, but in a single row.

In general, as we have seen, the mxxMcR are the

specially armed weapons, the miiidibles acting a
secondary part, often serving as mjro sheathe—!u

those insects which pierce other anim ils with the

mouth. But in this case the mcndibl^s are the

favoured parts, the m ixiUce being developed into

broad leaf-shapjd couvex sheaths, inclosing the

mandibles.

There are, howjver, two cutting blades besides,

—the labial palpi, which have their upper ed"e
thick, divided into four distinct joints, and set with

bristles,—thus retaining the proper palpine charac-

ter, while their under edge is thinned away to a

fine keen blade, in which there is no sign of joint-

ing. Then there are the mixiMinj pilpi, of

which the joints are furnished at their tips with

tiny projecting warts, doubtless the seats of a deli-

cate perception, and hollowed into a double series

of chambers, which are filled with a dark coloured

fluid.

All this is very interesting to behold, and is cal-

culated to exalt our ideas of the wondertul and
inexhaustible resources of Omnipotence, as well as

to humble us, when we reflt'Ct on how little we
certainly understand even of what we see.

Once more. Let us submit to examination the

complex case of instruments wherewith the gnat
pertorms her unwelcome yet skilful surgery. 1 say
" her," because among the gnats, as among most
of these puncturing iu;ect>, it is the females only

who attain skill in the phlebotomic art, the males

being innocent of any share in it, and being indeed

unprovided with the needful implements.

Here is a large specimen, resting with elevated

hind-legs on the ceiling, and now in alarm off with

shrill humming flight to the window. I decapitate

her without compunction, as it is but a fair penalty

for her murderous deeds; and, as of old the axe-

man held up " the head of a traitor" to public
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ay afford ingress to the
(faze, so I lay this head on the glass of the com- land the same channel

pre.-sorium for \our conttmplation.
j

diluted blood.

And before I apply pressure to the glass-plate, The /ubu/m does not enter the vround. If you

devote a niotuent's uttenticn to the ioi/t ensemble, ihave ever had the philosophic patience to watch a

First, the head itself is a hemisphere, almost wholly
j

gnat while puncturing your hand, you haveob-

oecupied with the two compound eyes, which pre- .served that the knob at tlic eud of the probojcis is

sent the beautiful appearance of a globe of black applied to the skin, and that then the organ bends

velvet, studded with gold buttons arranged in lines 'with an angle more and more acute, until at length

crossing each other at right angles. The summit
|

it forms a double line, being folded on itself, so

of the "head, where the two compound eyes unite, that the base is brought in close proximity to the

bears a .-oit of rounded pedestal, the area of which I skin. Meanwhile the lancets have all been plunged

forms the sole part of the head not covered by th

organs of vision. On this are placed, side by side,

the two antennje, springing from rounded bulbous

bases ; they consist of twelve (exclusive of the ba-

sal bulb) cylindrical joints, which are beset on all

sides with short arched hairs, but have besides a

whorl of radiating long hairs surrounding the bot-

tom of each joint. The effect of this is exceedingly

light and elegant.

Between these projects a long cylinder, which

represents the lower lip {labii/m ,) it slightly swells

towards the tip, where it forms a round, nut-like

d are now sunk into your flesh to their very

bottom, while the labium, which formed merely

the sheath for the whole, is bent up upon itself,

ready again to assume its straight form, as soon as

the disengaged lancets require its protection.

knob, covered with exceedingly minute papillce, and dience to the w

For "The Friend."

Soldiership and f hristianitj.

(ComhuledfroDi piage 315.)

" We now proceed to point out, briefly, certain

features in the military calling and life, which seem

to us absolutely incompatible with a perfect obe-

of Chr

Qo doubt constituting a highly sensitive organ of

touch. For the greatest part of its length it is

covered with lined scales, and with short arched

hair.«, like the antenna;, while each side of its base

is guarded by a labial palp of three joints.

On applying a graduated pressure, slowly in-

creased to actual contact of the plates (or as near

an approximation to it as we can effect,) we see first

that the nut-like tip of the labizim expands into

two concave leaves, like the bracts of a bud, and

displays two pairs of more delicate leaves within

them. Then from a groove along the upper side

of the labium, spring out several filaments of great

elasticity and of the most delicate tenuity. On'

pair of these represent the mandibles; they con- rule there is absolutely no exception,

sist each of a very narrow blade with a stronger ', regard for 'father, or mother, or wife.

And first of all we must refer to the condition,

—the essential, invariable, inevitable condition

—

on which all military service is and must ever be

assumed, namely, the total surrender of individual

conscience to the control and authority of another.

We presume that no one competent to have a judg-

ment on such a subject,—certainly not the admirers

of Captain Hedley Vicars' character and memoirs,

— will deny that the characteristic mark of a genu-

ine christian profession is cheerful and universal

submission to the will of the Saviour, ' bringing

into captivity every thought to the obedience of

Christ.' For the christian, at any rate, the su-

preme master of conscience is Christ. To this

not even a

Dr children,

back like that of a scythe. Their tip is brought
j

or brethren, or sisters, or life itself.' That the

to a most acute point, and the edge in immediate 'command of the civil magistrate forms no exception,

proximity to this is cut into about nine teeth pointing 'is proved by the example of prophets, apostles, and

backward : the rest of the edge is smooth, but the '
martyrs, in all ages, who have not deemed it right

whole blade is cro.-sed by a multitude of oblique in the sight of God to obey men rather than God.

lines of great delicacy, which may be intended to I

But what is the law of the soldier's life'?

keep the edge constantly keen. i
" We give the answer in the language of Sir

Next come the maxilla;, or lower jaws, horny
i

Charles J. Napier, the hero of Scinde, from a work

filaments as long as the former, but still more deli- j which he published on Military Law some years

cate, constituting simple cutting lancets, with a sago. After stating that the duties of a citizen may
back and a keen blade, a little widening at the tip.

j

he divided into three parts, nanjely, his duty to

Besides these there is the tongue, consisting ol;God, to the laws ol his country, and to mankind at

a central rod which is distinctly tubular, and of a
I

large, Sir Charles adds:

—

thin blade on each side, fine-edged and drawn to
j

" ' But the soldier has nothing to do with these

an acute point. And also the /«i;v(m or upper three duties ; that is to say, he has nothing to do

lip, an organ having the same general form, hut 1
with them in his character of a soldier. It is true

constituting an injperfect tube; a tube that is to '.that, as a man, he is a being respon>ible to his

say, from which about a third of the periphery is :
Creator, both for his religion and morals. But as

cut away, so as to serve as a sheath for the tongue, a soldier, Obedie.nce is the ' Law and the. Fro-
which ordinarily lies within its concavity. \phits.'' His religion, law, and morals, are in the

I scarcely know whether this apparatus is not ''orderly book." If that says, 'spare,' he spares,

more wonderfully delicate than any we have ex- If that says, ' destroy,' he destroys. I do not
amincd ;—even than that of the flea. And how speak of a Russian slave in military habit : I speak
effective it is you doubtless well know ; for when of a British soldier. The conscience of a good
the array of lancets is introduced into the flesh, soldier is in the keeping of his general; who has
you are aware that a tumour is left, which by its the whole responsibility, before God and man, for

smart, itching, and inflammation, causes much dis- Iwhat the soldiers do in obedience to his orders.'

tress, and la.-ts many hours. This effect is proba- i

" Take another authority. Count Alfred de
biy produced partly by the deep penetration of thej Vigny, who was an officer in the French army for
instruments,— for they are fully one sixth of an 1 fourteen years, thus describes the position of a sol-
inch in length, and they are inserted to their very Idler :

—

base,-—and partly by the injection of a poisonous " ' Those alone who have been soldiers know
fluid, intended, as has been conjecturally suggested, what servitude is. To the soldier alone is obedi-
to dilute the blood and make it more readily flowjence, passive and active, the law of his life,— the
up the capillary tubes. 'J he channel through which

i

law of every day and of every moment ; obedience
this fluid ii injected is probably the tongue, which not stopping at sacritice, nor even at crime. In
you see to bo permeated by a tube coutainiug a fluid;! him alone is the abnegation of his self-will, of his

liberty of independent action, absolute and unre-

served ; the grand distinction of humanity, the

refpon^ibility of a moral agent, being made over

once for all to a superior authority.'

—

Quoted iti

Marshall's Military Miscellany, p. 117.
" Now, we strenuously and confidently deny

that a christian can put himself in a position where

he must act as a mere machine. We maintain,

that under no circumstances, and for no oonsid

eration whatever, is he at liberty to become the

blind instrument for the performance of acts hav'

ing a moral character, without consulting the voice

of conscience, or paying the slightest heed to the

will of his master. If there be some special act of

indulgence or absolution promulgated by the great

Lawgiver of Sion, for the behoot of military men,

releasing them, in their professional capacity, from

observing his laws, let it be produced. For our-

selves, we must plead entire ignorance of its exis-

tence.

''Now, let it be remarked, that our reasoning

as to the incompatibility of a soldier's life with £

christian profession does not proceed on the as

sumption of the absolute unlawfulness of war. We
have no right to assume that in our present argu-

ment, and we do 7wt assume it. We only assume

what none will be bold enough to deny, that a

government, or a general, or whoever has the com-

mand of an army, may undertake enterprises or

order acts to be performed that are unjust and
christian. And surely, of all other men, those who
control armies have the least right to affect the

possession of moral infallibility. Well, then, if an]

army may be commanded to do what is wrong—

;

if, as all history testifies, all armies, (most assur-

edly not excepting the British army,) have, unde
such command, committed horrible wrongs an

cruelties,—we ask, how can a christian man put

himself in a position where, by the very condition:

upon uhich he enters there, he binds himself, witb

out hesitation, without incjuiry, without remorse,

to perform acts which he may feel to be plainly

condemned by the dictates even of his natural eon-

science, much more by the authoritative will of

Christ. We observe that Captain A'^icars tries to

comfort himself on one occasion by saying, ' There

cannot be a doubt that it is a just war we are en-

gaged in.' We mean no disrespect to him when
we say, that he was probably little qualified by
position or intimate knowledge of the facts to form

an in;partial judgment of its justice or injustice.

We have no doubt that if be had been going to

fight 2^2/ /« the Russians instead of against them, (for

which a very plausible case certainly might have

been made out, especially to ardent Protes-tants who
knew in what restless efforts for Oriental aggran-

dizement on the part of the Catholic church the

war had originated,) he would have pronounced

for its justice with no less hesitation. Be that as

it may, the question is, what right had Captain

Vicars to import into the account any considera-

tions whatever of the justice or injustice of the

war'? He was sworn to obey his Queen and his

superior ofiBcers in whatever they prescribed him

to do, be it just or unjust. And we say it again,

with the utmost emphasis we can give to words,

that this is a position which no christian can con-

sistently occupy.

"But we remark further, that the work which

a soldier has to do is utterly, deeply, revoltingly

at variance with the sentiments and dispositions

which a christian ought habitually to cultivate.

We are willing to believe, nay, indeed we have no

doubt of it, that much of the talk in this volume,

about longing to be ' let loose' upon and ' have a

brush' with the Russian.?, and to die fighting for

his colours, kc, is what we must be permitted to
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3all, without meauing any offence, mere professional

jaut.

" Still, witli all tbis allowftiico and mitigation,

tbiTe is soiiiiithing to us altogctber iQesplicable in

be fact, that a man bolding sucb views as be did,

find bolding tbem witb so devout and passionate

ardour, could bring himself to take share in such

scenes as are described (not in this volume, but

ilsewbere,) to have been enacted before Sebastopol.

Wc will take only one out of many aspects of the

3ase that occur to us.

Captain ^'icars professed, and his whole con-

duct proved, beyond all suspicion, with what ia-

3 sincerity he professed, to feel the deepest

concern for the salvation of others. Profoundly

nipressed witb the infinite worth of the soul, and

the incalculable peril involved in men's dying and
joing into the presence of L!od unprep:ired, he la-

boured, in season and out of season, to bring those

thin bis reach into a state of salvation. ' Ob !

is enough,' he exclaims, ' to make one's heart

bleed to see, in one hospital after another, men
dying without any kind friend or faithful minister

direct their hearts to the words of heavenly

mercy, to point them to Jesus, and to refresh their

ouls with the water of life.' Again, ' Although

[ have often cause to grieve for my backwardness

md slothfulness in the cause of Christ, yet my
eart yearns over the souls of those who have not

fled to the cleansing fountain of His blood for par-

don and peace ; and often, on rising from my knees,

[ have felt so powerfully drawn by the love of

Christ, that I have been almost ou the point of

going out through the camp, to endeavour to im-

part to others the ground of my own peace and

happiness.' Now, will anybody explain to us bow
an entertaining such views and feelings as

these, as to the inexpressible value and importance

of salvation, could nevertheless behold, and be

bimself an instrument in hurling scores and hun-

dreds of immortal spirits into eternity, in what he,

at any rate, must have considered an unsaved con-

dition ! ' He was acting in obedience to bis sover-
' we shall be told. But in the name of all

that is solemn, has obedience to an earthly sover-

_n no limit? Is that warrant enough to lull to

rest the conscience of a cbrittian man in the pros-

pect and performance of deeds involving the per-

dition of iuimortal souls ?

The warfare to which Christianity summons its

disciples, is against pride, avarice, ambition, ma-

ice, revenge, and other spiritual evils, many of

which find their highest excitement and encour-

agement in wars waged by men and nations against

each other. Its testimony in regard to these is,

that they come of men's lusts that war in their

members. And yet we constantly find in this Life

of Captain Vicurs, and similar works, such ex-

pressions as ' the soldier of the cross,' ' a good sol-

dier of Jesus Christ,' ' the great Captain of our

salvation,' and others of kindred import, employed

in, at least, a most equivocal sense, so as to leave

us in doubt whether the writers do not confound

the spiritual conflict, which the christian is called

upon to wage, by means of ' the weapons that are

not carnal,' with that coarse literal warfare which

is carried on by material steel swords and bayo-

nets,—by cannons, and howitzers and bomb-shells,

and the object of which is the wholesale slaughter

of human beings, by stabbing, cutting, shooting,

drowning, and blowing them limb from limb

with gunpowder. If we were not quite sure

of the entire absence of any irreverent intention,

sucb perversion of scriptural terms would appear

to us almost profane. If a raeer or pugilist were

to take the metaphors of the New Testament, and

apply thcin to bis own calling, we certainly should

feel shocked, even though it wi-re done seriously, to us pretty clear, that as it was, hchatl a lurking

and we cannot, we confess, liolJ it a!iy more jus- misgiving as to the lawfulness of his calling. For in

tidable in the c;i.so of a soldier. one phice he says, with great emphasis, that if he bad
"Some years ago there was another life pub- known Christ, wbou he was seventeen years of age,

lished, which had almost as great a run as that of 'i/iosi eerlainhf he would never have entered tlio

Captain Vicars, which was in every respect as
j

army, liut why not? If the military profession

beautiful and instructive a piece of bioirrapiiy. It
J

is perfectly in harmony with tiic mind of the Sav-
was entitled ACkristicuL Pkilosopher Tri/imiiha/tt Hoar, and if, as is repeatedly affirmed in this vol-

ow/- X'eai/i .• a Narrative of the Closing Scenes of ume, it affords special opportunities for serving

the Life of the Late Dr. Gordon, of Hull, by the
I
him, and making known his truth and grace, why

Rev. Newman Hall. We cannot resist the temp-
tation of quoting the following fragment, most
apropos to the suliject before us:—
'"He (Dr. Gordon,) bad been for a considera-

ble time deeply impressed with the conviction, that

all warfare was anti-cbristian and inhuman, and

bould Captain Vicars say he would certainly

never have entered upon it, liad he been converted

:it an earlier age? This incidental revelation of

what was working in his mind, seems to us preg-

nant with sijrnilicance."

In the Fo
Quarterly is

Archipelago,

which we thii

often expressed his astonishment that any good
man could fight, as the precepts of Chrint seemed
to him so decidedly to condemn the practice. The
subject now presented itself to his mind with pecu-

ar force. He said, 'How wonderful that men
:in go to war I How could I die now, hoping

God would forgive me, if I would not forgive

them, but sought to kill them in battle? How dif-

ferent is dying in my circumstances to death in a

battle field."

"'Striking indeed the contrast! In one case

calm, quietness, the presence of dear friends, ter of islands and islets, scattered in irregular pro-

From III.- [.oniloii nii-irtcrly.

irlh month number of the Loudon
,n interesting article ou the Eastern

from which we offer some extracts,

k will be acceptable to the readers

of " The Friend."

" The Eastern Archipelago extends over a space

of more than 80U0 miles, and consists of an im-

mense labyrinth of islands, among which are at

1 least twenty countries of considerable size, and one

3, which nearly equals Europe in extent. This clus-

the voice of affection, the accents of prayer aud
praise. In the other, tumult, the roar of cannon,

the thunder of the captains, the fury of the com-
batants, the execrations and groans of the dying,

rage, revenge, slaughter! Whatever may be said

of the glory of dying on the field of battle, surely

it is an awful thing for a man to be hurried, from

e excitement and sin of couflict, into the presence

of bis Judge, fresh from the slaughter of his fellow-

men, and accompanied, perhaps, by the souls of

those whom he has just slain! Are the combatants

istians? Then they whose mutual relation to

their common Lord binds them to a special love

towards one another, appear before Him, their

last act on earth having been one of hostility even

to the death. But if they are not christians, then

the blow which sent them into eternity was one

which for ever cut them off from the hope of sal-

vation, which smote the soul as well as the body,

and consigned it to eternal death. To slay a in forests and swamps which rem

christian is to smite Christ himself; to slay

is to pluno •being iut3 bell. Ter-

rible alternative! Yet all who fight, not only strik

such a blow, but expose themselves to the risk of

dying in the very act of striking it. May all

christians soon acknowledge the universal obliga-

tion of the command, 'Love y
good to them that hate you"

fusion over the Southern Ocean, is supposed by

same geolo:;ists to consist of the fragments of a

vast continent which has been broken up by some

mighty convulsion of nature in ages far beyond the

historical era ; but whether it is composed of the

dibris of a former continent, or whether a multi-

tude of islands have arisen slowly from the deep,

is a problem which no one has yet satisfactorily

solved. Commencing at the further extremity of

the Bay of Bengal, tbis wonderful archipelago

stretches eastward far into the Pacific, through 50

degrees of longitude, while in breadth it extends

through 31 degrees of latitude. It comprises is-

lands, and groups of islands, inhabited by races

differing widely in character. It Is not exposed to

the extremes of beat. The air is cooled by con-

stant currents ; and the monsoons, in their regular

recurrence, purify the atmosphere, and disperse

the pestilential miasma generated by a fierce sun

state of

Abundant rains fertilize the

a magnificence of vegetation

itive nature.

ioils, and produ

hich no country but Brazil can rival; and it has

been, and still to some extent continues, the thea-

tre of prodigious volcanic action, to which it owes

much of its unrivalled beauty aud fertility ; for

enemies, and do lashes and scoria, if they blast and destroy for a

time the luxuriant tropical flora, afterwards consti-

hares, and their .-pears into prunii

manifestiu'; that Christianity is inde

books,

as the

Without waiting for others, may they at least, 'tute the ba.sis, and become the cause, of a most

by obeying the precepts, fulfil the predictions of| exuberant vegetation. In Java there are forty-six

the sacred book, and 'beat their swords into plough- volcanic peaks, twenty of which still occasionally

emit vapour aud flame. The whole archipelago,

indeed, forms part of a great volcanic area ex-

tending into the very centre of Asia. The.-c erup-

tive forces must have operated iu remote ages with

inconceivable violence, detaching masses of land

from the continent, shattering islands into frag-

ments, and throwing the whole into disorder. Of

the fearful energy witb which these subterranean

forces have manifested themselves, even in modern

times, the great eruption of Tomboro, iu the island

of Sumbawa, about 200 miles from the eastern ex-

cels heralded it, 'Peace on earth, and good-will to

For our own part, we have the fullest convic-

tion, that had Captain Vicars' life been spared, he

could not have failed, as his knowledge of the

christian system became more intimate and pro-

found, to have forced upon him the conviction,

that the profession of a christian and a soldier

could not possibly be reconciled. He was but a

young convert, and bis intercourse had evidently itremity of Java, is a notable example. In 1815

been witb those whose minds were unhappily I this volcano, which bad been for some time in a

warped on tbis point by educational prejudice and state of smouldering activity, burst forth witb the

military associations. But witb the New Testa- ! most tremendous violence in the month nf April,

nieut in the baud of a man of so niueh simplicity and did not cease to eject lava until July. The

and godly sincerity, we believe the final result sound of the incessant explosions was heard in

would not have been doubtful. Indeed, it seems
j
Sumatra, distant 970 geographical miles in a di-
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ivct line; aud atTcrnate, iu the opposite direction, 'spectacle is said then to be eminently military and

at a distance of 720 miles. Out of a population imposing : the brass guns glitter on the bows,

of 12,000 in the province of Tomboro, only twenty- spears and double-handed swords, gleam in the

six individuals survived. On the side of Java,
| sun; the fighting men often appear resplendent in

the ashes were cariied to a distance of 300 miles,
j

steel armor, aud their courage is animated by the

and 217 towards Celebes ; and the floating cinders
j

beating of drums and gongs. A defenceless trader

to the westward of .Sumatra formed a ma.'s two

feet thick, aud several miles in extent, through

which ships with difiiculty forced their way. The

finest particles were transported to the islands of

Ambovna and Banda, 800 miles east from the site

of the volcano; and the area over which the vol-

canic effects extended was 1000 English miles in

circumference, including the whole of the Molucca

Islands, Java, and a considerable portion of Cele-

bes, Sumatra, and Borneo.
" The iutercour.-e between continental Asia and

the islands of the archipelago dates from a very

remote period. Their rare products were in re-

(|uest in China and India long before they were

heard ot iu Europe. Canjphor and spices, two of

the most esteemed productions of these islands,

were used by the Chinese two thousand years ago
;

the one for difl'usiug an aromatic fragrance through

their tenjples, the other as indispensable condiments

in their leasts. A Hindu empire long flourished

in Java, where many magnificent ruins still attest

its duratiou and greatness. The Arabs subse-

quently gained a footing there, as well as in the

ether i.-lands of the archipelago, and gradually

supphmted the religion and governments of India.

Tlie Malays are now the dominant race, and they

have reduced, where it was possible, the aboriginal

population to slavery. The Malay Kingdoms
have generally perished ; but the Malay people re-

main, and constitute the most energetic portion of

the inhabitants, possessing virtues which, developed

by a firm and beneficent government, might raise

tliem high in the scale of civilization.

'" Although the piratical system has received a

severe check, and may be considered as destroyed

i 1 some of its former haunts, it is still in full opera-

tion elsewhere. On the northwest coast of Borneo,

the Dayaks have been reduced to order, but the

Malays in other parts of the archipelago still carry

on their depredations : much, therefore, remains to

be done before the seas are completely cleared of

these lawless freebooters.

" To a needy and energetic people, with no
higher law than force, and no recognized standard
of morals, the temptation to piracy must be irre-

sistible. The wealth of the world daily passes

along their shores. Ships freighted with the com-
modities and luxuries ot Europe and Asia are often

becalnicd in lagoons, or entangled in a labyrinth
j

the enemy,
of shoals and islands, from which they can discover the wildcri

has little hope of escape from such formidable

enemies.
" It is not the mere hope of plunder that inspires

the Dayak of Borneo in his expeditions, but a

singular passion has long prevailed for the posses-

sion of human heads. A Dayak is not considered

an eligible suitor until he has presented his mis-

tress with one; and the possessor of several is said

to be readily distinguishable by liis proud and lofty

bearing. Heads are displayed iu the most con-

spicuous parts of the houses, aud might ai first be

supposed to be those of a long line of ancestors.

One house, belonging to a Dayak chief, was found

to be a perfect Golgotha, containing 500 human
skulls, which had descended as heir-looms for gene-

rations. The origin of this singular passion is a

belief that the persons whose heads are thus ob-

tained will be the slaves of their possessor in a fu-

ture stale ; they have become even articles of com-
merce, prized in proportion to the dignity of their

former owners ; but the heads of women anc

children are as eagerly sought as those of men
Whole families are slaughtered for the human
spoil; and such is the ferocious character that this

horrible passion has impressed on some of thi

tribes, that a chief has been heard to declare that

if any one of his people met his own father iu a

head-bunting expedition he would undoubtedly

kill him.
'' That portion of the archipelago which has beei

the most vigilantly watched by the cruisers of civ-

ilized governments has been nearly cleared of pi

ratical prahus; but among the multitude of small

islands, and in several rivers, they still swarm, and
inflict serious injury on commerce. As the crew
are generally massacred, nothing is ever heard of

these vessels, and their loss is probably often at-

tributed to shipwreck when they have been pillaged

aud burned by the pirates ol the Eastern Seas.

C'lo be continued.J

no escape. The natural character of the Malay ex
adds force to other stromnt indncenn.nfs tn rnh L,'

Lest tlie Enemy as a transformed angel lead

into the wilderness of mere notional relig

When it pleased an unutterably merciful power to

pluck my feet out of the midst of mire and filth, and
clearly to show me what I was, and what I should
be,— then there sprang in me living desires

he way to the kingdom,— then it was that

a transformed angel, took me into

of notional religion, and set me upon

force to other strong ind to rob. niy
g different systems of religious belief, in

11 as upon judging of them by
I'iracy is not merely a habit; it is a pa.ssion. The] my own wisdom: and I compared doctrine wit
organization of a community lor this purpose is as [doctrine, text with text, and became by diligentpurpo; _

formidable aa it is complete. High up the stream
of some beautiful river, presenting the most en-
chanting scenery, the banks exhibiting pictures of
Arcadian simplicity and primitive innocence, are
moored fleets of boats, waiting for the well-known
signal to put to sea. The vessi.ls are built to sub-
serve the exact purpose tor wlii^h they ar.c intended;
the largest are 100 feet in length, witli a propor-
tionate beam, carry a guji in the bow, swivels on
each broadside, and arc propelled by sixty or
eighty slaves

J otliers, drawing" only a few inches
of water, are desigDcd to approach as swiftly as
the swoop of a hawk', and to board some unsus-
pecting ship before her crew can majjc any prepa-
ration. The platforms of the larger pralius are
•crowded with men who .li t)i/> nrnarMK^t r.f n «..l.* I

study, wise in notions, though truths in themselve
and the enemy made me strong in argument, and
potent in scripture. But how shall I speak of Hi:

goodness, who broke the net in which I was en
tangled, and delivered me from the snare; and
who introduced me in measure into the savi

knowledge of Himself, even that which is revealed

as in the cool of the day, by the still small voice,

Oh! how plainly did I then sec, that all which I

had learned, read, held, and believed in my own
will, was to be given up; how clearly did I see,

that .*U Jmowlcdge, faith, obedience, hut that whic"

the Fathej- was pleased to beget and raise in m
in his own seasoii, was good for nothing, and must

_ . be cast out as saltiUat liath no s-ii'our— as manua
with men who, at the prcspect.of a figlLt,oot fit for present use but find my-

generally decjj tjiemsejycs in scarlet; and the|self.cQustrained to waitupav the Loi-a day by day,

that so, as much strength, as much knowledge, as

luch satisfaction in regard to religious matters,

s is best for me in my religious condition, may be

handed to me. And in truth, this is the surest

ay, saith my very soul from daily experience;
'

for things have never been cleared up to my cer-

tain satisfaction in such a wonderful manner, as

since I have been under this discipline of the cross

to all selfish wisdom. Oh ! the sweetness of being

under the tuition of Him, who verily teachcth as

never man taught.

—

John Barclay.

Selected.

" OU ! that I had wings like a dove,

Fur tlien would I fly away and be at rest." Ps. 55-6.

When shall I be at rest? my trembling heart

Grows weary of its burden ;
sickeniusr still

With hope deterred. Oh ! that it were Thy will

To loose my bonds, and take me where thou an!

When shall I be at rest? My eyes grow dim
With straining through the gloom. I scarce can see

The way-marks that my Saviour left for me

:

Would it were morn, and I were safe with Hirfi.

When shall I be at rest? Hand over hand
I grasp, and climb an ever steeper hill;

A rougher path. Oh ! that it were thy will

My tired feet might tread the promised land !

Oh that I were at rest ! A thousand fears

('(jme thronging o'er me; lest 1 fail at last.

Would I were sate ; all toil and danger past,

And thine own hand might wipe away ray tears.

Oh tliat I were at rest, like some I loved,

Whose last fond looks drew half my life away;
Seeming to plead that, either they might stay

With me on earth, or I with them above.

But why these murmurs? Thou did'st never shrink

From any toil, or weariness, for me
;

Not even from that last deep agony.

—

Shall I beneath my little trials sink?

Xo, Lord ! for when I am indeed at rest;

One taste of that deep bliss, will quite efface

The sternest memories of my earthly race,

Save but to swell the sense of being blest.

Then, lay on me whatever cross I need

To bring me there. I know thou canst not be

Unkind, unfaithful or untrue, to me !

Shall I not toil for thee, when thou for me did'st bleed?

Materialsfor Paper.—Flax holds the first place

among fibres, which, from their strength, flexibility,

and other practical qualities, are fittest for the

manufacture of paper. Flax has hitherto been

grown in India in large quantities, but almost en-

tirely for the sake of the seed. Various means

have from time to time been used, to extend the

cultivation of this useful plant in India, and it has

been produced in the Punjaub, of a quality equal

to that of the best kinds received from Eussia.

Tlie plant which stands next to flax for the quality

of its fibre is the rheea, of Assam, and other parts

of India. This plant grows to a height of from

three to four feet, and being a perennial, the expense

of cultivation is less than that of most plants. It

will bear cutting down three times in a season ; the

first crop yielding coarse, the second and third fine

fibres. Probably about ton per cent, of useful

fibre may be extracted from the stems of this plant.

The Neilgherry nettle, the mudar, the well-known

jute of commerce, the safet bariala, the ambaree,

the hemp, the sunn, the jetee, the pine apple, the

agave Americana, the fourcuya gigautea, the plan-

tain, the yucca gloriosa, the phormium tenax, or

New Zealand Flax, (fee, may also be employed

for the same purpose. All of these, except the

last enumerated, are indigenous to India, and con-

tain fibres which may be more or less usefully ap-

plied to the mauufacturc of paper, and to textile

fabrics.

—

Late Paper.
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The Anslo-loilian Cotton Trade. to 80 000 men. On the strength of the anticipateU
j

being laid out, but smaller hnes throughout the

surplus of .<57 .500,000, — Lain.' has reduced the land connecting adjacent towns have been pro-

The severe depression under which the English i amies on cotton piece sroods to live per cent., and jected ;
and a few jears will probab y see India

uanufacturers have been labouring for the last| (be duties on cotton ya^rns and twists, (which were covered with a network of railways and high-roads.

welve months has been considerably alleviated by I lowered last year from ten to five per cent.,) to In view of the probablc'^ccsHition of the cotton

he prospects of the cotton trade with India. Thejtijvee and a half per cent. This will give great trade with this country, England does wibcly in

a making the most of her Indian posscs.sions. Whe-

iau home thcr she is wise in trusting so exclusively to one
nticipations formed of the probable magnitude of i impetus to the English manufactures,

hat trade in years to come are, indeed, of the corrcspondini; falliug off in the In

rrandest, and not without reason, for the capa-

)ilities of the magnificent empire of Hindostan ^^^ >,^^.. „„„_, ,...„ t--- -i i

• •
i

•

ire in the merest infancy of development, yet „oods, the native manufacture.s, not being subjected 'mills have called into exi.stence is another riuestiou

lave already yielded results that have far sur-,'^o a corresponding tax, rose rapidly in importance, into which we cannot enter ju>t now. Amonj

passed expectation. Until very recently Indial a^d bid fair to drive Manchester out of the fiild. possible contingencies is the imposition by our gov-

lad been a burden to her conquerors. Deficiency
i ]3ut local circumstances also greatly contributed ernment of heavy duties on ail foreign imports,

jf income and increase of debt were the staples ofUo this threatened result. First of all, the Sepoy ,This would close the door to our custom. An-

[ndian finance for more than twenty years, espe- [,ju(it,y of le57 disordered the fabric of society, other is that, even without such duties, the quan-

eially from the time the charter of the East India] ^nd caused a sudden depression of trade. Hardly ,tity of cotton rai.sed in the southern States will, in

Company expired, and its privileges were resumed i.^d that terrible rebellion been suppressed when all probability, be much less for .some time to come

by the British government, down to the close ot
jt became evident that famine was inevitable in the ihan has hitherto been grown, and hence its price

the administration of Lord Canning. But within uorthern provinces. The price of grain ro.se at, will run up, or else the greater portion of it will

once enormously. The profits to be realized by be required for our own manutactures. In cither

supplying that article rose accordingly. All avail- jcase the Engli.shmanufac'turers

able capital flowed into the trade, and, conse-

quently, speculation in foreign goods fell off. More-

over, the impoverishment of the consuuii!)<r cl

by the

manufactures. It is well known that when the article and its manufacture for the maintenance of

ten per cent, duty was laid upon imported cotton that squalid class of artisans which hci eotton-

^imfactures. not beins subiected ' mills have called into existence is another q
Amonz

the last three years a change has come over the

pirit of the dream, mainly owing to the exertions

,f— Laing to introduce a better system of finance,

[t was to the unequal taxation that prevailed under

former administrations, and to the injudicious in-

terference of the government with the tenure of

be obliged to

resort elsewhere tor cotton. It would not surprise

us to find them establishing factories in India, the

ics recent discovery of coal mines in the Himalaya

liny and the famine combined, dimin- mountains being the very thing for the purpose,

land that we must ascribe the fact that so much {.'bed their means of purchasing English colton Were the cotton manufacturing population of Eng-

disaffection existed in India, and that the Sepoy fabrics. Hence the depression in the Manchester land transferred to India, their productions would

mutiny broke out. In spite of these arbitrary! cotton trade. The Indian government deemed the 'soon obtain command of all the markets in Asia.
•'

. . ., T ,. , . .
°

. .. , . I __ T.' the valley of the (jtanges unlimited supplies
surcs for the extorting of revenue, the Indian

goveniinent found itself getting deeper and deeper

into debt, and was obliged to apply to the Impe-

rial Parliament for loans to keep itself on its legs.

But even with this assistance increased taxation

VPas still the order of the day. In 1859 a duty

of ten per cent, was placed on all cotton piece

goods imported into India; and in the following

year the duty on cotton yarns and twist was raised

to the same amount. The Manchester manufac-

turers looked with alarm on this bold step, which

bid fair to cripple their trade with the Hindoos

;

but they reflected upon it, and came to the conclu-

sion that until the Indian administration could be

extricated from its difficulties there could be no

reasonable expectation of a steady demand for

their goods. Like sensible men, who had

perience enough of such things in England, they

perceived that the only measures that would per-

manently relieve them were the cutting down of

the extravagant expenditure of the administration,

the reduction of the army, the removal of all taxes

upon transfers of land, and of all interference with

the rights of the ryots. They accordingly bent

their energies to the abrogation of these evils, and

pressed on the home government the necessity tor

commissioning some financial dictator to go out to

India and set matters to rights. Their prayers

were listened to, and — Laing was sent out. The I machinery,

remarkable tact and abilities of this gentleman in-

spired the Indian government with fresh vigour,

and being cordially supported by the Governor

General, Lord Canning, he set vigorouslyto work

at retrenchment. What he has accomplished in

60 short a time will be best appreciated by statisti-

cal results.

According to — Laing's financial statement, la.=t

year, the drficit for 18G0 exceeded §25,000,000,

while according to the statement of the present

year (just received,) there will be a surpl

S7,500,000. This remarkable result has been

produced without the imposition of a single new

tax, and is due, in the first place, to reduction of

expenditure, and, in the second, to a slight increase

latter of so much importance that it deputed an h

officer (the late Col. Baird Smith,) to inquire into of cotton fabrics would be poured into China and

the cause. The result of Col. Smith's investiga-
:

Tibet, while the Persian Gulf would be the channel

tions was the opening of the eyes of the British 'for the supply of Persia and lurkey. fcuch an

would
pening oi me eyes

,
.

aovernment to the necessity of providing means of! arrangement would revolutionize As^

fnternal transport; and so clearly did he show 'also greatly relieve England, tor half ot the arti-

the absolute need of this, that the Indian authori- {sans of Lancashire are paupurs, and hable at any

ties lost no time in opening new roads, and insti- i time to be thrown entirely upon chanty by war or a

tutin- more lines of land and water communica- [deficient supply of cotton. This fact constitutes a

tion.° India is just now the paradise of engineers, very serious danger to the British government, for

Railways canals, bridr-es, roads, tunnels, kc, are it would be almost in.possible to control four mil-

the order of the day; and the problem there to be !

lions of starving people should the contingency ever

solved is, how quickly can cotton be transported arise, as it has very nearly done now. Ihe sub-

from the interior to the coast, and thence to Eng- ject has long been under anxious consideration,

land, to be there manufactured into piece-goods, though little is said about it publicly.—A. Amen-

and retransmitted to India for consumption by the can.
_

native population'; We cannot fail to be struck
j

. ,. . , .,

with the anomaly which such a state of things W^dting in the Lig/UJor rhrccUonawl guul-

presents. The natural order is reversed, but this 'n?etv preserves Jrom the quickMucU oj Ucaturely

will not always be, for the natives are skilful, pa- arfu% The enemy t^oi advantage

tient and industrious, and having the advantage of of my weakness to misle

being on the spot, can, to a certain extent, com-

pete with the British manufacturers who live si

teen thousand miles off, :
'

d me. For whereas I

,ht to have waited in the light, for direenon and

dance into and in the way of well-doing, and

less the latter resort to not to have moved till the divine Spirit, (a miinifes-

their favourite policy of rcmovin ' all obstructions tation of which the Lord had been pleased to give

to trade, and then flooding the markets with goods me, to profit with,) the enemy transforming him-

at such low prices as to kill off the native manu- |self into the appearance of an angel of light, offered

fac'ures But the Enalish have, in their steam himself in that appearance, to be my guide and

n immense'advantage over the Hin- 'leader into the performance of religious^ exerci-ses.

doos, which will Ion.' render them masters of the 'And I, not then knowing the wiles of Satan, and

tuation, notwithstanding their distance from it. being eager to be doing some acceptable service

Colonel Baird Smith made some in:eresting in- to God, too readily yielding myself to the conduct

quiries as to the relative proportions in which 'of my enemy instead of my fneiid.

Kn.dish aoods and native manufactures weic used ! He, thereupon, humoring the warmtb and zea!

by The people. The districts which he examined of my spirit, put me upon religious performances in

with this view were favourably situated as regards my own will, in my own tune, and in my own

means of communication, and in those he found .strength; which in themselves were good, and

that Manchester cottons were already in more ex- '
would have been profitable to me, and acceptable

tensive u^e than the native coods, and were, in to the Lord, if they had been performed in_ his

fact craduallv susperseding tiicm. In other dis- will, his time, and in the ability which he gives.

trict's^more remote from the great rivers, ai>d to But being wrought in the wi.l of man, and at the

which, therefore, the cost of carriage is very heavy, prompting ot the evil one, no wonder tba it aia

Manchester goods are not in u.se at all among the me hurt instead of good.-i^/;o«J tlis early expe-

p jorer cla-a.s of the people. The question of the rietux of Tlwnias Efhcoo(L i. L. vol. / th, p. 6oi.

)re it
-'^ ''<'"' ^^>"^-—There are some nur-ing mothers,

' many forward instructor-, but too few fathers in

the church.

—

John Churchman.

of the stamp duties and of the duties on salt. Ot| disiribution of En^
course the reduction of expenditure has been the; one of means of communication, and, th-

principal agent in improving the condition of af-|is to this that the attention of the government is

fairs, the aruiy having been reduced from 150,000Low directed. Not merely are great trunk lines
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Daniel Bowlj, Jr.

Daniel Bowlj, Jr., son of Daniel and Sarah
Bowly, of Cirencester, Eugland, was a joung man
of good understanding and amiable disposition ; the

pliability of which, together with an employment
which exposed him to many temptations, promoted
a wide deviation iu his conduct from the religious

principles in which he had been educated. Of
this deviation he became painfully sensible durinc
the course of a long illness, which he acknowledged
to be a mercy from that Divine Providence whose
fatherly care had many times preserved him from
suddeu death while unprepared.

In the commencement of his sickness, his mind
seemed to be deeply affected with the danger of
bis situation, though he expressed but little. As
the disorder increased, he remarked how exceed-
ingly awful the prospect of the final change ap-
peared, earnestly desiring that he might be pre-
pared for eternity, and experience the Divine
presence to be near, when the time came. He now
taw that his past conduct had been very erroneous,
which caused him much sorrow, but he observed
that his supplications for forgiveness, during his
illness, had been attended with such sweet relresh-

ment as to induce the hope that they would be
availing. Yet at other seasons, his sins appeared
so great that he could hardly entertain a hope it

would be well with him. " What can be expect-
ed," said he, " from a death-bed repentance ? That
is a time when all would gladly be saved. Th
will not, probably, be an opportunity given me of
proving my sincerity by an amendment of life, so

en may doubt it; but the omniscient Beintr

since seen the favour it may be to me, to be taken! safety, to be in the presence of the Lord, and t
from such a trial." " What a favour it is to be behold his glorious countenance. death wher
members of our society ! Its rules forbid nothing is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory
that is good for us. How earnestly do I wish that Christ taketh away the sting of death. My dea
my near connexions in particular may keep to the Saviour is reconciled to me—I know he
truth. Though the path may appear hard at first, mercy is very great. I cannot speak enou<'h"o

they follow their Laader with a sinjile eve, I his mercv."
°

(To be concluded.)

yet as

From ' Silliman's Journal.''

Colorado Riter of tiic West.

the
I

For a number of years prior to the commence-

eye,i his mercy,
it will become more easy. There may be Times of|

withdrawing of the Divine presence, and then the!

enemy will seek to enter; but by earnest supplica-
tion, preservation will be granted, and at times,

a comforting foretaste of future happi;

prospect of getting every day nearer to such anjment of the present war in''whichVu7coun"trv^i
ncomprehensible reward, is a favour beyond ex-

1 unhappily involved, an annual appropriation ol

"'f'i""" ,• , • . •
,

)^''°'^ ^^'^^^ '0 100,000 dollars has been made h\\How little satisfaction results from a life of
|
congress, for explorations and surveys in unknown'

p easure; attending places of diver.i^on,&c Ah! [regions west of the Mississippi, to be expended'
the disappointments such meet with! 1 believe

I under the direction of the Topoaraphical Bureau
bitter p.5rtions are often their lot." Observing

j Expeditions were therefore sen^ o°ut to various partJ
also, that he had been struck with the conviction, of the West, with specific instructions as to the,when at those places of amusement, that he was} unexplored district to be examined, and a partvitar more blameable than his companions, who had

j
organized, composed of topo-rraphers meteorolo..i-'

no had .so guarded an education, and however in-lcal observers, geologists, artists, &c. and placed!uocently some of them might go, it was not so with under the command of an officer of the U. S. To-
"
nn« „,.., <• . ,,

pographical Corps. With an appropriation of 35,-One morning, inquiring if to-morrow would not 000 dollars, Lieut. Ives was ordered in the sprinci

five're'Afd ^I'l n' '°r"'^' V"' f'"" °' '""' '° '^^^"'"^ '^' --P'-^'J region boE:
tive, he said, " I almost long to go. How pleasant' ing upon the "^ .

'^
.. .

,P.

knoweth how far I am sincere, and I hope, if

really be so, it will be accepted by Him. Yet
there is nothing equal to a proper dedication of
time [while] in health

"

At another time he said, " I hope the xUmighty
will forgive my sins. It is mercy alone that can
save me, who have devoted so much of my time to
business and the amusements of this world—plea-
sure, as it is generally called

; but it is a strange
sort of pleasure. It is pain, I feel it [to be] pain!'
Again, " What I have to deliver, is from a pros-
pect of the awfulness of death, which in a short
time will bo my lot. Mankind in general are cer-
tainly under strong delusions; yet how kindly the
Almighty condescends, from time to time, to "ive
a degree of his light and help ! But man may out-
live this day of grace, which, through the merciful
n.ediation of my dtar Saviour, is now extended to
me."

On another occasion he observed, " I long that
my friends would begin the work of religion Tn the
lite of it

: for if the first oflFcrs are slighted, oh
how does the vi.-itation deaden on th'e mind !

"How comfortable would it be to meet my rela
tions iu that state of happiness, where I believe

;

reoidence to be preparing for my soul. I believi
the Almighty detains me here as an example of
his great mercy, and as a warning to some ; but I
earnestly entreat that none will depend upon the
same singular act of mercy." " All the friendships

orld must be given up—and if the mind
nated with an immediate proof of the

presence of our dear Saviour, yet it should be re-
signed, and prepare for the reception thereof, by a
surrender of every thing which docs not appear
consistent with a state of preparation."
At one time he remarked, '• In the forepart ofmy illness, a few times, I asked for recovery if cou-

Msient with the Divine will, with desires to be
strengthened to lead a different life from my past
and .serve that good Master who.se doctrines 1
have, a.sit were, trampled under foot; but I have

;
.1 , Li ,• 1 - . , ,

'^ —& «|^^" «uv, gjii^.iu v^wiuiauu ui lue >v esc ana to
IS the thought of being retired there from the I ascertain the navigability of that river. How wellworld when the generality of the people are in the Lieut. L and his assistants performed the dutyheight of Its engagements. How foolish and uu- entrusted to them the volume before us bears am-

™ld "nalT" "n° '':'^T'''"'^
''" ^°"'^f- P'« '-fi">-y- We regard it as one of the m stgola,-pal ry gold

; I he too eager pursuit of it, important and most finished reports yet published

;i !r '' ''"'•:5 \' '°fl
°^ °"'-

'°''fl ^' ^ ^''^ ^y '^^^ U. S. government in regard^to tCwest
to recover, and found business stood in my way to and so far as the labours of the Ivuthors are con!

bn littl "'"d'r ^r ',' ^P'T'^^'. o'; do cerned, it is in the highest degree creditable to ibut little and live accordingly. What signifies them. While thus examining the report before usgrandeur or curious food The taste goes no fur- with real pleasure we cannot but feel'^^he profoundther than the mouth and then it is over. If some est regret that so able and accomplished an officer

"h bu?[ntH ; "'''''Vr''''V"'^'^''°°'-r'^
^''^"'' ^'''' ^ -^=- of New^York Citrbuish but in his I am wise and know what I say." reared in New England, should at this time be

in. he 1 eTt n .f 'f ,V' "uT^'J
°"' even- found fighting in the" ranks of the enemies of ourng he spoke of the gift of the Holy Spirit which country, lost to science and the world at war not

ennVri;".
^^

°<^.f
'^^ ^«-°;"'^«'^ded an immediate advanced him than with his own convictions ofcompliance with its sacred discoveries, " for," said ri^ht and duty.

vietiou* or

he, " since these illuminations are not at our com-
""'

mand, it is very unsafe to trifle with them, by giv
ng way to the suggestions of the enemy; but rather
[let us]^ resign whatever may be called for,"—add-
ing, "Can we not return a part to Him who gave
the whole? What if it deprive us of a few luxu-
ries? We can have but food and raiment, which
only differ a little in kind between rich and poor."

" Our profession," said he, " is a very exalted
one, and it we keep to it, would make us as light-

of thi;

be not illuL

We quote that portion of the introduction which
relates to the history of Colorado explorations and
the organization of the expedition.

" The Colorado of the West is the largest stream,
with one exception, that flows from our territory
into the Pacific Ocean. It has its sources in the
southern portions of Nebraska and Orecon, and in
Its course to the Gulf of California d°rains two-
thirds of the Territory of New Mexico, and large
portions of Utah and California, an area of morethe world. Our religion teaches us to believe than 300,000 square miL_.

Very little has been known concernin
immediate communication with God, thi

his beloved Sou, which is an unspeakable privilege
to all who attend to it ; and wonderful condescen-
sion, that He who is Lord of all, should thus notice
poor man, and time after time, by visiting [us] with
the offers of his mercy, to iusure our happiness.
Llhese] visitations we should be very careful not
10 reject, as being a common favour, and think we'
will accept them at some future lime; for thouffhi

^ this
river. I wo streams. Green and Grand rivers,
which flow through Utah in a southerly direction'
have been supposed to unite somewhere near the
southern boundary of that territory and form the
Colorado, but the point of junction has never been
visited nor determined. For hundreds of miles
below this point the stream has not been seen, till

the Almiuhtv i* Inn, i\ u V\ : —"5"
I

recently, by white men, excepting at one spot, and

ie he had of his future! diers were trav

received into the l-i„.dom'';77'T ""f
^ '*"'"

^?r°""'''
'°'' ^

'^-^S ^^'^ *'^°'" '^'^ mouth, and even

see gates o hJr^ , anlin n' f ' •
^\

'"''"'"^' ""'^ °*' "'« '^'^'^ '^'^'-' -'' i-ceessibleue gates heaven standing open to receive points of its upper waters. More informationme, and thousands of the just
uie. I desire but just to get withi

ed concerning it at that time tha
the pales ofj during the three subsequent centuries.

was acquired
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In the year 1540 the viceroy of New Spain, in-

.,
;erested in the accounts derived froo a Frauciseau

noiik of the latter's travels in the Territory now

jailed New JMlxIco, sent an exploring expedition

Dto that region under the command of ^'ab(luez

j le Coionado. A detachment of twenty-tive men,

d by one Diaz, left Corouado's party and travelled

westward. They discovered the Colorado and fol-

owed it to its mouth. Their description of the

river and of the tribes they met upon it is not at

ill inapplicable lo the condition of things at the

present day, though the statements concerning the

.'prodigious size of one community of Indians that

. ;hey encountered are a little exaggerated. The

^
Mojaves, to whom, doubtless, they refer, are per-

'baps as tine a race of men, physically, as can auy-

\ where be found, but they do not quite couie up, in

stature and strength, to the descriptions of the

Spaniards.

Atiout the same time Captain Fernando Alar-

;ou, by order of the viceroy, sailed up the Gulf of

"alifornia and ascended the Colorado in boats for

long distance. The account of what he saw
' agrees with that of his cotemporary explorer.

Another of Corouado's captains, named Cardi-

nas, with a party of twelve men, reached the pue-

blos of Moquis, and repaired from them, with In-

dian guides, to a portion of the Colorado, far dis-

tant Irom that seen by the others. The history

states that after twenty days' march, over a desert,

they arrived at a river, the banks of which were

30 high that they seemed to be three or four leagues

in the air. The most active of the party attempted

to descend, but came back in the evening, saying

that they had met difficulties which prevented them

from reaching the bottom ; that they had accom-

plished one-tliird of the descent, and from that

point the river looked very large. They averred

that some rocks, which appeared from above to be

the height of a man, were higher than the tower

of the cathedral of Seville. This was the first

de.-cription of the famous Big Caiion of the Colo-

rado.

Several times during the suceeding two centu-

ries, the lower part of the river was visited by

Catholic priests. In 1744 a Jesuit missionary,

named Jacob Sedelmayer, went thither, following

the course of the Gila, and travelled extensively

in both New Mesi^;o and Sonora, and about thirty

years afterwards the Jesuits established missions

among the Yuma Indians, who live at the junction

of the Gila and Colorado. The priests were sub-

sequently massacred by the fierce tribe among
horn they had located themselves.

In 17 76 another Catholic missionary. Father

Escalante, travelled from Santa Fe to Utah, and

having explored the region south of the Great Salt

Lake, pursued a southwesterly course, towards the

sources of the Virgin, and then crossed to the

Colorado, which he reached at a point that appears

to have been almost identical with that attained

from the opposite direction by Cardinas, more than

two centuries before.

From this time the river was scarcely approached,

excepting by au occasional trapper, or some over-

land party crossing the lower portion en roitle to

California. A considerable part of the emigration,

induced by the gold discoveries in that region,

passed through New Mexico, by way of the Gila,

and the travellers were subjected to molestation

from the Yunias. In 1850 a detachment of troops

was sent to the mouth of the Gila to keep these

Indians under control, and not long afterwards a

military post, called Fort Yuma, was regularly es-

tablished.

The difficulty of furnishing supplies lo the gar-

rison, across the desert, was such that, iu the win-

ter of 1850 and 1851, General Smith, command-
ing the Pacific division, sent a schooner from San

Francisco to the head of the Gulf of California,

and directed Lieutenant Derby, topographical en-

gineers, to make a reconnaissance, with a view of

establishing a route of supply to Fort Yuma, via the

Gulf and the Colorado. 'I he result of the recon-

naissance was successful, a.-d the route was at

once put in operation. The freight, carried in

sailing vessels to the mouth of the river, was

transported to the fort—the distance to which, by

the river, is one hundred and fifty miles—at first

in lighters, and afterwards in steamboats.

In 1851, Captain Sitgreaves, U. S. topographical

engineers, with a party of fifty individuals, made
an exploration from Zuni westward. He struck

the Colorado at a point about 160 miles above

Fort Yuma, and followed the east side of the river,

keeping as near to the bank as possible, to the fort.

He encountered the Mojaves, and found their ap-

pearance and customs generally to agree with the

description of the early explorers. The descent

was accompanied with hardship and danger. Both

the Mojaves and Yumas were hostile, and the dif-

ficulty of travelling near the river was extreme,

ortiug to the chains of rugged and precipitous

mountains that crossed the valley. The summer
heats had parched and withered the face of the

country; the stream was low, and what was seen

of it did not create a favourable opinion regarding

its navigability.

In the spring of 1S54, Lieutenant Whipple, to-

pographical eugineeis, iu command of au expedition

for the exploration and survey of a railroad route

near the 35th parallel, reached the Colorado, at

the mouth of Bill Williams's Fork, and ascended

the river about fifty miles, leaving it at a point not

far below where Captain Sitgreaves had first touched

It. The expedition was composed of nearly a

hundred persons, including the escort. The Mo-

javes were friendly, furnishing provisions to the

party, whose supply was nearly exhausted, and

sending guides to conduct them by the best route

across the desert westward. The river was proba-

bly higher than when seen by Captain Sitgreaves,

and it was the opinion of Lieutenant Whipple that

it would be navigable for steamers of light draught.

The course of the Colorado northward could be

followed with the eye for only a short distance, on

account of mountain spurs that crossed the valley

and intercepted the view. A high distant range,

through which the river apparently broke, was

supposed to be at the mouth of the ' Big Caiion,'

which the Spaniards, in 154U, had vi-ited at a

place far above.

The marvellous story of Cardinas, that had

formed for so long a time the only record concern-

ing this rath'jr mythical locality, was rather mag-

nified than detracted from by the accounts of one

or two trappers, who professed to have seen the

caiiou, and propagated among their prairie com-

panions incredible accounts of the stupendous

character of the formation. It therefore became

a matter of interest to have this region explored,

and to lay down the positions of the Colorado and

its tributaries along the unknown belt of our

country north of the 35th parallel. The establish-

ment of new military posts in New Mexico and

Utah made it also desirable to aseertaiu how far

the river was navigable, and whether it might not

prove an avenue for the economical transportation

of supplies to the newly occupied stations."

(Tu I.,- ciitiuu.'J.J

j' brought up an evil report' of the good land; and
few there are, surely, of this world's thoughtless

'children, who would be tempted to leave their own

j

apparently gay and flowery path, to follow in a

'track so mouruful-sccming and repellant ! But a

rejoicing Christian is a happy sight I his cheerful

loving voice, may speak the most startling truths,

and breathe the loftiest hopes; while many will be

encouraged by him to seek the land whence come
such golden fruits, and the spring whence flow such

waters of comfort.''

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MOXTIi 11, 13C2.

" For a Christian habitually to wear melancholy

looks, and to speak in saddening tones and depress-

ing terms, is to be like the Hebrew spies, who
1 who bear the

It is but little that we have been able to learn re-

specting the situation of Friends in \'irgiuia and
North Carolina, since the commetieement of the war
now being waged between the North and the South.

Intelligence Liowever, has occasionally been ob-

tained, indirectly, indicating that the sad effects of

the contest have prissed upon them in many ways,

and that they are likely to suffer no little from the

general conscription of all able-bodied men to fill

the ranks of the Contederate army, which has
been ordered.

Among other items extracted from Southern

newspapers, recently given in the N. Y. Herald, is

one stated to be taken from the llaleigh, N. C.,

Standard, of the 26th of Fourth month last. It

gives " A memorial laid betore the State Conveu-
iioD, by the Yearly Meeting of Friends, on the

subject of bcarirg arms."

We see no reason to doubt the correctness of the

statement, unless it be the very erroneous estimate

of the number of the members of the Society, both
in the Slave and the Free States ; which may be

attributable to the want of correct information on
the part of Friends iu North Carolina. We give

the memorial as we find it, and doubt not our rea-

ders, while sympathizing with our fellow members
under the trying circumstances in which they are

placed, and will be glad to find their care and relig-

ious concern to uphold the peaceable principlesof the

gospel, as ever maintained by our religious Society.

'The memorial appears to have been prepared

and presented by the Meeting for Sufferings:

" At a Stated Meeting for Sufferings, represent-

ing North Carolina Yearly Meetiug of Friends,

held at Deep river, the 14th of Fourth month,

leG2, the subject ot' our present sufferings, on ac-

count of our conscientious scrupks against bearing

arms, claiming the deliberate Lonsideration of the

meeting, and believing it right to embrace our

privilege to petition tiiose in authority, we there-

fore adopt the following :
—

To the Convention of JSorih Carolina, in Cotuen-

tion Assembled:—
Y'our petitioners respectfully show, that it is one

of our fundamental religious principles to bear a

laithful testimony against all wars and fightings,

and that in consequence we cannot aid in carrying

on any carnal war.

This is no new principle of our Society, but one

which was adopted at its rise, as the doctriue

taught by our Saviour, and followed by his disci-

ples, for more than two hundred years, and has

ever been and is now held as one of our funda-

mental and vital principles, and one that we can-

not vield or compromise in any degree whatever.

We would further show that the whole number

of our members in the Confederate States is less

than ten thousand, while in the United States the

number probably exceeds two hundred thousand,

who bear the same testimony against all wars and
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fightings; and that in every nation and clime where

our society exists, it is at this day, as heretofore,

maintaining this precious principle of peace, and

that we everywhere in this respect speak the same

language and mind the same thing.

We may further show, that, according to the

best information we can obtain, until the present

time, Friends of North Carolina have not been

called on to aid in the battle field or military

camp ; but now our peaceful principles are in a

measure disregarded, and many of our members

are drafted to take part i7i tlie conflicting armies,

while we understand tlvat our brethren in the

United States are not.

We have enlisted under the banner of the Cap-

tain of our soul's salvation, Jesus Christ, the Prince

of Peace; therefore, in obedience to his express

command, we cannot fight, or aid directly or indi-

rectly in any carnal wiirs. But your petitioners

would represent to you that we believe it to be our

uioral and religious duty to submit to the govern-

ment under which we live, and to the laws and

powers that be, or sufi'tr patiently their penalties.

We love our homes and our country much, but

at the same time we love our religious principles

more ; therefore your petitioners would mo>t re-

spectfully ask that you grant us the eujoymeut of

this important religious priuciple.

We own no god but the God of love, truth,

peace, mercy and judgment, whose blessings we in-

voke, and whose wisdom we implore to be with you
in your legislative deliberations.

Signed on behalf and by direction of the meeting.

Nathan P. Spencer, Cierk."

StIlIMAUY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—News from Europe to the 2:

Londo
folk and the destru
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th ult. The
nder ofNor-
ays that the

s concerned,
r, the Times

confederate power
us of the end, and
ill be. The Great
onds as flocked to

during the lirsi

half of the month, shows a falling otf of more than one
half as compared with the same period in that year.
The Paris Patrle denies the rumour that France in-

tends to withdraw the Mexican expedition. It defends
the cause of France, and reproaches Spain, and in mod
erate terms, England.
The Austrian Government in reply to the Committee

of Finance, says that it has been i-ii'-iji .1 1 .;i|.:<,i,; ,:i>

means, in providing for a settIemoi,i : I .. ,

and has reason to hope tliat its eU'.ii i ,, . ,
,

ful. It considers tlie danger of wu :, I :, , ,.i:,

for a long period, and was about to elilct tlie rt-Uueiiou
of the army on a general scale.

The Liverpool cotton market was active, with a fur-
ther advance of \d. The .Manciiester advices were fa-
vourable. The stock of cotton in port consisted of
378,050 bales, of whicli 109,020 were American. \t
sea from India, 190,000 bales. Bread stuBs dull. Floi'ir,
2'J«. a 30s.; red western wheat, 1;*. Gd.n los 6rf white
11«. a lis. 6d.

'

The allied int^rvenlion in the affairs of Mexico appears
to have been unsatisfactory to all the parties interested.
Great Brilaiu first withdrew, and subseqiie-itly Spain
leaving the matter entinly in the hands of the French'
Late advices from Mexico state the French forces had
beed completely defeated by tlie Me.vicau* ulien on
their route to the CMpitol, and had been compelled to'
make a hasty retreat to Vera Cruz.

U.siTED St.vti:s — The Army, according to the late
official returns, consists of 017,054 men. From th
must be deducted tlie number killed and wounded

i

battle, and disabled by sickness, which may reduce
to about 500,1)00 cll'eetivc men.

77(6 Capture of Specie at Xew Orleans by Gen. Butler,

ving caused a difficulty with the foreign consuls at

that port, a commissioner has been deputed to proceed

from Washington to New Orleans, for the purpose of

king the necessary proofs for a final determination of

the matter, which has already been the subject of an
licable correspondence between the Secretary of State

d the .Minister of the Netherlands.

The Tax Bill, after being greatly modified in the Sen-

L>, finally passed that body with only a single negative

Recognition of Hayti and Liberia.—"Yhn Senate bill for

the recuguition and appointment of ministers to Hayti

d Liberia, passed the House of Representatives by a

vote of 8(3 to 37.

National Debt on the 29th ult., amounted to a

total of $491,448,984. This sum includes §145,880,000
of notes, isssued as currency, on which no interest is

paid. On the balance the rate of interest ranges from
4 to 7 3-10 per cent.

Arkansas.—A body of rebel troops were captured a

few days since near Cassville. Scouting parties of the

Federal troops are engaged in breaking up the guerilla

parties which infest some portions of the State. Major
General Curtis has received the appointment of Military

Governor of Arkansas.
Xorth Carolina.—The newly appointed military Gov

eruor, St.mley, is thought by some to be anxious to con
ciliate the si'are-holders of this State. He has issued

an order, prohibiting further instruction in the school:

at Newbtru, established for the benefit of the loyal col-

oured refugees there, because such instruction is for-

bidden by the laws of North Carolina.
South Carolina.—Despatches from Com. Dupont, state

the U. S. gun boats have taken possession of Stono, near
Charleston. The line of railroad between Charleston
aud Savannah, has been visited by a detachment of U
.S. troops, and a portion of the track destroyed.

Florida.—Gen. Arnold and his troops occupy Pensa-
cola. The poor are veir destitute, and depend upon
Gen. Arnold for their daily food. The rebels cffei

the complete destruction of the U. S. Navy yard,
other public property. Many deserters from the rebels

continued to arri

Tennessee.—The Union troops captured at the battle

of Pittsburg Landing, have been generally paroled
set at liberty, in consequence of the rebels being unable
to provide them with food. They report that discon
tent was almost universal in the rebel army. The Nash-
ville Union continues to notice the arrival in that city

of officers and soldiers, who had become disgusted
the rebel service, and repaired there to take the oath of

iillpgiauce to the United States. The attack upon Fort
Wright was renewed last week, when the rebels finding
the position no longer tenable, abandoned it. Com.
Davis, with his fleet, then proceeded down the river,

meeting with no resistance at Fort Randolph. He ar-

rived opposite Memphis on the evening of the 5th,
and next morning a desperate engagement took place
with the rebel fleet of gun boats and steam
suiting in the capture or destruction of the e
'<• >'\''

!
iii^ie Steamer, which escaped in consequence

. >; iiMTspeed. As soon as the battle terminal
lucudered the city, and it is now occup

-'., u,- L'. .-;. lufces.

Alaiama.—Xa expedition from the army of G
.Mitchell, under command of Gen. Nagley, has defeated
and utterly routed a rebel army under Gen. Adams.
Chattanooga is now held by the U. S. forces, and still

more important results are anticipated. At the latest

dates, the U. S. mortar fleet had passed the lower bat
tcries, and was opposite Fort Morgan, near Mobile.

Mississippi.—The retreat from Corinth has been a-

disastrous to the rebel cause as a defeat, having beei
attended by a demoralization of a portion of the army

pursued, and on the 4th

General Pope,

ilie fugitives were vigorousl

Gen. Hallei:k t. !< :,-;.:,. I ;i^

with 40,000 mn,
, , K iM

Lug the enem\ li : 11
I

ers and dcscri.i^ n-:,. ih ,

i.rms cafitured. Tluiu.-aiids

away their arms. The resul

sire. ' It is, howeve: doii

rt of

lutli of Corinth, pu
reports 1 0,000 pris

somhv

lieved that 20,000 deseru-r.s iunc aija.idoued the rebel:
since the fall of Corinth.

Virginia.—Vminnat to orders from the War Depart
mcnt. Gen. Dix has assumed the command at Forlrcs'
Monroe. One of his first acts has been the relaxatioi
of the restrictions on trade with Norfolk. Provisions o

all kinds may now be taken to Norfolk and Portsmouth
uch to the relief of the citizens. All the Bdltimor

and Ohio railroad bridges injured by Jackson's rebi

my during its late inroad, have been effectually re
paired, and travel on the road has been resumed. Thi
prisoners taken by the rebels during Gen. Bank's re
treat, have been paroled till exchanged. Gen. Banks

"
3 official report, denies that his forces were routec

and fled. He states also that the losses of his arm;
3 been greatly exaggerated. He gives the entire num'
of killed, wounded and missing, during the retrea-

as only 905 men. Gen. Fremont's army continued th
uit of the rebels up the valley of the Shenandoah'

capturing many hundred prisoners, wagons and sup
plies. On the 6th inst. a sharp conflict took place nea
Harrisonburg, between a portion of the U.S. ai

part of Jackson's retreating forces, in which both side
ffered considerable loss. Gen. M'Clellan reports tl

losses of his army in the battle on the 31st ult. aud 1,

,
before Richmond as follows, killed 890, wounded

3627, missing 1222, total 5739. The loss of thi

y is not known. More than a square mile of grounij
was covered with the killed and wounded of both sides

d letters from the army state that over 3000 rebel
had been buried by the Federal troops. Deserters fron
Richmond, report the total loss of the southern army
about 10,000. Further military operations have be
delayed by the necessary care cf the wounded, and
heavy rains, which have greatly swollen all the wat
courses. The Chickahomiuy, usually a small strea
bad been swollen in some places to a breadth of t

miles. There seemed to be no prospect that Richmonii
would be given up without another battle.

Xeic 5/«to.—The Delegate from Utah, in the H
Representatives, has presented a memorial, asking tbi

admission of Utah into the Union on an equal footioj,

with the original States, aud one of the Repre
from Virginia has presented a similar memorial on b(

half of the Slate of Western Virginia. The propo,
constitutions for the new States were presented with
memorials, and referred tj the Committee on Terri
ries.

Disastrous Freshet.—The heavy rains of last wee
caused a great rise in the streams in many places,
pecially in mountainous regions. The waters of
Lehigh and Schuylkill rivers, and their tributaries,

greatly swolleu, and swept away much valuable
perty, destroying bridges, dams, &c., to a very lar|

amount. The whole town of Weissport, near Maud
Chunk, was washed away, but three houses being lei

out of three hundred. A fearful loss of life occurred
this and many other points in the Lehigh valley. :*

New York.—This city has been unusually healthy thi)

present season. Mortality last week, 3U
Fhiladelphia.—Mortality last week, 246. J

10^
yeal

Died, on the 11th of Fifth mo., 1862, RoRSAMOtfl
Kestek, wife of George Kester, in the forty-sixth yc

of her age, a member of Muncy Monthly and Greenwood
Particular Meeting. Her friends have the consoling bei

lief that their loss is her eternal gain.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

A Stated Meeting of the Committee who have charg<
of the Boarding School at West-Town, will be held then
on Fourth day, the 18th cf the Sixth month, at 1(

o'clock, A. M. The Committee on Admissions, meet al

8 o'clock the same morning, and that on Instruction a^

7J o'clock the preceding evening. The Visiting Cora.
mittee attend at the School on Seventh day the 14th o!

the month.

Joel Evans, Clerk.
Sixth month 4th, 1862.

For the accommodation of the Committee, a convey-
ance will be at the Street Road Station on Seventh .an^

Third day afternoons, the 14th and 17lh inst., to meet
the trains that leave the city at 2 and 4J o'clock.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

NEAR FRAXKFORD, (tWENTY-THIRD WARD, PUILADELPHIA.)
Physician and Superintendent,—Joshua H. Worthing-

TON, JI. D.

.Application for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superinteudent. to Charlks Ellis, Clerk
of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTEKS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pmnsylvani
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From the London Quarterly

Eastern Archipelago.

(Continued from page 024.)
,

In commercial importatice, although not in size

he island of Java ranks first in the Oriental

Lrch ipelago. The country to which it bears the

learest resemblance in beauty of aspect is perhap;

Italy, and it must always posse.ss an interest for

Snglaud, as she ruled it for six years. It received

rom her an improved revenue system ; and an im-

)ulse was communicated to industry, which was

)eginning to produce great results, when, by the

irrangements of the peace of 1815, the island was

estored to Holland. The name of Sir Stamford

lafiies, its Governor, is still pronounced with rov-

rence in Java by many who knew him in their

^'outh. The area of Java is rather less than that

)f England and Wales, and its length is somewhat

greater than that of England and Scotland. Its

jreadth varies from 56 to 136 miles, therefore

)art of its interior is very distant from the sea.

The population is rapidly increasing, and has

loubled itself in twenty years. It is irregularly

listributed, and more than half of the cultivable

surface is uninhabited. The faith of the entire peo-

ole is now Mahomedan.
Java is traversed from east to west by a chain

Df mountains, which are nearest to its southern

shore. The island is probably of volcanic ori

the great Asiatic chain which extends down the

ay Peninsula terminating there. It possesses,

like other volcanic countries, neither iron nor gold

The fertility of its soil is extraordinary : the island

is therefore eminently an agricultural one. The
heat of the coasts is great, but froit is not uncom-

mon on the mountains. The capital is unfavoura

bly situated in the midst of a pestilential swamp
but the mortality, which is inevitable from its posi-

tion, is probably compensated, in the opinion of

the Dutch Government, by the diificulty of the

approach and by its security. The flora of J
is varied and magnificent ; but as few of the

plants are deciduous, the country presents always

nearly the same appearance, being clothed with

a brilliant and unchanging verdure. The vegeta-

tion struck Sir Stamford Eaflles when he first

visited the island as 'fearful.' Mountains 10,000

feet high are cultivated half way to their sum-
mits. On the coasts palms and bananas con-

ceal the marshes and jungles from which they

pring. Rising gradually, the country then as-

sumes a more varied surface, and at the height of

lUOO feet, ferns preponderate with a thick growth

of bamboo. To these succeed forests of tall and

spreading fig-trees ; ferns then increase in size

;

orchideous plants of rare beauty arc intermingled

th the exuberant vegetation, and fig-trees are

succeeded by the oak and the biurcl. In the re-

gion above, the trees are dwarfed, their tropica!

character disappears, and heaths aud coniferaj,

witb cryptogamous plants, abound. The ferns then

become diminutive, and mosses and lichens denote

an almost alpine temperature. With a range of

climate between the tropical and the temperate

zones, Java produces all the fruits and cereals of

Europe and Asia. The vegetable wealth of the

island is therefore immense. Sis zones exist, each

of which yields in rich abundance its peculiar pro-

ductions. Rice, maize, cotton, coflfee, sugar, to-

bacco, indigo, pepper, the cocoa-nut, bread-fruit,

sago, wheat, the potato, and almost every other

European vegetable thrive luxuriantly. Fruits (

exquisite flavour abound, and flowers of unim:

ginable beauty load the atmosphere with perfume

' WluUever fruits iu different climes are fuund.

That proudly rise or humbly court the ground
;

Wh;ilevcr blooms in torrid zones appear, .

Whose bright succession decks the varied year
;

Whatever sweets salute the northern sky,

With rerniil lires that blossom but to die
;

These, here disporting, own the kindred soil,

Nor ask luxuriance from the planter's toil

;

While sea-borne gales their gentle wings expand,

To scatter fiagrance round the smiling land.'

The Dutch first formed a settlement in Java

in 1611. The progress of their ascendency has

resembled that of other nations placed under simi-

lar circumstances. European influence was at

first opposed, then gradually and firmly established,

and native kingdoms were ultimately converted

into subordinate and dependent states. The na-

tive government was an hereditary despotism, and

the sovereign was addressed in the highest style of

Oriental fiattery. He became, under the rule of

the old Netherlands East India Company, as mere

a shadow of royalty as the Great iMogul. The

court of the nominal prince was permitted to retain

its national customs; and the royal palace, although

lying immediately under the guns of a small Dutch

fort, was denominated the habitation of the Sun.

The Dutch East Indies were for two hundred

years administered by a company of merchants,

subject to the control of the States-General. There

was therefore a considerable resemblance between

the Dutch and English East India Companies in

their constitution and privileges.

When Holland succumbed to the yoke of revo-

lutionary France, Java necessarily fell with it.

Napoleon probably attached little value to tbe ac-

quisition, regarding it at first only as a dilapidated

possession of an old spendthrift corporation. In

one point of view, however, it appeared to him of

great importance. It might be made a base of

operations for his meditated conquest of the British

possessions in the east. These intentions were

anticipated by the capture of the island in 1811,

and Java, for two hundred years the seat ofDutch

empire in the Eastern Archipelago, became a British

dependency.

The Dutch shook off the French yoke, aud

bec^e again a nation. The Netherlands were

recon.stitutcd as a limited monarchy ; and by the

Treaty of London in 1814, all the transmarine

possessions of Holland which had been captured by

England were restored, except the Cape of Good

Hope.

Holland, as a state of any European conse-

quence, now depends upon the maintenance of its

re in the Easteru Archipelago. The system

on which it relies for augmenting its revenue has

been very carefully described in the work of —
iMjuey. It certainly presents a remarkable pic-

ture of successful administration, whcreinthe Dutch

Government tills the several characters of a land-

owner, cultivator, trader, aud ruler. By means of

those offices combined it has made Java the chiet

source of the present financial prosperity of the

Netherlands, and has derived from it the means

for paying off a large portion of the national debt,

providing compensation to the holders of slaves in

the West Indies, and expending ten millions of

florins annually upon railroads. On the restora-

tion of Java to its old masters, trade had flowed

into new channels, aud the land-tax was the only

existing substitute for the old Dutch monopolies.

The government is considered the supreme lord

and absolute proprietor of the soil. The ancient

rent of land was one-fifth of the produce, and one-

fifth of the labour of the occupier of the soil. A
system denominated the culture system was intro-

duced in 1830. It may be briefly described as a.

return to the old plan of forced deliveries of agri-

cultural produce, combined with compulsory la-

bour. Under this arrangement a portion of the

land-tax is remitted, and some of the best land,

together with the labour of its peasantry, is ap-

propriated to the cultivation of produce deemed

peculiarly fitted for the European market. The

profits are divided between the grower, the manu-

facturer, and the government. Into the compli-

cated details of this system, it is impossible here

to enter. It rests upon the supposed sovereign

right of disposing of the labour of the natives, aud

upon their obligation to cede one- fifth of the pro-

duce of their occupied laud to the government.

The labour of tbe people, although compulsory, is

not, however, entirely without remuneration. Su-

gar, indigo, cochineal, tea, tobacco, coffee, cinna-

mon and pepper, are raised by native labour, with

or without the intervention of a European con-

tractor. The government thus receives from the

crown-lands from 60,000 to 70,000 tons of coffee,

with large quantities of other valuable produce;

the whole of which is consigned to Holland for

sale.

The financial result of this .system is iiighly

satisfactory to the government of the Netherlands.

The gross revenue Irom Java has risen from a for-

mer average of-24,000,000 of florins to 1 1 5,000,000.

In 1859 i° amounted to nearly 10,000,000/. ster-

ling, aud has been and is still steadily on the

increase. The sum annually expended by the gov-

ernment in works of reproductive industry avera-
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ges about 2,000,000/., and is aoalogous to the ju-

dicious outlay of a landlord upon bis estates.

WbelLer tLis mode of ' managing a colony' is con-

sistent with the higher functions of government

may be ciuestioned, although the material interests

of the people have been considerably benefitted by

it. The government believes that Java presents a

field of almost indefinite financial prosperity, and

is destined to restore to an old and decayed state

a portion of its former commercial and political great-

ness. But although it may have conferred present

prosperity on Java, and so far benefitted its people,

the avowed policy of the Dutch Government is not

to elevate the native race, but to keep them in a

state of moral and intellectual bondage as a cheap

and easy method of maintaining its supremacy.

Java is the entrepot of the commerce of the

Netherlands in India. Private trade betvieen Hol-

land and Java is now unrestricted. The iS'ethcr-

lands Trading Company is employed only as the

agent of government, and possesses the exclu-

sive privilege of carrying the produce of the crown-

lands to Europe. The merely mercantile aspect

in which alone Holland regards her fine depi n-

dency is certainly not consistent with our notions

of government ; and it maybe doubted whether,

if the State were to give up to private industry the

vast estate which it now manages with so much
skill and success, and apply itself to its more leg-

itimate functions, even the financial success would

not ultimately be as great as any that has hitherto

been realized by an opposite system.

The Dutch aduiinistration of Java has its fa-

vourable aspects ; but to make a distant people a

source of mercantile profit by a system of forced

labour and a studied disregard of their moral in-

terests, is but a modification of slavery and a per-

sistence in the nineteenth century in that exploded

system which valued colonies only as subservient

to the commercial aggrandisement of nations. The
government of Java is carried on by native chiefs,

termed licgents; but European ofijcers, denomi-
nated Kesidents, have a controlling authority, and
constitute, in ofi'ict, so many local centres of ad-

ministration. The native aristocracy has thus

been transiormed into the salaried oflncers of gov-

ernment. The system is said to give satisfaction
;

the allowances of the native rulers being high

than those of the European residents.

sorry we did not do so or so, and we can directly all good minds desire to enter into." In the even-

conimit neglect before God, and feel no sorrow for|ing, some one remarking how hard it rained, he

it. Oh : what mercy there is I In great wisdom and said, "I like to hear it— the sound of it is solemn

unspeakable kindness is the good Mediator given, to I— it is the work of the Almighty. The withdraw-

reconcile us and work redemption in us. Do not.ing of the sun, and darkness, is like what good

let us fear man; what is he? Look upon 7>ie and souls experience in the work of redemption, when
! a poor weak thing that can hardly speak." Divine light is withdrawn from them. In these

Alter this he was much exhausted, and desiring seasons, what strange ideas is the mind tried with,

to be put to bed, uttered the following short ejacu- such as are very apt to cast down the timid—but

lation: " Lord God Almighty, be thou pleased there is a sweet support sustains, though at such

to look down upon, and be with us." It was with times not sensibly felt." On the 3rd, he seemed

difficulty he got to bed, and for some hours hist anxious to be gone, and prayed thus: "0 Lord

symptoms seemed to threaten dissolution, but after God Almighty ! have pity upon me. It was thou

Be religious, and then

ng slept some time he

Cautioning some of his friends to beware of the

incumbrances and fatigues of business, he observed.

" It will not do for those who have been all the

week in the hurry of business, to go to meeting and

appear before the Lord in form only. A man
whose time is wholly engrossed in business in com-

,
[although] he goes to meeting pretty con

created both soul and body." Some time

after, he said to a near friend, " 1 believe the ene-

my has now almost done with me."

On the 4th he was very weak, but calm and
composed, remarking that he was going to the

Father and the Son, and bade his Friends fare-

well. About twelve o'clock he took an affectionate

leave of two cousins who waited on him, and his

stantly, and sits there two hours, yet it is to be
j

voice became so weak that little he said could be

feared his thoughts will be engaged on that which heard : the last sentence which was distinctly un-

Dan
(COIKI

At another time he

you will have our Saviour's arm to lean upon. Oh
he is a merciful Saviour! I have found him such,

an easy Muster, a kind Friend. Ah! how I re-

gret that I neglected serving him for some years.

Think what a superior education we have had, to

most; what a nice institution is ours— the peculiar

institution of God, and I believe it is not to die

away, although some of our society have "•one from
it, for whom I am sorry."

"I believe great advantage may arise from fre-

quently comparing time with eternity ; an awful

eternity ! It appears to me exceedingly awful

!

Heaven and hell are placed before us. We have

our choice; and we know what wretches hell i;

composed of— foul minds, full of remorse forever

for their worm never dieth. On the other hand, iu

heaven there is great harmony. Oh! I have had
beautiful prospects! I have seen the innumerable

company of angels, and the spirits of good men.
But how is it ? We are ashamed of not comply.

ing with man, and not ashamed of doing so to

God. We can apologize to men, and say we are

up the greater part of his time; and ii

it be so, it is great mockery of God. Neither will

it do to go iu an outward show of dress and ad-

dress, if not true worshippers of the Lord in spirit

d in truth. They must daily give up their minds

to him ; daily retire to worship him. I know a

man ought to provide for his family, and carry on

a proper business, which I believe to be right, but

it should by no means be the first object, for riches

will be nothing in the end. What would I give

now for all the world ? Nothing at all."

The r2th of the Eighth month be said to one

of his sisters, " How many times have I been pre-

served from death ! times more than I can remem-
ber. Ah ! how often, sister, have some of us been

raised, as it were, from death. We should often

think of it, and how we have answered the kind

intention. It may not be so again. The next may
be the last time. Then do let us begin to prepare

and do everything that is required of us. I believe

plainness of dress is. We are indeed a chosen

people, and what may not be wrong in others is

so in us. Plainness of dress is an hedge about us.

The world is not then seeking our company. Do
remember what our Saviour said, ' Whosoever de-

nieth me before men, him will I also deny before

njy Father who is in heaven.' " After this he im-

pressively said, " The enemy is still very busy with

his insinuations, and would persuade me that all is

done, and so lead to neglect, but I must watch and

pray to the end, and be very earnest with the Al-

mighty to continue his favours and that he will

support me through all."

He was preserved in a state of humble, patient

waiting, and expressed but little for some days, but

the sweetness and solidity of his deportment evinced

that his spirit was centred to the source of Divine

life. On the 1st of Ninth month he remarked, "Th
state I expect to enter is that ofcalmness and peace,

divine peace ; the purest spirituality. I hope

live in the presence of God and to feel constant

support from him, and I do not wish to know more."

The following day he was very weak, and left his

chamber with reluctance. Soon after, he

seized with so violent a fit of coughing, that the

hour of his dissolution seemed near at hand. In

short respite from the paroxysms, he trium

derstood, proved as a seal to the foregoing truths,

" I have the satisfaction to say that I have
been washed in Jordan." He put off mortality

the manner for which he had often prayed,

without a groan or even a sigh, aged twenty-fi

years and eight months.

A Natural Curiosity.—A singular instance of

the foresight of a field-mouse has just been brought'i

ider our cognizance. A person clearing the gar
;n ground of Thomas Thomson, Dalkeith, Scot-

nd, came upon a growing turnip, which he pulled

up by the root. Guess his astonishment, when he

found that the turnip was completely hollowed out,

as neatly as if it had been done by the chisel of a

carpenter, and the interior filled with large garden
beans. The work, from the size of the hole whence
the inside of the turnip had been extracted, was
manifestly that of a mouse, and the object, no
doubt, of filling the interior with beans, was to

ide against hunger in the barren winter wea-
j

ther. Near the place where the turnip was growing,'

there were several stalks of beans, upon which'i

some pods had been left, and it is supposed thatt

he cute mouse had helped itself to these. W^<
counted the beans in the turnip—a si

d found that they amounted to no le

dozen and two.

—

Scottish Farmer.

\\i one-

than si£.(

phantly said. "I am happy— I am happy— If lyond the limits of the appropriation
I never speak more, give my dear love in Christ suitable construction had, therefore, t

Jesus to all my friends." After getting into bed
he remarked, " but I have full faith iu my founda-

tion."

At another time, " I believe my dear Saviour is

ready to receive me into purity, and that is what

From " Silliman's Journjil.''

Colorado River of the West.

(Continued from page 327.)

" There was no appropriation that would enable

the War Department to accomplish this servict

until the summer of 1857, when the present Se
cretary of War, having the disposition of a certaii

amount to be expended in field examinations, se'

apart a portion of it for the exploration of th(

Colorado, and directed me to organize an expedi
tion for that object.

To ascertain how far the river was ilavigable for'

steamboats being the point of primary importance,

it was necessary first to make provision for this

portion of the work. The company employed in

carrying freight from the head of the Gulf to Fort

Yuma were unable to spare a boat for the use of

the expedition, excepting for a compensation be-

A boat of

to be built on

the Atlantic coast and transported to San Fran-
cisco, and thence to the mouth of the river. In

order that the survey should be made at the worst

and lowest stage of the water, I had been directed

to commence operations at the mouth of the Cold-^

k
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•ado on the first of December. This left little

ime for preparation, considering that it was ne-

iessary to build a steamer and carry the parts to so

;reat a distance.

In the latter part of June, I ordered of Reancy,

l^eafic & Co., of Philadelphia, an iron steamer,

ifty feet long, to be built in sections, and the parts

be so arranged that they could be transported

)y railroad, as the shortness of time required that

t should be sent to California, vii the Isthmus of

Panama. About the middle of August the boat

Tas finished, tried upon the Delaware, and found

latisfactory, subject to a few alterations only. It

vas then taken apart, sent to New York, and

hipped on board of the California steamer which

iailed on the 20th of August for Aspiuwall. A.

r. Carroll, of Philadelphia, who had engaged to

iccompany the expedition as steamboat engineer,

vent out in charge of the boat.

The transportation of the steamer was, to the

arties concerned, a source of more trouble than

)rofit, but the kind oflices of the agents of the

'anama Railroad Company, and of the captains

f the steamships on both the Atlantic and Pacific

ioasts, united to the careful supervision of Carroll,

nabled the awkward mass of freight to reach San
<Vaneisco in safety by the first of October.

Dr. J. S. Newberry was appointed physician to

3 expedition, and also to take charge of the

tural history department. This gentleman had

previously made extensive geological surveys in

California and Oregon while attached to the party of

[lieutenant Williamson, topographical engineers, in

harge of the Pacific railroad surveys in those re-

;ions."

The Journal of Lieut. Ives is full of interesting

lescriptions of incidents of the trip, accounts of

lumerous tribes of Indians, scarcely known prior

his visit, as the Moquis, Mojaves, &c. An im-

jortant hydrographic report of 14 pages is also

jppended. We have room only for the vivid de-

scription of that remarkable passage in nature, the

Black Caiion, given on pages 85, 86, and 87.

" Camp 59, head of Black Carion, March 10.

The skiff having been put in tolerable order, a

bucket full of corn and beans, three pairs of blank-

3ts, a compass, and a sextant, and a chronometer

were stowed away in it, and a little before sunrise

the captain, mate, and myself commenced the ex-

ploration of the canon. My eompauious each pul-

led a pair of sculls, and with considerable vigour;

but as the current has a fiow of three miles an

hour we could not make rapid progress. We had

proceeded a quarter of a mile, and had just rounded

the first bend, when one of the sculls snapped, re-

ducing by half our motive power. There was,

fortunately, a current of air drawing in the right

direction through the narrow gorge, and, with the

odd tcuU and a blanket, an apology for a sail was

rigged, which, at intervals, rendered great assist-

ance.

In a few minutes, having passed what may be cal-

led the outworks of the range, we fairly entered

i gigantic precints, and commenced to thread the

azes of a caiion, far exceeding in vastness any

that had been yet traversed. The walls were

[perpendicular, and more than double the height

'of those in the Mojave mountains, rising in

many places, sheer Irom the water, for over a

thousand feet. The naked roeks presented, in lieu

of the brilliant tints that had illuminated the sides

of the lower passes, a uniform sombre hue, that

added much to the solemn and impressive sublimity

,of the place. The river was narrow and devious,

land each turn dijclosed new combinations of eo-

[losml and fantastic forms, dimly seen in the dizzy

I heights overhead, or through the sunless depths of

the vista beyond. With every mile the view be- of the varied and majestic grandeur of this peer-

came more picturesque and imposing, exhibiting less water-way. Wherever the river makes a turn

the same romantic effects and varied transform:!- the entire panorama changes, and one startling

tions that were displayed in the Mojave canon, but novelty after another appears and disappears with

on an enlarged and grander scale. bewildering rapidity. Stately f,»c;ades, augmt ci-

Rapids were of frequent occurrence, and at thedrals, amphitheatres, rotundas, castellated walls,

every one we were obliged to get out of the skiff and rows of time-stained ruins, surmounted by

and haul it over. Eight miles from the mouth of; every form of tower, minaret, dome, and spire,

the canon, a loud sulfen roaring betokened that have been moulded from the cyclopeau masses of

something unusual was ahead, and a rapid ap- rock that form the mighty defile. The solitude,

peared wliich was undoubtedly the same that had the stillness, the subdued light, and the vastness of

been described by Ireteba. Masses of rock filled i
every surrounding object, produce an impression

up the sides of the channel. In the centre, at the 'of awe that ultimately becomes almost p^" "" '

foot of the rapid, and rising four or five feet above

the surface of the water, was a pyramidal rock.

against which the billows dashed as they plunged

down from above, and glanced upwards like a

water spout.

The torrent was swifter than at any place below,

but a steamboat, entirely emptied of its cargo,

which could be deposited upon the rocks alongside of

the rapid, could, if provided with long and stout lines,

be hauled up. During a higher stage of the river

the difficulty of the place would be much di

ihed. With our nearly worn out ropes it would Black canon.

As hour after hour passed we began to look anx-

iously ahead for some sign of an outlet from the

range, but the declining day brought only fresh

piles of mountains, higher apparently, than any

before seen. We had made up our minds to pass

another night in the canon, and were searching for

a spot large enough to .serve as a resting place,

when we came into a narrow passage, between two

mammoth peaks, that seemed to be nodding to

each other across the stream, and unexpectedly

found, at the upper end, the termination of the

be very hazardous to attempt the ascent.

Several rapids followed at short distances, all

of which would be troublesome to pass at the pre-

sent depth of water. The constant getting out of

the boat, and the labour of dragging it through

these difficult places, made our progress for some
miles exceedingly tedious and fatiguing. xVs sun-

.set was approaching we came to a nook in the side

of the canon, four miles above the roaring rapid,

where a patch of gravel and a few pieces of drift

wood, lodged upon the rocks, offered a tolerable

camping place, and we hauled the skiff upon the

shingle and stopped for the night. There was no

need of keeping a watch, with two grim lines of sen-

tinels, a thousand feet high, guarding the camp.

Even though we could have been seen from the

verge of the cliff above, our position was totally

inaccessible.

Darkness supervened with surprising sudden-

ness. Pall after pall of shade fell, as it were in

clouds, upon the deep recesses about us. The

Low hills of gravel intercepted the view, and

ted us from seeing far into the unknown re-

gion beyond. A mile above the canon the river

swept the base of a high hill, with salient angles,

like the bastions of a fort. At the base svas a lit-

tle ravine, which offered a camping place that

would be sheltered from observation, and we drew

the skiff out of the water, determining not to pro-

ceed any further until to-morrow. Leaving the

mate to take charge of the boat, the captain and

myself ascended the hill which is over a thousand

feet high. A scene of barren and desolate con-

fusion was spread before us. We seemed to have

reached thefocusorculminatingpoiutofthevolcanic

disturbances that have left their traces over the

whole region south. In almost every direction

were hills and mountains heaped together without

any apparent system or order. A small open area

intervened between camp and a range to the north,

and we could trace the course of the river as it

id towards the east, forming the Great Bend.

of light, through the opening above, at last became In the direction of the Mormon road to Utah, which

blurred and indistinct, and save the dull red glare, is but twenty miles distant, the country looked

of the camp-fire, all was enveloped in a murky less broken, and it was evident that there would

gloom. Soon the narrow belt again brightened, as ! be no difficulty in opening a wagon communication

ihe rays of the moon reached the summits of the] between the road and the river. Wc tried to dis-

mountains. Gazing far upward upon the edges of cover the valley of the Virgin, but could see no

the overhanging walls we witnessed the gradual il-

lumination. A few isolated turrets and pinnacles

first appeared in strong relief upon the blue band

of the heavens. As the silvery light descended,

and fell upon the opposite crest of the abyss, strange

and uncouth shapes seemed to start out, all spark-

ling and blinking in the light, and to be peering

over at us as we lay watching them from the bot-

tom of the profound chasm. The contrast between

the vivid glow above, and the black obscurity be-

neath formed one of the most striking points in the

singular picture. Of the subsequent appearance

of things, when the moon rose higher, I do not -- -

think any one of our weary party took particular ghastly air to the scene

notice. I

This morning, as soon as the light permitted, we

were again upon the way. The ascent of the river

was attended with as much labour as it had been]

the day before; for though none of the rapids

were of so violent a character, they were of con-

stant occurrence. The wind still held to the south

and the blanket sail was again set to great advan-

indication of any stream coming in from the north-

west. The view iu that direction was partially

obstructed by another summit of Fortification rock.

Not a trace of vegetation could be discovered,

but the glaring monotony of the rocks was some-

what relieved by grotesque and fanciful varieties of

colouring. The great towers that formed the northern

gateway of the canon were striped with crimson

and yellow bands ; the gravel bluffs bordering the

river exhibited brilliant alternations of the same

hues, and not far to the east mingled with the

gray summits, were two or three hills, altogether

of a blood-red colour, that imparted a purely

The canon continued increasing in si

magnificence. No description can convey

and

idea

A Useful Dog. Schenek, at the Farms, has

a dog which goes out near the railroad track every

night, a few minutes before it is time for the cars,

and waits until they pass, then picks up the paper

which is thrown off by the expressman, and carries

it to his master, lie is always on hand at the

regular time, and never fails to bring the paper

when it is there. Monday night he came back

without it, and so confident was Schenek that
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it had not been thrown off, that he walked to Kock-

port, and there learned that another person had

been on the route that day, instead of tlic regular

expressman, and had forgotten to throw it off.

This same dog used to get the paper bj the stage

coach, before the cars commenced running, and

never missed being at his post when the stage came

along.

—

Cape Ann Advcrtiier.

For "The FritDii."

BIOCRAPUICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members

of the Yearly Heeling of Philadelphia.

ELIZABETH LEVIS.

Elizabeth Reed was born about the year 1694.

We have no account of her very early life or the in-

struction then given her. "Whatever the religious

instruction she may have received from her earthly

parents, it is evident that she was largely cared

for in this respect by her Heavenly Father, who,

through the visitations of his grace, opened her uu-

derstand-ng into the mysteries of his Heavenly

Kingdom. She was at the time of her coming to

maturity, a member of Kennett Meeting, in Ches-

ter County, where in the Tenth month, 1720, she

was married to William Levis, a valuable Friend.

Soon after her marriage, she began to be much

employed in the service of the church, and in 1734

was appointed an overseer. In the year 1736, a

gift in the ministry of the gospel was committed

to her, which she exercised to the edification and

comfort of the church. She was often engaged in

religious labours at home and abroad, and was fre-

quently concerned in visits to thefamiliesof Friends,

sometimes to all the members of her monthly

meeting, sometimes to those only who were negli-

gent in the attendance of religious meetings. In

these services she was olten joined with her hus-

band's sister, Elizabeth Shipley, who. as Elizabeth

Levis had travelled extensively with Jane Feun,

in the work of the ministry. Of some of thes(

family visits they could report, they " found sat-

isfaction" in their labours," andjcncouragement" to

pursue them.

Elizabeth Levis found her mind much exercised

on account of the free nse of spirituous liquors,

particularly in the time of harvest. She saw so

much injury resulting from this practice, that she

was constrained to open her mouth, and to employ

her pen in opposition to its continuance. Whilsi

labouring under this concern, she at^ked her par-

ticular friend, Susanna Bluudel, what she thought
of Friends trading in and using spirituous liquors 'i

Susanna said it had been a burden to her many years,

She seemed much affected in consideration of the

subject, and added " what can we women do 'i Th
men uphold it." This fellow labourer of Elizabeth

Levis, died soon after, and leaving this concern as a

heavy burden resting on her mind. When Eli:

beth heard of her death, she says, " It took hold of

my mind with sorrow, at parting with so near a

friend, and one concerned for the honour of God
While my mind was thus affected concerning our
dear friend, there seemed this voice sounded in my
inward ear, ' there is no cause of sorrow, she h
done her day's work and has gone to rest.'

"

Elizabeth Levis, soon after this, prepared the

following essay. " Some friendly advice and cau-

tions, recommended to the serious oou»ideration of

the professors of the holy Truth."
" Dear Friends, brethren and sisters :—Feeling

the flowing of that love which wishes well to the

whole family of mankind, with earnest desires that

all may come to the knowledge of the Truth, and
be saved, I cannot well omit giving some account
of the great exercise which hath fallen to my lot.

I have been in deep distress of mind for many [building upon. If, upon a narrow search, we find

days, insomuch that, in the night season, sleep de-jwe are building upon that foundation, of which

parted from my eyes, until it pleased the Lord to our Blessed Saviour spoke to Peter,— the Revela-

visit my soul in his love, and bring me to see the tion of the will of God, on which the Church ol

cause of my exercises. I was then made to say in

tbe secret of my heart, Lord, require of me
what thou wilt—I will obey thee as thou art

pleased to enable me. As I thus became resigned

to the will of God, he in great mercy redeemed my
soul.

Dear Friends, I have never found any other

way to be favoured with true peace, than by sub-

mitting to the cross of Christ, and I can say, the

Lord never requires any thing of his people, but

he gives ability to perform it; ' blessed be his holy

name forever.' He is not a hard master, but a

rich rewarder of all who faithfully wait upon him

and patiently abide under his refining hand in the

time of trial. Oh ! that the professors of the ho'y

Truth were willing to come to Jesus Christ, who

s the Truth and the Life, that he, by the fan of

his power might separate the pure from the im-

pure ; not only from those gross evils which are

Christ is built, then the Holy Spirit will be to

our comfort and consolation. The Lord may trj

the faith of these, for the fitting them for service

in his church, but those who are resting in a mere

profession, will certainly suffer loss. Bly desire is,

that none may slight the day of their visitation,

until it be over, lest when too late, they may have

to say, ' the harvest is past, the summer is ended,'

and we are not saved.'

"

I

CTo ie continued.}

the Soi

lany years been prao-

sts. It was first in-

Subsoil drainage has for

tised by the best agricultu:

troduoed solely with the intent of drying wet lands;

and for this purpose only, with but few exceptions,

is it still used in the United States. But othen

benefits have been found to follow the introduction*

of this system. Rain-water possesses fertilizing,

accounted scandalous amongst men, but from every- ! properties. If it can be induced to filter through,,

thing which would obstruct the life of Truth in the instead of running off over the surface, as in tiraeai

• Dear Friends, there are many snares and hin-

dering things in the concerns of this world ; and

without due watchfulness, these will be as the little

foxes that nip ofi' the tender buddings of truth.

Sometimes the Lord, by the light of his Holy

Spirit, gives us to see the uncertainty of temporal

things, and that our greatest concern ought

to be, the well-being of our immortal souls. If

we take heed to the pure gift, the heart becomes

tender, but it is to be feared that for want of watch-

fulness, many overlook the visitations, [of Grace,]

and thus in them the pure buddings of the Divine

life is kept under. It is the work of the enemy to

fascinate the mind with the enjoyments of this

world, by which he has gained many to the great

sorrow of the true mourners in Sion. This comes

by neglecting to give diligent heed to the gift of

God in the heart, which hath light and power in

it, to enable us to discover and avoid the snares

of the enemy, and also to see how he works to

captivate and enslave our minds with the things of

this life, which are so uncertain to us. Because

of these things, many exercised minds go bowed
down and heavily burdened on their way, often

crying to the Lord iu tbe secret of their hearts,

that if consistent with his will, he would work by
his Holy Spirit, and arouse the careless ones to flee

from the wrath to come.
" There is a call in my heart to you, my dear

Friends and fellow creatures, that you carefully

mind the visitations of the love of God to your
souls. I warn the earthly minded that they give

due heed to the witness tor God in the heart. As
this pure gift is attended to, it will remove the

clods of the earth, which have too long obstructed

the growth of the seed whicb God hath sown there.

For want of this [attention,] it is to be feared some
have become so benumbed, as to a right sense of the

great end of their creation, that that which ought
to be their chief concern, the promotion of the

honour of God and the welfare of their immortal
souls, has but little place in their minds.

" It is in fear and reverence that I am thus con-

cerned to express myself at this time ; and iu that

love which wishes well to all mankind, I am en-

abled to bear the censure of those whose hearts are

not seasoned by the virtue of Truth. 1 am con-

cerned to call on the professors of Truth, that we
may be still and wait upon God, so that by virtue

of the holy gift in the heart, we may be sensible

what our works are, and what foundation we are

of heavy rain, the soil is proportionally benefitted

and the surface waste checked. Sub-drainage pro-

motes filtration. Another effect, eminently service-

able, takes place—the oration of the soil. Cur
rents of air iiow with the currents of water through

the drains, and the whole soil, above the drain-pipesjj

is, to a greater or less degree, permeated with air.T

In England, the upper extremity of a line of drain^i

age-pipe is often brought to the surface and lefl

open, to allow the air to enter freely. So obviou

have been the advantages of this asration that, '

latter times, in some places, pipes have been laid

specially to promote this subterranean circulation'^

of atmospheric air. The following notice of this

system is taken from a recent number of Dr. Lind-

ley's Agricultural Gazette.

"D. Hooibrenk, near Vienna, announced, in

1859, a new system of culture, stated to insure a

more vigorous growth than can be induced by other

means. This consists in placing in the earth, pipes

or air-channels, pierced with holes which permit

the air to penetrate throughout the mass of soil

traversed by the roots. According to the inven-

tor of this system, its advantages are numerous

and important ; he points out the following :
—

1. The strongest clay soils, under the influence

of currents of air transmitted through the pipes, are

divided by thousands of small fissures and thus

rendered friable, so that roots can easily penetrate

them. The depth at which the pipes should be

laid depends on the nature and consistence of the

soil.

2. After the soil has been aerated by means of

the air-pipes, the vegetation of plants growing in

it becomes more active, especially in the. case of

grain crops and vegetables. The roots finding the soil

iu a finely divided state, penetrate deeper than usual,

and are consequently safe from the vicissitudes of

temperature which take place near the surface.

3. The looseness produced by the circulation of

air in the soil causes a rapid absorption of rain-

water, and prevents caking of the surface. On the

other hand, during long continued drought, the

roots, owing to the great depth to which they have

penetrated, are not exposed to the drying efl'ects of

the external air, and are enabled to obtain a sup-

ply of moisture which they could not do near the

surface.

4. The air-pipes passing through sour soil causes

the sourness to disappear, so that where only bad

herbage previously grew, the finer grasses can be

produced. These good effects are more partiou-
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arly observed in swampy or marshy ground which
nay thus be changed iuto fertile soil.

5. The soil being always kept porous by the

iirculation of the air, can be more ea,?ily worked
;

md from its openness preventing the accumulation

)f water, cultivation can be commenced earlier in

ipring.

6. Plants grown on soil thus improved produce

great mass of roots, and consequently being very

strong, they require more space. There is there-

re no need to sow so thickly as usual ; and hence
cou!^iderable saving of seed is effected.

7. Manures are much more energetic in their

action in soil which is ajrated in this way than in

that which has not been so treated ; the reason of

this being, according to Hooibrenk, that the serated

soil is more uniformly moist throughout its thick-

ness, and that being the case, the decomposition of

the fertilizing substance is more rapid and uni-

form.''

In short, the inventor of this system states, that

double and even triple the produce may be obtained

from land so treated. This increase soon repays

the expense of laying the air-pipes. He also states

that in the culture of the vine, the ripening of the

fruit is greatly accelerated and the quality im-

proved. Such assertions could not fail to bo re-

ceived with doubt by many. Careful experiments

were therefore made to test their truth, by Ficht-

ner & Son.

The field in which these experiments were con-

ducted, consists of a bed of loam or sandy clay,
j

from 13 to 16 inches deep, resting on a subsoil of

rounded pebble-stones, like those in an adjoining

brook. On the other side of the field is another

brook about six and a half feet lower. This dif-

ference of level, taken in connection with the stony

subsoil, made it doubtful at first whether the bene-

ficial action of the air-pipes would not be owing to

the acting as drains in carrying off surplus water.

The field contained more than one and a half acre,

and had been in cultivation since 1852, but yielded

only indifferent returns, at most, about six for one

of seed. The Fichtners placed four air-pipes, at

the depth of three feet, across the field. Their in-

ternal diameter was nearly two and a half inches.

The field thus prepared was divided into a number
of beds at right angles to the direction of the air-

pipes and extending to the portion of ground not

lurni^hed with the apparatus. Of the four pipes

first laid down, two were joined by a communica-

tion pipe, and the mouth of one of them opened

into the ash pit of a furnace, whilst the other ex-

tremity terminated in an air-tank, the sides of

which were of masonry. The surface of the ground

furnished with air-drainage was one half acre and 22

poles. The furnace at the end of the pipe was in-

tended to show that the atmospheric air could

reach the fire by passing through the soil. To
prove this, the opening at the further extremity

of the pipe was completely closed, and also the

furnace and ash-pit doors, in such way that no air

could reach the fire to support combustion except

by passing through the soil, under whicb the pipe

leading to the furnace was buried. The fire how-
ever, burned perfectly well throughout the day.

To burn ten pounds of wood in 2 J hours, would
require 8000 cubic feet of air, and this would have

to traverse 108,000 pounds of soil, before it could

i
reach the furnace. A similar circulation, though

less active, must take place wherever there is a
' difference in the temperature of the air in the

drains and that of the atmosphere, and from ob-

servations that have been made, it has been found

that a difference of this kind takes place at least

once in twenty four hours. Mr. Jaeger remarks,

that wherever a furnace exists, its fire may be use-

fully employed in fertilizing, by means of air-tubes,

the adjoining ground ; and that gardeners might
ihus make good use of their liot-bouse furnaces for

improving borders and other paits of their gar-

dens.

The advantageous action of the atmospheric air

in passing through the soil is due to the fact of its

losing a portion of its oxygen, and thus giving

rise to the formation of a larger portion of carbonic

acid. To determine the changes effected in these

respects, the Fichtners have analysed the air con-

tained in the tubes. [The atmospheric air con-

tained 21 per cent, of oxygen and 12.80 of carbonic

acid;] the air from the tubes 20.08 of oxygen and
35.73 of carbonic acid.

The produce of the aerated soil, even taking into

account the effect due to the working of the soil in

laying the pipes, was considerably increased during

the first and only year in which the results are

known ; a particular increase was ob.served in the

yield of sugar beet. On the estate of Totis, in

Hungary, where similar experiments have been

made, very encouraging results have been obtained.
—Abridgedfrom tke Journal of the llortwulturai

Society, Faris,\Bm.
[It will be seen that these experiments in them-

selves, prove little more than the conviction which

exists, in the minds of European cultivators, of the

importance of ajrating the soil. This conviction is

founded on many years experience, derived from

the double action of ordinary subsoil drainage;

which introduces atmospheric air into the soil,

while it is carrying water away.]

For "The Friend."

A. TRIBUTE TO DEPARTED WORTH.
Thouglits during Philadelphia Yearly Meeting for 1SG2.

Once more to the old gathering ijl;ice we come,
A band of sisters to our solemn feast;

Our swelling ranks in reverent silence wait

No pleasing ordinance, no rite of priest.

The chnrch and her best interests, are the themes,
That claim the outward ear, the inward eye

Of many a bowed and suppliant soul, is turned,

For holy help, to Him, who ruleih them on high.

The mothers of our Israel, in their place,

Give us such counsel as pertainetn most
To our best interests ; but one face is gone.
The dear familiar face of her the loved and lost.

By the swift mandate of its God recalled.

The noble soul that laboured for our weal.

No longer now tor Zion pleads and prays
;

That voice in its rich cadences is still.

Hers was no eloquent and rounded phrase
;

No tlowery language, pleasing to the ear;

But Truth's directness, glistening many an eye
Stony and cold, with fresh unbidden tear.

So forcible, that strong ones bowed and shook
Beneath the terrors of her gospel hand,

So calm and deep and earnest in its strength.

Yet simple, that a child might understand.

And wielded by a woman's feeble arm,
The spirit's sword clotl the abodes of sin

;

Making an opening for the holy law
Of truth and righteousness, to enter in.

To many a darkened, hapless couch of pain,

She was the instrument of hope and peace
;

Sent by her Master, in His holy power
To minister unto the mind's disease.

And there are those aroused to better things,

And rescued from their course in ruin's way.
Who, humbly waiting in the light of Christ,

Still live to bless that favoured woman's day.

While to the timid, trembling child of hope,
Longing for way-marks on the desert drear,

Like the fresh breezes, from a land of flowers,

A strength in weakness, came her words of cheer.

She asked no blessing from those dying lips,

She shrank from praise that grateful hearis bestow,
But ever sought the glorv ol her Lord,

His call to answer, and His will to know.

So moved she in her true appointed sphere,
Erectly standing, like a tower of strength,

Bearing her burdens patiently and well

—

The angel of deliverance came at length.

My mother 1 at the right hand of thy God,
I)) ing with hallelujahs to Uis praise,

The richest guerdon of thy labours won
Thy Saviour's blessing on thy latter days I

My mother! thou hast welcomed to thy home
Of the redeemed in Christ, the honoured dead,

My second mother; on whose gospel breast
1, child-like, oft refreshed my f.iinting head.

Aye more, she was the first to wake my soul,

l''rom its deep slumbers, in the courts of death,
Where in a false and treacherous ease it lay.

All idly wasting its immortal breath.

mothers ! in your holy homo of light,

Where not the semblance of a shadow lives,

.My errors and temptations cause no pang,
.\nd the dear Saviour grace suliicienl gives.

My heart rejoices in your high estate,

But mourns the loss of friends so good and true
;

Its greenest memories of departed worth,
Its holiest aspirations live with vou.

L
Chester Co., Pa.

iDk.

From the Leisure Ilour.

Civilized man has long since become, all over
the world, a writing animal. The ancient Greeks
and Komans penned their ideas on tablets of wax
or brass, or else on films prepared from the Egyp-
tian water- weed papyrus. The Cingalese of to-

day remind us of what the Greeks and Romans
did long ago—scratching their fantastic but ele-

gant characters on the silicious covering of palm
leaves, or, when more than ordinarily luxurious, on
tliin plates of metal—silver or gold, for instance

—

as many examples to be found in the Museum of

the Royal Asiatic Society amply testify. Now, it

stands to reason that engraved writing, as one may
term it, must needs be a tedious affair. Having
once seen a copper or steel plate engraver at work,
the reader will not doubt what we say. Engraved
writing might have done very well for a Roman
poet of the Augustan age, especially such a poet

as Horace, who advised candidates for poetic ap-

probation to keep their manuscripts seven years

before trying to find a publisher ! and, what is

more important as regards the matter we are deal-

ing with, he enjoined the precept scepe vertere stij-

lum, whilst composing the MS. Now, the expres-

sion scepe we>-^ere4-/y«/», translated, literally, means
to turn the stylus or writing instrument about fre-

quently. Understood as Horace meant the sen-

tence to be understood, it simply means oblitera-

tion, erasure ; the fact being, that the stylum, or
classic writing-tool, was sharp at one end, and
armed with a sort of catting edge at the other.

If, then, what an author had written on wax or

metal chanced to dissatisfy him, he had only to

turn his stylum about

—

vertere slijlam—and the

words might presently be erased and obliterated
;

whence also the expression of tabula rasa, a de-

leted table or writing surface.

The Cingalese and some other Asiatic people

are in the habit of adopting a peculiar sort of book-
binding, one well adapted to meet the case of books
written by the engraved process. The similitude

of a Venetian blind will readily convey to the reader
an idea of the sort of bookbinding to which allusion

is made. In the British Museum, and more par-

ticularly in the Museum of the Asiatic Society,
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books of this sort may be noted, the material in

most cases being palm leaf, not unfrequently, how-

ever, metal. The Greeks and Komaos do not

appear to have adopted this style of book-binding.

Tablets amongst them were usually reserved either

for first compositions—just after the fashion of

slates at tbe present time—or else, as is our custom

at present, for inscriptions designed to be perma-

nent, such as votive tablets, epitaphs, and the like.

Tor book-work, the ancient Greeks and Romans

either used papyrus rolls, or else sheets of vellum

;

as for paper, tUough it would appear to have been

manufactured in China from time immemorial, the

Saracens are believed to have first made it known

in Europe. Whether of papyrus, or vellum, or

paper, the material no louger lends itself to the

engraved style of writing ; ink becomes a necessity,

and black has ever been recognised as the most

desirable colour for ink.

Now comes a very important question. What
is the best bhick material out of which to manu-

facture ink—the best, that is to say, in every res-

pect ? Firstly, what black is that which can best

resist atmospheric influences, which is most un-

congenial to roguery, and which can neither be

erased nor expunged, nor chemically obliterated 1

Now, there can be no question whatever but that,

if no other point were arrived at than the ones

just detailed, carbon or charcoal, in some form or

other, would be the most desirable thing out of

which to make black ink. Indian ink is little else

than finely powdered charcoal, mingled with gum
;

and printers' and engravers' ink each owes its

blackness to animal charcoal, called ivory black,

mingled with thick oil. Now, every librarian knows
that printers' ink is proof against every chemical

influence : acids will not touch it, neither will

alkalis. Printed ink marks may be erased, of

course, but that process does not involve destruction

of ink, so much as of paper. The stains of writiuu

ink may be usually removed again and again, when
distributed over printed matter, leaving the latter

untouched. If writing ink contain charcoal in any
form, this remark, however, does not hold good.
Public librarians know the indelible nature of char-
coal ink so well, that they studiously avoid it. The
ink, for example, supplied to readers in the British

Museum Library is prepared with special reference

to its easy extraction by chemical means, if, asj

often happens, a book should get blotted ; hence, it!

would be highly impolitic for a lawyer to pen anyi
imporiant document in the Library of the British
Museum with ink there supplied.

Inks, considered in reference to the mere liquid
part of them, or " vehicle," as chemists say, may be
divided into oil inks and water inks. He who
would like to see with his own eyes what oil ink
rvaeiiibles, may study the appearance of printers'
ink, or, failing that, of ordinary black house-paint.
Ink of this sort works well enough from the point of
a brush, and it is not very intractable when a blunt
pointed reed pen is in question

; but with quill pens
it is very difficult to use, and with metallic pens
impossible.

All writing inks now used are water inks, because
of their ready flowing quality. As the world grows
older, writers somehow grow mere iinperuous.
Fancy a Greek or lloman sub-editor tranquilly pre-
paring his copy with oily ink and a camel's hair
bru-h ! Nevertheless, had there existed editors
and sub-editors in the lime of Demosthenes, they
would have had to work in that fashion— if, indeed,
the modern literary use of paste and scissors had
not been invented, llerculaneum—that strange
witness which has solved so many doubts be-
queathed to us by classic antiquity—Herculaneum
has settled affirmatively whether the ancients used

oily writing inks. Out of the subterranean vaults' art can frequently restore that faded black by ap-
,]

of that lava-flooded city came forth to light plication of proper treatment. No mere routine
„

one day, an inkstand having a small quantity of direction will suffice ;
the treatment siiitable in the

j^

ink in it, which on examination proved merely a case of one faded ink, would be fatal in the case of

rich oil mingled with lamp black. The lamp black another. The chemist alone can decide, and to

was ground°up with oil, as is the custom now fol- him the full responsibility should be given,

lowed in making black paint; by remeniberingl From Evemug. at the Microscope.

which, one can understand the meaning of Demos-

1

Insects: Their Ears and Eyes,

thenes when he taunts his great rival, ^<chinos,j ^ ^g^y ^jjg ggjj of observation, and one easilyi

for having been compelled in his youth, through g^ifiyatgd^ jg presented by the organs of sense '

poverty, to sweep the school, sponge the benches,
| jjjg jygggt r^ces, and in particular by those curiou8|«

s^nA grind the ink.
j

jointed threads which proceed from the front or

A sort of reflection appears to be cast on the gj^gg of the head, and which are technically called

boasted progress of mankind in the operative ^"t^^, antennce. These may sometimes be confounded
when the fact is brought prominently before us,^i[{j tho palpi, examples of which organs we have
that manuscripts written before the tenth century

j

j^ggy lately looking at; for in a carnivorous beetle,

have for the most part retained the original black-
j f^j instance, both pa/pi and antenna are formed

ness of their ink, whilst documents written «'wcejof ^ number of oblong, polished hard joints, set

that period for the most part show indubitable i g^j (q end, like beads on a necklace. And it is

signs of perishing or perishableness, so far as re- probable there may be as much community in the

lates to their ink. Many, doubtless, who peruse
| fuugtign as in the form of these two sets of ap-

this need not go beyond their own family records: pg^d^ggg^ (.jjat both are the seats of some very
for proof of that here stated. Many a letter penned' jgUgare perceptive faculty allied to touch, but of
not more than ten years ago shows unmistakeablej ^hich we cannot, from ignorance, speak very defi-

signs of perishableness as to its ink. Why is this ?
! nitely. It is likely, indeed, that sensations of a ..

How comes it that ancient and mediasval people I very variable character are perceived by thorn, ac-

could manufacture permanent inks, whilst we, with' cording to their form, the degree of their develop-
all our boasted chemical resources, so often fail?jment, and the habits of the species.

The answer is plain enough. Fast writing is a It is not impossible, judging from the very great
desideratum as well as permanence of writing, diversity which we find in the form and structure

Now, fast writing involves easy flowing, and easy of these and similar organs in this immense class

flowing demands a thin ink. Charcoal may be of beings, compared with the uniformity that pre-

powdered very fine, and it may be suspended for a vails in°the organs of sense bestowed on ourselves
time in gum water, or thick material similarly mu- and other vertebrate animals,—that a far wider
cilaginous, but it cannot he dissolved ; and herein- sphere of perception is open to them than to us.

lie at once the difficulties of using it, and the per- Perhaps conditions that are appreciable to us only
manence of it when used. The liquid modern inks by the aid of the most delicate instruments of
are in point of fact dye-stufiFs, and the processes modern science may be appreciable to their acute

faculties, and may govern their instincts and ac-

tions. Among such we may mention, conjecturally,

of the atmos-

of dyeing were very little understood previously to

the tenth century.

It would be an endless task to set about de-

scribing the composition of writing inks as at pre-

sent used : a few general indications must there-

fore suffice. Japan inks, as they are called,

and all contain charcoal in some form or other,

keep the charcoal in suspension, gum, or other!

glutinous matter, is present of necessity
; whence

arises the glazy surface produced by Japan ink. I and perhaps many other physical diversities which
Since the dawn of the steel pen era, Japan inks' cannot be classed under sight, sound, smell, taste,

have been gradually falling into disuse. Almo-t|or touch, and which may be altogether unappreci-

without exception the freely flowing inks, suitable! able, and therefore altogether inconceivable by us.,

for steel pens, are mere dye-stuffs. To flow freely
| It is probable, however, that the antennce are the

is a great boon always; but permanence in some -organs in which the sense of hearing is specially

seated ; a conclusion which has long been conjec-

the comparative moisture or dryc

phere, delicate changes in its temperature, in its
|

density, the presence of gaseous exhalations, the!

one! proximity of solid bodies indicated by subtile vi-

To bratious of the air, the height above the earth at

which flight is performed, measured barometrically,

the various electrical conditions of the atmosphere;

cases IS even more indispensable. When perma-
nency is required, let the writer beware of easy
flowing inks.

As regards the tribe of fancy inks, the ancients

had theirs, as we have ours. '^\iQ sacrum encaus-
tum, for example, was a purple ink, the composi-
tion of which was kept a profound secret, and which

turally held, and which is confirmed by some ob-

servations recently made on the analogous organs

in the Crustacea, which I will allude to more par-

ticularly presently.

You may see a considerable diversity of figure

and of aspect generally in this tiny weevil, which
was only employed by the Roman emperors for

j

may be accepted as a representative of a great
signing documents. Death was the penalty for! family of beetles, the ci^^-ci^/wMwfe. The manner
obtaining this ink, or even endeavouring to obtain! of their insertion strikes us at first sight as peculiar,

it, from the vigilant officers in whose custody it was! as is in fact the aspect of the whole head. Instead
preserved. This edict remained in force from a. D. of a thick substantial solid front, with powerful,

dely-gaping jaws, such as we saw in the carabus.

Ibis edict

470 to 1452 ; except that in tho twelfth century the

privilege of using it was extended to members of
the imperial family, and in some oases to the great
officers of state. Doubtless this ink was no other
than the celebrated Tyrian purple extracted from
a shell-fish. Green ink was especially reserved
for signatures of the guardians of the Greek em-
perors whilst their wards were minors.

And now a tinal word or two, and they shall be
practical. If ink writing have faded from any
cause whatever, let not the possessor despair, even
though the writing be totally illegible. Chemical

here projects from between the eyes a long rod-like

proboscis, as long as the whole animal besides,

curving downwards, and carrying at its very ex-

tremity a minute mouth, with all the proper appa-

ratus of lips, jaws, and palpi. Moreover, the a«-

tennce are planted on the two sides of this beak,

about its mid-length
; and they are curiously el-

bowed, each projecting horizontally at a right angle

to the beak for a considerable distance, and then

with a sharp angle becoming parallel to it for the

remainder of their length. So that supposing the
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rminal half of the heak to bo broken oflF just

ehiud the insertion of the anUtina^ the whole

'ould compose the letter T. Now, the first bend

f this angle is composed of a single joint, the

:apus, which is in this family, greatly lengthened
;

nd then the two or three final joints are much
bicker than all the others, and are as it were

ised together into a large oval knob, called the club.

Now, a word or two in explanation of this very

ingular form of head and head-organs. The
arva or grub stage of these insects is destined to

e passed in the interior of fruits and seeds; the

odividual which we have been examining {JJala-

inus ?iucum) was born one morning in August

1 the interior of a hazel-nut. Its parent had

hosen a suitable nut, just then when it is set for

ruit, and as yet green and soft; and had with her

iroboscis, or rather with her jaws at its tip, as with

, gimlet, bored a tiny hole through the yielding

hell into the very interior; then turning round

nd inserting the extremity other abdomen with its

vipositor, she had shot an egg into this dark ca-

'ity. The juices poured forth at the wound soon

lealed the orifice ; the nut grew ; and presently

he egg became a little white grub. He then rioted

plenty; prolonged his darkling feast

"From night to morn, from mora to dewy eve;"

—'twas all " dewy eve" to him, by the way, for no

ay of light saw he, till that prosperous condition

)f existence was done. No wonder he grew fat

;

ind fat those rogues of nut-weevils always are, as

fou well know. Well, when the nut fell, in Octo-

)er, the kernel was all gone, completely devoured,

ind our little highway-robber was ready for hi

winter sleep : he gnawed a fresh hole through th

30W bard shell, made his way out, and immediately

jurrowed into the earth, where he lay till June

hen became a pupa, and emerged just what yo

lee him, a long-snouted beetle like his mother, in

the beginning of August.

Such is his " short eventful history ;" and you

Qow see that the long beak is formed entirely with

reference to this economy ; it is an auger fitted to

bore holes into shell-fruits through their envelopes,

for the reception of eggs.

In the tribe of two-winged insects, which we

term, par excellence^ flies [muscadce,) the antennaj

low power to bear upon it with reflected light.

You see an infinite number of hexagons, of the

most accurate symmetry and regularity of ar-

rangement. Into tho.se which are in the centre of

The soft blue colour of this dragon-fly's eyes

—

as al.so the rich golden reflections seen on the eyes

of other insects, as the whameflies, and many other

diptera— is not produced by the pigment which I

are of peculiar structure. The common bouse-fly
j

being interposed between the mirror and the stage

shall give us a good example. Here, in front of the its image was distinctly seen, on a proper adjust

he field of view, the eye can penetrate far down, have alluded to, but is a prismatic reflection from

d you perceive that they are tubes; of those which

recede from the centre, you discern more and more

of the sides; while, by delicate adjustment of the

focus, you can see that each tube is not open, but

is covered with a convex arch, of some glassy me-

dium polished and transparent as crystal. There

according to the computations of accurate

naturalists, not fewer than 24,000 of these convex

lenses in tiae two eyes of such a large species of

ragon-fly as this.

Every one of these 24,000 bodies represents a

perfect eye ; every one is furnished with all the

apparatus and combinations requisite for distinct

vision ; and there is no doubt that the dragon-fly

looks through them all. In order to explain this,

I must enter into a little technical explanation of

the anatomy of the organs as they have been

demonstrated by careful dissection.

The glassy convex plate or facet in front of each

hexagon is a cornea, or corneuk, as it has been

called. Behind each cornea, instead of a crystal-

line lens, there descends a slender transparent

pyramid, whose base is the cornea, and whose apex

points towards the interior, where it is received and

embraced by a translucent cup, answering to the

vitreous humour. This, in its turn, is surrounded

by another cup, formed by the expansion of a ner-

vous filament arising from the ganglion on the ex-

tremity of the optic nerve, a short distance from

the brain. Each lens-like pyramid, with its vit-

reous cup and nervous filament, is completely sur-

rounded and isolated by a coat (the choroid) of

dark pigment, except that there is a mioute orifice

or pupil behind the cornea, where the rays of light

enter the pyramid, and one at the apex of the lat-

ter, where they reach the fibres of the optic nerve.

Each cornea is a lens with a perfect magnifying

power, as has been proved by separating the entire

compound eye by maceration, and then drying it,

flattened out by pressure, on a slip of glass. When
this preparation was placed under the microscope

on any small object, as the points of a forceps,

the cornea.

You would suppo.«e that, having 24,000 eyes,

he dragon-fly was pretty well furnished with or-

gans of vision, and surely would need no more

;

lut you would be mistaken. It has three other

yes of quite another character.

If you look at the commissure or line of junc-

tion of the two compound eyes on the summit of

the head, you will .-^ee, ju.-t in front of the poiut

where they separate and their front outliues di-

verge, a minute crescent-shaped cushion of a pale-

green colour, at each angle of which is a minute

antenna. Close to the base of each antenna there

set in the black skin of the head that divides the

green crescent from the conjpound eyes, a globose,

polished knob of crystal-like substance, much like

the " bull's-eyes'' or hemispheres of solid glass that

are set in a ship's deck to enlighten the side-cabins.

On the front side of the crescent ic cushion there

a third similar glassy sphere, but much larger

than the two lateral ones. \Vhat are these three

spherules ?

They are eyes, in no important respect differing

from the individuals which compose the compound
masses, except that they are isolated. The .shining

glassy hemisphere is a cornea of bald transparent

substance, behind which is situated a spherical

lodged in a kind of cup formed by an expan-

sion of the optic nerve, and which is surrounded

by a coloured pigment-layer.

You may study these simple eyes, or slemniata

as they are called, in many other insects, though

they are not so universally preseut as the compouud
eyes. On the forehead of the honey-bee they are

well seen, as three black shining globules, placed,

as in the dragon-fly, in a triangle.

head, is a shell-like concavity, divided into two by

a central ridge. Just at the summit of this projec-

tion are the two antennje, originating close together,

and diverging as they proceed. Each antenna

consists of three joints, of which the first is very

minute, the second is a reversed cone, and the third,

which is large, thick, and ovate, is bent abruptly

downwards immediately in front of the concavity.

From the upper part of this third joint projects

obliquely a stiff bristle or style, which tapers to a

fine point. It is densely hairy throughout; and is

more beset with longer hairs, on two opposite sides,

which decrease regularly in length from the base,

makinff a wide and pointed plume.

Such are a few examples of what are presumed

to be the ears of insects ; let us now turn our at-

tention to their eyes. And we can scarcely select

a more brilliant, or a larger example, than is pre-

sented by this fine dragon-fly (jEshna,) which I

just now caught as it was hawking to and fro in

my garden. How gorgeously beautiful are these

two great hemispheres that almost compose the

head, each shining with a soft satiny lustre of

azure hue, surrounded by olive-green, and marked

with undefined black spots, which change their place

as you move the insect round !

Each of these hemispheres is a compound eye.

I put the insect in the stage-forceps, and bring a

ment of the focus of the microscope, in every oue

of the lenses whose line of axis admitted of

The focus of each cornea has been ascertained by

imilar expt^rinients to be exactly equal to tb^

length of the pyramirl behind it, so that the imagi

produced by the rays of light proceeding from

y external object, and refracted by the convex

cornea, will fall accurately upon the sensitive ter-

mination of the optic-nerve filament there placed

to receive it.

The rays which pass through the several pyra

mids are prevented from mingling with each other

by the isolating sheath of dark pigment; anc

rays, except those which pass along the axis of

each pyramid, can reach the optic nerve; all the

rest being absorbed in the pigment of the sides.

Hence it is evident, that as no two corneaj

on the rounded surface of the compound eye can

have the same axis, no two can transmit a ray

of light from the very same point of any object

looked at ;
while, as each of the composite eyes is

immoveable, except as the whole head moves, the

combined action of the whole 24,000 lenses can pre-

sent to the sensorium but the idea of a single, undis-

torted, unconfused object, probably on somewhat

of the same principle by which the convergence of

the rays of light entering our two eyes gives us

but a single stereo.'-copic picture.

Importa?ice of Su-allous.—As a proof of the

valuable services rendered by swallows, it is esti-

mated that one of these birds will devour 900 in-

sects in a day; and when it is considered that some

insects produce as many as nine generations in a

summer, the state of the air but for these birds may
be readily conceived. One kind of insect alone might

produce 560,970,489,UUU,U00 of its race in a sin-

gle year.

Plant an Appk Orchard.—The old ones are

fast dying out all through the older States. They

were planted a hundred years ago, or more, have

done good service, and ought to have their day.

When apples are S3 a barrel and upward, there is

not an adequate supply in the country. They cau

be grown at a dollar a barrel with profit. The
apple crop in a single small county in this State

was worth half a million of dollars la>t year.

Other counties, in the older parts of the Ea.^tern

States, were under the necessity of paying out a

hundred thousand dollars for this fruit, because

they had not the article at home. Peaches and

plums we may be able to get along without, but

apples we must have—for sauce, for pies, for the

desert, and for the dinner-basket of little boys and

girls who cannot come home from school to dine.

We say, then, to every farmer, plant an orchard of

at least a hundred trees. The trees are all ready

for you in the nursery, well grown, and grafted

two or three years from the bud. Get thrifty trees

of varieties that you know will flourish in yuur lo-

cality, and in four years you will be eating fruit

from them. Do not fail to plant an orchard.

—

Am. Ag.
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It is long since we have said any thing to our

readers relative to the aid thej might give towards

rendering the columns of " The Friend" attractive

and instructive. The season of the year now in-

vites many from their homes in the city to others

in the country, and the absence ot city associations

and habits, afiords more time for reading and writ-

iuo-, and a corresponding opportunity for preparing

essays and making selections. There are many

of our country friends who have occasionally fa-

voured us with original and valuable communica-

tions, but who allow such contributions to be too

few and far between, to meet our wishes, or satisfy

the desires of our readers. To both classes referred

to, we would extend a word of encouragement, if

we may not prefer a claim, to make use of this

journal as the means for disseminating their views

and feelings, or imparting to others such portions

of what they read, as they think particularly

worthy of note. We believe there are many who

feel a strong interest in the welfare of our religious

Society, and who sometimes think they would be

willing to do or to suffer much to promote its well-

fare, and increase the faithfulness and stability of

its members ; and perhaps, if some great thing

were required of them, they would engage in it

with alacrity ; but are they sufficiently diligent to

embrace the opportunities that do present, for em-

ploying the time and talents bestowed upon them

to the best advantage, and to avail themselves of

the opportunities presented, in which they might

do something, if it be only a little, for the benefit

of their fellow members and the promotion of the

great and good cause of truth and righteousness?

This query seenis naturally to arise in connection

with tUe consideration of means for difi'usin

knowledge of the doctrines and testimonies of our

society, pointing out their application to the events

of the day, and essaying to preserve or establish

the members in an upright maintenance of them
One of those means is a periodical like The Friend

which is weekly welcomed in so many families

connected with the society, where its contents, it

may be presumed, are perused with attention and
interest. It is not necessary to say much upon
this subject, our wish being only to remind
our readers of the opportunity thus afl'orded for

the useful employment of part of their lime, and
of the welcome we would give to all contributions,

whether original or selecteti, which would assist in

making our journal the religious and literary mis-

cellany it IS designed to be.

sUGo

SUJlMAKV OF EVENTS.
-News from England to the 7lli inst.
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in East LauuasUire, lo ludu
all duties from cotton goods impoi
thereby relieve the distress of the

tricls. A large district out door inci

to discuss the question. A vessel hiis

from Cliurleston, S. C, wilh uearj:o

tine. The ship Antoinette had left L
leans with a. euryo of salt. Other v

follow. The stock of cotton in tl

was much reduced, and prices had furtht
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The I'aiis Munileur publishes an imperial decision re-

ducing the French army in Home lo a single division,

under the command of Gen. Moutebellu. Aeeouuts
from the mauulucluring districts of France are more fa-

vourable, and the silk and other crop.-? promising. The
Me.\icnn ports ot Tiimi.ico and Ah^rado have bl-cn de-
clared under blockude.

els wer
erpoi

The Turks have obtained important advantages in the

war with the Montenegrins, a number of whom had

been killed in battle, and several of their villages des-

troyed by tire.

The latest news from China states that the rebels had

been twice defeated with great loss.

news from Mexico is to the 1st inst., and confirms

the defeat of the French troops by the Mexicans. Five

dred of the former were killed, and 900 taken pris-

oners, but the latter were released, as the victors had

not food for them. The Mexicans were actively fortify-

ing the capital, and the French will march against it

len reinforcements arrive.

United States.— Virginia.—There has been little in-

•mation during the past week, respecting the move-

ments of the hostile armies near Richmond. On the one

hand, it is asserted that M'Clellan's army is gaining

teadily in position and strength each day, and that the

apture of Richmond is merely a question of time, while

on the other hand, the rebels represent everything as

progressing favourably for their cause, and express the

most confidence that the Federal army will be signally

foiled in the attempt. On the 14th, large bodies of the

ebel troops were observed to be moving' toward the

ate battle field, as if for the purpose of making another

ittack. Frequent skirmishes, attended with loss of

ife,-were occurring between the two armies. Several

;evere engagements have taken place in the Shenandoah
valley, between the rebel forces commanded by Gen.

Jackson, and the troops of Fremont and Shields. In

hich occurred on the 8th inst. near Harrisonburg,

Rockingham County, the rebels appear to have been ue

feated, and continued their retreat southward. On thi

day another battle occurred at Port Republic, ii

which the Federal forces were repulsed. The number
of killed and wounded on both sides is understood t

quite large. It is reported that Jackson's forces I

been reinforced, and that he will now be able to ass

ihe olfeusive. Trade in Norfolk is reviving, and
Union feeling, which had been ata low ebb, is understood
to be steadily increasing.

jW(A Carolina.—There is but little news in this de
parlment. Gen. Burnside recently visited Washington
for the purpose of giving information and receiving in

structions. Ue came through the Albemarle and Chesa-
peake Canal, in the gun boat Port Royal.

Soulli Carolina.—The Federal forces have taken
session of Stono Inlet, having captured all the batteries

upon it, and advanced within five miles of Charleston
The rebel army at Charleston has been greatly augmented
Deserters say that 30,000 men from Beauregard's army
had reached there, and preparations had been made for

a stubborn defence. Com. Dupont did not think the

attack could be successfully made with his present force.

Missouri.—Governor Gamble, by a special message tc

the State Convention, has called the ftttention of the
members to the fact that the President of the United
States, in a message sent to Congress during the present
session, had proposed the adoption of a joint resolution
declaring the willingness of Congress to furnish ai

such of the Slave States as may think proper to adopt
a measure of eniancipalion, and that such a resolutif
had been adopted by both Houses of Congre»o. Th
Governor considers the proposition an eminently libera

one, and suggests that it is entitled lo a respectful an-

swer in express language, van Governor's message was
referred to a special committee.

Tennessee.—Tde inhabitants of Memphis have sub-

mitted Quietly to the rule of the United States authori-

ties. Applications had been made for the shipment of
U,000 bales of cotton. About 30,000 bales were burned
there before the surrender. Many of the citizens who
fled on the approach of the Federal Heet, have returned
to their homes. The Mayor and City Councils were act-

ing in harmony with the military rule. No military
operations are reported since the capture of ilemphis
and Chattanooga.

Mississippi.—The health of Gen. Hulleck'sarmy is said
to be good, notwithstanding the oppressive heat of the
summer. A l.irge force is at work repairing the rail-

road and the bridges between Memphis and Corinth,
and as soon as this is done the latter place will be made
the base of operations for the U. S. army of the south-
west. Gen. Beauregard remained with the rebel army
at the date of the last dispatches. Gen. Pope had ad-

habitants in a starving condition. The reported sur-
der of Vicksburg was premature. Com. Farragut'a
t had passed the city, but was compelled to fall dowa

the river on account of the low water.

Louisiana.—The health of New Orleans was generally
good up to the 1st inst. The cane plantations below
the city looked exceedingly well, their proprietors not
paying much heed to the suggestions of the rebel lead-

The pilots and tow boats had resumed their formeCi
It the Southwest Pass. Provisions, which

ere greatly needed, appear to be coming in pretty

freely up the river. The tone of the New Orleans papers
indicates a steady increase of loyalty to the Union. The
Delia has changed its editors, and is now a strong Union

; the Picayune and True Delta, utter neither loyal
nor disloyal sentiments, but counsel peaceful submission.
Recruiting for the U. S. army was progressing in New

leans with tolerable success, though all the impedi-
;nts that could safely be thrown in the way were re-
nted to.

Xew York.—Mortality last week, 335; 151 adultsand
184 children. The money market continues easy, at
fJ a 4 per cent, on call, and 4 a 5 per cent, for discounts
)n prime paper. American gold, 6^ a 6J per cent, pre-
nium

;
gold bars, 1^ a 7f premium."

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 207. The follow-
ug were the quotations in the grain market on the 16th
inst. Fair and prime red wheat, $1.24 a $1.28

; white
SI. 32 a §1.35; rye, 67 cts

;
prime yellow corn,

52 cts. a 53 cts. ; Pennsylvania oats, 40 cts.

The Freed Slaves.—The Danish Government has made
formal proposition, through its Minister, to take all

the negroes who have escaped from their masters, and I

remove them to St. Croix free of charge. It then pro-
poses to put them under an apprenticeship of three years;
permitting them to receive regular wages. At the ex-.i
piration of their apprenticeship, it is proposed to free''

them unconditionally. The U. S. Secretary of State''
has submitted copies of the correspondence to thechair-'|
man of the Judiciary Committee in each House of Con-

|

gress. Another ship load of contrabands will soon leave
j

for Hayti, making in all about 500, during the pasti,

month to that country. Gen. Hunter's coloured regi-
'

ment at Beaufort, S. C, is now uniformed, and numbera'j
1000 men. I

The Suez Canal.—The annual meeting of the share-!
holders of the Suez Canal Company assembled lately.,

in Paris, and the report contains sever.al interestingr,

facts. The chief engineer entertains no doubt but tbiu
the waters of the Red Sea will be united with the Medi-'-

terranean in the course of about eight months. Therci
are at present 26,000 Arabs employed on the work. {

Commerce with Liberia.—"The bark Justina sailed re-i

cently from Baltimore with goods and emigrants fo

Liberia, and the bark Ocean Eagle from New York, w
a cargo valued at $40,000. The latter vessel took '

four sugar mills, ordered by the Liberian authoriti

These movements show tho importance of the bi(

lately passed by Congress, for the establishment of di

plomatic rel^ulons ivith the young African Republic
An emigrant to Liberia, is not only taken out by thi

Colonization Society free of expense, but is provide
with house room and support, without charge, for si

months, or until he can prepare his land, which is give
him by government.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
NEAR FRANKFORD, (TWENTY-THIRD WARD, PHILADELPHIA,

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthinq
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clerl

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, F
delphia, or to any other .'Uember of the Board.

NOTICE.
An active young man, a member of our Society, want!

a situation in a wholesale store
; he has some knowledg

of book-keeping, and is a good penman. Inquire atth
office of "The Friend."

ranccd as far southw.ard as Okolon veuty 1 : from
Corinth, the rebels continuing their retreat. The latest

despatches from Gen. Halleck, state that Beauregard's
army was still in the vicinity of Okolona, Overton and
Coliimbus, Miss. Deserters from the rebel army rep-
resent it to be greatly disorganized, and portions of it

mutinous. The rebel army has stripped of food the
whole country south of Corinth, leaving many of the in-

DiED, on the 18lh of Fifth monlh, 1862, at his resi

dence, near Jloorestown, N. J., aged sixty-one years
Daniel Woolman, of a lingering illness, which he boi
with much patience and resignation to the Divine wil
For the last year a member of Chester Monthly Meetin
of Friends, N. J., but formerly a member of Frankfor
Monthly Meeting, Pennsylvania.

PILE &, M'ELROY, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, oiipusite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Eastern Archipelago.

(Continued from page 330.)

The great isiand of Sumatra is, with the ex-

eptiou of Borneo, less known than any island in

lie Eastern Archipelago. A chain of mountains,

i iu Java, divides it longitudinally, running near-

t to the western coast. It contains five active

olcanoes. Three-fourths of -the island, e?pecially

Dwards the south and east, are covered with im-

enetrable woods. Fifteen nations, speaking as

lany different language^, inhabit it, and sis have
lade considerable progress in civilization. The
lalays are here also, as in Java, the dominant
ice. The island, although three times the size,

Dntains only one-fifteenth of the population of

There are plains and mountains of volca-

ic origin that rival in fertility the richest portions

F Java ; but many of the raised valleys of the

ountry present a very difi'erent aspect. A recent

)utch writer has given a description of two of the

reat elevated plains or table-lands, which present

uniform scene of sterility, a horizon without

ound of rank grass destitute of animal life and
J aried only by a few stunted trees ; a scorching

ind blows over them without intermission for

lonths, and spontaneous fires wrap the country in

dull canopy of smoke through which the rays of

n can scarcely penetrate. An area of 42,-

00 square miles on the eastern side is covered

ith a stupendous forest, probably older than the

ice of men that inhabit or wander through it.

little, in truth, is known of the interior. The in-

abitauts chiefly live on extensive plains. Suma-
possesses European commercial settlements on
coast, but its chief interest consists in its having

een for some time the seat of government for the
ritish settlements in the archipelago. Sir Stam-
rd Kaffles, when Java was given up, was directed

make Beucoolen, on the south-western coast, his

ficial residence ; and those who are acquainted
ith the record of his useful and honourable life

ill remember the picture of happiness which has
;en drawn of his brief rule in Sumatra. No
uropean had ever ventured beyond the range of

le guns of the fort; but Sir Stamford llafiles fixed

1 a lofty station, twelve miles from the fort, and
rmed it the Mountain of Mist. Une of the
chest districts in the world lay below, and at a

lort distance the waves of the Indian Ocean were

heard perpetually beating upon the rugged coast,

lie built a country-house, established himself in it

with his family, and was surrounded by wild beasts,

and by natives almost equally wild. In three

years he had obtained^'a complete ascendency over

the people, and was able to penetrate further into

the interior than any European had ever before

attempted. An ardent lover of natural history,

he revelled in the abundance of the new flora and

fauna with which be was surrounded. Three hun-

dred years of European intercourse with the coasts

of Sumatra have yielded but little knowledge of its

interior, or of the character of its native races.

That it abounds in the elements of wealth is cer-

tain, and many of its native manufactures are con-

siderably advanced. The British settlement of

Bencoolen was one of the fir.>t establishments

formed by the East India Company in the archi-

pelago. It was selected solely for the purpo.se of

growing pepper. The expenses of the establishment

were enormous, and the returns only a few tons

yearly, obtained by compulsory labour. The

British establishment in Sumatra was withdrawn in

1S24, and the place relinquished to the Dutch iu

exchange for Malacca and the Straits settlements.

Nothing shows more clearly the advanced state of

native civilization in portions of Sumatra than the

development of manu^cturing industry, the pro-

ducts of which have IWg been known in commerce.

The workmanship in iron and steel is unsurpassed,

and the kris or dagger-blades are famous through-

out the archipelago. China silk is worked up into

excellent fabrics, and the manufacture of cotton

cloth was once extensive, but has been destroyed

by the introduction of British goods from Sing.a-

pore. The aversion of the native chiefs to the re-

establishment of the Dutch power is said to have

been very decidedly displayed ; and so strong was

the feehng of one of the principal native rulers,

that he ofl'ered his territory to the British Govern-

ment if one-half of its revenue was reserved to

him. England, by yielding the whole of Suma-

tra, undoubtedly sacrificed important interests, and

resigned a prospect of service to civilization in a

country which might then have had a great career.

The Dutch have entered on a course of systematic

territorial conquest, and claim a sovereignty over

the whole. The financial prospects are said to be

the reverse of satisfactory.

There is something which strongly excites the

imagination when the i^land of Borneo, divided

into two nearly equal parts by the equator, is con-

templated, with its vast area and almost unknown

people dwelling iu a land of fertility unsurpas-

sed probably in any other region of the earth, sup-

plied with most of the useful and valuable metals,

and provided with a hundred navigable rivers to

transport the varied produce of their magnificent

country to the sea. The interior is still hidden in

almost impenetrable mystery. The existence ot

lofty ranges of mountains in the centre is undoubted

;

and in the northwest, as far as the country was

penetrated by Speueer St. John, its first and only

European explorer, in 1858, the whole was found

to be mountainous, each range becoming more

lofty as he approached the interior, but preseuling

one uniform aspect of jungle covering hill and val-

ley. From the summit of the great mountain

Kina Balu, in the northeast of Borneo, 1.3,000

feet high, and when lookin;: towards the interior in

a southerly direction, St. John obtained a distant

view of a mountain peak which he supposes to be

very considerably higher than the one on which he

stood, and to be situated very nearly in the centre

of the island. The land on ail sides gradually

slopes towards the coast. Borneo may be said to

bear the same relation to Eastern India that the

continent of America has borne to Europe, being

region in which tribes inhabiting the remoter

east "have occasionally found a refuge from relinious

persecution nnd from the pressure of a superabun-

dant population. Brazen images, ruins ot temples,

and other remains of Hindoo civilization are still

to be seen on the southern coast. The shores are

inhabited by nations totally um-onnccted with each

other. The west is occupied by Malays and

Chinese, the north-west by the half-caste disceu-

dunts of the Moors of Western India, the north by

the Cochin-Chinese, the north-cast by the Sulus,

and the east aud south coasts by the Bugis tribes

of Celebes. There arc besides numerous tribes

wbo live in prahus among the islands near. the

coast. The Dutch claim a territory exceeding

200,000 square miles; but all beyond a mere fringe

of the coast was, until the recent exploration of a

portion of the interior, absolutely unknown.

Balambangen, at the north-east side of Borneo,

was once a possession of England, and from the

extreme richness of that portion of the island it

might have proved a settlement of great value, but

it was relinquished to Holland in 1«27. The west

coast possessed a considerable commerce before the

arrival of the Dutch iu the archipelago, and fifteen

large junks arrived annually from (Jhina laden with

cloth and porcelain, and returned freijih led with

gold, diamonds, camphor, beeswax, edible bird's-

nests, ebony and fragrant woods. The trade must

have been highly remunerative, for the passion for

European and Asiatic^ manufactures now continues

general : thus two China jars of no remarkable

workmau.ship have been known to be exchanged

by an American trader for produce worth 200/.

sterliutr; and six cakes of beeswax, each a foot thick

and threefeet in diameter, were commonly given for a

musket, which, like the powder supplied to the pirates

trom the United States, may be presumed to have

been of a very harmless character. The Borneo gold

is very pure, and is worked with considerable

profit by the Chinese. Antimony ore abounds, and

is obtained with facility. This mineral forms one

of the chief sources of the revenue of the English

Rajah of Sarawak. The diamonds of Borneo

are small, but of a brilliant water: they have

been hitherto chiefly found in districts occupied by

the Chinese, but will probably be discovered in

other localities. The equatorial position ot Bor-

neo and the character of its alluvion detritus aflord

a strons: presumption th-jt it is a country rich iu

sems. "There is a tradition that a great diamond

fs in the possession of a petty chief, and that it is

worth by weight 270,000/. St. John heard some-

thing of this wonderful diamond during hi.5 rtctnt
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explorations, and was gravely iDformed that the

prince who owned it would gladly bestow it on hi

if he would kill for him a rival chief and assist i

a projected war. Few courts in Europe, Sir

Stamford Raffles states, could boast of more brif

liant diamonds than were displayed by the ladies

of Batavia in its prosperous days. They were ob

tained doubtless at a small cost from Borneo.

The prevailing warmth and moisture of Borneo,

acting upon its rich soil, have covered it with foi

est ; but it is nevertheless a country which, it

brought under cultivation like Java, would even

exceed it in the abundance and variety of its pro-

ductions. The planters of Java are so well aware

of this, that' they have desired to form settlements

for sugar plantations, for which the soil is known
to be better adapted than in Java; but the i

of labour has been an insuperable obstacle, no

Chinese being permitted to enter the country. It

is believed to be capaple of supporting at least

hundred millions ot people, and possessed of every

requisite for the sustenance of civilized man. N
tenths of it are as yet an untrodden wilderness, and

the remainder is subject to petty chiefs, under

whose barbarous rule neither commerce nor agr

culture can make any progress, and the exuberant

riches of nature are as useless to themselves as to

the world.

The Sultan of Brunei, who claims the sovereignty

over the independent portion of Borneo, is a mere
shadow of royalty. His government is weak and
corrupt, and seemingly incapable of improvement.

It can neither dispense justice nor compel obedience,

and a general lawlessness prevails. There is a

system in the interior called the serra or forced

trade. Any noble who may think proper goes to

a tribe with cloth or some other commodity, and
calling upon the chief orders him to divide it among
Lis people. He then demands as its price a sum
enormously exceeding its value, and debts thus
unavoidably incurred enable him to exercise a

fearful oppression for years, and under the pretence
of their liquidation to carry off children into slavery.

This nominal sovereign draws from his kingdom a

revenue of 25U0/. a year. The city of Brunei,
the capital, with its 25,000 inhabitants, presents
an aspect of the most squalid poverty. The Sul-

tan's palace is a rude barn. He and his nobles
are said to deplore the condition of their country,
but do not comprehend that it is the consequence
of their own rapacity. There is no regular system
of taxation, and the aborigines suffer so severely
from exactions that in despair they cultivate lets

and less every year, and look to the jungle instead
of to their fields for a subsistence. The late Sul-
tan offered, in consideration of a pension, to resign
the sovereignty of the whole of his country to

Great Britain.

(To be continued.)

Religioas Instrnctiou,

Much has been said respecting the benefit of
religious instruction for the young, and not a little

zeal and activity have of late years been manifested
among Friends, in many places, in the establish-
ment, and support of Fir.-it-day schools for this es-
pecial purpose. It is undeniably, a solemn obliga-
tion on the part of parents and others havinf the
care of children, to endeavour, by precept and ex-
ample, to lead them to the dear Kedeemer, and
as ability is afforded, to train them up in his nur-
ture and admonition. The fear of the Lord is de-
clared to be tlie beginning of wisdom, and the
knowledge of the Holy to be understanding, and
notliing surely can be compared with the value and
llci-scdncss of such knowledge, and of u firm es-

tablishment in the unchangeable Truth. Lot us which touched my heart; and as I gave way unto

however, remember, that the Lord Jesus Christ is it, I found the evil weakening in me, and the good

himself the great Teacher and Instructor of his;raised up: and so I became knit and united to

children, and that those who would obtain that
j

them, hungering more and more after the increase

knowledge which is indeed life eternal, must come
j

of this power and life, whereby I might feel myself

to Him in simplicity and dedication of heart, and perfectly redeemed. And indeed, this is the surest

way to become a Christian ; to whom afterwards, thetake his yoke upon them. All who truly take up

the cross of Christ, seeking to be conformed to his

holy will, looking singly to and waiting upon him,

he condescends to instruct by his grace and good

Spirit, leading them safely in the path of humility

and self-abasement, and supplying such knowledge

of spiritual things as is adapted to their several

needs, and will most certainly promote their ever-

lasting good.

This is indeed a cardinal principle of true Qua-
kerism, and most lamentable willitbe, if we should,

from any cause, insensibly slide from this founda-

tion, and fancy that such a knowledge of scripture

truths as may be imparted in First-day schools,

will make our children disciples of Christ, or real

Friends. The views of the late John Barclay on

this very important subject are well deserving our

careful consideration. The letters from which the

annexed extracts are taken have perhaps alieady

appeared in " The Friend," but the writer believes

that many of our readers will again peruse them
with renewed interest and instruction. In a letter

written in the year 1818, he expressed his lively

concern that a mere formal knowledge of scripture

on the part of young persons might not take the

place of a spiritual nurture in the Lord, and an in-

ward growth in grace. On this subject he thusex-
presed himself:

" Bear with me, who am but a younger brother,

f in a little of that love, which is ever ready to es-

teem another better than one's self, I should be
bold to express to thee my opinion, that any con
trivanoes to store and stock the memories ofyouni
persons with a literal knowledge respecting relio-

atters, cannot of themselves, be productive
of that true and living faith, which we as a people
profess to seek an establishment in. I am in the

full belief that scripture doctrines, cannot be really,

rightly, and savingly known and held by any, ii

they come not to have them written in their hearts;

so that, though they may be ever so well initiated

something which looks like a perfect knowledge
of these things,—though they may be able, by the

exercise of their natural understanding, and by
dint of their memory, skilfully and readily to reply

to those who may make inquiry of them,—though
hey may be wise as Apollos, in the words of Scrip-

ure, and seem competent to explain ana support
lur religious principles,—yet all this will avail

nothing, if the wrong wisdom be uppermost in them,
and sit as an angel of light, and rule and reiun

in their hearts; while the babe, the seed, the very
Truth in them, is crushed and crucified. I desire,

therefore, that I myself and all others, might be
ngaged in patiently waiting upon the Lord, in the

silence and subjection of the fleshly wisdom, that
so, that disposition which would be setting us upon
manufacturing for ourselves something to believe
n, or to profess a belief in, might be starved and
tired out : thus should we, in the Lord's own time
be led into a true and saving knowledge of those
truths which are needful for us to understand. I

well remember what llobert Barclay's experience
as, as described in that part of his Apology which

treats of worship. He says, that he did not come
to receive the Truth by strength of argument, or
by a particular disquisition of each doctrine, and
convincement of his understanding thereby ; but

knowledge and understanding of principles will

not be wanting, but will grow up so much as is

needful, as the natural fruit of this good root ; and
such a knowledge will not be barren nor unfruitful.

After this manner, wo desire therefore, all that

come among us to be proselyted, knowing that,

though thousands should be convinced in their un-

derstandings, of all the truths we maintain, yel

if they were not sensible of this inward life, and

their souls not changed from unrighteousness tc

righteousness, they could add nothing to us."

It seems a very truth with me, that though foi

good reasons we, as a people, account our childret

to be our members, yet no one can be rightly and

truly our member, who comes into the fold by any

other way than by the door, Christ Jesus; and

that although we may do all for our dear youth,

which our wisdom is competent to do, in the way
of religious instruction, yet nothing will supply

the place of that earnest travail, that patient exer-

cise of spirit on their account, which is indeed

availing with our Heavenly Father, and which i^,

much wanted among teachers and guardi

amongst us. So that the line of our labour seer

to me to be more in endeavouring to direct then

to the fear of the Loid,—to engage them to

examination,-—to show them the place of tru

waiting, —to point out to them where the Fountail

is, where the treasure lies,—and to prevail wit

them to come, taste and see the goodness of th^

Lord, and what he hath in store for them that'

love and wait upon him.

Some may be disposed to lament over the little

acquaintance which young persons in our Societj

appear to have, with the reasons or grounds

our peculiar religious profession. No one, I

ready to think, laments it more than myself:

if such think to patch up a remedy by the adop

tion of those creeds, catechisms, and confessi

faith, which the worldly professors adopt, an^

have adopted, (as Ibelieve,) eversince the aposta

and out of which Truth led our forefathers,-

lament this remedy, still more than the disea

Because then we stand in danger of having a

of young formalists rise about us; whose hearts i

likely to be more filled with notions, than with

that nothingness of self, which is as truly the in-ii

troduction to all right knowledge on these subjects,^

as the other is a snare and stumbling-block in th©^

way of it. I apprehend that the principal causei

of the ignorance above adverted to, of our religious

principles, and of the reasons that may be rendered,

in support of them, is not so much the want of

having examined such books as have been written

on these subjects, as of a serious seeking unto Him,
"in whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge," who said, " Seek, and ye shall

find,"—and whose promise of finding was, and is,

only to the wrestling seed of Jacob, who, doing the

will of the Father, know of the doctrine of the Son,

and to whom it is given in the very hour of need,

what they shall answer, and what they shall say

defence of the Truth.

In another letter upon the same subject, this

truly wise man expressed himself as follows.— " As
to religious instruction, it consists, if I mistake not,

i

'n bringing up children in that nurture and adojo-
jby being secretly reached by the life :—" for" says|nition which 'is of the Lord, as saith the scripture

he, ''when I came into the silent asscii-blies ofiNow, how can any bring up children in the
God's people, I felt a secret power among them, (Lord's nurture and admonition—iu the Lord's
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ordering, in bis counsel, direction and teaching,

—

I say bow can tbis be rigbtly and effectually done,

exctpt tbe parent or teacher stand in this counsel

himself, and abide himself under this best direc-

tion ! How can ho be instrumental to instruct,

help, and lead forward, if he be himself out of this

counsel,—if he be not under the ordering of that

which is meek and lowly in the heart, of that pure

principle, which is said to lead into all truth, as it

is heeded, waited on, and submitted unto, in its

simple, silent instructions? How needful it is for

1 master or a parent to be brought to see that that

which is to be known of God is manifested in man;
and that there is no really knowing the things of

God, but by his light and spirit in the heart,—as

said an eminent minister and messenger of the

gospel, George Fox,—'"no knowing the Son, nor

the Father, but by the revelation of the Holy

Spirit ; no knowing the Scriptures but by the same

Holy Ghost that moved the holy men to give them

forth; no calling Jesus, Lord, but by the same Holy

Ghost; no true wisdom, but from above; no true

receiving it, but in the fear of the Lord ; no true

mderstanding of spiritual things, but what Christ

;ives ; and no true love to God, but what he shed-

ieth abroad in the heart.'
"

I firmly believe, that as the deficiency complained

)f in our children, chiefly arises from a want of

;rue living christian concern in the minds of parents

md masters for their religious welfare, so they

)ught not to be put upon, or to put themselves

ipou any contrivances, which best Wisdom does

not lead them into, and control them in tbe use of,

but they must come to that which alone can quicken

md raise up in them a living concern for the re-

ligious welfare of their charge ; and they must

yield tJienuelves as obedient children to its teach-

ings. Thus will they come to know something of

m establishment in the Truth, and a growtli in

iving experience and substantial knowledge of the

)rinciples and precepts of the gospel, which is the

voiccr of God.

From '* SilllmaD's Juurnal.''

Colorado Biver of the West.

(ConclQded froDi page 331.)

" The approach of darkness stopped further ob-

iervations, and we descended to camp, having first

taken a good look in every direction, for the smoke
of Indian camp fires, but without discovering any.

In making the sixteen miles from last night's

bivouac, we have had to labour hard for thirteen

hours, stemming the strong current, and crossing

the numerous rapids, and being thoroughly ex-

hausted, depend for security to-night more upon

our concealed position than upon any vigilance

that is likely to be exhibited."

The greater portion of Lieut. Ives' report is in

the form of a journal, noting the current events of

;ach day, in a style clear and attractive. His

descriptions of the numerous canons along the Colo-

rado are exceedingly graphic and beautiful. On
jage 101 we have the following description of the

side canons of the Colorado.
" A few of the Hualpais paid us a visit, but

their intelligence is of so low an order that it is

impossible to glean information from them, and
bheir filthiness makes them objectionable. Our
Dew guides seemed to think we should have diffi-

Bulty in ascending to the portion of the plateau

which they traverse on the way to higher points

upon the river. The route they ordinarily pursue

follows the canon of Diamond creek, but this they

pronounced impracticable for mules, and said that

we must retrace our course for several miles in

order to strike a more circuitous, but easier trail,

that ascended one of the branch canons.

j

Following their advice and guidance, yesterday
morning we toiled up the rough road by whicli

nc had come, for sis miles, when they struck off

into a side ravine that led toward the southeast.

Half a mile from the njouth, the Hualpais told

Ircteba that our camjiiug place was just ahead,
and scrambling over the summit of a hill, in a min-
ute were both out of sight. For a mile we kept on,

every few minutes coming to a fork, where the selec-

tion of the right road was left to chance. There was
a network of canons, and the probabilities were that
nine out of ten would lead to an impassable pre-

cipice. The ascent became so rough that it wa-
already almo.-t impracticable for the mules, and
at last the Mojaves stopped, declaring that they
had lost their way, and bad no idea how to find

the camping place or the water, and that the Hual-
pais were a very bad set. This opinion no one
was inclined just then to dispute. 1 however asked
one of the Indians to go back and endeavour to

find the deserters or some other member of their

tribe. We waited impatiently for half an hour,

and then the order was given to countermarch, for

I intended to search for the route by which we
had come ; but before going far, the little Hualpais
came back. He seemed amused that we should

not have been able to find the water, and again

took his place at the head of the column. He con-

ducted us for two miles through a diflicult and in-

tricate maze of ravines, and then climbed a side

hill, and in a most unexpected place pointed out a

little spring. There was a sufficiency of water,

and tolerable grass near by. The second Hualpais
came back during the evening, and seemed also to

be astonished that we should have had trouble in

finding what to him was so familiar. They both

professed a determination to accompany the train,

and Ireteba told me that it was time for himself

and companions to return."

In securing the Services of Dr. Newberry as

Geologist and Naturalist of the expedition, tbe

Department was fortunate—his well known ability

in these branches of science, as well as his previous

experience in connection with other expeditions in

the far west, peculiarly fitting him for the task.

His report is ably drawn up and contains lucid des-

criptions of the geological and physical features of

the country along the line of exploration. The
numerous great gorges and profound canons cut

by the erosive action of water, through thousands

of feet of strata, in a district where the rocks have,

for the most part, suffered little or no disturbance

since their deposition, afforded him a fine oppor-

tunity to study its geological structure. Probably
in no other part of the world can so great a thick-

ness of strata be seen and examined inch by inch

in one continued section as here. These tremen-

dous chasms cleaving tbe beds, as they do almost

vertically sometimes to the astonishing depth of

from three to six thousand feet, reveal every bed

and layer of rock from top to base, as clearly and

distinctly as they can be seen in the artificial ex-

cavations along our rail-roads.

In the great canon of the Colorado, on a high

mesa, west of the Little Colorado, Dr. N. saw at

a single exposure in regular succession the foUow-

; lormations :

1st. Upper Carboniferous limestone surmount-

ing beds of cross-stratified sandstones, and red

calcareous sandstones with gypsum, altogether,

1200 feet.

2d. Lower Carboniferous limestone, 1000 feet.

3d. A great thickness of limestone shales, and

grits, apparently of Devonian ai;e, resting upon

heavy deposits of limestone, mud rocks, and sand-

stones, apparently of Silurian age, with a sand-

stone at the base, probably representing the Pots-

dam sandstone of New York : the whole not less

than ~'aoo feet.

lieucath all these stratified rocks the gorge i*

excavated .so as to expose 1000 feet of granite.

Of these rocks Dr. Newberry remarks that, " the

Silurian and Devonian strata are entirely confor-

mable among themselves, and with the Carboni-

ferous rocks. They lie nearly horizontal upon the

granite, forming a .-cries of sandstones, limestones,

and shales, about 2000 feet in thickness. The
Carboniferous series consists of over 2000 feet of

limestones and gypsum, apparently all massive,

and often highly fossiliferous. The upper mem-
bers of the latter series form the surface of tbe

mesas of the Ijittle Colorado, upon whicli the vol-

canic group of the San Francisco mountains rest

as a base."

At other localities Dr. N. had opportunities to

examine the succeeding formations above those

just alluded to. One of these, at the crossing of

the Little Colorado, where one side of the valley

IS formed by a third mesa wall, which with the

slope of its base rises to an elevation of at least

one thousand feet in height above the stream.
" This mesa," he says, " is composed of deep-

red sandstones, shales, and conglomerates, resting

conformably on the Upper Carboniferous limestone,

over which is a series of variegated marls, with

bands of magnesian limestone. The latter series

forms the surface of the mesa for many miles tow-

ards the northeast, and has an aggregate thickness

of perhaps 1500 feet.

'J'he variegated marls and the underlying red

sandstones are all regarded as Triasjic by — Mar-
cou ; but the marls exhibit a remarkable litho-

logical identity from top to bottom, and the upper

portion contains plants of Jurassic affinities. With-

out more fossils from these formations, it seems to

me at least doubtful whether we can draw the

lines of classification as sharply as he has done
;

and it would even be a little surprising if there

should ever be found good pala3ontological evi-

dence for tbe identification of all the European
subdivisions of the Permian, Triassic, Jurassic,

and Chalk, of which be claims to have demon-
strated the existence in this vicinity.

Upon the mesa of the variegated marls at the

Moquis village rises still another, to the height of

SOO or 900 feet, composed of coarse yellow sand-

stones, green shales, and beds of lignite—a group

of strata which has been called Jurassic, but which

contain impressions of dicotyledonous leaves, with

Ammonites, Gnjpkcea, and Lwceramus of Creta-

ceous species. These fossils leave no room for

doubt iu reference to the age of the strata which

contain them, but prove them to be Lower Creta-

ceous."

The enormous thickness of strata is at places

surmounted by another series of great thickness.

This series is thus alluded to by Dr. N.
" Going north from the Moquis villages, on the

Lower Cretaceous mesa, our progress wa.s arrested

by a want of water; the surface being everywhere

cut by deep canons, by which it is drained to ex-

cess ; every rain drop which falls finding its way
immediately into the bottom of these ravines, where

hurried off to the far deeper canons of the

Colorado and its larger tributaries. Before we
turned back, however, we had approached nearly

to the base of a wall rising abruptly from the mesa
hich we stood to the height of more than 1000

feet. This wall was as white as chalk, and reflected

the sunlight like a bank of snow. It is evidently

the edge of another and higher plateau, and ap-

parently reaches to the Great Colorado, where it

the ' high mesa,' forming part of the stupen-

dous mural faces, presented toward the south and
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west, which were distinctly visible when we had

receded from them to the distance of a hundred

miles.

AVhat is the character of this upper mesa I had

no means of determining at this time, and even

now there may be some question about it ; but I

have scarcely a doubt that it is composed of the

Upper Cretaceous strata, the equivalents of the

' white chalk' of Europe."

In regard to the causes which have produced

the remarkable topographical features of this in-

terestinc region. Dr. Newberry shows that it is not

due, as'would probably be supposed by one not

accustomed to the study of such phenomena, to

volcanic or eruptive agencies, but solely to the

erosive action of running water. Thus he coijtiuues :

" The .'•ketch which has been given of the table-

lands of the upper Colorado, though brief, will per-

haps suffice to convey an idea of the generalities

of their structure and relations. But before re-

turning to the details of the local geology of our

route, I ought perhaps to refer briefly to two ques-

tions of general import, which would naturally

suggest themselves to any geologist who should

traverse the table-lands west of the Rocky moun-

tains, or should receive an accurate description of

them from others.

The first of these questions is : To what cause

is due the peculiar topographical features of the

surface of the table lands— where the different

formations succeed each other in a series of steps,

which generally present abrupt and wall-like edges

—the more recent strata occupying the highest

portion of the plateau ? The other has reference

to the place and extent of the dry land, of which

the erosion furnished the sediments now composing

the table-lands.

The first of these questions belongs appropri-

ately to the subject of surface geology, and will

be referred to again. I may say here, however,
that, like the great canons of the Colorado, the

broad valleys bounded by high and perpendicular

walls, belong to a vast si/stem of erosion, and are

wholly due to the action oj water. Probably nowhere
in the world has the

results so surprising.

their formation. The opposite sides of the deep- marked. We need only recall the harsh and noisy

est chasm showed perfect correspondence of stratil3-| parrots, so similar in their peculiar utterance. Or

cation, conforming to the general dip, and nowhere: take, as an example, the web-footed f\mily
;
do not

displacement; and this bottom rock, so often dry] all tiie geese and the innumerable host of ducks

and bare, was perhaps deeply eroded, but continu-
1

quack? Does not every member of the crow

ous from side to side, a portion of the yet undi-i family caw, whether it be the jackdaw, the jay, the

vided series lying below." magpie, the rook in some green rookery of the Old

, .
« » , ,

J. , World, or the crow of our woods, with its

The necessity of dyt72g to ourselves, and of be-
^^-^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^-^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^

coming Jools that ice may be truly wise.—Oh !
thatj

^^j solitude deeper ? Compare all the sweet war-
men could die to themselves, even to their ownij^j^j.^

^^ ^^^ songster family—the nightingales, the
wisdom and prudence, and not lean to their oyin

^^^^^^^^^ j,^^ mocking-birds, the robins; they differ

understandings, nor idolize their ownapprehen- .^ ^^^ ^^.^^^^^ ^j, j^^^ perfection of their note, but
sions and conceivings, but wait to receive unrfer-

tbe same kind of voice runs through the whole
standing from God, who giveth liberally ot thCj^

true wisdom to those that ask and wait aright!
jp.

—

Agassiz.

Dg love.

PENINGTON.

or how shall I,

is the sweetness'

And how doth God give true wisdom and under-

standing? Is it not by the shining of his light in

the heart? Oh ! that men were turned inwardly

thither and were inwardly dead to that wisdom

and prudence from which God ever hid things, and

ever will ! He that will be truly wise, must first

become a fool, that he may be wise; that is, he

must not strive to learn in the comprehensive way
of man's wisdom and prudence the things of God's

,i. , -, • .- j

kingdom, but feel the begettings of life in his heart, jl'ke ^o himself, both in na ure and operation,

and in that receive somewhat of the new andj 1^ fulfils the law ,t fulfils the gospe -it wraps

heavenly understanding, and so die to the other, "^P all in one, and brings forth all in the oneness

and know no more of the things of God after the

(that is, as a wise man, as a learned scribe,

BY ISAAC

Q : What is love ?

Ans. What shall I say of it;

in words, express its nature ? It

of life—it is the sweet, tender, melting nature of

God, fiowingup, through his Seed of lifeinto thecrea-ii

ture ; and of all things, making the creature most

flesh,-

as a great disputant,—for where is the wise

Where is the scribe? Where is the disputer of

this world ? Can they find out the mystery ot life,

the mystery of God's kingdom in this age, any

more than they could in former ages?)—hut become

a babe, a fool, and so receive and bow to that

which his own wisdom will call foolishness, and ac-

count weakness; but the other birth, which is be-

gotten and born of God, will know, and daily ex-

perience, to be the wisdom and power of God unto

salvation.

—

Isaac Penington. J. P.'s works, vol.

2?ul,p.l8i.

Voices of Animals.—There is a chapter in the

Natural History of Animals that has hardly been

of this agent produced! touched upon as yet, and that will be especially in-

th as regards their magni- teresting with reference to families. The voices of

It excludes all evil out of the heart ; it perfects all

good in the heart. A touch of love doth this in

measure—perfect love doth this in fulness.

But how can I proceed to speak of it ! Oh ! tha,

the souls of all that fear and wait on the Lord

might feel its nature fully ; and then would the]

not fail of its sweet, overcoming operations, botl

towards one another, and towards enemies. Thff^

great healing ; the great conquest ; the great salva-

tion, is reserved for the full manifestation of the

love of God. His judgments; his cuttings; his

hewings by the word of his mouth ; are but to

prepare for, but not to do, the great work of rais-

ing up the sweet building of his life ; which is to

be done in love and in peace, and by the power
thereof.

And this my soul waits for, and cries after ; even

the full springing up of eternal love in my heart

;

and the swallowing of me wholly into it; and the

tude and tlicir peculiar character. It is not at all animals have a family character not to be mistaken, I bringing of my soul wholly forth into it, that the

strange that a cause, which has given to what was All the canidte bark and howl ; the fox, the wolf,' life of God, in its own perfect sweetness, may fully

once an immense plain, underlaid by thousands of the dog, have the same kind of utterance, though on' run forth through this vessel ; and not be at all

feet of sedimentary rocks, conformable throughout,! a somewhat different pitch. All the bears growl,

a topographical character more complicated than [from the white bear of the Arctic snows to the

All the cats tniau,

from our quiet fireside companion to the lions, and

tigers, and panthers of the forest and jungle. This

last may seem a strange assertion ; but to any one

that of any mountain chain ; which has made much
of it absolutely impassable to man, or any animal
but the winged bird, should be regarded as some-
thing out of the common course of nature. Hence
the first and most plausible explanation of the

striking surface features of this region will be to

refer tl em to that embodiment of resistless power—the Bword that cuts so many geological knots

—

volcanio fjroc. The Great Canon of the Colorado
would be considered a vast fissure or rent in Ac
eartli's crust, and the abrupt termination of the

steps of the table-lands as marking lines of dis-

placement. This theory though so plausible, and
so entirely adequate to explain all the striking

phenomena, lacks a single requisite to acceptance,
and that is truth.

Aside from the slight local disturbance of the
sedimentary rocks about the San Francisco moun
tain, from the spur of tlio Jlocky mountains, near
Fort Defiance, to tiiose of the Cerbat and Aztec
mountains on the west, the strata of the table

lands are as entirely unbroken, as when first de
posited. Having this question constantly in mind,
and examining with all possible care the structure

of the great canons which we entered, I everywhere
found evidence of the exclusive action of water i

tinctured by the vessel, but perfectly tincture

and change the vessel into its own nature ; and

then shall no fault be found in my soul before the

Lord ; but the spotless life be fully enjoyed by me,

and become a perfectly pleasant sacrifice to my
God.
Oh ! how sweet is love 1 How pleasant is its

nature ! How takingly doth it behave itself in

gigantic niiau, bearing about the same proportion 1 every condition, upon every occasion, to every per-

to that of a cat, as its stately and majestic form son, and about every thing! How tenderly, how

who has listened critically to their sounds and

analyzed their voices, the roar of the lion is but a

does to the smaller, softer, more peaceful aspect of

the cat. Yet, notwithstanding the difference in

their size, who can look at the lion, whether in his

more sleepy mood, as he lies curled up in the cor-

ner of his cage, or in his fiercer moments of hunger
or of rage, without being reminded of a cat? And
this is not merely the resemblance of one carnivor-

ous animal to another ; for no one was ever re-

minded of a dog or wolf by a lion. Again, all the

horses and donkeys neigh ; for the bray of the

donkey is only a harsher neigh, pitched on a dif-

ferent key, it is true, but a sound of the same
character—as the donkey himself is but a clumsy
and dwarfish horse. All the cows low, from the

buffalo roaming the prairie, the musk-ox of the

Arctic ice-fields, or the yak of Asia, to the cattle! able to stand
feeding in our pastures. Among the birds, come by it.-

imilarity of voice in faniilies is still roorell784.

readily, doth it help and serve the meanest ! How
patie' tly, how meekly, doth it bear all things,

either from God or man, how unexpectedly soever

they come, or how hard soever they seem.

How doth it believe ; how doth it hope,—how
doth it excuse ; how doth it cover even that which

seemeth not to be excusable and not fit to be cov-

ered. How kind it is, even in its interpretations

and charges concerning miscarriages ! It never

overchargeth ; it never grates upon the spirit of

him whom it reprehends; it never hardens, it never

provokes ; but carrieth a meltingness and power

of conviction with it. This is the nature of God;
this, in the vessel capacitated to receive and bring

t forth in its glory; the power of enmity is not

gainst, but falls before, and is over-

Worlcs, vol. 2, p. 415-16. EdiM
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brethren, and of encouragement to faithfulness in I he well knew there was a large class who rejoiced

the maintenance of our christian testimony against in what they looked upon as needful alterations,

all war, without reference to any shortcoming of Not a few of them, he felt persuaded, love tiieir

theirs in this respect. I

Lord. The effect of these alterations has been to

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.

From the account of the late London Yearly

Meeting published in the British Friend of this

month, we take the following extracts.

Fourth-day Morning^ 'XXit of Filth month.—
Assembled at ten o'clock, presenting, as regards

pumbers, rather a smaller appearance than on some
jrcvious occasions.

The representatives' names were called over, and

all responded except seven, most of whom assigned

sati.-^factory reasons for their absence.

The reading of the epistles was then proceeded

with, commencing with the one from Dublin Yearly

i\Ieeting. That from New York followed, with

New England, Baltimore, Ohio, Indiana, and the

Western Yearly Meetin.^. No epistle had been

received from Philadelphia, for reasons already

known to Friends; neither had North Carolina

account of

-Met at ten o'clock. AfterFijth-day

Friend had offered supplication, the remainder

of the Answers to the Queries were proceeded

with and concluded at this sitting. The answer to

the fifth Query, from Lancashire and Cheshire

Quarterly Meeting, elicited somewhat of pro-

traoled remark, on account of an exception on a

point which the Query did not seem to embrace,

namely, the payment of s

of worship. One or two

large individual responsibility uponthrow

and he appealed to his junior friends to look

themselves, seeing so much has been done by the

church for them. Where, he would ask them,

would they enjoy privileges so great as in the So-

ciety of Friends? No other church had the same

amount of liberty. If there is any lack, it is in-

ourselves ; we must therefore come back to the in-

rents in other places dividual work, cherishing that self-control and re-

dividuals appeared in- 'tiredness of mind, which distinguish the chri-tian

Deen able to communicate by epistl

the distracted state of the country.

Tne epistle from Ohio adverted, as in some pre-

vious years, to the separation which had taken

place among them, intimating the desire for a re-

union, and that no action had been taken in the

way ot diaowniug those who had established sepa-

rate meetings. As was to be expected, all the

American epistles referred to the civil war now
raging in their land, and acknowledged how grate-

ful it had been to receive the sympathizing saluta-

tion sent them last year by this meeting.

The consideration whether anything could be

done in the way of assisting Friends of Ohio to a

restoration of unity, as also to a re-opening of cor-

respondence with Philadelphia, occupied the at-

tention of the meeting for some time, but way did

not appear then to open for any action in either case.

The epistle from Ireland contained the informa-

tion that, in accordance with the recommendation

jf the conference appointed by their last Yearly

Meeting, their queries and advices, their rules for

relief of the poor, and in regard to marria

had been assimilated to those of London Yearly

Meeting.

On adjourning about one o'clock, the represen

tatives met in committee as directed, to consider

of suitable Friends for clerk and assistants, when
they agreed to propose Edward Backhouse for the

former office, with Joseph Crosfield and William

Thistlethwaite for the latter.

Fourth-day ajternoon.—Met at four. The com-

mittee of representatives presented their report, in

terms of their appointment, informing the meeting

that they had agreed to propose the Friends above-

named as clerk and assistants; and these being

acceptable, were appointed accordingly.

In order to allow the committee of representa-

tives to proceed with the business intrusted to it,

this sitting was but short, and it was adjourned

shortly after six, that committee being directed to

meet in half-an-hour thereafter, which it did, and

nominated sub-committees to prepare answers to the

various epistles that hod been read in the forenoon

Some time was occupied in discussing the ex-

tent to which Friends in America had been un-

faithful in our testimony against war, and in con-

sidering how best to treat the subject of the critical

position in which they are placed by the desolatin;

strife now pervading that country. After much
expression, the course which seemed to carry most

weight was that which inculcated the simple con-

veying, through the answers to their respective

epistles, our .sympathy towards our American

clined to justify such a procedure, but it was {from the

generally considered to be a decided infraction of
'

the Society's testimony, if not against " all ecclesi-

astical demands," at least against that to the free-

dom and spirituality of ministry and worship, and

the Query was said to be defective in not embracing

this particular.

Occasion was taken to advocate the discontinu-

ance of the term " larding ministry," because of its

of the world. All our meetings

being maintained in their integrity, and in the

power of God, they will be fimes of true refresh-

ing.

Adjourned till four o'clock to-morrow afternoon.

The committee ot representatives came together

soon after the adjournment, and separated a sub-

committee to prepare the general epistle.

The propriety of addres.-ing Philadelphia Yearly

seemin.' harshness, particularly in the ease of Meeting was brought under review at this sitting,

many who were earnestly devoted to the winning and many Friends took part in the discussion, in

of souls to Chiist, and this often on but slender [which much affL-ctionatc feeling was manifested tor

pecuniary remuneration. It was suggested that

the word "yjajfZ" might now very properly be

substituted for " //jVe^t«^ ministry."

A condensed statement of distraints for ecclesi-

astical purposes was also read, from which it ap-

peared that the amount of sufferings in this ac-

count was £5155, 18i-. The tabular statement as

to number of Quarterly, Monthly, and Particular

Meetings, number of members and attenders of

meetings, births, burials, accessions by convince-

ment, resignations, disownments, &c., as ordered

by last Yearly Meeting, was also read, showing

a diminution of eighteen in number, as compared

with the preceding year. The statement showed

the admissions by convincement to be much about the

same as usual. The attenders in proporiion to the

members, varied in some places very considerably,

preponderating most in Scotland and the northern

English counties.*

Fifth-day ajternoon.—Met at four o'clock, and

entered upon tlio consideration of the state of So-

ciety, the meeting having been put in possession of

all the usual information necessary for the purpose.

[In the course of the consideration one Friend] t

referred to certain changes which had recently iiud gave

been adopted, but these were rather adaptations

of principles to altered circumstances, and not

changes of principles. The movement in this di-

rection, he was aware, had been viewed with ap-

prehension by many ; with what may be called a

godly jealousy, not to lay waste what ought to be

preserved. He wished his friends of this class to

cherish a hopeful mind, trusting that the great

Head of the church will overrule even the errors

of his people for their good. On the other hand.

that Yearly Meeting ; indeed it may be said to

have been the unanimous desire to rc-open the cor-

respondence, had it not been for the known deter-

mination on the part of Philadelphia Friends,

neither to write, nor to receive epistles.

Sizth-day afternoon.—Met at four o'clock. The

summary of Answers to the Queries, as already

intimated, not having been all overtaken last even-

ing, the remainder were now read, and the consid-

eration of the state of the Society further entered

The answer to the fifth Query was adverted to,

and dwelt upon at very considerable length. To
some Friends it was cause of regret, to find the

exceptions in this matter on the increase; the So-

ciety's testimony herein being the most important

of any that had been committed to it to hold. On
the other hand, it was distinctly avowed that many
Friends had no conscientious scruple against tithes,

but simply refused the payment of them because it

was the rule of the Society. The discussion of a

question of such comprehensive bearing was, how-

ever, seen to be undesirable at this juncture ; and

he answer to the sixth Query came under review,

to considerable comment.

Taking into account the extraordinary excite-

ment in regard to war, which had recently per-

vaded the country, some Friends considered it

satisfactory to have so few exceptions on this

head ; while it could not but be deplored, that

public sentiment had greatly retrograded within

the last few years. Occasion was hence taken, to

urge upon Friends greater diligence in the way of

difl'using the pacific principle of the gospel, espe-

ciidly among other christian professors.

The answer in reference to the attendance of

meetings for discipline, being thought to exhibit

very extensive deficiency, several Friends were led

to show of what importance was a due regard to

sumher of Monthly Meetings with upwards of 50„ our duty on this matter. In addition to what the

members 7 ' three answers appeared particularly to call tor in

the way of animadversion, there was a free ex-

pression of sentiment in reference to the cause of

deficiencies in the genera], which some ascribed

'la tlie tabular statement

al details are as follows, v

mber of Monthly Meetings

,\nd,

ibove referred to, the pri

17.
:

—

in England and Scot-

iber of Monthly .Meetings w
embers, . . .

iber of .Meetings for \Voi-shi|),

iber of men overseers,

aber of women overseers,

aber of m;ile members,
aber of female members, .

Number of h:ibitnal attenders,

Number of births in the year, .

Number of deaths in the year,

Ireland is not included in thi

to a forsaking of first principles, especially in re-

gard to what was the distinctive feature in the

profession of our worthy predecessors—a close ad-

herence to the dictates of the Light or Spirit of

Christ in the soul.

The summary of answers being thus disposed

of, the tabular statement introduced at a previous
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sitting was nest read ; the contents being consid-

ered fully as indicative of the state of the body as

the answers to the Queries.

Isaac Brown spoke at great length, dwelling more

particularly on the great number of small meetings,

and on their being so many without even au over-

seer. He also looked upon the statement as in-

complete, inasmuch as it did not indicate how many

meetini's might also be without a minister. The

circumstances of the Society in the present day, he

observed, were widely different from what they

were at its rise, when it chiefly oonsi^ted of the

awakened, earnest, and converted ; whereas now,

the great majority are birth-right members. What
he appeared to desire was increased instrumental

instruction for the young, the ignorant, and un-

converted, apart from meetings lor worship. He
recurred to what had been his position in early

life, when sitting in a meeting for worship before

some fifty or sixty children, when for probably five

or six months not a word of ministry was ever

heard among them. And again, to his position

now in a meeting, where the children of many now

present (several hundred in number) sat before

him— on whose behalf, as well as on tlieirs above-

mentioned, his sympathies seemed largely excited,

in commiseration of tbeir want of instrumental

help in the promotion of their religious welfare.

He also referred to the practice of the first minis-

ters among Friends in London, to meet together

every week, and depute certain of their number,

by two and two, to attend the various meetings in

London, in order that there might be no meeting

without a minister. Something of this sort he

seemed to think to be now called for, though he

explicitly admitted that he pleaded for no ministry

of merely human appointment, nor for any other

mode of worship than that which Friends have al-

ways followed.

Joseph Pease took a different view of the So-

ciety's condition, and spoke at great length and with

much feeling, drawing a vivid picture of what the

early Friends were by a living faith in Christ as

the light of the wtrld, quoting that text in 1 John,

"This is his commandment, that we should be-

lieve on the name of his Son Jesus Christ, and

love one another as he gave us commandment."
And it was his assured conviction that it would bo

ours to realize the like blessed experience, had we
but the like energizing fa'th in the name, which

is the 'power of Jesus—there being none other

name or power under heaven, given among men,
whereby we can be saved.

Alfred Lucas, Joseph Arnifield, and some others,

spoke as to the cause of the state of things re-

vealed ill the tabular returns, the last named
Friend particularly expressing his conviction that

the alterations recently adopted had not resulted

beneficially, inasmuch as there was no evidence of

increased attendance of meetings for worship, or

of greater regard for the distinguishing testimonies

of the Society, neither was there evidence of ad-

ditional couvincement and accession to our num-
bers.

John Bright spoke briefly, counselling to let the

revelations contained in the tabular returns become
subject of deliberate, serious reflection, with Friends
individually, at tbeir ri.vpective homes ; trustiuj

this migbt lead to the discovery of a remedy an
other year, his conviction being, that there must
be something wrong, when a body professing

faith so sublime, so simple, and so scriptural, not

only did not increase as it ought, but decreased
and threatened to become altogether soon extinct.

Besides the Friends already named, several

others took part in the discussion.

The meeting adjourned till eleven next morning.

Seventh-day morning.—Met at eleven o'clock.
1

The principal business of this sitting was intro-
^

duced by the reading of a minute of last Yearly
j

Meeting, in reference to what was required at the

hands of Friends towards the unenlightened in
j

foreign countries, as well as the ignorant and de- ',

praved in our own land.

Edward Smith was the first to speak on the

question, and while he could not but sympathize

'i what was being done by others in carrying

the tidings of salvation to heathen countries, he

considered it might be more appropriate for Friends

to concentrate their attention ou such of those

around us as the minute described. He felt in-

terested in what had been done in an agricultural

district, as related by Francis Dix at a previous

sitting ; but the condition of many in our large

cities and towns he considered more degraded, and

called for more energetic action, their numbers
being also incomparably greater. From carefully

prepared statistics, the extent of vice and ignorance

certain district of Lancashire, was shown to

be greater than it was easy to believe. In a given

population there was declared to be a large pro-

portion who could neither read nor write; who
could not even count one hundred, even among
adults; who knew neither the name of the Saviour,

that of the sovereign of our country; who
could give no explanation of the common words

vice, virtue, righteousness; who never were within

the walls of any place of worship, and who had
not even clothing suitable for going there ! Al-

together, the picture of the abject, degraded, and

depraved condition of so large a class in our very

midst, was a truly appalling one, and made a deep

impression on the minds of Friends. He dis-

claimed all intention of urging upon Friends any
step in the least at variance with our religious

priueipleSjbut he thoughtmuch could be done for the

help of those in the deplorable condition which he

had described, not only without compromising, but

in strict accordance with those principles. The
remedies which he suggested lay in the employ-

ment of scripture-readers, where Friends could not

undertake that service them^elves ; and in having
" Bible-women," who would go from house to house

among this neglected class of our fellow-citizens.

At an early part of the sitting it was felt that

it would be desirable to have the company of our

women Friends, who would doubtless be deeply

interested in the question. It was accordingly ar-

ranged to invite them to a meeting to be held on

Third-day morning, at ten o'clock, Edward Smith,

Samuel Bowley, and Samuel Fox, being requested

to take charge of the proceedings.

Adjourned till Second-day morning.

Second-day morning, '2(iih of Fifth month.—
The Yearly Meeting convened at eleven o'clock.

The clerk introduced the business of the sitting

by reading the minute of last Yearly Meeting,

which referred to future consideration the sub-

ject of appointing a committee to pay a visit, in

the love of the gospel, to the Quarterly, Montlily,

and other meetings of Friends iu Great Britain.

The propriety of the proposed measure was as-

sented to, it may be said with entire unanimity,
very many Friends encouraging its adoption in the

belief that the present was the right time. A large

committee was accordingly appointed, consisting of
about eighty or ninety Friends.

Second-day ajtertioon.—Met at four o'clock.

A minute was presented by Sussex, Surrey, and
Hants Quarterly Meeting; its object was to request
that the Yearly Meeting would not order the

preparation next year of a tabular statement simi-

lar to the one brought in this year. Joseph Cros-
field, as one of the representatives from that

i.

Quarterly Meeting, explained that there was na
intention, in the minute which had been read, tcu

find any blame with the action of the Yearly Meet-

ing, but simply to signify that Friends of thatf

Quarterly Meeting considered it inexpedient and
prejudicial to make such a return annually

Josiah Forster inclined to believe that thi

Y''early Meeting, in adopting the recommendatio
of the conference to order such a tabular stat

ment for one year, was not committed to more, am
he seemed to think that the request of the Quar-

terly Meeting might be complied with

Henry Crosfield complained of the amount ol

labour thus imposed upon large Monthly and othe:

meetings, especially as the information obtainet

was of little value, it being, in his opinion, of

impoitance to learn that there were so man
members in this particular place and so many
that.

William Bennett stated that the Monthly Meet
ingin which the minute originated was nearly, if

not quite unanimous, in deprecating the statistics!

in question, considering the engagement of prepar-f

ing them as iaimioal to the best interests of thej

Society.

On the other hand, there was a very general)

and decided expression of desire for the production

of the said returns, not only for another year, bu(

also for its indefinite continuance.

In consequence of the meeting previously ar.

ranged to be held at ten o'clock to morrow, ol

men and women Friends simultaneously, to con-

sider the Yearly Meeting's minute of last year

reference to the " ignorant and depraved in oui

own land," the adjournment was fixed for the after-

noon at four o'clock.

TIdrd-day afternoon.—The Yearly Meeting as-

sembled at four o'clock, and proceeded with sun-

dry selected minutes of the Meeting for Sufi'eringgj

Some interesting yet painful information, res-*

pecting Friends at Pyrmont and Minden, chiefl^

on account of their refusal to bear arms [was given.|

It appears that the exemption enjoyed by them!;|

for many years from personal service was likely to';

be withdrawn ; and this had induced them to pre-^

sent a memorial to the king of Prussia, settin,

forth the grounds upon which Friends conscien-

tiously decline to take any part in war ; and in

treating that they might continue to meet with thi

indulgence heretofore provided originally for them
through the goodness of the late king. It

stated by a Friend of Minden, that no answer ha^

as yet been received to the memorial, which

beautiful specimen of simplicity in style, comb
with becoming respect for royalty. Much sympa-l

thy was felt and expressed for those under ou

name in tbat country, and the close relationshi

now existing between it and our own was allud'

to, as leading to the hope that influence might

used by Friends here in procuring relief in the dt

rection sought by the memorial.

In the autumn of last year the Meeting f(

Sufi'eriugs had deputed some four or five Priendi

to visit, in gospel love, the meetings at Pyrmon
and Minden. An interesting report of the serv'

of these Friends was read, from which it appearei

that a number of individuals, resident some dis-

tance from Minden, assembled for worship afte:

the manner of Friends, their attachment to thi

Society having been the result of some tracts dii

tributed among them. Four of these individual

have been since received into membership,

Robert Doeg gave further a pretty lengthene#i

detail on this subject, informing the Yearly Meet-*'

ing as to the number of their meetings and mem-
bers. Taking into account the habitual and thf

casual attenders, he stated that tho.se professing

was ai

abinedji
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ith Friends in Norway amount to nearly 400

;

Dne half of these belong to Stavaiigcr, the reniain-

Jer being scattered over the country, and forming

jtber eighteen meetings, many of tliut-e, of course,

being very small. He also gave some information

regarding the sufferings sustained by Friends in

Norway on ecclesiastical accounts, and the efforts

: to induce the young to go over to the Luthe-

ran state church, which was a tcujptation, because

of the secular advantages accruing from that con-

nection. He mentioned a very trying case of a

young man in Sweden, who, being convinced of

Friends' principles, could not submit to be married

by a priest, but accomplished his marriage after

he manner of Friends, having given publicity to

Jtention by advertising in the public papers.

He was fined for this offence against the law, and

being unable to pay, was imprisoned. He was ad-

vised to emigrate in order to evade punishment,

but this he declined. In this respe'ct Friends ot

Norway are not molested. Other information of

a. general character respecting them was communi-
ated by llobert Doeg, and was listened to with

uch interest.

The last minute embraced a correspondence

ivith a few individuals at Calcutta, including M.
D'Urtez and his wife, who were allowed to attend

st Yearly Meeting. An epistle from this small

ompany stated their being convinced of the princi-

es held by Friends, and that they had tormed

hemselves into a society under our name, meeting

iOgether on First-days for worship, alter our mau-

ler. In their epiitle they express a desire that a

ninister might be sent to them. The reply, in

)ehalf of the JNIeeting lor Sufferings, explained the

'iews of Friends in relation to ministry. Some
woks appear to have been forwarded to them, es-

)ecially the new edition of " Christian Doctrine,

Practice, and Discipline," to which, in their epistle

rom Calcutta, allusion is made, and a copy re-

(uested—these friendly people there having learned

rom Tlie British Friend that this work was in

ireparation.

Isaac Brown took occasion to explain his views

to miaistry and worship, as he had reason to

lelieve that what he expressed at a previous sitting

lad been misunderstood. He said he thought ibu

urch possessed the power to send forth its min-

sters ; at the same time, he admitted they could

lot preach under any other than divine authority.

le said he objected to the term silent worship, not

lecause he disapproved of silence, which he held

ught ever to be the basis of that service ; but the

estimony of the Society was not to silent^ but to

pi/iZi«(/ worship ; and he hoped the day would

come, when silence would not occupy a por-

ion, and that a large one, in our meetings. The

alue of silence he said was coming to be more

nderstood and appreciated by other denoniina-

3 ; and even to a large extent by clergymen, of

rhich he gave some striking instances. Notwith-

tanding this, he adhered to his previously ex-

resscd opinion in reference to preaching, quoting

be text: " How shall they believe on him ot whom
bey have not heard T How shall they hear with-

ut a preacher, and how shall they preach except

bey be sent? How beautiful on the mouo-

iins," &c., c^c.

A Friend in the ministry related how he had

een engaged last Fir.^t-day evening in preaching

D a large crowd wailing for admission at the doors

f the Victoria Theatre, and in view of the ne-

lected spiritual condition of many in this great

letropolis, he was so anxious for his brethren in

ministry running to and fro, that he wished

bem to hold a prayer-meeting, to prayerfully seek

tie Divine counsel in regard to their duty to the

masses, and that ihey miglit be enabled to offer

themselves, saying, " Here am I, send me."
llichard Fry observed in reply, that he never

could approve of the term "prayer-meetings;" all

our meetings for worship being for prayer and
praise; they were also for the purpose of listening

to Divine coiiusel, so that we could not consistently

appoint meetings for preconcerted purposes.

The meeting then adjourned till four o'clock to-

morrow afternoon :

Fourtli-ddy ajternoo'n.—Met at four o'clock.

Previous to entering on the regular business, the

clerk stated that two or three Friends were desir-

ous of briefly addressing the meeting, without in-

tending to lead into any discussion.

Thomas Pease was then called on, and said he

had witnessed with regret a departure from the

well-known and long-established practice of the

Society, by some of our members, in regard to

mourning apparel ; and be requested the clerk to

read the advice on this subject in the book of

Christian Doctrine and Practice, as conveying his

sentiments better than he was competent to ex-

press them, and the request was complied with.

James Backhouse here referred tu the case of a

Friend whose family declined to put on mourning

habits at bis decease, because they knew he disap-

proved of that practice, although themselves uncon-

nected with Friends. The pious regard for a parent

in this case, J. B. thought, was anexamply worthy

of imitation by our younger members in similar

circumstances.

Joseph Stickney Sewell followed, and mentioned

that a concern had rested upon his mind during

greater part of the previous sittings, to invite the

company of his younger brethren, and also those

of middle age, to a meeting for prayer, for implor-

ing the Divine counsel in reference to our duty as

individuals. An opportunity of this kind he thought

would be embraced for giving expression to their

feelings ; it might be in silent or in vocal supplica-

tion by numbers who would shrink from doing so

in this or in an ordinary meeting ; and he requested

the use of part of the Devonshire House premises

for the proposed concern.

A few Friends readily, but apparently without

-Sue reflection, expressed their cordial concurrence

in the request, and hoped it might be granted.

Josiah Forster was ol the jviH(,meut that such a

meeting was at variance with the views or F.;„wU_

in reference to worship. All our meetings for

worship, as had been stated at a previous sitting,

are meetings for prayer, thanksgiving, &c. He
desired not to be misunderstood; the spirit of sup-

plication was what he coveted might more and

more abound among us ; but in consistency with

our views, we could not appoint meetings with the

preconcerted intention of praying for any specific

object. A number of others coincided in the view

so expressed, and it was concluded not to accede

to J. S. Sewell's request.

Joseph S. Sewell seemed surprised at his having

led the meeting into difficulty ; or that there was

any inconsistency with principle in his request,

which he at once withdrew. Caleb R. Kemp, and

some others, who had approved of the request, ex-

pressed satisfaction with the conclusion of the meet-

ins, after the explanations which had been given.

"Phillip D. Tuckett called attention to the con-

dition of Friends in Norway. Some of the suffer-

inrrs which they are su^-tainiug, he ascribed to the

teachings of the Society in this country, and thej

bonds thereby imposed upon them, especially in i

regard to ecclesiastical demands. He was, how-

ever, mistaken in this opinion; as it was explained
^

by George Richardson, junr., and Robert Doeg, i

that the action of Friends in Norway was the re-

sult of their own individual enlightened conviction,

independent entirely of foreign influence; many of
them arc strangers to our book of Christian Doc-
trine, I'ractice, and Discipline, as it is not trans-

lated into their native tongue.

The n port of the General Meeting for Ackworth
School was read, followed by the report of the

Conference Committee on schools, which gave some
interesting information. The number of children,

members of our Society, in the various institutions

is said to be about 500, with 230 not in member-
ship, while there is room for a considerably larger

number of both classes in nearly all the schools.

The average cost, on the whole, is about ii'ZTi
;

the sum received on behalf of each child averages

£15, thus leaving a sum of £10 for each, or up-

w ards of £7000 per annum, to be provided by the
funds of ihc various institutions, supplemented by
annual subscriptions and by donations.

The Friends intrusted with the management of
the united meetings of men and women Friends,

held yesterday in the men's and in the women's
meeting-houses, presented a minute which they
had prepared for adoption : and after some slight

alterations, it was recorded. The minute simply
states that those meetings had been held, and that

a free exchange of sentiment had taken place on
the question brought undrr notice, which commended
the subject to the continued serious consideration

of Friends.

Fifthday morning.—The large committee
came together at nine o'clock, to hear the drafts of

the remaining epistles. The Yearly Meeting as-

sembled at eleven o'clock, and was engaged with

these epistles during the .sitting. With very little

alteration, they were adopted, and being signed by
the clerk, were confided to the Meeting for Suffer-

ings to forward.

After the epistles had all been signed, Thomas
Bayes briefly and impressively addressed the meet-

ing on the subject of silent meetings, giving his own
experience respecting them, and with some instan-

ces of their remarkably beneficial results, especially

in the case of an individual whom he had visited on
his dying bed, and who at that solemn hour could

not be supposed to speak anything but the truth.

William Thistlethwaite, in contemplating the

close of the Yearly Meeting now approaching,

said he desired to call the attention of Friends to

a few words of Holy Scripture, descriptive of the
conciitiou »f thfi christian church at the close of the
first persecution, as nu. ;^ k;, ^jg^ inapplicable to
our circumstances at the present i,-.—., » 'phen
had the churches rest throughout all Judea, ana

Galilee, and Samaria, and were edified ; and walk-

ing in the fear of the Lord, and the comfort of the

Holy Ghost, were multiplied." He did not intend

to convey the idea that this rest is to apply to our

individual progress in the christian life, nor to

that service which the church owes to those by

whom it is surrounded. In this sense we may iwt

rest. But are there not times when, after having

rightly devoted much attention ti external ar-

rangements, our true strength may be best promoted

by withdrawing from too exclusive a reliance on

these ; The churcli will ever acquire strength and

be in safety in proportion as it deepens in that in-

ner life which is the source of all true service for

ourselves or others.

A few others having briefly addressed the meet-

ing in a similar strain to those who had preceded,

adjournment took place till five o'clock this after-

noon.

Fifth-day afternoon.—The concluding sitting of

the Yearly Meeting was held at five o'clock. The
minute from women Friends having been disposed

of, Joseph Thorp was requested to read the general
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epistle. It was adopted as brought in, with very

little remark except from John Bright, who dwelt

at some length upon the war in the United States,

and its probable effects in regard to slavery. He
seemed desirous that the subject had been more

particularly adverted to in the epistle, in the way

of expressing a hope that an evil of such magni-

tude as the war now desolating that country might

be overruled for good, especially in regard to the

millions in bondage there.

John Hodgkin concurred in what had fallen

from John Bright, whose desire respecting the

epistle, he said, might have been attended to bad

it been brought forward at a previous stage of the

business.

With a slight exception this sitting was a solemn

and instructive one ; three Friends were engaged

to offer prayer, and several others briefly by way

of exhortation.

The clerk then read the concluding minute, ac-

knowledging the loving-kindness and mercy of the

Lord in having qualified for the transaction of the

business in brotherly love and condescension. With

the intention of meeting again next year at the

usual time, the meeting separated after an impres-

sive silent pause.

EVENTS.
ancipation.—The House of

SU.MMARV
United States.—Slave

Representatives has passeil a bill, bj a vote of 82 to 54,

which provides for the full emaacipatioa of all the

slaves held by the following cbisses of persons :

First.—Uf every person who shall act as an ofiicer of

the rebel army or navy.

Second.—Of every person who shall act as President,

member of Congress, Judge of any Court, Cabinet Offi-

cer, Foreign iMinister, Commissioner or Consul of the

so-called Confederate States.

Tliird.—Of every person who shall act as Governor of

a Slate, member of a Convention, Legislature, or Judge
of any State Court of the so-called Confederate States.

Fourth.—Of every person who, having held an office

of honour, trust or profit in the United Stales, shall

hold an office in the so-called Confederate States.

Fifth.—Of every person who shall hold any office or

agency under the so-called Confederate States, or under
any of the States thereof; but persons in the third and
(iflh classes must have accepted their appointments since

the date of the passage of the secession ordinance of

their States, or have taken aa oath of allegiance to the

Confederacy.

Sixth.—Of every person not within the above classes

who, after the passage of the act, being willfully and
without compulsion, engaged in armed rebellion, shall

not, within si.\ly days after proclamation by the P—'--

dent, lay down his arms and return '" "-•^ .uiegiance.

The bill also disouajifi- -''^ ^'^^^ -"" '^'''-'^^^ '"™'° ''°'''-

ing office »"''- '"* Lnited States Government.
%,.,iiiyration.—The books of the Emigration Commis-

sioners at New York, show the an-ivals during 1862, to

the 18th inst., to be 27,417, of which there came from
Ireland, 13.324 ; from Germany, 7.663 ; from other
counirips. i;.4:;ii. The arrivals "in 1861, during a cor-
r*:-!' :

!

It / II II
; .n of the year, numbered, 38,928.

-\ " ) : iiiality hist week, 341.

/ ,

,
lurtality last week, 276.

yv.c y'u.i.,,1 /.':. ti'jurl.—The bill for the construction of
a railroad to Calilornia, has passed the D. S. Senate bv
a vote of 35 to 5.

Arkammt.—An expedition wns sent nrcntly fioin

Memphis, for thepurposeof rnji- il; _- .1. I; n ; mm-' ,,; i. r,;

by the rel)els in While riv. r, :
, ,

eighly-five miles from its im i; 1 ,
: _ i i

desigiialed piiiiil, :i tDinl.iiM.I i; '. ,•,
i

- m m],. ii|,,in i i;r

bfi-n .-.iliTi. I

I
i

,

',
, :

. .1
, ml the other taken by

the lori}-
: .. 1 _ :,

I .It ihe point of the
biiyum-t. |i.i J :..i

• I J .1 !i;i 1,1. :i liall from a siege-
gun, slru'k liii' .M.ir.rid lily, pc-iuM rating the casemates
and pn.^sing Ihrou^'h the steam drum, the escaping va-
pour killing and suveiily injuring 152 out of 175 of the
officers iiTul men on l.u.ird. The rebel General Hind-
man, of Arkansas, is among the prisoners taken on
AVhite river. A rebel sleinier was captured in Bayou
I.agreux, with lOOU bales of cotton on board.

Mi^yntiri.—The Emancipation Convention met at Jef-
ferson City, and continued ia session for three days.

The proceedings were harmonious, and there was a firm

determination evinced to energetically push forward the

great policy which the Convention is to inaugurate. A
series of resolutions was adopted, heartily endorsing

the national Administration, recommending the grtidnal

emancipation of the slaves in the State, and the accep-

tance of the aid tendered by the General Government

;

submitting to the people of the Slate the details of such

action and such legislation as may be necessary to ac-

complish the end in view, to be indicated by them to

their representatives to the next General Assembly.

Florida.—The towns on the west coast of Florida,

which were a few weeks ago evacuated by the rebels

and the garrisons sent to Beauregard, have been re-oc-

cupied. Apalachicola, Cedar Keys, St. Marks, and

Tampa Bay, are now in the possession of much larger

rebel forces than were ever in possession before. This

is said to be partly owing to the retreat of Beauregard,

part of whose forces have returned. The conscription

also has furnished a great number of men for the South-

ern army.
Alabama.—The rebel forces at Mobile, which were

much weakened for the purpose of assisting in the de-

fence of Corinth have been largely reinforced, and ex-

traordinary efforts have, been made lo render the posi-

tion too strong to be captured. At the latest dates im-

mi'nse earthworks, in addition to those previously made,
were going up, the rebels working night and day to

complete them.
Loiiiiiana.—The citv of New Orleans appears to be

very orderly under Gen. Butler's iron rule. Gen. But-

ler has issued an order that all citizens who hold places

of trust, which call for the doing of any legal act what-
ever, must take the oath of allegiance. The same must
be d )ne by all citissens requiring protection, the privil-

ege of passports, to have money paid them, or having
the benefit of the power of the United States, e.xcept for

protection from personal violence. Foreign residents

must swear or affirm to do no act, or be privy to none,

that shall aid or comfort the enemies of the United

Stales, so long as their own government remains at

peace with the United States. The Custom House has

been converted into an asylum for the contrabands, of

whom nearly 1000 were quartered in the building.

Efforts were being made to raise and clean the cotton

from the bottom of the river where it was thrown after

being set on fire. Considerable shipments of sugar and
molasses have been made.
North Carolina.—The Newbern Progress reports that

100 rebel dragoons had given themselves up at Wash-
ington, N. C. The same paper says that six North Caro-
lina regiments had been disbanded at Richmond. Gen.
Burnside has returned to Newbern, and preparations

were being made for further military movements.
Tennessee.—Cumberland Gap has been occupied by

the Federal forces under Gen. Morgan without opposi-

tion, the rebels retreating upon his approach. TheR^p
was one of their strongholds, and its r-^o=<^s\on by the

U. S. army opens the ^-r "^r 'lie liberation of East

Tennessf- '^ 's reported that Major General Buel,
nefetofcre with Gen. Halleck in Mississippi, has started
with his army for East Tennessee, by way of Huntsville,
Alabama. A despatch from Memphis, dated on the
17th says: The shipments to the North to-day com-
prised 3000 bales of cotton, 5000 barrels and 3000 half
barrels of molasses, and 6000 barrels of sugar. There
was a large supply coming in yesterday. On the first

day the Post Office was opened in Memphis, the citizens
mailed 1000 letters, mostly on business to the Northern
cities, and bought §3000 worth of postage stamps.
Every day the oath of allegiance was beingadministered to
hundreds of men, a large part of whom had been in the
rebel army. Guerillas coniinued to prowl about the
country, for the purpose of destroying cotton and annoy-
ing the peaceable iuhabitanls.

Mi.-:sisfi,'l-i— -V lone from Gi-n. Sherman's command,
ii I - I" ''li'i' I il'ili .~]ir;i-^ Ml.-,-, The town is on the

'

' iilroad, and has apopu-
'

i ,

:

I
;

I 'lit position of the great
II III

1
luiiiv

1
11.1 .liiulv i.iir.l Greneda had been

abandoned l,y Ihcni, and the left wing of the army is

said to extend to Hernandez, south. The chief command
has fallen upon Gen. Bragg,— Beauregard having started
for Richmond immediately after the battle on the Chicka-
horainy. A part of his forces have also, it is said, set out
for the same destination. The ravages of war having
produced great suffering among the inhabitants of
northern Mississippi, Gen. Halleck has caused a large
amount of provisions to be brought from St. Louis and
distributed liberally among the people, who seemed
grateful for the timely as.sistance.

Virginia.—The (ones of Fremont and Shields, appear
to have suffered severe losses in their encounters with

the rebels under Jackson's command. They are both
said to have been out generalled by the rebel comman-
der, who has been reinforced, and at the latest dales

was again slowly pushing his way dowu the Shenandoah
valley. The Richmond Despatch says that the Uni
States forces must either combine their columns or fall

back across the Potomac. Fremont had retreated to

Mount Jackson, and Shields had concentrated his army
at Strasburg. Affairs near Richmond remain as last*

week. Several threatening domonstrations have been
made by the rebels, and skirmishes were of frequent oc-
currence, but they have not ventured upon any serious

attack. The U. S. army has been reinforced, and the i

Southern army, has according to all reports, been greatly-

strengthened, and numbers at least 150,000 nien, m
of whom are disciplined and well armed. It is stated
that Gen. M'Clellan's delay has been caused chiefly by
the impossibility of getting his right wing over the
Chickahominy. The stream itself is not wide, but there
is a considerable stretch of swampy land, which has to

be bridged under peculiar difficulties. The health of
the U. S. troops is said to be improving, as they become
accustomed to the climate.

South Carolina.—The Richmond papers of the 21st,

,

contain a brief account of a bloody battle fought on the.i

16th, on James Island, four miles from Charleston. The;
battle lasted all day, with a heavy loss on both sides.

The Charleston Mercury feared that the battle would
'

be renewed the next day, and expressed apprehensions-
for the safety of the city, in consequence of the great

|

exhaustion of the Southern troops and the loss of many ri

officers.

Tl,e Tax Bill which hag claimed so much of the al-[
tendon of Congress for several months, finally passed'
both Houses on the 23rd. The vote in the Senate was!
unanimous, in the House of Representatives there wereii
eleven negative votes. If the bill is approved by tbeji

President, it will take effect from the first of Eighthl
month next. Cotton will be taxed half a cent per|
pound

;
on tobacco, if valued at 30 cts. or less per pound,l|

the duty will be 10 cts., if valued at more than 30 cts., thei
tax will be 15ct3. apound. On whiskey, 20 cts. a gallon.^

The bill is very comprehensive in its provisions, but few;
available subjects of taxation having been overlooked. j|

The Markets.—The following were the quotations oa''l

the 23rd. inst. New TorA.—Sales of 200,000 bushels':
wheat a 92 cts. a §1.03, for Chicago spring; 98 cts. a
§1.05, for Milwaukie club, and §1.14 a §1.16, for red
winter western; sales of 213,000 bushels corn, at from
48 cts. to 53J cts. Oats, 42 cts. a 46 cts.. Cotton, 32
cts., for middling uplands. Gold, 7 per cent, premium.
Amount of specie held by the New York banks on the

21st inst. was $31,047,945. J'hiladelphia.—ReA wheat,
§1.20 a §1.24 ; white, §1.30 a §1.33 ; rye, 67 cts.

;
good

yellow corn, 52J cts. a .5<i ots. ; oats, 37 cts. a 40 cts.

The trado of Jiew York the last week was very active I

n the export movement of both gold and ordinary do-
mestic produce. The aggregate was about six and a
half millions, nearly equally divided between gold and
bread stuB's and provisions.

RECEIPTS.
Received from S. Hobson, Agl., 0., for Thomas Em-

mons, §4, to 27, vol. 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
XEAR FUAXKFORD, (tWENTT-TIIIRD WARD, PHILADELPHIA.)

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Wohtiiim:-
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, to Charlks Ellis, t'^lerk

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

NOTICE.

a active young man, a member u
uation in a wholesale store

;
he I

of book-keeping, and is a good penn
~ e of "The Friend."

Died on the 3rd of Sixth month. 1861,Susas.\a N. wife
f Daniel Wills, in the fifty-seventh year of her age, a
lember and overseer of Rancocas Particular Meeting,
ler suSerings were long, but she bore them with much
hristiau patience, and her friends have the consoling
elief that their loss is her eternal gain.

, on the 1 8th of Fifth month last, at the residence
f his father, Westfield, N. J., Joseph Stokes, agi

'

hirty-five years, a member of Chester Monthly MeetiH;

!
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From Evenings at the Microscope.

Spiders and Mites.

Spiders, I am sure, are nol favourites with you.

\^ith the eseeptiou of the poor prisoner in the Bas-

le, who had succeeded in taming a Spider—the

oly creature besides himself that inhabited his

ungeon— I do not think I hove ever heard of any

ne who loved or admired Spiders, morally. Yet,

bysically, we may frnd much to admire in them,

s not a few naturalists have done before us ; there

re men who have devoted their lives to the study

f this unamiable race, and who have discovered

3 them the same wondrous skill, and the same

erfect adaptation of organ to function, of struc-

are to habit, that mark all God's works, whether

'e think them pretty or ugly, amiable or repul-

ive.

I am going to show you some of these pieces of

lechanism. Remember that the whole tribe is

3nt into the world to perform one business,

—

bey are commissioned to keep down what would

therwise be a "plague of flies." They are fly-

utchers by profession ; and just as our beef and

jutton-butchers have their slaughter-house, their

teel, their knives, their pole-axe, their hooks, so

re these little slaughterers furnished with nets and

raps, with oaves, with fangs, and hooks, and poi-

-bags, ready for their constant work. They
lave, in fact, nothing else to do: tiieir whole lives

spent in slaughtering— with the exception of

earing fresh generations of slaughterers—and 1

appose they think, and are intended to think, of

lothing else.

" No one," says Professor Rymer Jones, " who
ooks at the armature of a Spider's jaws can mis-

ake the intention with which this terrible appara-

us was planned. ' Murder' is engraved legibly

m every piece that enters into its composition.'

But surely the Professor is rather severe. I do

lot think this paragraph was written on an au-

umn morning, when the flies had driven him out

>f bed prematurely early, by incessantly alighting

mhis nose; nor on coming homo from a summer
ivening's walk through the marsh, when clouds

)f singing and stinging gnats had been the only

»)bjects of cognisance to sight, hearing, and feeling,

f so, he would have been ready to pronounce
' killing no murder," and have blessed the slaugh-

ering Spiders as pursuing a most praiseworthy

md useiul occupation. Circumstances change
•pinions.

We will not then touch the moral question ; but

just look at this apparatus from the bead of one

of our common Spiders (Clubiona alrirx,) a long-

legged and swift species, that builds a compact

cloth-like web in our out-houses, with a gallery

open at each end for retreat in danger. The spe-

cimen is a part of the slough or cast skin, which

you may always find in the neighbourhood of such

a web; and it is particularly suitable for examina-

tion, because it is sloughed in the most perfect con-

dition ; every part, the fangs, the palps, the legs

with all their joints, the cornaj of the eyes, the

entire skin with every hair,— all are here, and all

in silti^ with a cleanness and translucency which

it would require much skill in dissection to obtain,

if we captured a living Spider for our purpose.

There are in front of the head two stout brown
organs, which are the representatives of the an-

tennaj in insects
; though very much modified both

in form and function. They are here the effective

weapons of attack. Each consists of two joints:

the basal one, which forms the most conspicuous

portion of the orgun, and the terminal one, which

the fang. The former is a thick hollow case,

somewhat cylindrical, but flattened sidewise, formed

of stifi' chitine, covered with minute transverse

ridges on its whole surface, like the marks left on

the sand by the rippling wavelets, and studded with

tout coarse black hair. Its extremity is cut ofl' ob-

iquely, and forms a furrow, the edges of which

are beset with polished conical points resembling

teeth.

To the upper end of this furrowed case is fixed

by a hinge-joint the fang, which is a curved claw-

ke organ, formed of hard chitine, and consisting

of two parts, a swollen oval base, which is highly

polished, and a more slender tip, the surface of

which has a silky lustre, from being covered with

very fine and close-set longitudinal grooves. This

whole organ falls into the furrow of the basal joint,

when not in use, exactly as the blade of a clasp-

knife shuts into the haft ; but when the animal is

excited, either to defend itself or to attack its prey,

the fang becomes stiffly erected.

By turning the object on its axis, and examining

the extreme tip of the fang, we see that it is not

brought to a fine point, but that it has the ap-

pearance of having been cut ofi' slant-wise just at

the tip; and that it is tubular. Now this is a

provision for the speedy infliction of death upon

the victim ; for both the fang and the thick basal

joint arc permeated by a slender me;iibranous tube

which is the poison duct, and which terminates at

the open extremity of the former, while at the

other end it communicates with a lengthened oval

sac where the venom is secreted. This of course,

we do not see here, for it is not sloughed with the

exuviae, but retained in the interior of the body
;

but in life it is a sac, extending into the cephalo-

ihorax—as that part of the body which carries the

legs is called—and covered with spiral folds pro-

duced by the arrangement of the fibres of its con-

tractile tissue.

When the Spider attacks a fly, it plunges into

its victim the two fangs, the action of which is

downwards, and not from ri^ht to left, like that of

the jaws of insects. At the same instant a drop

of poison is secreted in each gland, which, oozing

through the duct, escapes from the perforated end

of the fang into the wound, and rapidly produces

death. The fangs are then clasped down, carrying

the prey, which they powerfully press against the

toothed edges of the stout basal piece, by which

means the nutritive fluids of the prey are pressed

out, and taken i;ito the mouth, when the dried

and empty skin is rejected. The poison is of an

acid nature, as experimeuU performed with irri-

tated spiders prove ; litmus-paper pierced by them

becoming red as far around the perforations as the

emitted fluid spreads.

In the slough, the upper surface of the cephalo-

thorax is always detached as a thin plate, convex

outwardly, concave inwardly. As it is upon the

front portion of this division of the body that the

eyes are situate, the slough displays these with

great clearness and beauty beneath the microscope.

Here you may see them. The whole slough from

its thinness is semi-pellucid, but the eyes transmit

the light with brilliance, not however as if they

were simple round holes, because you can discern

very manifestly a hemispherical glassy coat, by

which it is refracted.

It is, however, when we examine the forehead

of a living or recently killed spider, that we see

the eyes to advantage. In this example of the

same species (Clubiona airox,) you see them like

polished globes of diamond, sunk into the solid

fkin of the head. Their form is unimpeachably

perfect, and the reflection of light from their sur-

face most brilliant.

The arrangement of these lustrous eyes is worthy

of attention. They are generally eight in number

in Spiders, but tliL-ir relative position varies so

much, as to afford good characters by which natu-

ralists have grouped them in genera. In the

Clubiona which we have been examining, they are

placed in two nearly straight transverse rows on

the forehead ; but as this surface is convex, it fol-

lows that the axis of every eye points in a differ-

ent direction from that of its fellows. In Epcira,

on the other hand,—represented by our great Gar-

den Spider so commonly seen in the centre of its

perpendicular web, on shrubs and in corners of

our gardens,—the four middle eyes form a square,

and the two lateral ones on each side are placed

in contact with each other.

It is interesting to remark that their arrange-

ment is not arbitrary, but is ancillary lo the vary-

ing instincts and wants of the different kinds. On
this subject I will quote to you what Professor

Owen says:—"The position of the four median

ones is the most constant; they generally indicate

a square or trapezium, and may be compared with

the median ocelli in hexapod insects. The two, or

the two pairs of lateral ocelli miiy be compared with

the compound eyes of insects ; the anterior ofthese

has usually a downward aspect, whilst the poste-

rior looks backwards; the variety in the arrange-

ments of the ocelli of Spiders always bears a con-

stant relation to the general conformation and hab-

its of the species. Dujes has observed that those

Spiders which hide in tubes or lurk in obscure
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retreats, either underground or in the holes or i dens,

fissures of walls or rocks, from which they only
|

water

emerge to seize a passing prey, have their eyes says c

aggregated in a close group in the midille of

forehead, as in the Bird-spid

n waste and desert places, and even under

But you shall hear what Professor Owen
n the degree and mode in which Spiders ex-

ercise their singular secreting faculty, which " va-

^ , the Clotho, (fcc. Iries considerably in the different species. Some,

The Spiders which inlabit sbort'tubes terminated
|

as the Clubionce, line with silk a conical or cylin-

by a lar<Te web exposed to the open air, have the drical retreat, formed, perhaps, of a coiled-up leaf,

eyes separated, and more spread upon the front of and having an outlet at both extremities, from one

the cephalo-thorax. Those Spiders which rest iu, of which may issue threads to entrap their prey.

the centre of a free web, and along which they i Others, as the Segestnce, fabricate a silken burrow

frequently traverse, have the eyes supported on
j

of five or six inches in length, in the cleft ot an old

slight prominences which permit a greater diver- i wall. The Mygale cementaria lines a subterra-

aeSce of their axes ; this structure is well marked jneous burrow with the same substance, and manu-

fn the genus Tlwmisa, the species of which lie in factures a close-fitting trap-door of cemented earth,

ambuscade in flowers. Lastly, the spiders called !
lined with silk, and so attached to the entry ot the

Errantes,ov wanderers, have their eyes still more
j

burrow as to fall down and cover it; by its own

scattered, the lateral ones being placed at the weight, and which the inmate can keep close shut

by means of strong attached threads.

The Or of the Clir Discipl

iends.

Established

margins of the cephalo-thorax."

The shining hemisphere (or nearly a sphere) is

in each case covered with a thick cornea, a con-

tinuation of the skin, perfectly transparent, and

throwing off its outer coats successively in the pro-

cess of moulting, like that of the rest of the body. By the term discipline, is to be understood all

The centre of its inner surface is deeply excavated
|

those arrangements and regulations which are in-

fer the reception of a crystalline lens, which isjstituted for the civil and religious benefit of a

globular in form, and which rests behind on the christian church. The meetings for discipline are,

front surface of a hemispherical vitreous body, of course, for the purpose of carrying those objects

without sinkincr into it. The space between this [into eflect : their dejign was said by George Fox

ing-like ".body and the side of the lens forms a

channel which is filled with an aqueous numour,

and into this projects a circular process of the thick

pisment-coat, which corresponds to the choroid,

thus defining the pupil of the eye, and at the same

time confining the lens to its proper situation. The

margin of this pigment-ring may be considered as

an iris, and is of various colours, as red, green, or

brown in those species whicli are active by day-

liffht, -while it is black at the back of the eye. The

nocturnal species have no dark pigments, but are

to be—the promotion of charity and piety

It cannot be said that any iyslein of disciplint

formed a part of the original compact of the So-

ciety. There was not indeed, to human appear-

ance, anything systematic iu its formation. It

was an association of persons who were earnestly

seeking after the saving knowledge of Divine

Truth. They were men of prayer and diligent

searchers of the Holy Scriptures. Unable to find

true rest in the various opinions and systems which

I
in that day divided the christian world, they be-

furnished with a curtain, (tope^iOM,) which reflects llieved that they found the Truth in a more full

a brilliant metallic lustre, and makes the eyes ofl reception of Christ, not only as the living and ever-

these Spiders glare in the twilight, like those of! present Head of the Church in its aggregate ca-

cats. pacity, but also as the light and life, the spiritual

It will be interesting to compare with this range
j

ruler, teacher, and friend of every individual mem-
of eyes, the same organs in a kindred animal, the |ber.

common Harvestman, {Phalangiian cornutam.)'. These views did not lead them to the abandon-

Here in the centre of the cephalo-thorax rises ajment of those doctrines which they had heretofore

short pillar, which is crowned with two rows of i held, in regard to the manhood of Christ, his pro-

conical points, with polished black tips. On each Ipitiatory sacrifice, mediation, and intercession.

side of tlie pillar is a large black eye, hemisphcri- iThey did lead them, however, to much inward re-

cal in form, and brilliantly glossy, exactly reseuib-itirement and waiting upon God, that they might

ling, indeed, those which we have just examined.
|

know his will, and become quick of understanding

There are, however, only this single pair which thus in the fear of the Lord ; and tbey were very frequent

look out laterally, exactly like the eyes of Birds. I in their meetings together for mutual edification

There is, indeed, a speck on each side of the thorax, and instruction, for the purpose of united worship

considerably removed from the eye-pillar, just 'in spirit and in truth, and for the exercise of their

above the origin of the first pair of legs, which has [several sifts, as ability might be afforded by Him
been mistaken for an eye ; but it is truly a spiracle,

|

who has promised to be with the two or three dis-

or breathing hole. ciples who are gathered together in his name.
There are many other points of interest about From these meetings, in which the love of God

this Harvestman, such as the conical spines which
I

was often largely shed abroad in the hearts of

stud the head, body, and limbs; the umltitude of
j

those who attended them, even when held iu silence,

small bead-like joint* into which the foot, (tors(«,)
I
most of those ministers went forth, who, in the

is divided; and in particular the hammer-like form
I
earliest periods of the society, proclaimed toothers

ofthe modified antennae, which bend abruptly down-
1 the truth as they had found it, and called them

wards, and have pincer-tips. These are highly
I
from dependence on man to that individual

curious, and you may examine them at your lei- knowledge ot Christ and of his teachings, which
sure ; but for the present we will return to our the Holy Scriptures so clearly and abundantly
Spiders.

j

declare to be the privilege of the Gospel times.

Ever since those mythic times when Arachne As these views struck at the very root of that great

contended with Minerva for supremacy in needle- corruption in the christian church, by which one
work, and was changed, for her pains, into a spi-' man's performances on behalf of others had been
der, our little spinners have been famous, ^iS>i(/«vi made essential to public worship, and on which
=Spinne,) for their matchless achievements in I hung all the load of ecclesiastical domination and
thread. And still their industrious art is plied the trade in holy things; soil necessarily separated
everywhere around u.s— in our chambers, in our those who had, as they believed, found the liberty

ellars, in our walls, in our gar- of the gospel, from those who still adhered to thatwindow

system which was upheld by the existing churche

of the land.

Being thus separated from others, and many
being every day added to the church, there arose

of course peculiar duties of the associated persons

towards each other. Christianity has ever been a<

powerful, active, and beueficent principle. Tboset

who truly receive it no more "live unto them*
selves;" and this feature and fruit of genuine!

Christianity was strikingly exhibited in the conduct*

of the early Friends. No sooner were a few per-

sons connected together in the new bond of religious

fellowship, than they were engaged to admonishii

encourage, and, in spiritual as well as temporal

matters, to watch over and help one another in

love.

The members who lived near to each other, ar

who met together for religious worship, immedi-j

ately formed, from the very law of their union,

christian family or little church. Each membe
was at liberty to exercise the gift bestowed upod
him, in that beautiful harmony and subjectio^

which belong to the several parts of a living bodj

from the analogy to which the apostle Paul dr

so striking a description of the true church; "

are the body of Christ and members in particular.'

Of this right exercise of spiritual gifts, anj(

thereby of an efficient discipline, many example^

are aflbrded in the history of the earliest period

of the Society : we shall select one which we be-

lieve may be considered as fairly illustrating the

practice of early times. Stephen Crisp, in his

Memoirs, speaking of bis own state soon after his

conviiicement, which was in 1665, and within a

few years of the establishment of a meeting at

Colchester, the place of his residence, thus ex-

presses himself:

—

" The more I came to feel and perceive the love

of God and his goodness to me, the more was I

humbled and bowed in my mind to serve him, and
to serve the least of his people among whom I

walked ; and as the word of wisdom began to

spring in me, and the knowledge of God grew, so

I became a counsellor of those that were tempted

in like manner as I had been
;
yet was kept so low,

that I waited to receive counsel daily from God,
and from those that were over me in the Lord, and

were in Christ before me, against whom I never

rebelled nor was stubborn ; but the more I w;i8

kept in subjection myself, the more I was enabled

to help the weak and feeble ones. And, as the

church of God in those days increased, and my
care daily increased, and the weight of things re-

ating both to the outward and iuward condition

of poor Friends cauic upon me ; and being called

of God and his people to take the care of the

poor, and to relieve their necessities as I did see

occasion, I did it faithfully for divers years, with

diligence and much tenderness, exhorting and re-

proving an}- that were slothful, and encouraging,

tliem that were diligent, putting a difference ac-

cording to the wisdom given me of God, and still

minding my own state and condition, and seeking

the honour that cometh from God only.''

Thus, then, we believe it may be sately asserted,

here never was a period in the society, when those

fho agreed in religious principles were wholly in-

dependent of each other, or in which that order

and subjection which may be said to constitute dis-

cipliiw did not exist. But as the numbers of

members increased, those mutual helps and guards

which had been, iu great measure, spontaneously

afforded, were found to require some regular ar-

lements for the preservation of order in the'

church.

The history of those proceedings affords no

small evidence that the spirit of a sound mind in-
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fluenced the body in its earliest periods. Con- from the Truth, and so have dishonoured God;
tending, as tliey did, for so large a measure oft and likewise to see if any that profess the Truth

individual spiritual liberty, and placing the autho- j follow pleasures, drunkenness, gaming, or are not

rity of man, in religious matters, in a position so faithlul in thiir calliug-s and dealings, nor honest,

subordinate to that of the one Great Head of the! but run into debt, and so bring a scandal upon the

Church, they nevertheless recognised the impor-jTruth. Friends may give notice to the Quarterly

tance and necessity of arrangements and of human
I
Meetings (if there be any such,) and some may be

instrumentality, under the direction of the Spirit

of Christ; and they were led to establish a system

of order at once so simple and efficient, that, not-

withstanding the varying circumstances of the So-

ciety, and the power of every annual meeting to

ter it, it has been found in its main particulars,

adapted to those changes, and it remains to this

day essentially the same as it was within forty

years of the rise of the society. Previously, how-

ever, to the establishment of that regular system

of discipline, and of thiit mode of representation

in the meetings for conducting it, which now exist,

there had been many General Meetings held in

different parts of the nation, for the purpose of

providing for the various exigencies of the Society.

George h'ox mentions, in his journal, that some

tings for discipline were settled in the north of

England so early as 1653. The tirst General

Meeting of which we are aware that any records

are extant, was held at Balby, near Doncaster,

Yorkshire, in the year 1656; and from this

meeting a number of directions and advices were

issued, addressed "To the Brethren in the North."

This document refers to most of the points which

now form the chief subjects of our discipline. It

contains instructions as to the gospel order of pro-

ceeding with delinquents, and advices to husbands

and wives, parents and children, masters and ser-

vants, as to the discharge of their relative duties,

d also in regard to strict justice in trade, and a

cheerful and faithful performance of civil offices in

the commonwealth. George li'o^ mentions attend-

ing a General Meeting in Bedfordshire, in 1058,

which lasted three days; at which, he says, " there

were Friends present from most parts of the na-

tion, and many thousands of persons were at it."

also mentions attending a meeting at Skipton

1661), "for the affairs of the church, both in

this nation and beyond the seas;" and he say:

that he had recommended the establishment of; tic

this meeting several years before, w

ordered to go and exhort them, and bring in their

answers to the next Quarterly Meeting. And to

admonish all them that be careless and slothful to

diligence in the truth and service for God, and to

bring forth heavenly fruits to God, and that they

may mind the good works of God, and do them in

believing on his Sou, and showing it forth in their

conversation, and to deny the devil and bis bad
works, and not to do them; and to seek them that

be driven away from the truth into the devil's wil-

derness by his dark power ; seek tiiem again by the

truth, and by the truth and power of God bring

them to God again."

It appears to have been with our society as it

had been with the primitive church, that the care

and provision for its poor members was amongst
the earliest occasions of di-ciplinary arrangements.

The occasion for this provision was much increased

by the cruel persecutions and robberies to which,

on their first rise, the Friends were almost every-

where exposed. It was no rare occurrence, at that

period, for the father of a family to be thrown into

a dungeon, and for the house to be spoiled of the

very children's beds and all their provisions. Nor
was it uncommon to seek their entire proscription

and ruin, by refusing to deal with them. Well

may we say, with reverent thankfulness, in refer-

ence to those times, "If it had not been the Lord
who was on our side, when men rose up against

us, then they had swallowed us up quick, when
their wrath was kindled against us."

The members of the persecuted society were far

from opulent ; but they proved themselves rich in

charity, as well as in faith and hope : and the il-

lustration of these virtues, by the sacrifices which
they made for the relief of their more afflicted as-

sociates, and their unbroken constancy in the suf-

ferings which they endured for the testimony of a

good conscience, were doubtless amongst the prac-

ents which at length extorted the com-

mendation even of their enemies.

(To be concluded.)

Eastern Aicliipelago.

CCoutinued fiuui foge 338.)

The country of Sarawak is governed by Sir

the north; "for many Friends suff.-red in divers

parts of the nation ; their goods were taken from

them contrary to law, and they understood not

how to help themselves, or where to seek redress."'

This meeting," he adds, "had stood several years,

and divers justices and captains had come to break it

up ; but when they understood the business Friends
j

James Brooke, under a cession from the Sultan of

met about, and saw Friends' books, and accounts ofjBrunei. He has now ruled a territory containing

collections for the use of the poor; how we took
j

a mixed population of a quarter of a million of

care oue county to help another, and to help our | souls, for ten years almost wholly by moral influ-

friends beyond sea, and to provide for our poor, so euce. Sarawak, ii.cluding its dependencies, pos-

that none should be chargeable to their parishes, sesses a coast line of about 3UU miles, and presents

the justices and officers confes.scd we did their every variety of surface from the low fertile soil

ork, and would pass away peaceably and lov- that skirts the river banks to the lofty mountains

\o]y." that rise in picturoque grandeur towards the inte-

^Next to General Meetings we must notice thejrior. It is one of the best watered countries in the

establishment of Quarterly Meetings, which were! world, posses.sing rivers adapted for ships of con-

constituted of Friends deputed by the several jsiderable burthen. The exports consist at present

meetings within a county. These meetings, iu 'chiefly of the produce of the forests and of metals,

several of the counties at least, had existed prior 'i"he capital now numbers 15,000 inhabitants, and

to the establishment of Monthly Meetings, and 'the perfect order which prevails has given an ex-

they appear to have had much the same office in traordiuary impetus to industry, and created an

the body, as the Monthly Meetings now have !eniulation under which in very few years Sarawak

amongst us. George Fox, in an epistle of an 'will become one of the most important trading

early date, writes thus respecting them :
" In alljcountries of the Archipelago. A portion of the

the meetings in the county two or three m,ay be '
north-west of Borneo, which has been recently

appointed from them to go to the Quarterly Meet-! ceded by the Sultan of Brunei to Sir James

ings, to give notice if there be any that walk not [Brooke, is a valuable addition to his state, and in-

in the Truth, or have been convinced and gone
|

eludes fine forest-covered plains, with navigable

rivers, and districts rich iu mineral productions,

including gold, antiuiony, coal in abundance, iron,

copper, and lead, and possesses a more industrious

and energetic population than mo>t other parts of

Borneo. The Dayaks of Sarawak have become

exceedingly expert in commercial transactions, and

many who formerly did not know the value of

money arc now active traders. A Dayak calcu-

lates on being cheated by a Chiuaiuan once, but

never a second time. A steam communication

I

has been established by Sir James Brooke between

Sarawak and Singapore, by which Chinese emi-

grants arc granted a free passage to his state,

which they are steadily enriching by their indus-

try ; for in the present condition of the aborigines,

although their progress is satisfactory, cultivation

depends chiefly on Chinese labour. A Chinese

population has its disadvantages, but in Sarawak

it is gladly welcomed; the people soon amalgamate

with the native race; and as that part of Borneo,

like England, possesses a redundancy of females,

the Dayak women, many of whom are pretty, are

by no means unwilling to unite themselves with

these sturdy immigrants. The Chinese, when

prosperous, are found to be great consumers of

English goods, and arc excellent customers, as they

live freely and are far from being parsimonious iu

their habits.

The principle of governmL'nt which Sir James

Brooke has applied with such remarkable success

at Sarawak, is applicable to all countries in a simi-

lar state. That principle is to rule by and

throush the people, scrupulously abstaining from

wounding their pride and hurting their self-respect.

No peopte in the world are so sensitive to rudeness,

arrogance, and self-assuinption as the Malays.

Sir James Brooke at once recognised the import-

ance of this social feature, and his first and great-

est difficulty was in exacting that habitual courtesy

from his subordinates which was indispensable to

the success of his scheme. The result has been

that the innate gentleness of the natives has gradu-

ally softened and refined the rudest Europeans.

The government is more popular than monarchi-

cal. Taxes are imposed and justice is administered

by the assent and co-operation of the inhabitants.

The ruler is strictly dependent ou the country for

support; and the population i.'? consulted, and its

consent required, before any new impost is created.

The militia has recently given place to a small

regular force, with the full coucurrence of the

people, who thus strongly display their confidence

in the good intentions of their chief and the secu-

rity of their freedom.

Of a population consisting of about 250,000

souls, the Malays number from 30,000 to 40,000,

the Chinese 3t)U0, miscellaneous tribes 15,000
;

and the remainder are the Dayaks or the abori-

gines of the country. Much remains to be ac-

complished before these people are trained to

habits of regular industry; but the materials are

promising, aud a few more years of settled gov-

ernment and good example will probably effect a

complete revolution in their character. Model

gardens and farms will bring home to their under-

°tandings the practical rc-uUs of well applied la-

bour. They present a marked difference to the

Malay element of the population in one very im-

portant respect. As Mahomedans the Malays are

impervious to any impressions from the christian

missionary. The Dayaks, on the contrary, are ex-

tremely susceptible ot religious instruction. They

have no stubborn prejudices or fanatical priesthood.

They hold a simple faith, although doubtless over-

"

d by many super-titious observances. They

possess a clear idea of one Omnipotent Spirit who

ted and governs the world .and they believe in a
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future life ; holding that the spiritual part of man

lives forever. They wor;-hip no graven images, nor

do they practice any specie.- of idolatry, but have

a general sense of Providential government; and

it is a common saying among them, " With God's

blessing, we shall have a good harvest this year."

The field is an inviting one for the christian mis-

sionary, but hitherto the labourers have been few.

The elements of European civi lization are presented

in Sarawak in connection with a christian govern-

nieQt—a combination not often seen in the regions

of missionary enterprise, and which can scarcely

fail to subserve the higli purposes to which it is

zealously, but prudently and cautiously directed.

Celebes is a most remarkable island. In con-

fi"uration it has been compared to a star-fish,

from which the radiating limbs on one side have

been removed ; and this very singular form also

distinguishes (iilolo, an island not far distant

from it to the eastward. The bold and broken

coasts possess several excellent harbours, but the

principal interest which attaches to Celebes con-

sists in the character of its population. Physical

causes have doubtless operated to form a people

essentially different from any other in the Archi-

pelago. Its surface po.ssesses more of an European

than an Eastern character, presenting on the coast

broad plains gradually rising into regions of forest.

The inhabitants of Celebes are the njost enterpris-

ing of the Eastern Archipelago. Although they

bear some personal resemblance to the Malays,

arising probably from a common origin, in every

quality but courage they are essentially different.

Exposed to the same temptations, and most skilful

and adventurous navigators, they have never

adopted the occupation of piracy, but abhor and

resist it, and defend themselves against the Malay
prahus with the most heroic and desperate valour

whenever they are attacked, proceeding, if over-

powered, to blow up their vessels rather than sub-

mit. The poorest of these hardy islanders is as

impatient of a blow as an European gentleman, and

it is permitted to any one to avenge an affront by
the death of the person who offers it. A more than

Spartan training is bestowed on children. The
males at the age of five or six are removed from

their parents lest they should be made effeminate

by indulgence, and they are not restored to their

family until they are of an age to marry. They
are the Phoenicians of the Indian Archipelago,

and there is not a coast from the northern shores

of the Australian continent to the Malay peninsul

where their ships are not habitually seen. These
adventurers leave their country in the beginning

of the eastern monsoon on a trading voyage, and
proceed westward until they reach Singapore.

With vessels of peculiar build, of from forty to

fifty tons burthen, they conduct almost the whole
carrying trade of the Archipelago. They own at

least 1000 ships, the outward cargoes consisting of

cotton-cloths, gold dust, edible birds'-uests, tortoise-

shell, trepang or sua slugs for Chinese epicures,

scented woods, coffee, and rice ; and in spite of the

jealous and restrictive policy of the Dutch, they
have greatly contributed to diffuse British manu-
factures throughout the islands of the Eastern
Seas. The political institutions of this energetic
people bear some resemblance to a constitutional

monarchy. Women also possess a status and an
importance wholly unknown in savage commu
nities; they take an active part in all the busines:

of life, and are consulted in public affairs. The
native governments in Celebes are not despotisms,

i.uch as were found in Java, but elective moniirehies

somewhat resembling the old constitution of Po
land. A woman or a minor may be raised to the

throne, and in the latter case the constitution pro

vides a regent. The honour in which women are

held strongly contrasts with the Mahomedan faith,

but political traditions have here proved too strong

to be counteracted by religion.

The population ot Celebes is estimated by —
Crawfurd at 900,000 : if it were as well peopled

Java, it would number 14,000,000 inhabitants.

(To be continued.)

Selected.

Tlie Gifted-

gaze,

And grudge them ii

meed of praise,

How do ye strive to

summit proud,

And place them in s

crowd I

THE GIFTED
pe look on therethem with envy's jealous

row thoughts their loft\

from fame's bigl

, amid the ignobli

. dowi

The Gifted—How ye fawn on them with flattery's subth
arts,

With hollow smiles and honied lips, and envy in youi

hearts!

Ye hang upon their lightes

their way.
Ye laud them to the very s

ye clamor rounc

mean not half yi

The Gifted—Ye should pray for tli

the snares,

The tempter in liis malice
Ye see the towering pinn;

they stand.

But not the shelving precip

ays for spirits such as theirs

cle on whose steep heighl

? oneitherhand

eloquence
;
who

The Gifted—Can ye loo

ye owe,
To those exalted mind;

to glow ?

Who clothe with living

oflight,

The burning thoughts y
aright.

The Gifted—Marvel ye at these, if flatt

The seeds of pride take deepest root \

breast ?

They are but d

. them, nor think how

vcr to utter forth

and ashes, with passions like your

And can ye wonder at the blaze whose spark your breath
hath blown ?

The Gifted—From my childhood's days this heart hath
loved their names,

With that deep reverence of the soul which greatness
only claims.

And with my childhood's earliest prayers, for them I

learned to pray,

That God would charge his angel-bands to keep their
steps alway.

The Gifted One—Oh ! whencesoe'er the insidious shaft
be hurled,

Still be it mine to plead his cause before an envioi
world :

And let tliis young heart cease to beat, ere it shall cea.

to swell

ponsive to the glorious thoughts
minds that dwell.

religious restraint; no want of living desires, as

well as earnest effort to train them in the Lord's,

nurture and admonition ; neither any lack in com-

ing ourselves to that which alone is profitable to

direct thereunto, may mar the work, or rob any of
(

us of that precious peace here, as well as its fruition'

hereafter, which is designed for, and most surely

awaits all those who are faithful in this, as in

every other of their religious duties.

Should these lines meet the eye of some bowed
down, mournful and almost discouraged fellow-

pilgrim traveller, who, as a parent or head of a

family, may feel encompassed with weakness, and

much alone in striving faithfully to uphold thai

standard, and to keep to the testimonies given to,

us as a Society to maintain ; may such be incited,

to fresh courage, in that aforetime in doing a great

work, the builders were " separated upon the wall,

one far from another:" and that the Lord, the

ever present helper and preserver of his people,!

knows our anxieties, fastings and fears, with oun

sorrows also, and sense of great weakness on this^

and on every other account, and will strengtheil

as he is sought unto for every good word and

work; and in his own time bless with the incomeaj

of enriching peace. His is the power ; who is aa
near to his tribulated, wrestling seed as ever ba
was. And how fraught with encouragement a||

well as consolation to the fainting soul, is the holflj

assurance: " My grace is sufficient for thee : fofl

my strength is made perfect in [thy] weakncss.1l

May we then be earnestly engaged to keep neaa
to the inexhaustible Fountain of all our sure mer'«

cies. Watching unto and waiting upon Him, eveni

" as the eyes of the servants look unto the hand ott

their masters ;" and as ability is from season t«

season vouchsafed, intercede for ourselves aud ouil

beloved offspring, that the Lord in his tender,

though unmerited mercy, may give us our own
hves for a prey, and also rai^e up of the dear

children for prophets and for Nazarites (Amos, ii.

11, 12,) who shall not be turned aside by the wis-

dom, or other varied allurements of this perishing

world, but in meekness and lowliness, from taking

their dear Redeemer's yoke upon them, grow up
in him in all things, %vhichistlie /(farf, even Christ.

As this is the case, the Lord will assuredly

show himself strong on the side of these, no mat-

ter what degree of loneliness, obscurity and weak-

ness they may feel bowed under. For as truly as

the house of Obodedom, he, and alt tlmt he had,

were blessed while the ark rested therein, so will

it yet be with those parents and heads of families

who, in humility and godly sincerity, are preserved

watchful and faithful in the maintenance of the

precious doctrines and testimonies committed to

our section of the christian church to uphold.

ven-tuned

For "The Friend.'

The Kesponsibilitj of Parents.

There is surely no relative position in which pa-
rents are placed, involving greater responsibilities,

than that in which they stand to their children
and families. It seems as though they were de-
signed to be a kind of under shepherds, in no
small degree accountable for a very interestincf and
important stewardship, to the Great Shepherd of
us all. Would that each of us who are thus cir-

cumstanced, were incited to increased diligence in

watching, in the fear of the Lord, over our own
hearts in the first place, and then with no less stir-

ring application and sincerity, be engaged to build
over against our own houses—our families, and es-

pecially the dear children. That so no neglect of

A Tiue Narrative.—J relates the follow-'

ug very impressive history of a parishioner. Jane<

young lady of wealthy parentage,

of culture and enjoymentaud had all the

of the world that affluence and affection could fur-

nish. She was also a child of many prayers. The

power of " things seen and temporal" was upon

her spirit like a spell ; aud her golden dreams

were disturbed only by the still small voice of the

Holy Ghost, which at times made her weep. She

resolutely stifled her convictions. While at a

boarding-school, completing her education, she

was taken ill. No attention and medical skill were

spared to save her from the embrace of the skele-

ton destroyer of all things terrene. When it was

apparent that the effort was vain, the physician

advised her removal home. She was borne to the

bosom of domestic sympathies and care. As sh«

crossed the threshold, and met her mother with
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uch tears as she alone can shed, the invalid ex- are milk globules. They are of different sizes in

laimed : "Mother, I have come home to die; different animals, and even in animals of the i^auie

id I am lost ! I am lout r' kind they vary from l-2000th to tlie l-4000th

She continued to waste away, often repeating part of an inch. 'J'hey are generally round, but

he same words; and when only the faintest whis-
^
sometimes they are slightly egg-shaped. Milk in-

could be heard, it was still " I am /ost J" In variably contains a certain proportion of mineral

.''irginia, where she lived and died, the weather matter, consi-tiug essentially of the same material

pas intensely warm, which, with the nature of the of which the incombustible part of bone is coiu-

lisease, made it necessary to have the burial the posed. Butter, curd, milk-sugar, and mineral

ame night. At nine o'clock in the evening, the substances are tbe normal constituents of milk,

recession moved to the cemetery. When the The red colour io madder, the blue in indigo, and
offin was lowered, and the light of the lanterns the co\our o( tin: commou vfeeds Ulercuria/is afinua

ell into the gloom, the silence was broken by the
j

and I'olygoiaum ai'Jc«/(<Ae, likewise pass into milk

udden and convulsive starting of a sister of the and colour it. So also there are, no duubt, smell-

ead, who, stepping forward to the margin of theing substances which give a taste and flavour to

rave, cried in tones of piercing agony, as she' the milk, and readily pass into it; and when these

azed into the narrow home of the decaying body, 'peculiar flavoured substances are richly infused,

Jancis lost ! Jane is lost /"
l they greatly affect the milk. Thus we know, for

It is not strange that the good pastor should i instance, that the turnip flavour is imparted readily

ay, "those accents of woe ringing out upon the to milk. Milk appears white on account of the

till air of night, and over tbe place of graves, are su-pended milk globules. In the measure in

till in my ear, and will be while I live." Howj which these globules separate in the shape of

rue of the impenitent are the words of tbe living^ cream the milk becomes clearer, and acquires a

TSicles, " JMail/iess is in their hearts, and after peculiar bluish tint, which is a very good indication

hat theij go to the dead."—Co7tgregatio)udist. i of the character of the milk. The less transparent

-^ milk is, the better; the more opaque it is, the more

A Seasonable Exhortation. butter it contains. In autumn the quality of milk

BY ISAAC I'EMXGTox. vcry greatly improves, and the quantity becomes

Let all strive to excel in tenderness, and in long smaller. While this is true generally, it is not so

uffering; and to be kept out of hard and evil! '''."^^J^ ; for^^f^ ammals^ are stinted in food, they

houghts of one another ; and from harsh interpre-
' " "

'

'

ations concerning anything relating to one an

>ther.

Oh ! this is unworthy to be found in ;

oward an Egyptian ; but exeeedit

yield not only little, but also poor milk, and that

at a time of the year when they ought to aud

generally do produce rich milk. Generally speak-

Israelite '°ci °"1^ '* richer in the fall, and poorer in the

shameful *P'''°gJ ^ut other circumstances may influence the

nd iuexcusablTto be found in one broTher toward character of the milk, so as to produce totally dif-

inother. How many weaknesses doth the Lord ,
'"ent results. The milk of carnivorous animals is

.ass by in us! How ready is he to interpret !
^ery much richer than that of herbivorous animals,

verything well, concerning his disciples, that mayiii all the various constituents, especially in -

fear a good interpretation! The spirit, saith he,' or "urd, aud also in butter. Ir • - —
s willing, but the flesh is weak. When they had; "di tl^at we have no other tood

.een all scattered from him, upon his death, he did I

compare with it. It is well known that

so extremely

ich will at all

n old

much
,ot afterwards upbraid them, but sweetly gathered ;

cow does not yield such good milk, or

hem auain i

'"'^'^ ^* ^ young one. I have seen an analysis ot a

Oh, dear friends, have we received the same lifeKcry Poor milk, which was analyzed in Holland by

,f sweetness? Let us bring forth the same sweet' Dr. Baumbar. He mentions that it was the milk

ruits : being ready to excuse, and to receive what' ot a cow which has had ten calves. Nothing ap-

uay tend towards the excuse of another in auy'pears so unprofitable as to keep cows for so long a

loubtful case; aud where there is any evil mam- '

P-^r'od. Generally speaking, as is well known to

t ; wait, oh I wait to overcome it with good.
I

practical men, the milk becomes poorer after the

Oh ! let us not spend the strength of our spirits'
*ourth or filth calf. Climate aflecte the quality ot

n crying out of one another, because of evil ; but' '""k in a remarkable degree. In moist and tem-

ud wait where the mercy, and the healing Per^te seasons and localities we obtain a larger
vatch

rtue, will please to arise ! 1

q^^^ntity though generally a poorer description ot

Lord, my God, when thou hast shown the! "^'Ik, than in dry and warm countries. Ihequality

vants of Israel, in any kind, sufficiently; whether of milk is thus affected by the temperature

the particular, or in the general; bring forth ;tbe amount ot moisture in the atmosphere. ^particula

pply thereof from thv fulness; so ordering it,l '^^''^g- ''o doubt, is also d

Q thine eternal wisdom, that all may be ashamed

ind abased before thee, and thy name praised

md over all.— Works, vol. 2, p. 471-2.

Professor Voelcker on Milk,

ud

Some-
to the greater amount

of water which in wet seasons is present in the

produce. That the general state of health and

condition of the animal has a marked influence on

the quality of the milk, is so well known that it

need hardly be mentioned. The time at which

the milk is taken is said to have also an

before milking. I have traced this distinctly. At
one time I have found the milk of our dairy stock

poor in the evening. The cows were then out at

grass, and were not supplied with a sufficient quan-
tity of grass. They received in the evening oil

and rape-cake, and then they produced in the

morning richer milk. This shows plainly the off.ct

of the food upon the morning miik. At another
time, in the winter, I found that when the cows
were fed in the morning and in the middle of the
day with barley meal and rape-cake, they produced
richer evening milk. I belic've, then, that the

quality of the miik is affected by the food, aud by
time at which food is given to cows. It

certainly cannot be said that in a general way
milk is richer in the morning than in the evening.

It may be one way or the other, poorer or richer,

as the case may be, cr both may be perfectly alike.

The race, aud breed, and size of the animal, have
also an important influence on the quality of the

milk."

Selfcted.

Little ranlls,

If some religious people keep their faults to the

last, it is because they have all their life imagined
that religion was not intended to interfere with
" little things ;" that is, with small points of man-
ner and character. We get from our religious

principles what we use them for, and no more. If

the power of a renewed will is not brought to bear
directly upon our little faults, they will increase

even while the religious character deepens aud im-

proves. There is no fault so small that it will dis-

appear of itself. 1 often wonder that believers

should be content to carry with them to the grave
the lesser evils of a fallen nature. If we shall

one day be restored to the perfect likeness of our
glorified Redeemer, shall we put a limit which
God has not put to the degree in which, even in

this world, the wonderful change shall be wrought
upon us

'

For " The Friend."

A letter has been addressed to the Treasurer of

the Women's .Aid Committee of Friends in Phila-

delphia, by Hannibal Hamlin, President of the

Natioual Freedman Relief Association of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, asking for aid in carrying out

their truly benevolent objects.

It appears that a large number of tbe freed

slaves have arrived, and continue to arrive in the

District. They come in a very destitute condition,

in great need of the absolute necessaries of life.

Many of them are sick, and the Government has

provided two large rooms for hospitals. These
must be furnished through private benevolence, and

the resources of the Association are exhausted.

The need is urgent, aud they appeal in the letter

for supplies of cotton sheets, pillow cases, and
under gar-iients, suitable for the warm season.

Friends and others having these articles to spare,

are earnestly desired to send them promptly to

either of the following members of the Committee,

upon or to their depository at the Hou-e of Industry,

The last meeting of the Royal Agricultural So-)the quality. In most agricultural treatises you No. 112 North Seventh Street.— Sarah W. Cope,
iiety, England, called together a large number of| will had it stated that morning is generally richer Treasurer, 1312 Filbert Street; Mary Huston,
listinguished men, (C. i''. Adams, United StaieSj than evening milk; but my results do not favourj 12US Arch Street ; Elizabeth P. Fogg,1310 Cherry
Minister, among others,) to listen to an essay onjthat general notion. Out of thirty-two samples

j

Street; Hannah Kaigbn, 716 Arch Street.

Contributions in money to purchase materials

for the purpose, will be also very acceptable.

nilk, from the eminent Professor Voelcker. \Ve|of mOk which I have analyzed, taken in thi

loudense for our readers a portion of his inter- morning and the evening of the same day, I found

isting remarks:—"The fatty matter of milk is; io eight cases the morning poorer than the evening

aot contained in it in a free condition, but en-milk" in four cases I found it rather richer, and in

losed in a little cell consisting of the very identi-jfour I found no perc>ptible difference between the

quality of the morning and that of the evening

Extractsfrom tUe letter of Hannibal Hamlin.

" The sick have as yet, had no cotton sheets or

clothins. The heat of the weather absolutely re-3al substance which in a state of solution exists

n milk, and which is precipitated when milk gets! milk. The time of day has not so much to do 'quires it, and our physicians say it must be supplied,

sour; in other words, the butter, or the fatty .^ith the matter, as tbe quantity and quality of . We have already done something and are still do-

portion of the milk, is encased in curd. These the food which is given some three or four hours ing. Among other articles, we need as soon as
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possible 100 plain cotton sheets, 50 shirts for the

sick, 50 pairs of drawers, 50 night-gowns for wo-

men, girls and children, 50 cotton pillow cases.

The'articles named are but a small part of what

we need, but our benevolent friends in other cities

are aiding us, and we ask you to join with them.

" 1 visited our hospital last evening and saw a poor

man dying, whom his master had beaten nearly to

death. Some good Samaritans found him, put

him into a wagon and brought him to this city,

and to our rooms. His flesh wounds were terrible,

but he was injured internally about the chest, and

congestion of the lungs resulted. He gasped and

threw back bis head in agony for breath. Three

large windows were wholly removed to give him

fresh air, but without relief. I presume he died

during the night."

Selected.

The truly holy soul ceases from all action, which

has its origin in merely human impulse. It is char

acteristic of souls, which are in this state, that they

move as they are moved upon by the Holy Ghost.

" As many as are led by the Spirit of God, they

are the sons of God." They move, therefore in

God's order ; neither falling behind by indolence,

nor precipitated by impetuosity. They move in

God's spirit, because they are sustained by faith

;

benevolent, just, immutable in their purpose, so far

as immutability can be predicated of anything that

is human, but always without violence. Such

sometimes appear to be inactive, because their ac-

tion is without noise. But they are God's work-

men ; the true builders in his great and silently

rising temple ; and they leave an impression, which

although it is not always marked and observable

at the time, is deep, operative and enduring. In

this respect at least, 1 think we may say, that they

are foruied in the desired likeness. God is the

great operator of the universe ; but what lie does

is generally done in silence. The true kingdom

of God comes without observation.

nch springing out of the true vine ; a form of

the life of Him, who, in making him.self the ser-

ant of all, thereby made himself the Lord and

Master of his disciples.

Government is the lowest and the highest service

in the church ; it is the lowest because he that is

the flock and has been called to this service

by the Lord, must ever be washing the disciples

feet. The basin and the towel are the badge ot

this government, and how low it calls upon those

who are exercised in it to stoop down; how deep is

the humiliation, how trying to faith and patience,

how wearisome to flesh and blood, how closely

surrounded with anxieties and solicitudes, how

deeply acquainted with tears and prayers and

sighs, how conversant with despondency, feeble-

ness and weariness, none can tell or imagine who

have looked at these things only through the me-

dium of ecclesiastical custom, but have not tasted

them in spiritual power. " And who is sufficient

for these things?" Truly, we can reply only in

the words of scripture, " Our sufficiency is of God,

who hath fitted us to be servants of the iS'ew Tes

tament." But in the service there is also a recom^

peuse, which though it be nothing less in the day

of full payment tlian a crown of glory, is not in

he mean time forgotten by the Chief Shepherd,

*'ho knows how to reward his servants even during

the heat and burden of the day. Therefore we

plead for government; and we know that when it

appears it strengthens the church, because it draws

forth more love, augments the service in all, and

establishes that peace which Paul connects with

the presidency of a few and the service of all.

(1 Thess. V. 12 & 13.)

variety as I have. They are standing around tht'^

borders, surrounded with grass. They are unpro^
''

ductive, small, and scarcely worth picking.

—

Gar^
J

dener's Mo7itlily.
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Extract.

Terrestrial authority has, it may be, its mitres,

its acts of synods, and all the smothering weight

of ecclesiastical canons ; or it has, it may be, its

elective chair, its salaried orations, and its merce-

nary sceptre, with an usurpation of all ministerial

life, and an assumption by one man of that which,

if it really exists, should be open to all ; and these

things have their glory ; but heavenly authority

in the church, that which comes down with the

gifts distributed to the saints, is the manifestation

of superintending care in those whose hearts the

Lord directs and enables to watch over the foot-

steps of the flock, and by counsel and character, by

prayer and precept, by patience and forbearance

by gentle firmness, and by spiritual wisdom to keep

aloof from the enclosure those things which would

disturb communion, or prevent the beloved Oui

from coming into his "garden and eating his pleas

ant fruits." Government is a distinct gift of the

Holy Spirit, and it is not in the power of man, by
election, or any other known process, to produce

this blessing. It is indeed very easy to make an
appointment to ecclesiastical rule, either by royal

mandate, or patronal nomination, or popular suf-

frage ; but wide is the diflerence between ecclesi-

astical and spiritual rule ; man's law can give the

outline and the shadow of spiritual rule, but the

substance, the living and powerful reality, can be
imparted only by Him who is the giver of every

good and perfect gift, and with whom there is no
variableness, neither shadow of turning. Spiritual

rule is neither for lucre nor for lordship, but it is

a branch of service, of ministry, of diaconia ; a

Mauagemcut of tlic Gooseberry.

In the February number of your excellent maga-

zine, in the monthly remarks on the "Fruit Gar-

dun, '
it is stated that pruning ruins the gooseberry,

During the season of 1860, 1 sent to the Baltimore

markets twenty-five bushels, and in IHOl nearly

thirty bushels, for which I averaged from three to

five dollars per bushel, the most part of which was

sold green lor pies and tarts. About five bushels 1

left to ripen, which were very tine. 1 have some

few varieties of the English gooseberry, which uo

not mildew. My patch consists principally of the

Cluster and some Houghtons. In part of my
patch, the bushes are between eight and nine

years old. They are very vigorous and produc-

tive. The other portion are about five years old,

producing last yeur as fine a crop as I ever saw.

in the spring ot 1860, 1 planted out another bed

of gooseberry plants; and in 1802 they bote a

fair crop of fruit. My plants are plauteU in rowsi

four and a half feet one way, and lour the ott)er,l

(but this I find is too close.) 1 cultivate them one

way with a horse, and then hoe thoroughly.

DUBLIN YEARLY MEETLNG

The following extracts are taken from the Bri

tish Friend :
—

The Yearly Meeting at large convened on Se!

cond-day. Fourth monlh, 28th, at ten A. M. Thi

attendance was somewhat larger than for severa

years past. ...
The" clerk proceeded by reading the opening:

minute, and called over the names of representa

tives from our three Quarterly Meetings, viz. Ul

ster, Leinster, Munster, nine of whom were absent,

their non-attendance being accounted for, excep

two. Minutes on behalf of ministering Friend

from a distance, attending this Yearly Meeting,

were read. . . . • • •
_

The report from the Yearly Meeting of Minis

ters and Elders did not exhibit any features dif

ferent from forn^er years. It stated that one eldei

was added to their number, while three Friend;

bad been removed by death during the year. Ii

connection with this report, a Friend from th

south spoke very strongly about the Loudon Yearb

Meeting's new Book of Discipline not containinj|

any direct explanation as to the duties of elders

alluding to what the apostle Peter says thej

ought to be,—bishops, elders, overseers, being al

Ard now I must say something with

)runing. I must say tha

rega

mine are thoroughly

pruned every year. 1 trim my gooseberry bu=bes

any time during the months ot January and Feb-

ruary, cutting away anything in the shape of a

sucker, and a portion of last year's growth. The

grou d| that I have occupied with gooseberries is

about one-eighth of an acre. My gooseberries are

always tine, clear, and perfectly tree troui mildew.

In passing through the mark^jts, I can see at a

glance which are my gooseberries, and which are

not. Often would a country farmer come along

and ask, " What makes your gooseberries so supe-

rior to mine?" Says I, "Do you prune and

work your bushes?" "No." " Wuil, that is the

cause.''

A near neighbour of mine has some of the same

J

A minister from England said he thought i

would not be right to let the remarks of the FrienJ

that opened the discussion pass without explanai

tion. He said that if the Book of Discipline wal

examined, it would be found to contain sufficisD

information about elders. It is true, he said, tha)

our Society had, in early days, thought it right t(

divide the office of bishop, as described in Peter

This was one thing ; and having done so, he did

not see why elders might not do all the duties laio

down in Scripture, and the overseers might also dd

the same, adding that we had to-day abundam

evidences of such being the case..

The clerk introduced the queries, by reading i

minute under that head in the Book of Discipline

The answers received from the Quarterly Meeting

then followed. The first query bad the usual ex^

ceptions as to the neglect of alternoon and mid

week meetings, also meetings for discipline. Then

seemed to be an unusual number of omissions in thi

holding of sundry small meetings belonging to thi

largest of the Quarterly Meetings. We are nov

getting accustomed to hear that some Friend

never attend, others attend but rarely, while other

make a practice of going to other places of worship

A Friend having asked how it was that some o

our members never attended, it was explaine(

that they attended the worship of other religioa

bodies.

A Friend said he looked on this as a very ini

portant query, that admonition ought to have beei

given, &c.
;
quoted Scripture, " If thy brother trea

pass against thee," &c. He thought this and th

third query were both very important, but tha

this was more so than the third, inasmuch as thi

spoke of a want of love to God, while the othe

only of love to man, and said that if we each en

dcavoured first to take the beam out of our ow:

eye, we might then see clearly to take the mot
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rom our brother's eyo. Another Friend said that
|

Twelfth query. A Friend thought it inconsistent

whole thing lay iu not taking the beuui out of for Friends to ask leave of the registrar, before

ur own eye. A minister from England spoke on going to be married iu meeting,

he same subject. Thirteenth query. In Ulster, three meetings

The answers to the .second query were the same have no overseers. In Leinster there are also three

8 on former occasions. A few brief remarks were meetings without over.seers ; while in Munster there

lade on this and the third query. are one or more overseers in all the meetings.

The fourth query was answered as it has been Fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth. Clear an-

3r the last few years, with a note at its conclu- swers,

ion, signifying that there is an increased remiss- A Friend said that the Holy Scriptures are more
ess in the due performance of these important read than before, and thought the fourth query

uties.
I

ought to be divided, as it cannot now be answered
Fifth query. There were four exceptions of as full as it might be. Another Friend spoke on

isolveiicy, and one as to want of punctuality iujtbe suhject of couvincements.

ayment. A clear answer was returned from The clerk mentioned that the following epistles

'unster. had been received, viz., from London, New York,

Sixth query. Two cases of excess in drinking, New England, Ohio, Indiana, Western, and Balti-

ne of which was reported before; one case of 'more Yearly Meetings. They were read, except

ttendanco of a place of diversion. There were Loudon, which had been read in the morning. A
ome exceptions as to field-sports and places of di-

} Friend proposed that these epistles might be read

ersiou, in two of the Quarterly Meetings. |in the Youths' Meetings.

A Dublin Friend regretted that Muuster Friends
|

The epijtles were referred to the representatives,

ad returned the case of excess in drinking. lie, and other Friends who might incline to attend the

len enlarged on the undesirability of returning
j

committee, to prepare answers if ability were af-

lese eases until everything was done that could be forded, and produce drafts of the same to a future

one by Monthly Meetings, in the way of trying sitting. The Yearly Meeting's commictee to meet
D reclaim them.

I
at half-past seven P. M.

A Friend proposed that an epistle should be read I I'ldrd-d'jy.—Ten a. m. The clerk asked if all

t the conclusion of each sitting. This met the
;
the answers were to be read over, as the state of

pprobation of some Friends, but no decision was
j

the Society in Ireland was now about to be con-

Duie to, except that the one from London should sidered, A Friend asked to have tLie first read,

len be read, which was accordingly done. After, while another asked to have all read as far as the

hich, a Friend proposed that the ^ame plan which
j

seventh; a few more agreed to this, but more
as been adopted in London, for the last few years, seemed to think it best only to read the first an-

aould also be tried here—namely, to close the
I swer, and such others as might press on the minds

oor five minutes past the appointed hour, and for of Friends. The answer to the fir?t was accord-

meeting to settle down in quietness for a few ingly read ; the Friend who proposed it then en-

linutes until the clerk reads the opening minute
;
jlarged on its importance, and quoted several pas-

aen the door to be again opened, so as to let those
]

sages of Scripture in support of his views. .

o may be late come in. This was agreed to, Third-daij.—Four p. M. Consideration of the

Ithough it was opposed by a few ; but it having state of society continued. A provincial Friend

een mentioned la>t year seemed to open the way admired the manner of the discussion, and the

> have it tried this time. The representatives sweet quiet which had pervaded the morning sit-

ad to meet after the rise of this sitting, in ac- ting. A Friend at the table spoke on the same

ardance with a rule in the Book of Discipline, subject. Another adverted to the advantages to

The separated atich the clerk read,

bout half-past one. .

Second-day.—Four P. M. A Friend informed

le meeting that the representatives had met and

greed to propose that Thomas White Jacob be

Dntinued as clerk, and Jonathan Goodbody and

s Nicholson ilichardson assistants for this

be derived by holding meetings for young persons,

and for religious instruction, <^c. ; the more simple

the better in the carrying out. He recommended
country meetings to take up the subject; he then

spoke of the want of ministers iu our society in

this laud. A Friend spoke of youths' meetings,

and the best means of carryiuc them into effect in

ear also. This met the approval of the Y'early country meetings—they are very valuable and in-

leetinLT. jstructive. He thought the gift of teaching not

The answers to the queries were then resumed |Sufiicieutly carried out in this society. Another

ith the seventh. In Ulster, six eases of payment I

Friend spoke on the same subjects.

f lithe rentcharge bad occurred. In Leinster, in; An Irish Friend wished to encourage Friends'

larn-est Monthly ileeting, twelve Friends were
|

families, where two ortbrce arein a neighbourhood,

able,°who all paid. The other Monthly Meeting; to meet together and read the scriptures; he gave

ipported the testimony, but in some only weakly. ! an instance of a child beiug instrumental in pro-

1 Munster a few Friends paid rentcharge, butjduciug a change of heart in a pareut. Another

e rest were faithful. i
Friend said, the more spontaneously such things

Clear answers were returned to the ninth query.
I

were done tie better, if sufiiciently simple they

Friend said we ought to be thankful to the A1-' would be productive of good. He had watched

lighty for such a state of pro-perity amongst our how the fears, which were at first entertained by

lembers. In his Monthly Meetiu:; ouiy one Friend
j

some Friends, have been dispelled. He thought

iceived relief; while a Friend from England ob- jsucb meetings a legitimate carrying out of the

:rved that the state of society is more healthy fourth query. It is better for individual responsi-

here there is a mixture of rich and poor. ibiiity tlian society action, the more we feel this

Eleventh query. Ulster returned eight persons ; I

responsibility the greater will be the benefit of

hilo in Leinster and Munster none had joined
j

such efforts. A Friend from the south recom-

Society, on the ground of csnvincement, since, mended, that for scripture reading meetings the

year. A Friend asked to have the Ulster an- chapter should be given out a mouth before, in

»er explained ; he asked were those who joined order that there might be an opportunity for cou-

om other religious bodies or not? A Belfast sidering and studying it iu private. Two Friends

'riend said four had been educated at Friends'jentertained some fears respecting toomuoh activity
;

•hools, and one was from without. said it was better not for tbis meeting to take any

action, or even Monthly Meetings ; rather that

each meeting should do for itself, <icc.

An elder of Ulster expressed his interest in such
meetings, thought it best not to press the matter,

but to leave it to take its course, as there are some
against it. The clerk thought the subject had now
had sufficient time allowed for its full considera-

tion. He then read a short minute to the effect,

that this and a preceding sitting had been taken

up with the consideration of the state of society

jiu this land, as brought to view in the answers re-

ceived to the queries.

Fourth-day—Four P. M. Reports from the three

j

Quarterly Meetings on the care and oversight ex-

I

tended to children and young persons iu profession,

though not in membership, were now read, and a

very full consideration given to this interesting sub-

ject : There are but a small number of this class

in Munster; in Leinster a somewhat larger num-
, ber, especially in Dublin, where there are over

j

thirty of this class; the report from Ulster was
very full, inasmuch as it stated the number of

families and individuals residing within each

Monthly Meeting. It appears that iu Ulster pro-

jvince there are upwards of 412 who have extended

j

to them by Friends religious care and oversight,

and as they are chiefly of the poorer class. Friends

'have assisteil them in educating their childien, and
,in other ways. It appears that Brookfield Agri-

cultural School was established for this class many

j

years ago, and has been useful in this respect.

j

The meeting has extended its concern to all at-

tendcrs of meetings of every age, and is-ued di-

rections to the Quarterly Meetings to produce the

number of such in each meeting to next Y^early

Meeting.

I

Ftflh-day, bth month, \st.—A minute of last

I year was read respecting the appointment of a con-

'ference, to meet in Dublin in the course of the

year, to revise the queries, advices, the rules res-

pecting removals and settlements, and the relief of

the poor, and to assimilate our marriage rules with

those in England, so as to admit of persons in pro-

fession, though not in membership, to marry accord-

ing to our mode in the meeting-bouses, and for

marriages where one is a member and i.ne not.

The report of this conference was read—it met in

Dublin from the 25th to the 28th of Eleventh

month last, and had agreed to propose to the

Yearly Meeting that the changes which had taken

place in England should with some small altera-

tions be adopted for Ireland also. A ifv; para-

Igraphs in the report explained the nature of the

changes contemplated. A minister expressed his

desire that Divine assistance, &c., would be given

!in the consideration of this important subject.

I The clerk then read our first query, afterwards

the new one, and compared both, pointing out the

difference, and when the matter left out was added

to the advices, he read them also. A Friend re-

! marked that those that had the opportunity of ex-
' pressing themselves iu the conference, might now

Imake way for those who had not ; another Friend

I

agreed to this, but hoped that any Friend might be

Ut liberty to make any remark which might press

;on his mind. A Friend remarked he did not think

the first query, as altered, any iiiiproveinent. Ano-

ther remarked he was favourable to the report of

I

the conference, while a minister said be had neither

I
part nor lot in the matter, &c. A Friend wished

I

very briefly to remark that be could come to no

j

other conclusion but that the conference had come

to the right decision on the matter.

A Friend here proposed that the matter should

the put off till next year ; a few others were of the

same mind. A Friend made a remark about a

"rowth in the truth, <kc. ; another Friend said his
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mind would be comforted if the meeting would

adopt the proposed changes ;
several spoke iu rapid

succession, ujost of whom were in favour of the

changes: some willing to submit, while others

wished to^have the matter put off for another year
;

here again Friends rose after each other, so that a

very full expression of opinion took place. A
minister from England said he admired the manner

in which the discussion of this morning was con-

ducted. The meeting then adjourned.

Four P. M.—Resumed the consideration of the

conference report. The queries for the women
Friends were then compared, as the men's were in

the morning, and agreed to ; then the queries for

ministers and elders—then advices to ministers

and elders—then the general advices—then the

arrangements for answering the same, and for

reading unanswered queries. There was some di-

versity of opinion before these were passed, espe-

cially with regard to part of the advices to minis-

ters and elders— it was, however, agreed to leave

it as brought in by the conference. The clerk

asked how the women's meeting was to be informed.

It was settled that William J. Bareroft, clerk of

the conference, Samuel Bewley. and Thomas W.
Jacob, clerk of the Yearly Meeting, should go in

and read and explain tlie new arrangements to

women Friends on Seventh-day morning.

Sixlli-day.—Ten A. M. Meeting for worship

—

full attendance. Sitting, four P. M. The clerk

read minute of conference, then minute of last

year's proceedings, then regulations of conference

respectmg the alterations proposed in the new

marriage rules. The clerk was of opinion that it

was best to consider the whole subject together,

which was accordingly done, as near as could be,

as over forty Friends spoke, and some a second

time. It was proposed in this, as well as in the

other matters, to put off till next year, but it was
thought better to decide at once, as otherwise the

society in Ireland would be kept in an unsettled

and unsatisfactory state for a year, which would

be very unde.sirable.

Seventh-day.— Half-pa.st nine A. M. A minute

of last year, and a paragraph of report from Yearly

Meeting committee, were read respecting the col-

lection for North Carolina Yearly Meeting school,

which wa.s deeply in debt. Total amount from

Ireland, £432, 9s. The educational fund of the

Yearly Meeting had three grants made from it to

the amount of £29 odd, being a few pounds more
than last year ; the names of the six tru.'^tees were
then read. The Book Depository under the care

of the Yearly Meeting made sales in the year to

the amount of £33, 14s., being somewhat le^s than
last year. The distraints for the non-payment of

ecclesiastical demands was from Ul.-ter, about
£105; Leiuster, £139; Munster, £77; being a
total of nearly £323. Some further n)inute.s of
lastYcarly Meeting, and corresponding paragraphs
in the report from the Yearly Meeting's committee,
were read respecting eccleeiastical demands, tithe
rentcharge, capital punishment, (a petition on which
subject was presented to both houses of parliament
since last year,) educational fund, and respecting
Friends in foreign ptirts; these matters did no°
occupy much time. During this sitting the depu-
tation went into the women's meeting, and remained
there about an hour. ...

The epistles to the following Yearly Meetings
were pas^-ed, viz. London, New York, New En.'-
land, Ohio, Indiana, Western, Baltimore, and
North Carolina. The meeting w.is delayed some
time for the minute from the women's meetino-
which, having at length come up, and our conclud-
ing ;uinute being read, the meeting came to a sat-
isfactory conclusion about 2 p. .m.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiG.N.—The Liverpool cotton market continued to

advance. Sales of the weeli, ending 14th ult., 84,000

bales, prices J a | higher. Wheat, id. a Zd. higher.

Corn Gd. a 1«. higher.

The Paris I'alrie gives a rumor of approaching ne-

gotiations for a joint offer, by France and England, of

mediation between the United States and the Southern

Confederacy.

The London Times editorially approves of the media-

tion, and says that Europe ought not to look calmly on,

and if the otfer of mediation is delayed, a more impor-

tant question, that of the recognition of the Confeder-

ates, may h:ive to be considered. Lord John Russell

stated in Parliament, that there had yet been no com-

munications between the French and British Govern-

ments, in relation to mediation in the war in America.

He conceived that in the embittered state of feeling

prevailing there, an overture of that kind would have

no good results, and might retard the time for such an

offer being favourably made. Lord Palmerston also said

that there was no intention at present to offer media-

tion. The steamer Columbia had left Plymouth for

Nassau, with warlike stores, believed destined tor the

Southern Confederacy. Two other steamers, the Merri-

mac and Sylph, had also arrived at Plymouth, believed

to be intended for the same destination. The brig E,

Fleming, from Charleston, had reached Liverpool, with

a cargo of rosin and turpentine. She left Charleston in

company with seven other small vessels.

United States.—Slave Emmicipaiion.—The bill from
the House of Representatives, freeing the slaves of cer-

tain classes of persons engaged iu the rebellion, was
rejected by the U. S. Senate. Another bill, differing iu

some of its provisions, was passed by a vote of 28 to 13.

New York.—Mortality last week, 361.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 2T3.

The Export of Gold from New York continues to be
quite large, the total shipments of coin and bars last

week, amounted to $3,056,562. The premium has ad-
vanced to 9| per cent, for gold coin.

The Pacific Railroad Bill, which has passed both
Houses of Congress, gives alternate quarter sections of

laud along the line of the road to the "Union Pacific

Railroad Company," who are to organize and open
ibscriptions to the slock of the company within three
onths. All the land of this grant that is not sold

three years after the road is finished, is to be open
pre-emption, at the rate of SI. 25, per acre. The Go
ernment also agrees to aid the road by its bonds to tl

amouut of §16,000 per mile, to be issued, however, only
whenever a section of forty miles is completed and
equipped, and in running order; and afterwards for

other like sections.

Arkansas.—"Che U. S. fleet, after the recent battle,

proceeded up White river a considerable distance, but
in consequence of the low water, was compelled to re-

turn. The rebel gun boat Van-Dorn is reported to h(

up the Arkansas, and also another called the Pontchar-
train. It is understood that General Curtis is in a per-
ilous condition in Arkansas, the rebel General Rains,
having got in his rear with 15,000 men.

Mississippi.—A large rebel force is collected at Vicks
burg, and the determination is expressed to defend thi

place to the last extremity. The U. S. forces do no
appear to have moved far southward in this State. I
rebel battery of eight guns at Grand Gulf, between
Vicksburg and Natchez, was destroyed on the 17tb
thus opening the river, and clearing out the guerilh
bands between New Orleans and the latter point.

Louisiana.— In New Orleans, General Butler is making
strenuous exertions to alleviate tlie condition of th(
poor; but as business generally is dull, his efforts an
only partially successful. The high prices of provisions
—consequent on their scarcity—add much to the suffer-
ings of the people. The Union sentiment is gaining
strength. The applicants for taking the oath of allegi-
ance have become so numerous, that General Shepley
lias been obliged to extend the time of registering.
Merchants advertisestocks ofcottonades, shirts, drawers,
clothing of all description, matting and other articlesj
•' just received from the North," and the produce dealers
announce invoices of corn, rice, bacon and other (

blcs, so that the people of New Orleans are no longe
danger of starving. Shipping announcements are a

inultiiilying. The Picayune of the 20th, contains ad\
lisements ofsteamers and sailingvesseis up (or New Y
and Philadelphia; and Adams' Express has resumed
operations between New Orleans and New York. T
Bank of America, in New Orleans, has resumed spe
payment. Com. Porter's mortar fleet had been sent
the river to Vicksburg.

Tenncssce.~t\ train on the Mcuijihis and Ohio i\;

road was captured on the 26th, when at a distance of
;een miles from Memphis, by a rebel cavalry force.

The rebels destroyed the locomotive, burned the cars,

and Captured a company of Ohio troops. Shipments of
cotton in limited quantities continued to be made. Gen.
Grant has assumed command of the district of West
Tennessee. At Nashville, a number of Methodist and

ptist ministers have been sent to the penitentiary, on
the charge of disloyalty.

South Carolina.—The attack upon the rebel batteries

on James Isl.ind, near Charleston, is said to have been
lamentable blunder, and resulted most disastrously
r the U. S. forces, who were repulsed and defeated
th a heavy loss. Gen. Benham, who commanded the

Federal troops, has been sent home under arrest by
order of his superior, Gen. Hunter. The Charleston pa-
pers give the loss of the Southern troops as 48 killed

and 106 wounded. Tke loss of the U. S. troops is

stated by the same accounts, to have been about 1130,
luding 130 prisoners. The British steamship Mem-

phis, arrived in Charleston recently, with a valuable
cargo of British goods.

Virginia.—No further engagements are reported in.

the Shenandoah Valley. The troops under Gen. Fre-i
It's command bad on the 25th ult., retreated to Stras-?

g. The crops of grain in this part of Virginia, arei

said to be very good, and are now ripe for the harvest,
but there are few hands to gather them. Both white'
and black labour have fled the region—the whites toi

the Confederate army, and the negroes to the North,
The houses of the farmers, with few exceptions, contain
none but old men, women and children. The forces
under Major Generals Fremont, Banks and M'DowellJ
have been consolidated into one army, to be called the
army of Virginia, and Gen. Pope has been especially
assigned by the President to the chief command. This
arrangement gave offence to Gen. Fremont, who waa
unwilling to serve in a subordinate position. He wa^
consequently relieved from his command, and Genj
Rufus King appointed in his place. The military operai
tions near Richmond during the last week were imporj
taut. A series of sanguinary engagements between thf
two great hostile armies, appears to have resulted in a|

change of theirrelative positions. Gen M'Clellan's armyj
having, in consequence, been massed south of the Chicka-ij

hominy, in nearer proximity to Richmond. His li:

communication with the North by means of the Pa«
munkey river, has been abandoned to the rebels, and a

new one, it is stated, is to be established by the rou
James river. The rebels in strong force have occupied
the ground heretofore held by M'Clellan's right \

Their army is reported to be immensely large, and af
their more noted military leaders are collected there, in-

cluding Generals Beauregard, Price and Jackson. Th
apprehension is entertained by some that the U. S. arm
is in a critical position, while others think the defeat c

the rebels and the occupation of Richmond is near a

hand. The crisis of the long struggle is evidently ap
preaching.

RECEIPTS.

Received from David Naylor; 0., $2, vol. 35 ; fron
ary Ann Baldwin, Pa., $2, vol. 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
NEAR FKAXKFORn, (tWENTY-THIKD WARD, PHILADELPHIA.

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthino
ton, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may b^

made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clerl

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

NOTICE.

An active young man, a member of our Society, want
a siiuation in a wholesale store

;
he has some knowledg

of book-keeping, and is a good [lennian. Inquire i

office of " The Friend."

NOTICE.
A meeting of "The Philadelphia Association

Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children," will b'

held at the usual place on Second day evening. Seven
month 7th, 1862, at 8 o'clock.

Wm. Smedley, Jr., Clerk.

WM. H. PILE, PRINTER,
Lodge sired, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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From Eveniugs at the Microscope.

Spiders and ilites.

The arrangement of Spiders by M. Walck-

snaer into families, characterised by their habits,

)laces the principal varieties of their webs in a

?ery concise point of view.

The Cursores^ Siiltafores, and Laterigradce,

nake no webs : the first catch their prey by swift

)ursuit ; the second spring upon their prey by in-

idious and agile leaps; the third run, crab-like,

tideways or backwards, and occasionally throw

dhesive threads to entrap their prey. The
Latebricolce hide in burrows in fissures, which they

e with a web. The rw^icote inclose themselves

a silken tube, strengthened externally by leaves

)r other foreign substances. The Niditelce weave

nest whence issue tlireads to entrap their prey.

The FilUdcz are remarkable for the long threads

)f s-ilk which they spread about in the places where

,hey prowl in quest of prey. The lapilda spin

Teat webs of a clo:-e texture, like hammocks, and

ipait for the insects that may be entangled therein.

The OrbUelct spread abroad webs of a regular and

)pcn texture, either circular or spiral, and remain

n the middle, or on one side, in readiness to spring

I ipon an entangled insect. The Retitelce spin webs

f an open me.sh-work and of an irregular form,

ind remain 'n the middle or on one side, to seize

heir prey. Lastly, the Aquilela spread their

iilken filaments under water, to entrap aquatic in-

flects.

' The silken secretion of Spiders is not applied

' inly to the formation of a warm and comfortable

,j Iwelling for themselves, or of a trap for their prey
;

often employed to ma?ter the struggles of a

•esisting insect, which is bound round by an ex-

.eiiiporary filament, spun for the occasion, as by a

itrong cord. It forms the aeronautic filament of

he young migratory brood. It serves to attach

he moulting Hydrachna to an aquatic plant by

ho anterior part of the body, when it struggles to

withdraw itself from its exuvium. Lastly, a softer

md more silken kind of web is prepared for the

)urpose of receiving the eggs, and to serve as a

icst for the young."

The silk with which these various fabrics are con

itructed is a thick, viscous, transparent liquid,

nuch like a solution of gum arable, which hardens

juickly on exposure to the air, but can meanwh
'

)e drawn out into thread. So far, it agrees with

he silk of the silkworm and other caterpillars

but the apparatus by which it is secreted, and that

by which it is spun, are both far more complex

nd elaborate than those of the latter. Generally

speaking, there are three pairs of spinnerets, or

external organs, through which the threads are

produced, but in some few cases there are only

two pairs, and in others, as the Garden Spiders,

{Epdra.) the hindmost pair seem to be united into

a single spinneret. These are always situated at

he hinder extremity of the body, and I will show

them to you presently. First, however, I will des-

cribe the internal apparatus— the source of the

threads.

The glands which secrete the gummy fluid are

placed in the midst of the abdominal vi-cera, and

in stme instances—as in the female of Eptira

Jasciatu, a species which makes a remarkably large

web—they occupy about a quarter of the whole

bulk of the abdomen. About five different kinds

of these glands may be distinguished, though they

are not all present in every species. The Epnrce,

however, present them all.

In this genus there are :— 1 . Small, pear-shaped

bags, a.ssocijited in groups of hundreds, and leading

by short'tubes, which are interlaced in a screw-

like manner, and open in all of the spinnerets. 2.

Six long twisted tubes, which gradually enlarge

into as many pouches, and thi n are each protracted

nto a very long duct, which forms a double loop.

3. Three pairs of glandular tubes, similar to the

preceding, but which open externally through

short ducts. 4. Two groups of much brauch.d

sacs, whose long duets run to the upper pair of

spinnerets. 5. Two slightly branched blind-tubes,

which terminate by two short ducts in the middle

pair of spinnerets.

It is not very easy to examine the spinnerets

with a microscope, so as to make out their struc-

ture. If we confine the Spider in a glass cell, it is

so restless that the lea.-t shock or change of posi-

tion will cause it to move to and fro ;
and, besides,

when it does become quiescent, the spinnerets are

closed in towards each other, so that we cannot

see their extremities. By selecting a specimen,

however, recently killed, such as this Cluhiona,

we may discern sufficient to enable us to compre-

hend their construction.

Looking, then, at the abdomen from beneath,

we see the three pairs of spinnerets clustered to-

gether close to the extremity. The pair most for-

ward are shaped somewhat like barrels, whose

free ends bend over toward each other. They are

covered with stiff black hairs, and just within the

margin of what may be called the head of the bar-

rel, (for it is cut off horizontally, with a sharp rim,)

there is a circle of very close-set, stiff, whitish

bristles, which arch inwards. The whole flat sur-

face of the " head," within this circle of bristles, is

beset with very minute horny tubes, standing erect

which are the outlets of the silk-ducts, that belong

to this pair.

The minute horny tubes are themselves com

posed of two joints, the basal one thick, the termi

nal one very slender, and perforated with an ori-

fice of excestive tenuity ; through which the gum

oozes at the will of the animal, as an equally at-

tenuated thread. On our Clubiona, the number

of tubes in all the spinnerets is about three hun-

dred; but in the Garden Spider, (Epeiia,) they

exceed a thousand.

This remarkable multiplicity of the strands with

hich the apparently simple and certainly slender

thread of the Spider is composed, has attracted the

attention of those philosophers who seek to discover

the reasons of the phenomena they see in nature.

The explanation was fir.^t juggejted, I believe, by

— Rennie, but it has been amplified with much

force by Professor Jones, in the following words:

—

' A very obvious reflection will here naturally

irest itself, in connection with this beautiful

machinery; why, in the case of the spider, it has

been found necessary to provide a rope of such

complex structure, when in so many insects a sim-

ple, undivided thread, drawn from the orifice of a

single tube, like the thread of the silkworm, for

instance, was sufficient for all required purposes.

And here, as in every other case, it will be found,

on consideration, that a complicated apparatus ha.s

been substituted for a simple one only to meet the

requirements of strict necessity. The slow-moving

caterpillar, as it leisurely produces its .«ilken cord,

gives time enough for the fluid of which it is formed

to harden by degrees into a tenacious filament, as

t is allowedto issue by instalments from the end

of the labial pipe ; but the habits of the Spider re-

re a different mode of proceeding, as its line

mu?t be iustantiy converted from a fluid into a

ng rope, or it would be of no use for the pur-

poses it is intended to fulfil. Let a fly, for exam-

ple, become entangled iu the me^hes of a Spider's

"

; no time is to be lo?t ; the struggling victim,

by every eftort to escape, is tearing the meshes

that entangle it, and would soon jucceed in break-

ing loose did not its lurking destroyer at once rush

out to complete the capture and save its net. spun

with so much labour, Irom ruin. With the ra-

pidity of thought, it darts upon its prey ; and before

the eye of the spectator can coropreliend the mao-

CBuvre, the poor fly is swathed in siiken bands,

until it is as incapable of moving as an Egyptian

mummy. To allow the Spider to perform such a

teat as this, its thread must evidently be instan-

taneously placed at its disposal, which would have

been impossible had it been a single cord, hut

being subdivided into numerous filaments, so at-

tenuated as we have seen them to be, there is no

time lo.-t in the drying; from being fluid they are

at once converted into a solid rope, ready for im-

mediate service."

No doubt you have often admired the exquisite

regularity of those Spiders' webs which are called

geometric; that of our abundant Garden Spider,

for instance. You have observed the cables which

stretch from wall to wall, or from bush to bush,

in various directions, to form the scaffolding, on

which the net is afterwards to be woven ; then you

have marked the straight lines, like the spokes of

a wheel, that radiate from the centre to various

points of these outwork cables, and finally the

spiral thread that circles again and again round

the radii, till an exquisite net of many meshes is

formed.
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But possibly jou are not aware that these lines I

are formed of two quite distinct sorts of silk. It •''

has been shown that the cables and radii are per-

,

fectly unadhesive, while the concentric or spiral
|

circles are extremely viscid. Now the microscope.

in of the Ciiristi

Selecteti.

EstablishedDiscipl

ends.

[.lage 347.)

A second, and perhaps contemporaneous, object

and christian

friends in Lon-

„. „ powerful lens,' will reveal the cause of this of the meetings for the discipline o the society,

difference; the threads of the cables and radii are was the obtaining ot redress for those illegally

perfectly simple, while the spiral threads are closely ' prosecuted or imprisoned. Though so patient in

studded with minute globules of fluid, like drops 'suffering, they deemed it their duty to apprise

of dew, which, from the elasticity of the thread, 'magistrates, judges and the government, ot illeg;

are easily separated from each other. These are !

proceedings, and to use e\;ery legi

clobulesof viscid gum, as is easily proved by touch
i- ,- . .u- u- .

ine one or two with the finger, to which they will
I

don devoted a large portion of time to this object,

instantly adhere ; or by throwing a little fine dust .and regular statements of the most flagrant case.<

over the nest, when the spirals will be found clogaed were sent to them, and were frequently laid by them

with dirl while the radii and cables remain un-lbeforo the king and government. Iheir constancy

soiled It is these viscid threads alone that have
,

in suffering was hardly exceeded by their unwearied

the power of detaining the vagrant flies which ac- ! efforts to obtain relief for their suffering brethren,

cidentally touch the net. and for the alteration of the per.-^ecutiug laws; ana

The diversity of the secreting organs already
j

through these means the cause ot religious liberty

alluded to, as well as in the spinnerets, is no doubt was es,seutially promoted.

connected with this difference in the character of
j

A third object, which at a very early period of

the silk; and it is worthy of remark that this; the society pressed upon its attention, was the

diversity is greatest in such Spiders, as the iyaeiVa,' proper registration of births and deaths, and the

which spin geometric nets.
j

provision for due proceedings relative to marriage.

Immense is the number of globules of viscidity Their principles led them at once to reject all

that stud the spiral circles of one these nets. — priestly intervention on these occasions, and hence

Blackwall, the able and learned historian of the the nccesMty for their having distinct arrangements

tribe, has estimated that as many as 87,360 such

pearly drops occurred in a net of average dimen-

sions, and 120,000 in a large net of fourteen or

sixteen inches diameter; and yet a Spider will

construct such a net, if uninterrupted, in less than

three-quarters of an hour.

Scarcely less admirable is the ease and preci-

sion with which the little architect traverses her

perpendicular or diagonal web of rope;

which leaves that of the mariner who lea

shroud to backstay in a ship's rigging
'

bly behind. To under,~taud it, however, in some

from

in regard to them. In some of the meetings of

earliest establishment regular regit-ters are pre-

served from the year 16-50 to the present time.

Great care was taken in regard to proceedings in

marriage ; investigation as to the clearness of the

parties from other marriage engagements, full pub-

licity of their intentions, and the consent of parents,

appear to have been recommended in early time

as preliminaries to the ratification of the agreement

between the parties; and this act took place pub-

licly in the religious meetings of the society

Marriage has always been regarded by Friends a;

measure, look at this last joint of one of the feet
|

a religiou.% not a mere civil compact.

of our well-used Cluhiona. It is a cylindrical j
The right education of the you h, the provision

rod, ending in a rounded point; every part of its of suitable situations for them as apprentices or

surface is studded with stiff', rather long, horny

bristles, which, springing from the side, arch in-

ward towards the point. Now this array of spines

effectually prevents a false step, for if any part of

the leg, which is suflBcitntly long, only strikes the

thread, the latter is certain to slip in between the

bristles, and thus to catch the leg. But more pre-

cision than this is requisite ; especially when we
observe with what delicacy of touch the hinder

feet are often used to guide the thread as it issues

from the spinnerets, and particularly with what
lightning-like rapidity the larger net-weavers

with the assistance of these feet, roll a dense

of silk around the body of a helpless

it up, like an Egyptian mummy, in many folds of

cloth, in an instant.

Look, then, at the extreme tip of the ultimate

joint. Two stout hooked claws of dark horny

texture are seen proceeding from it side by side,

and a third of smaller size, and more delicate in

appearance, is placed between them, and on a lower

level. The former have their under or concave

surface set with teeth, (eighteen on each in this

example,) very regularly cut, like those of a comb,

which are minute at the commencement of the

series near the base of the claw, and gradually

increase in length to the tip. These are doubtless

sensible organs of touch, feeling and catching the

thread ; and they, moreover, act as combs, clean

ing their limbs, and probably their webs, from the

particles of dust and other extraneous matter which

are continually cleaving to them.

otherwise, and the settlement of differences with

out going to li»w one with another, were also among
the early objects of the society's care.

The last object of the discipline, in early times,

which we shall enumerate, was the exercise of

spiritual care over the members. As the society

advanced it was soon reminded of our Lord's de-

claration :
'• It must needs be that offences come."

Evidencing, as the society did to a large extent,

the fruits of the Spirit, there were those who fell

aw:iy from their christian profession, and walked

disorderly ; and sound as was the body of Friend;

b'in christian doctrine, there were members who

, swathing! were betrayed into false doctrines and vain imagi
-_ i-_ij_ 1 „_» _ J „.,J :..:..._! _.,J • i...

The more wc fear God, the less wc shall fear man

nations; and pure, and spiritual, and consistent

th true order and chiistian subjection as were

the principles of religious liberty advocated by

the society, there were those who appear to have

sunied them under the false expectation of an

entire epena uce.

To all these cases the discipline was applied in

very early times
;

yet the spirit of tenderness,

which breathes through the writings of George
Fox in regard to the treatment of delinquents, and

which there is good reason to believe was practi-

cally illustrated, to a large extent, in the conduct

of the Friends of those days, is worthy of especial

notice. From one of his epistles we make the

following extracts :
" Now concerning gospel or-

der, though the doctrine of Jesus Christ requireth

his people to admonish a brother or a sister twice,

belorc they tell the church, yet that limiteth none,

so as that they shall use no longer forbearance.

And it is desired of all, before they publicly com-

plain, that they wait to feel that there is no mo
required of them to their brother or sister, before

they expose him or her to the church. Let th'

be weightily considered, and all such as behol

their brother or sister in a transgression, go not i

a rough, light, or upbraiding spirit, to reprove

admonish him or her; but in the power of 1

Lord and spirit of the Lamb, and in the wisdi

and love of the Truth, which suffers thereby, to i

monish such an offender. So may the soul of such ij

brotherorsister be seasonably and effectually reach")

ed unto and overcome, and they may have cause tu

bless the name of the Lord on their behalf, and sft

a blessing may be rewarded into the bosom of thEUJ

faithful and tender brother or sister who so aoi

monished them. And so keep the church order cU

the gospel, according as the Lord Jesus Christ hat|j

commanded ; that is, ' If thy brother shall trea^

pass against thee, go and tell him his fault betweeij

thee and him alone : if he shall hear thee, thon

hast gained thy brother: but if he will not heaij

thee, then take with thee one or two more, that iij

the mouth of two or three witnesses every woril

may be established : and if he shall neglect ta

hear them, tell it unto the church.'"

We now proceed to notice the more regular ano

systematic establishment of Monthly and QuarterlJ

Meetings, and of the Yearly Meeting. Thoug||

the history of those times bears ample testimony t4f

the useful part which was taken in this importaaj

work by many faithful friends, yet it is clear thafj

George Fox was the chief instrument in the a»(

rangement and establishment of these meetingSj

There was doubtless much reference to his indij

vidual judgment, but it is worthy of notice hoi(j

carefully he sought to keep the body from

proper dependence upon him. As in his preach:

he directed his hearers to Christ for themselve

alike thiir and his teacher, so in the discipline

the society he laboured diligently that the bod

might be strengthened to help itself.

Under the date of 1666, George Fox says in

Journal :
" Whereas Friends had had only Quauj

terly Meetings, now Truth was spread and Friendtj

were grown more numerous, I was moved to re

commend the setting up of Monthly Meetina

throughout the nation." In 16(J7 he laboure)

most diligently in this service, under much bodil;

weakness from his long confinements in cold anj

damp prisons. In 1668 he thus writes: " Th
men's Monthly Meetings were settled through tfai

nation. The Quarterly Meetings were geueralW

settled before. 1 wrote also into Ireland, Scoi

laud, Holland, Barbadoes, and several parts <

America, advising Friends to settle their menl

Monthly Meetings in those countries, for they bai

their Quarterly Meetings before." These MontbW

Meetings, so instituted, took a large share of tha

care which had heretofore devolved on the Quai

terly Meetings, and were no doubt the means c

bringing many more of the members into a large

sphere of usefulness and the exercise of their respe«

tive gifts in the church, the free course for which h

was so anxious to promote. With reference to th

subject, he observes, in one of his epistles :
" Th

least member in the church is serviceable, and »
the members have need one of another."

The Quarterly Meetings from this time receivci

reports of the state of the society from the Monthli

Meetings, and gave such advice and decisions i

they thought right, but there was not, until soir

years after this period, a general Yearly Meetinn

at which all the Quarterly Meetings were repri

sented. Of the establishment of that meeting »

come now to speak.

In the year 1672 a General Meeting of ministe

was held at Devonshire House, London : among
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s proceedings we fiud the following luinuto, in

"i wo truce the origin of the Yearly Meeting,

)nstituted as it uow is of representatives from va-

parts of the kingdom. " It is concluded,

;reed, and assented unto, by Friends tlien pre-

Dt, that, for the better ordering, managing, and

gulating of the public affairs of Friends relating

I the truth and service thereof, there be a General

eeting of Friends held at London once a year,

the week called Whitsuu-week to consist of six

riends for the city of London, three for the city
" Bristol, two for the town of Colchester, and one
' two from each of the counties of England and

ales respectively."

This representative Yearly Meeting met at the

me proposed in 1673, and came to the conclusion,

lat the General Meeting, constituted as it then
' be discontinued till Friends, in God's wis-

)ui, shall see a further occasion;" and it was further

;reed, that the General Meeting of Friends who
bour in the work of the ministry, do continue as

rmerly appointed. This meeting of Friends

the ministry appears to have been regularly

Id annually from this time to the year 1677 iu-

usive.

In 1675 a series of important advices and in-

ructions were agreed upon, and sent forth to the

veral meetings: they are contained in an epistle,

id are thus introduced :
" At a solemn General

leeting of many faithful Friends and brethren

)ncerned in the public labour of the gospel and

Tvice of the church of Christ, froui the most

irts of the nation." This document is signed by
ghty-one Friends, most of whom are well-known

5 conspicuous in the early history of the society

;

Qd the spirit of fervent piety and charity which

breathes is well worthy of their character. In

677, it was agreed again to convene the meeting of

spresentatives in the ensuing year, and then to

e respecting its continuance. Accordingly in

678 the representative Yearly Meeting assembled

I London, and, after agreeing upon several mat-

rs, the substance of which was conveyed to the

irious meetings of Friends in the form of an

jistle with much christian counsel, concluded to

leet again the next year after the same manner;
nd these meetings have continued to assemble

Qce a year in London, with unbroken regularity,

the present time.

When the General Meeting of ministers trans-

rred much of its duties to the representative

early Meeting, of which they formed a part,

lere were "Some portions of the service of these

leetings which more particularly belonged to the

nisters. Although the power to approve and

isapprove of ministers rested with the members
f the church to which they respectively belonged,

the capacity of a Monthly Meeting, yet it was

eemed fitting that the ministers should have an

pecial oversight of each other, and that they

hould meet together for mutual consultation and

dvice in regard to those of their own station.

George Fox, in 1674, writes thus: " Let your

eneral assemblies of the ministers [in London, or

Isewhere,] examine, as it was at the first, whether

II the ministers that go forth into the counties do

alk as becomes the gospel ; for that you know
as one end of that meeting, to prevent and

ake away scandal, and to examine whether all

ho preached Christ Jesus, do keep in his govern-

lent and in the order of the gospel, and to exhort

hem that do not." Meetings for these purposes,

which Friends in the station of elder are now
inited, continue to be regularly held.

All the meetings which have been hitherto de-

ibed were conducted by men ; but it was one

if the earliest features of our religious economy

to elevate the character of the female sex, by re-

cognizing thera as helpers in spiritual, as well as

11 temporal things; holding in the former as well

as in tlie latter a distinct place, and having duties

hich more peculiarly devolved on them. For this

purpose meetings were established among them,

with a special regard to the care and edification of

their own sex. The views of George Fox in re-

d to the establishment of these meetings are

conveyed in the following passages: "Faithful

women, called to a belief of the Truth, and made
partakers of the same precious faith and heirs of

the same everlasting go-pel of life and salvation,

as the men are, might in like manner come iuio

the profession and practice of tbe gospel order,

and therein be meet-helps to the men in the ser-

ioe of truth, and the affairs in the church, as they

are outwardly in civil and temporal things; that

so all the family of God, women, as well as men,

night know, possess and perform their offices and

ervices in the house of God ; whereby the poor

night be better taken care of; the younger sort

n^tructed, informed, and taught in the way ofGod;
the disorderly reproved and admonished in the

fear of the Lord ; the clearness of persons propos-

marriage more closely and strictly inquired

into in the wisdom of God ; and all the members
of the spiritual body, the ehurch, might watch over

and be helpful to each other in love."

Thus was a system of order and government,

n conformity with the spirit of Christianity, es-

tablished amongst us in early times ; and thus a

field was opened for the exercise of the various

gifts, by which the church, the body of Christ, is

dified.

From " The Leisure Hour."

Anecdotes of the lilinil.

Tho.se who have closely observed the conduct of

the blind mu-t, we imagine, have been sometimes

rtled with the precise knowledge they appear to

sess of what is going on around them. It would

seem as though some new sense had stepped in to

lupply the want of the faculty which they have

ost, or have never possessed. We know that this

is not the ease, and that the ready powers of per-

ption and appreciation which sometimes astonish

; are the results of that finished education of the

other senses, which is in a manner enforced upon

those who live in perpetual darkness. We shall

jot down a fjw instances which have come within

our own observation and knowledge, and which,

while interesting in themselves, will serve to illus-

trate the operation of what some writers, in allud-

ing to this subject, have wrongly termed the sixth

nse.

A poor blind pensioner, who travels London
daily to call on his patrons for their contributions,

and whose rounds are not much short of a hun-

dred miles per week, on being asked how he finds

his way about, tells us that, on starting from home
he counts the turnings and crossings, however nu-

merous they may be (perhaps over a five miles'

route,) until he arrives at the street or row of

buildings which he wants. Ho then "slicks it,"

or counts the houses, by their entrances, with his

stick, until he comes to the right dwelling, This,

ouoe certified, is never afterwards forgotten ; for,

if he should chance to miscount, he would be made
sensible of his error by the differing shape of the bell-

handle, the knocker, tbe railings, or some trifling

peculiarity in the door-step, etc., which though

they might escape the observation of ordinary per-

sons, are obvious enough to the blind. lie knows

his friends as they approach him, by the sound of

their footfall, and will not allow them to pass him

without giving tbem tbe "good day." Heoan al-

ways tell when he is passing a hou>o or houses of
two, three, or four stories high, by the differenco

in the sound of his own step, or of the touch of

his stick on the flags. He knows the trees by
their odour. A grocer's shop, a chemist's shop, a

leather-cutter's, or a butcher's, is as palpable to

him as a milestone to a traveller or a lighthouse to

the sailor. If he is ever put out of his reckoning,

it is through meeting a friend and having a gossip

until he forgets himself; in this case he has either

to go back or forward, " bticking it," until be liaa

recovered one of his landmarks. This poor fellow

has perambulated London alone for twenty years,

in all weathers, with no other guide than his stick,

yet is never known to lose his way. If the reader

will compare these facts with his own experience

in the dark, or with the cases of persons who lose

themselves in a London fog, in neighbourhoods

with which they have long been well acquainted,

he will see sufficient cause to marvel at the re-

sources of the blind.

A friend of the writer, attending church on the

Sunday morning in a village where he had arrived

the day before, encountered a blind man groping

at the principal door, which, for some cause, hap-

pened on that day to be closed. Our friend took

liim by the hand and led him in at a side door.

After the service he led him out; but the blind

man was quite non-plussed, and did not know in

what direction to go. " W'iU yon be so good as to

put me where you found me first?'' he said ; and
he was conducted back to the front door. Having
certified himself of his position by a touch, he at

once set off for his home, which lay at three miles

distance—our friend accompanying him part of

the way. When they had walked something more
than a mile along the road, the J)lind man stopped.

" Will you have the kindness," he said, "to put

your hand behind that hurdle in the hedge, and
lift out my walking-stick? I always leave it there

when I go to church." Now the man had been

talking all the way from the village, and he could

not have been counting his steps or his invisible

landmarks, and there appeared to be nothing what-

jever in the level road which could have indicated

I

to one stone blind the exact spot on which he stood.

As our friend lifted out the stout cudgel, which

certainly did not look at all like a church-going

article, he asked him how he could tell so precisely

where he was. "There is a tree in the hedge,"

said the blind man, " and that causes a lull in the

lair, bejause it stops the current; I always know

I

when I come to the tree.''

I

Not many mouths back, a traveller was riding

on one of the bleak and stormy nights for which

jthe past year will long be remembered, over a

j dreary district of hill, down and dale, in central

1 Yorkshire. He had a weary way to go, and his

whole route lay in the teeth of the wind and tem-

'pest, which threatened to sweep him from the road.

As he struggled on, the night grew dark and the

storm more furious. Not relishing tbe idea of be-

ing belated on that wild spot, he set spurs to his

steed, and, trusting to the animal's instinct and

!surefootedna.ss, galloped through the darkness to-

wards his destination. He had reason to repent of

j
his preoipitation, for the horse diverged from the

I track and beoame entangled in a clump of gorse

and scrub, and he him.self was thrown, but fortu-

nately, without any serious injury. He was able

to mount again, and to recover the path, and pro-

ceeding more cautiously, arrived at the village inn,

where he intended to put up, about midnight.

Here, on dismounting, he discovered that he had
lost bis watoh, which bad been severed from the

ribbon that served as a guard, and had most likely

Ifalltm to tbe ground among tbe gorse where be bad
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been thrown. He grieved at the loss of a valuable

time-piece, and bemoaned his misfortune with the

landlord.

There was a poor blind man sitting in the bar

who immediately rose and volunteered to go in

Bsarth of the missing watch. The case appeared

hopeless to the traveller, who could scarcely de-

scribe the spot where his misfortune had overtaken

him, and who deemed the attempt to recover it on

the part of a blind man as supremely ridiculous;

and, indeed, he hinted as much. In spite of this

discouragement, however, the blind man seized his

staff and set forth in the mid=t of the wind and

pouring rain. He knew the district better than

the traveller did. He traversed the sis miles of

stormy heath and mountain, and, heedless of the

jriving .-cud, commenced his search. Having ar-

rived at tlie spot, he set his ear to the ground, an

groped through the gorse in all directions; the wind

howled, and the long grass whistled around him, but

amidst those wild and melancholy sounds he was

able at length to identify the still small ticking of the

watch, wljich he recovered, placed in his bosom,

and brought back in triunjph. Here is an exploit

rivalling almost the fairy feats of Fine-ear him-

self; it is one, however, for the truth of which we

can vouch, while it is one which it is most certain

that none other than a blind man could have ac-

complished.

It is probable that, in most blind persons, that

faculty of the mind which phrenologists have sup-

posed to he demonstrated by the organ of locality,

mu?t be exercised and perfected to an extraordi-

nary dcgn^e. A blind workman, if he use a score

or more of tools, always places his hand on the

right one when it is wanted, and will tell in an in-

stant, and even after a considerable lapse of time,

whether his tool-box has been tampered with, or

the arrangement of the implements altered. The
perfection of this faculty is sometimes exhibited in

blind chess-players, who generally attain to re-

markable proficiency in the most complicated of

all games. We have seen boys of tender age, and

who were born blind, playing this difficult game
a masterly way, and generally checkmating their

more mature antagonists. Their sole guide is thi
'

sense of touch ; and it is astonishing to note with

what rapidity they ascertain all they want to know

by this means. By merely laying the palm of the

hand and the finger-tips on the pieces as they

stand, they master in a moment
contending forces, and, without being informed of

the adversary's moves, make the necessary dispo-

sition to defeat them.

Before the establishment of the Creche in Paris,

many poor women used to get their living by taking

charge, during the day, of the infants of those of

the poorer classes who had to be at work in the

streets, when they should have been at home nursing

their helpless ofi'spring. The most noted of these

general mothers was a certain blind and poverty-

stricken dame, who went by the name of old Su-

sanne, and who had her infant hostelry in the lluei humbled under th

Git le Cour, near the quay. It was remarkable
j
the declined state of

herself, as she sat crooning a scarcely audible lul-

laby amidst her babies. Her system of manage-

ment was expressed in very few words—" I sing to

them softly," she would say, " and I handle them

softly."

For "The Friend."

THE PRAYER OF THE SLAVE.

Goil ! we are lowly, and our brothers, men,

Look ou us as the ontcast3 of the earth,

Wilt thou not be a Father to us, then?

Ours are as theirs, souls of immortal birth.

Love, strong and deep, within our bosoms lu

And sympathies, that ask an answ'ring ton

There sweet humanities, affectiou's ties.

Vibrate with pulse as tender as their own.

g skies,What tho' thou garest us unde
A skin as dark as is night's ebon hue!

Within our breasts, a fountain, welling lies.

Of feelings, oft refreshed by heaven's dew.

Ours the hard lot of bitter scorn to bear,

Ofslav'ry's chain, and nature's rights refused.

Grant us. Great God ! a gracious Father's care.

And in thy mercy aid the long abused.

We, too, are purchased, by that holy blood,

A Saviour dying, shed upon the cross
;

We with that holy spirit are endued
That purges from the soul its secret dross.

But oh ! debased by hard oppression's sway,

Our grov'Iing souls with feeble wing aspire.

On us, falls not the renovating ray

That springs from liberty's ennobling fire.

God 1 in thy mercy touch the hearts of men
;

Guide them with wisdom iu the path of right.

Let Justice' equal scales prevail, and then.

Shall nations walk as brothers in thy sight.

Haste thou the day, when Ethiop shall come
With outspread arms to worship at thy shrine;

Prepare the way, imd lead the chosen on
Who spread the knowledge of thy light divine.

Let the harsh tones of angry discord cease,

From selfish views sublime the human heart.

Then shall the brooding wing of heavenly peace,

I ts influence of purity imjiart.

L. D.

For " The Fricud."

Good and Seasonable Advice.

The following epistle seems calculated to stir up

t\e*'p7Jtion"of"thelt''e
pure mind by way of reu.eiribrance. Should

• • • -the Editor approve of its publication, we would

commend it to the careful perusal of the readers

of " The Friend."

Ah epistlefrom the national Iwlf-year^s meeting.

hehL in Dublin, by adjournments, fronn the Zd
day of tlie Fifth nwnth, 1778, to the 7th of the

same, inclusive.

To the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings, and

other Meetings of Discipline of Friends in Ireland :

Dear Friends and Brethreti,—We have,
'

our general assembly, been deeply affected and
ful view and feeling of

y in our society from
that while all her rivals in the nursing trade werej the life and power of pure religion, and that hi

a, nuisance in their neighbourhoods, owing to the ble, self-denying conversation which it leads into

crying and squalling ol their unfortunate little cli- and under this concern we have been afresh madi
ents, Susanne was as much noted for the unbroken

[
feelingly sensible of this great loss and hurt that

tranquillity of her dwelling, where a cry or a com-
j both individuals, and the society in general, have

plaining voice was never heard. It followed as sustained by letting out the mind and affections

a consequence that all the most unmanageable and] after great things iu this life ; many of the profes-

refractory little brats were made over to her; andisors of Truth, as it is in Jesus, departing from
as surely as they came into her hands, they ceased

|

under the discipline of his holy cross, have let up
their squalling, and either laughed, gambolled, orlan high and aspiring mind, that affects ostentation

slept away the hours of absence from their moth- land show, and seeks after many superfluities, to

ers. If you entered Susanne 's apartment, you
;
gratify the vain and ambitious cravings of the un-

found that all the noise that was made she made wortitied part in thein ; the noble simplicity of

manners, habit, and deportment, which Truth led,

and still leads into, hath been much departed from;

the plainness of apparel which distinguished our re-

gions profession is by too many despised, and the tes-

timony which we have been called to bear against

the unstable, foolish fashions of the world has been
trampled as under foot; the mind, not limited by
the girdle of Truth, hath coveted an evil covetous-

noss, the wedge of gold and the Babylonish ga
ment have been the objects of its inordinate desire.

And one exampling another, and the lesser fondlj

copying after the greater, an evil emulation hatli

gotten in, not provoking one another to love and

good works, but vying with each other in the gran-

deur of their houses, the order and provision ol

their tables, tho richness of their furnituro, and
the gaiety of their own dress, and that of theii

children, contrary to the self-denial, the humility

and meekness prescribed by the gospel of Christ,

in which they profess to believe, and the constant!

tenor of the salutary advices of the society thej
profess themselves members of, from the beginning

to this very day.

Every superfluous thing occasions a superfluity

of expense ; and superfluity of expense require)

extensive, and frequently exorbitant and precari-

ous engagements in trade, beyond the capital ane

abilities of the managers to support it. And whet
their own fails, many too frequently keep up di

'

honourable state on the property of other men, til

insolvency fatally ensues to the ruin of themselv^
and families, the loss and damage of their creditor

the reproach of the Truth, and the great trouble (

Friends, who are concerned to keep good ordej

amongst us.

It is an undoubted truth, that the society whia
doth not frequently recur to its first principles w^
go to decay ; if, then, we look back to our begil

ning, we shall find that from the beginning it wi
not so. In a postscript to an early epistle frod

the province-meeting at Castledermot, we have th|

lively description of tho effect which Truth I

that day. " Then, (say they) great trade was ij

great burden, and great concerns a great trouble!

all needless things, tine houses, rich furnitur

gaudy apparel, were an eye-sore ; our eye beii)

single to the Lord, and tho inshining of his ligfc

in our hearts, which gave us the sight of tb

knowledge of the glory of God ; this so affecte

our minds, that it stained the glory of all earthl

things, and they bore no mastery with us." Tl
Divine principle of Light and Grace remain
the same, and would work the same effect in u.s,

we were obedient thereto ; would even introdu

gradually, by the operation of its Divine powei
the new creation iu Christ Jesus, whereby man, w
turning from tho fall, would be placed in dominiq
over all the creatures.

We are, therefore, dear Friends, impressed wU
a zealous concern of mind, in ibis day of tria

when " the judgments of the Lord are in tl

earth, that the inhabitants thereof may leal

righteousness," (Isaiah xxvi. 9.) As this is a

of danger, uncertainty, and distrust, we moi
earnestly desire that Friends may let their moderl
tion in all things appear, that those who haW
launched out extensively in trade, with as littl(

delay as possible, set about contracting their en.

gagements therein into a moderate compass, an*
iustead of risking the reputation of Truth, tt

peace of their own minds, and the welfare of the

immortal souls, in grasping at things beyond the

reach, in order to provide for superfluous expenS;

reduce their wants and expenses within tha limi

and hounds of Truth, and then a little trade wil

frugality and industry will be found sufficient.

The love of money is a sore evil, " which, wh(
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some have coveted after, they have erred from the

faith, aud pierced themselves through with man^
sorrows," (1 Tim. vi. 10.) Let the Truth itselt,

therefore, dear Friends, moderate aud limit us in

our pursuits: "A man's life cousisteth not iu the

abundance of the things which he possesseth,"

(Luke xxii. 15.) And the limitaliou and order

prescribed hy him who is the Truth, the Way, and

the Life, is this:—" Seek ye first the kingdom of

Grod and his righteousnes-;, and all these things

shall be added unto you," (Matt. vi. 33.) Many,
vho have transgressed this holy boundary, aud

eversed this heavenly order, in giving the pretereuoe

to the pursuit of earthly possessions, have in them-

-s, or their oB'spriug, furnished a verifying

proof of the declaration of the x^hiiighty by his

prophet, viz:
—"Ye looked for much, and lo, it

came to little; aud when ye brought it home, I

did blow upou it: Why? saith the Lord of hosts,

because of mine house that is waste, and ye run

every man to his own house," (Hag. i. 9.)

Aud let those, whom Divine Providence hath

prospered and blessed with abundance of the good

things of this life, ever bear in remembrance, that

the earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof,"

(Psal. xxiv. 1;) and that we are accountable stew-

rds, each for his share, of the manifold mercies

re receive at his hand. Let theiu, then, as good

stewards, use the same with a due regard to the

pointings and limitations of Truth, not indulging

themselves in anything wherein is excess ; and

thereby sotting an evil example to others, whose

abilities cannot well bear the expense, and yet

from the depravity of human nature, may bi

tempted to copy after them. . For those of thi

foremost rank in society, by the assistance of Di

vine Grace, may do much good ; or neglecting it,

by the influence of their example, occasion niuo

evil therein. We therefore earnestly desire, that

those who are thus favoured may seriously co-ope

rate with our coucern in setting a good example
and we hope it will have a happy influence on

others, who may be discouraged from aiming

expense unbecoming their circumstances, when they

behold those who have it iu their power, decline it

through their regard to Truth, aud for preserving

inviolate the testimony of a good conscience toward

God. The experienced apostle very pathetically,

in his direction to Timothy, points out the particu-

lar duty of this class of christians:—"Charge
them that are rich in this world, that they be not

high minded, nor trust in uncertain ricbos, but in

the living God, who giveth us richly all things to

enjoy
; that they do good, that they be rich iu

good works, ready to distribute, willing to com-
municate; laying up in store for themselves a good
foundation against the time to come, that they may
lay hold on eternal life," (I Tim. vi. 17, 18, 19.)

Finally, brethren and sisters, as example mu^t
accompany precept, it we be sincere toward God,
we desire especially that ministers, elders, over-

seers, and other active members in the society, may
seriously, in the first place, set about this necessary

work of retrenching and reformation where needful

:

that their nearest connections, their children and
families, in regard to the point of view in which

their partners in life and parents are placed, may
lay to heart the evil consequences of their deviating

from the simplicity of Truth, and the pernicious in-

fluence of thtir evil example : that these and the

children the Lord hath given them, being as signs

and good examples from the Lord of hosts, they

may go forth strengthened by the cleansing of

their own hands and those of their families, and
so be enabled to say to the flock, " follow us as we
follow Christ." And that parents, heads of fami-

lies, and all Friends, each in their proper places,

may be engaged to wash their hands in innocency,

nd be qualified to encoinpass the Lord's holy

Itar, that the "ofl'eriugs of Judah and Jerusalem
lay be pleasant to the Lord, as in days of old,

ud as in former years." (Mai. iii. 4.)

Li the extendings of that real affection, which
desires your present and everlasting well-being,

we salute you, and conclude,—Your friends aud
brethren.

Signed on behalf of our said meeting, by
John Gouqh, Clerk.

Eastern Arcbipelago.

It would be diflicult to fix on any regions on
the earth's surface which have been more con-

picuous for the display of human passion than
Ue iamous group ot islands extending from the

eastern coast of Celebes to the western coast of

Papua or New Guinea, and known as the Mo-
luccas, or Spice Islands. Before they were visited

by Europeans, the Chinese had accidentally landed

on them, and discovered the clove and the nut-

meg ; aud a taste for these puugent spices was
thus communicated to ludia, and soon extended

to Persia aud Europe. The Arabs, who then en-

grossed almost all the commerce of the world,

.-peedily sought out the country of these valued
productions. The Portuguese lollowed, engrossed

the traffic, aud took poasessiou of the islands. The
wildcat dreams of avarice were, they thought,

about to be realised as soon as they had obtained pos-

session ot tne countries in which grew the nutmeg and
the clove. The tales which were told by navigators

of the wonderful things they had seen iu this re-

mote region were generally listened to with a smile

of increuulity. Tuus a distinguished geographer
of the sixteenth century, with that learned incred-

ulity which is sometimes as difficult to overcome
a= popular ignorance, warns his readers to give no
credit to sucli • a huge and monstrous lie' as that

there were iu that sea stones which grew and in

creased like fish. The description given of the

Moluccas by JJe Barros, one of the tir=t Portuguese

visitors, was not iuviiiug. ' The laud of these fa

mous, islands,' he says, ' is ill-favoured and uU'

gracious to look at, for the sun is always very near,

—now going to the northern aud uow to the

southern solstice; this, with the humidity of the

climate, causes ttie land to be covered all over

with trees and herbs. The air is loaded with va-

pours which always hang over the tops of the hills,

so that the trees are never without leaves. The
soil for the most part is black, coarse, and sol

aud so porous aud thirsty, that, however much it

rains, the water is drunk up; and if a river come
from the mountaius, its waters are absorbed be

tore they reach the sea.' Four of the Moluccas
are, in tact, mere volcanic cones ; the more north

erly and important of them is still an active vol

cauo, which has been the scene of more eruptions

than any other in the archipelago. Do iJarios

also gives an unfavourable character of the people,

and says that the islands are 'a warren of every

evil, aud contain nothing good but their clove-

trees.' The Portuguese uaii jUst been engaged
in a stubborn contest with the natives, which suffi-

cieutly accounts for the dislike with which they

were regarded. They held the islaud during

eighty years of almost uninterrupted disorder. The
Duicn drove out the Portuguese; but their gov-

ernment was even more oppressive. The British

aud Dutch commercial iuterests then struggled

fjr supremacy, and massacres that would bavi

disgraced savage tribes characterized the inter'

course between two civilized nations. To secure

a monopoly of the commodities for which the most
extravagant prices were readily paid in Europe,
the merchants rooted up the clove aud nutmeg-
trees from other islands ou which they niturally

grew, and restricted their cultivation to Amboyua
aud Banda ; and the fabled dragon could not

have guarded with more sleepless vigilance the

loldun apples iu the garden of the He-perides than

lid these grasping Dutch traders their groves of
piee from the intrusion of other nations.

When it was known that the Portuguese navi-

gator, Magalhaens, had discovered the Spice Lslands,

the excitement in Europe was almost as great as

that which had been created by the discovery of

America. Vessels returned trom the Eastern
Seas laden with aromatics which dififused a ravish-

ing fragrance and perfumed the neighbourhood of

the warehouses which received the precious freights.

V passion for spices took possession of Europe,
and is one of the most singular of the manias with

which mankind seem to be periodically affected.

It was the more remarkable since the inhabitants

of the islands on which they grew never used them
either as condiments or medicine. In Europe they

became instantly and immoderately prized as both.

They flavoured every dish, and were consumed in

every form. The true elixir of life was believed

to have been at length discovered ; and tlie most
wonderful properties were attributed to the oil

which they were made to yield. The universal

demand for these new products enhanced their

price three thousand per cent, above their original

cost ; but there was doubtless quite as much of

fashion as of taste in this craving for the new
luxury.

The cultivation of spices is now permitted in all

the possessions of the Dutch in the Eastern Seas;
but from the extreme uncertainty of the crops, it

has been found more profitable to grow other de-

scriptions of Oriental produce. The area adapted
for the production of nutmegs and cloves has been
found to be larger than was formerly supposed.

Thus the nutmeg now grows freely in Java ; and
in 1 819 it was introduced at Singapore, where for

a time it was largely cultivated ; but although it

produced abundant crops, and of a quality even
superior to those of Banda, the soil had an iujuri-

our efi'ect upon the trees, which perished in a few

years, exhausted by their profu-e bearing. The
profits of the spice cultivation in the arcbipelago

are uow so small that, if left solely to free labour

and private enterprise, it is thought that it would
almost entirely cease. It is curious to note the

revolutions of taste for these Eastern productions.

The passion for the clove has subsided, while the

consumption of black pepper in the United King-
dom is uow twenty- fold greater than that of cloves.

The importation of pepper, which, in 1615, was
estimated at 45l),000 lbs., had increased in 1853,

to 3,-J0l),00U lbs ; while that of nutmegs, which

in 1615 was estimated at 115,000 lbs., was not

greater, in 1853, than 200,000 lbs.

(To bf concluded.)

For " The Friend."

In addition to the notice taken some time since

in "The Friend,"' of the decease of our late valued

friend, Lydia Stokes, it may be truly said that she

was not only a valued member and beloved elder

of the church militant, but an upright and unflinch-

ing testimony-bearer to the truth and obligation of

the principles and practices of Friends as a society,

endeavouring by both example and precept to en-

courage others to "come, taste, and see that the

Lord is good," and through faithfulness, in dedica-

tion to the service of Truth, to participate in the

blessed enjoyment connected therewith. While

thus encouraging her younger friends, she did not
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ad her

withhold speaking a word in season where she saw

delinqueDoy, and a disposition to slide from the

due support of our christian testimonies. With

mothers and heads of families she often laboured,

in the ability which was given her, to stimulate

them to a faithful performance of their important

duties, advising them, for their children's

"example well and pray for theui ;" i

counsel and encouragement have left sweet impres

sions on many minds. She outlived most of her

generation in the meeting of which she was a

member, but her concern for the welfare and

growth of the members of that meeting, as well

as for the prosperity of the church generally, ap-

peared to increase, even after she was prevented

by debility of body, from assembling with her

friends for the purpose of worship. During a pro-

tracted sickne>s, when the natural faculties were

failing, when in the co:iipauy of her friends who

visited her, she would often brighten up and enter

freely into conversation. On such occasions, when

the existing difficulties in the society were alluded

to, she would frequently remark, "this will not do,

it is not the right way; we must keep near to each

other ; we mu^t build oue another up ; we must

pray for each other, aud each one must build over

against his own house; there is no other way; I

see it so." Many could truly testify of her, there

was greenness in old age, and sweetness in the

ripened fruit ready for the garner, which was

gathered to the heavenly garner in due time, as a

" shock of corn cometh in its season." Her de-

cease took place in the eighty-fourth year of her age.

T/iC people shall dwell alone.—In days that are

past this scripture declaration was often quoted as

applicable to our society, " The people shall dwell

alone."—It was when Israel was abiding in his

tent, separate from the surrounding nations, that

the emphatic exclamation was uttered, " How
goodly are thy tents, Jacob, and thy tabernacles,

O Israel ! as the valleys are they spread forth, as

gardens by the river side, aud as cedar trees be-

side the waters." And of this favoured people it

was declared on the same occasion, " the people

shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned among
the nations."

—

Mary Hugger. F. L., vol. Ilk, yp.
454-5.

Western Yearly Meetings have been received and j day there be a meeting at_10| o'clock A. M.,

read at this time, affording the comforting evidence another at 3i p. m., and a third at 7 J in the even-

that we still are one people, engaged in the same'iug; and that th:- meeting on Fourth-day following

precious cause—even the promotion of the Re-
1
be at lOi o'clock—and that thej be continued at

deemer's cause on earth, and the bringing of souls these times in future, during the session of the

to Christ. i

Yearly Meeting.

To respond to these tokens of love, the follow- 1 The situation of our brethren in North Carolina

ing Friends wore appointed, who were instructed jwas adverted to, in connection with the action of

to°prepare essays and Offer them to a future sit-
1
this meeting last year in raising funds for their

tiiju; ....... . relief, as detailed in the minutes of our proceed-

In consequence, as is believed, of the distracted ings at that time. The meeting was informed that

state of the southern part of our country, no epistle

has been received from our brethren of North

Carolina. A memorial, however, of the Meeting

for Sufferings of that section, addressed to the

convention of North Carolina now or recently in

the sum raised may be materially increased by an

early remittance of it, the current rate of exchange

being favourable therefor. Upon consideration it

was concluded to refer the subject to the Repre-

sentative Meeting, leaving it at liberty to act in

ession, in relation to the sufferings to which our the case as circumstances in its judgment may

brethren are subjected, was read—bringing them dictate; and the treasurer was instructed to pay
said fund to the parties authorized to receive it,

the Representative Meeting may request
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very feelingly to our remembrance ; and the Com-

mittee were instructed, if way opens for it, to

prepare an epistle to our brethren of that Meeting,

assuring them of our sympathy with them in their

trials.

The representatives were requested to confer

together in regard to the appoiutment of Clerks,

and report to next sitting the names of the Friends

they may agree upon for this service the present

year.

Adjourned to 4 o'clock this afternoon.

Ajlernoo/i, F'riends again met.—James Jordan

on behall of the representatives reported, that

having taken the subject into consideration, they

were united in proposing that William Wood be

appointed clerk, and James Cougdon, Assistant

Clerk : these names having been separately con-

sidered, were united with, and the appointments

made accordingly. ......
[A committee was] appointed to examine the ac-

counts of the treasurer, and report to a future sit-

ting the sum deemed necessary for defraying the

expenses of the ensuing year.

The Minutes of the proceedings of the repre-

sentative Meeting for the past year were read, giv-

ing satisfactory evidence of the attention of that

meeting in the discharge of the duties devolving

upon it.

The time for which the members of this Meet-

ing were appointed having expired, the following

Friends were appointed to take the subject into

consideration, and propose to a future sitting the

names of thirty Friends to attend to this service

on behalf of this Meeting for the next three years:

Some of our subscribers at a distance, to whom
opportunities for obtaining information relati

the proceedings of the different Yearly meetings

of Friends, are not frequent or satisfactory

desirous to receive through " The Friend" some
notice of such meetings as they occur, we shall en-

deavour to furnisli such extracts from their printed

minutes as we may deem of general interest.

Extracts from the Printed Mi.nutes of
New York Yearly Meeti.ng of Friends,
1802.

At the Yearly Meeting of Friends held in New
York, and opened on Sixth-day, the 30 th of
Fifth month, 1 862

:

By the reports from the Quarterly Meetings it

appears that the following Friends have been ap-

pointed Representatives to attend this Meetini;,

who wore present with the exception of eight— for

the absence of two of whom, reasons were as-

signed :

—

.......
Epistles from our dear brethren of London, Dub-

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow morning.

Seventhdicy morning, 3ist of the Month.—
Friends assembled.

[A] report was received from the Trustees of the

Murray F'uud, which was satisfactory ; aud the

trustees were encouraged to persevere in the good

work in which they are engaged.

Farmington Quarterly Meeting proposed, that

in Tenth mouth that Meeting be held in future at

Wheatland instead of at Hartland :

And Scipio Quarterly Meeting proposed, that

herealter that Meeting be held on the last Fourth-

day in Third, Sixth, Ninth, and Twelftii months-

at North Street in Third month, Union Springs i

Sixth mouth. Hector in Ninth month, and Scip

in Twelfth month : the Meeting of Ministers and

Elders the day previous, at 2 o'clock P. M.

Hector in Ninth month, and at North Street at

other times.

These propositions were united with, and those

meetings were left at liberty to make said changes.

him to do it.

Adjourned to 4 o'clock this afternoon.

Ajlernoon, the meeting convened.—The com-

mittee having charge of the Boarding School at

Union Springs made the following report, afford-

ing satisfactory evidence of the attention bestowed
'

on that Institution by the committee, and they f

were encouraged to renewed effort in sustaining it .

in accordance with the views of this meeting in

the establishment of it.

" The committee having charge of the Yearly

3Ieetiug school at Union Springs, submit the fol-

lowing report

:

" The school has continued since the report of

last year, a change in the time of vacations hav-

ing been made by means of a short autumn term

of 13 weeks; the present arrangement consisting

of a winter term of 22 weeks, and a summer term

of 18 weeks, with spring and autumn vacations.

The average number of pupils in attendance for

the autumn and winter terms has been 85—about

two-thirds of which were boarders, and of these

three-fourths were the children of Friends.

The receipts and expenses of the autumn term

of 13 weeks were as follows :

Loss on autumn term, 890 00

After the close of the autumn term a new ar-

rangement was made, by which the superinten-

dents, Egbert and Martha Carey, were employed

on a salary, with the fo. lowing results:— .

" Surplus for whole year, §68 911

" The debt of S720 reported last year has beeni

reduced to §138, chiefly by means of receipts fromi

former sub-criptions and by donations, which

amount to $524. There remain unpaid on old

subscriptions, from responsible persons, about

§600, besides SI 80 that are regarded as unre-

liable or worthless. Some deficiencies in house-

hold furniture, &c., have been made up by other

voluntary contributions for this purpose, amount-

ing to §87.
" The interest on the §4,000 fund, belonging

to the Yearly Meeting, and the §100 received

from the " Permanent E'und," have been expended

in accordance with the purposes of those funds.-

" 'J'he instruction has been very efficient, and

the progress of the pupils has been satisfactory to

the commi:tee; and six of the pupils have gradu-

ated, after having pursued the entire prescribed

course of study, and received the diploma of the

school.

" The regulations reported last year for the

moral and religious improvement of the pupils,

consisting of two daily readings of the scriptures-,

There being some uneasiness felt in regard to scripture lessons recited the middle of the week
the present times of holding the meetings for wor-

j

by all the scholars, and First-day Bible classes;

lin, New England, Baltimore, Ohio, Indiana, and [ship in this city, it was concluded that on First- have been continued ; and the good order which
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has generally prevailed has been a source of much
satisfaction to the committee.

" On behalf of the committee,

"J. J. Thomas, Secreianj."

The treasurer of the Educational Fund made [a]

report. ........
Reports from the committees having charge of

the boarding schools in Adrian and We.'^t Lake
Quarterly meetings were offered for the informa-

tion of the meeting. The care of our Friends in

those meetings in conducting these schools under

the diflSculties attending them, was very satisfac-

tory—and the committees were urged to renewed

" 4. It appears by the reports that most Friends

are diligent in reading the irloly Scriptures in their

families eollt'etively
;

yet there is on the purt ot

others a neglect of this duty.

"5. Five instances excupted, Friends appear to

avoid the u^e of distilled spirituous li4Uors, except

for purposes strictly meciiciual, and are clear of

trequeuting taverns. Five ot the reports say tliere

are some instances of attending places of diversion.

Care is said to have been taken in most of the

cases of deficiency.

" 6. The reports say that, with one exception, it

is believed the eireuiustances of the poor, and of

efforts, and not to grow weary in well-doing. It is those who appeared likely to require assistance,

also hoped that the de^ire expressed by the com
mittee, that those who are blessed with abundance,

will remember these institutions in the dispo>ition

of their estates, and add to the fund commenced
by our late brother David Sands.

The trustees of the Nine Partners Boarding
School property made [a] report.

The committee appointed at a previous sitting

consider of and propose the names of thirty

Friends to constitute the Representative Meeting,

having attended to the service, offered the follow-

;
list :

The Quarterly Meetings of Ferrisburg, Farm-
ington, Butternuts, Saratoga, Scipio, Le Ray, Pel-

Adrian, Yonge Street, and West Lake were

requested each to appoint a member of said meeting

complete its organization, and forward informa-

tion of said appointments to the clerk of the meeting.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock Second-day morning.

Second-day morning, 29id of Sixth month.—
Friends again met, and entered into an examina-

tion of the state of society as exhibited in the

Answers to the Queries, and having read the 1st

and 2nd Queries with the answers thereto, ad-

journed to 4 o'clock this afternoon : about which

time the meeting again convened, and continued

the esamiration, and having proceeded as far

as the seventh Query and Answer inclusive, ad

journed to 11 o'clock to-morrow morning.

Third-day morning, 3rd of Sixth month.—
Friends assembled and resumed the consideration

of the state of society, by reading the remaining

Queries with the Answers thereto—and the fol

lowing summary thereof was adopted :

1. It appears by the reports, that Friends

generally are careful to attend all our meetings for

religious worship and discipline, while some are

neglectful of this great duty. The hour is repre

sented as being mostly observed ; and all the ac

counts but one, acknowledge more or less unbe
coming behaviour : several of them say that care

has been taken in the deficiencies mentioned
"2. All the reports but five are marked with

some deficiency in respect to the preservation ot

love one towards another. When differences have
arisen, it is said care has been taken to end the

but one account says ' without effect.' Tale- bear-

ing and detraction appear to be generally avoided

and discouraged, yet several of the accounts state,

not so fully as is desirable ; and one says there
'

' quite a deficiency with some.'

" 3. It appears that most Friends endeavour to

train up their children, and those of other Friends

under their care, in the principles of the christian

religion as professed by us, and in the plainness

and simplicity of dress and language which it en-

joins ; also, to be good examples in these respects

themselves. We believe they endeavour to guard

their children, and others under their care, against
" corrupt conversation and reading pernicious books;

yet nearly all of the reports acknowledge there is

much need with some of greater attention to the

important particulars of this Query.

duiy inspected, and reliuf afforded wheu
necessary ; also, that they have been auvised aud

assisted to suitable employments; aud their chil-

dren, and all others under our care are properly

educated for the ordinary duties of life.

' 7. Several instances of complying with mili-

tary requisitions, by paying tines or enlisting in

service, are reported, in most of which care is said

to have been extended.

6. Eight of the reports are marked with some

deficiency in regard to punctuality in fulfilling con-

racts, or in conducting buainess in accordance with

our religious profession; in most of which care has
' een extended.

'' 9. in dealing with offenders, most of the re-

ports admit that it has not been done so seasonably

as would have been best; and in administering the

care enjoined by this Query, two of the reports are

qualified by the phrase of ' good measure,' or 'good

^ree,' in performing it."

The deficiencies existing amongst us, as exhibited

by these answers, have been cuu.-e of concern to

the minds of exercised brethren, and counsel perti-

nent to the occasion has been imparted. We wero

feelingly exhorted to faithfulness in the discharge

of our duty of publicly meeting for the worship of

our Father in heaven ; being admonished, that it

that love of God which charatterizes the christian,

dwelt fully in our hearts, we would not forsake the

assembling of ourselves together for the perform-

ance of this interesting service.

Very closely allied to the love of (Jod is love to

the biethren; for, if we love not our brother whom
we have seen, how can we love God whom we have

not seen! We were admonished that the Lordj

will not accept an offering from us if we are at

variance with a brotlier ; that if we come to the

altar, and there remember that our brother hath

aught against us, we must first go, be reconciled

to our brother, and then come and offer our

gift.

We were counselled to be diligent in reading

the Holy Scriptures—to gather our children around

us, and teach them diligently the things pertaining

to salvation— to talk of them when sitting in the

house, when walking by the way, when lying down,

aud when rising up.

We were reminded, that if we feel too poor to

teach these things, if we feel too great weakness for

the discharge of this duty, as we seek for ability

with prayerful hearts, unto Him who commanded

to feed his lambs, we may rest assured his blessing

will rest upon our eff'orts.

In regard to schools, the following information

was received :

There are within our limits—
1361 children of suitable atje to attend school.

118

932
77

attend schools under care of

meetings.

attend schools taught by mem-
bers.

attend District schools.

attend family schools.

139 children attend no school, but are

mo.itly receiving instruction

at home.

1 blind child aud one partially blind arc

reported.

4 schools under care of meetings.

22 tamily schools.

42 Fir-t-day schools.

§72.21 have been collected and paid to the

Treasurer uf the Educational Fund.

Is'o report received from Le Ray.

The evidence thus afforded ol the interest of

Friends iu this very important .-ubject, more es-

pecially as mauilested in the increased number of

First-day schools established aud su.stained iu the

limits of the subordinate meetings, was of a cheer-

ing nature ; and our brethren, both elder and
younger, are encouraged to continue their labours

in so good a cause.

Iu making returns of the number of children of

suitable age to attend school, it is requested that

all between 5 and IB years of age be included.

It was concluded to continue the collection by
voluntary sub.seription of the Educational Fund,
and Friends aie encouraged to contribute of their

substance for this laudable purpose. The Quarterly

Meetings of Adrian and West Lake are left at

liberty to appropriate the funds collected there to

educational purposes withiu their own limits, and
report the aiuouut collected to this meeting.

Iu the re-orgauization of the Representative

Meeting, it appears that Stanford Quarterly Meet-
ing is kit witnout a representative therein. It was
therefore concluded to add one to the number al-

ready appointed. The members of that Quarterly

Meeting were requested to propose the name of a

Friend for that purpose at the opening of the after-

noon sitting.

Adjourned to 4 o'clock this afternoon.

About which time Friends again met. A report

of the proceedings of the Tract Association for

the past year was presented and read. The pro-

priety of adopting it and recognizing its laboius

was referred for consideration to next Yearly

Meeting. ........
The committee appointed last year to visit Corn-

wall Quarterly Meeting, made the following re-

port, which was satisfactory, and the committee
released :

"The committee appointed to visit Cornwall
Quarterly Meeting, report—

•

•' That we have devoted considerable time to

Cornwall Quarterly Meeting, and some of its sub-

ordinate meetings; and have at various times

and places mingled with Friends there.

" The committee have always been received with

kind attention by the members of that meeting,

and every facility has been offered to enable us to

fulfil the objects of our appointment.
" Whilst the committee may report that we have

faithfully performed the duties required of us, and
believe our labours are brought to a close, we have

greatly desired on behalf of Friends everywhere,

that we may be enabled to dwell in quietness and

christian condescension ; so that when diversity of

views may prevail, and our minds may be sub-

jected to trial, or our sympathies excited on be-

half of others, we may still be preserved in that

charity, or brotherly love, which ' suffereth long

and is kind.'

" James Cosgdon,
" On behalf of the Committee."

Adjourned to 3 o'clock to morrow atternoon.

Fourth-day afternoon, the meeting convened.

—

A memorial prepared by Pickering Monthly

Meeting, approved by Yonge Street Quarterly

Meeting, and examined by the Representative
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tbe(respecting our late sister Bridget Haight

was read, and being satisfactory, it was directed

to be recorded.

There does not appear to have been any suffer-
1 h

ing in the support of our testimony against war : ' 1

no reports however have been received from Fer-

ritburgb, Butternuts, Saratoga, Adrian, Yonge

Street, or West Lake.

All of the Quarterly Meetings report tbcir res- don, relati

pective quotas of the fund directed by last Yearly f^y Lord Brougliam.

Mtetiufr to be rai.-^ed for its use, have been for- Great acuvity prevails in France in se

, P . , JUL. XT- T> . nieuts to .Mexico. It is said that 12, Oi

ued wet weather. Bread stuffs were advanc-

:e. Flour was ed. a U. higher. The Liver-

pool cotton market was excited. Sales of the week,

59,000 bales, including 70,000 to speculators; prices

ad advauced \d. a lid. Orleans fair, was quoied at

Gd. Stuck in port, 213,000 bales, of which 73,000

were American. Prices are still advancing for goods
and varus at Manchester, but the sales are small. The
bullion in the Bank of England bad increased £041,000.

Consols, 9If

pn(

A meeting had bceu held in Lou
ve to the Alrican slave trade, preside

ending reinforce-

, ,- . , J 11 L . XT- T» . liiieuLS LU .uc.Mcu. 1 L IS saiu tuai ii,000 troops would
warded to the treasurer ;

and all but Nine Part- L,^
^^^.^^ j^^^^.^i^^,^!^. Admiral Graviere is to take com-

ners, Stanford, and Farmingtou, have also paid m.^nj of a strong concentration of French vessels in

their portions of the fund to be raised for the re- American waters. The Pulrie says the concentration

lief of our friends of North Oaroliua : the three I

's justilied by what may arise out of the war in the

'United States and the att'airs of Mexico, it is asserted
meetings named have paid a part of their quotas,

and are requested to pay the balance to the treas-

urer.

The committee to examine the accounts of the

treasurer made the following report, which was

satisfactory, and the Quarterly Meetings are re-

quested to raise their respective portions of seven-

teen hundred dollars, and pay the same to William

Cromwell, treasurer. . . . . .

The Representative Meeting having requested

the Quarterly Meetings to furnish it with the num-
ber of members within their respective limits, and

also of the number of copies of the London Epistle

needed by them ; returns have now been received

from all the meetings, except Stanford, Farming-

ton, Scipio, Pelhaui, and Adrian : these meetings

are requested to forward the information asked for

to the liepre.sentative Meeting.

Purchase Quarterly Meeting reported the ap-

pointment of Jesse H. Underbill, as correspondent

for Shappaqua Monthly Meeting, in place of Charles
i i^^.r of

Address, Sh; ppaquaE,. Underbill, deceased.

Westchester County, N. Y
Also, William B. Collins, for Amawalk Monthly

Meeting, in place of James Brown, deceased.

Address, Peek-kill, Westchester County, N. Y.

Scipio Quarterly Electing reported the appoint-

ment of Bobert B, Howland as correspondent for

Scipio Monthly Meeting, in place ot Humphrey

Qued until the

lespo

liroclamati
ae of M
, delay.

Virymia.—The series of b.ittles between the hostile
Richmond, began on the 251h ult., and

"
!t inst., a period of seven days of

unug which, portions of the two armies were
The change of front forced upon Gen. M'Clel-
great superiority of numbers on the part of

TT . ,, • ,,- ., .XT \T - i-'"- '^u^' oommanders, is said to have been ctfected in a
Union Springs, Cayuga County, N. Y.

|
masterly manner, and with as little loss as could have

West Lake Quarterly Meeting reported the ap- been expected under the circumstances. Since the

pointment of Joseph Wiltse, correspondent of P'"^'^"'^"' '^"^ t"^^" 'consummated, and the new line es-

Leeds Monthly Meeting, in place of Philip Win- !'^^'''-*l"^J on James Uiver, below Richmond, the U ^

released. Address, Farmersville, C. W.

that henceforth there is no question of establishing a

monarchy in .Mexico, or of supporting the candidature
of Almonte or any other person for the presidency, but

the expedition is simply for protecting the interests of

Frenchmen.
Rumors had been prevalent ofinsurrection in St. Peters-

burg, but at the latest dates all was quiet- A large

portion of the city hud been destroyed by fire. Loss
;jo,ooo,uuo.

United States.— The U'ar.—The prospect of an
early termination of the war, by the suppression of the

rebellion in the South, is regarded as much less favoura-
able since the repulse of the Federal army before Rich-
mond. The conscription has again filled the ranks of

lUe rebel army, and enabled it to present a formidable
front in various quarters. Statements, apparently re-

liable, give the number of rebel troops in Virginia alone,
at about 250,000. This altered aspect of affairs has
induced the Governors of the loyal Slates to unite in

an address to the President of the United Slates, res-

pectfully requesting him to call upon the several States
tor such number of men as may be required to fill up all

the military organizations now in the field, and add to

the armies heretofore organised, such additional num-
" men as may be needed to crush the rebellion. In

invitation, the President has issued a

Uing into active service an additional
drtd thousand men, to be enrolled with-

to this

-nga

All of which were approved

Essays of epistles addressed to our brethren of

London, Dublin, New England, Baltimore, North
Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, and Western Yearly
Meetings were presented and read, and with some
slight alterations, approved.

The clerks were directed to transcribe them,
sign them on behalf of the meeting, and forward
them to the meetings to which they are respec-

tively addressed.

And DOW, having finished the business for the
transaction of which we have been permitted to

assemble, we desire reverently to acknowledge
that it has been through Holy help that we have
been enabled harmoniously to work together for

the promotion of the cau.'^e we have espoused, and
in parting from each other, we would ascribe all

prai=e unto the Great Head of the Church who has
coude.-cended to be with us.

William Wood, Ckr/c.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

FoBEiG.v.—News from England to the 2nth ult

weather has been unfa
France and England.
apprehensions of a scarcity of food.

able for the crops
The

both ir

serious

iriny has b(

nes Rivt

en twice attacked by the Confederate forces,
31si ult. and 1st i'nst , and each time the

On one
troops.

rebels were driven off with fearful slaugh
of these days, a division of 14,000 south
which was much exposed, lost, according to the Rich-
mond Examiner, no less than 8,000 of its number. The
total losses of the rebel army in killed, wounded, and
mi-^sing, are estimated at from 30,000 to 40,000. Gen.
.M'Clellan's army of 100,000, is said to have been re-
duced by these battles, to about 75,000 effective men.
The army is so disposed that the Federal gun boats,
seventeen in number, can afford assistance. Large re-
inforcements will, it is said, be required before another
attempt is made upon the rebel capital. The wouuded
men, of whom the number is frightfully great, are being
sent as fast as possible to the hospitals in Washington
and other cities. The Pennsylvania troops suffered
severely in these engagements. "

In that which occurred
on the 27th, Gen. M'Call's division was overpowered.
Gen. M'Call himself", was wounded and taken prisoner,
and twenty-five pieces of cannon were captured by the
rebels. The hghting on both sides was of the most
desperate character. As part of the rebel forces were
cut to pieces, other fresh troops were immediately
marched forward lo fill their places. The rebel com-
manders appearing wholly to disregard the lives of their
men. On the 5th inst., a partial engagement look place,
in which the rebels were defeated, with the loss of
three small batteries, and 1000 prisoners. The line
now occupied by Gen. M'Clellan, is but nine miles in
extent. Some reinforcements had arrived, and all was
quiet on the morning of the 7tb inst. The head quar-
ters of the U. S. army are now 22 miles from Richmond.
Mmissippi.—X despatch from New Madrid, of the

5th inst., announces the capture of Vicksburg. The
news is probably correct. The city, which was vigor-

ously defended by a rebel force of 16,000 men, had f'oi

some time previously been subjected to bombardment
from the gun boats and mortar fleet. Several thousand
negroes had been employed by the Federal commanders
in cutting a canal across the point of land opposite

Vicksbuig. It was supposed that when the canal was
opened the river would cut a wide channel during high
water, and forever leave Vicksburg an inland town.

Gen. Halleck reports an engagement near Boonesville,

between a detachment of his forces and some of the

rebels, in which the latter were defeated. The rebel

gun boats Van Dorn, Polk and Livingston, have been
destroyed in Yazoo river by the rebels, to prevent their

capture by an expedition from the U. S. fleet, which as-

cended the river for that purpose.

AUibama.-—The fortifications around Mobile are un-
derstood to be completed. There is a large rebel force

there, and the inhabitants are confident in the belief

that the city cannot be taken. Gen. Bragg is in com-
mand at Tupello, with 45,000 men.

Arkansas.— .-Advices from this State, are to the effect

that General Hindman, who was erroneously reported

to be captured at St. Charles, was in the immediate
vicinity with an army of 5,000 men. The Federal for-

ces had lieen compelled to abandon the tort, after spik-

ing the guns. The situation of General Curtis' army is

said 10 be critical, he being unable to obtain supplies,

and a large rebel force having cut off his communica-
tion with Missouri.

Suulh Carolina and Georgia.—It appears that after

Gen. Benham's defeat at James Island, General Hunter
ordered nil the troops back to Hilton Head. This sur-
renders all the ground previously gained in the advance
upon Charleston. It is understood that no further at-

tempts will be made to capture either that city or Sa-
vannah for several months.

The \Va.He of H'or.—-The New York Evening Posfc

says that the Maine Uth regiment, which passed througl)|

Broadway, eight months siuce, 850 men strong, nearljjj

all young and sturdy lumbermen, has suffered so muchij
that when they went into the first of the battles neaj,'

Richmond, they nuiubeied fit for duty, only 180 men,.
Nearly one half of this number were killed or wounded:,,

—Mortality last week, 339.

I'Idladelphia.—Mortality last week, 254.

The Markets, ^c.—The following were the qnotati

on the 7lh inst. New York.—Uplands cotton, 40
Chicago Spring wheat, $1.00 a $1.09 ; winter red v

tern, §1.20 a $1.23; amber Michigan, $1.25 a SI. 26
western mixed corn, 52 cts. a 53 cts. American goldf
lOj- a lof premium. California gold bars, 11 per
premium. Amount of specie in the New York b

$31,790,515. Exports of merchandize last week.,

$2,264,712. Imports, $2,324,594. The weeks export'

of specie, amounted to $2,64T,460. Philadelphia.-
Pennsylvania red wheat, prime, $1.24 a $1.26; white
$1.30 a $1.37 ; rye, 68

;
yellow corn, 54 cts. a 55 cts.

oats, 40 cts. ; barley, 90 cts. : clover seed, $5.00 a $5.12
Beef cattle sold on the 7th inst. at from 8 cts to 9 cts.

some inferior sold at 7 cts. per pound.

RECEIPTS.
Received from .Aloses Child, N. V., per M. M. Child

Del., $8.00, vols. 32. 33, 34 and 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
NEAR FBANKFORD, (tWENTY-THIBD WARD, PBILADELPUIA

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthi.\g-
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, to Charlks Ellis, Clerk
of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-

delphia, or to any other .Member of the Board.

NOTICE.
By an accidental error, our last number was datec

Fifth month 5lh, instead of Seventh month 5th.

WM. II. PILK, PRINTER,
Lodge street, opposite the Penasylvania Bank.
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Scencrj on tbe Organ Moantains.

It is a comfortable day's ride from St. Alexio to

onstantia, though the usual manner of procedure

to start at mid-day from Rio in the steamer,

rrive at Piedade at three o'clock, where mules

d guides are awaiting those who have been pru-

nt enough to announce by letter to the " Jolly

[eath" their intention of spending a few days
mid the Serra dos Orgoes. A few hours across

le lowlands, bring us through the town of Maje
Freohal, where the weary and the lazy often

)end a night in a crowded inn. But for those

ho love a dashing ride up the mountains, on a

)ad, in some places paved as the old Roman
pays,—those who wish to feel an evening at-

losphere, which in coolness, reminds one of the

perate zone,—the Barriera will be the resting-

ace. Here is the toll-gate of this tine mountain

ule path, which must have been built at an im-

lense cost, as several miles are paved like the

reets of a city. We zigzag up the steep sides of

le Serras, looking down upon the tops of majestic

jrest-trees, whose appearance is as curious as it is

icture^que and beautiful.

In the months of April and May, (October and

ovember in Brazil,) only the autumnal tints of

ur gorgeous North American woods can compare
ith the sight of the forest of the Serra dos Orgoes
'hen the various species of the Laurus are bloom-

ig, and the atmosphere is loaded with the rich

erfume of their tiny snow white blossoms. The
assias then put forth their millions of golden

owers, while at the same time, huge trees, whosi

ative names are more unintelligible, though less

edantic, than their botanic terms of Lasiandra,

'ontanesia, and others of the Melastoma tribe

re in full bloom, and joining rich purple to the

Tightest yellow, present, together with gorgeously

3d shrubs, " flowers of more mingled hue than

ris's purpled scarf can show." From time to

me the silk-cotton tree, (the Chorisia Spcciosa,'

loots up its lofty hemispherical top, covered wit!

jousands of beautiful large rose-coloured bios

)ms, which gratefully contrast with the masses of

ivid green, purple and yellow, that clothe the

arrouuding trees. Floral treasures are heaped

p on every side. Wild vines, twisted into most
mtastic forms, or hanging in graceful festoons

;

assion-flowers, trumpet-flowers aud fuchsias in

leir native glory—tree-ferns, whose elegance of

wm is ouly surpassed by the tall, gently-curved

palmetto, which is the very embodiment of the line

of beauty. Orchids, whose flowers are of as soft

a tint as the blossom of the peach tree, or as bril-

lant as red spikes of fire ;
curious aud eccentric

piphytcs draping naked rocks, or the decaying

branches of old forest-monarchs ; all form a scene

enrapturing to the naturalist, and bewildering to

the uninitiated, who still appreciate the beauty and

the splendour that is scattered on every side by

the Hand Divine. The overpowering sensation,

hich one experiences when entering an extensive

conservatory filled with the choicest plants, exotics

;he rarest description, and odor-ladeu flowers,

is that (multiplied a thousand fold,) which filled

my mind, as I gazed for the lirst time upon the

landscape, with its tiers of mountains robed in such

drapery as that described above; and yet, there

was such a feeling of liberty incompatible with the

sensation, expressed by the word "overpowering,"

that it is impossible to define it. From a com-

manding point, as I once beheld this magnificent

forest in bloom, the hills and undulating plains,

stretching far away into the horizon, seemed to be

nveloped in a fairy-mist of purple and gold.

The Barriera is situated in a spot of great wild-

ness and sublimity : for the Organ peaks, that rise

thousands of feet above, seem like the aiguilles,

hich start fantastically from the glaciers of Mont
Blanc; and the rushing, leaping, thundering cas-

cades are comparable to the five wild mountain-

orrcnts, " fiercely glad," that pour into the vale

of Charaouny. I was there during a tropic storm,

and the foaming, roaring rivers, which hurried

down with fearful leap, from the very region of

d lightning and clouds, madly dashed against

the huge masses of granite, as if they would have

hurled them from their mighty fastenings, and tore

their way into the deep valley beneath, with sounds

that reverberated among the giant peaks above,

giving me a new commentary on the sublime des-

cription in the Apocalypse :
'' And I heard a voice

' om heaven, as the voice of many waters and

the voice of a great thunder."

From the Barriera, we ascend by zigzags, to the

uplands, where is situated the former fazenda of

— March. Before reaching it, we climb along

the very sides of one of the most precipitous of the

Organ pipes, and enjoy a view of commanding ex

tent, of mountain, plain, bay, and ocean,—embrac

ing, it is said, a panorama of more than two hun-

dred miles in circumference, in the midst of which,

though distant, the capital of the Empire is s

gleaming amid its verdant and lofty environs. The

point for beholding this landscape, is appropriately

called Boa \'ista, "beautiful view."

So enraptured was the Rev. Charles N. Stuart

with the grandeur of this scene, that he doubts if,

in its combination of mountain, valley, and water,

it has a rival ; and adds, that in his wide expe

rieuce in various continents, he only remembers one

other prospect that approximates to it, viz :—the pass

through the mountains of Granada, followed by

the first view of the " Vega, with the city, the

walls and the towers of the Alhambra, and the

suow covered heights of the Nevada, above all,

lighted by the glowing hues of the setting sun.
"

Here nearly all the European fruits and vegetables

thrive, and as at Madeira and Teneriffe, the apple

and the orange, the pear and banana, the vine and

the coffee plant, may be seen growing side by side.

The scenery becomes more tame as we leave

Boa Vista, and we seem to be far removed from

climate of the plains; the palms, ferns, cacti,

tillandsias, etc., tell us that we are not beyond

the limits of Capricorn. Occasionally, howling

monkies hold a noisy caucus over your head, or a

: of bright parrots glide swiftly over the tall

and gracefully bending bamboos, which are a dis-

tinctive feature in the landscape. This giant of the

grass-tribe has frequently been found in these moun -

tains, from eighty to one hundred feet in height,

md eighteen inches in diameter. They do not,

lowever, grow perpendicularly, nor often singly,

but in vast groups shoot up fifty and sixty feet,

then curve gently downwards, forming most

and beautiful domes. Few persons have

ascended these mountains; Dr. Gardner made,

probably, the most scientific exploration; and up

these heights. Heath has often pursued the clumsy

tapir or the lithe jaguar.

These mountains have been estimated to possess

vn altitude, ranging from five thousand to eight

thousand ket.—S/cetcJiesfrom Brazil.

An ixhortation to avokl controversy and argti-

ment ; and to cultivate inward stillness.—If my
xperience can avail anything for thy help and en-

couragement, I would say, fret not thyself at the

present strife of words ! It is nothing new. Con-

troversies and strong voices have existed ever since

the fall of man, disobedience having marred the

divine image. Enduring mercy, in tender com-

pa.ssion, made a new covenant, in order to redeem

mankind, according to the scriptures, which testify

that the Son of God was mauilested in the flesh,

—

a body prepared of the Father; this he laid down

as a sacrifice for the sins of the world ;
suS"ering,

the Just for the unjust, that he might bring us to

God. And in his spiritual appearance, he is made

known to the simple, obedient believer, who will

not follow the voice of the stranger ; for the voice

of the stranger he knows not.

As sheep then of the Good Shepherd's fold, may
we, my beloved young friend, press into this safe

enclosure, and quietly leave all controversy to

those whose food it is. Cultivate inward stillness,

that thou mayest be favoured to know the secret

teaching of the Holy Spirit. Meddle not with

argument. What comes to thy ear, unsought,

bear patiently
;
guard against excitement ; wrestle

in prayer, both for thyself and others, for strength,

if in the right, still in the right to stay; if not, that

heavenly wisdom may teach the better way.

—

Mary
Capper. F. L., vol. I2th, pp. 123, 129.

Fashio7tablc Attire.— It is a matter of surprise,

that awakened persons of all denominations, do not

see the necessity of bearing a faithful testimony

against the great corruption of this age, in respect

to expensive, gaudy, and fashionable attire. Where

is our excuse or plea for it, or what sanction therefor

can we obtain from the revealed will of our Law-

giver and King

!
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From the LoDdon Quarterly.

Eastern Archipelago.

(Concluded from jiage Ct>7.)

The use which Holland has made of these great

possessions is indicated in her past history. In

none of the islands, Java excepted, is any native

machinery interposed between the European Gov-

ernment and the native population. The difficul-

ties of administration are proportion ably great, and

much vigilance is required to repress native in-

subordination, and to prevent outbreaks. AltLough

the commercial system has been somewhat relaxed,

jealousy and suspicion still characterize the colo-

nial policy of Holland. Thus she has endeavoured

to biiid the native princes of the archipelago never

to cede any portion of their territories to another

nation, and not to enter into any negotiations

without the consent of the Government. She was
strongly opposed to the recognition of Sarawak,

and even protested against the cession of Labuan
The nation which, next to the Dutch, has th

largest possessions in the Eastern Archipelago is

Spain ; and the principles of her colonial govern'

ment, although in some points similar to those of

the Dutch, differ from them in one important par-

ticular. Spain has in all her conquests kept pro-

minently before her the propagation of Christianity

in the form embodied in her church. The Philip-

pines, therefore, present a spectacle which con-

trasts strongly witb the Dutch dependencies in the

East. Spain appears in the archipelago in her
religious earnestness, her ecclesiastical as^umpt
and her gorgeous establishments. The natives of

the Philippines have generally been converted and
received into the Catholic Church. It is observed

by Make Brun, in his sketch of the inhabitants of

the Philippines, that they are the only people in

the Eastern Archipelago who have improved in

civilization from an intercourse with Europe. A
commercial monopoly formed no part of the Span
ish policy in that quarter of the world. The is

lauds of which she took possession produced neither

spices nor gold ; moderate taxation left industry

free ; no check was imposed on European coloni-

zation
; liberal grants were made of unappropriated

land
; and, while deriving a considerable revenue

from the Philippines, Spain has neither degraded
nor oppressed them, for slavery has not been in-

troduced or sanctioned in that part of her colonial

empire. The Philippine Archipelago extends for

300 leagues from north to south, and 160 leagues
from east to west. A range of irregularly-shaped
mountains runs through the whole, but the boun-
ties which nature has showered on these islands
have often been neutralized by the terrible forces
hidden under their beautilul exterior. They are
often shaken by earthquakes, and volcanic explo-
sions are so frequent as to be regarded almost as
common occurrences. In no other part of the
world are stornjs so terrific as there during the
change of the monsoon. In his ' Geographical
History of the Philippines,' 51. Mallet remarks
that, of all the colonies founded by Europeans
these regions arc perhaps the least known and the
most worthy of being known. The number of the
islands which constitute the archipelago, their ex-
tent and variety, their teeming population, their
climate and wondcrlul fertility are all, ^he says,)
deserving of the highest admiration. M. Mallet,
however, entertains a somewhat extravagant ex-
pectation of the future of the Philippines when he
thinks that they may become the dominant power
of the Eastern world. The Philippines will doubt-
le.ss increase in value and importance, but they
can scarcely aspire to so brilliant a position.

It would be impracticable here to enter upon so
wide a field as the ethnology of the Eastern Archi-

pelago. The aboriginal races are various, and

their study is replete with interest. There is,

however, one race in the Philippines which pre-

sents such remarkable peculiarities that we ven-

ture briefly to describe it, as it has been repre-

sented to us, although it is likely enough that the

description would require modification on further

acquaintance. In the mountainous regions of Min-

danao, we are told, there exist human beings in

so low a state of barbarism that they seem to bear

a near resemblance to the Bushmen of Southern

Africa. They are well formed, nearly black,

with woolly hair, rarely exceed four feet six inches

in height, live chiefly on roots and fruit, and oc-

casionally on game ; they wear no clothes and

build no houses, but sleep among the branches of

trees. They are without any form of government

or religion ; their voices resemble the cries of i

mals, and their language the chattering of ape;

the chirping of birds ; their weapons are a bamboo
lance, and bows and poisoned arrows. The dis-

covery and concoction of poisons seem to exclu-

sively employ the little intellect which these sava-

ges possess. The least prick from one of theii

arrows is mortal, and produces an inextinguisha-

ble thirst, and the man or animal dies the moment
he has gratified it. These Negritoes ascend trees

like monkeys, seizing the trunk with both hand
and applying the soles of the feet, and their flight

is as swift as that of the deer. Although these

people seem scarcely human, they are not incapable

of being civilized. One of the race, a boy who
had been offered for sale as any wild animal migh
have been, was afterwards seen waiting at the table

of the Governor of Tamboanga, and appeared

sprightly and intelligent, watching every sign and

mandate of his master. The people are said to

bear some resemblance to the wild tribes of Mada-
gascar.

This great region may be hereafter one of the

most important that is occupied by the dispersed

and diversified human family, and no long period

may elapse before islands upon which Providence

has showered some of its choicest blessings will ex-

hibit a far higher social and political development
than they at present seem to promise : Europe
and America may hereafter even find rivals in

countries which now occupy scarcely a moment of

their thoughts; bays shaded by groves of palms
may di.-play forests of masts; and marbles hidden

in the recesses of virgin woods and unexplored

mountains may be wrought for the erection and
adornment of temples and cities surpassing as much
iu their splendor any that have hitherto been

erected in the archipelago as they will excel them
in the religion to which they may be dedicated,

and in the civilisation which they will represent.

Difference in Results from Diamonds and
Coffee.— It is instructive to look at the widely dif-

ferent results of the mineral and vegetable riches

of Brazil. After Mexico and Peru, (before the

discovery of Australian and Califoruian treasure,)

this empire furnished the largest quantum of hard
currency to the commercial world. Here the dia-

mond, tbe ruby, the topaz, and the rainbow-tinted
opal, sparkle in their native splendour, and, yet, so
much greater are the riches ot its agricultural pro-
ductions, that the annual sum received for the single

article of coffee surpasses the results of eighty years'

yield of the diamond mines. From 1740 to 1822, a
period which was tbe most prosperous in diamond-
mining, the number of karats obtained were two hun-
dred and thirty two thousand, worth not quite three
and a half million pounds sterling. The exports
of coffee from Rio alone during the year 1851,
amounted to £4,756,794 1

—

S/cetc/iesin Brazil.

The Street of Everlasting Prosperity.

Let us walk down "tbe Street of Everlasting

Prosperity," the Regent Street of the north suburb

of Tien-tsin. At its entrance is a crowd of China-

men, which, constantly renewed from dawn to

sunset, stand gaping through a gateway at the

headquarters horses picketed in a large court-

yard. Forcing our way through these unsavoury

Celestials, we find ourselves in a small square,

occupied by the " eel-pie" and " baked potato'' men
of the place. Your working man dines in the

street, and this square is a favourite aljresco res-

taurant. Li, on our right, deals in meat pies.

He has a small charcoal fire below his oven, and
in a trice hh pCite is compounded and cooked be-

fore the public. Ho, by his side, supplies vegeta-

ble diet, turnips, onions, pumpkins, yams, cut into

small slices and served in tbe water wherein they

are boiled. Here is a man with sweefstufl', pastry,

and " tuck." There, another with fruit—grapes,

peaches, lotas fruit, water-melons, apples, and
pears. All tastes are supplied. But even in din-

ing the ineradicable love ot the Chinamen for gam-^

bling is evinced. Every one of these dealers had
a box like a dice box, in which twenty small stick^

are placed Two of these sticks are prizes, the

remainder blanks. Each portion of food is sup-

posed to be worth ten cash, and on staking ond
cash every comer may try his luck. From morni
ing to night is the rattle of these sticks to be hearJ
in the square, as the dealers invite their customersi

From morning to night may the Chinaman bei

seen yielding to the invitation. Here is an oldl

fellow, a " bargee" on the river. He has but tw(i

cash, which he stakes, and loses one after thai

other. His face is rueful, and his belly empty, so

we give him ten cash, but, instead of buying his'

food, he recommences to gamble for it. One cash!

after another is drawn Irom him, and when ha
loses his last he walks away dinnerless. The fish4

monger is perambulating about. His fish, in sk

shallow round wooden bowl, lie gasping in three

or four inches of water. Here are eels, brown and
silver, large fat muddy carp, soles, and a fish

speckled like a trout and of much the same flavour;

At an open cook-shop,, Chinese artistes are pre-j

paring the dinner of the day. The favourite dish'

is a stew composed of chopped pork, onions, sea-

weed, shrimps, and eggs. We taste, but its fla-

vour is by no means agreeable to the western pal-

ate. And now, in a quiet secluded nook, is a

good-humoured laughing crowd, enjoying the feats

of a juggler. A wonderful man ! He takes two
pieces of sharp wire, a couple of feet long, inserts

them in his nostril, and passes them thence downi

his throat. There is no deception, for he opens

his mouth wide, and we see the wires down hi;

gullet. Then he takes two leaden bullets, out

the size of an ordinary musket ball, the other

weighing twelve ounces. He swallows the littk

one first. With many contortions he brings then

up again, and the small bullet is the first to reap

pear. He draws the wire back through his nose

and spits blood. A shower of cash rewards hii

feat. Then he swallows a sword, crams pointet

sticks into his ears and eyes, and performs a va-

riety of tricks too numerous to be iletailed. W<
enter a perfumer's shop, full of knick-knacks anc

necessaries for my lady's toilet Pearl powder i:

made up in neat little packages, and with roug(

and paints of various hues. Lotions for the com-

plexion, perfumes, dyes for the hair, and here, in i

corner, " thine incomparable oil. Macassar." A
barber is plying his trade. He shaves the head
combs and plaits the tail, and extracts wax iron

the ears. The latter operation is evidently a fa

vourite with the Celestials. Alas ! false tails art
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common here, as they are said to be in England.
The shop is full of them, at a dollar the half-dozen.

A distioguished officer of irregulars bought a few

to make a plume for his helmet. A " curio" stall

contains very ordinary china at very exorbitant

prices. Among its prizes are a common English

bottle, price half-a-doUar, and an English earthen-

ware plate, with " Swiss scenes" painted thereon,

for which double that amount is demanded. Here,

also, are small boxes labelled " Superior Gougreve

matches, without smell or sulphur." They would

cost a halfpenny at home ; their price at Tien-tsin

2id. The crowd at our heels laugh as we en-

ter a pawnbroker's shop. It is full of depositors.

Did clothes being the principal articles in pledge.

We ask the head man to see the establishment.

Be would be delighted, but it is against rule. He
ieeply regrets that he must refuse our majesties,

3ut his orders arc explicit. After a little pressing

lie yields, and we are conducted through oue court

ifter another, the buildings containing all that man
imagine, from pocket-handkerchiefs to junks'

ancnors. The goods may be pledged for thirty

moons, (two years and a balf,) when they are sold,

f unredeemed. The rate of interest is 12 per

ient. per annum. Here is a large icehouse, very

ong, very deep, very well drained. The ice is in

blocks full two feet thick, and gives abundant evi-

dence of a severe winter in this district. Return-

home, we enter a tea-shop. The " cheering"

beverage is contained in a large brass kettle, a

brass butterfly with extended wings on its spout.

We drink, are refreshed, and bid adieu to " the

Street of Everlasting Prosperity."

—

Letter of —
Bowlby, the Times Correspondent m China.

Tlie Faith of the Gospel.—Let us not stop short,

jntil we have obtained the like precious faith,

jnce delivered to the saints ;

—

the true faith of

',li£ gospel, which worketh by love, purifieth the

beart, and givelh victory over sin, death, hell, and

the grave. A historical or traditional faith, or

Dne tbat admits of a continuance in sin, is dead

ind unavailing ; but the faith of the gospel is

viug, operative, principle,—an impenetrable

Id : it quencheth the fiery darts of the wicked,

iisarmeth .sin, justifieth its happy possessor, and

»iveth peace with God, through our Lord Jesus

Christ; from whom alone it must be obtained, and

for it we must all come to Him, in the humility

d simplicity of little children ; of whom is the

kingdom of heaven, though they be upon earth,

the poor in spirit." It is Jesus alone who im-

parts this heavenly treasure, faith ; He is the

blessed author and finisher of it, and from him we
omst receive the precious gift into our hearts.

—

Daniel Wheeler. F. L., vol. 1th, p. 278.

Tli£ Honest Hour.—She repeatedly expressed,

very satisfactory terms, her resignation and ac-

quiescence with the will of the Almighty, often

ying, " I am not afraid to die." At oue time

she spoke to her father thus :
" Dear father, thou

hast been a tender, affectionate father to me. Have
I not been a dutiful daughter to thee?" He an-

swered fully in the affirmative ; and she went on,

" Oh, I would not have been otherwise for all the

warld!^'' There was at that time some little ar-

ticle of her apparel, which by some means had

been introduced, and which her father thought not

sonsistent. He gently remarked it to her ; and

she freely acknowledged it was wrong ; saying,

that it proceeded from pride, and that those who
kept near to the principle, [the Spirit of Truth,]

would be preserved out of such things.

—

From a

memorial of Ann Naish, in her JiJteetUh year.

Piety Promoted.

Disappearance of a Nebnia.

Letter from the eminent Astronomer
.^

J. R.
Hind oj London, announcm'^ the disaypearance

of a Nebula.—"Towards the close of the past

year, it was announced by Prof. d'Arrest, of Co-
penhagen, that a nebula in the constellation

Taurus, which was discovered at this observatory

on the 1 1th of October, 1852, had totally vanished

from its place in the heavens. That one of these

objects, which the giant telescopes of the present

day had taught us to regard as assemblages of

stars in myriads at immense distances from the

earth, should suddenly fade away, so as to be quite

imperceptible in powerful instruments, must, I

think, have been deemed a very improbable oc-

currence, even by many who are well acquainted

with the care and experience of the observer by
whom the statement was made. Within the last

few days, however, M. LeA'errier has obtained so

strong a confirmation of its accuracy, that there is

10 longer room for supposing it to have originated

n one of those errors of observation which every

practical astronomer knows will creep into his work
in spite of all his precautions.

The nebula in question was situated in right

ascension 4h 13' 54.6", and north declination 19^

11' 37", tor the beginning of 18(j2. It was there-

fore about a degree and a half from the star Epsi-

lon in Taurus, in the group commonly known as

" the Hyades." Its diameter was about one min-

ute of an arc, with a condensation of light in the

centre ; or its appearance was that of a distant

globular cluster, when viewed in telescopes of in-

sufficient power to resolve it into stars. From
1852 to 1856 a star of the 10th magnitude al-

most touched the edge of the nebula at its north-

following edge; it was first remarked on the night

the nebula was detected, having escaped notice on

many occasions when its position had been under
examination with the same telescope and powers.

Hence I was induced to hint at its probable varia-

bility in a note upon the nebula published in No.
839 of the Astronomische Nachrichten. The
suspicion is fully confirmed ; the star has dimin-

hed to the twelfth magnitude, either simultane-

ously with, or soon after, the apparent extinction

of the nebula.

The history of this object and the results of his

servations on the night of January 26th, are ap-

pended by M. LeVerrier to his Meteorological

Bulletin of the 29th. The sky being very clear

at intervals, the Paris equatorial, which has an

object-glass 12 French inches in diameter, was di-

rected to the place of the nebula, but notwith-

standing stars of an extremely faint class were

visible in its immediate neighbourhood, not the

slightest trace of it could be perceived either by
"". LeVerrier or M. Chacornac. The star which
Professor d'Arrest and I have repeatedly noted, of

the tenth magnitude, and almost touching the ne-

bula, had dwindled down to the twelfth ; so that

telescopes that would have shown it well between

1853 and 1856, would not at present afford a

;limpse of it. From the fact that JM. Chacornac

aw the nebula in forming a chart of the stars in

that region in 1824, and did not remark it while

reconstructing the same in 1658 with a much more

powerful instrument, there is reason to infer that

the disappearance took place during 1856, or the

following' year.

How the variability of the nebula and a star

closely adjacent is to be explained, it is not easy to

ay in the actual state of our knowledge of the

constitution of the sidereal universe. A dense

but invisible body of immt-nse extent interposing

between the earth and them might produce effects

which would accord with those observed
;
yet it ap-

pears more natural to conclude that there is some

intimate connexion between the star and the ne-

bula, upon which alternation'' of visibility and in-

visibility of the latter may depend. If it be al-

lowable to suppose that a nebula can shine by

light reflected from a star, then the waning of the

latter might account for apparent extinction of the

former; but in this case it is hardly possible to

conceive that the nebula can have a stellar consti-

tution.

It is at least curious that several variable stars

have been detected in the region of the great ne-

bula in Orion; that in 1860 a star suddenly shono

out in the middle of the well-known nebula. Mes-

sier 80 (about half way between Antares and Beta

in Scorpio,) which vanished in a few days; and

that, as first remarked by Sir John Her.sehel, all

the temporary stars, without exception, have been

situate in or near to the borders of the Milky Way
—the star-cluster or ring to which our system of

sun and planets belongs. In the latter class are

included the memorable star of B. C. 134, which

led Hipparchus to form his catalogue of stars, and

those which blazed forth in 1572 and 1604, in the

times of Tycho Brahe and Kepler.

In concluding, I will venture to express the hope

that some of the many amateur astronomers in this

country who may have provided themselves with

telescopes of first rate excellence, will keep a strict

watch upon the remarkable pair of variables which

I have briefly described in this communicatiou.

Continuity of observation is often most important,

and can only be secured—and that not always in

the uncertainty of weather—by a strong force

of observers in different localities.

I am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

J. R. Hr.vD.
.Mr. Bishop's Observ.itory, Regent's Park, Feb. 3.

P. S. Since writing the above, I have received

a letter from Professor Secchi, the able and ener-

getic director of the Observatory of the Collegio

Romano at Rome, by which it appears that in one of

ithe proverbially clear skies of that city, and with

the large telescope at his command, he was unable

on the 37th ult to discern the least vestige of the

nebula."

Unhealthy Positions of tli£ Body.—Those per-

sons engaged in occupations requiring the hands

alone to move, while the lower limbs remain mo-
tionless, should bear in mind that without con-

stantly raising the frame to an erect position, and
a slight exercise to all parts of the body, such a

practice will tend to destroy their health. They
should, moreover, sit in as erect a position as pos-

sible. With seamstresses there is always more or

less stooping of the head and shoulders, tending

to retard circulation, respiration, and digestion,

and produce curvature of the spine. The head

should be thrown back, to give the lungs full play.

The frequent long-drawn breath of the seamstre.ss

evinces the cramping and confinement of the lungs.

Health cannot be expected without free respira-

tion. The life giving element is in the atmosphere,

and without it in proportionate abundance, must
disease intervene. Strength and robustness must
come from exercise. Confined attitudes are in

violation of correct theories of healthy physical

development and the instinct of nature. 'I'hose

accustomed to sit writing for hours, day after day,

can form some idea of the exhausting nature of the

toilsome and ill-paid labour of the poor seamstress.—Late Paper.

We should remember that the world in which

we are placed, is but the road to another; and

that happiness depends not upon the path, but the

end.
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m4i:BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Contmuetl from paye 332.)

ELIZABETH LEVIS.

" I now mention that which hath lain as a bur-

den on my mind, under the consideration of which

I have often been distressed. It is the unnecessary

and too frequent use of spirituous liquors in general,

and particularly the custom of taking it into the

harvest field. This is certainly a great evil, being

a means of drawing those whose inclination is after

it, into a snare, by which their minds become ele-

to part with, to win Christ. They gave up life, and
|

and praise, with his dear Son, the Lamb, now an

all they iiad, rather than displease the Lord, or in forever,

any way hinder the spreading of the Truth in the
{

Elizabeth LEVIS. ;

earth. Were this the general concern of the pro- Kennet, Chester County, Fifth mo. 0th, 1761.''

fessors now, I believe that the Lord would yet fa- 1 Two of the daughters of Elizabeth Levis, mar«»

vour us, and withhold his judgments, with which, rying, were settled with their husbands at Duck
Creek, and after the death of her beloved husband

she was frequently drawn to that place, by natur

affection as well as christian duty. It being i|

good measure her meat and drink to do

heavenly Father's will, she was careful even

brget the shaking of
j

her visits to her children, to feel after

ed to me very close ]siou. In one of her letters to her absent daugh*

it seems to me, we have been threatened, and which

I believe we may yet expect, unless there is a re-

formation in the land.

" It is in fear, as before the Lord, I mention

these things, and press them on the consideration

of the people. Let us not

.the rod over us. It seemed to me very

threatening to withhold the produce of the landjters, written about 1760, she says

:

vated and their spirits being raised above the pure fjoui us. If the Lord visit us in displeasure, what] "1 have often longed to be in company with you*

witness for God, they are thereby put out of a
j
„iii become of those who have spent their time in I but it is my duty to be resigned to the will of God

(

capacity solidly to coutidei how thankful we ought

to be in the time of gathering in the fruits of the

earth, [which are bestowed upon us,] through the

mercy and favour of God.
" It would be well to con.-ider whether they are

clear [of condemnation,] who put [ardent spirits]

in the way of poor creatures, who by it are ren-

dered unfit for proper labour ; and who often dis-

turb others who desire to be better disposed. Yea,

some have been overcome thereby so that it has

been their end. Such are the sorrowful effects of

making too free with strong liquor.

" There may be some in the practice of using it,

who are careful to keep things in the best order

they can ; but if those, whose desire is after it,

come under their care, they will find it difficult to

keep them in good order. This I have found by
experience when we were in the practice of it. A
lear hath seized my mind that some masters of

fields, who even make profession of Truth, are too

much drawn into the excessive use of strong spirits,

and are thereby rendered very unfit to guide others.

Which conduct [of theirs] is a reproach to the

Truth they profess, and displeasing to God, the

fountain of all our mercies.

" Another case in which this custom is of per-

nicious consequence, I mention in fear before the

Lord.—Boys and girls being trained up in the use

of strong liquor, their desire after it may in time

increase, and as they grow up instead of growing
in grace and true religion, they may grow in drunk-
enness. A sorrowful consideration, that the chil-

dren of any should be trained after this manner.
" I believe that I am not alone, but that others

forgetfulness of him? It has oecured to me if He For this state, I find it necessary to labour daily,

shall send scarcity of bread among us, the afore- that I may be given up in all things. The grean

mentioned excesses may be one cause thereof, as enemy of souls ever strives to draw the mind fro]

thereby, that noble creature, man, is made lower

than the beasts of the field.

" Let those concerned in distilling grain and

fruit, to make a trade of, consider if they can be

clear of encouraging the evil of drunkenness. Dis-

tillation, I believe is putting things to another use,

than that intended by the Giver, and it is fixed in

my mind as displeasing to him, and as one cause

of the blast on our fruit. Oh ! the need for all

ranks of people to use the good things with mode-
ration which the Lord bestows upon us, and to be

humbled before him as were the Niuevites. I be-

lieve nothing but true repentance will stay the

judgments which seem to hang over us. Remem-
ber ! the day of account hastens, and to those

who will not turn to the Lord in the day of his

mercy, but pursue the gain, the pleasures or de-

lights of this world, it will be a dreadful day.
" There is need for the elders to breathe to God

duly waiting upon God, to keep us, if he can, froi

receiving strength, to enable us to come up in oi

duty. He is a crafty enemy. Beware of h:

and let it be your chief concern to know the will

of your heavenly Father concerning you. Be car&t

ful not to move, or do anything that you have nod

cause to believe the Lord owns you in. As wfi

dwell under this concern he will favour us with hia

love, and that will unite our hearts to him, and(

one to another, and enable us to be true helps on^

to another.
" Dear children, let us wait for this love. If

will sweeten all our bitter cups, as we receive thea

from the Fountain of Love. Blessed be our God
he is a God of mercy, and a tender Father untt

all those who are more concerned to witness his

love in their hearts, than for anything in this tran-

sitory world. May such not be discouraged i

they should meet with close trials, and these some^
that the camp maybe searched, and the hidden |times of the nearest or most afHicting kindi

things be brought to light, that hinder the pros- When we cannot feel the sweetness and comfort
perity of Truth. That being thoroughly washed i we desire, let us remember the words of the aposJ

and cleansed, pure charity, one towards another, tie, who said ' we have need of patience, that wheil

may abound. Hereby we shall be as good way- we have done the will of God we may receive ths

marks to others, and if any thing should appear (promise.' The promise is lite, and peace, and joji

the holy spirit."reproachful to Truth, a concern will arise to lay a

hand on it, for a reformation. I believe there are

faithlul elders, who go mourning on their way,
because of the evils which prevail, and there are

many young ones, who lie hid from man, who are,

.
- nevertheless, further on their way heavenward,

are burdened with this, and other prevailing ex- than some who make a greater appearance. These
cesses. I desire that those who see the evils, may hidden ones, the Lord beholds, althou.^h they may
bear a faithful testimony against them, by example,

j

say, 'how shall I get along, when some, who ought
as well as precept. I have sometimes wondered, [to have been way-marks to others, are falling ..n ^

!?nfnft'l*^ "1
'"" '"\^ f"\ 'T^' ^'V' "^'T"*^

^'""^ ^-"l °" '^^ °'l^er r My desire is that during the early part of the journey

tZC'V . T^ '-r TTT r t-^^der, breathing babe may be discouraged, very reserved, and the " respectables,"
the ho^ly I ruth to bear, con.sulcnng the destruc-JThc Lord is on the side of those who walk iu held themselvU aloof from the man

fear before h

(To be coQtinned.)

Anecdote of Rennie.—Rennie, the distinguishe

architect, who by his talents_ raised himself to ^1

distinguished position, was once travelling in Scot

land in a stage-coach. The axle-tree broke nea

a blacksmith's, and the son of Vulcan being ou^

Rennie himself lit the fire and welded the axle

tree in a masterly style. His fellow passengerai

ho had been very communicative

tion it brings on some, aud the oppression on others.

These things I desire may be considered in this

day of trial, and great commotion,—a day of sift-

ing indeed. It is likely (hat most of those who
trade in spirit.^, account drunkenness an odious
evil, and it may be well for them to consider,

whether importing aud selling such great quanti-
ties of that, which ought to be only taken as physic,

is not cncounigcmcnt to intoxication. Oh! the
great consumption of spirits in the little time of
harvest! The greatest part of which is used, I

fear, to the hurt of botli soul aud body, and to the
dishonour of God, the fountain of all our mercies.
Harvest time ought to be a season of gratitude and
humble thankfulness to the Almighty, that he may
continue his blessings and favours to us.

" I desire. Friends, we may not forget the labour
and exercLscs of our worthy elders, who had a tes-

timony to bear against things that Were dishon-
ourable to God, and who thought nothing too near

of whatever age or station. clearly revealed bis calling by the manner „
" 1 feel somewhat eased of that which has lain „hich be had mended the broken axle. Ariiveo

on my mind as a burden, and which at times has at their journey's end for the day, the traveller?
been as a fire in my bosom. When I saw that some- separated, — Rennie proceeding onwards to Ea
thing after this manner was required of me, and limon Castle. Mext morning, when sitting at
looked at my own weakness, the cross seemed breakfast with his noble host, a servant entered tc!

heavy to bear, and I reasoned thus : Oh ! that the gay that a person outside desired to have a wore
Lord would choose one better qualified, that the peo- with the Earl. " Show him in." The persoi
pie may hear! Forgetting that be sometimes works entered, and he proved to be one of Rennie's fel-i

by mean instruments, to the pulling down of that low-travellers, whose surprise and confusion
which IS an abomination to him,—thus magnifying fiudiug the " blacksmith" of the preceding dajj
his own power. I reasoued and shruuk from under

"^ "

the cross, until by his judgments he made me wil-

ling to give up to his recjuirings.

" I conclude with desires that all who profess
chrisfianity, may search their own hearts, and set

how far they follow Christ and submit to his will

in all things. If any receive benefit by these lines

let the praise be given to God, to whom it belongs,
—the author of all good, worthy of all honour

breakfasting with my lord, may be very easilj

iuuigined. The earl was much amused whei

Rennie narrated to him the incident of the bro-

ken axle.

—

LatePape

Scandal is the bane of the social and domestic

circle, withering to the best impulses of our nature

and hostile to the happiness of all who indulge ir
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THE WANDERING WIND.

The wind, the wandering wind,

Of the golden summer eves

—

Whence is the thrilling magic
Of its tones among the leaves?

Oh I is it from Ihe waters,

Or from the long, tall grass ?

Or is it from the hollow rocks

Through which its breathings pass?

Or is it from the voices

Of all in one combined.

That it wins the lone of masterj?

The wind, the wandering wind 1

No, no 1 the strange, sweet accents

That with it come and go.

They are not from the osiers,

Nor the fir-trees whispering low.

That gives them power to thrill

:

They touch the links of memory
Around our spirits twined,

And we start, and weep, and tremble,

To the wind, the wandering wind !

F. llcmana.

Fru m Evcniugs at the Microscope.

Worms.

An examination of the diverse modes in which

locomotion is perloimed among animals, and the

various organs and modifications of organs that

subserve this important purpose, would form no

uiuteresting chapter in natural hittory. You
have two feet, your dog has four ; in the bird, two

of these are converted into wings, with which it

rises into the air ; in the fish all of them are be-

come fins, with which it strikes the water. But it

is in the invertebrate classes that we discover the

strongest variations. The Polype " flops" awk-
wardly but vigorously along, by the alternate con-

tractions and expansions of the web that unites its

arms ; the Snail glides evenly over the herbage

by means of its muscular disk ; the Scallop leaps

about by puffs of water driven from its compressed

lips; the Lobster shoots several yards in a second

by the blow of its tail upon the water ; the Gossamer
Spider floats among the clouds upon a balloon that

it has spun from its own body ; the Centipede

winds slowly along upon a hundred pairs of feet;

the Beetle darts like an arrow upon three; and
the Butterfly sails ou the atmosphere with those

)aiiited fans which are properly " aerial gills."

How elegantly does the Plaiiaria swim by the

undulation of its thin body, and the Medusa by
the puojping forth of the water held within its uui-
' rella ! How wondrously does the Echinus ^[Aq
along the side of the tank on its hundreds of suck-

fjg-di?ks! How beautiful, and at the same time

ow effective, are the ciliary wheels of the Brachi-
mus.

I am now going to show you some other exam-
ples of travelling machinery in an humble and
despised, but far from uninteresting class of ani-

mals,—the Worms. Here is an Earth-worm upon
the garden-border. With what rapidity it winds

along, and now it pokes its sharp nose into the

ground, and now it has disappeared ! If your

eye could follow it, you would see that it makes
its way through the compact earth not less easily

nor less rapidly than it would along the surface.

If you take it into your hand, you perceive no

feet, wings, fins, or limbs of any kind ; only this

long cylinder of soft flesh, divided into numerous
successive rings, and tapering to each extremity.

The very snout which you saw enter so easily into

the substance of the soil, is no hard bony point,

but formed of the same soit yielding flesh as the

other parts. And yet with no other implement

does the little worm penetrate whithersoever it will! recurved spines appended to the different scg-

through the ground. How does it tflect this? imeuts; the hinder parts of the body are then

The fineness of the point to which the muzzle! drawn forward by a longitudinal contraction of

can be drawn is the first essential. This can he the whole animal—a movement which not only

80 attenuated that the grains of adherent soil can prepares the creature for advancing further into

readily be separated by it, when its action is that the soil, but by swelling out the anterior segments,

of the wedge. The body being drawn into the ere-
1
forcibly dilates the passage into which the head

vice thus made, the panicles are separated still iar-i had been already thrust: the .'pines upon the

ther. Now another provision comes in ; the whole hinder rings then take a firm hold upon the sides

surface of the skin secretes and throws off' a quan-
i
of the hole thus formed

;
and, preventing any ret-

tity of tenacious mucus or slime, as you will im- 1
rogade movement, the head is again forced forward

mediately perceive if you handle the AVorm ; this thiough the yielding mould : so that, by a repeti-

has the double eflect of causing the pressed parti- |tion o! the process, the animal is able to advance

cles of soil to adhere together, and then to form a^ with the greatest apparent ease through substances

cylindrical wall, of which they are the bricks, andj which it would at first seem utterly impossible for

the slime the mortar; and also of greasing, as it' so helpless a being to penetrate.''

were, the whole interior of the burrow or passage
I

Implements analogous to these are found in most

thus made, so that the Worm can travel to and of the animals of the class Annelidu, to which tho

fro in it without impediment; while the fact that Earth-worm belongs. ****** *
the slime is continually poured forth afresh pre-j From this complex and formidable mouth we
vents the least atom ot earth from adhering to its! will pass to one of quite another form, not less

body. This you have doubtless observed, or may
I

effective, perhaps more formidable, but ordained

observe in a moment, if you will take the troublelby the goodness of God to be a mo.-t valuable

to thrust a spade into the ground and give it twoj agent in the relief of human suffering. I meau
or three shakes. You will presently see on all the Medicinal Leech, of which we can readily pro-

sides the alarmed Earth-worms coming swiftly to cure a specimen from our friend the apothecary,

the surface, and will notice how perfectly sleek and Here it is. There is no protrusile proboscis,

clean they are. but the throat is spacious, and capable of being

But these contrivances are only accessories: we everted to a slight degree. The front border of

have not yet discovered the secret of the easy > the mouth is enlarged so as to form a sort of upper

movement. The mere elongation of the snout is
|

lip, and this combines with the wrinkled muscular

uo explanation of the disappearance of the Worm' margin of the lower and lateral portions to form

in the burrow: for you will naturally and reasona- !
the sucker. With the dissecting scissors I slit

biy say that this elongation cannot extend beyond
I

down the ventral margin of the sucker, expos-

a certain limit; and what then? xSo further pro- ing the whole throat. Then, the edges being

gress can be made unless the hinder parts of the folded back, we see implanted iu the walls on the

body are, by contraction, drawn up towards the dorsal region of the cavity three white eminences

elongated front ;—but what holds the front in of a cartillagiuous texture, which rise to a sharp

place meanwhile? Why, when the muicles con- crescentic edge ; they form a triangular, or rather

tract, does not the taper, wedge-like muzzle slip

back and lose the grouud it had gained i

This we will now look at. I take up this Worm
and put it in a narrow glass cell, where we may
watch its movements. It presently begins to elon-

gate and contract its body vigorously, apparently

a triradiate figure.

iSow, if you recollect, this is the figure of the

cut made in the flesh wherever a Leech has sucked,

as it is of the scar which remains alter the wound
has healed. For these three little eminences are

the implements with which the animal, impelled

larmed at its unwonted position ; and the mucus
|

by its blood-sucking instincts, effects its purpose.

s thrown ofi' iu copious abundance. We apply a But to understand the action more perfectly, we
must use higher powers.

I diseect out ot the flesh, then, one of the white

points, say the middle one, and laying it in water

he compressorium, flatten the drop, but us

low microscopic power to it, and catch glimpses,

now and again, as it writhes about, of a number
of tiny points protruded and retracted with rhyth-

mical symmetry through the skin. Its mobility

precludes our disceruiug much more than that: more pressure than just enough for that, ^ovi I

these points are very numerous, that they are ar-' apply a power of 150 diameters, and we will look

ranged in four longitudinal lines, running along! at it in succession. You have under your eye a

the ventral side of the animal—two lines on each

side—and that in each line there is a point pro-

truded from each of the many rings of which the

Worm's body is made up.

In order to see a little more of these organs we
must sacrifice a Worm ; having killed it, and di-

ded the body in the middle, I cut off, with sharp

ub-pellucid ma.-s of an irregular oval figure, and

of fibrous texture, one side of which is thinned

away apparently to a keen edge of a somewhat

semi-circular outline. But along this edge, and

as it were imbedded into it for about one-third of

their length, are set between seventy and eighty

crystalline points, of highly retractive substance.

scissors, a small transverse portion, say two or! resembling S''^*^-
These points gradually de-

three rings, and press the fragment between plates! crease '^^ ^'^'^ towards one end of the serie.';, and

I

of glass. Now, with a higher magnifying power, at length cease, leaving a portion of the cutting

we discern in the midst of the translucent flesh edge toothless. At the end where they are larg-

the points in question. They are not, however,
|
est, they are nearly close together, but at length

single; but each protrusile organ consists of a pair: are separated by spaces equal to their own thick-

of transparent, brittle, glassy rods, shaped like an
j
ness. The manner in which they are inserted

italic/, of which the recurved points are directed
j

closely resembles, in this aspect, the implantation

backwards when thrust out from the skin. of the teeth in the jaw of the dolphin or crocodile.

The mode in which these assist the progression! But this appearance is illusory. By affixing

of the Worm is well described by Professor Kymer the little jaw to the revolving needle, we bring the

Jones. "The attenuated rings in the neightjour- edge to face our eye. It is not an edge at all;

hood of the mouth are first insinuated between the but a narrow parallel-sided margin of considerable

particles of the earth, which, from their conical breadth. And the teeth are not conical points,

shape, they penetrate like a sharp wedge ; in this as they seemed when we viewed them sidewise,

position they are firmly retained by the numerous but flat triangular plates, with a deep notch in
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their lower edge. Thus they partly embrace, and

are partly inserted in, the margin of the jaw.

Observe now how beautifully this apparatus

subserves the purpose for which it is intended. By
means of its sucker, the Leech creates a vacuum

upon a certain part of the skin, exactly like that

produced by a cupping-glass. The skin covered

is drawn into the hollow so far as to render it

quite tense, by the pressure of the surrounding air.

Thus it is brought into contact with the edges of

the three jaws, to which, by means of powerful

muscles attached to them, a see-saw motion is

communicated, which causes the little teeth soon

to cut through the skin and superficial vessels,

from which the blood begins to flow. The issue

of the vital fluid is then promoted by the pressure

around, and so goes ou until the enormous stom-

ach of the Leech is distended to repletion.

It has been suggested that this whole contri-

vance, with the instinct by which it is accompanied,

is intended for the benefit of man, and not of the

Leech. Blood seems to be by no means the natu-

ral food of the Leech ; it has been ascertained to

remain in the stomach for a whole twelvemonth

without beingdigested, yet remaining fluid and sound
during the entire period : while, ordinarily, such

a substance cannot in one instance out of a thous-

and be swallowed by the animal in a state of na-

ture. Whether this be so or not—whether man's
relief under sutt'ering were the sole object designed,

or not, it was certainly one object ; and we may
well be thankful to the mercy of God, who has

ordained comfort through so strange an instrumen-

tality.

one of the Friendly Islands, with some of the

white people then present there, he reminded them
of their Laving long had possession of the Holy
Scriptures, a blessing invaluable, for which we can-

not be thankful enough, and proceeded to declare :

'• But they are a .sealed book, until our understand-

ing is opened by the same Holy Spirit, which in-

spired those holy men that gave them forth : even
the followers of our Lord, when he was upon the

earth, could not understand them, until their un-

derstandings were opened by Him. Without Him,
we can do nothing. The Jews had the scriptures

;

and yet they were the enemies of Him, of whom
they so faithfully testify : they felt themselves se-

cure, and thouglit they had in them eternal life :

but what said the Prince of life,
—

' Search the

scriptures, for in them ye think ye have eternal

life; and they are they which testify of me, but ye
will not come unto me that ye might have life.'

So that although they are an inestimable gift out

of the divine treasury bestowed upon man by the

Holy (J host, for his greatest outward heavenly
comfort, to strengthen his hope in the promises ot

God, of life eternal through tbat Saviour, who is

Christ the Lord, and are ' profitable lor doctrine,

for reproof, for correction, lor instruction in right-

eousness, that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unto every good work,' and
although they are able to make wise unto salva-
tion,— it is only ' through faith, which is in Christ
Jesus,' of whom they so ahuudantly testify from
their earliest pages. And yet, if we could repeat
them from the beginning of Genesis to the end of
Kevelatious, they cannot save one soul, nor blot

out one sin. But they direct us unto Him, unto
whom all power in heaven and earth is given;
who only hath the words of eternal life, who is

Himself tliat eternal life. To Him, then, we must
go to be saved, in Him we must believe; to His
Holy Spirit in our hearts we must turn, whose
light shiueth in all. His long suffering and good-

ness will lead us to repentance, when we look on

Him, whom we have so grievously pierced, and

from whoso merciful reproofs we have so long re-

volted, and which we have disregarded with hard-

ness of heart and unbelief in his power to save.

This light in us, will not only set all our sins in

order before us, that we may repent of them,

and forsake them; but as we abide under the

righteous judgments of the Lord's redeeming love,

they will, though they may liave been as scarlet

and criinso?i,\ie made white as snow and wool,

by the blood of the Lamb, and be remembered no

more by Him, who redeemeth our life from des-

truction, and crowneth us with loving kindness and

tender mercy for His great name's sake. Behold

then, the blessedness of those who know the Lord
for themselves, who have come to the knowledge
of the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom he

hath sent, by believing in the power of the Holy
Spirit, and sitting under its heavenly teachings :

—

' this is life eternal.'
"

Concerniug Peas.

The pea is generally supposed to be a native of

southern climates, and was well known both to the

Greeks aud Romans, frequent mention being made
of it in the works of the old writers on rural sub-

jects. Dr. Liudley considers that the common
i^rey pea, still found growing wild in Greece and
other parts of the Levant, is the origin of our com-
mon pea aud of all the highly domesticated varie-

belonging to it. Blost early writers have some
mention of it, either as a garden vegetable or as

being grown as a field crop, in the vicinity of large

towns, where a ready market could be obtained for

it in its green state.

The pea is a far more delicate plant than the

bean, more particular in its choice of soils, and
less able to bear the changes of a variable climate.

Like the bean, it delights in soils of a calcareous
character, and is classed with it as one of our lime
plants, or plants into whose composition lime enters
in large proportions. The soils most suitable for

peas are those of a light loamy or marly charac-
ter, rather partaking of the characters of our best
barley soils than of those which we are accustomed
to call wheat and bean soils. The necessary con-
ditions in the soil for pea cultivation are, that it

be perfectly free from stagnant water, and yet ol

sufiioient depth to retain its natural moisture, that
it contain a sufiieient proportion of lime, and that
it be in good heart and tillage condition

; and if

these pomts cannot be secured, the chances of a
good return are considerably diminished.

Not only will the pea grow on a lighter class of
soil than the bean, but it will grow also on shal-
lower soil, as, although its habit of growth is the
same, the plant itself is of more delicate character,
and its tap-root contents itself with a less depth of
soil than that which the bean requires for its devel-
opment. Neither the strong clay soils, nor those
of a humous character are suitable for peas. The
former will frequently carry a good crop, especially
in a dry, warm climate; at the same time they
would he more suitable for beans and would pro-
duce a better crop

; while the latter, if rendered
suitable by claying or marling, for tillage cultiva-

,
would be likely to induce too luxuriant a

growth of stem aud to reduce the power of the
plant to perfect its seeds. In such soils, however
peas may be grown advantageously, mixed with
beans, the bean stem afi'ording the necessary sup-
port to the pea, keeping it off the ground and giv-
ing it access to the air and sun, aud the mixed
crop yielding a greater return than if beans had
alone been sown. This is a favourite practice in
many districts of England, as it is said not only to

increase the yield, but also to reduce the chanea
of loss from blight, which appears to be less injai

rious in its attacks than when either plant is sowii

alone, the beans retaining their vigour and proj

ducing a crop, should the " green aphis" attaclt

the peas, while the peas remain uninjured whec)

the " black aphis" is destroying the beans.

When in sowing, old seed is used, it is i

practice to steep it for about twenty-four hours i

plain water in order to produce a regular sprout

ing. The quantity sown is from two to thr

bushels an acre when drilled, and about double thej

quantity when sown broad cast. The period

sowing is materially determined by the sort of pejj

to be sown, the later varieties requiring to be sowi|

earlier than those which come to maturity in ij

shorter time. As a rule it is advisable to get thJ

crop sown as early as the state and condition of tha

land will permit, as it has been noticed that tha

forward plants are less subject to mildew than thosd

of backward growth.

—

Late Paper.

Groundfor Divine support in the day of trial

—The account of many in my native land

(America,) letting their minds out into the world

gives me much concern. It shows what poor weak
mortals we are, that when from under the heavj
hand of afiliction, wo soon forget the covenants

made in the day of distress. If those who have

seen, in the day of proving, the vanity and folly ol

grasping after the world, and whose spirits werf

measurably redeemed and purified, turn again tc

it, they may become more insensible than ever;

aud if trials return, which in some shape or othei

they probably will, such may fail to find that con-

fidence and Divine support they mercifully expe-

rienced in the late trials. Did not the Lord cast

up a way for many, and cause the meal and the

oil to sustain, beyond what they could expect 1

My heart yearns for my dear brethren, and abuoj

dantly desires that warning and counsel may nol

fail to be given. I have thought of the great con-

cern and care of the worthy William Edmundsoni
when Friends in this land were in danger, as great

prospects of worldly gain were open to view; hovi

he laboured to curb that inclination; and how his

labour was blessed, by a submission on the part oi

his brethren. May the watchmen maintain theii

ground and labour for the good of their brethren
not being discouraged if some, requite evil for good)—John Femberton. 1783.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 19, 1862.

The accounts of the proceedings of London
Dublin and New York Yearly Meetings published!

in the three numbers preceding this, have giveiil

our readers some data for forming an opinion oil

the state of the Society within the jurisdiction oli

those meetings respectively. Not that we thinki

such exhibits afford a standard by which we caii

rightly judge of the religious feeling and growth oil

the members individually, but that ihey enable uS

to discern and to estimate the spirit which bears'

rule, aud moulds the action of the body. '

We have alwaj's looked with admiration upon
the system of church government adopted bj

our religious Society, aud recognized in its simple

but effectual working throughout the organization

of its various component parts, striking evidence o)

the divine wisdom in which it originated ; and aS'

exercised in which, it has been found all sufiieient

for effecting the objects designed to be accomplished

by the visible church in its care for its members.

In this system and organization Yearly Meetings,
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s tbey hold the most responsible position, so their

.ction is the most important and interesting.

In a healthy stale of tiie Society, such annual

atherings must be times of building up the mcm-
ers in its faith, encouraging and strengthening them

the support of the testimonies committed to it

uphold, and seeking to remove those things

hieh obstruct the free circulation of unity and

e throughout its limits. At a time like the pre-

ent, when there is so much outward ease, and the

mptation is so strong to mingle with the world,

give place to its spirit, to assimilate with its

inanncrs, its formal religion, and its pretentious

lenevolent activity, we would expect to hear the

oice of the church in decided language, but in

iving, maternal tones, pointing out and warning

gain^t the surrounding danger; setting forth the

ure standard, the unalterable requisitions of the

;ospel of life and salvation ; and pleading with

he members, one and all, to mind their high and

oly calling; and strive to keep within, or to come
fithin the circumscribing limits of the " garden

osed." If favoured to be brought under a

rue sense of the weakness and defection of mem-
irs and of subordinate branches, we would look for

humble and reverent seeking for ability to ex-

snd pertinent counsel, or—if need be—reproof,

nd to put forth a hand of help in order to

trengthen the things that remain and are ready

D die. So far as tbe accounts we have given in-

icate any degree of this religious exercise and

odly zeal, we can rejoice; and we doubt not our

rs unite with us whenever evidence is afforded

ny where of attachment to old fashioned Quaker-

or an increase of true spiritual-mindedness

mong the members. It is upon this spiritual-

lindedness, resulting from a thorough change of

eart tbrough the cleansing, sanctifying baptisms of

Spirit of Him who is the Head of the Church,

bat the welfare of the body depends; and where

not wanting it will be manifest by a humble

everent dependence upon the prompting and gui-

anee of the Holy Spirit in all things connected

ith religion, whether in individual action or the

ravail and labour of the church in its collective

ipaeity ; and every Friend thus made a member
f the mystical body of Christ, is prepared to esti-

jate correctly the value of the doctrines and tes-

monies of the gospel as held by tbe Society, and
;els it an imperative duty to seek for ability to

phold tLem, and to cherish an affectionate attach-

leut to it and to all its interests. Such know that

ligious duty does not consist in a general benevo-

nce, and activity in what may be supposed to be

ludable schemes for the improvement of others,

ut in keeping in the narrow way after having

een enabled to enter the straight gate.

We are aware of the power which habit exer-

ises over'the best of men, and that through the

jme wise and beneficent characteristic of our na-

ire, which enables us to accommodate ourselves to

he varied circumstances under which we may be

d, we are liable to attach value—sometimes

ctitious value—to whatever we have been long ac-

stomed to. This is perhaps peculiarly the case

1 matters connected with religious belief and usa-

It therefore behooves us to guard against

llowiug a fondness for mere time honoured cus-

)ms to sour the feelings against those who may
iject or express disapprobation for these objects

f our regard. Genuine love for the Truth, and

lat which it owns and requires, expands the heart,

nd fills it with good-will to all, even towards

lose whom we may know to bo deceived.

But while we acknowledge the necessity, under

circumstances in which our religious Society is

ow placed, of diacriminating between what is es-

sential and really valuable, and what is the result progress of change, is in building up a system, the

of mere education and habit, we feel fully con- doctrines and practices of whien, must rest upon

vinced ourselves, and wc apprehend that no one another foundation than that laid for what they

acquainted with the faith and history of Friends, believe to be the true church,

unless purposely blind, can fail to see, that in con- '

But though there now seems so much to dis-

ducting the affairs of the church, as well as in the! courage and depress, may wc not hope that time

attainment of what passes for religious growth and !

will bring a change for the betU-T : that the sincere

influence, there is a wide departure from what '

hearted among those who have been caught by this

William Penn denotes as the " main distinguishing delusion will see their error and come out of it,

point or principle" of Quakerism, out of which while others, still dissatisfied and longing for more
" as the root, the goodly tree of doctrines" grew, platitude and different modes of religious activity

and branched ; and hence the rapid progress of a] than their diluted Quakerism will supply, will seek

spirit of innovation, which under a plea for im-jthe attainment of their wishes outside of the So-

provement, has already introduced so many and jciety. How much more desirable that all should

fallacious novelties within the limits of the Society, 'be brought, by walking by the =ame rule and

and the havoc it has made and is making, in some 'uiudiug the same thing, to see eye to eye, and

places more than others, on the long cherished uuite iu harmonious effort to restore the Society to

faith and practices of our worthy predecessors, 'ts pi'stiuc beauty.

The recorded alterations give but little idea of the !

We subjoin the following communication re-

great changes which have been effected, or of the ce'^^d from a valued Friend, in preference to any

close similarity which Quakerism in its present
j

further remarks of our own :

modish dress, as exhibited by many in conspicuous " The proceedings of London Yearly Electing for

stations, bears to the maxims, the habits and man-, a number of years past, exhibit mournful evidence

ners of the polite and amiable man of the world. |0f gradual progressive declension from the high

Here is the cause of the disunity and divi-ioii which '.standard whicu our religious Society in that laud

have been spread throughout our once peaceful So- 1
once upheld. While we doubt not the estimable

ciety; and the changes made and proposed are ' ^"oral character ot the members generally, and arc

what are preventing°that disunity and division '

aware that many of them adorn their religious

from being removed, and keeping the wounds which
[

profession by works of active benevolence; we can-

threaten the life and organization from being '"ot shut our eyes to the melancholy truth, that

healed. Those who feel bound by " the law and^'beir Quakerism is with far too many, something

the testimony" and who dare not depart from " the essentially different from that of the lounders of

good old way" in which the Truth has heretofore our religious Society, and such as was mauifusted

led the faithful among the members of the Society, i" tbe lives and preaching of divers dedicated ser-

are alarmed and distressed at the introduction and vauts of Christ within tueir borders, who during

spread of these new things. They see that the tbe last quarter of a century have been removed
" carved work of the sanctuary" is being broken from works to rewards. Some of these faithful

down, and they fear lest " the holy and beautiful ones had a clear sense of the degeneracy, which

house where our fathers" worshipped, will be burned juuder very specious and deceptive disguises, was

with a false fire. Hence the shyness and distrust ,iusidiously making progress among Friends, and

with which many regard all the proceedings of i

were olteu constrained to lilt up the voice of warn-

meetings where these things are sanctioned, andli^gand solemn admonition to them. Being kept

their dread lest the usual epistolary intercourse quick of understanding in the fear of the Lord,

may introduce them into parts of the Society where and jealous for the honour of his Truth, their

their advocates have not yet obtained the ascen-j souls were oft made sorrowful in the prospjcts of

dency. The religion of Christ as laid down in 'tbe future, as they marked the increasing preva-

the Holy Scriptures, and always believed in by|leuce of influences which seemed directed lo mo-

Friends, admits of no improvement. The onlyl^ify the faith and practices ol the Society, and as-

progress it can make, is in extending its influence
I

^imilate them to those of other religious professors,

over the souls of men, until like the leaven hidden Unhappily these warnings and entreaties were too

in the meal, it haschanged their nature and brought bttle heeded; the Yearly Meeting,as a body, shrunk

them to submit to its unalterable terms. The Ifom bearing a faithful testimony against innova-

foundersof the Society comprehended its principles ' ons in doctrine, plausibly presented by individu-

and adopted its requirements, rejecting that which als high in social and religious standing; and

men in their fallen wisdom had striven to engraft constantly increasing weakness has been the sad

upon it; and in calling upon others to believe and ; and inevitable result.

have fellowship with them, they declared what[ " W e trust and hope however, that there are not

their eyes had seen, their ears had heard, and !

a few yet preserved in both Great Britain and irc-

their hands had handled of the Word of Life. Hand, who are sincerely attached to the principles

Weak and blind as so many are, there are yet not I

and testimonies of Friends, m their original sim-

a few throughout the Society who know in what phcity and integrity, and who mourn in secret over

they have believed ; and having had the truths of the present stale ot our religious Society. May all

primitive Quakerism sealed upon their understand-! these keep near to that divine Power which can

ings by the convictions of the Holy Spirit, they can
\

alone preserve from falling, and looking singly to

unite with no departure therefrom. These may our Holy Leader, and following him in entire dedi-

be thought to be governed by prejudice, or a nar-| cation of heart, they will know him to be their

row-miudedness which incapacitates from extending '

wisdom and strength, his sweet peace will be their

their views aud labours beyond the immediate cir-
1

portion, whatever trials may be permitted,—and

cle in which they have been accustomed to inove,!iu the end they will surely attain the blessed re-

and hence incapable of properly appreciating the ward of the obedient aud faithful,

advance that has been made; but judging from !

"It is in sorrow that we have thus adverted to the

the fruit of the new doctrine as exhibited in the threatening dangers which surround our beloved

adopted dress, language and manners of the world, Society in another land, and with earnest desires

mixed marriages," mfssionary projects, scripture that Friends everywhere may be on their guard

and prayer meetings, &c., &c., they may rest sat- 'against the seductive workings of that spirit which

isfied that if these innovations arc an advance, it under the guise of greater liberality is in fact laying

is not in the right direction, and that the gradual
|

waste the precious testimonies for which our worthy
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predecessors in the Truth so deeply suffered. We
would tenderly remind our dear friends that there

is but one ground of safety, and but one effectual

remedy for all our maladies and weaknesses. This

will be found in a thorough practical appreciation

and acknowledgment of the great truth expressed

by George Fox in the few emphatic words, " We
are nothing,— Christ is all." In order to be true

Quakers we mu.-t first become real christians, by

taking Christ's yoke upon us, and learning of Him
who teaches his obedient children by the imme-

diate manifestation of his light and grace in the

heart. Every humble, dedicated soul that is will-

ing to take up the cross of Christ, and submit to

the cleansing, heart-renewing operations of his

Holy Spirit, will find him to be indeed an all-suf-

ficient Teacher and the Physician of value. Those

who are thus made new creatures, and by abiding

patiently under the operation of the divine hand

experience their own wills to be crucified and

slain, will, we believe, have no desire for a broader

way than that in which our worthy forefathers

walked. Oh, that the number of such disciples

and true tollowers of Christ was greatly multi-

plied among us !—These having been taught in

the same school, would be found speaking the same

language ; the gospel truths and religious testimo-

nies which were dear to those devoted servants of

the Most High, who have gone to their everlasting

reward, will then be dear to us also, and we may
reverently trust and hope that fervent charity and

love unfeigned would more richly abound, binding

together the living members of the church wherever

scattered."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—News from England to the 4tb inst. Lord

Palmerston, in tbe British Farliameat, reiterated liis

declaration against the possibility of mediation

sent. He contends that what is wanted in order that the

war may come to an end, is that each purty be brought

to apprehend its real interest. In the House of Co:

mons on the 2nd inst., H. Berkley moved the second

reading of the bill providing for taking votes by ballot,

and reiterated the various arguments in its favour. Sii

G. Grey opposed the motion, which was rejected by 211

to 126. The prospect of the grain crops in England
and France, is reported as more favourable. The French
manufacturing accounts also, show more animation.

The French Government is stated to show some inde-

cision in regard to further hostilities with Mexico. The
Paris correspondent of the Times, says that dissatisfac-

tion at the Mexican policy is openly expressed, and let-

ters from Mexico couvey the same feeling.

The Spanish Government had again declared its firm

determination not to prejudice the independence of

Mexico.

A new Bourbon conspiracy had been discovered at

Naples, and several arrests had been made.
The Russian Ambassadors, bearing the official recog-

nition of the Kingdom of Italy by Russia, had arrived

at Turin. A high military commission was about to

assemble in Russia, to consider the possibility of reduc-

ing the military budget. Important changes in the
tariff will be reported and proposed to the new Cham-
ber. The Journal de St. Petersburg says the criminal
attempts of ccrt;iin military individuals will exercise no
influence on the reforms undertaken by the Emperor.
He will punish the guilty parties, but those severities

could not obstruct the patriotic work of placing the in-

ternal organization of the Empire on a footing with the
material and moral wants of Russian society. The St.

Petersburg Journal says the complete destitution as re-

gards ready money, renders the exportation of grain by
agriculturists, impossible. The consequence is, foreign

vessels do not come to Odessa, and commerce generally
is in a most precarious state. The Grand Dnke and
Duchess Consiantine, arrived at Warsaw on the 2nd,
and were well received by the people.

The disturbances in Greece have subsided, and
ral amnesty has been granted for past offences.

The sales of cotton in Liverpool for the week, were
155,00(1 bales. Prices had advanced 2d. a 2W. during
the week. Stock in iiort, 18.'),000 bales, of which 01,000
were American. The weather being favourable f

crops, Dreadstuffs had a downward tendency. Consols,

32. The demand for discounts at the Bank of England

was light, and the impression prevailed that the rate

would soon be reduced to 2J per cent.

Vera Cruz dates to the 2nd inst., have been received.

Tbe Mexican army near Orizaba, was surprised and

routed by the French on the night of the 14th ult. The

communications of the French with the sea coast, have

en cut off by ilexicau guerillas.

United States.—TAeiileie/faoK.—The insurgents have

recently shown increased energy and boldness in various

quarters, and have also been successful in several mili-

ry movements. On the 13th, a rebel force of several

ousand men, attacked the town ofMurfreesboro, in Ten-

nessee, about thirty miles south of Nashville. After a

rp contest with the troops stationed there, the rebels

got possession of the town, destroyed the rail-road de-

pot and other property, and took several hundred pris-

oners. Generals Dutheld nnd Crittenden, were also cap-

tured. The affair created great excitement in Nashville,

where an immediate attack from the rebels was ex-

pected. Formidable bands of guerillas, have suddenly

appeared at several points in Kentucky and Tennessee.

One of these bands burned the town of Lebanon, Ky.,

and robbed the bank located there. Considerable

alarm had been caused in Louisville, by the apprarance

of large bodies of armed rebels in the vicinity. Frank-

fort, the capital, has also been threatened by them. The
town of Memphis in North Missouri, had been visited by

an armed band, who carried off' ninety Union citizens.

The forces of Gen. Curtis, in Arkansas, remained, at

the latest dates, in a perilous position. The army had

been divided, one portion being between Cash and

White rivers, and the other east of Cash river, seventy-

hve miles from Memphis, Tennessee. Gen. Hindman,

the rebel commander, had ordered all the inhabitants

in the vicinity of the Federal forces, to burn their pro-

visions and shoot their cattle. A rebel report, pub-

lished in the Grenada, Miss., Appeal, states that a for-

aging party of 1000 of Gen. Curtis' men were attacked,

and nearly all killed, but few being taken alive. A des-

patch from Memphis, states that a battle occurred on

the 4th inst., near Batesville, Arkansas, in which some

hundreds of the Confederate troops were killed and

wounded. The reported surrender of Vicksburg was
untrue. On the 7th inst., the bombardment was still

going on. The work upon the canal, which is to

a new channel for the Mississippi, was progressing, and
large additions had been made to the number of negroes

employed. The city has been greatly injured by the

bombardment.
The Army in Virginia.—Gen. M'Clellan's army has

not yet been seriously disturbed by the rebels in its

ition. Considerable reinforcements 1

rived within the last two weeks, including the division

Gen. Shields, and a large part of Gen. Burnside's

forces. The army was visited by the President of the

United States, who arrived there on the 8th inst., and
returned the following day. In a brief address to the

soldiers, the President said he had come to see for him-
self, and tp know tbe situation of affairs, and that he
should go back satisfied. The latest despatch from
Gen. M'Clellan, says that the army is constantly improv-
ing in strength and efficiency. The losses in the late

battles are now said to be considerably smaller than
was at first supposed. Tbe Richmond Despatch of the

8th, admits that Gen. M'Clellan has secured the safety

of his army in a most masterly manner. The position

chosen is said in effect, to be almost impregnable against

attack. The hope is, however, expressed, that some
means will be devised to relieve that portion of Virginia

from the presence of the invader. The number of U. S.

troops taken prisoners in the late battles, is stated at

4600. They were confined in the tobacco warehouses
in Richmond. The Richmond Examiner says, " Our
killed and wounded in the late battles amount to, al

least, 15,000." The rebels have planted batteries at

various places on James river, for the purpose of firing

upon the transports, and interfering with the supplies

for the U. S. army. This may make it needful for the
gun boats to convoy the transportation vessels. The
rebels have apparently resolved to stake the whole issue

of the contest upon the stand they are now making at
Richmond, and with this object in view, have concen-
trated their whole disposable force. All accounts con-
cur in stating that the rebel army near Richmond, num-
bers more than 200,000 men.

Suulh Carolina.—A steam transport, with sick and
wounded soldiers, from Gen. Hunter's command, brings
Port Royal dates to the 11th inst. Affairs wore a dis-
couraging aspect. The health of the troops was becom-
ing impaired by the beat of the climate. The prevail-
ing diseases are typhoid fever, bilious fever :iud chronic

diarrhoea, the latter somewhat malignant. The wounded
n the hospitals were said to be suffering dreadfully

from the heat and vermin. No military movements
!re in progress.

New Orleans.—The Delta reports quite a stir in cot-

u on the 25th ult., and some which had been stored

away for a year or more, sold at twenty-five cents per

d. Shipments of sugar were being made to the

North. A number of vessels had arrived, and supplii

of some kinds were tolerably plenty, but there was ap

great scarcity of flour, which was selling at $24 ao

barrel. The Governor of Louisiana had issued a pro-
imation, forbidding provisions of all kinds to be senti

the city whilst it is held by the U. S. forces.

Tke Confiscation Bill, which passed the Senate was,
with some modification, adopted by the House of Rep-

ientatives.

Running the Blockade.—T:\ie British steamer Modern
Greece, while going into Wilmington, N. C, on thi

ult., was run aground by the blockading fleet. She
had 1000 tons of powder .aboard, much of which
said, will be saved by the rebels.

West Virginia.—The bill providing for the admission!
of the new State of West Virginia into the Union ha3(
passed the U. S. Senate, by a vote of twenty-two yeasi
to seventeen nays. The bill makes it a fundamental!
condition, that all slaves born within the limits of the^

State after the 4th of Seventh month, 1863, shall be(

free.

Slave Emancipation.—The President of the United!
States on the 14th inst., sent to both Houses of Congreaaii
the draft of a bill, having for its object tbe compenS
sation of any State which may abolish slavery withial
its limits. The provisions of the bill are as follows :—

^

That when the President shall be satisfied that an«
State has lawfully abolished slavery within its limitsJ
either immediately or gradually, it shall be the duty OM
the President, assisted by the Secretary of the Treasury,]
to deliver to such State an amount of six per cent. in-iJ

terest-bearing United States bonds, equal to the aggre^l
gate value, in dollars, per head of all the slaves withiai
such State as are reported by the census of 1860 ; thej
whole amount to be delivered at once if the abolishmenti
is immediate, or in an equal annual instalment if it be
gradual ; the interest on such bonds to begin at the tim«
of delivery. I

Any State, however, having received one or more oij

such bonds, whica shall subsequently reintroduce or|
tolerate by law, slavery within its limits, the said bon

"

will be considered null and void in whosesoever han
they may be, and the offending State shall be required
to refund all the interest which may have been paid
such bonds.

In the Senate, after some discussion, the draft waai
referred to the Committee on Finance; and in the House,
to the Select Committee on the abolition of slavery ini

the Border Slave States.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 365.
Tlie Marlcets, ^c.—The following were the quotations,

on the 14th inst. Kew I'orA-.—Specie in the New Yorki
banks, g32,098,l'74. Shipments of gold during the.
previous week, $2,424,916. American gold, 16J a 16ji

premium, gold bars 17 J. Cotton, 43 cts. for middlingi
uplands

; red wheat, §1.08 a SI. 26, for the various grades
of western, and $1-33, for white; rye, 73 cts.; corn, 51
cts. a 52 cts. Oats, 44j cts. a 46J cts. Philadelphia.—
Good red wheat, $1.24 a $1.27 ; white Virginia, $1.35

;

rye, 68 ;
yellow corn, 65 cts. a 56 cts. Pennsylvania

oats, 38 cts. a40 cts; Southern, 37 cts. a 38 cts. New
Orleans.—On the 3rd inst., sales of 1200 hhds. of sugar,
at from 4J cts. to 5J cts., the last for " fully fair." Mo-
lasses, 16 cts. The market bare of flour. It has retailed
as high as $40 per barrel. Corn, $2.00 a $2.20 pet
bushel ; oats, $1.50 ; eastern hay, $70 a $80 per ton.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Nathan Linton, Pa., per N.K., $2,

35; from Frances Armistead, N. Y., $3, vol. 35. i
FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

NEAR FRANKFORD, (TWENTY-THIRD WARD, PHILADELPHIA.)
Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthins
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clen
of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Philfj
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

WM. H. PILE, PRINTER,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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From tlie Leisure Hour.

Lights Aloft—The Aurora Borealis.

In higher latitudes than our own, when the sky

if the winter night is clear of clouds, the air calm,

ud the stars shine out witli the greatest distinct-

through the transparent atmosphere, while

iiily-coloured auroral lights fiare aloft, finely

outrasting witli the silvery snow of the ground be-

leath, the scene is very striking, often gorgeous
;

'Ct it is solemn withal, and sometimes even awful

the stranger, owing to the seemingly portentous

satures of the celestial spectacle, gazed upon amid

he solitude and stillness of an arctic region. Such
scene suggested the fine lines of a northern poet,

Evfiuing Reflections on the Majesty of God, on

leeing the great Northern Lights."

Now day coaceals her face, and darkness filU

The field, the forest, with the shades o( night

;

The gloomy clouds are gathering round the hills.

Veiling the last ray of the lingering light.

The abyss of heaven appears, the stars are kindling

round

;

Who, who can count those stars, who that abyss can

sound?

' Just as a sand 'whelmed in the infinite sea
;

A ray the frozen iceberg sends to heaven
;

A feather in the fierce flame's majesty

;

A mote, by midnight's maddened whirlwind driven
;

Am 1, midst this parade, an atom, less than nought.
Lost and o'erpowered by the gigantic thought.

J' And we are told by wisdom's knowing ones,

That there are multitudes of worlds like this
;

That yoQ unnumbered lamps are glowing suns.

And each a link amidst creation is :

There dwells the Godhead too ; there shines his wis-
dom's essence.

His everlasting strength, his all-supporting presence.

Where are thy secret laws, oh, Nature, where?
Thy North Lights glitter in the wintry zone :

How dost thou light from ice thy torches there?
There has thy sun some sacred, secret throne?

See in yon frozen sea what glories have their birth :

Thence night leads forth the day t' illuminate the
earth."

Che writer, Michael Lomonosov, flourished during

he first half of the last century. He was the fa-

her of Russian poetry, became eminent also as a

nan of science, and rose to the directorship of the

miversity of St. Petersburg. Born near the icy

ihores of the White sea, he was far more familiar

vith auroral phenomena than we are. Though
een in our own country, the luminous meteor is

only an occasional visitant, and there are often long

intervals of intermission ; but in more northerly lati-

tudes it occurs with great frequency, and with

incomparably greater splendour. While also to

us merely an object of curiosity and fa-ciiiatiou,

'irillia'nt coruscations are of practical utility to

the inhabitants of polar climes. Bting without

the light of the sun in winter for months together,

they relieve their long dreary night, compensate

for the absence of the solar illumination, and aid

n the discharge uf the various occupations of life.

" Even in the depth of polar night they find

A wondrous day; enough to light the chase,

Aud guide their daring steps to Finland fiirs."

Though the meteoric display has been viewed with

astonishment and admiration for ages, alike by the

peasant and the philosopher, it still remains one of

the unexplained wonders of nature.

The term Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights,

Nord/khter of the Germans, properly the Northern

Day-break, originated with Gassendi, in France,

u the year 1621. The name alludes to the site

of the appearance, towards the north part of the

heavens, and to its resemblance at times to the

faint streaks which mark the sky a little before

sunrise. Historical notices of the phenomenon date

from the time of Aristotle, who undoubtedly refers

to it in his work on meteors, describing it as oc-

urring on calm nights, and comparing the exhibi-

tion to flame mingled with smoke, or to tbe distant

iew of burning stubble
;
purple, bright red, and

blood colour, being the predominant hues. Seneca,

Pliny, and other classical writers, refer to the

same strange lights aloft ; and raediajval chroni-

cles of swords gleaming, armies fighting, and blood

flowing, in the night sky, are allusions to auroral

displays distorted by the imaginations of the vul-

gar.

The following " strange, terrible, and unwonted

apparition," observed at Hull on the night of the

3d of September, 1654, tbe anniversary of the bat-

tle of Worcester and the battle of Dunbar, when
Cromwell's second parliament was summooed to

meet, is thus recorded by an authority of the place :

'' On a sudden the sky seemed to be of a fiery co-

lour, and there immediately appeared in the air in

the east, a huge body of pikemen, several parties

marching before as a forlorn hope. Suddenly was

beheld in the west another army, which seemed

to march tovfards the eastern army with all possi-

ble speed. And then first there was the represen-

tation of some skirmishes between parties of each

army. Afterwards both parties did engage, and

furiously charged each other with their pikes, in

such dreadful sort as the beholders were stricken

with terror thereat. Both these armies appeared

of a red colour. Within a little while, there came
from the north-west another army, greater than

the former, which marched directly to the place

where the former battle was fought. This army
was black, and here was perceived horse as well

as foot. Aud now began another battle, far ex

ceeding the former in fierceness and cruelty. Rea-

der, what interpretation thou wilt make of this ap-

parition I know not, neither shall I add anything

of my own to the relation ; only take notice and

believe it. It is no fiction nor scarecrow, but a

thing real, and far beyond what is here reported."

Although we may smile at the panics that have

been sometimes caused by auroral displays, not

the less solemn is the remembrance of the Divine

power which regulatesall the wonderful phenomena

of the natural world. " If,'' says the pious Hcrvcy,

n his " Meditations," " if this waving brightness

»'hich plays so innocently over our heads be so

imazing to multitudes, what inexpressible conster-

jatiou must overwhelm unthinking mortals when

the general conflagration commences '. Oh ! how

shall I, or others, stand undi-mayod amidst the

glare of a burning world, unless the Lord Jehovah

be our defence? How shall we be upheld in se-

curity when the globe itself is sinking in a fiery

ruin, unless tbe Rock of .\ges be our support?"

Auroral appearances are so very diver.Mfied, that

is impossible to include every particular in a

brief and general statement. But the following

features are commonly conspicuous in localities

rhere the meteoric lights have the most distinct

haracter, and are revealed in their full glory. A
.loud or haze is first seen in the north region ot

the heavens, which gradually becomes darker, but

has very little density, as the stars are sometimes

dd shining brightly through it. This cloud

assumes the form of a circular segment, resting at

each corner on the horizon. It is soon surrounded

by a broad luminous arch, usually of a bluish-

white colour, which remains visible for several

hours, but is in a state of constant motion. It

rises and falls, extends towards the east and to-

wards the west, or breaks in one part, then in ano-

ther. From this arch, rays shoot forth with the

rapidity of lightning one after another towards the

lenith, wher'e they unite to form the so-called

corona, or crown, which encircles the summit of

the heavenly canopy. But it is only in rare in-

stances that a perfect, crown or circle appears. The

grandeur of the spectacle has then attained its

maximum ; and from this time the lights become

faint and intermittent, till they entirely fade from

the sky. A strong tremulous motion from end to

end is almost always observable in the rays, com-

parable to tbe convolutions of a snake, or the flutter

of a ribbon agitated by the wind. They have

hence acquired the name of the " merry dancers
'

in the Shetlands, while viewed with awe by rude

Indian tribes as the spirits of their fathers roam-

inir through the land of souls.

\o conceive aright of the magnificence of the

display, where its greatest splendour is seen,

the effect of colour must be remembered. The

arches are sometimes grey, gold yellow, white

bounded by a fringe of yellow, or nearly black

passing into violet blue. The rays are steel grey,

yellowish grey, pea-green, celandine green, gold

yellow, violet blue, rose red, and blood red. When

the latter colour has been prominent, rustic sages

have shaped the crimson beams iuto al-rial conflicts.

" Fierce, fierv warriors fight upon the clouds,
^^

In ranks and squadrons, and right form of war.

Maupertuis describes a very remarkable aurora,

seen in Lapland, December 1 8th, 1786, when an

extensive region of the heavens was tinged with
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such a lively red that the whole coDStellatiou of

Orion secnitd as if dipped in blood. He adds,

that bo observed only two of these red coloured

lights in that country, where they are exceedingly

rare, although the variety of tints is very great.

Hence they are regarded by the natives as of por

lentous omen. But red auroras have of late years

been seen in the Shetlands, in many parts of Scot-

land, and in England from the north to the south

extremity. One of a fine blood colour was seen

at 10 p. M., October 24lh, 1847, when, such was

the vigilance of our metropolitan firemen, that they

set out in various directions to extinguish the ce-

lestial blaze ! A crimson aurora was seen October

18th, 1848, when Taurus was magnificently red.

The intensity of the light varies from a faint radi-

ance to a lu.-tre nearly equalling that of the moon.

Lowe, of Hij;htield House, remarks :
" 9 h. 36 m.

—Could read the words, ' The Times, Friday,

April 9tb, 1656.' " An aurora affordedDr.Dalton

sufficient light to read by on an evening in the

middle of October, at eight o'clock. Lowenhiirn

recognised the phenomenon in bright sunshine.

In the interval between September, 1838, and

April, 1639, M. Lottin, an officer of the French

navy, and member of a scientific mission sent to

the northern seas, observed nearly a hundred and

tifty meteors of this class. They were most fre-

quent from the 17th of November to the 2oth of

January, being the period during which the sun

was constantly below the horizon. During this

space of time, sixty-tour auroras were visible, be-

sides many which a clouded sky concealed from

the eye, but the presence of which was indicated

by ihe disturbances produced upon the magnetic
needle. On one occasion, while on the north coast

of Norway, a light fog appeared between four and

eight o'clock p. m., which became coloured on its

upper edge, being fringed with the light of the

meteor rising behind it. The border at length took

the iorm of a regular arc, of a pale yellow colour,

and swelled slowly upwards, llays streamed from
it, sometimes instantaneously, sometimes gradually,

of very various length, but all converging to the

same point of the heavens. Now they quivered

like a leaf in the breeze : anon they curved like

the folds of a serpent. The base of the rays was
blood-red, the middle pale emerald, and the re-

mainderclearyellow. Wavesof differently coloured

light also occasionally intermingled with the rays.
" Let it then be injagined that all these vivid rays
ol light Issue foith with splendour, subject to con-

tinual and sudden variaf.ons in their length and
brightness : that these beautiful red and green tints

colour them at intervals; that waves of light undu-
late over them ; and, in fine, that the vast firma-

ment presents one immense and magniticent dome
of light, reposing on the snow-covered base supplied

by the ground— which itself serves as a dazzliny

frame for a sea calm and black as a pitchy lake
and some idea, though an imperfect one, may be
oblained of the splendid spectacle which presents

itself to him who witnesses the aurora from the

Bay of Alten."

Various results of calculation have been given
as to the elevation of auroral phenomena. Early
observers were disposed to fix the seat beyond the
limits of our atmosphere. But this hypothesis is

clearly untenable, from the fact of the earth's d
uinal motion having no effect upon the apparent
position of the luminous display; and while thus
partaking the rotation of the globe, other circum-
stances intimate its purely terrestrial character
Heights rnnging frouj the region of the lower
clouds to .501) milcs and more above the surl'ac

have been es'imatcd for different esiiihitions. The
wide geographical area over which the same aurora

Ihas occasionally been seen, undoubtedly involves

I

a very considerable altitude. Thus, one example,!

that of the 3rd of September, 1839, was observed

in the Isle of Skye, by M. de Saussure; at Paris

by the astronomers of the Observatory ; at Asti,

in the Sardinian States, by M. Quetelet; at New-
haven in Connecticut, by — Herrick ; and at New
Orleans by credible witnesses. The remarkably

fine display of the year 1716, seen by Halley, and

described by him in the " Philosophical Transac-

tions," was observed all over Europe, from the con-

fines of Russia on the east, to Ireland on the west.

On the other hand, the evidence is equally decisive

at times in favour of a low elevation. A brilliant

aurora was seen by — Farquharson, the minister

of Alford, in Aberdeenshire, on the 29th of De-

cember, 1829, from eight to half past eleven in

the evening, above a thick bank of clouds, which
covered the tops of the hills to the northward of

his residence, and which never rose to any great

altitude above the horizon. The same aurora was
seen in the zenith, at a quarter past nine, by —
Paul, another minister, at Tuilynessle, only two
miles north of Alford, so that its height could not

have exceeded that of the summit of Ben Nevi.s.

Captain Parry, during his third voyage, observed

ra even between the hills and his ship, an-

chored at Port Bowen.
(To be concluded.)

Disobedience to the gentle monitions of the

Spirit of Truth, is the sure way to fall by little

iiid little; and finally to become a prey to our
soul's enemy.— It is an awful thing to disobey the

gentle monitions of the spirit of Truth, and to give

way to reasoning against its requirings, even in

little things; how frequently do we see those who
do so, fall by little and little, and become a prey to

heir soul's enemy, even in things which they once
thought they never could be induced to do. But
those who are faithful in a little, shall be made
rulers over more. What can all the world do
for thee, if thou couldst gain it, by following its

maxims and copying its fashions? Surely, it could
afford thee no substantial enjoyment. He who
tasted all the gratifications which it is capable of

producing in their greatest perfection, and who
could say, '• whatever mine eyes desired I kept
not from them; I withheld not my heart from any
joy," was obliged to confess in the end, that all is

vanity and vexation of spirit, there is no profit in

them. The world cannot give the true riches

which fade not away, and while its votaries are

equally liable to the sorrows and trials of life, they
are, through their disobedience, debarred partici-

pating iu the hope and consolations which are in

Christ, and the comfort and support which he
mercifully affords those who walk agreeably to his

commands. " In the world," says He, " ye shall

have trouble, but be of good cheer, I have over-

come the world."

Be watchful, said R. B. on his death bed, when
addressing his son and daughter. "l3e watchful,
and the Lord will bless you; beware of the world
jind its delusions, it often promises what it cannot
impart; I have nearly passed through life

have found no refuge like that of turning in to

God, and placing my confidence in his never fail-

ing arm of power." If the love and fear of God
had their proper place in the mind, and we kept
constantly in view our entire dependence upon
him, and the great sinfulness of not obeying him
iu all things, would not our language be, when
tempted to deviate, even in small matters, how can
1 do so, seeing I shall thereby offend my gracious
Creator'? Should we go on disregarding our duty
how can we expect the Almighty will hear us whei
we cry unto him in adversity ? Having chosen our

own ways, can we think him unjust in not hearing

us ? How have many suffered deep anguish of mind
on a death-bed, and had bitterly to repent their

disobedience to his manifested will, before they

could feel forgiveness and peace with their iMaker,

and an evidence that he would receive them.

Be not discouraged, dear young friends, you who
have seen the necessity of taking up the cross in

your dress and address, and have, in some degree,

yielded obedience thereto. Regard not the frowns

or the scoffs of a world which lies in wickedness,

but acknowledge your allegiance to your dear Re-
deemer, by a firm and steady compliance with his

commands. This will preserve you from the de-

plorable efl'ects of Satan's transformations, inspire

you with holy resolutions, and enable you to main-
tain them all in godly conversation and purity of

life and iaith, adorning the doctrine of tlie gospel

by a blameless demeanor. Mimic not fashions,

nor cheat yourselves by saying, that you are not

old enough or good enough, to appear in that sim-

plicity which Truth requires, for thereby you will

deprive yourselves of the good which the Lord has

in store for all those who really love and obey him
;

and instead of becoming such members of the church
militant, as he designs you should be, weakness and
blindness will come upon you, and in a day to come,

deep sorrow and remorse. A consistent walking in

conformity with the testimonies of the society with

which you make profession, will dignify and ennoble

you in the eyes of all those who value uprightness

and sincerity. Oh ! none have ever had to repent

an early sacrifice of their wills to God, or thought

that they have too fully served him ; but many,
when they lidve seriously reflected on, and come
to see the beauty ot holiness, and the excellency of

a life of righteousness, have lamented that they had
not sooner given up to divine impressions, and been
more fully devoted to serve the Lord, and walk
uprightly before him, whose ways are ways of

pleasantness, and all his paths are peace.

—

Fro)n
Observations on Plaituiess. I

Alligators,

'We have as yet seen no traces of alligators,,

though in the Madalam branch they are said toj

abound, and last spring I saw a very large one ; iti

was a disgusting-looking object, a great flat slimy-

looking thing— a tail stuck on a hogshead. The
are not, however, dreaded, as they can obtain a
very plentiful supply of food from the pigs which^

constantly swim from bank to bank. Otherwise,

it would be unpleasant to have to steer a boat, as

the man-devouring reptile strikes his victim from
the stern with a blow of his tail. This happened
to an unfortunate Malay in the Siol branch of the

Sarawak, who was pulling up that river with his

wife, in a small canoe. The death of this man
drew attentiou to the monster alligator I have
previously referred to, and —• Crookshank and
Sadam, a very courageous Malay, went down to

place a bait on the banks of the Siol. When
this was done, they pulled back, — Crookshank
steering. They had seen nothing of their enemy,
so that Sadam jumped up, and flourishing his spear

began in a loud voice to defy the alligator, using

very insulting terms. Suddenly he dropped his

weapon, and seizing his paddle, began pulling away
with might and luuin, for the animal had just risen

to the surface of the water, not twenty yards Irom
the boat. Though the steersman's position was by
no means an agreeable one, Crookshank could

not help laughing at the change of countenance ot

his companion, who excused himself by saying, it

I

was the suddenness of his challenge being accepted '

I

that made him pull away in an excited manner.'

I
" But now," he added, rising to his feet, " let him
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show himself again, and I will not attempt to run."
~ hud scarcely uttered the wordM, when the alli-

gator, which was accustomed to follow boats, again

rose to the surface. There was no more boasting,

but a frantic attempt to get out of the Siol branch.

The alligator took the bait, but got rid of the long

rattan fastened to it, by accidentally or purposely

nding it round a tree, then breaking it off.

However, though his body was not secured, it was

probable he died from the lacerations of the

5tomach, caused by his endeavours to break the

rattan, as I have not heard of his being seen since.

[t was up the Siol branch that a place was found

jhere the body of one of his victims appeared to

ave been beaten, to break the bones, previously

o swallowing. The Malays say the alligators do

t by repeated blows of their ponderous head ; in

act, one of the large teeth of the reptile was found

napped off on the above mentioned spot. As I

aave told the story of Sadam's alarm at the sud-

ien appearance of the alligator, I ought, in justice

im, to mention an occurrence that took place

ast year. He and his brother Dand, were wan-

iering near Tanjong Po, a rocky point near the

jntrance of the Sarawak river, when they came

o a cave ; hearing some movement inside, they

intered, and saw two huge alligators at the further

nd. Knowing that these ferocious reptiles are

lot very active, except on soft mud, or in the wa-

,er, they determined to attack them. They were

irmed with spears and swords, and entering the

a?e, Sadani approached the first beast, and ac-

ively springing clear to avoid its rush, drove his

pear into the soft side, and with his brother's aid,

oon severed the head from its body. Encouraged by

heir success, they advanced to attack the second,

hieh was vainly endeavouring to escape over the

broken rocks, and soon succeeded in destroying it.

I was conversing one day with a French priest,

ivho had resided many years in Siam, and he told

one he had seen men there, catch the alligator in

he following manner :—In the upper Meman,

vhere the river is broad and shallow, but with

leep pools occasionally, the alligators are both nu-

nerous and fierce
;

yet the inhabitants, who are

rery fond of eating the flesh, pursue them with

Treat courage and skill. Six or seven men proceed

o a pool where one of these reptiles is supposed to

urk, and with long poles sound every portion of

t ; if an animal be there, he is soon disturbed, and

iriven towards the shallower part of the river,

iven to the sand-banks, where expert men throw

heir lassoes round his feet and tail. When they

;hink him somewhat exhausted, a bold hunter,

springing on the alligator's back, places his hands

over the creature's eyes, which then always re-

iiains quiet. A noose is quickly slipped over his

bead, and the animal hauled ashore. Alligators

lay their eggs in the jungle. I remember hearing

,he late — Brereton telfthe following story : He
was one day hunting in the jungle near the Saka-

:ang fort, when his dogs gave tongue. He followed

jp quickly, and found they had disturbed a female

illigator laying her eggs. Directly she saw him,

ihe gave chase, and he had some difficulty in get-

iiDg away from her, though the dogs distracted her

ittention. Alligators very seldom attack boats,

3ut a case occurred in the Sambas river, where a

nan was dragged out of a large prahu from among

:wenty of his companions. My own party was

aever in danger from them but once, when a large

illigator rose within three feet of the boat; but

Defore he could do any thing, I had put a rifle-ball

nto his side, as I happened at that moment to be

looking out for a shot at them on the mud banks.

Life in tlie Fortsts of the Far Rist. By Speii-

St. John, F. R. G. S., F. E. S.

Curious Manufacturiyig Processes at the Lon-
don Fxhibition.—There is one portion of the ex-

hibition building to which (says the London
Tunes,) we should wish to direct the attention of

general visitors who may be in search of an hour's

instructive amusement. This is what is called the.

Process Court, on the south ground floor of the
^

building, between the Glass Court and the wall ofi

the picture galleries, where the mechanical pro-

cesses gone through in various branches of indus-

trial and art manufacture are exhibited. Here is

shown almost every variety of sewing machine,

working by baud labour like steam engines, liter-

ally turning out yards of well-sewn cloth in the

space of two or three minutes. Here is ivory

turning, lithographic printing, steel and copper-

plate printing, machines for making sculpture, for

striking dies and medals, for making envelopes,

printing linen, and a type-composing machine,

where the operator sits down before a row of keys

like a piano, and the copy being before him, plays

into type such articles as are now before the rea-

der. This machine, the principle of which is,

owever, not entirely new, is, as we have said, like

a piano in front, each note or key being marked
with the various kinds of letters or numerals used

in composing. These keys communicate by wires

with the corresponding letters in reservoirs above,

so that when a key note is depressed a type slides

from the reservoir down an inclined plane, into

the receiving line, and thence by means of a small

pusher, put in motion by a treadle worked by the

player's foot, it is pushed forward to make room

for the succeeding type. The machine is furnished

with as many reservoirs and keys as there are dis-

tinct characters in a fount of type, so that any

player who can read the manuscript and the let-

ters on the keys, can set up words and sentences as

fast as his skill in the use of the instrument admits.

By means of these facilities it is said that a com-

positor, after a short time of practice, is able to

set up from twelve to thirteen thousand letters per

hour, and there seems no reason why, with the

rapid habit acquired by constant use, still more

might not be done, as the machine itself in no way
sets limits as to speed. Care is taken that in its

passage from the reservoir to the receiving line, the

tace of the type is never touched, and advantage

is taken of the circumstance that only a certain

description of type is generally used, to arrange

the key-notes in such a manner that those uiost

required shall be most accessible to the fingers

of the player.

A Fool and a Gazing-stock.—She was mucl

concerned for her grand-children, and when any of

them came to see her, she advised them to prize

their precious time, saying, " I was once young as

well as you, or others, and delighted in the pleas-

ures and vanities of this world. But the Lord in

his love and mercy met with me, yea, he laid the

axe to the very root of the tree, and made me
willing to part with all my lovers, my pride and

vanities, and become a fool and a gazing-stock to

the world. But all was as nothing to me in that

day, in comparison to the love and favour of God
to my poor soul, that had long wanted peace with

the Lord. In that day it was my care to accom-

pany myself with those that I thought walked

most circumspectly, and dwelt nearest the Lord in

their spirits; and not to look out at, or take ex-

ample by those that were for most liberty, as too

many now do."

—

From a memorial of Susannah
Garlon. Fkty Piomoted.

The Christian cannot rejoice but through suffer-

ing, nor abound but through previous abasement.

Tbe Yaapire Ijal.

Tliey abound from Paraguay to the Isthmus of

Darien ; and the reports of early travellers, and
the figurative language of poets, so long discredited,

are found to be much nearer the truth tlian the

world has believed. These creatures are a formi-

dable enemy to the herdsman, who finds it difficult

to rear cattle with any success or profit, from the

havoc they commit among his calves. I have often

had my own horses and mules bled and sucked by
these sanguinary phyllo.-tomata; morning after

morning have 1 seen beasts of burden, 'jnce strong,

go staggering from loss of blood, drawn during the

night by these hideous monsters. In almost every

instance they had taken the life-current from be-

tween the shoulders, and when they had finished

heir murderous work the stream had continued to

flow. The extremities, however, are the usual

points of attack ; and the ears of a horse, the toes

of a man, and the comb of a cock, are choice

morceaux for the display of the vampire's phlebo-

tomizing propensities.

The exact manner by which this bat manages to

make an incision has long been a matter of con-

jecture and dispute. The tongue, which is capable

of considerable extension, is furnished at its ex-

tremity with a number of papillae which appear to

be so arranged as to form an organ of suction, and

their lips have also tubercles symmetrically ar-

ranged. These arc the organs by which it is cer-

tain the bat draws the life-blood from man and

beast, and .some have contended that the rough

tongue is the instrument employed for abrading the

skin, so as to enable it the more readily to draw it3

sustenance from the living animal.

Others have supposed that the vampire used one

of its long, sharp canine teeth to make the incision,

which is as small as that made by a fine needle.

Wallace says that he was twice bitten,—once

on the toe. and a second time on the tip of the

nose. " In neither case," writes that explorer,

" did I feel anything, but awoke after the opera-

tion was completed."

The wound is a small round hole, the bleeding

of which it is very difficult to stop. It can hardly

be a bite, as that would awake the sleeper; it

seems most probable that it is either a succession

of gentle scratches with the sharp edge of the

teeth, gradually wearing away the skin, or a tritu-

rating with the point of the tongue till the same

effect is produced. My brother was frequently

bitten by them ; and \\\- opinion was that the bat

applied one of its long canine teeth to the part, and

tlien flew round and round on that as a centre, till

the tooth, acting as an awl, bored a small hole,

—

the wings of the bat serving at the same t me to

fan the patient into a deeper slumber. He several

times awoke while the bat was at work, and though

of course, the creature immediately flew away, it

was his impression that the operation was conducted

in the manner above described. There is much in

their dental arrangement to make this seem plau-

sible,—though Dr. Gardener, an accurate natural-

ist and observer, is of the opinion that it wounds

its victim by the sharp, hooked nail of its thumb.

Some of these bats measure two feet between the

tips of their wings.— Sketches in Brazil.

Preservation through ualchfubuss:—He was

very watchful lest he should be led away from the

grace vouchsafed to him; frequently refraining

from conversation apparently innocent, and in

which he delighted, lest at any unguarded moment

he might grieve that Holy Spirit, whom he felt to

be his comfort and guide.

—

From a testimony con-

cerning Daniel Wlteeler.
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For " The Friend.'

A Few Extrcwtsfrom the Corrtspondence of John

Kendall, Englniid, with some Brief Remarks.

Towards the close of a long and useful life, our

beloved Friend, at the conimeDcenient of the pre-

sent century, evidently from eraotions which bad

long been secretly at work within bim, penned the

following:
" The ftateof the society of which I am a mem-

ber, is often a subject of my serious consideration.

I fear for many among us that they are verging

towards a conformity to the customs and manners

of the times, out of which our forefathers were

led, especially as to speech and apparel. I ob-

serve in many a compliance with the custom of

speaking to a single person in the plural number

instead of the singular; and of changing the col

our and fashion of the clothes as the times require,

so that they are not to be distinguished from their

neighbours' by their outward appearance : this I

fear will lead to a conformity in other customs

which are not suitable to the plainness and sim-

plicity for which we were distinguished in the early

times of our society. I fear likewise for some, that

they will grow weary of that way of worship which

has been adopted by us of allowing a great part ot

the time of our meetings to silence, without having

any one appointed to speak at fixed times as a public

preacher, or to make use of prayer in a customary

way. When in our religious assemblies we are at

times deprived of ministerial help, there is this ad-

vantage in it, if rightly improved, that it puts us

upon enquiring into the ground of our religion
;

what experience we have of Divine support, sepa-

rate from all secondary means, should they be

withdrawn from us. We are too apt to depend on

the help we have been used to receive from the

labours of those who are employed as the ambas-

sadors of Christ ; and when they have no longer

a message to us, the time we spend together is un-

pleasant for want of that self-employment, in which

wc might find, through the gracious assistance of

our Divine Instructor, that which would prevent

all tediousness, and bring us to say, let not man
teach us, but do thou teach us." 1802. "The
state of our society is often the subject of my
thoughts. When 1 perceive a declension aqjong

us in many places, as to the life of religion, I am
led to fear the good testimonies we have had to

bear should be made light of, or neglected, and
graduaUij lost. From the most early times of the

society we were distinguished by a conduct in d

vers respects different from our neighbours ; and

our dissent was not from a view of singularity, but

from an apprehension that there was need of a

further reformation than had taken place among
the various professors of the christian name, and
that many customs of former times were retained

not consistent with the spirituality of that holy re-

ligion, which we are called to partake of. ^Vhet

it was found we could not prevail to introduce bet-

ter ways than had been adopted, we thought it

right to attend to our own conscientious scruples

;

and by degrees formed a society of religiously dis-

posed persons, whose principles and practices were
more agreeable to christian simplicity, and the na-

ture of true religion." 1807. And in his address

to Loudon Yearly Meeting, 1811: "I take this

opportunity of advising my dear Friends to avoid

the great harm which comes from unsuitable con-

nections by marriage with persons of different per-

suasions, both in a religious and civil capacity,"

and on a similar occasion, 1813: " As that which
first formed us to be a people was love, so it will

be the support of the society, when all other sup-

ports fail and come to an end." Thus was our

dear departed Friend concerned, and I have no

doubt many feel unity, full unity with every sen- After gazing awhile with admiration at the un-

tgnce. disturbed jollity of the hosts, I made a dip with my
Oh! then, may we be enabled so to conduct and! net, the interior of which, on lifting it from the

demean ourselves in this day of too much indiffer- !
water, was lined with sparkling balls of translucent

'

ence, that we may be accounted worthy in some 'jelly. They were far too numerous to allow mei

small degree to maintain the true order and the to transfer them all to captivity; they would soom

Dcient decorum of our first and valued Friends, j have choked up and destroyed one another; I

There has of late years been in most of the ; therefore selected the finest and most interesting,

denominations of religious professors, a great deal
j

shaking an example or two of each kind into my
-aid about the new birth, and faith in the Lord glass jar of sea-water, where they immediately

Jesus Christ, and this, it is to be feared, aris- began to frolic and revel as if still in the enjoy-

ing from exciting and creaturely feelings, or rather ment of unrestricted liberty. And here they are.

passions of the senses wrought up to a highi Among these bright and agile beings which are

pitch, by much creaturely activity; and it is to be i shooting their wayward traverses across each

feared too many of our younger Friends have other, and intertwining their long thread-like ten-

been a little tinctured with it; for a very calm, tacles, we will select one or two for examination,

serene, cool, and quiet state of mind is absolutely ne- as samples of their kindred. And first let m^
cessary to hear the " still, small voice" within ; and isolate this active little Beroe, {Cydippe jwmifori

then after we become acquainted with the teachings mis) which I dip out with a tea-spoon and trans-jj

of the Good Shepherd, so as rightly to distinguish it fer to this other glass jar, that we may watch it^

from all others, to be so subdued from all self-will, form and movements unaffected by the presencq

from earthly and carnal affections and lusts, and of its companions,

to have our hearts and minds renewed and Christ so We sec, then, a little ball, almost perfectljj

formed within us, that we may be enabled truly to globular, except that a tiny wart marks one polM
say with the great apostle, " 1 live, yet not I, but of the size of a small marble, and apparently turnea

Christ liveth in me," is something infinitely beyond out of pure glass, or ice, or jelly— according

what has been for years going on at protracted or your fancy—perfect transparency and colourle

revival meetings. The anointing, as it was received ness being its characteristics, so much that it is i

even under the old covenant, evidently made the always easy to catch sight of the little creature

recipients grave, righteous, and distinguished char- 1 except we allow the light to fall on the jar in

acters, and well it might, for the anointing was

from and was the Spirit of Christ upon or v\ithiu

them. And the new covenant in these respects

is in no wise lessened, but as our Saviour said,

" by their fruits shall ye know them," so we now
see many of these very characters in deadly

hostility to each other; instead of meekness, long

sufferings, forbearing and forgiving, it is alas ! the

very reverse.

JIany of our early Friends whilst they were

clearly given to foresee much that has occurred

have also declared of a very glorious time that

should follow, so that I was made willing to en-

courage my Friends who may feel a little as one

formerly, who said, " By whom shall Jacob arise,

tor he is small!" to remember that it is not by
" might or strength, (human,) but by my spirit saith

the Lord." And not a few have testified that

every attempt at innovations in our Society should

be frustrated by an All-wise and overruling Power.

Oh ! then, may none be too much cast down, for

the Lord will not forsake them ; his power and grace

is the same as ever, and the cause of Truth and
•ighteousness must finally prevail.

East Shelby, Orleans Co., N. Y.,

29th of Sixth month, 18G2.

S. C.

From Evenings at the Microscope.

Jellj. Fishes.

As this afternoon was delightfully calm and
warm—the very model of an autumnal day—

I

took my muslin ring-net and walked down to the

rocks at the margin of the quiet sea. Nor was I

disappointed ; for the still water, scarcely disturbed

by an undulation, and clear as crystal, was alive

with those brilliant little globes of animated jelly,

the Ciliograde and Naked-eyed Medu?ae, appar-

ently little more substantial than the clear water
itself. Multitudes of them were floating on the

sui ace, and others were discerned by the prac-
tised eye, at various depths, shooting hither and
f^ither, now ascending, now descending, now hang-
ing lightly on their oars, and now, as if to make
up for slolh, darting along obliquely with quickly-
repeated vigorous strokes, or rolling and revolvincf

along, in the very wantonness of humble happi-
ness.

particular direction. F'rora two opposite side

the globe proceed two threads of great length and

extreme tenuity, which display the most lively and

varied movements.

These filaments shall occupy us for a few mo
ments. We trace them to their origin, and find

that they proceed each from the interior of

lengthened chamber, on each of two opposite side

of the animal. Suddenly, on the slightest touch

of some foreign object, one of the threads is con-^^

traded to a point and concealed within its cham^j

her, but is presently darted forth again. Wheii
the lovely globe chooses to remain still, the threads
hang downward, gradually lengthening more aa(U

more, till their extremities lie along the bottom on
the jar, extended to a length of six inches fronu

the chamber. Then we see that this delicatea

thread is not simple, but is furnished along ona
side, throughout its length, at regular distanccsj

with a row of secondary filaments, which project aH
right angles from the main thread. J

These secondary filaments constitute an impor<«|

tant element in the charm which invests this brilJ

liaut little creature. They are about fifty in num-J
her on each thread, and some of them are half aqj)

inch long, when fully extended, but it is seldoin)

that we see them thus straightened ; for they arq(

ever assuming the most elegant spiral coils, which^
open and close, extend and contract, with an ever-(

changing vivacity. The animal has a very perfect

control over the threads, as well as over the se-jlj

coudary filaments in their individuality. One,
both, are frequently projected from their chambe
to their full extent by one impulse ; sometimes (

extension is arrested at any stage, and then proJ
ceeded with, or the thread is partially or entirel^

retracted. Sometimes the secondary filaments ara>

coiled up into minute balls scarcely perceptible, oi»(

only so as to give to the main thread the appear-,!

ance of small beads remotely strung on a fina|l

hair ; then a few uncoil and spread divergently
;^j

contract again, and again unfold ; or many, or alljjl

interchange the.se actions together, with beautifu

regularity and rhythmical uniformity, repeating

the alternation for many times in rapid succession

The beauty and diversity of the forms assume^
by these elegant organs beguile us to watch then

—Til

herdA
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Uiotiou. At tiinos it seems as if they were ca-

les intended to moor the animal, while it floats at

given depth ; or we see them with their extremi-

spread upon the bottom, to which they appear

ave a power of adherini;, thus forming fixed

yith unwearied interest, and we wonder what is and the stimulus of light, without the power of

iheir function. For, with all our watching, this isiformiug any visual image of external olijects. You

Bs clear. They are certainly not organs will not gain much information about their func-

tion from mierojcopic exauiinaliou ; for all you can

discern is an aggregation of coloured specks, (^pig-

ment-granules,) in the midst of the common jelly.

The knobs, however, are connected with other

organs ; for from each of them depends a highly

joints, from which the little globe rises and falls sensitive and very contractile tentacle. Sometimes

pleasure, shortening or lengthening its delicate one, or more, or all, of these organs hang down iu

nd novel cables, maintaining all the while its the water motionless, lengthening more and more,

rect position. i especially when the bell is still, until they reach a

When the Cijdippe swims, however, which it length some twelve or fifteen times that of the bell,

loes with great energy, the threads seem uncm- ovumhreUa. Thcusuddecly one will becontracted,

loyed, streaming loosely behind, and evidently land, as it were, shrivelled, to mere fragments of

king no part in the progression, though still la quarter of an inch long; then lengthened again

ddiug beauty and grace to the tout ensembk. \to an inch or two; then shortened again. Now
Che organs by which the sprightly motions of the! the little bell resumes its energetic pumping, and

yhole animal are effected are of quite another shoots round and round in an oblique direction,

haracter, and shall now engage our attention. the summit always going foremost, and the teuta-

You have doubtless observed, while gazing on cles streaming behind in long trailing lines. Now
he animal, a peculiar glittering appearance along jit is again arrested; the bell turns over on one

ts sides, mingled in certain lights with brilliant (side and remains motionless, and the tentacles, as

ainbow-reflections. Now let us take an opportu-j" fine as silk- worms' threads," float loosely in the

lity, when it approaches the side of the glass, to

ixamine this appearance with a lens. The globe,

jo\i see, is marked by longitudinal bands, eight in

mmber, set at equal distances, and ranging like

neridians, except that they do not quite reach to

ther pole. Thc^e bands are the seats of the

Qotile organs, which are highly curious, and in

onie sort peculiar.

Each band is of considerable width iu the mid-

He, but becomes narrower towards the extremities.

'.t carries a number—usually from twenty to thirty

of flat thin membranous tins, set at regular dis-

ances, one above the other, which may be con-

idered as single horizontal rows of cilia, aggluti-

lated together into flat plates. Each plate has

water, become mutually inter-tangled, instantly

free themselves, pucker and shrivel up, slowly

lengthen, and hang motionless again, or, as the

bell allows itself to sink slowly, are thrown into

the most elegant curves and arches.

Though these tentacles look at first like simple

threads of extreme tenuity, yet when viewed closely

they are seen to be composed of a succession of

minute knobs separated by intervals—like white

beads strung on a thread ; the beads being more

remote from each other in proportion as the tenta-

cle is lengthened.

This structure i.s worthy of a more minute in-

vestigation. We will, therefore, confine our little

Sarsia in this narrow glass trough, which is suf-

•apid movement up and down, from the line of its,fieiently deep to allow its whole form to be im-

nsertion into the band, as from a hinge, and thuslmersed, though somewhat flattened
;
which is an

triking the water downwards, like a paddle. The ! advantage, as its movements are thereby impeded,

vhole band may be likened to the paddle-wheel of Now, with a power of 300 diameters you see that

steamer, except that the paddles are set in a [each of the knobs of the tentacle is a thickening

ixed line of curvature instead of a revolving circle, or swelling of the common gelatinous flesh, in

Che effect, however, is exactly the same: that of! which are imbedded a score or two of tiny oval

)addling the beautiful little globe vigorously through! vesicles, without any very obvious arrangement;

he water. The prismatic colours are produced by
1
but for the most part so placed that the more

he play of light on their glittering surfixces, which 'pointed end of each is directed toward the circum-

ire ever presented to the eye of the beholder atjference of the thickening. The intermediate slen-

hanging angles. der portions of the tentacle—the thread on which

We rarely see these rows of paddle-fins wholly the beads are strung—is quite destitute of these

It rest, but occasionally one or two bands will be i vesicles.

ilone in a state of vibration ; or one or more will These little bodies are called cnirke, and, in the

uspend their action while the rest are paddling, whole of this class of animals, and also in that of

Sometimes in a band that is at rest, a minute and < Zoophytes, they play an important part in the

nomentary wave will be seen to run rapidly along] economy of the creature.

ts length. All these circumstances show that the
|

Each one of these tiny vesicles carries a barbed

iliary motion is perfectly under the control of the and poisoned arrow, which can be shot forth at

.nimal's will, not only in the aggregate, but in the pleasure of the animal with groat force, and to

very part.
* * * * * * an amazing length—that hundreds are usually

Look at the pretty little Medusa in his new shot together—and that this is the provision which

fcbode, at once recovering all his jelly-hood as he [the All-wise God has given to these apparently

eels the water laving him, and dashing about his I helpless animals for securing and subduing their

lew domain with a vigour which makes up for prey.

est time. There is. however, another organ still more con-

It is a tall bell of glass, a little contracted at!spicuous in our little Sirsia, of which I have not

41 he mouth—its outline forming an ellipse, from
|

yet spoken. As the whole animal has the most

vhich about a third has been cut off. The margin
! absolute transparency, we see that the roof of the

f this bell carries four tiny knobs, set at equal bell is much thicker than the sides, and that it

listances, and thus quartering the periphery ; and i gradually thins off to the edge The interior sur-

lese are the more conspicuous because each one face is called the sub-umbrella, and it carries

marked with a bright-orange coloured speck, [within its substance four slender tubes, which, ra-

f'hysiologists are pretty well agreed to consider dialing from the centre of the roof, proceed to the

uch specks as these, on the margins of the smaller
I

margin, where they communicate with another

Medusce, as eyes—rudimentary organs of vision, similar canal which runs round the circumference,

: lapable, probably, of appreciating the presence; sending off branches into the tentacles. This is

the circulatory system ; and you may see, with the

magnifying power which you are at present using,

that a clear fluid is moviuL' rapidly within all

these canals, carrying minute granules; not with

an even forward current, but with an irregular

jerking vacillating movement, as if several con-

flicting eddies were in the stream. Yet we discern

that, on the whole, the granules are moved for-

ard
;
passing from the centre of radiation toward.'}

the margin, when we .see them slip into the margi-

nal canal from the several mouths of the radiating

canals.

This is a very simple and rudimentary blood-

system. There is here no heart with its pulsa-

tions, no proper arteries or veins, no lungs for oxy-

genation ; but the products of digestion are them-

selves thus circulated through the system. And
this brings me back to the central point, whence

you see depending the curious organ I spoke of.

A long cylinder of highly moveable and evidently

sensitive flesh hangs down from the middle of the

roof exactly like the clapper of a bell ; and as if

to add to the resemblance, this same clapper is

suspended by a narrow cord, and is terminated by

a knob.

Sometimes this whole organ is allowed to hang

about as low as the edge of the bell ; then it gradu-

ally lengthens to twice, thrice, nay to five times

that length; the tongue lolling out of the mouth

to a most uncouth distance, and even the suspend-

ing cord (as I presume to term the attenuated

1 portion) reaching far beyond the margin

;

then, on a sudden, like the tentacles, the tongue

is contracted, thrown into wrinkles, curled into

curves, and the whole is sheltered within the con-

cavity
;
presently, however, to loll out again.

This proboscis-like organ is called the peduncle,

and its office is that of a stomach, of which the

knob at the end is the mouth, having a terminal

orifice with four minute lips. The flexible substance

and rapid motions of this peduncle are suited to

enable it to seize small passing animals that con-

stitute its prey; and I have seen the Strsia in con-

finement seize with the mouth, and swallow, a

newly-hatched fish, notwithstanding the activity of

the hitter. For hours afterwards, the little green-

eyed fry was visible, the engulfment being a very

slow process; but the medusa never let go its hold;

and gradually the tiny fish was sucked into the in-

terior; and passed up the cavity of the peduncle,

becoming more and more cloudy and indistinct as

digestion in the stomach dissolved its tissues.

The greater portion of the food is by-and-by

discharged from the mouth, the fluids which have

been extracted from it being on the other hand

carried up through the base of the peduncle, and

distributed along the four radiating vessels, convey-

ing nutrition, supply of waste, and growth to all

parts of the system.

The Young in Years.—" Oh, how the love of

God has flowed in my heart towards some young

in years, compared with myself, and the breathing

of my soul has been for them, that they may keep

in the simplicity, not suffering the example of oth-

ers to cause them to stumble at the cross of Christ,

for a dreadful day will come upon all the careless,

and those who in their conduct deny him before

men." At another time he remarked, " I have

had a testimony to bear against little things, (as

many call them,) I have been faithful thereto, and

I feel peace, substantial peace."—/osf;;/t Bela-

plain. 1799.

What danger there is in indulging a too earnest

desire of standing well with the world, or in cher-

.ishing a too anxious regard for its good opinion.
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THE CROWDED STREET.

BY WILLIAM CDLLES BKYAXT.

Let me move slowly through the street,

Filled with aa ever shifting train,

Amid the sound of steps that beat

The murmurinj; walks like Autumn rain.

How fast the flitting figures come

!

The mild, the fierce, the stony face

—

Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some
Where secret tears have left their trace.

They pass to toil, to strife, to rest

—

To halls in which the feast is spread

—

To chambers where the funeral guest

In silence sits beside the dead.

And some to happy homes repair.

Where children, pressing cheek to cheek,

With mute caresses shall declare

The tenderness they cannot speak.

And some, who walk in calmness here,

Shall shudder as they reach the door
Where one who made their dwelling dear,

Its flower, its light, is seen no more.

Youth ! with pale cheek and slender frame.

And dreams of greatness in thine e_ve!

Go'st thou to build an early name,
Or early in the task to die ?

Keen son of trade, with eager brow !

Who is now fluttering in thy snare 7

Thy golden fortunes, tower they now,
Or melt the glittering spires in air ?

Who of this crowd to-night shall tread

The dance till daylight gleam again ?

Who sorrow o'er the untimely dead ?

Who writhe in throes of mortal pain?

Some, famine-struck, shall think how long
The cold, dark hours, how slow the light;

And some, who flaunt amid the throng.

Shall hide in dens of shame to-night.

Each, where his tasks or pleasures call,

They pass, and heed each other not.

There is who heeds, who holds them all

In bis large love and boundless thought.

These struggling tides of life that seem
In wayward, aimless course to tend,

Are eddies of the mighty stream
That rolls to its appointed end.

The great work of tlie Ministry.—This is

great fundamental, "tbat God is light, and ia him
is no darkness at all," and the great work of th

ministry is to show men where this light is, and to

turn men from the darkness, wherein is the power
of Satan, unto this light, wherein is the power of
God. And he that comes into this light, and into

this power, is owned in the light and in the power,
wherein is the life of all the saints, and the true
fellowship both with the Father and the Son, and
one with another. And the true trial of spirits is

not by an assent to doctrines (which the hypocrite
may assent to on the one hand, and the true believei
may startle at on the other hand ;) but by feelinc

of them in the inward virtue of the light, in the
Spirit, and in the power. This was the apostle's
way of trial, " 1 will know, not the speech of them
which are puEFcd up, but the power ; for the kinc
dom of God is not in word, but in power." A
man may speak high words concerning the kintr.

dom, and get all the doctrines about it, and yet be
a stranger to it, and quite ignorant of the power
and another may want divers doctrines concerning
it (perhaps some of those which men call funda-
mentals,) and yet be a citizen of it, and in the
power.

—

Isacw Penington.

[As many of our subscribers are interested in he, she, or they shall furnish to the assistant as-

knowinw the provisions of the Tax Bill recently sessor a statement, subscribed and sworn to, or af-

enacted by the Congress of the United States and firmed, setting forth the place where the manufac-

approved by the President we give the following ture is to be carried on, name of the manufactured

as the best synopsis of it which we have been able article, the proposed market for the same, whether

to obtain, from the portions published in different foreign or domestic, and generally the kind and

periodicals. quality manufactured or proposed to be manufac-

It is entitled "An Act to Provide Internal
j

tured.
^

Revenue to Support the Government, and pay in- " He shall within ten days after the first day ol;

terest on the Public Debt."] each and every month, after the day on which the

To carry out the provisions of the bill a depart- act takes effect, as hereinbefore mentioned, or on

;nt of Internal Revenue is created; the President, or before a day prescribed by the Commissioner o;

with the consent of the Senate, is empowered to
|

Internal Revenue, make return of the products

ppoint a commissioner to preside over it, whose; and sales or delivery of such manufacture in form

salary is to be §4,000 per annum. The President
1
and detail as may be required, from time to time,

also empowered to create convenient collection by the Commissioner of Internal Reven

districts in the several States, but no State (except

California,) shall be divided into a greater num-

ber of districts than it has representatives in Con-

The President, with the advice of the sen-

ate, is to appoint a collector and assessor for each

district. The duty of the latter is to assess the

value of property liable to be taxed under thisjcess of §10,000, five per cent, goes to the govern

of the former, to collect the assessment. The[ ment. On all incomes in excess of §600 received

assessor is entitled to a compensation of three dol-U'rom property in the United States by persons re

All such returns, statements, descriptions, me-

moranda, oaths, and affirmations, shall be in form,

scope, and detail as may be prescribed from timei

to time, by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue "

An income tax of three per cent, is levied on ;

incomes in excess of §600. On all incomes

rs per day while preparing for his duties, and

five dollars per day while actually engaged in his

duties, together with one dollar for every hundred

names contained in the tax list within his district.

The collector is allowed, as compensation in full

for himself and such deputies as he may appoint,

four per cent, on all sums collected up to §100,-

000; above that amount, one per cent, on all sums

collected, provided that in no case shall his com-

pensation exceed ten thousand dollars per annum.

The district assessors and collectors are authorized

to appoint deputies; for the conduct of the deputy

collectors the district collector is responsible. The
deputy collector is paid by his principal, as we
have stated, the assistant assessors are allowed three

dollars per day for each day engaged in their duty,

and one dollar for each hundred names on their

tax list, the same as the district assessor. The
collectors and assessors may sub-divide their dis-

tricts.

On OS after the first of Eighth month next, it is

the duty of all persons liable to be taxed (except

on incomes) to furnish to the assessors an account

of the same, and the assessor is directed to make
an examination within his district of the persons

and property liable to taxation. For this purpose

he is empowered to make such examination as may
be needed. The bill goes into operation on the

first of Eighth month ; but the income tax is for

the year ending with Twelfth month next, and is

collectable on and after the first of F'ilth month
next, and each year thereafter up to 1866. The
duty on liquor is imposed on ail manufactured after

the first ot Saventh month. The assessors are di-

rected to make out lists of the property assessed,

to notify owners of the same, and to advertise

where such lists may be seen. The di-trict assess-

or will hear any person who feels aggrieved by his

assessments, and his decision on such complaints

will be final ; but appeal may be made to the

Commissioner of Internal Revenue for such relief

as he may be disposed to grant, and he may re-

fund the whole or part of the money unjustly paid.

On and after the first day of Eighth month next,

all persons engaged in manufacturing, liable to duty
under this act, are required :

''Before commencing, or, if already commenced,
before continuing any such manufacture, for which
he, she, or they may be liable to be as.?essed under
the provisions of this act, and which shall not be
differently provided for elsewhere, within thirty

days after the date when this act shall take effect.

iding out of the United States and not in its ser-.

vice, five per cent, is imposed. On incomes in ex-,

cess of §50,000 per annum, a tax of 7 J per centi

is laid. Several distinctions are made, however.i

For instance, as will be seen hereafter, a duty ol

three per cent, is collected on all railroad dividend

In estimating one's gains, the income derived froi

interest on railroad bonds or shares is excluded
||

and on like principle, incomes derived from

following sources are not estimated : From adver-

tisements, dividends on stock, dividends on capital

or deposits in any bank, trust company, savings bank]

insurance, gas, railroad, bridge, express, ferry-boatl

and steamboat company, and from the manufactura

of any article upon which a stamp or ad valorerm

duty is laid. Incomes derived trom interest oB
securities of the United States are taxed but ona

and a half per cent., and from all incomes may bd

deducted the amount paid for State and local taxi^aJ

The income tax is laid upon all incomes for thej

year ending Twelfth mouth next, and is collectable!

on the first of Seventh month, 1863, and each year|

thereafter up to 1866, when the time expires as

regards the income tax, if the same be not re-

newed.

The tax on spirits commences on the 1st of Sev-

enth month.

The tax on manufactured articles, dividends,

stamps, etc., on the 1st of Eighth month.

The tax on incomes is due ou the 1st of SeventMj

month, 1863.

Manufacturers are required to pay the duty a(

the time the goods are to be removed from th(

premises. Whether selling for cash or on timi

this, of course holds, good. Thus, in addition

selling goods on time, there will be the further ad

ditional risk of losing three per cent, of good am

lawful money paid to the government. Ret

are required to be made monthly or quarterly, oi

at such times as the Commissioners may dete:

mine.

Ope per cent, tax is laid on the gross receipts

insurance companies for premiums. This clau

goes into effect on the 18th of Tenth month. MuJI

tual insurance companies, whose business is confined

to insuring the property of its members, and who
are to make no dividends, or have or to have no

profits, are excluded.

On passports issued after the 1st of Seventh

month a duty of §3 is levied, to be paid when ap-

plication is made to the Secretary of State for said
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On and after the date when this act shall take

Feet, the tax on each head of cattle slaughtered

ir sale is chargeable.

The tax on auction sales is imposed on sales

ade on and after the 1st of Eighth month,

810; soap makers, 810; wholesale dealers, 850;

wholesale dealers in liquors, 8100.

centrated milk, books, mall, newspapers, pig iron,

stoves, coal tar, timber, flour, printers' ink, pamph-
lets, plaster.

Persons engaged in the following businesses are

required to take out license, for which they will be

No person subject to pay license can continue charged the amounts following: apothecaries, 810;

business legally without license after the 1st of
I
auctioneers, 8-0; bankers, 8100; billiard tables,

hth month. License is to be granted to any
j

each, 85; brewers, §25 and 850; brokers, 850;

sident of the United States, but nothing in this [brokers in land warrants, 8~5; bowling alleys, lor

!t interferes with the license laws now in force, each alley, 85; cattle brokers, 810; claim agents,

with any license law that may hereafter be
^

810; coal oil distillers, §50; commercial brokers,

issed. §50; confectioners, 810; circuses, §50 ;
dentists,

the States where the law cannot be enforced [810; distillers, 812 50 to 850; eating-houses,

present, five per cent, will be imposed as interest
1

810 ; horse-dealers, 810; hotels, see '"hotels,"

)on the amount collectable under the law. jiroui 85 to 8^00; jugglers, 820; lawyers, 810;

Severe penalties are imposed for violating or at- 1 livery stable keepers, §10; manufacturers, §10;

pting to violate the law, and summary powers peddlers, see "pedlers," from §5 to 820; photo-

given for disposing of the property of delin- jgraphers, 810; pawnbrokers, 850; physicians, 810 ;

lent tax-payers. Five per cent, additional is retail dealers, §10 ; retail dealers in liquors, §20
;

Ided in most cases for the retention of the amount! stills, from 812 50 to 825 ; surgeons, §10 ;
tobac-

the tax after it has been demanded and has be- couists, §10; theatres, §100; tallow chandlers,

due. With regard to the stamp act, agree-

ents of whatever nature made on paper requiring

stamp are made invalid and of no effect if a

not used, in addition to a fine.

On and after the 1st day of Eighth month, 1862,

hall be levied the following taxes : On all

)rned cattle exceeding 18 months old, slaughtered

sale, 30 cents per head; on all calves and cattle

ughtered for sale, under 18 months old, 5 cents

r head; on all hogs exceeding 6 weeks old,

lughtered for sale, when the number thus slaugh-

1 exceeds 20 in any one year, 10 cents

head. On all sheep slaughtered for sale, 5

uts per head : Provided that all cattle, hogs,

d sheep slaughtered by any person for his or her

fn consumption shall be exempt from duty.

On all receipts for advertisements, a tax of 3

r cent, is to be levied
;
papers excluded from the

uls, 10 per cent. Papers not circulating 2000

pies, or whose income from advertisements is less

thousand dollars per annum, are not

uded. All periodica

newspapers. The amount received for ad-

rtisements is excluded from taxation under the

ad of income tax ; on paper there is an ad va-

re/ii tax of 3 per cent. Printers' ink is not
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xed.

A duty of 25 cents on each hundred dollars is

be paid on the gross amount received by auc-

Dneers; brokers acting as auctioneers, same tax.

On all bank dividends, 3 per cent. Railroad

The policy now adopted by the United States

Government in relation to the emancipation of the

slaves, the earnestness with which the President

has urged the llepre^entativos of the Border States

to give their sanction to it, their replies to his ad-

dress, and the open advocacy of the measure by a

large party in those States, including some of their

most iijfluential citizens, are all significant of the

great change which has taken place in the public

feeling within the last year upon this subject, and

give reason to hope that the pressure of existing

circumstances will prove irresistible, and oblige

those States, if not others, to take early measures

for the termination, sooner or later, of the system

subject to the same
j
of slavery that has been so warmly and so perti-

naciously cherished among them. How far the

resources of the country, already greatly taxed by

the expenditures of the dreadful civil war going

on, may be able to bear a further drain to meet

the enormous cost of the slaves set free, it is not

easy to see ; but if this horrible evil can be th'

got rid ot, we are willing to believe that the people

will not repudiate such a debt, onerous as it will

be, contracted, not merely to free so many th

jnds, 3 per cent. On gross receipts on toll of
j
sands of fellow-beings from the galling chai

•idges, 3 per cent. Railroad companies, 3 per; which bind them to degradation and misery, but

Dividends, when the annual income from
j to save the country from being hopelessly wrecked,

.em is over §600 and not exceeding §10,000, SJaud the border States from being fastened to a con-

!r cent.; ditto, when over §10,000 and not ex- federacy which founds its whole system of govern-

eding 850,000—on excess over §600—5 per ment upon the perpetual and unconditional .slavery

:nt. ; ditto, exceeding §50,000, 7^ per cent.' of the millions of poor blacks within its limits,

ailroads—for carrying passengers by steam—on The gradual developement of events in the war,

OSS receipts, 3 per cent.; ditto, horse, I5 per ! show conclusively that the determination to main-

int.; ditto, on amount of interest on bonds, 3 per tain slavery; not to relax their grasp upon the men,

nt. On the gross receipts of steamboats, except women and children whom they claim as property,

rry boats, 3 per cent. Ferry boats propelled by but to preserve inviolate the peculiar character!;
•--

On)rse or steam, on gross receipts, I5 per cent,

.vidends of trust companies, 3 per cent.

Bone, copper, gla^s, hemp, iron, lead, pottery

Bel, wood, (in,) brass, cotton.

of the social and domestic society which are in-

separable from slavery, are the objects which unite

IX, gutta perch a

the rebels in their prolonged resistance to the gov-

horn, hoop-jernment, and stimulate to the sacrifices and perse-

ry, leather, silk, tin, wool, bristles, candles, jvering efforts they are making to establish their

tapercha, India rubber, jute, jewelry, lard,! independence. The pride of opinion, the love ot

J'
iper, (wall, partition, card, etc.,) silver, willow, [arbitrary power, and the lust for supposed material

orsted. And of other materials not otherwise
j

interest, have been so long indulged by the great

>ecified,each 3 per cent, on the gross value of the
,

majority of slave-holders,

anufaotured article, and not as some suppose.

'tU ^owii":r2£'tre"l;ot considered as:;h;^s;fieri;;:;;d%;i;L^-;h;t;o;;;s;is-inflicting' have already been slain on the battle-field, and the

.anutactured anicles by this law : Bricks, con- 1 upon the millions of their fellow-countrymen. The|teus of thousands who are now languishing m the

to blind them to the

investigations made at the taking of the different

eceuuial censuses, have shown a deplorable want
within the slave States, of the means for general

ducation, and consequent prevalent ignorance of

the rudiments of common scholastic knowledge.

Hence it is, that the body of the people there, are

incapable of appreciating their true interest, and
relying on the assumed superior ability and politi-

cal wisdom of the oligarchy among them, are in-

duced by them to believe that the North is bent

upon their subjugation, and purpose, while robbing

the masters of their slaves, to set the latter above
the poor whites. The hitter spirit of hostility to-

wards their fellow citizens of the free States, im-

bibed by the common people of the south, not own-
ing slaves, and the almost lerocious spirit with which
they have engaged in the conflict when brought
into the field by the conscription forced upon their

respective States by the slave power, are among
the striking evidences of the degradation of one
portion and the tyranny of another fportion of the

population, wherever slavery is allowed to exist.

That great suffering must exist in many sections

of the Southern States, perhaps almost universally,

independent of that immediately resulting from the

maiming and the loss of life in the many sangui-

nary battles fought, there can be no doubt, but so

far as reliable information can be obtained, there

is little or no complaint made of the course of ac-

tion pursued by the leaders in the rebellion which
has brought that suffering on the community ; and
very little feeling is manifested favourable to a re-

turn to submission to the authority of the United
States. What will be the final result of the strug-

gle now being carried on with such fearful energy,

on such a gigantic scale, and with such direful de-

struction of lite and property by both parties,

it is vain to predict. The ways of Divine Provi-

dence are inscrutable to our finite wisdom. While
he makes use of the war to punish the nation. He
may at the same time cause it to unloose the bonds
of the poor blacks, and give them an inheritance

in the land where they have so long toiled for the

benefit of others. The cruel prejudice against

them, entertained in many parts of the free-States,

which leads some of those States to forbid their

entering within their limits, and incites a large

portion of the citizens of others, to frown upon the

efforts of those living among them, to raise them-
selves in the scale of domestic comfort and social

intelligence, give but little ground for expecting

the Divine blessing to rest upon us. If the mea-
sures for promoting emancipation arise solely from

political motives and the hope of injuring the

rebels, while the hearts of the people are filled with

tiatred or ill will to their oppressed fellow crea-

tures, because of their dark coloured skin; and
actuated by self-love and contempt for them on

account of their supposed inferiority, they strive

by withholding their just rights, to force them to

leave their native country and seek a homo iu

foreign lands; it may be that defeat and disaster

will attend the efforts to suppress the rebellion,

until the people learn that they are no better in

the Divine sight than those they have so unjustly

despised and injured, and are made willing to re-

cognize their claims as fellow men, and admit them

to an equal share in the rights and privileges which

the government confers. It is now said that if

the rebellion is to be brought down, and kept from

again raising its head, it will require all the force

which the government can put forth, and a long

time to wield it in a manner which threatens 1

majority ot slave-holders, as to niintt tnem 10 lueiuuie lu mciu n lu a ui^u^^. „^,^^ .^.v........ .^

ultiuiate consequences of the destructive course! termination. What an awful picture this presents!

tiiey are pu.suin^, and to render them reckless of; especially when we reflect upon the thousands who
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hospitals over the country. What a deplorable

comment is the condition of the whole country upon

the insane policy of resorting to war in order to

settle national disputes. Had this sectional differ-

ence been met and managed in accordance with

the injunctions of the great Christian Lawgiver,

and in the spirit and wisdom which He gives to his

devoted subjects, He would have secured its peace-

ful solution in a way which would have promoted

the welfare of both parties; and the destruction of

human life, the misery of the poor mutilated sol-

diers, and the anguish of thousands of bereaved

hearts and homes, would have been spared. As it

now is, the end is shrouded in uncertainty, and it

will be well if the prayers of those who are really

humbled under a sense of the deserved judgments

of the most High, may avail to move him to have

mercy upon the nation, stop the devouring sword,

and once more entrust us with the blessing of peace.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

FoKEiGN.—News from Liverpool to tbe 12th iust.

The total stock of cotton at Liverpool had been reduced

to 156,000 bales, of which 56,000 were American. Fair

uplands were quoted at ISrf. ; New Orleans, ISd. The

bread stud's market was without material change. The

bullion in the bank of England had increased £835,000.

Consols, 92} a 92|. TheLoniionmoney market was abund-

antly supplied. Kalesof discount, 2f a 2.}. IntheHouse

of Lords, the African slave trade bill has been lead a se-

cond time. Earl Derby expressed fears that unless a

treaty was made svilh France like that of America, the

putting a stop to the slave trade would be iusufficient.

Earl Kusseli said that France had declined to enter into

a similar treaty, but he believed that she would offer no

objection to the exercise of its provisions. Lord Pal-

merston confirmed the statement that Russia had recog-

nized Italy, and said that he believed that Prussia

would do the same. The London Times has daily edi-

torials on the position of affairs in America. It says

that the dissevered States seem to be fast approaching

that point where they must become two reasonable na-

tion3, or go on to anarchy and ruin. The same journal

regards the new tariff of the United States, in effect,

prohibitive of imports from Europe, and says the mea-

sure will enlist on the side of the South all the sympa-
thies and interests of the two greatest nations in Eu-

rope. A large open air meeting had been held at Stock-

port, at which a petition to Parliament was adopted,

praying that the government would take into serious

consideration the propriety of the government using its

influence to bring about a reconciliation between t^e

northern and southern States, as it is from America
alone that an immediate supply of cotton can be expect-

ed ; and, if need there should be, that the government
will not hesitate to acknowledge the southern States,

as they believe that mjst be the ultimate result. The
series of battles is treated as a severe reverse for the

Unionists by the whole British press, and Gen. M'Cl
lan's position is regarded as precarious.

The Viceroy of Egypt, in a speech at Manchester, sa

in regard to cotton, that next year he felt confident

promising from Egypt, if not doable the amount of the

last crop, at least an increase of one-half.

United States.-—Congress.—The National Legislature

adjourned on the 17th inst. Congress during the recent

session, appropriated about $800,000,000, including up-
wards of $560,000,000 for Ihe army, and somewhat less

than $100,000,000 for the navy. The following com-
prises the most important enactments of the session.

The Free Homestead Act. The Pacific Railroad Act.
The revision of the Supreme Conrt Judicial Districts.

The act appropriating Public lands to the foundation
and support of Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges in

the several States. The prohibition of Slavery in all

the Territories of the Union. The abolition of Slavery
in the District of Columbia. The net confiscating the
property and emancipating the slaves of persfstenl
rebels.

The following bills failed:—The National Bankrupt
Law. The Abolition of the Franking privilege. The
Mileage Reform. The admission of the State of West
Virginia. The bill providing for a National Banking
System.
An act passed jtist before the adjo'

postage stamps a legal tender, and prohib
by banks or individuals of any token, ni

for less than one dollar, to circulate as mi

The ^yar.—An amendment passed Congress to the

bill for calling out the mililia. It provides that the

esident may, at need, cause to be enrolled and put

to service for a period not exceeding nine months at

one time, all able bodied citizens between eighteen and

forty-five years of age—the number to be apportioned

g the States, according to their representative

population ; that, in addition to the men he is already

uthorized to raise, the President may accept 100,000

olunteers for nine months, and every such volunteer

hall have his first month's pay and a bounty of

§25 in advance ;
that to fill up the existing regiments,

he may accept volunteers for twelve months, who shall

$50 bounty, one half in advance, the other half

their term of service is up. Measures have been

taken for largely extending the hospital accommodations
and around 'Washington. Gen. Halleck has been re-

lieved from the immediate command of the army in the

South-west, and has been ordered to 'Washington. It

pposed that he will take the post of General-in-

Chief, or act as a military adviser to the War Department,

either case, the object being to secure unity of ac-

tion and a specific plan of operatious.

Virginia.—A despatch from Gen. M'ClsUan's army,

dated on the 19th, states that everything was quiet, and
the health of the troops gradually improving. The
Federal soldiers, who were wounded and taken prison-

ers during the battles of seven days near Richmond,
are now being released on their parole, to be exchanged

t some future time. According to a statement in the

New York Times, the losses of the U. S. army during
these battles, amounted to a total of 15,224, in killed,

wounded, and missing. The advance of General Pope's

irmy, has occupied GordonsviUe, at the junction of the

Orange and Alexandria, and Virginia Central Railroads,

6 miles northwest from Richmond. Being located at

le junction of two principal lines of railway, it has

hitherto been a point of great importance to the south-

rmy. Another portion of his army is stationed at

Culpepper Court House. For the purpose of advancing
with celerity. General Pope has prohibited the use ol

supply or baggage wagons, and has signified his in-

tention to subsist the troops under his command upon
he products of the country through which he passes.

He has also given notice to tbe people of the Valley of

the Shenandoah, and throughout the regions of the
operations of his army, residing near lines of railway or
elegraph, that they will be held responsible for injuries

upon the lines, or for attacks by guerillas
;
and if any

Idier or legitimate follower of the army shall be fired

I m from any house, the building shall be razed to the

ground, and the inhabitants taken prisoners. A cavalry
expedition sent out by Geu. Pope from Fredericksburg,
has made a descent upon the Virginia Central Railroad
at Beaver Dam Creek, thirty-five miles from Richmond
They desiroyed the track for several miles, together will

the telegraph line, and burned the railroad depot with
a quantity of ammunition The rebels have become
very annoying to tbe shipping all along James River,

They make use of rifle pits and moveable batteries.

South Carolina.—The division of Gen. Sterns haj

been ordered to the Potomac to reinforce the army ope-
rating against Richmond. The troops arrived in Hamp-
ton Roads on the 17th. All tbe sick and disabled
men of the command were left in South Carolina,
letter from Gen. Saxton to the Secretary of War,
states that the freed negroes are working industriously
and were contented and hajipy. About 15,000 acres
were under cultivation in coru and cotton. He says
they will cease to be a burden to the government as
soon as the new crop is harvested.

'ana.—Gen. Shepley has been appointed Mili-
tary Governor of this State. A regiment of Louisiani-

was about being organized in New Orleans. Arms,
clothing, &c., had arrived from tbe North for five regi-

!nts. In consequence of an arrival of flour, its price
d been reduced from §38 to §24 per barrel.
Mississippi.—The attempt to capture Vicksburg, and

open the navigation of the river from Memphis to New
Orleans, has thus far, been unsuccessful. The iron-clad

ram Arkansas, which escaped when Memphis was
taken by tbe U. S. fleet, recently came down the Yazoo
river, and made a dash upon the U. S. gun boats above
Vicksburg, inflicting some injury upon them. The at-
tempt has showed that Vicksburg cannot be etteciively
attacked from the river, and that it can be assailed suc-
cessfully only by a large force operating upon the land.

Arkansas.—John S. Phelps, of Missouri, has been ap-
pointed Military Governor of Arkansas, and will soon
leave Washington;for that State. He hag full powers, simi-
lar to.those conferred upon Governors Johnson, Stanley,
and Shepk-y, the purpose being to assist the loyal peo-
ple in re-establishing their government in accordance

tb the Constitution of the United States. Gen. Cur-

tis, after a march of great diSiculty, finally succeeded ii

reaching Helena, on the Mississippi river, with 14,001

men. Large supplies of all kinds have been forwardet

from St. Louis, for the use of his army. Duiiog thi^

march, the U. S. troops were constantly harassed bj

the rebels, and several severe battles were fought.

Tennessee and Kentucky.—The movements of the re-

bels in these States, continue to be of the most daring

character. The U. S. troops at Nashville have been re

inforced. The rebels on the southern bank of the Ten-

nessee river in Alabama, are being heavily reintorced

and are throwing up fortifications. The rebels have re

tired from Murfreesboro in the direction of Chattanooga

The town of Cynthiana, Kentucky, has been taken bi

a band of guerillas under the leadership of Col. Morgan
Other companies of rebels have advanced to the Ohi(

river, and taken possession of Henderson, Ky.,

Newbern, Ind., on the opposite bank of the river,

much alarm has been caused by these incursions, thai

the specie in the banks at Lexington and Frankfort'

amounting to about §5,000,000, has been sent to Cia-i

cinnati for safe-keeping. Troops have entered KenJ
tucky from Ohio and Indiana, for the purpose of cuttinj

off the retreat of the rebels. I

Southern Items.—The Charleston papers state tha<

salt is being manufactured in considerable quantitieij

around that city, there being twelve boiling establish!

ments in and near Charleston. Toe Columbus, (Ge"
'

Sun, says that an immense amount of clothing is ma
factored in that city for the Confederate army. Twelve
car-loads had been packed there within a few days fon

Gen. Bragg's army. The Savannah Republican says thaW
the corn crop of Georgia and the adjacent States, isi

immensely large. The Richmond Enquirer speaks oli

Gen. Pope as an officer of great activity and daring, an«
one of the most dangerous of tbe Union commandersi
The same paper says, " It is no longer doubted that ou«
lines have been brought closer to Richmond, but a largp
force have been left immediately in front of the enemjj
as an obstruction to auy advance movement on his

part." The Enquirer also expresses its conviction, thau
it is the determination of the North to capture RIcIm
mond, no matter at what expense of time, treasure and
blood.

New York.—Mortality last week, 586.

Philadelphia.—}iortAUty last week, 368.
The Markets, ^c.—The following were the quotations

on the 21st inst. New York.—American gold, 20 pec
cent, premium. Middling upland cotton, 49J cts. a 50
cts. Wheat, $1.18 a $1.28 for red, and $1.33 a $1.41
for white ; corn, 50 cts. a 54 cts. for eastern, and 54 ctS/

a 56 cts. for western. Oats, 47 cts. a 49 cts. /'hila-^

delphia.—Fair and prime red wheat, §1.25 a $1
white, §1.40; corn, 57 cts. a 60 cts.; oats, 40 c

41 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

NEAR FBANKFOUD, (tWENTY-THIED WAKD, PHILADEIPHIA.
Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshoa H. Worthino
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may bi

made to the Superintendent, to Charlks Ellis, Clerl

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

Married, on Fourth-day, 16th of Fourth mo., 1

at East Cain Meeting house, Chester Co., Pa,

F. Reid, to Martha, dau;;hter of Mordecai
Larkin, all of the former place.

0., 1862;

,., Jam^
d Sarai

Died, Fourth of Seventh month, 1862, Dr. Lovet^
Brown, aged forty-nine years, a member ofFalls Monthl;
Meeting, Bucks Co., Pa. He bore his protracted ani
painful illness, (his disease being a cancer on the facej
with patience and resignation, and although his menW
as well as physical sufferings for a time were grea«
through adorable mercy, he was enabled to knot|
his sins to go beforehand to judgment, and
song to be put in his mouth. Often, in referring to hi{

wakeful hours in the night season, (of which he ha
many.) he said they were some of the happiest of hii

wherein a feeling of melody and praise were much tH
covering of his spirit, and on referring to these seaso
shortly before his decease, he said, give the praise
Him to whom it belongs, and ascribe nothing
creature; it is all of his mercy and goodness.

Lodge I

'\VM. n. PILE, PRINTER,
,rect, opposite the Penusylva
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Lights Aloft—The Aurora Borealis.

(Concluded from ^la^e 370.)

The sudden glare and rapid bursts of these won-

Irous aerial fires render it difficult to imagine

em altogether without the accompaniment of ex-

(losive sounds. In fact, hissing, rustling, mur-

nuring, and crackling noises are reported by the

er Indians, Crees, and Esquimaux; bj Hen-

lerson in Iceland ; Ilearne at the mouth of the

oppermine river; and Gmelin in Siberia. The

atter states that, on the confines of the icy sea,

he spectral forms appear like rushing armies ; and

hat the hissing, crackling noises so terrify the

lunters and their dogs, that, overcome with terror,

hey fall prostrate to the ground. But the counter

estimonies are so numerous and influential as to

ngender the suspicion of .^ome mistake. Captain

yon stood for hours on the ice listening, without

atching the faintest sound. Parry, Franklin, and

lichardson, in polar regions; Thieiiemann, in Ice-

and ; Gieseke, in Greenland ; Loltin and Brevais,

lear the North Cape; Wraugel and Anjou, on the

oast of the Arctic Ocean, observed the aurora

housauda of times, and bear witness to the com-

ilete noiselessness of the spectacle. Perhaps the

bllowing remark by Lieutenant Hood explains

he discrepancy ;
" We repeatedly heard a hi.-sing

loise like that of musket balls passing through the

vhich seemed to proceed from the aurora ; but

— Weutzel assured us that this noise was occa-

ioned by severe cold succeeding mild weather, and

•cting upon the surface of the snow previously

elted in the sun's rays." Humboldt quaintly

emarks, that auroras have become less noisy

ince their features have been more accurately

' loted.

There is reason to believe, though the fact is

lerfectly inscrutable, ihat auroral visitations have

. character of periodicity, being rare through a

ertain cycle of years, and common through auo-

her, while remarkable also for splendour and pe-

uliar combinations of form and ^olour. Prior to

he beginning of the last century, the luminosity

fas considered a great rurity by the inhabitants

if Upsal, in Sweden, a country in which it has

ince been an ordinary spectacle. Nothing is more

isual now in Iceland than the fantastic flickering

;lare; but Torfajus, the hi>(orian of Denmark, an

celandcr, who wrote in 1706, records his remern-

•rance of the time when it was an object of terror in

his native island. Ilalley tells us that, when he ob-

served the great aurora of 17IG, he had begun to

despair of ever seeing one at all, for nothing of the

kind had occurred in England for upwards ofeighty

years, or of the same magnitude for nearly a cen-

tury and a half, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

On the occasion referred to, the afternoon was

very serene and calm. As it began to grow dark,

about seven o'clock, an unusual illumination ap-

peared in the heavens, streaming out of a dusky

cloud low down towards the horizon in the north-

east. Halley was spending the evening in a house

of a friend, and was not aware of what was pass-

ing without till between nine and ten. He was

speedily out of doors at a favourable gazing sta-

tion, and continued watching the extraordinary

scene to its termination, after midnight, with the

interest and admiration natural to a man of sci-

ence and of taste. The converging streamers

formed a well-defined corona near the zenith.

'* Some likened it," he states, " to that represen-

tation of glory wherewith our painters in churches

surround the holy name of God; others to those

radiating stars with which the breasts of the

Knights of the most noble Order of the Garter

are adorned ; many compared it to the concave of

the great cupola of St. Paul's." Owing to the

• concidence, in point of time, of the grand ap-

parition with the execution of the unfortunate

Earl of Derwentwater, for his part in the rebellion

of the previous year, it was long remembered by

the northern peasantry under the name of the

"Derwentwater Lights." Courtly .sycophants of

the House of Hanover did not fail to recognize

the meteor as a kind of celestial inauguration of the

new dynasty.

Auroral gleams continued increasing in bril-

liancy and frequency to the middle of the century,

when there was a temporary retrogression. Ano-

ther period of visitation dates from the year 1^47.

Fine exhibitions occurred in the autumns of 1847-8,

also in the spring of 1858; and it may be noticed

that they ushered in the remarkably exceptional

weather of the last eighteen months. '• All over

the world," says Admiral Fitzroy, referring to the

early autumn of 1859, " not only in the arctic but

in the antarctic regions, in Australia, South America,

the West Indies, Bermudas, and elsewhere, aurorae

and meteors were unusually prevalent ; and they

were more remarkable in their features and ap-

pearances than had been noticed for many years.

There was also an extraordinary disturbance of

currents along telegraphic wires. Submarine wires

were unusually disturbed, and this was folio ,ved

within two or three days by great commotions in

the atmosphere or by some remarkable change."

In September, marked magnelic disturbances were

noted at Kew ; and towards the close of October,

that series of storms commenced, with prevailing

ungenial weather, the like of which has not been

irded in our annals. It is desirable to notice

concurrent physical facts, though their precise re-

lations may not be understood, and they may have

no relation at all except as closely coinciding in

their occurrence.

Contrary to an old opinion upon the subject,

the same phenomenon adorns the sky of the south-

ern hemisphere ; and there it must be designated

Aurora Australis, the Southern Lights, SuiUklUer

of the Germans. But, as appearing in the direc-

tion of both poles, the, term Aurora Polaris, or Polar

Lights, would be the most appropriate style. Don

Antonio UUoa, ofl' Cape Horn, in the year 1745,

witnessed the first appearance of the kind to Euro-

peans in that region. Captain Cook also saw it

in the ni^ht-sky'of the south. In the narrative

of his second voyage, it is remarked that, on the

17th of February, 1773, " a beautiful phenomenon

was observed iu the heavens. It cou.-)isted of long

columns of a clear white light, shooting up from the

horizon to the eastward, almost to the zenith, and

spreading gradually over the whole southern part

of the sky. These columns sometimes bent side-

ways at their upper extremity, and though in most

respects similar to the northern lights, yet difiFered

from them iu being always of a whitish colour,

whereas ours assume various tints, especially those

of a purple and fijry hue. The stars were some-

times hid by, and soiuetiiues faintly to be seen

through, the substance of these southern lights."

Subsequent voyagers in high southerly latitudes

have given descriptions of the Aurora Australis

—

as M. SimonoflF, the astronomer to Bellinghausen's

expedition, and Sir James Clark Iloss. These

southern lights have been seen more than once in

England, while the northern lights have been

caught sight of as far as latitude 45^ in the oppo-

site hemisphere.

Various circumstances show the aurora to be

unquestionably a meteor of the electro-magnetic

class. Its light may be very correctly imitated by

passing a current of electricity through an ex-

hausted receiver; and while irregular movements

of the magnetic needle accompany its appearance,

the coruscations are most intense near the mag-

netic poles. The general conclusion may therefore

be adopted, that the equilibrium being disturbed

in the distribution of terrestrial magnetism, it is

restored by a discharge attended by the evolution

of light—the flashes of a magnetic storm—in the

same way as in the electrical storm, the forked

lightning indicates the restoration of the disturbed

equilibrium iu the distribution of electricity. But

great obscurity rests upon this department of me-

teorology ; and from science we pass to poetry,

again quoting the lines of Lomonosov :

—

' Come, then, philosoplier, wliose privileged eye

Heads .Nature's hidden pages and decrees
;

Come now, and tell us whence, and where, and why,

Earth's icy regions glow with lights like these,

That hll our souls wiih awe
;
profound inquirer, say.

For thou dost count the stars, and trace the planets'

way.

' What fills with dazzling beams the illumined air?

What wakes the flames that light the firmament?

The lightnings flash : there is no thunder there

—

.\nd eanh and heaven with fiery sheets are blent;

The winter's uight now gleams with brighter, lovelier

ray

Then over yet adorned the golden summer's day.

' Is there some vast, some hidden magazine.

Where the gross darkness flames of fire supplies?

Some phosphorous fabric which the mountains screen,

W'bose clouds of light above those mountains rise?
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Where tlie winds rattle loud around the foaming sea

And lift the waves to heaven in thundering revelry ?

'Thou knowest not I 'tis douhl, 'tis darkness all I

Even here on earth our thoughts benighted stray,

And all is mystery through this earthly ball—

Who, then, can reach or read yon Milky Way ?

Creation's heights and depths are all unknown—un

trod :

Who, then, shall say how vast, how great, creation':

God."

For "The Friend."

" He that cnduretb to tlie end, the same shall be saved.''

The following instructive observations respecting

faithfulness to manifested duty, and patient con-

tinuance in well-doing, were made by John Bar-

clay, in 1817.

" In reading the 13th chapter of the 1st book of

Kings, I have at this time been much instructed,

and am ready to take the lesson to myself, as a

warninf or special admonition. Herein we see,

that it availed nothing in respect to the future,

that the prophet had, (though so lately,) been

favoured with a divine commission, and was

hitherto, upright in the faithful discharge of that

arduous duty which devolved upon him from his

Lord, even that of openly proclaiming the ven-

geance of the Almighty against the idolatry that

had overtaken the people, and boldly asserting

the destruction of the priests, even to their faces,

and in the presence of their king; saying to him

in reply to his invitation, ' If thou wilt give me
half thine house, I will not go in with thee ; neither

will I eat bread nor drink water in this place.' Yet,

after all, he was weak enough to give up his own
clear convictions of duty, as revealed in and to

hiujself, (the truth of which was indubitably evinced

and sealed by the miracle which attended the

partial performance of them,) and to prefer obeying

the old prophet, before compliance with ' the word
of the Lord.' Oh ! how greatly have I longed, in

a peculiar and especial manner, for myself, as I

am now situated and circumstanced, that I may
steadfastly adhere to no other law but the law
written on the heart ; and closely attend to the

secret dictates of best wisdom alone. For assuredly

there is no safety but in implicitly giving up to

the reproofs of instruction, which are, and ever

will be, the way to life.

" ' Be ye followers of me,' says the apostle Paul

;

tut he adds, ' even as 1 also am of Christ ;' intimat-

ing surely, that the examples of others in life and
conversation, are to be followed, only so far as they
accord with the example and precepts of Him who
said, ' I am the light of the world,' ' whilst ye have
the light, believe in the light,' ' walk whilst ye
have the light.' So that in looking back at such
acts of dedication, as have been (according to my
belief,) required at my hands, and in contemplat-

ing the peace which has ensued after even the

smallest surrender, when the sacrifice has been
offered out of a sincere and upright heart ; I have
earnestly, and 1 may truly say, above every other
earthly consideration, desired that nothing may be
suffered to hinder nie, to turn me aside, even in

trifling, as well as in great matters and concerns,
from carefully, closely, unremittingly attending to,

and abiding by the counsels and teachings of that
divine principle, even the Spirit of Christ, which
is given to every one for his guide in the way of

salvation. I have found amongst many other acts

and false suggestions and temptations, which the
enemy makes use of to deter us from giving up
ourselves to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, one
which is much talked of and acted upon by many
through their own inexperience, and the deceit of
the prince of darkness, namely, that these lead-

ings and secret influences and inspirations, are not

distinguishable from the workings of our own men-

tal or rational powers, and if they are distinguisha-

ble, that these persons have not felt them or known

them. Now, in answer to this, which has been

my own delusion, I may say, that every one who

has for a long season, habitually stifled this divine

monitor, cannot expect to hear or to understand so

plainly its voice, as those do who have for a long

period listened to its secret whispers, and sur-

rendered themselves unreservedly to its injunc-

tions. These can testify that they follow no un-

certain vapour or idle tale ; but that its reproofs

are to be plainly perceived, and its incitements

early to be felt; and that the peace they witness

cannot be imitated, neither can it be expressed to

the understandings, or conceived by the im-

aginations of such as have none of this blessed ex-

perience. Nor let any poor, seeking, sincere, or

serious minds be discouraged, that they do not,

upon submission immediately, or very quickly,

feel what they wait to feel, even the arising of that

secret, influencing, actuating, constraining and res-

training power or Spirit of the Lord. Let them

not be discouraged if this be their case, nor be dis-

mayed if even, after some considerable sacrifices

and trying testimonies of sincerity, they find not

that rich reward of peace which they had expected.

Let such remember it is written, ' lie that endureth

to the end, the same shall be saved.' Now, when
there is a moment's enduring only, and that pre-

vious to or whilst in the performance of what is

required, this cannot be called ' enduring to the

end,' but oh! it is that 'resistance unto blood,'

(as it were,) in faith and faithfulness, that patient

continuance in well doing, in defiance of difiicul-

ties, discouragements, darkness, doubt, and dis-

tress, which will give us the victory, and will make
us, through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus,

heirs of that eternity of peace and rest, and joy,

which we know is prepared for such as overcome.

Telescopes.

In the year 1666, Newton turned his attention

to telescopes ; and, finding that there were many
disadvantages to contend against in refracting sub-

stances, he was led to the construction of what
has since been called the Newtonian, or reflecting!

telescope. Some years after the construction of

the Newtonian, another class of reflecting telescopes

was invented by Dr. Gregory, in which, from a

difference of arrangement, the observer is stationed

in a line with the object, whereas, in the former he

is at right angles to it. The larger reflecting

telescopes of the present day are usually constructed

on the Newtonian plan, but smaller ones are more
frequently fitted up alter the manner of Ur. Gre-

gory. Just as the illuminating power of the refract-

ing telescope depends upon the size of its object-

glass, so the illuminating power of the reflecting

telescope is determined by the area of its object-

speculum, because it is of the light which this re-

ceives that the image in the focus is formed. 'J'he

first reflecting telescope ever made was moulded by
the hands of Sir Isaac Newton, and was furnished

with an object-speculum measuring two inclies and
three tenths in diameter. Hadley first used a
speculum of six inches ; Watson, Short, Raraage,
and Tulley, by slow degrees, extended its dimen-
sions to nine inches, fifteen inches, and three feet.

Toward the close of the last, and in the begin-
ning of the present century, the improvements in

the construction of telescopes received a vast im-
pulse from the labours of Sir William Herschel.
Educated under circumstances by no means favour-
able to great powers, the ardor of his mind sur-

moiinted every opposing difficulty ; and from a

bumble, though respectable station in life, he raised*

himself to a rank in society which genius, whew
directed and sustained by virtue, seldom fails tdi

reach. Though his scientific studies did not com«(

mence till he had arrived at the middle period o|

life, yet ho pursued them with all the energy o(|

youthful devotion, and with that dauntless perseii

verance which renders genius almost omnipotenti(

Every step, indeed, of his astronotcical career waSi

marked by discoveries of the most splendid charac«

ter. New planets, new satellites, new celestiali

bodies, were successively presented to science ; an^
man was enabled to extend the power of his senseai

as well as the energy of his reason, to those remoti

regions of .space where his imagination hadi

hitherto scarcely dared to wander. His invention'

of instruments and methods of observation, too.

were no less surprising than the wonders which theji

disclosed. Obstacles insuperable to other men ht'

speedily surmounted. The telescope which Galilee

held in his hand as a portable toy, became, undei

Herschel's direction, a machine which supported

the astronomer himself, and which mechanical

energy was requisite even to move. There was nc

continuity, in short, between his inventions and dis-i

coveries, and those of astronomers immediatelj

preceding him. He adventured upon a fligl

which left them at an immeasurable distance
;

he penetrated into rcTgions, of which they d

scarcely form a conception. After having conjj

structed a great variety of telescopes, both of tu
Newtonian and Gregorian forms, he at length dol

termiued to make one of a still larger size,

after some failures, and many obstacles, surmount

by his patience and genius, he completed, in

year 1789, his gigantic telescope. This instrume

was forty feet in focal length, and its object-spec

lum four feet in diameter, weighing, when newl;

cast, two thousand one hundred and eighte*

pounds. But the triumph of mechanical acbievt

ment, in the construction of the telescope, was
served for Lord Rosse, a nobleman, who, imitating

the example of his great predecessor, Tycho Brabe<i

devotes his wealth, as well as the energies of bii)

mind, to astronomical research. By the applicai

tiou of beautifully devised machinery to the task ol|

polishing, he completed a telescope whose objects

speculum is of the enormous diameter of six feet

while the metal of which it is composed is of faulti

less material and perfect form.
|

The size of the lens or mirror is not merely ii

general indication of the power of the telescopeii

inasmuch as if each instrument were tested sepaii

rately, in respect chiefly of the reflecting or trans-i

missive qualities of the metal or glass, we mighi

obtain by means of it much more than a general

or rough comparative estimate. But since nothin|!

is dependent on minute exactness in speculationi

concerning the enormous distances we are aboui

to mete out within infinitude, it is enough for pres

ent purposes that we can reach a tolerable api

proximation. Now, regarding his own telescopesj

Herschel computed that the seven-foot refleeto

had a power to penetrate into space, which, com
pared with that of the naked eye, was twenty am
a quarter ; the ten foot, a comparative power o

twenty-eight and a half; the twenty foot, of sev

enty-fivc ; the twenty-five foot of ninety-six ; ani;

the forty foot, with its four-foot mirror, the imi

mense power of one hundred and ninety-two. I

is not easy to compare Lord Rosse's telescope

with these instruments, inasmuch as their variou

relative qualities would require to be ascertainet

by direct experiment; but if, as seems fully estab

lished, his Lordship's three-feet speculum is muol

superior in space-penetrating power to the largesi

disc in possession of his great predecessor, ^e sbal
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obliged to endow tbe six-foot mirror with an that outs the glass most successfully, has the cutting

fficacj to pass without difficulty into space at edges of the crystal placed exactly at right angles

3ast five hundred times further than is possible! to each other, and passing through a point of in-

5r unassisted vision ; in other words, it will descry tersection made by the crossing of the edges. A
gle star six times more remote than an aver- ! polished diamond, however pi-rfeci may be its

ge orb of the first magnitude ; or, though it were i edges, when pressed upon the surface of gl

jparated from our abodes by an iuterval so tre-

lendous that, were a new star, at a similar dis-

mce, created now, its light, even though its ve-

rity be nest toinconceivable, would travel through

36 intervening spaces probably for more than six

kousand years, ere, by reaching this earth, it

ould tell of a new existence having been sum-
loned from the void.

—

Eclectic Magazine.

"Judge not." Mat., ch. vii. 1.

" Observation. A judging temper is not fit for

disciple, in the eye of Christ. Judging is not an

ction beseeming a disciple : is not such an action

Christ alloweth in him.

" There are two things exceeding lovely in a dis-

ple, both whereof this is contrary unto.

" The first is, A brokenness of spirit in himself

his own vileness. Though a man be pardoned

ir his sin; yet, the sight of what he was—the re-

lembrance of what was blotted out in him

—

ay, of what is still in him and upon him, further

m the Lord is pleased of his own free goodness,

blot it out continually,—should keep him very

p in his own eyes, even as low as if he were still

?ing under the guilt and condemnation of it.

The second is, A pity and tenderness oj spirit

iward sinners. He who kuoweth the bitterness

F his own wound, although he be in part healed

imself, yet cannot but yearn over those who re

lain still exposed to the bitterness of the same

ound. How did Christ pity sinners,—even the

ost stubborn sinners? Oh, Jerusalem, Jerusa-

m, &c.

"The more men lie open to judgment, doth not

fford us the more liberty of judging them ; but

more it should excite our pity. It no way be^

163 a condemned person, newly pardoned, to

idge his fellow offenders; but to pity them, and

) lie abased, under the sense of his

rhich, by the mere mercy of the Judge, he hath

scaped the danger of.

—

Isaac Penington

Usefulness of Diamonds.—Many persons sup-

ose that diamonds are only used in jewelry— for

ings and other articles of personal adornment, and

bat they are really of no essential value whatever

the practical arts. This is a mistaken notion
;

hey are used for a great number of purposes in

he arts. Thus for cutting the glass of our win-

ows into proper size, no other substance can equal

d it is exclusively used for this purpose. A.

latural edge, or point, as it is called, is used for

his work, and thousands of such are annually re-

[uired in our glass factories. Diamond points are

employed for engraving on cornelians, ame-

hysts, and other brilliants, and for the finer cutting

n cameos and seals. Being very hard, the dia-

aond is also used in chronometers for the steps of

ivots; and as it possesses high refractive, with in-

jrior dispersive power, and little longitudinal

berration, it has been successfully employed for

he small deep lenses of single microscopes. The
agnifying power of the diamond, in proportion to

hat of plate glass, ground to a similar form, is as

ight to three. For drawing minute lines on hard

teel and glass, to make micrometers, there is no

ubstitute for the diamond point.

splinters it with the slightest pressure; but with

the natural diaiiond the most accurate lines are

produced on glass, and their surfaces are so finely

burnished, that if ruled close together, they decom-

pose light, and afford the most beautiful prismatic

ppearance—all the colours of the rainbow flash

from them as from the silvery interior of a pearl

oyster-shell.

Diamonds are also employed for drill-points to

perforate rubies, and to bore holes in draw plates for

tine wire, and also for drilling in hard steel. Some
enquiries have been made recently in regard to using

them for dressing millstones, as a substitute for steel

picks. We apprehend that they are altogether too

pensive to be used for this purpose at present

;

but if some of our inventors would make the dis-

covery of manufacturing diamonds as cheaply as

we make charcoal, which is of the same composi-

tion, we might be able to recommend them to our

rs. The coke obtained from the interior of

gas retorts, in many cases is found so hard that it

will cut glass
; but as its point endures but for a

hort period, it cannot be made available as a sub-

stitute for tbe natural diamond for such purposes.

Late Paper.

Lett(

AUVICE RESPEt'TIN

Dear Friends,—Dearly

IXXl.

:HURCH DISCIPLI.SE.

oved and honoured

in the Lord, because of his honourable presence

and power, which is so preciously manifested and

found to be among you in your meetings.

Blessed be the Lord, who hath thus gathered

you ! and given you hearts to meet together, to

feel his precious presence and power, and wait

do his will therein, as he shall please to call,

and make your way clear thereto. And blessed

be the Lord ! who doth encourage and reward you

daily, and make your meetings pleasant and ad-

vantageous to your own souls, and towards thi

seasoning and holy watching over the several re

spective places, where your lot is fallen.

Oh! what could the Lord do more for his peo-

ple, than to turn them to that pure Seed of life,

which will make them all alive, and keep them all

in life and purity ; and then, to make use of every

living member in the living body, as his Spirit

shall please to breathe upon it, and his power ac-

tuate it ! And indeed, there is need of all the

life and power to the body, which the Lord sees

good to bestow on any member of it ; every mem-

ber of the body having life given it, not only for

itself, but likewise for the use and service of the

body. Only, dear Friends, here is to be the great

care, that every member keep within the limits of

life, wherein its capacity and ability for service

lies, and, out of which, it can do no real service

for God, or to the body. Oh! therefore, eye Life,

eye the Power, eye the presence of the Lord with

your spirits ! that he may go along with you, and

guide you in every thought ye think, in every word

ye speak, in reference to his work and service.

And, mind Friends, what is now upon me to

you : it is one thing, to sit waiting to feel the

power, and to keep within the limits of the power,

thus far; and another, yea, and harder, to feel

and keep within the sense and limits of the power,

when ye come to act. Then your reasonings, your
"

' s, have more advautuge

the forward part; and keep back to tho life, which

though it rise more slowly, yet acts more surely

and safely for God.

Oh wait and watch, to feci your Keeper keeping

you within the holy bounds and limits, within the

pure fear, within the living sense, while ye are

acting for your God ! that ye may only be his in-

struments, and feel him acting in you. Therefore,

every one wait to feel the Judge risen and up, and

the judgment set in your own hearts; that, what

ariseth in you, may be judged and nothing may
pass from you publicly, but what hath first passed

the pure judgment in your own breasts. And, let

the holy rule of the bles.sed apostle James, be al-

s upon your spirits. " Let every one be swift

to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath." O let not

a talkativeness have place in any of you ! but abide

n such gravity, modesty, and weightincss of spirit,

as becomes the judgment seat of the Spirit and

power of the Lord. Ye can never wait too much

for the power, nor can ye ever act too much in the

power ; but, ye may easily act too much without it.

And as for this troublesome, contentious busi-

ness, (if the Lord should yet order it to be brought

before you,) the Lord teach you to consider of, and

manage it in a wise, tender and healing spirit.

Ye must distinguish in judgment, if ye judge

aright, between enemies and erring friends. And,

take heed of the quickness and strength of reason,

or of the natural part, which avails little : but,

wait for the evidence and demonstration of God's

Spirit, which reacheth to the witness and doth the

work. Are they in a snare? are they overtaken

in a fault? yea, are they in measure blinded and

hardened, so that they can neither see nor feel, as

to this particular? Retire, sit still awhile, and

travail for them. Feel how life will arise in any

of you, and how mercy will reach towards them
;

and how living words, from the tender sense, may

be reached forth to their hearts, deeply, by the

hand of the Lord, for their good. And, if ye find

them, at length, bowing to the Lord, Oh, let tender

compassion help them forwards! that what hath

been so troublesome and groundedly dissatisfactory

in the progress, may, at length, have a sweet issue

for their good, and our joy and rejoicing in the

Lord.

So, my dear Friends, the Lord be with you, and

guide you in this, and in all that he shall further

call you to; and multiply his presence, power, and

blessings upon you, and make your meetings as

serviceable to the honour of his name, as iie himself

would have them, and as you yourselves can desire

them to be.

Y'our friend and brother in the tender Truth,

and in the pure love and precious life.

The rough diamond is called bort, and the
' points" used for glass-cutting are fragments of: wisdom, your apprehcus'

he borts. Great care and skill are necessary inito get up in you, and to put themselves forth. Oh!

electing the cutting points, because the diamond therefore, watch narrowly, and diligently against

L P.

Fifth

A Remarkable Founluin.—A writer in BaUou's

Pictorial, gives the following description of a re-

markable fountain in Florida:

Taking a narrow path, I crossed through some

dense uiKierwood, and all at once 1 stood on the

banks of the Wakulla Spring. There was a basin

of water one hundred yards in diameter, almost

circular. The thick bushes were growing to the

water's edge, and bowing their heads to the un-

rippled surface. I stepped into a skiff and pushed

off. Some very large fish attracted my attention,

and I seized a spear to strike them. The boat-

man laughed, and asked me how far below the

surface 1 supposed they were. I answered, "about

four feet."' He assured me that they were at least

twenty feet from me ; and it was so. The water

is of the most wonderful transparency. I dropped

an ordinary pin in the water forty feet deep, and
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saw its head with perfect distinctness as it lay on

the bottom. As we approached the centre I no-

ticed a jagged gray liiuestoue rock beneath us,

pierced with holes—one seemed to look into un-

fathomable depths. The boat moved slowly on,

and now we hung trembling over the edge of the

sunken cliff, and far below it lay a dark, yawning,

unfathomable abyss. From its gorge conies forth,

with immense velocity, a living river. Pushing on

just beyond its mouth, I dropped a ten cent piece

into the water, which is there one hundred and

ninety feet deep, and I clearly saw it shining on

the bottom. This seems incredible, but I think

the water possesses a magnifying power. I am

confident that the piece could not be seen so dis-

tinctly from a tower one hundred and ninety feet

high. We rowed on towards the north side, and

noticed in the water the fish which were darting

hither and thither, the long flexible roots, and

wild, luxuriant grass on the bottom, all arrayed

in the most beautiful prismatic hues. The gentle

fiwell occasioned by the boat gave to the whole

undulating motion. Deathlike stillness reigned

around, and a more fairy scene I never behold.

For " Tho Friend."

B10G1!.\PU1CAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned membe
of the Yearly .Meeting of Philadelphia.

ELIZABETH LEVIS.

(Concluded from page 354.)

One of her grand-daugliters at Duck Creek, wi

left a young widow about the close of 1773 or the

beginning of 1774. Elizabeth Levis on this occa-

sion, addressed the following letter to her daughter

and her husband.
" My dear child.—I was very glad to have a

few lines from thee ; but it affected my mind to

hear of your affliction. I consider that when we
are under trials, it is a token that we are under

the notice of our Heavenly Father; and that he

is working to wean us from the love of, and anx-

ious cares for the things of this life, that we may
be concerned for his honour and the good of souls,

and become fitted for his pure holy kingdom. It

is with me to say, dear children, be not discouraged !

I feel that the Lord is near you, and is drawing

you nearer to himself, that your love may be fixed

on heavenly things, and that you may more
and more enjoy the comforts of the Holy Spirit,

which will drown all the afllictions we meet with

here.
" Dear child, thou signifies thy desire of our

being together,— I can say amen to it. My desire

was great to be in company with you all, but as

I was thinking of the satisfaction it would be to

me, I thought I heard a watchword in my inward

ear, thus: 'Be content to wait the Lord's time,

and if he sees meet to bring you together in this

world, and you are concerned for his honour and

the promotion of his Holy Truth, then you will

have comfort in the Lord, and one in another,'

—

Dear child,— be not discouraged. The Lord is

near to help thee through all thy difliculties, a>

thy eye and confidence are stayed on him alone.

As to the hint thou gave me of thy fears and
doubts, 1 say again, be not discouraged ! The Lord
is near them that walk before him in fear. It is

good to think meanly of ourselves, but let us have
a care of sinking below trusting in (Jod.

" I cannot well omit making some mention of

the goodness of Ood to my poor soul. He is often

plea.sed to renew his visitations of love to me, and
to bring to my remembrance, the times and .sea-

sons in which I was ready to shrink from him,

when he was pleased to make known to me what
he required of me. But Oh ! blessed and praised

be his holy name forevermore, His tender mercyl

over all his works, and he is not willing to cast

any of his children that are willing to be

wrought upon by his Almighty Power. A tender!

parent, truly concerned for the welfare of his chil-j

dren, when pleasant things will not do, is under
[

a necessity to use the rod, or other severe mea-j

sure?. When the child submits, such a parent re-
\

joices, and administers that which is good. So

our Heavenly Father rejoices over those that sub-i

mit under his holy hand. Although he may see|

meet, sometimes, to use the rod, yet when they

submit, he administers at times of his good things

to them. He may see meet in wisdom, to hide

his face a little, at behind a curtain, for the trial

of their faith and love, yet he will appear again,

and when he appears, his reward is with him, eveu

peace and joy in the Holy Spirit.

" Dear children, it is my earnest desire, that

you may solidly wait upon God, that he may en-

able you to be true help-meets one to another, in

the great work of the soul's salvation. Labour

as much as you can to help your children in that

great work, which is to be wrought out with fear

and trembling. May your dear child that has

lost her companion, and has several small child-

ren, not be discouraged, but remember the blessed

promise of our Heavenly Father, that he will be a

father to the fatherless, and a judge of the widi

My desire is that you may comfort and encourage

her,—not that I apprehend you are careless ol

her, but having to sympathize with her in

close trials, it came into my mind to stir you up

by way of remembrance. We have great need to

keep a strict watch, lest something be forgotten

that ought to be remembered. Itis wilhrae to say,

that those who make it their chief concern to be

prepared for their great change, will not be unpre-

pared to meet the trials that may be suffered to

come in their way. The regard of the Lord is to

them that are labouring to be freely given up to

his will. As we read in the Scriptures of Truth,

they are to him as the apple of his eye.

"I conclude, with dear love to you and your

children, and remain your tender mother."

Elizabeth Levis.
Second month, 1774.

Elizabeth Levis was now an aged women. Her
daughter Lydia, who had remained unmarried,
had, after a short illness, been removed from the

church militant, closing an exemplary life, by a

holy, happy death. The mother desired to be

with her daughters, and believing that she had the

Divine sanction for such a step, she soon after

writing the above letter, removed to Duck Creek.

Her residence there was brief. The time of her

release from the trials and labours attendant upon!
this earthly state soon came, and her end wasi

peace. Her character, as given in her memorial
may be briefly given. She was a nursing mother
to those seeking a heavenly inheritance, eneourag-
ng them, both by precept and example, to press

forward in the path of piety, that they might attain

it. She also fervently laboured to stir up the ne-

gligent to the performance of their duty. She was
earnestly concerned to the last for the prosperity

of the cause of Truth in the earth. Her life ap-

peared to be one of mourning under a sense of the

depravity of the inhabitants of the land, and their

hellion against God. She often expre.-sed her
belief that the Lord's judgments were hanging over
us, and her fears, that if speedy repentance was not
manifest, they would be laid on. Her exercise

was increased by the prospect she had that many
of her fellow members were running into the cus-

toms and manners of the world, actuated by its

spirit, and as it were, buried in the earth.

Her last illness was short. On Fifth-day

Third month 17th, 1775, she was taken with a

heavy chill, and lived but to the following First-

day, when she quietly departed. She was up-

wards of eighty years of age.

The Camelin America.—The successful attempt

to introduce these useful animals as beasts of bur-

den in the southwestern territory of the United

States is well known, and has excited considerable

interest. It is said they have been found admira-

bly adapted for the conveyance of goods and pas-

sengers across the arid plains lying between Texas

and California. The result of a recent attempt to

introduce the camel into the more northern and

mountainous territory of Nevada, is thus described

by a territorial journal

:

The interesting experiment, whether camels are

suitable for this country, is now being thoroughly

tested by a train of nine Bactrian camels that are

running to and from the salt marsh, about 140
miles distant, engaged in packing salt.

The result so far is in some respects favourable;

in others not. They are docile and tractable crea-

tures ; kneel down to receive their load, which, if

well balanced, never gets out of order nor requires

adjusting, owing to the peculiar formation of the

back. As to feeding these camels, there is no dif-

ficulty; they eat all kinds of grass, thistles, tule%(

willows, and are particularly fond of griswoodj

Their carrying capacity as well as speed has been
much overrated. The average weight of salt taj

each animal, has been insideof 450 pounds, wh
may be attributed partly to the season ot the yi

when feed is dry, and furnishes less strength thi

in the Spring and Summer. On good level roa

their rate of travel is equal to a mule"

sandy soil, they go at the pace of oxen; and
stony, mountainous roads, they show strong

jections to travel at all. The greatest

exists in the softness of their feet. On rockj

ground the foot becomes tender and swells up, thg

skin cracks, tho alkali enters, and makes the ani^

mal lame. The recuperative power of the camel,

however, is .such, that by not working it for twc

weeks it is well again. The climate seems to agres

with the Bactrian camei, and must be similar to

that of their native country. Great heat does nol

afl'ect them, and against cold they are protected bj

a thick shaggy coat of hair. Upon the whole, by

studying their habits and wants, by selecting propel

roads for them, they may turn out a valuable ad-

dition to our locomotive and carrying power ; but

this region of the Great Basin, on account of the

many stony mountain ranges which traverse it, h
not likely to become what is termed a real camei

country.

How life is rendered a mere bubble.—" Oh thai

men would praise the Lord for his goodness and

for his wonderful works (o the children of

What is life without (in effect) speaking such i

language? for we cannot otherwise answer the end

of our existence on the earth. This state of being

is soon at an end, with all that can be enjoyed oi:

acquired, of a transitory nature ; therefore to liv<

here without glorifying the great Creator with the

body and with the spirit, is to render life a men
bubble, and to have no well-grounded hope o

eternal, soul-satisfying delight.

—

Sarah [Lt/nes

Grubb.

and iS

•ong ob«

lifficultj

The business of life.—It is a great thing to b«

prepared to die— and they are unwise who put i'

off until the closing scene; it is the business o,

life. 1 feel my mind quiet, and centred in th(

ocean of love and infinite goodness.

—

Williatn

Odell. 1805.
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On the Republic of Liberia, ils Products and

Resources.

BY GEtlARD BALSTOy, CONSUL GUN'l FOIl LIDEIIIA, (LONDON.)

The small Republic of Liberia, lounded by the

benevolence of the American Colonization Society

on the West Coast of Africa some 40 years ago, for

the purpose of furnishing an asylum to the free peo-

ple of colour in the United States, who, from the

unfortunate prejudice against blacks, cannot live

happily in their native land, and which has since

become the asylum of the recaptured Africans

taken out of the slave ships by the American cruis-

ers for suppressing the slave trade, is becoming
BO interesting and important a community, that 1

beg to give a concise account of its present condi-

tion and its prospects, with the desire of attracting

the benevolent regards of all Christian people, but

particularly of the British nation, towards the

young and rising State.

Liberia (the laud of the free,) on the west coast

of Africa, is a place of refuge (or those poor ne-

groes who, not comfortably situated in their native

country, have migrated from Virginia, Ohio, tlie

Carolinas, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and other

States of the Union. These negroes have been

aided by the benevolence of the American Coloni-

sation Society, at Washington, to remove to the

Boast of Guinea, where, after undergoing a variety

of hardships and afflictions incident to settling in

a savage region, they have formed themselves into

tk respectable commonwealth, numbering some

500,000 souls, of whom about 484,000 are abo-

riginal inhabitants of the country, and about 16,000

Americo-Liberians. Their form of government is

that of a Republic—having an elected President,

and two houses (Senate and House of Representa-

tives) of the legislature. The Vice-President and

President are elected for two years, the House of

Representatives for two years, and the Senate for

four years. There are 13 members of the Lower
House and 8 of the Upper House; each county

Bending two members to the Senate. Hereafter, as

the population augments, each 10,000 persons will

be entitled to an additional representative. The
Vice-President must be 35 years of age, and have

real property of the value of 600 dollars; and, iu

the case of the absence or death of the President,

he serves as President. He is also President of

the Senate, which, in addition to being one of the

branches of the Legislature, is a Council for the

President of the Republic, he being required to

submit treaties for ratihcation and appointments

to public office for confirmation. The President

mu.st be 35 years of age, and have property 600

dollars. The judicial power is vested in a supreme

court, and such subordinate courts as the Legis-

lature may from time to time establish.

Liberia is situated on that part of the coast of

Guinea called the Grain coast (most fertile in rice,)

having for its south-eastern boundary the San

Pedro river, 78 miles east of Cape Palmas, and

running alons the coast to the ujouth of the She-

bar river, 125 miles north-we?t of Monrovia; it

has about 600 miles of coast line, and extends

back about 100 miles on an average, but with the

facility of almost iudefioite extension into the in-

terior, the natives everywhere manifesting the

greatest de>ire that treaties should be formed with

them, so that the limits of the Republic may be

extended over all the neighbouring districts. The

Liberian territory has been purchased by more

than twenty treaties, and in all cases the natives

have freely parted with their titles for a satisfac-

tory price. The chief solicitude has been to pur-

chase the line of sea-coast, so as to connect the

different settlements under one government, and

to exclude the slave trade, which formerly was

most exten-sively carried on at Cape Mesurado,
Tradetown, Little Bas.sa, Digby, New Sesters, Gal-

linas, and other places at present within the Re-
public, but now happily excluded—except iu a

recent instance at Gallinas, under peculiar circum-

stances. The country lately devastated by the in-

famous slave traders, is now being cultivated and
enriched by peaceful agriculture and extending

commerce. It iurnishcs a home to the defenceless

natives who have fled for protection from slavery

and death, liable to be inflicted upon them by
their own ruthless chiefs. The natives know that

within Liberian jurisdiction they are secure from
the liability of being seized and sold into slavery.

The original settlers landed in Liberia and
hoisted the American flag on the 2.5tb of April,

1822, at Cape 3Iesurado, where Monrovia, the

capital was established, and they continued under
the fostering care of the American Colonization

Society until the 24th day of August, 1847, 25
years, when they were proclaimed a free and inde-

pendent State, with the sanction of the parent So-

ciety, and were regularly installed as the Republic

of Liberia. England and France soon welcomed
this small State into the family of nations, by

making treaties of amity, commerce, and naviga-

tion with her. These friendly examples being

imitated by other powers, it follows that Liberia

is acknowledged, and has treaty relations with

some of the most respectable States of the world

.situated in Europe and America. It is deeply to

be regretted that the United States, the fatherland

of Liberians, has not yet acknowledged the young
Republic. It is to be hoped, since the power
has passed out of the hands of the pro-slavery

party in America, that Liberian independence will

soon be acknowledged by the twelfth nation of the

world. The Republic of Africa will, no doubt,

soon be acknowledged by the mighty Republic of

America.

Though Liberia was established on the Coast of

Africa as an asylum for the free coloured people

of the United States, it was not intended to con-

fine the object merely to the deportation of persons

previously free. On the contrary, many slaves

were emancipated expressly for emigration to Li-

beria, and a number of benevolent and kiud

masters could be mentioned, who not only made
great sacrifices, but nearly pauperised themselves

by giving up their property in slaves, and also by

furnishing them the means of comfortably reaching

the colony by a long sea passage, and providing

for their welfare after their arrival in their future

homes. Upwards of 6000 persons were in this

category, most of whom, and their dejcendauts,

have since become valuable and useful citizens of

this little State, who, if they had continued in the

land of their birth would have remained. depressed

as an inferior caste, repulsed from the society of

the white race, and excluded from all but tlie most

menial and least lucrative employments. With

the natural aspirations of freemen, and finding all

the circuuistauces surrounding them in their new

homes so favourable for the development of the

industry, talents, and enterprise they possessed,

we have witnessed all the success which was to be

expected. We find them changed from the care-

less, listless beings they were iu America, into the

pains-taking, industrious, and energetic citizens of

Liberia. It would be easy to mention the names

of numerous persons of Liberia who would do

credit, by their respectable characters, their wealth,

and their general success, to almost any civilized

community, who owed their prosperity esclu-ively

to the education of circumstauces they found iu Li-

beria, but who would, if they had remained in their

native land, under the prejudices and the depress-

ing circumstances surrounding them, have con-
tinued mere drones and nobodies. These people
were early taught to govern them.selves. The white
governors sent out by the American Colonization

Society, had the good sense to take pains to select

the most respectable of the coloured people to aid

in administering the affairs of the infant colony,
.iiid the training of Lot Carey, Elijah Johnson,
John JJ. Russwurm, and J. J. Roberts, and others

that could be named, was so good that on the death
of the lamented Buchanan, in 1841, (the last of
the white governors,) it was resolved that all in

authority hereafter should be coloured persons,
and Mr. Roberts was made the governor, and con-
tinued so for sis years, and on the independence
of the State being proclaimed, and the Republic
of Liberia instituted, Mr. Roberts was elected

President, and on three suli.sequent occasions he
was re-elected President, thus serving eight years
as chief of the Republic, and previously six years
as governor, making a total service of 14 years aa

chief magistrate of Liberia.

His excellent successor, the actual President,
Stephen Allen Benson, came from Maryland at the
early age of six years, and, having gone through
all the varied vicissitudes, among others, of being
a prisoner when very young among the aborigines,

then being a successful merchant, then being a
member of the Legislature as Senator, then Judge,
then Vice-President of the Republic, and, of
course. President of the Senate, and occasionally
Military Commander of the volunteer couuirymen
in resisting the attacks of the natives, became Presi-

dent of the Republic, and, having served three
terms of two years each, was inaugurated for a
fourth term last January, and, on the completion
ot eight years of service as President, he will proba-
bly retire to his large coffee estate at Bassa, and
hereafter some of my present audience may have
the pleasure of partaking of probably the best

coffee produced in the world from his plantation.

It is instructive to contrast the cheap and suc-

cessful self-government of the Liberians with the
expensive and not over i-uccessful government of
white men in the Colonial establishments of the

Europeans on the coast of Africa. White men,
soon dying in the ungeuial climate of Africa, re-

quire large salaries and frequent successors, whilst

the blacks, living in a climate far more congenial

to them than the temperate zone would be, are

long-lived, healthy, and economical administrators

of the simple laws of their own framing, which are

well adapted to promote the pro.sperity of their

countrymen.

(To be continued.)

Gay attire and superfliiUy.—What think ye?
Will the Lord accept of men and women iu their

pride and vain glory, and gay attire and super-

fluity? I will tell ye, nay; for such are spotted

and stained with the spots of this world; they are

too much taken up with, and following the vain

fashions and customs of it, which must be repented

of and turned from, if they would find mercy with

the Lord, if they are not totally hardened and re-

solved to have their own ways till the last moment
of their time.

Oh ! therefore, come down, all you lofty sous and
daughters in Sion, and put away your pride and
arrogancy, that you may be prepared for the sol-

emn time and message, and may come before the

Lord with true humility, and not be adorned in

such a manner as was spoken against by the apos-

tle, which doth not become a people professing the

self-denying religion of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Being not acceptable to the Lord and a contradic-

tion to our christian profession.

—

Samuel Scott.
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For "The Frieuj." they are thus sanctified, and act in subservience to

The Ground of Christian Discipline briefly ex-
\

this Spirit, it cannot be expected that they will

plained: aiul the necessU>/ of the influence of a.\- ail towards promoting the kingdom of God.

Heavenly Wisdomjor Itsprupa-siqiportenforcedA This kingdom, we are assured, is within—oX a

By Joseph Titham.—" Without me ye am f/o' spiritual nature,—and consists in "righteousness

nothing.—John, xv. 5.'—" iVo/! as though /.and peace, and joy, in the Holy Ghost ^" Rom,

had already attained, either were already per-

fect.—V)i\\. iii. 12."

[We have received a pamphlet with the above

title, containing matter for serious reflection on the

part of the members of our religious Society. Much

of the trouble and distress introduced into our

XIV. 17, a state of mind in which the Spirit of

Christ rules and reigns. If the establishment of

this kingdom in the heart is essentially requisite

for all, in order tbat the great purpose of their be-

ing may be accomplished, how peculiarly so must

it be for those who undertake to build up the

church of God, and thereby to promote the estab-

midst, has had its origin from a_ disregardj)t the
i-,j,„,e„t ^f j,;, kingdom in the hearts of others !

fundamental principle, that the affairs of the Church

can be properly managed only by those who are

themselves measurably under the government of

the Head of the church, and are thus qualified to

understand His will in regard thereto. Another

source of disorder and trouble, has been the senti-

ment expressed and acted on by some, that be-

cause there may be a want of rightly qualified

members in a meeting, or its affairs be in some in-

stances transacted in a wrong spirit, therefore

the requisitions of the discipline are not to be re-

garded, and members are justified in acting in ac-

cordance with their own individual ideas of right,

independent of the long established rules which

the church has adopted for the government of its

members and meetings. Whatever pretensions such

may make to superior experience in the law of the

Spirit, and though they may claim exemption from

the wholesome provisions and requisitions of the dis-

cipline on this account, itis evideutthey are deluded,

their practice and pretensions lead to disorder, and,

if generally acted on, would end in anarchy. There
is a serious truth contained in the declaration,

which is not uufrequently quoted by such, that
" the letter killeth," but it is a great mistake to sup- j

pose that this in any wise sanctions going contrary
to the course which the letter enjoins. If we walk
in the Spirit, we will be found walking in con-
formity with the rules which the spirit has au-

thorized the Church to adopt.

We think the author of the pamphlet has pointed
out the remedy for the evils referred to.

The body of the work is preceded by the fol-

lowing advertisement.]

Advertisement.—Such is the propensity of hu-
man nature to deviate from a right course, that,

without a frequent recurrence to first principles,

there is a danger of societies, as well as individu-
als, losing their settlement ou the foundation upon
which they were originally established. From Host condition bv nat

Many among,-t us, it is to be feared, are lamenta-

bly insensible of their insufficiency of themselves for

this work ; and therefore they feel not the necessity

of waiting for the influence of that power which

alone can qualify them for such service. It was

this power, however, which wrought so effectually

in many of our predecessors, and strengthened them

to bear such a fight of afflictions, and to contend

so valiantly " for the faith once delivered to the

saints." Judo i. 3.

The object of the present little work, is by no

means to discourage any Friends from attending

meetings for discipline, but the contrary. And as

the right support of these meetings, and the part

we take in them, are matters of so great impor-

tance to ourselves and to the Society, the author

is solicitous to put Friends upon a careful exami-

nation how far they are active in them, so as to

promote their own best interests, and the interest

of the cause they profess to serve. For want of

attending to the important business of meetings for

discipline in a proper spirit, and with a suitable

preparation of heart, many, it is to be feared,

really injure themselves, and the cause they are

"esirous to forward. The design of the following

observations, is, if possible, to prevent so unhappy
an effect; and if they shall conduce in any degree,

to this salutary purpose, the author will think him-

self amply repaid for his labour.

Tlui Ground, i)-c.— " God is a Spirit;" and
communion with him can be enjoyed only through
a spiritual medium. For this purpose, in tUe

riches of his goodness towards poor fallen man.
He has furnished every individual with a measure
of his own pure Spirit;—that " unspeakable gift,"

purchased for us by the sufferings and death of

his beloved Sou. Through the enlightening, puri-

fying efficacy of this Divine Principle of life, man
is mercifully put into a capacity to see and feel his

this consideration, the author of the following re-

marks has been led to entertain a fear, le=t the
disposition, prevalent in many persons to attempt
to set aside the necessity of Divine assistance in

conducting the discipline of the church, should in-

crease, and eventually lead us, as a Society, from
the true foundation of our religious profession.
This has induced him to endeavour, in the spirit
of love, to convince the judgment-s of those who
may entertain this sentiment, and thereby to check
if possible, this evil ;—an evil which appears to
him to savour much of presumption— to be hi.'hiy
offensive to the lJivi?ie B>i„g, and likely to d'^raw

his displeasure on our favoured Society.do

As these remarks are designed only for the mem-
bers of our own Society, it may seem the less ne-
cessary to observe, that the author by no means
wishes to depreciate human abilities, either natural
or acquired. These are highly valuable in their
places, and may be eminently useful in the church
in various degrees, when they are sanctified by di-
vine Grace, and under the influence of the Holy
Spirit. All that he insists upon, is, that unless

and to regain that purity

and holiness, from which by disobedience our first

parents fell. For this Spirit, as it is cordially

united with, qualifies him to contend succ :ssfully

with the principle of evil in his own hetirt, and
eventually enables him to be more than conqueror.
The strong man armed, that had occupied the

hou.se, is cast out, and his goods are spoiled : a
complete change takes place in his heart; the af-

fections are transferred from earth to heaven ; and
the pure Seed of the kingdom, before oppressed
and buried, as it were, under the load of sin, gains
the ascendency.

In the progress of this work, the heart becomi
the scene of many a conflict between these two
powers, the evil nature often striving to regain the
superiority : but, as a holy confidence in the mea-
sure of light and grace afforded is maintained, and
a steady adherence to it preserved, the progress of
the soul will be sure, and its efforts ultimately
crowned with success. Thus emancipated from
this greater than Egyptian bondage, man is en-
abled to rejoice in " the glorious liberty of the
children of God." Having thus, through the

=
of the Spirit,quickening, regenerating influence

known a transition from the carnal to the spiritual

state, or, in the language of our Saviour to Nico-,

demus, being " born again," or from above, he re-

ceives spiritual faculties and powers to which he!

was betore a stranger ; and, persevering in faith-i

fulness, experiences a spiritual growth from strengthl

to strength—from the child's state to that of a

young man ; and thence to that of a strong man
nay to that of " a perfect man," a " man of God'*—" thoroughly furnished unto all good works.

This was the blessed experience of the truly liv-j

ing amongst our predecessors ;—men and women
eminently raised and qualified to lift up the stand-

ard of truth and righteousness. These, through

the powerful operation of the quickening Word,
were " baptized into Christ," even '' into his death,"

so that, " as Christ was raised from the dead by
the glory of the Father," they also were enabled

to " walk in newness of life." They were " made
to driuk into one Spirit," and thus they became
members of that mystical body, the Church, of

which Christ Jesus is the Head
;
growing up into-

him, and experiencing him to be made unto them
" wisdom and righteousness and sanctification and
redemption."

This union of the members of the true churcl

with Christ the Head, is beautifully set forth by'

our Saviour, when he compares himself to the vine,-

and bis followers to the branches. As these are

supported by the root, receive nourishment from it,

and entirely depend upon it; so the living members
of the true Church depend upon Christ, the Head,l
and derive their life, strength, and qualification for

service solely from Him. For, " as the branch,'"

says our Saviour, " cannot bear fruit of itself, ex-i

cept it abide in the vine, no more can ye, exccpb
ye abide in Me." '

Thus it is clear, that, consistently with the ob-

servation of the apostle, " the natural man re-

ceiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they

are foolishness unto him ; neither can he know them,

because they are spiritually discerned." Man, there-

fore, without experiencing that change of heart,

through the Spirit of Christ, expressed by the terra,!

Regeneration, or the new Birth, is wholly a strange;

to the kingdom of God. This kingdom is of

spiritual nature, consisting in " righteousness, am
peace, and joy, in the Holy Ghost,"— a righteous

ness begotten in us by and through the Spirit ol

Christ dwelling in us, clothing our spirits with hii

ownrobe, and diffusing,at times, through our whol
man, a peace and joy which those in the natural

state cannot even conceive. And our Saviour, in I

his conference with Nicodemus, positively declares,

that " except a man be born again, he cannot see

the kingdom of God."

CTo Le contiiiued.J

llw People shall Dwell Alone.—In days thati

are past, this scripture declaration was often quoted-

as applicable to our Society, " the people shalf:

dwell alone;''— it was when Israel was abiding ini

his tent, separate from the surrouuding nations,

that the emphatic exclamation was uttered, " Howt
goodly are thy tents, Jacob, and thy taberna-

cles, U Israel ! as the valleys are they spread forth,

as gardens by the river side, and as cedar trees

beside the waters." And of this favoured people

it was declared on the same occasion, " the people

shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned among
the nations."

—

Mary Hagger. F. L., vol. 7th,

pp. 454, 455.

Carrying on the concerns of the world in the

spirit of the world, forgetful of the concerns of

eternity, is a very unsafe and lamentable state.
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The Bald Aborigines of tlie Bah?ine.—In the

western interior of Australia, beyond the Balonne
river, a party of aborigiuul natives exist who are

entirely destitute of hair on the head. One of the

natives was brought to Sidney, and is thus described

by the Sidney Empire :

''

There needed not, however, this remarkable

destitution of hair to show that the individual be-

fore us was the type of a race utterly differing in

physical peculiarities from the ordinary aboriginals

Australia. The whole contour of the face,

form of the head, expre.-^siou, colour of skin, and
listless (almost sullen) attitude, at ouco suggested

the Mongolian. It was iuipo sible to look at this

native of the backwoods with the least attention

and reflection, without feeling convinced of his

Chinese extraction. His physical development is

far inferior to that of the healthy aboriginal found

in other parts of Australia. The large rapid eye,

thick lips, broadly-spread nose, and deep brown
skin were all absent. The peculiarity of the face

was most evidently Chinese, and the eye confirmed

this impression. The skin of this interesting

tranger is precisely of that deep yellow brown
; which might be expected in a descendant

From Chinese and aboriginal Australian parents.

How long the races have been mingled in the per-

ons of his ancestors it might be hard to say. The
representative before us, however, was a.^suredly

more Chinaman than aborigine. The parly to

ivbom he belonged— for there is no clear reason for

ailing it a tribe—appeared to inhabit the couu-

ry to the northwestward of the Upper Warrego.

McKay has not seen more than six or seven of

ihem at various times, one at lea»t of whom was a

woman, and one man was much taller and more
trongly proportioned than the specimen brought

our ofiice."

It is supposed that these people are the descen-

lants of Chinamen fishermen, who have landed or

:ieeD cast away on the coast.

customs arise up from the spirit of this world, and

pread little by little, till a departure from the

simplicity that there is in Christ becomes distin-

guished as light from darkness, to such as are

crucified to the world.

—

John Woo/man.

groes I This is a query which we often hear; and

the reply varies according to the feelings, the re-

flection, and the intelligence of the respondent. It

refers to a subject of serious importance, upon the

right disposal of which, is depending much of the

future quietness and prosperity of our country. If

it should bedecided in accordance with the ignorance

and prejudice unhappily too prevalent among the

whites in relation to the moral and intellectual ca-

pabilities of the coloured population, we most pro-

bably, will be involved in endless strife and per-

plexity ; but if the people will allow the precept

T/ie Faith of the Gospel.—Let us not stop

hort, until we have obtained the like precious

aith, once delivered to the saints;

—

tlie truefaith

if tite gospel, which worketh by love, purifieth the

Deart, and giveth victory over sin, death, hell, and

he grave. A historical or traditional faith, or

)ne that admits of a continuance in sin, is dead

ind unavailing ; but the faith of the gospel is a liv-

ng, operative, principle,—an impenetrable shield:

t quencheth the fiery darts of the wicked, disarm-

th sin, justifieth its happy possessor, and giveth

)eace with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ:

rom whom alone it must be obtained, and for it

¥6 must all come to Him, in the humility and

implicity of little children ; of whom is the king-

lom of heaven, though they be upon earth " the

)oor in spirit." It is Jesus alone who imparts this

leavenly treasure,—faith : He is the blessed au-

hor and finisher of it, and from him we must re

ieive the precious gift into our hearts.

—

Daniel
Wlieekr. F. L., vol. 1th, p. 278.

Greatest delight and satisfiKtion.—I can hon

!Stly say, that the greatest delight and satisfaction

hat I ever have in present possession, is to feel

he baptism of the spirit to wash my heart, and

inite it to the seed in the bitter sense of suffering;

iod the most pleasing contemplation that I have

D future prospect in this life, is to see the pros

jerity of Truth, and to be favoured with liberty

tnd capacity to serve the cause thereof in my
^Deration. And for the integrity of this declara

ion I dare appeal to the Searcher of all hearts,

ifho hath even now tendered my spirit in humble
>rostratioD before him.

—

Richard Sliackleton.

Tlu: progress of a uorUly spirit in the heart, organic inferiority, has exercised a controlling in-

Though the change from day to night, is by a'fluence in preventing the development of mental

motion so gradual as scarcely to be perceived, yet, power. Thus the tyranny and cruelty with which

when night is come we behold it very different they have been treated by those who boasted of

become wise in I being their superiors, and who have tak«n advan-from the day; and thus as peopl

r own eyes, and prudent in ;ht,
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What is to be done with the emancipated ne-! culture.

of the ignorance and helplessness of the poor

black to reduce him to abject slavery, have de-

(jressed and brutalized him still more. It is to this

we are to attribute his present low grade of intel-

lect, and it will require time and favourable cir-

cumstances to enable him to elevate himself to the

standard attained by his more favoured white bro-

ther. Where these have been enjoyed by him,

ample evidence has been afforded of his capacity

and disposition to avail himself of them, and there

are now many well known instances of coloured

men who have arrived at a high degree of mental

The answer to the query, what shall be done

with the emancipated negroes 'i is then plain and
easy. Let them remain upon the soil where they

were born
;
place within their reach the means of

education, both intellectual and religious; free

them from the trammels with which false pride

and prejudice have heretofore crippled their exer-

tions to improve their social standing, and their

material resources, and leave them to work their

way up to the level of the community around them.

They will surely repay, by the -fruit of their toil,

for this enjoyment of their rights, and the nation

f the christian religion to govern them, and adopt ' will be relieved from the sin and shame of employ

the policy which common sense dictates, there need jing its power and example, in keeping dow

be no further difiiculty anticipated, than must at

tend the necessarily gradual elevation of a people,

reduced by the cruel slavery of successive genera-

tions to deplorable ignorance and thoughtless de-

pendence.

There has been no little mischief done by deter-

mined pro-slavery men, and a shallow, self-opi-

nionated class claiming to be philosophers, who have

industriously promulgated a notion that th

large portion of its working population, which by

its unrequited toil, has contributed largely to its

wealth and prosperity.

But it may be that very many of our coloured

population will prefer emigration to the land of

their forefathers, to enter at once upon the enjoy-

ments of all the advantages of social equality, in

a cultivated, christian community, rather than to

remain in the land of their birth, where, it will re-

loured man is of an entirely different race from the
;

quire the lapse of many years to remove the feel-

white, who has no right to claim descent from ings of contempt and dislike, entertained by the

Adam ; and that it is impossible for the two races to dominant class towards them. Such a course

dwell together as equals; but if they inhabit the ! would seem natural and wise in them, and though

same country the one must inevitably take the po- the departure of any large portion of them, would

sition of dependent upon and servitor to the other, ; be a loss to our country, we would have no right

the white always being superior. Contrary as this to complain of their wish to leave a land where

is to the teachings of ethnological research and
j

they have suffered so much, and where, if they

the testimony of Holy Scripture, there are yet , remain, they will probably have to suffer so much

many whose want of knowledge on this subject
j

more.

and whose self-esteem, induce them to give more or! Liberia is asking them to return to the home of

less credence to this false theory ; being glad to their forefathers, and offering them, beside a rich

avail themselves of it as an excuse—miserable a soil for cultivation, an almost boundless store of

one as it would be, were it true—for the cruelty material for wealthy commerce, and a congenial

and injustice perpetrated against those they brand climate, all the rights and privileges of social, civic

with being an interior and helpless race ; while the land political life, of which here they are deprived,

prejudice of others who do not admit the correct- 'and to obtain which, they must, it is to be feared,

ness of the theory, is yet so strong, that they are 'undergo a long and galling contest. The pros-

unwilling to allow the coloured portion of our popu- 'perity and extending power of this highly interest

lation the means for entering into fair competition

with them, and thus to labour to prove their capa-

city for acquiring the same amount of knowledge,

and fulfilling the same duties as themselves.

It has pleased Divine Providence, for reasons

which we cannot fathom, to permit for ages the

public, are, we tliink, constantly assuming

increased importance, and can hardly fail in the

course of a few years, if its government continues

to be as wi.sely administered as it has been of

latter times, to become the grand rallying point of

the civilized and christianized blacks in America.

African to be subjected to galling servitude, either in
' In order that our readers may have correct informa-

his own or in other lands, and though individuals, tion, respecting the progress made by the com-

and even some tribes have, at different periods, munity, which, under the patronage and help of

made some progress in civilization, yet as a distinct many of our philanthropic citizens, has worked

portion of the human family, it cannot be denied out its independence and national recognition, we

that the negro in his own land, and his descendants have concluded to transfer to the pages of our

in other places, have for centuries occupied a very Journal, the greater portion of an interesting sketch

inferior position ; from which as a class, they have of the Republic, recently prepared by our fellow

manifested little capacity, and indeed little dispo- countryman, G. Ralston, consul for Liberia in

sition, to extricate themselves. This degraded po- London. The first portion will be found in our

sition, though probably not originally the result of present number.
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SUIIMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Xews from Liverpool to the I7lh ult. The

Times says that it is reported by a jirivate despatch

from ludia, that 115,000 bales of cotton have been

shipped from Bombay in one week. Thi.s is believed to

have been under the news of a rise of only a penny in

Liverpool. It is consequently to be inferred that when
the uews of the recent great advance is received, much
larger shipments will come f irward than have been e.x-

pecied. The distress in the manufacturing districts of

England was increasing; the subject had claimed the

attention of Parliament. The Liverpool cotton market

was still rising. Breadstuffs were dull, with a down-
ward tendency.

The Paris fatrie says, that an interview between the

Emperors of France and Russia, and the King of Prussia,

will tokc place in the Ninth month. A treaty of peace

has been concluded between France and Cochin China.

A French Provincial Journal, which had attacked the

Czar of Russia for his recognition of the Government of

Italy, had received a warning for having insulted a sov-

eielgn friendly to France.

A severe contest between the Turks and Jlontenegrins

is reported, in which the latter were defeated.

Heavy rains in India have prevented the shipment of

cpii The falling oft' thi- upared with tht

last, is reckoned at 1:3,427 chests, valued at £1,553,000.

These figures give an idea of the extent of the opium
trade.

U.MTED States.—nc War.—Oa the 25th inst , Presi-

dent Lincoln issued a proclamation, warning all persons

to cease participating in aiding, countenancing, or abet-

ting the existing rebellion, or any rebellion against the

government of the United States, and to return to their

proper ajlegjaace to the United States, on pain of the

forfeitures and seizures provided in the act to suppress
insurrection, &c. The War Department has issued an
order for the employment of rebel property by U. S.

military commanders. They are authorized to seize

and use, any such property, real or personal, as supplies,

or for other military purposes. Permission is also given
to destroy for military objects, but not in wantonness
or malice. Military and naval commanders are also di-

rected to employ as labourers, as many persons of Afri-

can descent, as can be advantageously used for military

or naval purposes, giving them reasonable wages for

their labour. Arraugemejits have been made with the
rebel authorities at hichmond, for a general exchange
of prisoners. The rebel authorities have ordered the
nnconditional discharge of all Federal surgeons and
army chaplains now held as prisoners, a similar
course having been pursued by the U. S. War Depart-
ment. .Major General Halleck has been assigned to
command the whole land forces of the United States,
as General-in-Chief. Soon after receiving the appoint-
ment he made a visit to the army on the James river.

Virginia.—"Vhe distance from M'Clellan's headquar-
ters to the rebel capital by land, is nineteen miles. By
the James river a boat has to sail sixty miles to reach
the same destination. At one point the stream makes
such a sweep to the westward, that the course is twenty
miles around in an ascent of only two miles. All the
forces that could be spared from South Carolina, have
been sent to the army on the James river. Only enough
troops have been left at Hilton Head and Beaufort, to
jjrotcct them against recapture. There has been of late,

an entire cessation of hostilities in the vicinity of Rich-
mond. It is believed that a large portion of the rebel
army is about being concentrated on the line of the
James river, above its junction with the Appomattox,
The troops are sent from Richmond by the Richmond
and Petersburg Railroad. At Richmond the rebels are
building three iron clad gun boats, one of which is

nearly completed. Gen. Pope has issued an order for
tlie arrest of all disloyal male citizens within the lines
of the U. S. forces, or within their reach. Such as are
willing to take the oath of allegiance to the United
States, will be permitted to remain at their homes, and
pursue their accustomed avocations, but those who re-
fuse, are to be conducted South, beyond the extreme
piiJtels of the army, and their return forbidden, under
jjain of the extreme rigor of military law. The order
caused great excitement in Fauquier county, where it

is said, nearly all the people will go South, rather than
take the oath of allegiance to the United States Gen.
Jackson, with a large rebel force, was in the vicinity ol
Gurdonsvillc. Several skirmishes between the hostile
forces have occurred, and a battle near Gordonsville was
anticipated.

Tlie West and South West.—During the recent partial
suspension of active operarions by the U. S. forces, the
rebels in various quarters, have shown renewed energy
Spd daring. They lately entered Florence, Ala., and

destroyed a vast amount of United States government
stores and property. A small detachment of Gen.
.Mitchell's army was captured. The rebels also com-
mitted depredations at Chickasaw and Waterloo, and
near Eastport and Pittsburg Landing. All these places

are on the Tennessee river. It is reported that large

numbers of rebels, with three generals, have crossed

the Tennessee river at Chattanooga. The rebels of Ken-
tucky along the Uhio river, below Louisville, are very

insulting to Union citizens, and very defiant in their

conduct. The towns on the Ohio, which were taken by
small parties of rebels, were soon recaptured. Morgan's
band was attacked and dispersed, but they appear to

have generally escaped from Kentucky, into Tennessee.
The Governor of Missouri has taken prompt and string-

ent measures to put down the guerillas in that State.

They had latterly become very bold, robbing and murder-
ing many peaceable inhabitants. The army of Gen.
Curtis is reported to have crossed the Mississippi into

Tennessee, at a point opposite Helena, Arkansas. A
regiment of U. S. troops, which were guarding the
Memphis and Charleston Railroad, between Decatur
and Courtlaud, were attacked on the 2(Jth, by a large
force of guerillas, and a number of them killed. The
rebels did not succeed in damaging the road so as

to cut otf communication. The army of General Hal-
leck is now scattered as follows;—Buell's army—the
army of the Ohio— is east of Corinth, guarding the
Memphis and Charleston road as far as the neigh-
bourhood of Chattanooga. The army of the Mis-
sissippi—Pope's old command— is on the Mobile and
Ohio road, stretching south as far as Brownsville. The
army of the Tennessee, (Grant's) is on the Memphis and
Charleston road, east of Corinth, and that part of the
Mobile and Ohio which is in Tennessee. It will be
thus seen that the great force is broken up into squads,
and scattered over a line more than 200 miles in extent.
Affairs at Vicksburg remained unchanged. The ram
Arkansas was being repaired, preparatory for another
attack upon the U. S. gun boats. Cum. Farragut's fleet

was all below 'Vicksburg, several of the vessels, how-
ever, being in a damaged condition. About one half
of the people of .Memphis who are able to get away, pre-
fer going South, to taking the required oath of allegi-
ance to the United States. Cotton continues to arrive
at Louisville, Ky. Last week in one day, 1182 bales
arrived there, most of it from Memphis. A small con-
signment came from Vicksburg, having run the rebel
blockade. A regiment of Union men of iVorth Alabama,
is about being organized in Gen. Buell's army, and a
regiment, composed of citizens of Arkansas, is already
attached to the army of Gen. Curtis.

The Tax Bill.—The first of next month has been de-
termined as the day on which the internal tax bill is to
go into practical operation. Collectorsand assessors will
be appointed, and whatever other things may be neces-
sary will be done before the date fixed to this notice,
which is officially proclaimed.

Recaptured A/ricans.—The Danish Charge d'Affaires
and the Secretary of the Interior have entered into a
contract, the government of the former agreeing to re-
ceive from the United States all negroes delivered from
on board vessels seized in the prosecution of the slave
trade by the commanders of United States vessels, and
to provide them wilh suitable instruction, clothing and
shelter, and to employ them at wages, and under such
regulations as shall be agreed upon, for a period not ex-
ceeding five years from the date of their being landed
on the Danish Island of St. Croix, in the West Indies.

The /Jtoctac/e.-Notwithstanding the numerous cap-
tures, quite a number of steamers under the British flag,
have recently succeeded in entering southern ports and
delivering their cargoes unmolested. These vessels all
come from Nassau.
Vealh of an £j:-Presidenl.—iliirt\n Van Buren died on

the 24lh ult., at Kiuderhook, N. J. He was in the
eightieth year of his age.

iVeu) York.—Mortality last week, 499.
iVii/arff/p/ua.—Mortality last week, 38G. Under one

year of age, 145; of cholera infantum, 82.
The Markets, ,j-c.—The following were the quotations

on the 28tli inst. New i'o/-*.-American gold, 16^ a
16:j premium. The money market easy, rates for prime
paper, 5 a 6 per cent. Specie in the New York bauks,
$33,064,575. Middling upland cotton, 43 cts. a 44 cts.
About 3000 bales of cotton arrive weekly at New York
from various quarters, which is fully equal to the con-
sumption atthe present highrates. Spring wheat. Si 12
a $1.20; winter red, $1.27 a $1.31; amber Michigan,
S1.32 a $1.34; white Michigan and Kentucky, $1.42 a
$1.45. Rye, 77 els. a 80 cts. Corn, old mixed western,
56 cts.

;
yellow, 02 cts^ white, 65 cts. Oats, 4G cts. a

48 cts. The import and export trade of New York is

now very active, the imports of last week amounting to

$4,843,461, and the exports to more than $3,000,000.
Philadelphia.—Red wheat, $1.30 a $1.33 ; white, $1.45.
Rye, 75 cts.

;
yellow corn, 63 cts. a 64 cts. ; oats 42 J cts.

a 44 cts. ; clover seed, $5.50 a $5.75. Baltimore.—Rei
wheat,$1.35a$i.42

;
newwhite, $1.50 a $1.65

;
yellow-

corn, 59 cts. a 60 cts. ; white, 60 cts. a 62 cts. ; oats,

45 ct5.

The Grain Crops.—-The wheat crop which has just

been harvested in the Northern and Western Slates is

reported to be on t'ae whole, a good one, amounting to

at least a full average. That of Ohio is said to be the

best harvested since 1850, when the yield was estimated
at 31,500,000 bushels. The crop of the present year is

put down at 30,000,000 bushels. The corn crop is said

to promise well.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Asa Garretson, Agt., 0., for Israel

Wilson, $2, vol. 35 ; from Isaac Price, Pa., per A. Hatton,

$2, vol. 35 ; from Jonathan Briggs, C, $6, vols. 33, 34
and 35.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE. ;i

KEAR FRAXKFORD, (TWENTY-THIRD WARD, PHILADELPHIA.)
Physician and Superintendent,

—

Joshua H. Worthing-
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, to Chaklks Ellis, Clerk
of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

CORRECTION.

Obituary, last week should have been D. Lovett
Rrnwn. nnt. Dr.

TEACHER WANTED.

A teacher competent to give instruction in Readin|
and other branches, is wanted at the Select School foi

Girls in this city. Apply to Sarah Williams, 503 Coatei
Street, Deborah M. Williamson, 1024 Arch Street, oi

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 S. Fifth Street,

Died, at Harrisville, Ohio, Sixth month 6th, 1862, aj

the residence of her father, William Hall, Jr., MakU
Hall, aged nine years and four months. This deal
child, though of a lively playful disposition, early evinced*
a serious thouglitfulness beyond her years. She wagi
fond of reading, but it was observed by her friends, thaa
books of a religious character, were her principal andf
favourite reading. She had committed to memory soma
poetry, and among the pieces thus learned, were
two of a trifling character: of these she once remarked'^
to her mother, "I am sorry I ever learned the

they keep coming into my mind, and I do not
think of such foolish things." On the 28th of Fifth

month, she was taken ill with diphtheria, and her case-

soon became so alarming, that it was deemed best

form her of its probable fatal result. She ren
some time silent, and then said, " Well, if I go now, I

think I shall go happy." She frequently expressed her
resignation to her Heavenly Father's will in this respect,

and often audibly supplicated to be taken
blessed mansions of bliss in Heaven." Atone time say-
ing, " death I where is thy sting? grave! where
is thy victory?" At another she said, " it seems as if

this life was all gone but one little breath ; it is gone,
but it is gone in happiness I hope: my Heavenly Fathes
has prepared me for the change more than any of yo^
know of." Her sufferings were very great, but thew
were borne with such composure as to surprise tho^
who witnessed it. The day before she died, she sup
plicated that her Heavenly Father would be pleased I

release her from her sufferings here, grant her ability;

to bear them patiently while they lasted, and take beii

soon to His blessed kingdom of rest and peace. ThuS
early prepared for so momentous a change, this young
child was enabled cheerfully to lay down this life, wii

cannot doubt, to join the ransomed and redeemed, whoi
have had their robes washed and made white in th4i

blood of the Lamb, in those mansions of bliss, prepar
for the faithful followers of the Lord Jesus. Out of the

mouth of babes and sucklings, thou hast perfectett

praise.

upS,

WM. H. PILE, PRINTER,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylva

i
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From Evenings at the MicroscoiJO.

Frotoeoa aud Sponges.

We are so accustomed to see certain of the vital

unctioQa of animals performed by special organs

tissues, that we wonder when we tiud creatures

fhich move without limbs, contract without mus-

iles, respire without lungs or gills, and digest w ith-

>ut a stomach or intestines. But thus we are

,aught that the function is independent of the or-

;au, and, as it were, prior to it; though in nine

lundred and ninety-nine cases out of a thousand

be associated with it. In truth, the simplest

orras of animal life display very little of that di-

vision of labour, the minuteness of which increases

IS we ascend the organic scale; the common tis-

uo is not jet differentiated (to use the awkward
rcrm which is becoming fashionable among physi-

)logists) into organs, but is endowed with the power

f fulfilling various offices, and performing many
unctions. In all probability, the function is but

mperfectly performed ; the specialization of cer-

ain tissues, and their union into organs, and the

lomplexity of such combinations, no doubt, per-

brm the given function in a far more complete

Jegree ; and it is the number and elaborateness

)f these that constitute one animal higher in the

cale than another. The human lung is no doubt

I more complete breathing apparatus than the en-

ire ciliated surface of an lufusory, and the hu-

man eye sees more perfectly than the loose aggre-

ation of pigment granules on the edge of a nie-

lusa. But this diversity is essential to creation, as

;he great and wondrous plan which we see it to

De; and meanwhile, we may rest satisfied that the

blest reijuirtnients of the lowest organism are

met adequattly by its humble endowments.

This evening I propose to show you some of those

tumble conditions of animal life—the lowest of the

lowly. I have here two or three phials of very

ich water dipped from the fresh-water ponds in

;he neighbourhood. All collections of water arc

3ot ecju;illy productive ; and very far indeed is

he popular notion from correctness, that every

Jrop of water which we drink contains millions of

animalcules. You may find many collections of

lear water, springs, streams, and pools, from which

you may examine drop after drop in succession,

with the highest powers of the microscope, and
scarcely discover a solitary animalcule. Again, it

is not stagnant and fetid pools that are the richest

in vitality ; though no doubt you will always ob-

tain some forms abundantly enough in such condi-

tions. According to my own experience—an ex-

perience of many years—the paucity or profusion

of animal life in any given collection of water can
never be determined beforehand ; the season, the

situation, the aspect, the character of the country,

and many other unsuspected conditions, may influ-

ence the result ; which yet one may often give a

shrewd guess at. Generally speaking, small ponds,

in which a good deal of sub-aquatic vegetation

grows—and particularly if this be of a min-

utely-divided character, such as Mi/rioji/iijUiim,

Chara, &c., and whose surface is well covered with

duckweed {^Lemna), yields well ; and in colleet-

, it is desirable so to dip as that some of the

fine loose sediment of the bottom may flow into

your phial, and then to pluck up one or more of

the filamentous water-plants, and introduce these

nto your vessel.

Now, to examine such a collection, proceed as I

am about to show you. I hastily glance with the

pocket-lens over the foliage, aud selecting such

filaments as seem the most loaded with dirty floc-

cose matter, I pluck off' with pliers one or two, to-

gether with one or two of the cleaner ones that are

her up on the plant, nearer the growing point.

Having laid these on the lower glass of the live-

box, I take up with the tip of n fine capillary tube,

or pipette, a minute quantity of the water at the

jm, which flows in as you see, carrying a few

granules of the sediment. This drop I discharge

upon the glass of the live-box, put on the cover

d place the whole on the stage of the micro-

scope.

First let us use a low power—one hundred di-

ameters or so—in order to take a general glance

at what we have got. Here is an array of life, in-

deed ! Motion arrests the eye everywhere. "The
glittering swift and the flabby slow" are alike

here; clear crystal globules revolve giddily on

their axes; tiny points leap hither and thither

like nimble fleas; long forms are twisting to and

fro; busy little creatures are regularly quartering

the hunting-ground, grubbing with an earnest de-

votedness among the sediment, as they march up

the stems ; here are vases with translucent bodies

protruding from the mouths
;
here are beauteous

bells, set at the end of tall threads, ever lengthen-

; and shortening; here are maelstroms in minia-

;e, and tempests in far less than a teapot; rival

d interfering currents are whirling round and

round, and making series of concentric circles

among the granules. Surely here is material for

our study.

I sec an object slowly creeping along the gla.ss,

which will be just the thing for our purpose. It is

the proteus (Amaba dijflaens ) Let me put on a

higher power, and subuiit it to your observation.

You see a flat area of clear jelly, of very ir-

regular form, with sinuosities and jutting points,

like the outline of some island in a map. A great

number of minute blackish granules and vesicles

occupy the central part, but the edges are clear

and colourless. A large bladder is seen near one

side, which appears filled with a subtile fluid.

But while you gaze on it, you perceive that its

form is changing; that it is not at two successive

moments of exactly the same shape.

Lol even while .speaking of these alteration?,

they have been proceeding, so that another and a

totally diverse outline is now presented. A great

excavation takes the place of the projections, while

the bladder has quite disappeared, &c. ; but it is im-

possible to follow these changes, which arc ever

going on without a moment's intermission, and with-

out the slightest recognisable rule or order. The

projections are obliterated or exaggerated ; the sinu-

osities are smoothed, or deepened into gulfs, or pro-

truded into promontories ; firths from here, capes

there ; not by start», but evenly, and with suflSeient

rapidity to be appreciable to the eye while under

actual observation; though the alterations arc more

king if you take your eye off the object for a

few seconds, and then look again ; and still more

so, if you try to sketch the outline. Individuals

vary greatly in dimensions; this specimen is about

the one hundred acd twentieth of an inch in di-

ameter, but others I have seen not more than one

tenth as large as this, and some twice as large.

Disregard^'ing now this peculiarity of change of

form, which has procured for it the name of the

old versatile sea-god that was so difficult to bind,

we will concentrate our attention on some other

points not less interesting. That great bladder

undergoes changes besides those gradual alterations

pf place which are dependent on the general

form. It slowly but manifestly increases in size

up to a certain extent, when it rather suddenly di-

minishes to a point, and immediately begins to fill

again, as slowly as before. T'hese alterations go

on with some regularity, and we cannot observe

them without becoming convinced that it is a pro-

cess of filling and emptying; that the bladder

gradually fills with a fluid which is athcr secreted

by its walls or percolates into it from the surround-

ing tissue; which fluid, when full, the blad^r dis-

charges by a sudden contraction of its outline.

But whither the fluid goes it is difficult to deter-

mine ; I have never been able, in this or in any

other instance of its occurrence—though this con-

tractile bladder is characteristic of the exten-ive

classes Infusoria and Ro/ifera—lo see any issue

of fluid from the body at the moment of contrac-

tion, and therefore conclude that it is discharged into

'he body, perhaps back again into the tissues whence

it was taken up, and whence it is about to be ool-

lected again. Hence, it is probably the first ob-

scure rudiment of a circulation ; the fluids im-

pregnated with the products of digestion being

thus collected and then diffused throughout tho

soft aud yielding tissues.

The smaller bladder-like spaces that you see in

considerable numbers in the substance of the ani-

mal, are collections of fluid contained in excava-

tions of that substance, which are called vacuoles,

differing from vesicles, inasmuch as they seem to

have no proper wall or inclosing membrane, but to

be merely casual separations of the common sub-

stance, such as would be made by drops of water

in oil. These vacuoles appear to be connected

with the digestive function; for very many of them

arc not clear, but are occupied with granules more
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or less opaque, and of exceedingly various dimen-

sions. Tbat these collections of granules are food,

you will see by this experiment.

I mingle a little carmine with the water, just

enough to impart a visible tinge to it, and close the

live-box again. Already you perceive that some

of the tiny globules are become turbid and red, and

that their opacity and colour are deepening per-

c.'ptibly. We see by this that tlie particles of car-

mine have been taken into the jelly-lilie sarcode,

and are accumulating in little pellets surrounded

by fluid, in these casual hollows of its substance.

The process is rendered still more obvious when,

as is often the case, some Diatonwccan, with a

hard silicious shell, becomes the food of the Amaba.
The apparently helpless jelly spreads itself over

the organism, so as soon to envelope it ; the flesh,

which having no skin can unite with itself wherever

the parts come into contact, closes over the Diatom,

which is thus brought into the midst of the sar-

code, a vacuole being new made for its reception.

This, then, performs the part of a temporary

stomach, the digestible portions of the prey are

extracted, and then the insoluble shell of flint is,

as it were, gradually squeezed to some part of the

exterior, and gradually forced out, the vacuole dis-

appearing with it, or perhaps retaining a minute

portion of the fluid, and thus perpetuating itself

for awhile. This is the earliest condition in which
the process of digestion can be recognL

tual contact, and thus we see the threads branch-

ing and anastomosing with the utmost irregularity,

usually with broad triangular films at the points

of divergence and union.

There can be no doubt that the object of these

lengthened films, which are termed pseudopodia^

is the capture of prey or food of some kind
;
per-

haps the more sluggish formsof minute animalcules,

or the simpler plants. These the films of sarcode

probably entangle, surround, and drag into the

chambers of the shell, dig-esting their softer parts

in temporary vacuoles, and then casting out the

more solid remains, just as the Amaba does.

Though this beautiful array was so very de-

liberately put forth, it is, as you perceive, very

rapidly withdrawn on any disturbance to the ani-

mal, as when we agitate the water, by slightly

moving or turning the cover of the live-box. Ano-
ther fact, of which you may convince yourself, by

watching manifest though small changes of position

in the shell while under observation, is, tbat it is

by means of the adhesion and contraction of the

pseudopodia that the animal drags itself along a

fixed surface. This it can efi'ect so assiduously,

tbat I frequently find them in the morning adher-

ing to the tank-sides three or four inches from the

bottom, though on the previous evening none were

visible on the glass. Thus they must crawl, on

occasion, from a hundred to a hundred and fifty

times their own diameter in a night.

The structure of a Sponge is much the same as

the present, we will have recourse to the tank of! that of these animals, with the exception that its

sea-water for one or two other objects of interme- solid part or skeleton is not a continuous covering
diate interest. On the green and brown mossy by which the sarcode is invested, but consists of

sea-weed which covers the rocks on the bottom, I fibres or points or rods of varying form, which are

you see many white specks clinging to the fila-iclothed with sarcode. This loose sort of skeleton
uients; and there are several adhering to tlie sides' may be of horny or chitiuous matter, like that of
of the tank. These are little living shelled &m-\Arcella, or calcareous, like that of the Foramini
mals of the class Foramiiiifera, and these which ,Jera, or it may be siliceous—that is, composed of
you see include several species. By bringing your j'flint, (sikx.)

eye assisted by the lens to bear upon one of these In some cases, as in the common Turkey Sponge,
latter, you perceive that it is a little discoid spiral

j

the horny skeleton consists of a network of solid
shell, of very elegant form, marked with curved but slender fibres, very tough and elastic, which
diverging grooves. This is the pretty little Foil/- [branch and anastomose in every direction, at very
slomella crupa, a fair sample of its class, and jshort intervals, as you may see by looking at this
though not more than one-thirtieth of an inch in atom, which I cut ofi' from a dressing sponge,
diameter, it is a giant compared with the ArccUa. In the lime and flint Sponges, however, the con-

There is more however than the shell to be seen; tinuily and cohesion of the skeleton does not de-
though .so filmy and shadowy that I wonder notipend upon the organic union of the constituent
at your overlooking it. Extending from two op-;parts, as it does in the loose and open network of
polite tides of the shell to a distance each way con-

1 the Turkey Sponge. For it is made up of an im-
siderably exceeding its diameter, you discern fine mense multitude of glassy needles, all separate and
threads of clear jelly running out in long points,

i independent, between themselves, yet so contrived
At present we see only the shell, the removal that they do hold together very firmly, and in a

of the animal having induced it in alarm to with-
j
great number of cases are arranged on a prescribed

draw the whole of its softer parts within the pro-|plan, so as to give a certain form and outline to
Uction of Its castle. We must have a few minutes' the agi'reirate.

iaymg ide our live-box with its contents for

patience.

Now look again. From the sides of the opaque
shell we see protruding tiny points of the clear
sarcode; these gradually and slowly—so gradu-
ally and slowly that the eye cannot recognise the
process of extension—>tretch and extend their lines
and films of delicate jelly, till at length they have
stretched right across the field of view. The cx-
liusion is principally in two opposite directions cor-
responding to tlie long axis of the shell

; though
the branched and variously connected films oft'en

diverge considerably to either side of these lines,
giving to the whole a more or less fan-shaped fig-

ure.

These films are as irregular in their forms and
sizc-s as the expan.-iou of the sarcode of Amaba
with which they have the closest affinity. Their
only peculiarity is their tendency to run out into
long ribbons or attenuated threads, which however
coalesce and unite whenever they come into mu-

If you have ever shaken up a box of dressing

pins, and have then endeavoured to take one out,

you know how by their mere interlacement they
adhere together in a mass, so that by taking hold

of one you m;ty lift a bristling group of scores.

Somewhat on the same principle are the calcareous

and siliceous pins (Spicida) of a Sponge held to-

gether by mutual interlacement. Yet their co-

hesion is aided by the tenacity of the living sarcode
which invests them ; for 1 have found that speci-

mens of G/'awiirt (calcareous Sponges with needles
of three rays,) when long macerated in water,
so that the sarcode is dissolved, have very slight

power of cohesion among their spicula.

To understand the structure of a Sponge we
will shave a thin sectional .slice from this IlaH-
chondria suhcrca. This when alive is of an orange
colour

; and is always found closely investing tur-

binate shells which are inhabited by Hermit-crabs.
We will macerate the slice in tepid water for a

quarter of an hour, and then examine it in the

live-box.

The surface is a thin layer of greater density

than any other part, and is composed cf coloured

fleshy granules—omitting for the present, the

skeleton. Of the same substance is the whole

slice composed, but looser and more open as it re-

cedes from the surface. It is separated by blank

spaces which are larger towards the centre, smal-

ler and more numerous as they approach the ex-

terior.

These openings are sections of so many canals,

by which the whole substance of a sponge is per-

meated. The surface is perforated with minute

pores, at which the surrounding water enters on

all sides. These presently unite into slender pipes,

which, irregularly meandering, are continually

uniting into larger and yet larger canals ; of which

the greater open spaces that you see are the oblique

divisions. These have certain outlets, called oscuht.,

on the surface, from which the stream is poured
out that has thus made the grand tour of the whole

interior. Such osr.ida, as you perceive on the re-

mainder of the Ilalichondria^ are usually raised

on slight eminences ; and resemble, especially when
in living action, miniature volcanoes, vomiting tor-

rents of water and granules of effete matter, in-

stead of fire and ashes.

During life these granules were much more dif-

fused, and formed a considerable portion of the

living flesh, the remainder being composed of a

glairy sarcode, almost fluid. The whole was
maintained in position by the solid spicula of flint,

which you see abundantly in this slice. These take

a curious form, exactly that of the pins which
we use on our dressing tables; each consisting of

a cylindrical slender rod, pointed at one end, and
at the other surmounted by a globular head, the

whole formed of glass—̂ i«Z glass literally. You
see them bristling all round the edge of the sec-'

tion, being stuck into the surface of the sponge,

exactly as pins are loosely stuck into a pin-cushion.

The heads and points, too, project into the cavi-

ties; more, however, than they did during life, for

you must make allowance for the shrinking of the

soft parts ; and thus you perceive how the whole
structure is permeated by these glassy pins, which
seem to be entangled together quite at random
without rule or arrangement. And yet there is

an arrangement discernible here; for the canals

are formed by the manner in which these are

grouped ; and this is seen much more clearly, in

the case of the three-rayed needles of lime in the

Grantke. — Bowerbank has shown that in G.
compressa the substance is divided into very regu-

lar chambers in a double series, separated by a
diaphragm, whose axis is at right angles to the

axis of the sponge ; and that these chambers are

defined by walls made up of the three-rayed;

needles in their mutual interlacement. 1

For •' The Prfend.** 1|

The Ground of Christian Discipline, ij"C. '
(Coutinued from pagt' 38:i.)

Our predecessors having known this kingdom
to be come, and having, by its power and preval-

ence in their hearts, experienced an establishment

in sound Christian doctrine and practice, it became
the concern of that deeply instructed and enlight-

ened elder, George Fox, that they might be preserved

therein. He was, therefore, led in the power and Spirit

of God, to establish IMeetings for Discipline. For
this purpose he travelled through most parts of

the nation, and wrote epistles, orencouraged Friends
to go to such parts as he did not then visit in per-

son. In recording his account of these services,

he has, upon one occasion, the following expres-

sions :
" There all the Men's Monthly Meetings for
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that county wore settled in the glorious order of

the gospel ; that all, iu tlie power of Uod, might

seek that which was lost—bring aguin that which

was driven away ; cherish the good, auJ reprove

the evil." This concise and coiuprehoiisive state-

ment combines the principal objects aimed at in

our Meetings for Discipline, and exhibits the foun-

dation upon which they were originally settled

the great purposes which they were designed to

answer; and the manner iu which they should be

conducted, in order effectually to accomplish these

purposes—namely, in t/ie power oj God.

George Fox was also led, under the influence

of the same Spirit and Power by which he had es-

tablished the Men's Meetings for Discipline, to es-

tablish similar meetings for the Wontc/i, many
things in these meetings being, in his judgment,

more proper for the women than the men. And
deeply sensible of the great advantages likely to

result from this union of their services in the

church, he was strenuous in encouraging all, both

men and women, notwithstanding the opposition

met with from many, lo " keep their meetings in

the power of God, the authority of them ;'' whereby

they might be preserved both over that spirit which

opposed them therein, and over the spirit of the

world which opposed their other meetings.

Now these meetings, being settled in tbe wisdom

and power of God, can be properly maintained

only by the same power by which they were first

established ; they should be held in Ins imme, in

his power and attt'noriUj. The members active in

the support of the discipline of the church, should

be " men of upright hearts and clean hands, rightly

prepared for the service they undertake." And
as the right ability for such service is not always

present, nor at the command even of minds that

have been previously made acquainted with the

operations of tlie Spirit, and its blessed eiieets in

the heart, they should " wait in humility to have

their own Spirits brought into a holy subjection

to the Spirit of Christ, that thereby they may be

duly qualified for the work and service conducive

to the building up of his church."

This preparation of heart for the Lord's ser-

vice will appear the more necessary, when we con-

sider that He is purity itself, and infinite in wis-

dom
J
and all who approach him must, in degree

at least, partake of this purity :
" be ye holy, for I

the Lord your God am holy " " The carnal mind"

we are assured " is enmity against God j" those

therefore in whom it predominates, cannot be ac-

ceptable to Him. Their minds are actuated by

principles which are in direct opposition to Him,

and lead to a conduct that would, if possible, en-

tirely subvert his kingdom. This kingdom is

spiritual, and the faculties requisite for its support,

must, in accordance with the sentiments of the

apostle, be also spiritual :
" Brethren," saith he

in his epistle to the Galatians, " If a man be over-

taken in a fault, ye who are spiritual, restore

such an one in the s2nriL of niccLtiess."

The carnal and unregenerate know not the na-

ture of the kingdom ot God, because, persisting

to refuse obedience to his holy Light, they are

strangers to his power inwardly revealed, and

therefore cannot act iu his name or power. To
such then, in so unqualified an interference, might

not the language be applicable, " who hath re-

quired this at your hand /" But if this power were

prevalent, the members active in the support of

our discipline, having been baptized through the

one Spirit into the one body, would be careful to

keep a single eye to the Head, Christ Jesus, would

move and act solely under his influence, and thus

preserve their places in the church, iu the dignity

and authority uf Truth.

In cases which admit of being contemplated in

j

various lights, it may happen, that, from diilercnt

views which Friends tuk^; of them, a diversity of

aeutimeut may appear
;

yet this diversity, though

I

at tirst apparently in opposition, may evontun'

by bringing the subject in all its bearings, fully

before Friends, beautifully conduce lo lead the

meeting to a right and harmonious conclusion

For, each member being preserved in his proper

place, meek and lov.ly, separate irorn all selfish

considerations, and solely desirous that the cause

of truth and righteousness may prevail, he would

have no desire to press his seutiniciits upon the

meeting further than is consistent with the will ot

the great Master ; but, having clearly expressed

his feelings upon the subject in question, he would

then leave them, studying to avoid even the ap-

pearance of strife or vain glory ;
and cherishing

that disposition which would lead him to prcfe

others before himself.

And thus, as a real travail of spirit is main
tained for the prevalence of divine life and power

amongst them, and Friends wait in simplicity for

the unlbldings of that wisdom which is from above,

they may humbly hope, that He who has promised

to be with his disciples to the end of the world,

will condescend, on these occasions, to manifest his

will, to his own glory, and the edification of the

church. If, however, in inscrutable wisdom, thi^

evidence is for awhile withheld, then faith and pa-

tience are called into exercise, and, in such cases

it is undoubtedly safest to stand still, and refer

the subject for further consideration. These sea-

sons of suspense may, like every other trial, if rightly

improved, serve to convince us of our utter inability

of ourselves to decide, and that judgment is of Iht

Lord. They conduce, in a remarkable manner,

to humble and mortify the creaturely part in us,

and in the same proportion to exalt the Name, the

power and authority of Christ.

We may remember the manner in which the

conference of the apostles, the elders, and the whole

church, was conducted, wheu they were assembled

at Jerusalem, to consider the question of circum-

cising the Gentiles, and commanding them to keep

the law of Moses. In this conference a very con-

siderable difference of sentiment appears to have

prevailed : they were, however, eventually enabled

harmoniously to unite in the proposition of that

eminent servant, James ; and in their epistle to the

church at Antioch, written upon this occasion, to

adopt this expression :
" It hath seemed good to the

Holy Ghost, and to us," etc., thus declaring their

power and authority in deciding this important

point, to be on the very ground for which the au-

thor contends—that of the Holy Spirit, as the

only sure and certain ground of judgment in the

church, in the present spiritual dispensation.

If then, consistently with the example here ex-

hibited, all our members active iu the discipline of

the church, had previously experienced the Lord's

preparing hand for service, and were preserved in

their proper places, diligently labouring to con-

tribute their portion of exercise and travail for

the arising of the pure life into dominion in these

meetings, all would be careful to " walk by the

same rule;" and the affairs of the church would

be conducted to the glory of Christ, and to the edi-

fication of the body in love.

It may, perhaps, be objected by some, that this

preparation (or service, by submission to the sanc-

tifying operation of the Spirit, can apply only to

ministerial labour, and not to the manner of trans-

acting the usual discipline of the church. We
should, however, bear in mind that the great ob-

ject of these meetings, is '' to build up the church

of God," and thereby to promote the extension of

his kingdom. I'his has been shown tobe spiritual

;

and therefore all the wisdom of the natural man,

however eminent and refined, unaided by the Di-

vine Spirit, is wholly unequal to the work. The

Creator and Governor of the world has endowed

mankind with various talents and powers, to an-

swer the wise ends of his providence; and persons

of eminent abilities are capable of extensive u-ic-

fulncss amongst men. But in order to promote

the spiritual kingdom of God, and to build up his

church, these abilities, whtthcrnaturai or acquired,

must be sanctified by Divine Grace. Thus aubser-

vieut to the Holy Spirit, and devoted to the cau-c

of piety and virtue, they become of distinguished

use in promoting the good of men, the glory of

God, and the prosperity of hischurcb. Whatever

labours therefore, for this purpose, are to be per-

formed, the right ability is to be derived from the

Spirit :—" It is the Spirit that ((uickeneth, the

flesh profitelh nothing.'' And whatever diversities

of gifts may be conferred upon the church, in

order most effectually to accomplish this great

work, they ali proceed from " the selfsame Spirit,

dividing to every man severally as he will;'' and

upon all occasions proportioning, in wisdom, the

measure of power to the nature and importance of

the service required.

And, blessed be the name of the Ltrd ! lie has

not, even in this day, wholly withdrawn his good

Spirit from being thus " a spirit of judgment to

them who sit in judgment," as they are attentive,

in humility of heart, and under a sense of their in-

sufficiency of themselves for any good work, to

look unto Him for the needful supplies of wisdom

and knowledge. No, He is at times still pleased,

throuch his humble, dependent children, graciously

to communicate his will to us; and He would, no

doubt, much more frequently display his power

and goodness in our assemblies, were we more

alive in our spirits, more engaged to press after

the arising of his name into dominion in them, by

each one bowing to the root of life in himself, and

earnestly wrestling for the blessing of heavenly

help.

IJut if, in the place of this humble reliance upon

the great source of wisdom, any one who h.ad not

experienced the right preparation for service,

should attempt, in the strength of his natural or

acquired abiliiies, to forward the work as he might

suppose, his exertions would be a burden to the

rightly exercised, living members ; and instead of

contributing to the edification of the body, would

e only to '' darken counsel," and bring death

over the meeting. Such as thus oiheiously interfere

or intrude into services not required at their hands,

would do well seriously to consider the awful

consequence which resulted to Uzzah, from his

presuming, unbidden, to put forth his hand to

hold the ark," when the oxen stumbled.

CTo be coDtinued.J

SamjJluoui tihlcs atul rich and costIij aUire.—
How sumptuous now are the tables, how rich and

costly the apparel, the diet and the furniture, of

many Friends even in the country; but more es-

pecially in the city I How is the simplicity and

plainness of Truth departed from, and pomp and

plendid appearances have taken their place I And
how much cost and time might be spared from

needless things, and applied to bettering our coun-

try and helping to turn away the judgment which

hangs over us, in part occasioned by these things.

—Juliti Churcitman.

Repentance has a double aspect, looking upon

the past with a weeping eye, and upon the future

with a watchful one.
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On the Republic of Liberia, its Proilocts and

Besonrtes.

T.Y GERARD RALSTON, COKSCL GEx'L FOB LIBERIA, (LONDON.)

(Continued from page SSI.)

Liberia has every advantage of climate and of

fertility of soil, aud of variety of productiou, to

make it a rich aud powerful natioD. Every species

of tropical produce thrives iu this country. Rice is

abundant, aud is cultivated on the high lands as well

as on the low grounds near the coast. Indian corn,

cweet potatoes, cassada or ca.ssava root, beans,

peas, watermelons, pineapples, oranges, lemons,

guavas, mangoes, plantains, bananas, pawpaws

tamarinds,poniegranates,and'agreat variety ofother

edibles, afford ample supplies for the tables of the

inhabitants, and for the demands of shipping,

Among other articles which already yield valuable

exports, or are likely soon to do so, are coffee,

suL;ar, cotton, ginger, pepper, indigo, ground nuts,

arrow-root, palm-oil, ivory, camwood, and oth

woods for dyeing purposes, as well as for ship and

house building, ic. Nearly all these production

are indigenous in this country. The wild coffee

tree may frequently be met with in the woods. It

is the same species as that ordinarily reared iu

other parts of the world, but may be much im-

proved by cultivation. Several of the inhabitants

have applied themselve.? to this branch of agricul-

ture, which may be carried on with smaller means

than are required for the cultivation of sugar or

cotton, though both of these articles, particularly

sugar, have been produced with success. Speei-

men.s of Liberia coffee which have been sent to the

United States and to Europe have been pro-

nounced, by good judges, equal to the best received

from Mocha or any part of the coffee-producing

world. The civilized population of Liberia is, how-

ever, so small, [Americo-Liberians only sixteen

thousand,] that important exports cannot be ex-

pected until greatly increased capital, and a great

addition from the free negroes of the United States,

shall give a greater command of skilled and in-

dustrious settlers who will be fortunate in finding

abundance of native labourers at the low rate of

three dollars and rations per month all through

the country. Liberia is already prepared to re-

ceive seven thousand or eight thousand American
negroes per annum, and every year will give it in-

creased ability to receive coratbrtably additional

thousand:*, until twenty-five thousand or thirty

thousand emigrants per annum will not be incon-

venient. The United States has four millions of

slaves and half a million of free negroes. Liberia

could receive all of these in the nest twenty- five

or thirty years with great advantage to both the

American and the Atrican Republics.

The charity and liberality of the Liberians have
been tared by the sudden and unexpected landing

upon their shores of nearly 5,000 savages, taken
from slave-ships within a few months, but such

has been the energy of the governmpnt and the

well directed efforts of the well-disposed people of

Liberia, that the sudden and unexpected addition

to their population had been provided for mo.st

humanely, and with every prospect that these

poor wretches, wrested from the hands of the in-

famous slave traders, will be reared up to respec-

tability and useful citizenship. An important fea-

ture of this new immigration is that it consists

principally of young people, mostly boys and girls

under twenty years of age, who will be more readily

moulded into civilized and useful inhabitants than
if they had been of more advanced years. The
American Government has lately made an arrange-

ment to allow the Liberian Government one hun-
dred dollars per head for all the landed re-cap-

tives, over eight years of age, and fifty dollars per

head for all under eight years. These poor crea-

tures are carefully looked after in a moral, relig-

ious, and economical point of view. Already some

of the Congoes landed from the detested slavers

have become useful and successful citizens, some
being even magistrates, members of the legislature

and missionaries.

The climate of Liberia is warm, (the latitude of

Monrovia is only 6.19 north of the equator,) but

equable, aud tempered by frequent rains and daily

.«ea breezes. The year is divided into but two

portions, known as the rainy season and the dry

season. The rainy time commences the middle of

May, and the dry season commences the middl

of November. It should, however, be understood

that this absolute distinction is in some measure to

be qualified, as there are rainy days, and clear

pleasant days, in every month of the year. The
dry season is the warmest, and January is the

hottest mouth in the year—the average height of

the thermometer usually being about 75 deg.

The negroes from the United States do not find

the heat oppressive at any season. It is a myste
rious and unaccountable fact, that the climate tha

is fatal to the whites, is not only innoxious, but is

congenial to the blacks. This is a benevolent pro-

vision of Providence. If white men could have

lived in Africa, within the tropics, the whole conti-

nent would doubtless long since have been subjected

like America, to the domination of rulers of Euro-

pean origin, which has resulted in the extirpat

of the aborigines. Many attempts have been made
by different nations—Portuguese, Dutch, English,

French, Danes, and Swedes—to establish settl

ments of white colonies on various intertropical

portions of the African coast, and all have failed

rom the same cause—the deadly nature of the

climate. Yet at Sierra Leone and Liberia coloured

men, whose ancestors for two hundred years had
^ided within the temperate zone, find the climate

lubrious, and live as long as others of the race

in America. All immigrants, however, have to

pass, shortly after their arrival, through what is

called the acclimatising fever. It is a bilious re-

mittent fever, which usually passes into the inter-

mittent form. The first settlers suffered severely

from this disease, but now that its treatment is

better understood, and the proper accommodation
and attendance is provided, it has ceased to be so

much dreaded as formerly. Two or three deaths

usually happen out of every one hundred emigrants

who arrive, but it is observed that the fatal cases

are almost always those of persons who were pre-

viously in bad health, or who neglected the simple

precautions which are prescribed for new comers.

In many cases, on the other hand, the immigrants

find their health improved by the change of country.

It is a remarkable fact that foreigners may visit

this coast, and land at six or eight o'clock in the

rnorning, and remain on shore all day, until sis

or eight p'clopk p. M., with perfect exemption from
coast fever, if they only are careful to sleep on
board ship at night. It seems that African fever

is contracted principally while asleep, or while ex-

posed to the miasma, which appears to be more
noxious during night. There are numerous cases

of foreigners being detained on shore at night, and
for several nights at a time, who shut themselves

up in a close room, with a little fire to expel damp-
ness, and who escaped entirely all deleterious effects

of climate, except a little lassitude for a day or

two.

There are no very large rivers within the present

limits of Liberia. The two largest are the Cavally

,

iu the southeast, having water enough for vessels

of fifteen feet draft for eighty miles, and the St.

Pauls, in the northwest, having a navigation of

sixteen miles for vessels of eleven or twelve feet

draft of water, and having a course of three hun-
dred miles through a fertile and beautiful country.

There are numerous small streams, some of which
are half a mile wide at a distance of fifty miles

from the ocean, but none are navigable for

large boats more than thirty miles from their

mouths. Their currents are obstructed by ra-

pids, which will make hereafter fine seats for

water-power manufactories, and most of the rivers

areeapable of being much improved for naviga-,

tion by engineering art. The rivers St. John
Junk, St. Paul, and Cavally, are those running

through the most fertile and well cultivated coun-

tries. The Junk and St. Paul countries are more
famous for sugar cultivation, whilst the people

upon the St. John are more addicted to coffee

culture, though sugar grows well also. Cotton i

grows spontaneously all over Liberia, and only

requires care to make it a great staple of export.

For political and judicial purposes, the Republic i

is divided into counties, which are further sub- •

divided into townships. The counties are four'

in number, Montserrado, Grand Bassa, Sinoe,

and Maryland. The townships are commonly
about eight miles in extent. Each town is a cor-

poration, its affairs being managed by ofiicers

chosen by the inhabitants. Courts of monthly
and quarter sessions are held in each county. The
civil business of the county is administered by the

four superintendents appointed by the President,

with the advice and consent of the Senate. The
county system of government is capable of indefi-

nite extension over new districts of territory that

may be acquired, giving all the advantages whic !

local self-government affords to the inhabitants,

added to the conservative and effective metropoli-

tan governmental benefits of the central power of
the entire Republic. The system has thus far

worked well, and it may be in time worthy of imi-

tation by other countries, provided the experience

of a few more generations shall prove its efficiencv.

{To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Correspondent and Confirming Testimonies.

The concurrent and encouraging testimonies of
three departed hand-maidens of the Lord, of latter

time, shortly before the close of their faithful

hours, may tend to the confirmation of our faith in

the continued mercy and goodness of our heavenly

Father, who is still watching over his church and
people for good, and waiting to be gracious, that

may " bless the provisions of Ziou, and satisfy *

her poor with bread."

In the testimony borne by Ann Jones in 1841, asi

recorded in "The Friend" of Twelfth mo;-th 28th,,

1861, we find the following encouraging and com-
forting language, viz : A salutation of eneourage-

t springs iu my heart to the mourners, the

tried, the proved ones; to some who may be said

to be the Lord's poor and afilicted children. Al-
though it is a day of discouragement and treading

n in our poor, scattered, backsliding and
worldly-minded society, yet 1 would say to these,

cast not away your confidence, cast not away the

shield as though it had not been anointed with oil,

for I have seen a brighter day that is about to

dawn; and though I may not see it with the natu-

ral eye, yet I have seen it in that which cannot

deceive, aud never has deceived me. And I do
believe a brighter day is approaching; for the Al-

lity will have a people professing as we do,

that will show forth his praise to the nations, and
he will yet overturn the wisdom of the wise, aud
will bring to nought the counsel of the prudent, and
show himself to be God over all, blessed for ever.
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[e will work, and who shall binder ; bringing forth

be did our early predecessors aud forefathers io

le Truth, from all the lo heres aud lo thcres, out

om amongst the world's people, from the will

nd wisdom of man, living in the faith of the gos-

sl, not in their owu righteousness, but in the

ghleousness of the saints. And if those who
ive the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, and are

Fraid to offend him are but willing to abide iu

le patience and the faith, they will come forth

5 fine gold, bearing the inscription of holiness

the Lord, as prepared and (jualified vessels,

inotified and fitted for the Master's use, sent to

reach among the nations the unsearchable riches

' Christ."

Very much in correspondence with this is the

stiuiony of our late beloved friend, Sarah Em-
n, in the last Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia

hich she was permitted to attend, witb a sense of

le near approach of the solemn event which soon

illowed. After some preliminary remarks ex-

ressive of deep and lively sympathy, she e.xhorted

" Have long patience;" [my friends,] "the

lOrd of Hosts is purifyi/ig his people. Earnestly

I crave that I may be one with you in palieiillij

'ailing all the Lord's appointed time, that the

burch may be thoroughly purified ; for the

iug's daughter is all glorious within ; her cloth-

g is of wrought gold ; and pure gold, my
•lends, we know cannot suflFer loss by the fire;" and

believed " some of the obscure ones, as they

bode in the patience, would be brought to shov

selves to the people ; would become as th

olden pipes which were to convey the golden oil

the sanctuary;" that the harmony and unity of

lie spirit in the bond of peace icoiikl once more

revail; expressing her firm conviction that nothing

ould be permitted to hurt or destroy in all the

lOrd's holy mountain, and the desire that the

rayer might be raised in every heart, " Have

lercy upon us Lord ! have mercy upon

ist we have sorrow upon sorrow."

Added to these we have the encouraging and

onfirmatory, as well as more recent testimony, of

ur late friend Elizabeth Evans, in a Meeting of

linisters and Elders, which she attended but a few

ours before her sudden departure, as given iu

The Friend" of Twelfth month 21st, 1861, of

rhich the following is in part the substance

i.fter expressing her belief that the state of the

hurch called for deep indwelling and travail of

pirit before the Lord, to which she encourage'

11, she also expressad the belief that although dis-

ouracement might so abound, that some who

rere thus exercised might conclude they were

,mong the hindermost of the flock, or might even

lOuht whether they were of the flock of Christ,

et as they struggled to maintain the warfare,

ireservation would be experienced ; that it was in

be night season, Jacob wrestled with the angel, and

t was declared of him, " as a prince thou hast

lower with God, and has prevailed." Then after

peaking of what a mercy it is that wc have an

3iah Priest who is touched with a feeling of our

nfirmilies, and encouraging all to persevere in

leep, inward, fervent prayer, she expressed the

lonviction, that as such an exercise was maintained

)y those who mourned for the desolations of Zion,

'judges would be raised up as at the first, and

iounsellors as at the beginning," adding, "it is my
irm belief and faith that it will be so, though I

nay not live to see it."

With these encouraging testimonies before us,

ind the continued tokens of the Lord's favour and

;oodnesg towards us, let us be persuaded to hold

ip our heads in hope, not doubt'ng that He will

Jontinue to work for, in, and through us, as we

aintain the warfare against the enemies of our

own souls, whereby any may have been led from

the meekness and patience of the saints, into per-

sonal or party hostility, to the scattering and di-

vision of the flock. The return of unity and har-

mony amongst us, must indeed be the result of in-

lioidual faithfulucsss, upon which the blessing of

the Lord will surely rest, to the rejoicing of our

lis, and the praise of bis name.

Let, therefore, every root of bitterness be plucked

up and cast from us, that we may again witness

the springing up of the jjlant of renown, and the

aboundings of the fruit of the spirit; that so

ove, joy, peace, long-suiferiug, gentleness, good-

ness, faith, meekness and temperance," may pre-

vail, to the honour of our high and holy profession,

and the glory of that living and saving Power, by

which our worthy forefathers were r«deenied from

the world and its spirit. Then may we believe that

'unity and harmony will once more prevail," and

'judges will be raised up as at the first, and couu-

iellors as at the beginning ;" for the Lord hath

declared it, and will bring it to pass.

Selected.

THE CHRISTIAN HOUSEHOLD.
,\rnl tlicy constrained llim, snyiiig. Abide with u

Luke xxvi. 2a.

" selig Uaus ico man dich aufgenommen."

happy house ! where Thou art loved the best.

Dear Friend and Saviour of our race,

Where never comes such welcomed, honoured Gu

Where none can ever till Thy place
;

Where every heart goes forth to meet Thee,

Where every ear attends Thy word,

Where every lip with blessing greets Thee,

Where all are waiting on their Lord.

happy house ! where two are one in heart,

In f.iith and hope are one.

Whom death can only for a little part,

Not end the union here begun
;

Who share together one salvation.

Who would be with thee, Lord, always

—

In gladness or in tribulation.

In happy or in evil days.

happy house 1 whose little ones are given

E.uly to Thee, in laith and prayer—

To Thee, their Friend, who from the heights of heaven

Guards them with more than mother's care.

happy house! where little voices

Their glad hosannas love to raise
;

And childhood's lisping tongue rejoices

To bring new songs of love and praise.

happy house ! and happy servitude I

Where all alike one Muster own
;

Where daily duty, in Thy strength pursued.

Is never hard nor toilsome known
;

Where each one serves Thee, meek and lowly.

Whatever Thine appointment be,

Till common tasks seem great and holy.

When they are done as unto Thee.

not forgot

ud is brought

happy house! where Thou
When joy is flowing full an

happy house 1 where every

Physician, Comtbrter— to Thee.

Until at last, earth's days work ended,

.\\\ meet thee iu that home above,

From whence Thou comest, where Th
cended,

The heaven of glory and of love I

THE CO.VTENTED PRISONER.

Madame Guion was imprisoned about tea years in the

Bastile and other French prisons. During this

riod she employe.l herself chiefly in writing. The
following translation of one of her poems illustrate

her state of mind in her afflictions.

Alitllebird lam,
Shut from the fields ofair,

And in my cage I sit aud sing

To Him who placed me there;

Well pleased a prisoner to be.

Because, my God, it pleases Thee.

Nought have I else to do,

I sing the whole day long;

And He whom much I love to please,

Duth listen lo my song:
He ciiughl and bound my wandering wing,
liut slill Ho bonds to hear nic sing.

Tiiou hast an ear to hear,

A heart to hjVe and bless
;

And though my thoughts were e'er so rude,
Thou wouldst not hear the less

;

Because thou knowest as ti.ey fall

That love, ewcet love, inspires them all.

.My cage confines me rouml,

.Abroad, I cannot fly
;

lint though my wing is closely bound,
.My heart's at liberty :

My prison walls cannot control

The flight, the freedom of the soiil.

10 mm wnose purpose i aOorc,
Whose providence I love

;

And in Thy mighty will to find

The joy, the freedom of the mind.

From "Tho Drillsh Friond."

The Scbool-Room i FreparatioD fur Life,

The heading of our paper may be suppos.-d to

convey what is familiar to everybody, and on which
nothing remains to be said. Jjut does notliiiif re-

main to be doiie ? Uo not some of us feel that we
might have learned in youth, aud others of us see

that our childreu might be learning, things almost

certain to be wanted in after life, and which the

present is their best time for acquiring?

We wish at once to guard against a misunder-

standing. Far be it from us to degrade education

nto a mere sharpening of the individual's faculties

owards the acrpii^ition of the good things of life,

or what are commonly understood as such. The
educator has three things before him :—to enrich

the mind with knowledge ; to exercise its various

powers; and to teach both head and hands as

uoh as he can of what will be likely to be re-

quired of them in after-years. The last of these

aims he should have daily before his mind, and

make a point of attending to, whether there is time

for the others or not. For instance, suppose the

child is to leave school at twelve years old—he is

BOW eleven—you have three half-hours a week in

which you would teach him either Latin or mental

calculations. You perhaps, are very fond of Latin,

aud would like him to derive the same plea-ure and

advantage from it that jou have done. Still that

is not the point ; the calculations are necessary,

the Latin not so, however beneficial; make him a

good mental calculator, aud let the other take its

chance.

The present paper, then, has to do, not with the

direct cultivation of the mind, but with its cultiva-

tion as bearing on the circumstances of life.

L/mguage is the embodiment of thought, the

means of intercourse with our fellow-creatures.

Whatever station in society, then, the boy has to

fill, whatever trade he will follow, it is of the first

necessity that he should have a respectable ae-

quiiiitance with his mother tongue. Not all the

knowledge of French and German cases, genders,

aud numbers, valu.tble and useful as they are, can

atone, in a native of England, for vinnngrilation

for relation, agreable for agreeable, as wc have

known persons do, who passed for being very clever,

and who really were so in some things. One meets

with others, well informed, highly cultivated, who
cannot write off a familiar, easy letter. Such have

not a proper command of their mother tongue.

They may be able to write an elaborate t'neme on

Justice or Friendship, deliberating ten minutes

over every sentence ; but if they cannot sit down
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and express what is in their minds in a simple, The world around, both of nature and art, surely

rapid, and agreeable manner, they are lacking in 'deserves a larger proportion of attention than is

what is more useful, and in which inauy excel,, often given to it in tlie school-room ;
something

whose abilities are far iuferior. much beyond the half-dozen questions and answers

Proficiency in slate aritbmetic will not compen

sate for the want of readiness in mental calcula-

tion. " The fishwoman cries sprats a penny a-

poucd, herrings two a-penuy ; suppose the price of

(•prats and herring-- to be equal, what would a tionofwords,

lierriug weigh?" migut puzzle a child who could jjeets only di;

learned off weekly out of Dr. 13uwer. Long be-

fore the child can, to any advantage, be taught

the nature of the British constitution, or anythiug

whatever of the government, agreement, and apposi-

-at an age when the study ofthese sub-

usts him forever with what he might

work a rule-of-three sum. Ladies are often la-

mentably deficient in practical arithmetic, in that

knowledge of it which they require in their do-

mestic affairs. They have "done" tare and tret,

and learned how many ounces make a pound of

gold, but they cannot easily reckon over their

butcher's and grocer's bills, nor keep neat aud

correct accounts. They are not familiar with the

quarter-days, and it puzzles them to calculate what

so much a week is per month, quarter, aud year.

Aud as to how many yards of carpet would cover

a room of a given size, that mu^t altogether be

trusted to the uphoh-iterer. But the learning of

these things would only occupy the time sometmies

spent over such arithmetic as is not likely to come

into direct use in a woman's lite, aud certainly only a

small fraction of the hours devoted to the pianoforte.

How many young people are born aud grow up

in a county with little more knowledge of it than

they have of those the most distant. They cannot

tell what is most interesting about their own town

and neighbourhood ; in what direction other towns

lie in relation to it: what are the soil, productions

and manufactures of their native county; its rail-

roads, rivers, hills, and moors. Tliese points have

only been brought before them as they occurred

in the geography book, in turn with the same

things as connected with other counties. But
Burely a thorough knowledge of them would not

only lay the foundation of a correct idea of geo

ultimately enjoy—he will receive, at any rate, a

general and useful idea of how the water rises in

the pump; what makes the clock tick; how the

barometer shows when rain is coming ; why it

must always be so much longer than the ther-

mometer; and even how his mamma's likeness was

taken at the photographic-rooms. True, it is far

easier for the teacher to hold Mangnall's Ques-

tions in his hand, listening to the lesson repeated

by heart, than to explain these things in a familiar

and pleasing manner; but let him only try the

latter course, and he will be repaid in interest to

himself as well as in sense of benefit to those who
will, all their lives, retain the effect of such in-

struction.

If it came to the point of choosing, would it not

be better to understand the method by which a

bird rises in the air, than the possible motives of

Darius in entering upon the Scythian war? what

it is which gives us the grateful and the timely

warning of twilight, than the reasons assigned by

lexicographers for laying the accent on the penul-

timate or antepenultimate ?

In most neighbourhoods, there are opportunities

for showing children something of trades and

manufactures; how ropes, and candles, and gas, if

not paper, and fire-irons, aud pens, are made.

Now, would it not be well worth while to break in,

more than is generally deemed proper, on routine

hours, for the sake of learning lessons in this de-

graphy, but make their residence in any locality jlightful and impressive way ? Few teachers would

intelligent and interesting. object to let their pupils leave their books aud

It is well to study the course of the river Ama- slates to come and look through the telescope at

zon, but better to be well acquainted with that of the transit of Mercury, because Mercury will cross

the Great Western Railway. The reign of (Jueen

Victoria; the repeal of the corn laws : the intro-

duction, first of the fourpenny, and then of the

penny post ; the discovery of the planet Neptune

;

the introduction and extension of railways; the

the sun at his own time, whether that happens to

be in or out of school ; but they would perhaps

hesitate if an opportunity presented of the sort

we have mentioned above.

Particular children are supposed to be unusually

application of the eltictric telegraph—a knowledge jquick and clever, because they know, or can do,

of all these things is likely to come in usefully tojat ten or twelve years old, what others cannot do

my child ten times for every once that he will on leaving school. But no; both are children of

want to know exactly where Hannibal's army en- ! merely average powers; but the first have been

camped. Yet to which of the two are the precious ^taught to rule their own lines and fit their own
Bchool-hours, and the expensive chart, devoted ? i work, aud their first awkward attempts encouraged,
aud which is left for him to pick up as he can '!

| until they have, for their years, a respectable skill

The power of drawing common objects, as the in the arts sure to be called for in daily life

furniture of a room, as it appears in difl'ereut per- N.
spective positions, may be acquired, with compara-

tive ease, more quickly than the power of repre-

senting foliage with grace and effect; and it is

Certainly a much more available power for the

practical purposes of drawing; yet there are per-

Kous who copy landscape drawings beautifully, who
could not take the pencil and rapidly produce the

chair, the sofa, the shelf, the moulding. Again,

we must say that the design ol this paper is to 'bring blame or contempt upon the ministry, and
urge the most practical subjects of instruction, not

|

great hurt to our youth and others."
to depreciate those which are less so; to press those "We entreat you [who are in the ministry]
things which should be attended to in the first, that in all our religious meetings appointed for the
place— not to discourage those which are valuable kvorship of Almighty God, you wait in humble
in the second. There is much more development |rcverei ce for the° influence of the Word of lite.

of intellect and ta.-te in transferring to the paper Bj cautious not to move in acts of devotion, in

the beauties of a beech-tree than the outline of a! your own will ;—set not self to work, but patiently
chest of drawers; still, the latter is more likely to

| attend and wait for the gift and euliveuiug power
be really wanted. Teach that then fir.-t, and af- of the Divine Spirit; without which, your°perfor-
terwards the other, if there be time.

|
niances will be unacceptable, and, like tho.se of old,

of which it was said, Who hath required this

your hand V
" We desire that none may despise the shortii

or simplicity of any offerings in the ministry
;

that all may be careful not to indulge in a critio

ing spirit; much less in a disposition to cavilyj

to judge their brethren, or in controversy. S«
things are highly injurious and unbecoming ; tl

lead off from that individual watchfulness, s

that knowledge of ourselves, which are essential

a growth in grace; and they are opposed to

meekness and lowliness of a disciple of Christ.'

" It is the prerogative of Christ Jesus our Lot

to choose and to put forth his own ministers,

clear apprehension of scripture doctrine, ano

heart enlarged in love to others, are not of the

selves sufficient for this work. Whatever mayj
the talents, or the scriptural knowledge, of ai

unless there be a distinct call to the ministry, i

Society cannot acknowledge it; and except thi

be a sense of the renewed putting forth, and of

quickening influence of the Holy Spirit, we belii

it to be utterly unsafe to move in this office. M
all be concerned to minister only in the abil

which God glYeth."—Ancient Epistles.

From " The Leisure liuuri

The Lake Region of Eastern Africa.

Scarcely a year passes without some addition

light being thrown upon the obscurity which 1

so long enveloped the central African region,

specting which so many fables have been circulat

and so many expectations cherished. Geograp
cal research, commercial speculations, colonizi

enterprise, missionary zeal—each and all point

this terra iJicognita as a spot of the deepest

terest. What then, has the last traveller fri

these hitherto unexplored regions to tell us respe

ing their nature and inhabitants? Some ans»

to this question we propose to offer to our reade

In the year 1857 an expedition was sent out;

the Royal Geographical Society, for the purpose

ascertaining the limits of the Sea of Ujiji, or I

Tanganyika Lake, a large sheet of inland wai

about the size of the Caspian, declared by 1

Arabs to lie some twenty marches, or 276 mil

westward beyond Uoyamwezi, or the far-fani(

Land of the Moon. A second object of the

pedition was to determine the exportable prodij

of those districts, and a third to gain informatii

respecting the ethnography of its tribes. CaptJi

Burton, the leader of the party, an officer of i\

Selected fur "The Frieud."

Ministrj.

" Dear brethren aud sisters, all of you have i

godly care of judging or contradicting one an

other in public meetings, or showing any marks oi

signs of division therein, amongst ministers or

others ; it beinji of a pernicious consequence to

celebrated explo:^Indian army, and the

who has penetrated to Mecca, disguised as a M
hometan pilgrim, has given us tiie result of

African invesiigations in two volumes, full of glj

phic descriptions and perilous adventure.

Embarking from the Island of Zanzibar

landing at Kaole, a small settlement on the eastei

coast, the aspect of the country appears to be
\

culiarly interesting. A profuse vegetation, tli

suit of tropical suns and copious showers, clotl

the soil; forests of white and red mangrove stret

over the alluvial plain ; and beyond rises a bl

line of higher level, marking the frontiers of w:

districts, inhabited by half-caste Arabs and Coi

clans, who retain amidst their semi-civilizatl

many habits and customs derived from the m-

degraded savages. One important difficulty

East African travelling appears to arise from t

mutinous dispositions of native escorts, porters a;'

servants. On six difl'erent occasions of emergeuc^

large numbers of Captain Burton's hired men <3

serted him ; and he is led to the conviction tb

the best escort for a European would be a sm:

party of Arabs fresh from Ilazramant, and
taught in the ways and tongues of Africa.
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Prom Kaole the route lies to Unyaniycnibe, the lis traversed bv two main lines; and should Euro-
tral proviLce of the Land of the xMoon, and the peans ever se"ttle in Eastern Africa as merchants'
sat uieetiDg-place for merchants, whence their or missionaries, it appears they might reside here

|

avaus, laden with cotton, cloth, beads and wire, 'with advantage until acclimatized for the interior.]

letrate into the surrounding districts, or carry I The chief clan now inhabiting this district is the

'

TO ivory and slaves to the coast. UVasagara, a noisy and riotous race of motin-
Burton and^his companions endured great bard- jtaiueers. They di.-play great varieties of complexion,
ps and encountered perils innumerable in this -some being almost black, whilst others are choco-
venturous journey. They were often prosir^ited

] late-coloured. Each villa_ue has its head man,
attacks of fever, and suffered from ophth.ilmia, |who, however, owns imperfect allegiance to the dis-

ich enclouded objects as by a misty veil. On trict chief. The young men and warriors adorn their
ving the maritime districts, which are peopled locks, we are told, with the feathers of vultures,
two distinct races, the half-caste Arabs, and |o.-triches, and a variety of bright-plumed jays,
Wawrima, or Coast clans, the expedition struck

i and some tribes twist each ringlet with a string of
itwards into the Kingani and JMgeta valleys,

I reddish fibre. They distend the ear-lope till it

ere the narrow footpaths connecting the villages i serves for a variety of purposes foreign to the
;n plunge into dark and dense tunnels formed j member; it often carries a cane suufl' box, or a
ovrrarcliing branches and boughs, which delay jgoat's horn, and in old ago it hangs in a deformed
file of laden porters. Merchants traverse such loop to the shoulders

)ts with trembling, as a caravau may be easily a'o bo condii.i.iij

ndered by tome of the barbarous tribes who
ant these regions. After halting at Zugomero,
expedition crossed the East African Ghauts.
Truly delicious," remarks Captain Burton,

^as the escape from the cruel climate of the is armed with

er valley to the pure sweet mountain air, and toja glossy black

aspect of clear blue skies. Dull man"

The Tarantnia and its Destroyer.

In Texas there is a large brownish-black spider, I

hose body is covered with short glossy hairs. It

irge, curved chelicercs or fangs of

color. This spider is commonly !

nown as the Tarantula. Wonderful stories are

mal jungle, and monotonous grass were sup- 1 'old of the poisonous character of its bites, which
ted by tall solitary trees, amongst which the arc said to have proved destructive to several hu-j

ty tarmariud rose graceful; and a swamp, cut i man beings. This is one of the largest spiders of

a network of streams, nullahs, and stagnant I
^'orth America, only being excelled in size by the

)ls, gave way to dry healthy slopes, with short -'"'Jyg'rt^e aviericana of the Central American re-

ep pitches and gently shelving hills. The beams Igion. Full grown specimens of our species are

the large sun of the equator—and nowhere 'about two inches long and one and a quarter

e 1 seen the rulers of night and day so large I

broad. Its habits are those of the other hunting

danced gaily upon blocks and pebbles of red, spiders ; it has no web, but lives in cavities,

How and dazzling snowy qaariz, and the bright [excavated by itself, in the earth. The entrances

breeze waved the summits of the trees, from to these cavities are said to be sometimes closed

ich depended graceful llianas, and wood- apples, i by a trap-door, which, however, I have never ob-

•ge as melons, whilst creepers, like vine tendrils,
j

served, though when in Texas I have frequently

from large bulbs of brown-grey wood, clung seen tbeir domicils in which they were biding with

)sely to their stalwart trunks. Monkeys played 'only their heads projecting above the openings,

hide and seek, chattering behind the bolls as the Sometimes it lies in wait near its den. At other

with its painted scale-armour, i^sued forth times it sallies forth moving slowly in the neigh-

bask upon the sunny bank; white-breasted bourhood of its dwelling, and should it discover a

vens cawed when disturbed from their perching 'weaker insect, it darts quickly and often secures

aces; doves cooed on the well clothed boughs^ jthe unwary one for its food.

ks soared high in the transparent sky. The; It very rarely injures any person, as it never

iana

id ha

Id cricket chirped like the Italian cigala in the! bites unless disturbed, nor does it often ch(

ady bush, and everywhere, from air, from earth, |

abode near houses. I have several times teased it

3m the hill slopes above, and from the marshes, with a long stick, but could never make it jump

ow, the hum, the buzz, and the loud continuous more than a few inches. It would stand erect

of insect life, through the length of the day, '
and fight; bravely, biting the provoking instrument,

oke out its natural joy. Our gipsy encampment! but would always run away the minute the stick

was withdrawn. The Texan Tarantula is entirely

Bj shallow rivers, to whose falls distinct from the spider of the same name found in

'Melodious birds sing madrigals.' Italy, belonging in fact to a different genus. The
"By night, the soothing murmurs of the stream Mygale Henlzii was first described by Girard in,

the hill's base rose mingled with the faint rust-
1 Marcy's Report of the Exploration of the lied river

!

3g of the breeze, which at times, broken by the I of Louisiana.

ream of the night heron, the bellow of the bull- To prevent too great an increase of these large

|og in his swampy home, the cynhyaena's whimper,
I
spiders, Providence has created an insect of the,

iid the tox's whining bark, sounded through the
j

wasp family, {Fompi/i/s Juniiosus, Say) called by,

ilenco most musical most melancholy. Instead of
|
the Texans the tarantula-killer. It is about anj

cold night ruin, and the soughing of the blast, I inch and a half long with a bluish-; body and

le view disclosed a peaceful scene, the moonbeams I golden-rufous wings. It is a bustling unquiet

'ing like sheets of snow upon the ruddy highlands! sect, always in motion, flying now here, now there,

od the stars hanging like lamps of gold from the 'and, when running on the ground, its wings are in a

ome of infinite blue. I never wearied with eon-
1 constant state of vibration. Should it discover a

;mplating the scene; for, contrasting with the! Tarantula, it begins instantly to fly in circles in

jlendours around me, still stretched in sight the .the air around its victim. The spider, as if know-

lough of Despond, unhappy Zuiigomero, lead-
j
ing its fate, trembles violently, standing up and

jloured above, mud-coloured below, wind-swept, 'making a show of fight, but the resistance is very

)g-veiled, and deluged by clouds that dared not feeble and of no avail. The spider's foe soon dis-

pproach those delectable mountains." , covers a favourable moment and darts upon the

This high region extends from 37° to 36° eastJTarantula whom it wounds with its sting, and

)Dgitude, and is eighty-five miles in breadth. Itjagain commences flying in circles. The injured!
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spider is thrown into a tremor, and often bccomen
paral3zed, though the infliction of a second and even
a third wound U somclinifs necos-ary. Sooner or
later the spider becomes powerless, when the vic-

tor approaches, carefully feeling its way to see if

its work has been cfteetually performed. It then
begins to drag the 'J'arantula into a hole which it

has previously dug in the ground, where after the

depo-itiou of il.s eggs by the Fompilus, the spider

is covered up and allowed to remain.

By some wonderful provision the spiders arc
preserved fresh to afl'ord food for the young of
the PumpUus. The same poison which kills thu

spider appears to prevent it from decaying.

Once 1 met a Fonipilus who had just killed a
large Mygale. This was in central Texas, in mid-
summer when the rain had not fallen for a long
time, and the prairie-soil was filled with numerous
sun-cracks. The size of the spider wa.s, at least,

three times that of the wa>p, yet the wasp, running
backwards, dragged it along through the dry grass
which ofi"ercd considerable resistance, overcoming
every obstacle by earnest pirseverauce. The route

was rendered still more difficult by the cracks \a

the soil, down which both occasionally tumbled,
and several times I thought the Tarantula was lost

at the bottom of a crack, but both would fooa
again emerge. I had never seen such an exhibi-

tion of strength and perseverance even among
ants. I watched for half an hour, much interested,

the energetic wasp dragging the spider through
cracks and over fallen weeds, and through fences,

and I following determined to see the result, al-

though it was near sunset and I was di^ilaut from

our encampment. After going a short distance,

the wasp and spider fell into a large crack. I

was then sure that the Mijgnle had been lost. After

a little I bent down to see what bad become of
them, and was much surprised at seeing the wasp
dragging the spider from the crack. At such aa
exhibition of strength, I inadvertently exclaimed
aloud, " You are a stout fellow !" This exclama-
tion caused the wasp to drop the spider and gaze
a moment, having noticed me then for the first

time ; it then flew three or four times around the

spider, as if to mark its locality, and went away.
Sorry for its departure I took the spider to our

tent and preserved it in alcohol. It is now in the

Geological Rooms at Austin in Texas.

Mrs. Halsey, of Chapell Hill, Washington Co.,

Texas, showed me a hole in the ground in which a
Fumpili's had been seen to take a Mijgale. The
hole had been excavated by the wasp; it was al-

together twelve inches long, descending at an angle

of about forty-five degrees to an extent of eight

inches, afterwards horizontally for four inches, and
at the end of the horizontal portion the spider was
buried.

—

Country Gentleman.

Over- Bathing.—If a fish be deprived of its

scales, it will be chilled to death : and reasoning

analogically, and knowing, too, that human skin

scales are destroyed by the alkali of soap, a

man may wash himself too much ; may actu-

ally wash away the scales of his body, leaving

the pores so unprotected againsts heat and cold

and obstructions, that death will inevitably ensue;

indeed, physiological research proves, that if a

third of the skin is removed from the body by
scalding or otherwise, a fatal termination is una-

voidable. Observant persons know how soon

the skin becomes pale, shrivelled and tender,

even on the hardest hands, if kept a great deal in

cold water. These are suggestive considerations

for those who believe that continual water sloshings

are indispensable to health and longevity.

—

IlaUs
Journal of HmUh.
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Dress.—We should ever bear a strong testimony

against that vain desire of the fallen niitural heart,

which seeks respectability and admiration frotu

dress; to the great neglect of the Divine precept,

" Be net cuDfortued to this world ;" and in some

cases almost to the total disregard of true delicacy,

and even deceacy.

THE FRIBND.
EIGHTH MONTH

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiGX.-—News from England to tbe 20th ult. In

the Urilish House of Commons, Lindsay's motion to

olier iiieJiHiion iiud for the recognition of the Southern

C'ont'edi-r«cy, was debated pro and con. Lord Palmer-

ston opposed it, and Mppealed to the House to leave mat-

ters in the hands of the Government. The motion was
finally withdrawn. Lord Palinerston maintained that

the present condition of the contest in the United States

would not justify a recognition of Southern indepen-

dence. The issue of the war was however, in his

opinion, a foregone conclusion, and the only satisfactory

termination that could be anticipated, was an amicable

separation. This object, he thought, would be impeded
rather than promoted, by interference from abroad.

Sales of cotton in the Liverpool market for the week,
were 53,000 bales. Stock in port, 165,000, including

48,000 American. New Orleans fair, 19rf. ; middlings

18J</. The market for breadstuff's was more active, with

au advance of 2d. in wheat; corn had advanced id. a

United States.—The War.—On the 4th inst., the

War Department issued an order, requiring the imme-
diate draft of 300,000 of the militia of the States, for

the service of the United States, for the term of nine
months, unless sooner discharged. It is also ordered,
that if any Slate shall not, by the 15th of the present
month, furnish its quota of the additional 300,000 volun-
teers, authorised by law, the deficiency of volunteers

in that Slate will also be made up by special draft from
the militia. Au order respecting absent officers and
privates has been issued. After the lllh inst., all leaves

of absence and furloughs, (except those given by the
War Department,) are revoked and absolutely annulled.

It is stated from Washington, that although there are

on the roll of the U. S. army, more than C00,0OO en-
listed men, the number at the present time actually on
duty, does not exceed 363,000. The difference is made
Hp by the sick, wounded, and absent on furlough. The
number absent on furlough is estimated at about 100,000
men. It is asserted that henceforward more direct
and decisive action will he taken in the prosecution of
the war, and that a perfect agreement exists between
the principal generals and the Execuiive branch of the
Government. An array officer of high rank, proposes,
if t:e President and Secretary of War will authorize the
proceeding, to raise promptly a brigade of young able-
bodied intelligent colored men fur service in the South

;

the brigade to be kept distinct from all other troops, and
commanded by white officers. The exchange of prisoners
is in progress, several thousands having already been
surrendered on each side.

Viryinia.—There has been a great deal of sickness in

Gen. M'Clellan's army, but its sanitary conditi )n is said
to be now improving. It is reported that the re

have evacuated Richmond, and taken up the south bank
of the James river as the line of their defence. Tht
movement is attributed to the breaking out of a pesti
lencc in Richmond, where for weeks previously the inor-

tiility among the sick and wounded has been frighllully
great. A balloon reconuoissance ou the James river, be
low Harrison's Landing, has disclosed the fact that nt
rebel force exists on either bank of the James, and that
Fort Powhatan is unoccupied. The attacks upon the U,

S. transports and forces, have been made by guerilla
bands with flying artillery, and not by forces of tbt
rebels, with fixed batteries. On the night of the I si

inst., a body of rebels approached the river banks and
threw about five hundred shells across the river into
Gen. M'Clell.an's encampment, killing and wounding a
few of the troops. Two regiments were subsequently
despatched to the spot which the rebels had occupied.
They cut away the trees and destroyed all the buildings
that could shelter the rebels iu their nightly operation's.

It is generally understood and believed, that two of the
iron clad gun boats constructed at Kichmuna,
been completed, and have actually come down the i

to Fort Darling, where they are awaiting a favourable

ipportuuity to attack the Federal fleet. The U. S. fleet

n Jiinies river has been increased by the arrival of Com.
'orter s mortar Beet, from the .Mississippi. It consists

n all of twelve mortar boats. An expedition from Gen.

'oi)e's army, had crossed the Kapidau and advanced to

jrangetown, which was occupied by two regiments of

ebel cavalry. The rebels were routed with considera-

)le loss. Great numbers of sick and wounded soldiers,

have been sent fiom Virginia to the hospitals in various

quarters, but there still remained on the 1st inst., about
B.OOO in the viciuity of James River, who were waiting

conveyance northward.
The West.—The aspect of affairs in several of the

Western States is considered ominous. The Legislature

ot Kentucky has been called together by Governor
.Magotiin, whose sympathies are said to be with the re-

Irregular bodies of armed rebels have created great

iu many parts of the State. Russclvillc, the

capital of Logan county, has been captured by them,
'ng proximity of Confederate guerilla bands

Ohio, has induced some of the bankers of

It city to send theirfuuds to Chicago. Over $'2,500,000

gold have been already forwarded. Mis^ouli has

m invaded by a large guerilla force from Arkansas.
Advices from the expedition into the Indian Territory,

he Union troops were retreating. The cause
of the backward movement not stated. The rebel gene-

1, Albert Pike, was near Fort Washita. In Ten-
nessee, various encounters between the hostile forces have
occurred, with perhaps, equal loss on both sides. The
siege of Vicksburg seems to have been abandoned for

the present, as the naval force is wanted elsewhere, and
no land force could be spared to co-operate with it.

The U. S. forces have evacuated Grand Junction, and
he place is now occupied by the rebels, who also have
possession of nearly all that portion of the Memphis and
Charleston Railroad, between Memphis and Corinth.

The U. S. commanding general at Memphis, has issued
order prohibiting speculators from paying specie for

products of the rebel States. When Treasury
es are refused, the parties so refusing will be arrested,

and such of their crops as are not needed for the sub-
sistence of their families, be seized and sold by the

Quartermaster. Speculators paying specie,

in violation of this order, will be arrested and sent
North, and the property so purchased be seized for the
benefit of the Government. A despatch from Helena,
Ark., of the 3rd inst., states that Gen. Curtis' army has
been reinforced, and is again competent for offensive
operations. Gen. Hindman was at little Rock. Ark.,

th about 6000 rebel troops. There were nearly 3000
confiscated slaves at Helena. The cotton of their rebel

islers was being sold for their benefit. The rebels
ve two iron-clads and thirty steamers up the 'i'azoo

er and have them secured against attack bytheFede-
I gun boats.

The South.—Positive information has been received
Port Royal, S. C, that the iron clad steam ram, which

- a long time has been in process of construction at
Savannah, is completely manned, armed and ready for
service. Her early appearance was expected, and Ad-
miral Dupont had made preparations lor such an event.
The British steamer Memphis, which ran the blockade
to Charleston, with a valuable cargo of ammunition
from Liverpool, was captured on her return voyage and
sent to New York. She was loaded with Sea Island
cotton. The health of the troops at Port Royal and vi-

cinity was suffering from the extreme heat of the weather.
Fever and dysentery were common among them. Ad-
vices from New Orleans, slate that Gen. Butler regards
as emancipated, all slaves sent away by their masters.
Gen. Butler, in a note to Reverdy Johnson, savs no mer-
chandise, whether cotton or sugar, will in any event be
seized or confiscated by the United States authorities
there. The ship|iing trade of New Orleans is rapidly
reviving. On a single day of last week there were five

arrivals at New York of vessels from that port, ladeu
with sugar and other commodities, lucluding some cot-
ton. The quantity of that article burned by the rebels
is supposed to amount to a million of bales. Flour had
fallen to $16 per barrel.

Xew I'or*.—.Mortality last week, 457. Exports of the
week, 54,134,314. Premium for gold on the 4th inst.

14j percent. Specie in the banks of the city, $34,022,
490. Money very abundant. The whole number of
vessels iu port by actual count, was found to be 458

/'/liia^/c/yj/iid.—Mortality last week, 384.

RECEIPTS,
fd from John Bmutiugham, 0., §2, to No. 11,

FRIENDS SELECT SCHOOLS.

lese seminaries will, it is expected, be re-openc(
after the summer vacation, on or iiear the first of Niutl
onth next, the Boys' School being situated on Cherri

Street west of Eighth, and the Girls' School on Sevcali
Street between Cherry and Race Streets.

The course of Instruction now adopted in the Boys
School, embraces, besides the ordinary branches, a se.

lection of more advanced mathematical, scienlific an(
classical studies, on the satisfactory completion ot which
the pnpil will be entitled to a. diploma or certificate a
scholarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific sub>
jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by appropriatt
apparatus and experiments.
The course of study at the Girls' School embraces, ir

addition to the elementary branches,—Algebra, Geo-
metry, History, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, As-
tronomy, Physiology, Natural History, Botany, Physical
Geography, .Mental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetorit
and Composition. Instruction is also given in Trigono-
metry. Mensuration, andtheFrenchand LatinLanguages,
As the proper classification of the scholars, e.uly iq

the session, is important, it is desirable that those "whi
id to enter pupils for the coming term, should do a^
irly in the season as possible. Application may

made on the opening of the Schools, to Joseph
ich, Principal of the Boys' School, and to Marga

Lightfoot, the Principal of the Girls' School.
With the present arrangement, it is believed thattbei

schools offer unusual advantages to Friends for tl

1 education of their children, and at a very moderai
cost.

Their attention is also invited to the Primary Schoollf
n the Northern and Western Districts, where provisioi
s made for the careful elementary instruction of chii
ren too young to enter the principal schools.

Ou behalf of the Committee,
JOHN CARTER, Clerk.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

TheCommitteennderappointmentto visit the school)
t West-Town, will meet there on Seventh day, the

of the Eighth month, and proceed in the examination
on Second and Third days.

Joel Evans, Clerk. ^

ghth month Gth, 1802.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM F.OR THE INSANE.

NEAR FBANKFORD, (TWENTY-THIR
Physician and Superintendent

TON, M. D. I

Application for the Admission of Patients may b||

made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clerj
of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Philai
delphia, or to any other Member of the Board. 'i

TEACHER WANTED.
A teacher competent to give instruction in ReadinK

and other branches, is wanted at the Select School fo-'

Girls in this city. Apply to Sarah Williams, 732 Arcll
Street, Deborah M. Williamson, 1024 Arch Street, o|

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 S. Fifth Street.

BOOK OF DISCIPLINE OF PHILADELPHIA YEARLU
MEETING.

)|

Copies of the above are now for sale at the Boo»
Store, No. 384 Arch Street. Price 50 cts. ^

DiKD, on the 25th of Fourth month last, at the rest
deuce of her husband, Mary P., wife of Benjamin W
Passmore, in the thirty-third year of her age. a nicmb«
of Concord Monthly Meeting, Pa. Although, by tli

nature of her last illness, she was prevented frotn im
parting any counsel to those around her, yet, bein
adorned with a meek and quiet spirit, and firmly
tached to the primitive doctrines and testimonies
Friends, the language of her example to her surviv
is very emphatic, to " come and follow me, as I hav
endeavoured to follow Christ."

n'.M. II. PILE, PRINTER,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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From " Tlie Leisure Hour."

The Lake Region of Eastern Africa,

(Conclu.kd from pago 3910

It was in this district that the tembe or hollow

illage was observed for the first time, and is an

ffective feature in African scenery. It appears,

om afar, like a short line of raised earth. The

IJrm is a hollow square or oblong with curves,

)jections, . and semicircles. Where timber is

carce, the walls are composed of clods loosely put

)gether, mimosa trunks or stout stakes. Where
rees abound, the tembe is surrounded by a sepa-

nalisado of young unbarked trunks, capped

ere and there with cattle-skulls, blocks of wood,

rass wisps, and other talismans. (Jcoasionally

his is hedged with a high thick fence, even doubled

r trebled, of pea-green milk bush, which looks

retty and refre>hing, and is ditched outside with

deep trench serving as a drain. An exterior

ooth is sometimes added, where the men work at

he forge, or sit in the shade, and where the wo-

leu husk, pound, and cook their grain. The geue-

1 roof of the tembe is composed of mud aud clay

leaped upon grass, thickly strewed over a frame-

rork of rafters, supported by the long walls.

Jark bins of grain, gourds, old pots, firewood,

pater melons, mushrooms, and other articles,

placed on the roof to ripen or dry in the

un. In each external side of the square, one or

wo door-ways are pierced ; these are jealously

losed at sunset, after which hour not a villager

lares to stir from his home till morning. The

nner tenements are divided from one another by

arty-walls, each house having two rooms, which

ary in length from twenty to fifty feet, and in

lepth from twelve to fifteen. After further de-

oription of this tembe, Captain Burton mentions

hat in the central court stands the little mzimu

r fetiss hut, to receive the oblations of the super-

titious. Their faith in magic is nearly universal,

^ear the fetiss hut handfuls of grain or small pots

f pombe are placed, to propitiate ghosts and de-

end the crops irom injury. Witchcraft is practised

ly thousands, with the firmest conviction of their

iwn power, though frightful tortures await thi

fizard or witch who is condemned for the destruc

ion of chief or elder. If questioned concerning

he giver of his daily bread, the African, will

loint with a devotional aspect towards the light of

lay; and if asked what caused the death of hit

)rother, will reply, " Jna," or " Rimme," the sun

He has not, like the Kafir, a holiday at the epoch

of the new moon ; like the Moslem, however, on

first seeing it he rises and claps his hands in token

of obeisance. The only approach to image-wor-

ship seemed to exist in one district, where rude

carving was attempted on the massive posts at the

entrance of the village.

The habits of burying slaves with the deceased,

of carrying provisions to graves, and of lighting

fires on cold nights near the last resting-places of

the departed prevail throughout easturn and west-

ern Atrica. How far these customs point out a

belief in a future state of existence it seems diflS-

cult to determine.

But the limits of this paper will not permit us

to linger amongst the Usagura mountain tribes, or

accompany the travellers across the interminable

jungles, or through the ill-omened forest that sepa-

rated them from the frontiers of the Land of the

Moon.
Un the 7th of November, 1857, the expedition

tered Kazeh, the capital village of the Omani
merchants, reached by a march of 600 miles from

the coast. After a halt for the purpose of recruit-

their party, which from various vexatious

causes of delay, detained them for more than a

month, they pu;^hed onward to Nisene, a mass of

detached settlements, where the climate was pecu-

liarly unhealthy, and Captain Burton was seized

by an attack resembling paralysis, induced by the

miasmatic air of the district. The habits of the

mixed population here appear to be more than

usually degraded, and the industry of the place is

confined to manufacturing a few cotton cloths,

coarse mats, clay pipe-heads, and ironmongery.

"All the feminine part of the population," says

Captain Burton, "from the wrinkled grandmother

to the maiden scarcely in her teens, assemble to-

gether, and, sitting in a circle on dwarf stools and

logs of wood, apply themselves to their long black-

bowled pipes. They smoke with intense enjoy-

ment, deeply inhaling the weed, and exhaling

clouds from their nostrils; at times they stop to

cool the mouth with slices of raw manioc, or cobs

of green maize roasted in the ashes; and often

some earnest matter of local importance causes

the pipes to be removed for a few minutes, and a

clamour of tongues breaks the usual silence."

At length, after days of perilous and laborious

marching, the travellers came within sight of the

Great Lake, the goal of their enterprise. Let

Captain Burton's own words convey his impressions

of the scene;—"Nothing could be more pictur-

esque than this first view of the Tanganyika Lake,

as it lay in the lap of the mougtains, basking in

the gorgeous tropical sunshine. Below aud be-

yond a short foreground of rugged and precipitous

billfold, down which the footpath zig-zags paiufully,

a narrow strip of emerald green, never sere, and

mai-vellously fertile, shelves towards a ribbon of

glistening yellow sand, here bordered by sedgy

rushes, there cleanly and clearly cut by the break-

ing wavelets. Further in front stretch the waters,

an expanse of the lighest aud sofest blue, in breadth

varying from thirty to thiry-five miles, and sprinkled

by the crisp east wind with tiny crescents of snowy

foam. The back-ground in front is a high and

broken wall of steel-coloured mountain, here

flecked and capped with pearly mist, there stand-

ing sharply pencilled against the azure air; its

yawning chasms, marked by a deeper plurab-colour,

fall towards dwarf bills of mound-like proportions,

which apparently dip their feet in the wave. To

the south, and opposite the long low point behind

which the Malagarazi River discharges the red

loam suspended in its violent stream, lie the bluflF

headlands and capes of Uguhha ;
and, as the eye

dilates, it falls upon a cluster of outlying islets,

speckling a sea horizon. Villages, cultivated lands,

the frequent canoes of the fishermen on the waters,

and on a nearer approach, the murmurs of the

waves breaking upon the shore, give a something

of variety, of movement, of life to the landscape ;

which, like all the fairest prospects in these regions,

wants but a little of the neatness and finish of art

—

mosques and kiosks, palaces and villas, gardens

and orchards—contrasting with the profuse lavish-

ncss and magnificence of nature, and diversifying

the unbroken coup d'ccU of excesMve vegetation, to

rival, if not excel, the most admired scenery of the

classic regions. The riant shores of this vast cre-

vasse appeared doubly beautiful to me aftef the

silent and spectral mangrove-creeks on the East

African sea-beard, and the melancholy monoto-

nous experience of desert and jungle scenery,

tawny rock and sun-parched plain, or rank herb-

age and flats of black mire. Truly, it was a revel

for soul and sight. Forgetting toils, dangers, and

the doubtfulness of return, I felt willing to endure

double what I had endured ; and all the party

seemed to join with me in joy."

It appeared to Captain Burton, from a careful

investigation and comparison of statements, that

the Taniianyika receives and absorbs the whole

river sys'tem, the network of streams, nullahs, and

torrents of this portion of central Africa. The

oeneral formation suggests, as in the case of the

bead Sea, the idea of a volcano of depression.

Judging from the eye, the walls of this ba.in rise

to 2000 or 3000 feet above the water level. It lies

almost due north and south, in form a long oval,

in extent, as nearly as can be estimated, ninety

miles. The water is sweet and pure, of a dull

sea-green or clear soft blue. The periodical winds

over the lake are south-east and south-west, and

It is subject to a certain extent, to tidal influences.

Sixteen tribes inhabit the surrounding districts, all

more or less sunk in the grossest barbarism, and

cannibalism exi=ts on the western shores of Tan-

ganyika. Of one tribe, however, the Wabisa, our

auti.or is able to remark :
" They are semi-pasto-

ral, fond of commerce, and said to be civil and

hospitable to strangers. '' Kespecting the commerce

of these regions, thlit existing at Uvira, the furthest

point on the north-western shore, may be taken as

a sample of the rest. Slaves, ivory, grain, bark-

cloth, and ironware are the chief exports, also the

mawezi, or palm-oil, whose various uses in Europe

render it an article of considerable traffic in these

districts. The imports are ritindi (or coil brace-

lets,) salt, beads, tobacco and cotton cloth. The

market varies with the number of caravans present
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at the depot, the season, amount of supply, etc.

Ihcre are uiany varieties of fish in the waters of

this lake, aud the natives narcotize them with the

juices of certain poisonous plants. The canoes

are of the rudest description ; cluius}', misshapen

planks, forming, when placed side by side, a keel

and two gunwales, the latter fastened to the cen-

tre pieces, by cords of palm-fibre parsing through

lines of holes. The want of caulking causes ex-

ces^ive leakage; the crew take duty as balesmeu

by turns, keeping up an incessant chorus of shouts

and howls, which mingling with the bray and

clang of horns and tom-toms, rend the air, till

some approaching squall or thunderstorm keeps

them silent in terror; then one or another will

occasionally break the mornful stillness with the

exclamation, " Ya mgiiri wanje !"— " O, my wife!"

After a month's stay in these regions, the travel-

lers commenced the 200 miles return march to

Unyauyembe, and their homeward route to the

coast diverged but 'little from the former track. It

may be mentioned, however, that while halting at

Kazeh, these indefatigable explorers determined to

attempt a march northward to the Nyanza Lake,
and ascertain its extent. Captain Uurton's com-
panion. Captain Speke, succeeded in reaching its

shores; and though considerable doubt still re.sts

on the accuracy of the estimate, its' total length is

assumed at 250 miles, and its breadth at 80.

Whether the Nile derives its sources from this re-

servoir seems still to remain a secret, reserved for

the fortunate discovery of some future traveller.

It will be found that Captain Burton, although no
missionary, like Dr. Livingstone, possesses in the

highest degree patience, resolution, and fortitude,

and is moreover an excellent scientific observer.

Before concluding this sketch of the Lake Ee-
gions in Central Africa, let us glance at a few prac-
tical conclusions arrived at by the explorers, con-
cerning the capabilities for commerce in the interior.

In a land abounding in timber and iron, and where
there are but few engineering difficulties to en-

counter, the construction of a tramroad from the
coast will be the first step towards material im-

1

provemont. The copal mines will be ineiEciently
I

worked, till Europen industry and energy is
j

brought to bear on the native population. The
ivory trade can only be rendered lucrative by an

j

improved mode of conveyance from Ugogo and its

encircling deserts, now so abounding in elephants; I

the trade in cattle is capable of extensive develop-
jment

; and above all, the cultivation of the cotton-
plant, which is indigenous in the more fertile re-

1

gions, and which rivals in fineness, firmness, and
weight, the medium staple of the New World,
would open up a large and profitable .'source of
wealth. " Here," says our author, " as in Europe,
the battle of protection has still to be fought; and
here, unlike Europe, the first step towards civiliza-

tion, namely, the facility of intercourse between the
interior and the coast has yet to be created." Nor
should we lose sight of the inestimable blessings
it is in our power to bestow as christian merchanrs,
naturalists, or philosophers, on the unenlightened
African, llecent events in another continent have
painfully taught us the truth of Dr. Livingstone's
conviction, namely, that " those two pioircers of
civilization, Christianity and commerce, should ever
be inseparable."

The CronnJ of Clirisliao Discipline, &c.
(Cuncliul'il h-din pn'^o ;j^7.j

As the writings of our early Friends uniformly
concur in maintaining the necessity of waiting' for
this pure, heavenly wisdom, in order to qu'alify
an individual or a meeting to act consistently with

the principles we profess, it might not be improper,
j

upon this occasion, to bring into view the particu-

lar sentiments of different Friends, all tending to

confirm the preceding remarks. The limits, how-

ever, prescribed to these observations, will not ad-

mit of many extracts. The following from ani

epistle of that valuable minister and elder, Charles
|

Marshall, is peculiarly apposite :

—

" Set not about the affairs of Truth without

some feeling and helping of it (the pure, heavenly

wisdom.) For this I have seen ; no parts or ac-

quirements whatever, without the guiding, counsel-

ing, ins ructing wisdom of the Lord will carry on

truly, or effect rightly, the affairs of the Truth, al-

though it be in outward things. And my heavenly

Father, whom I have loved and feared from very

tender years, has shown me, that in the sensual

wisdom stands the strife, and out of that ground
arise the exaltedness, haste, rashness, schisms,

rents, and sects," &c.

In confirmation of this expressive extract, I

may add a recommendation of the Yearly Meeting
in London, by its epistle in the year 1706 :

" And
dear friends and brethren, in the name and power
of our Lord Jesus Christ, keep all your meetings
entirely, both those for his divine worship, and
those for good order and discipline in the church,

which Divine power we all ought to wait to feel, to

prepare and sanctify our minds and spirits, that we
may be duly qualified for our share and part of

our service therein. And in the same heavenly
power and dominion, labour to keep out strife and
contention, and stand over all froward and conten-

tious spirits, not in your own, but in the meek
Spirit of the Lamb of God."

In perfect unison with this, is also the following

advice of the Yearly Meeting held in Dublin, 1814:
" Dear Friends, in the words of an eminent ser-

vant of the Lord, 'keep all your meetings in the

power of God.' Feel after, wait for, the arising of
his power in all your meetings, both for worship
and discipline. In conducting the weighty affairs

of the church, let us not rest satisfied with an ac-

quaintance with the letter, but seek for that life

and power which only can qualify us for rightly

supporting our christian discipline, either in our
meeting-;, or in our more private labours with our
friends; remembering that ' except the Lord build
the house, they labour in vain that build it; except
the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but
in vain.'"

From the preceding observations it appears that
agreeably to the standard held up by our worthy pre-

decessors, it was essentially reqaisite that those who
undertook to be active in the exercise of the dis-

cipline established amongst them, should have pre-
viously experienced the right preparation for ser-

vice by submission to the sanctifying influence of
the Holy Spirit. And as the greatest human
abilities, whether natural or acquired, were found

liEcieut of themselves for the work, they were,
addition to this fundamental experience, to

" wait for and depend upon the wisdom and power
of God, for counsel and direction," and in their
various services, to move under the leadings of his
Spirit.

This standard, fhus held up, has continued all

along unchanged, and .still remains to be the
standard round which we ought to gather in the
present day, To be assured of this point, we need
only advert to the many concurring testimonies of
Friends of established character, in strict accor-
dance with the various advices which have from
time to time, been issued by the body. May all

then, to whom the cause of Truth is precious, be
encouraged to gather to it, and labour to maintain
upon its original basis that discipline, which,

founded "in the wisdom and power of God,
would, if thus rightly maintained, preserve us

people to his praise !

For many years after the establishment of Mee
ings for Discipline, they were restricted to such a

by their religious f.ttainraents might be eonsidere

as fathers and mothers—such as had in their ow
living experience, known those baptismal prepare

tions, by which they were rightly qualified to ac

minister counsel and encouragement to other;

From a desire, however, that the youth, and thos

of less growth in religious experience, might nc

lose the benefit to be derived from the attendanc

of these meetings, they were in process of timi

open to all other members of the Society; not,

is to be appreliended, in the expectation that thes

should immediately, whether qualified or not, tak

an active part in their transactions, but that th

might enjoy those opportunities of improvemen
which such meetings, when conducted under th

right authority, are well calculated to affort

Through the goodness and mercy of our Heavenl
Father, they have been, and still are, favoured a

times with the overshadowing wing of Divine pre

seuce ; and to the humble, attentive mind, desirou

to be taught, they are then, in an especial mannei
seasons of deep and-heartfelt instruction.

In these favoured seasons, young persons havf

no doubt, many opportunities of obtaining rauc

instruction; and by rightly improving them, ma
come to know a preparation for service, and i

due time receive ability to supply the places c

their elder brethren and sisters, removed fron

works to rewards. Thus, by a proper exercise c

spirit, these, in concert with their more advancei

Friends, may contribute, according their measure

towards raising into dominion that life which is th

crown of our assemblies; participate in the enjoy;

ment resulting from its presence; and assist, in n

inconsiderable degree, in promoting the edilicatio:

of the body.

These meetings are also, it must be allowed, froii

the many deficiencies amongst us which are ther

brought under consideration, frequently seasons o

deep suffering to the faithful; yetitis cause of thank
fulness to these, that even in those suft'criugs, the;

are favoured to feel a degree of holy assurance

that they are therein united to the living body, o

which Christ Jesus is the head : and this assurauci

begotten in them by the power of God, is an un

speakable support to them under every trial.

It is, however, to be feared that many are to b'l

found within our borders, who, instead of contril

buting to the circulation of life in our meetingsl

are as weights and burdens. These unwilling t(li

submit to the restraining influence of the Spiritjl

and desirous to preserve their fancied independence!

are led, through the subtlety of Satan, to call ii;

question the existence of a Divine communicatioil

to the mind. Thus doubts are excited ; and thes(j

once adiuitted, tend, in proportion to the indulgenwi

they receive, gradually to close that eye whicl-I

can alone enable them to see their real situation!;

and eventually so to darken the understanding,!'

that lost to all religious sensibility, they becoani
" like the heath in the desert, and see not whei;l

good Cometh." i

What a distressing prospect does the defectioi

which ij to be observed on the part of many, viho

ought to be coming forward as standard beareri

among us, present to the spiritually feeling mind ;:

Where shall we look for a succession of labourers

in defence of the noble cause of Truth— a cauMi

for which many of our ancestors sacrificed all thsl

was dear to them in this life—if those who are f««

voured with every advantage to qualify them to

step into the places of their elder brethren and

Hi
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Bisters, withdraw from the labour of the militant in faith from the brook in the valley of humilia- These to whom I have been alluding, in taking

church, desert their proper posts, and basely suffir ' tion, and cast " in tLe name of the Lord of Hosts,
]

a review of years tliat are past, may have to rccol-

that standard which their predecessors had nobly the God of the armies of l.-rael," continue to bo: lect repeated invitations of Divine Love, wliich they

erected, to fall into the hands of tbe enemy ? Let eflectual against the (joliaths, to the present day. have unhappily suffered to remain unregarded,

this consideration excite you, my dear Friends, who
}
Trust only in the Lord, and attempt not to go forth ' some even to u late hour of their day. .May they,

Bee the state of things, and bear the burden of this in anything like Saul's armor—in the strength of | however, be encouraged to accept the off.rs of

eventful day, earnestly to seek to dwell near to tlie your natural powers as men. Seek to have your. Divine Goodness, and carneslly seek for reconcilia-

Fountain of all-suffieieney, Christ Jesus, "in whom habitation in the light, watching daily at wisdom's| tion, whil>t their day of mercy is, in inexpressible

are hid all the treasures of wisdom and ktiowledge."| gates, and you will be enabled to judge .soundly of loving kindness, lengthened out! To those who
Here you will experience preservation; and hence

i
what is offered by others, see clearly what is re-

"

you will derive ability to encounter whate\'er op- quired of yourselves, and receive ability to perform

position you may meet with from a contrary spirit ii, to your own comfort, and to the glory of the

prevailing in the hearts of those, who have not great fclead of the Church. Thus you will expe-

been willing to submit to the preparing, sanctifying rience a growing up into him in all things; and,

powerof the Spirit of Christ. Greater is He that
I
by an honest, steady dedication of heart to his

is in you, than he that ruleth in the hearts of the
I
cause, be instrumental in your day, in hastening

children of disobedience. Fear not therefore, " be
j
that period when Zion shall be justly oalled, " the

Strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.
! perfection of beauty"—"'the joy of the whole earth."

Take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye Before I conclude my observation.s on the sub-

liiy, id hamay be able to withstand in the evil d

ing done all, to stand.''

As you are preserved here, watchful against the

many wiles of the enemy, faithful to the various

duties of your station, and like good soldiers in-

ured to hardness, patient in bearing every trial

—every dispensation alloted by Infinite Wisdom,

for your own increased refinement, or for the edi-

fication of the body, you will more and more ex-

perience a union with Christ in spirit ; and though

iproper to

shall have been thus favoured to see their situa-

tions, and careful, by submission to the power of

Truth revealed within, to avail themselves of this

continued forbearance of their Heavenly Father,

the truly living amongst us will cordially ^^ive " the

right hand of fellowship," and njoice with them
in their emai!ci[ialion from that state of subser-

viency to the world and its spirit, in which they

had been held.

Thus a harmonious co-operation of the different

classes amongst us would prevail, and withoutject of this little work, it may not be _ _

make a few additional remarks, which appear to' doubt would be attended with blessed effects. Tiie

be important, and which may possibly tend to re- elders would be animated to persevere with in-

move difficulties and objections from the niinds of creased alacrity in their labours of love;—the

some of my readers, and afford a degree of en- youth would be encouraged to imitate their bright

couragemeut to others. and cheering exaniple ; and all would happily

It is indeed, as has been already shown, an in- 1 concur in promoting upon earth the kingdom of

dubitable and momentous truth, that, in religious God and his Chri-t—in accelerating the day when
matters, we can do nothing that is truly good, and "from the rising of the sun even to the going down

j

acceptable to our Heavenly Father, without the in- of the same, the name of the Lord will be great

be your lot to know "the fellowship of his suffer- iflueuce and assistance of the Holy Spirit. Thei among the Gentiles; and in everyplace incense

ings," you will also "know the power of his resur-
1
degrees of this iufluence are doubtless variously will be offered to his name, and a pure off'.-riDg."

rectiou," and partake of that consolation which
I distributed to his children and people, to answer] **

aboundeth by him. Thus as you advance in years,

you will have the satisfaction to reflect that you

have done what you could : you will be enabled

to acknowledge with the apostle: "Our rejoicing

is this, the testimony of our conscience that in sim-

plicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom.

dis wise and gracious designs in the church. What
portion of this sacred influence, will be sufficient

to authorize or require any individual member of

the society to take an active part in promoting the

discipline, it becomes not me to particularize and

determine. But we may rest assured that he who

TLe Art of Not Uearin;,

The art of not hearing should be taught in every

well-regulated family. It is fully as important to

domestic happiness as a cultivated ear, for which

so much money and time are expended. There

are so many things which it is painful to hear,

but by the grace of God, we have had our conver- [possesses an honest, humble, and upright mind, many which we ought not to hear, very many
jation in the world;" and at the close of your la-lwho cherishes in his breast the love of God and

j

which, if heard, will disturb the temper, corrupt

bours, mercifully " know an entrance ministered
!
the love of men, and who feels solicitious for the; simplicity and modesty, detract from contentment

into you abundantly into the everlasting king-'true interest of his fellow-members, and for thejand happiness, that every one should be educated

dom of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ." advancement of a wholesome discipline amongst to take in or shut out sounds according to their

And now, ye little humble ones, who have known 'them, will seldom or never be at a loss to discern,! pleasure.

some measure, the preparing hand of the Lord i when he is warranted or required to speak or acti If a man falls into a violent pj^ssion and calls

for service in his church—you in whose eyes He 'for the promotion of a cause which he has so much' me all manner of names, the first word shuts my
iias tarnished the glory of the present world, tojat heart. Is there not rather reason to believe! ears, and I hear no more. If, in my quiet voyage

whom ho has unfolded the beauties of his new crea- 1 that, in an affair of so much moment, his Heavenly of life, I find myself caught in one of those do-

lion, and whom he has drawn by tlie pure influence ' Father will not only give him clearly to see what mestic whirlwinds of scolding, I shut my ears, as

)f divine love, to love himself above all; Oh, howjis required of him, but that he will also furnish' a sailor would furl his sails, and making all tight.

[ long for your preservation in simple, child-like the ability to attend to the holy requisition, with

jbedience, and increased dedication to the cause of an encouraging evidence of peace?

•juth and righteousness! Be assured, my dear On the other hand I think it maybe safely

'riends, that the preceding remarks are by no pronounced, without any breach of charily, that

means designed to discourage the feeblest efforts the individuals who do not sincerely press after

)f the least°child of the kingdom, who, in obedi- the attainment of these holy and heavenly tempers,

jnce to the gentle intimations of the JMaster, is {evinced by a oonsiatent lire and conversation, and

3rawn in diffidence to offer a sentiment in our i who do not feel themselves siicerely concerned for

Meetings for Discipline. Such communications, the religious welfare of our society, and the meni-

Jroceeding from the pure life, will no doubt be re- hers who compose it, are not rightly qualified to

ieived with acceptance, and gradually introduce i assist in promoting the discipline of the church,

Ifou to more enlarged services in the church. Your whatever may be their taleats and qualifications

Ider brethren will rejoice in the prospect of such for advancing the civil or general interests of so-

. succession of labourers in the vineyard, and hold Iciety at large.

ut to you the inviting language : Come and have I Of these Friends, however, a hope may be in-

feUowship with us, for "truly our fellowship is dulged, that having been educated in the society,

ifith the Father, and with his sou Jesus Christ." and having seen the good works and examples of

In this fellowship—this heavenly communion; others, and considered the sound principles from

*\)irit, you will feel an enlivening and animating! which those works proceeded, they may, in due

suppori, =„,d Ijg increasingly encouraged to devote time, be induced to "go and do likewise;"

—

yourselves, evt,. without reserve, to the mo.-t hon-|to seek for ability rightly to advocate the cause of

Durable cause of the -fauHi ^f Masters. And though
;
truth and righteousnes, by a patient submission to

the prospect before you tiiaj Ua discouraging, so i the preparing, qualifung influence of the iloly

much so that at times you may be Mvuc^t ready to
j

Spirit ; and thus in true simplicity of heart, and

shrink from the service, yet " fear not, Viuw flock, 'pious dedication of their talents and advantages,

,t is your Father's good pleasure to give you tW.n,^,. be happily enabled to glorify their Father who
kingdom." The smooth stones which are gathered lU m Ueavec

a sailor woulu tur,

scud before the gale. If a hot and restle

begins to inflime my feelings, I consider what

mischief these sparks might do in the magazine

below, where my temper is kept, and instantly

close the door.

Does a gadding, miichief-making fellow begin to

inform me what people are saying about me, down
drops the portcullis of my ear, and he cannot get

in any further. Does the collector of neighbour-

hood scandal task my ear as a warehouse, it in-

stinctively shuts up. Some people feel very anxious

to hear ev>.'ry thing that will vex and annoy them.

If it is hinted that any one has spoken ill of them,

they set about searching the matter and finding out.

If all the petty things said of one by heedless or

ill natured idlers were to be brought home to him
he would become a mere walking pincushion, stuck

full of sharp remarks. I should as soon thank a

man for emptying on my bed a bushel of nettles,

or set loose a swarm of musquitoes in my chamber,

or raising a pungent dust in my house generally,

as to bring upon me all the tattle of careless or

spiteful people. If you would be happy when
among good men open your ears; whea among
bad, shut them. And as the throat has a muscular

arrangement by which it takes care of the air-paa-

sage of its own accord, so the ear should be trained
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to an automatic dullness of hearing, It is not worth

while to hear what jour servants say when they

are angry ; what your children say after they have

slammed the door; what a beggar says whom you

have rejected from your door; what your neigh-

bours say about your children; what your rivals

say about your business or dress.

This art of not hearing, though not taught in

the schoools, is by no means unknown or unprac-

ticed in society. I have noticed that a well-bred

woman never "hears an impertinent or a vulgar re-

mark. A kind of discreet deafness saves one from

many insults, from much blame, from not a little

apparent connivance in dishonourble conversation.

There are two doors inside my ears— a right

hand door leading to tlie heart, and u left hand

door with a broad and steep passage, leading out

into the open air. This last door receives all ugli-

ness, profanity, vulgarity, mi.-chief-making, which

suddenly find themselves outside of me.

Judicious teachers and indulgent parents save

young urchins a world of trouble by a convenient

deafness. Bankers and brokers often are extremely

hard of hearing when unsafe borrowers are impor-

tunate. I never hear a man who runs alter me in

the street, bawling my name at the top of his voice;

nor those who talk evil of those who are absent;

nor those who give nie unasked advice about my
own affairs ; nor those who talk largely about

things of which they are ignorant.

If there are sounds of kindness, of mirth, of love,

open fly my ears ; but temper, or harshness, or

hatred, or vulgarity, or flattery shuts them. If you
keep your garden gate shut, your flowers and fruit

will be safe. If you keep your doors closed no

thief will run ofi' with your silver; and if you keep

your ears shut your heart will lose neither its flow-

ers nor its treasures.

never rest but in the wrestling of the soul, until he; for instruction. Measures are being taken for

has fully redeemed you, until he has finished the superior education of girls, which has hithertl

work he has begun in you. Oh! from my dying been neglected, to the injury of the State, for wo

bed, I beg of "you, that it may be the earne.-t men, as mothers and sisters, exerting a great in|

breathingof your souls, that you may be redeemed flueuce over society, particularly in attending

from the perishing things of time, and that your the youth of both sexes, are, when they are eom|

affections may be flsed upon eternity: upon things petent, the greatest social improvers. I hopes

that will endure for ever. What would it availj liberal Englishmen will emulate the liberality o

me now (or any at such a time as this) to have the i
the Bostonians to the Boys' college, by supplyin;

world, or as much as might bo equal to our most the means for the High School for girls at Monrol

extravagant desires to possess? we would freely] via, which should be liberally endowed and madij

give it up in exchange for a happy possession. Oh : >
as effectually useful as possible,

press after it; do not be satisfied in any thing The inhabitants of Monrovia are great Sabl

that is sensual or carnal, but Oh! that we may tarians. They go constantly to church ; and S(|

pressafter an inheritance in that which will endure j closely do they respect the Sabbath, that whei

forever!" Prince de Joiuville, the captain of the French frii

Oh, eternity! Oh, the length of eternity! Oh,|gate Belle Poule, came into their port on Sunday)

that it maybe impressed on every heart, the length I

and offered to salute the flag, it was declined, be

of etermly]— There is no end."—Mury ii/.i,'ge;- cause of their unwillingness to have the Sabbat!

on tlie bed of death. F. I,., vol. 7, ;>. 461. desecrated. So also when Captain Eden, of on((

-^ of her Majesty's ships, was ordered to call

On the Republic of Liberia, its Products and Monrovia, to salute the Liberian flag, he happenec
Resonr
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(Concluded from page GSS.)

to arrive on Sunday morning, and communicatee

.) to the President that he wished to salute the flagi

provided it would bo returned, when he was in

Monrovia, the capital of Liberia, so named after! formed that it could not be done on that day, beinc

Monroe, the fifth President of the United States, Sunday, but it would be returned on the following

a great friend to the settlement of Liberia, is beau-
1 day, (Monday.) Captain Eden, being pressed iov

tifully situated on Cape Mesurado, about seventy- time, saluted on Sunday, with the understandinc

five feet above the level of the Atlantic Ocean, in that the salute would be returned to the firsii

A call to individual experience of the ancient

and sureJoundation ; with the danger of heiog
corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ

Jesus.— Assuredly, my beloved friends, a day of

trial is approaching, yea, hastening upon the

tions, when nothing short of an individual heart-

felt knowledge of Him, in whom we profess to be-

lieve, will stand unshaken by the storm.

Great is the solicitude I feel on behalf of our
highly favoured religious Society, that it may be
preserved immoveable upon this its ancient and
sure foundation, Jesus Christ—"Christ in you thi

hope of glory;" which never did, and never wil

fail those, who in simplicity believe, and faithfully

build thereon, nothing doubting. By diligently

maintaining the watch in that holy light, bestowed
in redeeming love on every individual of the hu-
man race, the snares of the insidious adversary,
although laid in the most insinuating manner, will

be detected and broken
; the specious guise of a

false religion itself will be penetrated. This has
assuredly slain its thousands, who dazzled and dis-

tracted by creaturely activity and excitement, have
thus been corrupted from the simplicity that is

Christ. " Watch ye, therefore, and pray alway
that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all

these things that shall come to pass, and to stand
before the Son of man." Blessed and holy injunc.
tion—never out of season—never more needed.
Daniel W/ieclcr. F. L., vol. 7, p. 83.

6.19 north latitude, and 11 deg. We>t longitude,

a population ot about 3,5U0 souls. Its posi-

tion is most happy, having, by means of the Mesu-

rado and Stockton, and the St. Paul's and the

Junk rivers, the greatest facilities for navigable

communication with the interior. Besides being

the executive, judicial, and legislative seat of gov-

ernment, it is well furnished with schools, churches,

and missionary establishments, a newspaper called

the Liberia Herald—dating back to 1826—a col-

lege, and other evidences of advancing civilization

and refinement.

The new college just completed is a magnificent

edifice, situated on a most commanding site, on a

twenty acre field for play-grounds, granted by the

Government, and is due to the liberality of the

people of Boston, United States, who not only fur-

nished the funds for the construction of the build-

ing, but also have presented a library, geological

cabinet, and otherwise endowed it. The Govern-
ment has also granted 4,000 acres of land, of

which 1,000 acres are in each of the four counties

British cruiser that came into port.

Such ot the aborigines as have for three years

previou--ly adopted and maintained civilized habits

are entitled to the elective franchise, and a con^

siderable number exercise this privilege. There at

native magistrates and jurors. Two of the magii

trates serving in Bassa county, and who act at

associate justices in the monthly courts, are Bassa

natives.

It is the policy of the Liberian Government tc

induce American immigrants to settle in the in

terior—some fifteen, twenty, or thirty miles froii

the coast— where the surface of the country is un
dulating and hilly, and more healthy for thos

freshly arrived than the coast country. Carysburg.

White Plains, and Clay Ashland are some of these

interior settlements from which good results have,

already been experienced. When a new settle-

ment is formed, it is customary for some five, six,

seven, eight, or ten families ot the old residents of

Monrovia, or other old towns, to accompany and

guide the strangers, and indoctrinate them into th&
of the Republic. This land will become valuable mysteries of their newly commencing Liberian life.!

the course of time. ExPre=ident Roberts, This is a wise course. Each settler, on his arrival)

of Liberia, is the President of the college, and is a in the Republic, is entitled to draw a town lot 0(|

Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law. plantation. If a town lot be drawn, he is require^
The Rev. S. Alexander Crummell, a graduate and' to build a house, of brick, stone, or other substan"

M. A. of Queen's College, Cambridge, England, is tial materials, sufficient for the accomodation
a Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy,

the English language and its literature. The Rev.
E. W. Blyden, a young man of great energy, tal-

lents, and usefulness, now the Principal of the Al-
exander High School for Boys, in Monrovia, and
an experienced teacher, is the Professor of Greek
and Latin languages and their literature.

To show Qtirely sectarian principle

disregarded in Liberia, I may mention that
Roberts is a Wesleyan Methodist, — Crummell is

an Episcopalian, and — Blyden a Presbyterian
;

I

and there is a prospect of their acting harmoniously

all the family of the proprietor within two yearJ
and he receives a fee simple deed. If a plantati<M

be drawn, two acres must be cultivated within twm
years to get a fee simple deed. Every man ma^
have a town lot, or five acres of farm land, to-'

gether with two more for his wife, and one more

for each child that may be with him, provided

areithat no family shall have more than ten acres.

Wrestling ofthe soul ajter God, with the ai.y«/| together in the advancement of tr
endksnessoj eternUy.-UuT hossei Saviour gave the civilizing influences of science and fiter'ature

t tZ ^'
'°f

^^'^^^'^^^ r }^' r"'
^°' "^' ^""^r '"'='' '""y '<= ^^P^'^'^^d to flow from the teachingwe must give up our whole hearts-no cross, no of these excellenf men. The greatest benefit to

ZTJ'Z !,^"^V." h"^'
'^"^ "'-1'.°°' ^'^

"^'^l'^^ ^'^''S g^°-^"- i^ '^-P'^^t^d from this college"

inThU lilZn "OK "T"'- 1 l^'""
='ddress- particularly as it will prevent the necessity of send-ing her children, Oh! my dear children, may you ing the youths to England and the United States

Women, not having husbands, may each have a

town lot, or two acres of farm laud, on their own
account, and one acre on account of each chi''^'

Unmarried men of the age of twenty-one. -'f'^'^g

religion,' and! from abroad, on taking the oath ^f allegiance,

shall be entitled to draw a town lot or five acres

of farm land the same as family men. There 13

a penalty of five dollars for cutting down palm

trees, except by the fee simple proprietor. Each

proprietor of farm lands must show his bounda-

ries by erecting posts at the angles of the same.
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The English is the mother tongue of the Libe- upon Liberia—millions of pounds have been spent| where a celebrated preacher officiated, I found an

ians, and they are extending its u>c along the upon Sierra Leone, thousands of dollars only on I awakening power, which produced not a little al-

oast and into the interior. Nothing is more com- Liboriii—and that only 16,000 Anglo-Saxon ne-jteration in me. I more con>tantly attended the

ion than for the native chiefs and the head men'jrroes have left the United Slates, and settled on services, public and private
;
joined the more par-

,nd other important persons among the tribes

rithin the jurisdiction of Liberia, and even far

leyond, to place their sons at the early age of

hree, four, or five years, in the family of the

^mericoLiberians expressly to learn English and
acquire civilized habits. Among the natives, to

inderstand English is the greatest accomplishment

;Dd advantage ; and with some of the coast tribes,

1 knowledge of English is beginning to be regarded

IS a necestary qualification for the ruling men of

be chief towns. Our language has become the

lommercial medium of communication throughout

lot only the African coast, but other parts of the

Torld where ships and steamers carry the civilizing

nfluence of commerce, and in time it will become
iniversal.

The revenue of the republic for the year ending

he 30th of September, 1861, was 149,550.11 dol-

ars. The expenditure was for same time 142,-

131.11 dollars.

A portion of the receipts and expenditure arose

rem the recaptured Africans landed at Liberia,

md supported by the Government until tliey can

te placed out to take care of themselves.

The import and export duties are the great

ources ot income. The total product of import

nd export duties was 44,000 dollars.

The Liberians are under great obligations to the

iritish Government and British people for their

ind regards and useful efforts to encourage and

id them in the great task of building up a negro

ationality on the coast of savage Guinea. The
iritish Government were the first to acknowledge

independence of Liberia, were the first to pre-

nt them with a small vessel-of-war to act as

Guarda Costa," and to aid in suppressing the

ave trade, and have for many years done all in

leir power to countenance and foster the growth

f this youthful State. The British people also

ave manifested the most friendly and kindly feel

)gs towards this young people.

The principal materials for building purposes

e wood, stone, and brick. The forests abound

suitable timber lor houses, as well as ships, but

)r the reason that wood bouses are infested with

destructive little insect, locally known as " buga-

ug," stone or brick building materials are prefer-

d by those who can afi'ord the expense. Excel-

nt blue and gray granite, and hard sandstone, as

ell as clay, suitable for bricks, abound, and in-

amerable oysters, clams, and snails furnish shells,

It of which lime for cement is manufactured.

A great variety of excellent fish are found in all

3 Liberian rivers, of which the mullet, angel fish,

id white boys are preferred. From the sea are

ken the barracouta, mackerel, cavalla, and a

I

'eat number of other fish for frying.

Iron ore abounds all over Liberia, but as yet

.1 copper, tin, zinc, lead, silver, or other useful

:4nerals have been discovered in Liberia. Some
jild and some indications of coal have been found,

id I hope, when the four young men now in

.iiiiburgh and London receiving education, return

imc, they will discover copper, lead, coal, and

ihcr u-eful minerals, and albO to be able to eon-

fuct the canal or railway between the Junk and

Jesurado rivers and the breakwater at Monrovia,

j,d other engineering works of prime necessity and

ility.

Many persons say that Liberia is a failure

—

at she has not advanced as she ought to have

the coast, and that they have been far more nu- ticular professors, aud went on for several years aa

merous and prosperous, and progressive, in the one of them. I also ab.stained from vain company
forty years since they made their homes in this

savage country than were the English settlers in

Virginia in sixty years after they landed, and

have since become a mighty nation of 32,000,000

souls, what may we not expect from Liberia if the

four-and-a-half millions of American negroes liv-

ng most unhappily in thtir native land should

uigrate in the nest thirty years to the " Laud of

he Free" on the West Coast of Africa? There

can be no doubt that Liberia is far better adapted

for the American negroes than llayti, which has

the Catholic religion, and foreign language, man-

ners, and customs—the French ;
whilst the Libe-

rians have the same Protectant religion, the same

language, and the same manners and customs

which they left behind them in America. The
negroes of the United States .should desire to create

flourishing Anglo-Saxon-Negro nationality on

the coast of their fatherland, which has been so

w«ll commenced by the pioneers who for forty years

have been preparing the way for their comfortable

residence in Liberia.

The American Liberians, in their Declaration of

Independence, use the following language to de-

scribe their fortunate change of circunutances by

migrating from the United States to this new and

improving country. They say, " Liberia is already

the happy home of thousands who were once doom-

ed victims of oppression, and thus far our highest

hopes have been realized. Our courts of justice

are open equally to the stranger aud the citizen for

the redress of grievances and for the punishment of

crime. Our numerous and well-attended schools

attest our eflbrts and our desire for the improve-

ment of our children. Our churches for the wor

ship of our Creator, everywhere to be seen, bear

testimony to our piety and to our acknowledgment

of his providence. The native African, bowing

down with us before the living God, declares that

from us, feeble as we are, the light of Christianity

has gone forth ; while upon that eurse of curse

the slave trade, a deadly blight has fallen as it

as our influence extends. Therefore, in the natue

of humanity, virtue, and religion—in the name of

the great God, our common Creator and our com

mon Judge, we appeal to the nations of Christen

dom, and earnestly and respectfully a.~k of then

that they will regard us with the sympathy and

friendly consideration to which our condition en-

titles us, and will extend to us that comity whicl

marks the friendly intercourse of civilized and in-

dependent communities."

Then follows the Constitution, one section of

which declares, " That there shall be no slavery

within this Republic, nor shall any citizen or any

percon resident therein deal in slaves, either withi

or without its bounds, either directly or indirectly.

Some Accoont of John Spalding.

I shall pass over the early part of my life, only

and conversation which I had before been addicted

to, so that I was one of the chief profc-isors; but

1 found a gradual wearing ofl" of the force of the

pressiotis I had received ; less dislike to worldly

company ; and the power of sin gaining the ascen-

kncy
i
that I at times felt much uneasiness; par-

icularly as, on serious reflection, I felt the strength

of my lusts and passions, and the evil propensities

of my nature unsubdued ; notwithstanding my
knowledge of the truths of the gospel, and the

profession I made : aud observing and conversing

th my fellow professors, I found the same great

anxiety of mind, and breathings to the Lord, that

he would make me indeed what I professed to be;

and what I was persuaded by the scriptures of

ruth, a true christian might be ; that is, free from

the power, as well as the guilt of sin. Thus I went

on till about the year 17'J2, often feeling the do-

minion of sin, and desiring delivcrence from it

;

when I was led to consider the people called Qua-
kers, and was soon satisfied there was a manifest

diflTerence between tbein and others, even in out-

ward appearance; which, when I considered, I

was convinced was more conformable to Christianity

than any others I had kuown; most of whom fol-

lowed all the fashions of the world, particularly in

dress; an inconsistency I frequently observed with

much concern. I then sought the conversation of

some of them, and still found more simplicity, more

like the precepts and practices of Christ and his

apostles, that 1 desired to know the principles from

which such superior practices resulted, and inquired

for some of their writings. The first book I think

that I read was W. Penn'a "No Cross, No Crown,"
which much tendered my spirit, aud removed some
unfavourable opinions which I had received respect-

ing Friends. I then, in some measure, saw how
far what I had known before fell short of what

that work directed to; yet I continued attending

at the parish place of worship; having the most

favourable opinion of the minister there, and a

particular esteem for him, as a man who also fre-

quently professed a particular affection towards me.

Once I remember, when 1 had so far deviated

from ray profession as to go to a horse-race, he

sent for me, and kindly admonished me as a friend

and overseer. I mention this, as afterwards, when

it pleased the Lord to enlighten my mind more

clearly, and convince me of the necessity of leav-

iu" the form of worship I had been accustomed to,

it was a sore trial to me to leave him, in a manner

that I apprehended he would feel not a little con-

cerned about. The next book I r^ad, I think was

•'Barclay's Apology," which opened many things

so clearly to me, that I could not but consent to

them; nevertheless there were some things that at

first reading I could not assent to, particularly re-

specting public worship. I tbonght it needful there

should be a time appointed, and somebody ready

to ofliciate, that the ignorant might be instructed:

and that a man taught as I apprehended, of the

Lord, and properly qualified might, at any time

ixbort or preach to the people. I still attended

the old place, going occasionally to Friends' meet-

ings on any particular oeciisions, when some stran-

gers were expected ; whose testimonies, though I

observing I had been educated in a religious way.

I mention this, as at times, when I lived in Lon

don, where I served an apprenticeship, in the midst

of my dissipation, I frequently felt the reproofs of

the Lord in mine heart, but which were soon smoth-

ered in the vortex of pleasure. After I had served
j

could not but approve of them, yet were not able

my apprenticeship, I returned into the country to: to draw me from my former society ;
but I found

assist my father in his business of a farrier, at the work of the Lord going on by degrees.

ne, and that the results are far less than we ex- 'Readiug, in the year 1786. A little time after- At first, I think, I considered the ordinance of

cted. But if we consider the small expenditure wards, as I attended the parish church so called, [the Lord's supper, as it is called, and was sensi-
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ble I had never found any profit in it, from ! tended or calculated to please the carnal ears of

the becTiuDing of my partaking ot it ; and though T men, or a holy God t Why such anxiety about

had often heard others speaii very highly of it !
tunes, voices, and music? Is the Lord to be

as findincr particular and extraordinary comfort I pleased with such poor things? Oh! no; you can-
, , ,j ,

-
,

and benefit in it and I often at the time earnestly
I
not suppose it. Consider from what root it springs, the better they should be

;
encompassing themseiva

desired to find the benefit of as well as others; yet 'from the old man or the new; and remember the
j

about with sparks of their own kindling, but wha-

it "still remained a dead unprofitable service : 1 1 axe is laid to the root, to destroy all that is of the saith the Lord ? ' Ye shall he down in sorrow.

' ' The next thing I [earth, of our fleshly nature. I have considered! I am fully convinced it is for want of this looking

speaking that brings true peace to the soul

the ear is never satisfied with hearing. As !

proof of that, do not we see professors ruunini

hither and thither, as though the more they heard

therefore declined it entirely.

think I observed, was the public singing. I began
j

those passages in the New Testament, where the

to see a creat inconsistency in that practice, par- 'subject is mentioned, and am confirmed by them

ticularly after sermon. I could feel it had in myself in my opinion, of the inconsistency of public siug-

aswellasinothers,amanifesttendencytolightnessof,iDg. The apostle speaks of singing with grace in

spirit, and removing any serious impressions which [the heart ; of making melody in the heart to the

iijit'ht have been received from the foregoing dis-jLord; not making a noise with the tongue unless

course; that I soon left the place immediately after i
that proceeds from the heart; which how seldom

sermon was ended. It was not long, however, lit does in public singing I appeal to every consider-

before I saw a gross inconsistency in the practice late mind.

altogether, when I weightily considered the matter " I am convinced in my own mind, considering

cont'ained in what was sung, how impossible it our situation here, the power and devices of the

was for a congregation of difi'erent kinds of people enemy, our own inbred corruptions, that it is more

to join in singing whatever might be given out, seasonable to watch and pray, to be ever on our

iting to feel the power of the Lore

here, judging and subduing sin, that there is st

much talk, so much outward parade, and so little

pirituality in the lives and conversation of th«

people.

"J. Spalding."
CTo be continaed.)

guard, and waiting to feel the light and power of

Christ, to discover and subdue the hidden things of

darkness; that as children of the light we may
walk in the light, and fiud the blood of Jesus

Christ, his spirit and power, cleansing us from all

sin; than evidencing that trifling, careless spirit,

too commonly, if not always, attending outward

singing.

" I could say much more against it, but would

not be tedious, particularly respecting those that

are without. How seldom can such people, living

in open and avowed opposition to God, join

singing without uttering gross, abominable lies: and

are we not accessory thereto ? Is it notexpected when

a psalm or hymn is given out, all present who are

capable will join ? Then let it not be said, how can

we help the abuse of it. Ought we not rather to set

them an example of truth and righteousness, and

For " The Friend.'

iiether suitable to their conditions or not ; much

of which, I was persuaded, could not be said by

any, without uttering gross falsehoods; which I

could not believe would be acceptable in the sight

of the Lord. I was iu consequence constrained to

give forth some observations on the subject in

writing, addressed to the professors of religion at-

tending the place called St. Giles' church.

"A few observations concerning the custom of

singing in public meetings of vsorship ; by one,

ulw has long been coniinced of the inconsisteticy

of it, and note culls npon every one who professes

to be afolloicer of the mtelc and Lowly Jesus to lay

aside prejudice, and seriously consider thefollow-

ing renuirks, which are offered in tftefear of the

Lord.
" First. It ought ever to be considered, that God

is a Spirit, and they that worship him must wor-

ship him in spirit and in truth. In other words, it
j

not countenance any practice that has a tendency

is the laniTuage of the heart which he regards, not 'o promote lightness and irreverence? Oh! my

words however excellent of themselves. Now J friends, this cannot be acceptable to the Lord, who

appeal to the witness of God in every heart, con- requireth truth in the inward parts. I recommend

sidering the variety of conditions, the different sub- 'o jour serious consideration what the Lord says

jectsofpraise,adoration,confession, petitioning, &c., I'D ^^^ 1** of Isaiah respecting the ordinances, of

contained in every collection, whether in the fear |tis own appointing, when not done in a proper

of the Lord any one, in whatever state or condi- spirit. I perceive every day more and more, an

tion he may be at the time, can with propriety evident departure from the simplicity of Christ.

be ready to sing whatever may be given out. It Where is the daily cross borne? Observe the ap-

appears to me impossible that a whole congregation pearanoe of professors. What difference is there

(even if we accept the ignorant) can be in the same Tom tlie world ? Sure, my friends, these things

frame of mind, considering the various dispensations ought not to be. Bear with me, I beseech you.

of the Lord's providence towards his people; con- 1 1 a™ much concerned for the honour of our pro-

sequently, if that is not the case, it follows, ofi'ession. If the cross is truly borne, all self-seek-

course, that if all sing, some must utter words with >Dg and self-pleasing will be done away, and the

the mouth contrary to the language of the heart, ^"''8 of the spirit more evidenced; which I am

which so far from being acceptable to the Lord, l' persuaded will not be in the present practice of

persuaded is hypocrisy, and an abouiiuatiou

his sight.

" Again, it appears to me inconsistent also with re-

gard to thcotiierpartsof worship; for if the language

of the heart is .--poken iu prayer, which often precedes

singing, and which implies a sen^^e of our wants,

doth it not show an indifference whether our

prayers are beard and answered or not to be^iu heart, that there may be a concern to offer unto

singing immediately, perhaps very different^iul him acceptable sacrifice; which more than once is

public outward singing, often of words, as to the

matter, scarce within the bounds of probability :

and I am convinced if people would seriously con-

sider the matter, it would appear very inconsistent

with the gravity and solemnity of the true chris-

tian profession.
' May the Lord set these things home upon every

West-Town Boardiig-Schooi.

We are apt not sufficiently to prize our privi-

leo-es ;
and 1 have sometimes thought that this is|

the case with many of us, as respects the inestima-

ble advantage of having iu our midst such an lU'

stitution as W^est-Town Boarding-School. Do wei

sufficiently value it, and appreciate the benefits it

has conferred, and, it is to be hoped, will continue!

to confer, on the members of our Society ? It wa&

instituted by our forefathers more than sixty year.*

afo, under a concern for the guarded religious

education of the children of the society ; and the

is good reason to believe that the Divine blessina

has rested upon the labours of many of those wh«
have been charged with its care and managementj

Many discouragements have at times attended

these, ard some, who have been pupils there.i

through an unwillingness to submit to that whicl

would have preserved them from evil, have disap-

pointed the hopes of their friends, and neithei,

.benefited the Institution, nor derived much ad-

vantage from it themselves. JIany others, on the

contrary, have experienced great and lasting bene-

fits both as to their religious and literary advance-

ment, the latter in many cases furnishing then:

with the means of making a respectable livelihood,:

Let all those that have the care of this valuabk

Institution, whether more immediate or remote, be

encouraged to do all that is required of them tc

promote its efficiency and usefulness; and let the

parents and friends of the pupils be careful tc

avoid doing anything to counteract the concert

and efforts of the committee and caretakers, but dc

what they can to co-operate therewith. We lean

there are at present at the school about eighfj

scholars of each sex, including a few day-scholars,

This number is somewhat larger than it has heel

in the summer session for two or three years past,

but it is very desirable that more of the childrei

of Friends should partake of the advantages offered

by this ! iry.

as iu manner, to what has beenmatter as i

prayed for?

" Again, after preaching, if the Lord's power is

inown and felt under the word, is it not more
likely to profit, if the mind is occupied in serious

meditation, than singing, which from my own ex-

perience, I can say, has a tendency to divert the

mind from solemn, serious reflection? I am now ''''^nd

speaking more particularly concerning those, who *-"

id to be a broken and contrite spirit.

Blessed are ye that 7nourn,' says Christ, (not

ye that sing) 'for ye shall rejoice ;' which rejoicing,

it may be applied to the present state of the church

here, I conceive to be a greatful sense of the Lord's

mercies ; and showing forth his praises not only

with our lips but iu our lives. To conclude, my
turn into your own hearts : behold, says

the kingdom of God is within jou; look

have attained to a

Ask yourselves seriou.sly.

of the grace of God.luo' without for what I am persuaded is only to be

outward singing in- fouud within. It is not much hearing or much

We trust more of our niembe

will send their children there, and that the labours

of the committee and others interested will con-

tinue as heretofore to be productive of good fruits.

This Institution is much to be preferred for the

members of our Society to mixed schtols, especiallj

those that are not under the care of Friends, and

is, we think, becoming more and more efficient as

the means of imparting a thorough education, un-

der caretakers who are concerned for the best in-

terests of the children.

At a recent visit, we learned that there were nc

cases of serious indisposition in the nurseries, and

that throughout the present session the health ol

the family has been as good as usual. The com-

mittee have lately agreed that there shall be twc

examinations in each session instead of three. Bj

this arrangement less time will be taken up with

stated reviews, while thoroughness in their studiei

will also, it is hoped, be sufficiently provided for.
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The Aftc

'TlieSunda

I'alk.

It was one of those beautiful summer afternoons,

lich those who are familiar with country life have

often enjoyed, that I set forth on a solitary!

mble. The sun had showu forth during the

!

jrniug with uuclouded splendour, and all nature
\

smed to droop under its powerful influeuee. The i

>fy foliage ot the trees seemed to court the cool-

1

breeze in vain, for not a breath of air could bet

It not a leaf moved. The feathered songsters I

d retired to the shade, and the cattle had left

open field, to enjoy the luxury of the friendly
j

, or the umbrageous canopy of some wide-|

ading tree, there to ruminate listlessly till the

rce rays of the sun had passed away. I felt a

sire to leave for a while my indoor engagements,

enjoy the retirement and pleasure which a walk

the country lane at this season of the year af-

Crossing two or three small fields for this

rpose, I soon reached the lane. It was rather

rrow, with a hedge and ditch on either side.

le hedtre had not been operated upon by the

nd of the husbandman for many years, conse-

ently the topmost boughs met overhead, and, in-

•twining with each other, formed a leafy conopy.

small rivulet which crossed the lane, with its

bbling, cheerful noise, seemed the only contrast

the stillness which reigned around. On it went

its course, bubbling and gurgling, as ever and

on it came in contact with some stone lying in

bed, partially obstructing its flow ; whilst here

d there the busy gambolling minnow sported in

tiny stream.

After pursuing iny walk for a .<-hort time, I was

ddenly aroused from a delightful reverie by hear-

I
a rustling in the hedge close by my side, ac-

mpanied by a low stifled moan. At first I was

irtled, but pausing for a moment, I felt assured

at it was a sound of distress, and I determined

ascertain the cause. I at first attempted to do

by looking through the hedge, but this I found

be impracticable, as the bank was high, and the

tch deep and broad, so that I was compelled to

ilk a little farther on to the gate which led into

Id. On advancing to the spot from which

e sounds proceeded, I discovered the cause of my
arm to be a lamb, entangled in a thicket of

, and in such a situation, that it mu<t have

ortly perished had not some friendly hand extri-

ted it. It was almost strangled, being suspended

the neck, with its hind legs only resting very

lecurely on the shelving bank. Drawing my
ife, I very soon succeeded in cutting away from

e side the thorns and bratubles which held the

nimal fast, when its own weight caused it to

II forward on the ground. After a struggle or

t rose to its feet, and walked slowly away to

ID Its companions, who were standing in a sort

stupid amazement at some little distance.

On looking round for evidence of the cause of

is mishap, I discovered that the little flock had

oken out of the field in which they had been

istured, and crossing the lane, had taken advau-

ge of a gap in the hedge to gain an entrance to

is field. There was nothing desirable, however,

the change, as they had left a rich pasture for

scanty picking in arable ground. This poor un-

rtunate lamb had been more eager than the rest,

id in its heedless haste had thus become en-

ngled. As the little animal regained its fellows,

e mute congratulations which he seemed to re-

ive, and the gladness which each seemed to feel,

ere to me a sutficient recompense for my exertions.

Turning from them, I again resumed my walk.

this little incident furnishing ample food for thought.

I could not help reflecting on the analogy which

existed between the wandering lamb and the

wanderers of the human family. My mind re-

verted to the first wanderers, our common parents,

who, although placed in the richest pastures, yet,

tempted by the thought of obtaining knowledge

like God, wandered far from peace and happiness

into the paths of sin and disobedience. This dis-

position has become inherent in man, through all

the intervening ages of the world to the present

time; and can we not look around the circle of

our acquaintance, or the more narrow circle of

friends, and note one or another who have thus

wandered. That bright-eyed girl, the mother's

hope, the father's joy ; the son, or brother whose

countenance beamed with intelligence, and whose

wit and vivacity made him the centre of the do-

mestic circle. Alas! how many such have wan-

dered from the home of their childhood, and have

become entangled in the thicket of vicious plea-

sures. Some have been rescued, but many have

tallen, and the clods of the valley have early cov-

ered blighted hopes, ruined prospects, and wasted,

unprofitable lives. Had these loved ones prayed

for divine guidance, and sought the care of the

good Shepherd, they might have been the stay and

support of many a widowed mother, the comfort

and solace of a father's heart, and many might

have "risen up to call them blessed."

Young friends, just .setting out on life's journey,

listen to a word of counsel. Perhaps you have

often written in your copy-books this sentence :

" The path of duty is the path of safety." You
may possibly have smiled at it, as old-fashioned,

strict, and puritanical. Nevertheless, there is truth

in it. As long as you walk through this world in

the path of duty, trusting in the guidance of One
in heaven, and looking to the Lamp of Truth for

light to your uncertain footsteps, you will never

wander far away. You are quite safe if you walk

in duty's path, with such a leader and such a chart.

Make Jesus your friend, counsellor, and confidant,

and you will never err. May your prayer ever

be—
" Lead me, gentle Shepherd, lead me,

Till I reach fair Canaan's shore."

Should any youthful reader resemble this poor

lamb ; has he wandered from the paths of virtue

and rectitude; has he become entangled in the

thicket of sinful pleasures and vicious pursuits,

let him not despair. Christ, the Good Shepherd,

waits to extricate the wandering sheep; and not

only is he waiting, but willing and able to do so.

My young friend, if thou hast suffered through

thy wanderings, and hast partaken of the bitter

fruits of sin and folly, now come to Jesus; and

while, like the psalmist, feeling that thy former

fall has been like broken bones, breathe also like

him the peayer, '' Ilold thou me up, and I shall

be safe. . . . Oh, let me not wander from thy

commandments."

I

CrecUiireli/ activdij and excitenunt carrupts

from Ike siniplicilij of Christ.— It .'•eemed to me
that the minds of too many of our young people

have already beeu so much dazzled with the glare

of creaturely activity and excitement, as to have
but little relish for the plain but incontrovertible

truths of the go-pel iu their primitive purity. Oh I

the beguiling influence of human wisdom 1 how doth
it corrupt from the simplicity that is in Jesus : it

strikes at the very life of spiritual Christianity.

—

Mem/nrs ot Daniel W/ueler. F. L. vol., 7,jt. 293.
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Trained Hogs.—In some parts of France and

Italy hogs are regularly trained to hunt lor truf-

fles, a sort of mushroom of delicate flavour and

highly prized, found beneath the surface of the

ground. When the hog scents a truffle he ex-

presses his satisfaction by a grunt, then digs up

the ground with his snout, seizes the truflle care-

fully and carries it to his master, who gives him a

handful of grain as a reward. Andit is a well-known

fact that in the midland counties of England some

intelligent breeds of hogs have been trained to hunt

for partridges, woodcocks, and other game, and

have manifested the valuable qualities of thorough

bred and sagacious pointers.

At the suggestion of a valued Friend, we com-
mence in this number, a brief memoir of John
Spalding. Although it has once appeared iu our

pages, yet it so well exhibits the ground of our pe-

culiar testimonies, and seeiii.s so strongly to meet
prevailing weaknesses amongst some of the mem-
bers of our religious Society, that we doubt not

the real lovers of genuine Quakerism will gladly

give it another peruial.

Even io the brightest period of the early Chris-

tian Church, there were those who were weak in

the faith,—those who flinched from sufi'ering for

the faith, and even some who denied the lailh. In

our religious society, from the days of Gtorge Fox
to the present period, there have beeu many, who
through want of faithfulness to manife.-ted duty,

have become the open or secret antagonists of some
of the doctrines and testimonies which we assuredly

believe were committed by the Great Mead of the

church to us as a people to bear for his name and
Truth's sake. Of these unfaithful ones, the greater

part have been content with that kind of opposi-

tion which is manifested merely by slighting the

testimonies. Such perhaps did not attempt to ad-

vocate following the fashions of the world, which

yet they were themselves doing. They did not

denounce the use of the plain language, yet they

were in the world and amongst the world's people,

Using the customary compliments and the ungram-

uiatical forms of speech of tho=e they associated

with. All our members who are flinching from

the humble walking, who are disregarding ttje tes-

timonies borne by the faithful among~t us, whether

it be in allowing in themselves or their children

things inconsistent with our christian principles,

are, whatever profession they may make, enemies

to the Truth. They may advocate it in words,

—

they deny it in example. Muy every one remem-

ber, that the most powerful support we can give to

the glorious Gospel of our dear Redeem-r, Is to

show by our daily walk and conversatio;-:, that we

have been made experimental witnesses of its heart-

cleansing, softening and elevating eflfect^.

SC-M-MAUY UF EVENTS.
FoiiEiox.^News from England to Eighth month 3rd.

Eiirl Russell justifies the vigihince of the Federal cruisers

at the Bdhainiis. The Tuicorora was at Queenstown,
watching for a confederate steamer, which had left

Liverpool, but put back to Holyhead, and there lost all

her meu. The Independence Beige asserts that France,

Uusiia and England are negotiating a plan of media-

tion. The two former have submitted a plan to the

latter, which has not been replied to .vet It is ru-

moured that a British envoy iias been sent to Washing-

ton to urge President Lincoln to initiate peace measures

in order to avoid mediation. Earl Knssell recommends
that strict attention be paid to the Queen's proclama-

tion of neutrality. General Pope's order to subsist upon
the enemy is construed as an adoption of the system of

rapine. General Forey left Cherbourg on the 29th for

Vera Cruz. Troops were being embarked rapidly for the
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same destination. The Time'3 city article, draws at-

leatioa to the fact that within a short period, United

States five per cents have falleu fr no 80 to 63 and 65,

being the lowest point ever touched. The steamer

Merriraac, heavily laden with ammunition and stores for

the rebels, sailed from Plymouth on the 29th ult., bound
to Nassau, via Madeira. The Bank of England has re-

duced its rate of interest to two per cent. The Liver-

pool cotton market was firm, at 19d, for fair New Or-

leans. Stock in port, 161,000 bales, including 37,000

American. The following were the quotations for

breadstuffs. Flour, 25«. a 295. ; red wheat, 9s. 9rf. a

llj. 5rf. per 100 pounds
;
white, 11«. 6d. a 12«. 6d. Corn

29s. a 33i. 6d. per quarter. Consols, 94.

United States.—The FI"ur.—Orders have been issued

from the War Department, by direction of the President

of the United States, to prevent all persons liable to be

drafted into the army, from leaving the United States

for any foreign country. Marshals, Deputy Marshals,

and U. S. military oUicers, are directed to arrest all

such persons, and the writ of habeas corpus is declared

to be suspended in relation to cases of this class, as

well as in respect to persons arrested for disloyal prac-

tices. Another order from the War Department, directs

the arrest and imprisonment of any persons, who by
act, speech or writing, may discourage volunteer en-

listments, or in any way give aid and comfort to the

enemies of the United States. The U. S. Secretary of

State has given notice that until the requisitions of the

War Department on the several States for quotas of their

militia shall have been complied with, no passports will be
issued from this Department for any male citizen of the

United States liable to be drafted into that branch of the
flervice. The President, it is reported, positively refuses

to employ any negro regiments in the war. Governor
Sprague, of Rhode Island, has, however, issued an order
declaring that the Sixth regiment from that State shall

consist entirely of negroes, and that he will lead them
to the field himself. Reports from the various States
represent that the enlistments under the first call for

300,000 men to serve three years, were progressing
rapidly in most of them, so that their respective quotas
would probably be filled without drafting. The 300,000
men for nine months' service, will, it is stated, have to

be obtained chiefly by conscription. The quota for the
State of Pennsylvania under the two last calls, is 92,841.
A few regiments from the Eastern States have already
been sent to the seat of war.

Virginia—\ sanguinary battle was fought on the 9th
inst., eight miles south of Culpepper, between the armies
of Gen. Banks and Jackson. The rebel forces crossed
the Rapidan, and were moving towards Culpepper,
when the battle commenced by an attack from Gen.
Bank's advance column. Generals Pope, Siegel, and
M'Dowell, arrived while the battle was in progress. The
engagement does not seem to have been decTded in its
results, and the two hostile armies remained the next
day in near proximity to each other. The movement
of the rebel generals across the Rapidan, appears to
have been unexpected by the Union commanders, whose
plan, it is said, was to concentrate their divisions at
Orange Court House, and then advance upon Gordons-
Tille. If such was the plan, it was frustrated by the
strategy of Jackson, who succeeded in throwing the
chief part of his force upon Bank's division, at a place
where it could not quickly receive support from the
others. A later report from the battle lield represents
that the rebel army received a severe check in the bat-
tle referred to, and was retreating southwards The
division of Gen. Burnside has been sent fiom James
river to Fredericksburg. A reconnoissance sent out by
Gen. M'Clcllan, advanced to Malvern Hill, ten miles from
Richmond, where they routed a rebel force and made a
number of them prisoners. It was apprehended at
Richmond that the whole Federal army was advancing
upon the city, and a strong force was sent down to op-
pose the movement. The Federal troops -then retired
to the main army on James river. Although it has
been repeatedly staled that two of the rebel iron-clad
boats were lying at Fort Darling, it is still doubted
whether they have actually left Richmond.

_

The Sou(h.—t!ev.- Orleans dates to the 31st ult. • Mo-
bile bar, on the 1st inst.; Pcnsacola, on the 3rd' and
Port Royal to the 5th, have been received. The health
of the people of Pensacola was good. It was rumoured
that the yeUow fever prevailed at Key West. Gen.

id Com. Dupont we : maki ig preparations to
receive the ram from Savannah. The flagship Hartford'
with Com Farragut, together with the frigates Richmond
and Brooklyn, and the gunboats Oneida and Iroquois
and the rest of the fleet, arrived at New Orleans on the
29th, anchoring off the city. The steamship Philadel-
phia had arrrivcd at New Orleans, from Philadelphia

by two gunboats to Manchac and
Covington, found everything as Col. Kimball had left it.

No bridges had been rebuilt, nor were there other iudi-

caiious of the enemy. The rebel iron clad gunboat
Arkansas, which caused so much damage at Vicksburg,
Uas been destroyed. She passed down the river from
Vicksburg to co-operate in an attack on Baton Rouge.
After passing Bayou Sara, her machinery became de-
ranged, and whilst attempting to adjust it, she was at-

tacked by several ol the U. a. gunboats. Escape being
impossible, she was abandoned and blown up, the crew
reaching the shore in safety.

The West and South West.—Regular hostilities in this

region have been succeeded by a guerilla warfare, gre-
viously harassing to the inhabitants, attended
much waste of lite and property, but without any
portant results. From the many confused accounts we
select a tew items. General Curtis and Commodore
Davis, were at Cairo on the 6th inst.

the War Department at Washington in regard to the
future movements ol the army of the Southwest and th'

.Uisois^ippi flotilla. It is reported that a rebel force ot

15,000 infantry, with a due proportion of artillery and
cavalry, was recently at Kuuxville, Teun., expecting
to invade Kentucky at an early day. The daring and
successful rebel commander, Morgan, in his report of his
late invasion of Kentucky, states that he took twenty
towns, captured 1200 prisoners, and 20,000 stand of
arms, and destroyed properly valued aiS2,000,000. It
rumored that he iutendssoou to return with an inreased
force of cavalry, and extend his ravages to the banks of
the Ohio. A large band of guerillas were attacked and
dispersed on the 7th inst., near Kirksville, Missouri, and

umber of them killed. In some parts of Missouri,
the drafting for the new levy is forcibly resisted by a
urtion of the people. Various petty collisions in Ar-
ansas and Tennessee are reported, all attended with
lore or less bloodshed. The Nashville Union says that
Governor Johnson has been authorized by the Secre-
tary of War to release the Tennesseean prisoners in the
north, and exchange them for the loyal Tennesseeans
imprisoned in the south.

Loss of the Steamer Golden Ga<e.—This steamer, which
sailed from San Francisco for Panama on the 21st ult

,

destroyed by fire on the 27th. When the fire broke
out, the steamer was headed for the shore, which was

distant. On the vessel

passengers were

about three and
striking the beach, upwards of 100 ofthe
washed or swam ashore. The total number on board
was 337, more than 200 of whom perished by the flames
"" "* "'ing. There was $1,400,000 in gold on board,
all oi wmcu was
New York.—Mortality last week, 568.
Philadelphia.—Monalily last week, 446. Of cholera
fantum, 75

;
debility, 34 ; typhoid fever, 21 ; raarasmas,

The Ohio Wool crop.—The wool clip of Ohio this
ir amounts to about 13,000,000 pounds ; 2,000,000

greater than that of last year.
Texas.—h is stated from Washington, that a delega-
in trom Texas has arrived in that city, to solicit pro-

tection from the government for the Union citizens, of
whom there are large numbers in the western part of
the State. They have submitted a memorial to the
President, urging that his policy of emancipation be ap-
plied to Texas.

Imports and Exports.—The foreign trade of the port
of New York continues quite large, the imports of last

week amounting to $4,598,275, and the exports, exclu-
sive -of specie, to more than $4,000,000. Since the
commencement of the year, the exports of produce and
merchandize from New Vork, have mounted to $79,-
767,677, and the exports of specie to $38,237,018, mak-
ing an aggregate of $118,004,695. During the same
period the imports of all kinds have amounted to
$107,219,881. It is expected that the imports will soon
fall otf largely under the operation ofthe new tariff.

The Markets, ^c.—The following were the quotations
on the nth inst. New York—Specie in the New York
banks, $34,611,069. Premium for gold, 13 a 14 per
cent.; silver, 6 a 7; Uplands cotton, 47i ; wheat, the
various grades of red Western, from $1.10 a $1.36, and
white, $1.40 a $1.55

; Western corn, 58 cts. Philadel-
phia—'P&u and prime red wheat, $1.33 a $1 35; white
$1.40 and $1,55; rye, 81 cts. a 82 cts.; yellow corn, 64

als, 46 cts. a 47 cts.; new, by measure, 38 cts. a
39 cts.

'

Received from John Edgerton, 0., per I. Huestis, a^Tt

$4, to No. 13, vol. 35; from Luke Aldrich, R. 1.,
$2'

vol. 35.
' If ,

N. B. By an accidental error, John Brantingham's r

;ipt in our last number, reads vol. 56, instead of vc

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

These seminaries will, it is expected, be re-open«
after the summer vacation, on or near the first of Nin)
month next, the Boys' School being situated on Chen
Street west of Eighth, and the Girls' School on SevenI
Street between Cherry and Race Streets.

The course of Instruction now adopted in the Boy
School, embraces, besides the ordinary branches, a st

on of more advanced mathematical, scientific an
classical studies, on the satisfactory completion of whici
the pupil will be entitled to a diploma or certificate (

scholarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific sul
jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by approprial
apparatus and experiments.
The course of study at the Girls' School embraces, i

addition to the elementary branches,—Algebra, Gee
raetry. History, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, As
tronomy. Physiology, Natural History, Botany, Physics
Geography, Mental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetori
and Composition. Instruction is also given in Trigone
metiy, Mensuration, and the French and Latin Language;
As the proper classification of the scholars, early i

the session, is important, it is desirable that those wh
intend to enter pupils for the coming terra, should do s

as early in the season as possible. Application may b
made on the opening of the Schools, to Joseph W
Aldrich, Principal of the Boys' School, and to Margare
Lightfoot, the Principal ofthe Girls' School.

With the present arrangement, it is believed that thea

schools oflTer unusual advantages to Friends for the lib*

ral education of their children, and at a very moderatt

Their attention is also invited to the Primary School
in the Northern and Western Districts, where provisid(

is made for the careful elementary instruction of child

ren too young to enter the Principal schools.

On behalf of the Committee,
JOHN CARTER, Clerk.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee under appointment to visit the schoo

at West-Town, will meet there on Seventh day, the 16t

ofthe Eighth month, and proceed in the examini
on Second and Third days.

For the accommodation of the Visiting Committer
conveyances will be at the Street Road Station on St

venth-day, the 16th instant, to meet the trains that leav

Philadelphia at 2 and 4.30 p. m.

Joel Evans, Clerk.

Eighth month 6th, 1862.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

NEAR FBANKFORD, (TWEHTY-THIBD WARD, PHILADELPHnJ
Physician and Superintendent,

—

Jo.shua H. WorthinJ
TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may \

ide to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Clei

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phill

delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOURED
PERSONS.

Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted for tl

Men's and Women's schools. Applications may be
Isaac Morgan, Jr., 622 Noble street,

Samuel Allen, 524 Pine street,

Geo. J. ScATTERGOoD, Fifth and Callowhill street

TEACHER WANTED.
A teacher competent to give instruction in Readit'

and other branches, is wanted at the Select School f(

Girls in this city. Apply to Sarah Williams, V32 An
Street, Deborah M. AVilliamson, 1024 Arch Street, 1

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 S. Fifth Street.

BOOK OF DISCIPLINE OF PHILADELPHIA YBARL
MEETING.

Copies of the above are now for sale at the

Store, No. 384 Arch Street. Price 50 cts.

WM. H. PILE, PRINTER,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank,
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Some Acconnt of John Spalding.

(Continuca from pugu 398.)

This I sent to the clerk, at the same time I sent

me reasons for the apparent change in me, as

isenting from the sacrament, so called ; and
lich I desired him to lay before the minister and
hers, at a prayer meeting : which he seemed to

ject to, supposing me in an error, and having a

ry unfavourable opinion of Friends' principles,

soon after had some conversation with him on

e subject; which rather confirmed me in my
inion than otherwise, his arguments appeared so

lajj; against Friends. Thus I went on some little

ne longer, still attending mornings and evenings

;

it attending Friends' meetings in the afternoon,

bout this time I read " Sewel's History of the

uakers," which I think removed every objection,

id confirmed me in my opinion of the truth of

eir principles. Their severe sufferings, their pa-

mce under them, and honest boldness before

ngs and rulers, convinced me that nothing but a

ivine power could have supported them. 1 sought

le company of some faithful Friends, as I could

scover in some I had been with, little more than

form. 1 desired to know the power in myself,

id to be truly taught of the Lord, that I might

)t do any thing by imitation, or because others

d so ; but retired often alone, to be instructed of

iC Lord, what to do and what to leave ; and, glory

I his name, he was found of me, and made those

itirements precious and profitable to me, revealing

s will unto me by degrees, as I was able to bear

I now became acquainted with some solid

riends, and was occasionally in company with

lem, which excited the attention of my friends

id neighbours ; so that there was much talk about

e, and various reports were propagated respect-

g it, most people thinking it very strange I should

irn Quaker.

About this time I met with a considerable trial,

le death of my father whom I dearly loved. I

id long been persuaded in some measure of the

inity and inconsistency of wearing black clothes

ch occasions, knowing it to be only a worldly

istom; and had often said to myself during my
ther's illness, 1 would not put it on for any one

ccept him ; but there appeared so many reasons

hy I should conform on his account, that it was
ot till a little time before his death, that it pleased

le Lord to remove my scruples respecting it, and

strengthen me to bear such a public testimony, as

of necessity that event occasioned. And indeed

much opposition 1 met with on account of it, but

the Lord supported me through all. I then con-

stantly attended Friends' meetings.

About this time also 1 was concerned to write an

address to some who usually met on First days,

from different parts of the neighbouring country, to

hear the minister, at a private house ; where I had

occasionally attended, with other professors of the

town. I also wrote to the clerk, and sent him
" No Cross, No Crown ;" soon after, " Barclay's

Apology;" and to another intimate friend, who
was very zealous, I wrote and sent, " Beavan's

Primitive Christianity Restored." And thougb 1

desired in what I wrote to individuals, as well as

the society, that it might be put about for the pe-

rusal of any, I found little notice taken by any,

I thought they seemed rather to avoid me. One
steady experienced man, in a little conversation,

observing, he hoped I did not look for that in my-
self, which was only to be found in Christ, 1 was

concerned to write to him some little time after on

the subject ; and sent him at the same time, " No
Cross, 5fo Crown." While I was exercised to-

wards the society I had left, I met with some

more trials from other quarters ; my relations com-

plained of my silence, putting unfavourable con-

structions upon it. Indeed I had so much upon

my mind, that I had little desire to speak much:
for being often in my way of business with people

of consequence in the neighbourhood, most of whom
had always shown me much attention and favour,

now observing such a change, though only in dress

at first, they began to look rather strangely upon

me. The enemy of souls was not unmindful of my
situation, and raised many difficulties in my way;
as the loss of their favours, and, of course, my
business; the great offence my conforming to other

things not yet done would give them, such as the

ceremony of the hat, the language, and their titles

so highly valued ; these seemed indeed so great

discouragements, that my mind was at times sorely

distressed.

I had some time felt an uneasiness respecting

the performing some part of my business, such as

nicking and cropping horses, &c., punishing them

for the sake of appearance, to please the fancies of

men. When 1 began to mention my scruples,

much opposition was made, as the consequence

must of course be the loss of much business. I

know not whether I was not too hasty in this mat-

ter, beginning in mine own strength, and not waiting

the due time ; for 1 found when I was required to

do it, I gave way, which brought trouble upon me;

till at last I was enabled to refuse several, among
whom was one for whom I did much business, who.

on my objecting and telling him my reasons, seemed

very angry and reproached me for changing my
religion, kc. He asked me to recommend some

one to do it, but I told him I could not recommend

another to do what I thought not right to do my-

self.

This event occasioned some uneasiness ; I was

blamed highly on the supposition that I should

soon lose my business ; but I answered in the words

of our Lord, "Except a iruinfursiike all Uiat he

lialh lie cannot he my disciple." I saw, more and

more, how people could follow the ways, customs,

and fashions of the world, and use means not al-

ways the moit honest to get its richeb : so true is

our Lord's saying, " Wluie your treasure is there

will your hearts be also:' Oh '. how few really

deny themselves and take up tiie cross.

About this time came the quarterly meeting of a

.^ociety I helped to establish, called " The tjick

Man's Visitor," to relieve the wants of those iu

distress, conducted by the chief and mont serious

of the professors, a committee of whom met every

week to transact the busiiies.s of it. and to hold a

prayer meeting as they called it, at the same time

singing, reading, &c. Being the time I used to

serve on the committee, I took the opportunity to

write to them, giving my reasons why I could not

join in the services performed at those times; also

something more respecting the principles, &c., of

Friends, with what was upon my mind besides;

observing if any were desirous of more information

on the subject, or had any objections to propo.se

respecting Friends' principles, I was willing to re-

ceive them.

Hitherto there had not been any material altera-

tion in my dress, except what I wore on First days;

I still wearing a modern hat; but now I found it

required of me to make an alteration there ; which,

as it was more conspicuous than any I had made,

I found very trying; nature being unwilling to

bear the cross ; but it pleased the Lord to s'rengthea

me ; and indeed it caused much gazing, admiration,

and ridicule, as I could perceive and hear, though

little was said directly to me, but t! • Lord pre-

served me, and I thought I found rather a kind-

ness of behaviour among the more considerable of

my neighbours when I attended in the course of

my business, particularly from the chief justice

Eyre, where I hid apprehended not a little dis-

couragement, but 1 found through the mercy of my
God, a very favourable intercourse. And here I

may observe respecting these things, I felt a little

at a time required of me ; and as I was willing to

give up, the Lord was pleased to afford mc strength

to be faithful to him. Now I am aware these

things, respecting dress, c\:c., are, in the eyes of

man's wisdom de-pised, and thought of no conse-

quence : indeed of themselves, I am persuaded

tbey are of no consequence, or if done from a

wrong motive may be rather injurious than other-

wise
;
yet when the Lord commands, it becomes his

creatures to obey, and not reason about it, whether

it is of consequence or not. When 1 felt a desire

to reason about it the example of Naaman the

Syrian was brought to my remembrance. When
the prophet ordered him to wash seven times in {

Jordan, his pride and wisdom were offended
; he

wanted some great thing done, somewhat pompous,

and agreeable to the ideas of his worldly mind
;

and had not his servants been wiser than their

master; he might have continued in his disease;

but the event proved, how despicable soever the

means appeared, it fully answered all he could

wish ; therefore it is good for any one who feels oc-

casionally the judgment of the Lord, against any
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thiDg however trifling it may appear, not to consult

with flesh and blood, not to reason about it, but

give up iD-siiiiplieity of mind ; and then I am per-

suaded it will bo found of more cousequcucc that

was apprehended ; for if we are not faithful in the

little, how can we expect the greater will be com
mitted to us. And, indeed, in this matter 1 have

been mentioning, I found not a little advantage

for before, when my appearance was not very dif-

ferent from the world, my acquaintance would

enter into familiar converse with me ; which too

often had a tendency to divert my mind from

that seriousness I wished to preserve, and leave

unpleasant reflections afterwards ; but when they

saw (in their eycs) my uncouth appearance, it ope

rated as a kind of ehtck to lightness, and preserved

me from the snare of unnecessary worldly coaver-

Bation, so that I had the advantage of more retire-

ment, which I trust I can say I have found the

most profitable seasons. The apostle saith not in

vain, " If any man love the world, the love of th

Father is not in him." And a follower of Christ

will not be conformed to the world, nor uphold

whatever is of it, either in himself or others : not

merely because it is witnessed against in the scrip

tures, but being influenced by the same spirit, which

was in them, he is taught by it to testify against

the same the disciples of old did in their day.

It was a great grief and concern to me to con-

sider, that as it was a day of so great profession,

many walking miles to hear what they supposed

the gospel preached, our steeple house being gene-

rally crowded by people from the other pari^hes;

I say it grieved me, that my leaving the fashions

of the world which they all professed to deny,

should cause such amazement as it appeared to do
even in the professors; which helped to confirm me
in my opinion, that how much soever they could

talk about religion, very little of the power thereof

was known : indeed, had I not felt a want of the

power of godliness, I should not have left them
there were many ties which held nie both to the

priest and people. But it was that Divine power
I longed for; and nothing short of it could satisfy

me, and sure nothing but that could have sup-

ported me in the different trials I soon had to en-

counter ; but the battle was the Lord's and his

was the victory over every appearance of mine ad-
versary, and to him be all the glory.

For several months my mind was much exer-

cised on various occasions, the enemy assaulting

me continually with reproaches from without and
fears within. My business seemed to decline, and
I was reproved for over acting my part, and in-

formed that some of the society had said so. It

was great grief to me to observe some friends for

whom I entertained great esteem, not so faithful

against worldly titles, as Esq.
; Sir such a

one; Mr.
, <^e., as I believed was required

and practised by ancient Friends. It gave the
enemies much occasion against me.

About this time peoples' minds were much agi-

tated on political subjects, the French having over-
turned all orders and distinctions, which gave
great ofl'cnce to people in general; they called
their days, kc, as do Frieud.s, instead of the old
names. I mention this because the adversary as-

sailed me with the suggestion that 1 should be
deemed of their spirit. 1 could expect little fa-

vour, though politics was a subject I thought little

about, and spoke less; believing as our blessed
Lord said, " M^ kin<^dum is not of this world;"
every true disciple being influenced by the same
spirit, the attention as well as the affections will be
engaged in things above, not of this world, more
than needful ; and it had been sometime before a
concern to mo, to observe some of the Society of

Friends meddling with such matters, more warmly
than I thought consistent with their profession

Englisli Eabits of Early Times.

Everybody, not excepting the royal family, rose

as early as the light would let him. In the ro-

mance of Iliroii de Bordeaux, one of the heroes is

accused of laziness, because he was in bed after

cock-crow. Breakfast was a very substantial meal

indeed. So late as 1512, we learn from the North-

umberland Household Book, that even on fish or fast

days " the breakfa-*t allowances were as follows :

For my lord and lady—a loaf of bread in trench

ers, two manehets, a quart of beer, and a quart of

wine, two pieces of salt-fish, six baked herrings,

a dish of sprats; for the two elder sons—half

loaf of household bread, a manchet, a bottle of

beer, a dish of butter, a piece of salt-fish, a dish

of sprats, or three white fresh herrings ; for the

two children in the nursery—a manchet, a quart

of beer, a dish of butter, a piece of salt-fish, a dish

of sprats, or three white herrings ; and for my
lady's gentlewomen—a loaf of bread, a quart of

beer, a piece of salt-fish, or three white herrings

Even in this noble family two persons had only
one plate between them, but then, what a quantity

of beer

!

Dinner was alway.s a great institution in Eng-
land. Trumpets and music announced it in great

families, and servants, headed by a principal do-

mestic, brought it in in stately procession. Swans
and peacocks with gilded feet were not uncommon
dishes even at dinners that were not banquets. The
meats were eaten from slices of bread, however, in

lieu of plates, and these we're afterward thrown
into vessels called couloures. The number and
character of the courses depended upon the wealth
of the entertainer. The number of courses was,
however, generally three.

There were lavatories in the dining-hall itself,

or just outside it, where the guests washed their

hands before and after meals ; and very necessa
rily so, since there was, as we have said, only one
tranchoir between every two, and the use of fork
was unknown in England until the reign of Jame
I., when it was imported from Italy. The carving
was performed, as at modern fashionable feasts, by
a professional person, who was enjoined " never to

set on fysche, flesehe, becst, nee fowle, more than
two fyngers and a thombe ; but the entertainment
was by no means a la Russe, so that the guests
were obliged to contemplate this performance.
Meat which was not eaten was generally thrown
upon the floor, where there were always expectant
cats and dogs, to play with which, however, was
held to be bad manners. It was also not consid-
ered good-breeding to spit upon the table

—

"If tliou spit on the bord or elles upone,
Tbou sluiU be holdcn an uuciirtajse man :"

nor to blow the nose with the hand that was act-

ing as fork ; nor to pick the teeth with a knife, or
lean them on the table-cloth. The ladies (who
appear to have been rather attached to the plea-

ures of the table) are especially enjoined, when
eating with their neighbour, to turn their nicest bits

oward him, and not to select the finest and largest
for themselves, " which is not courteous." They
are also warned not to choke or burn themselves
with too large or hot a piece, and entreated to

wipe their mouth well, so as not to make the cup
unpleasant for the per.-5on who shared it with them.
The ladies are further and particularly recom-
mended not to utter falsehoods during conversa-
tion. When knives are not laid, it is requested
that guests will not bring " knyfes unscoured" to
the table, or, in other words, that they will see

that the knife is clean which each man carried
|

a sheath at his girdle. The table was merely '

board placed upon trestles, and the seats wei

commonly but benches, the cleanliness of which

;

is recommended you should make sure of befoj

sitting down. As for the state of the rush-strew

floor, let us simply remark, without going into d^

tails, that it was filthy.

Among the less obvious rules of a good behaj

viour are these : Do not leave your spoon in th^

platter; nor eat much cheese, nor more than tw4

or three nuts; nor play with your knife; nor ro|

your napkin into a cord, or tie it in knots. Th(

dinner was almost always accompanied by musii

and afterward any wandering jowg/ewr or minstn

was excessively welcome.

The going to bed must have been an unpleasari

piece of business with our medifeval ancestor;

Even so late as in the reign of Elizabeth we rea-j

in Holinshed's Chronicles this unpromising accouD

of bedroom accommodation :
—" Our fathers (yea

and we ourselves also) have lien full oft upo:

straw pallets, on rough mats, covered onelie wil|

a sheet, and with a good round log under thei

heads instead of a bolster. If it were so that oq

fathers, or the good man of the house, had, with!]

seven years after his marriage, purchased ;

teres or flocke bed, and thereto a sacke of chafl

to rest his heade upon, he thought himself to be)

well lodged as the lorde of the towue, so well

they contented. Pillowes, said they, were thouga

meete onelie for women. As for servants, if the

had anie sheet to cover them, it was well, for se

dom had they anie under their bodies to keep

them from the pricking straws that ran oft throug

the canvas of the pallet, and raised their hardened

hides." A description like this could only apply ()

the lower classes in society, however, who had i

yet participated but little in the march of social

improvement. Our Norman forefathers of goo)

estate had a quilt of feathers with sheets of silk d

linen, and a coverlet of badgers' skins; but theli

were generally two or three beds in the same rooi^

for privacy was very little considered. Curiouslj

enough, however, while no care whatever wal

taken to cover the body—night-gowns being quib

undreamed of—the head was carefully wrappei

about at night with a handkerchief. A truckle

bed was always found in the chamber of a perso'j

of consequence, upon which his attendant slept

his feet ; and this was pushed under the large)

bed during the day.— Chambers's Journal.

Remnant of the Samaritans.

Priest Amran took me one day (says MiS
llogers) to the Samaritan quarter of Nablus.

a irregular cluster of two-storied houses in thi

most crowded part of the town. We passes

through while-washed passages, and ascended \

crooked, uncovered, steep stone stairway, leadinj

into an open court, where a large glossy-leavef

lemon-tree grew close to an arched door, througl

which we passed after " putting off " our shoes. (

found that I was in the synagogue. It is a simpl*

unadorned, vaulted building, in a rather dilapi

dated state. Amran introduced me to the chie

priest, his aged father, Selameh. He received mil

cry courteously. After a short conversation abouij

Jacob esh Shellabi, (the only Samaritan who eve;

travelled so far west as to England,) he said, "I an

very old ; but I shall die in peace, thanking Go(

that he has let me live to see my people under thi

protection of the English Government."

A mat was spread on the stone floor, and therii

rested, listening to the slowly and earnestly uti

tered words of the aged priest. He wore a loosi

blue cloth robe, lined with crimson, over a yellov
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id red striped satin kumbaz, which is made like

dressing-gown, ilis large turban and his long

iard were white. He directed my attention to

e vail of the temple. It was a square curtain ot

hite damask linen, ornamented with aiipkque

ark; that is, pieces of red, purple, and green

n were sewn on to it, forming a beautiful pat-

rn of conventional ornament, lie supposed it

IS six or seven hundred years old ; but I imagine

cannot be more than half that age. After I

id copied the design of the vail, Amran carefully

ew it aside and revealed a deep recess where the

lis of the law are kept. Then his father rose

id with trembling hands brought out the cele-

ated copy of the Torah, or Pentateuch, which is

id to have been written by Abishiu, the sou of

biuehas, the son of Eleazar, who was the son of

aron. It is kept in a cylindrical silver gilt ca;e,

hich opens on two sets of hinges ; and ou its red

tin cover Hebrew inscriptions are embroidered

ith gold thread. When ticlameh had carefully

turned this precious roll to its place, he showed

e several later copies of the Pentateuch, some in

le iSamaritan, others in the Arabic character ; a

:inted collection of psalms or hymns; several

)mmentaries on the law, of difi'erent periods
;

history of the community from the Exodus to

le time of Mohammed; and a very curious mauu-

ript called the Book ot Joshua, which begins

itia an account of the journeyings of the company
spies who were sent into the promised land by

OSes, and concludes with fabulous stories of

le life of Alexander. This seems to be rather a

vourite book. It is written in Arabic, but the

•oper names and certain other words are in the

amaritan character. It is said to be of Syriac,

ot of Hebrew origin.

A number of the neighbours came into the

Qagogue to see me, and invited me to their

ouses; and fair little children crowded round. I

)ok leave of the aged Selameh, and he gave me
patriarchal blessing I visited several

ouses, and on the whole was favourably impressed

th the appearance of the Samaritan community,

he men were generally handsome, tall, healthy-

joking and intelligent; but very few of them

ould read or write. I'he women are modest, and

le children very pretty and thoughtful, yet full of

fe and activity. I am told that the Samaritans

ve to a great age, and generally escape the epi-

emics which break out in Nablus. Perhaps this

owing to the simplicity of their lives, and their

rupulous cleanliness. They observe the ceremo-

ial laws of Moses. Three times a year they go

solemn procession to the summit of Gerjzmi,

Jebel-el-Tor,) repeating portions of the law as

hey ascend ; and they stdl proudly proclaim to

ilgrims and travellers, "Our fathers worshipped in

IS mountain."

They do not receive any part of the bible except

he Pentateuch. They say the other books are

orgeries, and regard li Kings xvii as a cruel cal-

mny. The Jews, on the other hand, declare that

is portion of the bible is rejected by the Samari-

ans siuiply because it records their true history,

,nd testifies against them.

The Samaritans declare themselves to be the

hildren of Manasoch and Ephraim ; and their

is said to be lineally descended from a

iranch of the tribe of Levi, by whom their services

lave been coiliducted throughout all generations,

imran explained this to me, and then said, ''Alas

I

have no son! I have no sou to whom to teach

he holy language, no son to assist me in the ser-

rices, no son to inherit the priesthood. God for-

)id that I should be the last of my race, and leave

ny people without a priest!"

It was a cause of bitter sorrow to the Samari- persecuting spirit of the Moslems of Nabluij. liut

tans when, some time ago, the last male rcpresen- priest Amran said: "Now that the English word
tative of the Aarouic family died : for he was the has been spoken for us we shall no longer fear;

last of their hereditary high priests—the la.-t to aud, notwillistanding the civil war, the Paschal-
offer sacriliees for them. They are obliged now to lamb will this year be slain ou the mountain where
limit their mini.-tratious to such rites as may legally our fathers worshipped. The time is near at hand,
be perlbrmed by Amran and his father, who rep-jO lady. Tarry with us until the Pab^over, aud
resent the tiibe of Levi; of whom it is written we will make a pleasant tent for you on the moun-
that the Lord .spake unto Moses saying, " Present^ tain, that you, with the consul, may witness the

them before Aaron the priest, that they minister} celebration of the festival and eat of our unleavened

unto him. And they shall keep his charge, and
j

bread."

the charge of the whole congregation before the The women were simply dressed, in trousers and
tabernacle of the congregation, to do the service of jackets of Manchester prints, and coloured musliu

handkerchiefs aud vails. When out ol doors they
shrouded themselves in large white cotton sheets;

and though the former were faded and the latter

patched, their poorest garments looked clean. I

saw very little jewelry, except ou the head dresses

of the most recently married women. They nearly

all, however, wore glass bracelet- ; and some of the

children had anklets made of tinkling silver bells.

The girls had a few small coins sewn to the edges

of their red tarbouehes, just iu front.

Curious Mirror.—Amoug the curiosities ex-
hibited at the last Paris Exposition, was a huge
concave mirror, the instrument of a startling spe-

cies of optical magic. On standing close to the

mirror, and looking into it, it presents nothing but

a magnificently monstrous dissection of your owu
phisiognomy. On retiring a little, say a couple of

feet, it gives your owu face and figure in true pro-

portion, but reversed, the head downward. Most
of the spectators, ignorant of anything else, observe

the-ie two effects and pass on. liut retire still

further, standing at the distance of five or six feet

from the mirror, and behold, you see your.self, not

a reflection—it does not strike you as a reflection

—but your veritable self standing iu the middle
part between you and the mirror. The effect is

almost appalling from the idea it suggests of some-
thing supernatural ; so startling, in fict, that men
of the strongest nerves will shrink involuntarily at

the first view. If you raise your caue to thrust at

gation then dips his hand'in the blood of the dying
j

jour other self, you will see it pass clear through

victim and besmears his forehead with it. the body and appear on the other side, the figure

Boiling water from the caldrons is poured over thrusting at you the same instant. The artist who

the fleece, which causes the wool to leave the skin! first succeeded in fashioning a mirror of this des-

without much difficult. It is plucked off with {oriptiou brought it to one of the French kings-

great nicetv. The bodies of the lambs are exam- 1 'f we recollect aright it was Louis X\'.—placed

the tabernacle. Aud they shall keep all the in

struments of the tabernacle.'' (Num. iii, 6-8.)

Knowing the character of the Samaritans, their

belief in the true descent of their priests, their im-

plicit faith in the divine inspiration of the Torah,

aud their reliance on the efficacy of ceremonial

services, I can well imagine their desolation when
they buried the last of the anointed sons of Aaron.

With that house, the celebration of the highest

offices of their religion ceased. No sacrifices can

be offered now, and there is no one " to make atone-

ment for the people."

During the days of unleavened bread the Sama-
ritans live in tents on the mountains uear to the

ruins of their ancient temple. " Ou the 15th day

of the first month,"— the whole congregation, men,

women, and children, (except such as are ceremo-

nially unclean,) being assembled—the priest stands

forth on a mound and reads, with solemn and im-

pressive voice the description of the exodus.

In a trench ten feet long by two feet wide, pre-

viously prepared by labourers, a fire is kindled, and

two caldrons of water are placed over it. A round

pit is dug in the form of a well, and it is heated

to serve as an oven. Then lambs are brought in

sufficiency for the whole community. Seven is now
the usual number. At sunset seven men, in white

dresses, take each a lamb before him, and at the

utterance of a particular word in the service ap-

pointed for the day, all seven lambs are slain at

same instant. Every member of the congre^

nicety.

ined, lest there be any blemish. The right shoulder

and the hamstrings are cut oft' and thrown upon

the heap of offal to be burned with the wool.

The seven bodies are then spitted aud forced into

the hot bake-oven. A trellis-work is then placed

over the top of the oven, which is covered with

grass and mud to keep in all the heat. A few

hours after sunset they are withdrawn ; and the

Samaritans, each " with his loins girt aud a staff

in his hand," eat hastily and greedily of the food

thus prepared. The scraps of meat, wool, and boue

are carefully sought for aud burnt on the heap, that

not a morsel may remain.

The Feast of Tabernacles is also kept " in this

mountain." It happens in the early part of the

autumn, when tent life is very pleasant and refresh-

ing. The people " take the branches of goodiy

trees," such as the evergreen oak aud the arbutus,

and they " make booths," roofiug them with inter-

lacing willows, pliant palm frouds, and boughs of

the glossy-leaved citron aud lemon trees, with the

green fruit hanging from them in clusters. For

seven days the people dwell there, rejoicing and

giving thanks to God.

Sometimes the Samaritans, to their great distress,

have been obliged to celebrate their lestivals else-

where and in secret, owing to the fanaticism and

his majesty on the right spot, and bade him draw
his sword and thrust at the figure he saw. The
king did so ; but seeing the poiut of a sword di-

rected to his own breast he threw down his weapon
and ran away. The practical joke cost the inven-

tor the king's patronage and favour ; his majesty

being afterward so ashamed of his own cowardice

that he could never again look at the mirror or its

owner.

—

Lute Faper.

For " The Friend."

The War—Enrolment in the Militia.

No well informed and dispassionate observer of

public affairs during the last eighteen months, can
reasonably doubt that the present wasting aud
cruel war has been brought upon our beloved

country by most wicked aud outrageous means.

Unprincipled, ambitious politicians have regard-

ed maiuly their own selfish and party policy,

until those at the South, foreseeing that the

slave power which had long ruled the nation, and
ministered to their aggrandisement, was likely to

lose its ascendency ; iu the midst of unexampled
prosperity throughout the land, suddenly made a

wanton and inexeusuble attack on the Union, strove

to breakuptheoiganizationof the government; law-

lessly seized its property, and recklessly commenced
hostilities against it.
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The annals of history will be searched in vain

for the record of a war, the pretences for which

are more hollow and groundless, or more thoroughly

at variance with the religion, morality and civiliza-

tion of the age. All lh"e excuses adduced in ex-

tenuation of it, are too flimsy to be long urged; and

the immediate agents of the dreadful evils which

now afllict our occe happy country, have avowed

In claiming exemption from enrolment in the

militia, or from any draft, if this portion of the

Constitution is pleaded, it will seem more clear and

candid to state explicitly the scruple either to bear

arms or to pay an equivalent, so that the ground

may be clear, and future complication avoided.

The law of our State provides that within a cer-

tain number of days after notice of enrolment in

bers would be promoted, vital religion increased

and our light would shine more conspicuously, t(

the glory and praise of our Father who is in hea

ven.

the real causes of their treasonable and murderous! the militia, the party claiming exemption from mi-

proccedincs, to be the maintenance and extension i litary service, shall leave with the assessor an

of the abominable system of human slavery.
|

affidavit stating the ground of such claim. Pro-

The government of the United States has beenjbahly, in the case of Friends generally, it would

placed in a most painful and trying po.-ition, and be suflncient to state on this wise, viz
:

" The un-

Las strong claims upon the sympathy of its citizens, 1 dersigned having received notice of his enrolment

and their sincere prayers t"hat it may please the 'in the militia of Pennsylvania, and being a mem

Most High to rebuke and cast out the evil spirit ofjber of the religious Society of Friends, and con

discord and rebellion, and incline the hearts of all iscientiously scrupulous against bearing arms, claims

qieaceahly to submit to the salutary restraints of exemption, on these grounds, from performing mi-

law and order. j litary duty."

Though the long established and well known This declaration must be signed, and affirmed to,

testimony of the religious Society of Friends to the
j

before a magistrate, and handed to the assessor

peaceable nature of the Messiah's reign, prohibit

us from joining in warlike measures, or in any

abetting them, yet we believe there is no religious

body which has been more loyal in its feeling to-

ward the government, or more deeply regretted the

difficulties which have beset it, and earnestly

craved for it the guidance and protecting care of the

sovereign Kuler of the Universe, from whom alone

we can hope for deliverance or safety.

\Vhile no human power, nor any emergency,

however extreme, can release us from the obliga-

tion steadfastly to adhere to our conscientious

scruples against all war and fighting, it is incum-

bent upon us to do so in a meek, quiet aad peace-

able spirit; and so to demean ourselves that it may
be apparent to all, that we love our country and

its excellent form of government, deeply deplore

the trials which have overtaken it; and, grateful

for the protection and other benefits we enjoy un-

der it, are willing and ready liberally to aid it in

any way we can which does not conflict with our

well known religious principles. To violate these

would add nothing to its real strength, while it

within the time specified in the notice of enrol-

ment.

It is a period of much trial to Friends, and

what may yet be before us, none know. Should

the war be permitted to continue, we of the North

cannot reasonably expect to escape a share of the

calamities which always attend this mighty evil

;

and shall doubtless find need of all the strength

and help we can derive from united feeling and

harmonious action, for the mutual aid and encour-

agement one of another.

The state of warfare will be likely to bear with

especial force upon those of whom the law requires

military service, and the younger clafs will pecu-

liarly need the tender sympathy, christian counsel

and aid of their more experienced brethren. We
trust they will not fail to receive them. We would

encourage such to seek the advice of their friends,

freely to unfold their difficulties, and cherish a dis-

position to value and to follow the mature and

christian counsel given them.

In a time like the present, important duties de-

volve upon elder Friends, as respects thi
'

rienas, as respects tneir younger

would deprive the mind of that calm and peaceful i
brethren, who have not grown up to much stabi-

reliance on Divine protection, which is the greatest
i
lity and experience in the Truth, and yet have a

ncere love for it, and who desire to walk in it.

The good in these is to be nourished and cherish-

ed ; their crude or erroneous views corrected in

love, and their minds informed and instructed.

Patience and forbearance are virtues especially

valuable in treating such ; and tenderness and

kind consideration often leave an impression which

Undertheauthorityofthe President of the United! exerts a salutary influence through life, draws

States, a draft of men is ordered to fill up any de-jthem nearer to the society, and, sometimes, w
ficiency there maybe in the 300,000 volunteers them over to a religious life. It is very desirable

called for in the army ; and for 300,000 more to the younger members should see that their elder I bear, (ursus mariUmus.) Accustomed

fill its wasted ranks. Citizens, between twenty -one friends have an affectionate christian interest in 'those creatures caged and cramped in the Zo

safeguard and support in every hour of danger.

To use the language of a recent document put

forth by the society :
" He is the best citizen and

the truest patriot whose life is regulated by the

law of Christ, and conformed to his pure and holy

example; and we can never advance the real wel-

fare of our country, by disregarding these."

A PRAYER.
Lord ! let my beart still turn to Thet,

In all my hours of waking thougtit;

Nor let this heart e'er wish to flee,

Or think, or feel, where Thou art not

!

In every hour of pain or woe,
When nought on earth this heart can cheer,

When sighs will burst, and tears will flow,

—

Lord, hush the sigh, and dry the tear.

In every dream of earthly bliss,

Do Thou, dear Jesus, present be
;

Nor let a thought of happiness

On earth intrude, apart from Thee!

To my last lingering thought at night.

Do thou, Lord Jesus, still be near

;

And e'er the dawn of opening light,

In still small accents wake mine ear.

Whene'er I read Thy sacred word,
Bright on the page in glory shine

;

And let me say, " T/iis precious Lord
In all his full salvation's mine."

And when before the throne I kneel,

Hear from that throne of grace ray prayer;

And let each hope of heaven I feel,

Burn with the thought to meet Thee there.

Thu teach me, Lord, to Look to Thee,

In every hour of waking thought,

Nor let me ever wish to be,

Or think, or feel, where Thou art not

!

WHO IS MY NEIGHBOUR?
Thy neighbour? it is he whom thou

Hast power to aid and bless
;

Whose achin;< heart or burning brow
Thy soothing hand may press.

Thy neighbour? 'tis the fainting poor.

Whose eye with want is dim,

Whom hunger sends from door to door
;

Go thou and comfort him.

Thy neighbour? 'tis the heart bereft

Of every earthly gem.
Widows and orphans, helpless left;

Go thou and shelter them.

From the Leisure Ilour.

Anecdotes of the White Bear.

The following anecdote was related to me by a

naval officer, at one time engaged in the search for

the late Sir J. Franklin, and will serve to throw

some light upon the powers of the white or Polar

and forty-five years of age, are now being enrolled

in the military lists out of which these drafts are

to be made. A number of Friends have been so

enrolled, and will be liable to be selected in the

drawing, unless they promptly claim exemption.

The second section of the sixth article of the

Constitution of the State of Pennsylvania declares

their preservation and welfare; thatthey sympathize

with them in their difficulties, are willing to give

up their minds to listen to, and ponder them ; and,

as far as they may be able, to help them over

them, in a loving and tender spirit.

Aud it is no less important that the younger
should strive to keep near in feeling to their

that "those who conscientiously scruple to bear
j

older brethren ; not merely to seek but to folic

arms, slaill 7iot be compelled to do so, but shall pay
an equivalent for personal service."

Friends are not likely to be drafted, consistently

with this article ; but, holding liberty of conscience

to be a great natural and indefeasible right, which

no government can take from them, or abridge,

they equally object to paying a pecuniary equiva-

lent for being permitted to enjoy that right, as it

would be a direct acknowledgment that govern-

ment had power over conscience, and might sell

the enjoyment of it at a price fixed by itself.

their counsel, and endeavour to evince by thi

profiting, that tliey appreciate the privilege of be-

ing under the care and partaking of the sympathy
and christian regard of those of riper experience,

more mature judgment, and greater stability in

the Truth than themselves. Thus we believe the

different ranks in our religious Society would be

bound more closely together, in united concern for

each other, for the prosperity of the body, and for

the faithful maintenance of all its religious principles

and testimonies ; the spiritual welfare of the mera-

ological Gardens, with only a small pond to swim

in, we can form no idea of the swiftness with

which they move either on land or in the water.

The great breadth, length, and flatness of theii

paws aS'ord a large surface whereby to apply theii

immense muscular power in progression, and is ad-

mirably adapted to the yielding surface of the

snow, or to the safe passage over newly formed

ice : were it not for this provision, the unwieldl^

weight of their bodies would be an insurmountable

obstacle in pursuing their prey.

From the deck of one of the Arctic ships, a

white bear was seen cautiously approaching from

the southward over the uneven surface of land ice.

stopping from time to time and raising his black-

tipped muzzle to sniff the air. The bear's sense ol

smelling is highly developed, the bones aud mem-
branes upon which the nerve of smell is spread

being unsually large in proportion to his othei
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rgaDS of seDse, and hence we find him trusting! their small tent. Suddenly a shock was given to

lore to it than to sight. This is the cause of the their flimsy house, and presently down it came
eculiar altitude they assume when doubtful of| upon them with a great crash. In a moment they

bjccts before them. The head is thrown back, scrambled from beneath the coverings, and beheld

strils dilated, the breath forcibly drawn in, , a large white bear, quietly poking his no.-ie amongst

nd the body swayed from side to side. ' the articles upon the sledge. Not a moment was

One of the officers snatched up his rifle and
j

to be lost ; an old bombardier of marine artillery

;arted alone to shoot the animal. In order to' dived beneath the fallen tent and brought out a

void being seen, he made a circuit to obtain thcj loaded gun, and placing it close to the bear's head,

elter of some elevated portions of ice, and by so, stretched him lifeless upon the ice. The party was

oing was a considerable distance from the ships much astonished at the animal's standing inofi'en-

fore he came within rifle-shot. Many offieers| sively to be shot at. On examination he was
ad by this time come upon deck, and two of them, i found to be totally blind, from cataract in both

eeing their comrade single-handed, hastened to eyes, and must for some time past have procured

sin him. Before they were many yards on theiri a living by scent alone.

iray, he fired. The white bear turned and dashed A sailor who belonged to the crew of a ship

owards him at full gallop. There was no time to I employed in the whale fishery, once undertook to

eload, and nothing left but to run for his life. [attack a large Polar bear which he saw on the ice

^way he went over the floe-ice at a terrific pace,

he bear after him, greatly infuriated from the

ight wound he had received in the skin of the

ick. The sight from the ships was one of great

at a distance. It was in vain that his compan-

ions tried to persuade him to give up his design.

He laid hold of a whale-lance, and approached tbe

bear; the bear was, however, as brave as the sailor,

nxiety, although the officer was one of the bestland stood waiting for the attack. The sailor, see

unners in the vessel. The bear gained rapidly] ing him so bold and powerful an animal, grew

pon him. His two messmates, who had gone, fainthearted, and, after standing for some time

)rth to make a diversion, also ran as fast as they motionless, took to his heels. The bear pursued him,

ould, with the hope of coming within rifle-shotj with monstrous strides, when the sailor dropped

efore the victim should be overpowered. The; the whale-lance, his cap, and then his gloves, one

aspense of the next few minutes was intense, and after another, to prevent the bear from following

xelamations of " Eun, run for your life," and
j

him. Bruin examined the lance, tore the cap in

God help poor P ," were heard from many
I pieces, and tossed the gloves over and over; but,

ps. " I^ot tbe shadow of a hope, unless C not being satisfied with his spoil, he still pursued

an pick the animal ofi" at a few hundred yards
| the sailor, whom he would, without doubt, have

ith his rifle," said an old quarter-master. Every I torn in pieces, had not the rest of the crew, seeing

d upon the chase, till at last the danger of their companion, sallied forth to res-ye is steadily fixed upon langer

(

i close, his ponderous paw is raised in the air,
| comrades, who opened to him a passage, and then

rack went G "s rifle, and the brute was I prepared to attack the bear. The bear, was how-

rrested in his course for a moment, and the lower; ever, as prudent as he had proved himself to be

aw of the animal, or rather the front part of it,i brave ; for, after surveying the force of his enemies

i seen hanging down. The ball had taken efl'eet,! he efi'ected an honourable retreat. The valiant

nd at all events would prevent the use of hisj sailor, who had fled before his courageous enemy,

eeth ; still, a blow from the fore paw would prove i never stopped for a moment in his flight until he

ufficient to destroy life if aimed at the head, and! had reached the boat, preferring to be laughed at

his is the point they attack in the seals, drawing for a coward, rather than remain to encounter a

head backward and breaking the neck. The bear. Let the young remember that fool-hardi-

•ear now turned in his agony, and, seeing his, ness is not real courage

ither antagonist, rushed towards him. A deep! The Polar bear of average length, when full

(reath was drawn by all the spectators, the relief: grown, appears to vary from six feet to seven

fas so great when the animal turned away from] there are, however, instances on record of a much

is breathless enemy. His new assailant was, greater magnitude ; for example, the specimen in

rmed with a double-barrelled fowling piece] the British Museum, brought home by Sir J. lloss

oaded with ball. The distance grows less be-, from one of his northern expeditions, measured

them, and no report as yet reaches the ear.! seven feet eight inches, and its weight, after loosing

\.bout twenty-five yards, and still no report. Can; it is calculated thirty pounds of blood, was eleven

lis eun have missed fire? no: he is now coolly hundred and thirty-one pounds; and anoth(

Iropping upon one knee, and taking deliberate dividual is described by Captain Lyon as

lim. Ah! there is the flash and now the report Iiing eight feet seven inches and a half, its weight

he creature is down and has rolled over. Look, I being sixteen hundred pounds.

is up again, but only raised upon his fore legs. I The first and most striking character of_ the

iJow the "officer is going close to him ; ah! there! Polar bear, which distinguishes it to t'

s another report, and the bear lies full length; non-scientific observer, is its colo

ipon the floe-ice, incapable of further mischief. ; uniform white, with a tinge of straw-colour more

^.nd now the three hunters meet over the body of' or less prevailing. In its figure, though the limbs

heir victim. "Ah man?" said P , "I felt' have the massive thickness peculiar to its race,

ny heart knock against my ribs as if it would; there may be easily traced a striking distinction,

leat a hole there; for I began to think it was all! referable, no doubt, to its almost aquatic mode of

)ver witb me, when I could hear the bear's snort,! life. The contour of the body is elongated
;
the

lose at my heels. But for that shot of yours,] head flattened, with a straight profile; the muzzle

) ^ I should be in a poor case by this time." broad, but the mouth peculiarly small. Tlie neck.

From that period, an order was given that no one: which forms a most remarkable feature, h con-

ihould leave the ships unarmed or alone

eye of thi

r, which is of i

capable of getting a living

the foUowin;; anecdote will

The Polar bear

Jven when blin

prove. A travelling party had encamped for rest.

The men were all of them stowed away in their

blanket bags, beneath the wolf-skin coverlet in

tinned twice as long and as thick, if not thicker

than the head, which is thus thrown out far from

the shoulders, so as to give it a poking air. The

paws are of huge dimensions, and covered on the

under side with coarse hair, whence it derives se-

curity in walking over the smooth and slippery ice.

The fur is long and woolly, except about the head
and neck, but of fine texture and considerable

value.

On the inhospitable shores where the polar bear

resides, there are no forests to shelter him in

iieir recesses ; he makes the margin of the sea or

be craggy icebergs his home, and digs liis lair in

the snows of ages. His habitat may be considered

bounded by the arctic circle, below which he

does not willingly pass; the northern and western

vinds, however often drift numbers on floating

slands of ice to the coast of Siberia and the

shores of Nova Zumbla. On the northern coast of

America also, down to Ilud.son's Bay, the present

species is by no means uncommon.

For "The Friend."

The selections in No. 47 of "The Friend,"

made by S. C, from the correspondence of J.

Kendall, together with his remarks thereon, were

peculiarly interesting and grateful. They show

how similar the principles and religious exercise of

all true Friends have been in the diSerent periods

of the society ; and we believe they will continue

to be so, as long as there remains such enlightened

and faithful members, living in the Truth. We
may suppose that there is no Yearly Meeting des-

titute of such concerned ones, and if so, they must

mourn over the alienation which has separated

Friends in heart so greatly from one another, and

obstructs the intercourse, which, from the rise of

the society, was maintained among all its branches.

When the question was put to the prophet :
'• What

dost thou here, Elijah?" he replied, " They have

forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thy altars and

slain thy prophets with the sword ;" and such was

his opinion of the universal degeneracy, that he

thoui'ht he only was left, and that they sought his

life also. But what was the answer of the Lord

to him ? " I have left me seven thousand in Israel,

all the knees which have not bowed unto Baal, and

every mouth which hath not ki.ssed him." If such

a man as this prophet, in his zeal for the Lord of

hosts, was mistaken in the number of true believers

then preserved, is it not possible that many zealous

ones now, may be wrong in their estimate both of

the uprightness, and the number of the faithful

preserved among us in this day of degeneracy and

departure from our primitive faith.

After pertinently speaking of the importance of

certain testimonies, J. Kendall says, "that as that

which first formed us to be a people was love, so it

will be the support of the society when all other

supports fail and come to an end." A profession

of our doctrines and testimonies however sound,

without that divine love to God and for one another,

must then fail to uphold the society, and prove not

to be a sufficient foundation to preserve us a living

body which we were designed to be.

Much has been said and done by which many
have been beguiled and turned away from the

Truth, as held by humble and sincere Friends from

the fir.st ; but had those who got wrong in principle,

through unwatchfulncss and the deceitful workings

of Satan, maintained a proper regard for their

brethren, would they not have had their ears opened

to listen to their remonstrances against error,—and

would not all those who had escaped unsound doc-

trine, as they encouraged a similar feeling, have

had their hearts softened by the love of Christ, so

as to feel tenderly for those who had missed their

way, prayinc for their restoration, and avoiding an

uncharitable spirit towards them. Experience of

late years has proved, that the unity of a religions

society is much more easily broken, than recovered

after it has been lost. A violation of its principles

and its discipline, whether by meetings or individu-
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als, will always tend to weaken the bond of true

unity, and to divide and scatter. It is a danger-

ous thing to tamper with sound doctrines, the es-

tablished discipline of the society, or with the

rights of members. These cannot be infringed or

disregarded with impunity, but the consequences

will sooner or later come back upon the authors of

such violation, and will produce distress and suf-

fering.

A practical return to the ancient, christian faith

of the society, with minds imbued with love to

God, and to one another, would reunite the mem-
bers in the bond of true peace. So long as those

incontrovertible doctrines are rejected or the re-

quirements of the discipline disregarded, Friends

will remain at variance and in danger of breaking

up into fragments, a state which cannot glorify the

Head of the church, nor promote the blessed cause

which lie first formed us to sustain in the world.

Au ancient epistle, written to Friends in York,

by an eminent servant of Christ, speaks decidedly

of the building up and preservation of Friends in

the adorable Head and foundation, and the circu-

lation and efficacy of the precious love and fellow-

ship which bound them together in the unity of the

spirit. We profess to be the same people, contend-

ing for the same doctrines and testimonies; let us

examine whether the same love and fellowship sub-

sist in our hearts and lead us to desire and pray

for one another's welfare.

He says, " And inasmuch as there had been some
hurt done in that place, by some that were gone

out of the unity of Friends, it was upon me to write

a few lines (o that meeting to exhort them to keep

in pure heavenly love,'' which brings into and keeps

in the true unity. Which was thus:
'' Dearfriends andbrethreii in Christ Jesus,—

Whom the Lord by his eternal arm and power hath
preserved to this day, all walk in the power and
Spirit of God that is over all, in love and unity

;

for love overcomes, builds up, and unites ail the

members of Christ to him the Head. Love keeps

out all strite, and is of God. Love, or charity,

never fails, but keeps the mind above all outward
things, and strife about outward things. It over-

comes evil, and casts out all false fears. It is oi

God, and unites all the hearts of his people to-

gether in the heavenly joy, concord, and unity.

"The God of Lovepie.-erve you all, and establish

you in Christ Jesus, your life and salvation, in

whom ye have all peace with God. So walk in

him, that ye may be ordered in his peaceable,
heavenly wisdom, to the glory of God, and the
comfort one of another. Amen."

"G. F."
If we are christians indeed, we must labour

earnestly to fulfil all the requi^itions of the gospel
dispensation. Our Lord said to his disciples, "A
new commandment 1 give unto you, that ye love

one another : as I have loved you, that ye also

love one another."
" By this shall all men know that ye are my dis-

ciples, if ye have love one to another.''

Dieting.—Some persons eat themselves to death,
others are dieted to death. When a man is sick

he is weak, and concludes that, as when he was
well he ate heartily and was strong, if he now eats
heartily he will become strong agaiu

; well-meauing
but ignorant friends are of the same opinion, and
their solicitations to eat become one of the oreatcst
annoyances of a sensihle invalid. Kature purposely
takes away the appetite under such circumstances,
and makes the very sight of food nauseating. A
sick man is feeble ; this feebleness extends to every
muscle of the body, and a stomach being made up
«f a number of muscles, has its share of debility.

It requires several hours of labour for the stomach

to " work up" au ordinary meal ; and to give it that

amount of work to do when it is already in an ex-

hausted condition, is like givin;^ a man worn out

by a hard day's work, a task which shall keep him

labouring half the night. Mothers are often much
afraid that their daughters will hurt themselves by

a little work, if they complain of not feeling very

well; and yet if such daughters were to sit down
to dinner and shovel in enough provender for an

elephant or a plowman, it would be considered a

good omen and the harbinger of convalescence.

A reverse procedure would restore multitudes of

ailing persons to permanent good health; namely,

to eat very little for a few days ; eat nothing but

coarse bread and ripe fruits, and work about the

house industriously ; or what is better, exercise in

the open air for the greater part of each day on

horseback, in the garden, or walking through the

woodlands or over the hills, for hours at a time.

Objectless walks and lazy lolling in carriages are

very little better than nothing.

The eifect of interested, absorbing exercise, is to

work out of the system the diseased and surplus

matter which poisons it; this relieves the stomach
of the burdens imposed upon it, and allows it time

to gain strength, so as more perfectly to convert the

food eaten irto well-made, pure, and life-giving

blood. A weakly but faithful servant, in the ef-

fort to get through with a specified amount of work,
may perforin it all, but none of it is thoroughly
done ; whereas, if a moderate task had been as-

signed, all of it would have been well done ; so a

weak stomach, indicated by a poor appetite, may
be able to convert a small amount of food into

pure, invigorating blood; but if too much is eaten,

the attempt to " get through it all" is made, blood
is manufactured, but it is an imperfect blood, it is

vitiated, and mixing with that already in the sys-

tem, at every beat of the heart, the whole mass is

corrupted, and " I am ailing all over" is the ex-
pressive description. In another set of cases there

is a morbid appetite ; the unhappy dyspeptic is

always hungry ; and finding that he feels best

while eating, and for a brief space afterward, he
is always eating and always dying. To hear him
talk, you would imagine he could not possibly live

long, and yet he does live and grows old in his

miseries. Such may reasonably expect a cure :

—

1st. By eating very moderately at three specified

times each day, and not an atom at any other;

then in less than a fortnight sometimes these dis-

tressing cravings will cease. 2d. Spend a large
portion of daylight in agreeable out-door activities,

Halls Journal.

For "Tlio Friend."

Support of tiie Discipline.

I noticed with satisfaction, in the columns of the
triend, some remarks on the institution of the excel-

lent system of church goverumeut and organization,
which, under Divine guidance, has been established
in the religious Society of Friends. No one who
reads, with an unprejudiced mind, the history of

its origin and gradual progress, can reasonably
doubt that it owes its rise and development to the
wisdom and will of the great Head of the church.
This view is fully confirmed by the fact that its

faithful mainti:nanee has eminently contributed to

the preservation and prosperity of the society ; while
the neglect of it, or the attempt to pervert it, or to
set it aside in order to promote private ends or party
purposes, though under very high professions, has
always been clearly shown to spring from a defect,

secret or open, in christian faith and practice, and
has produced confusion and schism.

Several instances of this kind are on record, as

solemn warnings to succeeding generations, from

the days of Wilkinson and Story, Perot and Keith,

down to the Free Quakers, and more recently, ancj

within the memory of many now living, in the course

pursued by the followers of Elias Hicks. Indivi-

duals, finding the provisions of the discipline to in-

terfere with, or directly to thwart the carrying out

of their own cherished opinions, and determined to

attain their ends ; either openly attacked the oppos.

ing rules, and endeavoured to break them down and
have them done away, or claimed the right to ac^

independently of them, and adverse to them, unde^
pretence of spiritual guidance immediately vouch*
safed to timn. Others, while professing a high refl

gard for the discipline, assumed to put a construct

tion upon its language so entirely contrary to its

obvious meaning, and to common sense, as wholly
to nullify it ; and in nearly if not all these cases,

the alleged object or motive was, the carryii _
of principles, or the attainment of some good, which,

it was said, justified the alteration or evasion.

If we trace the results growing out of such course:

we shall find they have always been bad. An al
teration made to accommodate one notion

pared the way for other changes,—arrogating d:

vine authority for disregarding one injunction, lew
to a light esteem of the whole ; while the perver-
sion of obvious meaning and common sense by pro-
fessed advocates of the discipline, to suit their owM
purposes, tended to bring contempt upon the entirS

government of the church.

And where are now the malecontents ? Drive:

into .separation by their determination to have thei

own way, and to rule or rend, they and their di

luded adherents withered and dwindled away,,

until they are no longer known save by the sad re-^

cord of their schisms; except in the case of th©
Hicksites, whose principles and condition present)

no inducement to follow them in their aberrational

from the discipline of Friends. !

John Griffith, .^peaking of the establishment ow
the order among Friends, says :

—" Divine wisdom
was wonderfully with those worthies first sent and'

engaged in this blessed work ; directing their stepii

with true judgment, as well as opening the mind^i
of a numerous people of various growths, to receive!^

the manner and form of government and order,!,

which those of the clearest sight discovered in theij

true Light, to bo best adapted to promote the glory^

of God, and the preservation of his church and peo-'

pie. Yet there were some opposers, as in the pri-

mitive times, even of their own body or society

;

men of perverse spirits, who troubled the church
for a time with litigious jangling, and corrupt dis-

putations. But the Lord, who knows how to put
a stop to the rage and cunning devices of the ene-

mies of his church, brought a blast upon them,
which has exposed the names of the leaders to

ages and generations to come. Thus the faithful

were enabled to carry on the great work, designed,!

for the defence and preservation of God's people^'

in defiance of all those who were permitted to ris*
up against them and their godly undertaking." |

The introduction to the discipline of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, sets forth its objects in these wordaJ
viz. :

" for the exercise of a tender care over eactf;

other ; that all may be preserved in unity of faith'

and practice, answerable to the description which'
the ever blessed Shepherd gave of his flock; 'B;

this shall all men know that ye are my disciplei

if ye have love one to another.' " Again it says
" if any member be found in a conduct subversiv(

of its order, or repugnant to the religious principl
and testimonies which we believe we are entrust©

with for the promotion of truth and righteousnc!

in the earth, it becomes our indispensable duty
treat with such, in meekness and brotherly comi
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assion, without unnecessary delayer improper ex-

osurc ; according to the direction of our Lord to

church, viz.: 'If thy hiothor shall trespass

in»t thee, go aud tell liiiii his I'ault, hetweeu thee

ad him aloue. If he shall hear thee, thou hast

ained thy brother. But, if he will not hear thee,

leu take with thee one or two more, that in the

)uth of two or three witnesses, every word may
established. And, if he shall neglect to hear

;m, tell it unto the church. But, if he neglect to

ir the church, let him be unto thee as a heathen

in and a publican.' " Matt, xxiii. 15, 16, 17.

It is worthy of especial notice, that the care

tercised is to be loving and tender^—that if any

lember be noticed iu conduct subversive of the

der of the Society, he is to be treated with in

leek/irss and brolherly conqmssion without nced-

iss exposure, and that he is to be first privately

Did of his fault, then in presence of two or three

thers, and then by the church, before he is rejected

;

nd surely, if this christian, brotherly course is to

d to a single individual, it is no less ne-

issary where several or many are alleged to have

parted from established order or principle.

No offender, real or imagined, is to be hastily

liidd

sword seems insatiate of blood. The papers teem

with accounts of battles furiously contested, where

upbraided, or vauutcd over, nor his fail-
j

brother meets brother in hostile array, and the

igs unnecessarily exposed ; but iu lowliness and
j

earth is soaked with the life stream, shed by each

:uder compassion, sought and admonished for his others hands. The hospitals erected at numerous

elp, according to the command of the apostle : points, are crowded with the wounded aud maimed.

Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye who perish speedily, or drag out a wretched es-

hich are spiritual reUore such an one in the spirit istence, crippled for life ; while disease, contracted

f meekness, considering thyself, lest thou also bejiu noisome camps or on protracted marches, sweeps

impted." Friends have a beautiful conventional off thousands to untimely graves. Truly the

judgments of the Lord for sin are resting heavily

apostle, viz. :
" Charity suffereth long and is kind they profess. Would that they would universally

—charity euvicth not— charity vauuteth not itself be willing to search out the causes of the divi.sions

— is not puffed up—doth not behave it.-elf un- and disunity which exist throughout the eociety,

Seemly— seeketh not her own—is not easily pro- and iu that spirit which seeks the good of all, lu-

voked—thinketh no evil—rejoieeth not in iniquity, bour to have those causes removed,

but rejoieeth in the truth : beareth all things, be- Wcmaybesure, that were we living in accordance
lieveth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all with the principles we profess, none of the.se din-

things." agreements and separations would exist. There

I

would bo no disposiiiou to try new paths, no at-

^ ]g[ JJ P R I B N Di tempt to modify our faith in order that the cross

may be shunned, none to disregard the order and
discipline of the society, that we might escape from

suffering or from control. True Quakerism, chas-

tening the spirit, and governing the actions of those

who profess it, would remove all this, and bring the

society back to that noble and dignified standing

which it occupied when personal suffering aud trial

tested the sincerity of those who acknowledged it

before the world.

Nothing more is wanting then, than for each one

of us to carry into practice those principles which

we profess to be binding upon us, and for which wo
may have been strenuously contending. We may
be sure there can be no growth in tlie Truth where

the heart harbours ill-wiil and uncharitablene.ss!

The calamities of war are pressing more aud

more heavily upon the nation. Tens of thousands

have fallen victims to Its baleful presence, and the

shadow of death darkens the dwellings of high

and low throughout the land. Sufleriug and sor-

row, the inseparable companions of this unchristian

game, are making sad impress upon the recently

joyous face of our couutry, while its resources of

men and means arc being lavishly poured forth to

meet the demands of the deadly conflict. The

sprcssion that aptly conveys the true spirit in

hieh all church labour is to be performed,— it is,

Tlie nstormg love of the gospel"—not to crush

• overwhelm, or to cut off—but to reclaim and

ather back into the bosom of the church, to be

ourished, aud cherished, and instructed there.

Where the heart is thoroughly imbued with the

)ve of Christ, it is more severe and earnest in judg.

ig itself than others ; and being kept humble and

nder, with the eye single to its Divine JIaster, a

resent sense of its own frailty aud constant need

upon our beloved country, and cry aloud to the

people to humble themselves under his mighty

band, repent sincerely of their transgressions, and

turn from the evil of their ways.

It is a lesson which man is slow to learn, but

which individual and national experience must

sooner or later confirm, that sin and suff'i

where we are more anxious to convict of aud con-

demn for error, than to strive for that spiritual

mindedness in which we may hope to restore in the

spirit of meekness that which has gone astray.

Every one who has any right sense of his own
heart, must be sensible how much, and how ofteu

he requires forgiveiiuss; if we would esperieucc

this essential mercy extended to us, we must .seek

to have the heart clothed with the Spirit of Ilim

who dispenses it, when sitting iu judgment upon

others. Not that we are to approve or connive at

error, but constantly to consider ourselves, lest we
also be tempted.

There is no way in which Friends as a body, could

more effectually promote their own well-being, or

[give more potent-aid to our beloved country in this,

more or less closely united, aud however hidden or
|
her hour of sore trial, than by thus strivi

lengthened out may be the mysterious links which come back to be the humble, self-denying people it

fasten them together, they are indissoluble. While
j

was and is the design of the Almighty they should

f Divine forgiveness, while it is firm to the truth,! basking in the suu=hine of prosperity the nation be ; showing to surrounding profes.sors, the meek-

reserves it from all censoriousness, aud har.-h and] forgot this truth. It looked upon its vast territory, its ness, the gentleness and the purity of those who

asty condemnation of others. The influence of
j

various material riches, its unexampled resources, its arc true disciples of the lowly Ji-sus, the Prince of

ach a spirit and example, in those who attempt to' ingenious, industrious and enterprising population, Peace ; and being qualified unitedly to supplicate

eal with others, has geuerally a most salutary
j

anil in the pride and arrogance of its heart virtu-
j the Great Disposer of events to spare the nation,

ffect; opening the mind of the delinquent to re-lally exclaimed, as the haughty king of old, "Isjcause the sword to be put up in its sheath, and
' '•'

jj^Qj.^, (.ffectiiaiiy tQ yi^it the people with the Daythe counsel imparted, convincing him that a uol this great Babylon which I have buill by the

esire for his real welfare is the actuating motive,
|

might of my power." The goal of supreme na-

nd precluding the suspicion of self-exaltation or tioual greatness seemed within easy attaiumeut
j

arty spirit. and the different parties which struggled for su-

An increase of this heavenly love throughout the premacy, disregarding the restraints of religion,

orders of our widely extended Society is most de- hesitated at no means which appeared calculated

rablc, seeing it is the lulfilliug of the whole law, to advance their selfish interest. Little heed has

ad the holy cement which binds together both the been given to the warning voice which was again

lilitant church on earth, and the glorious church aud again raised to stop the downward career, and

riumphant in heaven AVbatever other religious

ttaiumeuts we may reach ; though we have the

ift of tongues or of prophecy, understaud all mys-

!ries and doctrines, and zealously contend for them;

houch we have faith which would remove mountains,

nd a benevolence which would bestow all our goods

feed the poor, yet without this love, the scriptures

f truth assure us, they will profit us nothing; will

rove our profession to be as sounding brass or a

inkling cymbal. But " Love never failetb," " for

ow abideth faith, hope aud charity," or love, (as

he same Greek word is usually rendered,) " but the

reatest of these is love."

In making a serious examination how far our

pirit and conduct are seasoned by this primary

hristian grace, we may all be helped in coming to

, right decision, by carefully pondering the de-

cription given of its characteristics, by the inspired

the people to reflect that national sins must

sooner or later call down national punishment.

But a blow has come from an unexpected quarter,

and the nation is staggering underits dreadful force.

Our pride and boasting are being sharply rebuked,

and we are being taught in the school of affliction,

the vanity of trusting to human might and wisdom,

and the folly of glorying iu our wealth.

All classes have need to inspect their standing, and

inquire honestly whether something is not called for

at their hands in order to prepare the way for the

restoration of peace. Friends have perhaps had

as little to do in bringing about the terrible convul-

sion in which church and state are rent iu twain,!

as any body of citizens; but yet, we believe, thc|fc

afilietious of the times seriously admonish them to:.'/"'
^'"''''' '" "" "'

ve lor a more il recun

Spring from on high.

SCM.MARY OF EVENTS.

FoKKiG.N' —N'ews from England to the 7th inst. It is

rumored that several of the European soverei;^n3 will

soon meet at Cologne.

Garibaldi's irrepressible call to arras has been met

by a counter-proclamation from the King of Italy, threat-

ening the rigor of the law against iUl who disobey. H<>

add3°thiit be himself will move in the matter of Rome at

the proper time. The Steele and Opiiiione Nalionnlc,

while blaming the course of Garibaldi, insist upon the

necessity of promptly solving the Roman question, bjr

delivering Rome up to Italy. It is stilted th:it G.iribaldJ

'

has about eight hundred and fifty followers with him,

who are but poorly armed.

A rumor is current at .Madrid, that Prince Murat is

intended to be made King of .Mexico.

R. Roslrian & Co., of Minchester, have stopped. Their

liabilities amount to £400,000.

A desperate battle has been fought between the Turks

and Montenegrins, both parties claiming a victory.

The St. Feiersburg Journal, denies the rumors that

Russia had joined France in a proposition to England for

a recoo-nition of the Southern Confederacy.

The°London Ttmes argues editorially against inter-

as calculated to prolong the contest indefinitely,

h proroguing Parliament, says :

me has been raging in
. , The civil war, which for some

suive loi il muiu gcuciai ictuncuvc to a practical
, ^jj,g^;j..^^ jj^^ unl'ununately, continued in unabated .u-

exhibit of the pure principles of the Gospel which
|
tensity, and the evils with which it has been attended.
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have not been confined to the American continent ; but

her majesty, having from the outset determined to take

the contest, has seen no reason to depart from

the neutrality which she has steadily adhered to." A
London paper condemns the continued aid given the

rebels, notwithstanding the proclamation of neutrality.

It declares that Liverpool is a kind of Confederate dock,

wherein the rebels not only put up their vessels, and

obtain cargoes of arms, but even supply their navy with

vessels.

The Liverpool cotton market had advanced Jrf. a |rf.

Breadstuffs had slightly declined. Two days later.—It is

stated that Slidell has had an interview with the French

Emperor, upon whom he urged the recognition of the

Southern Confederacy as an independanl power by the

government of France. Napoleon is said to have ad-

mitted the cogency of the arguments adduced in favor

ofsuch a course, but said that the greatest barrier to the

recognition of the South, had been the objections of

England. Lord Palmerston, in a speech delivered at

Sheffield, again advocated non-interference in American

affairs.

United States.— Virginia.—The army of General

Jl'Clellan, which has so long occupied positions near

Richmond is, it is stated, about to be removed to another

field of operations. It has recently suffered greatly from

sickness, the number of persons on the sick list through-

out the entire army, amounting, at one time, to as much
as eleven per cent, of the whole. All the men not ca-

pable for immediate service, have been sent down the

river in transports, in order to be conveyed to some pro-

per places to recruit their health. It is understood that

the great body of the army are retreating to Yorktown,

while a portion are leaving the river in vessels. M-Clel-

lan's army will, it is supposed, either be united to Pope's

command or co-operate with it. A despatch of the 17th

says, that tlie last of the United States troops had crossed

the Chiekahominy, and the advance was at Williams-

burg. The movement had thus far been made success-

fully, but an attack upon ihe rearguard on its march
was thought not improbable. The supplies and pro-

]ierty of all kinds were brought off safely. Gen. Poiie

in his report of the battle near Culpepper, states the loss

of the United States army, to be about 1500, in killed

wounded and missing. He supposes the loss of the

rebels to have been much greater. The Richmond pa-

pers, on the other hand, claim a victory for the Confe-
derate arms. A newspaper correspondent, writing from

Gen. Banks' corps says, that the returns of killed, wounded
and missing, from the different United States regiments

cnj ;,'-l in th<! battle, will show an aggregate of twenty

two hundred men. Jackson's army has been reinforced,

and amounts to from 60,000 to 70,000 men. After the

battle he retreated across the Rapidan, and occupied a

position near Gordons%'ille with a large part of his

forces. Gci.iJtwiiside's army reached Culpepperon the
1'' ' lid a general advance of the United States forces

1,1 the direction of Gordonsville, was in progress. The
Richmond Dispatch says, that the officers taken priso-

ners by Gen. Jackson on the 9th instant, had been put

in prison, and will, in a few days, be separately con-

fined, to be tried, and finally punished as felons,

should the "recent offensive and uncivilized orders of

Gen. Pope remain unrepealed." These prisoners were
twenty-seven in number, including Gen. Prince. The
number of privates taken prisoners by the rebels was
about 330.

Kentucky.—Governor Magoffin's message to the State

legislature, condemns the invasion of the State by .Mor-

gan, and says, the Southern Rights men of Kentucky
disoprovc of it. He reviews the present position of the

Federal Government, and recommends tlie adoption of

the Crittenden resolutions as a stauding proposition of

peace and settlement. Magoffin has resigned as Gov-
ernor, and his place has been filled by James F. Robin-
son, Speaker of the Senate. Information has been re-

ceived, that Morgan with a large cavalry force was about
entering Kentucky a second time, and active measures
were being taken to oppose his progress. On the 18th
inst., it was reported that three thousand rebel cavalry
were at Richmond, twenty-five miles south of Lexingtou.
They were supposed to be theadvanceguardof a larger
body.

Tennetiee.—On the 9th inst., an engagement took place
at Tazewell, near Cumberland Gap, in which the rebels

were defeated with a loss of 250 killed and wounded.
The Federal loss was eight killed and fifteen wounded.

Missouri.—A large band of guerillas in Chaillon
county, was attacked and dispersed by the United
States troops on the 14th inst., many of the guerillas
were killed and others wounded.

TUe South West.—A lelier from Memphis to the Chi-
cago Times, represents the condition of alliiirs in the

South West as very criticah The Confederate army has

lied by the conscription to formidable dimen-

sions, and is rapidly organizing into a well equipped

force. The number of rebel troops in Mississippi alone,

is believed to be not less than 120,000 men.

Louisiana.—J^ew Orleans dates to the 10th inst. have

en received. On the 5th inst.. Baton Rouge was at-

tacked by John C. Breckenridge, with an army of

5,000 men. It was defended by Gen. Williams and

2,500 men. At first the Federal troops lost ground,

fterwards rallied and repulsed the rebels with

severe loss. Gen. Williams was killed, and 285 of

is command killed and wounded. The loss of the rebels

as very heavy, amounting it is said to about 1000

len, including three generals and many officers of

lower rank. The celebrated rebel steamer Arkansas,

was destroyed the day after the battle With a view of

obtaining funds for the relief of the suffering poor of New
Orleans, Gen. Butler has issued an order levying assess-

ents upon those merchants who assisted the New Orleans

Committee of Safety in resisting the authority of the

United States. An assessment is also laid upon the

cotton brokers for the same purpose, the entire levy

amounting to several hundred thousand dollars.

South Carolina.—La.te advices from Port Royal state

that the negro brigade proved to be a failure, and had

been disbanded.

Rebel Prisoners.—Among those at Indianapolis who
were about being sent south, are 2200 Tennesseeans,

who refuse to be exchanged, and ask to be allowed to

take the oath of allegiance to the United States. The

matter has been referred to the disposal of Governor

Johnson of Tennessee.

Illinois Ootton.—The attempt at cultivating cotton

this season in southern Illinois has been quite success-

ful. The crop is estimated at 25,000 bales. It would

have been much larger if seed could have been procured

at the planting season.

Capture of a British Steamer.—The steamer Columbia,

which sailed from Nassau, with a large and valuable

cargo of munitions of war for the rebels, was captured

whilst attempting to run the blockade; she was loaded

with Armstrong guns, Enfield rifles, powder, shot,

shell, &c.

A'ew York.—Mortality last week, 685.

I'hiladelphia.—ilonaWtj last week, 542. Of sun-

stroke, 16 ; typhoid fever, 38
;
debility, 37.

Arkansas.—A severe battle is reported near Claren-

don, Arkansas, which resulted in the defeat of the reb-

els, and the capture of seven hundred prisoners.

A^orth Carolina.—The Newbern, (N. C.) Progress, in

caking of the election which was held in that State

on the 7th, says, " the final result of the elec

ecu received, indicating the defeat of Johnson

ession candidate for Governor, by the unparalleled

majority of 40,000 The Union Opposition party

elected nearly every member in both branches of the

Legislature by still greater majorities. Every candi

date who advocated a continuation of the war aud i

separation from the Union, has been defeated in every

stance."

rhe Markets, <j-c.—In New York on the 18th inst., the

premium for gold was 15 per cent. The supply of capi-

tal continued large, the rate of interest on call was y i

4 per cent, and for prime paper 4 a 5 per cent. Thi

specie in the New York banks had increased to $'65,

301,788. The imports of the previous week amounted
to $1,957,397, and the exports of merchandize to §3,

097,657. The exports of specie are livlling off, lb

amount for the week being only §700,431. The follow

ing were the quotations in the Philadelphia market on
the 18th. The receipt of wheat moderate, wit

nelAe demand for good dry lots. Fair Pennsylvania
and western red, a $1.25 a $131; southern, $1.33 a

$1.35 ; white, $1.40 a $1.52 ; rye, 81 cis. a 82 cts.
;
yel-'

low corn, 63 cts. a 64 cts, ; old Pennsylvania oats.

52 cts. a 54 cts. ; new Delaware, 39 cts. a 40 cts. ; clover

seed, $5.00 a $5.50. The cattle market was very dull,

and prices lower. Rates ranged from 6 to 8J per cent,

according to quality, the bulk of the sales being between
7 and 8 per cent.

RECEIPTS.
Received from F. Owen, N. Y., $2, vol. 30 ; from E.

Hollingsworth, Agt., 0., for R. Penrose and J. Deweese,
$2 each, vol. 35, for Wm. Harmer, §2, vol. 34.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These seminaries will, it is expected, be re-opened

after the summer vacation, on or near the first of Ninth
month next, the Boys' School being situated on Cherry
Street west of Eighth, and the Girls' School on Seventh
Street between Cherry and Race Streets.

The course of Instruction now adopted in the Boys'

School, embraces, besides the prdinary branches, a

lection of more advanced mathematical, scientific ;

issical studies, on the satisfactory completion of which,

e pupil will be entitled to a diploma or certificate oj.

bolarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific sub-

jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by appropriatai

apparatus and experiments. ,,

The course of study at the Girls' School embraces, ifll

addition to the elementary branches,—Algebra, Geo*
metry. History, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, As*
tronomy. Physiology, Natural History, Botany, PhysicaJ^

Geography, Mental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetorlf

and Composition. Instruction is also given in Trigonoi

metry. Mensuration, and the French and Latin Languages^

As the proper classification of the scholars, early in

the session, is important, it is desirable that those who.

intend to enter pupils for the coming term, should dos

irly in the season as possible. Application may be

made "on the opening of the Schools, to Joseph

Aldrich, Principal of the Boys' School, and to Margaret

Lightfoot, the Principal of the Girls' School.

With the present arrangement, it is believed that these'

schools offer unusual advantages to Friends for the I

ral education of their children, and at a very moderate,

cost.

Their attention is also invited to the Primary Schoolal

in the Northern and Western Districts, where provision

is made for the careful elementary instruction of child-

ren too young to enter the Principal schools.

On^behalf of the Committee,
JOHN CARTER, Clerk.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL, GERMANTOWN.
Since the opening of this School, in Ninth montl

1858, the buildings have been enlarged and improvea

for the accommodation of Friends' children, and othe

who conform to the regulations of the School. Th

situation is pleasant and healthful, adjoining and con

municating with Friends' Meeting-House premises,

Germantown avenue. The course of study embracesi

the usual branches of a good English education ; also,

the French and Latin languages.

Teums fok Tuition.—From $8 to $20 per Session of

five months, according to the ages of the pupils, and

the branches taught,—French and Latin, $8 each per

Term.—Application may be made to Alfred Cope; Ezra

Comfort ; John S. Haines ; Lloyd Mifllin ;
Samuel Morris

j

George Jones ; EUiston P. Morris,—or to Amy and

Sarah H. Albertson, at the School.

Eighth month, :

N. B.- ed number of scholars can be accom-

modated with board in the dwelling on the premises.

Access may also be had by the Scholars to a valuable

Library, belonging to the Preparative Meeting.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

NEAR FRANKFORD, (TWENTY-TniRD WARD, PHILADELI'IIIA.)

Physician and Superintendent,

—

Jo.shua II. Woutuinu-

TON, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, ('lurk

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phila-

delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOURED
PERSONS.

Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted for the

Men's and Women's schools. Applications may be made
to Isaac Morgan, Jr., 622 Noble street,

Samuel Allen, 524 Pine street,

Geo. J. ScATTEKGOoD, Fifth and Callowhill streets,

BOOK OF DISCIPLINE OF PHILADELPHIA YEARLY
MEETING,

Copies of the above are now for sale at the Book
Store, No, 384 Arch Street. Price 50 cts.

Died, on the 8th of the Fifth month, 1862, in the

Seventy-ninth year of her age, Sarah W. Smitu, a

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia.

, on the 16lh of the Eleventh month, 1861, John

Hawcrth, in the seventy-sixth year of his age. And on

the 29th of the Sixth month last, his sister, Susanna
Haworth, in the seventy-ninth year of her age, both

members of the Northern District Monthly Meeting.

WiM. H. PILE, PEINTEU,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Some Account of John Spalding.

(Continued from page 40i:.)

I was at titnes so sorely pressed, so burdened in

pirit, that I seemed as though my strength was
roken, and was ready to cry out, " The daldren

re come to the birth, and there is not strength to

ringforth ;^' but still my desires were to the

ord, who had hitherto supported me, that I

light still experience him a God near at baud,

not afar oiF; for I felt how unable I was to

love a step without his divine assistance. So low

I reduced, that though I received several re-

iling letters, which were clearly against the Truth,

had not power to answer them ; being taught to

ave the cause to the Almighty, and not be anxious

justify myself before men, but which may be an

ncouragement to any who may experience similar

rials, 1 felt a secret upholding, a consoling assur-

ince that the Lord would plead his own cause, and

u his own time bring forth judgment unto victory;

nd I desired that his hand might not spare, nei-

her his eye pity, till his work was accomplished to

lis own glory, however it might be with me. Thus
continued some time, till it pleased the Lord to

•evive me ; when though I had little business in

iomparison to what I had heretofore, yet I was
bundantly satisfied with an enlivening sense of

he Lord's presence; which infinitely surpassed all

Yorldly goods, so that in measure 1 knew the truth

)f our dear Lord's proujise, that whoever may be

snabled to leave anything for his name's sake, shall

•eceive an hundred fold even in this life, either in

dnd or in kindness ; and sure the comfortable

lense of the approbation of the Most High, is of

nfinitely greater value than any thing this world

an afl'ord. Oh ! that the people, particularly the

Lord's professing people, may be encouraged to be

willing to part with every thing, however near and
lear to iJesh and blood, that stands in the way,

hich obstructs that divine communion with him

ive are taught to expect ; for true it is, except a

nan forsake all that he hath, he cannot be Christ's

lisciple ; and he is not a hard master, doth not re-

quire any thing to be parted with, but what would

•eally be injurious to our spiritual welfare; thourih

,0 man's carnal apprehension it may seem in some
ases in a difterent light. Man naturally loves

ase. The Cross of Christ is not pleasant to flesh

ind blood : but, my friends, if ever wc know the

ruth of what Paul declares, that '* they who are

Christ's liave crucified the flesh with its affections

and lusts;" and the more readily we submit to the

yoke, I am persuaded we shall the sooner expe-

rience that subdued, which dislikes the cross: then

we shall know what our Lord said, that his yoke
is easy and bis burden light.

A fear had arisen iu my mind, lest I should be

beholding the mote in my brother's eye and not at-

tending sufiiciently to that power which could alone

remove the beam out of my own ; and though my
spirit was frequently grieved on hearing vain con-

versation, and often seemed to feel a desire to re-

prove, yet I was afraid to cast a stone, feeling my-
self not without sin, and I had to remember and

to desire to practise what is recorded ; to study to

be quiet and mind ray own business ; and I think

I can truly say, that in stillness and retiredness I

experienced a degree of peace, and I trust a growth

in grace: and I must acknowledge with humble
thankfulness, the condescending kindness of my
Heavenly Father, in favouring me with much op-

portunity of retirement; having comparatively but

little wordly business, for I sorrowfully found in

those lawful engagements, a very great diSiculty of

keeping in that straight line of duty, which 1 be-

lieved was marked out for me. In the course of

conversation words would occasionally drop, which,

afterwards, on reflection, brought distress on my
mind, and I desired to be thankful that I was en-

abled not to desire much of this world's goods, but

rather the reverse, and to be content with food and

raiment. It was a concern to me to observe among
Friends, on a young man's beginning business for

himself a conformity in some things with the world,

I thought to gain their favour and custom ; it ap-

peared to me paying very dear for their assistance;

and I believed I could prefer working hard as a

servant, to the most profitable bituation on such

terms; and fervent desires would frequently arise

in my mind, that all who profess to be followers of

Christ, particularly Friends, who profess more than

most, would be concerned to practise our blessed

Lord's advice, to seek first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness

;
yea, and seek nothing

else till they had found it ; then I believed by at-

tending to that, they would be divinely directed in

temporal concerns ; and preferring it above all

things, would be preserved from the too prevailing

snare of flattering the world for their support. I

have thought that people are often led to such

practices, by engaging in concerns which bring ex-

traordinary expense upon them ; which requiring

more of the things of this world, a greater diffi-

culty is experienced in bearing a faithful testimony

against what they may be convinced is evil. These

considerations, through divine assistance, induced

me to be careful in confining my expenses in as

narrow a compass as I believed consistent with my
situation ; and though for many years I had strong

inclinations to enter into the marriage state, I now
experienced a check to every desire of the kind :

believing it was my duty to keep myself as much
as possible from the cumbers of this world, and as

a fuithful soldier to be ready for whatever my
great Lord and Master should require of me.

Ncar'the close of the year 1793, I wrote to the

Friends of the Monthly Meeting, to be admitted a

member of society ; which Friends in due season

expressed their unity and compliance with : and
here I would observe, that from my first acquain-

tance with Friends, I could not but approve their

caution, in not hastily admitting any into member-
ship; differing from most societies, who, I have

perceived, evince a kind of exulting eagerness in

adding to their numbers. And I can say that I

did not feel an anxiety to be received into mem-
bership ; but rather to know that power which first

gathered Friends into a society ; to experience an
union of spirit with the faithful, tiian any name or

outward relationship ; and though a little before

I wrote to the Monthly Meeting, 1 had some ap-

prehension of being drawn for the militia, which

would have probably exposed me to some severe

trial, not being of the society
;

yet convinced of

the nece.-:sily of bearing my testimony against wars
and fightings, I was mercifully enabled to be still,

and leave the event, whatever it might be, to the

Lord, who had hitherto supported me, and not ap-

ply for admission any sooner on that account.

The first Meeting for Uiscipliue I sat in, I felt a
powerful concern to speak on a particular subject,

but considering my state of childhood in thj so-

ciety, and a fear lest I should appear forward, I

endeavoured to get rid of it, and avoid speaking

;

yet it seemed rather to increase than diminish, till

just at the close I expressed a few sentences, and
found in a little time the burden relieved, at leait

in a degree.

I was often sorrowfully concerned to observe in

the nomination of Friends to Quarterly and Yearly

Meetings, a disposition to make excuses; believing

those meetings were established under the influence

and power of Divine Wisdom, I thought if there

was a proper attention to the guidance of the same,

Friends would be directed in their nomination; that

the great Lord of the harvest would choose whom
he pleased to employ in any particular service;

and I thought there might be danger in lightly and
hastily making excuses, lest it should be a disobey-

ing the call of the Most High. It appeared to

me, that worldly concerns had too much influence;

that it was considered whether it would be con-

venient or not. Now I knew from my own ex-

perience, that if an ear was open to li.-tcn to ex-

cuses, enough would be presented against many
services or duties, as attending week day meet-

ings, and others, in times of business. But I saw
or felt it was safer and better to have a single eye,

to have only one object in view, what the Lord re-

quired of me ; than to look on temporal concerns,

whether it was convenient or not, but simply give

up and leave the consequence; and I can with

humble thankfulness and gratitude acknowledge

the inconveniences, or losses I might have appre-

hended would be the consequence, were changed

into a comfortable sense of divine approbation, and

an abundant reward of peace.

The 28th of the Second month, 1794, being ap-

pointed by government to be observed as a general

fast and humiliation before Almighty God, and the

mayor of Heading sending out a biU, desiring all

sects and parties to observe it as required : 1 felt
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a concern to write a few reasons, Sco., why we, the

religious Society called Quakers, could not observe

it as required ; which were copied and handed

about in manuscript. One copy I sent to the clerk

of the parish, desiring him to lay it before their

ministers, and as many of the people as might be.

" Afew reasons tchy the religious Society called

Quakers, cannot observe, as required, the day ap-

pointed for a general fast and hiimiliatio7i [so

called) before Almighty God.
" That the magistrates and people may know it

is notfrom any contempt of authority, nor in

hellion against gffvernme?it, but that they may
preserve a conscience void of offence tcrwards God
arul towards ?na?i."

" First, Because we believe that the Lord alone

hath a right and authority to enact and require

how and when he will be worshipped. That all

worship whatsoever performed in the will of man,

and which the Spirit of Christ doth not lead into,

is not acceptable unto the Lord, who hath declared,

that "«'w vain do they uorship tne, teaching for

doctrines the commandments of men ,•" and that

" the true worshippers 7nust worship in spirit and
in truth.' Therefore we believe that it doth not

belong to man to impcse modes and forms of wor-

ship, and if in compliance with the will of men,

any should conform to such pretended worship, the

conscience not being clear, nor the heart rightly

engaged in the service, it would be hypocrisy in

the sight of God, and sin to the person so comply-

ing : for ' u-hatsoever is 7wt offaith, is si?i.'

" Secondly, Because we believe it is not the fast

which the Lord hath chosen, or will approve of,

according to what he hath declared by the prophet

Isaiah, and elsewhere, as for man to afflict his

soul for a day, and to bow down his head as a

bulrush. And our Lord called those hypocrites

who desired to appear unto men to fast; and com-

manded his disciples to anoint their heads, and

wash their faces, that they might not appear unto

men to fast, but unto Him who seeth in secret;

who doth not look on the outward appearance, but

upon the heart, and who requireth truth in the iu-

^\ard parts. And by the prophet he declared,

that the fast which he had chosen, was to loose the

bands of wickedness, to feed the poor, clothe the

naked, &c., that then he would accept their pray-

ers.

" Thirdly, Because it is required to implore the

blessing of Almighty God for the success of our

arms, which we believe is repugnant to the spirit of

Christianity ; as Christ is the Prince of Peace, who
did not come to destroy men's lives, but to save

them; and commanded his disciples not to re.sist

evil, but to love their enemies, and to do good to

them that hate them. Therefore, in obedience to

the.sc commands, through the influence and as-

sistance of the iSpirit of Christ, we cannot willingly

think or do evil to any whatever they may intend

to do unto us ; but are enabled to commit ourselves

to divine protection, without the use of any carnal

weapons, assuredly believing the Lord will preserve

all those who faithfully confide in, and obey him.
" For these reasons, and not from obstinacy, or

perversencss, or any disrespect to tho.-e in authority,

we cannot keep our shops shut, or in any manner
directly or indirectly, uphold or countenance such

a custom.
" It is believed by a remnant, who are secretly

mourning tor the abominations of the land, and
travailing in spirit, that truth and righteousness

may abound, that there is great cause for fasting

and humiliation before Almighty God ; for the

transgressions of the people arc multij)lied against

Lim, so that there is reason to expect that the Lord

will visit with his rod even this highly favoured

country ; and it is their secret desire that as the

judgments of the Lord are in the earth, the in-

habitants thereof may learn righteousness. But,

friends, your pretended humiliation for a day, with

your lips confessing your sins, and again returning

to your old course, is only mocking God who will

not hear, though you make many prayers, and

cause your voice to be heard on high, while your

hands are full of blood, while you are desiring the

destruction of your fellow creatures ; for that spirit

is not of God, for God is love, and whoever are led

by the spirit of God, will love their fellow creatures,

and not desire their harm. Therefore, friends,

con.sider what spirit you are of, before you presume

to draw near to the Most High, who is not to be

honoured with the lips, while the heart is far from

him, which it is and ever must be, while defiled

with the pollution of sin ; but seek for that new
heart and new spirit which God hath promis

and remember a language of old, to those who
j

tend to honour him with their lips, while their

hearts are far from him ;
' Wash ye, make ye clean

put away the evil ofyour doingsfrmn before mine
eyes ; cease to do evil ; learn to do well.' Then
(and not till then, though you make never so many
prayers, and afflict yourselves never to much,) the

Lord will hear your prayers and regard your pe-

titions.'

CTo be continned.3

From " The Leisure Hour."

Uy Little Tenants.

Perhaps I ought rather to call them squatters

upon my property, for they neither pay me any
rent for the abode they occupy, nor have they

tendered any, though they have resided upon it for

the last two years. The first information 1 received

of their intention to settle was conveyed by the

presence of waste building materials, of no great

value certainly, for they consisted only of mud and
straw. It will be perceived from this, that the in-

truders were very humble in their notions, and in-

tended only to employ the same materials as the
Ancient Britons once used to construct their ha-
bitations with.

On seeing these intimations of the presence of

strangers on my property, I began to look about
for the builders, and, having cunningly ensconced
myself in a snug corner, I soon discovered them.
They were a newly-wedded pair, remarkable for

personal beauty, and an example to married cou-

ples generally ; for they worked together, and
were evidently of one mind in all they did. So pre-
possessing was the appearance of these young peo-
ple, that in spite of their audacious intrusion, 1 could
not find in my heart to disturb them by a notice

to quit, but contented myself by keeping a strict

watch on all their motions, that I might check a
too intrusive disposition should it display itself

But soon every other feeling was absorbed in
sympathy for the young architects, who were evi-

dently inexperienced, and very unfortunate in the
quality of their materials. The straw was all

right enough ; but alas ! for the earth which should
have formed the walls in combination therewith.
The season was particularly dry, and the earthen
walls, instead of adhering, as they ought to have
done, crumbled and fell once and again, to the
great dismay of the little builders, who were anx-
iously endeavouring to prepare for the advent of
an anticipated family.

I suppose, by this time, my readers will have
guested that I do not tell of unfeathered bipeds,
but of a couple of newlj'-wedded swallows com-
mencing housekeeping for the first time. The
place they had chosen as the scene of theiu matri-

monial cares and pleasures was an out-house, for-

merly used as a stable, with a door, of which the

upper half was generally open. This out-build-

ing is now my coal-house, and, being rather spa-

cious, serves also as a receptacle for my gardening
tools and various odds and ends. On a shelf

which runs along the side are deposited my empty
flower pots and sundry invalided dishes, such as a
housekeeper in town would cast aside as useless;

for they would not be fit to place on a table,

even were the leaks stopped with white paint, as

is sometimes the custom with us thrifty country

folk. Well, two years ago, amongst other mat-
ters, a cracked willow-pattern pie-dish was rest-

ing from its culinary services, and awaiting

some more humble sphere of usefulness, on the

shelf in the old stable. As I said before, my
young builders were unlucky as regarded mate-
rials. In vain did they bring earth; in vain did

they work and knead it with their dainty little

beak-trowels. Their tiny mouths did not furnish

sufficient moisture to supply the deficiency which
the hot sun had caused. The walls would not

stick, and I was filled with pity when I saw them
suspend their labours and watch the crumbling
ruin fall for the second time to the ground. They
had found me out before this happened, and used

to twist their pretty necks and peer curiously out

of their bright eyes, to see if I were manifesting

hostile intentions. But they soon became con-

vinced of my pacific disposition, so far as they

were concerned, and never ceased their labours on
my account after the first three days.

When, a third time, their attempts to form a

habitation proved abortive, I thought I should lose

my new tenants and that they would betake them-

selves to some locality where the clay was of a

more suitable temper for their purpose. To my
delight, however, I found they were too well satis-

fied with their landlady's treatment to leave her

unceremoniously. They accordingly gave up allh

thoughts of building on the rafters, and took pos-|

session of my cracked pie-dish as a more suitablajj

and convenient place.

But it must not be supposed they were satisfied

to make no display of their architectural powers,

Following the promptings of instinct, they broughl

pellets of earth, with which they duly plastered the

bottom and sides of the dish— as a cook prepares

hers for the reception of birds by lining it with

dough. Then a beautifully-woven circlet of hay
placed upon the earth foundation, a lining ol

feathers added, and the habitation was ready fori

its tenants. Have any of my readers ever seenj

such little architects at work? I dare say therey

e but few who have never handled a bird's l

d wondered at the amazing skill and beauty dis^,.

played in the work of these heaven-taught builders.;.

But in the great towns and cities, people have nei-r

ther leisure nor opportunity to mark the way
which the wondrous structures are put together.

1 wished that every lover of nature, and of nature's

God, could have seen my little tenants choo.--ing

their place of abode, then coming with their tiny

bills full, the one of clay the other of straw, llo

rapid was the motion of the beak as it worked the

clay, reminding one of an apothecary tempering

the material for pills on a marble slab. My swal-

lows deposited their clay in roundish lumps about

the size of a pill, then stuck a straw or two upon
that, and again brought more pellets to make it

adhere.

All the while the pie-dish nest was in prepara-

tion, the young couple roostedtside by side upon
the shelf; but as soon as it was completed the,

lady took possession, and during the process of in-

cubation her lord reposed upon a long nail, whicli
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was in the wall at the opposite side of the stable.

I used to peep into the dish cvcrj uiorniug and 1

saw live eggs deposited there one after another

—

dainty little eggs, of a warmish creamy col-

our, with light brown spots; so fragile-looking too,

that they seemed too delicate to be touched. But
DO profaning finger of marauding boy was ever al-

lowed to poke itself into mi/ pie, though doubtless

many would have liked to have one there.

While the lady was diligently engaged in hatch-

ing her little family, the gentleman was apt to

advantage of her prc-occupation, and to stay

out rather late at nights, reminding one of the

luman husband under similar circumstances.

Even as the unfeathered male biped is apt to stay

an hour or two later at his club when the house

mother is away, so did my master swallow stay

twittering on the roofs, and gossiping with his

hours, until I was compelled to threaten that

I would lock him out. I remonstrated with him

by dint of rattling the stable door, and I thus

managed to inform him that, being in the habit of

going to bed early myself, I expected all dwel-

lers under my roof to be in by half-past nine P. M.

at the latest.

After clattering the door, I used (o retire into

the house for a minute or two, and on my return

pretty sure to find that my obedient gentle-

man had taken up his station on the nail, when I

shut the pair in for the night. To his credit be it

spoken, I never found it necessary to do more than

remonstrate with my tenant, though I must own, uu

til 1 saw for myself, I thought that swallows went

to bed at an earlier hour than half after nine.

In about twenty days, five little gaping mouths

might have been seen over the rim of the dish.

The father and mother had a busy time of it then.

It required all their industry and diligence to keep

p such a continuous supply of food as would sat-

isfy the little clamorera in the pie-dish. My
motherly sympathies were stirred at the sight of

hard-working pair, and I thought I would help

them. So I began fly-catching, and went with the

poor fluttering insects to tender them to the baby

swallows in the piedish. But, no thank you. iMy

bribes and blandishments were of no avail. How-
ever widely the little beaks might be distended, they

re always instantly and firmly closed against

every dainty that I could offer. They would be fed

only by their natural caterers.

It was curious to see how these five pairs of

little legs were twisted and interlaced like a very

piece of network; and the beautiful little heads

were placed one over another when they slept, till

we saw but a mass of young life rather than so

many distinct creatures. As they grew, the dish the

became literally filled to overflowing—wanting only tures i

an upper crust, as I used to say, to complete the

One afternoon, having a young friend with me
who had, like myself, taken great interest in my
tenants, I lifted down the dish, to take a better

view of its contents. I had often done so before,

without giving ofi'enee ; but on this occasion I ven-

tured further. I introduced my hand amongst the

network of legs, and disentangled them, when to

my dismay, out scrambled the whole party, aud'othe

fluttered ofl' in various directions. What a clatter

there was; doubled in an instant by the voices of

the old birds, who indignantly remonstrated against

this breach of contract.

My friend and I set to work, and with due peni-

tence and apologies, though not without much
chasing and fluttering, succeeded in restoring four

in and out amongst the fire wood in the corner of endeavour to be satisfied with, and make the best

the stable. I should say that, though the most of, tho.sc bles.'sings which my lleavcnly Father has
friendly relations and perfectly neighbourly feel- 1 placed within my reach.

ings existed between my tenants and myself, tln'y
{

•-•

never would feed their young in my presence, j

Ji/essingx of disappomti/te/U.—A man hurries

They would come wiih their bills full of insects, breathless to the wharf, in order to reach a depart-

aud wheel round and round, in and out; but I ing steamer, lie is a few minutes too late ! The
was always compelled to retire ere thi^ would ad- ipl'ii'k is drawn; and as he watches the stately

minister the rations to the impatient brood. It vessel plough her way through the blue waters, she

appears that, if 1 were not .suflioiently well-in- i**'=oms to be ploughing through his very heart.

formed to abstain from intruding upon them atl" 'lo'^ Fo^oking !" he exclaims to the half-srail-

meal times, they were by no means disposed to
j
"'fe'.

•I'll'-p'tyiug. bystanders. He goes home sulky,

permit such a breach of good manners. But when; be retires .sulky to bed, and wakes up to read iu

able to stand on the roof, I have often seen the] 'be morning paper that "a few hours after leaving

young ones feed, always equitably in turn. |po''t, tl'at steamer took fire, and when last seen,

Soon after our unfortunate escapade with the '

"'^s floating on the water a burning wreck!" He
youngsters, the parent couple began to teach their i

fancies himself clinging in despair to a sinking bll-

young to fly. Then we had a clamor indeed '. ' '^t of wood, and his very blood runs cold when

Such twittering, such examples of aerial swallow
\

bo 'binks how near he came to being on board that

gracefulness for ambitious juveniles to follow, until
J

'1^^'a'b-freighted vessel. And yet the very next

at last the whole party flew out in search of food i'i'uo 'be man is thrown out by Providence iusome
favourite plan, he is slow to apply the le.s.son of the

past, and thank his Heavenly Father for a disap-

pointment.

I do not pretend to be a very apt learoer, but

many of my best lessons through life have been

together. I had been told by a friend of mine-
great lover of natural history—that after the

young ones are able to fly, the parent birds con-

tinue to feed them thus: The old one with laden
bill, meets its ott'spring in the air, and, without

j

. .

checking the flight of either, the food is rapidly I'^ught me by the same stern old schoolraastur,

transferred to the beak of the young swallow; butj'''"'W^«"''«''"'- And one lesson I learned was,

I never, until to day, was fortuuate°enough to see 'bat this icorhL teas not niwle oidijfor im. If it

this pretty and graceful feat performed. °
i

bad been, the .sun would have shown just when my
After my little feathered friends were able to |

hay needed it, and the rain would have fallen only

fly, they did not return to the dish, but for a short i^^ben my garden needed to be watered. But God
oes on, and orders things as pleaseth him best,

witiiout consulting us. And when our schemes

were thwarted, the stern schoolmaster said : "The
world was not made for you alone. Dju't be sel-

fish. Your loss, perhaps, is another's gain. The
rain that spoils your new-mown hay, makes the

blade of corn to grow faster in your neighbour's

fluid. The fall in grain that cuts down your pro-

fits, will help the poor widow in yonder cottage to

buy bread cheaper for her orphan babes. So don't

be selfish."

—

Lite piper.

time used to roost with their heads nestling lov-

ingly one over another, on the prongs of a rake
which lay upon the rafters in the old stable. But
I soon lost sight of them ; for the old birds drove
them out of the stable one evening, with a pro-

digious noise, and I never saw the brood there

again. The cause of this ejectment was manifested
on the following day. My tenants, resolved to be

house proprietors, had commenced building again,

and their labours were crowned with success this

time. I regret to state that they were not very

honest; for materials, in the shape of a heap of

bricklayer's mortar, lay conveniently near and these

they appropriated to their own purposes without

compunction.

I had all the old scene over again ; but the se-

cond brood consisted only of three instead of five.

In the early part of autumn, when the days be-

gan to shorten, my swallows intimated their wish

to commence their labours earlier in the day, and
made such a clatter that I was faiu to slip on my
dressing-gown, and come down every morning at! For some time past, the pjople of our 1

four or five o'clock, to open the half-door and allow
I

have become alarmed by the incn

Cliiocsc Immigration to tbe I'aited States.

Our country seem? to have received the special

and difficult mission to settle forever the important

question of the mutual relations of the different

races. The Negro Question is still distracting the

country and fomenting one of the fiercest and most

expensive wars of modern times, and already we
are warned by California with the danger of a new
kind of involuntary servitude—that of the Chinese,

fie States

influx of

of the youngsters to their disconsolate parents.

The fifth rather came to grief, and had his temper

and feathers a good deal ruffled while scrambling

gress. The watching of these little erea- 1 Chinese immigrants, who not only threaten to come
sguiled many a weary hour, and when they i into dangerous competition with the white labourer,

ated to other lands for the winter, I was sorry
;

but also, by their utterly degraded condition, to

corrupt public morality to so great an extent as to

require precautionary measures.

The Legislature of California, at its last .session,

enacted a law imposing a heavy tax on every Chi-

nese immigrant, and adopted a memorial to Con-

gress appealing for protection against the contingency

of an overwhelming incoming of Jlongolians. The
memorial predicts that unless the influx of these

.people is arrested, a new system of slavery will be

ke them heartily welcome.
j
engrafted upon the institutions of the State, as the

We cannot observe animate or inanimate nature people are not inclined to tolerate a race so de-

in any shape, without feeling new reverence for 'graded on equal terms, and in competition with the

Him who taught the swallow where to find " a labour of white citizens. As to the prevalence of

house for herself." But the doings of my bonny, vice among the Chinese, the memorial says:

—

pets seemed to give me a lesson of perseverance " Whilst the influence of slavery is losing terri-

also, and to advise me, when circumstances some- tory in our Eastern sister States, the unrestrained

to lose my tenants, never supposing that I should

see them again. But I was mistaken; for they are

here now. They came back at the usual season,

and this year have reversed operations; first rear-

ing three young ones in a new nest; while at the

ery time that 1 write, (July 24th, ISGO) there are

gain five eggs towards a new "family pie" in the

old cracked willow-pattern dish, to which, or any

lity they may choose on ray premises, I

jmes prove adverse, that, as tlwij contented them-
,
settlement of Mongolians in California isslowly but

selves with the cracked pie-dish instead of a hand- 1 surely building up such .social relations as will soon

some specimen of swallow architecture, I, too, must place the two races practically in the position of
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f
tral Alps, but only of sedimentary deposits. Here

|

the action of water is direct, especially of the rainl

and snow water, which penetrates in great abun*
dance into the earth between layers of rock, and]
dissolves their connection.

" This is especially the case in mountains wh
lowest mass consists of compact and impervious J

layers, into which the water can sink but slightly.

When decaying and easily destructible material isji

placed above those, such, for example, as red marl,
^

and above this again a considerable thickness of a j

different kind of rock of less density, such as sand- ji

stone and nagelfluh, or still more any fock through J

which the water easily percolates, it follows as a
natural consequence that either the water trickles

through till it comes to the lowest and densest rock,

and runs off in subterranean canals according to

the dip of the strata, to appear again somewhere I

as a spring, or if it cannot find a sufficient outlet,

it completely loosens and dissolves the intermediate

layers, and changes them into mere soft slime.

" It now depends upon the course of the weather i

and the nature of the locality, what is to become*
of this half fluid layer of earth. If very dry wea-J

ther occurs after lasting rains, it grows hard again,]

the water is gradually evaporated, the mud driest

up, and the threatened danger is averted. But ifl!

the west wind continually drives new masses ofil

rain into the hills, and if no lasting dam has beeni
opposed by nature herself to the weakened layer, J

the whole mass breaks away, and a schlamm-.l

lauine (slime avalanche) is the result. Whereverii

it directs its devastating uncontrollable course, itH

overwhelms, fills up, immures, and often covers fori

fathoms in depth, whatever stands in its way, like !

the lava of a volcano. Whatever it reaches is ir-

revocably destroyed. By such a stream of mud, aii

great part of the charming village of Wilggis, by
the lake of Lucerne, was annihilated and over-

whelmed in July, 1795. It was announced on the

night of the 15th, by a singular monotonous roar,

which to the fancy of the people seemed to come
from the cellars. When day began, the inhabit-

ants saw with horror a thick dark red stream of

mud, several fathoms high, and perhaps a mile

broad, rolling down towards the village. Its mo-
tion was so slow that all the portable possessions

of the villagers could be carried away. It lasted

a good fourteen days, till the travelling stream of

mud reached the lake shore; but a number of

houses and excellent pieces of land were a prey to

the catastrophe.

" Such mud avalanches, when they find no out-

let, are indirect causes of falls of rock. The layers

of rock, resting at great inclinations on these layers

of mud, tear themselves loose by their own weight,

and slide down the slippery earth to the valley.

" A storm in the ocean, a mountain spitting fire,

the blaze of primeval forests in America, the si-

moon in the desert, may all chill a man's blood in

his veins ; but no storm in the open sea, no break-

ing forth of a volcano, no burning of a forest, can

cause greater horror, than is felt at the fearful mo-
ment, when the mountaineer calls to his wife, chil-

dren, and neighbours to ' run, for the mountain is

" There is only one phenomenon which can be

compared to a mountain fall, for appalling danger,

and that is the earthquake. When a mountain
comes down, all that lies before its crushing power,

is doomed to death, almost at the same instant that

it is warned of danger. Only think of those stable

mountain masses which, siuce the memory of man,
have been enthroned above mou's heads in death-

like, indifferent calm, as it were a building raised

by nature for time everlasting, suddenly deprived

of their supports by an invisible hand, set in mo-

masters and unfree servants. A race so degraded,

that it is stated by the committee of this legislature

appointed to confer with the Chinese companies at

San Francisco, that according to the information

from these leaders of the Chinese, there are but

07ie hundred resjjectablefamilies, that is, married

women with children, among a population of 50,-

000 Chinese, a large proportion of which number

consists of females— a race so devoid of a sense of

truth and veracity, that the testimony of ever so

many individuals to the same facts has no weight

upon the minds of our juries—such a race can cer-

tainly not reside long in our midst without awaken-

ing all those selfish interests which desire the in-

troduction of cheap labour, and the immediate

cultivation of articles heretofore produced by slave

labour in the south, even at the cost of an irradi-

table system of involuntary servitude."

The memorial anticipates another danger from

the peculiar social organization of the Chuiese, to

which it refers as follows:—
" The Chinese population among us forms a

State within a State ; they are under the secret

control of the five organizations, which are known

as companies, whose orders and decisions they im-

plicitly obey. All indications tend to show that

there exists between themselves a relation of in-

voluntary servitude, but the slavish subjection of

the Mongolian to his social system, and the fear of

the revenge of his superiors, are so great, that

nothing can induce him to disclose the nature of

the power which holds him to strict obedience,

even against the police and judicial authorities of

this State."

It is to protect itself from evils like these that

California now invokes the interposition of Con-

gress. The subject is certainly one of importance.

The establishment of another kind of involuntary

servitude is out of the question. The people of

Calilbrnia themselves, we hope, would never vote

for such a barbarous measure, and even if they

would, the Federal government would never allow

its execution. Whether it is possible or even

expedient, to prohibit Chintse immigration alto-

gether, is at least very doubtful. But one thing is

certain, that as long as there are any Chinese on

the Pacific, and c.-pecially if they are allowed to

come in large numbers, they call more urgently

for the opening of missionary operations among
them than any other class of our population.

Christianity has raised many a degraded race be-

fore, and the success of the Protestant and Iloman
Catholic missions in China itself, sufiiciently demon-
strates that the Chinese are not inaccessible to the

ennobling influences of religion. Let there be a

prospect of the Chinese immigrants becoming moral
and industrious inhabitants of our country, and
the whole (juestion of difl"erence of races will ad-

mit, wo believe, of an easy and peaceable solution.

For " Tho FrknJ."

The laniislip at Golilaa.

During the last year, a work entitled "The
Alps, or Sketches of Life and Nature in the Moun-
tains, by 11. Berk'psch," was translated into Eng-
lish by Leslie Stephen, ji. A., and published in

London. From this publication we purpose mak-
ing some extracts for " The Friend." The first is

taken from chapter VI., which bears the above
heading.

" The framework of the earth is in a state of un-
interrupted ruin and renovation. That great cycle
of creation, which we recognise best in tho germi-
nation, growth, death and decay of plants, because
they recur in a period within the grasp of our per-
ceptions, takes place equally in the very fabric of
our earth, although its epochs embrace thousands

of years. Here, however, there is a change rather

of form than of material.

" If we contemplate the ground upon which we
walk, the garden and arable land which bears our

corn and our wood for burning and building, or

the dust of the roads which the wind whirls and

confounds high in the air, if we examine it carefully

in the microscope, and divide it into its simple ele-

ments, we shall find amongst innumerable particles

of half or quite destroyed animal and vegetable

organisms, amongst scarcely recognisable infusoria

and snail shells, as many and even more small

fragments of ancient mountains. A varied mixture

of glassy splinters of quartz, and coloured flakes

of schist, glistening crystals of mica, and angular

grains of porphyry, transparent stones of felspar,

and dense particles of limestone will appear, which

have been crushed to atoms, and are going through

a process of restoration.

" This transforming energy and the continual

change of our earth's crust can best be recognised

where the moving powers are developed on the

largest scale in the service of nature,—on the sea-

shore, and in the mountains.
" On the sea-shore, on that of inland lakes and

even of rivers, we see new deposits of earth and
stone which are called littoral formations. Kew
islands spring up from the depths of the ocean to

enlarge the region of firm land, whilst in other

places the uninterrupted working of the waves and
the surge is continually washing away solid walls

of rock, and submerging them in the depths.
" The levelling process shows itself far more

strikingly in the mountains. Every rapid melting

of the high snows in the spring, every thunder-

storm with its vehement shower of rain, every

glacier as it slides down, is sending yearly innume-
rable ruins of rock from the hills to the valleys, to

the Alpine meadows and lowlands, and to the lake

basins at their feet. If we could calculate their

probable influence, we should find that in a vast

period of time the atmospheric influences would
lead to a complete levelling of bill and valley, were
it not that now and then catastrophes occur, which
would cause an interruption in the reckoning.

" The dweller in the Alps calls such events and
the districts they lay waste, 'llufe,' ' Steinruseten,'
' Gante,' or ' G'schutten,' and in all the broader
valleys of Switzerland, Tyrol, and the Alpine coun-

tries shut in by steep mountain-walls, such deserts

of ruin may be seen bare of vegetation, resembling

streams turned into stone. In violent storms they

have in a few hours covered with sand, and with

their detritus, valuable cultivated or meadow land,

and destroyed its power of bearing for many
years.

" These are not to be confounded with the pro-

per rock falls and landslips, which from time to

time visit the Alps, and belong to tho most fearful

of natural occurrences. Almost all are produced
mediately or immediately by the action of water.
Either the water continually and unceasingly
pierces, gnaws away and bursts the narrow joints

in the very hardest rocks; penetrating into them
imperceptibly, freezing in the winter, and tearing
them open like a wedge by the expansive power of
the frost, till the masses of stone, separated from
their parent rooks, and completely loosened from
their natural base, at length, when the summer
comes, and the penetrating ioe melts, lose their equi-
librium and fall into the valley; or else tho super-
position of different beds and the slight oohereuoe
of the adjacent layers and the direction of their
• dip' as geologists call it, are causes of the land-
slip. This last oan only happen in those Alps
which are not formed of orystaliue rook, granite
gneis, mioa, schist, porphyry, syenite, like the oen-
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on, wavering, tearing themselves loose, and storm- jby anxiety and foreboding, as if some awful mh
ag down with lightning speed, into the peaceable fortune was inipcndiDg over them.

alley below.
}

" The valluy of Goldau was in this condition

Such a fearful event destroyed the villages of, when unexpectedly, in the fore

roldau, lliJtten, Bui^ingen and Lowertz, in a few [September, (IBUti,) the rain

times whirled up into the air, sometimes enveloped

in clouds of dust, chased each other over the moun-
tain shoulders to tbe valley of (ioldau. (Jne huge

of the second
j

Iragmcut seemed trying to overtake another. The
d, whilst the; chaotic fall of vast masses, the speed of their de-

scent, the universal confusion, increased every mo-
ment. Mountain-blocks, as big as houses, with

pines fixed to them, hurried aa if slung through the

" In a few minutes, hundreds of dwelling-houses,

and as many slables and sheds were destroyed. The
whole slope of the llossberg, almost up to the Gny-
penspitz, was at that time dotted over with detach-

ed houses; and beneath in the valley, between the

lakes of Zug and Lowertz, lay the rich villages of

(ioldau, Busingen, and Lowertz. Under the ruins,

four hundred and fifty-seven men found a conimou

grave."
(To \k coucluJ*.!.)

Slice i.»l.

"All is vanity and vexation of spirit."

—

Eccles. ii. 17.

Let wit, and rU her studied plots clTcct

'f lie best they can
;

Let smiling fortune prosper Hnd pciifect

Wbut nil began
;

Let earth advise with both, and so project

A happy man
;

Let wit or fawning fortune vie their best

;

He may be blest

With all the earth can give; but earth can give no rest.

Whose gold is double with a careful band.

His cares are double
;

The pleasure, honour, wealth of sea and land

Bring but a trouble
;

The world itself, and all the world's command,
Is but a bubble.

The strong desires ot man's insatiate breast

May stand possest

Of all that earth can give ; but earth can give no rest.

True rest consists not in the oft

or worldly dross;
Earth's miry purchase is n. worth the buying;

jinutes, by the descent of the Kossberg, lying
|

melancholy horizon remained monotonously cloud

orth of these places. ed. In the early morning, the people on the (iny-

Thc years 1804 and 1805 had been very rainy,
'
penburg, the eastern part of the lio.ssberg, and on

nd the year which followed thetn, continued to
j

the Spitzenbuhl, remarked fresh yawning clefts in

ischarge unusual quantities of rain upon the Al- the soil and on the walls of rock. The sods of

ine laud. Midsummer was quite remarkable for i turf were in many places pushed over each other;

continuous rain which, towards the end of Au- 'and in the neighbouring forests, a dull sound like

ust, and especially on the first of September, 'that of file-firing was heard from time to time, as

hreat^ncd to take the form of an absolute de- 'though the roots were being forcibly torn asunder.

;e.
j

At the same time a shower of nagelfluh pebbles
" The landscape of a plain country looks dismal came down from the cliffs over the ' Uemcinde-

nough alter four weeks of rain, in its saturated, Marclit ;' but as such showers often take place

looded state, but it cannot be compared to a mouu-
, when the snow melts in the spring, and at all sea-

ainous land after the same period. jsons after long-continued rain, and the inhabitants

" From every gorge and retired valley, destruc- had long been accustomed to such noises and fall-

on peeps forth, and is everywhere shaking andjings, little attention was paid at this time to the

ating away what resists. The earth-stained and I warnings. The foiling of fragments of rock, how-

wolleu waters flowing from every mountain-slope, 'ever, and the ascent of clouds of dust increased

3am and roar in channels and runlets cut out by
j

from hour to hour. The air trembled with con-

lemselves. All the hollow ways are deep in slant oscillations, and the inhabitants of the Iloss-

ater, and the variegated, hieroglyphically-mar-lberg began to feel the shaking of the ground over

led pebbles, deprived of the cement in which
|

a wide area. People who were busied digging

ley were embedded, shine out so transparently potatoes, hewing wood, or tending cattle on the

right, that they present a natural mosaic. We neighbouring heights, looked towards the llossberg

lay see the bare root-network of the pines and
j

with increasing alarm.

arches, of the sycamore, of the Alpine alder, of
j

" Late in the afternoon,— it bad struck a quarter

ae bristly juniper, whilst other trees standing by ' to five on the church clock at Artb, suddenly a vast

je wayside hang droopiog over. Wherever the chasm opened half way up the gentle slope of the

ction of the water has borne away the soil from I mountain in the ' lluthe' meadow, which grew

forest, the proud stems, patricians of the ve- broader, deeper, and longer. The surrounding

etable world, sink down by their own weight, 'turf turned over, so that it showed the red soil as

'hilst their trunks encumber the free passage. if it had been plowed. At the same time the pine

" Still more torn, pulled down, exhausted and forests on the same level, became unnaturally ani-

siritless, are the forest fern, the blooming, burning
I

mated. At fir-st the tall slender pine trunks

3d lights of the epilobrum, the hieracia which waved gently to and fro as if touched by an
'

m to be peering so curiously forward. It is aslsible hand, much as in summer the wind produces

some mischievous boy had been waging war ! waves in the half ripe corn. This wave-like mo-

j

gainst the plants; only the sappy stalks of the tion increased, but in opposing lines, so that the: How wo

rchidete orrow fat in the overflow, and those squires stems and tree-tops struck against and through
i

f the vegetable world, that warrior troop, armed each other with an irregular and vehement motion.! "J' ^*'^'"

th arrow and lance against all ofl'ence—the With harsh cries, ravens, crows, jays, and other

harp-spiked family of thistles— in spite of the birds that harboured in the woods, flow upwards
[ Ridicule and Repartee.—The fatal fondness for

eating storms of water, set up their sharp angles 'and hastened in a south-westerly direction to the indulging in a spirit of ridicule, and the injurious

d spikes in heroic resistance.
j

forests on the slopes of the Rigi. Now the vibrat-
\ and irreparable consequences which sometimes at-

" Now the creeping grasses, the broad shield- ing and jerking motion, the wave-like rising and
' tend the too prompt reply, can never be too seri-

3aved fescules, the airy copper-coloured bent, the
j

falling, passed on to the grass-covered land. It ously or too severely condemned. Not to offend,

lumy calemagrostes, the fat-leaved millets with
^

looked as if gigantic moles were burrowing under
| is the first step toward pleasing. To give pain, is

heir lofty umbels, the tender hair grass and tough
,
it. At the same time a gentle sliding and slipping

J

as much an ofl'ence against humanity as against

ooeete, all lie completely prostrate. Their elastic {of the whole upper slopes commenced, and became i good breeding; and surely it is as well to abstain

ower of resistance, the muscular power of their constantly plainer and more rapid. The pine
j

fiom an action because it is sinful, as because it is

bin blades, is broken. Smoothly combed down by ' forests struggled to follow the hurried motion, and] unpolite. A man of sense and breeding will some-

he incessant rain, they cling slavishly to thelooked—according to the expression of people who' times join in tlic laugh which has been raised at

round. The rain has shown tliat he is their mas- 'watched the whole terrible phenomenon from be- his expense by an ilf-natured repartee; but if it

The quantity of rain on the mountain is dif- ginning to end—something like hair stroked against

erent from that which falls on the level plain, the grain.

Vhilst the high level plains of Southern Germany] " These alarming phenomena steadily increased,

laveayearly rain fall of from twenty-four to twenty- 1 In ever larger circles, meadows and grass lands,

ve inches, and the low plains of the north, of orchards, houses and stables with men and cattle,

wenty-two inches, the amount in deep Alpine val-
'
were drawn along into the fearful descent. The! sarcasm was uttered by a lady, so far from seem-

eys is fifty-four inches, and on the St. Bernard, people who saw the ground on which they had 'ing to resent it, he will be the first to commend it;

.ccording to the average of seven years, it is se-ibeen born and grown up, give way under their jb^t, notwithstanding that, he will remember it as

•enty-three inches. i
feet, started up in horror, and fled from their a trait of malice, when the whole company shall

" This is not, however, sufficient to mark the
|

homes. Then was heard a thundering roar, as if
| have forgotten it as a stroke of wit. Women arc

leculiar character of the lasting wet weather in the the old foundations of the earth's crust had given
| so far from being privileged by their sex to say un-

Qountains. Something like it may be seen after way. The Steinberg-clift', a rocky wall of millions
j

handsome or cruel thincs, that it is this very cir-

teady rains in the low country. One thing which of cubic fathoms with all tbe forest upon it, and gynj-tance which renders them more intolerable.

;ives a more dismal character to the phenomenon
]

the nagelfluh wall of the ' Gemeinde-Mareht' had i When the arrow is lodged in the heart, it is no relief

n the mountains, is the profound melancholy in given way. This was the signal for destruction,--! f^r him that is wounded to reflect that the hand

vhich the whole landscape is sunk. The high then began a tragedy which can be compared with which shot it was a fair one.

—

Hannah More.

)eaks are invisible ; clouds have hung their gray , no other phenomenon for its fearful sublimity. In

nourning cloaks upon their shoulders. It is not the wildest confusion, blocks of rock and splinters

•are for strangers in such weather to be attacked
j
of stone, mud and turf, foliage and trees, some-

oil, if not relying
• cross,

1 for trouble ! that fond breast

irth ituout a rest.

Quarlet.

was very cutting, and one of those shocking sort of

truths, which, as they can scarcely be pardoned in

private, ought never to be uttered in public, he

does not laugh because he is pleased, but because

he wishes to conceal how much he is hurt. As the

Human existence is short, and tbe few fleeting

years allotted to man to live, soon pass away.
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of the order.' the future into his hands, in the humble assurance

that whatever he may permit to attend us, as wi»

seeiDf; at a vhat had h; ppe ide

ru:^h at his enemy, put down his head, and would,

BO doubt, have destroyed him, only Reynard, see-

ing his new foe, and fancying the numbers too

many for him, and that discretion was the best

part of valour, ran away, leaving the ram the un-

doubted victor of the field."

The New Order forEnrelliDg and Drafting.

Since the military enrolment was commenced
by the assessors, another order from the War De-

partment, dated the S)th iust., has been issued,

prescribing regulations for taking the names of

citizens and drafting for the army, which give

the movement some new aspects. As it may be

useful to some of the readers of " The Friend" to

know the purport of the regulations, I will endeav-

our to give a summary of such parts as will be

likely to affect the members of our religious So-

ciety.

The 3rd Section directs the Governors of the

several States to cause an enrolment to bo forth-

with made by assessors, or other duly appointed

officers, in each county, of all able bodied male
citizens between ei;;hteen and forty-five years of age,

giving the name, age and occupation of each,

Our fathers suffered great obloquy, imprisomf

and honestly give the information asked for. Our ment, and the taking away of much of their prw
ancient Friends did not court suffering; but theyiperty, because of this noble testimony; but thei

never shrunk from it in support of their religious patiently endured it rather than violate their coiSt

principles ; and refused not to obey any requisition i sciences ; and He to whom they thus showed theft

of the Government merely to escape persecution, i fidelity, graciously sustained them in all their aW

With innocent boldness and constancy, they openly
I

flictions and losses; made a way for them whei*

A>i Interesting Fig/it.—A gentleman, while These are the principal point

walkinf in the fields at Trough, in Clare, England, 'Friends will be likely to be called upon and en-

recently, in company with a friend, was attracted [rolled, in common with their fellow-citizens, and I! submissively receive it in obedience to his will, shaB

by a noise in a field bordering ou the road. On believe it will be most consistent with christian
|
ultimately work for our good

mounting a bank which hid the field from view, he 'candor, to avoid all evasion and insincere excuses,

says :
—" I became an interested spectator of the

following novel fight :—A fine ewe, with two lambs,

one on each side of her, was standing resisting the

attacks of a large dog-fos, who was attempting to

get at the lambs, no doubt with the intention of

treatinf his wife and family to a nice lamb supper.

For nearly ten minutes my friend and I stood

watching, with breathless astonishment, this strange

scene. At one time tbe fox would make a dash at

one of the lambs, when the ewe, forgetting its usual

timidity, and inspired with courage in defence of

its young, would put down lier head, and butt

savagely at her natural adversary. The fox,

baffled in his first attempt, would then run round

and try to seize the other lamb; but the mother,

quick as thought, would then turn round, and

auain meet her adversary with her hard and woolly

head. The fox then retired a short distance, sat

on his brush, and commenced barking, with the

evident intention of frightening away the mother,

so that he might secure at least one lamb for do-

mestic purposes. At this moment tbe male parent

of the two innocents, attracted to the spot by sly

Reynard's musical bark, made his appearance, and

met together for Divine Worship, while othi

sembled in secret; and when their relijiious

blies were rudely entered by the

names demanded, they readily

as- 1 they could see none ; and brought them safely aD(

peacefully through and over all. The testimi

;ers, and their! against all war and fighting is as precious now, i

them; though! of as great obligation, as everit was. TheDivineo

His ear heavy that ho cannot hear the prayers i

his children ; and, if Friends are but faithful
'

supporting their religious principles in life and cc

versation ; they may look on high for help, calml

relying on Him who is omnipotent, and in revere(

confidence adopt the language ;
" The Lord i

side—I will not fear what man can do unto me."

Note.—Since the foregoing was ia type, we learn tha

the day for drafting is postponed from tbe third to thi

fifteenth of next month.

AVhere there is no special statutory provision

made in a State, for carrying the draft into effect,

it is ordered that the lists when completed are to i

"o^'^^ certainly be that he cannot. If a Friend

be forthwith filed in the sheriff's office of the cannot conscientiously go to war himself, he cannot

they knew that the spoiling of their goods, or im- is not shortened that it cannot now deliver, nor

priaonment, or both, would follow. They learned

the great christian lesson of treating with meekness

and gentleness, and even praying for, those who
persecuted or evilly entreated them, and thus com-

mended to all their religious profession of being the

lowly followers of the suffering Saviour.

Where Friends are enrolled they should ascer-

tain the name of the commissioner appointed for

the county to receive applications for exemption,

and be careful to present their claims in writing,

before the ten days allowed therefor expire.

The words of the Constitution of Pennsylvania,
" Those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms

shall not be compelled to do so;" seem to present

an insuperable obstacle to the drafting of such per-

sons
;

as it would be absurd to draft men for the

army, of whom the fundamental law of the com-

monwealth declares that they shall not be compelled

to bear arms, and who solemnly declare that they

cannot conscientiously do so.

The Constitution of Pennsylvania also says that

" the free men. of this Commonwealth shall be

armed and disciplined for its defence,"—and the

State Militia Law authorizes the enrolment of citi-

zens between the ages of twenty-one and forty-five

only. The clear inference is, that persons under

twenty-one years are exempt from enrolment, as

fully as those are who have passed forty-five. Th'

seems so obvious as to admit of no question.

The order of the AVar Department, as I have
before shown, directs the commissioners to strike

from the militia lists, " all persons exempted by the

laws of the respective States from military duty,"

and as the above two classes are clearly exempted
by tbe Constitution and laws of Pennsylvania, it fol-

lows that they are so by the order of the War
Department.

The question is asked by some, If a Friend is

drafted, can he avail himself of the liberty givei

in the 7th section of the Instructions of the Wa
Department, to offer a substitute 'I The answer

county where the enrolment is taken.

The Governors of the several States are to ap-

point a commissioner for each county, who, after

tbe enrolment is completed, is to give notice by
hand-bills po.^ted in each township of his county,
of the time and place at which claims of exemp-
tion will be received by him ; fixing the time for

draft within ten days of the tiling of the enrol-

ment; and all persons claiming exemption from
the draft, shall /jrfore the daij fixed for llie draft,
make proof of such exemption before the commis-
sioner, who shall decide on the same.

employ another to do so; for that which a man
does by his agent he is as much accountable for, as

if he did it himself. The substitute, too, might
commit great atrocities in war; and his principal

would seeem to be implicated in the guilt of them;
or he might be slain, wholly unprepared for the

last great change, and his death with all its sad con-

sequences, rest as a heavy burden on the conscience

of the one who induced him to enter the army.
As a Friend, then, can neither procure a substitute,

nor pay any fine or equivalent for exemption from
military duty, tbe query is put, What will be the

consequences 1 Wi
'

Instructions are then given the commissioners
strike from the lists certain classes of persons, [

'"i""^ 'his ; nor will it increase our stiength, or our

among which are, "all jyersuns excmptal l,y t/^e'
peace and quietude, to be dwelling upon conse

of the respective Stales from miUuirij duly."
Each person drafted is to be served with a notic.;

of ihc fact and of the place of rendezvous.

The Sleepless Night.—The following well-ai^

thenticated anecdote of the late Sir Evan Nepea«i|

carries the mind back to the sleepless night CM

Ahasuerus, in the palace of Shushan. Sir Evan^

when Under-Secretary of State, related to a frienii'

of his that one night after retiring to rest he expe

rienced an unaccountable degree of wakefulness

He was in perfect health, had dined early and mo
derately, had nothing to brood over, and was per-

fectly self-possessed. Still he could not sleep, and

from eleven till two in the morning never closec

an eye. It was summer—twilight was far ad

vanced ; and, to dissipate the ennui of his wake

fulness, he resolved to rise and breathe the morn-

ing air in the park. There he saw nothing bui

sleepy sentinels, whom he rather envied. Hi

passed the Home Office several times, and at last

without any particular object, resolved to let him-

self in with his pass-key. The book of entries o

the day before lay open on the table, and in sheei

listlessness he began to read. The first thing ap

palled him—" A reprieve to be sent to York foi

the coiners ordered for execution the next day.'

It struck him that he had had no return to hii

order to send the reprieve, and he searched th(

minutes but could not find it. In alarm, he wen

to the house of the chief clerk, who lived iU

Downing-street, knocked him up, (it was then paac|

three,) and asked him if he knew anything of thi

reprieve being sent. In great alarm, the chiei

clerk could not remember.
" You are scarcely awake," said Sir Evani

" Collect yourself; it must have been sent."

The chief clerk said he did now recollect ; hi

had sent it to the Clerk of the Crown, whose bu

siness it was to forward it.

"Good!" said Sir Evan; "but have you hii

receipt and certificate that it is gone V
" No."
" Then come with me to his house : we mus

find him, though it is so early."

It was now four, and the Clerk of the Crowr

lived in Chancery Lane. There was no hacknej

-._ „- ._,^coach, and they almost ran. The Clerk of thi

nee'd not be anxious to deter-j Crown had a country-house, and meaning to hav(;

. : . .1. 1^ loug ijoliday, he was at that moment stepping

into fis gig to go to his villa. Astonished at thf

visit of the Under-Secretary at such an hour, hf

was still more so at his business.

With an exclamation of horror, the Clerk of thsi

quences. It we endeavour in a meek and chris-

tian spirit, faithfully to discharge our present duty
to our heavenly Father, we may safely commit
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•own cried, " The reprieve is locked up iu my
iki"

It was brought. Sir Evau sent to the post-

fice for the trustiest and fleetest express, and the

pricve reached York as the prisoners w
nding the cart.

Oriental Crows.—Cejlon has upwards of three

indred and twenty species of birds; and their

odigious numbers, particularly the myriads of

ater-ibwl, form one of the marvels of the island,

he melody of their song bears no comparison witl

at of the warblers of Europe ; and in beauty o:

umage they are surpassed by the birds of South
merica and Northern India; but they have sin

liar grace of form, and utter clear and icusica

lis in rich and melodious tones. Of all the Cey
a birds in the same order^-the small, glo?sy crowi

e the most familiar and notorious. The Dutch
iriug their sovereignty, enforced severe penaltie:

;aiutt any killer of crows, thinking them useful

d they now frequent the towns in companies
id domesticate themselves in the close vicinity of

ery house. They are the flying thieves of the

jce ; and no article, however unpromising its

iality, can with safety be left unguarded in any
lartment accessible to them. They despoil la-

work-baskets, open paper parcels to ascer-

in their contents, will undo the knot of a napkin

it inclose anything eatable, and have been known
remove a peg which fastened the lid of a basket,

order to plunder the provender therein.

For "The Friend."

There is much in the following letter of that

eply experienced christian, I. Peningtou, which

)plies to the .state of things in many parts of our

ligious Society. It is to be feared that many
•ofe.^sing with Friends, are striving to substitute

ripture study and scripture readings, with or

thout commentaries, and often formal praying

bd preaching, for "waiting on the Lord for the

ches of his Spirit, and in returning back to the

ord, by his own spirit and in the virtue of his

1 life, that which He pleaseth to bestow upon

m." We ofl'er it for insertion in " The Friend,"

the hope it, may put all its readers upon their

ird against this fearful delusion.

' Because my not praying in my family, accord-

ig to the custom of professors, seemed to be such

great stumbling-block to thee, it sprang up iu my
art to render thee this account thereof.

I did formerly apply myself to pray to the

ord, morning and evening, (besides other times,)

ieving in my heart, that it was the will of the

rd 1 should so do. And this was my condition

len ;—sometimes I felt the living spring open, and

true child breathe towards the Father; at

ther times, I felt a deadness, a dryness, a barren-

ess, and only a speaking and striving of the natu-

il part, which I, even then, felt was not aceepta-

le to the Lord, nor did profit my soul ; but, ap-

rehendiug it to be a duty, I durst not but apply

yself thereto.

Since that time,—since the Lord hath again

een pleased to raise up what he had formerly be-

otten in me, and began to feed it, by the pure

iving forth of that breath of life which begat it,

which is the bread that comes down from heaven

ally to it, as the Lord pleaseth freely to dis-

ense it,)— the Lord hath shown me, that prayer

. his gift to the child which he begets ; and that

; stands not in the will, or time, or understanding,

r afl'cctionate part of the creature, but iu his own
'Bgetting, which he first breathes upon, and thtn

; breathes again towards him ;—and that he work-

th this at his own pleasure, and no time can be

set him when he shall breathe, or when he shall

not breathe; and that when he breathes, then is

the time of prayer, then is the time of moving to-

wards him, and following him who draws. So that,

all my times, and all my duties, and all my graces,

and all my hopes, and all my refreshments, and
all my ordinances, are in his hand, who is the

spring of my life, and conveys, preserves, and in-

creases life of his own good pleasure.
" I freely confess, all my religion stands in wait-

ing on the Lord, for the riches of his Spirit, and
in returning back to the Lord, (by his own Spirit,

and in the virtue of his own life.) that which he

pleaseth to bestow on me. And, 1 have no faith,

no love, no hope, no peace, no joy, no ability to

any thing, no refreshment in any thing, but as I

find his living breath beginning, his living breath

continuing, his living breath answering, and per-

forming what it calls for. So that, 1 am become
exceeding poor and miserable, save in what the

Lord pleaseth to be to me by his own free grace,

and for his own name's sake, and in rich mercy
And, if I have tasted any thing of the Lord's good
ness sweeter than ordinary, my heart is williug, si

far as the Lord pleaseth, faithfully to point any
others to the same spring; and not discourage or

witness against the least simplicity, and true desire

after God, in them. But, where they have lost thi

true living child, and another thing is got up ii

its stead, (which, though it may bear its image to

the eye of flesh, yet it is not the same thing in the

sight of God ;) and, where this nourisheth it.-elf by
praying, reading, meditating, or any other such

like thing, feeding the carnal part with such a

kind of knowledge from Scriptures, as the natural

understanding may gather and grow rich by ; this,

in love and faithfulness to the Lord and to souls,

I cannot but testify against, wherever I fiud it, as

the Lord draweth forth my spirit to bear its testi-

mony.
" And this I know, from the Lord, to be the

general state of prolessors at this day. The Spirit

of the Lord i.s departed from them, and they are

joined to another spirit, as deeply and as generally

as ever the Jews were ; and that their prayers and

reading of the Scriptures, and preaching, and du-

ties, and ordinances, are as loathsome to the soul

of the Lord, as ever the Jews' incense and sacri-

fices were. And this is the word of the Lord con-

cerning them. Ye must come out of your know-
" :dge, into the feeling of an inward principle of

fe, if ever ye be re>tored to the true unity with

od, and to the true enjoyment of him agaiu. Ye
lust come out of the knowledge and wisdom ye

have gathered from the scriptures, into a feeling of

the thing there written of, as it pleaseth the Lord
to open and reveal them in the hidden man of the

heart.

This is it, ye are to wait for from the Lord

;

and not to boast of your present state, as if ye

were not backslidden from him, and had not en-

tered into league with another spii'it ; which keeps

up the image of what the Spirit of the Lord once

formed in you, but without the true, pure, fresh

life.

"From a faithful Friend and lover of souls."

__^___ I. P.

Cuttonizcd Flax.—During the past year a series

of experiments, mechanical and chemical combined,

have been made in Rhode Island, the object of

which was to provide, as a substitute for cotton, a

material that could be manufactured without any
alteration of machinery now in use. The object

?en attained 'oy the product!^ of a material

which is properly named cottoniz<^flax. The flax

pulled by a machine which doeB4he work of forty

'men. Either manufactured flax or flax not in seed
may be u-cd. As flax is cultivated for the seed a
double crop may thus be produced—a crop of seed
as well a., of flax. The dried (lax as gathered from
the field, is firit cut by machinery into suitable

lengths, representing the staple of upland cotton
about 1 J inch long. The process is performed
by automaton machinery with great facility and
at little cost. The material is subjected to a steam-
ing process in large vats, and is then dried by ma-
chinery, rapidly revolving. Next, it passes through
what may be called a ginning process, whereby the

woody iiusk or chives is separated from the fibre.

By chemical process, the fibre is then exploded
longitudinally, and assumes the required fiuenes.'i

of cotton. The w hole process is rapid, simple, and
cheap. In this form the material is successfully

carded, spun, and woven. Beautiful specimens of
flux cotton, drawings, rovings, yarn, and also of
the flax mixed with cotton, have been exhibited to

the Secretary of the Interior and others, by Ex-
Governor Jackson, of Bhode Island. As a mate-
rial for mixture with wool the eottonized flax is

vastly preferable to cotton. It combines in the
carding process with greater facility. The yarn is

stronger. The cloth is very durable, even more so

than if made wholly of wool. The lustre of the

cloth is improved. Flax wool also receives a dye
with the same facility as wool itself.

—

SaiionuL
Intelliiiencer.

Locomotion.—A new discovery in locomotion
has been made in France, and it is considered to

be of so much importance that a commission has
been appointed by the Emperor to examine and
report upon it. M. (iirard has constructed the
model of a railway adapted for runners like those

of a sledge. The runners move iu a sort of clos;
between this and the rails water is introduced, and
thus almost all friction is avoided. Should this

plan prove successful on a large scale, much wear
and tear, not only of the carriages, but of the pas-
sengers' nerves, will be saved. How delightful it

will be to slide smoothly over a surface of water,
instead of having one's bone.,; dUloeated by being
rattled over uneven rails, and one's head stupefied

by the perpetual clatter.

—

London Guardian.
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SU.M.M.A.RY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—News from England to the 14lh inst.

Agents are now in England making contracts in be-
lialf of the United States Government, for a supply of
:\rm5, &c. The contracts are proposed with a clause
that they shall be null and void in case of a war with
En^dand.
The St. Petersburg Journal declares that it is the de-

sire of the Russian Cabinet to see the civil war in the
Unilcd States ended by prudent and honorable com-
promise. Russia's desire is not to divide, but to bring

ther and rc-uuite adversaries, who ought always to
remain brothers.

le movements t>f Garibaldi have created great ex-
citement and enthusiasm throughout Italy. The people
were rallying to his standard, and it was supposed he

Id soon be at the head of a large army. He has
taken possession of Roova and Palmita. The Govcrn-

t had not taken any further measures against him.
In a recent speech, Garibaldi declared, "The present
state of afl'airs cannot continue. I go against the Go-
vernment because it will not let me go to Rome. I go
against Fr.^nce because she defends the Pope. I will

have Rome at anv price. Rome or death ! If I succeed,
mnch the better. If not, I will destroy the Italy

rhieh I made myself"
Two Confederate steamers had sailed from Enzlnnd,
aviug both succeeded in escaping from the United

States steamer Tuscarora, which was watching them.
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The returns of the harvest in France were favourable.

The French expeditionary force for Mexico is very large.

A number of guu-boats form part of the expedition.

The Manchester market had an upward tendency with

small sales. The Liverpool cotton market was steady

and firm, at unchanged rates for American, but easier

prices for India. Breadstulfs quiet and steady.

United States.— Virginia.—During most of last week,

considerable uneasiness prevailed in regard to the mili-

tary operations in this State. General M'Clellan was

permitted to withdraw his army from the peninsula with-

out molestation, but it appears that as soon as the rebel

commanders discovered bis intentions, they took prompt

measures for sending the great bulk of their forces from

Richmond to operate against Geu. Pope. The various

divisions of the rebel army occupying the range from

Fredericksburg to Gordonsville, are reported to number

from 150,000 to 200,000 men. Gen. Pope was obliged

to retreat before the overwhelming force brought against

him, and, on the 21st inst., had fallen back as tar as

War'renton Junction. During the retreat, there appears

to have been a great deal of skirmishing all along the

lines, though no serious eugageraent. In one of these

skirmishes, about one half of a Federal cavalry regiment

was captured by the rebels. A part of Gen. M-Clellan's

army had landed near Acquia Creek, and it is believed

the main body has eflected a junction with the forces ol

Pope and Burnside. Heavy reinforcements have arrived

at Fredericksburg for the Union army. Another mov

ment of the rebels up the Shenandoah valley is appre-

hended.
A'orth Carolina.—The President has authorized Gov

Stanley to order an election for representatives to Con-

press in the first and second districts of this State. The

Richmond papers, in commenting on the late election

for Governor and members of the Legislature, say that

there is no difference between the secession and so-call-

ed Union party of North Carolina, in regard to the pro-

secution of the war.

Louisiana.—All the properly of John Slidell has been

confiscated by order of Gen. Butler. An order from

Gen. Butler commands the turning over to the U. S.

authorities of all arms in New Orleans. Count Megraw,

the French Consul, had written a letter to Lieut. Weitgel,

Assistant Military Commandant, expressing a desire that

the French citizens might be allowed to retain their

arms for fear of a servile insurrection, to which General

Butler replied to the effect that the protection of the

United Sjates will be given in such a case, and insisting

on all the arms of the inhabitants, white and black, be-

ing under his control. Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland,

has made his report to the Government upon the points

in the administration of affairs in New Orleans, he long

since went thitbcr to iuvesclgate, and the President has

approved its conclusion. It is understood that he re-

commends the return to the Consul of the Netherlands

of the eight hundred thousand dollars seized by General

Butler, in his hands; that the seven hundred and six-

teen thousand be returned to the French Consul ; also,

that a large amount of sugars and other merchandise

be relinquished to the Greek, British and other foreign

merchants domiciled in New Orleans, as these seizures

cannot be justified by civil or military law.

Kenluchj.—More than 10,000 troops from Indianc

have entered Kentucky. A despatch from Cincinnat

Bays, there is too much importance attached to the re

bel raids in Tennessee and Kentucky, and tlie current

statements of the strength of the rebels in that section

are said to be much exaggerated. The Grenada Appeal,

however, asserts that a general movement of the Confe-

derate armies of the West is about being made, and that

Kentucky and Tennessee will be soon in possession of

the South.
Tennessee.—It is stated that Cumberland Gap has

been abandoned by the Federal forces, who have re-.

treated to Barboursville. The rebels have burned two
Federal steamers, fifty miles above Fort Henry. Clarks-

villc has been cajilurcd by them,, and 340 Federal
troops taken prisoners. In an engagement with Mor-
gan's cavalry near Gallatin, the U. S. forces, under
Gen. J "hnsou, were defeated with a loss of 300 prison-

ers, including Gen. Johnson. On the 20th inst., two
thousand guerillas passed through Raleigh, in the direc-

tion.of Memphis, and retraced their steps the same day,
burning the bridges, and destroying all the cotton they
could find. Various other ravages by roving bands of

rebels are reported.

Missouri.—In a battle near Lexington, between the
State trooDs and a large body of rebels, the former were
defeated, with a loss ofaoo men killed and wounded. Later
intelligence states that Lexington had been secured
against attack, and that the rebels were retreating, pur-
sued by the U. S. troops.
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Arkansas.—Gea. Curtis's army at Helena, is said to

have been increased to 30,000 men. A considerable

fleet is also collected there, it is supposed, for a move-

ment upon Vicksburg. Itsefficiency is, however, greatly

mpaired by sickness, about half of the crews, it is stated,

being disabled from this cause. In the camps also,

much sickness prevailed, which is attributed to the use

of unwholesome water. Intercepted letters from Gen.

Uindmau to the rebel War Department, state that he has

well armed infantry, 6,000 cavalry and 54 pieces of

artillery, at Little Rock. He purposes awaiting an at-

ick from Gen. Curtis instead of attacking him at Hel-

Tke Mississippi River.—The steamer Acacia, recently

in on a snag, fifty miles below Memphis, and sunk in a

few minutes. About forty persons perished, most of

were U. S. soldiers. The U. S. ram, Sumter,

grounded opposite Bayou Sara. The rebel authorities

demanded her surrender, but the crew and stores were

put on transports, and the Sumter blown up.

Minnesota.—A serious outbreak on the part of the

Sioux Indians has taken place at the Lower Siou

Agency. The Indians being exasperated at the non

reception of the annuities due them by the Govern

ment, attacked the whites in the town of Acton, murder

ing men, women and children, indiscriminately. They

afterwards extended their outrages, and according

the reports, have destroyed several hundred persons.

Colonization.—A colony of colored persons to settle in

Central America, is being raised in the District of Col-

umbia. The project is encouraged by the Admiuistra-

tion. The Government proposes to send out the emi-

grants in good steamships, and provide them all the ne-

cessary implements of labour, and also sustenance until

they can gather a harvest.

Exchange of Prisoners.—On the 23rd, about 3,000

ebel prisoners were sent to Cairo to be exchanged ; seve-

ral hundred Tennesseeans and Kentuckians preferred

taking the oath of allegiance, and were sent home. It

s that the rebels hold more prisoners than the

U. S. authorities have in their possession. This was
ot at first supposed to be the case, but large as were

lie numbers of rebel prisoners taken in the spring, they

ave since been overbalanced by the numerous disasters

to the Federal arms in Virginia, Tennessee, and other

places.

Southern Items.—Late Richmond, Va., papers, critizise

the management of the war with much freedom. Th(

Examiner calls the Confederate President " a weak
opinionated and headstrong man," who has wastcc

away the Southern army in inaction, and indecisive bat

ties. The rebel Congress has re-assemblcd at Rich

mond, and the Examiner says " It will be for Congress

to repair, as best it can, the mischief done the public

service by a weak and impracticable Executive." The
message of Jetferson Davis to the rebel Congress, is i

document of small interest or value. It furnishes bu
little information and presents no new views in relation

to the rebellion. The Richmond correspondent of thi

Charleston Mercury states that the total losses of thi

Southern army in the late battles near Richmond,
amounted to between 18,000 and 20,000 men. Thi

mortality among the wounded is stated to have beei

frightfully great, in consequence of the great heat of

the weather which followed the engagements.
New York.—Mortality last week, 520, including 324

children under five years.

Philadelphia.—UortnWly last week, 371.

The Markets, S^c.—The imports at New York last week
lounted to §3,664,070, and the exports, (including

§787,000 in specie,) to $3,695,316. The total exports

of specie, since the beginning of the year, have beei

$38,623,776. The specie in the New York banks on
the 22nd inst., was reported to be $35,588,486. Pre
mium for gold, 15^ per cent. The following were the

quotations of the grain market on the 25th. Neic Xork
Red western wheat $1.28 a $1.32; white Michigan

$1.29 a $1.34 ; rye, 79 cts. a 80 ets. ; oats, 50 cts. a 6£

corn, 60 cts. a 62 cts., for western yellow. Phila-

delpliia.—l'nme red wheat, $1.30 a $1.35; white, $1.35
a $1.50 ; rye, 75 cts. a 80 cts.

;
yellow corn, 64 cts. ; oats,

; cts. a 57 cts., for old Penna. ; new Delaware
40 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jehu Fawcett, Agt., 0., for L. B

Walker and John French, $4 each, vols. 33 and 34, foi

Benj. Antram and Danl. Test, $4, vols. 34 and 35, for

Nathan Armstrong, $4, vols. 36 anjp7, for Isaac Carr

V*'- fii'^"'^''^'^'''''
^2 each, vol,^~

Dean, 0,

..--., ..„.., N. Y., for

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

These seminaries will, it is expected, be re-op(

fter the summer vacation, on or near'the first of N
month next, the Boys' School being situated on Cherr

Street west of Eighth, and the Girls' School on Se
Street between Cherry and Race Streets.

The course of Instruction now adopted in the Boys
School, embraces, besides the ordinary branches, a se

lection of more advanced mathematical, scientific an
classical studies, on the satisfactory completion of whicl

the pupil will be entitled to a diploma or certificate c

bolarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific sub
jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by appropriat

apparatus and experiments.

The course of study at the Girls' School embraces,

addition to the elementary branches,—Algebra, Geo
metry. History, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Af

tronomy. Physiology, Natural History, Botany, Physici

Geography, Mental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetor

and Composition. Instruction is also given in Trigong

metry. Mensuration, and theFrench and Latin Languag
As the proper classification of the scholars, early

the session, is important, it is desirable that those wh
intend to enter pupils for the coming term, should do

as early in the season as possible. Application may
made on the opening of the Schools, to Joseph A

Aldrich, Principal of the Boys' School, and to Margari

Lightfoot, the Principal of the Girls' School.

With the present arrangement, it is believed that thea

schools offer unusual advantages to Friends for the lib(

ral education of their children, and at a very modera

Their attention is also invited to the Primary Schoo
the Northern and Western Districts, where provisid

is made for the careful elementary instruction of chil

ren too young to enter the Principal schools.

Ou behalf of the Committee,
JOHN CARTER, Clerk.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL, GERMANTOWN.
Since the opening of this School, in Ninth mont

858, the buildings have been enlarged and improvs

for the accommodation of Friends' children, and othe

ho conform to the regulations of the School. Ti

tuation is pleasant and healthful, adjoining and co

unicating with Friends' Meeting-House premises,

Germantown avenue. The course of study embraci

the usual branches of a good English education ; ala

the French.and Latin languages.

Teems fob Tuition.—From $8 to $20 per Session

five months, according to the ages of the pupils, i

the branches taught,—French and Latin, $8 each p
Term.—Application may be made to Alfred Cope ; Ez

Comfort ; John S. Haines ;
Lloyd Mifflin ;

Samuel Morri

George Jones ; EUiston P. Morris,—or to Amy
Sarah H. Albertson, at the School.

Eighth month, 1861.

N. B.—A limited number of scholars can be accoi

modated with board in the dwelling on the premisi

Access may also be had by the Scholars to a valuafa

Library, belonging to the Preparative Meeting.
.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

NEAR FRANKFORD, (TWENTY-TUIKD WARD, PHILADELPHIJ

Physician and Superintendent,—Joshua H. WoKTUiif

ton, M. D.

Application for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, to Charles Ellis, Cle

of the Board of Managers, No. 724 Market Street, Phil

delphia, or to any other Member of the Board.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOURED
PERSONS.

Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted for tW
Men's and Women's schools. Applications may be madt

to Isaac Morgan, Jr., 622 Noble street,

Samuel Allen, 524 Pine street.

Geo. J. Scattergood, Fifth and Callowhill streets

Married, at Friends Meeting House, Goshen, Chcstei

Co., Pa., on the 8th of Fifth month, 1862, Henry Wood
of Rahway, N. J., and Hannah Forsythe, of the Ibrraei

place.

Died, on the 5th inst., aged sixteen mouths, JoANNi

Sophia, daughter of Dr. J. H. and Mary M. Worthing-

ton.

WM. H. PILE, PRINTER, J
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank. ^














